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Gov't Enlists Circus Showmanship Methods to Carry
First-Hand Details of Foreign Fronts Back Homie^
Three Touring Units Tee
Off Within Fortnight

FIX STARS

$1,000,000 for Relief

Praise, for Soviet

(wronr))
O.
0

KBDNENBEBGEB (PM)

'Army . From AO Coin Angles,

te

MORALE May

foil

31, 1942)

O

First

American publishing firm

come out with

song glorify-Ing the present Russian Aniiy is
to

Wotds &

a-

Music, lap,

Tha

title if

'Song of a Soviet Tankman.'
and Hanjr,
Philip Sterling
Simlone. are' the writers.

ADDED

Is

'Russian Rose,* waltz 'ballad,
a current best seller in Eng-

land.

snows)'^

With the aim. of hTPOing U. S.
morale to a fever fighting and production pitch for an all-out victory
drive against the Axis this year, the
.

ibonenberger (PM) Tops N. Y. Drama
Critics in "Variety' 1941-42

•Variety's'

PM, cops
boxscore' on the New'Yprk

dramatic

critics

Louis Kronenberger,

of.

for tlie

Boxscore

Hollywood Unhorsed

season' of

1941^, ended Sundby nigtit (31),
Hollywood, June 2.
with the rest of the $eers. scrambled
Santa Anita is through as a racebehind him. It was the dullest pro- track for the duration.
duction year, with' the least amount
Condemnation proceedings have
of hits since 1023-24, yet Kronenber- been filed by the attorney general's
ger managed. to come up with the offlce, with the Government asking
excellent percentage- of .023, having use of 40() acres until June 36, 1943,
oalled 'right' on 60 of the season's and ren,ewals as long as the war
new productions and 'wrong' on only lasts.
_
five out of 6S openings caught.
Second place goes to John Mason
Brown, of the N.Y. World-Telegram,
but- he wasn't even close with .885,
based on 40 'rights' and six 'wrongs.'
of_lhe.. Journal-3Ahn-. Andetsan,
American, called 68 'rights,' eight
Vrong' and no-oplnioned another to
Wind up in third place with .862.
Other critics in this year's ratings
.

'

'

BUY INTORKO

and

their averages are in the following order: Robert Coleman (Mirror),
.6(10; Broolcs Atlcinson (Times), .825
ttichard Lockridge (Sun), .800; Rich(Cbntinued pn page 50)

Felt

Irving. Berlin's soldier show. This
Is the Army.', moves Its 260 personnel
into Manhiriittan "..tomorrow (Thurs.)
for' start of theatre rehearsals V>n the
of the Broadway. Musical, the
1942 cotmterpart of 'Berlin's famed
Yip Yaphank-di 1918, is slated
for a July 4 premiere ai $4.40 top,
for a fourrweek guaranteed stay, fol-

staige.

'Yip,

.

lowed by 'a

road'"1bUr, and,, if suffi-

ciently worthy, a posslbU return to
Broadway for an indefinite run.
Berlin' has tum.ed everything over
to the Army Emergency Relief Fund,
including his miisro copyrights. Since
the ArnW. <iannpt, it^^lf^lct^/ own. a
copyrlgh%'r,s'«ew IMs .14 the' Army.
Inc., has beeh set^'Vjj to: jadmlnister
everything. The copyriglits of the
mtisic arid ..the ptodiiCtiob 'Will be in
the name' of '.This js' the; .'Almy andall

Pk

by Radio

.'

cycle

of. "t'eligiCius

At

films.

least

ect, rather.- 'than 'just

another thea-

seven other, producers have stories trical venture under
Army aiisplces,
of 'faith,' on their schedules,

seijtii-official

.

Coney Island

in 1st Big

Wave.of

Test Under Dimoiit, But

Comes Through Okay

religipus piptures, In light

of the war, has been not unexpected.
There- was /a '.similar pheiiomenoQ^
during 'World War 1 It's coincidelit
with a trend .back to' faith always
evident by the: public, during times
''

Coney

of

New

extreme

shSsss.

Par

'Army', for which
.'Berlin will ^oftiitit' his services, as
will^ also Mark ':Saodrlch, 'who will
diirect. That's part of the deal. The
rest of the cast wlU be soldiers, rer
cruited fromtthe„orlginal Broadway
production, or augmented by others,
ii set to' film
'

-

York's and pos'Bern&dette,V'-wbieh U a Book of if. transfers,- 'Waij. casualties,, etc., inmost famous sum' the J/Tonth Club selection for June, tervene, since' evegrthing and everyWilliam DIeterle body about tbe"sho'w will conform
got i.ts first major brought $82,600.
was at one time reported holding an to strict Army order.
test tmder dimout conditions over
op.ti.on..pn._it,. ^t'l A,9*°iy.
._'B.erlln.flgur.es:.that if his 'a!J.a_Blesf
'QH past,~fifem6rfal Day'weekehdr il famed chapel "ai* LoiirSes "In.'lhe" America', with its 000,000 Copies sold
came through comparatively well, south of. Franpe, which is the scene and nearly $100,000 realized for benefit of the Boy and Girl Scouts of
with daytime business especially of many 'miracle healings,'
Coincident with the 'Bemadette' America, can bring 'that much from
good.
THe nighttime trade was as
good as could be expected, but far purchase, indie producer Frank Ross one song alone,, the entire -score of
(Jean Arthivr's husband) is nego- This Is the Army' should realize
below last year at the same time.
Island,

sibly the world's

•

mer playground,

-

"

.

Former U. S. Ambassador Joseph
Some 200,000 people travelled to tiating a deal for 'The Robe,' a reP. Kennedy is reportedly' preparing the resort Saturday (30), when the ligious stor/by Lloyd Douglas. It's
to re-enter picture business shortly, temperature hit 89, and the beach to be published by Houghton, Mifpossibly via RKO, same company operators walked around with long flin in the Fall. Ross is reported
which he headed in the late twenties kissers. With' such high heat, at negotiating on the b^is of a $25,000

when amalgamation of Pathe-FBO- least '500,000 visitors yr^re expected. down payment, against a'..$1.00tOpo
paved However, it was' a spending crowd purchase price.' Stoiy is of a Rombh
PDC-Keith-Albee-Orpheum
who participated in 'the
sdldier
the way ;to the present corporate
(Continued on page 44)
crucifixion of Christ and won Jesus'
setup of RKO.
robe by the rolling of dice for it
Understood that Kennedy has alThis man,
with other soldiers.
ready set up offices in WaU Street

New 'Vorlc are complaining about the
recent dearth of such personalities
In the eastern bailiwiclc. The screen
celebs who used to flocic to New Yorlc
these agencies
point out, are as a rule .now spending their free iirne touring the service
camps or going on service fund caravans. If they go to New York it's
for a quickie that rarely allows for
them to do a commercial radio date.
Talent booldng agencies note that
among the few names tliat have recently
visited
New York and
made themselves available for radio
there has been a common request
(Continued on page 44)

prepare up-to-theon picture company
minute
holdings. Though reported Interested
In buying into RKO, entry into other
picture channels is not imlikely.

with a

staff to
statistics

JOLSON'S TWO-A-DAY

pictures,

IN

ALASKAN CAMPS

-

rev^ues tdx"'^ Army Emer-

gency Relief Fund will be handled
by that corponUon.'.
Thus, Berlln^'jshoW, with'ItA maniPurchase by 20th-Fox lest week of fold interests, 'dq^. th.^^least of which
is the $250,000 Vliibb. Faramount is
screen
Franz
Werfel's
rights'
'Song
to
productions are such personalities as
all set to pay for the illm rights, has
another
Bemadette'
marks
step
of
Brig. .General James Doolittle, who
by Hollywood toward a forthcoming assum'ed U^e^tjfoporttons of a proj-.
(Continued on page 49)

'

Ad agencies which have been accustomed t« using film names as
guests on programs originating from

between

ne

CYdl ON WAY

on the most tremendous scale in
history. It will send on the road almost simultaneously three shows
which should prove audience dynamite in every, spot they play.
Expected to be included in the

Fmid

.

(Continued :on page 55)
.•,r

.

Producers Commtttii^

.

Stars Bnsy Touring

Camps, Scarcity of

RELIGIOUS

Government next week will enter
into show business on its own hook

.

KENNEDY MAY

Names

CENTS

25

S.

It's

Pix Ideas
'

Kaufman

George S. Kaufman, who has written plays about various other people,
has at last been made the subject of
one himself.

War Dept oil

All pictures, features as well as
through acquisition of the robe, atwith wartime themes or
tains the faith with it and spends shorts,
the rest of his life spreading Christ's angles 'being produced in Hollywood
are now made subject to consultateachings.
studio heads and War
between
Another picture of religion com- tion
Department officials, from reports.
(Contlnued on page 44)
This in part accounts for what virtually -amounts to commuting of
company heads between Hollsrwood
STRIKE
and Washington in recent months.
Cunfent indications are that more
than «0 features whh wartime backgrounds will bo produced in Hollyduring the coming year.. War'
wopd
Philadelphia, June 2.
Two orchestras with the Rlngling nets already has dix scheduled, with
Bros.-fiamum Sc Bailey circus, com- one or two more possible.
While
the War Department does
prising 41 musicians, went on strike
story
today, ordered out by the Musicians not issue definite orders for
union when the circus failed to give content of pictures With war angles,

'Great Coflahorator/ Play

Ahoot Geo.

To D C/to Huddle With

FORCES CANNED

caUed The Great

Collaborator* and Is a broad comedy
in the style of 'The Man
to Dinner,' the Kaufman-

MUSIC ON RINGUNGB&B

somewhat

Who Came

Moss Hart play about Alexander
Hollywood, June 2.
Al Jolson hops off this week for a Woollcott.
The character representing Kaufmonth's tour of entertainment among
the soldiers and sailors in their man in The Great Collaborator'
spends much of his time in a barber
lonely outposts in Alaska.
Comedian will give two one-hour chair, which he has sent to the home
shows a day, singing 14 songs at each of whomever he is to visit. Script
contract calling for $2.50 studios seek Government advice, coperformance, with a oianist as his was authored by Charles Horine, an them a new
(Continued on page 53)
(Continued on page 22)
actor.
sole aid.
'

.

.

MISCELLANY

W^dnesdaj, June

General Tim O'Shenko Tickles U.

iiTHE BERLE-ING POINT

S.

«»«« <««««>«««
By Milton

Few

gags In recent months have received the amount of wear and
tear from radio comics as the one about the lUiely Irish ancestry of
case In point
Soviet Russia's No. 1 general, Semyoii TImoshenko.
was its appearance on NBC programs of last Thursday night (28).
Listeners who kept their dials on the same NBC release from 9 to
10:30 EWT, heard the gag exploited not only on the Kraft Music Hall
hut on the succeeding stanza, the Rudy Vallee-Sealtest show.

What ii to become of Broadway, now ^et wartime restrictions foirbid
the use of iUumlnation on 'Orange Juice Gulch.' Is the 'Gay White Way*
luiown henceforth as the 'Gay Dark Way'7 Just Imagine the hardto
ships it .'nW'Work on. many, ot its inhabitants.... During blackouts how
can one wear his beautiful 'Zoot Sulf with the draped neoii buttons?....
Nor will you be ablk to carry the torch' during blackouts. .. .Drunks,
who used to get 'lit' every night risk being hauled In by an air-raid warden
....In Harlem will they have to have a 'whiteout'7....Winchell will*feature a new expression, 'I'll be back in the black witli a crack'.
.When
the prodigal son returns he won't find a light burning in the window and
Peggy Joyce's jewelry will have an air-raid warden assigned whose duties
will be to sit on them in case of an alert.

^

-

There s Hamola Even in Studio Biggies,
It'll

Shakespeare

Come Out

Hollywood, June 2.
spoke a larynxful

when he remarked

that

all

the

world's a stage and all the boys and
gals are thesps at 'heart Even the
film execs, who sit on their thrones
high alMve the stars and look down
on ordinary mortals, occasionally
come oR their lofty perched and do
a bit of mugging on the sound
Specifically, the biggies at
Etages.
Paramount, and a lot of the not-sobiggies, are wanning up for a ham's

in

ParV'Rhythm'

.

Even the Luxor Baths didn't escape the ban on Illumination. Henny
air-raid warden, and his job is to extinguish
the sun lamps there.... During the last blackout one eleotric bulb said
to another: 'Where were you lest night?' 'I was out Uke a light.'
Jack (Baldy) Zero solves his problem very ingeniously when the air
raid signal sounds, he presses a button on his vest and a black convertible,
toupee rolls over his head, leaving not one ray exposed.

It wUl cost money to defeat
Germany, Japan and lialy.
Our government calls on you
to help now.

Metro Signs Margetson,

A Yet,

Buy

and Hicks, a Tyro

Metro signed and sent to the Coast
during the past week two players,
one a vet the other a comparative
novice. First Is Arthur Margetson,
English character actor, who has
been on Broadway -for many years.
He will play the role of Dr. Bennett
in Metro's 'Random Harvest.'
Signed to a term pact was Bert
field day in 'Star Spangled Rhythm.'
Their alibi for crashing the lens Hicks, who has been playing leading
and nudging the professional play- male roles in .Clilcago little theatres
ers out of focus is that most of the for the past two years. Before that
action in the musical play tgkes he was a truck driver, shoe salesman
place on the picture lot As it they and soda Jerker. He was discovered
needed an excuse. When word of by Clarence Shapiro, Metro's midthe free-for-all mugging tournament west talent scout.
Tests of both the players were
was grapevined around the studio
Altman,
there was a tremendous rush of voir made in New York by Al

loar saidngs

Youngman was made an

-

—

bonds or

stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
buy them on a regular basis..

Broadway Sam was hard hit After he'd invested in four suits with
made the sun look like a cloud in comparison
told by an air-raid warden that he couldn't wear them on the
street at night unless he camouflaged Uiem with leaves.

lovely rainbow colors that

he was

.

.

unteers, all eager to sacrifice their
valuable time for art's sake.
Leading the lens poachers are
Buddy De Sylva, studio production
chief, and Cecil B. DeMille, who was
an actor In the Gay Nineties and
never quite recovered., Supporting
them is a .star-spangled cast of pro(Contlnued on page 49)
''

British

Fdm Exec

Tells of Tiptop

Biz in England

M-G

I

Berle

BUokoat Over Braadway

A

And

1942

3,

talent exec.

Grant Whytock
Seriously Hurt

,Street')

—

Now take fuel rationing a lot of leftover bootleggers
hibition era jwill start making bathtub gas.

In R.R. Accident
Hollywood, June

Word has been

2,

received here of

serious injury in a Canadian
train wreck May 28 of Grant
tock, associate producer on Edward
Small productions, and his brotherin-law, Robert Carlisle, producer of
scientific film shorts for Paramount

the

Why

LESSER'S UNIQUE DEAL

WITH STAGE CANTEEN

-

The only ones not affected by the dark are the actois who have long
been paid off in it.
Nowadays, when a Broadway guy takes his 'sugar* out, she stamps bis
ration card... .Every time you see a bowl filled with sugar it brings a
lump to your throat (From the song, 'When My Sugar Walks Down the
from the Pro-

Can you imagine walking up

to a door on a dark street, receive a bottle
and drinking it by mistake.
With the shortage of gas the subway companies have equipped themselves with special trains that stretch after 9,000 people get in one car.
The only one not worrying about gas is Joe Frisco. He's belong,ed to the

of gas, forgetting yourself

'horse' era for too long a time.

Leo Lindy got together all the rubber checks he ever received, turned
to the Government which extracted the rul>ber and made an
experimental tire out of them, but no luck.... the tu-e bounced.
Now that vaudeville is back, Broadway Rose received an offer to double
as one of Merle's Cockatoos.

them over

Moran & Wiser, the chapeau tossers, are overjoyed: they've just been
Pair were on vacation when their booked to play the chain of Adam Hat stores.
coach was rammed by another train
Hollywood, June 2.
Understand 'Odiva' is sorry that she is 'uieoriTifl* those seals.
Unique deal was negotiated by Sol near BaniT, in the Canadian Rockies.
Saranoff didn't miss vaudeville at all.
He went to sleep in the big
Lesser for production, In association Both were removed to a hospital at
chair at the Friars, in 1929, qnd just got up. (So you see.)
with Louis Lurie, Frisco capitalist of Kamloops with Whytock more critiAlexander Brothers Sc Evelyn heard the call of the road and went to
'Stage Door Canteen', although Para- cally Injured by broken glass and
Albuquerque to get their Indian clubs back.
mount, made a $40,000 bid for the scalded by escaping steam.
Marshall Montgomery end Valentine Vox are so happy that vaudeville
screen rights.
However,>. It was
Is coming back they gave their dummies a wood alcohol rub.
knocked down to Lesser for $25,000.
He provides financing for film, as- Propose Geo. M. Cohan
Things are really good in vaudeville. When they start using real money
sembles the talent and as his share
in the 'two tens for a five' bit things are terrific.
receives $19,000 for supervising and
Rocco Vocco, the music man, is publishing a new song dedicated to
Day July 3 in N.Y.C. Tommy
7% of the gross.
and Jimmy Ddrsey, titled 'After the Brawl Is Over.'
Profiti' of picture are to he disbursed to charities designated by the
Councilman William McCarthy,
.

Canteen, subject to Lesser's approval. formerly connected with the onetime Cohan
Harris theatre, introduced a resolution into the N. Y.
City Council Tuesday (2), naming
Cab's Fnrst Film, for
July S as George M. Cohan Day.
Cab Calloway and his band get Star's birthday is July 4 but as the
Show business precedent, established by a' film biography of a staga
their first major
film
break in schedule for the nation's anniverMetro's 'Cabin in the -Sky,' a deal sary was figured to be jammed, the notable while he ia livviig, has pitched the interest of all show business,
with the studio haying been set for eve before to honor Broadway's especially since it's George M. Cohan invoiced in Warner Bros.' filmizafavorite
son
deemed
was
more
option
of "Yankee Doodle Dandj/.' The only other screen blog that approached
the orch last week by Eddie Sher<
the contemporaneous, RKO's 'Citizen Kane,' was spcci/icolly emphasized as
man. Film, starring Ethel Waters portune.
and Paul Robeson, goes Into producRadio chains will be asked to play NOT being that of Williom Randolph Hearst, despite suspicion and
tion Aug. 19. Calloway himself will the standout Coh^ songs.
Mc- pttbKcitv to the contrary.
play an acting role as the 'devlL'
Carthy's resolution was referred to
As result, showfolk have started drawing comparisons betuieen the
Calloway's band opens at the Casa the rules committee with indica- screen treatment and Cohan's real-life career. Itfs for this reason that the
Manana on the Coast July 9 for four tions .that it wUl 1)8 recommended following anecdotes are reprised.
weeks prior to going into film.
for adoption.
In World War 1 George M. Cohan headed the first organized attempt by
the show business to entertain the service men. This was the Friars Club
show staged at Ft. Meyer, Ya-. In June, 1917, and it's rather faithfully
depicted In 'Yankee Doodle Dandy.' The camp's lighting equipment broke
down at the show's start, but Cohan and the other Friars, undaunted^
ordered the sides of the stage broken down and autos run up, with their
headlights utilized as emergency spotlights.. The entertainment was a '
.

&

Cohan and Tankee Doodle Dandy
4««««««-M<'M^

'

By GEOBGB FROST
Chatting with reporters, William
GeU, executive director of Pathe
Films, England, told this week of'
the smashing boxoflice records in his
native land at a rate sSreater than
even before in British filmdom's history as a result of the United Kingdom's desire to 'escape the war.

3.

GeU landed at New York's LaGuar
dia Field aboard a Pan American
Airways' transAtlantie Clipper.
Sunrtanned
Faulette
Goddard
rushed ' through the Airport-on-theParkway on Memorial Day to the St.
Regis hotel where she will rest a
(Continued on page 14)
'

RISE STEVENS SET AT
M-ft TOURS JINTILm

M-G

I

.

WB

Cohan's keen patriotism asserted itself within a month after the declarewar by the U. S. on the Central Powers April 6, *17. In May his

Rise Stevens has concluded negowith Metro and has just
Inked a new contract calling for
an estimated $2,000 weekly.
Met
mezzo was dealing with Paramount
at the time she finally' came to terms
with Metro, for whom she made one
picture, 'Chocolate Soldier.'
- She opens ,her
concert tour of 20
dates At $2,000 per in Denver Oct 5.
She will sing 14 concerts to Nov. 6,
when she leaves for the east, appearing In Minneapolis the second
week' of November.
Negotiations are being carried on
iot appearances with the San Francisco Opera Co. Alter the close of
her Metropolitan Opera season she
pic^ up a half dozen concerts on
her way back to the Coast arriving
In early February.

tlon of

tiations

'Over There' was

off the presses.

First

show

biz

well-known to sing the

number was Nora Bayes.

I

About three weeks after America's entty Into the first World War,
Cohan presided at the first meeting of America's Over There llieatro
League, principally formed to enlist the services of entertainers for overseas forces. The Palace theatre on Broadway was the spot and It was

jammed

to the rafters. When Cohan
the entire audience responded.

Cohan saw

Sacramento, June

March and a jump

it

in

Its

entirety April 28.

He

has seen the film three times

Order went to Coast Warner studio from New Ypr'k last week to rush
production on five musicals which are on the schedule, this hurry caU
following enthusiasm engendered by 'Dandy.'
Musicals which are to be hurried through production stages are 'Life of
George Gershwin,' Mark Hellinger's production, with script and songs by
Arthur Schwartz, starrtog Eddie Cantor, a musical to be done by Vinton
Freedley, and remake of 'The Desert Song.'

2.

$6.27 over
April, 1941, according to figures issued by the State of California.
oft.

a plea for volunteers, virtually

since.

Coin Rise for Pic Workers
Workers In the film industry drew
an average weekly wage of $53.63 in
April, a weekly increase of $2.56 over

made

Eager to wait to see his own life pictured on the screen in 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy,' George M. Cohan sought out Jack L.. Warner while the
film was in production with an idea of finding out when he might see the
finished property. Warner then estimated that it would be about May 1.

ABBOTT

and COSTELLO

"Abbott and Coatello damonttrate conoluilvely once
arc th* funniast pair In Hollywood."

»
'Dandy,' which may be one of the top grossers of all time in the opinion
film showmpn, and the largest receipt-getter Warner Bros, has had,
cost close to $2,000,000. To this will be added from $200,000 to $250,000
In prints, advertising, etc.

mor* that they of

^HOWARD

BARNES, N«w York Herald Tribune.
Currently on National RtUat*
Warners is deferring decision on the sales policy for the picture for the
in—
Wage earners worked an average
moment It will wait until 'Dandy' has played at least four weeks at the
of 36.5 hours per week during the
M-G-M's 'RIO-RITA'
Hollywood, N. Y., to study results, reaction, etc., before determining on
last mon'X ns against 35 hours Univtrial Picturaa
Chase A Sanborn Hour, NBC-Red policy, but very likely this film will be rbadshown-ln various keys on a
weekly le March.
Under Paraonal Managament of: EDWARD SHERMAN
(Continued on page 49)

—

i

'

Wednesday, June 3, 1942

MISCELLANT

SPORTS FILMS' FOOL BALL
Lisbon Rates Tops Compared to Rest

Of Europe; Fancy Nite
[Bv o r^ev}ST)(^perman before Ms arrival in the v. S. from Libson after
he had been Interned in Axis-countries—Ed.]
Lisbon

Is

the

MacLeish's

Lisbon, May 20.
night spot of

Germany for five
in
place is an afterthis
darkers' paradise although plenty is
lacking in what might be called
tops in entertainment known around
the continent before this war started.
Internment

alties to the

still

writing,

radio

here four days, but it is enough to
see that there is plenty of the wherewithal flowing around even though

what can be had with

it

comes

of satisfaction

pat-

Red

been

eveh though

JEAN SABLON'S MOTHER

WATTS IN PORTUGAL
Jean Sablon's mother from France
has been stranded 'In Lisbon for
three months, still trying to get acThe
commodations to America.

14,

on

Way

the

ALSO

1

OM CORBETT

HOLH

IN

starts a

new CBS

series

a 15-mlnute comedy and

for

'Em Drink Beer

In the air when .representatives
of the Screen Writers Guild and

envoys of the Producers Assn.
sat around the table at a love
after

signing

their

new

working contract.
The only unsolved problem
was ''Who Is going to buy the
wine?'

The

writers

lost

the

beer.

tures.

He'U stoutly

2.

PANS PK STARS

average sports-background story Isn't
worth an old sweatband in commercial values. And he'll even tell

SELLING BONDS

you why.
Sports, he says, are dramatic only
as presented on the field of play.
Minneapolis, June 2.
They become a pale caricatilre of
Representative John M. Coffee, of
themselves when transposed to the Tacoma, Wash., doesn't think much
screen; because their values are real, of the Treasury Department's jnethod
not fictional. Whereas, says he, life of utilizing high-salaried film stars

of its highlights, etc., etc.

the dumbest of all sports
mediums; he' adds, gratuitously.

Baseball

Is

war bonds.
Here to -address a Farmer-Labor
party convention and speaking over
radio station WCCO in. favor of
to sell

Compel

FRED ALLEN AS

O'Donnell, who returned Barrymore
Hildegarde,' forced out of both the
to Catholicism shortly before he
/cafe and 'Keep "Em Laughing,' twodied, 'officiated at the requiem mass
a-dayer at the 44th St, is now out
held at Calvary cemetery today (2).
her
rest
will
of the hospital but
actor was placed in a crypt beThe
opening
in
June
16
throat until her
side that of Irene Fenwick, Lionel
St, Louis.
Barrymore's wife.
About 100 close friends and relatives admitted to the Calvary chapel
while hundreds of morbid fans
milled around the outer grounds.
When Fred Allen returns to Cowere Gene
pallbearers
Active
Kicks
Fowler, who handled funeral ar- lumbia in the faU (Oct. 4) he wiU
rangements; John Decker, the artist; for the first time since early 1034 be
Edward J. Mannlx, W. C. Fields, C. J. presiding over a half-hour j>rogram.
Hollywood, June 2.
Question of who is the prqducer Brlden, Stanley Campbell, David O. It was the sponsor, .Texaco, that
on 'For Whom the Bell Tolls' is Selznick, I^uis B. Mayer, Herbert elected to reduce the running time
kicking up a storm between Sam Marshall, and Dr, Hugo Kersten. from the Allen program's present 60
Wood and Paramount. Wood, who Chief nioumers were Lionel and minutes. The switch to 30 minutes
(Coijtinued on page 14)
actually takes effect July 5, the -date
Is directing, also insists he is the
that Texaco inaugurates its summer
producer. 'The studio won't confirm
replacement show, consisting of Jane
this.

HALF-HOUR

Who's Producer on

NEXTYR.

W

Up Wood-Par Foss

«»»»

J

able but thus far the' studio has
projected none. Second round coming up.

Kapp Buys Town House,
Rose

Billy
'

An

Estate

Decca prez Jack Kapp, before he
one of his periodical trips to
Hollywood, did two things important to his private life ^he bought
an east side home and adopted a
baby boy, around three. The Kapps
already have a 10-year-oId daughter.
Kapp has long yenned a Manhattan
town house, rather than an apartleft for

—

ment

It's

in the ultra East 60s.

Incidentally, Decca Records figured in the 1041 salary reports as
having paid Bing Crosby $100;e40 for
waxings, Jimmy Dorsey got $45,591
and, Andrews Sisters $34,235. Dorsey
Is lio. 2 to Crosby as a Decca best
seller.

Another property acquirer in. show
business is Billy Rose who took over
a show place at Mt. Kisco, N, Y,, for
including 60 acres of
ground, and completely furnished,
with swimming pool, tennis courts,
etc. It's supposed to be one of those
extradorlnary 'bargains' for cash,
reported costing the original owner
nearly $1,000,000, including furnish$70,000 cash,

.

ings.

so.

here construed the
slam at the fUm industry
and the salaries which It's paying.
Thb Congressman intimated that
there's impropriety in having the ex*

Trade

circles

talk as a

will

go the usual

-

13-week

less (than half

for

spent the

It amounted to $1,120,000 for '41-42, compared with
'These figures
$2,354,000 in '40-41.
are for a total of 22 plays, bought in

season before.

the season Just passed and 30 plays
the previous season.

Of the 22 plays bought during the
been produced

('Watch on the
Rhine' was a holdover from the year
before); eight were oldies which had
been produced in past years and
were more or less well-buried by
the time
Hollywood decided It

(Continued on page 20)

Scrap Records Will

New

Finance

Disks

For U.S. Service
Group

Men

sical

and popular muhave been enlisted to

of concert

artists

give their services in a nationwide
plan to supply service camps with

phonograph records from money obtained in the sale of scrap records

which would be turned in gratis by'
the public. The plan emanates from
the Tom FIzdale publicity office. The
project hae been cha'rtered as Records For Our Fighting Men, Inc.

Among those that^ the FIzdale office, which states that it bas no commercial connection In this campaign,
has lined up to give it glamor, are
Kay Kyser, Fritz Reiner, Benny
Goodman,

.

Count

Claude

Basic,

1S4

SUnSdRIPTION

REMARRIES, RETIRES

mro

songstre-ss

who reached

the heights by singing
Scotch folk-songs in rhythm, has remarried and retired from show busiwas
wed May 24 in New
ness. She
York to Dr, Charles Walburg, a phyHer last date was at the
sician.
Howard theatre, Washington, May 6.
Bandleader John Kirby was her &tst
They were divorced re^
husband.
'

—

'

,

was

Hollywood

by

spent

Total

l-ahllnhed trcckiT by VABIETX, Inc.
Bid Sllvorman. President
West 4Cth Street. New rork. N, T

MAXINE SULLIVAN

Hollywood, June 2.
Regardless of whatever effect the
Beseiged as he was for years by war economy may have on the petro
autograph hunters, it Is a little sur- leiun industry it is Texaco's inten
Mor- tion to maintain the Allen program
next season through its customary
gan that Barrymore himself once
romp of 30 weeks. The account has
sought George Bernard. Shaw's sig- retained the Sunday 0 to 9:30 p.m.
nature for his then Infant son.
period. The following half hour has
'John met Shaw in London when already been tagged by Campbell cently.
Miss Sullivan first came to atten'
he went there to play 'Hamlet* and Soup through the Ruthraufl & Ryan
they promptly became great friends,' agency, for Bob Bt;ms when he re tion in 1937 through her method of
swinging such ditties as 'Loch LoMorgan recalls.
turns from his vacation likewise
mond,' 'Annie Laurie' and others. She
Later, Shaw was here in Holly- Oct. 4.
was credited with beginning that
wood and at a luncheon in his honor
has,
in
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
vogue, which was later disputed
John asked the visitor for an autoturn, put in an order for Burns' pres'
friends of Ella Logan (ofay) now in
graph for his son, John Blythe BarTuesday 8:30-8:55 p.m. 'Sons o' Fun' on Broadway. At the
rymore, born not long before. Shaw, ent niche,
filling it with Guy
with
the
idea
of
knowing John's sense of humor,
time she started Miss Sullivan's arprogram
thought he was being ribbed and Lombardo or some new
rangements were written by .Claude
tried to pass the thing off with a
Thornhill, now leader of his own
Considerably to his
merry quip.
band at Glen Island Casino, New Robeing
surprise he found himself
chelle, N. Y.
Griffith Leaves Par
hounded on the subject in the ensuing few days and finally gave in,
Hollywood, June 2.
with the following inscription on the
Par'^ Rhodes Scholar
Edward H. Griffith, producer-difly leaf in one of his books To John
Paramount, has been
at
Barrymorie's baby whose first articu- rector
Hollywood, June 2.
granted request for release from his
late cry was for an autograph.'
Betty
Rhodes, radio's 'First Lady
to
months
contract which had 17
Gable's Recollections
Television,' drew a new contract
Clark Gable recalled John in a run. Break came over disagreement of
Paramount
and
is being groomed
at
assignment.
next
somewhat un-Barrymoresque aspect on his
Griffith is the third producer to for stardom in musical pictures.
that of a man with a lasting memNew pact is the result of her work
ory. He'd had a set of naulks with le?ve Paramount within a week,
Girl'
and
'Priorities of
in
'Sweater
and
Hornblow
Arthur
others
being
which he'd climbed the Matterhom
1942,'
Robert Sisk.
(Continued on page 14)
prising to learn through Frai)k

'

son.
legiters

Thornhill,
Grace Moore. Charlie
travagantly paid film stars urging
Splvak, Kate Smith, Helen Jepson,
the underpaid masses and those peoAlbert Spalding, Gene Autry and
ple of the small income groups to
Paul Robeson.
invest part of their meagre Income
in War Bonds and to support war
activities financially. He further intimated that such appeals would
come with better grace from others
who would be less calculated to
arouse resentment among the comTnids Hark Reclttered
mon run of folks.
VOUNDBD BT BXiiK StLVEKMA.S'

Froman, a mixed chorus .and an AI
series
cycle,

number of plays bought for films.
There were only five shows running
on Broadway during the season toi
which picture rights were purchased,
compared with 17 the previous sea<

$25,000

point, it is not surprising to
predictable Hollywood in the mi^st little hard' to convince people of
of an epidemic of sports production moderate means to buy War Bonds
Friends
Larger and that two of the impending re- when they're peddled by movie stars
leases have a baseball background. who are paid a half-million dollars a
•Inger fears chancing a Portuguese
year.'
Turnout at Services These are 'It Happened in Flat- Representative Coffey, in his talk,
freighter to South America, but may
bush' and The Pride of the Yankees,'
compromise on that,
over the fact that these sofeaturing a lot of red-necked guys in passed
called "high salaried stars' have been
Hollywood, Jime 2.
Sablon, who goes into the Hotel
(Continued on page 14)
doing a splendid job in selling the
Old-time friends of John BarrySavoy-Plaza's Cafe Lounge on Fribonds and that persons of even the
day (5) for -a limited engagement, to more who worked with him on stage,
smaller means apparently have had
round out for the ailing Hildegarde, radio and in pictures, paid their last
no compunctions in buying from
Is booked back into the Urea Casino, respects yesterday (Monday) as the
them—in fact, have been eager to do
body lay In state here. Father John
Rio da Janeiro,

John Barrymore's Many

Poor 1941-42 Broadway season
which drew to a close last week was
refiected In the comparatively small

President

Roosevelt's proposed
war-time income limitation,
find un- the Congressman declared, "It's a

Agreement being general on that

Bays

year,' only four had
during the' season

assert that the

presents a dull, monotonous pattern
that is 'pointed up' by dramatic

H wood

$1,120,000

argument and everybody drank
Hollywood, June

a 7:15 Sunday night treatment

groove.

Meagre

Hollywood, June 2.
There was hint of champagne

feast

dow, win teU you about sports pic-

hot-string musical accomp, and possibly also Mary Small for vocal interludes.
Slated,

Two

Any glib gent around the studios,
who has been on the payroll long
enough to know his way to the win-

Lou Holtz
June

—Baseball

to Believe Itself

Slow Poison, So

'

CBS BUILD-UP

they did get taken in the clip Joints.
Since the boys with the big rolls
round here are mostly transients
(Continued on page 44)

Let

From All Sides Are Raised
Cries of 'Don't', But
H'wood Smart Enough Not

on Sunday (14), which has
named 'United Nations

Day.'

LOU

In

THEy COME

STILL

Cross.

in

limited quantities with not too much
class attached. But even so, plenty
of coin is changing hands and the
boys are going away with plenty of
headaches and undoubtedly the same

amount

new

slated to be in-

'Free' is expected to be heard
in the 'New York at War' parade
June 13 and is scheduled for

only been

I've

is

troduced at Roxy, N. Y., Thursday (4). Archibald MacLeish
wrote the lyrics, with Kurt
Weill composing the score, publisher being Chappell St Co.
MacLeish will turn over all roy-

boom

months

this

number

Poor Crop of B'way Hays Reflected

New Song

'Song of the Free,'
triotic

Europe at the moment. After coming
out of occupied Paris and sitting in

At
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WAR

Wednesday*

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION, FILM SHOWMEN
(Read What Radio
Attention pf film

men

Is

life's

Jjone 3, .1942

Cheesecake Perturbs H'wood

Doing for the Government)

Is

directed to tbe current 'Special

Wartime

Radio Showmanihlp Survey' which Is belnc. condnoted by 'Variety*
with the knowledge and sapport of the Office of Facts and FIgarcs.
A third preliminary repoH appears on page 39 of this Issne. "War
messages' are being seeded throughout the commercial schedules of
the four networks, NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual according to an allocation plan which, In turn, relates to eertain changing themes, such
as auto pooling, war bonds, salvage, nurse recruiting, U.S.O., and
so on.

-

Film showmen will be interested In what radio showmen are doing
t« cooperate with the O.F.F. and the elaborate system worked out between them. The 'Variety' survey Is being conducted by criticism
as if each. example were a review.

3 War Drives, Day

V Date in N.

Hollywood, June 2.
Hollywood Is considerably perturbed oVer.the sexy layout on the
Hollywood Victory Caravan In this week's Life. Many who made the
jimket feel that public reaction might be unfavorable and misleading
as to the high purpose of the Army-Navy Relief tour.
All photographs on the trip were made by Gene Ijester who turned
them over to Hays office attaches. Andy Kelly, of Haysites, made
allotment of the.' questionable art to Life.
One itudlo Is reported having censured two of its players for permitting themselves to be photographed in too revealing flimsy attire.
The Life double spread Is dominated by leg art and other sexy shots.

Spigelgass Shifts

From

Major Capra Aide

to

OFF NashviDe Shuts

Washington, June
.

HOWARD

WILLIE

Seen Complicating Theatre Biz

2.

Leonard
Spigelgass,,. who was assisting Major
Frank Capra in the Army's morale

Y.,

Hollywood

s c r1

p

t

er

Danceries As Aid

fllm unit, has switched over to the
13th luceeasful week, fPrioritiei of
1942" at th* 4<th Straot Thaa^ro, Office of Facts and Figures. He is
Now York.
now aide to Dr. Leo C. Rosten, whose
^
"Willie Howard l.s a convulaingly duties are the supplying of informa-

To Aimy Morals

.

Broadway

theatres faced three
drives in connection with the war
during the flrst half of June until
a change in schedule Tuesday (2).
Fact that they were overlapping
to
problem
fast
presented
a
showmen with the result that two
meetings were held Monday (1) for
the purposes of solution, one by the
board of the League of New York
Theatres and the other by the
Emergency Committee of the Legitimate Theatre, which was designed
to function in emergencies.
'

Office of Civilian Defense wants
speakers in the -theatres for the purpoM .of getting volunteer war workers and has asked for name players
Xo make the appeal United Service
Organization will make a collection
for
funds.
Treasury Department
wants audiences addressed to help
prepare citizens for its door-to-door
sale of war bonds.

Schedule now is that USO collections will start an eight day drive
The drive for war
today (3-10).
sales immediately follows and
will continue until June 24, but the
plan has ytetn set back' until
some later date.

bond

OCD

Another matter which show ba<!lness will handle is the suggestion
that legit matinees be switched or
canceled on June 13 (Saturday),
when 'New York at War,' a 12-hour
parade-pageant, will be held on Fifth
avenue starting at 10 a.m.
Proposal was contained in a letter from
Grover Whalen, chairman of the
demonstration, but whether it was
his idea or that ot>Mayor LaGuardia
was not made clear. There was varied I'eaction among manaliers. Some
aid if cancellation of the matinee
was a patriotic duty, it would be
done; others stated that, because of
the advance sale of tickets it would
be impractical.
If eliminating the afternoon performance is assented to, result would

funny follow."

Lastfogel K.0/« Self

tion for pictures to Lowell Mellett,

Nashville, June 2.
Police Chief John T." Grlftni' has
of U. S. Films. Mellett
passes the. into to Hollywood and/or ordered a strict ban on public dancing
in
the
limits,
city
a foUowup to
making
pictures.
frequently
Government units
the
recent invoking of the
finds it necessary to rule against
OFF has at its disposal the Govern- May Army's
Act for protection of soldiers in
Abe Lastfogel, head of the Wilment's various sources of informatraining
Camp
Forrest
at
against
liam Morris agency.
Such an
tion here and abroad. From this it
prostitutes.
occasion arose this week. LeAhn
compiles factual material and trends
Conditions in many towns around
Sisters, handled by the Morris
of public opinion in various counForrest
reportedly
had
Camp
beoffice, were booked into a USO
tries.
Government policy is deter, come so immoral in late weeks that
unit (at no commish) and started
mined on the basis of this informa- authorities invoked May Act in 27
on tour Monday (1) night'
tion and directives issued, so tiiat counties, including Nashville, putting
Few hours before they were to
film-maken can be told from what prosties strictly beyond the pale.
leave an offer came in' to the
angle to approach their subject
The Nashville gendarmes' chief
Motris office for the gals to take
matter.
came .through a week later with a
a permanent spot on a new radio
shUttei'ing of all public dance spots
commercial starting Friday (5).
because, he said, 'many honkytonks
Lastfogel, as chief of Camp
As a highlight of the War Bonds,
have developed into meeting places
Shows, Inc., ruled they couldn't
campaign for Greater New York, the
for prostitutes and soldiers and
take the job, that they'd have to
30-odd disc jockeys of this area' are
elimination of dancing publicly will
give him two weeks' notice beplanning a~ matii\ee and evening
help enforcement' of the May Act.
fore pulling out of the unit.
show at Madison Square Garden, usNashville has a number of juke
ing name bands and- stellar soloists.
Roy Atwell has been added to the joints, minor night spots, and is
Chairmaned by Dick Gilbert, WHN's name players doing gratis tours with without important ballroom or night
singing platter spinner, the record USO-Carap Shows, Inc., units.
He club facilities anyway.
masters of ceremonies met Thursday starts Friday (5) at Oavis-Monthfan
(28) at U. S. Treasury Department Field, Tucson, Ariz., with the 'Muheadquarters and approved 'unani- sic, Laughter and Song' troupe. He'll
Collections
mously the idea of a live program. continue until June 20.
Ben'Bernie teed off a three-week
Date of the show probably will
be either June 13 or 20 with flvc tour yesterday (Tuesday) at Keesler
Theatres Hit
popular orchestras at each perfomv- Field, Biloxi, Miss. It^is hoped that
ance, interspersed with outstanding Jean Arthur will be able to start
Theatre collections in the Armysolo recording .artists. Admittance out next Monday (8), although she
Na'vy Relief drive May 14-24, relikely will be 50c for the afternoon is having trouble getting proper mamitted to campaign headquarters in
session and $1 at night, profits going terial and may be delayed a few
New
York totalled $675,000 on Tiiesto the Amiy and Navy Relief Socie- days.
day (2), with by far the greater
Times Square War Bond and ties. Benefit to treasury will come
portion of coin yet to be reported.
Among remltts^lces received MonStamp selling rally staged by the from pledges in audience to purchase war bonds.
Theatre Corp.;

JOHN MASON BROWN,

World-ToUoram. Coordinator

Abe

Lastfogel, head of

Camp Shows,

USD-

Inc.,

DISC JOCKEYS

TO RIDE HERD

FOR BONDS

OTHER CUFFO GUESTERS
SET FOR CAMP TOURS

SeD $500,000 U.S.

Am^-Navy

Bonds

in 90-Min.

Mm

War

industry's

Activities

»»-

Com-

Details to be worked out
resulted in selection of emcees, Local.
sale of $500,000 in Bonds within 90 quirements, and advance
Army and Navy
minutes. Nicholas M. Schenck top- tickets.

mittee on Friday

include
802 re-

(29)

'«
;

;

day

N.Y. Canteen Capers

:;

(4Hth

.$t.

'were:

Skouras

Circuit,
Endicott
$1,112;
Detroit theatre, $3,660; Black

$36,409;

Theatre Bldg., N. Y.)

'.

<

'
sale of
4
will be
asked to supply some unusual attracBy BADIE HABBIS
ped the list with purchase of $150,000
tions but this, together with obtainAlvin
Untermeyer,
Mrs.
who
in bonds to' start the campaign in
ing bands and vocalists, is figured as
for
bought
four
bonds
the
$25,000
approximately 15,000 theatres. David
a cinch.
gals premiere of 'Yankee Doodle
Bernstein,
treasurer
of
Loew's,
First united effort of dispers start- Dandy', called the Stage Door Canbought $25,000 worth, and Joe Vogel.
ed
yesterday'
when
(2)
Treasury
ofteen
late
Friday
afternoon
and
said
Loew's v.p., took $5,000, all these
(Continued on page 52)
ficials asked. Gilbert to have jockeys he would be unable to use the tickets
purchases being additional to .the
help recruit 200,000 'Minute Men' to and would like to turn them over to
$250,000 pledged by. Loew's execs.
Arthur Mayer, operator of Rialto, 'canvass house-to-house for war bond four boys in uniofrm.
pledges, June 14-24. Wires to platWhich explains why most conN. Y., also bought a large block.
terers tairo^ght immediate cooperaspicuous among the resplendent first
First
of
the big-time
rallies tion.
night audience were two South AfriD.C.
brought out four name bands to hold
Starting Monday (8) the shellac
cans
and two buck privates from
attention of a crowd estimated at boys will swing into their main cam25,000 in Times Square. Don AJbert paign, the job of selling their lis- Harlem!
Washington. June 2.
All theatres in this area are coop- orch opened with Benny Goodman, teners on both the Minute Men and
soldier,
coming to the Canteen
(Continued on page 36) *
pledges to buy War Bonds.
crating in the national bond and
for the flrst time the other night,

PAYEHE, BARRON HEAD
THEATRE BOND SALE

675G

From

Times Sq. RaOy

Fox

Amusement

Co.,
Deadwood,
Marco
D.,
$1,012; Fanchon
theatres,- $4,213; St. Louis Amusement Co., $6,900; Mort H. Singer
theatres, Chicago, $5,059; ^ Atlantic
Theatres, Philadelphia, $2,849; Robb

Hills

&

S.

.

&

Rowley Theatres,

Newman

$2,931;
City, $1,738;
saic,

N.

J.,

Arkansas,

Theatre,

Kansas

Center Theatre,. Pas-

$1,300.

Iiargest check received yesterday

was

(Tuesday)

from

Loew's

for.

-

$217,250.

'

A

'Mighty

A

Man

Is

He

Hollywood, June

2.

.

stamp drive which opened Satur-

Barron

are

co-chairmen for
the Disctrict
of
Columbia,
coordinaiing local efforts with the na
tlonal executive committee headed
by "W. L. Rust Jr., chairman, and
Hugh Lynch of the Treasury.
Frank La Falce is assistant to the

jissxpiA.imii

•

co-chairlnen for the theatre drive
with Dan Terrell heading the publiC'
Ity co;nmittee; Hardle Meakin heads
the parade committee; William
Hoyle, theater lobbies; Gene Ford,
Harry Anger and Harry Krivit, stage
events; William Ewing, trailers and
I>rintlng; Sam
Galanty, exchanges
and Charles Zuhorst, radio- activities,
Cooperating on special events arc
Abi Tolkins, Harry l,ohmeyer, Abe
.

Uncle Sam's Roll Call

*

«

MMM

>

Drops Baton

tor Waf Work
Gill is giving up his band
go into civilian war \vot\ for the
Na'vy. Having- received engineering
training in college he is tt join the
Navy's Aeronautical Division.
Gill has worked fnainly in .he
midwest past couple of years.

Emerson

to

.

McDavllt

In Air

Corps

Boston,'

Victor

P.'

June

McDavitt, who' as

'

-

*

.

'It's all right, you will get it back
Idea is to concentrate sales efforts
leave,' he explained, and
during June to increase bookings
you can keep your shoes on all eve- of Pete Smith- shorts.

when you

MH.M,

t

>«»

ning.

Then

turning

Herman

to

Bower, operator of the Desert Lorber, who was on duty, he exHawthorne, Nev., has been ap- plained, 'You see, this is the flrst
coat and pair of shoes he ever owned,
pointed._
Tax committee for Alabama and —he's a hillbilly from Kentucky."
Florida have been partially set u^.
Every Friday night a donor, who
Col. Thomas E. Orr, of AlbertviUe,
(Continued on page 36)
Ala.,
is
chairman for that state,
while in Florida Fred Kent, general
S. E.

counsel of Florida State Theatres
(Par), has been elected chairman.
2.

PKt Men

•'Vic

Litchman, Walter BarkduU, Vincent Jerome,' appeared on local radio
Dougherty, Louis Beinhcimer, Sid- stations, was commissioned a Second
ney Lust, Fred Kogod, Lloyd Wine- Lieutenant in the Air Corps ahd has
land, Edmund Plohn, Rick LaFalce, been assigned to the Fourth ComSquadron,
Maxwell
Penry Shields, O r a n g e I o Ratio, munications
Frank Storty, C. C. Musinna, Roland Field, Montgomery, Ala.
Bobbins, Brock Whitlock, Robert
Denton, J. C. Brown, Antony Muto,
Switow Into Air Force
G. M. Dorsey, James Lyons, Al SherSam J. SwitoW, widely known
man, Nat B. Browne,- Harry Bach- Louisville exhibitor, has received a
mati, C. E. McC^owan and H. Graham commission in the U. S. Air
Force
Barbce Jr.
and as ^ result has relinquished the
Arthur Ja'cobson Is assistant chair- chairmanship of the Kentucky Tax
man, pf the Exchange committee Committee of the Uijited Motion Picwhich includes Fred Biesdorf, John ture Industry. Another exhib, WilAllen, J. E, Fontaine, Robert Fol- liam. G. Cooke, of Reno, Nev., has
liard, Sam
Wheeler, Max Cohen, sold his theatre there and .moved
Fred Rohrs, Jake Flax, Harry Brown, away, necessitating the appointment
George Gill and Ben Lust.
of a substitCite on the -Nevada group.
.

Pete Smith started his 11th year

mmrn

mmiktiii-^-^m

coat, handed it over reluctantly at tract
as shorts producer and a blowthe insistence of his buddie.
out to inaugurate Pete Smith Month.

the

June

Daniel Corson, national advertismanager of the Post-Gazette,
commissioned a major in the army
air corps.
He served in France during the last war, was mustered out
in 1925 with the rank of captain.
Johnny Coyle, flrst sax- man with
ing

Herman Middleman band
CJub, army.

at

Yacht

;

Leonard Broudy, son of Dave
Broudy, former conductor of Stanley theatre orch and

now

Its

first

army. Another son, Buddy,
a lieutenant at Fort Eustls, Va.

Ralph

Fallert,

announcer

at

WCAE,

navy.
John G.' Osborne, Mn. of John A.
(Continued .on page 23)
.

J.

Cheever C^wdiii.
Disney.

C. J. Feldman.
Fields.

Martin Gosch.

in

Bonds Weekly

Holly^vood,

June

2.

.Weekly payroll deductions from
approximately 17,500 workers in
fllm studios and allied industries
for the purchase of War Bonds has
reached $135,000, according to union
figures.
An additional $100,000 per
week has been Invested in Bonds
through cash sales, making a weekly
total of $235,000.
Film Industry committee is sending out 500 volunteer bond salesmen
with the goal set at $300,000 weekly.

violinist,
is

Edward Cook.

Roy

Harry

2.

,

Al Bowman.

Betty Field.

Fiim Workers Pledge

135G

In Service

Pittsburgh,

L. A. to N. Y.
Robert Ardrey.
.

N. Y. to L. A.
BiU HalUgan.

Lyn Murray.
Barney Radltsky.

Edmund
Howard

Goulding.
-

Harris.

Jean Hersholt.
Irene Hervcy.
John B. Hughes.
Allan Jones.
Paul Liazarus.

Mannie Manheim.
Joseph McDonough.
Joan Merrill.
Joan Miller.
Agnes Moorehead.
Mlchele Morgan.
Joseph Moskowitz.

Arthur Mottley.
A. W. O'Connell.
William Parker.

Don

Stauffer.

Joseph Stauffer.
Hdrold Whitman.
Walter •WinchelJ,

'
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RKO

QUEST

B. R.

-if

SIMPP, Others, Makiiig Last Ditch
Stand Against the
lib

SEVERAL GROUPS Disproportionate

UMPI Plan But h

In Closer Check on
If

.

Successful

New

-

Odets' Stinger
Hollywood, June 2.
CliAord Odets turned in a
screenplay of 550 pages for the
Warners musical, 'Rhapsody In
Blue,' based on the life story of
George Gershwin.
Average musical script runs
about 120 pages, and normal
length in straight screen drama
Is about 180.
Jerry Wald, producer, has enough material for

.

they"

might

All of the Big Five (Paramount,
Metro, Warner Bros,, 20th-Fox and
BKO) have agreed to the plan and
If any of these backtrack at the last'
moment it will be a surprise to the
UMPI committee of -the whole of
which William F. Ro.dgers is chairman, as well as to all nine members
of the exhibitor subcommittee.
However, as Harry Brandt, president of the Independent Theatre
Owners Assn. of New York, points
out, certain interests are gunning
against the unity movement but that
the encouraging attitude of the Department of Justice has not changed

one

iota.'

In addition to the Society of Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Producers of
Hollywood, which has been blasting

UMPI

plan,
various
civic
and other organizations have been
stirred against It, Including, from accounts, the Civil Liberties Union of
N. Y. Part of the opposition seems
to stem: from the public interest
point of viewj on the grounds that
the public will not be so well served
by the UMPI sales plan a^ it has
been uhder the decree. Except to
theorize tii&t the quality of pictures
may not be so high under UMPI selling, these proponents are unable' to

the

Expenses, Etc., to Be Curbed by U. S.

SHOW INfEREST

Gaming Support

Field It Is

Forces_in opposition to the United
Motion Picture Industry plan, embodying sales in groups of 12, plus
conciliation, are .getting In strong,
late licks against the new method of
selling films, but it is discounted in
informed circles that any of the distrlbutors, signatory to the decree,
will kick over the traces, as reported

two

Into Company, Schaefer

'

istration

—Odium

Report-

another chiller, The Mummy's
Hand,' starting this week with
Dick Foran and Elyse Knox In
romantic roles.

Thus

try, if successful,

might result

Frankenstein'

use to the Government
Reported
a lot of metals and other material,
which can be turned to the war ef'
fort are being found.
Believed
that
throughout
the
country much could be salvaged for
war use among theatres v'hich formerly played stageshows and have a
explain why Uie buying and selling lot of steel equipment on the
of film, as between- the decree and premises which has been gathering
UMPI, affects the public interest and dust for years.
how. As a matter of fact, under
UMPI selling, an exhlb is permitted
cancellations, whereas under the deFree Rides by Stndios
cree he has to play everything he
buys.
Tabii as Robber Saver
Dopbt DIstrIb Beversala
the
It Is highly doubted that any of
Hollywood, June 2
Big Five will seek to crawl out of
'Visiting
firemen from Keokuk will
Warner
the UMPI plan, nor that
Bros, and Paramount will hold out have to furnish their own transporfilm plants under a
tation
to
the
of
for long on conciliation features
UMPI which they' rejected In favor neW ruling by the Studio Relations
Committee, designed to save rubber
of. working, out their own problems
and
In
picture
productloiy Studio
gas
Understood,
howwith accounts'.
ever, that both may come along on pick-up cars, formerly used for
conciliation with Warners regarded various non-essential purposes, will
strictly
the film business
attend
to
connecthis
as more promising in

The Wolf

Cut Prints To

in the postponement of the stockholders meeting following the session' called for today (3) at Dover,

Understood that any group Schaeand Kingsberg would- head
would have to be prepared to absorb the Atlas Corp. (Odium) holdings, valued at $6,000,000. Floyd OdThe RKO circuit, operating ium, who has put up coin so far
around 100 theatres, is combing all without any return on investment
of them from cellar to garret for any would likely hold out for a profit
salvageable material which may be of also.

and

Man.'

SaveFihn20%;

Del.

For Uncle Sam

younger Chaney

has followed in his father's footsteps with such horror films as
The Monster,' 'The Ghost of

prexy,

and Malcolm Kingsberg, v.p. of RKO
theatres, have reportedly been working to Interest several new financial
groups, which they would head, to
come into the company. Eleventh-

far the

fer

of new group to
come in and- several with show
business and Wall Street connecFailing

entry

—

have been mentioned— understanding is that a change in the
(Continued on page' 22)

tions

.

Haysites

May

Get Their

Also Trailers
Hollywood, June

2.

In a move to conserve. film raw
stock, print consignments on
productions to exchanges may be cut

A

One major has already taken

20%.

that'step and others are expected to
fall In line.
Some majors turn out
as many as 400 points per subject.
Another move under consideration
Is to trim trailer footage by half,
thereby saving tens of millions of
feet .of raw film annually.
This
would also eliminate the necessity
of reducing the number of trailer
prints going oat on each picture.
'

1939 Salary Cots Back

.

tion than Par.
'While it Is no secret th%t gome of
the distributors were not anxious to

give up decree selling, because it
has been profitable to them with
films sold singly at will, among other

proved the

UMPI method

erly sales In blocks
of 12 pictures.

up

of quart-

to

a maxi-

mum

Joe Bemhard okayed for Warners,
consultation with Harry M.
Warner;. Ned Deplnet signed up for
IUCCr"after getting the approval of
after

George

J.

Schaefer; Neil F.

Agnew

did the same after 'going to Barney
Balaban; while Rodgers for Metro

and Tom J. Connors
proved for their companies on their
of 20th

ap-

from now on.

Among those barred from free
rides are special hairdressers called
by sta^s from downtown shops,
messengers carrying scripts to acand

stUl photographera

office

directorate
10,

-

-

AcciytJB^N

No

Bar

50G Bond Bny

'

'

-

Salaries

Frowned Upon Within

Deal

but

the Treasury Department has

not abandoned Its effort to Induce
Coifgress to plug various loopholes in
thei tax structure in a way that con-

ceivably would cause much discomfort In the film industry.
Latest move to throw further restrictions arotmi corporations thus
indirectly
cutting down
on the
amount of money high-bracket Individuals may receive takes- theform of a Treasury announcement
all corporate returns will be scrutinized far more intensely to make sure
that 'by no form of trick or chicanery Is any one taxpayer permitted
to escape his just share and thus to
throw unjust burdens on others.'"
Tacit admission that the $25,000
ceiling idea (or any other specific,
limit). Is dead was seen Thursday
(28) when Secretary Morgenthau
made an appearance before 'the
House 'Ways
Means Committee behind closed doors to talk about
means of Insuring fthat no- man and
no corporation shall be permitted to
make exorbitant profits out of the
war effort.' Not a 'wiSrd was ^ald
abo.yt writing Into law a maximum
on the amount which an indi'vidual
should be entitled to keep or earn.
Sop to Little Fellows
Since the suggestion first was
made .a month ago, no member of
the Ways & Means group has moved
to incorporate a salary limit in the
tax bill now being framed. Generally, the lawmakers regarded th«
recommendation as .'.a grandstand
play, -designed to keep the little fellows less bitter about the prospect of
sharply lowered exemptions and
higher normal and sur-tax rates,
With only a tiny proportion of -the
population enjoying net Incomes
above $25,000, both Democrats and
Republicans laughed at the thought.
The proposal If made in seriousnessand not for political effect— appeared
to have little merit to the perplexed'
House committee,' which still i>
'>
(Continued on page: 64)

—

—
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'

-

,

-

Agam

—

Connors, Lawrence

May

Go On 20dhFox Board
Twentieth-Fox stockholders at a
special meeting jresterday (Tuesday)
voted to Increase the size of directorate from 12 to not less than threa,
nor mp.cejtha.n 15. Board of directors Is slated to meet "tomorrow
(Thursday) when It will fix tho
directorate at 14 and elect the necessary two additional members.
-Tom Connors, vice-president and
sales chief,' Is skedded to be one of
new directors named. Other member
may be Lau^y Lawrence, recently
named foreign sales chief.
.

Xn|ii»i|) » >'itiMjwri»^ji»fe!*-^yor the
duration, stills will be shot on the
lots, actors 'will carry their own
scripts and femme siars will have
their tresses done up in their dressing, rooms without the aid of outPublicattoh ofTligKest-salarled exside hair wranglers. On sneak preview trips, the studio personnel and ecutives' earnings last week by the
the film wUl ride together in one Securities and Exchange Commission,
now headquartered in Philadelphia,
bus.
furnished the film business little it
did not already know, since many
peak salaries had been released by
Gordon's Pic
the SEC earlier this year. It merely
to Stage Prodiicing pointed up the fact that nearly every
Hollywood, June 2.
year the top salaries are Issu^ by
Columbia signed Max Gordon to Government agencies at least twice
produce at least one picture a year, and, as this year, three times.
with a proviso that his film contract
While It does not paint the film
not interfere with bis work as a business In a nice light, giving rise
producers of stage plays.
to the old chestnut that 'no man
Currently Gordon has 'My Sister could be worth that much money a
Eileen' and 'Junior Miss' running on year,' the industry generally does
Broadway.
feel the unfairness of constantly airing salaries when admittedly it is
just such big salaries that are helping in the war effort. Also the inActors'
dustry is doing its full share In
money and work to back the war.
•
Hollywood, June 2.
SEC release admitted that the figScreen Actors Guild bought $50,ures do not represent the largest in000 worth of War Bonds through an
comes In the U. S. because many
arrangement with the Motion Picwho serve with small salaries or no
ture Committee for Hollywood.
have big returns from inThese followed the lead of.Jhe salaries
stock holdings
Screen Writers Guild which re- vestments (via vast
Also the
dividends).
cently voted to spend 10% of all that pay big
bonds for incompleteness of the report was In-

o'wn Initiative.
Despite any bombardment of the
Department of Justice by enemies of
unity, tradesmen are of the opinion
-that the D. of J. will have no hesitation In approving the UMPI plan because it takes them ofT the hook'
and rids the department of a 'red
hot potato' (the decreed.
Fresh Blast by Producers
The SIMPP, which includes producers such as David O. Selznick.
Charles Chaplin, Walt Disney and
Sam Goldw3m, -whose pictures are
sold separately, has addressed a
fresh blast against UMPI to Thurman Atnold, assistant attorney general, who has indicated that whatever the majority of the exhibitors
want will be okay with the D. of J.
In its communication to Arnold,
the SIMPP says in part that the
protection of the public, the exhibitor and the producer against any dues and assessments on
the war effort
(Continued on page 22)

tion for a $25,000 ceiling on Individ*,
ual incomes appears definitely dead,

.

is schedU. S. Uses More Stock
being the regAnticipated
Government order
ular quarterly session. Certain'bud- cutting raw film stocks for use by
Commercial studios may .be furget matters. Including a decision on
thered by increase iise of film by
the Industry's public relations camthe U. S. Itself.
paign and foreign coin, are likely
Understood that during the past
topics to come up.
three, months the Government has
Understood that the matter of actually bought $4,000,000 worth of
restoring many of old pay cuts at raw stock and that. In addition to use
Motion Picture Producers & Dis- of film for varied army purposes, the
tributors Assn., made late in 1939, placement of a camera In every
extending up to 20% shortly wUl be plane, tiiat Is flown will no doubt
taken care of because losses In the vastly step up the amount of nega
foreign market have not proved as tlve to be exposed for non-comsevere as originally feared.
mercial purposes.

Haxs

uled to meet June

'

tors,

2.

The Roosevelt-Morgenthau sugges«

the family tradition as star In

Holdings

RKO

Washington, June

Dad

Hollywood, June 2.
Lon Chaney, Jr., continues in

MAY ADJOURN MEETING

hour

Salvage Scrap

Jnst Like

ed Asking $6,000,000, Plus
Profit, for

Tax Statements

Backing

and Malcolm Kingsberg
Would Head New Admin-

(3eorge J. Schaefer,

Theatres

Bringing

in

Financial

pictures.

RKO

Salaries, Bonuses,

dicated by the statement that

many

I

the Business

ahiiual reports, Irbni which the figures were obtained, have been held
up by the SEC for possible censorship purposes. These include many
top-ranking executives whose firms
are engaged in war production.
It is viewed In the trade as uncalled for during wartime, because it
does not break down Just what percentage of these various salaries go
to maintaining war production.
|600,ee« for Taxei
Because Louis B. Mayer, with an
income of $704,425 as production
head for Loew's, Inc., has been heading the procession of published figures,
industry
statisticians
have
broken down the probable total he
pays the Government In taxation into
war material. While Impossible to
tell the exact amount, because the
1942 tax bill has not become a law,
conservative estimates are that nearly $600,000 this year will go to the
U. S. in taxes.
Nor do the salary figures take into
account what the stars and other industry executives and workers have
contributed to various war organizations. The Hollywood 'Victory Caravan raised $800,000. The industry
(Continued on page 54)
.

'

.

Louis K. Sidney to Be
Loew's Asst. Treasurer
With Nicholas Nayfack's departure from Loew's, Inc., into the U.
Navy, his duties as an assistant
have been taken over by
Louis K. Sidney, Metro studio exec.
No official appointment or election of Sidney thus far, this beinf
up to the directors who do not meet
S.

treasurer-

-

until today

(Wednesday).

Homblow

at Metro

Hollywood, Jtme

2.

Arthur Homblow moved into the
Metro studio as a producer today
(Tues.) after winding up a long term
of years in a similar capacity at
Paramount.
Before he left, Hornblow completed shooting details for 'Hongkong,' which will be finished by another Par producer, still unannounced.

,
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Blumberg Expresses Faith

in Films

U

Wartime Responsibilities at

Stadio Contracts

Conv.

Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy,
Flyiiig on the Hoof
yesterday (Tuesday) appraised wartime conditions facing the film industry as *a challenge to our inHollywood, June 2.
genuity, and we will adjust ourFred Astaire mixes dancing with
selves to any new challenges.'
aviation in his next starrer at RKO,
Blumberg told the delegates to the 'Look Out Below,' tale of an Army
U sales convention at the Waldorl- flyer on furlough.
Lauren are
Asioria hotel, New York, that 'DeJames Kem and S.
spite any restrictions which the Gov- doing the screenplay for. production
ernment may be called upon to im- by David Hempstead.
pose on the industry I am certain
that it would And ways and means

K

of fully meeting its responsibilities
In the total war effort.'

METRO JUST

cm

FIND

Universal head expressed confidence that that industry would be
4-YIL-OLD
able to carry on in good shape despite all obstacles due to wartime
Metro has spent more than $5,000
restrictions and added, 'Our busiin
time and expenses of talent deness has always been able to cope
partments on both coasts in its effort
with emergencies.'
to find a four-year-old "girl for the
Start SelUnc Pronto
title part in 'Journey for Margaret'
Studio is preparing to drpp the
Universal plans to start selling
1942-43 product immediately follow- picture temporarily if it can't locate
ing the sales convention which a kid within the next week or so.
opened yesterday (Tuesday) at the
Hunt war. originally a quiet affair,

Hollywood, June 2.
Lucille Minor's minor oontract
with -Metro approved by Supreme
Court
June Haver drew player ticket at

Ann

Jules

Levey

Fund Prexy

by Universal.
Sabu's player contract with Universal approved In court

lifted

Lou Breslow inked writer pact at
Columbia.

PRIORITIES HIT

MEPK BOOM

New Paints, Etc

Theatre operators along the Atlantic coast where dimout regulations are in effect dre experlment.

Ing with various kinds of paint and
devices as a means of making marquees pa^y visible without the use
of light Latter is also being used
In various ways, including so-called
black light and purple which do not
cast a glow.
Many theatres are whitening;' their
marquees so that they may be seen
to some extent, brihging out the
lettering
a little more sharply,
while others are using lighting over
lobby entrances that is shielded by
the marquee canopies but. can be
een from across the street
One circuit operating In the
Greater N. Y. area has .put up marquee panel stripis across the top of
the lobby entrance, using dlmlnl^ed
Ughti while in some other cases operators are using spots to throw a
light
inward to lobby displays,
-

^

easels, etc.

-

Whitening the background of marquees is helping a'lot at night, while
the use of luminous paint and lettering that stands out In the moonlight
Is fui-ther contributing to ways and
means of eye-jatching.

The Hollywood, where 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy* opened a run Saturday (30) has a marquee and upright
sign of special white paint and glass
fixtures which provides much vlsiwithout the use Of electricity.
Paramount has whitened its mar-

:bi!lty

'

quee and is using lettering treated
with luminous paint, while at the
Astor underneath the- marquee the
house is using a purple filter which
throws no glow t)t light upward.
Oddly enough, two grind houses
that have always had whitebackgfotmded marquees are- the Central
and New Yor^ units In th? Brandt
'

GoWthorpe, theatre comptroller, left
Monday (1) for Atlanta to be met
there by Leon Nettef, In charge of
southern operations from the

home

office.

Conferences with .Bob WIlby, Bill
Jenkins and Arthur Lucas, partners,
as weU as others on various matters
will include discussion of' the antitrust suit against the Lucas tt Jenkins circuit, as well as a permanent
partnership with this string of theatres covering various houses in the
Atlanta territory. Latter has been
hanging fire a long time.

have received

the excessive and needless' increase
in distribution expense imposed by
the

Expansion of briefle production
and distribution and machine manufacturing and servicing was based on
anticipation of much wider coverage
than Is now possible. With approximately 3,400 film jukers currently
operating, the flow of product, which
was geared to reach distribution in
10,000 machines of more e'ventually,
has become sharply restricted. Total
take for briefle producers from 3,400
machines has been around $15,000
weekly, for which' dime jukers must
be supplied with eight new subjects
a week. With cost of negatives and

than covered by the exaction of
higher prices for product to the extent of greatly increased profits in
spite of lost foreign markets.'
Kuykendall also points out that
other serious problems, not related
to the decree, are developing .as result of war conditions and will probably get rapidly worse as the war

'

Coslow's Soundies

Bed Unknown To
Jack Barry's Mhioco
'While Sam Coslow, producer of
R.C.M. Productions, haS' been moved
up to have charge of all production
for Soimdies Distribution Corp. of
America, according to a statement
released in Chicago by Gordon B,
Mills, president of coitapany making
musical 'soundies' for jukepix machines,
Mlnoco Productions still
holds a contract to make films |for

new method'

of -selling

is

Stating many small country towns
are faced with .a desperate problem
primarily due to a. shift in popula-'
tlon, the I^TOA president warns
that hidebound and blind adherence
to. precedent in
situations by
the distributors will force the exhib

th^

A

However, the Twin City independent neighborhood theatres that have
-played and are playing "York* «t
the advanced 55c admisidon have
been doing fine business. Moreover,
it's declared that there has been no
customer resistance to or complaints
against the higher scale for this one

.

Deal

.

Cohnnbia Backs Out

needed.
'The .distributors must pay attention, and not turn a deaf ear to exhibitors who justly demand adjustments In these distress situations.
'The acid test of necessity -for adjustment Is the actual business done at
the box office of the particular theatre, whatever the theoretical reasons may be. The verified returns on
the distributor's own percentage pictures Is one conclusive indication of
this.
If the need Is genuine, no situation should be difficult to analyze
.

'

by anyone who wants

to

be fair and

On

Another Abbott Dicker
Burned because George Abbott

al-

legedly reneged on a deal to sell It
the screen rights to his 'Best Foot

Forward,' Columbia has reportedly
withdrawn financing promised him
for another Broadway legiter. Abbott
was set to da 'Count Me In,' musical
recently presented by Catholic University in Washington, with Col .to
put up the entire bankroll, of around
$60,000.

'Forward,'

just.'

currently

In

Its

35th

week at the Barrymore, N. Y.) was
Kuykendall also takes issue with virtually
set to go to Lester Cowan
high percentage films and weekend
for Columbia release for $100,000
dates and, in this connection, poses
when Hunt Stromberg and Metro

May

WB

-

.

that It also creates bad will among
their patrons.
number of these
with Warner, contracts are holding
off playing the picture until July
when it will be available for presentation at their regular admission

out. of business.
"The distributors must adjust their picture.
In the dowiitown theatres, too, the
demands to fit the changed 'conditions, in these spots,' Kuykendall as- advanced price failed to .encounter
serts, 'or they will wind up .getting any adverse reaction. It's reported.
no revenue at all from these towns
and with the responsibility of deTri|»s,
priving the people in these small 'Best Foot'
towns of ihotion picture entertainment at the time when it is most

i

WITH A

independent Minneapolis and St
Paul neighborhood houses which
have had to play the picture from
to four months after the Paramount-afflllated circuit loop and uptown houses. They claim It's 'unfair' and 'sets a bad precedent' .and

scale.

'

effort tightens.

i

NOW

ent exhibitors are protesting because Warners has demanded a SSe
admission for 'Sergeant York' in- the

more two

Soundies running through next Oc
tober.
Jack Barry, president of the question:
'Should the top price picture be
Minoco, in N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday), stated he had not been in- required to stand on its own feet
formed of ,any change and that his earn Its own right to preferred playcompany, which had made two- dates, and not be exhibited at a loss
Withers Pacted by Rep:
thirds of all fflms used In coin m&- to get other product for exhibition?'
MPTOA head also discusses need
chines, would continuie prbdubtion Of
;
pictures for jukepix machines as for greater organization among exHollywood, June- 2.
hibitors, reciprocal cooperation bewell as other shorts.
Jane Withers, who grew up from
Statement from Soundies In Chi- tween organizations, collaboration
moppethood for eight years at 20th- cago stated that 150 films for juke- between,
representative state exhib
Fox, is shifting to Republic under boxes would
be produced on the associations, termination of impora three-year contract calling for Coast, under the new
Coslow present tant sections of the consent decree,
three pictures annually at $25,000 plans
and about 200 others in N. Y. the
UMPI substitute proposals,
each, a total of $225,000."
and Chicago, though not Explained principles of conciliation and meFirst imder the new pact Is 'John,
definitely on the New York setup, diation, which Kuykendall believes
ny Doughboy,' slated to start in Understood in N. Y. that the realign, are worth trying,
July with John H. Auer as director. ment of production represents an
economy
Meanwhile, she plays theatre dates
move In line with .diffl
in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh and culties experienced in getting inatC'
does a bit of campaigning in the rial to manufacture the machines Patriotic Reasons
under wartime conditions. Accord
east for War Bonds.
ing to Mills, the new plan calls for
K.O.
Nat'l Convention
the release or a new, program of
IT COMES
SUSH 'soundies' weekly, consisting of six Though reported giving
thought to
different
subjects.
Hollywood, June 2.
the holding of a national sales conMinoco
has
turned
out
384
films
'Once Upon a Honeymoon,' covention, Warner Bros, may not do so
starring Ginger Rogers and Cary for coin machines thus far, and
under
Its contract with Soundies It for two reasons, it is understood.
•Grant, gets the gun from Leo McThese are (1), that It may not be
Carey this week, making a total of has a' right to produce both for that
company and other jukepix machines. considered patriotic at this time to
four RKO starters In 10 days, folMlnoco's principal interest is In other spend the money required aiid bring
Jowing a five-week production liill,
screen productions, according to men to one point from all over the
during which The Big Street' was
Barry. Company holds a two-year country, and (2) the transportation
the only major iUm in work.
lease on the old Edison plant In the probiem.'involved.
Three other starters were 'AH For Bronx and plans continuing iullNone of the other majors under the
Fim,' 'The Navy Comes Through' and scale operations even If ]uke pic- consent decree has givien considera'Sweet or Hot'
tures ire curtailed.
tion to national sales meetings.
.

Bros-.thain.

stated

.(Tuesday),

machines.

POWWOW

Becaise of the Dimont

Brothers here in consequence of its being the first and
only company, aside from M-G-M,
a big, artificial boost in film prices able to put over a percentage deal in
the Twin City independents' area.
this season.
He adds that the high
'York' Does OK
rentals demanded and secured 'eviSome of the Twin City independyesterday

that the distributors

dently surprised many exhibitors
film jukebox business,
year loomed as junior and possibly some" distributors.'A staunch enemy of the decree,
Kuykendall goes on to lament that

in
last

.

With

mem- by Warner

in a lengthy bulletin mailed to

rival for part of the estimated $60,000,000 annual music box machine
take. Is hitting the skids as a result
of wartime restrictions on new coin

'

Austin C. Keough, v.p. and general
counsel for Pafamount, Leonard H.
Goldenson, head of the company'
theatre department, and Montague F

Referring to It as the 'Infamous
consent decree selling system,' Ed
Kuykendall, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,

,

Boom
which

.

Tlieatrcs Experiment

ED KUYKENDALL PANS
UPPED PK RENTALS

bers

Hollywood, June 2.
Jean Hersholt will remain presiWilliam Scully, v.p. and general
manager, teed off proceedings yes- dent of Motion Picture Relief Fund
terday with a welcome to the dele- for another year.' Present prexy
gates and a review of the company's nominated without opposition for
1941-42
activities.
He also an- the election to be held June 28.
Others on the imopposed slate are
nounced the winners of the $15,000
Scully Anniversary drive which Miry McCall,' Jr, first vice-presi
approximately- $8,000^
distribution
Irving PIchel, second v.p.
ended'. May 10, with~t}ie winning dent;
branch getting $2,500 in prize Walter Wanger, third v.pi; Luclle balance of $7,000 left for production
Gleason, fourth v.p.; George Bag- of eight new subjects weekly is now
money.
Among those scheduled to address nail, treasurer,: and WUma Bashor, inadequate.
Shortage of subjects for jdkers, h^
the convention yesterday besides secretary.
leached point where many machines
Nate Blumberg, U prexy, were Wilare now repeating material less than
liam 'J. Heineman, assistant general
two or three months old. fAlMn^sales manager, F. J. A. McCarthy,
PAR'S DIXIE
tlve of supplying t\vb or three new
southern division manager, Fred
subjects for use with five oldies is
(Continued on page 24)
H.O. 'Theatre Execs' AtUotie Haddle
considered useless.
with WUby, Lneas and Jenkins

1942-43.

—

fold now and expected' to remain there— are W. R.
Frank, co-owner of ong of the territory's largest and most prosperous
independent circuits and himself a
Hollywood producer, Sol Fisher,
owner of two local neighborhood
houses, and Max Torodor, who has
one nabe theatre here.
All the holdouts are outspoken
percentage, foes, although they've
bought Metro on perc«fntage deals.
Recent-year history has been made

Warner Brothers'

Edmund O'Brien's contract purchased by Universal from RKO.
Jack Otterson's art director option

Hershoh Holds Over
Relief

2.

.

(Mayfair),

As

For Deah OF Cohnnbia

Richards, Australian actress,

at 20th-Fox.

but publicity was resorted to later
in hopes of turning up a child that
way. Thousands of pictures were received in N. Y. and on the Coast* and
talent scouts made a number^ of dis-.
tant trips to interview possibilities.
Difficulty is that the kid must be
attractive but not pretty, must be
thin and emaciated looking, must be
quite an actress 'and must be able to
learn at least 10 lines at a time.

who produced 'HcUzapoppin' and
"Pardon My Sarong" for U; release
during 1941-42, has several story
properties on hand and will ^Iso contribute to the company output for

Minneapolis, June

2.

.

yesterday.

WE

Id M|il&, Reaches Accord Witli

Another prominent anti-pe^rcentage diehard Twin City independent
exhibitor, Sol G. Lebedol(,.h)|ia fallen
Hollywoqd,/June
signed by Metro.
the wayside and joined most of
hy
Two All-Amerlcan football players
i:(orothy Morris handed minor pact
graduate this month from college the otiiers of the group by buying
by Metro.
Conpictures, both heading for the Warners'' pix on percentage.
Hans Dreler renewed as chief of Into
have been signed by him for
tracts
Columbia studio.
Paramount's art department
Bruce Smith, halfback, will play his two de luxe neighborhood
Isobel Elsom Inked player con- himself In 'Smith of Minnesota,' and houses, the 'Brynwood and Hometract at Columbia.
Frankle Albert, quarterback, wiU wood. He was the last to capitulate.
Aubrey Mather inked player pact star in "The Spirit of Stanford.'
The sole independents outside the
20th-Fox.

IMARGAREr

Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York,
for four dayisl During huddles company heads will likely announce consummation of deals with one or two
new producers. Walter Wanger,
whose 'Eagle Squadron' is being released on the 1941-42 schedule, with
'Arabian Nights' slated for the 194243 selling season, is understood planning to make one or two more for release through Universal during the
coming year. He was in Washington,
Monday (1) and due back in N..Y.

Diehard Anli-Perceiitage Indw Relents

both

started
to
evince
interest in It a couple weeks ago.
Despite the fact that signatures were
all but on the line. Col charges,
Abbott backed out of the deal when
it appeared likely he could get more
coin for the rights.
'

Abbott explained yesterday (Tuesday) that the authors of 'Forward'
objected to the Cowan deal when

Metro offered a larger

price.

Metro

has now completed negotiations with
Cowan to pay him for the trouble

caused by collapse of his negotiations
for the purchase. 'That will clear the
way for Abbott to sell to Metro, and
It appeared likely yesterday that a
deal probably would be consummated at $135,000 or $150,000. 'Count Me
In' legit rights are owned by Cowan.
It was written by Walter Kerr and
Leo Brady and has songs by Ann
Ronell, who is Cowan's wife. If It Is
to reach Broadway this summer it
will be with someone other than
Abbott as produc^i

Ford Diie Back Fiom S. A.
Charles Ford, formerly editor of
Universal newsreel until he went to
Republic as a westerns producer, is
due back In the U, S. shortly from
South America where he has been
making production material for Monogram.
.

Ford

the

may wind up

Mono

lot in

a producer on
Hollywood..

—
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PICTURES

THEAM
Construction
Ceiling on studio set construction
•was reportedly given 'a new and less
onerous interpretation by War Proeduction BoSrd officials' laH weeK. Independent producers without studio
set backlogs, complaining about difficulty of working under these conditions, were advised that the $5,000
limit would apply to each set and
not per picture. In this way producers could build a sufficient number of sets without curtailing effectiveness.

In every case, of course, the $5,000
limit applies only to those matfrials
available in sufficient quantity. Steel,

lumber, copper, rubber and similar
restricted materials would not be
obtainable.
Possibility

producers

Community Hitch-Hike
Philadelphia, June 2.
Philly exhibs are beating the
gas rationing by pooling their
cars whenever traveling to the
outlying sections of the city.
blackboard has been set up
In front of a haberdashery shop
on Vine street at 'film row.*
Exhibs with cars chalk up their
destination and time they are
leaving. All exhibs headed for
the same general direction meet
at the blackboard and thus
save tires, gas and at the same
.

.

A

time have somebody to listen
while they chop up some exchange manager.
-

was

also foreseen that
be permitted to build

may

large sets in two or more sections,
with each section allowed maximum
of $5,000 in materials.

Barring sudden change In war conditions, belief still prevails that the
$5,000 construction ceiling, was not
Intended to apply to stUdio set build-

WB

2ii-WEEK

NET

$1,019,511

ing.

TO

Spartanburg, S. C, June 1.
file of blueprints for chain
exhibitors' scheduled
houses and expansions have
been pigeonholed for duration, due
Result, al>
to OPM restrictions.
time high theatre construction boom
expected to start hammers banging
and saws singing Immediately after
next armistice. Dixie had heaviest
building program on record well under way when OPM blocked further
Several new houses,
construction.
already under way, Barely got unprivate

the wire.

cler

FOR

$5.2!)2,541

and

Federal

weeks ended
$5,292,541,

last

March

against

as

totalled
tercompany transactions,
$58,547,614, representing an increase of
more than $7,535,000 over the 26
week period ended March 1, 1941.
Company reported cash in the U. S.
on last Feb. 28 as $10,202,286 as compared with $7,431,248 on Aug. 30 last

year.

set aside $2,600,000 as re-

Fact that the corporation retired
Its 6% preferred shares on Feb. 15
this year, did not help common share
earnings in' this period but will In
subsequent quarters. Per common
share earnings rose to $2.91 as against
$2.80 in the corresponding period of
1941.
Even greeder improvement
comparatively is expected in forthcoining quarters since Loew's no
longer has to payout dividends on
Its preferred shares.
Loew's (Metro) Earnings, 1930-42

.

•

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1037
1938
1939
1940
1941

.•.

$14,600,332
11,829,993
7,961,314
4,034,290
7,479,897
7,579,744
11,076,823
14,426,062
9,924,934
9,841,531
8,908,469
11,134,593

by Quarters)
Second
Third

(1941

Quarter

Quarter

Quarter

Fourth
Quarter

$1,936,245

$3,204,890

^.005,331

$3,928,127

First

by Quarters)
Third
Second
Quarter Quarter

(1S42
First

Quarter
$2,627,145

Fourth
Quarter

$2,665,396

(Second quarter In 1941 and 1942 covIS weeks Instea'fl of normal period

en

4f 13 weeks).

showing

ESSENTIAL SITUATIONS

in the picture.

His trick mustache does not
appear on the screen.

Washington, June 2.
Completion of some theatres now
under construction but which cannot possibly be finished by the June
6 deadline set Saturday (23) by the
War Production Board still may be
permitted despite the drastic steps
to end all building not directly related to the war program.
Though no official statement has
been forthcoming, the policy adopted
by the WPB last week indicated
that enforcement of the order ending all construction costing over
and designed for public
$5,000
amusement will depend on the degree of progress made by the time

DISTRIBS FEAR

CHRONIC

.

(6).

As was the case under the April

9

order requiring Federal authorization for .work costing over $5,000,
the most, recent ultimatum has some
flexibility.' If the bulk of the work
has been done and virtually all of

—

the critical materials which now includes lumber, as well as- steel, copper,

for

lA

Election;

plumbing

fixtures,

pipe,

and

miscellaneous less Important items
installed on the job, the
probably will grant' an exemption. On
the other hand, projects for which
all materials are on hand but for
which only a small percentage has
been used stand no chance of. being
carried to completion. In the latter
situation the supplies will be di-

WPB

Columbus,

Tremendous
registered

O.,

opposition

here

today

June 2.
triumph
(Tuesday)

when President Richard F. Walsh In
his' lATSE report declared that ha
and every member of the current
administration would stand for election at the present convention. This
means that not only will the twoyear term be restored, to the lA constitution but that an election of all
paid officers will be held at Columbus. Rumored here for days that lA
officers would get jump on opposition by asking for election rather
than fight it Administration waited
until resolutions calling for endorsement of present officials were badly
defeated by District No: 2, and similar
resolutions turned down by at least
four other districts which refused
even to consider such resolutions.

Previous" administration stand had
been that there would be no elec-

Reversal of attitude; attributed
entirely to' overwhelming strength
of sejitfment in favor of a two-yeatf
term and an election at the convensb
hete. The field Is now wide open
Fine art of chiseling on filrn rent- for slate-making. No change is exals is expected- to gain renewed Im-, pected in the present administration
petus as result of recent talk of slate since' members must stand or
rental readjustments for -theatres In fall on their record. Outstanding opthose areas .where shifting popula- position candidate Is Vincent Jacobi,
tion to defense plant areas has de- business agent of N. Y. stagehands,
populate'd whole counties. Field and but expected now that dark horss
home office distribution departments candidates will make their immediview unfavorably the wide open ate appearance,
approach to the problem, believing
dark horse mentioned Is Wil<
the widely-heralded remarks of In- liam Elliott of Boston, who was th<
dustry tops will inevitably result In lA prez prior to Browne, but
squawks from the chronic complain- doubted lie will have much cbancs
ers as well as from exhibs adversely winning. Election will be held Friaffected by the war.
day (9), with nominations to go in
Stated one major .company head tomorrow (Thursday).
to 'Variety' last week, 'We have
Walsh's Statement
trouble enough in normal times with
The full text of the Walsh stateexhibs asking for downward rental
ment follows;
adjustments on the slightest provo'Among the recommendations Is
This loud talk of granting
cation.
one which I haye singled out berelief where necessary is practically
invitation to all the chronic cause it Is of immediate interest to

BEEPERS

tion.

A

an
squawkers

to hold out for lower this convention and one which I believe will have an Important bearing
It may hold up deals and
tougher to do business for on the future conduct of our.'InternationaL
'SpeciflMIy, I am referring to the
'We have no intention -of adopting
proposed
amendment advocating a
rental readjustments as a general
(Continued on page 24)
company policy for theatrea in non- return to the election of officers
districts
suffering every two years at Our regular conplant
defense
heavily due to the population shift. ventions, which provision was in efprior
fect
to the adoption of the new
M.
However, men in the field will be
given' instruciions to investigate af- International constitution and' byfected situations and relief will be laws in 1936.
'In
this
connection, I feel that It
granted on the basis of necessity In
should be pointed out that I was
individual cases.'
elected to fill an unexpired term to
Arthur M. Loew, first v.p. of
Loew's, Inc., in charge of InternaJune, 1944. In accordance with the
tional operations, has been commisprovisions of Article 11, Section Six,
sioned a. major in the U. S. Army {20,000
of the
International
constitution
rentals.

make
a

it

while.

'

12 totaled gencies.
in
Company figures the earnings in

$5,141,135

Profit

serve for contingencies as compared 1930
With only $900,000 in the 28-week 1931
period ending March 13, 1941.
1932

•

the Keystone Kop days, is back
on the job with both feet. In
'My Sister Eileen' at Columbia
he has a seven-week job walking past a basement window

with only his pedal extremities

Saturday
in'

comparable period ending in March, the 26-week period ending last
1941. Corporation's operating profit February at 97c. per common share
after
subsid
preferred dividends and $38.16 per preferred share. Diviamounted to $12,473,114, as compared dends on the preferred are about
with $9,473,534 a year ago.
$33.68 per share in arrears.
Loew's reserve for Federal taxes WB ANNUAL EARNINGS, 193*-42
rose more than $1,226,000 to $2,849,830.
Net

Company

—

Being Judged on Merits-

taxes driven or lick of paint applied aft^r

$9,243,457.

Gross Income, after eliminating

WKS.

28

Hollywood, June 2.
Chester Conklin, comic star in

gress by June 6 No Blanket Rulings, Each- Case

'

.

amounted to

Demands

Just in Passing

Costing Over $5,000, Will
Depend on Degree of Pro-

.

Corporation added $525,000 as additional provision for contingencies
in- respect to net assets of subsids
operating in foreign territories. Be
cause of war conditions, accounts of
subsidiaries operating In enemy or
enemy occupied territories no longer
Despite heavier taxes and $1,700,000 are consolidated.
Hence, investIncrease In coin set aside as reserve ments In and advances to such subLoew's,
Inc. sids amounting to $268,432 have been
for
contingencies,
(Metro) net proat for the first 28 charged against reserve for contin-

LOEWS

Indicates Enforcement
of Order, Ending AH Entertainment Construction

Warner Bros, net operating profit the regulation becomes effective.
There wIU be no blanket ruling,
for 26 weeks ending last Feb. 28
«ach case- must be argued individtotalled $3,802,055 as against $2,782,
544 in the corresponding period of ually, and the decision will d epenti
on
various factors. But the WPB
profit
the previous fiscal year. Net
before charges for amortization and does not mean not a nail can be
depreciation

to

Jacobi Leading Presidential Entry

WPB

'

$3,802,055

Heavy

and

new

Bows

HOUSES SIARTEO

-

UPS

For the Duration

Facing Strong Opposition, Walsh

COMPLETE

MoM by WPB
,

MAY EASE

BLDG.

on Studio Set

$5,000 Ceiling

7

LOEW AT 46
COMMISSIONED A MAJOR

ARTHUR

LOSS TO PAR

and leaves this week for .active duty.
He is winding up his business and

and by-laws, which reads: 'In the
N.Y.
event of the death, resignation or repersonal affairs.
moval from office of the president
Schenck,
Loew's
1933
Nicholas
M.
general secretary-tteasurer of
or
Hollywood, June 2.
1934-.......
prexy, stated that no substitute for
Fire caused by a transformer ex- this Alliance, the general executive
1935
Loew will be appointed for the du- plosion destroyed the New York board shall fill the position so va1936
ration. Morton A. Spring and Henry
^cated
by the election of one from
street scene set at Paramount with
1937
F. Krecke with Joseph Rosthal will
'their own number, who shall hold
loss estimated at $20,000. Blaze was
1,929,721 act as an administrative committee
*..
1938
brought under control within 30 min- office, for the remainder of the
1,740,908 of the international department of
1939...
term.'
utes by the 10 fire wardens 'per2,747,472 Loew's, with Spring as foreign man1940
'Seventh Vice-President Carl G.
manently stationed at the studio, be(1940 by Quarters)
ager. Spring was assistant to Loew,
C!ooper likewise was elected to fill a
fore the first of 11 fire companies
Krecke controller of the foreign de$642,129
similar unexpired term.
The reFirst quarter
arrived.
partment and' Rosthal legal counsel.
376,368
members of the General
maining
....
Second quarter
War Production Board will be
Brig.-Gen. F. H. Osborn, chief ol
932,216
Executive Board were elected by
Third quarter..
asked to relax regulations on set
the Special Services branch of the
796,759
delegates
the
last
convention
the
to
Fourth quarter
construction so that this street scene
- $5,429,302 War Department, requested Loew's
for four-year terms which also ex1941
be rebuilt.
acceptance of commission as a ma- can
pire in June, 1944. The consensus of
(1941 by Quarters)
jor to undertake important assignrecognized legal opinion is that ihe
$1,276,316
First quarter
the
S. Army, details of
ments,
for
U.
recommendation. for return to elec1,506,228
.Second quarter..
Cal. Hills
Bell ToUs
are
not
revealed..
whtCh
tion
of officers every two years can1,650,901
Third quarter
Loew
is a licensed pilot and has
not
legally be put into effect until
995,857.
quarter
Fourth
Downs
his own plane around the
2.
the
expiration of the present term
June
Hollywood,
Quarters)
by
(1942
world
several times'." He is 46.
office
in 1944.
of
$2,079,601
quarter
First
Following Governmental instruc'Being motivated solely by sin1,723,654
Second quarter
tions to economize on studio sets.
Third quarter
Paramount will film 90% of its cerity to again pla-:e our organizaSoldiers with a Bark
basis that will allow no
tion
on
a
Fourth quarter
Bell
Tolls'
footage on 'For Whom the
aniong the hills near Sonora, Cal. opportunity for exploitation or a
Deficit.
Hollywood, June 2.
Location scouts have discovered veering from biennial gatherings, I
petition
the. delegates here
earnestly
are
roads
capable
effort
mountain
California
Caninb roles in the war
emphasized in the forthcoming fea- of doubling for Spanish highways in attendance to revoke the present
four-year term provisions and rethe Line
ture, 'War Dogs,' at Monogram. Pic- without a makeup.
election
of officers every
vert
to
the
outdoors
great
fourin
the
of
Shooting
ture deals with the training
Hollywood, June 2.
mate- two years.
Lloyd Nolan and Carole Landis footed soldiers, not only lor actual will conserve much vital_ war
'The present time calls for the sacprotective rial, but will not save' the comshare top spots In 'Manila Calling.' work in battle but for
ambition
and of
personal
rifice
of
schedule,
bankroll.
The
longer
pany's
plants.
a tale of telephone workers under service at munitions
George W. Weeks is slated as pro- with additional labor and location selfish goals. Leadership is not m
stress of war.
lead costs, will more than offset the con- responsibility to be taken lightly
John Larkin turned in the script ducer, with Billy Lee in the
(Continued on page 22)
the
studio.
economies
In
struction
role.
for a June 1$ start at 20th-Fox.
$7,074,631
•7,918,605
•14,095,054
•6,291,748
•2,530,514
674,159
3,177,313
5,876,183

•

—

SCENE BURNS

m

.

Keeping

AS

Open

.

Wednesday^ Jane

FILM BEVIEWS

8

adolescent from whom much should
be heard.
Joan Leslie is winsome to the hilt
(MUSICAL)
romantic, interest; and
CS>B- as Cohan's
Warner Bros. (Hal' Walll»-Wim»m Jnmoe
Stars
Irene Manning makes her Fay Temney) production iind rtlense.
Hus- pleton plenty socko. Frances LangCoETJoy: tcatures Joan Leslie, Walter
CoBiioy,
Jcnnno
Whorf,
Richard
ton,
ford in the Army canteen scene
FranVea LanKford a""**
„
(which Nora
'Over There'
Directed by Michael Curtl*. with
Mnnnln;.
aongs Bayes actually introduced) handles
Based on the lite and teaturlnR theBobert
Screenplay,
aooixo M. Cohan.
her chore well; and Jeanne Cagney,,
Edmund Joseph: Blory, as sister Josie, is in the present-day
Buckner and
Buckncr: camem. James Wong
.John family tradition. There are fine condances. Leroy Prini. Seymour Felix.
Rosemary
throughout
Bovlc: dIaloK director, Hugh MacMullan: tributions
Oeoree Amy; technical advisor. DeCamp is the winning Nellie Cohan
editor,
William collier. .'Sr.; amingemenU. Ray (mother); Eddie Foy, Jr., personates
Hclndort; music director. Leo F. ForbAt "oll>- his father in a sidewalk scene with
toln; monlaBOS. Don Slegal.
May Cagney that's a turn-back-the-pageswooil, N. Y.. Indef run. cominenclng
Running lime, IM JllJiS. ^
2D, MI.
startling realism.
Jamea Cjgney of-time excerpt of
Ooorso y. Cohan
.Joan t,eslle Minor Watson is Albee; S, Z, Sakall,
Mary
Waller Huston as a mildly lecherous aJc. angel, and
Jerry Cohin"
Whort
Richard
Sam Hanla
George Tobias, as a rival manager,
Ircno Manning
Fny Tcmpleton
stand
out above par.
their
bits
George Tobias make
4
131et2
Myrtil)
(Odette
Bartholdi
Rosemary DeCamp Mme.
Nellie Cohan
Jeanne Cagncy harks back to the immortal theatriJosle Cohan
. .

,

Frances Langiord
George Barbler

Schwab

cal boarding house at
45th, Bartholdi's Inn,

SaJjal

Z.

S.

Walter Catlctt
Theatre Manager
George M. Cohan, as boy ot 13

riety's'

Douglas CroCl
Eddie Foy, Jr.
Minor Watson

.*

old office

site;

back of 'Vaand Capt. Jack

Young personates President Roose-

•

Eddie Foy
Albee'

Broadway and

velt with startling vocal simulation.
It's little wonder that F. D. R.

and

'The Gay Bisters* (WB). Engrossing and impressive, though
•heavy
and overlong; names
should help for good biz.
.

'10

From

West
Light marquee

Gentlemen

Point'

,

-

(20th).

and overlong; a weak

voltage
entry.

'They

All

Kissed the Bride'

(Col). Joan Crawford and Melvyn Douglas in hilarious enter-

tainment for profitable biz,
Bnckaroo* (U)
Sti;ong program fllm(Sotigs).
usical.
Harry James-Andrews
Sisters top.
.

of
brother!

this

honor

signifi-

— that's

all,

.

'

.

THE GAY SISTERS

Lanr

SInuns, Donald Woods, Grant Mitchell,
William T, Orr. Directed by Irving
Rapper. Screenplay, Lenore ColTee, from
novel by Stephen .Longstreet; music, Max

That Robert Buckner, and his.co

Edmund Joseph, jazzed up
little of the latter-day chronology
beside the point—that, too^ is so Stelner: camera, Sol Follto: arrangements,
additional showmanshilp. What Hugo. Friedhofer; musical director, Leo P.
matters it <)ne or another show pre- Forbstelnj editor, Werreo Low. Tradeshonn
ceded this o^ that of Cohan's many ios'ikisa
^'

ecripter,

a

is

much

successes.

Fiona Gaylord

The basic story of a loving family
{hanks you,- my father
thanks you, ray- sister thai^ yoti,
and I thank you' is a tribute to Uie
domestic felicity of any home.

Oiarles Barclay,,,
5"?'!;" <'aylord^

—•my mother

Ralph Fedloch
Gig TouDg
Susanna Gaylord.
Herschell Gibbon

—

Donald Crisp
Gig Young
....Nancy Coleman
.Gene Lockhart
, ,

.

Austin.
Lairy SImms
Penn Sutherland Gaylord.... Donald Woods
Gilbert Wheeler...,
Grant Mitchell

That Cohan -was cocky and con
certed as the kid star o| 'Peck's

Barbara Stanwyck
George Brent
Geraldlce Fitzgerald

Bad

Boy,' in which he clicked at 13: that, pick Tone
Orncr
he remained close to Jerry Cohan; Ida
Saakla
Nellie Cohan and sister Josie (so well Jodge Barrows

WllUam

'It

Happened

In

.

.

—

.

McCoy history, either, may have been in the original novel,
but it's skillfully enough blended they're hardly a light-hearted trio 3e
and compromised. Ditto George Bar< the picture shows ihem. There's litHarris, isn't

bier's

Abe

excellent

Erlanger; Irene Manning's

tle

Fay Templeton; and

whole

of

frivolousness. indeed, about the
story.
It s generally serious,

cour^ Walter Huston as Jerry frequently slow-paced and even its
Cohan, father of the brood, who at isolated touches of humor are intimes almost takes It away from the clined to be ironic. Yet It is' a reasonably absorbing yam, with certain
But it's. Cagney's film from the topical aspects and the suggestion of
gong. Even his adolescent -counter' what appears to have been penetratpart,- Douglas Croft, as the sligbOy ing psychological wrinkles in the
linpossible Peck's Bad Boy, Is in the novel.
groove for histrionic impress; and
Although the story's main concern
that too goes for Patey Lee Parsons, is the careers of the sisters, there ii
gls^ng Josle Cohan at ~12, a fetch- an accompaniment of a sort of caval
indeed Shirley Temple-type cade of an old Fifth avenue mansion
ijS^
fitar.

.

.

.
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Hollywood,

Ann Sheridan and Dennis Morfactory front; profitable biz.
'Escape from Crime' (WB).,
Minor dualer.
'Spy Ship' (WB). Trite fifth
column yarn, strictly for kjds.

No names.
"the Day WIU Dawn' (GFD).
British-made war pic; big b,o..
strong propaganda.
'The Corpse Vanishes' (Mono).
Dull murder mystery, with con-

likely;,

stant
story.

cliches

A

and

weak

iininteresting
dualer.

XI VleJo HadM' (Argentine).
Spanish-languag^r that's firstrat^ for native audiences.

lihe Mad Monster>
(PRC).
Childish horror picture with

hackneyed situations and

little

punch. Acting better than script

and a background of what could be
a typical history of one of Manhattans original land-owning families.
Instead of distracting- from the main
plot this broader accompaniment

and background add atmospnere and
even dramatic emphasis. It undoubtedly will: increase Interest for audiences familiar with New York and
history, for they will recognize
thinly-veiled references, such
as the obvious parallel of the film's
Barclay Square real estate development io. Rockefeller Center, or the
similarities of the Gaylord clan and
the Gaylord mansion to the Vanderbilts and the Vanderbilt home on
Fifth avenue, adjacent to Rodcefeller
Center. Which is not to say that
"The Gay Sisters' is_not or is not
intended to be, fiction. Merely that
some of its inspiration seems clear.
prolog lays the foimdation for
the tale as the mother of the little
ghrls is lost oii the Lusltania and
the father goes to France to be killed
with the AJS.F. In addition, that
establishes the character of the steelwilled oldest sister, Fiona, who as a
mere child is made head of the
household by her father's departure.
He has a strong sense of noblesse
oblige tradition of aristocratic families and in a solemn farewell cere
mony he emphasizes/ that and the
Gaylord doctrine, 'nevier sell the

its

many

A

May

28,

Bait; cameria, Joieph Walker;
VlolB La\mnae; oast, director, William Mull, Previewed at Pantages, May 30,
'42. Running time, Ba HIMS,
Joan Crawford
Melvyn Donglas

Kaoa and

editor,

Margaret J. Drew
Michael Holmes

MarA

Roland Toung

Drew,

Mrs.

Blllle Burke
Allen Jenkins
Andreir Tombes
Helen Parrlsh

Johnny Jo<inion
Crane
Vivian

Drew

Emory Parnell
Mary Trcen
.Nydia Weatmon

Mohony
Susie Johnson
Becretoiy

Ivan Simpson
Roger Clork
Gordon Jones

Dr, Cassell

Stephen Fettlnglll
Taxi Driver
Private Policeman

,

Edward

Gargaii

This Is another in the current
Hollywood cycle of glrl-immersedin-biz vs. irresponsible male. But it
Is so spritely, snappy, and spicy in
dialog--due
and
situation
both

20th Century-Fox release of William Perl-Stars George Montgomberg production.
to expert timing in script
Maureen O'Hara, John Button. Di- mainly
rates n'Jajor atrected by Henry Hathaway. Screenplay by and direction—that it
Richard Malbaum, suggested by story by tention as billtopplng attraction for
MnlvlD Ward; added dialog, George Seabiz generally.
ery,

ton; camera, Leon Shomroy; editor, Jamea
Tradeshown In L. A.,- May 27,
B. Clark.

good

.

adult entertainment
Picture
liberally spotted with episodes and
explosive and intimate naMaureen O'Hara lines of
John Sutton ture—that veers from the general run
Laird Cregar of pictures ot its type sufficiently to
John Shepperd get audience attention.
Originally,
Victor Francen Carole Lombard had been set for the
Harry Davenport
Bane .,Ward Bond starring spot, but her tmtimely death
Scully
Gen. Wm. H, Harrison. Douglass Dunibrllle projected Joan Crawford In -as reRalph Byrd placement. Miss Crawford kicks the
Maloney
Joe Brown. Jr. stuffing out of the part and gets a
Benny Havens
David Bacon
Bhlppen
Esther Dale new lease on her screen career after
Mrs, Thompson
Jared Danforth ........ Loula Jean Hcydt some minor league assignments.
Stanley Andrews
Captain Sloane
Miss Crawford is in command of
James Flavin
Captain Luddy
Ediu Mae Jones the vast business Interests left by
Letty
Charles Trowbridge her father, and shaken by the writSenate President
Tully Marshall ings of Melvyn Doiiglas, a happy-goOrtindpa
Edwin Max>vell luckv scribbler of sorts who takes a
John Randolph
.
trno
Old Put
Edward Fielding crack at the family personal and
William Euatis
Morris Ankrum business' skeletons. Douglas gains enWodd
.Solmer Jackson trance to the Crawlbrd mansion
Sersen
Noble Johnson
Tecumaeh
Edward Dunn when youngv sister Helen Parrlsh
O'Toole
Frank Ferguson is being married, and mistaken for
Alden Brown
former boy friend of Miss Parrlsh.

'42 Running
Dawson

time,

Carolyn Balnbrldge
Howard Shelton
Major Sam Carter
Henry Clay
Florlmond Maasey
,

Is

IM SHNS.

George Montgomery

•.

.

-

a

But he makes Miss Crawford's knees
The establishment of West Point as collapse a hereditary quirk on the
military academy ih the early female side when love- comes up
and the experiences, of the and from there on it's a rousing and

—

1800's,

original class of cadets provide pa- intimate romance that culminates In
triotic flavor to this dual -supporter, brtraking down the girl's concentraLight in marquee and sufficient en- tion on business affairs.
tertainment values with the factual
In addition to a spotlight perform-

and fictional episodes of early West
Point, picture will need all the patriotism angles for exploitation.
After a brief prolog in which Con>
grass is shown debating and then
]}asslng an appropriation for malhenance of the military training
school, picture swings to the old fort
and the arrival of the first class.
(Seorge Montgomery is a buckskinclothed youth from Kentucky, and
contrast Is provided by the socialite
John Sutton who's along for a lark
and not too much soldiering. The
cadets are considered intruders by
the regular bombardier company
quartered at West Point and are
rousingly hazed by the commanding
major. Laird Cregar, who's against
the entire scheme of training future

army

Victor Francen, however. Is a Frenchman and professor
of military strategy, decidedly sympathetic to the whole plan of the
academy. After all but 10 of the
initial class quit, the West Point unit
—with the -cadets ^Is ordered to Fort
Harrison in the Indiana territory.
Here, there's an Indian uprising,
capture of Cregar, and routing of the
braves by the cadets using military
strategy learned in' the classroom.
Back at West Point for commissions,
Cregar is won over and the miliofficers.

—

-

—

tary-academy survives.
There's a fair amount of dramatic
incident and some comedy injected
to keep up audience interest—but
overall the picture is over footage
and drops too many times into the
doldrums. Only the patriotic angle
helps It survive. There's a rouslni:

ance

by Miss Crawford,

Douglas

clicks solidly as the writer and principal romanticist There are a number of hot episodes between the pair
that just did get under the wire with,
the seal-coders.
Script is studded

with amusing and explosive episodes

and dialog of most intimate and
•

—

double entendre content while Miss
Crawford is banded the most timely
line, 'When I want a sneak, I'll hire
the best and get, a Jap.' Crack Is a
standout.

Supporting cast is excellently set
up, with Roland Young. Billle Burke,
Allen Jenkins, Mary &een, Andrew

Tombes, Miss Parrlsh and Roger
Clark prbmlnent and adding much
mirth to the proceedings.
direction
is
Alexander
HaU's
snappy and speedy all along the line,
and ne contrives laugh toppers to
every episode. Adaptation by Andrew Solt and Henry Altlmus, With
screenplay by P. J. Wolfson, dishes
out sparkling dialog and situations
in compact form. Camera work by
Joseph Walker Is topgrade, and In
keeping with the A production- background accorded the picture in all

Wolt.

technical departments,

PRIVATE BUCKAROO
(MUSICAL)

May

Hollywood,
29.
Ken Goldsmith proHarry James band, Andrew*
Sisters; features Dick Foran, Joe E. Lewis,
Jennifer Holt; Shemp Howard. Directed by
Eddie Cllne, Screenplay -By Edmnnd Kelco
and Edward Jamea; original by Paul Gerard 'Smith; camera, Woody Bredell; editor,
Milton Camith; musical director, Harrz
Unlveroal release of

duction.

Staiia

with montage sketches
famous West Point graduates from Jamea; orchestrations, Vlo Schoen and Jack
Grant Lee,. Sheridan and Sherman Matttuiu; donees, John Mattlson, Previewed
down to Pershing and MacAfthur. at Westlake, U A„ May 28, 'VS. Running
Ume, e» HINB.
Major difficulty encountered by Andrews
Themaelvea
Sisters
Main portion of the film deals with scripter Richard Maibaum seems to liOn Prentice
Dick Foran
the grownup Gaylord girls and the be the requirement of jelling dra- Lancelot Prlngle McBlft
Joe B. Lewis
finish,

o'.'.

land.'
'

T. Orr
Anne Revere endless legal tangles that steaoLUy
Helena Thlmlg consume the family fortune. There
George Lessey Is the primary
of Fiona's

Slayed by .the star's real-life sister Von Rennaaeler
Charles Waldron
eanne Cagney); that his string oi Dr. BIgelow
Frank Relcber
David Clyde
successes never upset this lovely and Benson
Matr Thomai
loving picture, are all part of a Fiona <aged 8)
human, appealing story of one of the
From Stephen Longstreet's novel,
great theatrical families of all. times.
Warner Bros, has m&de a long, dill'
Nor was their career, collectively nlfled, rather weighty, fairly
impres
and individually, tranquil. There is sive and varyingly entertaining
pi(.
plenty of uncertainty, frustration, ture, 'The Gay Sisters.'
With Bar
disappointment all the dramatic in- bara Stanwyck, (3eorge Brent and
gredients that make for the proper Geraldine Fitzgerald
as boxoflice
admixture of hum^n. appeaL
draw, with favorable reviews and
Joan Leslie as the romantic vis-a- word-bf-mouth likely, the filih should
vis, if perhaps not strictly of biog- earn profitable, though
hardly specraphy born, is certainly a fetching tacular, grosses.
and reasonable facsimile tiiereo:
The <5ay Sisters* Is a misleading
Maybe Richard Whorf, as Sam H. title. Whatever the Gaylord girls
'

Point

Amusing comedy drama, aims
for moderate success as topliner
in the summer bookings.

.

.

0 Gentlemen From West

'The MagnJflcent Dope' (20th),

gan in comedy-drama of war

form, recounts his career from his
July 4th birthday, through 'Over
There' and up to the present The
Medal of Honor, of
Much will be written about War- Congressional
course, was a belated tribute from
ner Bros.' "Yankee Doodle,' It's a a grateful nation for
Cohan's imdandy topic for review, reprise and mortal war song of 1917-18.
reiterated kudos. It hol^ so much,
Thus is unfolded a sequence of
condensing several generations of
plays-within-a-play, as excerpts from
the Four Cohans into two hours and Cohan hits background
the saga of
six minutes of celluloid, that not
his life and struggles. Thus are inall of K can be compressed into a
troduced Cohan's smashes, 'Yankee
single stmimation. Thus, its cumulaDoodle Boy,* 'Grand Old Flag,' 'Give
tive press and other comment put
My
RegaVds to Broadway,' 'Mary's a
no ceiling on its public grip.
Grand Old Name,' 'So Long, Mary,'
Focused ior showinanly merphan- 'Harrigan,' 'I Was Bom in Virginia,'
dlzlng, from a Memorial Day world's '4S Minutes from Broadway' and, of
premiere «n Broadway through course, 'Over There.'
specialized engagements around JiSy
Backgrounding this is all the color
4—synonymous with Cohan's nat^ and the tradition of the theatre;
day and flagwavlng—the Cohan saga from Tony Pastor to E. F,' Albee;
is a timely, dramatic and romantic from Klaw & Erlanger to the Theastory, which, by underplaying and tre Guild; from Tin Pan Alley to the
ihdlrectional emphasis, all the more Hit Parade; from yesteryear mellowpoints up the American way of life. ness to present-day jive talk,
[A
'Yankee Doodle Dandy* °is some- [roiip of ;youngsters see Cohan read
thing to cheer alwut from any per- ng 'Variety,' get a load of the
spective. The 'least of -it should be headline, "Stix Nix Hix Pix,' and do
the mundane boxbfiice equation.
a rhythmic scat ad lib on the phraseBut the film goes beyond -the fAoer, in the belief it's a new kind
length and breadth of the intake at of Jive.]
For Cagney it's a personal tri
the wickets. It's a success saga as
Sungent as an' Horatio Alger, Jr., umph, easily his top cinematic perHe hoofs like one delie.
It's as entertaining as any top formance.
fllmusical ever made. It's as salu- mented; he troupes like a lammister
from
the Lambs: he does Cohan like
torv to its central character as the
oath of allegiance to the American a relative. If he forgets the sidefla^ It's as American as the Liberty of-the-mouth droop, after the initial
impress, it's little noticed and perhaps better
That it's showmanly is best an' Cagney has liked.- Thus, in celluloid,
immortalized Cohan for
swered by the above. .James Cag- all time.
There can be no more
ney does a Cohan of which the orig- fitting climax
to any career. Abel,
inal George M,'might WelTbe proud.
In fact, intra-trade info already has
reported how Cohan wanted to
know where Cagney learned to hoof,
Warner Bros, release of Henry Blanke
not knowing that the film star's
Stare Barbara Stan\Tyck. George
own professional background is in production.
Brent, Ger.'dlne Fitzgerald; features Donthe song-and-dance idiom.
ald Crisp, Klancy Coleman, Qene Lockhart,

cance

mustratlve direction begins is
ftecult to say, but they form a
Hanfluently eloquent combination.
Ser's pacing of the story la generally
good and many of his scenes have
amusing color, but others M«m U'relevant (such as the wlne-flnlshing
spree of Fiona and Susanna). The
musical background Is unobtrusively
helpful, but more severe editing
would not only shorten the picture
pleasantly but would give it added
Hooe.
cohesion and force.

'Private

shown humbly absorbing the

—

'

Mimatnre Reviews
nrankee D«odIe Dandy' (WB)

Yankee
It's
(Musical).
dandy, for oodles of boodle.

Flatbnah'
(20th), Mixture of baseball and
drama doesn't quite jell. Program, supporter for duals.
The Postman DIdnt Rlnx'(20th).
Standard program fare
of
moderate budget calibre;
Will get by on secondary dates.
The Big Shotr (WB). DuU
gangster meller with Humphrey
Bogart limited to dual support,
'Thro DUterent Eyes' (20th).
Narrative flashback technique
for formula whodunit without
surprise. A dual supporter.
'WInga for the Eagle' (WB).

Cluto
Myrtll

1942

3,

the Bride
name, Is satlsfactoiy, though not re- They
markable, Larry Slmina U an apHollywood, May 30,
neallng urchin, and 8U<^ remlars as
Colnrabia releaM ot Edward Kaufman
)«iia Woods, Grant Mitchell. Anne prodDotlon, Stat* Jou) Crawford, Melvyn
tevere and Helen Thlmlg are plau- JousUb: featnrea Roland Toung, Blllle
Burke, Allen Jenkins, Helen Farrlsb. Disible in support _ _ .
^ rected ty Alexander HolL Screenplay by P.
Where Lenore Coffetfs expressive J,
Woltson; adapted br Andrew P. Solt
screenplay enda and Irving «appcj^« and Henry Altlnm*, (ram atory by GIna
dUfl-

approved the idea of having himGoft
..Odette
Madame Barlholdl
self commercially personated. It's a
Josle Cohan, as Olrl ot 12
piece of celluloid propaganda withFauy Lee Faraons
The President out peer. The manner in which he
Capt. Jack YiDung
summons Cohan to Washington, then
'Yankee Doodle Dandy* is rah-rah, starring in 'I'd Rather Be Right,'
Tousingly American and ^eat box- the Kaufman & Hart hit musical on
which
office, no matter how you slice it. Broadway, and the manner in
Cohan (Cagney) teUs his life story
It's a tribute to a grand American
gentleman of the theatre George to the President, is a showmanly
M. Cohan— whase life and songs are coup of daring and enterprise that
glorified by Warner Bros.; and it's will surprise people in and out of
It proves to what
a tribute, perhaps even more so, to Holljrwood.
the (government can and
When President lengths
all show business.
.,r
Roosevelt is shown telling Cohani wiU\cooperate if the artistic skill
The
(Jiimny Cagney) that 'you are the and interpretation are ultra.
Buckner-Joseph
script thus makes
first of your profession to win a
Congressional Medal of Honor/, and the President a straight man for the
the Eong-and-dance man, Cohan, is central character, who, in flashback
Chester

,

AU Kiued

Yankee Doodle Dandy

Blnger
Erinnger

—
—

—

.

matic episodes with factual history
and, as is usually the case, the probyam
per- lem was too great for Malbaum to
sonal vendetta with the young ty- solve for sustained 'entertainment
coon who wants to buy the Gaylord purposes. Henry Hathaway is able
mansion to coinplete his Barclay to highlight a number of scenes with
Square development. Running along excellent and vivid direction, espewith this theme are the subordinate cially the Indian fight sequences, but
stories of the younger Gaylord sis- was unable to maintain a steady
ters, the predatory Evelyn and the pace in the unfolding. Camera work
helpless, affectionate Susanna,
by Leon «Shamroy is consistently
Basis for the hatred of Fiona and good throughout
Barclay, it develops, is their secret
George Montgomery provides a
abruptly-short marriage some years strong characterization of the young
before and, presently, his knowledge Kentuckian who's determined
to bethat she is the mother of his child. come an army officer; Cregar
is exThis part of the story has apparently cellent as the commanding major;
been diluted for Hays office require- and John Sutton Is neatly cast as
ments. But It nevertheless provides t(ie young socialite, Maureen O'Hara
an ingenious narrative device as the conveniently comes to West Point to
sequence is presented In a senti- visit relatives near the fort, In order
mental flashback with Fiona's acrid to generate the. triangle romance
running comment In the sound track, with Montgomery -and Sutton, She
Barbara Stanwyck gives a vibrant- even chases the pair to the Indian
ly believable performance as Fiona. territory
'
Wolt.
George B'tent looks disconcertingly
hard and underplays io such an extent he might as well be thinking of
Gets the) Bird
something else. Geraldine Fitzgerald
seems somewhat stiff as the selfish
Hollywood, June 2.
Evelyn, but Nancy Coleman is conassigned Stanley Logan to
vincingly tender as Susanna. Donald direct The Falcon's Brother,'
orlg
Crisp is competent as a shrewd
Inally slated for Irving Reis.
lawyer, while Gene Iiockhart Is ex'The Big Street,' on the sahie lot
peruy odious as a shyster. Gig
Young, for some unexplained reason will keep Rels busy for two weeks
after
playing a character of the same
The Falcon's' starting date,
-

'

Jennifer Holt
Joyce Mason
Betveant 'Muggsy' Sbavel. .Shemp Howard
Davlea
Lieutenant Maaon
: Richard
Mary WIckea
Bonnie-Belle Schlopklas
Ernest Truex
Colonel Weatherford

Donald O'Connor
.Peggy Ryan

Denny
Peggy

Huotz Uoll

Corporal Anemic
Tagalong. :-,

Susan Levlne

. ,

The Jlvln' Jacks & Jills
Harry James and His Music Makers

This one provides a generous display of Harry James' music and vocalking' by the Andrews Sisters, with
some incidental comedy of slapstick
Despite total
variety interspersed.
lack of plot structure, 12 musical
numbers are spotted along the route
of sufficient merit in both rendition
and setup to make this one a strong
filmusical programmer that will tab
a generous number of billtopper datIngs around the cbuntry.
James and his gang are on frequently for tunes In typical arrangements and the trumpeteer givmg
generously of his musical wares. The

Andrews

Sisters are just as

prom-

Logan

RKO

third geared for pop attention, 'That s
the Moon, My Son.' Dick Foran is

no

less

prominent with

slick vocaliz-

ing of 'Private Buckaroo,' which has
chance for attention; 'Nobody

a

Knows

the Trouble

Got a Job

to Do.'

Tve

Seen,' 'We've
J,.Miss

and 'Ma,

>
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FILM RETIEWS

Your Apple Pie/ The Harry James It
arrangements add much to the musical side of the ptetare.

Happened
.

.

spotted as the girl, a philatelist
in Flatbtuh ly
who follows the letter to the small
May 38.
town to get the rare stamp—and

Hollywood,

aoth Century-Fox release ot Walter MoStory opens with James and his
laoo
DredDetlan.
fitan Lloyd Molan,
orch, Andrews Staterfc Foran and Joe Canl* Landli. DIncted
br Bay MeCaray.
E. £ewia as entertainers In a night Orlglaal aoreanplay. by Harold Bndunaa and
After several numbers there^ Lee Loeb; camera, Charles ClaAe; editor,
club
the leader and Ms gang are conven- J. Watson Webb. Ttadeabairn In L. A.
May 2T, '42. Running time, 80 iStSB.
iently moved to an army camp as Fraak
MaguUe
Lloyd Nolan
allows
recruits where a USO theatre
Katbryn Baker
Carole Landls
lor further musical displays. Very Mrs. McAvoy
Sara Allgood
slifiht story thread puts Foran In the Bam Sloan..'
William Fiawley
'.Robert Armstrong
role of a privileged character against Danny Mitchell-.
Mrs. Maguiro
Jane Darwell
the army rules and regulations, who Roy Anderson
George Holmes
gets the right slant at the finish after Squint
Scottr Beckett
e falls hard lor Jennifer Holt, niece Walter Rogers
Joseph Allen, Jr.
James Bnrke
of a retired .army officer. Finale is Shaunnessy
Magnlre
Roger Jmhot
a patriotic inarch' for flag-waving O'DoQl
Matt McHugti
eSect.
Scott
LeRoy Mason
Director Edward Cline makes fuU O'Hare
Pat Flaherty
use of broad comedy interludes Stevenson
Dale Van SIckel
John Burger
which, Blthough obviously dragged Harding
Judge...,
Jed Prouty
in, carry the footage between musical Collins
Robert Homans
numbers in more than moderate Mrs. Collins
....Mary Gordon
Slapstick romancing befashion.
.

.'

up acquiring a husband.
Spencer Charters, Stanley Andrews,
wQUam BakewelL Emma Dunn and
Jeff Corey add solid supporting roles.
Harold Schuster does a fair directing job, considering the static and

-winds

over-dialog script provided.

Foran on Trouble Tve Seen.' Lewis
sings one, 'I Love the South.' Unithe

versal's group of youngsters,
Jivln' Jacks and Jills, are on for one
last dance ensemble.
Foran will eventually get a chance

.

in a topgrade fllmtislcal for maximimi display of his singing abilities.
After elgnt years around Hollywood,
he's stiU awaiting that opportunity.
Jennifer Holt, although submerged
by the musieal end, shows personAs he
ality for more promment castings in back to manage the club.
Walt." takes command, the owner dies, -and
the. future.

The

Magnificent
Hollywood,

.

Dope
May

29.

20th Century-Fox relean of WlUI»Tn Perl
bers producUon. Stan HeiiT7 Fonda, Lynn

Barl, Don Amecha; (entorea E. B. Uorton,
aeorve Barbler. Directed by Walter Lanv.
Screenplay by Oeorge Seaton; original by
Joiaph Schranki camera, Feverell Marley;
Tradeabown In
editor, Barbara.- UcLean.
Ii.A.

May

Tad Page

28, '42.
..i

Claire Harris

M

VIMS.
Ronslnc time.
Henry Fonda
Lynn Barl
..Don Amectae
.Edward Everett Horton
;

Dwlitht Dttwaon

Horace Hunter
Barker
Messenger ..:

. .

.....George Barbler
Frank Orth

Roseanne Murray

Secretary
Ssdie

Kitty

Jenny
Albert Gowdy .:
Cbarlla
Vim. Honter
Ftt* Bngin< Salesman
Reporter •
Peters
Secretary
Hr. Relndel
Mitchell

McHugb

Marietta Canty
Hobart CaVanaugh
'Hal K. Davson

Joeepblne Whittell

Arthur LOR
Chick Chandler
Tanl Stanton

puBrey

Claire

William Davidson

Carson

Hayden
Watkin

Harry
Pierre

The Magnlflcent Dope' is a sufficiently-amusing comedy-drama to
carry through the summer bookings
for moderate biz.
With Henry
FondarLynn Barl and Don Ameche
topUnlng, picture has marquee voltage for bllltopping position' In the
regular runs.
Story injects a- few new twists to
'the familiar tale of a backwoods hickwho outwits the city sllckzrs In the
big town although in this instance
he converts the metropolitanltes to
a carefree and relaxed philosophy of

—

living.

When
I

Ameclie finds

bis

success

sJiool fading, secretary Lynn Barl
suggests a radio contest to find the
biggest failure in the coiutry, 'with
winner^ to take the success course
lor future publicity plug for the
school,
Fom^a, a bumpkin from
Maine' wins
1 proceeds to convert
the city folk o his bucolic mode of
life
directly opposed to the driving
and aggressive approach taught by
Ameche. Although Miss Barl is engaged to Ameche, she falls for Fonda
'

:

—

—as

do many others who conie in
contact with him during his stay
New York. He sticks arouind
to sell Ufe insurance, knocking off
a big policy of. -n oft-rejected appll'
cant by giving him a relaxer Heat
ment prio^to the medical examina'
tion. Fee gives him enough coin to
buy a fire-engine for the home town,

around

and ride back with the

while
A.:ieche switches his school over to
exposition of the relax method
learned from the hick.
Miss Bar! highlights the proceedings with a fine performance as the
secretary, while
both Fonda and
Ameche groove solidly into their
respiective 'roles.
Edward Everett
Horton and George- Barbler add some

comedy

girl,

in brief sequences.

Script by George Seaton is compactly set up, with accent on lightness throughout. Walter Lang turns
In a good job of direction, keeping
things moving at a consistent pace.
Photography by Peverell Marley Is
topnotch.
Walt.

Not Too Far

Away

Hollywood, June

Edward Dmytryk drew

2.

the director chore on 'Seven Miles From Alcatraz,' gangster stoiy, at RKO.
Albert S. Rogell, originally assigned to the job, pulled out because
of a prior commitment

director.

of

HuKh CummlnRa;

liobert

'

special cffecte.

Byron Haskln. H. F. Kobnekamp; mu»[r.
directed by Leo F.

Picture Frederick Hollonder.

Warner production and
Humphrey Bogart; (caturcs

Irene Manning,
Richard Travis. Susan Peters, Stanley
Ridges. Directed by I^ewls Seller, Original
screenplay, Bertram MlUhauser, Ahem Flnkel, Daniel Fuctis: camera, Sid HIckox:

Jaok Kllllfer. Tradeshown In New
Tork, June 1. '42. Running time, 82 SUNS,
Duke Berne
Humphrey Bogart
editor.

Lonia Fleming

Irene

Manning

Richard Travis
Susan Peters

Don DcFore

Tom "Cyclone" Shaw
Johnson
Stark
Personnel Mnn
Miss Bhxter
Midget
Policeman
Motorcycle Officer.......

Here

Arms

Ruescll

Gil Borden...;

Stars

release.

Jack Cnr.Hon
George Tohlae

Brad Maple
Jake HanBo
Pete Hanso

THE BIG SHOT

I'rRdcahon-n In N. Y., May 30. '42,
time. 62 .MINS.
Preocott
Cinlg Stevens
..Irene Manning

bon,

Runnlnc

Ward

Pamela Mitchell
Sue Mitchell
Gordon Morrel

Marls Wrixon
Michael Ames

dinner
Brnlc Haskell
Mnrtln Osier
Nils Thorson
Paul

Drake

John Maxwell

WlUlnm

Curtis

Pamell
Edgar Dcarlng

that

probably comes closest to measuring

Forreet

Uolnnil

Drew

George Meeker
Oeorge Irving
Frank Ferguson
Olaf Uytten
Jack Mower

Inspector Bond

Hnru

Keye Luke

Fay Helm
Billy

Emory

Whitney

....Peter

Hnrry Mitchell

Bums

'Spy Ship,' reminiscent of early
filmdom's fan':astic thrillers, does
little, more than give a workout for

Warners' lesser players. There are
no names by which to sell the pic,
and the story is oo hokey for anything but the lesser dual spots.
Director B. Reaves Eason has
gained a modicum of brisk pacing,

but the story is too trlt& to be credUoirard da Sllva the production front and what makes
Murray Alpep the vast airplane factories, geared ta° ible for any other than puerile IntelRoland Drew
war effort tick. Yet the 'be- lects. Yarn pertains to the fifth'
John Rldgely U. S.
columnist movement in the United
Joseph King hind-the-scene' story of the factory States up
to Pearl Harbor, but there
John Hamilton front never gets away jrom the idea
Virginia Orlssac that -the screen is for entertainment, appears little that Pearl White and
William Edmunds even if patriotism is sold inciden- Ruth Roland passed up in their
Virginia Sale
thrillers of 20 years ago.
tally. With Ann Sheridan and Den'

Tlm...«
Toohey
Judge

Mrs. Booth
Sarto
Mrs. MIggs

Ken Crrlsty
both of whom have
Wallace Scott nis Morgan
given excellent accoimt ot themConventional type gangster metier, selves lately, in the leads, picture

Kat

Rusty

pre-war formula, destined for dual- looks headed for profitable Ukings.
Yam gives a new twist to •Uie
Humphrey
bill
support spotting.
Bogart, for exploitation values, will draftee trying to escape 'via essential defense work story. Morgan, as
help get it by in the subsequents.
Story is trite, long-winded and un- 'Corky' Jones, Is shown as a cocky
imaginative. Lewis Seiler has, how- youth who miakes the grade In the
ever, turned in an excellent job of Lockheed Aircraft plant while patdirection, building and sustaining ently trying to duck the draft. He's
become so important as an essential
suspense, in spots, with familiar macog in the vast factory that subseterial. Bogart comes through with a
performance, quently he is rated an essential man
good^ albeit stereo,
makmg inane, obvious dialog con- in an essential defense plant. Pearl
,

.

Harbor changes all- that and he's in
vincing at times.
the Army aviation before his plant
Futility, the dominant recurring boss knows about it
theme, and lack of sympathetic charTied in with this rather simple
acterizations, militate against audi- plot is the story about Jake Hanso,
prison
interest.
Yam
opens
in
a
ence
patriotic Lockheed boss, who loses
hospital with Bogart, one-time big a job because he never obtained his
shot gangster; reciting the stoiy of citizenship papers. This offers the
Nolan has to battle with both the his misdeeds, on deathbed. Flash- chance for deftly stressing the pa-'
players to make them fight through back method is employed to unfold triotic angle as he finally takes fhe
to a pennant; and the heirs who have narrative
about three-time loser oath of allegiance, and is re-hired.
no interest in baseball beyond the mixed up with girl who becomes Then th£re is the great teamwork
financial end.
He whips the team wife of a criminal lawyer who mas- between Jake and his son, a plant
into 'winning stride, and romances tenhlnds gang activities. When at- worker, who later gets his aviation
Carole Landis successfully to arouse torney learns of wife's' connection commission and Is killed In the
her interest in the club as major with Bogart he purposely loses the Philippines.
Team cracks .under ceae which sends former to pris6n
stockholder.
'Corky' promises to 'get' two Jap
strain of the pennant race, 'with play- for Ufe and simultaneously incrimi- planes
for
old Jake—and
sure
ers signing petition for manager re- nate an innocent youth who com- enough, he does. This is an- antiSlacement (similar to the Cleveland mitted perjury to earn coin to marry climax that seems a bit extraneous
icldent), but Nolan refuses to quit on.'
even if melodramatic.
and gathers the team together again
Romantic angle also is. different,
Prison break, chase sequences and
for the final 'dash and crucial game.
Sequence having 'Corky' courting his former
gunplay figure largely.
Nolan displays a topnotch perform- where Bogart and girl who helps him college pal's (Brad Maple), wife off
ance in the role of ,the manager, make getaway try to establish an and on while the ex-grid star alterwhile Miss Landis does well- with idyllic existence in a moimtain bide- nately boUs or trades punches with
her role of the socialite who acquires a'Way, while he's tmder shadow of the the persistent suitor. It works out
stock in the club. William Frawley chaiTf would best be eliminated. reasonably enough since the story
dldts as the business manager, while Irene Manning and Susan Peters, in has Brad Maple- in .the doghouse,
Robert Armstrong provides menace the two top feminine assignments, do with his wife disgusted with his
as a sports writer continually heckling not photograph attractive^ here,.but laziness and stupidity.
Nolan. Sara Allgood is just that as camera work otherwise is standard.
Ann Sheridan, as Roma Maple, his
the femme clubowner. Good support
wife, fitmishes just the
propte
Afori.
is pro'vided by Jane Darwell, George
amount .of femme lure to an otherHolmes, Scotfy Beckett James Burke
wise strictly factory yar^. It's the
and Matt McHugh.
sort of role she does up brown. MorBaseball background Is bigleague,
Different Eyes
gan is the happy-go-lucky, draftwith numerous clips of the Flatbush
ducking 'Corky* Jones, who ultiHollywood, May 28.
ballpark used to interweave with
mately sees the» light after Pearl
Century-Fox release o( Sot H. Wnrtstaged action. Ray McCarey injects zel20th
Features Frank Crttven, Harbor. Perfectly cast for a .part
production.
the full flavor of baseball into the Mary Howard, June Walker,
Donald that could have been overdone one
picture, despite the fact that the Woods, Vivian Blaine, Oeorge Holmes, way or another. Jack Carson maked
Thomas
Z.
Directed
by
Cowan.
Jerome
overall does not quite jell as more
a plauslljle Brad Maple,
liorlnr.
Original screenplay by Samuel G.
than moderate entertainment for the Engel; camera, Charles Clarke; editor,
George Tobias provides a clear-cut
Walt
baseball-minded.
Louis l,oeftler. Tnideshown In L, A., May characterization
of the patriotic
Running Time, 87 SUNS.
27, '43.
alien, Jake Hanso. while his son,
I<rnnk Craven
Steve Fettljohn
Pete, is crisply played by Russell
Howard
Mary
Gardner
Constance
June Walker Arms. Support is uniformly excelMarvie
Didn't
Donald Woods lent even down to the midget «t the
Ted Famsworth
Vivian Blaine glane factory, role taken
Hollywood, May 29.
Sua Boardman
by Billy
George Holmes
20lh Century-Fox release o( Ralph Die- Harry Beach
urtis.
Jerome Cowan
trich production.
Stars Richard Travis, Jim Gardner
Lloyd Bacon. has directed . with
Charles- Lane
Brenda Joyce. Directed by Harold Schuster. Mott
James Flavin nice discrimination, never allowing
Original by Mortimer Braus; screenplay, ThomasRuth Warren his story to get out of hand. Wear.
Braus and Leon Ware; camera, Joseph Mac- Julia
Pat O'Malley

Of the cast,- only Irene Manning, a
blonde looker, suggest^ future possiNaka.

bilities.

THE DAY WILL DAWN
(BiBITISH-MADE)
London,

May

6.

General Film Distributors release or Paul
Soskin production.
Stars Ralph RichardDeborah Kerr, Hugh Williams, GrlfDirected by
French.

'

son,

mhs

Jones.
Harold
Screenphiy, Terence Rattlgan, A. de Orunwald- from original story by Frank Owen;
camera,
Cyril
Knowles.
At Leicester
fguare thestre, Ixindon, Running Ume,
'

'

'

'

Thru

The Postman

release. Featui-e*

from
Oeorse
camHarrr Newmnnn; editor. James 0\h-

era,

Torn Fadilen

a. comedy-drama

is

WarAers production nnd

Craig Stevens, Irene JIonnlnK. Marls Wrixon, Michael .Ames, Peter Whitney, Directed
br B. Reaves Bascn. Screenplay, Robert
B. Kent,
novel by
Dyer;

John Rldgely
Frank Wilcox
George Meeker

up to the classification of being inStanley Rlilges spirational, without ever becoming
Elinor 'Watson
Cbick Chandler' preachy. In some ways, 'Wings for
Joseph Downing the Eagle'. is an intimate closeup of

.-

—

Lord
production. Features Ann Sheridan. Denntu
Monrau. Jack Carson, George Tobias. Dlr«cted hy Lloyd Bacon. Original scneiiplaar
b7 Byron Morgan, B. B. Orbow; additional
dlaloff
by Richard Macaulny; CaTnem.
Tony Qaudlo; editor, Owen Marks; dialog
relunee

TradeBhown In N. Y., June 1,
a moderate budget setup, without Forbateln.
'42. Rannlnff time. 65 mlna.
any elaborate sets to nm up the Roma
Maple
Ann Sheridan
costs.
Walt
Corky Jones
Dennh Morgan

.

ture a big play, but it's just another
dual supporter for- the rest of the
bookings.
Ever since Kalem produced the
first two-reel special with John McGraw and the battling Giants in 1912,
studios have been tiying to make a
standout baseball picture generally
with minor entertainment results.
Seems the heat of a pennant battle
generates plenfy of public attention
at the time, but dulls .in Interest
when reenacted later on the screen.
That seems to be the case here. The
dramatic tempo Is fairly entertaining
in itself, untu the yam gets out on
the field, and then It dips and sags
—despite the inclusion of some good
baseball shots, both staged and
clipped from the newsreel files.
Lloyd Nolan, former Brooklyn star
who was drummed off the club eight
years before, due to an error in a
crucial game, is dug up in the sticks
by elderly Sara Allgood, and brought

SPY SHIP

for the Eagle

Bros,

is

Georse Andirson
tween Shemp Howard and elongated
'It
Happened in Flatbush' Is a Ruth
wiry Wlpkes- highlights the comedy drama woven aroimd baseball— MartinCarter
Fleming
side, witii Joe E. Lewis—despite his specifically the exploits, of the Brook- Warden. Booth
capabilities on cafe floors— lost in lyn Dodgers and the rabid enthus- Dancer...^
the background throughout Little iasm of the ball fans in that city. FVenchy
Sandor
Susan Levine (Tagalong) is on briefly Because of its localized flavor, the 'Quinto;
for some deadpanning and mis- Brooklyn audiences will give the pic- Faye

chievous kid antics.
James' trumpeting, his unusual and
popular brand of arrangements, and
orchestral selections are tops for the
swing clientele. Andrews Sisters deliver in their regular expert style,
being provided with several cinch
hit tunes—two of which have already
proven themselves prior to picture
release. Helen Forrest, vocalist with
the James band, gets things away to
a bright musical start with 'You
Iilade Me Love You,' and appears
later to join up in a chorus with

'

Wings
'Warner

Ring

-

'

Ralph Rlchardaoo
Deborah Kerr
Hugh Wllllama

tf^Iffood
J«,fl

••

Colin Metcalfe ..:
?!";'.•'

W«"au

"•

ariaiths Jones
Francis L. Sullivan
.Rolond Cnlvir
.FIntay Currlo
Bernard Miles

Naval Attache
McAllister
O'"'

NIall HcGlnnls

Ottin

This

Mann

Sllzabetb

a stirring chronology of

Is

early days of the war, slightly tinctured with romance, all calculated to
engender a love of niothe^ cotmtiy
for the allies and the nations which
have suffered from Invasion by the
Gennaus. Basically factual, and an
admirable film production, it is the
strpngest'klnd of propaganaa. As such
it promises enormous succ^ in' all
the cotmtries battling totalitarianIsm.
The principal background Is Nbrway, where an English journalist is
sent, at the outbreak of war, b»
foreign correspondent. 'Refuming to
'

'

.

London, when Norway is over-run
by Germans, with the aid of QulsImgs, he Is sent for by the War
Office, which asks him to undertake
a flying trip to the Norwegian fiords,
with which he has become familiar,
to guide the Royal Air Force to a
camouflaged. U-boat base.
Be is
drcmped from a plane In a narachute,
and with tha'ald of an old seaman,
,

is

able to signal fbe English fliers

:

who bomb the conceailed base and
way 'for the Commando -raids,

niake

just in time to save him Ix6m being
shot as a spy and enable him to
bring back to England as his wife
the daughter of the old fisherman,
who Is shot while assisting htm.
Scenes are vivid and ^e strong

'

-

ably augmented by a nmnber.
the natives who were actually

cast,

of

brought back to Edgland^rQm sucb
a real-life experience. Is lnten«ely'ln>
teresting. It is suspensive eptertalnraent- utilizing the services of over
100 Dlayers.
Heading the list are

Ralph Richardson, Deborah Kerr,
Hugh Williams and Gr' "Iths Jones'
Supporting players include Oeorge
Carney (who is not even programmed), Finlay Currie, Bernard Sfiles,
Francis L. Sullivan, and Elizabeth
'Warners production and releaee.
Directed by D, Ross Lederman,
Screenplay, .Mann. The minutest bits are handled
Raymond L. Schrock, from story -by Danny by seasoned, competent players.
Aheam; camera, Jamea Van Tree; editor,
The- Oslo harbor set Is the :..rgesf
Doug Gould. Tradesbown In N. T„ Har 30, ever constructed In a
Bi'ltlsh studio.
•K. Running time, SI MIN8.
-

Donald;

shown

editor,

In L. A.

Nick

May

DeMagglo. Trade,
Running time,

28, '42.

es MINS.

Coroner
Chaplain

Selmer Jackson
Charles D. Waldron

Dr. Whittler

I
.....Irving Bacon
Richard Travis Stu Johnson
Daniel Carter. ...I
Br«nda Joyce
Julie Martin
Spencer Charters
Judge Ben Holt
This is a repeat use of same title
Postal Inspector Brennon. .Stanley Ahdrews tag on picture turned oiit by Fox in
William Bakewell 1929. •
Robert Harwood, Jr
It's an entirely different yarn,
Emma
Dunn
Martha Carter
Joseph Cawthome holding no semblance to the original
Silas Harwood
Oscar CShea except for the cutback technique emJudge Barrlngton
Ervllte Alderson §loyed to- get over a formula whoRobert .Harwood, Sr
Jeff Corey
Harwood Qrocn...^
imit. Lacking marquee strength, and
Frank tf. Thomas
Prosecutor
will
picture
budgeted,
Will Wright modestly
Mr. Slade
Betty Jean Halney groove as an okay program supMarjorle
Ethel Orlffles porter In the regular runs.
Catherine Vandewater

Ja'son Peters

Helen Allen

Henry Roquemore

Mary Servoss

'

A

.

Red O'Hara
Molly O'Hara

many

times,

circumstantial

r.

Richard Travis
..Julia Bishop

Jackie C. Qlsason
Frank. 'Wilcox

Convict
Cornell

Slim Dugan
Lieut. 'BIK'

Rex Williams

Wade Boleler
Charles Wilson

Malone

Reardon

Story endeavors to detail the fact Dude
that,

'The Postman Didn't Ring' is
fairly entertaining programmer which
lacks strength in basic material to
raise it above fair program supporting fare for the secondary and program bookings.
half century after a mail robbery, one of the sacks is recovered
After detailing briefly
in an attic.
the effects of two of the old letters
on persons originally addressed, story
follows the course of a third missive
There,
to a crossroads settlement
Richard Travis runs the general
store, extends credit to the neighboring farmers, but finds difficiuty in
getting much credit from the lone
bank in the nearby town. Faded letter,
however, originally addressed to his
father, makes him the possessor of
an original stock certificate in the
bank, now worth a fortune.- Result
is obvious, a battle with the family
controlling the bank, extension of
credits to the impecunious farmers,
and eventual success of Travis in

ESCAPE FROM CRIME

Merrill

Paiil

Myrt

Ralterty

Fix

Ruth Ford

;
^

John

Hamilton

Hi'hardson was granted special
leave from the Fleet Air Arm to appear in the earlier scenes, being outstanding np to time he's bumped off.
Willlams'U tte hero ^nd MJs* Kerr
^^.J^^ioine. They're excellent along
with the entire supporting cast.
-^'^

a-

evidence wrongly convicts a man; Belle Mason
Ann Corcoran
Ben Xaggart
and, in one Instance, the Intuition of Warden KIrby
Corpge Vanishe*
a woman saved the Innopent person
Monogram release of Sam Kntzman and
Strictly for the kids on 'the lower
from hanging. It succeeds in that
Jack DIetz production: associate prodncer.
half
nabe
duals.
narrative
is
of
Not
a naine to Barney Sarw*y.
although
the
point
Stars Beta Lugosl. Oil
rather bumpy and obvious, and just sell the pic, either. There's no pre- rected by Wallace Fox, Original story anil

The

—

carries footage tmtil the real

mur-

is imcovered.
,
district attorney of
the small county, tells the story to
a law class in the local college. A
man is murdered, and his young as-

derer

Frank Craven,

sistant

is

tried

and convicted.

But

tense at the

market for

'./hlch this

crime meller is aimed; the situations,
dialog and gunplay are only for the
fingernail biters.
Story deals, with a parolee who
goes .straight getting a job with a
picture rag es a photog, whose profession he picked up as a hobby
while in stir. There's a wife and

is not certain the law
is right; and proceeds on a farfetched campaign to uncover the baby concerned, too, the inevitable
gull^' part7, succeeding in a most suspicious dick responsible for sending him up and the pardon that
over-thMtric climax.
Frank Craven Is the narrator, pro- comes when the ex-con is responviding a relaxed and homey char- sible for roimding up his former
gan|.
acterization, and gets standard supRichard Travis Indicates greater
port from Mary Howard, Jime
Vivian promise than this film allows him,
Woods,
.Donald
Walker,
the ,photog-cbn, while Julie
Blaine, George Holmes and Jerome as
as the wife who
Cowan. Screenplay by Samuel G. Bishop is attractive
Wade Boteler,
Engel develops along regulation waits for him.
whodunit lines, without too much Charles Wilson and Paul Plx are
court
in the support, but none is
notable
the audience,
Travis carries himself well in the siuprise generated for
do
much
with
the stereoable
to
directs
in
Loring
Z.
lead spot and shows promise for fur- and Thomas
Naka.
story.
typed
Walt.
regulation
style.
ther grooming. Brenda Joyce is neat-

Craven's wife

I

screenplajr by Harvey Gates, Sam Robins,
Gerald Schnltxer; cam«ni. Art Reed; editor,

Robert

M
Dr.

At

Golden.

Jletv
'

MiNtH"
^rens

York theatre
BXnnlDg tlm«;

Beta Lngoel
.....Luaua Wallers
Tristram Coffin
Elizabeth Busaell
Minerva Drecal

Pat Hunter
Dr. Foster

gO""'*"
Keenan
^'""y

Kenneth Hsrlsn
vince Bamstt
..Joan Snrclay-

Prank Moran

i??J„
r.^sy

Angelo Roslto
,

,

Gwen Kenyon

George Eldrldge

murder mystery with all
xv.^ ^."'J
tlie cliches that usually accompany
a second grade story of this kind. Oa
the end of double bills it might Interest youngsters, but It insiUts th«
average Intelligence,
Film's story deals with the sup»
posed death of seven brides at th»^(Continued on page 24)

,
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

'Juke

(drl'

Invaders' Fine $3,400,
TortiUa' $3,300, Line

Smash $29,000, Best Bet

Lincola, June 2.
Sudden onslaught of heat. Is bringing theatre takes down. Leading are
'Invaders* at the Varsity and Tor-

L A.; IHooiitide' Also Br^t At
m/iQ, 'Spoflers' $2Sm 'Gone 9G

In

Los Angeles, June

2.

All first-runs grabbed terrific
grosses on the Saturday, holiday
with Siinday biz good but tapering
'Juke Girl' at the Warner Holoff.
lywood and Downtown spots is rolling up a smash $20,000.
•Moontide*. at the Chinese and
Loew's State shines bright with $28,'Spoilers' and
500 for the combo.
'Butch Minds the Baby' at the Pantages and Hillstreet are proving a
slick duo for fine $25,800 while return of 'Gone With the Wind' to the
Carthay Circle is headed for a great

pop prices and con-

$9,000 session at
tinuous policy.

Estimates for This

Broadway Grosses

Twin

Last wee:c,

trim $9,000.

Beds|

(UA) and 'Gentleman After Dark
(UA), in moveover first run, good

$3,600.

.

fGrauman-WC)

Chinese

(2,034;

—

'Moontide* (20th)
33-44-55-65-75)
arid 'Kings On Fingers' (20th). Good
combo here for $12,500. Last week,
(M-G) and 'Sunday
Rita'
'Rio

Punch' (M-G). rang up

fine $10,3(H).
(1.800; 33-44-55Slick $14,-

Downtown (WB)

65-75)— 'Juke

Girl*

(WB).

attractiorr. Last week,
Life' (WB) (3d wk), nice

000 as solo

This Our
t8,500.

Four SUr (UA-F-WC) (900; 33-4465-65)—'Fantesla (RKO) (8th wk).
Still hanging on awaiting another
still

booking,

$1,700,
$1,300.

week,

Last

profit

HawaU (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-6575)—'Bashful Bachelor' (RKO) and
Sing Worries' (RKO). Good open-

for oke $5,200. Last ^week,
•Hellzapoppin' (U) (15th wk), tabbed
$2,500, providing slight profit
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 33-44-55-

ing

(WB). Lively
$15,000. Last week, "This Our Life'
(WB) (3d wk), wound up with okay

65-75)-'Juke

Girl'

$8,000.

Orphenm (D'town) (2,200; 33-4465-65)—'Young America' (20th),
'Klondike Fury (Mono) and Major
Bowes

'Stars .1942* on' stage.

Bowes

for
$13,000. Last week, "You're Telling
Me' (U) arid Tramp, Tramp' (Col)

vaude troupe mainly responsible
with vauae; poor $0,()00.
Pantkgea (Pan) (2,812;

33-44-55-

65)—'Spoilers' (U) and 'Butch Minds
Baby* (U). Bangup $12,300. Last

week, 'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col) and
•Yanks Trinidad' (Col) (2d wk), just
lasted out sesh with weak $7,500.

Fanmount (F&M)
85-65-75)—'Gold
•Fly

By

ing for

Night'

(3,596:

33-44

(UA)

Rush'

and

(Par) (2d wk). Laststanza with light

second

$8,600. First week, profitable, but
under expectations, with $13,000.

Panunonnt Hollywood (F&M) (1,
409; 44-55^-75)—'Gold Rush' (UA)
(2d wk). Depending on weekend
play for moderate $7,000. First week,

good

$10,000.

BKO

.

Hllbircet

(RKO)

(986;

10-

'Pardon Stripes' (Rep), split with
'Beyond Singapore' (SP) and 'Aunt
Emma' (Mono), $1,200.
"Slnart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,859;
10- 30-44)—'True Army' (Par) -and
'Mr. Bug' (Par) and three-day radio
talent

B1G21GINDET.
June

oke $1,300.
(Noble-Federer)

show

for

ThU Week
(Bated on 27

cities,

tres, chle/ly first runs,

Laat Tear
(Based on 25

flfiilfif
187 theatnciudino

$1,663,300
cities,

TORTILLA'
$14.000

'Invaders'
(Col). Excellent $3,400.
Last week, 'Tuttles' (RKO), $3,000.

Picture market here continues bullish, with the Memorial Day exodus
from the city failing to put its usual
Pix flypo Bnff.;
dent in the grosses. Although there
was considerable traveling by those
using the three-day holidajf for a
$18,000, ~
^ood trip before gas rationing sets
in for this area, the usual departures were balanced by the fact that
'Saboteur' Fine
all the huge defense plants boomed
right through Memorial Day.
Buffalo, June 2.
Estimates for This Week
Ace pix are again sending thL
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 40-55-65)
'Moontide' (20th) and "Rings on markers into the upper money altiFingers' (20th). Pair moved over tudes along the main stem this
after big week at Fox for solid $6,- chukker.
Bad weather over the
800. Last week, 'Dumbo' (RKO) and opening
holiday weekend helped
'Sweetheart Fleet' (Col) (2d wk), swell the coffers.
good $6,000.
Gene Krupa, with some' assist from
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 40-55- 1 Married an Angel' at the Buffalo,
65)— 'My Gal Sal* (20th) and 'Broftk- is hitting a hot pac'e, while 'Reap the
lyn Orchid' (UA). Liooks like choice Wild Wind,' at the Lakes, is also set
$21,000. Last week, 'Moontide' (20th) to nail up a heavy tally.
and 'Rl' gs on Fingers' (20th), great
Estimates (or This Week
$22,000.
BnfTalo
Miehinn (United Dttrolt) (4,000:
(Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—
40-55-65)—Tortilla Flat' (M-G) and 'Married an Angel' (M-G), Gene
'This Time Keeps' (M-G). Big $20,- Krupa Orch. Pounding out fine $20,000. Last week, 'Jungle Book' (UA) 000.
Last week, 'Moontide' (20th)
and -'Gentleman After Dark' (UA), and 'Whispering. Ghosts' (20th), $11,sturdy $19,000.
000, fair.
Psims-Steie (United Detroit) (3,Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
OOO: 40-55-65)—'Jungle Book' (UA) —'Reap Wild Wind' (Par). Pointing
and 'GenUr.-nan After Dark' (UA). to smash $18,000. Last fveek. This
Pair riioved here after strong week Our Life* (WB) and Tingers at Winat Michigan. Fair $9,000. Last week, dow' (M-G), huge $17,500;
'Favorite Blonde' (Par) and 'LarBIpp ,(Shea) (2,100; 30-45 )-^'Thls
ceny* (WB) (3rd wk), nice $8,600.
Our Life' (WB) arid 'Fingers tifWllIUnited ArUsta. (United Detroit) dow* (M-G) (2d wk). ExclUng

Good

Keap' Heavy

^9,000

—

(2,204; 33-44.

65-85-75)—'Moontide' (20th) and

•Rings On Fingers' (20th). Opened
strong and geared for big $16,000.
Last week, 'Rip Rita' (M-G) and
"Sunday Punci' (M-G), strong $15,-

HNE

1 CINCY

.Ted Lewis on the stage, coupled
with 'Sing Your Worries Away,*
Slso forte with a bjg $21,000 at the
Golden Gate.

Week

Fox (P-WC) (5,000; 35-40-55)—
TortiUa Flat* (M-G) and "Born to
Sing* (M-G). Not as big as other
recent hits at this house, but still
food at $20,000. Last week, 'Gal
al' (20th), and 'Man Wouldn't Die'
(20th)

wk.), $14,000, big.

(2d

Golden Gate (HKO) (2,850; 40-4465)—'Sing Worries Away' (RKO),
£lus Ted Lewis orch on stage show,
popular here, Is pulling a
very good $21,000. Last week, 'Unexpected Uncle' (RKO) and Duke
ewis,

Cincinnati, Jtine

2.

Holiday lift overcame heat wave
and two days of doubleheaders by
the Cincy Reds to shove b.o. slightly ahead of last week's general pace.
TortUla Plat,* with a swell Albee
'

mark, is the cage sweetie currently.
Close behind is 'Juke Girl', at the
Palace.

theatre shutters for the
after present stanza.

Shubert

summer

Ellihgton on stage, $21,000.

Orpehnm (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 3540-55)— 'Spoilers' (U) and 'Mario
Roget' (U)~(2d wk.). Hitting $6,000,
nice. Last week, $12,000.
Par«monnt (P-WC) (2,470; 35-4055)—'MoonUde' (20th) and 'Hope
Schuyler' (20th). Going ovei: here
in a big way at snappy $18,000. Last
week, TBSo Rita' (M-G) and 'Nazi
Agent* (M-G) (3d wk.), $9,000 for
five days, big.

St Franels (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40Estlnutea for Thla Week
55)—'Gal Sal* (20th) and 'Man
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)— Wouldn't Die' (20th)
(third week on
"Tortilla Flat' (M-G). Swell $14,000.
Market St).
HBldhig up to neat
Last week, 'Moontide* (20th), dismal
$6,000 on third ^round.
Last week,
$7,500.
'Favorite Blonde' (Par) and 'No
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-4()-50)— Hands on Clock' (Par) (fourth week
'My Gal Sal' (20th), (2d wk). Hold- on Market St.), $5,500.
ing for second week on moveover.
United ArtUto (UA Blumenfeld)
Big $6,000 after last week's socko (1,100- 35-40-55)—'Gold Rush' (UA)
$7,000. Pic fetched wham $15,000 in ana ^Dudea Pretty People' (UA) (3d
initial week at Palace.
wk). Oke $4,300 on third sUnza.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)— Last week, hit $6,700, fair.
Warfleld (P-WC) (2,650; 55-65)—
'Alias Boston Blackie' (Col) and
'Night Before Divorce' (20th), split 'Kings Row' (WB) (2d wk.). Ringwith 'Blondie's Blessed Event' (Col) ing up sturdy $15,000. Last week.
and 'Dawn Express' (PRC). Alright did even better than expected, $20,->
:

.

$2,000.

Same

last

week

for 'Fly

by

000, terrific.

.

(Par) and 'On Sunny Side'
(20th), divided with 'Murder Big

Night'

(WB) and 'Panther's Claw'
(PRC).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
'Kennel Murder C^ase' (WB) and
'Gambling Lady* (WB) (reissues).
Blah $3,500. Ditto last week on
'Grand Central Murder' (M-G).
Keith's (Lisbon) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
'Ship -lAhoyi •(M-«').'-aiWansferred
Dansec- from Palace for second stanza.
(2,000; 40-55-65)—'Rio RiU' (M-G)
ond sesh, over $8,500. Last week, cy $5,000. Last week, 'Twin Beds'
and 'Mokey* (M-G). Great $13,000. 'Rio Ritar (M-G) and 'Bullet Scars' (UA), very comfy $6,000.
Last week, 'Kings Row' (WB) and
Lyrlo (RKO) (1,400; 28-33-42)—
'Body Disappears' (WB) (6th wk), (WB) (2d wk), blowofl holdover bir, 'BasKfuI Bachelor' (RKO). Fair S3,$8,700.
nice $10,000.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44) 000. Same last week with 'Rio Rita'
-'Saboteur* (U) and 'JaU House (M-G) for third week on main stem.
ALL BlQiHT, BIG-HEAHTED
Blues' (U). Geared for^loftyv $9,000.
PaUoe (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
Hollywood, June 2.
Last week, 'Go West, Young, Lady' .'Juke Girl' (WB). Tuneful $11,000.
Aim Sothem continues to star in (Col) and 'Man Returned Life' (Col), Last week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G), big
$13,000.
the-. Maisle series at Metro regard- slow $6,000.
20th Century (Ind.) (3,000; 30-44)
Shobert (RKO) (2,150; 33-40-50)less of her demand for more serious
'Remember Pearl Harbor' (Rep) 'Twin Beds' (UA). Switched from
roles;
and 'Yokel Boy' (Rep) (six days). Keith's for second week, Iionely $2,Nejtt on the list is 'Big-Hearted Thin
$5,000. Last week, 'Mayor 44th 500. Last week, 'This Our Life" (WB)
Malsie,' to be produced by J. Walter St' (RKO) and 'Wild BiU Hickok* (2d run), slow
$3,500. House goes
Ruben.
(WB), pleasant $8,000.
dark Friday (5) for summer.
House

:

HEN

—

-

'Syncopation' Dual Sour

f 12,000

Brooklyn

in

Brooklyn-,

June

2.

Excellent'

attendance at 'Fabian
Paramount, where 'Reap Wild Wind"
and 'Cadets on Parade'^ are in third
week. Disappointing is 'Syncopation'
and 'Whispering Ghosts' at KKO Albee.

Estimates for This Week
(3,274; 30-40-50-S5)—

Albee (RKO)

'Syncopation' (RKO) and 'Whispering Ghosts' (20th).
Weak $12,0Qp.
Last week, 'Shorefi Tripoli* (20th)
(2d wk), and 'Juke Box Jenny' (U),

okay

$13,000.

Fox (Fabian)

—Ijarceny,
for Hire'

Inc.'

(Par).

30-40-50-55)
"This Gun

(4,023;

(WB) and

Attractive -$20,000.

Last week, 'Dangerously Live* (WB)
and 'Lady Willing* (Cot) (2d wk),

good

$141000.

Met (Loew*s)

30-40-50-55)

(3,616;

—'Rio Rita* (M-G). Opens today
(Tuesday ). Last week,. Jungle Book*
(UA) and "Crentleman After Dark'
-

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
—
Holiday Weekend Bolsters Theatre Attendance 'Above

All,'

'Juke Girl' and 'Yankee Doodle' Look Strong

.

800.

United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100:
93-44-55-65)— 'Rio Rita' (M-G) anH
•Mokey' (M-G). Clicko $4,500 in
moveover. with Abbott & Costello
responsible for take. Lust week.
Twin Beds' (UA) and 'Gentleman
After Dark' (UA). fairish $4,300.

(UA), feeble Sll.OOO.
Paramonnt (Fabian) (4,126; 40-5060-75)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) and
'Cadets on Parade' (Col) (3d wk).
Holding up for good $17,000 this
stanza. Ldst week,, booming $25,000,

'RITA'

LEADS MONT'L

Abbott-Costello Comedy Smash $9,000—'Jnnfle Book' 40 In 3d

Montreal, June

Neither gas rationing, tire conservation nor hot
weather cut into customary good business over tiie
Memorial Day weekend this year. In fact, some exhibitors expecting an exodus out of town were caught
shy of customary strong holiday product Per usual,
WUahtre (F-WC) (2,296; 33-44-5565)—'Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'Mokey' theatres with stalwart product spurted at the box(M-G). Aiming for excellent $4,500. office.
General complexion of field of moneymakers varies
Last week, second for 'Gal Sal'
little from the previous week with 'Rio Rita' (M-G),
(20tb). and 'Hope Schuyler' (20th).
trim $5,300.
'My Gal Sal' (20th), 'Reap WUd Wind' (Par), This
Out Life' (WB), TortiUa' (M-G) making up large
.

•

A.&C. PuU Big $16,000
In J.C.; 'Saboteur* 2d IIG

larger larger Fox Theatre,
Tortilla Flat,' topping the straight
picture houses, at a big $20,000.

Estimates for Thli

Will

2.

2.

imuch

174 theatres)

Memorial weekend.

do $3,300. Last week, 'Broadway' (U), not so good, $2,800.
Varsity (N-F) (1,10Q: 10-30-44)—

15G in 2d

"Moontide',* opening here
on a
wave of local publicity, is packing
'em in at the Paramount to the
tune of a socko. $18,000.
At the

(2,872; 33

44-55-85)—'Spoilers' (U) and 'Butch
Mlrids Baby' (U). Neat pairing for
downtown trade Will tab $13,500.
Last week, 'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col)
and 'Yanks Trinidad' (Col) (2d wk).
moderate $8,500.

SUte (Loew-F-WC)

SUte

Week

Detroit,

«. Y.)
Total Gresa Bama Week

(20th),

m-'ORCHID'

City Grosses

Nebraska (J. H. Cooper) (1,236;
Smith' (M-G) and
'Whispering Ghosts' (20th). Nice
Last week, 'Riemarkable Andrew' (Par) and 'Lone Star Ranger'
25-30)— 'Bashful Bachelor' (RKO)
and 'Hurricane Smith' (Rep) split
with 'Home In Wyoming' (Rep) and
'About Face' (UA). May hit $1,500.
Last week, 'Manpower' (WB) and

Row

ICnigs

San Francisco, June

Key

Xttlmated Total Greav

9- 20-28)—'Joe

$334,3M
This Week
(Based on 12 thtarrts)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear:$314,300
(Based on 12 theatres)

20a

$3,700.

$1,400.

Estimated Total Groi*

Carthay Circle (F-WC)' (1,516;
33-44-55-65-75)—'Gone With Wind".
(M-G). Back for run at pop prices
on grind policy. Picture originally
opened at this house on twice-daily
basis and ran 26 weeks. First week,

Tortilla'

Estimates for This Week
LInooln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;

9-30-44)- 'Tortilla Flat' (M-G).
Probably wUl hit $3,300. Last week,
'Reap Wild Wind' (Par), exceUent

in Frisco;

Hoontide Socko $18,000

Ulla Flat' at the Lincoln.

1942

3,

Right behiiid this

portion of top key-city grosses.
quintet is "Moontide' (20th).

Fresh starters showing most likely promise are "This

Above All' (20th), 'Syncopation' (RKO), 'Juke Girl*
Jersey City, June 2.
With the Stanley and the State (WB) and, of course, "Yankee Doodle Dandy' CWB),
both sponsoring holdovers, Loew's, which premiered as road show attraction in New York.
with 'Rio Rita,' is playing to classy Warners likely will not decide how the George M.
returns and reaping most of the holi- Cohan opus wUi be shown generally for about four
(day biz.
weeks, but it already looms as an outstanding hit
Estimates for This Week
Film did near $14,000 in first three days including
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 30-35-55) some standing room. 'Dandy' was given a $25 to
—'Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'Fingers at $25,000-per-seat opening, purchase of bonds (totalling
Window' (M-G). Dual, thanks to $5,500,000) entitling one to admission.
Abbott and Costello, clicking for big
'This Above All,' stiU strong at $19,000 on third
$16,000. Last week, "Dancing* (M-G)
and 'Joe Smith* (M-O), so-so $13,000. week at N. Y. Astor, also opened in K. C, racking,
Stanley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-55)— up a huge $11,000 in two theatres day-and-date. 'Juke
This Our Life* (WB) and 'Sleep Girl' leads Los Angeles, with smash $29,000 in two
Time Gal' (Rep) (2d wk). On way theatres, is getting a good $18,000 in Washington aidto okay $14,000, after turning in ed by band, is big in K. C, tops' in Memphis and a
towering $18,000 in Initial stanza.
tuneful $11,000 In Cincinnati. 'Syncopation' is listed
State (Skouras) (2,200; 30-35-55)—
as very good at $20,00(( in Boston, aided by band; okay
'Saboteur* (U) and- 'Butch Minds
Baby* (U) (2d wk). ,W111 yield $14,000 in Chicago but weak in Brooklyn, where
alright $11,000.
Setup clicked for dualed.
Other newcomers, just getting sturted are 1 jugoad f14,000 In first session.
.

.

2.

First Russian film here, 'Girl from
ried an An^el' (M-G), so-so in Cleveland end fine
$20,000 in Buffalo, where boosted by Gene Krupa's Leningrad' is solid at pop prices, and
band; This Gun For Hire' (Par), good in Philadel- held over four days. 'Rio Rita' is the
best getter in town at smash figures.
phia but blah in Cleveland; 'Take a Letter' (Par),
'Jungle Book' continues to draw well
smash $58,000 at N. Y.'s Paramount; and 'Broadway' at Orpheum.
(U) nice in Providence and mild in Washington at
Estimates for This 'Week
$9,500.
His Majesty's (C-T) (1,600; 30-45Of the 'Big Five,' it's much the sariie story of smash 62)—'Girl Leningrad' (Indie). On
biz and holdovers. 'Gal Sal,' with $40,000 in Chicago, four days holdover, 'fine $4,500, after
excellent $6,500, last week.
also Is reaching the same figure

on

its fifth

big

week

-30-45-62)—

Palace

(C-T) (2,700:
at N. Y. Roxy, choice $21,000 in Detroit, sock $20,000
'Rio Rita* (M-G).
This musical is
in Philly, great in Washington and tops in Denver.
clicking to smash $9,000, best in city.
'This Our Life' is socko $23,000 in one Boston house, Last week, 'Saboteur' (U), fair $6,stout on second sessions in Newark and Jersey City, 500.
fast $40,000 in fourth
Capitol (C-T) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
Y. week and nifty second
weeks in Philly, Providence, Buffalo. 'Reap' is in 'Mayor 44th St* (RKO) and "Tuttles
about same category but getting into moveover status Tahiti* (RKO). Figuring to reach
In several keys, leader being ^16,500 in two Boston good $6,000. Last week, 'Great Man's
Lady'
(Par) and 'True to Army'
houses after three weeks downtown. Also good in
(Par), good $5,800.
Buffalo, Baltimore and Providence and ditto third
Loew's (CT) (2,800: 35-53-67)—
Brooklyn week and fifth Philly sesh. 'Tortllla*'is good Tortilla Flat' (M-G) (2d wk). Just
$20,000 in Frisco, ditto in Detroit, fine in Cincy and fair $5,500, after fine
$8,5U0, last
week.
great second weeks in N. Y. and Seattle.
Prinoess CCT) (2,300; 30-40-52)—
'Rio Rita' also is running stoutly, being smash leader
in Montreal, good in Denver, socko in Seattle, big in "Always in Heart* (WB) and 'Hickok
Rides' (WB). Outlook for good $4,J. C, trim in Newark, record $13,000 In Portland,
SOO. Last week, 'Lady Willing' (Col)
great in Detroit
'Moontide' (20th), too. Is coming and 'Canal Zone' (Col), oke $4,000.
along better than previously, being sock~$18,000 in
Orphenm (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
Frisco, bright $28,500 in two L.A. spots, nice in Mem- "Jungle book' (UA) (3d wk). Pointphis and big on Detroit moveover.
ing to good $4,000. after lush $5,000
"SpoUers' (U), "Suicide Squadron' (Rep), "Gold Rush' last week, second stanza.
St Denis (France-Film) (2.500; 30(UA), 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G), topped by classy $22,000
40)—'Camet de Bal' and 'A Nos
in Washington; "Mister V* (UA) "Saboteur* (U), 'Great
Deux, Madame La Vie.' Good $4,000.
Man's Lady' (Par) and "Fantasia* (RKO), aisp are Last
week, 'Vertlge d'uri- Soir' and
showliig up weU in a few scattered key cities.
"Prison Sans Barreaiuc.' neat $4,200.
.

K

-

Wednesday, June

'Gal

3.
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PICTURE GB088BS

Sal'^aude Bright

$40,000

First

Tops

Rons on Broadway
Week

June 4

of

Astor— This Above

—'Juke

(WB) and 'Falcon
(RKO). Ann Sheridan
draw here and getting

Roosevelt, Garrick, Apollo
and Woods. Apollo currently is solo
with 'Gone With the Wind' but may

Palace,

Last week, 'Larceny,
and 'Always in Heart'
(WB), average $5,750.

$8,500, big.
Inc." (WB)

Tower

(Jofles)- (2,110;

11-30)

—

'Home in Wyomin' (Rep), 'Shepherd
With (he Memorial Day week-end, of Hills' (Rep) and vaude. New

return to doubles after 'Gone,'

policy being tried out, but no hike
business/ got oft generally to a strong
prices.
May reach $7,600, good.
start. 'My Gal .Sal' Is' loipressing In
Last week, 'Remember Pearl Harthe Chibago aided by vaude, witii a
bor' (Rep) with vaude, fairish $5,800.
bright $40,000 in sight.
Palace has gone all-out on adver
exploitation
'Syncopafor
tlsing and
tion' as the top-biller of its current
combination and will do an okay
$14,000 or better.
'Joe Smith' aided by the 'Funza'
fire' unit will get a solid $19,000 at
the Orientel. 'Reap the Wild Wind'
is a nice $18,000 at State-Lake.on its

m

CLEVE. BIZ N.

.

second week.
Eallmates (or This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-76)
—'Gone' (M-G) (2d wk). On return
date is holding up well, trim $8,000
on second sesh after having snagged
excellent $9,700 last week.
Chleaeo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

G.;

'ANGE' SAD
$12,000

-

.

'

Garrlok (B&K) (000; 35-55-65-75)
-'Tripoli' (20th) and 'Wouldn't Die'
(20th). "Third week in loop for top

but biz is only fair.
Estlmatei for This

—AUen

(RKO)

(3,000;

Week
30-40-45-55)

Fantasia' (RKO).
Strong $3,500,
Last week, 'Fleet's In' (Far)
after
'Murder Big House' (WB), three 'JOngs Row' (WB) showed
weeks to good biz, with last
snappy weeks for first- stanza at
$3,500.
named picture to good $4,500.
Hipp
(Warners)
(3,700; 35-40-45Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-3344-55)—'Joe Smith' (M-gJ and 'Fun- 55)—'Shores of Tripoli'- (20th). Fair
'Inzaflre' unit on stage, with Bonnie $8,500, pulling best at night.
Baker. Solid session at $19,000. Last vaders' (Col) wound up strong two
week, Chico Marx orch on stage weeks with $8,500.
Lake (Warners) (800; 35-40-45-65)
Bided 'HeUo Annapolis' (Col), bright
-Invaders' (Col). Expects strong
$19,800.
Palaoe (RKO) (2.500; 35-44-66-75) $1,100 on moveover. Last week, 'Wife
—'Syncopation' (RKO) and "Fingers Takes Flyer' (Col) finished with
Window' (M-G). All up to the first $1,000.
aticker
FalBoe (RKO) (3,700; 35-40-5Q-55)—
and getting okay $14,000. Last
week, 'BioadwaV (U) (2d wk) and .'Gun for Hl^e' (Par) plus Blue Bar
'Tough. as Come (U) as new starter, ron dnd Blackstone on stage. .Evidencing only $14,000, light.
Last
good $12,400.
BooseveU (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-65- wedk, fair $16,200 with Earl Carroll
75)—'Larceny* (WB) and TOd Glove' and 'Butch Minds Baby' (U).SUte (Loew's) (3,450; 35-40-50-65)
(M-G); Great $10,000, best here in a
Angel'
Critics
—'Married
An
(M-G).
long time, Last week, 'Rings on
Sad $12,000 coming
Fingers' (20th) and 'Agent Japan' panned this.
up. Last week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G),
(20th), in the dumps at $7,300,
Stete-Lake (B&K) (2,7QD; 36-55-65- good $16,500.
SUilman (Loew's) (1,872; 35-40-5075) 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (2d
wk). Holding nicely and will get 55)—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G). MoveoverLast week,
$18,000 currently after a nifty $21,800 expects good $7,500.
'Rio Rita' (M-G), fair $6,500 after
last week.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700. run at State.
86-66-65-75)—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and
Tor Keeps' (M-G). First dual; for
house, satisfying $11,000. Last week,
Lady'-Heidt At
'Moontide' (20th) <2d wk), mUd
$5,000.

In spite of numerous holdovers in Should top $12,000 this week (7th),
the downtown New York sector, excellent. The sixth lap was $14,000.
business in most of the theatres is Remains on.
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 83-$1.10*
good. The Memorial Day weekend,
$1.65-52.20)- 'Yankee Doodle Dandy*
however, was not as big as antic- (WB) (1st wk.). Playing
here on a
ipated. Saturday (30) itself was very twice-daily basis, three shows Satur«
strong, but Sunday fell under hopes. days and Sundays, this one looks like
Among the new pictures is 'Yan- an outstanding hit; first three days
kee Doodle Dandy,^ which began a through Monday (1) was close to
roadiihow run at $2.20 top on Satur- $1^,000, which is capacity, plus sale

(8th week).
(Reuietoed in 'Variety' Marclv'4)

—

Hollywood
'Yankee
Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (2d week).
(Reuieuied in current issue)
Hall 'Mrs.
Miniver'

—

Music
(M-G).

(Reviewed in 'Variety' May 13)
Paramount 'Take a Letter,
Barling' (Par) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' May 6)
Blvoii
'Miss Annie Rooney'

—

day (30).
Doing three shows oaturday-Sunday (30-31) and selling some standing room, the HoUvwood got over
$10,000 on the two days, while Monday (1) was nearly S3,500, also capacity. A long and highly profitable
rim is predicted.

—

(UA)

(6).

(Reviewed in 'Variety' May 27)
Boxy 'Ten Gentlemen From

—

West

Week

of

Astor— 'This
(5th week).

June 11

Above

All' (20th)

Capitol—'Broadway'

(U) (2d
week).
GloI»e—'The Gold Hush' (UA)
(9th week).
Hollywood.- 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (3d week).
Music
Hall 'Mrs.
Miniver'
(M-G) (2d week).
Paramount 'Take a Letter;
Darling* (Par) (3d week).
Bivoii
"Miss Annie Rooney'
(UA) (2d week).
Boxy 'Teh Gentlemen From
West Point' (20th) (2d week).
Strand—'In This Our Life'
(WB) (6th week).

—

.

Ws

$8>eoo.

W

Top in
(Essaness) (1,200; 35-SS^6576) —"Monster' (PRC) and 'Corpse
Wofds

Vanishes' (Mono).

Chillers

okay

at

Last week, 'Suicide Squadron'
(Rep) and 'Desperate Chance' (Rep)
(2d wk>, nice $6,100.

$7,600.

'ABOVE ALL' BIG
$11,000 IN K.C.
Kansas

June

City,

2.

Some better dionnr In fight this
week due to holiday trade and
couple of b.o. films. This Above All',
playing

Omaha, $15,000;

Ragged 19,800

Omaha, June 2.
Surprise of current week is smash
opening of 'Ship Ahoy' and 'Born to
Sing' at the Omaha which likely will
hit a big total. Horace Heldt stage
band-show plus 'Great Man's Lady'
li leading the town at better than
$15,000 at Orpheum.
Big competition this week is the
opening of the Ak-Sar-Ben races
which draw from 6,000 ^o 10,000

(M-G)
duration.
moves in tomorrow morning CThursAided by a terrific St^urday (30), day).
the Roxy should top $40,000 with 'My
BUIto (Mayer) (694; 28-44-55)—
Gal Sal,' which is currently on .its 'Falcon
Takes Over' (RKO). This
windup (5th) week. This is less than one is doing
all right, about $7,500.
$5,000 behind the prior (4th) lap.
Last week, 'Grand Central Murder'
'This Above All' is another that
maintains power at the b.o. The third (M-G), $7,800.
EIvoll (UA) (2,092; 35-50-75-85-09)
week for it at the Astor, ended last
'SMps-With
Wlngs--j(UA). (2d.'fl!iat
iixejsc: (Tueiaay?" was" over^^i»jm,
Doing badly at only around
close to the previous (2d) seAiester •wk).
$10,000 following first week's take of
when $21,000 was nabbed.
'TortiUa Flat' winds up at -the $15,000, also extremely dlsa'ppointhtg,Music Hall tonight (Wednesday) and 'Miss Annie Rooney' (UA) opens
on its holdover will exceed $80,000, Saturday (6).

—
.

Holidays Help

St too;

mterV'Trini$15M
Fave Spy' Solid 14iG
St Louis, June 2.
Three-day holiday is helping biz
at the deluxers with all set "to cop
more than average gross. Top honors will be split by. Loew's with
'Mister
dualed, and the Fox, with
'My Favorite Spy.' After changeable
weather for the' past few weeks the
temperature soared to the midstunmer mark.

V

'

.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-50)—
'Gentleman After Dark' (UA) and
'Mister V' (UA). Should cop the
week's plum with a swell $15,500.
Last week. Tortilla Flat' (M-G), and
'Blondie CoUege' (Col) (2d wk). fine
$14,500,

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—'MyFavorite Spy' (RKO) and 'Mayor
44fh St.' (RKO). set for good $14,500.
La^ week, 'Moontide' (20tb) and
•Tiittles

Tahiti'

(RKO), came from

behind for solid $14,500:
Missouri (F&M) (3,570: 30-40-50)—
'Fantasia' (RKO) and 'Remarkable
Andrew' (Par), Should grab a fine
$6,500. Last week, 'Gal Sal' (20th)
and 'Broadway' (U) (2d wk). $4,500;
slightly

above average.

St: Louis \TiMT w;ooor 30-40)—
'Rings on Fhigers' (20th) and "Kings
$3,500 In sight for

Row^ (WB). Good

Boxy (20th) (5,886; 40-55-65-7'5'-85.
House brings in 'Mrs. Miniver'
tomorrow (Thurs.) and dUe to the 99)— 'My Gal Sal' (20th) and sUigci
length of the fihn will open doors show (5th-flnal wk).
Tremiendous
at 10:30, an hour earlier than usual, business-grabber, vlth the blowoff
Other openings this week, include (5th) week loOkhig over $40,000, fine:
'Broadway at th^ Cap .tomorrow the fourth stanza hit .$44,000. Tefi
(Thursday); Ten Gentlemen From Gentlemen West Point' (20th) opens
West Pomt' at the Roxy, also to- tomorrow (Thursday).

good.

morrov/,

and "Miss Aiinie Rooney'
Saturday (6) at the Rlvoli.'
Loew's State this week is leiir at
an indicated $20,QO0, or a bit better,
with 'My Favorite Spy' and the Ray
Kinney orchestra; plus Ethel Shutta
and Mayris Choney.
£stim»t«« for Ibis Week
Aster (20th) (1,012; 55-65-75-86$1.10)—'This Above All' (20th) (4th
wk). Ck)mmences fourth canto today (Wed.); third week ended last
night (Tuesday) was over $19,000,
close behind the ocond stanza's
$21,000, in both cases strong.

State (Loew's) (3,450: 39-44-55-7909-$1.10)—'My Favorite Spy" (RKO)
and Bay Kinney orch, Ethel Shutta
and Mayris Chaney in person. Picture here first-run, but not pulling
sp well, with only "iround 420,000.
perhaps a bit better, sighted for what
will amount to jost a fair week.
'Jungle Book' (UA) (2d run), with
Joe E. Lewis and Kitty Carlisle on
the stage, ended at under $23,000^
moderately- good.
Strand (WB) (2,736; 35-55-76-85-99.
$1.10)— 'In This Our Life' (WB) and
Jimmy Dorsey (4th wk). Continues
a fast pace, looking for. great $40,(>00
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85this
week .(4th), and thus Will be
'Spoilers?
(U) (2d$1.10 - $1.25)
flnal wk).
Very poor at less than held two more- for' a' total of six.
Last week (3d) gross 'hit fine $43,000.
$15,000, while first seven days was
quite disappointing at this side of
'Broadway' (U) opens to$20,000.
morrow (Thursday).
Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-4455.7g)_'Remember Pearl Harbor'
(Rep) moves in here today (Wednesday), succeeding 'Vanishing Virginian' (M-G), which did not do
well ot- under $8,(H)0. Behind that,,
the second session of 'Suicide Squadron' (Rep) was forte at near to $12,-

—

'GAL SAL' TOPS

DENM.

Last week, 'Heart Rio 000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-76Grande' (Rep) and 'Unseen Enemy'
99)—'Gold Rush' (UA) (7th wk).
(U), nice $3,600.

this dualer.

.

daily.

Estimates tor This

Orpheum

Week

(Tristates) 3,000;

20-40-

Fox-Midwest's Esquire 55)— 'Great Man's Lady' (Par) and
and Uptown, 1b first film in these Horace Heidt band and revue on
spots in many months to cause stage. Splendid $15,200. Last week,
raised admissions, but Jump from 'This Our Life' (WB) and 'Was
44c. top to 66o. seems to be keeping Fraihed' (WB), wotmd up at nice
no one away.
'J|uke Girl', bill- $9,100 at 15-30-44 cts.
topper at Orpheum, is likewise
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 11-30-44)
showing strength.
'Born to
Tower, which has had vaudfilms —'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and
Sing' (M-G). Smashing $9,800. Last
for nearly three years as a standard
week, 'Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'Nazi
policy, this week goes to dual films
along with the -stage show at its Agent' (M-G), very good, $9,500.
Brandies (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10customary 30c. price.
'Fantasia'
(RKO) and
Weather' turned suddenly from 25-35-40)
frequent rain to heat extreme for 'Blondie to College' (Col). Nice $4,Last week, 'Juke Girl' (WB)
this time of year and brought aU 300.
and 'Falcon Takes Over' (RKO),
cooling systems to life promptly.
slightly over $4,000.
Estimates for This .Week
Town (Goldberg) (1,400; 11-20-30)
Esqnire and Uptown (Fox Mid—'Jesse James, Jr.' (Rep) 'Sing for
west) (820 and 2,043;' 11-40-56)
This Above All' (20th). First film Your Supper' (Col) and 'Remember
in here in months to rate price in- Pearl Harbor' (Rep), triple split
crease. Doing strong biz and combo with 'Billy Trapped' (Indie), 'Mr.
figure may pass $11,000, huge. Last Dynamite' 1X5) and 'Rolling Down
week, 'Moontide' (20th), average Divide' (Indie), 'Wake Up Screaming'
(20th), 'Road to Singapore' (Par).
$6,000.
Midland (Loew's) (4,000; 11-30-44) About $600.
Last week, 'Raiders
-Twin Beds' (UA) and. 'Yanks In Range' (U), 'Desperate Cargo' (Cap),
Trinidad' (Col). Fahrish $8,200. Last and Tramp, Tramp' (C^p), triple
week, 'TortiUa Flaf (M-G) and split with 'Lone Star Raiders' (Rep),
'About Face' (UA), second week, 'Glamor for Sale' (Col), and 'Valley
$7,600, fair enou^.
Sun' (RKO), 'Joan Paris' (RKO) and
NeAvman (Paramount) (1,900; 11- 'Great Guns' (20th), nearly $1,000.

Talcon takes Over'-Ayers-lnkspots

In

'

.

—

—

'

sale

(2d-flnal wk.). Will get over $80,000
one other picture, 'Old Maid,' has on the holdover, very
sturdy, while
remained here jsix weeks under the first seven
days totaled $91,000,
pitband policy of about four years splendid.
'Mrs,
Miniver'

—
—

finished three

—

some standing room over the
Picture was given a bondpreem Friday night (29). when
customers paid from $25 to $25,000
per ticket by buying bo:.ds.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55of

weekend,

65-75)— 'Syncopation'. (RKO)
(Ist
run) and 'Larceny, Inc.' (WB) (2d
run), dualed.
This combo .will acAnother starler of the past week count for
sturdy
was 'Take Letter, Darling,', at the 'Male Animal' $10,800. tiast week,
(WB) (2d run) and
Paramount, with the Benny Good 'Who Is
Schuyler?* (20th)
man band on the stage. House com (1st run), Hope
$9,000, oke.
plcted its first seven days last night
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 35-53-85at $511,000, a very fancy take. Begins 99-$1.10)—
'Take Letter" <Par) and
second stanza today (Wednesday).
Benny Goodman (2d wk.). Begins
Among the holdovers, an extremely holdover sesh today
(Wednesday)
potent boxoffice winner is 'In.This after
smacking through to $58,000 on
Oiu: Life,' now in its fourth week the
first
week, big.
The second
at the Strand, where Jimmy Dorsey week
of 'Thii Gun for Hire' (Par),
Based on plus Woody Herman,
is the orchestra attraction.
Ink' Spots,
a $40,000 gate this week (4th), house others, was
$48,000, especially good.
has decided to retain the picture for
Badlo City Music Hall (Rocke.
two more rounds. C^ab Calloway fellers) (5,945; 44-55-85-99-$1.65)
goes in Friday (5) since Dorsey can- 'Tortilla
Flat' (M-G) and stageshow
not stay the two extra weeks. Only

Point' (20th) (5).

(Reviewed In current issue)
This Our Life'
(WB) (5th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' April 29)

Strand— 'In

and

'

High 19G

(3).'

—

Cleveland, June 2.
(20th) and stage show
Holiday weekend and only fair
'Gal Sal'
headed by Kitty Carlisle, I.arry Ad- cinema
reviews
keeping
down
Palace has Clevelander
ler end Dean Murphy. Bright $40,000. grosses.
Last week, 'Tripoli' (20th) plus vaude Blue Barron and Blackstone on stage,
topped by Phil Regan, trim $31,300, with This Gun for Hire' on screen,
lor second stanza.

'Sal's' 5th, 40G,'AhoveAU'

May 5)
'Remember Pearl

—

(Rep)

May 13)
Globe—'The Gold Rush' (UA)

(Revletued In 'Variety'

Girl'

for Keeps.' Other double Takes Over'
feature first-runners in the loop ore most of the

9)

(Reviewed in 'Variety'
Criterion

Time

May

Capitol— 'Broadway' (U).

Harbor"

—

30-44)
'Favorite Blonde' (Par)
Chicago, June 2,
(3d wk.). With holiday trsde and
Add. another double feature house Friday night sneak
preview reachThe ing over $5,000, very good, following
to the loop first-run lineup.
United Artists joined the procession previous weeks of $6,700 and $10,000.
Orpheum (RKO") (1,600; 11-30-44)
Saturday (30) wlth 'Ship Ahoy' and

'Darfing'-Goodman Hefty

All' (20th)

(4th week).
(Reutetoed in 'Variety'

Plus 'Funzalire' Unit, Rohust $19,000

'This

B way Good; 'Dandy' Opens Strong^,

(Subject to Change)

Qii; 'Syncopation 14G, 'Joe Smith'

11

Nice $15,000 in Balto; 'Reap'

B^17G

101/26

Denver, June

2.

'My Gal Sal' is leading the town 111
money this ^t'eek at the Denver. 'My
Favorite Blonde' is strong on Its
third we^k at the Denham, and holds
for a a fourth session,
'Estiinaies for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; $0-40)—The
Invaders'. (Col), after week at Denver. Good $4,300. Last week, 'Kings
Row' (WB), after Denver week, good
$4,000.

Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 30-35-40)
—'Kings Row' (WB), after a week a^
each Denver and Aladdin, Fair $2,Last week, 'Were Dancing'
28-33-39-44-55-)—'Great Itlan's Lady* 700.
Baltimore, June 2,
(Par). Maintaining good pace to $12,- (M-G) and 'Playmates' (RKO), after
Some drop-off in night business 000.
Last week, Mc. VJ (UA), did Orpheum week, fair $2,500.
downtown this week but healthy weU at $10,600.
Denham (CockrlU) (1,750; 30-35weekends are helping all around.
40)—
'Favorite Blonde'
(Par)
(3d
(Hicks) (080; 20-40)—
Mayfair
'Reap the Wild Wlnd*^ is attracting
'HeUo Annapolis' (Par). Mild $2,500. wk) and 'Broadway' JU). Socko
solid takings at the Stanley at slightLast week, 'Kid Glove KUler' (M-G), $7,000 for third sesn, and stays a
ly upped admissions. 'Great Man's
fourth. Last week, 'My
Favorite
'

Lady

also is

okay

at Keith's.

mild

$2,400.

New" (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-28-35- Blonde' (Par), strong at $10J800 for
Estimates for This Week
44-)— 'Gal Sal' (20th) (2d wk). Hold- second week.
Denver (Fox) (2,525: 30-35-40)—
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17- ing excellent pace to add strong
28-44-55)—'Twin Beds' (UA).
At- S6,000 to solid opening round at 'Gal Sal'
(20th) and 'Desperate
Chance Queen' (Col). Nice $10,500.
tracting some trade at possible $10,- $8,200, sweU for this limited seater.
000. Last week, Tortilla Flat' (M-G)
Stanley (WB) (3^80; 17-28-55-66) Last week, 'Invaders' (Col) ai-d 'Al(2d wk), brought two-week total to —'Reap Wild Wind' (Par). Slightly most Married' (U), good $10,000.
strong $23,800.
upped prices adding to healthy reOrpheum (RKO) (2,600; 30-35-40)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; sponse for big $17,000. Last week, —'Rio Rita' (M-G) and This Time
17-25-28-39-44-55-66)—'Falcon Takes third of -King's Row' (WB), brought Keeps' (M-G). Good $9,300. Last
Over' (RKO) plus Mitchell Ayers total to socko $38,600 on three ses- week. 'Gone With Wind' (M-G) okay
$9,000.
orch and Four Inkspots. Stage por- sions.
ValencU (Loew's-UA) (1,450; 17Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 30-40)—
tion helping to nice $15,000. Last
'Tortilla
Flat'
(M-G) •Mister
(UA) t .id Tough as Com//
week, 'V^ley of Sun' (RKO) lean- 28-44-55)
ing heavily on pji. of Alvino Rev (moveover). Will reach okay $'7,000, (U). Solid $6ia0. Last week; 'Lar.
after
weeks
downstairs
C^enceny, Inc.' (WB) and 'Always la
at
$15,400.
two
at
nicely
held
up
orch,
and
Heart' (WB). good $6,000.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17- tury.

—

V

«

—

Wednesday, June

PICTURE GROSSES

12

PhiUy Stays At Home, So B.O.s OK;

Good

'Sal' Sofid $20,000, 'Gun'

$8,000

ing along at pretty
justify the h.o. stanza.

snare

medium

pace,

fair

probably
pretty good

$7,500,

after last week's terrific $13,000.

Philadelphia,

June

2.

ecquently local deluxers got a break.
As usual, filmers featuring the Big
Bertha product are getting the best
biz, with the overflow running into
the second-runners and the houses
Itvith the weakies.

Our

Life,'

is

'My Gal

Holiday Dud;

Looks like mediLast week, 'Joan Paris'

'Broadway' (U).

(RKO), good

$11,000.

Shaw, $19,000,

(WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
(Col). Good $5,000. Last

Metropolitan
'Invaders'

week, 'Kings Row' (WB), holdover,
good $6,500.
PaUce (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—'My
Gal Sal' (20th). Great $17,000 indiing its initial week at the Fox, it's cated. Last week, holdover for 'Rio
heavy take entitling it to the extra Rita' (M-G), fair $10,500.
Sunday gravy take at the Earle.
Also in the blue chip department are
the holdovers of 'Reap the Wild
Wind' (in its fifth week) and 'This Mpls. Biz Still Blah;

Top grosser

Pitt's

the vaudfllmer
on the profit side of

while

Earle also is
the ledger.
Estimates tor This 'Week
Aldlhe (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-6875)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (5th
wk). Still a heavy grosser with neat
Gate for fourth round, last
$8,500.

male' Nice

$M00 Bnt

Ws Udy'

Mild

7G

OK

As 'Andrew' Aid

Sal,' splay-

Minneapolis, June

'

at

Pittsburgh, June 2.
the beginning of a

which

2.

'Rio Rita' at

kept

lot,

Penn looks

like best

brag

but nothing

atxiut,

many

.

—

&

in

$4,500

initial showing at Stanley. Last week, 'Jungle Book' (UA)
pale $2,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)
—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) (2d wk). Satisfactory $12,500 for this trip. Last
-week's take was hangup $21,000. 'Rio
Eita* (M-G) bows tomorrow (Wed.).
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
Ballyhoo
•Gun for Hire' (Par).
thriller up to good $8,000. Last week
"Dangerously Live' (WB), bright $7,000 for second week.

bopher (P-S)

(998;

28-30)—'Lady than haU the Penn's

Pretty good $3,(Col).
Last weelc, 'Joan
indicated.
Paris* (RKO), $2,500, mild.

Is Willing'

'Favorite

000

$16,000.

Orphenm (P-S) (2,800; 30-40-50)—
Great Man*s Lady* (Par). Crix reviews and customer comment lukewarm, so light $7,000 is in prospect
Last week ^Rio Rita' (M-G), disap-

Blonde'

size.

Last week,

(Par),

all

right

RIU (WB) (800; 30-40-55)—'Kings
Row' (WB). Shooting for better
than $4,000, great in view of fact that
picture had great two weeks at Penn
and excellent week at Warner. Last
week, fifth of 'Fleet's In' (Par), okay

$1,900.
pointing at $7,400.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-55)
State (P-S) (2,300; 30-40-50)— 'Song
Islands* (20th) (2d wk). In for three —'Sweetheart Fleet* (Col) and 'Frisco
days after which theatre shutters for Lil' (X5). Four days for this one and
10 days to permit improvements. three of 'Moontide* (20th), moved
Good $4,000. Last week, $7,800, fairly from the Harris, will mean little
more- than $3:000, poor. Last week,
good.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 30-40)— 'Invaders' (Col), alf right $3,800 after
ET.
First big fortnight at Harris.
(M-G).
'Courtship, Hardy*
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-55-66)
ileighborhood showing, nice $3,000.
'Remarkable Andrew' (Par) and
Last week, 'Captains Clouds' (WB),
Artie Shaw's band. Publicity that
first in neighborhoods, good $2,800.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 30-40-50- Shaw had dropped his old band and
Detroit, June 2.
55)—'Mr. V* (UA) (3d wk). WiU do has a pickup outfit isn't helping, any.
With this one of the few spots well to reach mild $1,500 and bow Around $19,000 looked for, okay.
Last week, Gene Krupa and 'Joe
where 'Moontide' has clicked, 20th out. Last week, $2,000, okay.
Smith, American' (M-G), wound up
Century-Fox has called in the Deat $17,000, fair.
troit press campaign for possible reWarner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-55)—
vision of Its national campaign. Orig"Favorite Blonde' (Par). Moved here
inal idea had been to sell Jean Gabln
N.(L;
from Penn and doing about $6,500,
as a new picture personality, but Fox
theatre here sugar-coated that by
rating third week h.o. at Ritz. Last
$8,000 week, 'Kings Row' (WB), smash $8,selling film as sexy stuff, as well as
800 here after grabbing around $38,a new personality.
House worked on Its own project,
000 in fortnight at Penn.
Louisville, June 2.
making up new 24-sheets and using
Weather couple weeks ago was a
biUboands. throughout the city for good -alibi
for -the lightweight biz,
the first time in months. Topical of being coolish and rainy. Now that
the kind of gags used was the round hot weather has really arrived, torIng up of four beauty winners here
rid temperatures are also an excuse
Miss Wayne University, Queen of the for lightish biz.
$7,000 IN
Detroit Stenographers, Queen of the
Night baseball, war, etc., are also
Waitresses and the Belle of a Bomber hurting
the
downtown wickets.
Flant^and putting them through a Plenty of soldiers in town on weekNewark, June 2.
lie-detector machine to test their ends, but they seek out the night
Saturday's heat cut holiday weekIt
emotional response to Gabin.
spots and various service clubs, end biz somewhat, except in the
didn't do any harm that on the test showing little interest in film fare.
major downtown houses,' where air
of the lie-detector machine the scienconditioning helped
swell
the
Estimates
for
This
Week
tific
gadget broke down, which
With. -Proctor's and the
loaned considerable color to the
Brown- (Fourth Avenue-Loew's) grosses.
Branford both featuring holdovers,
•tory.
(1,400; 15-30-40)— 'My Gal Sal' (20th)
and 'Man Wouldn't Die' (20th) (2d Loew's, with 'Rio Rite' was setting
wk). Pacing for strong returns on a bright pace and getting most of
third downtown week (second at this the coin.
The Adams, screening The Gold
'Ship Ahoy'-Yande Big
house)', the Rita Hay worth opus is
shaping up for excellent $2,500, after Rush,' is managing to climb- out of
the red for the first time since it
last week's fine $3,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25) adapted its recent all pix policy.
—'Jungle Book' (UA) and 'Ladv Has
Estimates for This Week
Plans' (Par). Steady pace will enWashington, Jiine 2.
Adams (Indie) (2,000; 25-30-35-40Competing musicals in the. down- able this consistent downtowner to 55)— 'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'Hey
town area has 'Ship Ahoy,' aided by get oke $1,400. Last week, 'Kings Foot' (UA). Heading for $7J100,
Henry Youngman and stage show, Row' (WB) and 'Sullivan's Travels' okay but under expectations. Chapwinning the edge over 'My Gal Sal,' (Par), trim $1,500.
lin pic, originally
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15- weeks, probably skedded for four
but only because of larger capacity
will be yanked at
end scale. All houses felt a prerMe- 30-40)— Twin Beds' (UA) and 'Nazi the end of second stanza. .'Last
morial Day luU and Army parade cut Agent' (20th). Looks like the best of week, 'Real Glory' (UA) and 'Fiesta*
Into Saturday grosses, but gas ra- the new crop of pics this week, but (UA), sorry
$3,000.
tioning is helping first-run business. refiecting generally medium pace all
Branford (WB) (2,800; 28-33-44over town, indications are for pretty
EstlDiates (or This Week
Our Life* (WB) and
fair $8,000. Last week^ 'Tortilla Flat' 55)—'This
Caplttfi: (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66) (M-G) and 'About Face' (UA) (2d 'Boston Blackie* (Col) (2d wk). This
handsome duo clicking for stout $15,—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) plus Henry wk), managed satisfactory $7,000.
Youngman topping vaude. FirstMary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; 15- 000, after towering $20,000 last week.
class $22,000. Last week, 'Rings on 30-40)
Capitol (WB) (UOO; 20-28-39-44)—
'Dangerously They Live'
Her Fingers' (20th) with Artie Shaw (WB).. WhUe this type of Nazi film' •Mr. V* (UA) and 'Bugle Sounds'
on stage; 'fine $27,000.
(M-G).
Aiming lor $2,400, someis timely, local patrons, at least, preCoInmbU (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)— fer the escapist stuff. Just medium what imder par. Last week, 'Fleet's
fRings on Her Fingers' (20th). May return, probably $2,500. Last week, In* (Par) (2d wk) and To Be* (UA),
reach weak $4,000. Last weelc 'Jun- 'Larceny' (WB), satisfactory $3,000.
nice $2,800.
gle Book' (.UA). $4,500.
BUIto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15Paramount (Adams-l>ar) (2,000;
Ewte (WB) (2^10; 28-39-44-66)— 30-40)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par). Ck^- 80;36-55)<—'Suicide Squadron* (Rep)
.

D

SELLS THE FILM

—

RATHER THAN GABIN

'

m^'

L'VniE

GEHING FAIR

'GOLD RUSH' NICE

NEWARK

'

$22,000

Army*

(Par), $15,000,
l^rootor's (RKO) (3,400; 35-60-70)
Tripoli* (20th) and 'Hope

—'Shores

m OK WasL

-

'

—

This Our

Life,'

socko total at Metro-

"We Were Dancing'

politan.

is

forte

Schuyler' (20th) both 2d wk), plus at the two Loew stands.
two nights of vaude. Good for fancy
•Syncopation' with Tommy Tucker
Last week, terrific $21,000.
$14,500.
Stote (Loew's) (2,600; 28-33-44-55) on stage at the RKO Boston Is also
—'Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'Fingers at staunch, Translux is strong this
Window' (M-G), On way to hand- week with 'Remember Pearl Harbor*
some $16,500, with the Abbott and as top feature on dual bill.
Costello pic supplying most of the
Estimates for This Week
draw.
Last week, 'We Dancing'
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 30-44-60-65(M-G) and 'Joe Smith' (M-G), fairish $13,500.
75)
'Syncopation*
(RKO) with

—

Coming

weekend. Decoration Day holiday
was no help to business at all. With
no gas rationing in this part of the
state, everybody apparently took to
the road for the two days, Night biz
wasn't so bad but daytime was ter-

to
of
Terrific rainstorms,
considering that Abbott and Costello
prospective weekend holiday
are playliig at biggest house they've
vacationists at home and put the ki- ever been in locally. In comparison
Sloughed by poor weekend biz and
ball games, gave theatres a to what some of their past pix have
on
bosh
week,
Last
getting only sour $2,300.
However, the film line-up done in sites half the size, take can
break.
^-leefs In' (Par), fairish $2,800, for
lacked punch. Consequently it looks at best be considered only fair.
eecond week of second run.
third blah week in a row. Combo of Artie Shaw and 'RemarkBoyd (WB) (2,568; 35-46-57-68)— like the closed
Sunda^f (31) for 10 able Andrew' won't, do more than
State
This Our Life' (WB) (2d wk). days
to permit re-seating, re-carpet- okay at Stanley, with best showings
Bette's starrer solid $16,000 for this
It reopens June 12 with generally being made by couple of
ing, etc.
semester, after smash $23,800 last
'Take a Letter, Ijarling.' After sev- holdovers, 'My Gal Sal,' at Fulton,
week.
absence, stage shows re- and 'King's Row,' at Ritz.
weeks'
eral
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75) appear on the local horizon Friday
Estimates for This Week
•Lady Has Plans' (Par) with Russ (5) when Horace Heldt comes into
Folton (Shea) (1,700; 30-40-55)Morgan orch, Billy Gilbert, Eunice the
Orpheum.
'My Gal Sal' (20th) (2d wk). Getting
Last
Profitable
$19,700.
Healy.
Estimates for This Week
fairly close to top coin for h.o., and
week, 'True to Army' (Par), with
Aster (Par-Singer) (900: 17-28)— expected $7,000 makes third week
Glenn Gray, Mills Bros., good $20,000.
Fox (WB^ o^'>ri: 3h-4B-57-68)— Gentleman at Heart* (20th) and 'Es- certain. Last week, swell $11,000,
Harris (Harris) (2,200: 30-40-55)—
*My Gal Sal' (20th). Solid $20,000, cape Hong Kong' (U). In for five
'Wild BiU 'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col). Comedy
plus- $2,500 for extra show Sunday days, satisfactory $1,200.
Divorce' poking fun at Na;;is ambling along to
(31). Last week. 'Wife' Take Flyer* Hickok' (WB) and 'Night
Doesn't look
(20th) open Thursday (4). Last week, very ordinary take.
<Col), poor $11,500.
$5,500.'
Last
Karlton (WB) (1.066; 35-46-57-68) 'Big House* (WB) and 'Bom to Sing' like much more than
—'Larceny, Inc.') (WB) (2d run). (M-G) split with "Land Open Range' week, 'Moontide' (20th), disappointLast (RKO) and 'Niagara Falls' (UA), fair' ment at $8,000.
Just mediocre with $3,200.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-40-55•week, 'Moontide' (20th), disappoint- $1,900.
'Rio Rita' (M-G). While $15,000 is
Century (P-S) (1,600; 30-40-50)—
ing $3,000 for second run.
Costello picture
leading best figure Abbott
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)— 'Male Animal' (WB). Loop's
Last week, has. ever chalked up, in past tiiey've
•Favorite Blonde' (P.ar) (2d run). attraction, good $6,000.
view of long 'Were Dancing' (M-G), mild $4,300. always played at houses little more

.Very good
run during

St' (RKO). HeadBoston, June 2.
Last week,
ing for choice $14,500.
Bette Davis' popularity here Ij
'Gun for Hire* (Par) and True to drawing top money
this week for 'In
nice.

%

In Seattle; 'Kings

9G

Great

Tommy Tucker ork on stage. Pointing to $20,000, very good. Last week,
'Whispering Ghosta* (20th) and stage
show headlining Ann Corio and
Happy Felton, $22,500, excellent.

Hoge $10,500

Rita'

Row'

for 9-Day H.O.

rible.

sesh, nice $10,500.

(Sablosky) (600; 35-47-57)
—Aroadla
'Rings on Fingers' (20th) (2d run).

Spot; 'SpcopatioU'-Tucker 20G

and "Mayor 44th

'Juke Girl' (WB) with Dick Stabile
orch and Gracie Barrie. Heading for

ocre $9,500.

Hub

trade should lead to all right $3,400.
Last week, 'Gold Rush* (UA) and
(UA) (reissues), splen-

'Real Glory'
did $4,500.

The annual Memorial Day week- good $18,000. Lasi week, holdover of
of the city was only lleap the Wild Wind' (Par) and
vaude, dandy $18,500.
half that of previous years, so conKeith's (RKO) (1,830; 40-50-85)—

1942

'Onr life Socko $23,000 in Single

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 1530-40)—'Gun For Hire' (Par) and
Steady
'Henry and Dizzy' (Par).

end trek out

3,

to

WiU

Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 40-55-75)—
'Reap Wild Wind* (Par), continued
from.three weeks at Met. Okay $6,500.
Last week, 'True to Army*
(Par) and 'On Sunny Side' (20th).'

Seattle, June 2.
$5,000.
Threat of gasoline rationing in
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 30Washington and Oregon began to 44-55-60)—'Fantasia' (RKO) and 'All
biz,
but holiday weekend American Co-Ed' (UA).
Holdover

affect

boosted grosses all over. The ball
team is in town, too, with twilight
baseball, but Is not hurting much.

for five days, a so-so $9,000.
stanza $18,200, excellent.

Holdovers are strong this week.
'Tortilla Flat* Is on its second session
at the Fifth. "Kings Row* Is
for nine days of holdover at Orpheum. Of the new fare, 'Rio Rita* is

60)— 'This Our Life' (WB) and 'Always in Heart* (WB), Flirting with

.

whammy

Metropolitan

(M&P)

First

(4,367; 30-44-

SOCKO $23,000 and possible holdover.
Last week, 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par)
(3d wk), $20,000, socko.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; :J-40-50(M-G) and
Music 60)— 'Were Dancing'
'Bedtime Story'
(Col).
Around
$20,000, dandy. Last week, "Rio Rita'
EsUmates for This Week
CS.-G) and 'Nazi Agent* (M-G), (2d
Bine Mouse (Hamnck-Evergreen) wk), $18,000, big. '
(850; 30-40-58)—'Gal Sal' (20th) and
Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 40-55'Hope Schuyler' (20th) (4th wk). Ad- 75)— 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par), convertising 'toast of the town' and get- tinued from three weeks at Met.
ting good $3,000 in six days. [Last Will take around $10,000, very good.
week, same pair, dandy $3,200..
Last week, True To Army* (Par)
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 30-40- and 'On Sunny Side' (20th), same.
SUte (Loew) (3,600; 30-40-50-60)
58)-T-'TortlUa Flat' (M-G) and 'For
Keeps' (M-G) (2d wk). Great $7,600. •Were Dancing' (M-G) and 'Bedthne
Stepning to $15,500
Last week the sair drew great $9,600. Story* (Col).
sockeroo at the Paramount for best
figure in city.
'Fantasia,' at
Hall, is also forte.

(J&vH)

Liberty

—'Wife

Takes

(1,650; 30-40-58)

Flyer'

(Col)

and

'Canal Zone' (Col).
Strong $8,000.
Last week, 'Call Marines' (Col) and
'Desperate
Chance'
(Col),
great
$7,100.

Moslo Box (H-E) (800; 40-50-65)—
'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (3d wk). Hot
release from two whirling weeks at
Paramount, Big $4,800 in eight days.
Last
week (30-40-58), 'Favorite
Blonde' (Par) and 'Henry, Dizzy'
(Par) (4th wk), dandy $2,900.
Mnaio Hall (H-E) (2,200; 30-40-58)
—'Fantasia' (RKO) and 'Scattergood
Rides High' (RKO);
Trim $6,100.
Last week, "Rings on Fbigers' (20th)
and "Born to Sing' (M-G), barely

excellent

Last week, •Rio Rita'
(M-G) and 'Nazi Agent' (M-G) (2d
wk), $13,300, good.
Translux (Translux) (900; 17-28"Remember Pearl Harbor*
(Rep) and 'Sea Devils' (RKO) (reissue). Aiming at $6,500, very good.
Last week (three days), holdover of
'Corpse Vanishes' (Mono) and Tower
of London' (U)
(revival), $2,000,

—

44-55)

okay,

SHERIDAN

S.

A. NIFTY

.

good at

$6,000 IN

$4,600.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)Business
'Kings Row' (WB) (2d wk). SweU
'Juke Girl'
$9,000 in nine days. Last week, this
one

2.

continues brisk in Dixie.

at the local Warner looks
like the best bet, with Malco's "Wife
town with wonderful Takes
a Flyer' and 'Moontide', at

topped

$11,300.

Palomar

MEMPHIS

Memphis, June

(Sterling)

(1,350;

23-35-

Loew's

State, also

doing well.

Chief competlsh is a winning
58)— 'Butch Minds Baby' (U) and
League baseball team and
Gus Amheim band on stage. Stage Southern
the outdoor pools.
fare credited for bulk of oke $8,500.

Estimates for This Week
Last week, Al Donahue band and
Warner (WB) (2,000; 10-33-44)—
Merry Macs with 'Suicide Squadron*
(Rep) started breaking house rec- 'Juke Ghrl' (WB). Sexy selling is
ords, but dipped to wind up with breezing Ann Sheridan vehicle to
nifty
$6^00. Last week, 'This Our
great $9,800.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-58) Life* (WB) (2nd week), '3,200,

—'Rio

Rita'

Punch'
Last

(M-G)

(M-G).

week

and

'Sunday

swell.

Malco (Lightman) (2,200; 10-33-44)
$10,500.
'Reap Wild —'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col). Joan and
Tone doing moderately well at $5,gamefed $6,- 000.

Whammy

(40-50-65),

Wind* (Par)

(2d wk),

Last week, 'Reap Wild Wiifl'
(Par) (2nd wk), at advanced admisb
(800; 23-40)tt-.
Book* (UA) and 'What's wham $5,000.
Palaoe (Loew) (2,000; 10-33-44)—
Cookin' (in (2d run). Big $3,500.
TortiUa Flaf (M-G) (2nd wk).
Last week, 'Roxie Hart' (20th) and
Knocking out goodish $3,000. Last
'Bahama Passage* (Par) (2d run), week,
$7,000, socko.
good $3,300.
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 2030)— 'Johnny Eager* (M-G) and 'Moontide' (20th). Jean Gabin debut
fetting big buildup that may pull
'Playmates' (RKO) (3d run). Nice
5,000
despite indicated marquee
$3,000.
Last week, "Man to rilnner' frailty. Last week, 'Gal Sal' (20th)
(WB) and 'Fiesta' (UA) (3d 'run), (2nd wk), $3,000, good.
$2,800.
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22333)— 'Sleepytime Gal' (Rep) three
days; 'Canal Zone* (Col), one day;
and 'Stardust Sage' (Rep) and "GenIN
tleman After Dark' (UA), threo
days. Ought to do right well at
$1,500.
Last week, 'Song Islands'
LIFE'
$11,000 (20th) (2nd
run), three days; 'Yanks
Trinidad' (Col) (2nd run), one day;
'Black Dragons' (U) and "Torpedo
Providence, June 2.
Boat* (Par), three da ys; $1,500, okay.
Rip-roaring holdovers of 'Reap
The WUd Wind', at Strand, and 'In
300, big.

-Koosevelt (Sterling)
'Jungle

ROi

m

GREAT

PROV4

2D

'

This

Our

Life',

at

pace
around.

Majestic,

Claire Leonard Loses

generally healthy outlook all
Leland Hajrward Suit
Most stands enjoyed one of bigSuit «f Claire Leonard, agent,
gest Memorial Days in many a year,
as would-be motorists were kept against the Leland Hayward Agency,
Inc., for $15,000 damages was discloser to home by gas rationing.
missed Thursday (28) by Justice
Estimates for This Week
Bernard L. Sbientag in N. Y. suAlbee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Broadway' (U) and 'Russian Front*. preme court for lack of jurisdiction,
Looking very healthy at nice $8,000. as the statute of limitations had been
Last week, 'Syncopation* (RKO) and passed.
'Falcon Takes Over* (RKO), nifty
On Oct. 20, 1937, plaintiff signed
'
'
$10,000.
an dEreement to agent for S. Lewis
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-3950)—'Tortilla Flaf (M-G) and "Blon- Meltzer. for legit and films. It Is aldie's Blessed Event' (Col) (3d down- leged the defendant caused Meltzer
town wk). Holding own for good to breach the agreement in Novem$3,200. Last .week,
"My Gal Sal' ber, 1BS8, allegedly costing plaintifl

(Continued on page 24)

$15,000.

' '
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FILM TRIVIA IRKS DAILIES
D. C. and

Memphb

Staffs;

WB Reshuffling

Key Gty Theatre

COMPLAIN

Briefs

IT'S

Federal Reserve Bank s

Aiprs Peak

Report

SAME OLD HOOEY

NW Fanner
'42-43

Season

I

Washington, June 2.
SPG's Special Election
When George Werner, of Warner
Bros, booking department, accepted
For Joe Gould Successor
hla lieutenancy In the Navy, It
Screen Publicists Guild of New
brought about u managerial shakeup.
York
will hold a special election
personnel In the Washington
cone has already contributed 156 next month for a president to fill out
the unexpired term of Joseph Gould,
men to- the armed forces.
James W. 'Buster' Root took Wer- who goes into the Army tomorrow
ner's place, leaving' the Tlvoll man- (Thursday). Lawrence H. Lipskin,
agement vacant. Alan J. Bachrach of Columbia,
v.p., is filling in for
moved 'over from the Calvert; Gould until first
the election.
Claude Land from the Kennedy to
Presidential term runs from Januthe Calvert; Sidney Hoffman from
Colony to the Kennedy; Raymond O. ary' to January. Nomlnationa for
George
Seco
to
Colony;
Burch from
successor to Gould will be made
Cornflower, assistant manager of
June 12, with the election skedded
Seco; David Buckner
Calvert to
from student manager at Seco to for July 9.
Calvert, as assistant manager.
SPG, at a special membership
meeting last weelc, voted to give
Gould a substantial cash gift to help
WB'i BlemphU Shnflle
him pay for uniforms and other exMemphis, June 2.
Hovrard Waugh Is shuffling per- penses. He goes into the Army as
sonnel at the Warner theatre as a a second lieutenant, having held »
result of war and Injury.
reserve commission. United Artists,
member of the unit,
Alien Smith,
Warner Staff from 1S30 to 1034 and also of which he was a member,
gifted him, as did B' dumber of
lately manager of the Strand at
Bartselle, Ala., for Crescent Amus. Individual SPGltes.
manager. Replaces
Co., goes In

publicity departments apparently are ignoring the situation
and continue to glut daily newspapers with the same material that
has been ignored for years. Failure
of publicity departments, particularly in -Hollywood, to keep pace
with changed conditions is appalling

Barnes, acting as manager
since injury to A. B. Morrison, vet-

who handle

-

WB

'

u

Jim

LOU POLLOCK, WESHNER

eran showman and fljctare on local
horizon since 1880s. Morrison now
Tetlring, Barnes leaving to enter
Naval Atf Corps.
Jimmy Prlchard of Unlversal's
Charlotte exchange swapping places
At the annual election of the Asso-with Roy Brauer of the Memphis
branch. Prichard, who grew up In ciated Motion Picture Advertisers,
the Memphis office, and became one N. Y., held Thursday (28), Lou Polof the company's youngest branch lock, recent head of advertising and
managers here, had been in charge publicity a.t the Universal homeoffice,
of Charlotte for the past three years. was mjide president. Other
officers
He thus returns to his home iown.
Brauer. general director of all for the coming year are David E.
Universal activities In the Orient, up Weshner, vice president; David A.
tmtll Japanese aggression forced a O'Malley, treasurer; Blanche Livingwithdrawal, had come to Memphis ston, secretary; Paul Lazarus, Arthur
only a few weeks ago from the New Schmidt, Fred Lynch, Manny Reiner
Orleans exchange.
and Martin Starr, directors; and A.
M. A. Llghtman, head of the 80-

PREZANDVP.OFAMPA
.

theatre Maico circuit, was elected
president of the Memphis Little

Theatre last week.

Theatre-FeUUoos

Do OK

In Fa.

>'
Pittsburgh, June 2.
Flock of film people In this discame out all right in recent
itate-wlde primary election.
Fern
A. Thomassy, McDonald theatre and
hotel owner, nominated for a seat
In the legislature; so was Frank
Mastrlanni, Monessen motion picture
operator, while Howard J. Thompson, president of Mid-States Theatres, Inc., won the Democratic nomination
for Pennsylvania
Senate
from 34th district.

trict

Vaughn

O'Nell, assistant

Fox's Belief Chores
Louisville,

board of

trustees.

Reiner,^ formerly in the Paramount
homeoffice. Is now at the studio on
the doast but will travel throughout
the country on exploitation of cer-

tain pictures.

AMPA

'presented

June

2.

Ernest Fox, assistant to George
Hunt, Jr., at Loew's State, acting as

manager for two weeks

at

the

outgoing

president, Vincent Trotta, of National

Screen, with a marble desk

set.

Pollock has opened a press office
his new accounts is easttern publicity for the Society of Independent Moticfn Picture Producers.

and one of

manager 'Slap the Japs'

•t Loew's Penn, promoted to' managership of Loew s Dayton, O., replaced here by Tommy Delbridge,
from St. Louis.
Albert Schultz, son of John J.
Schultz, owner of Monarch, Wilson,
Into the Army, following his brother,
Adolph Schultz, who has been in the
service for more than year.

relief

M. Botsford, replacing Starr on the

Ballyhoo

Does Biz for Mpls. Nabe
Minneapolis, June

2.

movie house 'Slap the Japs'
program, and advertised as that, at
the Kaplan-Rubenstein indie Hollywood, nabe, brought better than
First

average business, it's announced.
Feature was 'Yank on the Burma
Road,' which had played the loop
double feature house, the Aster, at
a lower admission and which, offered straight here, undoubtedly
would have been weak boxoffice.
Supporting shorts included 'March
.

Loew's Grand, Atlanta. From there
he will go to Loew's Vendome, Nash'ville, where he will 'take over the
of Time's' India's Crisis, a film
relief managership for couple weeks
showing the army and navy's growbefore, returning to his home base in
ing strength and the news. Buttons
Louisville.
of General MacArthur also were
Edmonton's Girl Ushers
Edmonton, Alta,, June 2.
Girl ushers are being used at the
Gameau and Rialto theatres in
Edmonton.
Finding It difficult to .keep male
ushers due to frequent enlistments

given away.

Einfeld

Commuting

Charlie Ehifeld,

wbo

left for

the

Coast Friday night (29), accompanied by the press entourage of
six he brought east, will return to
New York in about three weeks.
.At that time the policy on 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy' will be ready to,

Brown Back

in Glens Falls

Glens Falls, N. Y., June 2.
After an absence since September,
SCHLAIFEB VICE MONEYEHN
George E. Brown, former ^manCliarles Schlaifer, who was
ager of the Paramount here, returned to take over. management of brought into the 20th-Fox advertisthe Ridge Street.
ing department last week, has been
named to handle advertising for the
1940,

Inieratate'i

Bonos to Servicemen
Fort Worth, June 2.

AU employees of Interstate Circuit theatres for a year or longer,
and who are now In mlllta:!^ service,
have received a month's salary from
president Karl Hoblltzelle.

Wasteful Press
Releases From
Studios

wood

Bob Montgomery Resigns
USO for Fox Press Spot

Robert Montgomery has- resigned,
effective Saturday ($), as publicity
chief for USO-Camp Shows, Inc.
and Photo He'll Join the 20th-Fox publicity
the Holly- department Montgomery handled
C^mp SBows for the Hal Horne office during the months that organi-

Minneapolis, June 2.
With the current Minneapolis Fed*
eral Reserve bank report announcing that 'the Northwest agricultural
situation is the best In years,' hopea
are high In local film trade circles
for a banner 1942-43 fall and winter
theatre season, some branch man-

agers even predicting grosses will
soar almost to 1929 boom-time levels.
Horne since
The Federal Reserve report points
then has become 20th-Fox pub-ad
head; so Montgomery will be re- out that farmers cash Income In
turning to work under his former April (the latest month for which
statistics
are available) for 10 machief.
Before taking the Camp Shows ac jor farm products continued to ba
count for Home, Montgomery served more than half again as large as In
as his midwest exploitation-publicity the same mont|i a year ago* and
that
'income
man on 20th-Fox pictures.
from the sale of every
item, with the .exception of durum
wheat, was largier than a year ago,
that from hogs showing the greatzation did the publicity.

FILMS'

OWN

WORRIES

>

Despite wartime conditions cutting
down on the amount of space available in dallies for picture hews, film

company

to film editors

cording to
country.

and

theatrical editors

the 'news' releases, acall over^ the

newsmen

Complaints
from
the
picture
editors this year are louder than
usual because, as they explain, they
are
hard-pressed
for
available
•space—yet the flood of inane Holly
wood chatter continues to pour into
them. Some of these franldy admit
there has been no improvement in
quality or quantity of publicity releases during the las't four years. The
routine was wrong then, editors aver,
but nothing has happened to improve the situation.
Reaction of visiting editors- confirm what film company field meh
have discovered 'on recent visits to
the hinterland. One editor pohited
to a batch of press releases received
in a single day, and expressed out
right amazement over the tripe submitted.
>

'BAMBF ORIGINAL

est increase,*

.'

Most heartening to showmen is ths
report's prediction of 'an above-anrerage yield of winter wheat and rym
which, i^ realized; will result In crop
S, Barret McCormIck, director of
production tar above that of last
advertising and pubUdty for. RKO,
year.'
plans to send the original drawings
'With general business Invariably
of Walt Disney's 'Bambl' on a tour
refiecting agricultural prosperity In
of 20 or 25 cities, starting around
this territory and the likelihood that
June IS. Collection of around 1,000
farm Income will reach- nnususUy
Disney drawings, currently lined up
high proportions, I am anticipating
in 44 large frames, would be spilt
the biggest Northwest lai and «dnup into two routes for' showing In
ter theatre .patronage since the 1929
department stores In key situations,
boom era,' says Bl L. Levy, 20thSmall admission price to be charged
Fox district manager. "Employment
would go to local charities.
is at a peak and wages-have hit •
Another display of original 'Bar^l' high for recent years In Minneap-

ROUTED FOR BALLYHOO

drawings, some of which were olis, St. Paul and Dulnth, which arc
flashed for the press at the Waldorf- benefiting froip war Indusfrles, and
Astoria hotel. New York,, last Fri- this surely will give added impetus
day (29), goes Into the Modem Mu- to rising boxoffice figures.'
seum of Art, N. Y., around the midThe SmsU Tewars Flight
dle of June.
The small town's plight 'due to lossBambi' is pencilled In to open at of population
to the srmed forces
Radio City Music Hall, New York, and to
war Industries elsewhere VfOl
the end of July for a two-week be
alleviated by the 'improved farm
showing.
income and by curtailment of motoring,, in Levy's opinion.
Those unac^
customed to pafronize fUms wlU. rePoints In.
Three
place th.e lost customers because titer
Bliunenstock's Report wiU hav^ money,, probably hitherto
lacking, to spend for entertainmfnt
Three major points were included and because they will desire «uch
in the planning report which Mort amusement to flU the void 'Created
Blumenstock's committee made to by- their children's absence. In his
Committee opinion. Moreover, the small-townRelations
the Public
(eastern division) last week, but ers will attend their home theatres
finalized version may_Dnly cover two instead of driving to
the larger city's
phases for the overall public rela
de lUxe houses, as has been the
Report likely will be custoih 'with maiiy of them before
tions setup.
ready for final submission tomorrow the pin{ti on tires and thceatened
(Thursday) after which several gasoline ratlonIng,''h'e'1}eIieves. Thus,
phases must be given to the Hays he figures, the small town exhibitors
office directorate for approval or rC'
soon will be 'really better off' than

Major

Lengthy yarns Included in publicity letters pliis the inability of
publicity boys to judge the worth
of smaller city newspaper requirements are the principal complaints,
Film eds scotch- the theory, apparently still held' by C^ast publicists, that the more mailed out,
the greater chance for larger representation in the daily press. Editors claim it merely means unopened
letters for the waste basket.
Not only are releases too. numerous but each one runs far too
long, they say.
If the' story Is
lengthy it automatically is tossed jectlon.
out the window. Editors of publicaOriginally the report covered:
tions in cities of 125,000 or less
statistical survey of the
(1)
population have neither the time
business, representing more or less
nor patience to rewrite screen ballynose-counting project.'
a
hoo.
They feel it is strictly up to
'

.

.

.

before.

The 'Federal' Reserve report also
reveals that April Northwest business volume was the highest on
record for the month, farmer cash
income being 50.% above that of the
6cientiftc.mark.et..analysis.ot
(2)
film
publicists
to
\vriie
down
respondlMg 1941 wowth;- Ths ter;
their material into meaty yarns so the Industry to collect dollar and ritory
covered embraces. Minnesota,
they can be used without further cents data for practical use by ttie North
and South. Dakota, Montana,
film biz.
trims.

A

A

mf

northwestern Wisconsin add .uiqi>er
Fhoney Urgency
(3) A goodwill drive constituting Michigan. Activity 'jUt'-this area- 'conBally sent to daUIes via airmail a vast all-Industry, advertising cam
tinued at the high liv6l of the 'first
no longer fools anybody. Film eds paign. This phase .apparently will quarter,' the 'report said.'.
read enough trade papers to know be held off at least temporarily beSv^rt Twin (ilty nelghborlkKHl
whether the story, is- new or not. cause feared It might, run as high houses, for jthe mpsV part, " report
Experience has- shown that the as $3,000,000 or thereabouts.
that their April business this year
airmail stunt merely Is a mean); of
Not a great deal -Is known about was better tiian for the same' 1941
attracting attention lOh a particular plans for the statistical survey, nor month.
story.
Unfortunately the practice will the objects of this part of the
has been overdone, and everybody's planning be known for some time.
wise to the trick.
On the market analysis proposition,
Another headache for the film boys there is the prospect that It may be Hold Mgr. on Jii?e Charge
on the dailies is the practice of put- a continuing survey to provide in.

'

.

.

ting

headlines' on

publicity
copy.
dustry data on any crucial Issue.
Cleveland, June 2.
be rewritten, and Understood that the' original scienSamuel Gerson, 57, manager of the
tific
survey proposed would l>e Royal In suburban Lakewood at the
budgeted as low as $75,000 or pos- time of his arrest, Jan. 23, for inoacross a 'head.'
sibly less depending on different lesting a 6-yeer-bld girl in the thefor h.o. sales discussion.
Big problem of finding room In
atre, was botud over to the Grand
vital questions to be probed.
Also a sales convention or regional daily newspapers whether in smaller
Jury under $1,400 by Lakewood
meetings
should
be ready for cities or those of 200,000 to 300,000
Municipal Judge M. J. Walther.
mulling.
or larger population is constantly such cuts with no Icnowledge of
Gerson Is charged with felonious
daily paper requirements.
editor.
It

in the armed forces, J. J. Uebeman,
manager of the Rialio, advertised for
girls. He had seven vacancies to fill.
Between 300 and 400 applicants
showed up. The overflow extended
to other Edmonton theatres in an- c6me up
ticipation of their changing over to
girl ushers.

War Seem''
ingly Makes No Difference
in Refining the Flow of

Newspaper* Say

They

all

have

-

to

eds generally resent' the idea of having publicity staffs trying- to put

confronting the

film

Is

assault.

Best suggestion that film editors
twice as bad now with war news
demanding so much space. Also have for overcoming present pub-

the rising cost of nearly everything
that goes into printing a newspaper
makes the eds doubly cautious In
handling items from picture comcompany, replacing Frank Money- panies.
This applies particularly to mats
hun.
Moneyhun has been transferred to or cuts, '^ith editors pointing outspecial sales promotion for the na- that Where a single-column or a
tional exhibitor service of the com- small double-column cut might land,
most picture companies, send out
pany.

licity flaws is for action to

be taken

HEW

AL ADAMS'
SPOT
recommendations
of
picture
S. Barret McCormick. RKO advercompany field men, who have
pointed out what ails publicity. That tising and publicity head, has apand more active contact of field men pointed Al Adams exploitation conof certain companies would go far tact for independent producers rein overcoming the publicity white leasing through RKO.
Adams remains in McCormlck's
elephant, and likely result In more
formerly
news breaks and better public re- department where he
advertising copy assistant.
lation!
on

'

'

"
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film .iare so that both the paying
public and a govemment-at-war wlU
give the industry the nod and a pat
on the back.
sConttnaad from page 3s
Twenty-four .hours before the
Mayor's favorite landing field was
Barrymore and the actor's re- seasons ago in "My Dear Children,'
brightened by the Goddard presence, Diana
which he practically turned Into a
Bob Hope and Jerry Colonna, pulled cently divorced wife, Elaine Barrie. personal ad-libbing tour.
The bars had to be lUted by Lionel
Into the airport aboard an Eastern
Barrymore against any other than
In his later years Barrymore beAir Line's flying carpet from Atacquaintances being ad- came a comedian on the screen, as
Pico lanta, where a little while" before intimate
S. A.
mitted to the funeral parlor, where he had been in his younger days on
they had staged their regular weekly
Buenos Aires; May 20.
The Great Profile' lay dressed in a the stage. In the last, phase of his
radio
riot.
Dr. Pedro E. Pico has been elected
blue suit, white shirt with the typical career he clowned In True Confespresident of the Cass del Teatro, local
Barrymore collar and a blue-red sions,' 'Spawn of the North,' The
theatre 6rganization made up of acfoulard tie.
Great Man Votes,' "The Great Proand
impresarios
producers,
tors,
Many paying their last respects file' and other sprightly roles, meanother show biz entitles.
were backlot workers who mingled while bufTonlng .over the radio on
page
from
s^^Contlnacd
with the actors.
Others named were; vice president,
the Rudy 'Vallee program.
Barrymore died last Friday night
Nicholas Fregues; secretary, Pascual and learning Gable was going huntNoted in his prime ias a great
Carcavallo; treasurer, Cesar Katti; ing in the Sierras offered the loan (29) in a Hollywood hospital of mul- lover 'on the stage, Barrymore was
directors, Alejandro B. Berruti, En- of the spikes.
'You could have tiple ailments, chief of which was a married, in his non-professional life,
rique Serrano, Jose Antonio Saldlas, punched me for a tfcket when he cardiac condition. He was 60.
to Katharine CorM Harris, Mrs.
By ancestry, John Barrymore was Leonard M. Thoma$ (Blanche OelPablo Piazza, Edmundo Guibourg, showed up on the set the next day
Victor Elras, Juan Manglante, Gia- with the things in his hand,' Gable a bom actor, although his early am- riqhs), Dolores Costello and Elaine
como Contento and Alberto Ballerlnl. said, shaking his head in a puzzled
Barrie, all of whom divorced him.
'He probably hadn't
sort of way.
Three children survive, Diana
used them in 25 years yet he knew
Barrymore, 21, born to his second
Farewell Salute
exactly where to find them.'
wife, Blanche Oelrlchs. (who wrote
Most people nowadays looked upon
pen
under-, the
name Michael
HolIyWood, June 2.
John Barrymore as a Jester whereas
Strange); John Blythe Barrymore
Sealtest Airshow which John
underneath it was' a deeply serious
and Ethel Mae Barrymore, by his
Barrymore helped raise to high
mind whose qualities were always
third wife, Dolores Costello. Diana
will
continue
Crosley estate
surprising. Tully Marshall rememBarrymore is presently in Hollywith policy guest stars without
bers John and Lionel when they were
wood making a film.
filling

Chilean Film Industry in die Race

Barrymore Rites

For Latin-American Film Business
Santiago,, Chile, May 20.
American film industry,
until now Jias been mainly

-

Latin

which up

concentrated in- Argentina and Mexico, Is going to get a run from Chile
If work already under way pans out
as planned.
Local industry, with an unoflEicial
hypo from the government, is currently engaging in a feverish production race buoyed by boxoflice
success of several recent productions
which started on a shoestring and
turned out to be heavy profitmakers.
Wealthy Chilenos, unable to continue annual trips to Paris Which
used to draw off the gravy of excess
coin, have taken up 'el cine' much as
Yanqui millionaires used to take
tip the ponies. And as a result, coin
Is plentiful even though generally
this country's economy is nj.h.
Despite low value of the peso
compared with the dollar—30 Chilean pesos for one U. S. sawbuck enough cash has been available to insure several local produc'

—

Group Names

BarrymoreAnecdota

3^s=

'

LITTLE FOXES'

-

SeCKONBA

ChUe

Film, founded with 9,000.000
Chilean pesos. Organization ' has
already started building two largesized studios, of the latest Hollywood design, recording studios large
enough to hold 300 musicians, dressing rooms for stars, artists and exmakeup rooms, etc.
tras, special
Also building little theatre for 200
and have taken over a 20,000 square
meter lot for exteriors.
Argentina Sono Filin, one of the
largest producers across the Andes,
has been instrumental in organizing the setup, and although there
is no public mention of it, it's under,
stood Sono has more than a brother'
ly interest in the success of the
venture. RCA-Victor, which has
big 'plant in Santiago, is also cO'
operating with technical assistance.
Marianp Puga is president of the
organization.

I

May

thing

20.

'

La Loba" CThe She Wolf).
Translated by Jose A. Arrieta, who
did "Tobacco Road' into Spanish CEl
Camino del Tabaco'), one of the best
grossers last -year, 'Foxes' has been
produced by Ernesto Vilches with
members of the Argentine Comedy
Company at the Teatro Comedia.
Opening night audience seemed to be
familiar -with the play and transposition into Spanish of the below the

London, May 10.
Films sent to Northern Ireland

have been mutilated- to such an extent by the local busybodies,.so as to
keep any reference to war out, that
continuity of story has often been
disrupted.
Situation has

become so serious the
Kinematograph Renters' Society has
appealed to the High Commissioner
for Ireland to instruct the local
authorities to adopt a more liberal
attitude towards Uie films, or they
threaten to stop sending supplies.

Commissioner has promised to

Mason-Dixon line setting and story
of the Hubbard family proved no
hurdle.
As the cuiming, ~ callous,
self-centered woman whose greed
for money causes her to become a
passive murderess, Anita Lassale
was up against the diilicult eomparison with Bette Davis' film version
and Tallulah Bankhead's stage performance, but although Jiot in the
same league, did put across an ex-r
cellent interpretation.
Julio Rinato
was outstanding among the male
members of the cast as Oscar Hub'bard, Daniel de Alvarado was convincing as the ailing husband, Pablo
Acciardi gave the role of Ben Hubbard a lift and special credit goes to
Nora Samso as Oscar's unhappy,

one-time aristocratic wife.

Ray.

Tiptop English Biz
'Priceless*.

Kimberly and Page recently
all" 'their

divelli's

between

sConUnncd from page 2;

Collection Stolen while.
London, May 10.
Romeoa
lost

Depriving'

the

airdrome's

of a complete look at her
features, for she had donned large
sun glasses just prior to landing in
an American Airlines' transport

hand"' 'baggage"" while
restaurant in London,
train
catching
a
for plane

from El Paso, Texas, Miss
Bags, which contained Goddard made a wild dash for a
deeds and wearing apparel, private taxi.
in the hall for less than

Brighton.
scripts,

were put

Only

half an hour.

Not only

but Kimwhich
and other
were
things

their clothes,
collection
wouldn't sell for $5,000,

berly's'

gag

•priceless*

stolen.

personal

The gag book represents

compilation of 25 years.

B.A. OPERA HOUSE
Buenos Aires, May 26.
Mayor of B. A. has asked the
Comision de Vecinos Interventoria
del Concejo Deliberante, which is
acting in place of the suspended
City Council, to approve a project

SEEK

parts,

had left these
gendarmes of the
wore no shoes.

after' the gal

did

news learn
The lovely
chassis had

the

that she
lassie

with the shapely

sat up all night, In the
plane, and, come the dawn; she
found that her feet had swollen and

she could not replace the shoes she
had slipped off for comfort the night

Boston, June 2.
Ethel Barrymore. had her share of
bad luck during the final phases of
her four-week run at the Colonial

here in 'The
ress

Com

Is Green.'
Actoff the stage for

was forced

bltions
leaned' toward
painting. last four performances of the week
Maurice Barrymore, outstanding ac- ending May 23, and throughout the

tor of the early 80s,

was

his father,

and Georgianna Drew, a

own

right,

was
hood he

place

ensuing week she received bulletins

from

Hollywood

star in her
was his mother. His birth- creasingly bad
Philadelphia. In his child- brother John.

that

carried

in-

news

about

her

lost' his

Sports Films

-

'

.

.
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which
lasted
Football? They Just don't jell, and
his dramatic stature and. The Fortune Hunter' raised him definitely the boxoflice figures prove it. So?
So, Paramount has made a football
to stardom.
Talked a Good Bender
His career continued upward in comedy for fall release. Columbia
A. P. Waxman,' former Warners
has a football drama, 'Albert, of
advertising chief, a long-time friend 'Justice,' 'Kick In.' 'Peter' Ibbetson'
of Barrymore's, recalls that Jack and 'Redemption' and attained a new Stanford.' And Warners has had itBarrymore only talked a good old- high in 'The Jest,', a tragedy in self a tantrum out of getting Into
fashioned bender. He was Rabelai- which he co-starred with his brother production with a boxing biography,
sian and Falstaflian, but anything Lionel. From there he launched into '(^ntleman Jim Corbett,' starring
but a two-bottle man. Two drinks Shakespeare and scored a triumph as Errol Flynn.
First, there was one writer on the
and he was through. An ulcerated Richard III. His most noted stage
stomach just wouldn't let him take achievement was in his own modern- picture; then two more took a whack
it.
All of which contradicts the ized version of 'Hamlet,' acclaimed at it, after which Warners 'saw' this
stories of his 'benders.'
Meanas the greatest performance of the pair and raised them two.
Waxman remembers that Barry- Melancholy Dane since Edwin Booth. time, Raoul Walsh turned down the
more's greatest characteristic was
picture; Lewis Milestone was offered
Goes to Hollywood
surprisingly enough—humility. Many
Reluctantly he answered the sum- another version and turned It down.
years ago Martin Beck asked Wax- mons of
Then they began shifting stars.
Hollywood while the picman to read a play. The latter told tures were still silent, and he carved Flynn said he couldn't do it. Later
him it was a perfect vehicle for the out a new career in such films as 'Dr. he said he wouldn't. Dennis Morthree Barrymores.
He authorized Jekyll and Mr; Hyde,' The Lotus gan was handed the role, after which
Waxman to make a deal.
Eaters,' 'Raffles,' 'Bea'u Brummel,' a sixth writer was called in, at
'I don't care how much I lose, It
The Tempest,' 'Don Juan,' "The Be $2,000 per, and Flynn and Walsh
would be an honor to be their pro- loved Rogue' and The
Sea Beast.' In changed their minds. The picture

seven

years.'

ducer,' Beck said.
spite of his success on
screen,
Waxmah told John he could write that form of drama did the
not appeal
his own ticket for himself, Ethel' and
The executive, who will spend Lionel. But he turned him down to him as important. Taking his upto-date
'Hamlet'
to
I^ndon,
in
New York time in the offices of the because of screen commitments and
Alliance Film Corp., Sixth avenue, suggested he sign someone else in modem evening dress, he registered
and Hollywood time visiting several his placie. Waxman told him only an emphatic hit
Back
in
Hollywood,
Barrymore
reof the studios and their brain de- one other actor could do justice to
partments, said that every theatre the part, Chaliapin, the great Rus- sumed his screen acting ^s.star in
'Svengali,*
'Moby Dick,'
'Grand
that has remained open In ^ngland sian opera basso.

before.

for 2,000,000 pesos ($500,000) for
is 'breaking all sorts of records.'
construction of a 20,000 seat openPeople, it seems, deprived of their
air opera house.
automobiles
and suffering rigid
Theatre would be located in the travel
resti^lctions,
automatically
Plaza Intendente Seeber, located in elec.t
the cinema ok their No. 1 enthe park section of Palermo, near
tertainment
the center of B. A. 'Would include
Gell, who will stop at the Warwick
salons for restaurants, conflterias,
hotel while in- I,aGuardiaviIle-pn-theetc., and the first open-air all-yearHudson, declared that the war' has
round 'Ice-skating rink in S. A.
not hindered a constant exchange of
'worthwhile' reels between HollyS. E. Plerpoint, Paramount's mali- wood and the Ijand of Four O'clock
•ger in Brazil, is due In N. Y. this Teas. While he seemed reluctant to
'^eek tot homeofllce coniahs. .with tell airport newsmen anything they
John W, aipka, Jr., foreign^ tales '.hadn't heard before, Gell brittly
kctclMd tb» probleou of balancing
.

Ethel Barrymore's Toogh Sketch

Miss Barrymore trouped it the
mother, and his
youthful rearing was placed in the entire week, despite the mental
hands of Louisa Lane Drew, his ma- hazard,, and even went on for both
the matinee and evening performternal grandmother, a dramatic star
W. C. Fieldis harked back through of an earlier day. The combination ances of Saturday (30), th% day folthe years to about 1903 and a first of
Barrymores and Drews lowing the news of her brother's
the
meeting with Barrymore that led formed America's flrst^ theatrical passing.
to a lifelong friendship. Yet he was dynasty.
either unable or unwilling to reBackyard Theatrleals
member the star except as "The best
Although he pla'yed in backyard
actor and the best tragedian the
world has seen in my time.' Fields theatricals with brother Lionel and
^sContlnned from page
sister
Ethel,
both older than himself,
.added that there was an unlimited
store of Barrymore lore in which young John preferred painting to half-column pants, directly contrary
drama and studied art in Europe un- to aU boxoflice precedent. It has
no single story stood out
til his expense accounts in..Paris and
been
said, mostly in henna ink, that
John's whole life was a story.
Fields explained, a story of pranks London mounted too hlgfi for the nobody wants a baseball' picture,
Recalled
by' that 90% of the theatre-going public
&nd excitement and adventure in family exchequer.
turned
his
parental
demand,
he
is
woman-dominated,
and that the
flowed
in
quick_
which episodes
sequence. His epigrams alone would artistic education into a brief career average woman doesn't know, and
as a cartoonist, working for Arthur doesn't care, whether baseball is
fill a book. 'I remember,'., said Fields,
'the story he told on himself about Brisbane on .the New York Journal. played with or without ear muffs.
the hunting trip he and Lionel never After a few cartoons, Brisbane told Sam Goldwyn, however, in making
took because, to my mind, the in- him that-as an artist he had the mak' 'Yankees' has put the emphasis on
cident stood, as something of a symbol ings of a fine actor. The noted edi- Lou Gerhig's romance, Americanism,
etc., with baseball the general backto them both a symbol of all the tor dropped him from the payroll.
The Barrymore stage career began ground.
things they meant to do but in a
crowded life never got around to. at 21 and required' a few years to
Charming Disbelievers
Anyhow, they were going htmting pick up speed. His talent as
But that's one of the 'charming
but postponed the trip to. make two comedian was first-recognized when
things about Hollywood.' It's smart
shows as co-stars, figuring neither- he played a role in The Dictatoi:,'
enough not to believe itself.
play would last beyond a few weeks. in which he toured the United States
•Boxing pictures? No, the dames
The shows were 'Peter Ibbetson' and and Australia. His next appearance,
Horse racing?
in 'Stubborn Cinderella,' added to won't go for them.
'The Jest'
together

go thoroughly into the matter.

Gag

-

.

we

knew,' Marshall recalls,
'they were do-wn at Debnonico's and
First Broadway play to be pre- ordered it by the gobs Nhinldng the
sented in Buenos Aires this s%ason, price list was the kind prevailing
Even at Delat a. corner bakery.
Lillian Hellman's "Little Poxes' CLos
monico's they must have eaten the
Zorrltos') turns" out to be excelr stuff with a shovel for the bill was
lently translated and well-produced, more than $5. And in the true Barrymore tradition of years to come
with a solid b.o. appeal, enhanced
it was John who got them in the
rather than hurt by the current ]am while Lionel remained behind
showing of the RKO film based on to get them out.'
the same original, playing here as
W. C. Fields Looks Back

Buenos Aires,

TOO MUCH CENSORSHIP
IN NO. IRELAND RAPPED

Kimberly^s

attempt at
void.
Tribute to Barrymore on Thursday broadcast by ^udy 'Vallee
will be simple and brief at end
of show.
Dick Mack, producer, said
Barrymore wouldn't have it. any
other way.

at

Maurice Barrymore, Marshall and
Maurice
the rest with open awe.
handed the pair a half dollar each
and bade them get lunch. "The next

STAGE

i

Th-e

any

boys hanging around .their father's

show on Broadway and gaping

tion companies of exchange needed
to buy equipment ixom the U. S.
Newest addition to the local Hollywood is the organization known as

two weeks ago.
that production costs are

finally got rolling

Result

is

away up already on a subject which
almost any producer will gravely
assure you is not good boxoffice in
the first place.
Why, then, does
Hollywood keep trying with sports
subjects? Especially since it failed
to gross with compelling figures like

Jack Dempsey, Red Grange,

Tom

There was a silence. And then
'The Great Profile' said: 'Waxle,
when you mention the name
Chaliapin, take a deep breath and a
long pause before you mention the
name of. Barrymore, because Tm not
worthy of being mentioned in the

Hotel,' 'Bill of Divorcement.' 'Rasputin' and other serious roles, but
his old hankering for the stage lured
him back to trouping a couple of

same breath with

to do in Moscow. When they met, -which seems to b^the exception.
John said, 'Master, I've come to ask
Here Come the Boms
If you would do me the honor to
Nothing dauntea, however, 20th
accept me as a pupil?'
Century-Fox has barged headlong
The old boy took him In, Barry- into the story of the Brooklyn
more gave him enough to put him' Dodgers, In a piece originally called
back on hU feet, and as John later 'Dem Lovely Bums.' Cooler heads
Mid, 'The hell of It was he taught prevaUed, however, and the change
...
mo a lot.'
.
t^'It Happened 'In f1atb4i&h'-' was made.

him.'

StanlsUvfliy EspeMenMd
Stanislavsky, the famed director of
the Moscow Art Theatre, was In Hollywood, broke and lost In the mirror
ma2e of film moguls, Barrymore
heard about It. He fait he couldn't
go up to the old boy and say, 'I hear
you?r«>>broke and' getting- the run-

around,' so he wrote him asking for
an appointment, just as they, used

Harmon, Max Baer, Babe Ruth and
others.
Parenthetically, the Knute Rockne
picture finished in the indigo, being
one of few athletic film stories to
go over with the public.
It happened to be a
athletic story,

ugd
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JAMES CAGNEY.
DANDr'
DOODLE
"YANKEE
OP
AND
ON
BASED

THE STORY, LYRICS

MUSIC

GEORGE M. COHAN
wiH.JOAN IESLIEWALTER' HUSTON-RICHARD

WHORF

JEANNE CAGNEY* FRANCES lANGFOW) • OEORGFTOBIAS • IRENE MANNING
Directed by

Screen

Way by

MICHAEL CURTIZ

Robert Bucfcner and

Edmund Joseph • Orffllnal

Story by Robert tuckneF

im HIT WAT MAKBS THE WHOU INDUSnV PROUD W WARNERS!

Wcdaeadayt June 3, 1942
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Hotlvwood, June

would Jceep exhibitors happy. Another problem
the double biU question which is popping its he«d
this coming season might see the return
again
of the single bill feature ujith a Government jUm.
cartoon and netosreel complementing.
For these rtasona all studios are taking their time
about molcing any promises and de/lnitely committing
themselves on next season's product although all are
optimistic that 1M2-43 will be one of the biggest The
grosser* in recent years.
Ik*
is

.

.........

Totals

Now

ilhMtIne

«I-4*

FtiUOTCS
Serials

4S
I«
4

39
15
4

CS

M

t

•

3

1*

•

CBOSSBOADS, drama; prod.. Edwin Knopf; dir..
Jack Conway: no writing credits; camera, Joseph Ruttenberg. Cast: William Powell, Hedy Lamarr.
ME AND HY GAL. vaudevitler; prod.. Arthur Freed;
dir.. Busby Berkeley: no writing credits; cantera. no
credit.
Cast: Judy Garland^ George Murphy, Gene
Kelly, Martha Eggertii, Richard Qume, Ben Blue.
JACKASS BCAIL, western; prod., John Conaldine;
dir., Norman McLeod; no writing credits; camera,
Clyde De Vinna. Cast: t. Carroll Nalsb, Darryl Hickman; Wallace Beery, Maijorie Main.

Pictures in cutting room or awaiting relase:
THET AUi nSSBD THE BRIDE, formerly BE
KISSED' THE BSIDE, comedy drama; prod, Edward.
Kaufman; dir., Alexander Hall; screenplay, P. J.
Wolfson; adaptation, Andrew P. Solt, Henry Altimiis;

Gina Kans, Andrew P. Solt; camera, Joseph
Walker. Cast: Joan Crawford, Melvyn Douglas. BiUie
Burke, Roland Young, Soger Clark, Larry Parks.
BAD HEN OF THE HILLS, formerly VALLEY OF
LAWLESS HEN, western; prod., Jack Pier; dir., William Berke; original screenplay, Luci Ward; camera,

•totr,

Cast: Charles Starrett, Russell
Benjamin Kline.
Hayden, Luana Walters, Clifl Edwards, Alan Bridges,
Stanley Brown.
FLIGHT LIBOTENANT, formerly HE'S MT OLD

PIEBBB OF THE PLAINS,

MAM, meller; prod, B^P. Schulberg; dir., Sidney Salkow; no writing cieditK camera, Franz Planer. Cast:
Pat O'Brien, Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes, Frank Puglia,
Gregory Gay, Clancy Cooper, Trevor Bardette, John
Gallaudet, Marcel Dalio, Edward Pawley, Ralph Sinione, John Merton. Ferdinand Munier, Hii^ Beaumont, Minor Watson, Harry Anderson, Jack Gardiner,
William Gould, Jobn Holland, Robert Frazler, I<arry
Williams, J. Anthony Hughes^^WilUam Forest, Joe McGuinn, Bill Lally, Eddie Coke, Charles Sherlock, Jack
Shay, Ed L^ughton, George Neise, Byron Shores, Frank

M

.

Tho mas.

comedy-drama; prod.George Stevens; no writing credits; camera, Ted
TetzlaS. C-ast: Gary Grant, Jean Arthur, Ronald Colman, Edgar Buchanan, Glenda Farrell, Lloyd Bridges,
Emma Dunn, Eddie Laughton, Clyde Fillmore, Leonid
Kinskey, Ferike Boras, George Watts, Rex Ingram,
Frank Hiomas.
ATLANTIC CONVOY, sea drama; prod., Colbert
Clark; oUr., Ijew Landers; no writing credits; camera,
Heniy Freullch. Cast: Erik RoU. Ed Laughton, WUliam Vaughn, Frank Alien, Stanley Brown, Richard
Lyon, Ernest Severn, Yvonne Severn, Shirlee Collier,
3obble Cooper, John Beal, Virginia Field, Bruce Bennett, Clifford Severn, Larry Parks, Lloyd Bridges,
Victor KiUan, Robert Stevens, Hans Schumm, Chuck
Hamilton.
western; prod.,

Jack Fier; dir., William Berke; original screenplay^
Paul Franklin; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Steve
Bodie, Lucky Laldlaw, Sheila Taylor, JIarmbny
''
Bumpus, Buddy Tajlot.
mystery;

prod., Wallace MacDonald: dir., Edward Dmytxyk; no
•writing credits; camera, Phil Tannura. Cast: Warren
William, Eric Blore, Hillary Brooke, Thurston Hall,
Fred Kelsey, Matthew Boulton, Morton JjOwry, Leslie
'

Senison, BiUy Bevan^ Forrest Tucker, Kurt Katch,
Ed Laughton, Clyde Cook, Stanley Logan, Keith Hitchcock. Wyndham Standing, Tom Stevenson.
OVERLAND TO DEADWOOD, western; prod.. Jack
Fier; dir., William Berke; no writing credits; camera,
Beniamiii Kline. Cast: Charles Starrett. Russell Hayden, Leslie Brookes, June Plckrell, Clift Edwards. Matt
WiUis, Norman Willis, Francis Walker, Lynton Brent,
Stanley Brown, Post Parks, Max Waggner. Gordon De
Main, Ted Mapes.'
BLONDIE fob VICTOBT, domestic comedy; prod.,
Robert Sparks; dir., Frank Strayer; no writing credits;
Penny Singleton,
Cast:
camera, Henry Freullch,
Arthur Lake, Larry Simms, Jonathan Hale, Almlra
Sessions, George Backus, Daisy, Frank Scully.
SABOTAGE SQUAD, formerly FINGEBS, drama;
prod.. Jack Fier; dir., Lew Landers; no writing credits;
camera, Franz Planer. Cast: Bruce Bennett, Kay Har.

.

ginia Grey.

FramlMd
•

Features

Wayne

.

LUCKT

'::

.re-lssnee:

41-42

Coiapirttd

26
16
t

23
18
8

.

CuttlDg To go
3
•
1
0
0
e

Init

2
0
•

0

O'Gatty.

TEXAS TROUBLE. SHOOTEBS,

western; prod,
George Weeks; dir., S. Roy Luby; no writing credits;
camera, unassigned. Cast; Bay Corrigan, John King,

'

.

tire gangster; prod,.

Abbott

..

melodrama; prod,, LlndsJean Yarbrough; original screenplay,
camera, Mack Stengler. Cast: Robert
ttowery. Big Boy Williams, Margie Hart, Ivan Lebedeff,

Eamond -Kelso;
John

Bleifer,

Warren Hymer,

Satlnl Pualloa,

Gale Storm, Jerome Sheldon,

Kam

John Ca-

,

PANAMA

pleted

„

43

FmiDlHcd
-

Studio
H. Sherman
Fleischer
ShootIHB

4

'
'

Com-

filiootIiig

41-42

pleted

42
9

33

7

7

1

1

1

Now
Cutting

16
2

U

Now
Cutting To (o

•

13
'

Otf sal (24tk)

4/22

M
M U
D

.9*

M

141

C

D

5/C

E. BoblBsoB>4.

WymaB

45

89

W. Gargaa-M. I.lndnay
B.Lugoil
B. Staawyck-J. McCrca
O. Klbkee-U. Moore
B. Hayworth-V. Matnra
G. Rah-P. CBrien

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/14/42
Not A La4y1 Man (Cel)
Tke DevlPs TraU (Col)
Ske's In The Army (Mono)
Tkls

Gan

tor Hire (Par)

C

P. Kelly-F. Wray
B. EUIoit-T. Blttef

C

V. Abb Borg-L. Talbot
V. Lake-B. Prettoa

W

3/19

M n

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/4/42
M
J. Howard-M. ChapmaB
J. Beal
M

Snkmarlae Raider (Col)

One MyAerlous .Night (Mono)
CODM on Danger (RKO)

62
41
Totals
8
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

To go

(Continued on page 18)

58

T. Holt-F. Neal

D. O'Keefe-B. Keaa
B. Halop-B, Doaiiey

C

M 42 F. EmersOB-J.
WEEK OF RELEASE—4/11/42
C

MU
M
MU

M
M

Blihop

M

M. Dongia»4. Crawford

85

K. Kyser-E.

S?
68.

W

Drew
Cravea-M. Howard

F.

Andrews Sis.—J. E. Lewis
D. Tcny-L. CarrHIo
MacBrowB-F. Kalgkt
Manning

J.

H. Bogart-J.

WEEK OF RELEASE 6/18/48
M
M. ChapmaB-P, Clark
Riders of The Nortklaads «
W
c. 8tarrett-B. Baydea
Powder Towa (RKO) 5/13
M ,79 V. MaeLaglea-E.
OVriea
Lady la
Faracbnte

Nunc

(Col)

Robber Racketeers

WC

Dbbb-F. Kaowles

I.

B. Steel-T. Tyler

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/25/42
(Mono)
M
R. Cortes-R. Hudson

W

Mexleaa Spitfire Sees Ghost (RKO
5/3 C
Ten Gentlemen from West Point (20th) 6/3 M
There's One Born Every Mlnnta (U)
C
Friendly Enemies (UA)
C

70
104
(0

R. Rogen-G. Hayes
L. Velez-E. Errol
G. Montgomery-M. O'Bara
H, Herbert-T. Brow^i
C.

Wlnnlnger-C. RuggUs

TBADESHOWN AND FOB FUTDBE BELEASE

Ship Ahoy (M-G)
4/22
TortlUa Plat (M-G)
4/22
Night In New Orleans (Par)
S/6
Sweater Girl (Par)
5/6
Beyond the Bhie Horizon (Par)
8/6
Mrs. Miniver (M-G) 8/13
This Above All (2eth) 8/13
I Married an Angel (M-G)
5/20

5/20
4 once Upon a Thursday (M-G)
Her Cardboard Lover (M-G) 6/27
t Bambl
(RKO) 6/27
Malsle Gets Her Man (M-G 5/27
Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 6/3
• Spy 8hl!i (WB) 6/3
Escape FroM' Crime rWB) 6/3
The Gay Bisters (WB) 6/3

TOMBSTONE—THE TOWN TOO TOUGH TO DIE,
THE TOWN TOO TOUGH TO DIB. formerly

formerly

W

C

Moonlight Mawioerade' (Rep)

Tough As They cobm (U)
Lady Gangster (WB)

.

Paramonnt
'

.

My

Broadway (U)

.

MY

room or awaiting release:
BATTIE, musical; prod.. Arthur Freed;

94

WEEK OF RELEASE—S/1/4>

Cruz.

'

„
M

C

3/4

Tong, Angelo 'We Were Dancing (M-G)
l/2i
Balota to Courage (M-G)
1/21
Torpedo Boat (Par)
1/21
Monogram Fix In Froduotion
by Night (Par)
1/21
SMABT ALEC, comedy; prod., Sam Katzman; dir.. Ely
This Time for Keeps (M-G)
3/11
Wallace Fox; original screenplay, Harvey H. Gates; Sundown Jim (20th)
3/11
camera, Mack Stengler. Cast: Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jor- Gentleman After Dark (UA)
3/18
True to the Army (Par)
3/18
dan, Huntz HaU, Gabriel Dell,
Mokey
(M-G)
3/25
HILLBILLY BLITZKBIEG, comedy;*prod. Ed Gross; Lady Gangster (WB) 4/8
dir, Roy Mack; screen play, Roy S, Harris; camera. Tanan's N. T. Adventure (M-G)
4/15
Marcel Le Picard. Cast: Edgar Kennedy, Bud Duncan, Sunday Punch (M-G) 4/15
About Face (VA)
Cliff Nazarro, Doris Unden, Lucien Littlefleld.
4/15
sey,

MT

tl-4t

(WB>

Desperate Chaace for EUery Queen (Col)
Corpse Vanlskes (M«no) 4/3
Tke Great Maat Lady (Par) 3/18
Seattetgood Rides High (RKO)
3/11

Sons of the Pioneers (Rep)

LUBE OF THE ISLANDS,

ley- Parsons;' dir,

LEGS, comedy drama;

FramlMd Com-

Latceay, Ibc.

A Jam (U)
King Brothers; Phantom plainsmen (Rep)

Terhune.

HOT BUBBEB,

Harold Young; screen play, Henry Blanktort; camWilliam O'Connell. Cast: Ricardo Cortez, Rochelle
Hudson, Bill Henry, Barbara Reed, Dick Rich, John

dir.,

Pictures In cutting,

CChapUa

A.Shoit«aa-B. Cvaaiilnga

I

era,

era, Philip

Features .........
,..

D UT

WEEK OF BELEASE—4/39/41
Oowa Ble Onade Way (Col)
M
t. ParkoroT: Brown
W
Ben* ABBapeUs fCol)
C. Staiiott>B. H^den
ne BaAIBl Bachelor (BED) S/U
C 77 Laa * Akaeiwz. PMta
Wcitwaid Hoe (B«p> 4/39
W M & 8ta«l-T.
Tyler
Sakatanr (O)
M IM B. laimmlBga-B. Laao
4/»
C 13 o. Bfoat 3. Boaaott
Beds (OA) 4/n
I Was name"
Bed (WB)
4/t
M u B, MIddletoB-3. Parker
WEEK OF BELEASE—4/S«/U
Wife Takes a Flyer (Col) 4/23
C n t. BeHBOtt-P. TOBO
Flagon at Ike Window (M-O) 3/11
M 79 L. Ayni-L. Day
Wkeie tke Trail Badi (Mono)
W
T. KeoBo
My FavoTlto BIOBdo (Pat) 3/18
M 71 a. Hope-M. CarroD
TotOts of Tahiti (RiCoV 3/U
M 91 C. Langhtoa-J. Hall
TnkoB Patrol (Rep)
M
A. Laae-L. Conway
Mob Who WooMnt Die (24th) 4/22
M 73 L. NoUb-M. Weaver
C
ToBle xelUag Me (U)
H. Herbeit-P. Paige
Jnkebox JeaayfU) 3/25
MU 45 K. Marray-H. Biniard

dir,,

.

Metro

C

3/4

Bow <WB) tt/U

Shoot-

49
50
2
4
Totals
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

Max

prod,, Wallace MacCharles Barton; no writing credits; camTannura. Cast: Jinx Falkenburg, Kay Harris,
Russell Hayden, William Wright, Don Beddoe,
Frank Sully, Leslie Brooks.
\
SISTER EILEEN, comedy; prod., Max Gordon;
dir., Alexander Hall; no writlni; credit's: camera, Joseph Walker. Cast- Rosalind Russell, Brian 'Aheme,
Janet Blair, Frank Sully, JeiT Donnell.
STAND BY ALL NETWORKS, war drama; prod.,
Jack Fier; dir. Lew Landers:. no writing oredlu; camera, Henry Freullch. Cast: John Bcal, Florence Bice,
Kenneth MacDonald. Alan Baxter, Don Beddoei' Mar-.
garet Hayes, Mary Treen, John Terrell
PABDON
GUN, western; nrod.-, Jack Pier; dir.,
William Berke; no writing credits; camera. George
Meehan.' Cast: Charles Starrett, Alma Carroll. -Noah
Beery, Lloyd Bridges, Bob Stevens, Dick Curtis, Ted
Mates, Arthur Hunnlcutt.

Donald;

BBik. (ITA)

Klagl

AU Kissed the Bride (Col) 4/3
ONE THBILLING NIGHT, formerly DO NOT DIS- They
My Favorite Spy (RKO) 5/4
TVBB, comedy; prod,, A. W. Hackel; dir, William Beau- Thro Dlirerent Eyes
(20th) 6/3
dine; screenplay, Joseph Hoflman; camera. Marcel Le Private Buckaroo (U) 6/3
Picard. Cast: John Beal, Wanda McKay, Tom Neal, Daager la the Pacific (U)
Barbara Pepper, Warren Hymer, J, Farrell MacDonald, Sliver Ballet (U)
Ernie Adams, Lynton Brent, Jerome Sheldon, Jimmy The Big Shot (WB)

action; prod.,

nard, George Chesebro, Jack Ingram.

....'TT.'.'

Westerns .......

Peters-.

FroducUon"

OoM

W
w
W
W

t,arry Darmour; dir- James W. Home; original screen
play. Basil Dickey, Scott Littleton, Louis Heifetz, Jesse
A. Duffy; camera, James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Robert
Stevens, Kenneth MacDonald, Herbert Rawliiison, Nell
O'Day, John EUiott, Nick Thompson, Art Miles, Richard fiske, Richard Vallln, Forrest Tayldr, Kermit MayIn

a
W
M n
H
W n
M a
M n
W 71

'

.

CoIombU Fix

M M
M U
M «

MY

dir.,

BOTAL MOUNTED,

'

W

Heam, Pat Lanfe, John' Dilson, Ethan Laidlaw, -Jack
Passin. Hugh Prosser, Cy Ring.
MAN'S WOBLD, drama; prod, Wallace MacDonald;

PERILS OF THE

mi

4/22
M 72 V. HeUa-P. Dame
Grand Central Murder (M-6)
sidine: dir, Norman Taurog; no writing credits; camera, Mayoilot 44tb Street (RKO
MU 84 G. Murphy-A. Shirley
3/18
Karl Freund. Cast: Mickey Rooney, Fseddie Bartholo- Remember Pearl Harbor (Rep) 5/13
D 75 D. Bante-r. MacKenale
Romance on the Range (Rep)
mew, Ian Hunter, ^uanlte Quigley, Edmund Gwenn.
B. Bogers-O. Bayet
Martlndales
(20th>
C 55 1. Wtthen-M. Weaver
The
Mad
4/22
Metro Fix in ProduoUon
M
Ships With Wings (UA) 12/7
Clemeats-L. Baaks
M C« 'p. Raowlea-M. Moatai
WAR VS. MRS. BADLEY, melodrama; prod, Irving Mystery of Marie Rogert (U) 4/8
D 95 B. Davls-O. dcHavllUnd
4/8
Aaher; dir, Harold Bucquet; original screenplay, George In This Our Lite (WB)
Oppeimeimer; camera, Karl Freund. Cast: Fay Bainor'kELEASE—
5/21/43
WEEK
Richard
Gilchrist,
Connie
Van
Johnson,'
ter. Ed Arnold,
Ney, Jean Rogers.
MU
of the Fleet (Col)
3. Davls-J. Falkenbnrg
WHITE CARGO, dramar prod,, Victor Saville; dir., Sweetheart
Vanlithlne Virginian (M-G)
D 141 F. Morgan-K. GraysoB
12/3
Richard Thorpe; original and screenplay, Leon Gordon; Let's Get Tongh (Mono)
C
T. Brown-P. Rice
camera, Harry Stradling. Cast: Hedy Lamarr, Walter Syncopation (RKO 5/4
MV
A. Mcnjon-J. Cooper
Wlilsperlng Ghost (20th)
C
Pidgeon, Frank Morgan, BramwellTletcher.
4/22
M. Berle-B, Joyce
M
J. Allen, Jr.-M, Howard
EYES IN THE NIGHT, drcma; prod., Jack Chertok; Who Ts Rope SchnylcrT (24th) 3/11
C
B. Palge-J, Frazee *
screenplay, Howard Emmett Rogers, Guy Trosper* cam- Almost Married (U)
87
The
Spoilers
M
DIetrlch-R. Scott
4/15
M,
(U)
Aim
HardArnold,
era, Leonard Smith. Cast: Edward
ing, Donna Reed, Reginald Denny.'
WEEK OF BELEASE—5/28/42
GAL, vaudeviller; prod, Arthur Freed;
BOB AND
Meet the Stnarte (Col) 5/20
72 W. Holden-F, Day
C
dir.. Busby Berkeley; no writing credits; camera, WilDown Texas Way (Mono)
B. Jones-T. McCoy
liam Daniels. Cast: Judy Garland, George Murphy,
Old Calirornla (Bep)
J. Wayne-B. Barnei
Genk Kelly, Martha Eggerth. Richard Quine, Ben Blue. Siaidnu On The Staga (Ren)
65 G. Autry-S. Bornett
5/27
Tke CyeloBe Kid (Rep)
D. Barry-L. Merrick
Fateoa Takes Over (RKO) 5/4
M 42 G. Sandera-L. Bart
MoMitlde (2*th> 4/22
D
J. Gabln-I. LnplBO
Monogram
Miss AbbIo Booaey (CA) 5/27
M
S. Temple-W. Gaigaa
Jnke GUI (WB) 4/8
M
A, Sherldan-R. Regan

Edward Norris, George McKay, Sidney Bl'ackmer,
John Terrell, Don Beddoe, Eddie Laughton, Edward

Charles Barton; no writing' credits; camera, George
Meehan. Cast: Roger Pryor, William Wright, Marguerite Chapman, Latry Parks, Wynne Gibson, Clancy
Cooper, Lloyd. Bridges, Frank Sully. Ferris Taylor,
Alan Bridge, James Milllcan, Al Hill, Eddie Kane,

_

A YANK AT ETON, comedy-drama; prod., Jolm Con-

ris,

Ralph

C—

RD—

WEEK or BELBASB—4/t/42

_

-

THE TALK OF THE TOWN,

THE LONE WOLF IN SCOTLAND YABD,

western; prod.. Edgar
Selwyn; dir., George Seitz'; no writing credits; camera,
Cast: John 'Carroll, Ruth Hussey,
Charles Rocher.
Bruce Cabot
APACHE TRAIL, western; prod:. Sam Marx; dir„
Richard Rosson; no writing credits; camera, Sid
Wagner. Cast: William Limdigan, Donna Reed.
RANDOM HABVEST, drama; prod., Sidney Franklin;
dir., Mervyn LeRoy; story based on novel by James
Hilton; camera, Joseph Ruttenberg. Cast: Ronald Colman, Greer Garsbn, Philip Dom.
CAIBO. drama; prod., Joseph Manklewicz; dir., W. S.
Van I>yke; no writing credits: camera, Ray June. Cast:
Jeanette MacDonald, Robert Young.
SEVEt4 SISTBBS, comedy-drama; prod., Joseph Pasternack; dir, Frank Borzage; no writing credits; camera, George Folsey. Cast: Van Heflin, Kathiyn Grayson, Marsha Hunt, Diana Lewis, Cecilia Parker, Frances
Rafferty, Frances Raeburn. S. Z, Sakall.
nSH. comedy; prod, O. O. Dull; dir. S. Sylvan
Simon; no writing credits; camera, Paul VogeL Cast:
Marjorie Main. Aline MacMahon, Lee Bowman. Vir-

.dir.,

BIDEaS OF THE NOBTBLAND,

D—

mm

1

•

W—

D UI L. Howaid-B. lUMey
Uvadm tcel> 11/9
D tt J.rajas-M.O'Bata
Sbms •( THboH (IMh) S/U
Ike Btraai* Can of Dr. BX Wi 4/1
L. Atwen-B. Baowke
DMMa Batay (U) 4/1
D. Tettj-A. DevtM
Big
MB(«ir
ta
Che
Boom
(WB>
4/t
P. Aadwaaa-O. Meeker.
camera
writing
credits;
dir,. Norman McLcod; no
credits not set
Cast: Ann Sothern. George Murphy.
WEEK OF RELEASE—4/lt/4S
Red Skelton, Rs«s Ragland, Ben Blue.
BED LIGHT, drama; prod, Pandro Berman; dir., cap the WIU Wind (Pax) 3/ZS
D 134
MlliiH-p. eoMard
T. BoiUB. Wktttay
Wesley; Ruggles; no writing credits; camera. Hal Ros- Laii ot the Open Baage (BKO U/Z4
GIri
Alaska (Bep) 4/n
B. MM<IMa*-J. Parker
son. Cask Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Le« Patrick.
74 W. L«idi«aa-«. Bogeia
SOB Coast Ooard. <Bcp^ */U
CALLINO DB. GILLBSriE. formerly BOBNvTO BK Baae
ta Wyenia' (Rep) 4/8
G. Aulty-C. Banett
BAD. melodrama; prod.. General ORice; dir., Harold SalcMe Swaadran (Bcp) 4/tl
A. WaUwoek-K Gray
June. Cast: lUHtnlpproamkler (U)
Bucquet; no writing^ credits'; camera,
4/M
B. xa>lot-PXaB|teid
57 J. Mae BNWB
Hriitiag Bin Fargo (U)
S/Xt
Lew Ayrcs, Lionel ^arrymore, Ann Ayars.

T«(*
•

Culllae

2
'

Md

up

Cohmibia

Weatcma

CFor informatton of theatre end /llm ^xchangt bookm Vaunr prcsenu
m complete chart of ftatur* raUotm of all the Ameriem dlttributtng companiea for the current quarterly period. Dat of retHewa a* given in
VaURT end the running time of prints ere tadudedj
Comedy; CD^-CcmeiyKey to Type Abbreviations: Jf—Metodramo;
Western;
Romantic Drama; HU-rMittlcal,
Dromo;
Dreme;
figure* herewith indicate date of Vuaen^u revteto
mardng time.

tohich

2;

Studios ore in the throes of preparing their production plans /or the 1942-43 season. It is more dijftcult
than post veara in that, currentlv, the lots are restricted
by the priority board tn their purchase of materials for
buildinp sets (limitino sets to $5,000); tronsportation
problems caused by toability to buy tires /or studio
trucks;* limited baggage space on trains /or motrinv of
jnvduction equipment; and the unstable selling plan

CHART

FILM BOOKING

Advance Production Chart

The MagBillceBt Dope (20th) 6/3
It Haapened In >l«tba>h (2lth) 4/3
The BIf 8kot-(WB) 4/3
Wlnta for the Bagle (WB) 8/9

C

M
M
M
M
W
M
MU
M
M
M
M
C

MU

D

M
MU
M

D
D

MU

93
83
C9
74
71
53
74
76
87
42
70
76
43
94
105
75
77
77
133
110
83
66

M
M m

70

C

MU

M
M
M
C

C

M

C

85
125
62
31
108

84
84
-88

85

N.
G.
R.
N.
A.
J.

Shearer-N. Coward

Veldt-A. Ayen
Arlen-J. Parker
KeUy-R. Carlson
Rntherford-B. Sterling

KImbroDgh-V. GUmoro

B. Donlevy-M. Hopkins
J.

Canova-A. Jones

D. DaUey-D. Reed
F. Emerson-J. Bishop
J.

WelssmuUer-M. O'SnUlvan

w. Lundlgan-J. Rogers
W. Tracy-J, Sawyer
E.
S.

PoweU-R. Skelton
Tracy-R. Lamarr

D. Lamonr-R. Denning
E. Bracken-J. Prelsser
P. Fotter-A. Dekker
G. Garson-W. Pidgeon
T. Power-J. Fontaine
J.

MacDonald-N. Eddy

H. Hunt-R. Carlson
N. Shearer-R. Taylor
(Disney Cartoon)
A. Sothem-R. Skelton
J. Cagney-J. LesUe
C. Stevens-l.

Manning

K, 'rravis-J: MisBOp
B. 8tanwyck-G. Brent
B. Fonda-L, Barl
L. Nelaa-C. Laadls

H. Bagatt^L MaaalBf
A. Bherldaa-D, Morgan
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\
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.
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2Mi CEHWKif-FOX

HENRY HATHAWAY

•

Produced by

Triumph!

WILLIAM PERLBERG

.
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 16)

YOUNG

-

ANli WILLING, formerly OUT
comedy; prod., Edward H.

FRYING PAN,
E.

H. Grirtith; screen

play,

Virginia

OF THE
GriflCith;

Van Upp

from the play by Francis Swann; camera, Leo Tover.
Cast: William Holden, Susan Hayward, Eddie Bracken,
Martha O'Driscoll. Jimmy Lydon, Robert Bcnphley.
Barbara Brjtlon, Florence MacMichael, Mabel Paige,
Jay Fassett.
HOLIDAY INN (Irving Berlin) musical comedy:

WAKE

Binyon;
prod., dir., Mark Sandrich: screenplay, Claude
based on original idea by Irving Berlin; caniera, David
Dale,
Abel. Cast: Biiig Crosby, Fred Astaire. Virginia
Marjorie Reynolds. Walter Abel.
MB. AND MBS. CUGAT, comedy; asso. prod., Fred
Tess
screenplay,
Tourog;
Norman
dir.,
Kohlmar;
Schlesinger and Frank Davis; adapted, from novel by

MilIsabel Rorick; camera, Charles Lang. Cast: Ray
Leif
land, Betty Field, Patricia Morison, Phil Terry,
Erickson, Cecil Kellaway, Kathleen Lockhart, Mikhail

,

Rasumny.
western; prod., Harry Sherman; dir., William McGann; screenplay, Don Hartman,
Frank Butler; story by Melvin Frank, Norman Panama;
camera, Ru.'.sell Harlan. Cast: Richard Dlx, Preston
Foster, Fi-ances Gifford, Leo Carrillo, Jack La Hue,
Chris-Pin Martin, Ian MacDonald.
1 LIVE ON DANGEB, drama; prods., William PineWilliam Thomas; dir., Sam White: no writing credits;
camera, Frerf Jackman, Jr Cast: Chester Morris, Jean
Roger Pryor, EUsabeth' Risdon, Douglas
Parker
Fowley, Edward Norris. Dick PurcelL Bernadene
Haye,s, Alice White, Charlotte Henry, Ella Boros.

AMEBICAN EMPIRE,

THE PALM BEACH SIOBT,

comedy;
Paul Jones; dir., Preston Sturges; screenplay, Preston
Sturges; camera, Victor Milner. Cast: Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea, William Demarest
WILDCAT, (adventure); prod., Wm. Pine and Wm.
Thomas; dir., Frank McDonald; no writing credits;
camera, Fred Jackman, Jr. Cast: Richard Arlen, Arline
Judge, William Frawley, Buster Crabbe, Arthur Hunnicutt, Ellsha Cook, Jr.. Ralph Sanford, Alec Craig, John
Dilson, Ed Keane. Will Wright. Jessica Newcombe, Billy
Benedict, Billy Nelson. Tom Kennedy, Fred Sherman,
William Hall, John Fisher, Abdullah Abbass, Don
Barclay, Dick EUiott.
IttY HEART BELONGS TO DADDY, CfOmedy drama;
rod., Sol C. Siegel; asso. prod., E. D. Leshin; dir.,
lobert Siodmak; original screenplay, F. Hugh HerCast: Richard Carlson,
bert; camera, Daniel Fapp.
Martha O'Driscoll, Frances Gifford, Cecil Kellaway,
Florence Bates, Mabel Paige. Velma Berg. Francis
Pierlot, Fern Emmett. Betty Farrington. Milton Kibasso., prod.,

Prop departments in the film studios grow more important as priority
materials grow scant and war stories grow more numerous in magazines
and book publishing houses. Studio execs are eager to buy Army and
are held back by the fear that they will not be able
to get the specialized equipment necessary for their screening. It is tough
Now
SliontPrniiilK«U
r<iitiplcted
Inic
CuHInc Te KS to borrow planes or guns unless the picture has a definite bearing on
3
11
1
9 the upbuilding of public .morale in the war effort
21
1
1
9
3
•
1
•
Two Rockefeller Center corporations that have become inactive, are
being dissolved, papers having been filed for this. purpose at Albany by
41
2
IS
S
Jtudolph Travers, R,C., attorney. One corporation. Center Music Hall,
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
Inc, was originally/ formed to make contracts for pictures for both the
THE PERILS OF NYOKA, serial; prod., William Hall and Center when the two theatres were in a film policy.
O'Sullivan: dir., William Witney; original screen play,
The other, -Home Exhibits, Inc., was the. company that handled interior
Ronald Davidson, Norman S. Hall, William Lizely, decorating exhibitions when they wei-e held at the Inteipnational buildJoseph Ol^onnell, Joseph Poland; camera. Reggie Lan- ing, but the war principally
has put this activity on the shelf.
Aldridge, Lorna Gray, George Lewis,

Republic

Navy yarns but

bee.

MBS. WIGGS OF TUE CABBAGE PATCH, comedy

diama; prod., Sol C. Siegel; asso. prod- Ralph Murphy;
dir., mdpb Murphy; no writing credits; camera, Leo
Tover. Cast:;Fay Bainter, Carolyn Lee, Hugh Herbert;
Vera Vague; Berbara Britton,' Betty Brewer, Mary
Thomas, Billy Lee, Carl 'AlfaUa* Switzer.

THE FOREST BANGERS,

technicolor adventure;
asso. prod., Robert Sisk; dir., George Marshall; screen
play, Harold Shumate; from a story by Thelma
Cast: Fred MacStrabel; camera, Charles Lang.
Murray, Paulette Goddard, Susan' Hayward. Albert
Dekker, Lynne Overman, Phillip Terry, Jim Brown.

THE GLASS KEY, mystery; asso. prod., Fred KohU
mar; dir, Stuart Heisler; screen play* Jonathan Latimer; based on novel by Dashiell Hammetl; camera,
Theodor Sparktul. C^st: Brian Donlevy, Alan Ladd,
Patricia Morison, Bonita Granville, Joseph Calleia.
HENRT ALDRICH, EDITOR, comedy-drama; prod.,.
Sol C. Siegel; assD. -rod., Jules Schermer; dir, Hugh
Bennett; original screen play, Muriel Roy Bolton and
Val Burton; camera, Daniel Fapp. Cast: Jimmy Lydon,
Charles Smith, John Litcl.
THE ROAD TO MOROCCO, comedy-drama; asso.
prod., Paul Jones; dir.,' David Butler; no .writing
credits; no camera credit set. Cast: Blng Crosby, Bob
Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Donna Drake, Vladimir Sokoloff, Mikhail Rasumny, Jamiel Hasson, Mo^te Blue,
Louise. La Planche, Theo de Voe, Brooke Evans,
Suzanne Ridgway, Patsy Mace, Yvonne de Carlo. Poppy
WUde, Ralph Penney, Dan Seymour, Pete G. Kalchenero, Brandon Hurst, Richard Loo, Leo Mostovoy,
George Glvot, Leon Belasco.
SILViBB QUEEN, drama; drop.,' Harry Sherman; dir.,
Lloyd Bacon; nO writing credits; camera, Russell Harlan.
Cast: George Brent, FriscUIa Lane, Bruce Cabot!
-

ning.

Kay

Wolfgang

Forbes Murray,

Zilzer,

Don

(^irtis.

SONS OF THE PIONEERS, west^n;

prod,

dir.,

Jo-

seph Kane; no writing credits; camera. Bud Thackeray.
Cast: Roy Rogers, (leorge 'Gabby' Hayes, Maris Wrixon.
Bradley Page, Sons of the Pioneers.
HI-. NEIGHBOR,
comedy-drama; prod., Arroand
Schaefer; dir., Charles Lament; no writing credits;
camera, Ernest Miller. Cast: Lulu Belle and Seotty,
Vera vague. Pappy Cheshire.

RKO-Radio
Studio

Westerns

W. Dlsoey..
S. Qoldwyu
H. Wilcex
W. Dieterlc.

;

.

Brandt.
Vetlon

'Jerrold
J.

.

Coni-

Slioot-

4I-4X

pl«t«4l'
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Rhodes, Johnnie Johnston, Ann Miller, Vera Vague
(Barbara Jo Allen ), Jerry Colonna.
WRECKING CREW, action-drama; prods,, WUIiams
'

Fine and' Thomas; dir., Frank McDonald; no writing
C^Eist:
Richard
credits; camera, Fred Jiackman, Jr.
Arlen, Chester Morris, Jean Parker. BIsther Dale, Pat
West; Joe Sawyp.T. Frank Melton, William Hall, George
McK^y, Eddie WaUer, Fred Sherman, Alexander
G*anaeh.
Paramount Fix .In ProdacUon
I

MARRIED A WITCH,

Totals

drama;

asso. prod.,

Preston

Sturges; dir., Rene Clair; screenplay, Robert Pirosh
and Marc Connelly; suggested by a story of Thome

Smith and completed by Norman Matson; camera, Ted
Cast; Fredrlc March, Veronica Lake, Susan
Tctzlaff.

52

Pictiures in cutting

room

Leo McCarey from his

legal entangle-

two

years..

Now -that the Anzac Division of the British War Relief Society has
raised the money (via a dinner)- to purchase 36-milllmeter portable projectors, for U. S. and American troops in Australia, dlfnculty Is being
experienced locating any of them. Albert Deane, Paramount's foreign
ad-publicity chiet who is handling the purchase for the Anzac group,
has sent out an SOS for such equipment
.

Top comic on a mdjor lot has been taken for so much coin In belweentakes in stud poker games on the lot that the studio execs have o'rdered
a limit on the size of the pot Star has a habit of betting large wads on
anything and is a sucker, for sharpshooters who play close to the belly.
Execs have cautioned aU actors and workers on otner sets to whittle down
their poker and gin rummy stakes from professional to amateur size.

39

or awaiting release:

THE MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS,

drama; prod.,
Orsoi^ Welles; novel. Booth Tarkington: screenlay, Orson Welles, Karl Strus& -Cast; Joseph Gotten,
D)olores Costello, Anne Baxter, Tim Holt, Bichard
Bennett, Agnes Moorehead, Ray CoUlns.
dir..

'

,

PBIORITIES OF 1943, musical; prod., Sol C. Siegel
Buvt Kelly: dir.. Albert S. Rogell; no writing credits; camera, Daniel Fapp. Cast: Betty Jane

$225,000 to extrielite

A series of regional meetings on merchandising of 'Sergeant York' will
be held prior to .picture's release July 4 imder the supervision of Mort
Blumenstock to discuss campaigns with district and branch managers.
They, in turn, v/iW hold local meetings with salesmen and bookers for
extension of the merchandising plans in the field.

.

asso., prod.,

RKO

sign him as producer-director.
Hughes,
holding an old contract, was- ready tc sue McCarey or any studio that
tried to hire him.
Deal was worked out by George J. Sc]iaefer and Joe
Breen to' pay Hughes for the release of the contract. In addition. RKO
acquired the ''rights to Hollywood Legend,'' which McCarey was to have
directed under the Hughes banner. Now McCarey is under contract to
produce and direct for RKO at $100,000 a picture.

'

Theodor

Parnell.

It cost

ments with Howard Hughes and

PHANTOM PLAINSMEN, western: prod., Lou Gray:
dir.. Jack 'English; no writing credits; camera. Bud
Revival of interest -in 'Sign of the Cross,' Cecil B. DeMillc's epic of
Thackeray, Cast: Lois Collier, Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, past years, is reported by Paramount both in the Latin-American
markets
Rufe Davis, Charles Miller, Richard Cr,ane, Alex Cal- and Australia. There has been recurring
demand for the picture in South
1am, Monte Montague, Robert O. Davis.
Anferica byer*a period of years, compapy reports. 'Sign,' presently playMOONLIGHT MASQUERADE, musical; prod.-dir., ing in numerous theatres in Australia,
is reported- doing big.
Far homeJohn H. Auer; original story, John H. Auer; screenplay,
Lawrence Kimble; camera, John Alton. Cast: Dennis office regards this new interest in the picture as -a strong desire for reO'Keefe, Jane Frazee, Betty Kean, Eddie Foy, Jr, ligious screen fare.
Erno Verebes, Paul Harvey, Jed Prouty.
Unmentioned- to date .among the scores of names tested'' for the role of
FEYING TIGERS, air saga; prod., Edmund Grainger;
dir.,
David Miller; original screenplay, Kenneth Maria in 'For Whom the Bell Tolls' is Elena Verdugo, 17-year-old descendGamet. (^ast: John Wayne, John Carroll, Anna Lee, ant of California's early Spanish dons, who is understood to have the inside
Bill Shirley, Tom Neal, Paul Kelly, Edmund Mac- track, Sam Wood, who will direct 'Tolls,'
has been taking serious f anderj
McTaggart
Donald. Gordon Jones, David Bruce, Bud
at footage from the Loew^Lewin picture, 'The Moon and Sixpence,' in
Gregg Barton, John James, Jimmy' Dood.
which the girl appears. She has been under contract to 20th-Fox for about

asso., prod.,

Burt Kelly; dir.. Jack Hivcly; screen play, Garrett
Fort; based on story by Cornell Wo'olrich; camera,
Sparkuhl, Cast: Burgess Meredith, Claire
Trevor. Sheldon Leonard, Jerome Cowan, Frieda Inescort, Adeline De Walt Reynolds, Louise Platt, .Arthur
Loft, Edwin Maxwell, Milton Kibbee, George Watt^
Gloria Williams, Keith Richards. Cllfl Clark, Sonny
Boy Williams. Helen MacKellar/Ruth Gillette, Harry
Tyler, Besse Wade, Ralph Duon, James C. Morton.
THE MAJOB AND TUE MInOR, romantic comedy;
prod., Ax-thur Hornblq\v; dir., Billy Wilder; no writing
credits; camera, Leo "Tover. Cast: Ginger Rogers, Ray
MlUand, Dorothy Comingore, Robert Benchley. Dolly
Loehr, Edward. Fielding Janet Beecher, Frankie
Thomas, Jr., Charlie Smith, Dickie Jones, Billy Cook,
Stanley Desmond. Mary Field, Will Wright, Freddie
Mercer, Carlotta Jelm, Ethel Clayton, Lynda Grey,
Gloria Williams. Tom Dugan. Tom McGuire, William
Newell. George Anderson, Stanley- Andrews, Emory

Coffin,

Charles Middleton, Robert Strange, Clayton Moore,
Williain Benedict
Repnbllc PIx in Prodaction
LAZlteONES, comedy; asso. prod., Harriet Parsons;
dir., Joseph Santley; no writing credits; camera, Ernest
Miller. Cast: Judy Canova, Joe E. Brown, Eddie Foy,
Jr., Alexander Granach, Anne Jeffreys, Otto Reichow,

Pallette, Lynne Overmtln, Guinn 'Big Boy'
WiUiams, Janet Beecher, Katharine Booth.
STREEIT OF CHANCE, formerly THE BLACK

mystery; prod.. Sol C. Siegel;

Cast:

George Pembroke, Tristram

Eugene

CURTAIN,

Inside Stuif-I^ctiires

Metro and 20th-Fox are cooperating with the Screen Readers Guild,
Hayward, Robert Benchley, Cecil Kellaway, Elizabeth
CIO, in aiding the Office of the Coordinator of Information to choose
Patterson, Esther Howard, Robert Warwick.
consiunptlon.
Eastern story
HAPPY GO LUCKY, musical in technicolor; asso. books and excerpts from books for foreign
agreed to give any reader volunprod., Harold Wil.ton; dir., Curtis Bernhardt; no writing departments of the two studios have
credits; camera, Karl SCl-uss; color camera. Wilfred teering to do the CIO job office time for that purpose equal to the amount
Mary Martin, Dick Powell, Eddie he gives of his own time. In other words, any reader spending his day
Cast:
Cline.
Bracken, Rudy Vallcc, Betty Hutton, Mnbel Paige.
off, for instance, in reviewing for the COI, will be given a day of^comGREAT WITHOUT GLORY, formerly TRIUMPH pany time to do likewise. Other studios are expected to Join-' Sjtetro and
OVER PAIN, drama; prod. -dir., Preston Sturges; no 20th in the' plan.
Cast: Joel
writing credits; camcia. Victor Milner.
Agreement was reached among SRG, story edsjand the CIO at a meetMcCrea. Betty Field. Susan Hnyward, Harry Carey, ing Wednesday (27) with Jerome Weidman, who is in charge of the book
Julius Tannen, Janet Beecher, Lora Lee.
division of tlie Government agency.
All major company editors and
ISLAND, drama; asso.' prod., Joseph Sistrom; about 30 members '.of the SRG were at the confab.
Theodor
camera,
credits;
dir., John Farrow; no writing
Weidman will inake assignments of books through the SRG office. He
Brian Donlevy, Robert Preston,
Cast:
Sparkuhl.
Albert Dekker, Macdonald Carey, William Bendix, asked readers to provide a two or three page 'summary of a book, a
short chapter-by-chapter breakdown (in case ttiere are some chapters
Barbara Britton.
NO TIME FOR LOVE, comedy-drama; asso. prod., valuable as propaganda even It a volume as a whole is not), and any
Fred Kohlmar; dir., Mitchell Lelsen; no writing credits; other direct quotations useful for shortwave airing abroad.
no camera credit Cast: Claudette Colbert, Fred MacCapitalizing on exploitation values of name columnists, 20th-Fox and
Murray, Oscar Levant
HAPPY GO LUCKY, musical In technicolor; asso. RKO have spotted Walter Winchell and Damon Runyon in. trailers on
prod., Harold Wilson; dir., Curtis Bernhardt; no writing Tales of Manhattan' (Boris Morros-S. P. Eagle pic) and 'Pride of the
credits; camera, Karl Struss; color camera, Wilfred Yankees' respectively.
Cline. Cast: Mary Martin, Dick Powell, Eddie Bracken,
First time Winchell has trailerlzed a picture, the advance ballyhoo
Betty Hutton, Rudy Vallee, Mabel Paige, Clem Bevans, clip on 'Tales,' running between three and four minutes, will fa« shipped
Sylvia Opert Gene Cale, Frances Raymond, Irving Bato all accounts booking the picture when ready for release.
con, Arthur Loft Paul McVey, Donald Kerr, Lorraine
Runyon, in writing a foreword on 'Yankees,' also debuts in the trailer
Miller, Barbara Slater, Rebel Randall, Aileen Haley,
Lynda Grey, Louise La Panche,' Caleb Peterson, Kay field. Hearst columnist who seldom writes' anything - in his column
Lmaker, Jean Fenwlck, Frederick Clark, Lillian Ran- on pictures, speaks of Gehrig as 'a lesson In simplicity And modesty to the
dolph, Napoleon Simpson. Olaf'Hytten, Harry Harris,- youth of America' and as 'a man who left behind him a memory of
Edgar Norton, Rita C::hristiana, Lancelot Pinard, (Jharles courage and devotion that will ever be an inspiration to all men.'
R. Moore, Leyland Hodgson.
LADT BODYGUARD, drama; prod., Sol C. Siegel; Story behind a story is the purchase by Metro of 'They Shall Not March
asso; prod., Burt Kelley; dir., William Clemens; screen- Alone', originally written by Hamilton McFadden for Rowland Reed Proplay, Edmund Hartman, Art Arthur; based on story by ductions as an educational film on
Ibw budget. Story, dealing with
Edward Haldeman, Vera Caspary; camera, Daniel Fapp. fine work of an Army chaplain in -auplifting military morale, was sent the
for
Cast: Eddie Albert, Anne Shirley, Raymond Walburn,
Roger Pryor, Ed Brophy, Maude Ebiirne, Clem Bevans, approval of department heads in Washington. Colonel Mason Wright, of
Mary Treen, Gus Schilling, Charles Halton, Olin How- the Public Relations Division of the War Office, suggested that the picture
On Col. Wright's
lin. Jack Norton, Donald MacBride, Emmett Vogan, was too important to be produced on a low budget.
John H. Dilson, Harlan Briggs, George M. Carleton, advice Eddie Mannix bought the story as Metro's contribution to the war
Gordon De Main, Frances Morris, Jack Stoney, Fred effort Rowland Reed Productions sold it at cost price, asking no credits
Graham, Kernan Cripps, Charles R. Moore, Sam Ash, .or profits. Walter Pidgeon will play the Chaplain role.
Wilbur Mack, Jack Gardner.

TOMBSTONE, western; prod., Harry Sherman; dir.,
William McGann: no writing crcdiU; camera, RussclJ
Harlan. Cast: Kicliard Dix, Don Castle, Frances GitRex
ford, Edgar Buchanan. Clem Bevans, Kent Taylor.
Bell, Victor Jory, Chris-Pin Martin.
dir.,

1942

Dignity doesn't mean a thing to Rita Hayworth, now a star on the
lot but willing to sew a patch on a soldier's pants, thereby
mingling patriotism and publicity. Picture broke Into 150 newspapers and
made the grade as 'Picture of the Week' in Life. The private is shown

Columbia

lying across Rita's lap.

JOURNEY

INTO FEAR, meller; prod., Orson Welles:
Business at gas stations in Hollywood district dropped off 50% in the
dir, Norman Foster: no writing credits; camera, Karl
Cast: Joseph Cotten. Dolores Del Rio, Agnes last month, even though there is no gas rationing. Owing to the tire .shortStruss.
Moorehead, Ruth Warrick, Jack Durant Eustace age, thousands of film people, chiefly studio workers and extras, are cutWyatt, Edgar Barrier, Everett Sloane, Frank Readldc, ting down on gasoline consumption or
getting rid of their cars.
Richard Bennett Bob Meltzer.

SCATTERGOOD SURVIVES A MURDER,

mystery;

prod, Jerrold Brandt; dir, Christy Cabanne; no writing
C^t: Guy Kibbee, Marcredits; camera, no credit
garet Hayes, John Archer, Wallace Ford, Florence
Lake, John Mil j an. Spencer Charters, Willie Best, Margaret McWade, Margaret Seddon.
RKO PIz In Pr«d«etion
THE BIG STREET, comedy, drama: prod.; Damon
Runyon; dir., Irving Rels: original, Damon Runyon;
screen play, Leonard Splgolgass: camera, Russell Metty.
Cast: Henry Fonda, Lucille Ball, Barton MacLane, Sam
(Continued on page 20)
'

New high (or low) in quickie screen-credit muscling was registered by
the promoter of a Hollywood hastie, who barged in and demanded that his
own name, as vice-prez in charge of production, replace the monicker of
the" regular producer after the master prints had been made. Belated
change cost $150, a terrific item which caused the original budget to leap
out of bounds.

A son of Malta, whose father and tiree brothers have lived through
more than 2,000 fascist bombings of the island, Joseph Calleia, Hollywood
was guest of honor at a Malta War Relief BaU in Detroit last

player,

week.

Detroiters are raising $5,000 for the island relief fund.

'

Wednesday,' June 3, 1942>
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GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON
a William Wyler
Production Bated
on Jon Strulher't
in

Novel "MRS.
MINIVER" with
Teresa Wright
Dame May Whilty
Reginald Owen^
Henry Trover*

Richard Ney
Henry Wilcoxon
Screen Play by
Arthur WlmperU;
George Froetdiel,
james Hilton and

Claudine West

Directed by
WILIIAM WYLER

Produced by
SIDNEY FRANKUN
.AMelre-Goldwyn4
.

Mayer
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Hollywood Play Buys
sCcntlnued from pate 3s

(Continued from page 18)

Unirersal

Ozzie Nelson and his band;

Levene, Eugene Pallette,
Agnes Moorhead, Ray Collins.

PraATES OF THE PRAIRIE, western; prod., Bert
dir., Howard Bretherton; screen play, Morton
Grant and Doris Schroeder; camera, Nick Musuraca.
Tim Holt, Nell O'Day, Cliff Edwards.

Gilroy;
Cast:

20th Centnry-Fox
Now

InR
4

5

0

Catttng
10
0

Coiii-

4I-4«

plrted

10
4
55
or awaiting release:

room

Pictures in cutting

0
0
0

TALES OF MANHATTAN, drama; prod., Boris
S. P. Eagle: dir, Julien Duvivier; no writCast: Charles
ing credits; camera, Joseph Walker.
Boyer, Kita Hayworth, Thomas Mitchell, Ginger
Sogers, Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Elsa lanchester, Edward G. Robinson, W. C. Fields, Paul Robeson, Ethel Waters, Eddie 'Rochester' Anderson, Hall
Johnson Choir.

THUNDER

BIRDS,

Zanuck;

F.

air

dir.,

drama

in Technicolor; prod.,

Welhnan,

William

original,

-

THE BLACK

SWAN, adventure In Teclinlcplor;
prod., Darryl F. Zanuclq asso. prod., Robert Bassler;
Henry. Weinberg; novel by

l^one

Power, Maureen O'Hara, Laird Cregar, Thomas Mitchell, George Sanders, Anthony Quinn, George ZuCco.
ORCHESTRA WIFE, musical-comedy; prod, William
Le Baron; dir., John Brahm; original stoiy, Jsunes
Prindje; screenplay, Karl Tunberg, Darrell Ware; camera^tlclen Ballard. Cast:- George Montgomery, Glenn
Miller- and hand, Lynn Bari; Cesar Romero^ Carole
liandis, Mary Beth Hughes.ICELAND, musicaI-comedy;'prod., W^llBIn lie Baron;
dir., H. Bruce Humberstone; 'no- writing credits; camera,
Arthur Miller. Cast: Sonja Henie, John Payne, -Jack
Oakie, Felix Bressart, Osa Massen.
mystery;' prod., Sol M.

dir, Herbert I. Leeds; no -writing nor camera
Cast: Lloyd Kolan, Marjorie weaver, Janis
Carter, Richarid Derr, Phil Silvers.

Wurtzd;
credits.

ZMh Oeninry-foK PIx In Prodnotion
CAREFDL— SOFT SHODLDElLs, drama; prod., Walter Morosco; dir.'; Oliver H. Garrett; screen play, Oliver
H; Garrett; camera, Charles Clarke. Cast
Virginia^
'
'

.

THE MAN IN THE TRUNK,

mystery; prod., Walter
Morosco; dir„ Mai St; Clair; screen play, John Larkin;
camera,: 'Glenn Ma'cWilllams.
Cast: Lynne Roberts,
George Holmes, Raymond' Walburn.
GIRL TROUBLE, comedy; prod- Robert Bassler; dir.,
Harold. Schuster; screen play, Robert R. Crutcher;
camera, Edward Cronjager. Cast: Don Ameche, Joan
Bennett, Billie Burke, Frank Craven, Alan Dinehart

BESLiN. C04EtI.ESPONDENT, drama; prod., Bryan
cut., Engene Forde; screen play, Steve Fisher, Jack.
Andrews; camera, Vhrgll Miller. Cast: Virginia Gil
more, Dana Andrews.

Foy;

United Artists
4I-*t

Boaoh
Kocda
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FRIENDLY ENEMIES, drama; prod., Edward Small;
Allan Dwan; screenplay, Adelaide Heilbron;
camera, Edward Cronjager. Cast: Charles Wlnninger,
Charlie Rugfeles, James Craig, Nancy Kelly, Otto
Kruger, Ike. Glriming.

"dir.,

THE VcGUEBINS FROM BVOOKLXN, formerly
BROOKLinf BRIDGET, drama; prod, Bal RoBch; dir.,"

Kurt Neumann; screenplay, Earle Snell, Clarence
Marks; camera, Bob Plttack. Cast; Arllne Judge, William Bendix, Majt Baer, JOe Sawyer, Grace Bradley,
Marjorie Woodsworth, Veda Ann Borg.
THE MOON AND SIXPENCE, drama; prod., David
L. Loew; dir. Albert Lewin; screen play,' Al Lewin;
camera,. John Seitz. Cast: George Sand^, Jlerbert
Marshall, Eric Blore, Doris Dudley, Florence Bates,
Steve Geray, Irene Tedrow, Devi Dja Javanese Troupe.
CALABOOSE, -wfistorn; prod., Glenn Tryon (Hal
Roach); dir., Hal Roach; Jr.; no writing credits; camera,
Cast: -Jimmy Rogers, Noah Beery, Jr.,
unasslgned.
Mary Brian.- Marc Lawrence, Paul Hurst
-

'

:

Queenie Vassar, Charles Coleman, Russell
Albright, Mona Barrie,
Chatles Cane, John Maurice Sullivan,

Emmett Vogan, Hardie
Dorr,

United Artists Plx In ProdncUon

"TAXI, MISTEK, drama; prod. Fred Guiol; dir., Kurt
Nfeunumn; scteen Way, Earle Snell; Clarence" Marks;
caittetEi, Robert Plttack.
Cast; William Bendix, Grace
Brodl^r ^oe Sawyer,, Sbeldoi) Leonard, ^Tack Norton,

in number of plays bought. It spent
$215,000. That compares with seven
purchases for a total of $516,500 the
previous year. Paramount was runner-up to Fox in amount spent; with

•

Plays Bought for Films, 1941-42
WASHES

Cast; 'Leo CarriUo,
Dailey, Jr., Edmund

'Brooklyn,

U.S.A.'

Andy Devine, Marjorie Lord, Dan

SHERLOCK HOLMES SAVES LONDON,

$215,000

•Cabin in the Sky'

(Produced in 1940)
•Bury Me, Not'
(Unproduced; by Patricia Coleman).!
•Mr. and Mrs. North'
(Produced in 1941)
,

dir.,

'

Leo CarriUo, Andy Devine, LKiuise Allbritton, Don
Ten;y, Edgar Barrier, Tuthan Bey, Holmes Herbert,
David Hoffman, Paul Dubov, Noyle Marx, Paul McVey,
Leyland Hodgson, Stanley Smith, Leslie Dennison,
Frank Marlowe, Noble Johnson, Plbk Bottiler, Al
Kiki^e.
Cast:

.

^

DESTINATION UNKNOWN, drama; 'asso. prod.,
Marshall Grant; dir., Ray Taylor; original story, Lawrence Hazard and John Kafka; screenplay ,.Lynn Riggs,
John Meehan, Jr.; camera, John "W. Boyle. Cast: William Gargan, Irene Hervey, Turhan Bey, Keye Luke,
WiUie Fung, Sam Levene, Olaf Hytton, Felix Basch,
Donald Stuart, Ludwig Stossel, Victor Wong, Edward
Sloan, Colin Kenny, Grace Lem, Paul Bryar, Jack
Santos, CharUe- Limg, Fred Vogeding, Herbert Heyes,
Fred Gierman, Harry Strang, Spencer -Chan, Tom Yoen,
Hans Schumm,. Luke Chan.
THE GREAT IMPERSONATION, drama; asso. prod.,
Paul Malvern; dir, John Rawlins' screen play, W.
Scott Darling, based on novel by J. Phillips Oppenheim;
capiera, George Robinson, Cast: Jlalph Bellamy, Evelyn Ankers. Kaaron Verne, Edward Norrls, Henry

Van

Daniels,

30,000
27,500

$142,500

BSO-BADIO
'Ladles Day'

(Unproduced; by. Bob Considine and
Bertrand Robinson
•Higher and Higher'
(Produced in 1940)
'Growing. Pains'
(Produced in Pasadena, Cal., 1933;
by Arania Rouverol
•Father Ma^achy•s Miracle'
(Produced in 1937)
l.iU

15,030
15,000

15,000

,

7,500

$52,500

20TH CEHTUllY-FOX
'The Moon Is Down'
'Meanest Man in thfe World*

$300,000

(Produced in 1920)

22,500

•Birthday'

(Produced in Budapest, 1935;
by liadisles' Bus-Fekete)

10,000

$332,500

FASAHOTmr
Face If
'Fourth Brother'
'Let's

$225,000

;

(Unproduced; by Archibald Forbes)

25,000

',

$250,000

UNITED AHTISTS
Wunt Stromberg)

'Guest In the House'
'Shadow and Substance' (Charles Chaplin)

$60,000»

(Produced in 1938)

20,000

$80,000

THHVEBSAL
'Angela Is 22'
(Toured in

but never proluced on Broadway; by Shiclalr Lewis and Fay Wray)
$7,500
sto.ck,

IN THE PACIFIC, action; asso. prod., Ben
Lewis D. Collins; original story, N^il P,

'Vamick and Walter Doniger; screen play, Walter .Doniger, Maurice Tombragel; camera, William Sickner.

.

40,000

Warm

mystery;

by

DANGER

45,000

for May'
(Produced in 1939)

'Very

Howard

Benedict; dir.. John Rawlins: from
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle: camera. Woody
Bredell.
Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Evelyn
Anlcers, Reginald Denny, HiUary Brooke, Mary Harford, Ibonam Stuart, Harry Cording, Leslie Denison,
Bob Barron, John Rogers.
GIVE OUT, SISTERS, musical; asso. prod., Bernard
Burton; dir^-'Edward F. Cline; no -writing credits; camera, George Robinson. Cast: The Andrews Sisters, Dan
Dailey, Jr., Grace McDonald, Charles Butter.worth,
Richard Davies, Peggy Ryan, Walter Catlett William
Frawley, Marie Blake, Fay Helm, Edith Barrett, The
Jivin' Jaclcs artd Jills, Emmett Vogan, Irving Bacon,
Leonard Carey, Lorin Raker, Don O'Connor".
BOSS OF HANGTOWN MESA, western; asso. prod^
Oliver Drake; dir., Joseph Lewis* no writing credits;
Cast: Johnny Mack
camera, C^harles Van Enger.
Brown, Fu2zy Knight, Helen DcvereU, Hugh Prosser,
Fred Kohlcr, Jr.
asso. prod.,

10,000

;

UETRO

prod.. Ben Pivar; dir., Christy
credits; camera. Jack McKenzie.

MacDonald, Jean Phillips.
INVISIBLE AGENT. Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc.;
asso. prod., George Waggner; dir., Ed-win L. Marin;
original screenplay, Curtis Siodmak: camera, Lester
White.; Cast: Bona riassey, Jon Hall,' Peter liO'rre, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, John 'Litel, Albert Basserman, J.
Edward Bromberg,
the novel

BBOS.

$1SO,000»
'Watch on the Rhine*
'Ethan Frome'
(Produced in 1936
25,000
"Everybody Comes to Rick's'
(Unproduced; by Joan Alison and Murray Burnett) 20,000
'Remmiscence'
(Unproduced; by Edwin Gilbert)
,
10,000

TIMBER, drama;' asso.
Cabanne; no 'writing

the play is based.
Available and likely to be purchased are 'Best Foot Forward,'
'Uncle Harry,' 'Porgy and Bess' and
possibly 'Spring Again.'

musical; asso.,, prod.,

Joseph G. Sanford; dir., Vernon Keays; no writing
Cast: Mary Healy,
credits; camera, John W. Boyle.
Richard Davies, Leon Errol, Shemp Howard, Grace
MacDonald, Ronald O'Connor, Martha Tilton, Robert
Weldon, Franklin Pangborn, Tip, Tap, Toe, Ozzie Nelson and his band.
PARDON MT SARONG, comedy; Maytali Productions, Inc., asso., prod., Alex Gottlieb; dir., Erie C.
Kenton; no writing credits; camera, Milton Krasner.
Cast: Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, Virginia Bruce, Nan
Wynne, Robert Paige, Lionel Atwill, Leif Erikson, William Demarest, The Four Ink Spots, Tip Tap Toe Dancers, Tagalong, JMarie McDonald, Kathryn Adams, Jennifer Holt, Sig Arno and Charles Lane.
TOP SERGEANT, formerly SHOWDOWN, .drama;
asso. prod., Ben Pivar; dir., Christy Cabanne; no writing
credits; camera, George Robinson. Oist: Leo Caxrillo,
Andy Devine, Don Terry* Elyse Knox, Richard Davies,
Roy Harris, Don Porter, Addison Richards, Alan Hale,
Jp, Gene Garrick, Lou Kelly, Harry Strang, Ken
Christy and George Eldredge.
MADAME SPY, mystery; asso. prod., Marshall Grant;
dir., Roy William Neil; no writing credits; camera,
George Robinson. Cast: Constance Bennett, Don Porter, John Litel, Mira McKinney, Grace Hayle, Norma
Drury, Johnny Berkes..

Pivar;

Now

Shootlug

pletcd

—

ETES OF THE UNDERWORLD, formerly DESTINT,
drama; asso. prod.-dir., (Jeorge 'waggner; no writing
credits; no camera credits.. Cast: Claude Rains, Maria
Ouspenskaya, Dick Foran, Lon Chaney, Jr., Bela Lugosi.
EAGLE SQUADRON, drama; prod., Walter Wanger;
dir., Arthur Lubin; original screen play, Norman Reill'y
Raine, from magazine story, C. S. Forester; camera,
Stanley Cortez. Cast: Robert Stack, Diana Barrymore,
Jon Hall, Eddie Albert, Nigel Bruce, Evelyn Ankers,
Leif Erickson, John Loder, Richard Davies, Frank
Kelly, Edgar Barrier, Gavin Muir, Don Porter, Alan
Hale, Jr., Howard Banks, Ed Glover, Clarence Straight,
Harold Landon, Todd Karns, Charles King, Jr., Ben
Erway, Tom Stevenson, Ddnald Stewart, Fred Warlock,
Isobel Elsom, Jill Esmond, Leslie Dennison, Olaf Hyt-

-

PnmlMd Com-

4
0

STRICTLT IN THE GROO'VE,

musical; prod., William
liC Baron; dir., Gregory Ratoft;, screenplay, Robert
Based on story by
Ellis, Helen Ix>gan, Lynn Starling.
Fidel La Barba, Kenneth Earl; camera, Ijee Garmes.
Cast": Betty Grable, Victor Mature, John Payne.

EUis.6n.-

13

Whitney, Josephine Whittell, Eddie Gargan.

FOOTLIGHT SERENADE,

Bruce, James

Kow
Cuttlor

Emmett Keane, Eddie Feth°rston, Beatrice
Roberts, Theodore Von Eltz, Kathleen Howard, Claire

THE PIED PIPER,, drama; prod., Nunnally Johnson;
dir., Irving Pichel; screen play, Nunnally Johnson Irom
novel by Nevile- Shute; camera, Edward Cronjager.
Roddy McDowall, Monty Wooley, Anne Baxter.

TWELVE' HEN IN A BQX,

1

ShootIns
3

16
78
51
5
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

Pallette,

Cast:

Rafael Sabatini; camera, Leon Shamro:^. Cast:

Walter Wanger...

.

Robert

A-HADNTINO WE WILL GO, Laurel-Hardy; prod.,
Sol M. Wurtzel; dir, Alfred Werher; original scrieen
play, Iiou Breslow; camera, Glenn MacWUliams. Cast:
Stan Laurel, Olives Hardy, John Shelton, Brenda Joyce.

asst. dir.,

4
2

Serials

7
3
4

Hicks,
Lester

biography;

Linda Darnell, Virginia Gilmore, Harry Howard.

Henry King;

1

.

ten,

prod., Bryan Foy; dir.^ Harry- Lachman; no writing
credits; camera, Lucien Andriot. Cast: John Shepperd,

dir.,

40

;

James Seay.
LADT IN A JAM, romantic comedy; prod., dir.,
Gregory La Cava; no writing credits; camera, Hal
Mohr. Cast; Irene Dunne, Ralph Bellamy, Eugene

t.aurence Stallings; screen-play, Lamar Trottl; camera,
Ernest Palmer. Technicolor, Ray-Renahan. Cast: Gene
Tiemey, Preston "Foster, Dana Andrews, Janis Carter,
Dorothy Deering, Vivian Mason, Mary Scott, Claire
James, Elaine Fenwlck.

THE LOVES OF EDGAR ALLAN FOE,

pletrd

7

To ro

Morros and

Darryl

Com-

41-42

56

.

Foran
Westerns
Frank Lloyd

TotaU

yiioot-

50

FromlHcd

Promlaod

Features
;
Carrlllo-Devlne-

wanted them, while six were en- a total of $250,000 of which all but
$25,000 was for the musical, 'Lady
tirely improduced on Broadway.
In the Dark.'
20th-Fox easily topped all other
Buys during the season left quite
of money
To fo companies for amount
a few current shows stiU to be obmainly
atthat
was
0 spent, although
tained by Hollywood. Some of them
'The
play,
single
to
a
tributable
'BUthe Spirit,' 'Junior Miss' and
Steinbeck.
John
Down,'
by
Moon Is
Father'—just cant be
•Life With
It brought the modern-day record
bought yet at any price, although
price of $300,000. Paramount's $285,they'd be copped In a hurry it availyear
Dark,'
the
the
000 for 'Lady in
aWe. Another one, 'Angel Street,'
before was the nearest approach.
is tied up in complications arising
7
WB's 5 Plays
out of Hunt Stromberg
having
Warner Bros., with five buys, led bought rights to the picture on which

Audrey Mathor, Mary 7orbes, Charles

Cole-

man, Robert O. Davis, Fred Vogeding, Frederick Gier.
man, Charles L:wln, Hans von Morhart,- Audrey Long,
Rex Evans, Yvette Dueuay, Marcelle Corday, Ludwig
Stossel, Sylvia Arslan, H^nry Guttman.

HUE SILVER BULLET,

western; asso.'prod., Oliver
Drake; dir., Joseph XjCwIs; no writing credits; camera,
Charles Van Enger. Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy
Knight, Jennifer -Holt, William Farnum, Leroy Mason,
Grace Lenard, Rex Whitakef, Morrill McConnIck,
Michael Vallon, James Farley, Paul Evorion, Lloyd
Ingraham, Jim Lucas.
Universal Plx In Prodnctlon
DEEP IN tHE HEART OF TEXAS, drama;. asso,
prod., George Waggner; dvr., Ray Enright; no writing
(Continued oh page 22)

$7,500

COLUMBIA
'Heart of a City' (Lester

Cowan)

$^0,000

V
Total
•Plus percentage of film's gross.

Bat the Chips Am't

Bhe

Hollywood, June

John Stone returned

to

$40,000
$1,120,000

Labor's 'Big Three'

Coast in Hvitf

2.

On
Move

his

old
home lot, 20th-Fox, this time as a
Los Angeles, June 2.
writer on 'Blue Chip Haggerty,' a
Formation of a Unity for Victory
Sol Wurtzel production.
Two years ago Stone was an asso- Committee was approved by the
organizaciate producer at the Westwood stu- three outstanding, labor
dio and moved out when associate tions in Los Angeles, the American
posts were eliminated.
Federation of Labor, the Congress

Long Time

to

Hftng

Hollywood, June 2.
Universal launched the fourth and
final cliflhanger ior the 1942-43 season, 'Don Winslow of the Coast
Guard,' built on a newspaper serial
py Lieut. Commander Frank V.
Martlnek,
Three other chapter plays, all completed and ready for release, are
'Junior G-Men of the Air,' 'Overland Mall' and 'Adventures' of Smilin'
Jack.'

of Industrial Organizations and the
Railroad Brotherhoods. Included in

the

program are more than

.10,000

film industry employees.

Unity Committee will be delegated
to handle all jurisdictional disputes
for the duration of the war, automatically
outlawing
illegal
any
strikes that

have not been sancby the three groups. It is the
time the big three have ever

tioned
first

been brought together in
liance In any part of th$

a.

close al-

couiitry.

Wednesday, June

PICTURES
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Kupper;
Ray Moon Aides Gehring

Connors Ups

SIMPP's Last Ditch Stand

William

kind of group selling is what the
situation demands.
'Let each feature picture be sold

on

individual

Its

content

is

known

N. J. Allied Meet

merits after its
to the prospective

In A. C. of Natl

tinues.

UMPI

Speaking of the switch to
decree, the

SIMFP

Interest to

adds:

UMPI

'In (i 'very specific sense the members of this society are in a unique
and highly vulnerable position with
Many problems- affecting exhibiregard to such pending changes.
Their individual operations identify tors as well as the industry itself,
them as entrepreneurs or origi- including those brought about by
nators and creators of entertain- the war, automobile, tire, gas ra-

As the marketing of films is
an indispensable function of their
very existence is dependent upon the maintenance of
Tree competition ^vithin' the motion
ment.

activities, their

picture industry.
'

establish

'To

. ,

free

competition

*wherein and whereunder all producers and distributors of motion
pictures, on the one hand, large as
well as small, are assured of a fair
Spportunity to sell their respective

tioning,

film

rentals,

sales

war

of

bonds, dimouts and other emergencies will be discussed at the annual
convention of the Allied Exhibitors
of New Jersey at the three-day conclave beginning today (Wed.) in Atlantic City. This year the meeting
takes on national importance in
view of the unity program which
has been developed and exhibitor
leaders as 'well as distributors have
been invited to attend -for that rea-

in.
motion pictures on their merits in a
Additionally it is reported the
free, open and untrammeled market'
(a quotation from the Government's divorcement of theatres from probill of complaint), it remains only ducer-distributors which the U. S.
to amend the consent decree to in- anti-trust suit envisioned, will be a

sConttnaed from page 7;

and Inannuch as it Is my firm belief tion prior to opening of the conthat the organization stands to bene- ventlon on Monday (1) In line with
fit^ by the adoption of this proposed efforts to oust the entire ex«.-cutlve
>
amendment, I feel that It Is my board.
bounden duty as your president to
Beaolntlon of JaeobI Group

recommend such

Connors also named Ray Moon as
representative
special
homeoffice
and assistant to , William Gehring,
Moon
central division manager.
recently was with Mutual Theatres
of Michigan. Prior tfi that he was
Co-Operative
Theexecutive
an
of
atres of Detroit after leaving Universal as Detroit branch manager.

Car

Gets New
OK Under Consent

'.

UMPI

every

foster

he wUl attend.

is

practical

only

the

Col. H. A. Cole, former president

Schaefer

Expected that Allied leaders will
press for further distrib consideration of requests that have been

made

for rentals relief, especially in

view of shifting population which
has changed many money-making
theatres into losers.

While

distrfbs

may be wUling

to

Attorneys ^are still at work on grant relief where it is deserved, due
the legal drafting of the UMPI plan to changed conditions resultant from
Durihg the past >yeek the UMPI war, -it is regarded as virtually cersubcommittee was changed to the tain in sales quarters that any atCommittee on Intra-Industry Rela' tempt to set up rental ceilings for
entire
tions, new nan^ for it having been application throughout the
'Suggested by Felix E. Jenkins, coun- country will not get to first base.
sel for 20th^Fox, and Howard LevinAtlantic City convention will wind
son, attorney for Warner Bros. Both up Friday, night (5) with, a testihave been on the UMPI legal com- monial banquet to Col. Cole in recmittee from the beginning.
ognition of >the services he has rendered,
including on
the UMPI
program.

Eynn, Sheridan Paired

Fdm

In Nazi Inyasion

Rlngllng Strike
sContinned from page 1;

Hollywood, June

RKO

give full explanation of

Joseph
weekly with all expenses paid and
.Job on 'Call of th^ Canyon,' Gene
$55 when they play on Sundays.
Auiiy starrer, starting this week
Henry Rlngllng North, v.p. of the
with Harry Grey as producer.
show, said that his brother John,
Picture is the first of two specials prexy of the outfit, wrote to James
hanging- over from the lMl-42 pro- C. Petrillo, AFM president, last Friductioa schedule. Second Is 'Bells day (29) offering to negotiate a new
of Capistrano,' due to start ad 'soon contract
He claims that FetrlUo

Imminent,

is

Such change, 'with Odium interests
predominating," may result In N.
Peter' Rathvon assuming the presidency, though the election of Ned
Depinet to this post has not been
entire^ discounted.
Any proposal for a postponement
of the stockholders meeting today
(Wed.) at Dover would have to
come as a -inotlon from the stock'
holders present, since -the company
has no power to set back the meeting called.
Schaefer Issued a statement yesterday (Tuesday) that postponement
of the meeting would be possible
only if so voted by stockholders
present at today's session. Several
large stoclcholders have expressed
the belief that annual meeting should
be adjourned for about a week.

.

'

'

Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 20)
credits: camera, MUtbn Krasner. Cast: Robert Stack,
Anne Gwynn^ Jackie Cooper, Brod Crawford, Ralph
Bellamy, Leo (;arriUD,-Jane Darwell, Addison Richards,
Harry Strang, -D.elos Jewkes.

ADVENTURES

2,

per week pay raise. The show went
Sheridan' and Errol Flynn go on with canned music.
Old contract' expired yesterday
Into serious drama as a team In "Edge
of Darkness,' v a Warners plctube (Monday) and the strike call was
issued by C^ay Rlegal, International
adapted from the William Woods representative of the American Fednovel about the Norwegian reactions eration of Musicians.
Men were
to the Hitler invasion. Henry Blanke scheduled to be called out yesterday
but the Philadelphia local preyailed
Is producer.
on the Internationa^ rep to postpone
Filming begins when Flynn com- the walkout for a day. because of the
pletes hl4-job In the James J. Corbett annual circus party given by Ellis A.
biography. Miss Sheridan, currently Gimbel, department store executive,
winding up in '(Seorge Washington who brought 10,000 crippled and unSle^t Here,' takes a vacation mean- derprivileged kids to the circus.
while.
The musicians went out .reluctantly and refused to picket either the
Big Top or the side show. Merle
Evans, conductor of the Big Tent
'Canyon' Calls Santley
orch of 26 men, said that his men
were perfectly, satisfied with the
HoUjrwood, Jime 2. - salary and working conditions. He
explained that the men make $47.50
Santley draws the director

Ann

management

it Is believed. b».wlU
'Whereas, the delegates at this
the' Browne- convention assembled are
of tha
Bioff affair and probably plead ii^o- opinion that In this emergency pub«
cence in behalf of lA exec group lie confidence and the good name
for their acts.
of the lATSE can be restored only
Strong Coast Opposlih
by a thorough housecleaning of aU
Incumbent officers of lATSE who oflfcials Identified with the Bioffhad been expected to try to retain Browne machine, and by the elec*
their posts for another two years tlon of new and independent offiwithout an election at the conven- cers whose character and reputation
tion in session here, suffered their are beyond reproach. . . .
'Be it resolVed, That immediately
first serious setback at the hands
upon the adoption of this resoluof Coast delegates.
District No. 2, embracing 135 dele- tion the Elections Committee take
gates from California and adjoining all necessary steps to hold and conPacific slope states, voted almost duct an election in accordance wlths.
three-to-One yesterday (1) to re- the constitution of the LATSE to
ject, a resolution endorsing the pres- be held at the present convention
ent 'lA official- family' and give it not later than two days after the
adoption of this resolution and upon
a vote of confidence.In connection with movement to one day's notice to the delegates.'
restore term of office in the, lA to
When Browne first came into the
two years, instead of four, opposi- lA as president he chtinged the term
tion forces to present lA-Walsh of office from two to four years arregime started circulating a resolu- bitrarily.

day) at which

.Conttnned from page

active,

pressed themselvte as in favor of
the UMPI plan.
Brandt believes that as unity goes
along it will become the top organizational function of the industry and
that problems confronting exhibitors
as well as distributors will vastly
broaden the scope of UMPI.

.

weeks and automobile

Is

~

of Allied States Assn., will come up
from Texas. He la a member of the
and the- Motion UMPI subcominitteie, which in fuPicture Theatre Owners of North ture will be known as the Commitand .South Carolina. Believed that tee on Intra-Industry Relations.
they may also come in, further in- Abram F. Myers, general counsel of
creasing support for UMPI. Under- AUied, and M. A. Rosenberg, presistood, in fact, that members of Inde- dent, will also play a prominent part
pendent Exhibitors, Inc., have ex- in the convention.

Yamins

five

unity in ent Theatre Owners Assa. of New coverage
'Vork, who has devoted much time
method.
to the development of unity, states

SMILIN' JACK,

.

serial:

'

U

'Cmson'

Is finished..

didn't, reply.

Vincent Sherman; original, Irwin Shaw; screenplay,
Daniel Fuchs and Peter Vlertel: camera, James Wong
Cast: Ida Lupino, Dennis Morgan, Joan Leslie,
Jack Carson, Gladys George.
ACROSS THE PACIFIC, drama; prod., Jerry Wald
and Jack Saper; dir., John Huston; screenplay, Richard
Macaulay, based on Satevepost story 'Aloha Means
Goodbye'; camera, Arthur Edison. Cast: Humphrey
Bogart, Mary Astor, Sidney Greenstreet
-

Howe.

asso.

Beebe; diris;, Ray Taylor and Lewis D. ColCd.,noFord
writing credits; camera, William Sickner. Cast:
Turhan Bey, Edgar Barrier, Tom Brown, Marjorle
;

THE CONSTANT NTMPH, cTrama; prod., Henry
Blanke; dlr_ Edmund Goulding; no writing credits;
camera, Ernie Haller. Cast: Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine, Alexis Smith, Jean Muir, Peter Lorre, Brenda
Marshall, Dame May Whlttey.

Lord, Sidney Toler, Keye Luke, Rose Hobart Philip
Ann, Jack Gardner, Nigel de Bulier, Angelo Cruz, Lee

Murray, Luke Chan, James Khan, Paul Dubov, Tony
Javier.

WHO DONE IT7, comedy; asso. prod.,

Alex

Gottlieb;

Earle C. Kenton; no 'writing credits; camera,
Charles Van Enger. Cast: Bud Abbott -and Lou Costello, Patric Knowles, William Gargan, Louise Allbritton, Mary WIckes, Thomas Gomez.

DESPERATE JOURNEY, drama; asso. prbd., Hal B.
Wallls: dir., Raoul Walsh; no writing credits; camera,
Bert Blennon. Cast: Errol Flynn, Ronald Reagan,
Nancy Coleman, Raymond Massey, Arthur Kennedy,

dir.,

LOVE AND KISSES, CAROLINE,

comedy-drama;

A Henry Koster production.
DIr, Henry Koster; Based on play by Regis Ginoux
and Jacques Thery; camera, Joseph 'valentine. C^t:
Diana Biarrymore, Robert Cummlngs, Kay Francis,
John Boles, Andy Devlne, Ethel Griffies, Ed Gargan.

Alan Hale.

asso. prod., Phil Karlstein.

*l-*t

victvd

Studio

48

12

Lasky

2

•

CottLit

tfiK

.

5
•

8

-

Xof*
•

•

2

1

*

'

.

THE HABO WAT,

Warner Fix In Prodaetlen
VOYAGER, drama; prod., Hal B. Wallis: dir.,
Irving Rapper; no writing credits; camera, Sol Folito.
Cast: Bette Davis, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains, Bonita
Granville, Ilka Chase, John Loder, Lee Patrick.

NOW

comedy;

prod., Jerry Wald; dir., William Keighley; no writing
i^edits; camera, Ernie Haller. Cast: Jack Benny, Ann

Mow

Sboot-

~5
88
Total*
82
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release;
-ABSBNIO AND OLD LAOE, drama; asso. prod, and
dir., Frank Capra: no writing credits; camera, Sol. PoUto. Cast: Cary Grant, Prlscllla Lane, Raymond Massey, Peter Lorre, Jack Carson, Joupnina Hull, Jean
Adair. John Alexander.

'

'

GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE,

Warners
FnmlKd Com-

.

.

among

'

.

UMPI plan and appoiiited tions in that direction.'
which may establish the right of
to give study to legis- distributor members of UMPI as
other film salesmen -to similar buys.
lation for the sale of pictures singly weU as exhibitor leaders of the The rationing board Issued him the
subcommittee are expected to
but during the past week, with so
car on the grounds that the consent
many ejthlbs on the UMPI band- be on h'and to urge even greater ex- decree issued In a Federal Court rewagon, informed the UMPI it would pansion of industi7 unity. Harry quires that -he cover state territory
go along 'on the plan and do every- Brandt, president of the IndependThis Reversal by .the Southeastern
Theatre Owners leaves only two
ex))jib'..a6soclations on the outside of
UMPI, Independent Exhibitors, Inc.,
of New England with which Nathan

circulated

.

a committee

thing it could to
the indtistry.

Widely

.

D.etroit, June 2.
Consent decree resulted in the
first issuance of a new car to a film
salesman by the Wayne County Rationing Board, believed to have set
a new precedent.
Floyd Chrysler, of M-G-M, was the
lucky guy who was granted the
Some other right to buy a new automobile,

jected the

The mem-

tration oit William Bioff and George
Analykes Effect of War
The major portion* of Walsh's re- E. Browne and
'Whereas, the administration of
port concerned activities since assuming office. He opened with an Bioff and Browne brought nothing
but disgrace and disaster to the enanalysis of the effect of war on the
tire membership of the lATSE, and
lA
lATSE,
declared
that
the
'Whereas, no member of the genwas all-out for war, praised emeral executive board ever raised
ployers for their cooperation, and
his voice to protest the selling out
said the employment situation is^exof the lATSE membership and the
cellent
looting of the lATSE
~
He praised efforts to unity AFL systematic
treasury, and
and CIO pledged unity support
''Whereas, the members of the
lA prez stated lA members purgeneral executive board were duty-,
chased $800,000 in war bonds and
bbi^d to know and protest against
stamps.
In conclusion Walsh rethe actions of Bioff and Browne,
hashed the Browne-Bioff affair, and
praising Browne mildly but putting
'Whereas, the members of the genblame for mess on shoulders of eral executive board failed to preBioff without mentioning his name.
vent or to protest against the neHe declared lA Is 'loyal to the farlous actions of Bioff and Browne
end' In supporting accused but not which brought the entire lATSB
convicted lA officers and appoin- Into disrepute, and
tees.
Walsh cited 'broad publicity*
''Whereas, these men still desire
but said relations with tiie press
to retain the offices they held durnow harmonious. He finally brought ing the BIoS-Browne administration
up the reform plan and predicted and also to retain in office as presiIts passage was certain.
dent and as successor to George E.
Following the Walsh statement Browne, their apipointee, Richard
one of the Hollywood delegates, Rus- F. Walsh, and
sell McKnlght prez of Local 683,
'Whereas, as a result of the shockFilm Tech'nleians, objected vigorous- ing disclosures during the trial of
ly to the portion of Walsh's report Bioff and Browne, the general pubin which he referred to Browne as lic unfortunately and unjustly bea Mctim of circumstances' end de- lieves that Bioff and Browne and
manded it be stricken from the re- the officials w)io did their bidding,
port. Walsh subsequently called for typify the membership of the lATSE,
an exec session of lA tonight (Tues- and

metropolitan
Harry
Buxbaum,
N. Y. district manager for years, also
has been brought into h.o. on special
assignment Joe Lee, branch manager, takes over, duties formerly
handled by Buxbaum.

Fdm Salesman

action.

delebers of the oAldal family are likegates, the resolution took the powise unanimoxisly In accord that the sition that all present officers
of the.
best Interests of the International'
lATSE
'b^ and are hereby recalled
will be served by the election of o%
from office' effective immediately
fleers at every regular convention.
and their offices are x>ow declared
To lend valid concreteness to this vacant' It Is a resolution of the
conviction, all officials of the cur- 'Vincent Jacbbl group and severely
rent administration wiU stand for takes to taisk those In the lA who
re-election to their present offices, were there during the (^eorge E.
by waiving any technical or legal Browne-WiUIe Bioff regime.
right that we may have to the unResolution reads In part:
expired term* in order that the pro^
'Whereas the members of the
posed amendment may become efgeneral executive board
fective at this convention and a reg- present
were In office during the adminisular election held.'

homeoSice rep, spending his time in
Kupper was appointed
the field.
western division manager by John
D. Clark in 1B32.

the' prohibition, that

1942

Walsh Bows to lA Eloction

di-

Connors, 20th-Fox sales chief,
represents the initial executive appointment made within the ranks of
the domestic sales force by Connors
since made vice-president. Kupper
has been with the company since
August, 1919. In 1924, he was made
assistant general sales manager under James R. Grainger, and four
years later he was named special

a dis- convention issue.
tributor may not make the licensing
William F. Rodgers, general sales
of any feature dependent upon the manager of Metro, who is chairman
licensing of any other single or' sev- of the committee of the whole of
*
eral features.'
United Motion Picture Industry, will
check in on the convention either
STOA Now F»Tor UMPI
The Southieastem Theatre Owners tomorrow (Thursday) or Friday
report
Ass'n, powerful group representing (5) and will probably make a
exhibitors in portions of Florida, on unity progress though he states
Georgia, AlabamA and Tennessee, re- he has made no advance preparaclude

Kupper, western

Tom

buyer through obligatory trade
showings,' the lengthy protest con-

from the

J.

vision manager, just named- executive assistant in domestic sales to

sContlnved (lom pace 5s

3,

Bill

drama; prod;, Jerty Wald;

dir.,

Sheridan, Charles Cobum, WlUlam Tracy, Gig Young,
Joyce Reynolds, John Emery, FranUin Pangborn,

HatUe McDanleL

YOU OANT ESCAPE FOREVER, drama; prod.-dir.,
Jo Graham; no writing credits; camera, Tony Gaudio.
C^ast: George Brent, Brenda Marshall, Roscoe Karns.
GENTLEMAN JIM, biography; prod., Robert Buckner; dir., Raoul Walsh; no writing cjedlts; camera, Sid
Hlckpx.
Dingle.

Cast:

Alexis Smith, Errol Flynn,
;

'

•

Charles
.

CASABLANCA, drama: p^od., Hal B. Wallis; dir.,
Michael Curtiz; no wriUng credits; camera, Arthur
Edison.

Cast Ingrid Bergman, Humphrey Bogart

'

Wednesday, Jane

3,

1942

PICTURES
Ray McCarey's

Uncle Sam's Roll Call
become

23

SPG Win Vote Again Next Week

Hollywood, Jtme 2.
Into 20th-Fox

sCoattmicd from pace

head of West Virginia
Theatrical Enterprises, navy.
Allen. Tolley, M-G shipper and son
«t Ted ToUey, exchange's chief shipper for 25 years, army,
Paul Johnson, asst. mgr. of .Capitol
Osborne,

Solo'er

Ray McCarey moved

a major in the Special ServArmy, stationed

ice Division, U. S.
in Washington,

Jules Levine,

Warners

publicity.

Army.

On

on a one-picture de^l as director of
the Jack Jungmeyer, Jr„ tale, 'The
Other Woman.'
Filmhig start Is tentatively slated
for June 22, with Walter Morosco

Walter Ramsey, 20th-Fox fan mag producing.
theatre In Wheeling, W. Va., army.
contact, Na-vy.
Walter E, Dycfc, Jr., son of SuBob Johannes, Republic camera
perior Motion Picture Supply sales chief. Navy.
representative, commissioned a 2d
Tristam Tupper, former screen
lieutenant in Army Engineers fol- writer, upped to colonel in public
lowing his graduation from the relations bureau. Fort Knox, Ky.
Carnegie Tech engineering school Page Four—Add U.S. Roll CaU
last week.
Cecil Barker, assistant to David O.
Betty Bruce, dancer In 'High Kick Selznick, Army Air Corps.
ers,' told newspapermen here that
Tom Pryor, assistant cashier at
her brother, Murray Eisner, had just 20th-Fox, Navy.
Sam Brown, head of Academy's
been appointed to Officers' Candidate
printing plant. Army.
School at Camp Croft, S. C.
George Brent, Warners star. Army
Major Harold Herwitt, son-in-law
of Dave Broudy, local musician and Air Corps.
Marshall Grant, Universal assoformer conductor of Stanley theatre
Memphis, June 2.
ore, has just graduated frpm Balloon ciate producer, Army Signal Corps
The most daring local theatre rob
Thor.Putman, Disney cartoon ar- bery in a decade occurred when three
Barrage School at Tyson, Tenn.
gunmen at 10:10 o'clock Sunday
Joey Stabile, first sax man with tist. Navy;
Phil Hoffman, Disney production night (31) held up eight persons on
his brother Dick Stabile's band since
the staff of Warner theatre here and
latter left Ben Bemle to organize assistant; Army.
escaped with $2,100.
fourth bandit,
his own outfit six years ago, made
waiting at the wheel of a car down
his last appearance with the orch
Navy Calls SteUon Mgr.
the street, drove up as the man,
recently for the duration. Younger
Terre Haute, Ind., June 2,
who had taken the money from manStabile sat for the four shows here
Martin Leich, manager of WBOW, ager Allen Smith, walked calmly to
'at the Stanley before shoving off
has been called to service as an en- curb. The other pair hurried from
for Boiling Field, Washington. He
in the United States Naval inside and made a complete getaway
enUsted in the Army Air Corps and sign
Reserve.
despite police radio dragnet blanketIn his absence, George Jackson, ing the town almost immediately.
now assistant manager, will be in
Raiders left eight persons bound
'Eileen'
charge, of WBOW.
and gagged in office on mezzatainie
floor whence one had followed RobInquiries made at the N. Y.

DARING

$2,100

j

STKKUPIN
MEMPHIS

.

QO

Afiation With

Possible

Screen Publicists Guild, which in
a referendum last fall rejected affiliation with the CIO, will vote on
the proposition again next weelc

Having already won

great

ease.
elections at

20th, Columbia, Metro
SOPEG during the past
filed with a petition vrith tha
National Labor Relations Board to
will be designated bargaining agent for

It's now likely that-the SPG
vote in favor of CIO affiliation on
the ballots that go out next Wednes-

day (10).
Morale

In number of homeofflces
has lowered "because of the recent

discharges after years of service, dis-

placements
brought
about
by
changes in department heads and by
.

the difficulty of obtaining salary increases.
This has resulted, aside
from organization of the publicists
by SPG, in the Screen Office & Professional Employes Guild, CIO, moving in , and lining up members with

and RKO,

week

Paramount.
Huddle With 20th's Michel
SPG took a beef to 20th-Fox as
result of members being fired when
Hal Horte replaced A. M. Botsford
as pub-ad head a few weeks ago.
Workers aU got severance pay under
terms of the recent SPG contract;
but Guild is asking their reinstatement or at least replacement with
workers in similar pay categories.
SPG reps had an amicable meeting
on the subject with W. C. MicheU
20th exec v.p., with a promise of a
reply this week.
SPG balloting next week will have
an imusual twist It appears that

majority of members want to join
the CIO, but do not want to go in
as a subsidiary of SOPEG, in whidi
category they would more or lest
naturally fall. They want to join as
Theatres
East
an independent local of United Office & Professional Workers of AmerDivisions
ica, of which SOPEG Is a subsld.
Ballots will be worded to the effect
E. L. Alperson, general manager that an aSrmatlve vote means joinof RKO theatres, has divided circuit ing the CIO on that basis.
operations into two zones. Eastern
zone will be under supervision of
ert Little, assistant manager.
Trio apparently knew layout of James M. Br'ennan, while iSol A. Color Discrimmation
theatre
and complete operation, Schwartz will head the western
,
worked calmly and unhurriedly. zone.
Charge
A. C» Mgr.
Brennan was formerly RKO diviLarge crowd Inside seeing 'Juke
Girl' knew naught of excitement sion manager in New Brunswick,
and Washington, while
until police sirens sounded in re- Trenton
Atlantic City, June 2.
sponse to call by cashier Frances Schwartz was ieastem divisional suMartin Lazar, manager of New
Slid, first of the bound octet role pervisor.
to work free.
Schwartz will continue as home Cinema, avenue filni house, was held
House is Main Street first-run office contact for the Mort Singer in $50a bail by Magistrate F. t. Dehere and show window for Warner circuit.
laney on Friday (29) on charge ot
product in south.
segregation and discrimination beColonel Howard Waugh, zone mancause of color. Lazar waived a hearager, was inside the theatre at time
Horseback
ing
Glamonr
and will be held for court this
but was not aware of robbery tmtil
week.
it was over.
The complaint was made by Dr. W.
Hollywood, June 2.
O. Harris, a Negro physician, who
Lola Lane mounts a film horse for charged that he attempted fo tak*
to Decide on
the first time in her career as f emme a seat on one side of the theatre, and
lead, opposite William Boyd in 'Lost was told, by usher he must sit on'
Dicker for
Canyon,' the Harry Sherman pro- other side.
duction for Paramount release.
It has been custom {or years her»
Loois Exchanges
It Is part of Sherman's plaa to for Negroes to sit on extrieme left
emphasize female roles in fortl;pom- and right sides of theatres in downstairs sections.
ing Hopalong Cassidy pictiir,es.
Washington, June 2.
Secret haUot elections to decide
whether the American Federation of
Labor does the talking for employees
of seven St. Louis- \exchanges have
heen ordered by the National Labor
Relations Board following findings
the outfit represents 'stibstantial'
proportions of the eligible workers.
I
BTH
But the AFL suffered a setback in
each proceeding, when the NLRB
DAVIS
granted company requests'to exclude
Olivia de
Aa Geoi^e M. Co|iui in
bookers and confidential secretaries
from the 'appropriate bargaining
LIFE"
In "IN THIS
'W«m*r Broi. Hit
unit.'
'Yankee Doodle
Vothig was ordered following
In Person Starting Friday
Warou Broi, Buccowi
prima facie evidence the Federatioa
represents 9 of II RKO workers, 9
gaa HI* Show
of 13 at Paramount, 14 of 23 at VitaAll ImM lltMrvH
ImlH Oil(r> IM-tM
B'way
ft 47tlL Bi
Vmn. lilL CI. 7-U4S
graph (Warners), 6 of 7 at Columbia, 2 of 3 at Producers' Releasing
Corp.; 4 of 8 at United Artists, and

A

Gets Nod

Stage Door Canteen
diers

and

among

as

sailors

to

sol-

which,

liked best indicated a
strong preference for 'My Sister
EUeen,' Biltmore, N. Y. This is
the comedy which was readied
for the army camps, then cancelled on the eve of starting.
Uniformed men are given free
Broadway shows,
to
tickets
through the courtesy of the-

AIM,

23-Year-Old

show they

managers,

made

at

being
quarters on Park

distribution

USO

>^

avenue.

Jams

Correspondent,

.

Wants 150G for His

Yam

With four film companies interested a price tag of $150,000 has
set on screen rights to 'Flight
to the Sun,' a first novel by James
Aldrlch, 23-year-old Australian, who
is Near East correspondent for Time
been

mag and North American Newspaper Alliance.
Yam is currently
be assigned to the regimental running as a 10-part serial in Colband, in which two other. Stabile lier's and will be published in early
alumni are currently located.
fall by Little, Brown imder the laHammond Russum has replaced bel, 'Signed With Their Honor.'
him in. Stabile's sax section, moving
Phenomenally high price' being
into spot over the weekend.
asked, equal to that t>aid by ParC. K. Kenfleld, lormer WB theaamount last year for Etnest Hemtre manager here and more recently
lieutenant

army

in

air

first

corps,

to

ingway's 'For
refiects

Whom, the

Hollywood

Bell Tolls,'

interest in cur,

Keesler Field, BUoxl, Mass,, for ac- rent war adventure

-

fiction.

Aid-

rich's story is of the disastrous
'Chuck Steinhauser, son of SI British- campaign in Greece and
Crete last year, to which he was
Stelnhauser, radio editor of Press,
and an assistant manager for vyu an eye witness.
Studios are anxloua to acquire
and checker for- M-G before he went
into service several months ago, the exciting yam by the young
transferred from Panama, where writer despite uncertainty, as to how
Great
he'a been on duty since last winter, they will film the fighting.
to officers candidate school at Fort number of airplanes of specific GerBennlng, Ga. He'll be commissioned man, Italian and British design are
a second lieutenant In the infantry needed U the story is to be made
as writtm.
Hopes that the British
in three months.
Manning. Williams, Post-Gazette Ministry of Information might have
reporter, graduated from Naval Re- such actual footage of the conflict

^tlve duty.

.

serve
Prairie

Offlcers Training
State In.

on

New Yprk

USS were

dashed last week by Sidney
who came to the U. S.
.'

lest L. Bernstein,

week, and left Immediately for from England two weeks ago to lend
west coast where he'll be an engi- MOI corporation to Hollywood. He
neering officer (ensign) aboard a said no such pictures were made.
.

Alternative,'

destroyer.

of

course,

is

use

of

Robert Fiske, local business exec miniatures and trick photography.
and o£tlclal photographer for Pittsburgh Variety Club, got second
Other Story Bnya
looey's gold bar in army air corps
Hollywood, June 2.
and has gone to Miami for training.
Raymond Chandler sold his- myAir lieutenant Russel LaBelle has stery yarn, "The Brass Doubloon,'
landed In Australia, his father, Fred to 2Qth-Fox.
Steve Sekeley bought Frederick
LaBelle, personnel director for WB
Jackson's sea tale, 'We Sail Again
here, has just been informed.
Tomorrow,' for independent producBarney Hutchinson, with Para- tion.
mount at both the homeoillce and
Metro purchosed "They Shall Not
studio la publicity work, more re- March Alone,' by Hamilton McFadcently having done scenario writing den.
Monogram purchased Karl Brown's
on the Coast, Is doing public relations work' under d'vll service for mystery yam, 'Man and the Devil.'
Paul Terry bought 'I Taney,' newsthe Redstone Ordnance plant at
paper strip dravm by Ernie BushHuntsville, Ala.
miller, as the basis of six Terrytoon
cartoons for 20th-Fox release.
Thomas Kulken sold his adventure
Tom Lewis a M»Jor

Tom

hto

And West

\-

Time

will

on sUfT of Webster Hall Hotel,

RKO

Alperson Splits

,

on

AR
h

NLRB

'

Workers

.

SL

New

Yotk Theatres

WEEK

JAMES

BETTE
HAVILLAND

Dti^''

—

CAB CALLOWAY

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
—

STRAND

2 of 3 at Monogram. The union lU'
duced the board to leave out back,

room workers, who already are

STABTS TOHOBBOW
JobJi
lUarMB

"TEN GENTLEMEN
FROM WEST POINT*

BAVV

Om.

vat

BAFT

•

"SHIPS WITH

O'BBIKN

WINGS"

CAPITOL R»£

Keith's 105th Str. Theatre, who
not guilty to-rembezzllng

TjrrtM nWER'JMM

Office
St. Martin's Pface, Lon-

No. 48, c/o 'Variety,' 8
don, \r.
2.

C

FINTMME

^TNIS ABOVE ALL"

$3,911 in weekend receipts to -go on
spree. He originally told i>olice he
took the money because of 'liquor.'

A 20th

lUy Klaiuy

B»OAtmAt»4llltir.

Clhtl

dated.

The

PALACE
Htarta
I

IDA I.ITINO

MiyrH

was

8.

4 7IH SI

JEAN OABIN

"MOONTIDE"
"ALMOST MARRIED"
.T.ANE

theatre at Hawley, Pa.,
damaged by water.

also badly

WAY

Tomonow
-

FRAZER

-

.

A Onk

•flUTTA

WHITtON BROS.

Flooded Under

badly hit by last week's floods. At
Carbondale two houses were reunder water, while the
ported
Granada, Olyphant, was also inun-

SPY"

lo Fa$aa

CMfvrjr.fofl Trivmph

ACTAB
>lwK COMflHUOUM
B

A Of*
FAVOmTE

IHrSEH

•'MV

BOBT. FAIOE

.

WMf ikMn

Marti

STATE
Lut TIBW WEi.

KAY

Philadelphia, June 2.
Reports have come from upstate
that at least four theatres were

Box

BMW 0«M tiM A. M.

.

LOEWS

pleaded

Fallest particulars in first letter,

a RIVOLI »

'TOOADWAY"

Lewis Drucker and was bound over
tale, 'The Alaskans,' to Republic.
to the county grand jury under a
Hollywood, June 2.
Metro bought 'The Maif From
Lewis took leave as Coast Down Under,^ by Mark Kelly and $2,600 bond.
Also bound over was Robert.
Young & Rubicam to Bogart Rogers.
Herbst, 33, assistant manager of

tion.

Spectacular Stag* Production*

for Grand Thefts

Cleveland, June 2.
George A. Phichek, former assistant manager of the Embassy, lower
Euclid Avenue, charged with embezzling |243 last Dec. 5, waived examination before Municipal Judge

RKO

Mrs. MiDiyer

Another 20Ut CeDtury-Tox Trlu>;)ph
7th Atc.
Flu Vic nXfJLJ
«seth0t.
StM»Sb«w

2 AssL Theatre Mgrs.

HeM

MUSIC HALL

Geo.

HOMTOOHEBT O'HABA SCTION

cov-

ered by AFL-negotlated pacts.

radio head of

Representative wanted to locate, submit and' complete negotiations on
American films for English distribu-

aCNEY

OUR

CHANEV

ntn. iua

"THIA eUN

FOR .Hiar'
Varaain LANE
RaH. PRESTON
Jn ParMQ
mtll SREEN
"Maapy" FELTON
Hal LE ROY

•aay RUBIN

4

—
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Wednesilaj, June

This Week's
Many Tanks' (Popeye cartoon
comedy, Par, 8 mins.) Spinach-eat-

—

ing sailor in a wild army tank adventure. Bluto switches clothes on
him, and leaves Popeye to earn' on
tor him in an army tank unit. Swift
action and smart gags.
'Fopnlar Science' (Pop Science

No. 5 including X-ray

—

films. Par, 11

Specially designed motionmins.)
picture camera which makes possible
photography ol X-ray images overshadows any other item in this. The

show how bones show up

in

beings during normal breathing, drinking, flexing muscles, etc.
as a screen first, and
It's listed
unique. Shots of 'Victory Materials'
Introduce comely models. Colorado's
trout planting is ordinary, but the

human

Wacky Wizard

with his phpne gadget

lor the bathtub is a howl. Solid
entry.
'In the Circus' (Speaking Animals
Bubject, Par. 9% mins.)—Neat plug
lor Barnum St Bailey circus but better than recent ones in series. Trick

of making circus animals speak English gets away from sameness noted
in' this series. Also the voices

recently

employed are

better.

Gags run rather

thin.

'Olive Oyl and Water Don't Mix'
(Cartoon comedy. Par, 7 mins.)—
Popeye arid Bluto show Olive about
a warship. Typical Popeye with less
originality than usual.
•Hero Worship' (Spotlight subject.
Par, 10 mins.)—The way kids idolize
euch ball players -as (Jarl Hubbell,
Mel Ott and Johnny Mize is sports

El Viejo Hucha* (The Old Skinflint'),
proves to be a first-rate production,
might be
f not a spectacular one, as
expected from a group supposedly
founded with artistic alms only and
well
It's
without seeking cash.

New Shorts
(Compiled by Besa Short)
•Seeing Bed' (WB, 19 mins.)—
Displays Red Skelton mimicry
in reissue, in which radio-screen
star clicks in night club.

'Broadway BuckaroC (WB, 19
mins.)—Another Red Skelton
comedy, in which he inherits
but must operate a

fortune
ranch.

'Lights Fantastic'

(WB,
"

reviewed in this
cartoon comedy.

7 mins.,

—Color

issue

Trees and Homes* (Indie, 29
mins.)—Study of commercial
timber company done in color
by James Fitzpatrick.
'Fit to Fight' (Col, 11 mins.)—
Tour of Navy's physical training
with
many former
division
sports celebs as petty o'fficersi
'Qalz Kids No. 5' (Par, 10
mins., reviewed in this' issue)
Quiz Kids subject including
stunt of solving mathematical
problem while yoimgster plays
piano.
'Food ^Weapon of Conquest*
(UA, 21 mins.) Another John
Grierson 'World in Action' short
thriUer.

—

The
mins.)

Draft

—Cartoon

(WB,
comedy.

Horse'

guest in this one.

deft cUrection, this
sizes up as one of best in group. It's
the first short for Ruth Duskin, and
ehe goes over as well as on the radio.
Feat' of Richard Williams playing a

Roush's

while figuring a tough mathematical problem
bighOghts. Surefire on most any bilL

tiiSicult piano selection-

•Framlnc Father* (Leon Errol comedy, RKO, 18 mins.)—Plenty of
chuckles in this latest Leon Errol
laugh; effort, w.ith the rubber-legged
comic at his best His' imitation of
badly intoxicated hubby trying to get
Into his home quietly is familiar but
none the less solid. Nicely directed
by Charles Roberts, this is 'a robust
entry for almost any bill, running
'time permitting.
'SUr Portraits' (Picture People,
BKO, 8 mins.)—Above average for
-this series, showing how still photos
of Hollywood celebs are done. Arlene Francis spoken narration helps,

materials "Which they are forbidden
still, has hot banned all
theatre construction, though it
becoming Increasingly hard to
is
convince that such projects should
be carried out Applications for
permission to translate paper plans
into reality can be submitted, as before, and argumenta presented why
the enterprise is necessary to the
war effort The yardstick for deciding what is 'essential' Is much
more rigid, though; with the
considering whether the labor cannot be used more profitably In other
directions, as well as- the inaterlals.

in this

11 mins.,

•Winning Tonr Wings'
18 -mins.)—Released

via

(WB,

WAC,

with Lieut. James Stewart telling about Air Corps advantages.
•Paoiflc

Frontiers*
(WB, 15
of battlefront in

rhins.)

—Scenes

South

Pacific.

•LIUIe Gravel Voice* (M-G, B
mins.) Color cartoon comedy.
•Call of Sea* (U^ 0% mins.)—
Travel pix about Gloucester,
Mass., fishing.
•Men of West Point* (20th, 9%
mins.)—Legend of U. S. Military

Academy,

with

General

Mac-

Arthur's 1933 address to grads.' -•Fopnlar Science No. 5' (Par,
11 mins., reviewed in this issue)
including
series
^Latest
in
X-ray motion picture camera.
In the Circus' (Par, 9 mins.,
reviewed 'in this issue). Speal^Ing of Animals novelty.

—

—

duced J}y Warners to dovetail Into
Oils powerful story.
"Bvron Nelson* (Sports topic, RKO,
Daaghter of Rosle O'Grady* (Mu
8 mins.) Deft sports item showing sical playlet. WB, 20 mins.) Jean
Byron Nelson,' as one \of the golf Negulesco's expert direction helps
greats,' in .action.
Clever camera make A rather commonplace fable
work plus nice scripting gives it a amoimt to something. It's all about
'
boost. This will please 'em.
the daughter of an ex-vaudeviUlan
The Army Mascot' (Walt Disney who makes good on the stage although
color- cartoon comedy, RKO, 7 mins.) not even in her teens. Though the
—Pluto manages to wangle his way juvenile angle is overworked at the
Into U.. S. Army as a mascot after flrdsb, wben a bunch of Hollywood
string of tou^ experiences. In best kiddies put on a musical stage seDisney tradition; okay for most spots. quence, singing of 'Sing an Irish
iBformatlon Please No. 7* (Cor- Song,' 'Daughter of Rosle O'Grady'
nelia Otis Skinner as guest, RKO, 11 and 'When Little Old New York Was
mins.) ^This one succeeds .in enter- Young' helps this routine yam. Okay
Wear.
taining despite rather dull' topics^ for smaller theatres.
mainly because of informality anc
too.

—

—

'

.

—

by the experts.
'HoUrwood at Home' (Picture Peo-

'kidding

'

Film Reviews
t^^s
Corpse. Vanishes

—

RKO, 8 mins.) Extremely thin
with film stars sporting their home

pel,

hobbles in vapid fashion.
Information Please No. 6' (Howard
Lindsay as guest, RKO, 11 mins.)
String of far-fetched questions, some
badly staged, bogs this down.

^^sContlnned from page

The

altar, their

kidnapping by a mystery

man, the bright

girl reporter

who

sets out to solve the mystery, the
•Old Glory* (Color cartoon, WB,
mad scientist who keeps his 80-yearmins.) ^Pledge of allegiance to the
old wife in a state of perpetual
flag is basis for this. Instead of usual
youth by draining the blood of the
Porky Pig comedy, this cartoon is brides, the horror trio who serve
the
patriotic in theme.
Worthy idea, scientist, and his ultimate end at the

—

poorly projected and animated. Falls
short of objective because so weaUy
done.
'Hatteras Honkers* (Sports-travel
color subject, WB, 10 mins.)—Fishing
oS Cape Hatteras is another in long
series of such topics. Color is good;
Knox Manning's spoken narration
Is not. Routine.
'Lights > Pantastio* (Color cartpon
comedy, WB, 7 mins.) Brimful of
chuckles and bright gags as story by
Sgt Dave Monahan brings to life
various figures and gadgets in Bi[pad-

hands of the reporter who lays
trap for him.
Dully told, minus

—Continued from pace 7^;
verted to other more Important jobs,
with the Federal government ready

Holbrook

N'.

Todd.

T.; dualcd,

May

At New

2T, 1042.

ITork t)ieatr«,

Running time,

MISS.

Tom

Gregory
Cameron
Lenotu
Qrnndmother
Dr.

Petro ..I....
Professor Fitzgerald

Johnny-

Mae Busch

Susan
Proftaaor Warwick
Professor Blaine

Country Doctor
Father
Harper
Professor Hatneld
Policeman
Lieutenant Detective

Downs

George Zucco
Nagel
Sarah Padden
Glenn Strange
Gordon Domain

....'..Anne

Reginald Barlow
Robert Strange
Henry Hall
Edward Cossldy
Eddie Holden

John

Elliott

Charles Whitaker
Oil Fatric

This, picture is a childish, almost
naive attempt to inject horror, and
its
situations,
rather than- being
tense, are ludicrous.
Leftover dialog and warmed-over situations of
this nature are strung together.
Story deals with a mad scientist,
ousted from his university, who develops a method of transnlanting the
blood of a woU into that of a man.
The- creature runs amok around the
countryside, killing wantonly, and
murders two of the four scientistsresponsible for the ousting of Ita
creator. During the day the werewolt remaiins a simple, powerful
loutlike peasant. At night, with the
injections of the wolf in ita veins,
and obedient to the demands of its
creator, it kills.
It is eventually
trapped by a reporter, suitor of the
professor's daughter, and kills ita
creator, perishing itaelf in the flames
which enkindle the house of ita biith.
George Zucco does a creditable
lob as the scientist, and Anne Nagel
is
satisfactory
as his daughter!
Johnny Downs is' miscast as the reporter, but Glenn Strange is propery horrible as the beast-man. Others
lend generally satisfactory support
All are handicapped by childish situations, inane dialog and generally
misty camerawork.
Eddy.
'

to use.

The

Artlsta,

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,900; 35-40Rita' (M-G) and 'Mokey'
Going over for record(M-G).
breaking $131100. Last week. 'Ship
Ahoy* (M-G) and 'Grand Central
Murder' (M-G) (2d wk), neat $7,800,

50—'Rio

and moved to the Mayfair.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500;
35-40-50)—"JShip Ahoy' (M-G). Moved
from Broadway for a third stanza,
with 'Remember Pearl Harbor' (Rep)
Nice $4,500. Last week,
(1st wk).
'Gone with Wind' (M-G) (2d wk),
satisfactory $4,000.

Orpheam (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
800;

WPB

new

WPB

Paramount (H-E)
—'Reap Wild Wind'

Who

'

EL VIEJO

(1,-

(2d

(3,000; 35-40-50)
(Par)* with 'M6n
Still geta record-

strong $8,000, after
breaking $13,600 in the

first

week

solo.

United ArUsts (Parker) (900; 3540-50)—"Tortilla Flat' (M-G) and
Sunday Punch' (M-G). Looks like a
ble $iB.500. Last week, 'Kings Row'

(WB) closed a third stanza for satisfactory $4,000.

Blumberg
-Continued trOm pas* (s

Meyers, Western, division manager,

and B. B. Kreisler, short subject department head.
Those slated to talk to the delegates
today and tomorrow (Thursday) are
J. H.
Remodeling Marquees, Eto.
J. Cheever Cowdln^CUfl Work,
Although there cannot be .any Siedelman, J. J. O'Connor, Milton
building under the $5,000 ceiling set Feld, F; T. Murray, John Joseph,
by the Government effective Satur- Maurice Bergman and possibly Walday (6), for ordinary cases of re- ter Wanger. Home office, studio and
decoration, remodeling and rehabili- distribution men attending the con-

amount is considered adequate enough by theatre and' .construction 'men in view of the fact
that regular repairs, new seating,
stage curtains, etc., are not affected.
So far as marquees are concerned
a problem exists there because of a
government order against sign man'
ufacturers which stops this and other
work on July 1. As result theatres,
will have to go along with their
present marquees, depending only
on whatever repairs are necessary
and can be made.
At the moment there Is only a
handful of theatres under construction throughout the country, with
work having been rushed as much
as possible prior to this time in 'the

clave ^ere scheduled to see 'Let's
last night 'Sons O'. Fun' tonight and the Yanks-Cleveland baseball game on Saturday.

tation this

Face If

Among

,

face of anticipated restrictions.

A

major

struction

circuit house under con-on
which building has

been suspended pending conferences
In Washington and compliance 'with
the June 6 construction celling, is
the RKO house under way in Forest
City to Show Pix Snndays Hills, L. I., which will seat' around
2,200.
It is about 80% completed.
Before, going ahead further RKO is
Jackson, MisT., Jime 2.
Natchez, famed for Ita annual awaiting answer from Washington.
Company planned rehabilitating ita
floral pilgrimage, is the latest MisUptown, Detroit but has called this
sissippi city to open it&^illm houses
off due to restrictions imposed by
on Sunday, following the lead of

Natchez Another Miss.

the U. S.
Jackson, the state capital.
Star theatre, In Natchez, an ImThat'll Be All
portant Mississippi River town, gave
San Luis Obispo, Cal,, June 2.
ita initial Sabbath
show May 24
Fremoni theatre, last Fox-West
without Interference from the auCoast film house to be built for the
thorities.
In fact. Mayor William duration of the
war, was opened
J. Byrne said in advance that no
here with Charles P. Skouras leadeffort would be made to invoke ihe ing
a delegation of picture names
state's 102-year-old blue' laws. Pub- from
Hollywood.
lic sentiment had been sounded out
Theatre is a 1,000-seater, the third
by the Kiwanis Club and other civic F-WC house in town.
Construction

those attending the

ses-

.

sions are Charles D. Prutzman,

Sam

Machnovlteh, Peyton Gibson, AdolpU
T. Gomersall, James J.
Schimel,
Jordan, Andrew J. Sharick, Morris

K

Herman

Alin,

Stern,

Tom Mead and

Joseph O'Brien.
Studio contingent headed by Cliff
Work, includes Walter Wanger, Dan
Kelley, executive assistant in charge
of talent, Milton Feld, execuUve pro-

,

TITLE CHANGES

—

(20th)

Sal'

Wouldn't Die' (20th).

ting

ducer, and John Joseph, director of
exploitation and advertising. Group

from Canada include Empire-Universal Films reps Haskell Masters,
KPauI Nathanson, A. W. Perry and
Glair Hague; M. J. isman, manager
of U. branch In Montreal, and Frank
Fisher, assistant to Isman.
Seattle exchange was awarded the
$2,600 prize in the Scully Anniversary Drive, which began Dec. 14 and
ended May 10. Total of $15,000 In
prize money was divided between
16 exchanges, three district managers and the winning division mana-

poorly directed for sustaining of suspense, and not well acted.
Lugosi does most of his acting organizations, with virtually no op started last summer
to accommowith his eyes.
His sleeping in a position to be found.
date the heavy trade from the Army
coffin is about the most horrible
M.eanwhile, the Paramount and camps nearby.
thing^e does. The reporter, Luana other theatres
in Jackson are conWalters, is pretty, but not a good
actress.
Tristram Coffin .is barely tinuing to operate on Simdays withadequate as a doctor.
The acting out interference, although as a matHollywood, June 2.
star is Elizabeth Ptissell, as the wife ter of form city officials have de'Somewhere 111 Find Tfou' is reof the scientist, who at least does cided to appeal to the higher courta
more than walk through her part the recent county court acquittal of lease title on 'Red Light' at Metro,
'way's electrical signs. Something new Camera work fair.
Paramount's 'Priorities Df 1042'
Eddy,
Henry Seel, the Paramount's man- moved one year
lor cartoon comedies because kidding
to 'Priorities of
ager, on Sunday violation charges,
1943.'
thinly veiled national brands. Topsotch for any theatre any place.
Thumbs Up' new tag on 'Swing It
•March' on
America'
(Patriotic
Sister,' at Republic.
(<The Old Skinflint')
epecial, WB, 20 mins.) Dramatic re'Mr. and Mrs. Cugat' became 'Are
Feathers Will Fly
(ABGENTINE-MADE
cital of American heroism from the
Husbands Necessary?' at Paramoimt
Buenos Aireis, May 10.
.Hollywood, June 2.
Artlstae Argentines Asoclndoa production
pilgrims' landing to the current war
Universal shifted
'Texas
Hal Roach Is streamlining 'Prairie Cowboy' to The Lone from
Is so well made it represents a and release. Stars Enrique Mulno; features'
Star Trail.'
Francisco fetrone, Nurl Montse, Ilde Plro'Hot Rubber' at Monogram will be
•must' on most exhibitor programs. vano, Roberto Alraldl, Roberto Salinas, Chicken' as the third of hl« seile*
spoke by Haydeo Larroca, Osvaldo Miranda, Gogo of abbreviated westerns for United released as 'Rubber Racketeers.'
Invigorating' narration
'Sweet and Hot' at RKO became
lUchard Whorf from Owen Crump's Andrea, GulUermo Casall, Judith Sullan, Artiste release. Picture starts today
'Sweet or Hot'
script helps while the color Is out- Delia 'Welsa and Pedro -Florlto. Directed (Tues.) with Hal Roach, Jr., dl
by Lncoa Demare,
Story, Darthes and
Unlversal's 'Madam Spy* went
standing. Warners have made it the Demel, adapted by 'Dllsea Petit de Murat rectlng.
and is now 'Madame Spy.'
story of the Sibiths, Joneses, Mos- and Homero Monzl, Reviewed at the BroadOne dozen femmes are named in European
'Carnival in Rio' at Columbia was
SflNS.
kowitz and Pulaskls with the tradi- way, Bnenos Aires, tlunning time,
the 'Chicken' cast, hunted by two changed temporarily
tions of liberty stressed Ih the presto The Gay*
First production to come from the male toppers, Jlmfny Rogers and Senorlta,' with a third title In the
ent )9ght. ProdHcers make intelligent
o/Iing,
Use of former i>atrlotlc shorts pro- new Artistas Argentlnos Asociadof, Noah Betry, Jr.
thrills,

^5-40-50)— 'Gal

wk) with 'Scattergood Rides High'
(RKO) (1st wk). Great $6,600. First
giant $10,800.

Directed by Sam Newfleld.
Screenplay by FYed My ton; camera. Jack Greenhalgh; muelc,
Chudnow; editor,
T)avld

reviewed
Issue)— Cornelia Otis Skinner

(RKO,

Tlieatre BIdg.

ffol.

77

Portland, Ore., June 2.
•Rio Rita' at the Broadway is the
talk of town currently with a record'Reap the Wild
"breaking $13,000.
Wind' still proving a go-getter at the
Paramount in second stanza. 'TorFlat' also Is big at United
tilla

week, with 'Castle in Desert' (20th),

to assist contractors in disposing of

V

No.

Please

Lucio Demare.
Ray.

THE MAD MONSTER

13G,

PORT. RECORD

and 'Man Wouldn't Die'
(20th)
(20th) (3d wk), nice $3,200.
Fay's (Indie) (1,400;- 28-39-50)—
'Stardust of Sage' (Rep) and vaude.

Johnny Downs. George Zucco, Anne Na-

in action..

Information

PROVIDENCE

destroy the family. On the screen
Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200; 44-55the locale has been amplified, giving 65)— Ciro Rimac and -his Rliumbavariety to the work, and especially land band and 'Klondike' Fury'
the latter half of the film, which (Mono). Took in fair $6,000 in threeconcerns the death of the father and day run.
the disintegration of the family, is
State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
handled with skill.
'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and 'Kid Glove
Francisco Petrone, in a secondary Killer' (M-G). Piling up good $14,role, gives a quality performance, 000. Last week. Tortilla Flat' m-G)
jiving his part force and logic. Ilde and 'Blondie's Blessed Event' (Col)
'irovano does his best work for the (2d wk), very nice $10,000.
screen to date, and Nuri Montse and
Strand (Ihdie) (2,000; 50-55-65)—
Roberto Airaldi are okay.
'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) and 'Raven'
Photography by Bob Roberts, one (Par) (2d wk). Good for $8,000. Last
of the two U. S. cameramen here, is week, big $17,000.
outstanding. Sets by Ralph Pappier
also excellent, as is the music by the

Producers RelenBlnp 'dorp, release of
Featur«s
.SiRmund Neufeld production.

1942

sContlnned from pace 12;

Autry favorite hereabouts and
headed for neat $6,800. Last week,
Guys' (Mono) and
'Little Tough
viude, good $6,000.
Story deals with a working man
MaJesUo (Fay) (-,200: 28-39-50)—
who loves his children, but who, in 'In This Our Life' (WB) and 'Mad
his zeal to save money for them, Martlndales' (20th) (2d wk). Still
loses them and at last, when he dies,
oing strong for nifty $11,000. Zowie
his hoarded fortune serves only to
14,000 in first week.

director's brother,

3,*

RIO RITA'

Picture Grosses

spot.

8

and narrated.

champ

'

—

•Byron Nelson' (RKO, 8 mins.,
reviewed in this issue)—Golf

'The Qoiz Kids' (No. 5, with Ruth
Duskih, Par 10% mins.)—Another
Quiz Kid subject mac^e in N. Y. under

handled, splendidly acted, free from
the usual noke and made with fidelity to the play which had a great
success with Latin audience of 20
years ago. The adaptation made by
Ulises Petit de Murat and Homero
Manzi maintains the intrinsic value
of the drama, with work of the star,
Enrique Muino, providing the high

Cnrrent Short Releases
(PRINTS IN EXCHANGES)

peg on which this is hung. Swings
off to youngsters who .hero worship
locomotive engineers, circus performers, etc. Latest idol of -American
youth is shown to te servicemen
fighting for the U: S. Nicely scripted

-I.eslie

-

PICTURES

24

film

—

ger.

Jules Lapidus, H. D.

Graham and

Garrison took first second and
money In the race between
managers and F. J.. A. McCarthy, southern division manager
won the $500 prize in. the division

J.

third

district

managers contest.
-

.

WailDliig

Up

the Trail

Holly,wood, June 2.
Tex Ritter and Johnny Mack Brown

the lenses in the
of their seven western co-starers "The Lone Star Trail,' for the
1942-43 program at Universal, vJith
Oliver Drake directing.
.Six others hoss dramas on their
galloped before

first

schedule are "Little Joe,' 'Tenting
Tonight on the Old Camp Ground,'
'Arizona Cowboy,' 'The Old Chisholm Trail,' 'Cheyenne^Roundup' and
'Raiders of

San Joaquin.'

»

HUCHA

—

,

.

W

Par's Decoration

Day

Hollywood, June 2.
Paramount handed out three new
in the upper budget
one day, to Dorothy Lamour,
Donna Drake and. Eddie Bracken.
Miss liamour returns from a bondselling tour tbls week to work on
loanout for Samuel Goldwyn. Bracken Is working currently in 'Happy Go
contracta, all

class, 'in

Lucky.'

..

'
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Network Time Figures: April 1942

Trial

on Issua of Damage Assured

Networks By U.

Columbia's gross billings In April took a 1% drop as compared with the
month of 1941. It Is the first minus sign shown' in CBS' revenue
column since March, 1039. The last, time that Columbia's billings started
off was In April, 1938, and the comparison stayed minus until
April, 1939. NBC came through this April with an edge of 4%; the Blue
ANOTHER 'RADIO READER'
Network was up 10%, while Mutual figured for a gain of 88%. For all
Broadcasting Urges That Infoiir networks the month of April showed a gain of 8%. Magazine revenue
Jack Mitchell of KTSA Follows CBS
was 18% off.
for the same lunar period$1,140,000
dustries Outside Consumer
Frorram Model
accumulative
billings
of the first four months of 1942,
In comparing the
Market ^nd Trades, As
namely, $15,225,000, with those of the like 1041 stretch, Columbia is still
San AntonlQ, June 3.
ahead by 3%. NBC's accumulative figure of $14,000,000 gives it an edge
Such,
to Keep
Jack Mitchell, program director of
current
months'
tally
four
for the Blue is $5,260,000, or an
of 9?c. The
Themselves Before Masses station KTSA, will read famous stoincrease of 18%. Mutual is 101% up on the year with $3,921,000.
ries, both short stories and book
parallel

CORDIAL PUBLIC

S.

Supreme Court

to' sjide

William S. Paley, CBS prez, yesterday (Tuesday) expressed himself
as gratified by the U. S. Supreme
Court's decision that Columbia and
NBC were entitled to a legal review
of the FCC's 1941 regulation on chain
broadcasting. Paley stated that the
high tribunal's ruling 'puts an end
^RCA
Set Example length' novels, under the title liet to the technical and procedural objections raised by the commission
The Book Speak'. He will be on the and which have until now blocked
by Sponsoring Al Jolson
air five mornings a week.
any judicial review„of the FCC netThis trend has been noted in sev- work rules and the widespread evils
eral ' towns following CBS' Mark which would result from them.'
'Van Doren 'Radio Reader' experiThe Supreme Court had by a vote
ment on the network.
of fl-ire .to three the day before (1)
held that the threat of irreparable
Drive within the radio industry
injury to the networks had been
to sell national advertisers on the
shown and' that lower court m'ust
idea
of
maintaining institutional
exercise its jurisdiction in consider*
campaigns through the -war has
ing injunctive petitions from the net<
taken on considerable tempo during
works agahist the FCC. The dissentthe past week. Presentations are
ing opinion declared that Congress
being made not only to individual
did not authorize resort to Federal
manufacturers with valuable trade
courts 'merely because someone feels
names but to important trade groups.
aggrieved, however deeply,' by an
Of pertinent interest in this direcFCC action. The dissenting opinion
tion is the reported move by RCA
added that a review was not justified
to get back .on a regular network
by 'even irreparable loss."
schedule with a popular institutional
The N. Y. circuit CQUrt of appeals
show. RCA' has Al Jolson under
had In a two-to-one decision last
consideration for a half-hour vaThe 'Can You Top This pro- February l:ul6d that' it had no Jurisriety stanza.
In the -litigation broiight by
gram is slated to be heard out- diction
Return of RCA to network spon- side the New York area shortly. NBC and CBS to enjoin th^ FCC
sorship would serve a two-fold ob- Klrkman Soap is taking It off on from eiifordng Its anti-monopoly
It agreed! with, fh* FCC'f
jective.
Besides doing a reminder wax as the program Is broadcast for rules.
and goodwill job for itself, RCA, as the same account over WOR, New stapd that Its orders on the subject
th* owner of two networks (NBC York, Tuesday nights for a test cam- had not actually been enforced.
and the Blue), would set the ex- paign in Ohio,.
Th* recording
ample for other large corporations, schedule wIU begin as soon as the
which like itself are being forced stations in various Ohio communities
out of the' consumer picture by the are lined up. The show ItseU haswar. Advertisers approached by net- been renewed for another 52 weeks
work salesmen 'could not imder the even though the present contract
circumstances pose, th* question as doesn't expire until mid-July,
to why they- should ba expected to
N. W. Ayer is the agency on th*
us* radio when an organization with
account. Top,' an audience particias huge a stake in broadcasting as,
show in which three proRCA is not to be counted among pation
fessional joke tellers, Jo* Laurie,
those present.
Jr., Senator Ford and Harry HershThe sales tack taken by advertis. field offer the. competition, has been
ing media toward leading durable under the soap company's wing for
goods and service orgaiiizatiohs in
almost a year.
Chicago, June 2.
dudes the argument that if ever
The case of the. United States vs. ^
there was a time that they had need

Ought

—

Comparative Network Income for April
1942

1941
$960,000

3,720,000
904,000
3,600,000

3,770,000
480,000
3,465,000

$0,364,000

$8,675,000

Blue
Columbia

MutMl

NBC
Tout

A

% Chanf•
+10%

—1%

+88%
.

+4%
+8%

May

.

OTHER CASES

'

.

Top

Good Storyr-But Secret

For

Advertising Council Reveals

Help Uncle Sam

to

What Industry
Win the War

Is

Doing

h

The Advertising Council, through Priscilla Kent Writing:
chairman, Chester LaRoche of
Religious Show
Young & Rubicam, and Its managePriscilla Kent, who recently left
ment personages, Miller McCllntock the N. Y. Herald Tribune to join th«
and Ralph Allum, Thursday (28) ad- NBC scripting staff, is writing a new
dressed business paper representa- religious series, 'We Believe,' which
starts 4:30-9 p.m. Sunday (7) on the
in New York

NBC

its

on the subject of
Red.
an Industry, is
Tony Leader
with the
United States Government in win-

tives

what

advertising, as

now

doing

larger
find numerous smaller project^ fOl
Involve 'selling' deeds and attitudes
to the populace.
It all adds up to a swell story that
will be told some day. Meantime,
what was said Is, as to details, confidential to the newspapermen present and may not be repeated.
Meanwhile, a growing cordiality
'

'

Name For Camel
Due;

Still

Yt
2G

Costs Around

For Phone Charges, Etc.
Ralph Edwards' 'Truth or Consebroadcast will emanate
home in Center Rutland, yt., this Saturday evening (6).
quences'

from- a private

It's

assertedly costing

000 in line charges,

Edwards

etc.,

to

$2,-

do the

Friday, 10 to 11 p.m. period, July 10.
cast to date .consists of Xavier
Cugat, who winds up his series for
the same account on the Blue Ket'
work June 30; Herb Sheiner, who
worked in the account's service
camp "Caravan,* and Margo.
Question of picking up Al Pearce's
contract for the fall will.be decided
tomorrow (Thursday). Bob Hawk's
'How'm I Doin' stanza takes over
Pearce's period July 0.
Camel's remaining show for the
summer wiU be the half hour with

The

broadcast from the home of Mrs.
John J. Clifford, including the cost Vaughn
nights.
of making alterations inside the
house and the construction' of
'bleacher seats' outside for the audience composed of neighbors.
Mrs. Clifford and a Mrs. Daniel
Doylie, of a Massachusetts town, were
on Edwards' broadcast last Saturday (30) and the Idea was started
by a crack Edwards made about

Ohio Area
'

UiVs.NBC.CBS

'

Camel has yet to pick the No. 1
name for the 60-minute variety show
that It wUl debut in tha Columbia

'small
people.'

Monroe

town

(CBS)

people

of • reservoir of public goodwill it
is during this war.
Bureaucratic
control iibm Washington' will in.

some

being

nice

pictures has signed Edwards
to reenact one of his broadcasts in
a film titled 'Sweet and Hot.' He
goes to Hollywood In July for two
weeks of shooting.

and I^BC

on charges, of

in

filed

Chliciaga

war requirements.

In

violations of the ^mtlf
.

NAVAL. LIEUTENANT,

J.G.

cases, such as railroads, th^re

.

war

.

effort.

Railroads and Swln;
The Arthur Kudner agency's presentation for an institutional camwhich
included a program
paign,

Monday with Raymond Gram Swing,

RKO

EDWARD LASKER NOW

Coliimttiia

trust laws
have been' pds^oned
again, tis time to June 6. Both Columbia and IfBC, In their, separate
suits, asked for time exieiisloiu In
is" even the pos^bility of (jovem.Edv^ard Lasker, formerly head of which to prepare their 'answers' t«
ment trusteeship,^ Faced with these
the. radio department of' the Lord & the suit, or otherwise plead,
conditions, the country's major in.
Thomas agency,- has. been commisJohn Moser represehtetl CBS aiid
dustries
should, the media men
sioned a lieutenant' junior grade In Edward Johnston appeared foir NBC.
argue,- avail themselves of Instituthe U. S. Navy and assigned to the
tional campaigns through which they
Midshipman Training -School, Chican tell their story of service to the cago.

crease with

failed

He

previously served as a $1 a

Ayailable Conunentators

man in the Navy's public relations division. New. York.
year

CataToged

As Winchett

Snbstitote for

Interstate Sets Unit

to receive action at last week's meetSan Antonio, June 2.
ing of the Association of American
Interstate Theatres has booked
Railroad Presidents in Chicago. The 'Beachcombers of 1042* unit for openwartime program of the railroads as ing at the Majestic here on Friday
meeting
inannounced following the
(5).
cludes heavy use of institutional adTopping the show are Hal Shervertising and the ICudner plan will
man, comedy dancer; 'Vic Hyde, onelikely receive the attention of the
man swing band, and Les Scoti
again
in
presidents when' they meet

June 19.
With the Ford Motor Co. Inclined
to return to^ radio with an institutional, the sales heat is on from
three networks, namely, CBS, the
Blue and fTBC. The first two webs
are offering 15-minute news strips,
while NBC is readying an hour's
program for auditioning to the same

To Lunch Daily-But It s Part of Script

Lennen tt, Mitchell, agency on the
Jergens account; Is gatherlifg a list
of available eortmentators preparatory to pldciug a vacation pinchhitter lor Walter WIncheU.
.

The
first

columnisf's layoff

'will be.

th*'

four Sundays in August,

Advertising Mobilization Committees

To Hear

Weir, Tabouis^ Mallach

account.

Women

in

New York

ting free lunches

are

now

with the transfer of

his dally

tual programs

from Chicago.

series started

airing

from

New

originating

get-

from -Don Norman

Monday

MuThe
(1)

York, after seven years
in

Chicago.

Barry

O'Bryan, announcer-producer of the
session, came east with it.

Norman

takes 10 different

femmes

to lunch every day, collects mate-

The Blue Network last week an.nounced a new advertising policy

Block Drug in 30 Towns
which it described as designed to
meet the needs of manufacturers
Block .Drug Co. lias approved conwhose peacetime production has
Washington, June 2.
extensions for its spot campaign
tract
duration'
been discontinued, for the
C. -Knox Massey, account executive
Cold Medal Oil Capsules.
ct the war. The Blue proposes to oh Haarlem
for B. C. Headache Powders, has left
^ur such, non-competing The announcements are running in
attach
the Harvey-Massengale advertising manufacturers to a -win-the-war pro- 30-odd markets, J. Walter Thompson
agency of Durham, N. C, to join the gram, with each of the advertisers is the agency.
Treasury War Savings -staff under receiving top plug once every four
WiU sponsor Jerry and Zelda in
Charles J. Gllchrest, chief of the weeks and the others, mentions each daily spot on station WHO, Des
radio section.
This 'teamed sponsorship' Moines as of June 1.
week.
Massey will be a $1 a year man.
commitment
plan entails a minimum
KeUli Kigrins, vice-president in
of 13 weeks at regular card rates
stations for the Blue netVICKY, Cincinnati, is adding As- with the usual volume discounts. charge of

Knox Massey

to D. C.

the program 'and then goes
It Participation. requires the use of the
Jiuie 15.
with them at 1:45-2 p.m. sociated Press service
list of affiliates, now
Program is called 'Your Date With bolsters United Press service. In ef- complete Blue
numbering 128 stations.
fect for the past two years.
Don Norman.'

rial for

on the

air

,

Angnst

that city

Don Norman Now Taking 10 N.Y. Gals

'

Tests

Set for June 9

Starts July 10

reported between Government and

Home

Wax

Chicago Actions

Revue

Business.

Edwards' Qoiz From

This* Set

,

The various

ning- the 'war.

Is

the director.

Is

cooperats

to

.

Meeting

to discuss

what people of

the advertlsbig and publicity business can do to help wip the

war

be held tomorrow night (Thursday) by the Advertising Mobiliza-

will

tion committee, at the Park Central
hotel, N. Y,
Among the speakers
will be Walter Weir, vice-president

of

Lord & Thomas; Genevieve TaFrench journalist, and Aubrey

bouis,

Mallach, director of the Manhattan

OCD.

Advertising Mobilization commHtee is affiliated with the American
work, in Seattle last week conferring Advertishtg Guild (CIO), but conwith Birt Fisher, general manager of tains representatives from various
non-union groups.
KJR.

'
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LaCadena de Paley Gets Big Press
put Belgrano Pickups of Programs Out of
Seems Somewhat Uncertain

SETZER HALVES
'BARN DANCE'

TIME
Network

radio's

Is

Down' Adapted

Cincinnati, June

Other Pieces Scheduled

7;

Down,' John Steinbeck's story, will have Its first radio
presentation Sunday (7) on 'ColumCarroll Case, a
bia Workshop.'
script editor with Air Features, has
adapted the novel, which was previously dramatized by Steinbeck
himself and which has been sold to
20th Century-Fox for screening.
A subsequent "Workshop' vehicle
on the CBS series wUl be 'The
LitUe One," Albert Morgan's story
about a girl who marries a midget.
Peavey's Fast Cow,' a
'Harold
comedy adapted by Joe Gratz from
George Cronyn's story about a cow
that can outrun racehorses, will be
broadcast when Gratz, now a Lieutenant In the Army, can get weekend leave to direct it He is a
former CBS staff director.
Another future 'Workshop' show
win be 'Ritchie the Great,' a satirical
sketch by Jerry Lawrence, co-author
of 'Date with Judy,' about the highly
Imaginative thoughts of a normally
healthy boy. William Spier, CBS,
'The

Moon

executive producer, supervises the
'Workshop' series, with various staff
directors handling Individual shows.

WCKY
WCKY
WCKY

majority

ofily

of

WCKY

3 Provocative Pieces Touch on Radio
'We Need No Goebbels' Writes Friedrich—Oboler's
Hate Ideas Shock- Elastman
Log 179 Sustaining Hrs.

As

Wife of a Camp Wheeler technical
Mrs.
Jeannette
Sayre

sergeant,

Smith, formerly of the Council for

'SUPERMAIf ON

WAR

SLAP

FOR DUFFY'S'

and Parke Levy.

AIDE TO CAROL IRWIN
Woody Klpse

succeeds Ben Larson
as script and production assistant to
Carol Irwin, daytime radio head of
Young & Rublcam. He was formerly
with East St Louis station end more
recently has been a writer for

Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Larson resigned this week
rate

station

WWDC,

which he bought

to ope-

Washington,

in partnership with

Joseph Katz, Baltimore advertising
agency man. (Subject to FCC approval).

Woodbury (Nick) Carter, program
manager of WTRY, Troy, N. Y., has
.

applied for a commission in the
NaVy- Cecil Walker, also of WTRY,
Is seeking an Ensign's commission in
the aviation branch.

HAS MUSICIAN

or

in-

On

Rockefeller Funds

Temple Series h'obably Goes

Off Air with Aug. 26 Broadcast
Gamble

will probably scripting setup having
'Junior Miss,' the Shirley Tem- some weeks ago.

been revised

Despite the decline In the rating
when the present contract
and the production difficulties, howexpires Aug. 26: That will wind up ever, a major factor in the P.
G.
cancellation is said to be the Inability of the company to maintain
its output of Dreft soap, the sponsoring product for the western end
of the CBS hookup. Ivory soap,
which has the series in the east, cannot carry the entire cost and still
its other programs, which include
'Truth or Consequences,' 'Against the
Storm,' 'Life Can Be Beautiful' and
the about-to-be-dropped
Sherman show. Reason P. ti, G. can'
not keep up its regular production
of Dreft is its inability to obtain a
sufficient supply of one of the chem

ple show,

&

the soap company's sponsorship of
the entire 9-10 pjn. hour Wednesdayji on CBS, as tiie account has.
already decided hot to continue the
Ransom Sherman show after the cur'rent cycle ending July 1. 'Jtmior
Miss' has the first half-hour of the
period and the Sherman stanza the
closing half -hour. .
Although the cancelation of the
Temple series has not actually beep
approved by P.
G., it has been
recommended by the Benton 8i
Bowles agency and will probably be
okayed by the client Show will have
completed 26 weeks with the Aug.
26 broadcast. That is th6 initial contract period. It started with a satisfactory rating, but subsequently took
a steady drop. There has been some
trouble with the production, the director having been changed even before the first broadcast and the

.

Ransom

&

leal ingredients.

Truth

'The great formulae of the Creel
Committee, like 'making the world
safe for democracy,' became a mockery soon after the Armistice. .. .the

public learned of secret treaties and
atrocity hoaxes, watched the bickering of the Allies, and got scared of
the Reds. It was then that the little
man began to shout, 'Back to Normalcy!.... the violence of the reacMinneapolis, June 2.
tion was stunning; it lost us the
Staff musicians at KSTP, local repeace....'
lease for NBC, were called out on
Oboler's Prayer
strike lest Friday (20) and the indi
Fred Eastman was shocked in Co-

American FedC'

ration of Musicians won't enter into

the situation until

and the

James

C. Petrillo

local union's officials

time that the union and
tangled the
ordered all

last

KSTP

AFM

remote dance bands off NBC.
According to Stanley Hubbard, of
KSTP, the break came after the
union had refused to submit to arbitration certain working conditions
that the union wanted written into
the

new

necessary element In fighting morale.
Oboler said that listeners had
to him saying 'make us
angry, we like it. We need hate to
enable \is to endure the coming
death of our sons and fathers and
husbands.'
In the midst of his Ohio State talk,
Oboler Included a prayer:
Dear Almi^htv, '>nay we in
these sessions stop chasing our
academic tails in meaningless
circles . . and remember
that
patting each other's backs is a

meet written

in Dallas this weekend for the opening of the AFM's annual convention.

The

lumbus by radio writer Arch Oboler,
who proclaimed that, 'hatred' was a

contract Hubbard said that

he was agreeable to a 10% raise In
the station's musicians quota but that
he balked at the demand -that a
musician who had' been on the station's payroll for 30 days or longer
could not be dismissed without the
union's consent and that there be in^
creases In the salaries of the con'
ductor and individual musicians.

.

.

Consequences'

and

return early In the

fall.

. ,

you and the men who
have died and will die in this
war. May we, dear Almightv>
face this problem factuaVLy, realistically and with a minimum
sin against

of

damn

foolishness.'

Fry Changed Mood
Eastman reported in his Christian
Century piece that: 'For the next
hour the assembly fed on hate.

Delegates asked for specific suggesA THRILL'
tions as to how they could spread
the dark passion over their local
Ionized Teast Considering Mystery radio stations. .. .then someone njted
Melodrama 'Series
the presence in the audience of
Stephen Fry of the British BroadIonized yeast is considering spon- casting, Corp. How, he was asked,
sorship of a mystery-meller series, had the British managed to stir up
'Have a ThriU with Dudley Jones. the desired hatred?
Quietly he
Matter is still vague, with the client answered that the BBC had no wish
undecided whether to add the show to stir up hate.
.The British public
to its present network roster or sub- had refused
to hate
This quiet
stitute It for 'Good Will Hour' or answer
turned • the emotional tide.
'Board of KZisslng Heirs.'
From then on 'saner counsels pre'Have a Thrill' Is scripted by Peter vailed.'
Lyon, from an idea conceived by
A Slight Blast
John l/oveton, director of 'Good Will
Nettles Is no pussyfooter about
Hour' and 'Missing Heirs.' ^Ruth
broadcasting. 'Radio advertising in
rauff Si Ryan is the agency.
the United States,' he states, "has
tended' to obscure the greatness of
the nation. It separates people InJoan Harding's Asilgnment
Joan Harding, a member of the stead of binding them together in a
Blue staff in Washington, will take common endeayer. The. advertiser
over the Friday installment this seeks,to Imbue us with a sense of
week in the network's 'Men of the false optimism. .speaks with cheerSea', dally
series,
3:36-3:45
p.m fulness of impending events that may
She'll do Interviews with members brhig disaster, .. .puts us off guard
of the Marine Corps.
....lulls us with a feeling of false
John Hicks handles the program security. .invites us to pamper our
the balance 'Of the week, devoting appetites when we need to be selfit to men of the Navy and merchant denying are necessary for our Eurmarine.
vIvaL'

^HAVE

. :

. .

or

'Abie's Irish Rose,' which share the
8-9 p.m. hour Saturday nights on
NBC-Red, the latter show lor Urene
shampoo, will both take short sum'
mer layoffs, but both are set to

conclusion,'

writes Friedrlph, 'This country ould
have won the war anyhow.' He con-

STRIKE

'

drop

WOODY EOSE NEW

viewpoints directly

tinues:

cations are that the

Robert Choquefte Writes

31

&

.

war) emerges only one

KSTP, ST. PAUL.

imiALdJVE)

Procter

'

teristic

KDKA

Democracy, New York, Initiated and
Montreal, June 2.
conducts a weekly program for
Robert Choquette, author of the
mothers, wives and sisters of soldiers •Pension Velder* program for Procter
stationed here. She tells about con- & Gamble (Ivory Soap) and 1a
ditions and training at the camp, Cure .de Village' for General Foods
Since originating the series on (Jello), has received an appointment
WBML, Macon, sh« has been made as writer-in-resldence at Smith Cola member of the station's annoimcing lege, Northhampton, Mass. He wiU
staff.
write a book there. The grant is
Arrangements are being made for provided by Rockefeller Foundation
Mrs. Smith to broadcast programs on funds.
transcription
WCAE,
Pittsburgh
for
French-Canadian scripter's two
Live version of 'Superman' will be
debuted by the Mutual Network Aug. WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.; WBT, programs will go off the air, ChoCharlotte, N. C, and WINS, New quette Is due In Northhampton in
81.
It will go into the 5:30-5:45
York.
September.
period, which is now occupied by
'Jack Armstrong.' General Mills is

being.

Japs' Douhle-X

upon radio, the war
and morale, Curtis Nettels of WisPittsburgh, June 2.
consin Is Ill-tempered about "The
release last week revealed
Radio
and
War'
In the New Rethe
that Westinghouse' station here had
public
Fred Eastman, of Chicago
devoted a total of 179 and a quarter
'Hieolclgical Seminary, is perturbed
hours since outbreak of war Dec. 7
over
Morale' in the
'Hate
Radio
and
to local sustaining public services
Christian Century.
'We Need No
programs directly related to the war
Goebbels' raps Carl Friedrich of
effort That time represents more
Harvard,
In Common Sense magthan nine full broadcast days.
azine.
These pieces represent, colShows were exclusive of network
and were lectively, provocative reading.
war stuff carried by
Friedrich is opposed to a
also exclusive of spot announcements.
ministry of propaganda.
During the same period, local blurbs
Eastman is opposed to hatred.
on behalf of war effort numbered
Nettels Is opposed lo radio for
1,780.
profit in wartime.
'From the learned battle (the last

On

Shirley

Within three weeks of their participation In the Institute for Education by Radio at Ohio State University,
three
academicians have

directly touching

outlets

moving the latter serial over to the
Blue Network.
'Superman' will be on a Mondaythrough-Friday schedule and origin'
ate from WOR, New York. Recorded
versions of this serial are under local
commercial commitment In some 30
markets. These spots wUI not get
the network 'Superman' for the time

To

publi^ed pieces amplifying charac-

War Since

when some

AUGUST

Station Donation

KDKA

2D

1940.

up.

'

WCKY

take 6:30-6:45 to 10-10:15 p.m. Monday has hit 'Duffy's Tavern' In the last
outstanding through Thursday, with a repeat at few months. After the previous one
personality like F.D.R. is speaking. 11:15 p.m.
by Schick razor the show was Im'
mediately picked up by Sanka as a
Otherwise, they want pesos in adsuccessor to "We, the People.' The
vance If ^ey are to kill qS commerlatter series was subsequentiy bought
cials In order to give tie time to Jeannette Sayre Is
by Gulf Oil as a replacement for the
hemisphere programs. Belgrano did
'Screen GuUd Theatre.'
set a May 25 program for CBS in
Georgia Station •Tavern' Is owned by Ed Gardner,
New York marking National Indewho plays the leading part It Is
pendence Day but this, too, emphawritten by Mac Benoff, Abe Burrows
sizes the one-shot nature of the set
Camp Wheeler, Ga., June 2,

them

2,

One of the commonest types of feuding In radio is that between
local stations in which 'A' claims all on a basis of Its survey and Is
then answered by Its rival 'B' claiming all on the findings of a sephere Is not following this pattern of
arate survey. Station
action with regard to the local C. E. Hooper survey which has been
says It will Indulge In no 'contest of
exploited extensively.
will show anybody that's Interested Its
claims' but Instead
'survey of the C. H. ttooper survey.'
doesn't say the Hooper survey Is wrong. It Just says that
businessmen who base station choice on It should know more about
the size of the sample, the methods, variables, percentiles, etc, and
paid the Graham research firm of New York to
for this purpose
analyze the data.

Is

With 'The Bam Dance' and the
Fred Allen show clipped to SO-mlnutes the list of one-hour programs
will
stand at five this fall. They are
TJufly's Tavern' will b« dropped
actual use. No announcement was
•The Lux Radio Theatre,' 'The Kraft by Sanka after four more broadcasts
made about regular programs to be Music Hall,' Kay Kyser (Lucky on CBS, because of priorities on cof-^
carried on the S. A. stations and in- Strike), Kate Smith (General Foods)
Show will fold June 30, comfee.
quiries at Belgrano disclosed no such and 'Good Will Hour'
(Ironlzed pleting 13 weeks for the General
plans were even contemplated.
Yeast).
Foods brand. Instead of the miniAside from the regular 11:00 to
Alka Seltzer has almost made mum of 26 called for in the contract
11:15 PJL news broadcast carried on some Adjustments for Its two pro- The account is exercising a clause to
Belgrano's No. 2 station. Radio Mitre, grams on the Blue network.
'The cancel the Intervening term of the
there is no regular CBS feature com- Quiz Kids' program quits Its present deal in the event facilities contract
ing here. While programs are fre- Wednesday 8-8:30 p.m. spot for Sun- was not resewed. Young & Rublcam
quently put out on d.x. from the day 7:30-8 p.m. early In July, while is the agency.
Btaten, to be picked up by Latin the Lum 'n' Abner serial hops from
The cancellation Is the second that
Btations.

1942

Hie Survey Surveyed

oldest 60-mInute

program, "The National Barn Dance'
(Alka Seltzer), moves into the halfhour (9-10) since It originated on
It
the Blue link in July, 1033.
switched to the NBC-Red In June,

3,

For CBS Workshop June

New York

JEROME LAWRENCE WEST
Buenos Aires, June 2.
Launching of the CBS Pan-AmerlCo-Anthor of They Live Forever'.
•an web 'La Cadena de las AmeriOn New Assignment
cas' received good sendoft here and
Jerome Lawrence, co-author with
•Isewhere In South. America but ImForever' on CBS, has
Live'
'They
pression still remains that for the
gone to the Coast to write 'Date
time being, at least, the network is With Judy,' in collaboration with
more paper than fact and that It Eileen Leslie.
will be a long time before it reaches
Latter show* Is the summer rethe pre-Pearl Harbor dream of Co- placement of Bob Hope for Pepsolumbia prexy WUliam S. Paley.
dent
Inaugural program got big advertising space and plenty of air comment and news and magazine plugs
not only In Argentina but throughout the continent, according to rePresence on the
Sorts received here.
laugural of Vice-President Henry
A. Wallace, Under-Secretary of State
Sumner Welles, and heads of Nicaraguan, Peruvian, Uruguayan, and
Venezuelan Governments, drew less
attention In many quarters. than announcement that Ronald Coleman,
JUta Hayworth, Edward G. Robinson,
Lauritz Melchior, Dick Powell, and
Jinx Falkenberg would broadcast.
Radio Belgrano (LR 3) and the
•Primera Cadena Argentina de
Broadcasting", one of the two largest national webs in S. A., put the
CBS show on all its stations, with
owner Jaime Yankelevich commenting in advance. However, as local
press pointed out, the Pan American web Idea is not being put into

"Moon

. .

1

:

VedhwdayT June

3,

.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE RADIO TO CLEAN UP
Foreign language radio stations in the United
States apparently feel this way about criticism recently leveled against them (a good deal of it in this

Schneider, program manager of WRUL, Boston,
and Art Simon, of WPEN, Philadelphia, which is
another Bulo^'a-owned property.
Sponsors at the Waldorf ' meeting included
George Nuncs (Conti Food), Mr. and Mrs. Armando Cenerazzo (Lomonte), Antonio Corroa
(olive oil), Bartol Filippine (food products) Frank
Giordano (La Rosa), Dino Levi and A. Polacco
(Evel Furs), Emanuel Ronzoni, Jr. (Macaroni),
Ray GioMano (Gem Packing).

newspaper):

A

.1.
,2.

^

lot of the criticism
of it is not.

is

fully justified.-

Some

Steps are being taken to reform the trade.
4'.
This reform must be sufficiently real, sweepii^^ and visible to impress the skeptics.
'3, Merely refraining from offense is not enough.
Foreign language stations hereafter must be positive in aid of democracy, not merely negative in
shutting OMt pro-Axis persons.
6. No Italian or German announcer can be
merely neutral. The times demand a definite choosing between democracy and. dictatorships.
7, Information concerning doubtful foreign language personnel should be made available to sta3.

:

•

Some
grams

The latter, have the right to assume really
dangerous fellows are already on Ellis Island.
The Government ought to do more for the
.8.
guidance and encouragement of foreign language
programs.. The Government should provide more
information for foreign language use, if possible.
Programs like *You Can't Do Business "With Hitler'
should be recorded at Government expense in German and Italian as they have been in English.
tions.

sarily

faith,

try.

However a

station

WHOM, New

like

York,

whidi has eight languagies, sees no particular or
extra danger. While its program director is unable
to speak the languages, there is a special monitoring
Only the G^eek
supervisor for six of the eight.
and Lithuanian programs are 'on faith', and each
announcer is thoroughly established as resplonsible,
pro-democtatic and trustworthj'.
gives this list of his
Joseph Lang of
eight-language lineup at

WHOM

WHOM:

Hours

Language Kesponsible

.

WJBK, Detroit.
WGES, Chicago.

James F. Hopkins,

Guisseppi Lupis
Harry Sperber
Karl Sobelcwski

7-10 a.m. 6-10 p.m.
1 :30-3 p.m.
German
12-1 :30 3-6 p.m.
Polish
10-11:30 a.m.
Arnold Jaffe
Yiddish
,
10-11 p.m.
Spanish
Jose Alvarez
11:30-11:45 a.m.
Ivan Pollack
Russian
7-7:30
p.m.
Sunday
Tetros Demetriados
Greek
11:45-12
Lithuanian Jonas Valaitis

Italian

of the plan:

,

Philadelphia.

Carlo Vinti, an Italian language advertising
agent, has exclusive rights to the Italian time segments. .But all time contracts, billing, collections
directly, Lang exare cleared through
plains. Sperber is a sports and dramatic editor on
a German paper. Sobolewski a Polish actor.

WHOM
,

only one of half a dozen meetings of*
various kinds that have been held in the past three
weeks. One meeting was held in New York at the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel when Henshel, of Arde
'
Bulova's WOV, brought together all the Italian
language advertisers of the station and laid down
the minimum safeties against pro-Axis or antidemocratic hazards insisted upon by, the management of WOV. Present at this meeting were Lee
Falk, of the Office of Facts & Figures, Doug

This

danger

It IS probably true just now that the freelance
announcer-salesnien are scare^ quiet It is thought
probable that pro-Axis stuff is a past dauger. It
result- not only in loss of j^, but probably

would

in loss of liberty for the offender.
Meanwhile tliere remains, still to be solved, the
challenge Of selling democracy to tlie unhappy and
nervous U. S. zones of German and Italian extraction. There is a scarcity of program material and
a scarcity of finance to obtain any. One suggestion
is that the propaganda transcriptions of the Donovan, Committee recently used for shortwave purposes ought to be salvaged, at least in part, for use
on the domestic lingual front Redtape has apparently prevented action in this regard in the past.
Self-respect is the great need of the foreign lanstations. Just now they may consider
that the right to self-regulation is more basic and.
more pressing. But all evidence strongly suggests
that most of the current difficulties in the lingual
field are the direct Ifruit of an attitude of being
'ashamed' of their business, of dreaming not of improvement of foreign language service, but of .^c^"
cape from foreign laugna^ operations into English.
When international politics recently became com^
plicated, especially' with the t^ondetbolts of Pearl
Harbor, too many stations carrying foreign languages thought in terms of dropping these •lan-<
guages rather than doing a job.

guage radio

It has recently been suggested that it would b«
signal public service on the part of the bigger*
richer, highly esteemed networic stations in. cosmopolitan centers if some of them as a gesture to
public interest deliberately did the daring, imaginative,
first

helpfuL thing and put in an hour or two of
.

rate

programming in

is

Translators are all too often under-paid and
under-investigated. The financial aspect encourages
temptation. The previous racial or ideological conditioning encourages dangerous associations. This
is a problem the domestic foreign language licensees
share with our shortwave propaganda organizations.
It is pertinent that Government itself has
not escaped embarrassments when trusted trans,

Torep Language Statioiis Magnify

Hy Demands

Facts

Starr

New York City. ing on his favorite subject, 'Hitler
and Napoleon.' In Hollywood lie
Editor, •Variety':
In a city crammed with moun- was on several important broadcasts
good will and loyalty, the' most of which were carried by netHe adforeign-tongued stations hav* mag- work aSUiated stations.
nlfled almost bragglngly the destruc- dressed college classes.
tive molehills of disunity, disloyalty
He soon returned to New York.
and subtle hatred. 'Variety'*' query: Though his lectures took up a great
'Is There • Radio Underworld?' is deal of his Hme, he felt as he listened
bound to get many a ri^e from those to some of pur local foreign spieleis
of us who have tested the -whiplash that there -was something wrong with
of the sharp operation of these for- their Interpretation of our democra
Being able to
eign-voiced outlets. The answer to cy and Its ideals.
your question is a crescendo of over- speak and -write in German and
due and overboiling
the force Italian he volunteered to do sevof which should be heard at our na- eral broadcasts to the Italian and
German people in New York. He
tion's capital,
had already spoken- over most of
We'v* all had our experiences,
talng of

War was

m

speak Of a very prophetic one just
recently:
He was on* of Europe's
great historians.
He cam* to the
United States to fUIflU a lecture tour,
arrange for the distribution of several of Ilia books and make for Hol-

lywood to discuss tlu«e war stories;
one of which has been bought by
M-G-M for a Walter Pidgeoa vehicle.

He addressed many conventions.
In Cleveland alone, he faced local
outlets speak-

NBC, CBS and Mutual

......

make it dear that n
careless, sloppy attitude toward an important t)'pQ
of broadcasting must inevitably produce unpleasant and unsatisfactory conditions. The growing
realization of our nation-wide n^lect to sell millions of foreign born citizens or resident aliens on
democracy, while allowing the Axis to indoctrinate
them, highlights the role foreign language stationsmight have played in the past and how must assume for the future. The foreign language* sUtions
through t4ieir new organization announce -that they
recognize the responsibility and will guarantee to
do better. Interested observers will await convincing evidence.
;
.

.

IVecdes

has ordered all foreign Ungnace radio, statiens to sabmH

FCC

"-'''"f

whc's

M

Woodside, L.

I.

In

OD

the control booth

cheddng

all

copy broadeast' against th* original
and approved sertpt
An example followed by many
^d 'Is There a Ra- language stations to maintain a conSelves On
dio Underworld?' were read with stant diedc on their programs is th*
a great deal- of interest here at copy and p rogram chedc--up system

Your

who

articles

.

.^prelgn Language
Put
"Linguals

Confess,'
Spot,'

WWHL.

write out their com-

plete talks when they're submitted
for consideration, waiting for weeks
Is given
(mostly "no"), sloughing off material

and weeks before an answer

that Is attuned so completely to a
foreigner's sworn allegiance to these
United States make the foreign-

C

local stations.

—

\

WWHL

for the past sevyean. All copy to be aired in
a foreign-language is submitted to
our foreign-language announcers all the program department 48 hours
Copies of
of whom are citizens or have filed prior to broadcast time.
citkenship papers. Several days after all continuities are then translated
the outbreak of war, WWBI< volun- into English by a station translator.
tarily filed Information -with the While each of the language proFBI as to tbe citizenship status of grams is being broadcast, a larrguago
translator (Spanish, Greek, Czech,
its language announcers.
Several montlis ^after our entry etc.) stands in tbe control room

followed at

WWRL

we have mainHere at
tained a thorough', careful check on

threatening
stations,
language
menace that should be dealt with
immedtately. Their listeners' adopted
country is at war and the emergency into tbe war, the U.. S. Office of
And then, we were brought face
But from the loud- Censorship, headed by Byron Price,
serious.
is
to face -with the foreign tongued
an altogether differ- suggested tliat foreign-language stamess as it exists today. It looms as speakers come
tions take 'necessary precautions' to
one of the most dangerous problems ent tale.
deviations from script by
Yes, some mighty strong-armed prevent
besetting radio, one of democracy's
announcers and
foreign-language
arms of communication tiiat it so policing of these foreign -l a ngua ge
This suggestion brought
performers.
wholeheartedly dedicated to the stations is In order! They're still runlight
a radio Individual about
to
progress of Ire* speech. Not alone ning around hell-bent for desUnctti* translatar
is
known—
little
whom
cro-wded ttie-'
ate the spielers to blame. The mis- tion hoUering 'Are' in
or air policeman who tits little dimanagement of these stations, the atres.
rect contact with programs, but sits
<Signed) Martin Starr.
ruthless rtin -around ^ven people.

our

liDgnals

Message

Editor, •Variety':

Stations

crystal clear.

making them

'Tfa*

required to finally

'Ajqireciate the Unfted States'

forthwMfa detailed data on their
relationships to freelance anand
time
nouBcer-salesmen
brokers.
Ezhanstlve details are de-

maaded

or German.
_

Wathlngton, June 2.
Chaiiman Jaaes L. Fly ef the

MdehiDs of Disloyalty'-Martin

Italian

response to the suggestion has, however, been lukewarm. Again demonstrating that 'foreign ianr
guage' carries a stigma. The big staitions, like ths
tiny neighborhood exhalers, tend to fear the
'shame'.

WOV, New Work.
Joseph Lang, WHOM, New York.
Griffith Thompson, WBYN, New York.
WPEN,

inevitably

fore Pearl Harbor calculated to make it impossible
for sly iellows to slip over disloyal propaganda or
in other ways help the fascists and injure this coun-

A

Arthur Simon,

that

tor, Mario- Huttpn, Who spealcs both languages
fluehtly. This station adopted procedures well be-

proval or non-approval of Chairman James L. Fly
of the Federal Communications Commission.
new committee called the 'Foreign Language
Broadcasters Wartime Control' will have offices in
Washington and wili. attempt to demonstrate the

Arnold Hartley,

smallscate operation

WOV,

Navy.

Harry Henshel,

'con-

control foreign language broadcasting when a station concentrates on one language only,
New York, ^or example, is all-Italian until 6 p.m.
daily and its four announcers and two translators
in that language are supervised by a program direc-

Meanwhile, foreign language radio stations operators of the United States have definitely promised
to 'dean up their backyard' and are taking steps to
raise $15,000 or more to Anance a code compliance
system, the teeth of which are implicit in the ap-

The
practicality of self-regulation.
following persons will meet this week in furtherance

The

than proof, is all that ^guarantees the
democracy of program content. It is far easier to

thing is clear: never before in the 10-yearhistory of lingual operations has so much attention
been focused upon the subject. Apart from the
station managements themselves, as the parties at
interest, the foreign language problem is now engaging the interest of the Federal Communications
Commission, the Office of Facts & Figures, the War
Production Board, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Intelligence branches of the Army and

and

have pro-

rather

One

sincerity

radio stations in the U; S. A.
in six to eight different languages.

problems are thereby multiplied in complexity
and the single item of wages for linguistic monitors
and knowledgeable program supervision by the station (not the freelance announcer-salesman using
the station) looms so large in the budget of a necestrol'

1

K

have been caught in double-dealing.
Portuguese-speakingpersonage
revealed
this
in. a very sacred environment only a year
or so ago. More recently there have been quandaries where obscure Asiatic dialects were needed
for shortwave and only one or two men were available. It was a question of trusting nObody-off-thestreet to intelligently understand and faithfully
present the United States' viewpoint
lators

eral

checking the program. Should tfaer*
be any devfation iiam the pf^tared
and approved script or annboneeth* program would immediately bt cot off tbe air ^with questions, asked afterwards.
That this
procedure of dieddng on fortignlanguage programs Is thorough and
successful can be attested t^ by th*
has never fiad any
tact that
(Contfamed «b page tt)
raent,

—

WWRL

-

.
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War Permits

Kathermy

Snuffing of

Continued from page

And Oiher M.D. Gadgets Generating
Long Upset Reception

Static;

Washington, June 2.
The omnibus powers granted the
Federal Government for prosecution
of the war have been used in at
least one Instance to accomplish
something beneBcial to broadcasting
on which Congress has stalled for
several years. Control now is being
exercised over troublesome diathermy apparatus which has become
an increasing menace to good recep-

many

tion in

thickly-settled areas.

Tired of waiting for specific' legisthe FCC two weeks ago
adopted regulations compelling all
X-ray equipment,
of
possessors

lation,

•

TO STATION

short-wave heat treatment gadgets
(not including siin lamps and similar
apparatus purchased by individuals
from drug stores), and related machines to register with the Commish.
order affected an estimated
100,000 devices, mostly in the hands
of physicians and institutions.
Then in short order the Commish
began outlawing the use of the
equipment which threw out signals
Interfering with national defense.
An X-ray machine of Dr. W. L.
Smith, Monroe, Ija., was the first to

WHK

.
'

of

States

freedom-

William A. Schudt;

muddUng radio signals neces*saiy to plane and ground communitions,

(8)

Jr.,

sis

OPA RULING

in April, 1940.

&

'

-

zation.

CALTINNEYCAN

SUSTAINER
'

new

I

likeid

to take

my

mind oft. things by listening to the
American shortwave broadcasts,' he
declares.

'As the bulldin'g trembled, the bed
shook and the floor lamp rocked with
the noise and vibrations of .the battle, it was nice to know that poor
little Amanda was stlU having her

emotional crimes. It was
comforting that somewhere in the
world the same old troubles exendless

isted.'

Local Sponsors

May Tie-In

On

Bond Programs

ing was revised.
Washington, June 2.
The OPA now allows a manufacAfter months of head-scratching,
ttirer to discontinue advertising althe Treasury finally has decided to
lowances to dealers providing they go forward with the idea of allowing
stations to air bond and stamp
had been bona fide discounts.
.transcriptions under local sponsor-

Y&R

Tom

WALA,
By

.

functions as office head.

tician.

Possibility of getting some return for the gratis time which the
individual transmitters have been
giving away in large gobs since before Pearl Harbor has been api)Iauded by the operators, so a new
series' of
transcribed
programs,
tailored to allow a brief commercialship.

TayloF-O'Meara Share
Schudt has devoted most of his ing school.
Beginning July 1, the United
broadcasting to station
Duties
Lewis*
States Coast Guard Radio Training
Hollywood, June 2.
Schools at New London, Conn., and
Executive and production duties'
Baltimore, are being combined with
vyjio entered the
Mobile, Repped
officers and .instructing staffs being of Tom Lewis,
Army's Special Service as head of
Headley-Reed Finn assigned to Atlantic City.
the radio division, will be shared
WAIiA, Mobile, has named the
by Glenhall Taylor and Carroll
Headley-Reed Co. as its national
Blobard Pntf, formerly with the Q'Meara at Young & Rubicam.
sales repi.
Cooperative Analysis of BroadcastTaylor, who produces Burns and
Headley-Reed. has meanwhile re- ing, has joined the Mutual sales pro- Allen^ opus, will look after the
signed the representation of WSIX, motion department as chief statis- agency's Coast shows while O'Meara
Nashville.

aircraft guns.

advertisers. The magazines
appealed to Washington and the rul-

for establishment of a radio train-

-

Newton explains. 'With the
bombs screaming down, the roar of
explosions and the banging of anti-

tional

career in
operation.

BE CARRIED AS

will

IS

SEEN FAVORING

'When certain plans now in the
Commish directed Pr. making at CBS are completed,
Smith to quit^sing the apparams. Schudt will fill an executive assignOn several occasions, the Commish ment His job will be a radical deIn Atlantic City Hotel
bas asked Congress to give it con- parture teoTti ibtf traditional \control over such machines, which have tacteerlng methods of network .stamultiplied greatly to the point where tion relations men. Fundamentally
Atlantic City, June 2.
calls
for
man
serving
the
plan
such
a
radio listeners, as well as the techThe United States Coast Guard
nical communications services, have affiliate!} stations as a consultant on
But programing, operational and other has leased the Elks Club Building
yelped alwut interference.
problems.
It
proposed
give
simis
to
Congress was too busy.
and the Clarendon Hotel, both on
ilar assignments to at least two
others within the Columbia organi- 'Virginia Avenue near the beach
the

Cal Tinney's thrice weekly

yiffs

NETWORKS

returns to
a memlier of
the network's station relations department His place as head of the
transcription division of the' Columbia Recording Corp has been taken
by Robert J. Clarkson, who came
with Schudt from WOR, New York,

CBS Monday

'

sleep,

bonds.'

States there
are some 200 stations broadcasting
foreign-language programs in 20 different languages approximately -1,700 hours per weelc. An estlmatol
announcers, musicians, an4
6,Q00
oUier talent are involved ba the
preparation and the broadcastbg of
these programs. America's foreignlanguage stations are an integral
part of th6 nation's broadcast plcr
ture.
It seems a shame that the
slipshod methods of a careless few
should bring discredit', upon the
While it won't be helpful to local
many working in behalf of our war
ruling by the
effort and the nation's 'citizenship Advertising, last week's
Office of Price Administration on adand Americanization program.
(Signed) Wolfer Kaner,
vertising discount allowances is exDirector Publicity
Special
pected to stimulate network busiFeatures.
ness. In its original ruling on the
subject the OPA held that all prices
all discounts were to b« frozen
Coast Gnaril Concentrates and
at their highest March level, with
the result that th'ere was a whole-^
Radio Training Courses sale unloading of advertising contracts, particularly magazines, by na'

RELATIONS

be affected. Because his equipment
was bothersome to Army air opera-

comment program

William M. Newton. BBC program
director in th« U. S., became an
ardent listener to U. S. daytime sewhile h* was a news anrials
Cleveland, June S.
nouncer in London during the Uits
Mildred Scalon, formerly of
of 1940. He would. tune in the shows
continuity department, has been ap- by shortwave In his apartment near
pointed to the station's announcing the BBC studios hi the early houra.
His favorite pro«
of the morning.
staff. She has appeared over netgram was 'Amanda of Honeymoon
work drama shows and has beeq> a Hill,' he says.
member of the Lakewood^ 0., Little
During the bel^t of some «t the
Theatre.
impossible, to get any
raids it

WICs Femme SpMer

.

The

cation,

Reveak That He Doted Upon

'Amanda of Honepoon HOT in Blitz

lan-

.

laws of the United
America. 'Invest la
boy war stamps and
Here in the United

heard at that time, will be dropped.

BILLSCHUDT

its

by thinking and apesklag Amerlean and above all ,by being a
good American, and obeying the

Journal' com-

ment series in the 8-8:15 ajn, spot
World news roundup currently

1942

27s=

on any of

tongae, free from Government
eensorihip, arc only possible in
a demoonoy like the United
States. Appreolate this privilege

Morgan Beatty, already heard
nightly on the Blue network, h^

War

arise

guage programs.
WWRL which broadcasts some 37
hours of foreign-language programs
in eight different tongues is prefacing all such programs with this annoimcement:
Kadle programs In yonr own

lorgan Beatty at 8 AJVL

added a 'Dally

Briton

'Appreciate U.S.A.'
difficulty

3,

be made

message for some local advertiser,
will be available next month.
'Vlnce Callahan, has arranged for
two dramatized platters weekly,
each rimning shy of 15 minutes, patterned after the present, 'Star Parade' series, which has been offered
for non-commercial use.

available to those Mutual stations not
carrying the stanza as a commercial.
Philiie cigar, agented by Ivy and
Ellington, has readily agreed with

the network's idea of having the
sustaining outlets insert Government messages in place of the commercial copy. A formula will meanwhile be worked out so that the
length of the messages coincide with
the delivery of the ad copy.
It is figured that Tintiey will gain
80 Mutual releases through this ar

(With Replacement Shows,

If

Beplaeement
Time
Jane Froman,
Al Goodman... ...Sunday, 9:10 p.m..
Sunday, 7-7:30 p.iin.
None

Program
Fred Allen...
Jack Benny, f

rangement

0.FJ.

MATERIAL SEEDED

INTO HIETT NEWSCASTS

Edgar Bergen

None

'SUver Theatre'

Edw. R.Murrow. Sunday,

Factual war information supplied
and Figures
aired in the commercial an'
.

Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m.
6-6:15 p.m.

Any, Indicated)
Network

Agency

Sponsor

CBS

Texaco

Buchanan

NBC

General Foods

Young &
Rubicam

NBC

Standard Brands

J.

CBS

International Silver

Thompson
Young &

CBS

None

Sunday, 7:30-8 pm.
Sunday, 6:30-7 pjn.

'Metropol. Auditions*.. .None

at

War'

Gulf OU
Mutual Blue Coal

Gildersleeve'.

. .

not having eoop'

'Lux Theatre'
'Blondie'

Bob Burns.....

work as a sustainer, but it is locally Red Skelton
sponsored by various accounts on
different outlets.
Commercials are Bob Hope
by the affiliates in spots
open at the; start, middle and
close of each stanza. Under the new
setup, the OFF blurbs will be carried in those spots if there is no
local sponsorship.

Howe,

WBMT,

in

Army

Lynchburg, June
.

'Fibber

McGee'

Legler
J.Walter
Tliompsdn

None

Monday, 9-10 p.m.

CBS

Lever Bros.

J.

as

a second lieutenant past

-

Walter'

'Vaughn Monroe .Monday, 7:30-8 p.m.
Tuesday, 8:30-8:55 p.m.

CBS
CBS

R. J. Reynolds

ThOmiSson
Esty

Campbell Soup

Ruthrauff &

Tommy

pm.

NBC

Brown

'Date with Judy' .Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m.

NBC

Williamson Russell
Seeds
Pepsodent.
Lord&

Uncertain

NBC

Johnson

Dorsey.. .Tuesday, 10:30-11

.Tuesday, 0:30-10 p.m.

Ryan
tc

Wax

inson's 'Big Town' will be renewed
for Rinso, the change In formula to

foreign espionage having been the
saving grace for the Big Towners.
Pete Batnum, production chief for
R
R, is Jiere from New York to
'prevail on Robinson to keep going
through the summer and to assemble talent for a summer standin fdr
Bob Burns, who has two more to
go. Agency is anxious to make capital of the hew life taken on by 'Big
Town' and pass :up the hiatus.

&

.

Thomas
Needhain,

,

Brorby'
'Three-Ring Time'

None

Eddie jCantor,

"Those

'Aldrich Family'

None

Blue

Ballantine Beer

NBC

Bristol-Myers

.Thursday, 6:30-9 p.m.

NBC

General Foods

.Thursday, 7:30-8 p.m,
Friday, 8-8:55 p.m.

NBC

R. J. Reynolds

CBS

General Foods

.Saturday, 11-11:30 a.m.

NBC

Shlnola

Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m-

We Ix)ve' Wednesday,

9-9:30 p.m.

Bob Hawk
None-.

'

None

Bill Scripps in

.J.IViater

"thompson

m

Young <c
Rublea^
Benton '&
Bowles
Kastor
.

June

2.

Willia
J. Scripps, general manager of
J and W46D, has been
appointed a first lieutenant in the
U. S. Air Corps and ordered to re-

WW

R\ibicam
'V'oung&
.Esty.

-

Khaki

JJetrolt,

Young &
-

Rubicam

the

Army

x>fl
several days
hear the fateful words. It
is now considered definite that the
Oliver opus is for Rinso and not
Lifebuoy, and that Edward G. Rob-

Ryan
Warwick &

Sherwin, Williams

None

who shoved

ris,

tiOUlsjt

James Leroy Howe, manager of Al Pearce
Danville, (and president of Kate Smith
,
'Virginia
Junior Chamber of
to report to the Xincoln Highway'

WBTM,

later to

Kraft

2.

Commerce) ordered

Ruthrauff &

NBC

Inserted
left

by Martin Gosch

NBC

.

produced and written
aiid Howard Har-

tion platter,

Young &
Rubicam

Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m.

.

stations

-

the eastern Rinso replacement for
'Grand Central Station.' Don Stauffer, radio head of the agency, last
week left Hollywood with the audi-

Walter

Sunday, 6-5:30 p.m.

-

affiliate

ernting sponsorship of the series.
Material will be in the 'B,' 'C,' and
"D' priority rankings of the OFF
Hiett program carried by the net-

Hollywood, June 2.
Ruthrauff & Ryan agency will be
week whether the comedy
program headed by Edna Mae Oliver is acceptable to Le\^r Bros, as

Rubicam'

.None

.

win be

nouncement spots on the Helen Hiett 'Great
news program, on Blue network

^

told this

'Screen Guild Theatre*. .'We the People

The Shadow*
t>y the Office of Facts'

EDNA MAE OLIVER RADIO
SHOW UP FOR DECISION

Network Commercials Taking Smmner Layoffs

Washington. He will be assigned to the commuqicatlohs branch
of the Air Force. service. His brother,
Robert, will report soon for active
duty in the Navy.
port, in

.

-

weekend. He'll be in the intelli- 'Abie's Irish Rose'
Saturdby, 8-8:30 p.m.
NBC
None
Procter Ic Gamble
gence.
'Truth or Consequence'.. None
Saturday, 8:30-9 p.m.
NBC Procter tc Gamble
Compton
No immediate successor will be
appointed, with Philip Allen, gen^
The Fannie Brice-Frank Morgan show, which has taken • layoff over- previous summers, is staying on
"eral manager of the Tri-Cities web the air, with the principals vacatl6ning at different times. The product changei Arom Maxwell Home coffee
with headquarters, in Lynchburg, to Post Toasties.
taking over Howe's duties.
Also.playing through the summer are -'Big Town/ Major .Bowei and the 'flood Will Hour.'

Both are the sons of William E.
of the Evening

Scripps, president
Association.

News

Iiambert Kallmann now doing a
gabbing stint at KMOX.
.

Wednesday. June

%
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^6te

PRESENTING A

\omoiron.p

NEW PUN TO PROnCT

TOMORROW'S BUSINESS TODAYI
Where tomorrow— who knows?
Yet

it

takes no crystal ball for you

to realize that

morrow

rests

Likewise

our

it is

your business of
.

to*

upon what you do today.
clear t6 us that the problems of

clients, present

and

potential, are

more varied

tisers.

Likewise the Blue has introduced a practical

than ever right now.

plan to meet the problem.

To

The plan is called ^'TEAMED SPONSORSHIP:*
Through it advertisers who qualify may obtain a 52*
week '*ke€p *em remembering** scliedule at the rate^

advertisers who^till have sales as their immediate

objective,

the Blue continues to offer nationwide

coverage of

all

income groups

family reached of any

But there

is

at the lowest cost per

medium

an ever-growing

entering the home.

list

of firms

who have

formerly paid for 13 weeks of competitive selling.

been such a

picture.

tisers,

Their problem today
dearly

won and

is

to protect the markets so

the brand names so patiently regis*

tered on the public mind. Radio
ical

means

to

is the most econom*
"keep *em remembering," but even

radioman seem expensive when no immediate returns
can be expected.

The Blue Network has taken

the lead in recognizing

the need for special consideration for such adver*

It

preserves the principle of the 13-week cycle which has

been completely removed from the competitive sales

vital factor in the success of radio adv;eF<

while the "teaming'V feature extends the effec-

tive life of a ;13-week contract over a

"Teamed sponsorship"

is

the

first

52'week

period..

basic /'market

insurance" plan especially suited to the needs of

whose consumer sales have been stopped
It could only have come from the Blue
—a company young enough to be free from convention, yet old enough in. the ways of radio to realize
advertisers

by the war.

that unusual situations call for unusual remedies.

Scarcely an advertising agency today
client

is

without a

who is eligible to take part in. "teamed spon*
Ask your Blue Network salesman for com*'

sorship."

plete details about this unusual plan. You'll agree

when you study

it

that today,

more than

ever, "it*s

easy to do business with the Blue.*'
Blue Network Co., A Radio Corporation of America Service

blue network

—
y<dac8Aiy» Jane

BADIO REVIEWS

so

FAT WHAT

Up With

'Kceplnr'

'BULLDOG DBUMMOND'

JUDITH EVELTN, ALAN LADD

With Santos Ortega

Rosemary,' with Dramatic

Sydney Smith, Henry M. Nceley, GRAPENUTS
Bnth MoDeviU, Bill Norman, Ray Friday, 8 p.m.
monfl Ives, Joseph Julian, Ben WABC-CBS, N«w Tork
Laoktand, Brad Barker, Joseph
(Young & Rublcani)
Stopak Orch
This joint guest appearance on the
30 Mlns.
Kate Smith program Friday night
Sustalnlnr
(29) by two of the season's acting
10:30
was competent and
Thnradsx,
'discoveries'
moderately impressive, but by no
TVEAF-NBC, New Tarh
New sustainer eeries TTtursday means distinguished. In other words,
nights on WEAF-Red is a diverting it was about average for the series.
bit of romantic make-believe by
Date was trumpeted in advance as
Addy Richton and Lynn Stone, the first radio assignment of the two
scripters of the 'Woman of Courage' 'prize-winning' actors of the year.
serial and authors of the former That claim was made more specific'Keeping ally in the continuity, as Judith Eve'Hilltop HoHse* daytimer.
Up With Rosemary' reworks the fa lyn, winner of the N. Y. Drama
Cinderella theme, this time League award for her performance
having a magazine do a glorifying- In 'Angel Street,' was described as
the-average-girl promotion stunt
having won the 'Critics Prize.' Ac-

similar to the recent campaign by
the newspaper PM. It's an arousing
enough show and, with Fay Wray as
name draw, seems promising
enough for sponsorship, at least as a
summer replacement. Lester OTCeefe
directs it and Joseph Stopak batons
the orchestra and conducts Tom BeO'
nett's musical score.

must' be taken test Rosemary's frivolousness doesn't go too
cute and her eagerness lapse into
tit^ues care

The

no

League

critics prize,

being

the

comprised

Alan

Ladd has drawn considerable

criti-

between
uaiiow and

line

whimsy and fhush Is
fatal.
But, at least on the opener,
the program has a dimsning litoaingratiating
rtiarartert and
pleasantly brisk action and pace:
tion,

attention for bis gunman portrayal in 'This Gun for Hire' picture,
bat he has received no prize for it.
"their ioint appearance here was in
cal

St Mlns.

HORTON'S ICE CREAM

WINGS CIGARETS

Monday, 8:30 p.m.
WOR-Mutoal, New York
(Younp & Rubicam)

WEAF-NBC, New Tork

'

Friday, 10 p.m.

'WJZ-BIne,

&

3,

1942

New Tork

In what is frankly an attempt
to
how she and radio take to each

see

Fannie Hurst started
a Monday-through-Friday series of
•Thinking Out Loud' programs this
week on the Blue network. If she
likes it and the listeners like
her
she may continue, but for the present the series is scheduled for onlv
a two-week run. Although- Monday's
(1) debut broadcast dealt almost enother, novelist

tirely in introductory generalities,
it mdicated the novelist may
havethe stuff to draw and hold a following when she gets her radio newness
wraps off and hits her pace.
If Miss Hurst was nervous for
her
first show she didn't reveal it.
Her
voice was vibrant and steady, her
timing regular and sure. She speaks
easily, with clear enunciation and
a
calm, casual, tmassuihing and rather
pleasant nunUMr, Her wrlfinr stiu

needs to be adaptwl somewhat to
the requlreiTMnti of tbe spoken
word.
For instance, some of her
sentences were Involved for the air
and an occasional word may have

been somewhat tough for mass
once it not only wont draw an audi' tion.'
Hobe.
While he was gone a woman con listening.
ence for tbe motaot, bttt 'Bulldog
Drmnmonri' wiQ t>e tiadly damaged testant was required to make i
Hobe.
speech op the subject. 'Fuzzy Wuzzy,
as a radio pmpe t ty .
'COUNTER
SPY'
which the studio audience, but not With Don MeLaoghlln,
Edwin
Jershe, was told referred to Baker.
A ome, Ralph Looke, Gene Leonard.
WIN TBZ
male contestant whistled while
Alan Bnnee, James 'Van Dyk, WilWMfe. Jssefli Camn,. Tmml Stewart, Baker read a commercial, and then
liam Adams, James MoCallioo, Ted
mmtltHt. sllwwfc Mattbi Wolf- another was made to relate an exde
Corsia, Joseph Stopak orch.
amm, Walter -Tamttm, WttUm Sehna- perience about baseball, while Beryl
30 Mlns.
feri. Hater ftiffaid, iMcph Dl Wallace, from Earl Carroll's theatreSostainlnr
tmia^ CWM CarMter, Carl Eaat- nitery, sat on his lap and apparently Monday,
10 pan.
amm, MmmM FeltoA
kissed lipstick gver his face.
WJZ-Blne, New Tork.
That concluded the straight showThe;Blue network and Phillips H.
CIO
new
off stuR, alter whittle there was unFflia y, ffrW pm.
other commercial pliv, and (ben the lord lunr«.fl Ukc|r bet in this satisIteir TorK
three! studio contesfanu bet portion's fadory hokey action meller about
*ro' promote decisive victory over of their prizes on their ability to an- the demon midercover agent who's
tbe Axis by dramatizinK titc war ef- swer questions. Latter were rda^ alr«K|y (sfter «nly two episodes)
fort of an the people,' the New Tork tively tough and hidtned to be tricky. making • sliambles of the Axis esweek
laundied
the
CIO
last
council of
At the close, the man with the bass pionage system in the U. S. On the
tlds 9«iisored series Ot 20-oiin«ite drum was brought back to tell what show heard Monday (25), the staldoemneataiy-editorialfzing shows on had happened to blm in the interim. wart David Harding bamboozled a
WQXR, local indie station in Vew His was the best portion of the slMw. Naet Men* aloiwlfMi New York
Peter lyon and since it seemed less labored and waterfront and thereby lured a
York, Script was
prodtietion was by Paul Sttwattr botli more spontanctm^ «* well ac beesrase
attacking a
contributing tbeir services free until he had a dry kind of sensd of humor. disgwsed destroyer. It was broad,
the CIO can develop sdmeone from
As a whole; 'People Are Funny' yet sWllfuUv ewntrlved. It had satraidcs
to
taiee over tlie may be reasonably sticcessfal.
iniioa's
tbe
It isfactory mamOM, potent suspense
aai^Cnnients. Actors, all members of suffers fronv th« fact that it involves and built to a sock climax.
Obthe American Federation of Radio too many wrliAIes, instead of beinf viously the omlflfion of a love inArtists (AFL), were paid regular lo- a
straightaway
proposition
like terest is intentional, but apparently
cal commercial rates.
Urufb or Cbn»Muenec»/ As in an net stiund sboinnamhip.
Scripting, -with Lord-lilmself writSeveral aspects of the opening quiz-audience clowning
combina
One was the tions, individual broadcast* will d«- in» the firrffcw installments, is
sliow were notable.
railftant nature of the script's argu- gend on the partfciparnts and on mamfestly eapafele:
Jay Hanna's
production is expertly paced for
ments foe. wider, faster, mtensifled
aker's ability to generate comedy.
meJodrMoa,
indnstrial amunnent eflort. Another
and f«ts full effectiveHobe.
ness of situation and atmosphere.
was the lack of exaggerated pro-laProduction is quite adequate. Leadbor or pro-CIO bias. As Joseph Curtog actoc for the series isn't set
rant-Rational Uaritime UniOR pnef- 'A KVOCK AT TBC VOOft'
dent and CIO national v.p. noted in Lloyd Solfcerc Orch (25), Dick K«p- House Jameson played the first
hb flveniog spiel about the CUy»
Ibifar, Al OOimfc s lai u ; Reperltfry stanza and Don McLaughUn
the
second- Otlwr parte change with
cimtrlbntion to the United Rations
PUyhouse Fbyers
each
chapter.
causey his union doesn't claim to be
HUmg.
Hobe.
the sole ones. The OFL and many Sosfahifiir

WAV

.

Ton

Hobc-

^

Miss wray is exceHent as Boscmary, and Sydney Smith addf bctof ul drive as the magazine editor witb
the fast-starting romantic yen. Hemj
M. Neeley and Ruth McDevitt are

IS Mlns.
SuitalnlnfDally, 5 p.m.

&

a dramatic sketch by Jean Holloway,
regular writer of that portion of the
program. Piece was "The Victori<his^'
the flashback account of a gal's romance and marriage with an Annapolis odet and his heroic death in
disabled submarine. U was an adeSate script, the chief interest being
narrative technique of liovlng the
gfi tbfaking the stoiy aloud as tbe
reads oC bcr faniband's death fai tbe
newvaper. The theme, rmeated
several times, was 'AO. my Ufe and
dreams are lietweeu the headl ine end
tbe Starr's end—on page seven/
IGa* Evelyn and Ladd negotiated
It creditab^, tboogb neither impressed as star matetial as yet

As indicated by lliUTsday night's
(28) initial episode, Rosemarr is not
only to he the Cinderella heroine,
but will provide the impetus for the
action.
She's a flighty, spontaneous
chattery gal and, as playM with unaccustomed animation iqr Ilisf Wray
on tlie opening chapter,. a rather infectious one. But as the series oon-

garrulousness.

tually, there is

Drama

chiefly of non-pro theatregoers.

FANNIE .HCBST

With Art Baker, Herb Allen

(Seeds)
Capt. Hugh Drummond, veteran of
Since the, click of 'Truth or Conseradio as well as fiction and film, quences' it was Inevitable that nutu^d to be a suave, del>onair sleuth.
Bat as heard Monday night (I) on merous efforts would be made to
Mutual again, this thne for Horton's cash in on variations of the quizIce cream, 'Bulldog Drummond' was parlor game formula. One of these
a dull-witted. ludicrous Datfoot After
blundering tlurough a preposterous bids Is 'People Are Funny,' originatyarn in which the villains never ing in Hollywood and sponsored on
Williamson in
emerged as real people and the crime NBC-Red by Brown
was a hark-l)ack to Prohibition days, behalf of 'Wings cigarets. Art Baker
the script laboriously attempted to Is the m.c. and taskmaster of the
with Herb Allen the an
tie in with the 'war eflort' and the ihow,
nouncer and ainstant.
present crisis.'
Appeal of the- stanza is a blend of
It was feebly written, sloppily produced and overloaded with commer- screwball e:diil>itlonisin' and the
cial copy. Santos Ortega, in (he title gambling instinct Contestants from
part, sounded not unlike George the audience let goOfy anignments
Coulonris, whom he succeeds, and and then risk the money they've colhe gave as believable a performance lected therefrom in a <tulz, On the
as was reasonable considering his Friday night (29) broadcast one man
sloppy material. The rest was lit- was given a bass drum and 'sent out
tle better than a shambles. Young
to ride a block on a trolley, refusing
Rubicam Is.sliooting at only a sum to pay his fare and meanwhile con
mer audience for this ice cream ac tlnulng to beat the drum. He wore
count, of course. But iraless drastic a cape, on which, unknown to him,
rescue work is done on the show at was printed, 'I can answer any ques-

miliar

the

'

30 Mlns.

'PEOPLE ARE FUNNT*

WWOr

even tougher to handle on non-vffual

radio fban via stage or fUnu, /oKpb
Julian clarifies the outlines of tbe
but
man-of-all-assistance;
editor's
BlI^ Ben Lackland aoonds old and everTorman and Raymond Ives arc ac- gmir as Rdaeaiary's alrcady-sklddinf
ceptable twins, though twins are'Bomeo.
Hobe,
>

Slausible as the girl's parents.

^

SMART SPONSORS MUST PAY ATTENTION

'

WHEN

'VARIETY'
Off

^

BESTOWS SUCH PRAISE

My Rew

Mm

fMk

'A Reeord Prograa for Chilrfrea*

VARIETY Sayn

M

!

"EXCEULENT ENTERTAINMEKT

employers, in

FOR ADULTS AS WELL AS

fact, all' of us,

are

Iielp-

{•ossibly the outstanding cbaracteristte.of the show, from the c[oestlon of material and treatment, was
the way the script empha^ed. matters of broad military strategy.

JUVENILE AUDIENCES."

Through the device of flashbacks
from a workfagman writing a letter to President Roosevelt, it hammered at the need for opening a second front in western Europe. Somehow, li didn't seem authoritative or'
.

VARIETY

Sflj*.-

"MISS SHELLEY HAS APPEALING RADIO VOICE EMPLOYED
EFFECTIVELY IN HLLING IN
PLOT STRUCTURE BETWEEN
MUSICAL INTERLUDES.''

.

convmeing.
Legrtimate

|

and impressiw sub^
programs might be

i«ct for future

a more limfted one—perfra^ Ih*
treatment of labor's contribution and
stake is ttte 'war and the peace t»
follow.
Or possibly the broad objectivea ot the United Nstlonr eSKse
from labor's viewpoint.
There's
ample maiterial and scope there for
a radio program. Moreover, it's a
siibiect that has been and is being
neglected,
'Within the obvious Unifts of aft
indie station's physical facilities, the
production and performance of tJte
program were satisfactory. Besides
producing, Stewart also read the
show's title at the Intro. Bartlett
Rolyinson narrated and Muriel Pollode played the Novachord accompaniments.
Hobe.
'

VARIETY

Says:

''DIALOGUE WELL WRITTENCLICK TUNES.''

I

VARIETY Sii^M

CANT

<

MISS''

$M PA, PWr

KOMO,

'AFRICAW taMMf

Semtttt

This half-hour program, the product of tlie radio Industry of the state
and donarted to th« eanse of seHing
War Stamps and Bonds, reflected
credit on all concerned, being a dramatic and tightly knit call for service
against the enemy.
Mosteal mmbwcs and bsMkgrotmd
music, conducted by Lloyd Solb^rg,
ab^ set on the script br Bittie
Barnes and Harold Hratsberg, with
voeal inteslud^ sMtding to th« effetfffveness' of-the program. KepriHger',
as narrator, set the eight mood
thraogffotrt the ifiangin? scenes.
Short, punchy episodes socked over
the difference betw«en the tT, S, and
Germany, Italy and occupied countries.
Impressionistic recoimting of

'Wllliani

lately heard in variousspots on the Blue network, Raymond

GLADYS
SHELLEY
Heard Each Week

WHN
Salundaf Morning
Snndaf Morning .

•

.

10:15

.

.

9i00

£WT
EWT

now

airs

in'gton at 9r4*

weekly from Wash-

Sm 0M ),

ta$

WJZ-BIne,

trio,

oroh

p,nt.

New Tork

As indicated In the subtitle, 'African Trek' offers 'songs and stories of
the bush, veldt' of Rhodesia. Josef
in th» ftwefront of both
songs and yams. Also on the show

MmtH b
an

den,
tra.

JuanoHernandeZyBurford Hampa vocal trf» and a small orchesCharlea Newton writes the conThey proTtde a novel sort

fowtsty.

program whose curiously haunting
meisdi@» and bizama folk legends
of

have an undeniably strong appeal
for siwsial atidieKces,, but are hardly
commerciarl for mass listening.

.A» heard on two successive Sunand the march of days, the show pTesents the little
the armed forces of the Nazis led group as lumbering slowly over the
into thesee -vivid vignettes-.T«nm« veldt in a doiricey wagon and singing
Hitler's speeches

gram wide

atfoeptance.

Heed.

Friday nights.

'CLAm

Since WHk.

reviewed with Hillman sowie
months ago he has improved noXabty
lirst

as a radio commentator. If given a
suitable, regular time on the network
he's now a definite bet for sponsorship.
However, he'll hardly build a

wnaEOjr wxTunesfy
CMra WTtMnr Irving Koof-

wn,

/-o

Jttmite Caaney

mitcncmt

Sainriay„

MS a.*.

WO%lVewT«fli

Ok thiif Yiencfag

Saturday morning

following
if
continually
shifted quattar hoar proved unimaginative
around the schedule or heard only in allghmenit of inaterlal and in deonce a week.
livery, Th«» wa» a tendency to girlAs heard Friday night (29) Clapper ish squeals, Ifiw Wilson appearwS to
revealed a deap, vigorous voice, good be UBlaa Wa* Dspartment material
timing and seemingly eiTortless de- intended for women broadcasters
on
iiver:^.
Kts analysis of the world- what haspeaa to draftees when they
wide 'war sitoation was easily com- arrive at can9'. Vat» was interesting
prehensible and authoritative. Tnjat- enottgh but ft bad the sound
of bc&ig
ment of 'Washington alTalrs was also dlflhttl stoatgW «a writtetr i» Washpersuasive. As others have been, he InjrttoOv ft* ottwr wordij..
petsonwas critical of the conflicting, con- airt^ of tha MMatcar wa» th»
not upperfusing action of the various CMvern- most but rathar tbe
luiswn writer.
ment agencies and burcauA. BeferIrvtag Kaafauro la on the progvant
ring to the release of eamUlal in« dlsgcrfted aa
IMgra ealled 'Boetft''
m
formation of what's going en and Ha is pmote^. eotaeSy
ndSet,
what's expected of people, he bih featme Ctgomy »Uo latd
a fev
serted the Government i«' doing a worda a» a^nMsfM,
But tha bJtal fm'bungling Job' of 'letting people prcufon of tiia
broadieast waa sathar
know.'
Hobe,
vogue,
Mori.
.

•cat

SMtateiac

changed afs visits of the Wnute Men Hire t&eme, "TMe, ftek Over the
to average Americsmt hemes was Highway.' There are several quaint
dramatized, and the fact that the ptjr- charaeters fn the oattt, 'going by the
chase of War Stamps and Bonds was names of Pa-u^ Carroll, MacZanny
and a gaffer called Kurt. Spaced
a privilege, not a sacrifice or denial,
was emphasized. Program closed on between the anecdotes are the South
African songs, mostly in English, but
a stirring affirmation of belief in' oxse
a few in the Dutch language of the
country and Its ideals, wltJt th«
Soets,

HiUman and
Clapper

Witb Sostf tfUrtbf /lUno Hernandez,

..E'***

tire company recltin* thtf Pr«id%» of
'African Trek* is hardly a bet for
Allegiance to the Flag, fOUowei by
sponsorship, but it has a distinct flathe National Anthem.
vor and charm for -certain dialers.
All time and talent fbr th« btoad"
Hobe.
cast was donated, wltlt aH stations iathe sUte coopen^g iiy give th« pro-

RAYMOND CLAPPER
IS Vffm.
Sustaining

WJZ-inne, New Vosk
Formerly teamed with

SaB„.

Wednesday, June

3,
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RADIO
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MORE BBC PICKUPS M U. S. A.
BBC

New York also get wide
throughout the world via
shortwave
Empire
Service
at appropriate times during
the day to the various British dominions and colonies. In this way
the regular programs of U. S. comfrom

Economy

listening

London,

beamed

At Least Half-Hour Daily wave by local
stations In Australia,
Goes Across Atlantic for New Zealand, South Africa and elseRecording and Delayed where in the British Empire. Thus
the U. S. programs get an increased
Broadcast from London
world audience via both longwave

Up

William M. Newton and BBC

Roy Lockwood

there

in England,

and

aired

.

.

most are recorded
later.
That is

are sent from the U. S. during the
latter part of the day, when most
listeners
in
England are asleep.
Some of the BBC originations in

IRELAND CAN HEAR

.

Broadcasting

British

WCAU

Is

Idea for Philly Street Frolics

a series of

WMEX

WCAU

'

Corp.,

through Its office in New Yorlc, sends
a heavy volume of American programs to England. They are broad-

and to the continent via
throughout the world.
These broadcasts, sent from New
York by shortwave and mostly recorded in London, are in addition
cast there

shortwave,

the

to

regular

several

transcribed

dramatic programs about the U. S.
produced in New Yorlc by BBC and
sent by ship and Clipper to England.

4fOu tluutalti tUefie-'d oe

MO Mew MODELS FOR

The schedule of shows the BBC
New York airs to England

office In
Is irregular,

'42?

but extremely active.
In general, programs are sent via
the A.T.&T. transatlantic circuit,
usually 36 or 40 minutes daily, six
days a week.
However, various
«ther shows are transmitted at other
irregular times.

The broadcasts are handled In New
York by WiUiam M. Newton, BBC
program director
his

assistant,

in the U. S.,

and

Roy Lockwood, who

recently resigned from the NBC director staff, having come' to America

about two years ago from BBC in
London. Besides a number of fixed
assignments, such as weekly comRaymond Gram Swing,
Elmer Davis, Paul Schubert and
others, there are innumerable re-

mentaries by

quests from BBC officials in London
for all sorts of special broadcasts.

Assorted Items

As a

result

of

his

commentary

talks for BBC, Swing was a household favorite in England long before he was in the U. S. And since

the distances are so much less. BBC
long-wave broadcasts' to Europe
have a much larger audience in the
Nazi-occupied countries than U. S.
shortwave programs have. Thus, the
talks of Swing, Davis and such specials as
appeals in German by
Thomas Mann and other noted exiles from the Reich; are figured of
greater propaganda value among the
German people than regular shortwave broadcasts by U. S. stations

can

be.

programs produced by
BBC in New York and picked up
and rebroadcast by recording in
England are more easily and widely
heard by Yank troops in Ireland
than such shows would be if tuned
via direct shortwave from the U. S.
That is not. only because of the better reception from England than
from the U. S., but because the programs are included in the regular
broadcastnig schedule of BBC, and
Similarly,

are heard at suitable hours.
Besides giving more intensive coverage In the British Isles and
Europe, the programs picked up by
»

Last year's cars and clothes and cooking utensils will have to do for the duration.
In network broadcasting, however, there's no need to wait for the
here!

It's

the Mutual Network for

It*«

in the field!

markets with 26,750 more watts than in 1941. Wilih

one 1,000-watt exception. Mutual stations for these

More Popularity (where populorHy counts most)

watts.

Mutual stations for 1942 rate third or

tions is

popularity, day andnight, in 12

better in

of these

MBS

stations includes

And

44.4% of

all

U.S.

in other important markets,

Mutual programs rate up to four times as high as
in the

key

More Economy (when economy counh most)
Mutual
at

stations for

1942 deliver these advantages

lower cost than any other networL For example,

less

than $6,000 buys an advertiser five quarter-

MBS
stations. for

of all Mutual sta-

150 kilowatts greater than in 1941.

hour daytime broadcasts a week, via as many as 80

cities.

More Power (where power counts most)
Mutual

And the combined power

14 cities of

over half-a-million population. Primary coverage

radio homes.

BUY AN AUDIfNCE

new model.

1942 ... the most improved model

top markets have either 50 kilowatts or 5,000

of all

1942 serve the 14 largest

The 1942 Model Network

—

Popularity, Power,

s'tatipns.

And

similar econoinies are avail-

able in all other Mutual schedules, each arranged
to meet the individual advertiser's problems.

and Economy

— Where and When They Count Most

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

WTAG WORCESTER

2.

pub-

dances in Reyburn Plaza (OppoCity Hall) to promote the sale of
defense stamps. Chief feature of the
stunt
awaiting final approval from
Celanese Corp. has arranged to
Acting Mayor Bernard Samuel— Is a
distribute transcribed versions of Its
'dime-a-dance'
feature.
Persona
'Great MomenU in Music' (CBS) wishing to dance must buy a tenprogram among Army camps.
cent' defense stamp for each dance.
The recordings are being taken off
Music will be provided by Joey
the network line with the commer- Kearns orchestra, studio
band for
cials remaining intact so as to avoid
WCAU, and the proceedings will b«
breaking up the continuity.
the, basis, tor a weekly radio show.
The proposed stunt is the brain
child of Stan Lee Broza,
Boston.—Jay McMaster,
announcer, is In the Army at Camp program manager, and Joseph Coi^>
nelly, station promotion boss.
Lee, Va.
site

—

Shows shortwaved on the circuit
England by BBC in New York
(Continued on page 34)

WCAU Is planning
lic

ON WAX FOR CAMPS

are pickups of regular
U. S. programs, but most are specially prepared for BBC and are not
carried by U. S. stations.
to

Philadelphia, June

CELANESE OPERA

New York

chiefly because of the time difference, as most of the good programs

The

Dime-Stamp-A-Dance

8.

dicates a salary cuts which will
run up to $200 per annum. They
apply to relatively few people as
yet, but will probably be ex-'
tended.
Expense accounts are
being carefully scrutinized, including the regulation on allowances.
The Treasury grant for last
year to
was about $27,000,000, and this year will be $40,000,000.
The increase is- due to
extended broadcasting ove.'seas
and to the Continent.

BBC

In and shortwave.
by Although some programs from
New York are rebroadcast alive by

New York

or Through

BBC
May

Economy drive by new Director General Foot, of BBC, in-

mentators, as well as pickups of numerous special events broadcasts In
America, are shortwaved from England via transcription by BBC and
picked up and rebroadcast' by long-

Varied Items Lined

Hits

the

LONDON GETS

32

.>»»: LONDON
SPONSORSHIP PLAN'

Wednesday, June

tKADIO

BLUE HAS TEAMED

CITIZEN

PayrollTraffic

TO MEET ADS-FOR-DURATIQN SITUATIONS

CICTelond—John McKnight, formerly Chattanooga announcer, has
been added to the WGAR stall.
The 13th and 14th men to leave

1942

3,

INTRODUCED VIA

WHK-WCLE

WNEW,N.Y.

for war duties weire
Roy Sluhan, engineer, and James
Three new
Burke, news writer.

Formula Allows Those Temporarily Out
KRUEGER STEPS INTO
Consumer Market on War Orders to Keep
men added to engineering staff inSanderson,
B.
Reginald
WTAG COMMERCIAL JOB cluding Lawrence
WNEW, Independent station in
Trade Name Fresh in Public Minds
Shipley, WGAR,
WBOE,
George Sebbota, amateur shortwave New York, Is broadcasting regular
Worcester, June 2.
shortwave pickups of BBC programs,
The Blue Network has developed
station operator.
MYRON MCCORMICK'S FILM Herbert L. Krueger, formerly sales
plan designed (a) to appeal to adas well
number

'Stretching'

of

'

a

as a

vertisers and now entirely removed
He'fl-Wrllten Out of Two Series, Befrom the consumer market and (b)
placed on Third
to adjust network account solicita-

tion to provide for the realities en-

countered by network salesmen. The
Blue has provided through a socalled 'teamed sponsorship' plan a

method whereby advertisers may
keep aJlivc their trademarks and
consumer loyalty for the duration,
but with a minimum time commitment of 13 weeks at regular
card rates. Mutual is also offering
a somewhat similar 'revolving sponsorship idea.'

The Blue will suggest that four
advertisers agree to join together in
presenting certain programs. These
will run 52 weeks, but the time cost
to each sponsor will be equivalent
HaUto one 13-week cycle only.
hour programs are envisaged, with
the middle commercial rotated week
by week between the four teammates but all four team-mates getting beginning and end commercials
on every broadcast.
Using a musical analogy to explain how this special wartime arrangement will differ from normal
peacetime radio advertising, a Blue
official described the usual selling
rhythm', week by week, as a case of

BANG BANG BANG BANG

promotion manager and market reAkron, O,—Larry Webb, of WJW,
search director of WTAG and Us has gone .to Philadelphia to start
affiliated, newspapers, the Worces- training as a member of the U. S.
Coast
Guard. Chic Kerr, band leader
During Myron McCormick's ab- ter Telegram and The Evening Gasence on the Coast, his leading part zette, becomes commercial manager at WADC, is now in the Army.
in the 'Help Mate' serial on NBC for of WTAG next Monday (8),
Don ToUiver,
Cudahy will be written out of the
Fort Wayne, Ind.
He succeeds George H. Jaspert,
Same with his lead role in recently resigned.
announcer and special events direcscript.
the 'Joyce Jordan' serial on CBS
tor of WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne,
However, his
for General Foods.
Ind., has been sworn in as an. aviapart in the 'Portia Faces Life,' daytion cadet at Baer Field, here. He
will get an automatic furlough and
timer on NBC for General Foods is Gladstone Murray Defends
enter the service about September,
a basic one, so he is being replaced.
Bob Snider has joined engineering
He has no other regular radio asHis Expense Accounts
sUfl of WOWO-WGL. Evelyn Magsignments.
ley, formerly in the continuity deThe actor left for Hollywood over
General Manager partment. Is now secretary to Eldon
As
the weekend on a one-pictUre deal
Campbell, program director, Dorothy
to play a leading part in 'China Girl,'
McClintock is added to the continunew Ben Hecht picture which 6oes
Montreal, June 2,
He'll
into rehearsal in mid-June.
Gladstone Murray, general man- ity department.
probably be gone from four to six ager of the. Canadian Broadcasting
weeks. He has tentative plans for a Corp. denied before a special comNew York City.—Herbert A. Carllegit play in the fall, besides re- mittee of the House of Commons borg, formerly with the CBS sales
turning to his regular parts in 'Help Thursday (28) that he had 'looted' force in Detroit, has joined the netMate' and 'Joyce Jordan.'
the treasury and that he had resisted work's sales division in New York.
McCormick's wife, actress Martha a parliamentary inquiry into the Before joining CBS he was with the
Hodge, makes her bow as a pro- Bnancial side of CBS management. N. W. Ayer agendy as an account
ducer June 16, with the presentaExplaining his entertainment and executive and with the sales departtion of The Cat Screams,' at the travelling allowances, he said that ment of .Procter & Gamble.
Martin Beck theatre, N. Y.
in the earlier years of CBC, extensive travel was inevitable and that
Salt Lake City,—KLO, Ogden, has
he had to meet and obtain the good- appointed Barrett Chadwick to direcFair Taylor Joins
will and confidence of heads and torship of their recently opened Salt

—

KHJ

Seattle,

June

chief executives of American radio
corporations and that he could not
entirely defray these out of his own
resources. He added that these exwith penses had been 'kept meticulously
2.

position

of

publicity

director

would have this selling rhythm
KHJ, Hollj^vood.
...and regularly audited by reprebang bang bang BANG
She will also handle Don Leo pub' sentatives of the auditor-general.'
13-week commitment of a
licity for the Coast, taking over on
As to alleged opposition by him to
sponsor is 'stretched' over 52 weeks.
June 15.
enquiry by Parliamentary commitThis recognizes war conditions, the
tee, he claimed tbet the opposite was
need for economy, the Impracticalthe truth and that he had lost no
ity of expecting full-scale budgets
Seattle.—Bill Warren, program di- opportunity in urging the regularity
for institutional trademark advertiS' rector for KOMO-KJR, leaves the
enquiries.
ing where consumer operations have stations June B to report for duty as of such
ceased under 100% conversion to a Lieutenant (j.g.) la tha^Nava).
military contracts, etc. The whole Cadet Corps, joining Peta Lyman,
Tom McCarthy, WCPO's, Cincln
project rests upon special situations also Lt, J. g., and formerly public nati, chief newscaster for the past
Involving speciQc customer! or proS' relations director for the NBC and three years, switches June 8 to
pects.
The Blue states that no ad Blua stations.
WKRC as news department head.

The

.

selling goods through
regular consumer distribution channels will be eligible for the 'stretch'
arrangement. It is further felt that
broadcast series offered for 'teamed

vertiser

still

sponsorship'

ought to hav«

a

'Kg

To this end the Blue's
program for which four-spon
sorship is sought Is 'Alias John Frecdom.' a war program. -

Lake studios

Radio

Soficits

With Plea

That Remote Areas Are Headaciies

Chicago, June

24

HOURS A DAY
HOUR)

WJ BK

WHAT

was taken

Smith..

J.

—

BurllDgtoo, la. G. B. McDermott,
director of the radio division of the
National Research bureau and former manager of stations
and
WENR, Chicago, has succeeded Joe
DuMond as manager of station
KBUR at Burlington, Iowa. Du-

WMAQ

Mond has
of the new

taken over management
station, KXEL, Waterloo,

Iowa.

—

Des Moines. Bill tirown, chief
sports announcer for station WHO,
has resigned to become a partner In
the Radio Distributing Co.
Glenn
Parker

is

doing Brown's Studebaker

KLO

Troy, N. T,—Ted Courtney, WTRY
Keith Engar, announcer, who
announcer, has resigned, effective
comes from' KBL.
"
June 15.
staff

.

Clnolnnail,

— Hazel

Kerns

trans-

ferred this week from WCKY's
sales department to become secretary
in charge of mail reports. Replaces

PUtsbnrgh.— Rex Ackley has left
WCAE here to become chief

staff of

WJAC

transmitter engineer at
in
who departed re- Johnstown, Pa.
With enlistment of Les Phillips,
cently while announcing her engageannouncer, in army air corps,
ment to Bill Bobbins, one of the stahas lost its tenth man to
tion's onnouncersiCharlie Dameron, tenor and rural Uncle Sam in less than six months.
gabber, who has done a lot of recorded series under his own name,
Lynohburr, Va,
Boyd Lawlor,
that of Charlie Wayne and others, formerly of WCAU, Philadtelphia,
has joined up with the Navy in Class and WJNA, Covington, Va., has
V-C for public relations work. He is joined the staff of
here as
to report soon for duty.
Of late announcer.
Dameron has been on
as m.c.
Matt Getting moved to WAGA,'
with the Haymakers.
Atlanta,

June

Ammon

WCAE
WCAE

—

WCKY

Philadelphia,

and there is every evidence that the
There Is a new angle in the eter- agencies and the advertisers are beginning to think of their advertising
nal battle between the big cities and
set-up for the coming years in terms
the small towns in tha competition of transportation.
for advertising business, and now
Many companies are already,
the angle Is transportation,, which truly, experiencing difficulty in shipputs tha small towns strictly at a ping their products to the points of

— Harry

WFIL
who

Wood,

WNEW, New

announcer of
joined

Under War-time Freight Hazards

\

by Allan

in the Newhouse Hotel,
Sports Review, but regular successor
replacing Russell Stewart who has
has not yet been named.

bessa,

2%

His spot at

tion.

shifted to announcing staff of KDYL.
also adds to Salt Lake studio

triotic flavor.

Covert DelroWt
Million
People Representing 57%
of Michigan's. Population,

Holt.

Special broadcast Saturday night
will present 'The Voice of a Nazi,'
an expose of Reich propaganda, by
W, A, Sinclair. Additional shortwave pickups from Englan'd and
Australia are also planned.

WLVA

City'

pa-

first

WilUam

'

CBC

The 'teamed sponsored plan' with
Fair Taylor, for the past three
prime emphasis upon a given
Its
years publicity director and continsponsor every. four weeks, but with
uity chief at KOL, has accepted the
routine identification the rest of the
time,

of special events

and spot shows from England, Scheduled series include the weekly
'Meet Mr. Londoner,' commentary
stanzas by Vernon Bartlett and Fred
Kuh, alternately, and another by

left

New York

staff

York, has

roff

City.— Boris C. Momiand O, 'Doc' Edewaard, have

Gene Ru- been added to engineering staff of
jom WNEW. WHN, New York. Richard Dorf has
WGBI, Scranton, joined WHN as assistant to Fred

replacing

WFIL

to

William Lorainy,
and Joseph Benonis, WAZL, Hazel- Raphael
on the station's
affiliate,
ton, are new replacements on WFIL's
(Continued on page 36)
engineering staff.

FM

>.

disadvantage in bidding for national
advertising.
The big town stations
ara pushing that thought heavily
upon tha consciousness of tha advertising agencies around this city

San Antonio,

—

^New additions to
the staff of station WOAI Include
Olive Schmidt arid Betty Bosenbark
in the continuity department aind
Patrick J. Atkinson, In tha control
room. Atkinson comes from KTRH,
Houston, and replaces Don Fitch
sale aiid they figure that it is going who joined the engineering
staff, of
to be increasingly difficult to move NBC in Chicago,
their goods to the remoter markets
of the country. And, in view of this
Hartford.
Richard Blackburn,
situation, several manufacturers have
chief engineer of WTHT, iias been
already Indicated, that they will
granted leave to join a governmental
eliminate certain sections of the far
or
radio agency. Al Carr has been apcountry entirely, for the duration,
and concentrate, on the major mar- pointed acting chief engineer.
At WTIC, engineers Ed Sanders
kets which can be serviced with the
and Bob Ferry of the station's exless strain on transportation facili1000 WATTS
KC.
perimental 'FM' staff, have left to do
ties.
Many companies have been blank- government work.
orndi; 14* Hiittiii »»t.. i»»ttin. n. 1.
eting the country with advertising
Louisville.—WINN has two neweven though their sales may be conJack Alexander, who
centrated in the middle west and announcers.
comes to the station from KGGM,
east, but have kept up their southern and northwest advertising cov- Albuquerque, N. Mex., and Ray Marerage to make a national name. cus, a recent graduate of the NBC
Percy FriedTheir sales chart may show 80% Announcers School.
sales in the east and midwest and the lander, commercial manager, has left
remainder of the country using the the station.
Bob Mcintosh, salesman and another 20% of their product.
TO
8AUK8 APP^OAeH
When transportation was easy and nouncer at WGRC, has received his
commission as Second Lieutenant in
AMlRICA't UARtt»»Tl
it was simple to supply the 20%
AMERICA'!
territory as well as the 80% mar- the Army Air Force.
MARKET.
ket, the companies
continued to
Phlladelpbla.-7-Joe Handchetz, for
cover the nation: But now, with a
tough transportation situation, the the past six years engineer at WHAT,
companies are figuring that maybe has been shifted to WIP's F-M stait would be better to drop out of
the 20% area and focus on the 80%
territory for the time being.
The best of luck:—
RICGS
There are insistent indications of
On your new radio show from California. We've had
this trend In the agencies along ada grand tima doing your acripts for tha past thirteen
vertising row, with the reps finding
wejka on THE KATE SMITH SHOW.
their smaller stations being passed
BILL
over quickly by the time buyers and
.Available to do ajteclal material .
a growing demand for the larger
PAUL ROSS
r - • 444 Madlion Ave.
pLau B-M80
markets.

—

THE VOKI

WBNX.*m

5000 WATTS

TOMMY

REDFORD

.

AND BETTY LOU

HENRY HAYWARD
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ANNOUNCING

CHEERS FROM THE CAMPS
An

all-soldier,

fuU-hour variety pro-

gram over 114 Columbia
the United States^

and

Stations in

in

Canada

over stations of the Canadian Broad)

castmg Corporatidn. Alsa by short

wave to United Nations forces on

all

fronts

Opening Broadcast
voir, Virginia,

to

10:30

on Tuesday

EWT

and

at

ISight,

At

June

a Different

Fort

Beu

9, at

9:30

Camp

Every

Tuesday Night Thereafter

through
Presented by the boys in the Camps to the folks back home
of-General Motors in cooperation with the Radio Branch of
the aid
the

War Department and

Company

the

USD. Handled through Campbell-Ewald

with Henry Souvaine, Inc., producing.

:

:

.

-

Wednesday, Jnne

RADIO
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Davis, McAllister/ Beretta

Buy KPAB,

Summer Com'ses

Radio

in

Allister

ISLAND:
The Federal Radio Education Com- nilODB
•Brown University, Providence.
mittee of the United States Office of SOUTH CAROLINA:
Converse College. Spartanburg.
Education has compiled a list of col*Suuth Carolina University, Columbia.
leges with summer courses in radio. SOUTH DAKOTA;
AuRUStnna College, Sloux Falls.
Those marked below with an asterisk
South Dakota State School ot Mines,
are offering engineering courses, the
Rapid City.
latter being especially urgent in the TENNESSEE:
•Madison College, ^lodlsnn College.
view of the War Department, and
Peabody College, Nashville.
the particular concern of the Sig- TEXAS:
Agricultural & Mechanical College, Colnal Corps. The list follows:
lego Station.
Enut Texas State Teachers College, ComARKANSAS:
PolyUchnIc

Arkansas

Russell-

College,

vllle.

CALIFORNIA

•California Polytechnic School, San Luis
Obispo.
Caliromla Unlveralty, Berkeley.
•CantrHl Junior ColleKe, BI Centn.
College o( the Facillc, Stockton.
*La Sierra College, Arlington.
Lo70la University of Loa Angeles, Los
Angeles.
Mills College. Oakland.
Santa Monica Junior College, Santa Mo-

merce.
•Kllgorc College. Kllgorc.
N. Texas State Teachers College, Denton.
•Prairie View State College. Prairie View,
Sam Houston State Teachers College,
Himtsvllle.

•Texnrkana
Texas

Jr.

Texukana.

College,

AusUn.

University,
Tlllotson College, Austin.
West Texaa State College,

bi»de Stotf-Radio

Laredo, Tex.

San Antonio, Jime

2.

Howard W. Davis and W. W, Mc-

Canyon.

UTAH:

operators of

KMAC

have

station KPAB, Laredo,
K. Beretta, local banker
memoer of the group of
three who purchased the station.
Trio purchased KPAB -from J. B.
Morton, Laredo businessman. KPAB
operates full time on a frequency of
1490 kilocycles with a power of 250
watts.
Station will be operated by

purchased

Texas.

was

J.

also a

Davis.

WLIB, The Voice of Liberty,' new l.OOO-watter from a Flatbush Ave.,
Brooklyn, address Is, at this writing, the ideal listener's station—just
music and hourly newscasts. But of course as soon as spot commercials
are signed It'll be something else again. But being a new outlet, on a
new wavelength 1190—and still soliciting listeners (It's the second week
of operation) for letters on strength of Its time signal, etc., the marathon
of recorded muslc^peretta, pop, dance, classics, Gilbert & Sullivan, etc.
—with naiy a commercial interruption is the Inlllenium for the listener.
It reminds of Dick Gilbert's good Impression when he was pioneering
his Latin dansapation program on WNEW, but the moment he signed
a few commercials It became a bore. Shice shifting to- WHN, Gilbert
likewise is overboard on. commercial pounding. That's why Martin Block
on
has survived—his convincing con Is not too burdensome. He
woos 'em with three tunes before pounding home the plug.

—

'

WNEW

Martha Ronndtree on New

Ed Wolf Associates Is peddling a package radio show based on
WLIB, Brooklyn, Staff; theThough
American Theatre Wiiig's N. Y. Stage Door Canteen,, the first objective program of that type was staged by Blllton
ad agency
Gedofsky As Gen. Mgr. head, and aired over WMCA, N. Y.,. two weeks agoBlackstone,
as a half-hour show
direct from the new Brass Rail Restaurant In Brooklyn.
Latter spot's
Elias I. Godofslcy, general man- preem was a $26 jter plate affair in benefit of the Ibeatre Wing, with

Brigham Yoong University, Prove.
$3,000 accruing to the latter as a result. Restaurant also paid for the air
VIBGINIA:
ager of WCNW, New York, has asHampton Institute, Hampton.
thne, though the Theatre Wing furnished the talent, including Radle
Mary Washington College, Fredericks- sumed the same position with Its Harris,
Southern Calirornlo. Unlveralty, Los Anas m.c.; Helen Menken, Constance Collier, Lanny Boss, Nancy Carburg.
geles.
•Shenandoah College, Dayton.
sticcessor, WLIB, New York. Arthur roll, Sidney (Guffy) Fields and Red Buttons. Many considered it an exStanford University, Stanford.
State Teachers College. Radford.
cellent trailer for a regular commercial program based on the Canteen.
•State College, Santa Barbara.
continues
of
owner
WCNW,
Faske,
Petersburg.
Virginia State OSIlcgc,
University of Redlands, Redlands.
If the commercial auspices eventuate, Al Jolson will likely head the show.
William and Mary, Williamsburg.
a^ licensee-owner and chief engiCOLORADO:
-

nica.

Colorado State College of Education, Greelor.

Colorado University, Boulder.
Deliver University, Denver.
•Connecticut College, New London.
*U. S. Coast Guard Academy, New London,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:
Washington

•Contrails Junior College, Centrolla.
Seattle Pacific College, Seattle.
Washing-ton State College. Pullman.
Seattle.

Washington University,

CONNECTICUT:

George

WASHINGTON:

Wash-

Unlveralty,

ington.

WEST VIRGINIA:

•Morris Hnrvey College, Charleston.
Shepherd State Teachers College, Shepherdstown.
^
West Liberty Stole Teachera College,

West Uberty.
West Virginia State

College, Institute.

WISCONSIN:

FLORIDA:

•Carroll College, Waukesha.
Mamuette University School

•John B. Stetson University, D«Land.

GEORGIA:
'Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta.
Georgia Teachers College, Collegeboro.
Korth Georgia College, Dahlonega.
•Wesleyan College & School of Fine Arts,

Milwaukee.
Norbert College,

•St.

WYOMING:
Wyoming

De

Speech,

of

i

Macon.

College, Chicago.

Chicago Consenatoiy, Chicago,
Chicago University. Chicago.
Columbia College of Drama & Radio, Cht-

.

cagp.
Illinois University, Urbana.
Illinois Wesleyan University,

Bloomtng-

ton.

Northwestern TTDlverslty, Evanston.

Artlmr

^

Jordan

Conservatory

Music,

of

Indianapolis.

Bvansvlllc College, Evansvllle.
Indiana State CXeachera College, Terre
Haute.
Furduo University, Lafayette.
•St. Marys College Notre Dame, Holy
,

Cross.

IOWA:
Cornell College, Mt. Vernon.
Drake University, Des Moines.
Iowa State College, Ames.

•Luther College, Decorah.

•Momlngslde College, Sioux City.
•State- Unlveralty of Iowa, Iowa City,
Wartbuig College, Waverly.
Western Union College, LeMars.

KANSAS:
'

Kansas. State College Manhattan.
'Kansoa State Teaohera College, Emporia.
•St. 'fienedlcts College, Atchison.

KENTUCKY:
Asboty
'

College-,

either live or recorded. BBC
has no preference in the matter, as
the slight diffe'rence between a live

and a waxed program would be

College,

Maple

lost

transatlantic transmission anyway. Also, there is not the onus on
recorded programs in England that
'

there is among American listeners.
If the program is available in New
York at the time the regular transatlantic circuit, is open it is usually
sent live. But U the broadcast canpot be made at that time, or the
commentator cannot conveniently be
in the studio then, the show Is transcribed. That platter is subsequently
aired to England ^luring one of the
It
regular circuit trainsmissions.
may or may not be even the same
day as the original waxing.

Record on Spot
shows originate

When

Wllmore.

Mount St. Joseph Junior
' Mount\
•KentuclQr Unlveralty,

jContlnaed from page 31;

may be

via

•Shurtleft College, Alton.

INDIANA:

WNEW

outside

New York an attempt Is made by
BBC to reoorti them on the spot,
.

Lexington,

thereby saving toll charges. If that
can't be arranged the programs are
carried to New York by wire and
are either shortwaved' direct of
MARYLAND:
Maniand Unlversltyr College Park.
transcribed by the BBC office for
VA3SACHU8ETTS
later transmission to England. In all
Boston Unlveralty, Boston.
cases BBC cooperates with the U. S.
Emerson College, Boston.
•Etidlcott Junior College, Pride's Crossing. networks.
Mount HolyoMe College, South Hadley.
General policy is one of reTufts College, Medford.
ciprocity, with each contributing its
MICHIGAN:
Hillsdale College, Hillsdale,
facilities gratis.
Whichever of the
.•Michigan College, of Mining & Technolcompanies is using the A. T. & T.
ogy, Houghton.
Michigan State College, Baat Lansing,
circuit pays' the charges for the time
Blena Heights College, Adrian.
involved, but gets free use of the
Wayne University, Detroit,
studios of the cooperating comlUNNESOTA:
MaephatI, College ot Music & Dramatic panies. Thus, BBC uses NBC, CBS
^Tt, Minneapolis.
or Mutual studio facilities in New
Minnesota University, Minneapolis.
MISSOURI:
York gratis and reciprocates with

LOUISIANA-:

•CentenBTT College. Shreveport.
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge.
Loyola Unlveralty, New Orleans.

'

.

JopUn
Kanaas

Joplln Junior College,
College,

•Rockhorat

MONTANA:
Great Falls College,
KEBRASKA:

its

City.

in

London

Newton has been

Nebraska- State Teactiera College, Kearney.

Nebraska State Teachers College, Peru.
Nebraska University, Lincoln.
JtAaiPSHIRE:
Dartmouth College. Hanover.
New Hampshire University, Durham
-

NEW
NEW

studios

for

any of

them.

Great Falls.

•Doane College, Crete.
Hastings College, Hastings.

BBC

program

director in New York about a year,
Before that he was a reporter, news

writer and newscaster

the comFollowing Munich,
for-

pany in London.
he became BBC director of European news.

YORK:

State Agricultural A
Dltal Institute, Alfred.
New York University, New York.

'Dr. Christian' East

Tech-

NORTH CAROLINA:
&

Technical College. Greens-

boro.

*N. C. College for Negroes, Durham.
College ot the University
North Carolina, Greensboro.

Woman's

of

NORTH DAKOTA:

Bismarck Junior College, Bismarck.

OHIO:

Akron Unlveralty, Akron.
•Ashland College, Ashland.
•Dayton Unlveralty, Dayton.
•Mount Union College, AJIwIne.
Ohio State Unlveralty, Columbus.

*Dr. Christian' program Wednesday nights on CBS for Chesebrough
comes to New York for tonight's
broadcast.
It
will
remain east
through June.
Jean Hersholt is
making the trip with the show,
Lurene Tuttle, who plays Judy regularly, remains on the Coast, with
Helen Claire taking over the part

for the New York organizations.
Lillian Steinfeld, director of 'Death
Otterbein College; Wester\-llle.
N
Valley Days' for McCann-Erlckson,
Central State College, Edmond.
will handle the eastern broadcasts of
Oklahoma A. M. College, Stillwater.
Oklahoma Baptist University, Shawnee.
'Dr. Christian' for the same agency.
•Oklahoma City Jr. College, Oklahoma
Winner of the 'Dr, Christian'

OKLAHOMA:

Cltr.
Unlveralty, Norman.
Phillips Unlveralty, Enid,

Oklahoma

Southeastern State College, Durant.
Southwestern Institute ot Technology,
Weatherfonl.

script contest will be announced on
the July 17 stanza and the winning
script will be used for the June 24

i

broadcast,

OREGON:
Southern Oregon
Aghland.

College

ot

Education,

Flint,

PENNSYLVANIA:
•Haverford College, HavenConL
Teacher^ College, East

•State

supervisor, with Sam Felformerly with Brinkerhoffe
Recording; Phil Greenstone, formerly with WNEW, and Bob Saron, formerly with WIIYC, control engineers. Edith Zomow, who was with

studio

General Mills is using the Xlghtnln' Jim' serial in place of 'The Lone
Ranger' to plug Kix on the west coast Blue link three days a week. The
other spots on the Blue bought by the miller for that serial will take the
'Ranger' program the same days, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 'Jack
Armstrong' starts on the Blue Sept. 14 and will plug Wheatles. The time
WCNW, is WLIB traffic supervisor. is 5.46-6 p.m.
Ronnie Rotteau and Shirley are typAustralian Broadcasting Commission's general manager. Major Charlet
ists, and William Anthony and Sam
Joseph Alfred Moses, Is on active duty with the armed forces. Meantime
Pegg handle the mailroom.
Thomas W. Bearup is acthig general manager. ABC commissioners' terms
are up July 31. They include at present William J. Cleary, chairman;
CELANESE
DUE Edward Rigby, Mrs. May Ramsay Couchman, Richard Boyer, Sinclair

singer,

RENEWAL

Opera Series Probably Goes On For
Another 26
Celanese Corp. of America which
has been presenting half hour versions of grand opera over CBS -from
10-10:30 on W-eBnesday ^ evenings, is
now closing through Young & Rublcam agency for renewal of the show
for an additional 26 weeks.
The
agency Is carrying on option negotiations with tiie stock company of
singers, these being Jan Peerce;
Robert Weede and Susanne Sten.

McGlbbon.

Mutual's sales department Is making, a pitch directly to Sterling Products for the latter's 'Goodwill Hour' and 'Manhattan at Midnight' programs, both of which are on the Blue Network,
'.Goodwill Hour' was formerly on a Mutual hookup, while 'Midnig^tf
has always been with the Blue.

Parker Wheatley, radio director of Northwestern University and conits 'Reviewing Stand' and other network series, was one familiar
who was missed at the recent Institute for Education by Radio at

ductor of
figure

Columbus.

Harvard

'Wheatley-

is

now 'a

May Have

private in the U, S.

3,000

Army.

ICEEP WORKING-SINGING'

George Sebastian Is scheduled- to
Students in Radio Div.
remain as orchestra conductor of a
Cambridge, Mass., June 2.
60-piece orchestra. For the next 12
Harvard is- to train more Navy ofweeks the sponsor will present light
opera, and switch back to grand ficers in radio communications beThe Frank Parker-DavItJ Ross
opera at the end of the three month ginning June IS. About SOO will be program
for
go
Squlbb's
will
quartered in dormitories. The con- through
summer period.
the
summer on CBS
tract provides for possible expansion (M-W-F,
6:30 p.m.) imder a renewal
to 1,000.
just Issued through Geyer Cornell &
With the additional 1,000, the numagency.
Helen Kennedy's Prophecy ber of men in uniform tmder Har- Newell
For the past months the program
vard training will be between 3,000 has borne the wartime title 'Keep
and 4,000. These' Include men in Working, Keep Singing, America,'
Milwaukee, June 2.
Curtailment of sohie early morn- trahiing for the Naval supply and
ing network programs, as well as ordnance corps, quartermaster adthe pooling of some broadcasting vanced ROTC at the bushiess-school,
Akron's Added Gals
facilities, to conserve materials was and the large detachments of Army
predicted to the Milwaukee Adver- Signal Corps officers and naval offitising club by Helen C. Kennedy, of cers who are being trained in 12Akron, June 2.
Second female control operator
Cincinnati, radio advertising mana- week courses at the Cruf t Lab.
has been added to the staff of
ger of the Kroger chain of stor'^B,
Janice Jarratt Spiels on WOAI
WADC, Akron. She Is Gladys Amwho spoke here on 'Radio in WarSan Antonio, June 2.
mon, who joins Carol Scheeser, at
thne.'
Janice Jarratt former New York the 'control board.
She lauded radio as the most
potent of morale builders and for model and rhotlon picture actress
MeanwhUe, WAKR, Akron, has
exerting itself to .the utmost to in- made her debut as a radio commen- added a woman newscaster, first In
terpret wartime -life on the civilian tator, over station WOAI.
the city. Billed as Ann Bryson, and
She will conduct the Monday heard at 10 a.m. Monday through
front. In the army camps, the naval
training stations and on the fighting through Friday, ID minute 'Women's Saturday.
She Is Jeanice Uhrich of

PROGRAM CARIUES ON

Columbia University, New Tork.
•Manhattan College, New Tork.

Now York

Agricultural

'

WGAR

BBC Pickups

•Boise Junior College, Boise.

'

,.

Pere.

University, Laramie.

IDAHO:
ILLINOIS:
Ceotnl TMCA

neer of the new outlet, which oper'Against thp Storm,' Sandra Michael's serial on NBC for Procter it
ates on 1190 kc, 1,000 watts power. Gamble, contained an involved combination of techniques Friday (29).
Louis Berne, commercial manager Episode opened with Mark, a .young professor, speculating about Kathy.
imaginary scenes were used for that,. Then he remembered a former
Two
of the new outlet, had the same
conversation with her, which Involved a flashback bit. After that the
post with WCNW.
script used ^ts normal blend alternative dramatization and announcerSales staff of WLIB consists of narration. It was all somewhat complicated for effortless comprehension.
Sylvia Ansen, formerly an agency Bill Meeder's organ' scoring was notably helpful, but might have been
account executive and time sales- used throughout, instead of merely for the narration, imaginary scenes
'
man for several other local New and flashbacks.
Vork outlets, and Frank- Ross, former newspaper ad and station salesWGAR, Cleveland, was awarded national honorable mention award for
man. Paul Gould, program director 'meritorious public service through, the advocacy of fire prevention and
of WCNW, continues the same du- fire protection during the last year'' at the annual meeting of the National
Martha Roundtree Board of Fire Underwriters. Competing with all stations in the counties with WLIB.
(Mrs. Albert N. Williams), formerly try,
was singled out for 'its notable success in enlisting the active
of .Radio House, is production su- co-operation of the city administration. Chamber of Commerce and Safety
pervisor.
Council in the handling of fire prevention themes.'
Norman Cazden, formerly assistOne possible answer to. draft-ridden announcing ranks may be found In
ant music director of WNYC, New
York, Is music director of the new quest now being run off at WGR-WKBW. Outlets of Buffalo Broadcasting
station.
Roger Wayne, who was Corp. are sponsoring a contest among area's four colleges to pick a student
musical director of WCNW, is li- announcer. Winning youth will get a week's hire and,, if he pans out, will
brarian of the successor outlet, while get a summer job.
Idea Is primarily to pick a flll-in for vacation season, but It has wider
his assistant is Rogect Sweet, formerly librarian of WINS, New York. possibilities. Draft toll among Buffalo announcers so far is five.
Murray Jordan, formerly of WAAT,
'Information Please,' which because of program-time conflicts had been
Jersey City, is acting chief announcer, and the amfbuncing staff broadcast via transcription over WTRY six nights after its airing on NBC,
Includes Scott Douglas, formerly is now being heard via the Ttoy station at the regular hour, 8:30-9 p.m.
with CBS on the Coast; Ernie Stone, Friday. The switch developed .a curious- situation in wh ich the pulz was
formerly with WNEW, New York; broadcast for two consecutive nights last week by 'WTRY. The previous
Charles David, formerly ot WPAT, week's show, recorded, was tumtabled at 7:30 Thursday, while the May 8Paierson, N. J.; Brenda Ross, for- program was outletted on the set network block.
merly with -NBC. in the south. GilMayor Florello LaGuardlfr made an unannounced appearance Simday
bert Atwater, former newspaper
(30) on WNYC, New York,
He read the .xleflant 1014 messbge of the
man, Is news annotmcer.
Murray Goldberg, formerly with Mayor of Brussels, Belgium, to the German hordes as part of the station's
and WOL, Washington, is 'Salutes to Our Allies' series. Only at the finale was it revealed that the
WLIB transmitter supervisor. El- voice was that of LaGuardla. 'Butch' then stepped out to .tell off the Nazis
liott Grey, formerly of WAAT, is and the big. bum, MussolinL

formerly
Blrouda-

\>nxt.

State Teachers College, Indiana.
Btate .Teachers Colltce, West- Chester.

Mich.—R. Graham KeevU,
a salesman

with

WTCM,

Traverse City, Mich,, has joined the
sales staff of WFDF, Blue afllliate In
Flint.

.

lines..

Page pf the

Air,'

the station's

staff.
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— Radio and War Messages
DIFFERENT SCHOOLS OF RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
Third Preliminary Report
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gleaned the. need for nurses is the second ple, on "rhe Story of Bess Johnson'
most-ottenmentioned topic this (Colgate Soapsuds) there was reweek.
peated stress on the phrase 'arsenal
Showmanship
It was also devel'The gasoline shortage—to soften of democracy.'
cial Wartime Radio
the public for the inevitable na- oped that the heroine's present plan
Survey* suggests that:
of establishing a farm for unforDoj/rtme »ertel3 may he doing tional rationing just around the
corner, despite yowls from the areas tunate children was in line with
hanin
trroup-wise,
Job,
be»t
the
where there is no shortage—and the
dXing war messages for the Governrelated matter of automobile poolment.
ing figured in the government schedFlag Day a Peak
—Nighttime program* corryintF ule but briefly. Which
demonstrates
war messages often seem to have where the 'quantitative' use of radio
Washington, June 2.
turned the problem over to the ap- occurs. Each topic was on the menu
Biggest opportunity yet during
prentice^ rather than the master for a -single, week.
the war for program production
copy-toriters.
Here's how the O.F.F. is exploit—Advertising agencies thot favor
staffs to demonstrate, showmaning
the
networks
this
week
and
next,
ship ability In drumbeatlng is
'straight-and-hard' soles ways in
presented by President Aoosetheir own commerdala tend to favor
chain is slated to make on the
velt's designation of June 14 as
sJmiUir practices for war messages.
picked topics:
'United Nations Day,' not just
Others who are favorably disposed
sales
JUNE 1—7
(weaving
'intearotion'
the run-of-mine U. S. Flag Day.
to
All broadcasters are being
slants into dialog) are likely to do Topic
Bine CBS MBS NBC
urged by the OFF to hammer
6
14
the same for' Uncle Sam. The two Price Control... 6
8
home the idea that the United
viewpi)Mt represent a basic, and
3
12
States, Great Britain, Russia and
lepitiTTUite, division of expert opinion
13
8
China aren't the only performers
JUNE 87-17
as to the best methods for maxion the democracies team' in' the
mum impact on listeners.
e
IGi
...8
An increasing amount of profes- U.S.O
13
tussle with the Axis forces.
11
10
sional hnow-hoto is gradually being Price control ..5
8
4
6
mustered to the service of the war
5
5
F.D.R.'s sentiments on what demessages, the OJ'J'. system seems
mocracy
must mean,
J'.F.
Themes
Entire
to be toorfcinj rath«r luelt ond its
A 'general' propaganda job is intheme recommendations seem to be Scope of Wartime Tie-Ins
terwoven in the 'Double or Nothrng*
predominatelj/ adopted by advertisHowever
some
programs
carquiz
program
Wes
are
on Mutual.
ers to the exclusion of related war
rying wartime material not of direct Combs of William Esty, agency for
themes of undoubted value, but not
OSS. origin and are loading up Feen-A-Mint, put the patriotic ancurrently emphasized on the 'Radio
throughout with all sorts of allusions gles into the show before Pearl
War Guide.'
official attitudes.
There is fre- Harbor and has continued it, the re
—The total probable effect upon to
quent incorporation of the' more suits translating themselves into a
the masses at large should be to imquotable phrases of President Roose substantially improved Hooper ratpel them to cooperative action
velt end other oflidals. For exam- ing.
As an example last Friday
wanted-by-Govemment lines.
Tentative

(May 26) the program timed the acter who steps out of scene (but
declaration of war by Mexico with usually not out of character) is a
a salute to that country. Senor Don common radio war message method.
Salvadore Duhart, first secretary of 'Jack' from 'I Love a Mystery*
the Mexican Embassy in Washing- (Fleischmann's 'Yeast) on the Blue
ton, was on the show to be inter- told listeners of Nazi heartlessness in
viewed for two minutes and then he Yugoslavia, including the slaughter
became one of the quiz contestants.. of children. It was 'reason why*
The latter device is by calculation, pleading for war bonds. Procter &
the' program figuring that it makes Gamble's 'Life Can Be Beautiful'
'brass hats' seem human when they series, which is a pacliage entertainjoin in the parlor fun. The reason- ment by John L. Clark's Transing throughout has been that peo- american firm; uses a trick opening
ple who wouldn't listen to many a regularly.
Last week this was
broadcast laden with more elaborate diverted to advertise the need for
propaganda will digest it in this nurses. The character 'Papa Davis'
form. Tenor Frank Forest on the blessed those who care for the
program usually contributes a bit of, wotmded at the. start and at closing
nationalistic music, last week the the announcer gave a full-orchestra
Mexican national anthem.
announcement on the same theme.
Diipont had a 'natural' Monday
£x-Lax on its May 20th broadcast
was also calendar-conscious rather night (1) in its 'Clara Barton* dramthan OJ",F. conscious in having atization of the woman who founded
Arthur Tracy, "The Street Singer* the Red Cross. This led easily into a
speak sbme lines about Memorial few words by Madeleine Carroll on
Day. 'My sponsor joins with me,' he the mgent need for 10,000 nurses
said, ^"paying solemn tribute today pronto.
to the heroes of America who have
Example of Goodie Ace*s
been called to their reward.'
'Variety' emphasizes these outside'Integration' Into Story
the-O.F.F. activities so tliat a more
Goodman Ace (Anacin, 7 pjn.
be
picture
will
comprehensive
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday), who
painted. The area of interest of this
has been a trail-blazer in the matsurvey is not represented to be, and
ter of 'integration' -(i:e. putting the
is trot, the total of radio participation
the
script
into
Considerable subject-matter
in wartime morale.
proper) came up last week 'wi^ andata has been assembled, as an incidental by-product,
on network other sample of his art Designed to
enlphasis upon U,S,0. in
Eustainers and some comment on develop
terms of Jane's familiar talent for
these may also be published.
and
misunderstanding
garbling
War' copy In the mouth of a charWords- the dialog ran (verbatim) as

Impressions

in conitom. data already on hand
nection with this newspaper's "Spe-

'

-

—

.

—

—

"

O

Not

'

.

alonff

This tuggetta that there should be a
gradMal spreading and swejling of

follows:

TACT SHEET' ON

'there's-a-joh-to-be-done-Utfsof mind urhich concentrates upon steps to beat the enemy
r(iftier than mere denunciation of
the enemy.

the

do-lt' state

How

Allocation Seeks

Sidestep Tedious Echoing
Everything about World War II is different from
World War L As somebody said the old heroes would
have to learn all over. The modem soldier operates

11 different weapons, .rides in jeeps, trucks, tanks,
and on tractor-borne field guns;
Just how dated the old heroes can be in 'fiction form
Ijecame clear In the early weeks of the present jeepjump when a well-meaning radio advertiser resurrected Captain FlagjS and Sergeant Quirt of 'Wtiat
amount of tub-thumping for each Price Glory?'^ fame. These two literary characters
They
subject has been carefully allocated turned out to be as corny as spiral puttees.
to guarantee rieaching the maximum were mugs. They lacked class. They weren't tou^
possible audience with the message just loud. They were caricatures. And, brother, you
don't go around caricaturing the Marines.
the brain-trusters of the propa
ganda eitort consider need to be
The Corps is destined to enjoy more wholesome,
driven most forcibly into listeners* more satisfactory, more realistic radio publicity unears.
der the current "priority' given to its need for offiThe pattern also is beginning to cers by the O.F.F.'s 'Radio War Guide' system. Inemerge from the painstakingly deed it has seemed appropriate to reproduce verdrafted allocation charts. Through batim the 'fact sheet' which has just been addressed
the last four weeks, the only topic by the 0,F,F, to all radio writers and directors. It
getting daily attention was the un- comprises suggested points of stress and interesting
ending need for the people to in- sidelights upon the amphibious fighters:
vest every possible penny in war
The U. S, Marine Corps is the most versatile fightstamps and bonds.
ing force in the world today. It is equally at home
While the many subjects are sifted on the sea, in the air and on the land. Its Tanks are
and the O.F.F. spaces the messages filled with reliant guys—bright guys—who are in it
which finally are deemed most
because they want to be. No one is drafted,into the
tirgent, the plan is not to have every
•
marines.
network devote most time to the
Officers . . . New!
gliders,

.

.

•

The Marines Needs Ibonsands of
discloses,
analysis
This need . , . for officers to lead the fighters who
lU her, there's careful differentia-will represent the very spearhead of victory . . . reption so the listeners won't get too
a real opportunity for the right khid of men.
much of the same thing through resents
the right kind is
And
shifting from the outlet of one web
Any graduate with an A.B. or B.S. degree . . .
Here's where
to that of another.
from any accredited colleee.
or
its equivalent , .
the popularity of Individual pro
Provided he is befujeen 20 and 30 years old and can
grams comes in. And ttds is what
pass physical examination.
makes spacing the messages anything
(Freshman,
It also includes any coUepe student
but child's play.
Sophomore, Junior or Senior) who will get his deFor example, in the coming week
gree before he becomes 27 years old. This oroup
(8-14) the subjects to be stressed
will be accepted now but not called until after
are support of the U.S.O., war t>onds,
graduation.
price control, and Marine Corps en
What Happens to Applicants
listments. But none of these topics
(In both the above groups)
gets the same number of mentions
I
on each of the four skeins. Nor
They get, if accepted, an intensive 10 weeks' course
does each chain hit each key the
courses
of training, called 'Candidates Course' (These
same number of times. On three are going on all the time). 'While in training, they
Marine
webs—the Blue, CBS, and Mutualare listed and paid as Privates 1st Class in the
chief emphasis goes on the U.S.O.,
Corps Reserve.
but NBC is fortissimo on war bonds.
II

same

theme,

.

Likewise during the present week,
The training takes place at the traditional Marine
the- Blue and CBS chant most often
Barracks at Quantico, Va.
abPut bonds. Mutual gives equal
in
prominence to bonds and price conWhen they pass their exams they get commissions
trol, and NBC's major assignment
lieutenants in the Marine Corps Reserves.
1^ price control.

Need

for Nurses Second
Most-Mentioned Subject

The government's need

for nurses
brought a novel subject into the allocation plan.
For the first time,
the chains last week made direct
appeals to women to sign up for
acUve war service. On three webs,

U. S.

MARINES

Jane: Well, "she says here' somehe. did something for the

where

as

2nd

IV
Those who

fail

have their choice

of

A. Being released,
of
B May serve as enlisted men with the chance
Course' at a Uter
being reassigned to the 'Candidates
date.

^

Marine Corps
Application blanks are available at
WashRecruiting SUtions or Marine Headquarters,
ington, D. C-

.

nasal relief.

Ace:

FROM: THE OFFICE OF FACTS AND FIGURES
TO: ALL RADIO WRITERS AND DIRECTORS

To

The way radio's resources are being used to shift emphasis from
theme' to theme in order to relieve
listeners from tedium and to prevent over-doing the ballyhoo phase
of war now is becoming clear,
Analysis, of the first seven schedules of government messages spotted
on network programs shows the

I

ROBERT J. LANDRY

;'.

Nasal

-right.

Is

.

.his

hay

fever... his rose fever...

bis colds
eomrthing for th^

he do

.,, can't

uh. .Well, the U,S,0. .1 see wbet*
they're starting a big cawalgn.to
raise 32 million dollars between Ifay
These stations are in all large cities . . . locations 11 and July 4t.. there's, an .organizamay be found in telephone directory under 'U. S. tion he can work ior,..the tJ.S.O.
Government'.'
Jane: U.S,A. you ineaii.
The above five points cover the mechanics in a broad
Ace: No. u;s.O.
way. They can be briefly made and it can be assumed
Jane: Now jiist a minute, dear.';,
that mere detailed questions can be answered ait Re.

.

cruiting Stations.

But Good Badlo Just Starts witti the Above.
Effective radio treatment of this subject by- you is
going to get applicants by the thouisands pouring into
to give recruiting
.
the Marine Recruiting Stations..
officers a wide choice of. top flight officer material.
How you create this flow of applicants, -you yourself will best know . . . based on the type of program
you' have. The next few paragraplis. are simply ah
effort to suggest the direction your, dramatized material can take.
A Distinctive Better Than Average Service Opportunity for Better Than Average Hea
Serve with the leaders.
The marines are traditionally, 'first to land.' Take
advantage of the feeling that we may soon be taking
the offensive ... with all that that implies! That
marine officers will get more than their share of the
glory of the final victory.
.

.

don't start telling me they've chtinged
the name of this country... I know
the U.SA. as well as;.,-

Important

.battles

College sports leaders

Seniors in college- who are athletic leaders should
find a fine opportunity in the' Marines to utilize their
capacity for leadership.

SoDfs and slogans
The music of the marine corps

rich with songs
like the ever popular 'From the Halls of Montezuma,'
'The Three Sisters.' Slogdns like "Tell It to the Marines,' (The origin of this slogan might make a good
Check with Marine Corps, Public Relations,
script.

Washington, D.

is

C)

-

you

talk like that,

.

Ace: Like what. . .1 said the TJ.&O.
Jane: U.S.A... United States oi
America. You can't say TUaitii
States Of... and leave it dangling
there In the air... Can't you admit
when you make a mistake. . I won't
.

tell

anybody. . .Dear]

Ace: Seven, eight, nine, ten.
Jane:

What?

Ace: Look, Jane, there's an organknown as the U,S,0. The
United Service Organizations; .it's •
very important outfit, . .it ma^s the
leisure time the boys in the Army
have, pleasant. .and they even perization

.

.

form personal service for the men
in the Army... they give 'em movies, , .radio entertainment. . .they entertain men in ttie campi, .,even on
the ilring lines. And they neetl
money to carry on -this wonderful
work... 32 million dollars to be ex-

act,

Jane:

two mil.

Well,

Alvin hasn't thir^-

,

.

IMPORTANT
,

'

.

Ace: It's not the United States,..
Jane: Dear, don't let anybody heaf

Ace: He can help in the work to
Concloslon:
raise it, can't he? Alvin hasn't got
Start with: Something to make sharply clear the thirty rtwo mil. ,,He can work for
glamour and romance of this branch of the service the U.S.O,, can't he?
(taken from the above).
Jane: Dear, It's not U.S.O/ I told
End with: A clear description of who, when, where you,,.
and what ,
Ace: It is... It's U,S,0,..I just,.,
Canadian station note for Fact Sheet on Marines:
Jane: Well, what does the 'of stand
Canadian
stacarried
by
program
is
your
If
Note:
for at the finish".''
tions, we suggest that you include the following line
Ace: It's not of. .O stands for orat some appropriate point: 'This announcement does
ganizations. It's the United Service
not apply in Canada where the requirements of the
Organizations. U.S.O.
Armed Services are of a different nature,'
certainly
they've
Well,
Jane:

If you wish to include any additional facts—other
than those above—it is requested that you first clear
them with Brigadier-(3eneral Robert I. Denig, Director of Public Relations, Headquarters U, S,- Marine
Corps, Washington, D, C, Telephone, Republic 7400,
Extension 7515.
New York Agencies should contact:
Lieutenant-Colonel Victor I. Morrison, 90 Church
Street
Chicago Agencies should contact:
Captain John V. Sandberg, Federal Building,

'

Jane: United- States Of, and ndttaV
lug else?

'

The marines have played important parts in critical engagements. Get in touch with one of the men
listed at the ^n^ of the Fact Sheet. He can tell you
about these. And this will also prevent every pror
gram doing the story of Wake Island,

-

Ace: I'm talking about the UjS.O:

changed It since I went to school..-,
it was always U.SA.
Ace: It still is. But this is the
United Service Organizations of the
United States Army.
Jane: Oh, it's the U,S,0. of the
V.SJi..7

Ace: Of the... yes,,, have it yout
way, .. the U.S.O. of the V-SA.
Jane: Well, I'll compromise you...
Anything to
U.S.O. of the U.S.A.

make you humorous.

.

—

.

.
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YORK CITY

The Radio Trade

Is Discussing:

.

.

.

RCA's contemplated eiomple-settiuo

to other industries by continuing to aduertise, although uior-exclwded
from consumer markets The Blue's 'teamed sponsorship' plon to fit

—

—

tuartime budgets The seI/-clea7isino rites amonp the foreign language
stations— That Supreme Court decision Summer replacements
Lyman Bryson's 'Department X' at CBS—That clever CBS ad in last
week's 'Variety' captioned 'Be it ever so humble, there's no place BUT
liome this summer.'

maple leaves on the shoulders. Itll be the Army Air Corps.... BOX
Bacher and David Broekman reunited on Treasury Star Parado series
being plattered here.... Those anticipated listener squawks over remoVal
of Bill Hay from Amos 'n' Andy program failed to materialize. Fan letSome years ago when
ters are even complimenUry to Del Sharbutte.
Ward Wheelock switched from Hay to Carlton KaDell the A & A fans
to pitch Hay again
really kicked up their hind quarters and forced
....Red Skelton, who rates with Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny and others
as continuous camp entertainers, doing ~his last two shows of the season
here to audience of servicemen. No one in mufti allowed. ., .Joe Stauffcr hiked back east after measuring Mary Astor's 'Hollywood Showcase'
Ken Frogley, onetime
(Hudnut) for a cross country span in the fall

WW

downtown radio editor, now a looey in the Ferry Command. ., .Mann
Holiner, who with the missus (Alberta Nichols) wrote considerable music
for Broadway shows b.r. (before radio), dashed off 'Gardenia In My ButIrving Berlin
tonhole' "for Maxwell House Time, which he produces.
thought so much of it he Immeditely acquired publication rights'.
Charles Vanda, who now sports title of executive producer for CBS, here
Ruth Adams Knight will summer in New York city instead of Redding to wind up his "They Live ForeVer' series and to get started on new
D'Artega began last night (Tuesday) emceeing his own record- propaganda entry. 'Nature of the Enemy'
Ridge
Erskine Johnson's gossiper
John McKay of NBC press luncheoned former NBC for a drug chain renewed for another quarter. .'.Tay Garnett's Paci&c
ings over
reporters back from Europe on Drrttningholm yesterday at Shor's,...
cruise some time ago which yielded more than 100,000 feet of -film and
Mark Woods bids trade come see new Blue offices at 5 p.m. today (Wednes- formed the basis of his NBC "series, 'Three 'Sheets to 'the Wind,' now
day) in RCA Bldg,
sought, by the gpveinment's, militJiry int.eUigence.
Some ojt the shots,
Norma Holden wed to John Garrison In Columbus, Ga. Bride Js sec- have important value for the offensive in the Pacific to come. .. .Dennis
retary to George Brengle, casting director of the Compton advertising
Day will keep busy during Jack Benny's IT-week layoff with theatre
agency; he's about to be graduated from Officers Training School there. dates and radio guesting
Bert Gordon renewed for next season by
The Radio Directors Guild has taken offices in the Berkshire hotel.,.. Eddie Cantor.,.. Jimmie Fidler got a renewal from his sponsor and same
Joan Tompkins and Bob Haag have joined the 'Stella Dallas' troupe.... day adopted, 10-day-old girl which |ie named after the f rau, Bobbe,
With Dick Liebert ill, l.ew White subbing as organist on 'Mr. Keen' and
Patricia Dougherty directs 'Aunt Jenny' serial for
'Second Husband'
Auth'rauff
Ryan
She's also agency supervisor on 'Grand- Central IIS
Station'
Helen Choat added to 'Mr. Keen* cast and Eric Dressier ditto
The Radio Trade Is Discussing: Return to air of 'Clara, Lu and Em'
Walter King, announcer at WINS, has joined
with 'Second Husband'
Talent crying
and possibilttv of reviving other old time programs
the Office of Coordinator of Information as announcer-producer. .. .Nor.Neither getting together.
for work. . .Stations crying for personnel.
man Corwin on week's vacation upstate and planning to plane to Lonshortwave
CBS
pro-British
series
for
to
don in mid-June to produce a
Mary Patton joined 'Arnold Grimm's Daughter' cast only to find out part
reading
Trent'
and
Sunday'
seblurbs on 'Helen
'Gal
....Tom Shirley
was for one day. Character died that day, so part folded. .. .Vivian Fristaff di- dell of 'Backstage Wife' awarded two medals for acting at University
rials during Jolin Allen Wolfe's vacation. .. .Bob Shayoh,
rector, tosses the cues on 'Go Get It,' "The Better HaU' and 'Songs for of Wisconsin.
.Allen Miller, former director of Chicago's Universi^
Marching Men' stanzas.
Broadcasting Council, is collaborating with Judith Waller of NBC on
Lindsay Wellington, N. Y. chief of British Broadcasting Corp., in- the NBC-Northwestern University Summer Radio Institute. School starts
definitely delaying his trip to London. .. .Arthur Pryor, Jr., representing June 28
Harold Isbell of 'Rhymster Tyme' has added duties of readGrover Whalen on radio arrangements for June 13 military parade.... ing funny paper on WGN. Celebrates his 20th year in radio this sumothers on committee include Bill Slocum, John McNeal, Morris Novik, mer.... 'Women In Defense,'
program conducted by Mary Afflick,
Gene Thomas, Dave Driscoll. .Cbarles-^aines of World Broadcasting changes name to 'Women in Victory'. .. .Don' McNeil, Breakfast Club
again will summer at Westport, Conn., Maurice Tarplin now a regular m.c, was awarded Doctor of Letters degree by St. Bonaventure College
on 'Gang Busters' -and 'Counter Spy'. .. .Sally Benson ends WGY, Sche- and Seminary of New York... .Maria Kurenko, Russian soprano, was
nectady, series 'Speaking of Books' for summer with June 12th broad- guest of 'America Preferred,' on WGN, and Mutual. .. .Uncle Harry,
cast. .. .Frank Stanton of CBS actually located for a couple of days last WGN's safety directot, discussed 'Safety at
This Summer" as part
week and not sick either.
of Chicago Public Schools safety pirogram. Schools -throughout ChicagoDorothy Lowell, title actress of 'Our Gal Sunday,' doing transcribed land carry programs in classrooms. .. .The Glee Club of Great Lakes
spots for True Story. .. .John B. Hughes on a tour of production centers, Naval Training station, were guests of Blue Network's Breakfast Club
aired his Mutual series 'yesterday and today (Tuesday -Wednesday) from Thursday.
»
Chicago and originates his June 9-10 shows from New York.... Fred
'Backstage Wife,' NBC darama, has added Charles Irving and Louise
Weihe, NBC. staffer, will substitute as director 'of 'Against the Storm' Fitch. .. .Soldier's Field auto races resulted in sell-out crowds over Decowhen Axel Gruenberg Vacations,... Lesley Woods, femme lead In the ration day holiday. Radio was given all the credit with promoters spendlegit 'Comes the Revelation,' is about to be tried for murder as one of ing majority of cash on air shots. .. .Chicago Sunday evening club closes
the leads in 'Bright Horizon' and will also be involved in lots of violence its 3Sth season "this week with special broadcast over 'WIND, in which
as the romantic interest of 'Bulldog Drummond'. .. .Ed Fitzgerald gave Major General Samuel T. Lawton will be guest
Jack Fitzpatrick, WJJD
his initials as T.' H. E., sb he and Pegeen are listed in the phone book sportcaster, starts his own review on that station as a daily stint....
as THE Fitzgeralds. .'.Genevieve Footh, assistant casting director of the John B. Hausler of KROS, Robert Swift, new to radio, were added to
Compton agency, recuperating from major operation. .. .'Our Gal Sun- WJJD engineering department. Harry Berg, former WJJD engineer. Is
day' is not only 'wedded to England's richest and .handsomest lord," but taVing officers training at Campt Grant.
Is now saving. the visiting King of Whatsylv'ania from being murdered....
Bonnie Atcher, WJJD singer. Is convalescing after .an operation....
That's- daytime serial drama with'- a capital melo. .. .Gertrude Berg, Dr. Preston Bradley, WJJD's radio pastor, will discuss ''What's Wrong
author, director and lead of 'The Goldbergs,' has moved Into her hew with Radio' in a future sermon
Bud Bowman, and Jess Klrkpatrick
home at New Bedford, N.
Legit actor Max WeSsels is m.c. of a will assist Marvin Mueller in WGN's 'Play Winsom' broadcast each*
Viennese musical series Sunday mornings on WWRL. .Lisa Sergio will Wednesday
Jonathan Hale, of 'Scattergood Baines' cast, is newest addihave authors conduct studio, audience forums on her Tuesday and Thurs- tion to W67C announcing staff.... Fred Barron and Butler Manvllle join
day morning comment programs on
George Brengle, Comp- 'Road of Lite' this week.... Rene Gekiere, of 'Romance of Helen Trent,'
ton agency casting director, due for fatherhood in August, is attending into army. ., .'Whitfield Conner is touring the east with Maurice Evans.
weekly classes for prospective daddies.
They're making the rounds of coastal army and navy camps.... Leo
Charlotte Holland, who plays Kathy in 'Against the Storm,' expects Mitchell assigned to produce 'Columbia Workshop' when it originates
B baby in August
her husband isr Sam Wahamaker, legit actor
in Chicago.
CBS sending copies- of Harry Flannery's 'Assignment to Berlin' to radio
editors
Madeleine Carroll guests Saturday (6) on the season windup
of 'Lincoln Highway'. .. .I.ew Valentine, former Dr. 1. Q., starts a new
studio-participation series, 'Sing for Dough,' on the Blue next Sunday
....Don Baker will lie' organist on the show
Merrill Denison writing
the 'Prudential Hour' continuity for Benton
"Bowles during the two;Contlnacd from page 4:
week vacation of Jack fiyrne
Ralph Cooper doing a six-wiekly halfhour recorded show on WINS for Pabst beer. .. .Warren Sweeney doing prefers to be anonymous; bakes a who don'.t- get their names in the
a remote series. of interviews with soldiers -at the USO Defense Recrea- huge birthday cake for any boy or papers or their pictures in the rotos:
tion Center via CBS.
Judson La Haye, supervisor of WICC, New Haven, boys whose natal day happens to
Jimmie Stroock, who pays for all
vacationing in New York
Rose Feld is adapting her New Yorker fall on that night.
the butter each month, 70 per
stories about Sophie Halenczik for radio. .. .she's also scripting a series
Hope Williams, In the kitchen,
Last week an English sailor was
for the Social Security Board
Lyn Murray to Coast to do the music the birthday celebrant, and as he washing silver.
for the final 'They Live Forever* program. .. .he'll also work with Charles
Constance Talmadge, never letting
stood on the stage and blew out the
Vanda on a couple of CBS program auditions, and is due back in two
candles, while everyone sang 'Happy a weeic go by witiiout some financial
weeks
Joan Geddes now secretary for. John McMillin, Compton agency
Birthday,' the tears streamed down contribution.
, radio
head
Ruth Lyons succeeds her as secretary for Storrs Haynes, his
Dorothy Hall and Jack Shepherd
face as he said. This is just what
the agency's script editor
Max Badin, member of. the 'Berl and my mother would have done for who have made the kitchen happier
Schmerl' comedy team-, started daily Jewish program on
Frank
by their Inexhaustible supplies of
Cooper, radio head of General Amusement, acquired the radio rights to me.'
edibles.
all
of
He
was
17
years!.
the Hartzel Spence novel and film, 'One Foot in Heaven.'
When a Dutch contingent arrived
Evelyn McGregor, contralto, now soloist on 'Waltz Time' and 'AmeriRuth Shepley, one of the senior at the Canteen the other night as
can Melody Hour*
His father's illness caused James Fleming to take
Fred Waring, his entire band and
a few days off this week, with Bill Bond subbing as 'John's Other Wife' hostesses, approached a South Afriannouncer and Tip Corning taking over the 'Our Gal Sunday' blurbing can lad, just as he was leaving, and his glee plub were keeping a room
assignment
Tom Gorman, actor-announcer, will be inducted into the said, 'Have you seen 'My Sister of 2,400 so spellbound that you could
hear a pin drop, he asked one of the
Army next Monday (8)
Evelyn Varden, just back from 'Candle in Eileen?'
senior hostesses who Fred Waring
the Wind' tour, joined 'Amanda' cast
Barbara Bruce, Rolant Wi"*er.s
'No, Ma'am,' was his reply, 'this is
was.
and Billy Lipton in current 'Mr. Keen' case
Audrey Egan and Ethel my first visit here and I am afraid
When she explained that he was
Remey added to 'Stella Dallas' cast
Agnes Young and Ed Latimer I don't know her.'
one of our outstanding bandleaders,
Joined 'Young Widder Brown' troupe.

—

. .

WMCA

.

•

.

.

WOR

-

Payroll Traffic
||

PftwHnn.J from Ptlgt 32

J|

which is scheduled to begin
operations shortly.
San Antonio.— Frank Stewart, announcer for station KTSA, has resigned his post after four years with
the station to take a position with
.

'

Duncan

Field.

"

Wlchita.Wustin Bradshaw from
KANS, added to announcing staff at
KFBI.
Lincoln, Neb.— Don Larimer,
32.
with KFOR-KFAB for several years
has Joined the U. S. navy, reporting

June

25.

Chattanooga.—Andy Bell has left
announcing post at WAPO for CAA

plane- dispatcher job at Lovell field
Meryllyn Watklns, from Battle
Creek, Mich., new continuity editor
and assistant program director at

WDEF.

Bridgeport
Joined

—

Howard

WICC news

staff,

John Kelly.

Sullivan
replacing

Joe Falco, ex-WICC
with Air Corps in Greenville,
Mo. Fred Hoxie hired as WICC engineer,
taking place
of George
actor,

now

Dlugos,

private in

Greenville,

WFBC

S.-

marines and

is

Army.

C—Lee

Parsons,
enlisted In
training at Parris Is-

announcer,

'

-

1942

W63NY

CHICAGO ...

&

3,

has

land, S. C. base.

WGN

Spartanburg.

. .

former

S.

C — Law

Epps,
announcer, in
Camp Croft

WSPA-WORD

army and

training

at

here.

Home

'

St. Louis—Hoyt Andres, recently
with KWK, St. Louis, and WOAI,
San Antonio, newest addition to the

gabbing

staff at

KMOX.

Minneapolis—George Collier,
WCCO transmitter technician, reports this

week

to U. S.

ington. He had
tion 14 years.

Army, Wash-

been with the sU*

.

Akron,

O.—Wayne Byers

.

.

Y

. .

WQXR

Canteen Capers

&

,

'

.

.

.

WWRL

.

....Arthur Murray, guesting on the 'Prescott Presents' show last week,
caused a howl from the studio audience by dancing with Allen Prescott
....Harry Salter, the new batoner on 'Counter Spy,' meller series on the
Blue
Dudley Connolly,
program director, due for parenthood
late this month... Raymond Clapper moves from Friday night into the
Thursday night spot June 18 on the Blue when Dorothy Thompson goes
off
'What America Means to Me,' started Friday (29) on
as
presentation of New York City Board of Education. .-. .Morgan Beatty's
•Daily War Journal' on the Blue at 8 a.m. across the board, will be available for local sponsorship starting June 15
George Zachary, Radio
Directors Guild prez, to Washington this week to offer the services of
the organization's members to the Government for war shows.

WWRL

WWRL

IN

HOLLYWOOD

. .

The Radio Tbade Is Discussing: Impending showdown between HoUvtoood Vicfory Committee ond local branch of Office of Facts and Figures over control of guest appearances on .government shows Those
.producers of government-inspired propaganda airings trying to think
VP things to be said on the program that wouldn't have passed muster
in a saloon a few years back.

—

Bin Henty can chaw away for another 13 w^eks on his Dentyne commentary.. .Sid Strotz putting in a week in Frisco with John Elwood,
recently Installed as KPO manager—Mel Ruick, who soft-soaps the dames
on Lux on Monday nightv getting measured for a imiform with gold
,

.

,

has taken

WJW

here,

New Tork

City.—George C. Klernan has resigned from the sales
service division of WOR, New York,

become assistant to the sales
manager of the Warner Chemical
to

'

Co.
Florence Connelly has Joined the
the
recording and engineering
department,' succeeding

WOR

staff of

Junumae

Fallon.

Frances Neale has

Joined the engineering office, replacing Virginia Cornish, who transferred to the publicity department.
John GJeruIdsen, of the
transmitter staff at Carteret, N. J.,
has resigned to join the Army.
Henry E. Harrison succeeds him.
Richard Schwartz has joined the
station's mall room staff.

WOR

.

Sell

500G Bonds

rntitinn.j

(rom pkie

Jimmy Dorsey and

4ss

Dixieland Jazz

bands following.
Burge^ Meredith emceed while
short speeches were made by Paul
Muni, Martha Scott, Lynn Overman,
Joe E. Lewis and Jean Arthur.
Olson and Johnson, Lucy Monroe,
Jane Walsh and Kay Kyser band appeared at another bond selling rally
in Times Square, Saturday night
(30) by Greater New York War
Bond Pledge Campaign. Former
Mayor Jimmy Walker emceed
Meantime, the 'Buy Tanks for
he nodded his head in affirmation, Yanks' natl(bnal tour sponsored by
When the Peters Sisters appeared 'Ya, Ya—like our Mr. Mengelberg!' U. S. Treasury with Metro, started
at the Canteen on Saturday night,
Monday (1) in San Francisco. Howand started another heat wave with
Conversation overheard- between ard Dietz, Metro ad-publlclty chiei;
their marvelous crooning, they were
set up tour to stimulate War Bond
two hostesses:
accompanied by a small, shy little
First Hostess:
Isn't it amazing sales, with Johnny Sheffield, from
woman who introduced herself as how much all the boys seem to like Tarzan pictures, to address rallies
their mother.
from a U. S. Army tank.
milk?'
'I know
it's against the rules to
Second Hostess: 'Not when you
have. any visitors,' she said, 'but I look at their faces. Most of them
wonder if 1 might be allowed in, just have hardly been weaned yetl'
Jamestown, N. Y., 6 Eyents
this once. You see, I have never seen
my daughters perform outside of a
theatre because they don't allow This Is the Truth'
Jamestown, N, Y., June 2.
Off;
colored folk in ^ight clubs and' 1
Six concerta have been scheduled
was told that you white folks here 'Sea Hound' Starts June 15 for the 15th
season of the Jamestown
at the Canteen don't draw any color
This Is the truth,' Mort Lewis Civic Music Association. Artists are:
line.'
series about oddities In the news, Artur
Jan
Rubenstein,
pianist;
Mrs. Peters' informants were cor- is being dropped by the Blue net- Peerce, tenor;
Don Cossacks, chorus;
rect.
work after the June 7 broadcast. It Roland Gundry, violinist; Blanche
She. was given every courtesy by will have been aired eight weeks Thebohm,
mezzo-soprano, and the
junior hostsses, Esther Leeds and as a Bustainer, Replacing it in the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.
Jo Lyons, and as she listened to the Sunday afternoon spot will be
Association sold capacity of high
deafening applause that .greeted her 'Army-Navy Game,' quiz show Vvlth
school auditorium for fall and winter
daughters she smiled happily.
a soldier-sailor audience,
series,
amounting to about 1,700
They are good, aren't they?', she
A new juve series. The Sea memberships.
D, L. Cornetet, of Chismiled with maternal pride.
Hound,' will be aired by the Blue cago, vice-president
of the Civic Constarting June 15, In the 6:16 p.m. cert Service,
was here for the enrollBehind the scenes with workers spot Mondays-through-Fridays.
ment, which concluded last week.
.

Julie Stevens plays the title part in TCitty Foyle,' new vehicle of the
'Stories America Loves' series starting Monday (8) on CBS
Mark Smith
will play her father
Rikel Kent directs it and Carl Bixby is adapting

over the sports Job at
succeeding Bill Griffiths.

'
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CONCERT-OPERA

Met May Use Melcbior

in Italian Roles

Swarthont,

at Dell

Both

NCAC Names Summer

Lack of a great dramatic tenor to 7
relieve the veteran Giovanni MartiCalifornia
slated for his 30th succesnelli,
Metropolitan
The National Concert
at the
Artists
sive season
Opera House, is a problem that the Corp. will have seven artists spendmanagement of the company haa ing their summeri in California.
They are Douglas Seattle, Richard
been worlting on for some time; The
Met roster is full of lyric tenors, Bonelll, Donald Dickson, Dusolina

singers

will

music, ranging from
to Cole Porter.

&

CURTIS SCHOOL

To offset his loss from a part of
German repertoire (he sang 19
of 20 performances last season), the
Met will use Arthur Carron, British tenor, who has sung the Italian
roles with so-so success the last few
Carron is working on the
seasons.
German repertoire and will sing
the

grin' in
If

South America

he

switch

this

the

successful

is

Melchior

summer.
Met can

some

to

Italian

.roles.

If

PINCH

'Tannhauser' and 'Lohen-

'Parsifal,'

'

IWFISCAL

Bombs Wipe Out

Hafl,

Symphony Most Be Exempt

From Contract

Obligation

Curtis

Philadelphia, June 2.
Institute
of Music
will
-

greatly cprtail
its curiculum next
season due to a great drop in
its income.
Its student body, which
averaged about 170 drawn from all
sections of the country, will be cut
to about IDO; the woodwind, brass
and other departments wUl be abolished and the contracts of several of
the institute's teachers will not be
renewed.
The string department
will not be touched. The Curtis orchestra will be disbanded.

Washington, June 2.
The management of the National
Symphony orchestra has asked the
local musicians union to insert a

Among the teachers who Will be
dropped are William Kincaid, flute;
Marcel Tabuteau, oboe; Saul Caston,
trumpet; Oscar
Schwar, tympani;
contract for -the cur- Anton Homer, horn,
and Anton To-

clause in its
rent concert series which would relieve the management of any obligation for continuance of the contract
in the event that the D. A. R. hall,
in which the concerts -^re held, is

bombed.

P^ul Schwartz, president

of the local,

is

leaving

it

to his ex-

ecutive, board to pass on the request.
Only other hall available is in the
Central High School but this has, but
half the capacity of the D. K: R.
auditorium, which would necessitate
giving two concerts for every one.

,

that might have been held ,at the
larger spot, and at the same time
take care of the symphony's sustaining patronage. The organization did
not attain its goal ih the drive for
a. 4106,000 underwriting fund for the
season but the campaign has been
extended. Because of gas rationing
the summer Water Gate concerts are
expected to entice above normal
business.' If that happens the symph's
present deficit will be wiped out

MEXICODELAYS

Operetta Review
'NAqOHTir MABIETTA'
Operetia

.

\

-

PAper MUl Playhonse, Mllbnrn, N. J,,
Jane 1, 1942
This is the first of a series of four
Victor Herljert operettas to be revived and played for two weeks
each at the Paper Mill playhouse
during th6 summer.
Performance
commendable.
In the title role,
Rosemarle Brancato was in excellent
voice, especially in the upper register from. 'B' flat through top 'D.'
Here the -tones were emitted with
freedom and clarity and a full rich
quality.
ing rise

Some

faulty production givto a faint vibrato' in the
lower registers gradually disappeared as the performance' proceeded.
The soprano's acting was

good throughout.

Ralph Riggs and
Melissa Mason in comedy roles were
tops.
Both stole scene after scene
and their acting and by-play was the
best of the evening.

Yolanda Lupachlnl was barely
adequate as Adah in her first song,
but soon conquered her nervousness
an o.k. performance. Donald Gage however, marred most of
.the production with inferior singing.
The tenor has. a short voice; and the
toneless falsetto he employs above an
'F' destroyed the value of his music
and marred his duets with Miss
Brancato.
Others in a long cast
whose work was above par were
to deliver

Leonard

Stocker, George Lipton,
Paul Reed; Gordon Dilworth and
Robert Lyon. The diminutive orchestra was quite a handicap to the
singers but the staging, costumes and
scenery were aU amazingly good for

the small 800-seat house.
.On opening night despite a heavy
downpour some' 550 cash customers
attended at a $2,20 top with over 200
cats in evidence, ^\nng rise to the
theory • that gasoline rationing hte
not'.as yet effected out Of town theEddy.
atre Wz.-

Mexico City, June 2.
The opera season here sponsored
by the Government of Mexico un-

LIST

win

sing

foul-

times

in

Strauss'

'Ariadne auf Naxos.' She will also
appear on radio- while In South
America and xetums to the U. S. in
late October.

Mozart's 'Marriage of Figaro' in
English in 70 odd dates last season,
has been drafted. He will be replaced in the company by Gean
Greenwell, baritone.'
Company has some 30 odd dates
set for its 1942-43 tour so far by
Columbia Concerts Corp.
'

'

OPERA

Book Via Amiie Friedberg

management and be handled by an
individual

FRISCO

WAR CONCERTS
TO RUN SUMMER
San' Francisco, June

2.

Thj San Francisco Symphony Orchestra will present a series of 10
sommer concerts at the War Me

SCORE IN

B.A.

pianist,

-

who

will

make

to the U. S.
build-up.
Michael Bartlett will make a number of U.S.O. and bond benefit appearances this summer before embarking On what is lining up as
summer and
strictly an operatic
winter. The tenor is concentrating
on his operatic repertoire, and the
National Concert and Artists Corp.
are presently negotiating for him
Opera Co. for a lead
with the
In 'Pique Dapie,' with the Cincinnati

American People's Chorus
and Deems Tayloi; as commentator.
harpists,

Ballot

claimed that

its

man-

contract with Hurok end*
next Labor day while the manager
agerial

asserted the contract ends In late

October, which would cut into next
season's booking of the ballet which

be under

to

the'

Columbia concert

Settlement was a compromise on
both sides, It places the termination
of the managerial contract at midnight, Oct 25.
The ballet will appear at thp Metropolitan Opera
House during the period of Oct. 1
to Oct 25 under Hurok's manageit

Columbia

also gives

Buenos Aires, May 29.
trol of its own repertoire and pubThe winter opera season here licity. Ballet had claimed it had
May 29, a week late, with been forced by Hurok to open its
Verdi's 'Alda' to a sold-out house at season at the 'let with works which
the Teatro Colon. Opening bill had were not its best, thus receiving poor
been changed twice, with 'Ballo in reviews.
Maschera' and 'Norma' discarded.
The compromise further stipulates
Four Met singers headlined the that Leonide Massine be granted a
opener, with Frederick Jagel stop- leave of absence from Monte Carlo
ping the show with his 'Celeste to produce not more than' one ballet
Aida.' The tenor, in excellent voice, for the Ballet Theatre, a Hurok acclimaxed the third act with three count
Massine, however, cannot
successive high 'A' flats and his 'O perform for the Ballet Theatre, but
terra Addio' in the last act was .an is allowed to produce and perform,
exquisite piece of lyrical singing.
in Hollywood, where' he is attemptIn the 'title role, Zinka Milanov's ing to establish a ballet
singing was also of the highest ;or<
Hurok reaffirms' his guarantee of
der, her show-stoppers>being the arias 13 weeks work for the Ballet Russe
Ritorna Vincitor' and 'O Fatria Mia.'' during the summer and guarantees
Bruna Castagna was a brilliant Aiti' two 'weeks in Montreal and Toronto
neris, vocally and dramatically, arid in late September, where- the four
Leonard Warren in his debiit here, new ballets will be tried «ut prior
won acclaim for his singing of the to the N.Tf. opening. This places
brief aria tSua padre,' and the duet 'Hurok in the Incongruous position of
'Ciel mio padre.' The conductor was guaranteeing work to a comtiany h^
Ettore Panizza.
is-' dropping, while he has been 'un-^
able to guarantee his own com.oany
any sumhter dates.' The Ballet Theacurrently ,is preparing its fall
Out Roster tre
The four
repertoire in Mexico.
opened

-

DeH Rounds

'

new
Philadelphia, June 2,
Roster of attractions for the Robin
Hood Dell concerts were completed
last week with the addition of the
Don Cossack Chorus, Jan Pearce,

Jarmila Novotna and Anne Brown,
of 'Porgy and Bess.'
Auditions for the Dell's 'finds'
(Mon.)
concerts began yesterday
with 248 instrumentalists, vocalists
and conductors entered. Winners
will receive $250 cash prize and an
engagement to appear during the
1943 series as soloists or conductors..
They will also appear during the six
Friday nights of the current concert

morlal Opera'House every Tuesday
from June 30-Sept. 1. Price scale
will range from $6.50 in the balcony series.
Judges for the .'find' competition
to $14 in boxes for the series.
Conductors engaged will be Jose will include Bronislaw Hubermann,
Iturbi, Efrem Kurtz, Meredith WUL violinist, Edward Steuermann-, conpianist, and 'Vladimar Golschcert
O'Connell,
son, George Szell, Charles
Hans Wilhelm Steinberg and Walter mann, conductor' of the St.. IjOuIs
Symphony.
Herbert.

ballets

be worked on by
George Balarichine

will

Leon

Fokine,
and Massine.

Mich. Sympbony Success

In

War Bond

Drive

,

hterests U.S. Treasury
Detroit,

'

May

29.

The Michigan Symphony Orchesunder Walter Poole, has helped
sell more than $3,000,000 -war bonds
on concerts given In 18 Michigan
towns since Feb. 6. The success of
the concerts has been so great that
U. S. Treasury has asked for details
so that it can request other music
projects and symphonic orchestras
tra,

to participate.

Umon City, N.

Latest concert in the series was
held Sunday (31) at the Detroit

Presents Opera

Olympia Stadium

(17,000 capacity)
with' Paul Robeson, Marian Anderson and Olivia de Havilland as soloists and speaker respectively.

Spurred By Thomas Martin of Met, Municijpality
Tries an Experiment

*

J

'June 2.
Rigoletto,' preceded by a group of
concert arias was presented at the
New
Theatre recently as the
Grleff
the 'part of the
first attempt on
Opera Co. and with the Chicago municipality, spurred by Thomas
Opera Co.
Martin, assistant Met conductor and
a Jersey resident to establish a
municipally sponsored opera season
Production drew 1,100 out of a
Ambulance Fond Concert here.
capacity of 1,500 and a fall season .is
now being worked on as a permaConcert will be staged at the Mos- nent venture.
This is the second town in the
que theatre, Newark, N. J., July 1
artists
by the New Jersey Ambulance Fund U. S. to sponsor opera, and
Committee to raise funds for pur- presented Included, Robert Weede^
Alvary,
chasing ambulances for East and Doris Marinelli, Lorenzo
Kirsten,
Dorothy
West Coast cities as well as foreign Elizabeth Wysor,
and Franco Perulli. First part of the
combat zones.
groups
Among those slated to appear program presented featured

with Morton Gould and his Mutual
net orch. are Ilsa Marvenga, opthe Mac Quarrie
singer,
eratic
Vassar Emsemble of eight girl

Monte Carlo Ballet
Hurok Attractions,

Concerts the benefit of the N.Y. reviews on the performances.
The
group agrees' to produce four new
ballets during this period, but Hurok
will grant the ballet complete conr

his

this fall. He comes
with a big European

American debut

The

ment Thus

NCAC has also taken on the management of Alexander Uninsky, Russian

the

against

banner.

the inability of the Government to
clear return visas for a number of
artists in the U. S. to make the trip
and return to Cincinnati on June 28,
when that season begins. Artists
previously engaged who will probably go in August will be Giovanni
Martinelli, Stella Roman, Licia Albanese, Hilde Reggiani, Francesco
Valentino, Lauritz Melchior, Herbert
Janssen, Elizabeth Wysor, Nicola
Moscona, Lorenzo Alvari and conductor Giuseppe. Bambosheck.

Cohmibia Management To

of

Inc.,

is

MET SINGERS

Vladimir Horowitz Qdits -

Suit

Russe

which involved a dispute over
the termination of Hurok's manageDavid Otto, founder of the Nine ment of the troupe, has been
O'clock -Opera, which presented settled out of the N.'V. federal court.

de Quesada which was due to start
for a month June 7 will te postponed until Augjst. There still remains a possibility of a short preseason number of performances ih
the middle of June.
Reason tor the postponement was
the entry of Mexico into the war and

BRANCATO, UNINSKY

ADDED TO NCAC

—Oreen-

der the artistic direction of Ernesto

'

'

was somewhat spotty but generally

OPERA SEASON

rello, contrabass.
Virtually aU of
Vladimir Horowitz has left Cothese' men are members of the
lumbia Concerts Corp. under whose
Philadelphia Orchestra.
Since 1926 all of the students have management he had been, for some
been on a scholarship basis, none 15 years and has signed with Annie
Friedberg. The pianist will finish
paying for instruction.
Drop in revenue is said to be out the 15 concerts he has been
caused chiefly by the depreciation booked for so far by Columbia under
of stock in the Curtis Publishing that banner, but future bookings for
Co, Chief endowments came from the peribd of a year go through
the school's founder, Mrs. Mary Cur- Miss Friedberg.
tis Bok, daughter of the late Cyrus
Horowitz plays a limited number
H. K. Curtis.
of concerts yearly, usually about 30,
and sells f^r absolute top among
instrumentalists between $2,500 and
$2,750. His' shift is' reported due to
a desire to break with corporate

Rosemarie Brancato, lyric coloratura, has been added to the list of
the National Concert & Artists Corp.
and opened Monday (1) in Milburn,
N. J., in a revival of 'Naughty MariSinger will .be. heard in other
etta.'
Herbert operettas before
Victor
starting her fall concert tour.
Soprano leaves for Rio July 27 to
sing in 'Rigoletto,' "Lucia,' 'Don Giovanni' and 'Mignon/' She will make
14 appearances in seven weeks and
then go to 'Buenos Aires where she

DAVID OTTO INTO ARMY
His 'Figaro' Gave 70 Dates
well Succeeds

•

but the heroic type remains con- Gianninl, John Charles Thomas, Joseph Szigeti and Serge Rachmanspicuous by Its absence.
Met may use Lauritz Melchior, inoff.
since 1926 its principal German
tenor, In Italian roles next season.
In the early part of his career Melchior sang most of the Italian repertoire, and as recently as 1938'sane
That and
'Otello' ih San Francisco.
other roles may be given him.

Compromise on Disputed Contract

sing lighter
Victor Herbert

This Year

37

Reach

te Carlo Ballet

Philadelphia, June 2.
Gladys Swarthout and John Charles
will appear at the Dell this
summer, the contralto appearing
Jime 2S, the baritone July 2.

Thomas

Need for Artist to Share Burdens of Martinelli
Carron Trains for German Roles

In

Thomas

Union

City, N.

J.,

by the artists, and
the second part the opera 'Rigoletto'
which the participants were
in
Miss MariAlvary,
Perulli,
Weede,
girl,
nelli, Miss Wysor and a local
Irene Antal.
of operatic arias

SeDoots in Canada

HERTHA GLAZ SLATED
FOR RIO SUMMER BAHS

Hertha Glaz, contralto, has been
Edmonton, Alberta, June 2.
.signed for the Rio de Janeiro season
The entire capacity of the Empire and will leave the U. S. in late July
theatre (1,750 capacity) has been
for appearances in August and Sepsold out for the Celebrity Concert
tember. She will also appear in conseries for 1942-43. Artists to appear
cert while In Rio.
will be Marian Anderson, Claudio
The singer will be heard in 'CarCrooks,
Carroll
Richard
Arrau,
men,' 'Mignon,' 'Aida,' 'Trovatore,'
•

Glenn

and

Jaroff's

Don

Chorus.
Price range for the series

Cossack
is

$4 to

$7.50 plus taxes totaling 30%. The
series is under the management of
Fred M. Gee, this being his ninth

season.

Winnipeg, Ont, June

2.

'Tales of

Hoffman' and

'Butterfly.'

Toledo Symph's Soloists
Toledo, June

2,

The Toledo Symphony will present flve soloists In its concerts, for
the 1942^3 season at the Tlvoli theOrchestra is under the direcatre.

The Winnipeg Celebrity Artists tion of George King Raudenbusb,
Soloists will be Lauritz Melchior.
series will present 11 artists 'during
the 1B42-43 season, and in its 31st Oct. 26; Patricia Travers, Nov. 30;
year has 2,200 subscribers or 3,100 Gregor Platigorsky, Feb. 15; Claudio
season tickets sold for the series Arrau, March 29, and Arrtvl Galliwhich opens in October. This is Campi. April 19. Subscription sale
opens June 19.
despite a 30% tax on all tickets.

Wednesday, June

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

88

FORGET JOHN KIRBY TRIP

Goodman
J.

$58,000 in N. Y.;

Dorsey s 4th Great

(EsnmaUs for This Week)
Gns Arnhelm, Seattle (Palomar;

Coast Swing-Shifters

23-35-58)—With 'Butch Minds
Baby' (U). Band given credit tot

Most Have Their Fun

1,350;

And There's

^BjSOO.

Mlt«hell Ayres, Baltimore
17-25-28-39-44-55-66)

2,240;

$40,000,

Shaw Okay 19G in Mild Pitt

Artie

most of oke

Transporlatlon Unavailable for Rio
Cafe EnKacement

Plenty

(Hipp;

—

With

Burbank, Cal., June 2.
shift time comes to Burbank
in 'swing time' at midnight when
some 14,000 aircraft employees are
turned loose to And amusement. The

John Kirby's quintet will not go to
South America for its scheduled
June 15 opening at the Copacobana,
Rio de Janeiro. Kirby and his men
were to have taken a clipper plane

Bands

3,

1942

B^O/s

at Hotel

(Presented herewith, a* a tueefcty tatmtatlon, {j the estimated cover
charge busineM being done. by name bands In various New York hotels.
Dinner tmslnen (7-10 PJtl.) not .rated. Figures after name oi hotel give
room capacit]/ and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
hotidav price.)

Cov»r» luiui
out of this country next week, but
WMk* I'Hxt 4;u»Trs
the junket has been junked, because
Botal
Fluyed H'ark On Uula
nand
of transportation difficulties.
2
5,200
Tommy Dorsey... Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
10,350
Fact that Kirby's group is com5
425
4,025
Elay Heatherton..BUtmori (300; $1-$1.50)
posed of only five men, making It
2
2,975
5,775
Guy Lombardo*... Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)
easier to haul them, coupled to the
3
1,950
,7,150
New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
popularity of his recordings in South Johnny Long
22,775
..18
1,525
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
America, originally brought him the Lanl Mclntire
4
2,175
9,600
Copa contract. Currently at the Charlie Spivak.... Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
Lincoln (225; 75c-$n
8
500
4,425
Pump Room, Chicago, the outfit is to Jerry Wald
go back there again in late. July.
* Asterlsfcs indicate a supporting floor show, although the' band Is th«
However, the Army demands the

appearance of three of the five men major draw.
with Kirby in New York sometime
Three have 1-A
September.
in
Los Angeles
classifications, and they're to take
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Weekend biz off from prefrom Ink Spots, resulting in okay result is that Burbank after mid- their physicals. Kirby Is one of the
three.
vious stanzas due to out-of-town trek over holiday (there are still tires
night
bears
a
great
resemblance
to
$15,000.
to roll on and gasoline is abundant)." Won't 'get over 2,500 tabs.
any
small
town
on
Saturday
night.
a
Bine Barron, Cleveland (Palace;
- Joe Belchman (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Opened last Thursday (28) and
of
v/o'king
hours
8,700; 35-40-50-55)—With 'This Gun Transposition
the count around 4,000. He'll have to build on his own as his predecessor,
for Hire' (Par)' plus Blackstone as under Uncle Sam's 24-hour war proPhil Harris, had the advantage of being on one of the topflight radio
co-headliner. Looks like plenty of gram has resulted in.the mushroom-

The Ink Spots and 'The Falcon Takes
Over* (RKO). All credit to sUge
and

portion

considerable

strengtli

Swing

Masters Scores

marquee draught, but business
poor at

is

$14,000.

Dorsey, New York (Strand;
2,756; 35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)—With 'In
This Our Life' (WB); on screen.
Show is In its fourth hangup week,
looking for $40,000, while the' third
stanza was $43,000, in both cases tre
mendous. Based on sustained draw,
picture will be held two additional
weeks, while Dorsey will be reDorsey
placed by Cab Calloway.
was unable to stay because of prior
committee.

Jimmy

shows.

ing of many amusement spots, catering to the family trade before swing
shift time, and then carrying on until
5 a.m. to give the bomber-building
boys and girls their needed diversion.

At Sunset
Herbie

A number of money-wise operators are cashing in on the need for
amusements, some with good clean
fun and others with diversions that
won't stand up under the light of
day. Bowling, swir - shift dances

B., Pa.;

Kay Poor

(Estimates)

Georgle Anid (Sun 'Valley, Worand special all-night theatre pro- cester, Mass., May 30). Auld's new
grams (mostly in Los Angeles) are band drew fair 1,400 at 75c into this
Benny Goodman, New York the gold mines, with bars and other new, out of the way spot. Next night
(Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99-$1.10) f£.ncy entertain.ng drawing their (31) he lured 936, neat, at Lake
Compounce, Bristol, Conn,
—With 'Take a Letter, Darling' share of the aircraft workers' coin.
Friday night is pay night and, like
Connt Basle (Armory, Charleston,
(Par) on screen. Goodman band no
doubt offsetting some of the weak any other class of worker, the' W. Va., May 23). Okay $1,450 gross
notices picture received; on first bomber-builders, with a pocket full' was rung up here at 85c advance, $1
week through last night (Tuesday) of coin, get 'kinks in their hair' and door. At Grant's Park, Charleston,
Begins second want to find cut what's going on. A S. C, May 26 band set a record with
$58,000, very big.
stanza today (Wednesday).
good place for the first stop is the $2,200 gross at $1.10 and 90c. Next
Horace Heidt, Omaha (Orpheum; Elks Club and the swing shift dance night (27), however, the take at City
3,000; 20-40-55)—With 'Great Man's that gets underway at 1 a.m., using Armory, Charlotte, N. C, was not

Chicago
Eddy DacbIn (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Has
been doing a great job for the Empire Room and again on the beam last
week with 4,400 customers.
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Joy holding well In this spot, and In ninth session came up with 2,000 diners.
Bob Chester (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 800; $l-$2.50) min.). Chester orchestra, new to Chicago, has done a bang-up_job here. Final week
fine, 5,500

patrons.

Nell Bondsha (Mayfalr Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $2.50 min. Sat.).
Dwight Fiske the floor item and combination okay at 2,000 tabs last week.

'

-

•

Lady' (Par), \yiU do fair $15,200.
Bay Kinney, ^Jew York. (State;
•

3,450;

39-44-55-75-99-$1.10)

—

With

Ethel Shutta and Mayrls Chaney on
stage, 'My Favorite Spy' (RKO) on
screen. Around $20,000, or a little
better sighted, nice.
'

•

Gene Krnpa, Buffalo

BOO;

35-55)—With

(Buffalo; 3,-

Married 'An

'I

Angel.' Orch is getting the principal credit for good $20,000.

Ted Lewis, San Francisco ((golden
2,850; 40-44-65)—Plus 'Sing
Worries Away' (RKO). Very good
^Bt $21,000, thanks to Lewis' unit.
Bnss Morgan, Philadelphia (Earle;
2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)—Doing better
than last appearance here with nice
Gate;

$19^700,

'

thanks to bright show in-

Al Bernie,
Eunice Healy plus 'Lady Has Plans'
(Par) on screen.
Artie Shaw, Pittsburgh (Stanley;
3,800; 30-44-55-66)—With 'Remarkable Andrew' (Par). Okay $19,000
falling short of two swing names,
Krupa and Goodman, who preceded
Shaw here. Slim jitterbug trade and
reason may be In the wide publicity
cluding

Billy

Gilbert,

Some arrive
in their working clothes (there's no
caste system). Others dash home to
freshen up a bit and to collect their
wife or" girl friend before swinging
the best of recordings.

good—$893

at 85c with 1,050 admisNext day (28) at Auditorium,
Chattanooga, 'Tenn., was up again,
band pulling $2,400 at 85c advance,

sions.

$1 door.

Boston
Lee Belsraan (Ritz Roof, Ritz-Carlton hotel; 350; $1 cover). Reisman
continues to draw at this important spot. In third week garnered 1,800
covers, with extremely fine dinner trade. Helped by show including AdeMaurice

laide Moffett,

&

Cordoba,

LeIghton Noble (Terrace
other spots were hurt by
pace (in 20th week); 1,000
Dinner biz also -big. Stays

to 13th.

Hal Sanndera (Oval Room, Copley Plazd, 300; $1 cover). Saunders' fifth
week and 10th for Dorothy Lewis' Ice Show in rpom that Is ordinarily
shuttered at this time of year, play to okay 950 covers for week. Ice
Show being held over to 13th. McGowan and Mack Ice Revue comes in
15th for indefinite stay.

and swaying to recordings by Glenn
Dick Jargens (Totem Pole B.,
Miller and others.
Auburndal^,
Mass.,
May 27-30).
Miller Is the favorite. Crowding Opening four days. of Jurgens drew

him

for
popularity are
Jimmy
Dorsey, Harry James and Charlie
Barnet. When vocals are wanted it's
Dinah Shore. At any rate, the Elks
Club dances can hand out plenty of
musical variety to the stepper; from
a library of around 600 recordings.

There Is a peculiar -reaction to
guest stars at these swing shift sessions.
The aircraft workers don't
want their' dancing time broken into
by film, stage or other entertainers.

To quote one young husky and

his

car hop partner, approached during
a brief breather, 'Mister I come here
to dance— not to laugh politely at

some comic who
stop

so

don't

the music

know when

can

get

to

going

again.'

etc.

Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). Where
Ritz Roof opening, Leighton continued even
covers over Friday-Saturday, only late nights.

fine 10,000 hoofers at $1.45 pair for
high $7,250 gross. Manager Roy Gill
considers this a great fea.t in view of

gas rationing.

Minneapolis
Tony Di Pardo (Minnesota Terrace; Hotel Nicollet; 500; $1-$1.50 min.).
Holiday cut into takings, ,'with nightly draw down to around 290, but stiU
profitable. Orchestra and floor show liked.

.

Herbie Kay (Paramount Theatre,
Philadelphia
Anderson, Ind., May 28). Par for
this course in single day is about
Leo ZoUo (Garden Terrace, Benjamin Franklin hotel; 500; $l-$1.50-$2
$1,800; Kay drew poor $1,000, as- min.).
Wave of sultry weather over the week-end caused drop -in biz
sertedly a new low, at 40c-50c per.
with a total of 1,047 suppers for the six days (room is closed Sunday), a
Jimmie Lnaceford (Spanish B., drop of 231 under the previous week.
Portland, Ore., May 26). Lunceford
packed capacity 2,600 into this spot

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

at $1.

^rankle Masters (Sunset

B.,

Car-

rolltown, Pa., May 30). Gas rationing didn't hurt Piasters much; he
turned in fine gross, at $2,260 with
2,800 dancers at 9()c.
'

(Los Angeles)

Harry James (Palladium B, Hollywood,

fifth

Hotter than a tank
payees

week).

in the Libyan desert and still blazing away. Again around 25,000
and rolling toward a stratospheric record. Parties helping, too.

Ella FItxgerald (Trianon N, Soutbgate, Cal.).
'Vaughn
Monroe
(Sun -Valley,
(Continued on page 42)
dan on cellulbid and nice stage show' Worcester, Mass., May 26).. Monroe
opened Sy Schribman's new spot this
accounting for good $18,000 here.
given fact that Shaw leading annight
and
drew
reported
3,000
at
$1.
Tommy Tncker, Boston (RKOother band,
the
Upbeat
SweU.
<
Boston; 3,200; 30-44-60-65-75)—With
Dick Stabile, Washington (Earle; 'Syncopation' (RKO). Remarkably
Alvino Bey (Pleasure Beach B.,
2,216! 28-39^-68)—With 'Juke Girl' fine $20,000, with new first-run film Bridgeport, Conn-., May 31). Season
Erwla Kocko has replaced Clyde
<WB) and Gracie Barrie. Ann Sheri- sharing In credit
opener drew 1,524 at $1.10, good for
so early in season. Last summer Rey Dale as cletrinetlst in Howard Benedict's orchestra currently at the Olde
pulled 2,300 people here.
Wayne Club, Detroit. Dal* has
Mnggsy Spanler-Chlck Hathaway jollied Stan Norrls' band.

There are those James
'

-

'

On

•

•

.

.

THE FAMOUS

'

(Raymor-Playmor

B.,

May

Boston;-

29). Paired with' localite Hathaway,
Alfred Garmo and hU LatinSpanier pulled about 2^000 at 75c-65c American band moved into Mike
for $1,400; good for Friday. Spanier
Lyman's Hollywood spot.
played Ritz B., Bridgeport, Conn.,
-

May

24, luring jiist fair 828 hvippers
at 88c, below normal for spot Jbut

okay for

this band.

-

Amy AmeU Back Too

Bob Crosby and hU crew-

Currently

BlU Dlehl's band
Soon summer
season at

Amy

New
pelHam heath

calist,

2.

Arnell, Tommy Tucker voha^ been oirdered back to bed

to convalesce for ten days, after
she appeared with band for the first
last Friday (29) at RKO-Boston theatre and nearly collapsed after the performance.
She was operated on for appendicitis three weeks ago, and reported
for, work against her physlclan'i advice. Babs Stuart is subbing.

Engagement

WOR-MBS

Willow
Clair

Wilmer

MlnMlnk

LeBeAmc

And Hi*

ORCHESTRA
with

set to alternate

Mountalnhome,
Dell,

'

"Vogt's

Pa.,

HlllJ,

Orch. will

MILDRED

and

weekend

LAW

and

Pa.

'

show

Inn
Indefinit*

Boston, June

a

lucrative on«-nlgbt Job when Stanford University called off its Junior
prom as a war economy measur*.

Tavern,
,

lost

DAVE BALLANTINE

CLV Clid), East Stroudsburg, Pa.,
and play rest of week at Vogt'a
Tavern, Mountalnhome, Fa,

at

Tommy
pianist,

in

Llnehao, Woody Herman's
operated on last week

wu

Brooklyn

NOW
BILL GREEN'S

CASINO

Surgery

Hoipltal.

wasn't serious, a recurrence of an
(Continued on page 42)

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Inside Stuff-Orchestras

DELAY ON CHARTERED BUS BAN IS WON;
TOURS TOUGH; NEGROES HURT WORST

Committee ot band business executives, formed to look Into ways and
means for the band business to help the war effort more than is being
done via the playing of bands in Army camps, Is mulling several plans
to ralsf money for the various relief agencies. There is one plan nearlng
completion which will see a group of names playing dances in various
key cities on the same night, similar to«the method used in the President's
Some Like It Hot
Birthday Ball infantile paralysis fund campaign.
Mike Nldorf, General Amusement Corp. executive, who isn't many steps
ahead of the -Army," has been «sked to take over and execute the comLos Angeles, June 2.
Whether he wIU accept Is indefinite, Billy Goodheart,
mittee's plans.
Hot music will mingle with sweet
MCA executive, was also offered the .post, but was fprced to turn it and classical in the benefit conpert
down,
for Los Angeles Philharmonic' Orchestra, June 18, at Philharmonic
Apparently some musicians are reading the handwriting on the wall. Auditorium.
There are three men in various sections of the same band playing in the
Among the volunteers are Jascha
New York area who .are learning trades that could be useful In the war Heifetz, Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore,
effort One's taking up welding, another electrical work and another Is Harry James and the King's Men.
studying lathing.
They're all with Teddy Powell's band at Log Cabin, Armonk, N. Y.
According- to the leader they spend part of the day at school and study
between sets on the stand.
Pittsburgh's Music Row was considerably enlivened last week by a fist
when a local musician resented a remark by an out-of-town pianist
that musical.4alent in Pittsburgh didn't amount to a row of pins. Qut-oftowner was Joe Vera, who has the cocktail lounge combo at the Hotel
Roosevelt's Fiesta Room, and the defender of home industry, was Frank
Natale,' who's had a strolling threesome at Pittsburgher Hotel's Union Grill
Encounter took place at the Musicians Club, and
for couple of years.
both boys were pretty badly marked up before outsiders separated them.
fight

.

Glenn MiOer Can't Go to Court;

gram on CBS Sunday evenings
the

Government's

persons who think more
of their own needs and recreation than they do of helping the

Minneapolis To

war

Use Name Bands

effort.

broadcast
of
the
off at jitterbugs who are

Writers

popped
grumbling about not being able
obtain recordings of their
favorite bands, repeating Washington's advice that the shellac
used in the manufacture of one
record can protect with a moisture-proof coating at least 200
to

Through Heat
The Oi'pheum Theatre here
innovation

using

of

is

2.

same as during the

fall

bullets.

and winter.

BUNNY BERIGAN,

The American Federation

of Musi-

clans' executive board has denied
Glenn Miller the right to take his
commission .dispute with General

Amusement Corp. to a civil court.
for
Miller first petitioned the
a ruling on his plea to slice his
commission payments to the agency
from 15% to 5%, the industrial limit
allowed by New York state employment agency law, and the .executive
board last week dismissed his argument. Leader then asked for permission to seek a civil court ruling.
David Mackay, the bandleader's
attorney, has since asked for permission to appear before the next
silting of the -executive board, to
seek reconsideration of the ruling
against further argument. His plea
hasn't been decided. Mackay hadn't
anticipated a refusal of permission
to go outside the union for furthei^^

AFM

-

A.F.M. in Dallas June 8

AFM

trlllo,
president, and
assistants are already there.
Fred Birnbach, secretary,

other executive board
left early, too.

board

meeting

his

and

members

There will be a
preceding

the

Convention.

ERSATZ SHELLAC

HOPES HIGH

all

first

DIES IN N. Y.

re.spected

trumpet

of the most
players in the mu-

and create a demand for sic business, died early yesterday
(Tues.) morning In Pplyclinic hospital,- New York. He was admitted
House has Horace Heidt Friday to that institution the previous aft-^
Phil Harris comes June 19. eriioon after suffering
(5).
a hemorrhage
Other bookings include Eddy Du- during which he had lost a considerchin, July 3; Ozzie Nelson, July 24 able amount of blood.
He was '31.
and Paul Whiteman, Aug. 8. Nego- His private life is ascribed as contiations are under way for still other tributing to his early demise,
for he
stage attractions. Last band at this died of the same causes as that other
.

Auburndale, Mass., June

RM

CHEVY CHASE

AS NAME BALLROOM
Chevy Chase, skating rink on the

C,

will
outskirts of Washington, D.
definitely open as a name band ballroom job lor the summer. Spot will
get under way in two or thre^
weeks, according to 'Goldie,' man-

ager of the Victory
Roosevelt

Room

of the

hotel, Washington, Backer
of the project Is being kept under
cover.
New dance -floor is being laid for
the debut. An opening band hasn't

bus fare.

men who

about of the finest bits of improvisation
city ever captured on wax. Another is
can be reached for a lOp the recording of his widely known
(Continued on page 43)

been decided upon
six miles,
limits and

time and staged an impromptu jam
with several other of his
also arrived on time. Sunday night (31) he was to have played
at Manhattan Center, N. Y., but he
had by that time become ill and his
band -worked without him, while
Benny Goodman batoned and helped
out with his sextet.
Berigan in his heyday was looked
upon as one of the industry's greatest trumpet players, on a par, some
bandsmen assert, with the immortal
Blx Beiderbecke. Some of his work,
at the head of his own band or as
a star performer with other bands,
are record-collector's items. Bandmen look upoi> his solo on Tommy
Dorsey's recording of 'Marie' as one
session

^

latest stunt to stimulate sales of

Orrin Tucker Men

War Fail to Find

Savings Stamps and Bonds. Norumbega, currently in its 50th year of
operation, is lone park in country
charging an admission. Gill allows his patrons to purchase a- 10c
stamp at the box office, which they

Scatter;

Sub Maestro

Orrln Tucker's band will not be
held inUct after its leader joins the

still

Navy next month. An attempt was
made to secure someone to take

retain.

Tucker's place, but It didn't pan
out and the group will scatter.
What's being done with the band's

Park opened

last

Wednesday

(27),

coinciding with arrival of Dick Jurgens orchestra at Totem Pole ballroom, situated on park grounds. Gill
reports park attendance for first
four days was greatest In its history.
Fifth day, Sunday (31), was hurl

somewhat by rain.
With gas rationing hurting

library Isn't definite.

Tucker joins the Navy at Great
Lakes Training Center in mid-July.
He plays his last date with the band
June 7.
Billy CatlEone Strollen into William Penn hotel's Continental Bar,

park Pittsburgh, for a run following long
and ballroom biz in outlying sections engagement at Hotel Gibson in CinCatizone replaced Frank
of New England, Gill was agreeably cinnati.
Andrini and his Argentinians.
surprised with turnout.
all

(1).

reached

eventually

sufficient

as

in.iiofar

of orchestras ar'e

AH that was asked was
time for the business to

adjust itself.
It was explained to
the ODT men that the wcek-and-ahalf warning of suspension given bU3
operators caught agencies and'leaders
alike unawares, and found them with
many committments already
being advertised, which probably
wouldn't be fulfilled it busses were
withdrawn from circulation so sud-

denly.

A delicate subject, delicate because it could easUy have been misinterpreted by the ODT, was references to playing Army camps. Since
the majority of training centers are
not within easy reach by rail, and
since most bands have to make a living .in order to stay intact, and in
turil entertain soldiers, the taking
away of busses endangers their ability to fiU Army dates, Jf onc-nighters are madd virtually impossible to
play most bands, with the exception
of the very top ones, will not be
^
able to continue.
'

.

Spot

travel between two dates is possible
by train in normal times, but not
at the moment, tieaders who have
come in off the road 'the past few
weeks tell very depressing tales ot
riding by train, of long hours standing between stops, cars so crowded
that they couldn't get. aboard, dates
made with only minutes to spare, etc.

—

(Continued. oh page

Orchestra Date While
In U. S.

is

Dimout Conditions Put 24-Hour Clause
In Cavafier, Virginia Beach/Contract

|I3)

Grady Barnes FiUs Out

Army Uniform

Minneapolis, June

from Washington's

Grady Barnes, drummer

'

by his'feUow bandsmen,
It's all because he just was drafted
and then given a furlough, following
induction, to permit him to' remain
to

Pittsburgh, June 2.
Because of dimout orders along

2.

Tony

in

Di Pardo'g orchestra playing at the
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota TArace,
appears on the bandstand each
night attired In an army uniform in
contrast to the dress outfits sported

with the orchestra until Tony

2.

Manager Roy Gill 'gave away' Norumbega Park gate receipts in his

Monday

Band business representatives asserted- In the huddle that they were
wining to accept whatever decision

.

Stamp Hypo

Amus. Park

stopped

.

.

For

decision delivered.
Mike
Nldorf, of General Amusement Corp.,
Moe Gale, head of the Gale Agency,
and Nat Lefkowitz, of William Morris, attended the meeting. Originally,
charter bus work was to have

another

house, Wayne King, week of May 8, great trumpeter, Bix Beiderbecke.
chalked up stupendous $20,000, topBerigan's latest date with his band
ping all his previous takings here.
was at the U. of Scranton, Scranton,
Several stage shows are playing
Pa., last Friday (29).
On Saturday
the St. Paul Orpheum and not here night
he was scheduled to perform
and none of the aforegoing bands go at Ray Hartenstine's Sunnybrook
into the other Twin^ although both
Ballroom,
Pottstown,
Pa.,
but
houses are in the Paramount pool. dancers' were refunded admissions
Depreaslnr
Lawrence Welk, current at the St. when most of his band did not arThe bus situation, as bad as It Is,
Paul Orpheum, passes up Minne- rive until midnight because of meapolis this time. The Bonnie Baker chanical trouble with the bus they is made doubly worse by the lack of.
other types of transportation for
revue, a St. Paul Orpheum under- were riding.
Berigan, traveling ^by
bands.
In a great many instances
line, also isn't scheduled for here.
private car, wajr at the dancery on

AFM

Roy

until June 15, the transportation needs of the business will be reviewed by government oITicial.s, and
stay,

a great

Bunny Berigan, one

flesh fare.

The phonograph recording

busidisputes between
be aii'ed before ness is quite certain it will shortly
hit upon a suitable disk substitute
the executive board.
for
shellac,
encouraged
the
sunby
If Miller were to take his case into
civil court,
and win, the results dry makeshifts already in the field.
would be far-i-eaching. All contracts These new -processes, which don't
utilize
shellac,
can
enable
30
to
SO
between agencies and bandleaders
call for a. minimum of at least 10% playlngs of a record, but the jukebox
commission and It may go as high people, who must be vitally conthat's
in this respect, argue
as 20% on one-night bookings,
k's sulted
probable the bookers wouldn't be unsatisfactory.
For average home consumption,
able to operate on their present scale
at a flat industrial-like 5% for their a 30-50 performance per platter is
adequate, and even if it gets a little
efforts.
Miller has not advanced any rea- muddy or scratchy with repetitive
son for hiS' sudden dislike for the playing the average_ home user
terms of his contract with GAC. It won't squawk. The nickel-catching
was written before he became a big- operators, however, want a sturdier
money earner, and was okayed by substitute, and since the juke busithe union at the time. His objection ness is so important to the recorders,
to It n«w Is not only an argument their suggestions are respected, at
with GAC, It is also a dispute with least for the time being.
regulations since the latter
Of course, if this war continues,
condone the present commission and the shellac supply dwindles,
rates demailded by booking agencies. there'll be no argument or choice as
(Shellac comes from
to substitute.
India and is a vital need for armaments).
Gill's
However, there is no danger of any
sharp curtailment in waxed music.
His
Actually there is a huge backlog of
pop end classic material.

demands
members must

that

31,

box-office

Annual convention of the
American Federatk>n of. Musicians gets underway at Dallas
next Monday (8). James C. Pe-

argument on

his case, since he had
complied with' the union regulation

stay-at-home patronage for theatres
and that increased employment and
higher wages also will stimulate

from the or-

.

concerned.

stage

Orchestras Pay, Lawyer Urges

respite

bu^es for the use

In past seasons, house, has foregone

shows during June, July and
August.. Change in policy is Influenced by belief that, due to motoring restrictions, there'll be more

two-week

der clearing all charter busses from
the highways was won Saturday (30)
by band business executives, in a
conference with Xtfflcials of the Office
of Defense Transportation at Washington, D. C.
During the H-day

is

try-

freqflent

stage bands this summer, the

A

Chides Jitterbugs
•They Live Forever' radio pro'

blast in that day's dailies against

name

All

—

'selfish'

ing

Job Fees Should Be

Bu» and Train Travel Is Miserable, With
Stand-Up Conditions Hours on End Orchestras
on Own Tires While They Last

Public

furthered

Minneapolis, June

Industrial
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find

a

new

skin-beater.'

is

able

Army

wear
evening hours will be shifted to the regulations require him to
uniform.
old Hl-Ho Casino, nearby, which
has been renamed the Manhattan
Beach Club. That's to avoid violat-

-the

the eastern coast the Cavalier hotel
at Virginia Beach, Va., local bookers
Stabile
report, has inserted a 24-hour can- ing the dimout regulations for all
cellation clause.
The three-week beachfront enterprises,
Policy at
Roy Fox's orchestra began the
engagement of Chick floyd's band
Dick Stabile's orchestra opens
policy last week and
at the spot started yesterday (1)
Raymond
and it is understood that future Scott's orchestra comes in June 4. Dempsey's Restaurant, New York, as
bookings depend on how resort fares Spot Is being booked by Bill Burn- a ^new name band location June IS.
during this period.
ham of Consolidated Radio Artists Outfit Is in for four weeks at least
The contract of Everett Hoag- but it's open to bands of all agencies. and will have three Mutual broadcasts weekly. Raymond Scott's band
land, who is slated to follow Floyd
at the Cavalier, stipulates that It
Billy'Blshop and nis band exit the was offered the job originally.
Dempsey's does not cater to the
can be voided if the business with Southern
Mansion, Kansas City,
Floyd is below normal for this time June 12 after six months. New band type of people who go for name
of the year.
It's a dining and drinking
will be Jack Ream coming from the bands.
Chez Paree club, Omaha. Bishop spot that has a comparatively small
dance floor. Irv Carroll's band is
goes to the Lowry hotel, St. Paul.
Dimout At Bnehton Beach
current and when he leaves the
Brighton Beach, L. I., band policy
Eddie buDimeor took his band bandstand will be enlarged to acAfteris being resumed this year.

Dick

Of

noon sessions are to be conducted
at the usual outdoor band shell, but

Into the Heidelberg Hotel, Jackson,
Miss., last

week.

commodate
successors.

Cues Change
Dempsey's

Stabile's

group and

its

Wednesday, June
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ASCAP Sees
As

15 Best Sheet Mnsic Seflers

Happier Turn Looming

Of

Writers Themselves See Evil

Gratuitous

Licenses

(Weefc of

to Broadcast

May

30)

&

Schwartz

i

F.imous
One Dozen Roses
Crawford
Johnny Doughboy
ChappeU
Sleepy Lagoon
Bobbins
Under Apple Tree
Lewis
Jersey Bounce
Somebody Taking Place. .Shapiro

1942

ASCAP

Frohlich Steer

Away From Dangerous

3,

Legal Issue

In filing an answer to the suit of owner of the performing rights, the
Famous
Tangerine
the E. B. Marks Music Co, anti ASCAP answer merely states the
Santly
Three Little Sisters
facts of the case, avoids any. claims
Broadcast Music, Inc., in the New
Morris
Skylark
or assertions of ownership or con.'.Remick
Always In Heart
York federal court yesterday (Tues- clusions of law and leaves It to
the
Berlin
Threw Kiss Ocean
day) ASCAP adopted the line of court to decide the law from the
Who Wouldn't Love You. Maestro
facts
as stated.
been
advolegal strategy which had
Jewel
Moonlight Cocktail
By taking this stand ASCAP has
cated originally by lawyers repreSantly
Miss You
averted what might have proved a
.Harms
publishing
I'll Pray For You
firms
senting
major
highly delicate situation within its
within the society. Marks contends own membership.. Ligal spokesmen
that the performing rights of cer- for its writer contingent had
urged
tain compositions became wholly his that the society's answer
contain
when he did not renew his contract ^assertions and claims which would
with ASCAP in 1940 and the answer show that the performing rights had
put in by the society seeks to con- been Invested In ASCAP through
fine the isstfe to these specific tunes. the writers or Jointly from the
writAmerican Federation of Musicians Instead of paving the way lor the
ers
and publishers.
Publishers'
has ruled in favor of Al Donahue in court to rule as to whether the pub- counsel stroni^ly opposed such
an
his dispute with_General Amusement lisher or the writer is the actual approach on the ground that out of
this
argument
might
come
a deCorp. Around F^b. 1 past Donahue
cision which would bind the hands
suddenly withdrew from booking afof the publishers in future contests
filiation with GAC, for the. second
over performing rights. They argued
time within two years, and transthat the answer must not under any
circumstances contain, any assertions
ferred to the Williara Morris agency.
or conclusions which would later on
He claimed that GAC had not fulbe used against them should It be
filled terms of its contract with him
necessary to adjudicate the question
which called for a certain number of
of whether the" publisher or the
writer owns these performing rights.
weeks of location work, with air
time. At that time the contract had
It was also the position of the
Boston, June 2.
another year to run.
publishers' lawyers that the three
Judge George C. Sweeney In the contracts annexed to Marks' comrebuttal
Donahue's
GAC's
to
claims asserted that it was unable to Boston federal court last Friday plaint were not typical of the inlive up to the air-time clauses in the (29) Issued a permanent injunction dustry's old contracts or the contracts which were in effect prior to
contract because Donahue has re- restraining
the E. C.
Schirmer
the standard agreement set up with
tired for three months the latter part
Music Co., a local publishing firm,
the Songwriters Protective AssociaIt
of last year, because of illness.
from printing, selling or in any way tion.
If the suit were thrashed out
further claimed that 'when Donahue
using the song, 'Casey Jones.' The
on
the basis of these three contracts,
did return he was difficult to sell in
suit had been brought by the New
ASCAP
would avoid a possible quag,
a spot important enough to have a
York firm" of Shapiro, Bernstein
mire, namely, the bro^d question as
broadcast wire, because owners were
Co. The local Schirmer firm Is in
to
ownershio
of the performing
aware of the fact his band had been
no
way
connected with another rights generally.
dispersed during the leader's illness
standard house, the G. Schirmer Co.
and rebuilt when he recovered.
Strategy
The
action resulted from the loNone would take a chance with an
Matter of strategy on the Marks
cal Schirmer firm's publication of a
untried outfit. Hence he couldn't be
It suit received ifs final airing before
choral arrangement of 'Jones'.
sold.
had contended that the number was the ASCAP board at a special meetdomain.
E.
in
the public
C. ing Monday morning (1). A bitter
«
Schirmer is affiliated with Broad- debate had been anticipated but the
;

American Society of Kaye, Milton Berle and Xavier
Composers, Authors and Publishers Cugbt to explain their practice of
licensing their songs without a conwriter
members from sideration.
to
halt
Under the consent deEfforts of the

licensing their songs gratuitously to

cree

it

is

required that

all

fees de-

radio stations have taken a favorable riving from
direct, licensing
by
tain for ASCAP. Practically all the writer or publisher members be
turned over to ASCAP for incluwriters concerned, it was stated
'

at

ASCAP

last

week, have agreed vol-

untarily to drop

't'he

practice,

Greene and Harry Revel were speclflcally cited by the Society's management as desirous of complying
with ASCAP's request.

Also

performing rights of their songs as
released through Broadcast Music,
next 60

to'

tion.

SHEET MUSIC

that

they would withdraw by notice the

Inc., in the

sion in the general royalty distribu-

Mort

SALES

DOWN

'CASEY JONES'

90 days.

John G. Paine, ASCAP general
manager, expressed assurance that
the situation would be peaceably
settled with the writers. He stated
that there was no real controversy
with the U. S. Department of Justice
over the Society's move to take dis-

For the

fifth

consecutive

week

the

popular sheet music business, according to jobber reports, is considerably below normal. The only reason that jobbers can cite for this
sustained condition is that the publishing Industry has failed within
ciplinary action against these writ- that period to produce a smash No. 1
ers. The department, he added, was seller.
'

sot unaware of the Society's intention to proceed against the writers
on the ground that by licensing
their works gratuitously they were,
aa ASCAP saw it, violating the terms
of the

ASCAP
Visit

consent decree.

Washington

It is an axiom of the music business that a sensational No. 1 tune
helps sales down the line. The sock
song stimulates c^Ils at the music
counters and as a rule the purchaser
of that outstanding hit selects two
or more other numbers before leaving the store.

Thurman Arnold, assistant U. S.
attorney in charge of the anti-trust
division, did .not agree with the So-ciety's viewpoint on" this question
and he told it so in a letter dated
May 16. The department, wrote
Arnold, deemed the threatened disciplinary action as violative of the
John J. O'Connor, president of the
Intent and terms of the decree. contactmen's union, will address the
Paine and Herman Finkelstein, of Chicago branch of the organization
ASCAP counsel, visited the depart- Friday (5). He will return to New
ment's office in Washington early York the following day. O'Connor's
last week and it was agreed that talk will be mostly a clarification, of
ASCAP 'would submit a memoran- the aims of the union. He will also
dum outlining what action it pro- advise the Chicago men of his efforts
posed to tal^e against the writer to have the publishers extend unemmembers involved in the gratuitous ployment Insurance to their branch
licensing, how such action would offices, even though the Insurance
come within the intent and terms of law requires a minimum of four emthe consent decree and why from ployees for eligibility.
O'Connor disclosed yesterday
'the viewpoint of equity and law
ASCAP is entitled to this protec- (Tuesday) that the New York union
will lift a leaf from the book of the
tion.
Chicago organization by having exAttorneys in the music trade have
perts address them at general meetduring the past week expressed
ings on subjects which are of particthemselves as wondeiring who might
ular interest to contactmen>
First
have got to Arnold and prevailed it will be a certified public accountupon him to set up as conclusive a ant, who will show how they can
,

OXONNOR TO CHICAGO

FOR UNION MEETING

letter as

up

he

points that

raUed by

The letter brought
had never'before been

did.

ASCAP

or

BMI

in either

AFM UPHOLDS GAC
ON DONAHUE PLAINT

INJUNCTION

&

It's

Eddy

LieoL Eddy Dochin
Duchin,

currently

at

board ,as a whole was easily swung
over to the viewpoints as outlined

cast Music, Inc.

reported

Shaplro-Bernstein

the

yes-

Palmer House, Chicago, has been terday (Tuesday) that the Boston
commissioned a lieutenant, senior firm had already turned over the
plates, prinfed copies end copygrade, in the U. S. Navy.
He reports to Great Lakes soon right registration on the arrangeafter completing maestroing at the
Chi hostelry in six weeks. He will
Commander
Lieut.
likely
assist
Eddie Peabody, also ex-professional,
in the entertainment and morale division.
Ensign Orrln Tucker likely leave
Tucker
his orchestra this week.
was presented with a special bag
•

gifts by the Professional Music
Mens Association in Chicago yes-

and

terday (Tuesday).

best handle their returns In the matter of expenses to satisfy the U. S.

revenue department, and then It will
Jack Tenney, composer of 'Mexiact or discussion.
be a physician, who will lecture on can Rose,' has turned out -two new
Besides Greene and Revel stomach ailments and how to avoid ditties, 'Blue Sierra- Hills' and 'GidASCAP's complaint committee had them by proper eating and drinking dy-Yap, We're Going Home.' He's
called on such members as Buddy habits.
now a California assemblyman.

ment.

by ASCAP's general counsel, Charles
Schwartz and Louis Frohlich. A situation which might have resulted in
a

serious

within

division

ASCAP,

had been neatly and expeditiously
sidestepped.

Pinky Herman's Claim
The ASCAP board met to

muU

over the same question last Thursday afternoon (28) but It got Itself
so deeply Involved with the writers
elections committee over a comDnke Elllnrton, June 13, Sweet's plaint by Pinky Herman, a writer
B., Sacramento; 14-15, Sweet's B., member, that no time was left to
Oakland; 19, Casa De Vallejo, Cal.; tackle the subject for which It. had
20, Aud., ^an Jose, Cal.; 21, Shrine been convened. Herman had charged
Aud., Los Angeles.
that his plan for changing writer
Earl nines, June 8-10, Comet T., classification had been so badly
Louis;
Stambaugh Aud., botched that when it went out to
St.
12,
Youngstown; 24, Skating Rink, Rich- members for a vote they were
mond, Va.; 25, Lincoln Collonades. greeted with something that had no
Washington, D. C; 28, Olympla Park, relation whatever to his proposal.
Pittsburgh; 27, Junction Park, New Herman subsequently demanded that
Brighton, Pa.; 28. Aud., Buffalo; 29, that the elections committee reGreystone B., Detroit; 30, Palais submit his plan to the writer memRoyale B., Toronto; July 2, Cotton bership and tKla committee decided
that before It could act In that di.C, Dayton.
Will Bradley, June 6-7, Prom B., rection it would have to receive (he
approval of the ASCAP directorate.
St. Louis; 10, Peony Park, Omaha;

Band Bookiiigs

Lakeside

12-25,'

Park,

Denver;

28,

Meadow Acres- B., Topeka, Kan.
Henry Basse,

iTune

4,

mar

T.,

Seattle.

Del Conrtney, June

6,

Slgmund

Previously
president of

Romberg,

the Songwriters Prohad addressed
board. Romberg stated
that the society's counsel had consulted with publisher lawyers on the
stand that ought to be taken in
ASCAP's answer to the Marks complaint and he thought that a similar audience should be granted John

Cocoanut tective Association,

Grove, Salt Lake City; 15-21, Palo- the

Cedar

C31ub,

Opelousas, La.; 8. Cotton Club. Lubbock, Tex.: 10, Pioneer H., Tucson;
13, Aud., San Jose. Cal.; 16-17, Palace H., San Francisco.

ASCAP

Schulman, SPA counsel. The board
6, Admiral Bil- readily consented to the suggestion.
Academy, New London, Conn.;
Forge Military Institute,
Wayne, Pa.
It's Cute
^It'« Different
Pan! Whiteman, July 16, Lakeside
Ifa Terrific
Park. Denver; 24-30, Tower T., Kan•Red Norvo, July

liard

0^ ./.^'^

Valley

9,

—

sas City.

Enoch Light, July 6-18, Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh.
Ray McKlnley, June 6, Riverside
Stadium, Washington, D. C; 12-13,
U.

of

Lee

Virginia,

T.,

Charlottesville;

Roanoke, Va.; 27-July

4,

lion Dollar Pier, Atlantic City.

14,

Mil-

Elltch
T.,

24-30,

Orpheum

Minneapolis.

(Daddy's Gom' Hnntin')
CINDY WALKER
DECCA 6038

,

Oiile Nelson, June 17-23, Golden
T., San Francisco; July 2-15,
Gardens, Denver; 17-23, Or-

Gate

nheum T„ Omaha;

BYE LO BABY BUNTIN'

American Music,

Inc.

1211 N. Poibseftia Dr.

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

HAVE YOU HEARD?

'STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL
R'-.

urd-i

!,y

HARRY JAMES (COL.

O^lRIO music r'JBLISHERS.

I

!.\C.

•

'
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Proudly,

we announce

FOR OUR FIGHTING MEN

In this war of planes, ships, and tanks, some persons might unthinkingly pooh-pooh, fhe importance of records in the lives of our fighting
mfen. But mothers with sons in the services, sisters and fathers who

have seen our boys leave

know the vital importance

their

homes

to setve their country

of cl^an, healthy relaxiation

.

. .

they

and recreation

to keyed-up young men.

have played csimps and bases. Most of us have friends
or relatives in the Army.-Navy^ and Marines. We know that records
are among the best sources of continuous, popular entertainment. And
we're going to see that the camps, posts, and overseas ^ases of all our
armed services are equipp^ with record players and record libraries
.
, and we're going to keep our camps and bases supplied with new
records aa they are released.
.

MEN

That's why RECORDS FOR OUR FIGHTING
was organIfs a totally non-profit organization for the sole purpose of
supplying otir boys with record players and records. Membership is
open to every recording artist in .America. The records and record
players will be chosen by a permanent committee elected by the memized.

No one record label will be favored.
is no plug for money. No cash contributions
anybody wants to make a donation—of course, we

bers.

This

GENEAVTRY

price for scrap.

we

Many of us

If

it. But we don't seek it We'll reuse the necessary funds to do
our job in the following fashion:
By conducting a nationwide salvage campaign for old records and
by selling those old records to record manufacturers at the current

accept

will
will

be solicited.
be happy to

We

need and aim to get 25 million old records—and

we know how

to get them.
the scrap records to the recording companies—scrap
that they need—we will ask them to sell us new records for our soldier
boys at manufacturing cost-^in other words at no profit. And we think

think

When .we

they'll

do

sell

it.

What do we want you to do?

.

.

.

First

we want yotir

support. Sign

the pledge today and mail it in immediately.
As the details of our plan of operation go into action we'll call on
you for work. During the weeks of the salvage drive well ask you to
it over the air and in your personal, appearances. There will be
no requests for cash or for benefit performances.
Here's an opportunity for everyone who makes or has made recordi to do his part to keep those fighting men of ours in fine fettle. If
you need any proof that the boys need records—we've got it for you
in bales—or better still, ask any boy in the camps, or home on leave.
Hell tell you that they need records and need them badly.

plug

JOHN BAKBIROLLI - COUNT BASIE - ADOLF BUSCH - CAB CALLOWAY - JOHN CARTER - ROBERT
BRVNA CASTAGNA - XAVIER CUGAT - EDWIN FRANKO GOLDMAN - BENNY GOODMAN - MORTON
GOULD - EDDY HOWARD - DANNY KAYE - EDWARD KILENYI - ANDRE KOSTELANETZ - GENE KRUPA - KAY
KYSER - LOTTE LEHMANN . OSCAR LEVANT - GUY LOMBARDO - FRANKIE MASTERS - NINO MARTINI - LAURITZ
MELCHIOR - GLENN MILLER - DIMITRI MITROPOULOS - LILY PONS - FRITZ REINER - PAUL. ROBESON - ARTUR
RODZmSKJ - RUDOLF SERKIN - KATE SMITH - SIGMUND SPAETH - PHIL SPITALNY - CHARLIE SPIVAK
SUZANNE STEN - RISE STEVENS - JOSEPH SZIGETl - CLAUDE THORNHILL - TOMMY TUCKER - ASTRID VARNAY
MAREK WEBER
CASADESUS

-

-

RECORDS FOR OUR FIGHTING MEN,
A CORPOMTION NOT-FOR-PROFIT

I

all

1515 RCA BUOING

•

cooperation to the

INC.

YOM

CITY

PLEDGE
RFM

duration of the
ican recording

DATE

NEW

plan of equipping the posta, camp* and oveneat
our armed lervice* with record playert and record libraries ... and for th«
War to keep those camps and bases supplied with new releases. As an Amer-

my whole hearted
bases of

•

artist,

count on

me

to help all the

SIGNED

way.

It's

a great ideal

.

Wednesday, June
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British Best Sellers

10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machines

(Week Ending May

1.

Sleepy Lagoon

f

(Chappell)..

(6)

Columbia
Decca
Decca

Harry James

Jimmy Dorsey
Dorsey
f Jimmy

I

2.

My

Always In

Heart

Under Apple Tree
Tangerine

(9)

(Famous)

„

7.

„
8.

_

,

Bluebird
Vaughn Monroe
Okeh
Columbia
(Kay Kyser
Okeh
Goodman
( Benny
Decca
(Russ Morgan

(Shapiro)

(13)

(Famous),

(3)

,,„.

.

«

Threw
Three

1-

(1)

\

Decca

jjimn^r Dorsey
(Tommy Tucker

•

Okeh
Columbia

^j^^j^ ^gmith
J

(Santly)...

I

(CLP).

Skylark (Morris)

FUU Moon
Don't

'

,

(Southern)....

TeU Lie About Me

Concert for

Two

Maurice

Dash

Apple Pie
Lovely Weekend
Green Eyes
Heart of Texas

B-W
C-C
Southern

CBS, Blue and Mutual—

WOR,

and

Bluebird

«

N. Y,

TITLE

'

Don't sit Apple Tree

Johnny Doughboy Found Rose
Sleepy Lagoon
Skylark

,.

—f'Fleet's

Remember You
One Dozen Roses.
I

AU

I Need Is You.
*Somebody Thinking You

*JlightIngal'e

He

rejoins

band

at
12. Jerry Rosar, saxist
with Herman, joined Army band at
MitcheU Field, L. I, replaced by Al
Nims. Billie Rogers, girl trumpetersinger, fainted in Easton, Pa., last

.

,

Feist

Soldier

Dreams

Always In Heart
•Ferris Wheel

—f'Always

In

My

Tunes with

{S:^3^-:::::!^

Heart'

^

.Melodylane
Robbins

Sal'

....Berlin

{^.!rnrPa°rr*'';;V.-.BlSd
(Santly)

CLP^
Berlin

.....Paramount

Girl'

Mills

.

{rcS'%''era°n".-:.-!%t^c^
Stnart Sisters, formerly with Or-

Story Of Starry. Night) (Mutual)

{gtrM?ul?.':: V:\BiueblS

Jewel
Feist

Paramount

0.

^Continued from page 38;
ain't good.
Down to around 2,500 and Jimmie Lunceford
warming .up.
Jan SvrHt (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal.). Can't help hating that
man (Harry James) and a struggle to get up to 2,500. Ted Lewis coming
in June 11 for' three weeks and four days.
Bndolph FrimI, Jr. (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood). Favored by

boys and that

This Is Worth Fighting For.
.....Harms
•Heavenly, Isn't It?— t'Mayor of 44th Street'
Greene

Not Mine— t'Fleet's

Feist

If

J.

loose-!spending weekenders and just oyer 5,000
lund's girl show the main puU.

customers.

Nils

Gran-

Don

Friday

Green's, Pittsburgh,

Bob

Miller's Operation

Bob Miller, recording secretary of
the contactmen's union, entered the
Jewish hospital, Brooklyn, yesterday (Tuesday) for a minor operation.
He will be there for about two
weeks.

Johnny McGee

Mort Greene and Harry Revel
wrote Tady from Lockheed,' to be
sung in 'Lazybones' at Republic.
Erie Wolfgang Komgold finished
scoring
Warners" "The Constant

Nymph.'

(29)

at

Bill

succeeding the

outfit.

Pittsburgh, this week.

Words and

A GREAT

Music, by Louis Armstrong

trumpet pkyer recorded

Broadway

licensing; others are via

ASCAP.
.

Suit

'

fFilmusicol.

CHARLIE SPIVAK

Suspends Free

Bay

RKO

Noble's orchestra signed with
We Go Again,' with
in the role of hotel

for 'Here

Is asked.

Morris StoloS dir.ectlng the recording of musical numbers by Jerome
Kern and Johnny Mercer In the un-

Columbia picture co-starring
Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth.
titled

Noble doubling
clerk.

Fred Warlng's band doing an al
of ajl the George M. Cohan
in
the
Warners picture

bum

quartettes,

of material for bands, trios,

and

Grove Club, Vinton, La., with Margaret King on vocals.

CHERIO MUSIC PUB., INC.
1585 Broadway,

New York

Romm

Irving
Prof. Mgr.

NffwYoA

RECENT MUSIC CORP.
1619 Broadway, New York

Don Both move out of the Kansas
City club after a month's engageto return to Omaha for work
at the Chez Paree,

Irving Massey

Hollywood

.

June 2, 1942

Dear

Harry:'.

While your "In the

ment

all vocal groups.

ALL MATERIAL READY

Chick Castle
Chicago

Joe Cappo Opened the new Big
Cove Room of the Bentley hotel
Alexandria, La., last Friday (28).

Don Bagon formerly members of
Anson Week's band, now playing the

BROTHER BILL
A GREAT piece

tLegiti-

.

'Yankee Doodle Dandy.'

BROTHER BILL

5
5
5
9

.,

BVC

songs

Columbia Record No. 36596 by

9

5
5
S
5

Mayfair
Paull-Marks

>

mate.

damages

Yates

BROTHER BILL

Must Be Vigilant
You Made Me Love You

Magyar Song

5

...Triangle

-

Benny Barton, orch replaced Billy
outfit at West View Park,

trumpet player wrote

We

BMI

6
6

.<. Pacific

.,

•Indicates

6

6

List

Emery Helm, composer, filed suit
Friday (29) against Universal PicChicago, June 2.
tures, Robbins Muste Corp., UniFamous Music office in- Woods
Chlok Floyd orch, which closed
William Penn hotel's Chattei4)ox, versal Music Corp. and Aldo Fran- Building has a sign reading:
chetti,
charging
plagiarism
of
his
'Due
priorities
to
the free list is
Pittsburgh, for season Saturday (30),
opened three-week stay at Cavalier song, 'Ma Esta Meg Boldog Vagyok.' suspended for the time being.
hotel, Virginia Beach, Monday jCl)
Remainder of publishers still runSong was published in' Hungary,
and defendants' song, 'Perhaps,' al- ning along as is, but not passing
Baron Elliott and his tenor solo- legedly infringes it. Universal used out paper carelessly.
ist.
Jack McCarthy, have parted it in the film "Love at lAst.' An
Ditto Elliott and Bill Douglass, trom- injunction, accounting of profits and
bonist.

A GREAT

6
6

Nursie Nursle
JIarms
Sing Me Song Islands^tSong of the Islands'.... BVC

Baddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 500; $3-$3.50 min.). Harry Richman headLanr Thompson will follow Johning new floor show. Franklin holds (this makes his third straight show)
end has proved himself a local favorite; fine 4,300 customers last week. ny Messn^r into Kennywood Park,
Ted Weems (Blackhawk; 400; $1.25 min.). Weems continues to be an Pittsburgh, on Monday (g) for two
weeks.
excellent coin-puller here and last week brought in 3,600 customers.
-

7

Harms
Harms

.Melodylane'
Southern

^.
:

Hey Mabel

—

Bestor band opened indefinite

engagement

(Chicago)

Private...

Moon

•Full

Mutual
Robbins
..Mutual
Leeds
....Crawford

Just As Though You Here
Favorite Spy'
opens at Bor- Just Plain Lonesome
N. Y., tonight My Gal Sal— t'My Gal Sal'

Tuckahoe,

dewick's,
(Wed.).

Be Brave Beloved
Buckle Down Buck
Beep Heart Texas

9
8
8
7
7

Campbell

Santly

,

Snowfall

14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
8

...Paramount

Ip'.

You
You Are But Dream
Miss You

Thinking of

Tucker orchestra, join Bob Al- Begin Beguine
len's band at Pelham Heath Inn, Embraceable You
Lamplighter's Serenade
N. Y.,. Friday (5).

Body Bandy band

a

BMI

rin

Billy Bishop orchestra opens Lowry hotel, St Paul, Minn., June Id
after 22 weeks at Southern Mansion,
Kansas City.

,.

Cherlo
Chappell
.'.Mayfair

Spy'

String of Pearls

Bands at the Hotel B.

,.

Shapiro
....Bobbins

Benny Carter orchestra now being I Don't Want Walk—t 'Sweater
by General Amusement. Idaho .t

Betty' Norton has taken over vocalling with Carl Holt's band from
the Murphy Sisters. Hoff's at Valley Dale, Columbus, O.

.

...Witmark
Remick

Blue Skies

booked

13
15

.

..Santly
Maestro

You

of

.

.
.

...

Marks

:

36
27
26
26
24
23
20
20
18

.

Miller

Famous
Remick

Three Little Sisters
*Who Wouldn't Love You

A

..... 36
..... 36

....

Southern
.......Lewis
..Shapiro

Sweet Eloise
«
Tangerine— t'Fleet's In'
Keep Lovelight Burning
Last Call For Love— t'Shlp Ahoy'

:Contlnned from page 38;

TOTAL

Robbins ....
Crawford ...

Paramount
Famous

In'

Jersey Boimce.,...

On-the-Upbeat

PUBLISHER
Chappell
Morris

.'

—

Meet Again (Dash).

Breathless

,F-D-H

Southern

La Fleurs

WABC

Monday througK Sunday (May

Columbia Opens Tic-Tox Club, Boston, for two Moonlight' Cocktail
(Kay Kyser. 7
^Q„y Lombardo........ Decca weeks, Sunday (7).
Happy In Love fSons O' Fun*
(Benny Goodman
Okeh
Jingle Jangle— t'Forrest Rangers'
(Kdy Kyser
Columbia
Strictly Instrumental
Georgie Anid's new band opens
All
the Tilings You Are
(Johnny Long
Decca two weeks at the Arcadia Ballroom,
Cjot Moon In Pocket-r^t'My Favorite
..Bluebird New York, tomorrow (Thurs.).
(Shep Fields
'Memory of This Dance

,

Wouldn't Love You (Maestro)

We'll

—

Law

Mother In

popular ipwrlc per/ormances embraces all four
represented bv WEAF— WJZ,
Complkition herewith covers week beginning
26>31) from 6 p.m. to. 1 a.m., and is based
on data provided bv Accurate Reporting Service regular checking source
for musii publishing industry.
rietworks-^flBC,

Breathless

(These records are directly below first 10 In popularity;
number of weeks in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)
,

Madeliqe
Apple Blossom Time

C-C
C-C

Follotoinff tabulation of

Here You Are..t'My Gal
Threw Kiss Ocean
Decca week, fen and injured her head but
she's back with the band after a Somebody Taking Place
Anchors .Aweign..,..
short stay in Belts Hospital there.

Vaughn Monroe
Andrews Sisters

OTHER FAVORITES

Who

Cinephone

Rustic Rhapsody

Okeh old ailment.
Okeh Akron June

(Benny Goodman

.

T,T
^
/,^ /r.
Kiss
In Ocean (1) (Berhn)

Little Sisters

NBdCBS. Bhe, Mntnal Hugs
2.

Feldman

Cliffs

Spring Again
Navy Blue Eyes

Bluebird

(Art Kassel
Jurgens

Jersey Bounce (13) (Lewjs)

10.

9.

Else

_
_
„
One Dozen Roses

Bluebird

Columbia
Decca

May

(Tommy Tucker

(Crawford).

(3)

Bluebird

'(Glenn Miller
(Glenn Miller
(•Kay Kyser
f Jimmy Dorsey

(Robbins)..

(8)

Johnny Doughboy

Somebody

(Remick)..

(6)

White

1942

2)

London,
(Records below are grabbing most nicfcels this week <n iufceboxes
Natnei
tliroughout the country, as reported by operators to 'Variety.'
of more than one band or uocalist after the title Indicates, in order o)
Fipures and names tn
popularitj/, whose recordinps are being ptaved.
parenthesis Indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the (Istlnps
end respective publishers.)
»

3,

Matty. Malneok men toojd a brief
vacation for several .days in Cbt
after closing a three week stand at
the Muehlebach hotet KClnsas City,
Thursday (28).
Malneck goes to
Chase, St. Loiils, this week.

Boly

Bogers has added a girl
trumpeter, Joan Hunter, who will
be graduated from South. Boston
(Mass.) High School this month.

Army,

TLL BE AROUND'

TUSHIN' SAND'
Jughead

Wednee^y* June

3,

Iiiside

1942

MUSIC

Stitf-Musk

Put

Rocco Vocco, as co-chairman of the USO commltte* for the miulc business, has been experiencing some difficulty In getting publishers to serve
with him. Of thtt 20 publishers approached by him only tiiree gave him
a favorable response. The reasons advanced have been many, but from
within the industry there comes the explanation that much Irritation has
resulted from the method used by the head office oic the USO to determine how much each publisher should be expected to contribute. The
scale of the assessment is one-flfth of one percent of the business done in
1941. The. publishers pohit out that with the exception of the final two
months of that year their businesses were at a practical standstill due to
the ASCAP-radio flght.

mum

•

compose

to

Me must induce

six additlotial

bands to make up arrangements

Frank Kelton new Coast manager
of E. B. Marks Music Corp., with

'Brother Bill' became a recording revival, this time through Charlie
Spivak on the Columbia label, cs the result of a Columbia distributor's
hobby of figging up old recoids for his home library. ITiis dlstrib, Al
Wexler, of Philadelphia, came in possession of a disc that Louis Armstrong
made for Decca years ago which had 'The Savoy Blues' on one side and
'Brother Bill' on the other. Wexler inquired of Joe Glaser, Armstrong's
manager, i^bout the availability of the 'Bill' manuscript, and Glaser learned
Glaser turned over the nilmber to
that it had never been published-.
Cherio Music and the publishing Arm granted Columbia a recording
license.

of the
All Kissed the Bride'
it for pub-

Chicago, June 2.
Lawrence Welk orchestra, now
on tour. Is carrying special man
along to all dance dates to sell
war bonds and war stamps.

Adolph Dentsch assigned to score
'Across the Pacific* at Warners.

now and in that time has sold
$8,550 worth.

Werner Heymann, composer
score for

They

lication.

Welk has been out

Jock
cleffed

SchoU and M, K. Jerome
'Knock on Wood* and 'Dat's

What Noah Done'

for 'Casablanca' at

Bros,'

'Yankee Doodle
<

Dandy*

lias

touched

off

a bonanza

for Jerry Vogel, who now publishes the George M. Cohan songs. The
'Dandy' film biog of Cohan's career reprises. 'You're a Grand Old Flag,'
Regards to Broadway,* 'Harrigan,' 'Mary's
'Yankee Doodle Boy,' '(Give
a Grand Old Name,' 'So Long Mary,* '45 Minutes From Broadway' and
in Virginia. Feist alone has the other Cohan tune, 'Over
'I Was
There.'
music men will assist promotlonally on the
Also unusual Is that
Cohan songs despite the fact the tunes are published elsewhere.

My

Bom

'

WB

'

Max Dreyfus has followed the Warner Bros, music group into making
bulk deal with NBC's' recording division.- Under the agreement with
Dreyfus the:network's Thesaurus library is privileged to make wholesale
use of the various Dreyfus catalog for a flat fee. Dreyfus owns Chappell
& Co., the Crawford Music Corp. and the T. B. Harms Co.
The Warner deal permits the NBC recorded library to inscribe as many
as 350 numbers a year over a period of three years for ah overall sum of

.

ADDING STRINGS

Freddy Rose and Ray 'Whitley doing songs for six pictures In the Tini
Holt western series at RKO.

Add Sammy Kaye
Sands adding
is

'It

eight days

SAMMY KAYE ALSO

Warners..

Happened,

Over, Let's For-

It's

get It,' by Leo Robin and Ralph
Rainger, will be sung in 'Twelve
Men in a Box* at 20 '--Fox

a

to the
string' sections.

list

of

Leader

seeking a lead fiddle player and
trombonist who can double, to
a three-piece string section
.

'

form

Maury

Jnlle Stern, Robbins Music contact
into Army Monday (25).

Cross, saxist, who also
plays violin. In that way. Kaye can
add strings without too much of an
extra load on his payroll, It will mean
only one additional, musician.

Walter. Donaldson's song,

Kaye's band opened at the Essex
House, New York, Friday (29).

man,

Warner

Welk's Bond Drive

headquarters in Hollywood.

tune.

4

Writing/ Douglas Advice

It in

On Employment Terms for Pluggers

the score for 'Deep in the- Heart of
Texas' at Metro.

at Columbia, is preparing

Latest plaint of the professional- managers is that the curbing of phonograph record releases has made it tougher than ever for them to get a
new song started. Whereas they were able formerly to get a new number
arranged and recorded by as many as 10 -bands, they now are limited to
four recordings. Aside from the macliine plugs, the professional men
could count -on frequent performances by the- 10 bands since arrangements of the nymber were already in the orchestras' books. With a maxiof four recordings to a sonff the contacteers' >vorlc is proportionately
increasr-'
of h!?

Edward Ward assigned

'Did

I

jvlth

Get Stinkin' at the Club Savoy,' was
sold by Paul Whiteman to Metro for
use in 'Panama Hattie.'

Jimmy wakely, Milton Rosen and
Oliver Drake cleffed five western
tunes for 'Boss of Hahgtown Mesa'
at Universal. Ditties are 'A Carefare
Cowboy,' 'Trail Dreaming,' 'Song of
Frank Perkins cleffed 'Schoolgirls* the Prairie,' 'Pappy was a Gunman'
Lament' for use in Warners short, and 'Ain't Got Nothin' and Nothin'
Worries Me.'
'Three Cheers for the Girls.'
Sol Kaplan

is

48

In a circular letter to members of
the Music Publishers Protective Association Walter Douglas, chairman
of the iMard, last week suggested
that where a contactman is paid a
flat sum weekly to cover salary and
expenses there be an understanding
in writing as to the amount of etich.
Otherwise the publisher may find
himself compelled to pay such at\
employee the full flat weekly suma as
provided for under the notice, qr
vacation, clause of his contact' men's
union.
Reason that Douglas brought this
possibility to the attention of
members was that a publisher recently got himself complicated with
the union over such a situation. Afr
ter the first week of employment the
publisher and contactman In question 'got together on what portion' of
the~flat sum was to be treated as
salary and which amount was to be
considered expenses.
Months later
when the pub gave the man his notice the latter Insisted on the ireceivIng full flat sum as severance pay
and the union upheld his claim since
there had not been anything in writing to show a distinction had been
made Iietween salary and expenses.

MPPA

Morton Gould Renews
Morton Gould has signatured a

writing,the score for

'Apache Trail* at Metro!

new

three-year exclusive contract
his
compositions with Mills
Music, Inc.
for

He

is

now

in his fifth year

the same publishing firm.

-a

$10,000.

Bay Tamer's march

for the U. S.
Ferry Command sent to Washington
for official approval by the War De-

partment.

Y€An AFT€R Y€An

•

"

Elliott Tobias*

The Charter Members of ASCAP, Inc., a sub-imlt of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, but not officially affiliated
with ASCAP, is now mulling several additional ventures. One is a gala
songwriters' show and the other is a possible fllmusical.
This isn't meeting with the approval of some of the more successful
-ASCAP vets who joined the Charter Members society as a. firatemal

My

Pillow,"

new

will

song,

'Moon on
by

i

be publslhed

Paramount Music.

Dunham's

HIT AFTCn HIT i
U

Pic

toofc

At

ThlM

LmI

:

gesture.

Sonny Dunham's orchestra has
ASCAP management reports that it has received over 450 letters from been signed for a forthcoming Unl
stations commending It for making a continuity service plan available to versal film, to be starred in by the
its broadcaster licensees.
Of this number close to 350 licensees have Ritz Bros. Dunham begins work on
the
as yet untitled story June 16
already subscribed to the service, which furnishes program scripts based
on the ASCAP repertoire. The number of stations holding licensing He's contracted for two weeks.
Dunham's band is now playing
contracts with ASCAP totaled 687 as of the end of last week.

'

..."

usage.^

Chartered Buses
;ConUnued from page 39s
plaints,

too

many

-

FIGHTING SONS
«fth

NAVY BLUE

Org Job

Philadelphia, June

A.

Rex

2.

Rlccardi, secretary of Local

t

Aurere

•

Dccp'-Purple

•

You're
Sulnirair

A

My

Reverie

Swcetheert

To The

Stars

Robbins offen

directed all of the leader's activities,

the strongest line-up of

TAe

HMon'i No.

hits In its history

Best 5e//er

1

IT SIT UNDER THE APPLE TREE
By Lew Brown,

Cliarlie Tobias

The No.

1

and Sam H. Stopt

Radio Request Hit

THE LAMPLIGHTER'S SERENADE
Lyric

2

by Paul Francii Webster

Music by Hoagy Carmichael

Sensational Leo Robin -Ralph Raihger Hits

From the

iZOth

Century-Fox Picture,

'My

Gal Sal'

HERE YOU ARE

derfer, Reading.

by Moss if possible, with a new
J. W. Gootee, president of the leader Installed.
Moss Is also hudChester (Pa.) local was elected vice- dling at the moment with Benny

rfltisafion,

Ernest Tubb*»

Okeh No. 6496

Decca No. 6958

MUSIC. INC.

1211 N. Poinsettia Drive, Hollywood
i

His last sideman connection was with
Tommy Dorsey, whom he left two
years ago to forro another band of
his own.' This was handled by Harry
Moss, of Music Corp. of America. To
Moss goes all of the credit for keeping Berigan In the running since. He

American Federation of Musi- saw to it that he worked almost withoff, and supervised the
clans, was elected president of the out a day
financial end of the outfit to the exPennsylvania-Delaware Conference
tent that Berigan's total debts, which
of Musicians Union Locals (compris- at the time he left Dorsey were about
ing 30 locals) last week. He was $15,000, had been cut to almost nothnamed to the place vacated by the ing at the time he died.
recent death of Frank L. DlefenBerigan's band will be kept intact

ROBERTSON

AMEMCAN

The Rain

•

77,

OVER YOU
WALKING THEBOBFLOOR
ERNEST TUBS
ATCHER
DICK
Dacca No. 4189

Lllact In

•

• A-Ti«kel/ A-Tatket •

Moonlight Serenade

Bunny Berigan

president.

The new "country tunc"

•

^^J

"Wears away.

Riccardi's State

Fcrry-Boal Serenade

one-nighters on the west coast; it
recently completed a well-accepted
stay at the Palladium Ballroom, Los
Angeles.

to detail.
Ironically enough the one method
of getting about which was deemed
'dooined for the duration is now being returned to by some bands. Sevorchestra when' that band began
eral months ago when rubber and halt of each year on the road.
making a name for itself at the Taft
gasoline shortages became acute most
It's estimated that there are be- hotel. New York, and toured Europe
musicians figured travel by private tween 50-75 busses devoted almost witli it
He subsequently worked
But since trains be- exclusively to hauling. One-nightlng for Paul Whiteman, Benny Goodcar was out
came so overcrowded and busses bands.4They are^ mostly concentrated man, Freddie Rich, Dorsey Bros.,
threatened with a ban, many outfits in the New York area. In the, past before forming the first of his own
have hit the road In the past week weeks the prices they charge have bands, which clicked at the Pennin their own cars. With B-3 ration risen, since the major lines like sylvania Hotel, N. Y.
cards enabling them to buy enough Pennsylvania Greyhound went out
At various times from then on
gas they figure it's best to string of charter work, from 35c a mile Berigan alternately led his own band
along with their own rubber until it to 37%c per mile.
and worked under some other leader.

Moe Gale, one of the bookers present at the ODT meeting, has more
at stake in the bus situation than
the other agencies. Though his is
not near as big an agency virtually
all the talent he books are Negroes;
Ella Fitzgerald, Ink Spots, Erskine

Maybe

ontlnued from pace K^s:
etc. Without busses to play one-nighters these theme song 'I Can't Get Started
will be seriously injured With You.'
outfits
"Bom at Fox Lake, Wis., where
since there are few hotels, only a
handful of theatres, and perhaps a his mother and brother' still live
dozen weeks of location work open and where he is to be interred
musician
week,
the
Other Negro bands like later this
to them.
Count Basle, Cab Calloway, Duke first earned recognition while with
Ellington, Andy Kirk, Louis Arm- Frank Cornweirs orchestra at the
The old Jantzen's Hoffbrau, New York,
strong, are i^ a similar fix.
average colored band spends about in 1928. He next joined Hal Kemp*s

Hawkins, Lucky MilUnder,

There are many more

•

The'Woodpccker Seng

-

Ben Edwards has organized a publishing company and will bring out
a still untitled new tune by his songwriter-brother, Gus Edwards, to
which Andy' Razaf is setting a new lyric. The veteran songsmith has
been ailing on the Coast for several years, and this is the last tune he
turned out three years ago, and' just being refurbished for commercial

Tunc

Elmer's

OH

THE

PITY OF

IT

ALL

Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, and other
well-known batoneer friends of Berigan's, to set up some sort of trust
fund for Berigan's wife. Donna, and
his two children, Joyce and Pat, who
survive, along with Berigan's aforementioned mother and brother.

Leader was gravely 111 only about
four weeks ago. He spent more than
a week in Allegheny State Hospital,
Pittsburgh, with siege of pneumonia.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

m

SIVENTH AVE.,

NEW YOUK

MURRAY BAKED,

M. Mti.

with

—

auhevuxe
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Monday

AfiVA Beadiocb with SmaHer

Detraif

Itteries

on Pay for Short Booldngs

tion of the odd situation here In the
June 3.
nlfht clubt here big clubs making a fight for the
small fry a need to pull in better
talent with that lure of a year's
two of the ipots, Club Casanova and bookings.
Bfany of the major spots in bookVerne's, retuslnx to bo<A until cur.
price
rent arbitration- between the De- ing last week left the contract
blank for flUlng In following the
troit
and the MetropoUtan arbitration verdict.
CUwtet Owners- Associatlan la
•etOeO.
Odditjr in thia- situation here, with
the' Btbltration verdict exiiected this
week, Is that while the bigger night
ara In agreement
duba: and
on the prices they will jiay, the present deadlock has cropped up over a
boost- in the rate for the one and
two-nij^t locations, which affects
ffioly a few of the members of the

(1) that If he does require
'The Robe' he's not certain for what
company he wHI make It He has
one picture to go for RKO, but that
will- be an original which he and
Henry Hathaway are now writing,
Hell be east for a couple more

weeks.

Detroit,

Last

week

nw

AGVA

10

AGVA

WEEKS OF

COAST VAUDE

.

owners

association.

Hie clubs have agreed to an increase of from $41 to $S0 for out-oftown situations and from. $40. to $45
in the city, with the rates increasing
at the same ratio for doubles, etc
However, the hitch came on the insistence- of
of an increase
-trom the present $6.60 to $9 for
alnglfr-night stands, which only a few
lesser spots here use. The Owners
decided to make the light for the
few small members, arguing that
they were chiefly taverns not profiting t>y their shows bat using tiiem in
the- hopes of building up, and that
many -would be forced to cut out
diows entirely with the Increase,
with a 10 percent Increase their
counter offer.
Conciliation verdict Is expected to'

AGVA
'

morrow (Wednesday).

A

possible reason for the light on
in the fact
they are experimental in leading to an anticipated boomtide in.
'While
this major defense center.
only a propwtionate few are- using
the one and two-night bfllings, they
are in Dearborn, Wyandotte and
other defense centiers. -which are expected to bring In many full-blown
night clubs, under the billions of dol.

tile smaller' locations is
tiiat

'

lars pouring in here.
At' the present time performers
liere are getting solid bookings and
ttie town Is yelping for more talent.
At the {iresent time some of the
booking offides are linhig np 45 conlor acts anf It is felt
secutive
in these spots tiiat If 'the smaller locations can get over the hill they
can go for the full year on Detroit

Lisbon Rite Life

—

Icsulng blank contracti to acts, with

Flying to
Uiis week,
acts for his

Seattle. June 2.
Chicago and Ifew York
Joe Daniels Is signing

jContlniied from page 3^

running here and there, trying to
run this end of the war, joints, for
the mo^ part, run to bars with the
accompanying come-on gals, bar and
dance spot combos with more gals
(paid by the house or drinking on
a commish basis) and fairly good
orchestras, for the most part made
up of different nationalities, but
blowing out pretty good rhythm
that

is,

for.

]^bon.

Inside VaudeviDe-Nitery
Suit of Georga Heather against Lionel Kaye, both actors, was dismissed
recently by Justice Felix Benvenga in N. Y. supreme court Plaintiff .was given 10 days to file an amended complaint
Action claimed that plaintiff was the originator of an act called 'The
Mad Auctioneer,' which he had created in 1922. Defendant was accused
of plagiarizing the act in his skit The Tiatfy Auctioneer,' which he used
In 'Soni o' Fun' at the Winter Garden, N. Y. Damages of $29^000 and
an injunction had been asked.

A

vagary of the law is. that an instrumental act, such as a pianist. It
performing In a cocktailery does not subject that spot to tha Federal
taxes on cabarets, etc., but the moment that planbt also sings, that's something else again. On the other hand, if a customer requests the instrumentalist to also sing an occasional vocal, that does not violate the statute,
which would otherwise tilt the tax ratio upwards.

Conrad Frederick Smith, former Charlotte (N. C.) advertising man, has
been commissioned by parents of tt<.e late Hal Kemp to write a biography
of the dead maestro. Smith has retired to Trenton, Tenn., to gather material

So-Called Muslo Balls.
Besides these, there aVe some socalled music halls but they don't pull
so well, I
told, as the usual run
of cinemas and theatres. Last, but
not least, are the bull fights, but the
Spaniards say that Portuguese are
sissies because they don't kill the
bull.
Bull sticking, as it were, is
still as popular as ever and usually
jams the local stadium on Sundays
where the fans are more fun to
watch than a guy scoring his threepoint sticks from atop an agile horse
trained for, the job.
But what .takes the eye in it all

and do writing

am

enlarged vaude- time, of*
fering 10 weeks.
Circuit includes two weeks at each
of the following: Cave theatre, Winnipeg;
Vancouver;
Town
Cave,
Ranch, Seattle,' which opens this
month; Clover Club, Portland, Ore.,
a week at Capital, PorUand, and a
week at Astoria, Ore.
is the great copglomeratlon of naThe acts swipg from the east, tionalities haunting the amusement
opening in Winnipeg, thence- Van- spots, each trying to spend more
couver, Seattle, tiie Clover Club and than the other. Lisbon is now the
after a week in Astoria, back to crossroads for going everyplace on
Portland for the third week In that the globe, where every color, race
town, playing the- Capital.
and creed is rubbing shoulders, eating In the same- restaurants and
drinking in the same bars and niteries, whether they be friend, ally, or
Pix
enemy. It's a grand mixture of
everything on earth where every
SSContlBncd tram page
particle of that mixture has money
ing up is 'Keys of the Kingdom,' by
to spend, and is spending it
Dr. A. J. Cronin. It's on David O.
Prices Not Too High
Selznick's slate for production in the
With all of that though, prices are
fall.
Charles Chaplin recently purchased screen rights to 'Shadow and not too high and there is plenty of
Stibstance.' Metro is remaking 'Quo everything from the best food that
Vadis.' BKO earlier this season ac- can be had on the continent, at the
quired for Screen treatment 'Father moment, to plenty "bf Scotch and
French champagnes and cognacs
Malachy's Miracle.'
Paramomit is about to maka a pic- have all been shipped the other way,,
ture based on the heroic work oC with very little of it leaking over
French champagne
Dr. Cioydbn "Waasell, vrtiom ttie- the Pyrenees.
-

ReKgiMS;

President recently cited, for evacuat- comes at about 15 cents a bottle,
ing nine woimded soldiers front whiskey comes from SOc to one buck
Same studio also acqiiJred, a a crack, depending on where yonJa-va.
short time ago, 'Fourth Brother,' buy it, and you can get the best
story of evacuees from China -who meal in town for $4 with cocktails, a
are forced to take refuge in a good Portuguese wine and liqueurs
It may Jbe the explanabookings.
temple. While not directly religious included. It's heaven for anyone just
yams, both the Paramount stories coming out of occupied France, Germany or Italy, regardless of the
have overtones of faith.
'Bernadette,' while considered a price.
But with any eye cocked at the
very difficult story to film. Is said to
be particularly effective because it's show biz, the .war is still telling in
a story by a Jew about a Catholic Lisbon the same as anywhere in
legend. Werfel visited Lourdes on Europe today. Wbat's offered is local
his -way from XiCimany to exile in or what has remained there or in adthe United States. He has written a joining coimtries for years. In Lisstory of a young girl, who claims to bon one of these is a Canadian
CURRENTLY
have seen a vision of the Virgin, pianist named Jimmy Campbell who
with great sympathy and under- worked in Spain before landlng'in
PAREE
standing, although not necessarily Lisbon.
He is dispensing at Nina
CHICAGO
with belief. Book has been highly Bar and Hoofery where tea dancing
praised by the Catholic. <ihurch, un- begins at five and ends at eight, rePersonal Rspmantativai
like Gianin's "Kingdom/ on which starts around 10 and goes on all
FRANK VINCENT
Catholics are not in unanfanous ap- night if you're Inside when the doorg
Beverly Hills, Calif.
proval.
are closed and know the patron.
Ross, nirrently in New York, said
Lack of talent it. a continual
headache for any European producer
these days and they are beefing
plenty about it, despite the money
spending mania which catches up
with everyone in wartime. It's the
same old gag heard everywhere
look how much more we could make
it^e had the stuff.' But they are
still making plenty because everyone is spending money as they are
either making more than they know
what to do with, or think they might
as. well spend what they have, as It
might be worthless when the big
-

weds

PHIL

REGAN

job.

Coney Island Biz
sContlnned trom page Is

and the concessionaires were made nicking the over-all take. Luna's
happy before the day was over.
rides, however, were okay at the
When Sunday dawned cool and b.o.
cloudy, Ihe Coney Island operators
Like last year, Luna, tmder the
could vision no less than a complete Oanzigers-BlU Miller operation,, has
b.o. blackout.
Again they were sur- no gate charge, bu^ an Individual
prised, however, by an influx of over tap for all the rides and concessions,
600,000 by afternoon. With bfithing or a moderately-priced combination
out of the question because of the ticket only for the rides; all operated
low temp., most of the mob surged by the Luna "management Tilyou's
through Surf avenue, tha Bowery, Steeplechase, of course, sells only a
Steeplechase and Luna Park and the combination ticket that's good all
cash registers jingled merrily. Most over the mammoth park.
of the operators claimed the people
were spending more freely than last
and aome saw the- lower attendance on Saturday as direct evldenc« of the longer work weeks in
the Metropolitan area's war fac-

A. O. Waekend Big
Atlantic City, June 2.
Day weekend, looked

year,

Decoration

.

tories.

upon as tha summer season's barometer, brought satisfaction to this

Coney Island is no longer the resort's operators of hotels, nite
brighUy-lit strip of beach it for- clubs, restaurants and amusement
merly was at night; the dlmout regu- houses.
While parking spaces showed plenlations are being met in fair fashion,
with no atwve-street lighting visible, ty of room to spare, because of gas
smaller wattage and shields on other rationing, the resort was well flUed
lights.
All street lamps facing the for the holiday weekend. Beachfront
ocean are completely abaded and hotels were filled almost to capacity,
the boardwalk is virtually In pitch and nita spots, most of them newly
darkness. All this is not conducive opened, played to crowded rooms.
to most -visitors, remaining over after Many of the smaller lilterles opened
dark; yet a pretty good percentage without any advance notice whatstuck around the t>ast weekend. It ever, as if waiting to see how the
was- noticeable, however, that most town looked.
of these were '^ooners,' who welExtra tralir aervlca was arranged
comed the-'darimess In the streets as for weekend and bus travelers commuch as they do in the tunnels of ing in stated they purchased .^elr
love.'
tickets and waited for two and three

The bis at night thus naturally buses in order to get seats because
took a sharp dip Saturday and Sun- of crowds.
Steel Pier and Uamid's Pier both
had already gotten more than they ex- reported liettet than expected' busipected in the daytime and weren't ness a* box ofltca lines extended
day, but the concessionaires

complaining,

some

distances. Tha- piers 'wera ex-

pt the two big parks. Steeplechase pected to notice loss because of gas
and Luna, the former was getting the rationing, as many of patrons are
bulk of the biz Saturday and Sun- the crowds down-f or-the-day Wype.
day. Luna also got a fair share, but
Consensus of opinion is that 'heat
several buildings are still seeking will bring the crowds regardless of
concessionaires and ihafs naturally anything else.'
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Scarcity

S^sContlnued from pat*
1
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and, thai is, to get them a guest shot
on the Fred Allen pjogram, The
RoUywoodites, say the talent agents,
are willing tp work with Allen for
much less than their regular mike
fees because, as they put It, Allen
makes them look good. He's the one
comic, the agents report, who makes
certain that all the' laughs are
bounced' off him and that the guest
is not the target of tha bouncing.
Bob Hope enjoya a tlmilar reputation on the western end of the net-

work

picture

"PRIVATE BUCKAROO"

LSOFn

LOEW
BOOKING

my

circuits.

Bealda Allen's tha

Naw York

orig-

inating; conunaidala tbtit tfiUl make
ua» of acrecn guaat namu or* Kate

Smith, Phll^ Motrls, Dupont'a 'Cavalcade of America' and Hecker'a Xincoin Highway,.'

JOE

E.

LEWIS

Opening June 8

^th

"HEADLINERS0F1942"
At Grand Opera House, Chicago

AT THE CONCERT GRAND—AUSTIN MACK

Wednesday, June

3,

1942

AUDEyiLUS

Ted Lewis Placed on Unfair'

list

Eddie Fox (Chaney

Seeks

ByAGVADuetoActs^mFareaaim
Ted Lewis

last

was
by the Amer- N. Y.

Friday

(29)

put on the 'unfair list'
ican Guild of Variety Artists for
failure to settle or adjudicate a claim
pf $177 against blm by the Blair
Claim Is four months
iSisters (2).
the girls saying that amount
pic*,
Is due them as -return transportation from California after they had
left his unit
On Monday, Milton Pickman, permanager for Ted Lewis,
sonal

AGYA

from Los Angeles,
phoned
protesting against the leader's place'unfair list' Performers'
union stuck by Its previous stand,
however, with the r«sult that Lewis

ment on the

informed the WiUiam Morris agency
to pay the claim. Coin -was to be
some time yesterday
delivered
(Tuesday), In which event Lewis
would Immediately be removed from
the

'unfair'

classification

and the

talent in his tmit so Informed.
Notification of the Lewis placement on the 'unfair list' was sent
Friday to Lewis at the Golden Gate
theatre, San Franciscp, where he

COPACABANA SHUT
BY PROSER FOR SUMMER

the Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans,
tomorrow night (Thursday) for run
may last until the opening of
Proser's
Piping Rock,
Saratoga,

July 27.
Joe E. Lewis, whose long- run early
this year gave the N. Y.. Copa its
best season at-the b.o^ wiU head the
Saratoga show.
N. Y. nitery reopens Sept. 23.

Win, Balk

KeHy

In Phifly

AGVA

AGVA

Geo. Hanld 'Unfair*
support
George A. Hamid, who books and
The election was a blow to
operates fairs and the Million Dol- Thomas E. KeUy, former executive
lar Pier at Atlantic City, continues secretary and head of the Independthe
American
on the 'unfair list' of
ent United Entertamers Association,
PerformArtists.
Guild of Variety
who sought to put In a slate of his
ers union thus informed Hamid and ovm followers.
Arthur Fischer, his booker for the
Frankle Richardson, veteran night
A. C. spot, last week.' Also notified club singer and one "Ume film actor,
Representatives
Artists
was the
a supporter of Mayo, was elected
Assn., whose membership holds a president over Al Rea, a KeUy man,
blanket franchise from AGVA.
by a vote of 88 to 13.
According to AGVA, no member
Other officers chosen were: Sid
can work for anybody declared by Raymond, 1st v.p.; Jerry Wallace,
the imion to be 'unfair.'. Walter N. 2nd v.p.; Millie Ray, 3rd v.p.; Judy
Greaza, new administrative chair- Cummlngs, 4th v.p.; Pat Bernard,
man of AGVA, and Jonas ,T. Silver- 5th v.p.; Mickey Diamond, treasurer,
stone, national counsel, say this wHl and Lenore Jaxon, recording secbe strictly enforced.
retary.
AGVA since 1940 has been trying Members of the Doard of directors:
to effect an agreement with Hamid Billy Elton,
BiUy Duval, Tecla
covering his fairs and Million Dol- Tolane, Bert Dagmar, AUen Mayo,
lar Pier.
Jerry Gordon, Eveen Newton, Slim
Walker, Marie SUk, Joan WllUams,
Johnny Gullfoyle, Chick Mullery
and Harry Lewis.
Saranac Lake
The day before election, every
By Harry Clifton
AGVA member received a letter
iVnAeratuAying durlnff Hoppy Ben- from KeUy attacking Mayo's adway's latest setback).
ministration and urging tliat Rea
and his ticket be elected.
Saranac, N. Y., June 2,
It was learned this week that Joe
The colony went through its third
blackout recently with results most Campo, who resigned as president
of the AGVA local six weeks ago
satisfactory.
B^ert (legit) Cosgrove was visited because he was skedded to be inMcTieman, of ducted into the Army, has been rejected because he is an alien.
Jack (WOR) Mulvaney back from Campo, an Italian by birth, never
a 10-day visit with his family in completely went through the procBaldwin, L. I.
Harry Newcomb, of New York, ess of becoming a citizen.
bedsided his wife Dorothy recently
and found her doing nicely.
Recent arriv&ls at the Will Rogers Gene Cavallero, Fefe
are Helen Olson, of the Brandt circuit, N. Y. C; Jack Hughson, projecFerry Again Together
tionist from Asbury Park, N. J., and
C>ene Cavallero of the Colony
Herbert Klngsley, pianist and comrestaurant is again associated with
poser from N. Y. C.
Graduating to the dining room for Fefe Ferry in the reopened Monte
three evening meals each week are Carlo Beach and Casino (N. Y.)
Kay Laus, Lee Klemmlk, Lou Be'tz, which reopens tonight (Wed.) after
Mike 'Dodger^ Cojohn, William the npajor M. C. room went through
Chase, Vivian Vaughn and Albert a reorganization proceeding.

^^^^

-

'

,

As

Basis for Greater Cooperation

partnship with Miss Chaney.
Fox, a Philly native. Is looking for

GROUP INSURANCE
MAPPED BY AGVA

.Ing

American Guild of Variety
national office In' New

insurance for

June

both the suspension of the local
board and Les (Solden, executive
Detroit

cur-

its

entire membership.

2,

Climaxing a year and a half of
bickering which finally resulted in

the

Is

That type of service for the rank
and file in the variety union has been
frequently
proposed, notably
by
Harry Richman.

EXEC SEC.

of

Artists'

York

rently working on a plan for group

ASDET.AGVA

secretary

In Walter N. Greaza's plans for
reorganization of the American'
Guild of Variety Artists is a general

a

goodwill, let-your-hair-doivn

GOLDEN QUITS

local

of

Vaude Bug May
Extend to Tiiree

AGVA, arrival here last week of
Jonas T. Silverstone, national repre-

L

sent^ve, saw both (jolden's resignation and the reinstatement of the

A. Legiters

.

board.

The local scrap had been a long
affair, with the board
claiming that Golden was attempting
to usurp its powers by setting the
policy of the Detroit AGVA, which
was beyond his authority, while It
was contended on his behalf that his
policies were progressive and that
the. local situation required his kind

drawn-out

Loa Angeles, June 2.
Big thne vaude is the hottest trial
horse In town, with two houses

nearly

ell

the

AGVA's

meet-

executlvft

New

locals.

administrative chairman, loaned' to
by Equity, intends calling

AGVA

the get-together 'within six weeks in
some centrally located town, prob-

ably Columbus, O.
Site of the meeting will depend
on the coin angle, it being Greaza's
intention to hold the convention
with the least possible expense to
the locals.
Confabs will
probability last two weeks.

in

all

Object of the meeting will be
two-fold: (1) to acquaint Greaza
will local exec secretaries and representatives, some of whom he has
never met; (2) to apprise the. national of all local grievances and
differences with the national, and
lay the groundwork for systematic
cooperation between the national
and locals In the future.
Frisco, L. A. Wont Be At Meet
The only locals that will iiot be
represented at the meeting will be

San Francisco and Los Angeles, because of the expense of the long
committed for getaways, and one journey and the fact that both those
by to enter the competi- branches have only recently themtion If the field looks inviting.

Fred Flnklehoffe, screen writer
and co-author of 'Brother Rat,' Is
Constant rowing resulted first In listed as' principal backer foe vaude
a week's suspension, then an addl layout at the BUtmore theatre opentlonal 10 days, with Silverstone ar- ing June
10 with unit headed by
riving last Monday to straighten out
the long-standing ,feud.
He lifted George Jessel, Jack Haley, Ella LoEmmett
the siupensions and Golden was gan and the De Marcos.
asked if he intended to tender his Callahan wlU manage the unit with
resignation as he earlier had of Paul Small booking, and if show
fered. He was said to have tendered clicks in four weeks locally, It will
move
to
the
Curran,
Francisco,
San
It "reluctantly,' with the board acfor five weeks, and then head east
cepting, naturally.
A chairman was named to handle with Chicago first stand for extended
the board with the present leader
ship vested In Carl Denny, Jack

nm.
show

Drayton, Dick Barkley and Chuck
Stanley, with a successor to Golden
expected to be named within three
Silverstone eX'
or four weeks.
pressed himself as satisfied with the
Detroit Local 11 and said that he Tas-

to the Blltmore.

Sid

.Break-in
In

is

planned for the
to moveln

San Diego prior

Grauman

Is still

In frame of

selves

gotten

new

adnilnlstratlons.

Matt Shelvey last week was sent from
N. Y. to Frisco as national representative, while Ken Thomson, executive secretary of the Screen
Actors Guild, is supervishig the L. A.
branch, at the same time keeping an
eye on Frisco. L. A. has received
permission to hold an election of

new

local officers and board.
Greaza's entrance into .AGVA In
the top executive position apparently has met .'With 'the unanimous
approval of all the' factions within
AGVA, as well as the locals. .Chicago and Detroit as two specific
instances, late last week sent in
sObstantlal amoimts of back per
capita taxes which both branches
.

'

had been holding up pending

clarl-.

new El flection, of the national picture. Both
(formerly locals also sent letters commending
Hollywood Playhouse) with a vaude the chpice of Greaza.
A new Bys:em entailing the exshow, and is currently looking over
acts for the venture. Grauman fig- change of weekly letter-reports beures to return to Hollywood show tween Greaza and the local offices
business as presenter of an 'unusual' of AGVA, to better appirisc everylineup, with headllners secondary body of local and national problems
The El and progress, is also being instituted
to 'unusual' presentations.
Cap, currently In remodelling proc- by Greaza.
ess, is slated to open around the first
mind

launching

for

Capltan

in

the

Hollywood

now will' 'prosper greatly.'
Even before Golden's clashes with
the present board there was earlier
trouble. Last year difficulties started
over his proposal for 'mixed' shows,
asking one colored act on each local
bUL The board was opposed, wanting separate bills kept in Detroit and of July.
charging that his proposal would
Third leglter that might go vaude
'write some people out of show is the Mayan, downtown house that
business' and was just designed to has just been taken on lease by S.
It also Bernard Gill, former manager.
create additional revenues.
If
was charged that he was lowering the Blltmore vaude policy clicks.
the professional standings by signing Gill will line up a vaude show °of
up 'anybody out of a dancing school.' his own for the Mayan, and continue
That row resulted in one board on that policy as long as It is sucmember's resignation with the feud cessful.
ing carried over into the present adDearth
supporting acts on the
ministration.
West Coast Is likely to mitigate
While in Detroit, Silverstone also
against chances of the 'various Interurged the need for franchising and ests to whip together' suSIcIently
attended current negotiations berounded bills. Case In point Is the
and the Metropolitan
tween
Orpheum, which has encountered
Cabaret Owners Association.
difficulty for several years in lining
up vaude presentations for its es'
tabllshed policy when name bands
and traveling units were not obtain
lieves It

of

secretaries of

standing

of tactics.

FRISCO CAMPAIGNS

'

^

AGVA

HOLYOKE MAYOR NIXES
SUNDAY YAUDE PLEA

Reynolds.

.

Of Locals' Grievances, Maps Confab

from the Coast, recuperated from a
which caused him to
break up his long-time dancing

Detroit,

Mayo Adherents

43

Greaza Encourages Freer Airing

serious illness

.that

,

'

Partner

Eddie Fox, former dancing partner
of Mayris Chaney, has returned east

Monte Proser shuttered his N. Y. a new partner.
Copacabana for the summer last
week. Show, featuring Don Loper
and Maxine Barrat, opens intact at

Matt Shelvey,
opened that day.
national representative of AGVA,
now stationed in Frisco, was Inmemstructed to notify all
bers in Lewis' unit that they could
not continue to play with Lewis fbllowhig the Golden Gate engagement
unleis he had' meanwhile settled the
Philadelphia, June 2.
Blair Sisters' claim.
Membership of the Philly imit of
The notification was likewise sent the American Guild of Variety
to Warner Bros., which has Lewis Artists last week gave -« vote of
booked at the Stanley, Pittsburgh, confidence to the administration of
opening July 17, and the William Richard Mayo, executive secretary,
Morris office, which agents Lewis by overwhelmingly electing a new
franchise;
end holds an
slate of officers pledged to his

AGVA

New

&)

able.

MOSTE ASKS

$500

Streamlined show will comprise
Holyoke, Mass., June 2.
the Sonny Kendis and Don CabalMayor Henry J. Toepfert, deterlero bands, latter featuring Narita,
Costa Rican songstress. The Casino mined to keep Sunday 'pure,' turned
adjunct of the billing refers to the thumbs down last week on plea of
Zero Mostel, comedian doubling
gin-rummy corner, now almost as
Frisco of New York for per- from Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y.,
necessary an appurtenance to nite Ross
sign for Sept. 1.
mission to bring to Mountain Park into Clifford C. Fischer's 'Keep "Em
John Eaton bedsided by his mother life as liquor.
out of the
and father, Mr. and Mrs. George
Casino entertainment that latter said Laughing,' was forced
Eaton.
would Include name dance bands, latter vaudery Sunday (31) and
may not return until today or toCharlie Diago all hopped up over
stars and vaudeville.
Nitery picture
a visit by his folks from the big town
be(^^use of reported Illness,
Director of Ross Frisco Attractions morrow
staff
recently. Charlie was on the
Meantime, Mostel, through his
told the mayor he was familiar with
at Radio City Music Hall.
Sunday laws In Massachusetts, but manager, Barney Josephson, who
Newark, June 2.
Toody Emerson's brother from
away from proposal as owns the Cafe Society, is taking the
Brooklyn popped in for a visit.
The <^ub Miami, one of town's mayor shied 'vaudeville' was men- position that when Fischer changed
Dr. Joseph Schmeiler mitted the
as word
soon
sia
undergoing
niteries,
is
gang at the Rogers before he left oldest
Frisco pleaded in the billing of his show at the 44th
multaneous change in appearance, tioned -for Sabbath.
Notchers,' when Grade
to take up new duties in Denver.
vain that bands alone couldn't keep St to Top
Irving Goldstein, N. Y. C, sur- ownership and name.
In as headliner, it autoup interest for an hour and a half Fields came
prised his wife, Rose, with a visit last
Club has been bought by Stanley
matically abrogated his contract
show.
week.
reand
the
Ryan, and is being altered
Mayor is responsible for taxing of and he is demanding more than
Joy Navarre, ex-Rogersite, pens opened as Club Melody.
weekly he is getting, Mostel
jukeboxes and blue laws governing $250
the gang that she's doing swell at her
thinks he's worth thrice that and
home In Sunnyside, L. I.
dancing on stages in Massachusetts.
doesn't care to be tied up in the
(Write to those who are III).
BUI Jordan, back from Miami, revaudery, especially with a number
opened his Bar of Music in HollyCharley Foy reopened his Los An- of radio guest shots in the offing.
his
Diana Del Bio, Mexican vocalist, wood, with Dick Winslow «nd
this Frigeles night spot with Rags Ragland He is set with Kate Smith
renewed at the Mocambo, Holly- orchestra playing for the second
day (6).
and Phil Silvers on the floor.
year.
wood," for eight weeks.

Ann Comerford adding much
weight and showing loads of improvement.
Joan McKeon, of Brooklyn, visited
Colin Tracey at the Rogers.
Peggy McCarthy, Colin Tracey and
Jarry Sager received the 'go home'

RAISE

Reyamp Newark

.

.

FROM FISCHER

VS.

BAR TICKUPS'

San Franciscp, June 2.
This war boom town has finally
buKt its seams as far as the law is
concerned, and the kng anticipated
crackdown by autherlties on tavern*
and niteries countenancing bar 'pickups' has developed.

Because of army and navy personnel here in great numbers, yoU'ae
and state board of equalization,
liquor enforcement bsdy, have repeatedly told, the beu to clean up,
or else, and have -occasionally taken
away liquor licenses. But many
proprietors have failed to heed these
warnings, resulting in wholesale
actionjby the board in citing owners
of 20 taverns and small night dubs
to show cause why their licenses
should not be suspended or revoked.

ia Story
Philadelphia,

June

X

Barbara Bannister, socialite singer,
was cancelled out of the Embassy
after only one day's a'ppearance last
week following an argument with
the management over her readiness
to go on.
The operators of the spot claimed
the gal didn't have her routine in

Her

shape.

lyrics

were

'sloppily

according to the claim.
After a heated argument, Miss Banwalked out In a huff.
Eleanor French was hurriedly
learned,'

jiister

from Frankle Palumbo's South
bistro to fill In. Frances
Mercer was booked to headline the

called
Philly

show

for this

week

N. Y.

•THE TOP-NOTCHERS'
Clifford C. Fischer & Shuberts present 'The Top-Notchers', headlining
Grade Fields and Arpentinita, latter
with Pilar Lopez, Frederico Rey,
Carlos Montoya, Pablo Mtquel and

Benigno Medina. Supporting acts:
The Hartmans, Walter O'Keefe, Al
Trahan, Zero Mostel, Think-a-Drink
Hoffman, A. Robins, Gautier's Bricklayers, Six Willus, Jacic Stanton, Evelyn Brooks, Al White Beauties (16),
Phil Rojnono conducting pit orcfi;
$2.20 top; $2.75 Saturdays.

'The Top-Notchers' is the successor
TEm Laughing', with a bet-

to "Keep

ter lineup of acts than the Victojr
Moore-William Gaxton headliner,
but way overboard opening night
(Friday). Stifling heat and the theoi a cooling system
atre's lack

further' marred the premiere, the
Turltish bath combo accentuating the

two-hour
final

first-half

and the

11:45 p.m.

show break.

all-important problems thus
themselves to Clifford C.
and the Messrs. Shuberts:
(1) The immediate necessity of moving to a theatre equipped for comfort during the summer; (2) a pruning of at least 45 minutes in the
running time, chiefly in the first-

Two

present
Fischer

half.

This show rates the flxmg, howfor it's the first truly variety

ever,
in the two-a-day revival. Besides being a good admixture of talent, it's international. Without that
slow-moving line of girls (a timewaster and nothing, else), plus conWaltec
of
doctoring
siderable
O'Keefe's embarrassmg political humor and a five or six-mmute cut in

show

-

Argentinita's 22-minute Spanish
hoofing turn, this layout would play
like one of the better Palace bills.
Another chance for the better would
be the spotting of Gracie Fields
next-to-closing the flrst-half, preceding rather than foUowine the
comedy dancing turn of Paul and

Grace Hartman.
Miss Fields, ina]dng her first
vaudeville appearance in the U. S.
since a two-week Palace date more
than 10 years ago, found a lot of
friends in the audience opening
night, but. by the time the Lanca-

made her. entrance at 10:10
they were hot and restless. To hergreat credit; the blonde star quickly
got a hold on the audience \9ith The
Sweetest So'ng in the World' sung
straight; and she can still lilt a tune
with the best of them. She then shed
the ermine wrap with her standard
gag about 'the class' angle and went
to work on the comedic "Turn Herbert's Face to the WaU'. Her third
number, 'Scotch Boy's Birthday*, is
not a good choice for an American
audience, however, whereas 'Sally',
or 'Walter' in this slot would wham.
Her subsequent specials though are
all £ood, 'With her classic 'Biggest Aspidastra in the World' and tier impression of a loose-teeth concert
shire lass

.

Wednesdaj, June

HOUSE REVIEWS

46.

44TH STREET,

-

matron being especially

solid.

PARAMOUNT,

ingly new to a good part of the
N.
house.
It begins to look like a contest
between the acts and O'Keefe on
Benny Goodman Orch. with Peggy
Toe,
whether the show would be built Lee, Dick Haymes; Tip, Top
up to stick, or whether the m.c. Harris
Shore; 'Take a Letter,
'Variety"
would finally succeed in sloughing Dorling' (Por), reuiewcd
the pace for keeps. Following the May e, '42.
h.o. Zero Mostel, who continues to
smash with his infectiously original
For the average customer, with a
Durante, U.S. Senator and jitterbug
for stage entertainment there
takeoffs, O'Keefe stages a comedy yen
He
choice this week.
impression of a radio quiz, utilizing isn't much
likes Benny Goodman, or else.
either
Mostel, a chorine and George Hagother acts seem to have been
two
The
bemisses
It just
,;erty as stooges.
chosen with the view of making
ne a five-minute stage wait.
to the frenzied
The Hartmans, als6 doing the them complementary creates, all of
same act they deliviered in 'Laugh- mood that Goodman
which, of course, is totaUy accepting', score high next-to-closing the
second half, with Miss Fields follow- able to his hepcats.
on this show
everything
Practically
ing and making the big applause
and, as
IngoTf Dahl is is fortissimo and action;
sound continuous.
usual when Goodman is the attracher piano accomp.
seaately
Show's second-naif opening again tion on the stage, the more
the audience are
utilizes the line of girls, in the same inclined adults in
the
costumes and in .front of the same treated to a double performance,
the jUvenile
>oor set that was used in 'Laughing*. other being provided by
youngsters
Svelyn Brooks sings the tune for payees down front. The
customary
this production number and Jack are carrying on with their
Stanton is reprised for a Paul Paramount tradition.
In any event, Goodman and his
Draper-type tap routine, even to the
stir the
affectation of a Draper-type cos- doughty 14 instrumentalists
jivesters with plenty abandon. With
tume.
Al Trahan is given the subsequent them he's still the No. 1 Pled Piper.
t
slot and he got across opening night Even claques, it would seem, couldn
of
state
that
into
up
worked
despite the obvious newness of nis be
femme partner. Marguerite Adams. wackiness. The ferment of bobbing
She's a brunet, smaller than Tra- young bodies Starts with the opening
han's usual buxom blonde partners, numbers and reaches its highest
and in some portions of the act she pitch of emdtional plxilation durmg
appeared to be watching for cues. the long stretch of raucous barrelHowever, the comic's roughhousing house Tagged 'One O'clock Jump.'
at the piano covered her pretty well Goodmans dance treatments have
and the laughs came loud and in a become set in a firm, stylistic mold.
fairly steady flow.
They are as precise as finely attuned
Then another session by O'Keefe, mechanism; but they still have that
and, incidentally, his best of the indefinable undercurrent which not
night. Here, for the first time, his only maintains Goodman in a class
gags were big-time, clever and fun- by himself but spells TNT to the
ny. Argentinita's long act followed, bloodpressure and the tootsies.
with Think-a-Drink' Hoffman's novPractically everything in Gofidelty, with its ever-present obvious man's present repertoire is quite facommercial for a whiskey firm, miliar to his fans. He has his best
finally taking the rostrum at 11:30 foot forward at all times. That even
good part of the house was goes for his two vocal aides, the
p.m.
walking by that time, or else getting pretty-pretfar Peggy Lee and the
out of their steaming seats to stand matinee-ldolish Dick Haymes, Miss
Hoffman rushed his Lee gets in her most telling effects
in the back.
drink-mixing, but the effect of the with 'All 1 Need Is You' and 'Sometricks was pretty well shot.
body Else Is Taking My Place,' while
Finale brought the entire com- Haymes is at his crooning best with
pany, on stage, with Miss Fields also 'Tangerine' and 'Embraceable You.
audience Both singers raised howls of apreturning to lead the
through another- chorus of The proval. Of Goodman's instrumental
She contingent Mel Powell draws a good'Yanks Are Coming Again'.
ignored the. pleas of some British ly amount of shoulder-Jigging and
seamen, sitting in an upper box, to listening pleasure via a rash of
sing 'Sally' and 'Walter\
boogie-woogie that's featured at the
Phil Romano played the show fore part of the performance.
nicely from the pit, though there
The dancing section of the bill,
were a couple of lapses In the Tra- which consists of Tip, Tap and Toe
han act, probably due to insufflcient and Harris and Shore, is not only of
rehearsal.
Scho.
a finished cut when it comei to talent but is well diversified. Thebuck-

Her

&

&

and-wing assorbnent which the

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

though

Miami, May 31.
Lorge & Morgner, Ben Perry, Bob
Easton & Co., Sgt. Green St Pvt.
Dooley, Jean, Jock t, Judy, Harry
Reser's House Orch; 'In This Our
Life'

trio

dishes out registers pleasurably on
the eye and ear. Each is a specialist
As
in some variation of the taps.
the act proceeds, the pace mounts,
and the team offers a fadeout routine
thafs a whiz. Harris and Shore, a
slick pair of satirists of the ballroom
adagio, chum up the laughs from the
Theirs is a high grade of
teeoff.
buffoonery plus real, dancing talent.
The girl Is a natural comedienne, and
the ^ace and rhythm she and her
partner compound as they reel off
one kidding bit after another affords
a delightful interlude from every

(WB).

Definitely summer entertainment,
was obvious most this week's bill nevertheless earned
of the audience was anxious to make generous applause when caught.
Show opens with Large and Marga break for some fresh air. Only
a great talent could have held them ner, in top hats and tails and enoil,

m

A

closing tune Is "The YaiUcs Are Com'
Ing Again' and she finally, had. to

beg

Y.

it

.

veloped in one large opera cloak.
Their comedy acros go over. Ben
Also new to vaudeville, though not Perry, singing m.c, does two vocals.
to the concert stages, is Areentlnita Pleasant enough.
and her troupe, including sister Pilar
Bob Easton opens his turn with
Lopez
(doubling^ from
Havana- some patter lifted from Joe Miller's
Madrid nitery). They also found a first edition. Act picks up with the
friendly reception, but overstayed entrance of 'it Co.,' two talented,
their welcome. Fifteen minutes of personable midgets, male and female,
Spanish dancing- and clicking caste- who play the xylophone, drums and
nets, no matter how expert; would do some vocalizing that sets the
be sufficient. Especially when start- audience giggling. Surefire for beting at nearly 11:10 p.m.
ter-class family houses.
However; Argentinita, whose terpsi
Sgt. Green introduces novel angle
chore is politely artistic; her sister, into his. ventriloquist routine by
in the same metier, and Frederico stepping down
Rey, wasp-waisted, tight-trousered continuing his into the audience and
two-way conversation
hoofing vis-a-vis, give out with 22
minutes of the Spanish hoofology via his ear-wiggling, eye-rolling
and it becomes slightly boring. There wooden partner, Pvt. Dooley, who
remains on stage. Majority of ma
are a couple of musical breaks, one
terial is pointed for the large num
by topnotch guitarist Carlos Mon- ber
of uniforms in the audience.
toya, but he also is on the classical
as she did until the 10:35 intermiS'

Odec.

angle.

Indian clubs was evidently entirely
new to the $2.20 audience, and the
reception was tremendous.
They
open the show following a ragged
Washington, May .31.
routine by the line of girls, augmentGrade Barrie with Dick Stabile
ed by the inaudible singing and fair
Orch, Paul Warner, Allen, Bums &
hoofing of Jack Stanton.
It is following the Willys that Cody, Paul Regon; 'Juke Girl' iWB)

EARLE, WASH.

.

O'Keefe makes his first entrance. His
Eolitical humor, aimed at Mayor
aGuardia and Mrs. FJ}.R., proceeded to give the openlng-nlght
audience the willies. In a- later spot,
as if to compound the initial mistake,
O'Keefe sings a calypsostyled special also leaving LaGuardia
as the subject
Fortunately, the holdover Bricklayers, Gautier's crackei^ack canine
turn, help ^eatly to di^el the soso-effect of O'Keefe's humor. O'Keefe
lets down the pace a^aln, though, by
Immediately. following witti thecalypso tune, but again e fine variety
turn picks it tip when A. Iloblns.
the njan of a thousand props and
grotesque comedy makeup, eoes into
nis standard vaude act. His Is an
ever-pleasing novelty, but also seem'

-

'

Gracie Barrie appeared in this
house for many weeks as m.c. and
She comes back this Week as
Mrs. Dick Stabile, still a fine entertainer.
Four diversified numbers

singer.

click solidly for her.
Stabile's orchestra has a distinctive
style in arrangements highlighted by
the 'Jersey Bounce.' Paul Warner,
of the band, does one solo number in
pleasing baritone.
Added to the band tmlt is Paul
Regan, who cleverly imitates every-

body who has ever been Imitated
before.

Allen, Bums and Cody, also added,
are three youngsters doing a fine
acrobatic turn out of the ordinary,

Marg.

and ready,

Unit still Include* Moke and Poke,
standard vaude turn by now, with
their eccentric stepping and mimicry,
plenfy
and Jfanmle Daniels, who
forte with three songs, accompanied

U

STATE,
Kinney

Roy

Meymo

1942

3,

N. Y.

Orch

(11)

with

Holt, Dtonne, Aloha JWoids
Bros., Ethel Shutta

WMtson

(4);

Garland Johnson and -Edward Mayria Chancy with Julio Alvarez'
Daniels 'My Favorite Spy' (RKO), reviewei
Steele at the Stelriways.
looms as a bet in niterles and vaude, in 'Variety,' May 6.
Wini and Bobby Johnson, neat boyFair show, running an hour almost
girl song-and-dance Combo, also are

by

continuing as fixtures. Maud Russell
leads ensemble numbers and helps in
the dance department. Jesse Cryor's
ballading of "Shoe Shine Boy,' long
his fave, and 'Blue Heaven' was
smash on show caught.
Miss Andrews stUT uses 'Begin the
Beguine' and 'Why Was I Born' with
great effectiveness. She's registering
.

more

solidly than ever,
to beg off.

Socko here

and had

Noble Sissle, who Is credited with
designing and staging the unit along
with Ed Sullivan, appears only at the
conclusion for a brief chat and to
introduce the "The Unknown Soldier
Lives Again.' This Is a new song by
Sissle and Bill Vodrey, and put over

by

Sissle's singing.

Bill Butler's orchestra plays the show nicely in orch
pit. Chorus is the same one as in the
original Broadway opus, and easily
the best out of I^arlem In years.
Could be given more to do, and undoubtedly will when taken on road,

to the dot.
Ray Kinney's inconsistent Hawailans, Whitson Bros, and
Ethel Shutta account for most of the
satisfaction the bill gives.
Mayris
Chancy and her new partner, Julio
Alvarez, make their first Broadway
showing on this bill, and they're just
fair.
Miss Chaney is the dancer
friend of Mrs. F.DJt. who was the
target of a recent Congressional Investigation, because, of her selection
to a $4,600-per year exec job with the
Office of Civilian Defense.
Kinney's band opens,
Composed
of three sax, trumpet, trombone,
guitar, electric guitar, piano, drums
and bass, the outfit doesn't seem able
to make up its mind whether it
.

-

to play in its widely known
style or in an American
rhythm groove. For the first half
of this show everything is in a light
Jump tempo, despite the Hawaiian

wants

Island

fare used, and' the result is anything but tasteful. Later, the angle
what the outfit might be expected to play; it's definitely better.
Such things as 'Hawaiian Paradise' and 'Little Grass Shack* lose
much
of their appeal when played in
Washington, May 31.
anything but grass-skirt beat.
It
Lee Glee Club (Sunday even lessens the impact of the Aloha
Radio Aces, Allen 6 Kent, Maids,
work

Weor.

shlfte to

CAPITOL, WASH.
Fort
Only);

who

with the

latter

Henny Voungman, Cabot k Dresden, tune. Out of the Maids quartet
House Line, Sam Jack Kaufman come Dionne,
vocalist and hipHouse Orchestra toith Lynn Allison; weaver, who makes
a fair impres•Ship Ahoy' (M-G).
sion, and Meymo Holt, who sways to
'Song of the Island,' etc., and later
Excellent show trim start to finish. does her smoothly comical 'Cockeyed
Henny Youngman might be cred- Mayor,' standard with her. Kinney
ited with topping the blU in returns, sings most of the melodies, accombut it would take an applause meter panied by his own guitar. He also
-

.

determine that fact definitely, for
every offering literally stopped the

to

m.c.s.

The

Whitsons,
youthful,
clean
proceedings.
looking quartet of risley workers,
Opening with Sam Jack Kaufman's are first of accompanying acts. They
house orchestra, the overture gives make an exceptionally fine mark
a chance to the individual musicians. with a bag of audience-getting tricks,
Boris Williams at the piano, Charles studded with comedy and prop gags,
Frankhouse's trumpet and Lynn Alli- and the audience went for them
son, femme vocalist, are all clicko.
wholeheartedly. In fact they wound
As a special Sunday feature only up with a response equaled only
Ihe Fort Lee Glee Club, here for the by that given Miss Shutta.
Decoration Day ceremonies, was inLatter starts but with an original
serted and it went over with a bang. melody calling attention to her modThe Rockettes (house line) follow in ern appearance. It's best forgotten.
a well done routine, leading up to She then goes on to build each sucthe Radio Aces and their excellent cessive number to a warm bowoff.
vocal ing.
using 'Let's be Buddies,' 'Ev'ry Time,'
Allen and Kent, with the oldsters 'Will You StiU Be Mine,' 'Blues in
doing the buck and wing, went over Night' and 'Ev'ry Thing I Love,' last
just as big as always.
three Ijeing parodies that hit the
Then comes Youngman, who payees hard. Her salesmanship pays
wrapped up the setup easily with his big dividends.
nifty moholog and phoney violining.
Miss Chancy and Alvarez present
Cabot and Dresden who', with the rather Ufiexdting ballroom routines.
Rockettes as a background, do a Encased in attractive red gown, her
routine of ballroom dances, also partner in tails, she exhibits smooth
were big on the plaudits.
Marg.
footwork, but a lack' of imagination
in her dance patterns leaves a lot
to be desired.
As a team the pair
works neatly enough, however. One
bit that shows promise, a cute serving of fluff that follows the teeoff
Montreal, June 1.
tango,
interesting of all,
is
the
most
Bozo Snyder, Benhie JVf oore,. Maxie
was
FurjTion, AlTna Mabien, Lou Denncy, but It's cut too short. Reaction
Holly Leslie, Frances White, Russ light.
Wood.
Biz fair.
Miller & Co., Grace O'Hara,

GAYETY, MONTREAL

Marrone

slon.

Jean, Jack and Judy, two girls and
side. Another guitarist, either Pablo
Miquel or Benigno Medina, accomps a boy, finish out the biU with some
the sisters in their duet of an Inca youthful jitterbugging-tumbllng that
Indian ritual dance. One of her three earned plenty applause.
Harry Reser's house orchestra,
musicians is in the pit.
First-half holds all the top ap- which features Earl Reinert, vocalplause socks. First, smash Is '..regis- ist, and Norm Scherr, pianist, is up
tered by the Six Willys, Evenly to its usually high standard.
Packed house at Saturday matinee
divided sextet of jugglers who have
been around in the picture houses. (30).
Their great, array of, tricks with the

battel and (timtt. Bough
their comedy is hllarloiu.

APOLLO,

& Gallo, House Line
Howard Orch (9).

N. Y.

(18),

Lew

'Harlem Cavalcade' with Noble
'Vaude in this city is maintaining
Sissle, Avis Andrews, Moke & Poke, the standard set at its opening here
Floumoy Miller, a month ago and is getting the supCroclcerjocfcs,
6
Jlmmie Daniels, Wilson & Steel,. Tim port it set out to garner. Bozo
Moore, Joe Byrd, Monte Hawley, Snyder highlights the current show
Johnny Lie, Wini & Bobby Johnson, and Is largely responsible for the
Jesse Cryor, Moud Russell, Leonard fine house at opening matinee this
Horper chorus (18) Bill Butler Orch afternoon (1)'. He comes in at vari(12); designed and staged by Ed Sul- ous times during the show and came
livafi and Noble Sissle; mtisic by Bill near to begging off at times.
His
Vodrey; 'Bullet Scars' (Wfl).
pantomime act is well known here,
but he can get as much out of ges~This is an abbreviated version of the ture and facial show as most actors
same show Ed Sullivan (with the out of patter. His lltUe act with
Shuberts) presented early last month a trombone which he takes
to pieces
at the Hitz theatre on Broadway. It and has a job
reassembling had the
is not as topheavy on colored name crowd
in stitches.
acts as then and tliere have been
Bennle
Moore,
together
with
some changes.. But the entire pro- Maxie Furman and his
supports, are
ceedings seem tightened ijip, and a brace
of acts that go over big.
while it still could stand a bit of re- Both turns
are patter and story turns
alignment, this unit shapes up as a with
femme
adjuncts.
Moore
is
solidly with
'

;

'

-

.

sturdy entry. Clicked'
the Apollo audience, rather thin for
first show Friday (night before Mem6rial Day and preceding a special
Show now
benefit performance).
runs 85 minutes, but could be cut 10
or 15 minu,tes without harming its
effectiveness.
Changes fro.m the original production largely constitute eliminations,

these

including

the Peters

Sisters,

Una Mae Carlisle, Red and Curley,
Pops and Louie, Miller Bros, and
Lois, Gingersnaps, Amanda Randolph
and Tom Fletcher. Avis Andrews Is
an addition, and a happy one with
her sparkling songs. Jesse Cryor
also is a newcomer to the lineup, and
solid with his songs and clowning.
Lineup of comics,, including Flournoy Miller, Tim Moore, Joe Byrd,
Monte Hawley and Johnny Lee,'
would Indicate plenty of comedy
.

'

To the contraiV, there are
only two, and the 'Another Policy
Game' eiiher should be speeded up
or dropped. Moore and Byrd, two
tombstone sitters in the graveyard
skit, generate the most laughter, not
counting the Five (Trackerjacks (who
were in the original), Crackerjacks,
dance combo of five males, do about
every type of stepping excepting,
adagio.
They're on twice, second
appearance taking In individual aerosketches.

.

-

helped out by Lou Denney and
Frances White; Furman also uses
Denney with Ahna Mabien, both the

gals being very easy to look at.
These two acts with Snyder consti
tute the framework of the whole
show.
Russ Miller and Co. have a clever,

popular act. The 'Co.' is a brace of
dogs and a blonde looker very attractively gowned.
He starts with
unicyde that falls to pieces and has
to be reassembled while he rides it.
The dogs come on for usual tricks,
closing with dog, gal and. Miller
skipping off under 'one rope, a very
effective exit that earns big plaudits.

Grace O'Hara, dressed in black
and sparsely ornamented, puts over
a trio of ppps with verve and personality to get her one of the best hands,

Marrone and Gallo have a

fast semlacro adagio act that merited its good
reception. House line fills out nicely
in supppf-t and has some new nifty
routines, notably when, dressed in
transparencies, they descend from a
pyramid against the backdrop and
earn some vigorous palm-poundlng.
Lew Howard has Ms orch well in
handju>d carried his acts without a
hitch even on the first matinee,Biz- very good at this catching.
Lane.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia,

May

30.

Russ Morgan Orch with Wolfer
Link, Elisabeth Rogers, Morganalres,
Jana, Al Bemie, Eunice Healy, Billy
Gilbert,- 'The Lady Has Plans' (Por).

Russ Morgan' with his smooth brand
of rhjrthm is back in Philly after a
long tinie no-see. He's backed by an
entertaining package of T^riety acts,
each heavy on talent.

The combina-

makes for one of the most diverting bills seen on the Eaide stage
in some time.
Show opens with Morgan*s familiar
theme, 'Does My Heart Beat for You,'
featurmg the Morganaires, band's
glee club. Walter Link follows with
a solid rendition of 'Elmer's Tune,'
followed by Elisabeth Rogers' excellent warbbng of 'Nightingale.' She's
a looker whose pipes jnatch her appearance. Morgan anB his trombone
take the spotlight in the band's next
number, 'Small Fry.'
Al Bernie then takes over and almost halts the proceedings. The kid
has never been In better form. He's
?;ot a brand new batch of Impersonaions that are killers. Best of the lot
are his takeoffs on F. D. R. and
tion

V

Wendell Willkle. Also solid is his
mimickingof the Inkspots doing their
hit time,

'We

Three.'

Eunice Healy follows with her superior brand of rhythmic tap-terps.
The band takes over at this point
-with a bow to the jive customers in
'Jersey Bounce,' followed by 'Star
Dust' and 'Doll Dance,' with Morgan
featured at the Steinway.
Billy Gilbert holds down the nextto-closing spot, with his wife feeding the Unes. It's his w.k. chef net,
He
replete with the sneezes, etc.
winds up with his comic rendition of
'Sheik of Araby.'
The turn still
•

coimts for plenty of laughs.
Finale features Jana, excellent
sketchartlst. He's a homrtown boy.
A couple are chosen from the audiAnd
ence to pose.^with' Morgan.
while the band plays and the vocalists give out; the artist, with his pastels flying, completes a beautiful
sketch in an amazingly short time.
Shot.

.

HOUSE REVIEWS

Wednesday* June 8, ,1942
Mult oft tht board into the usual
lower chair. Another pip is a dual
backward flip by two girls onto the
shoulders of one-ground men—then
Pitu\mrqh, May 20.
Artie Shaw Oreh 715), freiOa topped by another mah somersaultGibson. Lee Castle, Mirtam LoVelte, Ink up to the girls' shoulders.
Chilton and Thomas get good atGaudsiiiith Bros. (2); 'RctTwrkable
tention for their pedestal and low^ndTeu)' (Por).^
hurdle dances; they rate a nod for
comes up this week irofessional restraint in not projectWB deluxer Its
ng
to the audience the difficulty
swipg
consecutive
•with third of
Tucker's
triumvirate. Artie Shaw loUowtag .on they were having with
Beiuiy bacJc-up music. A bouquet goes to
heels of Gene Krupa and
the drummer, however, for doing his
phestrange
a
with
but
Goodman,

STANLEY, PITT

47

BUFFALO

SHEA'S,

Bufalo, May

Seek More Fast Musicals, Bands At
29.

Gene

Krupa Orch with Anita
Johnny Desmond; Wally
Maysy & Brach, Virginia
Austin; 'Married an Angel' (M-G)
O'Dav,

Camp Croft;

Broum,

Other

USO^I Reviews

•

Somehow or other, isince Chico
break-in performance, the troupe
Spartanburg, S. C, June 2.
Marx's devastating demonsbration of
how to lead a band and peel a
USO-Camp Shows are okay with had the tough luck of playing a
banana slmulteneously,
bulk of Camp Croft's 20,000 soldiers, spot without a stage and with only a
Krupa's- pioneer conception of a although a few more big name bands piano for accompaniment All that
nomenolT -noUced in the audience. bit.
next-to-close, leaderless stage band does not seem and entertainers would go well, sur- seemed to scare White,<a vaude and
Cummlngs,
Don
Past fortnight these Friday flwt
nitery vet but he finally got hold of
swift chatter and nearly so daring.
vey for 'Variety' reveals.
shows have been madhouses, witu brings in the usual
old rope tricks; altogether he
Krupa varies his style smartly so
Check-up, made Dy member of himself and was clicking okay at the
the zoots and the jlvesters scream- the
Experience will teach himthe provides a welcome pickup at this as to deliver squarely on the drum- camp's public relations staff and finale.
InK. yelling, whlstUng, rocking
heads for the jitteroos, while at the 'Variety' representative, found much that he'll have to drop a bunch of
point
working
b^cony and otherwise
gaga he's used successfully in niteries
the
War
melodic
turns
are
taking
at
same
time
offering
of
plenty
All
acts
such
No
following
two-night
run
enthusiasm,
themselves Into a fr^zy.
this week. manna to catch the conservative of The Crazy Show' in Croft's No. 1 in favor of the down-to-earth. Armycounter
the
lobby
^ood
Bond
in
pretty
a
despite
thing today
tinged, close-to-home humor from
Fox.
trade.
Fair biz.
theatre. Few complaints were regishouse, with one of two conclusions
Current show is a neat but hardly tered, and most of these dealt with which the boys in camp seem to get
apparent The typical swing crowd
gaudy bit of entertainment Instru- lack of topflight talent, but several the biggest guffaws.
missing either because they
Miss Gould smashed over handily
mentally, it offers a genuine ride-out suggestions were offered. The lathaven't forgotten that Shaw, once
against the easy Bowes competish.
and an inoffensive boogie bender for ter include:
called them a pack gf morons (ttis
Not only her warbling, but
atthe ubiquitous jive addicts. Krupa's
that his1.
More fast musical shows with tractive get up and manner ofher
Is his flrsi visit here since
selling
stick work is whacko and a top-rung
Chicago, May 29.
'hot' swing bands.
toric stateVhent), or they knew it
served only to point up the shortof
point
performance
\from
every
but
band,
2.
Less repetition, especially in coming of the other gals.
Dean Murphy, Kitty Carlisle, Larry view; there is no one on the rostrums
wasn't a typical Shaw
for
picked
up
had
Chicago
outat
he
Brothers
offering
this
Adler, LaTie
(2),
specialty numbers.
In
merely an
Top personality of the unit is Virbegin to approach him in
Theotre Ballet (16); 'My Gal Sal' who can
suggestion, however, soldiers empha- ginia Tull, allegedly a recent "fugitive
a brief foray into the film houses be
his metier and he carries it off^ithsized that if the boys are to remain from the Rerhington Arms factory.
fore going into the Service.
(20).
out too much emphasis upon the
Whatever the reason, they weren t
happy, USO-Camp .Shows should She's a youngster built along Kate
novel or the bizarre.
their circuit Smith lines and rather amusing in
round
and
route
around, and the cops the manageup
on
bill is smash all the way,
Current
sings
Johnny Desmond, with band,
ment had placed at strategic spots Marquee names of Dean Murphy, a Tangerine,' 'Johnny Doughboy' and the best possible sOng-and'dance, the use of a jived-up Smith style
around the house cooda stood in bed. local favorite of many seasons; Kitty a tuneful reprise of 'Miss You,' with musical, comic and specialty talent to sell her tunes. Rest of the unit
Vaudeville may be on its way. includes Mtnda Lane, who whistles
Orch (Le Castle's) Shaw is fronting Carlisle and Larry Adler, along with Anite O'Day picking up the femme
3.
doesn't measure up to his standard, screen's 'My Gal Sal' are bringing
assignment with tumultuously out in some spots but the soldiers rather effectively in her throat; Sonvocal
for
break
a
that's
but In a way
them in.
received beat-out versions of 'My like it, and that goes for lads from dra, a tired, red-haired purvevor of
Shaw's own personal following .since
Stage part gets under way with
The en- the bright lights as well as those standard amateur magic, and Thelma
exclu- baUet in a' rhythmic piece. Costum- Man' and "Boogie Ride.'
It places the burden almost
from
the rural areas.
Maher. who wields a piano-accordion
fine handling of Nacio Herb
And he's working ing is, as usual, excellent, with the semble's
sively on. hliii.
Less of what some of the fel- with more studied enthusiasm than
4.
Brown's "American Bolero,' led by
harder and oftener than heretofore. 16 femmes strutting in top fashion. Krupa's foot-tuned kettles, would be lows bluntly described as (the way ability.
Takes a solo part in practically every Lane Brothers, with a classy acro- a striking and extraordinary con- they see it) routing discrimination.
"Big' act of the little show Is "The
number and his lip-work has. seldom batic routine, are sock starters.
Opinion was expressed by a num- Tbref! Dolls,' who apparently once
any
company.
in
tribution
Kitty Carlisle nif tily holds up the
been more exciting. Warms them up
On the added talent side, this show ber that' shows are graded into 'A' saw The Three Sailors' and thought
with Jerome Kern's "Yesterdays,' fol- vocal end. She has a radiating per- crop is decidedly of the early-June and-' 'B' productions, with smaller it wasn't a bad idea for an' act: Gals
Is
which
everything.
top
in
to
and,
Shuffle,'
sonality
lowing "Back Bay
variety pleasing, not calculated to camps, like Croft with 20,000 men, do prattfalls, terplng and acrobatics.
the iMnd almost drowns him out;
Herb.
contribute too much strain on the drawing too much 'B' and not The Marines liked It
shoots an okay novelty, 'One Foot in
budget but undoubtedly due to pay enough 'A' product Whether USOthe Groove,' at them next, wallops
Tops her bit off bountifully at the coin windows. Camp Shows has any such classifi'THE MOBE THE WEBBTRB'
home the inevitahle "Begin the a Kiss in the Ocean'.
Maysy and Brach, after a series cation the fellows talking didn't
Beguine' after that and winds up the with a musical salute to armed
mishaps,
claim
know
(there
are
such
clasto
opening
embarrassing
of
service songs and
show with an unidentified clarinet forces, utilizing 'America
Montgomery, Ala., June 1.
The Beau- turned out "to be a colorful team of sifications—Editor); they did sound
exercise in which he really goes to climaxing with
crying for expert unicycllsts. Virginia Austin, a blue note re: their contention that
Prentiss,
Jack Powell,
ISeorge
town and clinches .everything that s tiful'. They were stillLarry
Adler a stand-in for Katie Hepburn on ap- some camps, forts and sea bases are Stroud Twins, Wini Shaw, Gloria
ever been sa'ld about his licorice- Miss Carlisle when
drawing the cream of Hollywood and BrexBfter, Line (6).
came on, and he graciously brought pearance, with her marionets, seems
sticking.
another curtain call.
tame in these surroundings and New York talent, both screen, stage
Band, made up of four saxes, three her back for wiz with the mouth would probably be more at home in and radio, and that other guys are
Adler is a
trombones, three trumpets, bass,
Entertaining features of The More
arrangements, s'6- differsmaller auditorium. A writer or getting 'B' product. They qualified
drums, guitar and piano, Is pretty harp. HJsthe usual stuff, are catchy a
two on her material wouldn't do any this, however, by emphasizing- that the Merrier,' as presented here at
ent from
brassy and has no particular style,
and characteristically Adler. High harm, either. Wally Brown, monolo- most of the so-called 'B' product is Gunter Field, included the marionet
even Shaw's solo work failing to give spot of his act is a terrific arrange- gist walks off with the peak palm Okay or better, and that some of it act of George Prentiss, veteran
Sum total ment of Ravel's 'Bolero'. Lighting rewards of the performance. His is- 'swell'; they'd like a little Al Jol- vaude performer, and Jack Powell,
it any semblance of one.
an instrumental wizard- back- effects combined with Adler's sterl- funny double-talk, though it could son, Kate Smith, Mickey Rooney, burnt-cork ailist, who leaves. a fine
is
grounded by a blare. Castle himself ing work on this and 'Sleepy Lagoon' stand pruning on the polite side, is a et al, though.
impression with something different
gets an Inning at the trumpet on resulted in a terrific ovation for the
natural for this crowd. His patriotic
One thing the fellows made plain in drum and sticks.
"China Boy' and blows hiijnseK home guy. He had to satisfy more with
Then the girls, Winl Shaw, strikfinale, as usual in- these cases, is in
soldiers, in camp, as a rule, have
an easy winner. -For the vocal 'Blues in Night' and 'Heart of questionable teste. Graham Youngs
little or no yen for nudity.
Bur- ing brunet, who sQcks with "The
chores, Shaw's carrying an attrac
Texas'. New wrinkle to his Texas' trumpeted 'Sleepy Lagoon,' backed lesque even if permitted by the Lady in Red' and other numbers,' and
tive little lady named Fredda Gib
is a departure from the usual audi- by the choiring of the brass section, army
would be a bust with the Gloria Brewster; pretty magazine
son, who has done radio work chi'efly ence dapping with song. Adler had
models who goes over .in a short innext-to-dosing slot boys in khaki.
the
ih
nifty
is
They
.also
underIn the past, and she's a rfelief after them 'woo wooing* and thing got
and the weird rhythms of 'Drum- scored their liking for clran shows terview with Clarence Stroud, m.c.
the recent local run of band vocal- plenty of laughs.
with a
boogie' in the Krupa version earned
'clean but lively and entertaining.' Stroud and brother Claude,
ists.
Not only does she have a voite
Dean Murphy Is a smart worker, a riotous reception for the finale.
Croft soldiers have /gone biggest fine line of jokes, had the audieAce
but she uses it in numbers, like with a clever routine that clicks
Burton.
here in continual laughter.
for Al Jolson he went over big at
•Stormy Weather' and 'It - Ain't from the start Murphy mimics nuAttractively costumed, this unit
Camp Croft and Fort Jackson, S.
Necessarily So,' which the usual merous stege and screen stars
has a. strict military touch, .down to
recently and the fellows are stiU
femme singers" with an orch avoid throws In a few radio artists and
the beyy «f six young ladles who aid
K. C.
shooting the breeze about him and In
And for very good also a neat aping of Jimmy Stewart.
like a plague.
the singing and chorus work.
wondermg when and if he will rereasons, too. Gal's only nod to the Tlien impersonations of President
If other USO-Camp Show Units
turn.
norm is 'Somebody Else Is Taking and Mrs. Roosevelt His bit though
are as well balanced as this one, they
Kansas City, May 30.
"Follow
Crowd,'
the
a winter re- will find
My Place,' and even in that she's short, is punchy and funny.
a rich reception at Gunter
Dancers (4), lease,
Paysee
Edith
Gritfith,
baclc
still
rated
Croft
with
ballet,
at
the
average
is
as
closes
Layout
stvlized way ahead of the
Hall.
John Gallus, Mary top dtege productioni to hit the post. field.
Two outside- acts are both clicko, for more rhythm work in which Papc & Conchifa,
Sexton, Herb Six House
Miriam LaVelle has an acrobatic femmes all handle woick on individu- Frances'Home in Wyoming^ (Rep) "The Crazy Show' would have been
Odd part is Orch:
okay
for a holdover, had the bookcontrol dance that's far and above al orchestral chimes.
WIS
BABS DANCE
good musical anrf "Shepherd of the Ozarks^ (Rep). ing schedule allowed, soldiers said.
exhibit
gals
this type of thing, just as easy on that
There wasn't a siiigle sour note oh
her feet as she is on the eyes. At- rhythm and keep up with the orSt Louis, June 2.
This week is the first of four In this one. Fast-moving, straight vaudetractively costumed, she's- on early chestra without a single sour blow.
The "WIjS Bam Dance' troupe,, unwhich the Tower will offer dual fea- ville In style' and tempo, and with
Loop.
and remembered late. Gaudsmlth
der USO sponsorship, drew two big
tures combined with ^. stage show.
comic orchesBrothers, clown acrobats, and their
is„swerving from its policy of Milt Brlttoq and his
audiences' of 1,500 each at the Scott
House
mop
also
tra .in the pit, this show -played
grotesque-looking pooches
Field Air Corps Training Camp near
nearly three years duration, which
N. Y.
up with their pyramiding and turncombined a single feature with a Croft two niehta to packed houses. Belleville, Rl, Jast night In the first
bling in which the dogs are prac
stege attraction, to experiment^ ior Britton and his fellow flddle-bust- of 25 camps tliatjt will visit this
(NEWSBEELS)
tic^y human partners. Although
a month with double billed features. ing farceurs headlined the show, month. Usual 90 mins. shindig was
standard, Gaudsmlths haven't been
to obtain Out 12 years, they have plenty on slashed 30 mins., because of the two
given
behig
is
Attention
Radio and newspaper headlines
around here in years and their crack
in both features so the ball both as clowners and A-1 performances.
clip such as the a theme or type
turn is virtually new locally. For an make it easy for a
semblance of musicians. They heated their muTroupe was made up of the Cumnewsreel entitled that the program has a
Soviet
overture this week, Max Adkins' official
filling as
(Artkino) to continuity, this week's billAutry and sic plenty and rambled the scale like berland Ridge Rutiners, a hill blUy
house band plays, and excellently, a "Siege of Sevastopol'
with the
a wide-open jeep on flatland.
foursome, Crystal Cook, a looker
issue, a corn carnival
current
newsreel
the
lead
off
In
fits
medley of Kern tunes, which
followings the target for
Three Kim Loo Sisters, American- who knows all the tap steps, Jimmy
'Sevastopol' is necessarily restricted Weaver
marShaw's
since
picture
with the
^
born Chinese warblers, swing-styled James, who m.c.'d, Tom Corwin, an
,
since it has obviously come trade.
ried to Kern's daughter, .Betty, and in scope,
New policy requires changmg from their melodies and shared generous- imitator, Smith, Rogers and Eddy, an
through the wringer of wartime cen
Coheru
she's here with him.
the long-observed four stage shows ly in salvo after salvo, of encores aero and zaney softshoe turn, and
sorship. What remains is good, how
daily (five on Saturdays and Sun- and applause. Ditto Ross and Pierre, the Swlngtlme Cowgirls (4), whose
ever, because it provides a glimpsi
days) to three daily and four on comic impersonators.
Glen,
forte is warbling of cowboy ballads
flghtmg
and
I^EITH'S
Russian
soldier
the
of
weekends,- requiring around three
and yodeling.
marine. And the accompanying com
hours for a turnover against about
Plenty of corny stuff was pulled on
mentary is excellent
two hours heretofore. No change MAJOB BOWES PBIZEWimiEBS the air cadets, but they ate up every
Boston, May 29.
than a year ago a Nazi genMore
30c.
of
rate
the
that
prices,
so
Tommy Tucker Orch toifh Kenfin eral said that the Black Sea port in
bit of It and yelled for more. James
the day
of
hour
any
at
seat
any
for
StewEddie White, Thelma Maker, Son Is a versatile youngster and, besides
Somerviile, Don Broum, Bobs
would be token in 24 hours. Comas one
Troupe (6), Chilton & ment that drew laughs was that the entitles this to classification
dra,
Virginia
art; Bell
Tull,
Three
Dolls (Olga his shots at the rest of the cast and
quantity entertainment bar- & Toby Wynn aTid Helen
Thotrios, Don Cumminps; 'Syncopa- Nazi general referred to 'died of of the
Clime) at the appreciative mob, proved a
gains. Response opening days was
tion' (RKO).
talented musician with the tromapoplexy' and several other Nazi brisk. Indicating a justification for Caryl Gould and Miitda Lang.
bone and banjo. A trick hat which
generals have since died similarly, the change.
,»
Some
400
servicemen
Plenty of bands here this week, with the post still holding out. Shots
at
the keeps flyhig off of his head is likeactivity
Stege
of
minutes
41
The
with the Tommy Tucker outfit mak- of Red Army advancing look as if are probably the least of this week s Marine Barracks in the teeming wise a click gag.
ing its Boston stage debut and a flock steged especially for the propaganda three-part program. Combination of Brooklyn Navy Yard jammed an
The first contrlb by the Cumberof other name bands in the film. mills since no enemy is pictured In four hnported acts, weekly amateur ancient gymnasium-recreation hall land Ridge Runners, "Kentucky,' was
That's a pretty heavy load, particu- line of fire. In other shots the Nazi winner and house band stacks up as to capacity Monday (1) night for the just so-so but the cadets, many
larly since Tucker's offering rates as dead are sho\wn lying around. Despite just another variety bill. .Edith Grif- preem performance of 'Major Bowes from the hinterlands In the midwest,
calibre
of
and
Prizewinners.'
it hook line and sinker.
title
and
m.c.
"B'
which
swallowed
medium for band shows.
the
as
unit
wiU
shortcomings
fith, songstress, doubles
Ticker's men are talented, but the this Artkino subject make it a "must." is adequate with what she has to tour Army and Navy posts for the The Runners did better with a
rest of the summer under USO
parody on "The Apple Tree' and the
jtaglng offers little or no novelty.
Flareup in Mexico following Nazi
a submarine attacks Is pointed up in ^Herb Six band starts It off with Camp Shows, Inc., auspices, was fiddlers' own Interp of 'Mocking Bird
Kervin Somerviile
quorum 'of the customers with his two clips, M-G and Par, showing 'String of Pearls', featur<|ig saxist greeted with heavy applause from and "Pop Goes the Weasel.'
vocals ef 'Man Who Came Around' street demonstrations and crowds at Roland Stinson. Opening standard the initial Intro right through to the
The Cook femme clicked in two
tap routines, the last on her toes.
and 'Seven Beers With the Wrong fever-pitch in Mexico City. One of act is that of Conchlta balancing 'Star Spangled Banner.' %
It's hoped the Marines are less of The Cowgirls, attracUvely gowned
Woman'; and Don Brown, romantic the most exciting bits is a shot of an atop poles shouldered by her partadequate in 'Dozen R.A.F. plane bringing down a Nazi ner, Pape. A winner is four-year- a push-over for Hitler and Hirohito In blue dresses, white sombreros and
baritone,
is
Mary Frances Sexton, who than for Major Bowes' kiddies. For boots, won the mob with their warRoses,' 'Dear Mom' and 'Pray for bomber (Pathe). Dogfight was photo- old
Sweetheart
'Cowboy's
of
there was little in the lineup that bling
You.'
On the supper show Babs graphed in slow motion from pit of qualifies with juvenile cutene^.
John Gallus makes his second ap- any but entertainment - starved Tiger Rag,' and 'Deep In the Heart
Stewart had to replace Amy Arnell the R-AJF. fighter, crumpling of
his routines of leathernecks could applaud so hand- of Texas.'
The blonde leader, who
as femme vocalist, Miss Amell being enemy plane's wing and bailing out pearance here jwith
on a clarinet somely. It's the smallest of the 15 did most of the warbling, dished out
too weak to continue after a recent of the Nazi pilot being shown in de- balancing rubber balls
last
in
tune;
while he blows out a
Miss tail. It's a smart piece of work.
Unfortunately,
USO-CSI shows now out and ap- a little yodeling, and while it wa»
operation.
Only 10 of the 36 clips don't touch half of his act he registers somewhat
pears to be the coin-saver thought up only fairish, the audience liked It
Stewart proved to be weak, too, in
line of marionet
"Tom Corwin, who has been in the
after the budget had all been ex
'Heavenly' and Threw a Kiss in the on war topics. In latter category better with his
Griffith then has
show business for half a century, is
there's a roundup of ship launchings chorus girls. Miss
pended on the other units.
Ocean.'
to warble a pop song,
Two pros, Eddie White, the m.c. a so-so Imitator. The last act Smith,
Auxiliary acts save the show. The on Maritime Day (Par), women sign- her own spot
femme her own special, 'I Want to Be An and Caryl Gould, chirper, have been Rogers and Eddy, was a solid smash.
Bells, playing early in the bill dish ing up for the newly created
the Iceman', and a Berlin cavalcade of
added to the contribution from Gal Is the straight for the two boys.
out the gasps with their socko mixed U. S. auxiliary forces (M-G),
of Paysee Dancers,
winds up with the entire cast
turn. story of the showdown on rubber song.'. Foursome
tumbling
teeterboard
and
spot Major Bowes' headquarters. Except Unit
aircraft two couples, are allotted closing
'Good Night Soldiers' and
Special mention goes to a backward (Par) and the British air
ballroom for White, it's an all-femme contin warbling
which the Nans to enter with an acrobatic bit
the entire house singing the Anthem.
filp by one of the girls off a board carrier Illustrious,
more gent.
with a
up
wind
and
Hi;rjl.
times,
terp
several
,
sunk
Aside from the fact It was. -their
up to a very high chair perch, fol- claimed to have
Quin.
Mori.
fla=h in a JHter-bug duo.
(M-G).
at
sea
action
in
somerlowed by a double backward

Gene
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June Winters

Clifford Newdahl
Dob Downey

Gibson

Kathryn Carroll

WEEK OF JUNE
Nnmerals In eonneetlon

how,

bills

irltb

below Indicate opentnc day of

whether, foil or ipllt week.

U Faye £ Mason
Jim Wong Tr

Shop Fields Ore
Rose Marie

.

woonsiDE

Bob
Mills Bros
Buntce Healey
Pansy, the Horse

state (3).
Happy Felton

£ Lou Calts
TOL'NGSTOWN

Coftey

(1-3)

FIXTSBUBOH
(3)

Cabaret

Woods £ Bray
Danny Santos
B £ J Allen

Bills

Jimmy Bdmondson

Buss Morgan Ore

Armando's
Oro

Carlos Montoya

Rolando

(3eo Morris

Don Casanova
Tuehlteco 3
Hen Marden Riviera' Maya
Ore
Freshmen (6)
Don Gllborto Oro
Chavez Ore
BIckoiT RoDse
Pancho Ore
Jean Hunt
BlU BertolotU's
Alaggi McNeills

MBW TOBK

CITT

Dave Barry

Fararaonnt (3)
(Held Over)

Levrls

M

& Van

Hilton

& Mason

Benny Qoodman Bd Ames ft Arno
Tip, Tap & Toe
Rhoda Chase

UINNEAPOUS

Shore

Si

MIAMI
OlynpU (8)

Pammoant

Horace Heldt

BKO (5)
DIale Dunbar
Vaughn Monroe Ore Arthur Treacher
Ross Wyse
& B

Maxlne Bros

Blue Barron Ore

The Alblns

<2S>

Tucker Ore Blackstone
Bell Troupe
DAYTON

Don Cummlngs
Chilton & Thomas

BKO

CLEVELAND
Palace

Prank Pay
ZaSu Pitts
Linda Ware
t Ross Sis

'

\

Billy Lorraine
Charlie Ross
Bernle Grauer
.Cay 90's Quartette

'(

Russ Morgan Ore
Mills. Bros
Eunice Healey
Pansy the Horse
(!»)

Shaw Ore
Gaudsmlth Bros
Miriam lAVel1»
Artie

Sue Ryan

PHILADELPHIA
Earie

& B

Moxlne Bros

De Wolfe

WAjmNOTON

(5)

Mitetaell Ayres Ore
Eaitfl' (6)
Jane WIthera
Roiyettei
Allen, Burns, Cody Hay & Trent
Paul Tlsep Or
(»9)
Buas Morgan Ore
Johnny Barnea

Billy GlllMrt

(Z»>

Eunice Healey
AI Bemie

Dick StabUe Ore
Oracle Barrle

-

PiTTRBCBGH
Stanley

Allen,

Bums, Cody

CITT

Pat 'Henning Co
Nick Long, Jr Co

Music HaU (4)
Betty Bruce
State (4^4)
Robert I<andrum
3 Carrolls
Walter Dare Wahl Tyler & Renard
Rockets
Herbert Faye Co
Ballet
Kay.£ Karol
Glee Club
<T-ie)
Symphony Ore
Rio £ Rita

Bosy (4>
Morgan Co

The Kemmys
Whltey Roberts

Btuart

Cookie Bowers

Vanesnl Go

Carol King
Bob RJpa

Gay

BBIDOEPORT

Foster Girls

Clyde Lucas Oro
Mills Bros

Paul Ash Oro

Bob Hannon

Apollo (S>
4 Inkspots
Sunset Serenaders
Charlie and Dotty
Snake Hips Davis
Beatty and Tulty
Tyler Thome. Post
44th St. Theatre

•

(89)

Oracle Fields

Walter O'Keefe

Hartmans

Zero Mostel
A Bobbins
Brick Layers
«

Willys

Jack Stanton
AI White
Phil

Romano Ore

BBOOKLTN
(6-1)
Betty * Playmates
.

Albermade

Cordon

&

Sawyer
Wallace's Puppets

Boh Henshaw

Pot PourrI RsT
Marine (7>
Helene Mae
Roberta HInes
Story Sis

(Two

& Dean

to nil)

Ma^lr

(6)

Helens Mae
Roberta HInes
Story Sis

(Two

& Dean

to nil)

ManfJ^EorSer'co

£ Wilson
£ Florenx
Gene Baylls.
Ifarrl^ £ Harris
Oarner
Martin

AKROK

.

Palace (0-8)
Artie Shaw Oro
AI Bernle
Miriam' Lavelle

ATJLANTIT CITT
Bteel Pier

Allen

£

Wencea

(7,

Kent

Smoothie*
JuTslrs

only)

Pat Hennlng
Ruthle Barnes

CAMDEN

Towers

(S-l)

Gautler's Sfplech'se

Kaye

LTNBBOOK

Lyabreok

(6)

Bob CofTey
Sammy White
The Harmnnettes
(Two to .fill)

Johnny Mack

Yola £ Lysa
Belmont Balladeers

Howard

„PBOVn»ENCE
(B-7)
Tommy Tucker Ore
Rosalind
Billy

Gordon

GllWt

WAVRBBCRT
Pfrtf'a

(4-8)

Stan Kenton Oro
Gertrude NIesen
Don RIee

Rnth le Barnes

O

Romero £ ^oslta
Jos Capello Oro

Gypsy Norma

King Cole

Norma Lucero

3

Coq Bnoge
Dick Wilson Oro
Bela Bizooy Ore

Boisaslier

Nsldt
Betty Compson
Carlyts Blackwel)
Delia Llnd

(Cocoannt Orore)
Revuera

Mark &

Viola

WUIair <7th nnir)

Enrica & Novello
BDepedroaie (B>
^ Caxrolla..
wonily Herman Ore ^fl,*V«r fir Pn»*1iot»

4

Oro

Velero

Consuelo Moreno
Gloria Belmonte
Rodriguez 3
Trio MIxteco
Del Duca Ore

Marlta

Sonny Kendls Oro
Caballero Ore
Orecntvleti Village
loa
Carol Cbappellt
Rita Renaud
Gloria Manner

DaTann-Hadfld

letb Hole

Lynn- Spofford
Buddy Clarke Ore
(Boyal Palm)
-

:

aub

Marlon Powers
Angel Veloz Oro
Snob Mosely Ore

Harmoneers
Bunny Howard
Charlie Bourne Ens

El ChiCO

Pilar Lopez
Hoslls Rl.n*

Lamb

AI

3

Geo Fontana

Collier

Kamarava Ballet
Kay Doyle

(Garden

Ken

Hl-Uat

KnznstzoS

AdI'a

Babette's Club

Guy Martin Revue
Beth Chains

Bunny Howard
Sybil

£ Sundra

.

Wilson Lang
Hotel Pennsylvania
(Cafe RoBse)
Charlie Splvak Ore
Gary Stevens
Stardustera
Hotel Pierre
(CoUlllOB Room)

jaiatel Roosevelt
Guy) Lombardo Ore

Kenny Gardner
Hotel Bavoy Flan
(Cat* £oBBce)
Jean Sablon
Bob Grant Oro
Hotel Sheraton

(Mamr Boom)

Rutb Low*
Satr Lee

Francis King

Henry Nobl*
Hotel St. Horita
(Cat* d* la Pais)
rhnrlss Coloml'UK

•Tackle Fields
Carlisle SIstera

Jean Anthony

Denny Dawson
Tex Garry
Milton Hutier Oro
Chateau Beaanlt
Rose VenutI (3)
Cbelsta ^>tel
Billy Van (8)
Claridge. Hotel

Boom)

(Mayfalr

Herman Oro

O

Splvy'* Boot

(Clreos

Boom)

Lannge)

Brilliant

Jack Davis

Baum Oro
Bob Knight Ore
Tli» Place
Irene Berkley
Pat. Ring
Evelyn Brock
Charles

-

Webb

Frank Go gen Oro
(Motor Bar)

Skeats Tollwrt

UbaBgieiab
Ketpey Parr
Ann Lewis

-

VeiBaille*

Roy Benson

Wllma Cox
Patricia

King

Chapman
Pee Wee "Miller Co
Edward £ Diane
Jess Altmtller
Jess Jordan Ore
Village Vnacnnrd

Richard D Bennett
Leadbelly
Helen Humes
Eddlr Heywood t

Hodes

Roy Swartz

Caeaaovs

MaUa

Sallzar
Trotter £ MIml

Grant Gardener
Delores

Gary Gray

Du Val
John Berry
Maxlno Musical 3
Dusty Miller Ore

Billy

Int'l

Betly Coette

The Demarcoa
Sandra Kent

Olab Congo

Gamck

Vickie Cooper
Marie -KIbbey

Btagebar

June Price
Ascot Boys')

Jimmy Noone
DownlMat

•

Rm

Stuff Smith Oro
3 Sharps £ Flat*

Room)

Gladys Palmer
tiraemera Hotel
(Olas* HoD*e Bra)

Tony £ Lisa
Joan Baylor
Billings

Crusaders Ore

Mary Sinclair
Dorothy Timmlns
Orand Terrace
Cootie WUIIama O
Brown £ Lee
Caiidy £ Pepper
Evelyn White

Judy Ellington
Mary Ann
Pat Porry

Hoffman Sis
Ted Smith
Duke Yellman Orr
ttepltol LooBge

Jackie William*

Lovey Lane
Belslngs
(Vodrtl Lonnge)
BUI Aftion
Leslie £ Carol
Novelty Acea
Lillian Clarke
Jack Herbert
HI Hat
Diana BarryCarlos Vesta

Paulette LoPlerre
B'm) Harriet Norris

Baaoh

Walter Powell Oro
Grand Terraca
Gloria Parker Ore
Barl

AI.

Tucker

Maaten

£ Daye
£ Wagner

Carroll

£ Gorman

Daniels

Dorothy Mayo
FoBobscot Olnb
R J MacDonald
Ruby Ore
Connie Borleau

Bnck'a Bedford laa
Mao McOraw Oro
Boyole

Dean Murphy
Panamerlcan D'c'n
Kay Vernon
DeSylva Twins

Parchman
Hoymarkct

AI

Statler

Hotel

Nick D-Amlco Oro
Saks
Prankle Connora
Key Taylor
Muriel Kretlow 01*
Harvey Stone
Pete VIera Oro
Saa Mega

Gene Bmerald
Glenn Dale
The Bordens
Dotty Sloan
Cliff Arvin
A] Alexander Ora

Btevadera

£ Goody
Eddy Shepherd
Joe- Banket Ore

Uoftd

Belaseo
Ethel Shepherd
Mora 'Wacky' Kaye Bob Hopkins
Jo £ Joey Mack
Peplto £ Co
Billy Joy £ Juanlta Billy Joy
Reggie Saxe
The Ttoplca

Charmettes Oro
Hand'*
Sun Val Seranaden
London Chop Honie
Sammy DItwrt Ore
Paula Drake
Joan Chapman
OlDb Maytair
Marty Joyce
Carol Crane
Mervin Jensen
Dorothy Gerroa
Pbll Olson Oro

.

Mickey's
Billy

Moagher

Charles

£ R Jenkins

La Temple

ay

Vincent
nelnras liomont
Mickoyetles
Neblnlo'e

Fay £ Andre
Johnny Policy
Laokey 81a
Clepi

Hawkins

Leonard Bee) Oro

Phil Gilbert

Lee Jonas.
Carol Crane
^
Bob Marble Oro

Teme*
Ray Rogers
Shirley

Burke

Jeanne Du Val
BUI Tracy
Jack Nelson Oro
Whittler Hotel
(Oald Cnb Boom)
Herman Pine

Wonder Bar
Aylene Mason
Madalon Baker
Manuel Lopez Ore
Mel-o-Macn Ore
BOP aab
Oala Bhodea
.

Dl Giovanni
Dottle Ard

Jean Moore
Toy £ Jnantta
Delia £ Drigo

Horace Houck Ore

LOS ANCFELES
Jimmy Ahies Oro
Pete Snyder
June Carson
Billy Gray
Billy Snyder.
Billy T.ankln

Bar of Mnsle
Ann Triola'

Betty Hill
Blaine and Blaine

President Hotel

Bob Parrlsh
Congo Oro
Oarkteira Tavera
Don Harris
Hart £ AlHsoa

Bond Box

-

Bobby Lane
Harry Rlehman
Bob Bell
Buddy Franklin O
At Hortzman Ore
Jackie Milee
Fenn Atlantic Hotel Evaiis Ols
(Palm Boom)
Clnb Alabam
Elliott Russell Ore
Florence Whito

Jitterbugs
Sahjl

Stroatlcr

£ Gang
BIM GInb

Eddie Roth Oro
Brown Derby
Three Ryans
Danny Kogers

Wayna Clab

Pat Pat'terson

Beatrice Ploard

Panoblta Villa
Pbll Sklllman Oro

Louie

.

Don Amato
Ray Carlln Ore

Bin McCune Oro

Baby Lawrence

Danny Thoma*
Bob O Lin GlB
Mark Flatter Oro

Joe.de Salvo
BlU Turner Oro
CIm Puree

Jackie Hill

Garwood

flongoettes
.arty Steele

Hotel
(Marine Bn)

"»
Perry Co'mo
Blaehstone Hotel
(UoUneoe Bm.)
Johnny Duffy Oro
PattI Clayton
Brass Ran
Margie Whitney
Tune Toppers
Brevoort Hotel

(Crystal

LaMonte

Judy Wllber
Jessica

Margaret Watklna
CaU £ the Fiddle

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnnt Boom)
Jimmy Joy Ore
Betty Burns

Bob

Paddock

Seymour Hoffman

Carl Bonner

Marianne
Dorben Ols
SBB.OlDb
Tanner Sisters
Johnny Howard

,

.Tohn

Art

Del Parker

jACk Plsber
Tamare Dortva

Will Osborne Oro
Nltza £ Ravel

Elmo Tanner

4

Musle Kali Boy*

-

Benny Resh Oro
Bras* Ban

Ray Benson Oro

Blackbawk
Ted Weems Ore

D'lvons
Six Ver-Slgtw
Tmnce Ifara

Nortbnood laa
Dale Rhodes
Theresa Rudolpb

Charlie Carllaie

Hadley Gls
Manuel Contrera*
(Tavern Boom)
EHel'*
Dave Prltebard Ore Heidelberg Octet
Dick Ware
Hans Muenzer En*
Bob Marshall
Bathskellar
Annette Shields

Bergere Oro
Panohlto Oro

anb

Dorothy Dsering

Edgewater Beaeh

Battery
^

Wlvel
Bob Les
Ford Crane
Mildred Joeelyn
Helen Arthur
Cotinle Joyce
Baron £ BAnay
The Paulens

3700

Morris
Roberta
Evelyn Scott
Hal Hall
Holllo LaVelle
Don Walsb Oro

Olde

Follies
Janet Hackett Girls

Jimmy Uarr

Emile Petti

Beaehcombera
BUI Bailey
Socaxas Ore
Don Luis Oro

'

Sammy

Howard Benedict O
ttJm Beach

Val Ernie Oro

(Famp Room)

Bilen Ortega

Don Pablo Oro

Tiement Plasa
Duke Lorenzo Oro

Amba*sad*r Botal

Pellx de Cola
Roger Roland

St Clair £ Day
Marc Ballero

BUI Brady
LaVonn Moyer
WllllB Weat Jr
Rue Willie
Mortne Howell
Manny Strand Oro
MIohel Ortiz Oro
Flonntlne Oardeo
Prances Urban
Fred Scott
Kay Mayfleld
Sugar Gelso

Marty Magee Oro
Chez Faroe

(Round W'rM
DeL Monte Ore

Ruth Martin
Jackie Martin

Jerry Bergen
Mnrtah Sisters
Grace PoggI
Prakson
R ^rlml Jr Oro
Marie Hollls
Charlie Foy'* Clab
Joe Relchinan Ore
Charley Poy
Coia Hanaoa
Phil Silvers
I/AlglOB
Lorraine Elliott
Jos Martin
Kay £ Xinda Brice
Joe Oakle
Splros Stamo* Oro
Jan Sayitt Oro
(SabBuriae Orill) Valdsz £ Cnrln*
Russ Soule Ore
GwtndolyD. Voansell
Doris Dlipont
doooannt tfrova
Madien Oro
Rags Ragland
Murray £ Gumming
Dolly Kay
Pnddle Martin. Ore an<!e Hayes Lodge
George Deveron
Qable* Inn
Cengrrs* Hotel
-(Blaok Herse Pike)
Isobel de Marco
Earl canolls
(Oyu* Bat Bm)
Vivian Marshal
Nan DeUar
Vincent Bragale Oro
La Salle Hotel
Oebonairs
Mary Healy
Mabel Sloan'a
Red Duncan
\Vest £ McOlnty
P Llnd Hayes Ore
(Faa-Am. Boom)
Buss Taylor
Id Anne Hubbard
Gall Gall
Hollywood Troplrx
Jose-Maazaneres o
Tiny Klein
Drake Hotel
Beryl Wallace
Ssarlea £ Leno
Audrey
(CaaiUIla Hoo«e)
New Torkar
Gable* Ore
Eva Hamilton
Jaohls Green
(Continued on page 56)

Babe Cummlngs
.Valerie

£

Susan..

CUqaot Olob
Lenny Ross
Max Cohen Rev

Toni Sorrel

Ruth Warren

•

Olnb Nemad
'
Mari Kim
•

Donna Darnell

Tiny Kaye
Uarjorle Jan*
Jean Caton
Kent Edward*

Dode Baneb

Johnny

Mary Beth Sire*
Eddy Pens Oro

Ginger Wood
Del Bstes
Allan Coo

Hamp

Bits CarltoB
fM'»»7

H Martinez Oro
Winnie Boveler Gls
Ivanbae
Florence Sohaberl
Barney Richards O
Vlerra Hawallana
Helen Sumnsr

Hotel Dave Uoell Oro
Oo B'd B'm) Eddie Roth Oro
Eddy Morgan Ore
Coloolmaa

Beadde Hotel
'(Snrf
Sand B'm)
Eddy Bradd Ore
Traymore Hotel

V

Wm

Jack Prince
Kay Bboley
Nlta TIndall
Bid Lang Oro

..

'

-

-

.

-

Bill

Valee

<

.

-

(CoatlBOBtnl Boom)
Tar Rett
Geo Scherban Ore

Johnny King

CHIOAOO

Jackie Mabley

Ore

Btevena Hotel
Ohnok. Fostsr Ore
Don DlFlavIo

Lew Connd Oro
Ada Gonzales Trie

Bowery

Town Honse
Esrman Zlehl
Jimmy McHale Ore Lee Walters Ore

Mitzl Crozler

Sol Lake
Tripoli 8

'

Eddie Fritz (4)

£ J Matoney Blvez Cortea
Hotel Bnckmlnlster Jimmy Marr
Pir-ettes (6>
(National Boom)
Robert tl Joan
J Domlnguez Oro
Tic- Too
Annette Henry
Fats Waller Oro
Hotel BsscB

Ken Trevors Ore
Jack Manning Oro
Bill Cronln

Vance

Jerl

Midge Fellows
«0e Gls
Dolly Sterling

Gr'dfather's

The Cava
Don DIBona Or*
.

Wayne

Millie

Ginger Brltton

DETBorr

Lnellle

Spivy
Elsie Houston
Fred KeatInK
Stork. ClBh
Orace Rellly

Male

.

Hotel Bradford

Fa^ £ WelllngloB
Mile Jean
Janeen
Aloha

I« Cmtgrn Clab
Freddie's Cato
F Hernandez Ore
Daro £ Corda
Lindsay's Skybar
Merry Maids
Fred Roner
Joel CanduUo Oro
Eddie Barnes
Sue Sanders
AI Lackey Oro
Pearl do Lucca
Goannet Clab
Uonaco'a Cat»
Royal Hawallans O Howard Le Roy Or
Hetel AUertea
Regal Olnb
Henry Pildner Oro
Dnoby Malvin Oro
Hotel Carter

Echo

Doris Abbott

.

Anne Diamond

.

Dell O'Dell
Charlie Bourne
Jorry Green

Pete

prank Petty

Marusia Bava
MIseha Vzanott
Cornelia- Cedolban

ATLAimC CITY
Ambassador Hotel
Bert Estlow Ore

Wolk Oro

Don Harris

Gay Knight
June March
>Qtfrle Flnnell

Eldorado Chib
Vlckl Nevada
Johnny Kallhul Oro
Hotel Btatler
Marya Manley
Clint Noble Oro
llona de Bournat

Boolt-CadlUne Hotel
Bid Walker
(Book Casino)
Buster Kelm Rav
Marjorle Garrettson Meta Stauder

CAL

QM dob

CLEVELAND

Bio Casino
George Harris Oro
Harry de Angella O Jules and
Helen Carrol
Sir

Maurice Roceo

Alpine Tillage
Poison Oardnsr
Coram
Del Kay
Canslno £ Cortex'
Hotel HoUcndea
Eight Lucky Girls Sylvia £
Froos
Kurtis Marionettes Talla
Elglns
Don Baldon
WMIIe Matthias Oro Sammy Watklns O
Myron Ryan
Katharine Hoyt

Thtxton Sprenger
Charies Wick Ore
Jaequelina
Betel Cleveland
Joseph Sudy's Oro
Hotel Fenway Hnll

(I«iiBge Bar)

Milton .George Ore

Nastia Pollakova

Room)

Mafgo £ Mano
Hotel Fork Onlrai

Ctaarlka

ArcadI Btoyanovsky

Kelly'* Stable

W

Lorno. Roils

Jaro* Sis
(Panther Boom)
Bob Chester

Blanehards

Splvack

Eli

'

Joan

Gene Kerwlo Ore

Caalno

Fun for your Money
Revne

-

Leon Fields

.

Frances

BEVERLY HILLS.

(Bowroan Boom)
Ben Yoet Co
Pete Brown (4)
Betty Brewer
Leonard Ware (3)
Draoe Sis
Frank McGuIre
L» Conga
Hal Chase
Ray Heatherton Or Doily Dawn
Pupl Co
Hotel Commodore
(Cenlnry

WII,LOW OTB PK. Gene Monet Ore

Callahan Sis

(Bhnmba CaslBO
Boom)

Barbour

Frcdrlcas
.Leonora Co-eds

Frances Wayne
Bruce Wendell

Lally Oro

Joe Pafumy Orr
Hotel Blltmore

El norocco
PHILADIXPHIA Chauncey Grey On
Chlqulto Oro
Camiaii (IMI)
Arthur Carney
Bnrica £ Novello
nuaooi Doot
Beverly Whitney
3 Hylton Sis
Lana
Tow'ne £ Knott
P'thole
*
?. ^"l!"''
Zorlta
Stanley Helba Oro
Jim
Wone Tr
Marion Powers
Hotel Flaaa
PITMAN
_
Sunny Tufts
(FenlaB Room)
Frencby Mortln
Dlok tiasparre Or*
Ginger Lynn
The Kemmys
Sara Ann McCabe
Lee Norman Oro
Whltey Roberts
J £ A DIOatanos
Vaneul Co
Fele'S'MoBte Carl*

Metropolitan

£ LaRue

Bird

Harold £ Lola
Yvonne Adair
Fox A Hounds Clab Hal £ Honey Be*

Raaslon Krrlctuna
Vladimir LnrnriifT

'

£

Latla Qoarter
Anthony Bruno Or*

Rhumbollera Oro
HIbbard

Sslly Keith
Ralph Fielder

Jeannie Walters
Glenda Hope

,

l^oble Slsale

Freddy Rubin Oro
Crawfordettes

Marlon

Josephine Del Mar
Galente £ Leonarda
Haywood £. Allan
Imogene
Maria Louisa Lopez
t Chanticleers
Ray McKlnley Oro Sacasas Oro
Obateaa Modene
Harris Ore
Hotel Edlsoa
Angela Velez
Leonard Keller Ore
La Horqola*
Gabriel
Hotel- Essex Haose Frances Connolly
Archie Koty
(Casino on Park)
AI C^rr Oro
Maurice Shaw, Oro
Deane Janis
La Uartlalan*
Claremont Inn
Sammy Kaye Ore
Waller O'Keefe
Charlotte £ Benson
Hotel Bth Ave
Barrys
Joe RIchardel Ore
(Salon Madrid)
Dorothy Blaine
Clob Can»an
Cass Franklin \
Martlnlqueens
DeMarlos
Jerrx Baker
Bmll Coleman Oxo
Guy Rodlan
AI Shayjia
Noro Morales Oro
Fay Marde
Allan Sis
La Tie FBrisleBae
Penny Bancroft
Marian Myies
Roslta
Montengro
Burton
Gross
Oro
Cell Roberts
Irene Hilda
Hotel f.ezInKtoB
aob IB
Monks £ Revle
(Hawaiian Rm)
O Andrews Ore
Eddie Mayehotf
Tutaoi
Ertc Ore
Fred Roner
Momlkal
Jack White
Latla Quarter
Mclntyre- Ore
Diana Fontaine
Juartfr'a RIos
Napua
Prankle Hyer*
Ames £ Amo
LeIlanI laea
Vlnce Corran
Fernando Cansy .O
Roy Sedley
Hotel HoAlptn
Hazel MeNuIty
LeoB a Eddie*
Johnny Mossner Ore
Lillian Fitzgerald
Hotel Nevr Yorker Bddle Efavls
Ann Paige
AI Slegal
(Terrace Room)
Susan Miller
Copacabanit
Johnny Long Ore
Richard Lane
Tommy Dlx
Helen Young
£ B Mae
Loper £ Barrat
Bob Huston (4)
Sonia Shaw
Fernando Alvarea
Roony Roberts
M £ B-Whelan
Samba Sirens
BIssell £ Farley
Eric Thorsen
Walter Long
Cyril Grace
Lou Martin Oro
Betty Jane Smith
Bob Russell
Nerlda
Ore
^
Carol Dexter
Arlane
N Brandwynne Orr
Holsov Plrtrr
Hotel Navarro
Prank Marti Oro
Tommy Lyman
(Midnight Club)

Dorlto

Cratvtord House

Shenaaii Botal
(Celtle Cafe)

Steaben'*

Cemttra

Glide Gray
Gene Baylla
Charles
Irene Vermillion Co Mangean Ring
Sis
HABTFOBD
Clyde Hager
_ State (9-7)
Sid Prussia Oro
Beatrice

Ray Kinney Ore
D'ghfrs of Uncle
Mary Small
6 Dlolnmats

Kei|^

Red Allen Oro
C HIggenbptham
Broadway AI
Underwood £
Underwood

J

CoiUey Squiire Hotel
A] DePorrest
Arthur Ward

<VI*nBa Boea)

£ Sasha

Diamond

D

NEW YORK

Saslia Polinott

taita

£ Lee Rev
ELIZABETH
Morris £ llorrls
LeVere £ Handman
Martin £ Florenz
'Liberty (4-7

Helen Douglass
Helen Shepard

SHERMAN AGENCY

Michel NMIehon

Carroll

Jolene
Ella Wilson

Little

Village)

Tim Herbert
Murphy Sis
£ Rae

JOnes

* Drora Bm)
Oscar BIgart Ore
(Fife

Room)

Morris Raymond
Herman Chlttison

-

NEW TOBK

(Sheraton

Ann Jong

.

Paul Regan

(B)

Brazil

Hotel Btatler
(Terrace Boom)
Leighton Noble Oro
(Cafe Rouge)
Saivy Cavlcobio Ort
Hotel Veadome

Hum £ Strum

SocletT

Dmitri Matvlenko
Kris Kay Oro
Nicholas Mattbey

Dave

Novak

Janice

CTICA
Brick Top
Stealer («-4)
waiter Lynch
Jimmy i*»>
Dorsey Oro Vaughn Monroe Ore Mao
Barnes
Condos Bros
Billy

Kelm Rev

Henrlquetta

VAUDEVILLE THEAIKES

Eddie Mayeholl
Baby HInes'
Caalno Rosie
Nina Tarasova

Nadia

Buster

Hilly Paine

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEICNDENT

'

Paul, Dinky, Eddie
Rug Cutters
Caballers
,
Anise Ic AUfid
HonI Coles
Cozy Cole

Don Dudley Oro

'

Hal Saunders Oro
Dorothy Lewis
John Farrell
(Merry-Go-Boand)
Mark Gilbert I

Terry Sis
Cavallaro Oro
RnlMiB Bleo
Mildred Bailey
Richard Bennett

Rene

Helen Stuart
Hal Lansberry

Teddy Wilson Ore
Albert Ammohs
Fete Johnson-

NEW TOBK CITT
Strand (S)
Cab Calloway Ore

Darlo Mianl
Cocoannt Grove
Mickey Alport Oro
Don Rico Oro

Crawford £ Cosby
(Melody Lounge)
Herb Lewis
Copley Plaia

Jack Colo Co
Adrlenne
AI Gordon Co

Faith Arlen

Zero Mostel
Joe Sullivan
Kennolh SjKncer
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate 4
Eddie South Ore
f^afa

Hotel Slaeratoa
(Sheraton Sky
Garden)

Ray

Sally Sears

Boom

Bulnboir

Danita Rivera
Margaret Grey

(GUss Hat)

(MldtoivD)

(23)

Linda Ware
Ross Sis
Bddle Parks
Nixon & Sans-

Madel'e Harrington
Stella

Willie Solar
Patricia Hall

Sylvia St Clair

ftarooo £' Joan
Carter £ Sharp
Montmarte Boys
Helen Holmes

Prank Sinatra

Jo Stafford
Ziggy Blman
Buddy Rich
Pled Pipers
Hotel Belmont
rinxn

OO's

Cafe Society

Frank Fay
ZaSu Pitts

(6)

Gay

Ross Perfect
Lulu Bates
Kthel Gilbert
George Tonolt
Harry Donelly

Eddie Parks

Taon

.

Shin Thomas
Lynn £ Marianne
Dee Rogers
Moya ainord
Don Sylvlo Oro
Roberto Oro
BlU'a

BOSTON

Sons of Jive
Milt Jlerth 3'
Larry Dennett Oro Oracle Barrle
Hotel Astor
Dick Stabile Oro
(Astor Boot)
Jimmy Kelly**
Tommy Dorsey Ore

Lllyan Dell

WUma

'

10 Honeychiles
Qneens Terrace
Quinton Ore
Phil Forster
Dennis urc
Iceland Restaurant Eppis Brucs
Hesly £ Evans
Danny Arhite
Agnos Dwyer
Llbby £ Betty
Jack Allyn
Nola Day
Ned Harvey Ore
Colette £ Deaoe
Grooverneers
Ted Eddy Oro
Rainbow Grill
Angelo Ore
Russ Smith Oro
Jack Dempsey'a
B'way Bestaaranr Ashborns

NEW YOBX CUT

,

Martin £ Marge
Bobble Allan
Fernando £ Fair
Hotel Blta Carletea Cal Herbert

Hal Robert* Oro

Jeannetto Qarrette
Ernest Frans Ore
Oseen tiary
Consuelo Flowerton
Carol Rhodes
Betty Carter
Pat Pares
B'way Jones (3)
Bill Glass Oro

Hnrrlcane
Lillian Roth
Alan Gale
Copelands

IM Clnb
Oloh Baner Or*
Billy Carr
Sophia Parker

(Bits BooO
Fatanc* Baaa*
Doo Marcus
Leo Relsman Oro
Julia Barbour
(Empire Boom)
Maybells Young R Adelaide Moffott
Maurice £ Cordoba Eddy Dnohin Ora
Club Vanity CVUr
Oower £ Jeanne
John P Models
Abbott
Dancer*
George
Hale
Rev
AI Dlokerman Ore
Iris

Manya Borodkin

Nora Sberidan
Yvonne Boavlor
Hetel I«Baa
Bob Herdy Ore
Annette Leonard
Dave Foreman

Hotel Mlnerra
Bunny MoVey Or*
Barbara Douglas*

May fair

Olnb

Diane Nelson
Martin Locke

Hotel Warwick
(Bnlrigh Room)
VIckl George

£ B

Anthony, Allen

Bobby Whaling Co

Baravtt Ora
(Fteoadmy Cirda)
Kalfbta
Billy Meyer*
Jim Marvin
Rooky Blaworth
i

Le* Noble

Ranoy Week*. Ore

Thompson

Arllns

(t)

BUnatnib'*

Conrad

Cliff

Marina
Rose M Lombardo

Sande Williams Orr

Capitol (S)

Rhyhtm Rockets
Connee Boswell
Whltaon Bros
Robinson & Martin

Hal Le Roy

Beach-obarmera

Bbamba

Elbert

An*

Boom)

(Batlia

Peter Bodge On
Boyd Heathen
Jack £ June Blalr

Dante
Guy Lombardo Oro Phil
William Ross
Georges £ Jalna

Palace (0-11)
Artie Shaw Oro
AI Bernle
Miriam Lavelle

WOBCE8TEB

WASHINGTON

Paul Remos Co
Bonny Rubin
Ultzl Oreen

Stanley

Olive

Sammy White
The Harmonettes
(Two to flin
Plymooth

i

Don Rice

Sunnyslde (7)

MEW TOBK CITT

Astoria
(Starilght Root)

Kay

Starlet*

Hatol Foutata

Dana

Donna Devel
Eva ClougA

Billle Daniels
Chocolate (3)
Harry Gibson
Old Boumanlaa
Sandle Banks
Freddie Bernard
Ada Lublna
Ginger Layns
Joe LaPorts Ore
Place Elecant*

Terry Franconl
notel St. Real*
(Viennese Rnor)
Ethel Smith Ens
Paull Sparr Oro
Hotel Taft
Vincent
Ore
Hotel Waldorf'

5

But Orola

Baachcomt**

Aril*

1942

3t

College Inn Models
Carl Marx

Dalton Boya
Jaok LaVlar

Barry Morrtasejr Ore Vln Palsy
T*an Monti
chlo* Simon* Ore
•aUy HaiTl*
Conrad*

Bud Greg
Haul Webster
Onyx Clob
Nan Blackstone

Or*

Ford

Harrison
(Sky OardeBS)
Charles Colomboa

A NoUb

Noll

BOSIOH

One Fifth At*.

Kathry a- Carroll
Gloria Hope
Terrl Pranconi
Mack Perrin

Variety Oills

Tommy

'

Wednesday, June

48

Harris

'

.

-

Ken Stevens
Dick WInslow Ore
Blltmore Bowl
Penny Lee

Armando £ Llla

Wednesdayt June

3,

1942
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Mama, I'm

off to Yokah^a' and
'Old Gang of
typical Richman material.
He gives his characteristic takeoffs on Jolson, Brice, Cantor, Tucker

Night Club Reviews

rounds

it

Mine.'

It's

out with

—and Richman— and

&

barker and the various members of
the cast, including the Eight Yvonettes (house line) taking part. The
kids portray freaks, acrobats, clowns,
Eddie Davis, Susan Miller with Al
etc.
Siegel, Richard Lane, Sonia Shaw,
The finale is followed by audiMaurice 6 Betty Wielan, Edna May ence
participation stunts, a trade& Paul Winik; Tninlmum, $3.50 week- mark of
Palumbo's, in which defense
days, $4 Saturdays-Sundays.stamps are given as prizes to winners
of the hobby horse races, cocaSubtract from this show one of the cola drinking
contest, through a nipEddie
entertainers,
singing
best
ple) balloon blowing, etc.
Davis, who is virtually a show in
Henry Patrick, an excellent barihimself, and one still has a lot of tone,
strums a guitar and sings durfloor diversion left More in worth,
ing the lulls, accompanied by a
if not volume, than is to be found in
couple of members of Bobby Monro's
most niteries. In fact. Thfe place is band.
heavy soldier trade. Un-

LEON

EDDIE'S, N. Y.

manship. Concluding his bit and the
show, the latter sings 'Uncle Sam
All for U. S. a;' with the Adorables
doing military stepping in precision
and forming a big V. Richman returns with entire company to lead
audience in 'God Bless America.'
Spot«is playing to a nice capacity
with Buddy Franklin's music for
show and dancing. It's a musical
group that's been in and out of
Chicago under various names. This,
however, is by far the best musical
drawing a
House was jampacked when re- aggregation Franklin has assembled.
derstood that L, & S.'s and Jack
viewed, with a seating capacity of It's built on the sweet side, but
Dempsey's are getting the biggest more than 600.
they're capable of the jive and solid
Shal.
the
men
in
uniformed
stuff, too.
Slay from
Loop.
iroadway sector.
The new show here includes five
ac'is in addition to Davis himself,
who's the rich, spicy dessert on top
of the entertainment table d'hote
They are Susan Miller
served.
(with Al Siegel, her coach, at the
giano), Richard Lane, Maurice and
etty Whelan, Sonia Shaw (New
Acts) and the dance team of pdna
May and Paul Winik (New Acte).
Additionally the nitery has a line
of eight girls.
Miss Miller,

discovery of
Seigel's, maker of stars, has improved immensely since she played
Loew's State a few weeks ago on her
second theatre engagement; At that
time she did not appear to advantage, largely because she wasnt
doing the right numbers. Moreover,
she makes a more effective appearance and alreaijy has gained considerable stage presence and that
something which makes a personality
go a long ways.
Miss Miller is doing five numbers
that suit her exceedingly well. They
are '3 Little Sisters,' 'Sleepy Lagoon,*
'Apple Tree,' Tangerine" and Tretty
The "Lagoon" ballad serves
Baby.'
a nice relief for the rather torchy
manner in which- Miss Miller does
the other numbers. There is every
indication now to believe that Siegel
has another find.
Brother-and-slster team of Maurice and Betty Whelan is a whale
of an act. They have three adagio
routines that are extremely sockful.
What set this youthful combination
apart from the general run are the
originality, fine timing and sensatlonalisBV of the routines.
Lane,, who has played theatres, has
an exceptionally fine ventriloquistic
act with a dummy patterned somewhat after the brash manner of
Charlie McCarthy. Included in the
routine is a song as done by the
Lane Impresses deeply
blockhead.
with the high, screaming voice he
imparts to we former without any
recent

.

-

apparent movement of his own lips.
Act draws plenty of laughs in addition to scoring on the novelty angles.

.

-

Davis* numbers include one around
en air-raid warden for laughs, a
parody on 'Heart of Texas,* a medley
of patriotic numbers, There'll Always Be An England,' which he recently broadcast to England by
shortwave, and a southland number.
Chor.
His crisp gags interlard.

PALUMBO'S, PHILLY

VILLA MADRID, PITT
Pittsburgh, May 27.
Etzi Covato Orch (5), JVfark Lane,
Lucille & Eddie Roberts, Michael
Strange, Nils Ic Nadine, Vanef tes (6)
50c. cower.

For 20 years or more now
has

been

associated

Frankie

(for a cafe) turn,
Eddie Roberts, who start out as conventional magicians and then switch
to the mentallst stuff with first-rate
results. Nils and Nadine are^ a .goodlooking couple who specialize In
ballroom adagio, with the emphasis
on the adagio, and the strong-arm
stunts, with the fast, continuous
whirls, are showy and effective.
Straight dancing is adequate, but its
when they go in for the acrobaU(M
that the couple gets over best.
Michael Strange, local singer. Is
turning his Villa Madrid engagement
into a career. He's been held over
time after time and not without rea
son either—a good voice, a nice personality and an altogether effective
vocal interliide. Just a little ihore
polish and Strange should go places,
Club's line is called the vanettes,
six good-looking girls, nicely costumed but sticking to routines that
don't call for much terp ability,

comic,
local
Schluth,
Schluth's stock-in-

Chic4Cro,

May

28.

Harry Richman, Allen Carney, Es
Rufh Clayton, Coppeiw
Chez Puree Adorables
costumes and makeup which he A Patricia,
FranlcUn Orch (12);
changes In an unbelievably short (12), Buddy
time between the various acts. His $2.50 minimum.
gags and manner are pleasing and he
Harry Richman is back at the old
euts the acts through their paces stomping grounds and with him is
ke the veteran that he is. He a show that's fully entertaining durknows Phllly audiences.
more than 75 minutes.
Topping the bill are newcomers in ing
Chez Paree Adorables (Ime) all
is

show.
a bewildering niimber of

Rollins, Florefte,

Ches Davis

Girls (8), Carl Angelica's
'Bullet Scars' (WB).

•Hollywood Scanties'

Is

Band

(4):

fast-mov-

-

etc.

trade

Helen

.

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

pilots the

C.)

Charlotte, N. C, May 29.
Tanglefoot, Howe Sisters (3), Bobo
& Co.-5~(2), Bud & Ethel Winifrey
with Oscar, Ned Haverly, Margo,

and later a nitery called the ing, old-time vaudeville peppered
burlesque.
Ned Haverly,
Music Box which cost Joe HiUer a with
bundle of jack. And again Covato's blackface, got top plaudits with minconnected with a winner. .May not strel
turn.
He opened singing
have the swank of the first of his 'Ragged But Right,' followed with a
smashes, the Flotilla, or the early sand dance to get effects of train.
Plaza, but it's solid and currently This novelty was pleasingly executed
rates with town's ranking cafes,
with a flavor of minstrel Uiat socked
Covato himself is .a former mu- home with old-timers. For an ensician who came up in the business core he did a routine with a broom,
the hard way. The band here still sweeping up sand, singing and docarries his name, but Mark Lane's ing some neat monologing.
fronting and Covato sticks to the
Tanglefoot, comic, scored solidly
managerial-host end, where his per- with a pantomime comic turn. He's
and wide acquaintance on twice, looking best in a feature
sonality
among the burg's club-goers are bet- bit, 'Just a Gigolo,' in which he's asVilla
more.
pay
oft
fitted.
And
ter
sisted by Billie Boyd from the line.
Madrid shows usually go in for at Opens with a cafe scene in which
least one modest name (Rfl Dorsay, girl tries
to roll Tanglefoot and he
Pete Higgins and Dr. Giovanni have turns in some nifty comic panbeen some of the recent headliners) tomiming.
Best bit comes when
but current layout is nameless, al they do a song and dance, with Tanthough okay.
glefoot
standing
behind Miss Boyd,
Headlining is a corking novelty but holding his hands in front of her
and
Lucille
of
team

Philadelphia, May 27.
Hiflhlanders (4), Frank
which is perhaps just as well. G?ls
Schluth, Bob Karll, Sophisticates (3), are- striking enough, howeyer, to
Kaye tc Grey, Gloria French, Bobby keep the eyes for the most part away
Morro Orch (8), Henry Patrick; no from their feet. Covato's band is
cover or minimum.
only five pieces, but it makes plenty
of music, and practically all of it
The 'Big Top' is the motif for the good, for dansapation and the show,
current bill at Frankie Palumbo's which is presented three times
modernized bUtro in' South Phllly. nightly, with a fast tab version for
strictly
of
it
is
And although some
Mark Lane also
the last one.
from com, neverthelesa, it goes over doubles as m.c, simply sticking to
Cohen.
big with the large and. receptive straight announcements.
middle-class audience which jams
Palumbo's nightly for farewell par
ties to draftees, celebrations for victorious bowling teams, bridge clubs,

Harlem

Hollywood Scanties
(BBOADWAY, CHABLOTTE, N.

cafeteria

,

felle Sloane,

_

town, a quartet of sepia singers lookers, smartly costumed, make
Hilrlem
themselves
the
calling
All the
three sock appearances.
Highlanders. The lads come onstage § reduction pieces are glamorously
dolled up in kilts and they play and
one, with the smart costuming ensing Scotch tunes with a Lenox ave- hanced by the lighting. Allan Carnue rhythm.
ney doubles as m.c. and handles it
Bob Karll presents a highly enter- classily.
^,
,
taining ven&lloquist act working
EsteUe Sloane is dynamite on the
with two dolls at the same time. The varied hoofing. Ruth Clayton, soThree Sophisticates are husky gals prano, making her first appearance
who cut up a difiicult comic acro- locally commands a warm welcome.
batic dance act with plenty of kidCarney goes over big on imperding with the customers. The team sonations in his own solo spot. His
is just starting to work together, bits of soap box oratory and night
oonslsting of Rose Mary Kenny, club driidcers in particular brought
Margie winters and Penny Ray- many laughs.
mond.
Qappella and Patricia, smart-lookKaye and Grey, longtime
holdovers (30 weeks), continue with ing ballroom pair, are excellent.
th61r act of comic songs and im- Spins and intricate aero work are
For a concluding
personations, while Gloria French their specialty.
pleases with her rendition of Victor number they do a Mexican dance
that's a high spot.
Herbert ballads.
Richman's singing, as usual, is
The entire troupe takes part in the
'(Soodbye
with
Starts
'circus' finale, with Schluth acting as surefire.
this

.

S.

Shows Pep War Work
sContlnued from page

1

gigantic raids on Cxermany during
the past few days will also be included, it is anticipated,
They will be in the first of the
shows to go out, 'United Nations
Heroes Parade,' in which eight
American soldiers and sailors cited
for bravery in action and eight from
aUied armies and navies will tour
21 cities giving first-hand accounts of
their exploits.
It isn't known yet
who the 18 men. will be, but they
are being flown to this country this

a Messerschmitt ack-acked to death
over London. Following the 'battle'
there wiU be fireworks, one part of
which will depict the recent raid on
Tokyo. Pictures in pyrotechnics of
President Roosevelt, General MacArthur and other leaders will climax the show.
As with the 'Heroes Parade,'
every effort will' be made to attract

workers in war factories. The Army
wants them to see in action the articles of war they are making.
Final show will be the 'Air C^avalweek from United Nation's battle- cade,' in which U.
S. planes. Junkers,
fields in all parts of the world.
Messerschmitts, Airacobras and Zero
Trio of shows will have a sec- fighters will stage sham battles -for
ondary purpose of selling bonds and the public at airports throughout the
stamps .and garnering coin for Army country. It will get imder way about
Emergency Relief; but their primary mid-June at LaGuardia Field, N. Yk
morale-building purpose far tran- There will be no admission, but a
scends mere fund-raising.' They'll heavy pitch put in for war bonds.
provide both inspiration and first- Either Clark Gable or *Wallace
hand information to. every stay-at- Beery is expected to provide an
home, whether he be the man behind added attraction with the 'Cavalcade.*
the man behind the gun or father,
Theatre and other show business
mother, sister or brother of U. S. execs jn each city visited by the
fighting men.
three Government units wiU be
'Heroes Parade' will be priesented called on for assistance and advice
at gigantic rallies, with the public in planning and promotion,
The
invited to hear from the lips of bat- 'Heroes Parade' has been worked; out
tle-tested men themselves how the entirely
by show business, with
United Nations are making out in Spyros Skouras, prez of 20th Centhis war. There will be no fund col- tury-Fox, called to Washington 10
lection and no direct appeal to buy days ago when it became evident
bonds, although it is anticipated that that the whole thing had to be set
stadiums, ball parks and other such up in a hurry and the film industry
spots as the 'Heroes' will appear at, was
the one group that could handle
will be liberally plastered with 'Buy the job.
With highly-trained orBonds' banners.
ganizations in every key city. It was
In between these gigantic rallies hardly more than a matter of send•

Unit Review

Etzi

with
clicko clubs locally. He was one of
the owners of the old Flotilla Club
(now the Yacht Club) when that
boat was the prohibition ei;a's No;
1 pldce to go in Pittsburgh. After that
he had a hand in the Plaza Cafe, a
gold mine for a while; then the
Italian Gardens, also a big moneymaker until the room was torn down.
Now it's the Villa Madrid, once a

Covato

U.

the songs theyi

made famous. It is socko all the
way for the veteran. Telling a few of led the Air Force raid on Tokyo, and aircraft guns go Into action to bring
his well known jokes and stories, Lieut. John D. Bulkeley, of Bataan them down.
Richman works into a piano bit that mosquito boat fame. Some of the
On display will be a Jap plane
emphasizes his long-standing show- British fliers who took part In the brought down at Pearl Harbor and

to create the Illusion that they are
'

.

the

men

will visit

war production

factories and shipyards to shake
hands with the workers who make
the equipment they shoot, or fly, or
sail.
Workers will hear what that
extra clip of ammunition, that can
be made instead of taking an extra
couple minutes for a smoke, can

mean

tacles,

nifty

Home, 20th-Fox pubAbe Lastfogel, topper
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., and the
William Morris agency, as well as
of

'much of Home's

staff.

New

spec,

with 1,200 officers and enlisted

of the

Army

A

-

.

Acts

participating, will

be the biggest of all. Tagged The
Army War Show,' it will get 10c admish at matinees and 50c evenings for
the Army Emergency Relief Fund.
It will go through 14 American cities,
staging a 'battle' each evening and
showing eithibits from every branch
of the Army, from the flame-throW'
ers of the Chemical Warfare Service
to the 'walkie-talkie' radio sets used

He goes through some
gestures that are good for
heavy laughs. In his first turn he's
quite funny in his impression of a
man waiting for a bus and in an
eccentric dance, 'Snake Hips.'
Bobo and Co., magician, scored
heavily with sleight-of-hand, han by the Signal Corps.
dllng .triclcs swlfQy and neatly and
The folks back home will be given
very
working in clever banter.
a closeup of everything that Johnny
pleasing turn. Bud and Ethel Wini
Doughboy does from the moment he
frey with Oscar, a dog, open pleas
is
inducted until he goes into comingly.
Oscar, runs through nifty
They'll see how he's trained,
routine, rolling baby carriage, say- bat.
ing prayers, skipping rope, jumping how his food is cooked, how he's
through hoops, doing arithmetic clothed and the equipment he uses.
problems, carrying out commands
Show opens in Baltimore June 12
and riding tricycle.
and plays for four days. It goes to
Howe sisters are okay in a split Philadelphia June 20-27, Pittsburgh
Although it is same stuff July 3-6, and continues westward
routine.
they did on last show here, the on an itinerary not completely made
crowd didn't seem to mind. Jean up yet. In the nightly 'battle' will
Howe pleases with some pretzel be a' typical motorized Task Force
bending, walking up ladder on hands
and finishing by sitting on\ her own of tanks, jeeps and .other mechanElectrically-conHer sisters open with ac- ical equipment.
head.
cordion and violin, change to xylo- trolled bomb bursts will provide rephone, and wind up with Hawaiian alism as the roar of 'enemy' planes
steel guitars in a fast and well ex- is heard and searchlights and antl<
ecuted musical turn. Their rendition
of 'Stars and Stripes' on the xylophone is spine-tickling. Girls have
cute figures and nice personalities.

her hands.

Working imder Skouras on the
tour are Hal
ad head, and

to a soldier in a foxhole.

'Army War Show*
Second, of the Government

men

ing out telegrams of instruction to
set the wheels in motion.

EDNA MAT

and

PAUL mNIK

Dancing
8 Mis*.

Leon

A

Se Eddie's, N: T.
dancing combination' that has
and should be

flash, reflects ability

asset not only for niterlec, but
and vaudeville
in
picture

an

.

also

houses.

Paul Winik. slender youth, opens
with a couple ballet tap routines,
working fast, while Edna May joins
him doing acrobatic and. high-kick
for contrast. She is in the nature of
a throwback to the kind of highkicking which Evelyn Law, of Ziegfeld 'Follies' davs, and others featHer back kicks ar« excepured.
Char,
tionally good.
'

SONIA SHAW
Donelnr
5 Miiu.

Leon 1; Eddie's, N. X.
A Uthe dancer, who works singly
here as well as In front of a line of
girls, Sonia Shaw's terp technique
suggests promise.

Miss Shaw does a 4evU dance with
the girls and another number, tag-

ged a Javanese jitterbug, which is
along cooch lines. Makes a nice apCui'!'
pearance.

Cohan-'Yankee Doodle'

Margo, from line, is an eye-filler
a semi-nude. Florette does a
;Cootlnaed from pace Zs
bumpstrlp that jars 'em to the back
Helen twice-daily basis, with continuous runs at advanced admissions and 50%
takes three bows.
Rollins, also from line, is okay In a straight
from the first dollar, similarly to manner in which 'York' was sold.
girls in
in

row and

tap specialty. Six of eight
double in other capacities, which
takes edge off their line work. RouGirls show
tines are just fair.
plenty of pep, but routines are
mediocre and none too well reCarl Angelica handles
hearsed.
band nicely and sings okay on

line

parade number.
Full house when caught.

Just.

Some incidents In 'Dandy' are merely conceptions of the script wrlteis,
as for instance the first meeting of Cohan and Harris in a cafe, when they
get the backing for 'Little Johnny Jones' from a dialetlc showmaft. Tfa«
writers probably had the late Martin Beck in mind. As a matter Of fact,
George M. and Sam H, met at a songwriters' picnic on Staten Island and
they agreed to become partners on the ferryboat which carried them back
to Manhattan.'
-

It is true that there never was an actual contract between Cohan and
Harris. Their agreement was sealed by a handclasp and they added or
subtracted millions of dollars without a dispute.
In the first five years of their partnership they bad a pact with Klaw
E. wera
Erlanger. That didn't work out as well as expected, because K.
privileged to buy in up to 50% of Cohan & Ifarrls' ^ows; which were bits.
ducers, directors, writers, flacks and
Erlanger shows;
Harris had the same right In respect to Klaw
Cohan
department chiefs, playing atmoswhich
were
most
of
flops.
phere. There is also a cast of real
Moore,
Victor
including
actors,
Although ill at his country home, George M, Cohan keenly observed
about whom the story revolves.
the advanced notices of 'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' in fact participated
Moore plays the role of a studio therein. At the request of the N. Y. Thnes, which has frequently regateman who gets himself Into a quested contributions from the star, he wrote a script In dialog which
predicament when he tells his son appeared in that daily May 24.
he is the production boss. To carry
It is the supposed conversation between two old time vaudevilllans
out the pretense, he is sitting In De at the comer of 42nd street and Broadway, waiting for vaudeville to
Sylva's office chair when DeMille come back.
One says it has happened and mentions the Clifford C.
phones a colossal production idea. Fischer shows at the 46th Street and 44th Street, the other saying that
Here is where Victor violates the one Is a Friars Frolic and the other a Lambs Gambol.
The a.k.'s then talk about the new picture, one unable to grasp the
most sacred tradition In Hollywood.
Instead of yessing the Great Man, fact that Jimmy Cagney plays' the part of Cohan, or understand why
George M. isn't In it. Cohan's script kids Cohan, but gives Cagney credit
he answers:
for a great performance.
'It stinks.'

Studio Hamolas
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Actors Fund Doing Fine Job

Show, Center—Sonja

Henie, Arthur M. Wirtz.

'Broken
Burton,

Lou Lissner, who was out ot show business for years, is back as company manager of 'Good Night Ladies,' the naughty comedy that origis cleanmg up at the Blackstone, Chicago.
When
New York he had a hunk of a bar and grill next to the Lambs Club,
place now being Pat Finn's. Originally 'Ladies' did not have a member of
the agents and managers union back with it. Union fixed up that little
matter and through Pete Ermatinger, Its los Angeles representative, so

Jonrney'

'The Cast Screams'
Hodge. .

inated on the Coast and
last in

and Garter'

'Star

— Martin
— Martha
— Michael

Recent deaths of a number of improvident well-knowns in show
and the grave illnesses of others currently, pqlnts up anew
the fine purpose, effectiveness and comfort provided by the Actors
Fund. Those in the Icnow believe the actors charity does not often
get enough credit for Its benefactions.
The list of former names In show business who are getting weekly
allowances from the Fund is not short of amazing. Most of those
being aided are aged or HI, and all are broke. These payments have
been going o^for years and the totals In separate Instances are upward of $3,00(r>o-d8t^ -one case showing the Fund has given a onetime star nearly $8,0(w.
Surprising is the fact that while managers and players In legit help
the Fund by appearing In benefit, performances, which Equity makes
mandatory in their contracts, not enough are members of the Fund,
which calls for dues of $2. annually. Fund's membership is less than
Recently the annual report of the Fund showed an excellent
2,000.
business,

Todd.

Lissner got the job.

Evidently those interested in 'Ladies' are not so confident whether
Broadway will accept the farce. Intention, is to play Chi as long as posand dates thereafter in the midwest. After that New York can
have the show, if someone wants to guarantee it $15,000 as an inducement.
Play is an A. H Woods-produced farce by Avery Hopwood and Charlton
Andrews, dating back to 1920, when it was called 'Ladies' Night In a Turkish Bath.' Howard Land and Al Rosen dug Up the show and Cyrus Wood
tricked it up. Skeets Gallagher and Buddy Ebsen are the principal comics.

STRAWHATS

2

sible

NEAR D.C. FOLD
Washington, June

Legit managers have not yet obtained rulings from Washington on prineeded for next scason''s productions, but some theatre maintenance
stipulations have been set forth to date. A limit of $5,000 has been placed
on theatre reconstruction or improvements and, of course, no new theatre
building is permitted. Limit on expenditures precludes the installation
of any more theatre cooling plants for the war's duration. Most Broadway
houses Installed cooling systems in the past three years.
orities

First house known to have been affected by limiting reconstruction
outlays is the National, Washington. It had been planned to play stock
there this summer, but the theatre has no air cooling plant and none can
be installed. Lawrence Langner had proposed operating the National
with stock, but the house will shut down for the sutnmer at the end of
this week, when 'Candida' ends its performances there for Army and Navy

Gas and rubber

restrictions

Sunday

night's

'Night of January

was

f dtile

21 miles

of.

Antoinette Perry's eldest -daughter, Margaret' (Maggie) is working in a
plant, although she is wealthy via an inheritance from
late father, who was an executive in' Cities Service.
Miss Perry surprised friends by entering a trade school and graduating as a technical
expert. Her job is bench assembly and blueprint reading, at which she
became adept within a surprisingly short period of Instruction.
Although her mother has lieen of the stage for many years, Miss Perry
was an actress for only a limited tim.e. She took over the femme lead
In 'Strictly Dishonorable* during the latter part of that hit's Broadway
engagement Several years ago she wed Burgess Meredith, but they
divorced. Antoinette Perry is one of the leaders of the American Theatre Wing and its Stage Door Canteen, remaining on the job day and
night. Her youngest daughter, Elaine, is also active in war work.

Nearly every ticket agency and Broadway boxoftice man attended the
funeral services for Joey Keith held at the Riverside chapel last Wednesday (27). Rabbi Bursten, of the Actors Synagogue, delivered the eulogy,
mentioning that the deceased, who w^s the' favorite nephew of the late
Joe Leblang, had taken care of his faittily since his middle 'teens.
Keith, who was An executive of Leblang-Gray's ticket agency, was on
Intimate terms with prominent ball players. Some called at the chapel
and others sent messages of condolence, including umpires Beans Reardon
and Bill Klem, Jimmy Wilson, manager of the Phillies, Jerry Nugent and
Hans Lobert, of that outfit; Lijppy Durocher, of the Dodgers; Frankie
Frisch, of the Pirates, and Rip Collins, former St Louis first baseman.
.

SPRINGFIELD (MASS.)

ital.

The Roadside

theatre^ on Rockville Pike, has also canceled plans
for summer operations.
The Cochran season lasted but two

Latest war casualty in these parts
the Berkshire Playhouse, which
has operated here for the past 13
seasons. Deciding factor, according
to director WlUIain Miles, was' a
questionnaire sent to former patrons

Is

"

which showed that

would be Im-

it

possible for a large percentage, even
from nearby communities, to attend.
Off -again, on-again status of Berkshire Music festival here didn't help.
While the way Is officially open for
holding of festival, it Is based only
on willingness of Boston orchestra to
take substantial cut, and trustees are
against holding the affair due ta rubber and gas shortage.

sssContlnued from page

Watts (Herald Tribune), .793;
Wilella Waldorf (Post), .688; Burns
ard

Mantle (News),

Schneider, company manager of 'Life With Father,'
were crushed in an elevator accident in Oklahoma City, Jan.
in St Anthony's hospital there, filed suit against the Skirvin
(Willie)

31, and is
hotel, asking $210,000 damages.
His attorney,
Schneider will be disabled for life.

Gomer

Smith, avers that

Damages for loss of earning ability is set at $200,000, while hospitalization, including numerous blood transfusions. Is set at a cost of.
$10,000.
Suit in the local district court will probably be heard in the fall.

had promised net proceeds to Naval
the dailies' leader Relief, folded Saturday (30) at the
The staff caught end of the first week. As A. L. S.
Wood, veteran drama critic of the
amount
Union, phrased It, 'Obstacles all out
mathematicians could reduce those of proportion to the importance of
eight 'wrongs.'
the company developed.'
Kronenberger led the pack right
Fischer, familiar stock figure here
from the start, and was leading at
in seasons past, had ..planned a 10the halfway mark with '902. He improved that by' the season's finale, week season, eight shows a week. In
the
Trade School auditorium. Opencoming fairljr close to Watts' recordwinning average of .950, which the ing night of 'Philadelphia Story' drew
Herald .Trib's crystal-baller chalked about 400, but cancellations outnuml>ered
sales after reviewers had their
up to win last year's sweepstakes on
the legit hits and flops. This year way.
Wood called it an able company;
Watts tumbled to seventh place with
Louise
Mace of the Republican shook
.793, but all the other critics' ratings
were also lower than the previous her head politely in public, while
season's.
W. Harley Rudkln, of the News,
Another obvious- fact In this year's threw the book at it, agreeing only
boxscore, and even less flattering to that setting was acceptable.- So mad
the critics, is the number of 'no- was Mrs. Fischer, 'business manager,
opinions' they handed out.
Only that she visited a lawyer, but the
Kronenberger, Brown and Coleman Blackstone said she couldn't sue the
made a' definite prognostication on critics.
the chances of every show they
evidently
caught 'while
Mantle
couldn't make up his mind on the
high total of 12. Lockridge failed to
Cnrrent
definitely classify three shows; Miss
(June 3-13)
Waldorf, 3; Atkinson, 2, and Anderson and Watts, one apiece.
•Cafe Crown'— Windsor, Bronx (3the

wound up behind
with an

.879 rating.

66

calling 58 'rights,' but no
of phenagling by this rag's

sliiows,

Road Shows

As

before,

Brock Pemberton received a, script vitri^tei) by Ruth. W6od.ward, accompanied by a bottle of Scotch whiskey. Miss Woodward, who is a
friend of long standing, did not indicate the booze was a bribe for his
reading the play, but described it as an heirloom. Manager had a head
cold and the liquor was welcome.

Play is titled 'Yes, Yes, Yes.' Some years ago Miss Woodward wrote
play called The Red Geranium,' which was produced at the old Princess.

:

William A. Brady has gout, he says. There was something the matter
with one of bis feet, though doctors called it other names until Ust week.
Anyhow, he has been kept at home for some time.
Vet showman Was on a strict diet, but now that the gout status has
bepn established it is stricter (ban ever. Rather annoying, h« says.

'

(8-13).

Pay Scale For Ushers

And Doormen

'

New

pay scale for doormen and

that taking in ticket takers and men
on the stage doors. While some- doormen were getting $16, it was learned
that the average. pay for such jobs
was $20, or more. In Instances where
the man got $25, a boost of $1 per
week was voluntarily given by managers.
•New scale for ushers is $11' per
week, as against pay that varied
from $8 to $10, captains getting'about

50% more.

part-time employment, but the .stagehands union decided to organize them to keep any
other union out of the theatre.

SR

'23-'24—CRAIG (Mail)
'24-'25—POLLOCK (Brooklyn Eagle)

78*

97
(Sun)
109
'26-'27—OABElEL (Sun)
.105
'27-'28—ATKINSON (Times)
94
'28-'29— LITTLE (Post)
89
'29-'30—
(Post)
88'30-'31—
(Post)
104
'31-'32—GABBIEL (American)
109
•32-'33—GABBIEL (American)
103
'33-'34—
(Post)
98
'34-'35—
(Post)
SO
'35-'36—GABBIEL (American)
90
'36-'37—
(Mirror)
82
•37-'38—
(Post)
62
'38-'39—ANDERSON (Journal-American).. 73
'39-'40—LOOKBIDGE (Sun)
73
•40-'41—WATTS (Herald Tribune)
60
'41-'42—KBONENBEBGEB (PM)
63

25-'26—GABBIEL

BBOWN
BBOWN

COLEMAN
BBOWN

(3-

J.

••

-'Johnny 2

Is Set

It

x 4'— Flatbush, B'klyn

(2-7); Windsor, Bronx (9-13).
•Life With Father' (2d Co.)—Geary,

S F

'

(3-13)

•

(8-13).

'My Sister Eileen' (2d Co.)— Harris,.
Chi. (3-13).
•My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.)—Colonial,

'Pal

Boston (3-13).
Joey'
Paramount,

—

Park, N.

Asbury

J. (3-6).

'Show Time' (vaude)—Russ Aud.,
San Diego (7); Biltmore, L. A.
(10-13).

'Springtime for Henry'—^Lafayette^
Detroit (3-13).
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Chautauqua's Big Plans
Chautauqua, N. Y., June 2.
total of 35 concerts by the Chautauqua Sjnmphony Orchestra has
been listed for a six-week season
opening July 16 at Chautauqua Institution; Albert Stoessel will conduct
Institution's program, moat ambitious in years, also includes seven
operas in English and seven plays.
Helen Jepson and John Gurney
signed for closing concert

A

Tariety' Boxscore Winners

BROWN
BROWN

'Jason'—Central, Passaic, N.
7).

'Lite with Father' (3d Co.)—Music
ushers In legit theatres, as sought by Box, H'wood (3-13).
•Haobeth'—Ft Meade, Md. (3-4).
theic new union, has been accepted
Mosle la the Air'—Philharmonic
by the managers. Scale for doormen
Aud., L. A. (3-6); Curran, S. F.
is now $22.50 per week minimum,

.

.

Springfield, Mass., June 2.
Harry Fischer's stock company, the
Springfield Resident Players, which

.

KMOX

legs

.646.

'Variety's combined reviewers, as
per t^eir habit of recent seasons,

'

William

STOCK GROUP FOLDS

l^^s

boxscore was fig7).
ured on the new shows only, exclud'Candida'—NaUonal, Wash. (3-8).
St. L.'s AUresco TeeoB
ing revivals, off-Broadway producTree and. Equal'- Cass, Detroit
St. Louis, June 2.
tions', non-commercial efforts, semiBob Lawrence and Norma Terrls pros and other hybrids. Such entries (3-6); Hanna, Cleve. (8-13).
.'Good Night Ladies'—Blackstone,
have ihe fead roles, in 'Glamorous as 'Ghost for Sale,' 'Of V We Sing,'
Chi. (3-13).
Night', which starts an ll-night stand 'Nathan the Wise' and 'Comes the
'42'
'Headllocrs
of
(vaude)—
at the Municipal Theatre Assn.'s al- Revelation' were included. 'Nathan
fresco theatre In Forest Park Thurs- the Wise' was judged on the basis bf Keith's, Grand Rapids (4-6); Grand
day (4). It will be the 24th consecu- the Broadway opening, hot its origi- Opera House, Chi. (10-13).
'Hit the
Deck'—Curran, S. F.
tive season for the outdoor play- nal presentation downtown.
(3-6);
Philharmonic Aud., L. A.
house. New faces to appear'

Equity members, back from Springfield, Mass., fold of Harry Fischer's
in the
Resident Players after one week, are bitter about needles company got cast are Frederic Tozere, Rose Kessthere. They report that: someone stole placard from signposter's truck; ner and Lorraine Bridges. Faces of
that Chamber of Commerce, which backs playgoers of Springfield, wouldn't recent years to make season bow are
okay ad solicitation even with Navy Relief getting proceeds; that Mayor Frederic Persson, Ruth Urban, Al
released stories he wouldn't be a sponsor of 'Philadelphia Story'; that Downing, Florence Ames and John
papers virtually ignored project because of slim advertising budget, Tyres.
though all have been clamoring fot more theatre; that reviews were
Because of war time, curtain has
unnecessarily severe; and too it rained opening sight. Company stood been moved to 8:45 p.m. and Interby Fischer, waiving extra week's pay due under contract
missions will be cut to enable out-oftowners to catch conveyances to
At least part of the backing for Michael Todd's 'Star and Garter' due their homes. New lighting and sound
this month at the Music Box, N. Y., was provided by one of the Florsheim systems have been Installed. More
shoe family. Same source has invested in other' Todd theatrical ven- than $100,000 worth of season ducats
tures.
Producer once worked for the Florsheim shoe company in Chi- have been sold. A coast-to-coast CBS
cago as a salesman.
broadcast,
originating
at
At one time a weekly prize of $10 was offered for suggestions from Sunday (31), constituted the
greatest
Florsheim employees as to how to better the business. After submit- bally the outdoor
enterprise has' ever
Ung 16 ideas, Todd was fired, boss wanting to know who thought who ad.
was running the store. However, Todd was regarded as a 'favorite son'
around the Florsheim outfit.
JOHN MONKS, JB., IN
John Monks, Jr., playwright-actor,
Recent collection in all theatres in New York for the Army and Navy
Rehef Funds was highly satisfactory. In legit houses donations were asked has joined the Marine Corps.
He co-authored 'Brother Rat' with
at One intermission only, ushers handling the collection boxes. They
were Fred Finkelhoffe and has recently
given an impetus by some managers, who gave cash prizes to those ushers
been a member of the cast of the
whose collections were highest
'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' radio
It was noticed, however, that during the eight days the
boxes were program.
passed around the sale of war stamps in the lobbies dropped oft sharply,
then picked up after the drive was over. Stamp sales are made in lobbies
by American Theatre Wing volunteers.

whose

Boxscore

Critics

haymow
the cap-

weeks, Eddie Dowling in 'George
Washington Slept Here' being the
opening show. Critics In WashingDwight Deere Wiman's 'Oh Jupiter' (nee 'All's Fair') which preems to- ton and Baltimore gave the Cochran
night (Wed) at the Shubert, N. Y., has had a call for another $25,000, plans .an abundance of publicity, but
bringing its production cost to $125,000.
Richard Rodgers and Richard the three-gallon motor ride for paKoUmar, ex-actor turned impresario (husband of N. Y. Journal columnist trons was too much to overcome.
Dorothy Kilgallen), are co-presenters with Wiman. Latter is reported
The Olney Jiad been recently renohaving brought in additional money. Lee Shubert has a sizeable piece vated and fortified with a fancy resand others in are Meyer Davis, the maestro; Mrs. Marshall Field III, Mrs. taurant at a cost of $35,000. An IceDeutsch, mother-in-law of Benay Venuta, of the principals, who is the cream manufacturer supplied the
wife of Ensign Armand Deutsch in private life, and Howard S. Cullman. coin.
'Jupiter,' musicalization of 'Warrior's Husband,' stayed out three instead
of two weeks in Boston.
Twentieth-Fox already owns the film rights
Berksbire Newest Casnaliy
to the original play. Rodgers and Hart did the score.
Stockbridge, Mass., June 2.

her

home

its

performance
of
16,' convinced It

to operate a legit

from the heart

relief funds.

New York war

many .disbursements and the support of
for aged professionals at Englewood, N. J.

financial' condition, despite Its

2.

have

given the Washington strawhat theatre a mortal blow. Steve Cochran
closed his Olney playhouse after

3

0-

6.

0

Pet
.677
.753
.826
.857
.862
.800
.898
.817
.917
.864
.908
.855
J)20
.914
.935
.849
.890
.950
.923

.

'

Stnolalr Lewi*, Director

Minneapolis, June 2.
Sinclair Lewis, residing this summer at a suburban lake spot, will
direct one of the plays at the Old
Log theatre, local strawhatter. He
will choose from among 'Blind Alley,' 'Hedda Gabler' or 'Night Must
PaU.'

The

theatre's season opens

with 'Peg

0'

My

Heart'

June 3
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HIT CROP
and Flops of

Hits

M-42

Y 12 OF 66

HITS
IjeVe raw Vf
•Sons O'Fun'

'Best Foot Forward'

•BUtbe Spirit'

Pending Garification of Cast loans'

'Junior Mils'

•Angel Street'
.

XODEBATES

Six Hita and Six Moderates

•Cafe Crown'

'Spring Asain*

'Candle In the Wind'
'Guest In the House'

Uncle Hany*
The Wookey"

tions Since 1923.'24—
Downward B.O. Trend
Noted Since Dec 7

by Night'

'Clash

'In Time to Comff.
'First Crocus'

'More the Merrier'
'Cuckoos on the Hearth'

'Papa is All'
'Johnny on, the Spot'
"Lady Come Across'
'AU In Favor'

'The Distant City'
'Ghost for Sale'

BUT

*AU Men Are Alike'
•Ann* of England'

CLICK REVIVALS,

•Viva O'Brien'
'Good Neighbor'

'Flowers of Virtu**
'Heart of a City*
'They Should Have Stood in Bed'
'Of

V We

Sing'

'Under This Roof

rrheatre'
'Uttle Dark Horse'
'Ring Around Elizabeth'
Parlor'
'Walk Info

'Plan

My

'Moon is Down'
'Autumn HUl'
'Yesterday's Magic'
'What Big Ears'
'Life of Reniy*

•Brooklyn. U. S. A.'
Tie in the Sky'

"Banjo Eyes'

SHOWS niOX FBEVIOVS S£&SONS STILL BUinnNG
'Arsenic and Old Lace'
•Claudia' (return)

'Ah, Wilderness*
'All the Comfort* of
•As You Like It'
'Candida'
•Gondoliers'
•Heddd Gabler'
aolanthe'
•Kiss for Cinderella'

'Life

With Fathet'

"My

Sister Eileen'

'Macbeth*
'Mikado'

Home*

TwcUth VlebV

EqiHty Insbts on 2-Wk. Hinmiimi In

Road Contracts, Despite War Hazards

1923-'24, when 'Variety' started boxscoring seasons and the critics.
On one point only did the season
of 1941-42 display any sign of an
upward turn there were slightly
more new productions, total being
66 as against 62 during the 1940-41

interval.
lowest In

Turf Play,

The

latt«r

MQLLIE STEINBERG DIES;

SHOW QUICK FLOP

doubtless affecting certain rules.
point is definite, however, if
managers place players imder tenTragedy attended the first try as
tract at this time and, because «f
Steinberg,
.events to come, the shows do not a manager by Mollle
open or are unable to reach the*polnt husky-voiced legit preu agent, who
of opening, the minimum of two was found dead in her room at the
weeks salary must be paid.
Piccadilly hotel. N. Y., Friday (29).

One

felt that,

due to unpre- Last week she presented a revival
of 'All the Comfort* of Home' in
association with Mrs. Edith C. Ring'

Should

anything

unforseen

hap-

Jing, at the Longacre,

a press-drubbing.

show

It closed

getting
Satur'

Hayseeds Learn

is

STAGEHANDS MAY TRY
LINING UP S1KAWHATS

interest and was said to have paid
the cast's salaries.. Show grossed
$750 or less on the week, including
the opening night.
Columbus, O., June 2.
Miss Steinberg agented a number
Putting the bee vn the strawhats of shows on Broadway, also the 14th
is being mulled by the International
Street theatre, when used for -epAlliance of Theatrical Stage Em- ertory by Eva LeGallienne.
She
ployes, currently in session here in also handled the press for John
annual national confab. Stagehands Golden for a time. Last season she
feel that the promoters of* cowbarn went to Hollywood and saw a reshows, have long been getting away vival of William Gillette's dated
with murder in operating without 'Home' at the Pasadena Playhouse.
union help.
as
comedies
old
Because
such
Strawhat ops in many cases have 'Charley's Aunt' were revived to
escaped hiring union stagehands by
success, she believed 'Home'
posing as educational institutions.
would do likewise.

^me

was

times.

business. From that
to May 30 (Saturday) 34

show

time up
shows opened on Broadway, Not
one was a hit and only three managed to score moderately.

That'i>ertalns only to neyr shows.
There were some notable successes
since December, such as the surprise draw of the revived 'Porgy
and Bess' and the more recent sock
revival of 'Candida.' 'Macbeth' was'
revived to real coin early in the
season.
To the average playgoer
there was not so much dross, for
the board had and still has most of
such excellent long-run shows as
'Life With Father,' 'Arsenic and Old
Lace,' 'Lady In The Dark.' 'My
Sister Eileen,' 'It Happens on Ice'

in

$12,000

count was the

modem show

day (31).
Those aware of the troubles en' and 'Claudia.'
countered in getting the play opened
Season's sparse success list is made
knew that Miss Steinberg, who. was up of three musical shows, 'Let's
It
was Face It,' 'Sons o' Fun' and 'Best
42, was deeply troubled.
believed she took an overdose of Foot Forward,' three straight plajrs,
sleeping tablets, though the medical 'Junior Miss,' 'Blithe Spirit' and
report did not reveal opiates as the 'Angel Street.' Only holdover musical
cause of death.
was 'Lady in" The Dark,' which
'Home' did not cost much to pre- spanned a second season and closed
sent and it was figured that, with Saturday (30). There were some
Mrs. Ringling interested, there would costly musical flops, such as 'High
be no financial difficulty prior to Kickers,' 'Banjb Eyes' (which would

after the minimum requirem.ent
met, contracts 'Will be subject to
reconsideration. Already conceded is
the contract provision calling for
lower berths. If not 'obtainable, players must accept such travel accomo- premiere. Just how much the press
agent invested was not revealed, but
dations as can be secured,
it is known that J. J. Leventhal put
in $700, refusing on the debut day
to take care of a small bill for props.
Lee Shubert also had a contributing

pen

When the closing notice was posted,
those who accepted the paper lit
lieu of full pay entered claims with
Equity for the loans as* well as the
final 'week's pay.
Val Ernie, the band leader, who

Brit.

.

Managers

the lower

agreed to loan him up to 60% of
their salaries in order to play other
dates booked, where real business
was expected, especially in Chicago.

London, May 10.
There were only 12 shows In the
Maurice J. Wilson's venture into
money, six being unquestioned hits
and six. of moderate^ success rating, legit, in association with Geoffrey
C^ddhart,
has
not
proved profitable.
an incredibly low record compared
to preceding season. It means tiiat Vehicle was Clifford Odets' 'Golden
the click changes dropped, only one Boy,' v^iich folded after five weeks.
Spots
played
y/erp
Glasgow, Bradshow
every 5% presentations esford, Nottingham, Brighton and Hull.
caping the red.
A few seasons back one out of With exception of Hull, these spots
are
nominally
moneymakers.
But
shows
three,
and
a
fraction
every
proved okay, while the average over show yielded only profit in Glasgow.
Reasons for flop are (1) no names
'a period of years was one out of
every four and « fraction. There in the cast (2) Odets as dramatist
were 12 hits and four moderates In meant very little to provincials and
'40-41, a total '«f 16 money shows;
(3) 'Golden Boy' 'title conveyed the
In '39-40 there were 23 In the win- -wrong thing to the country yokels,
with some under the impression it
ning circle, 14 being definite hits,
was
a race. horse and quite annoyed
Debacle Started Dee. 7
Records reyeal that Dec. 7, '41, was after show that' no four-legged ania fateful day in many ways. Not mal franced across the stage.
But,
despite setback, new produc>
Only did the Japs' sneak punch at
Pearl Harbor thrust America into ing combo Is quite ready to revive
combat but it. star ted a downward show In the West End If it can line
lip
a
name
cast.
curve in many American activities,
including

dictable conditions, they should l>e
permitted to cancel bookings without salary liability, if opening is impractical or hnppssible. Equity takes
the slant that it would be unfair to
tie up people through stmuner with
contracts without, assurance of at
least the minimum two weeks. Showmen were told the alternative was
not to give out contracts, until sure
the shows wiU open on schedule.

off

When the ?how played Boston,
Jessel told the players it might as
well close as business was disappohiting.
Stated the actors then

Boy No

.

'Hivala'

war

show back and pay

.

Whether the critics and the Pulit- In its last week grossed $22,000.
zer bunch called the turn by de- Show starts on tour early in the fall.
ciding there was no play this season
really worthy of citation Is open
to argument, but there can be no
doubt that th* quality of drama
unfolded was sub-normal. There
were fewer shows that clicked at the
boxoflice than at any time since

m

'

'Pinafore*

1ST

the

salaried

manager and Arthur
new plays are claims by the principals which were
alleged to l>e 'loans' to George Jessel
There were 40 standees for the and not deductable from the guarantee coin.
final performance' of 'Lady,' which

.

Titrates of Pcnzanc*'
'Por^y and Bess'

Equity appears to bav* an open
mind about regulations on Broad
way and the road next, season, the

when

arose

people.
According
to
Equity 'Kickers' was 'stranded,' but
the management says that is not actually true.
It claims that there 1*
more than enough money guaranSircom teed to pay off, but there were

ness

—

'Walking Gentleman*
'The Strings, My liOrd, Are False'
'Comes the Revelation'

•Letters to Lucerne*

situation

Kickers' closed in Chicago
without the company being paid olt,
and Equity forwarded $9,000 to bring

N. Y, Saturday (30), li slated tb
leave for Dennis, Mass., this week,
where she will b« interested in the
summer stock activities of the Cape
Playhouse, in the absence of her
husband, Richard Aldrich, who is
in the Navy, John A. Pinto is busi-

'Golden

M'

'Johnny 2x4'
'Nathan the Wis**

•Seventh Trumpet'
'Hope for a Harvest'
'Sunny River'
'Golden Wings'

VAUDE

By JACK PULASKI

•Solitaire'

•Man With Blonde Hair*
Walrus and the Carpenter*

Peculiar,

'High

will direct. Several
slated for tryout.

'Jason'
•Lily of the Valley*
'Snookie'

-'Land Is Bright'
'High Kickers'

Gertrude Lawrence WiU
Operate Dennis Strawhat

Repreaent Lowest Averace
Gertrude Lawrence, who closed in
In Number of New Produc- .^dy hi the Dark,' at the Alvin,

FAIIUB£S
'Village Green'
'Brother Cain'.

'Mr.

Pay Guarantee Held Up

"Kickers'

Chicago and who posted a

bank

letter of credit to 'guar-

antee the •Kickers' people, advised
the bank in N.Y. not to turn any
coin over to Equity. Bandsman figured that he might save $5,006 of
the guarantee money if the LO.U.'s
were not recognized as collectible
against the bond, and it was stated
from the managerial end that as
soon as the loans were excluded the
money -would be available to Equity.
Sophie Tucker, >i^or was costarred witii Jessel In <Kickers,' con«
ferred with Equity upon .Tetura
from CHiioago and -agreed nbt to
'

collection on heir I.O.U.'s,
amounting to about^ $3,000,
However, $1,500 is due her for the final

press

:

week

6f the show (J^ssel's salarywas tl.OOO, plus a percentage of
profits, but the show closed 140 G'a
in the red). To clarify the matter,'
however, it will be necessary for
others who made loans' tO'^o likewise,
thoseInvolved ' including
.

Yorke and King, Chaz Chase, Betty
Bruce and Franklyn Fox.
Equity looks, to Jessel for the. sal*
arles, as he signed the contracts. It
court proceedings are entered into,the 'Kickers' corporation officer*
will also be made defendants, jqi
eluding Jessel's attorney, Martla rj.
'

.

ACTORS BURNING AT
AGENTS'LEGAL CURVE

.

DesmonlContrary to general

belief,

Alfred

Although a New York state bill Bloomlngdale ip not Involved In the
that would have lifted the limit on 'Kickers' mess. He pulled out of th*
actors commission to agents was managerial end some weeks befor*
vetoed, there is still some acrimony the show closed hi N.Y.
in actors circles over what is alleged
to have been an attempt by certain
agencies to beat EqUit^- 5% rule.
Reported that an Equity official, in
.

;

WELATIONVSNAPS

arguing the matter with a caster's
compared it with the Japs'
sneak punch at Pearl Harbor, with
the. lawyer burning plenty.
It was said that if the agencies had
talked over the measure with the
talent unions the feeling might not
have arisen.' Equity people heard
about the bill sometime after it was
introduced into the assembly at Albany and attempted to get a hearing before passage, but met rebuffs.
It is not imexpected that the casters
will make further attempts to boost
commissions in one way or another.
attorney,

have been among the toppers, but
for its sudden closing when Eddie afterwards were knocked off quickly.
became ill) and 'Viva What was expected to be an excepCantor
O'Brien.'
tion was The Moon Is Down.' Wide
Vaode Revival
popularity of the book brought very
During the earl> :>prlng vaudeville active Interest among playgoers for
turned legit, led by Trlorites of a short time at least, then attendance
1942,' foUowed by 'Keep 'Em Laugh-, started to slip so definitely that the
ing' and its successor, "Top Notchers.' management gave up the play and
Such layouts could be classed as it played a bit longer (closes Saturrevues, but represent hardly any day) only because another manager
However, at took over.
Theatre partie^ kept
production outlay.
weekend ticket' scale of $2.75, the 'Moon' among' the good grossers
variety outfits are competing with for about fou'r weeks.
Listing of the season's 54 flops,
leglters « and carried in the same
the few successes and other data
alphabetical show list in the dallies.
America's entry in the war ap- appears in this section. Not listed
parently sounded the death knell are the dozen shows which opened
for war plays. The Wookey,' which out of town but were not brought
was among the autumn shows most to Broadway. Inclusion of these
in demand, plun^eted at the box- would Increase the production count,
office.
War dramas which came but alFO would up the flop crop
,

SHOE-STRMG SUDDENLY
'Comes the Revelation,' the final'
production of the season, which
opened 'last week (26) at the former
Jolson theatre, N. Y., was one of the
quickest failures of the ill-starred
It wias forced off
spring period.
after three performances, bankroll
trouble, which cancelled a couple of
previews, again being the answer.
John Morris Chanin, no relation to
the Chanlns who were formerly aC'.

tlve

on Broadway, and Richard Kar'

Ian, an actor, presented the show.
New managers appeared to have
shoe-stringed the play and had trouble getting up'the balance of th^ coin
required to guarantee two weeks'
salary.
Rehearsal money for the
week prior to the opening was paid
off in checks, which bounced; Equity
for the second time stepped in and,
when the cash for the rubber was
not forthcoming, the show stopped. _
Summer season gets under way
this week, first show being 'By' Jupiter' ('All's Fair*), a musical comedy
which premieres at the Shubert tonight (3) at $6.60 top, regular night
June will see a
scale being $4.^0..
revue, 'Star. an4-'0arter,' at the Music
Box, and several straight plays will
also enter' Brdadway's list before
July 4.
'

.

.

—
Wednesdajt June

LE6IT1MATB
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18 Shows in N. Y. Against 31 in London;
B.O. Dips, But let's Face

It'

FREE AND EQUAL

SaOOO,

Detroit,

W/^ All OK

Tun'. $30,000, 'Harry',
in

hoases
with
cast Mnmie
changes; 'The Cat Screams' follows Anna Lois Quincy

don, according to recent reports, IT
shows being straight' plays, balance in here.
'The Strlnes, My Lord, Are False,'
of the card being made up of 12 muBroadway Royale. Taken off Saturday after
sicals and two ballets,
starts the summer with 18 offerings playing two weeks less one night.
'Uncle Harry,' Broadhurgt (D-1,142;
two of which are vaudeville bills.
Business offish in some spots last $3.30). Only show of spring that apweek. One arrival this week, 'By pears to have chance; meller rated
Jupiter,' a musical at the Shubert. getting more than $10,500, which is
Two recent entrants and a revival profitable pace.
disappeared Saturday (30), and at

REVIVALS

least two more attractions will drop
out this week.

AH the Comforts of Home,* LongYanked Saturday after playacre.
Estimates for Last Week
ing one week to very little coin.
Keys: C (Comedy;, D (Drama),
'Porgy and Bess,' Majestic (19th
CD iComcdy-DTama) R (Revue), week) (M-1,175; $2.75). Although
(Musical), O (Operetta).
under pace of early months, still
'Angel Street,' Golden (25th week) making real money; last week at(D-785; $3.30). Somewhat down last tendance bettered surprisingly to
week, but gross bettered $10,000 and nearly $18,000.
indications are for goodly profit at
,

M

Luke Quincy..
nubber JonW

.•

Upshnw

EUslo

Fletch Upshnw
Jasper Honeycutt
Suale Honeycutt...
Asa Blalock
Rusty Haskell

Charles Keane
Georgia BImnionB

Edwin RedcMng
Stuart Fox

With a troupe of able actors playcharacters that the local pre-

ing

Broadway audience wanted
the

than

better

like

to

permitted,

lines

m On Fmale;

$23,500

ladies Big

1942

Been,'

$16i;00,

81/26

1.

Walter Burke
Robert Burton
Pauline Myers
Bentrlce Pearson
Jnmes Barton
John Harvey
Paula Trueman
J«bn Etrrat

Hubert

LIgo Ulanton....

Lon- neighborhood

June

Comoay in three acts by George O'NeBl,
presented by John Oolden at Can, Detroit,
Juno 1, '-42. ators James Bnrlon: production supervised by Philip Dunning; setting by CIrker & Robbing.
John MBrrlott
Marsh Prldemore
Tweedy

There are 31 theatres open

'Rime Smadi

Town

Play Ont of

S,

Chicago, June 2.
Currently there are only two
shows in Chicago, 'Good Night
;Contloiied from page 1;
Ladies,' Blackstone, and the repeater^
be a number of complications. Abput 'Sister EUeen,' In the Harris.
half the legit list plays Sunday
Estimate* for Last Week
nights and some also give matinees
'Good Night Ladles,' Blackstone
on that day. Switch of the after- (7th week) (1,200; $2,75). Looks for
noon showing to Friday (12) was long life here, despite eager bidding
also
suggested, but the
general of N. Y. theatre man. Again smashed
(
thought about the proposal was th^t through to hefty $16,500.
IWy SIsUr Eileen,' Harris (2d
it seems unnecessary to call off the
week) (1,000; $1.66). With the Er.^
matinees in order to Impress upon langer how dark there was
some talk
N. Y. the seriousness and importance of this show shifting over.
Stays
of the war effort Pointed out mat- here, however, and came in at reV
inees cover but a three-hour jieriod, duced admission to $8,500.
'Watob on the Rhine,' Grand (3d
while the parade is scheduled for
Hit
all day
unless it should rain.
It and final week) (1,200; $3.30).
was not nude clear, either, whether top of the season for dramatic show,
going to absolute sellout at $23,500
picture theatres throughout the city
in closing stanza.
were supposed to close for. the afternoon or whether Uie id6a was just

3 War

Drives

.

.

—

George O'Neal's new comedy, 'Free
and Equal' bowed- in at the Cass theImpression was
atre here tonight.
that only by dint of extraordinary
hypos will this one make the grade.
It's got funny stuff and funny peo- for legit

ple, but they're not assembled to
make the most of either. Play conADDED
cerns an easy-going southern sherifr,
that figure.
'Claudia,' St. James (return en- James Barton, who becomes involved
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
Pop in spite of himself in the near-lynch$1.65).
(C-1.520;
Uttle gagement)
(72d week) (CD-838; $3.30).
and
ing of his good colored friend, John
prices attracted bpxoffice lines
off, but came back with big SaturCaught kissing the sheriff's
date
estimated
repeat
Marriott.
week
of
first
day night and the gross was quoted
pretty daughter (Beatrice Pearson),
over $9,000; strong at scale.
at $12,000; plenty for run show.
a town no-account (John Eftrat)
'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
shoots the colpred man who has
(35th week) (M-1,104; $4.40). Rose'Top Notchers,' 44th St. (1,385; walked in on them, then alibis that
mary Lane out and Joy Hodges in for $2.20). New vaude bill replaced one the shooting was to avenge the sulexpected summer stay; now playing called 'Keep *Em Laughing'; opened lied honor of his cousin, Paula TrueSundays; around $17,000; okay.
Friday and accorded rather good man. Clousin, a neurotic and wellweek)
press.
(30th
Booth
played man-chaser, swears to the lie,
Spirit,'
'Blithe
•Priorities of 1942,' 46th St. (10th and the pair make it stick.
Again approxi(CD-712; $3.30).
mated $12,000; aftiong the straight- week) (1,347; $250). First of the
Barton goes to bat for his friend.
vaude-revues to open tmd the best; When he can't reach the Governor
play winners through- season.
business continues to profitable gait; for a pardon, he succumbs to his
•By Jupiter,' Shubert (M-1,325;
old failing, drink, for the first time
Presented by Dwlght Deere $20,000 estimated.
$4.40).
since he swore oft on taking office,
Wiman; written by Richard Hogers
and. In his cups, lets the Negro go
and Lorenz Hart; tried out in Boston

A

From quarters outside show business the parade idea wa» criticized.
Reply of the committee heads was
that the outlay would be comparatively small, as most of thfe floats
were virtual donations from businesses, and other costs are supposed

HUB B O

.

OFF;

'JUPITERV13y2G

VAUDE-BEWES

under
night

title
(3).

Fair';

'All's

opens
,

to-

,

,

'Comes the Kcvelation,' Jolson's.
Terminated abruptly last Thursday
(28) after playing three performances; panned.
'Gnest

in

House,'

the

SEASON'S

HIGH

Plymouth

The
$3.30).
chances of summer stay fair; business moderate right along, with last
•week's takings estimated over $8,000.
Mnnlor Miss.' Lyceum (28th week)
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Straight-play leader was somewhat off last week, when
the gross was around $14,000; excellent operating profit at that level.
'Let's Face It,' Imperial (31st week)
(M-1,450; $4.40). Was oft, too, but a
(14th

Pin

free.

week) (CD-1,057;

$550,000

the wrong
Pittsburgh, June

Nixon

up

2.

legit sea-

theatre
son with total of 33 weeks and gross
business of more than $550,000, to
give it the best -year since booi|i days
when Tollies,' "Scandals' and 'Vanities' used to consider It a poor six
days when take fell bfelow $40,000.
solid musical sock and is getting In addition, town had additional fortclose to top money on the list; nearly night of legit at Senator, ordinarily
$29,000.
a film house, which played 'Life
'Life With Father,' Empire (133d With Father' for two weeks to better
Week) (C-1,082; $3.30). Dipped a bit, than $45,000.
but takings were over the $11,000
Nixon season showed 11 weeks of
along
mark and ^t that pace can go
musicals, as against 23 of straight

through summer.

Itty Sister Eileen.' Biltmore (75th

Sundays
week) (CD-891; $3.30).
have been helping this run show
maintain fairly good weekly operating profit and snow is away out in
front; $9,500; slightly down.
•Sons o' Fun.' Winter Garden (26th
week) (CD-i,519: $4.40). Is rated
around .$30,000, which is a slight dip
from previous weeks; best money in
town by narrow margin; Wynn Mur-

finished

High for year was 'Hellzwhich did $32,500 New
Years week, with 'Johnny Belinda'
getting the low, around $4,000. Runners-up to 'Hellz' were 'Louisiana
Purchase,' $20,000 first week and just
two grand less in the second; 'Without ^Love,' at more than $28,000;
shows.

apoppin,'

Down,' Martin Beck
Final and 9th week;
played two weeks more than intended; slipped to around $7,000; due in

moment

IN LA.; 'FATHER,'

lOiG

way

A

A

-

Pooler.

Play on Broadway

Comes the Revelation
In three acta (tour scenes)

Staged by Herman RolRalph Alswang:- presented
Richard Karlan
bv John Morris Chanin

at Jolnon theatre, N. T.,
top (f2.20 opening).

Benjamin

Ma

Bnmey

Mrs. Garrett

TO DINNER''
•VOU'RE IN THE ARMY. NOW"

WARNER

Ust.

BROS.

LOU CLAXTON

SACRIFICE
Biitat« with Honse, sood for ali-jraaroroDDd residence 8 rooms, 2 b^tlu.
Kamce, Completely, landsraped, itO
n. water front (private Beneh) ; lartce
da«lc| t^le from B.B. itatloD, 208
Bajrtront
Drive,
Baldwia Harlwr.
Lonic blond (On Great Soatb Bnv).
Pbonet Mr., jrUUanu, Bb. t-eflSV.
;

—

Sheriff
Sheriff's

" Neighbors:
wards.

OK m

Carol Spear,

vltsch,

Cleye. Split

Cleveland, June 2^
Maurice Evans' 'Macbeth,' with
four showings at $3.30 top, drew estimated $13,500, against $10,400 for four
Helen Hayes* 'Candle in the Wind,'
also at

Hanna

last

week.

FOR SALE
—
BCr««

land

SoventJ'
lake. Centnijr-old

IS-ncie

remodeled

hoiue—nutloi 0 room,'

ramp

Kew

coort.

Adaptable

private
fa.rm-

eleotrloItT,
for olnb,

or' retreat.
SIxtr miles from
In Newton, M. 3. Aeceiwil-

Tork

noldii.

Box

Write—W.

C. BeyD2, Newton, New Jersey.

ble ret secladed.

m^e

Boston, June

26,

'VI $1,09

"

day

(1) at $1.65 ton.

William Thornton
Audra Lindley
Mitchell Harris

George Leach
June Stewart
Sara Floyd

Mona Moray
:

.

. . .

.Kathryn Cameron
rMaurlce MInnIck
f...Clay Turdln

t>on Valentine.

'Coin^ the Revelation' is an awk'
ward attempt that, won't be remem'
bered long. But at least It will involve a comparatively small financial loss.

Play, notably similar In atmos
'Macbeth' had benefit of weekend
showing, followed by Miss Hayes' phere and flavor to 'Tobacco Road,'
midweek performances.
deals with a shiftless family in an
upstate New York town in 1827.
There is no real theme, but the main
'Eileen' 40 in Bridgeport
story tells of the unprincipled, perBridgeport, June 2.
suasive-tongued son who becomes a
'My Sister Eileen,' with Betty Fur- charlatan religious prophet after
ness, SRO'd Klein Memorial Audi- pretending to have seen a vision.
torium on one-niter Friday (29), It's a sormd, oppressively dull yarn.
grossing better than $3,800 at $3.30
One of the few amusing moments
top in 1,500-seater. House had to put occurs when the preacher's brother
down -extra chairs.
returns from a 'long absence to learn
New Ed Wynn vaude show breaks that his wife had a child by the
in here June 13-14, as did 'Priorities' preacher.
When he is reproachful,
and 'Keep 'Em Laughing' prior to the preacher complains, 'I never had
their Broadway preems.
a moment's satlsfactfon or happiness

-

Week

Estimate's for Last

Shubert (3d week)
New Rodgers-Hart
(1,600; $3.30).
musical improved while here, but
stirred only tepid b.o. Interest Final
'By"

week

Jiiplt*r,'

$13,500.

'The Corn Is Green,' Colonial (4th
J«Iss Barry(1.643; $2.75).
more's Injury of last week and ua«
certainty of her performing Saturday (30) cut into the take for final

week)

$10,000.

CANDIDA' ADVANCE SRO

win the war.
James F. Reilly, secretary of the

$33,000

legit

INJ^HINGTON

managerial League, has advised

who are heading the drives
that they should contact the proper
organizations to secure the sought'
for cooperation.
Applications for
speeches in legit- ^theatres will be
handled by the Emergency Council,
234 West 44th street. Requests for
talent should be made to the United
Theatrical War. Activities Committee, 2 West 45th street while all re^
quests for speakers and servicing of
collections should be made to the
those

,

Washington, June
Katherlne Cornell-Burgess Mere2.

-

,

dith production 6f 'Candida' sold out
for the week before the opening per-

formance

last

night (Monday ). Gross

will reach $33,000 at $3,85 top. Mail
orders accounted for $16,000 of this
business.

John Montague, of 'Arsenic and
Old Lace,' escorted Laura Hope
Crews and E^le Shannon to the
White House, where they extended
an invitation to Mri, ftanklln D.
American Theatre Wing War Serv- Roosevelt to attend. First Lady not
only wrote out a check for six tickice, 730 Fifth avenue.

It has also been suggested that
speeches desighe'd for theatres should
be written with the various types of
audiences In mind, .Indicating the
wide' sptead between persons attending Carnegie Hall, legit shows
and picture houses. Drive heads
were also informed that speeches
were not infrequently too long for
utterances during intermissions, and
there were lnstan(<e& where performances were thereby prolonged beyond the time limit set by the unions
and payment, for overtime was ne-

Wendell K. Phillips
Carrori Hartlcy cessitated.
Wendell Corey
Will Geer
Grovcr Burgess
John Thomas
Lesley Woods
..Richard Karlan

2.

Legit season tapered off to a fizzle
here last week, as both 'By Jupiter'
and 'The Corn Is Green* suffered from
warm weather trouble. 'By Jupiter*
closed a three-week tryout-revision
run here with a pallid gross, and will
open Wednesday (3) at the Shubert,
N. Y. 'My Sister Eileen' opened a
pop-price run at .the Colonial Mon-

of the city's determination to help

out of It' Whereupon the brother
convulses the audience by blurting,
'I ain't askuig you for a testimonial.'
If not exactly typical of the whole
play, that is at least indicative.
Nobody could have put across
such a script but, even so; some of
the production, staging and acting
aspects of the show are at least
curious. For instance, there are five
main femme parts, and blondes have
been cast in all of them. And for
some unapparent reason, the actors
using the stairway at stage right
stumbled In making about half their
entrances and exits opening night.
In the large, unimpressive cast
only Wendell Corey, as the sham
prophet; Maiy Perry, as his mother;
Lesley Woods, as his disillusioned
wife, and Audra Lindley, as his
wench sister-in-laW; are able to give
creditable performances. The others
vary from adequate to inept It's a
first attempt for co-presenters John
Morris Chanin and Richard JCarlan.
Others associated with the production end. are likewise unknowns' to
.

,

tennis

May

O. Swayne Gordon
Mary Perry
;.. Peter Hobbe

Deputy
Horold Carlton, Claire EdM. ^vans, James Good, R. JovanoBetty Claire, Harry Rosenberg,

Ueth\13iG, Hayes,
lOiQ,

:

by Louis Vltteo.
sten; setting by

Flanders
Zackary Flanders
Los Angeles, June 2,
Grandpa Crane
Third item of annual Civic Light Sophronia Flanders
Opera season, 'Music In the Air,' Joe Flanders
opened Friday (29) at Philharmonic Pa Flanders
Hockett
Auditorium for 10-day stay, with ad- Orris
Oliver Sampson
vance indicating a rousing "$42,000 Ellen Cralo .
fait for the session, which winds up William Garrett
David Garrett
aturday (6).
Judy Garret
'Life With Father,' in eighth stenza James
Q. Sllibury
at the Hollywood Music Box. con- Grammus
tinues at a lively pace with $12,500 Lily MlUand
Mrs, Barney
take.
Mr*. Hockett

THE MAN WHO CAMC

With the multiplicity of war
drives In the theatres,, there has
falling off In recent collections.
There Is no
squawking from the customers,
but they're kicking in mostly
only with their small change
nickels and dimes, which It
takes a lot of to
any kind
of a gross.
The current take is far below
that 'of the earlier March of
Dimes and USO drives which
brought out the .folding money
in quantity.

been a marked

act,

of saving the day.
One trouble with the play is it's
too much social document for the
light vein of the rest of it. Second
act crucifixion of the Negro just ain't
very slow first act is anfunny.
second act thirdother hindrance.
degree of the cousin by Barton,
which starts as big drama, dies aborning. Also not helping" is the too-easy
solution of the whole affair by the
sheriff in the thjrd act
A strong rewrite job could do wonders for the play. Barton plays bis
part well, as do Marriott, Miss Trueman and Burke. Pearson decorates
the stage whenever she's on it
The single set is adequate.
finds a

Comedy-drama

WSIC STOUT $42,000

In the third

2.

the doghouse with every^^me,
one discovers that Paula Trueman to be defrayed by committeemea
and ex-prisoner were the busy pair Stated, too, tiiat the parade will not
that the bloodhounds bit. He then be a carnival but a demonstration

'Doctor's Dilemma,' with Katharin^
Cornell, $26,500; and 'Panama Hattie,'
$25,000 on original visit Low for a
musical was brutal $8,000 for 'Pal
Joey.'
Most remarkable biz was $21,000

In fall.

'The Moon Is
(D-1,214; $3.30).

mob

Milwaukee, June

sheriff, in

ray replaced £Ua Logan.
'Spring Again,' Playhouse (CD-865;
Final and 30th week; was Evans-Anderson 'Macbeth' did dur
$3.30).
due to play through month, but ing Holy Week.
dropped to $8,000; may relight early
.

a neat twist when the

It's

comes With the bloodhounds, and
sheriff gives them the scent, a pair
of pants of the last occupant of the
Mob goes off
cell before Marriott.
to the hills and the bloodhounds
take to the pants of the amorous exprisoner, Walter Burke, at exactly

Not So Sweet Charity

Broadway.
Presentation In the barnlike Jolson
theatre, off the Times Square- district is the first time that house has
had a regular legit show in years,

Consequent odor of disinfectant and
possibly the fact that there's a stable
next door don't make the evening
any more enjoyable.
Hohe.

(Withdrawn Saturddy (30):
ed for the record.)

Saturday night performance, but topped It by Inviting the
entire 'Candida' cast to be supper
guests at the Executive Manslbn aiV&t
the )ast Washington performance.
'Arsenic and Old Lace' wound .up
the regular season at the National
theatre with a gross which reached,
estimated $25,000. Total for the fortnight engagement -was $7tt short of
ets for the

$45,000,

Uedi;
OK

$17,500,
in Phitt

r

Repeat

Philadelphia, June 2.
return, single 'week's engageof the Maurice EVans-Judith
'Macbeth
Anderson
revival
of
grossed sturdy estimated $17,500 at
the Forrest last week.
'Macbeth' engagement generally
figured as wlndup of season here.

The
ment

Tather' 15G in S. F.
San Francisco, Jime 2.
With the Civic Light Opera Series
laying off for a week, 'Life With
Father* (second company) was San
Francisco's only legit show last'week.
With estimated $15,000, lt*s evident
there's still life in 'Father* at $2.79

top in Geary.

'Henry*

in Det.

$10^00

Detroit,

June

2.

Despite the onset of summer'a hot
weather, Edward Everett Horton's
perennial 'Springtime for Henry"
continues to pick up weighty grosses
at the Shubert-Lafayette. In lU third
week, with the bargain price tbp of
$1.50, the comedy picked up esti$10,200 last week. It seems
run well into the hot seasoq.

mated
to

The Cass

set

theatre also relit yester-

day (Monday) with the premiere of
print- John Golden's 'Free and Equal,
starrinjT JBmes Barton.
'

.

W«^eeda7« June

8,

1942

Broadway
Gus Edwards reported very low
acain on the Coast.
CoiiiSaiBShe Dora Maugham now
writing for the mags.
Edmund Gouldlng, Warner direcvacash.
tor, in N- Y. for a
Metro producer Sam Zimballst In
New York for a couplp weeks;
handling press
Kaufman
S Jay'
for 'stock at Playhouse, Providence.
Walter B. Cokell, Par's treasurer,
recuperating from an appendecton-

CHATTBir
of the Frlfilna Circuit's Bond, Greenville, m,, now In charge of the
Capitol and Ritz at Litchfield. Dl.,
for the same company. John Dickson, whom Sturm succeeded, shifted
to the managership of the house at
Marion, Kane.
Out-of-towners shopping on film
row include Sam PirUe, Jerseyville,
ni.; Joseph Goldfarb, Upper Alton,
HI.: C. H. Weeks, Jr., Dexter, Mo.;
Pat' Meadows, manager of Roxy,'
Mounds, 111.; Kenneth Rought, Newton, 111., and B. Temborius, Breese,

'

on

omy.
John Golden the likely next Shepherd of the Lambs, succeedmg Fred

George Schaefer, RKO prexy, in
Waring.
town last week.
Lou Holtz mentions Irving Berlin
Sidnev Lust named chief for war
as a backer in his own two-a-day bonds theatre drive in Maryland..
vaudeiy.'
Jack Bryson, new head of Hays
Lenore Lemmon appearmg as organization here, lunched local
•Butch' in 'Johnny 2 x 4', now in theatre- publicity men last week.
Nightingale, on
the Richmond
^'jTO^Eaurle, Jr.'s, 'profiles' in the
Pike, dance rendezvous of collegiates,
Lambs Club Script being compiled forced to fold because of gas rainto book form.
,

treasurer of Lewj-

tioning.-

Lep Solomon
Malcolm Kingabere, v.n. and Leon
sohn Stadium concerts, Eddie Soliel Goldberg, treasurer, RKO, in town
being field manager.
last week conferring With GovernGeorge A. Smith, western sales ment officials.
twO'
a
on
Paramount,
for
manager
Zone manager John J. Payette of
weeks' rest in Maine.
Warners' is soon to become a coun*
Jean Hersholt here on his semi- try squire. He is closing lor a 70
annual visit to broadcast his Chese- acre farm in Waterford, Va.
brough program from this end.
Mason Peters, day city editor of
Picture houses paging Vivieqne Times-Herald and son of veteran
Segal for p.a. appearances immedi- company manager, called into servately, upon wintfiip of 'Pal Joey.'
ice by U. S. Marinffi as an ensign.
winlast
since
ill
Andrews,
Lyle
Ric La Falce, of Warners' deterter, didn't recognize visitors at his mined to enlist, has made
the rounds
home last week in Lynbrook, L. I.
When a
of all recruiting offices.
George A. Roberts, 20th-Fox mid- vision defect is cleared up he may
manager, in Booth
district
east
is

Memorial hospital for an operation.

get his wish,

Mrs.' Lionel Atwill, wife of the
Miss Merman all set for a new actor, picked up an 'X' rationing
Vinton Freedley musical in the fall card and gasoline board disputes her
with score by Cole Porter and right to it. Claims she's doing war
.

'

booked by Dorothy Fields.
work for soldiers.
Martha Scott and Carlton Alsop at
James Brcnnan, Jr., son of Washthe Pierre showing off their off- ington-New Jersey .RKO Division
spring, Carlton Scott Alsop, Jr., to all Manager, an ensign in the Navy and
their friends here in New York.
taking special training course at
Page girls have replaced the boys Harvard University.
floors.
on all Warner homeoffice
Earle's patriotic short, 'Winning
Femmes man the Hotel Astor's lifts; Your Wings,' made' the show an
also waitresses there for first time.
Irving Asher, accompanied by his
wife, Laura La Plante, .in N. Y,
waiting for transportation to Lon-

overtime session for the musicians.
Union agreed to let the melody

makers contribute the time.
Jay Carmody, drama editor of Star,
picked up a nail on his way to Steve
Cochran^ strawhat. Reviewed the
blowout instead of 'Night of January
16' in his Wednesday column.
Old Information Center on Pennsylvania avenue was turned- into a
flhn-house Saturday (30). Earle and
Capitol stage shows came over and
directed the sale of war stamps and

don, where he resumes production
for Metro.
,
George Raft guested at luncheon
yesterday (Tuesday) noon at Toots
Shor's in recognition of his service
In promoting sports for servicemen
via his Sports Caravan.
Frank D. (Doc) Shaan, director of
amusements at the World's Fair, is
operating Seaside Park, Virginia bonds.
Beach, where the ballroom has been
Bibi Osterwald of Catholic Unirenamed' The MacArthur.'
versity's 'Count Me In,' to be done
Bill Halllgan and ex-N.Y. cop Bar- on Broadway by C!eorge' Abbott, -is
ney Jluditsky, now a technical ad- said to be slated for the professional
visor in cop's 'n' robbers pix, sta- version. She's a government reception-wagoned in and out of town tionist.
for a fast week's Broadway o.o.
John Montague, company manager
Ed Hurley^ for years in film i)ub- for 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' accepted
licity, and Joseph Stapp, concession- Dick Maney'fi invitation to do the
aire and amusement book publisher, advance work for the Katharine
have formed Hurstap Associates as Cornell 'Candida.' Like all others
a publicity aiid publishing combina- he volunteered his services.
tion.
Gene Ford and Harry Krivit of
Three more 20th-Fox h.o. em- Loew's Capitol took over the entire
ployees celebrate their silver anni- Artie Shaw band and stage show to
versary of service with company, and Boiling Field for a midnight special,
tomorrow air corps waiving the usual curfew
luncheoned
will
be
(Thursday). Makes 27 who've been to sit up for the entertainment.
with company for 25 years or longer.
One hundred and fifty Washington
Arthur Murray has worked out a redheads were teamed with equal
new dance, to be stepped off in 6-8 number of Boiling Field Soldiers for
march tempo, to fit a new tune titled 'blind date' preview for 'My Gal Sal'
•Let's Dance to. Victory,' new tune at Loew's Palace.
Soldiers got the
written by Abel Baer, Joe Rlnes and girls with corresponding number.
Stanley Adams.
James Findlay, former March of
Helaine Walsh, daughter of George Time publicist ana then representing
C. Walsh, who graduated last week Pathe News in Paris (getting out one
from Manhattanvllle College, receiv- day ahead of the Germans), is now
ing an A.B. degree, was a fellow here in the air corps as a fli'st lieustudent there of daughters of (j^orge tenant. It attached to the newsreel
J. Schaefer and Spyros Skouras who end of the headquarters here.
attend the schooL A daughter of JoJames Corrigan, for many years
'

.

seph P, Kennedy also went there.
Ethel Merman baby -showered at
the Barbery Room, in anticipation of
the blessed event beginning of
Among the showerers:
August
Dorothy Fields, Madeline Gaxton,

Helen Menken. Dorothy Klllgallen,
Neva Lynn, Mrs. Danny Kaye, Elinore Whitney, Radie Harris, Hope
Hampton, Regina C^rewe, Grace
Holm, Phyliss
Menken^ Eleanor
Holts.

59

year-old son, Howard, has been
missing in the Philippines since
Hollywood
middle of January.
New shipper at M-G is Tony
George McCall to Washington and
Harry Roy had kidney operation. Semplice; Allan Douglas has moved
New York.
George Robey being considered for up to fourth booker and new bookEdward Ellis back in pictures
part in new farce written by Walter ers' clerk is Harriet Malamud, until
recently of 20th-Fox office. Also alter a long illness.
Ellis.
quitting 20th-Fox is Mrs. Marcelle
WalUs joined the Charles
Lou Grade (Collins St), the agent, Lavelle Boniface, telephone operator. K.Minna
Feldman agency.
wedding Kathleen Moody, the singer,
Gil Lamb back at Paramount after
June 23, which is her 21st birthday.
six months on the stage.
Jack Marks, In charge of ParaLinda Brent, film actress, divorced
Buenos Aires
mount' Newsreels, has been made a
Steve Cornell, screen actor.
Pilot. Officer in the Air Ti-aining
By Ray Jote^hs
Dagmar Godowski fractured an
Corps.
^nkle stepping out of her car.
In the past year the stock market
George Delano, Chilean director,
Arthur Lee, 'distributor of British
values of the principal British picback to Santiago after inking San films, looking over the studios.
ture theatres rose from $25,000,000
Miguel deal.
Jesse L. Lasky gifted with statuto $68,000,000.
Joe Seidelman of UA to Chile to ette by the Boy Scouts of America.
Mrs. Sydney Howard at the 'Hi meet Walter Gotild, head of UA's
Carol Wayne, fllm- actress, diGang' cocktail to-do at the Dor- foreign department.
vorced Robert Webb, casting direc'^
chester hotel. Her first outing after
tor.
resume
Film
may
Reported
Pampa
three-month illness.
Phil Regan back In town after
its activities and make three pictures
Betty Knox is quitting act. of Wil- this year. Been shuttered almost a eight months of stage and nitery
work.
son, Keppel and Betty to join staff year.
John Shelton and 20th-Fox called
of the London Ehreking Standard.
Generalcine signed with Conti- off their contract by mutual agreeHer daughter. Patsy, takes her nental
Film of Santiago, Chile, for ment
place in the act.
distribution of its locals across the
Tom Pettey back from Brazil to
As soon as Charles Cochran Andes.
resume work at the RKO studio
launches his revue, 'Big Top,' at Hu
Elisa Galve inked by San Miguel flackery.
Majesty's theatre, he starts casting
'Juvenilia,'
in
Charles Bennett to Mexico City to
principal role
for
his new show, 'Hi-'Diddle-Diddle,'
adapted from novel of Miguel Cane. hunt story material for Cecil B. 'Dewhich he will do in association with Vatteone will direct.
Mille's 'Rurales.'.
Jack Hylton.
Smiley Burnette reported at ReEFA finished shooting 'Su Primer
Authors, composers and music Baile' ('Her First Dance'), comedy public after six weeks of one-night
publishers to the number of 20 have with Marie Duval. Esteban Serra- stands in the sticks.
been added to the membership of dor and Emtsto Vilches. Ernesto
Helen Mackle, film actress, filed
suit for divorce against Robert J.
the Performing Rights Society dur- Arancibia megged.
ing the past quarter.
The total
ADAP, new producer backed by Mackie, hotel owner.
James FitzPatrick, travelog promemliership is now nearly 1,900.
coin of comedienne Pauline SingerPhyllis Stanley plays femme lead man, signed Juan Carlos Thorry, ducer, to Seattle to look over the
in the Flanagan and Allen picture Alene Lucena and Sofia Bozen for Puget Sound district
Betty Grable, recuperating from
'Glamourflage,' which British Na- singing roles in first pict.
minor
surgery, will be back on the
Josefina
tional is making at Rock Film stuof
company
stage
Spanish
dios.
Peggy - Dexter, Palladium Diaz and Manuel Collado completed job at 20tlL-Fox June IS.
Hal Wallis cancelled his trip to
chorine, discovered by Bud Flana- season with 'Carlota, la Solterona*
and New York l>ecause of heavy busigan and Ben Lyon, is' also playing CCarlota,
the
Old Maid")
ness on the Warners lot
one of the chief roles.
'Domino' at the Teatro Odeon.
Jerry Brandt joins the Army
Beaumont Alexander, in the money

London

.

.

•

'

.

..

anxious to stage a comeback in sho"-^- business. Has asked
Syd Tracey to cable Ben Henry to
contact Georgie' Hale for English
rights to 'High Hat,' and is even
prepared to do the recent Jesse Matthews flop on Broadway.
David E. Rose, local head of Paramount, has assigned William Sistrom
to produce 'Channel Port,' Hollywood script by Michael Hogan, for
Sistrom was formerly
Par here.
producer for and In charge of production for RKO locally when he
resigned and returned to Hollywood.
Bill Pederson and wife victims -f
During lull
ait raid over Norwich.
they left the Hippodrome, where
they were appearing with their seal
act, to have tea with the manager
in a bungalow dose by, when they
were hit and all killed. Budd, their
seal, left in the theatre, escaped In
again,

when be

is

jury.

finishes producing his next

'Scaltergood Balnes' .picture.

George Lewis checked off the Metro lot to produce morale pictures
/
By Les Rees.
for the Canadian government
Walt Disney back from Washington with. Governmental approval of
Nate Shapiro, co-owner of Curly's a series of animated service shorts.
corporal in the U. S.

Minneapolis

'

nitery,

now

a

Leith

army.'

Twin City Variety club planning
annual golf tournament and bene-

Stevens,

bought the old
roilgClTraYrcii-iflo
ley.

RKO

composer,

Edgar Rice BurPernando Val-

baseball game.
Zita Perczel, Hungarian actreti,
Minnesota Amusement companjr filed suit for divorce from Joseph
(Paramount) made deal for 'Dumbo Lucachevitch, former French film

fit

.

prodiicof.

(or entire circuit.'

Clyde Snyder's 'Springtime Revue'
Turf ni^it club .plus Ted Wald-

into

man and

Susie, comics.

Morgan Ames, who resigned as
Mort H. Singer's general manager
to become Frederick Bros. Music
Corp. executive v.p., foimerly managed OiT)heum theatre here.
'Patrick

CDay,

comedian,

$38,21 municipal court

won

Emily H. Denlson's $19,000 suit
against Ethel Barrymore, involving
the loss of .a play script, was settled
out of court
Will Rogers, Jr., running for Congress on both the -Democratic and
Republican tickets in the Beverly
'
HiUs district
Robert Tapllnger, executive assistant to Harry Cohn at 0>lumbia,
.

judgment for recovering from

art

emergency ap-

unpaid salary against Gayety, Glli- pendectomy.
Paramount Studio Club foregoing
man-Lewis burlesque house, whose
license was revoked for 'lewd and its annual picnic and will send the
gifts. to former studio employees now
indecent' performances.
Vi Murphy, localite and daughter in the armed forces.
Richard
Jerome ^Blackjack' Ward, fllm
Jane Withers in person has been of booking agent, joined following
cowboy once acquitted on a slaying
booked for the Stanley, week of June Himber band as vocalist
ch&rge, drew 90 days for pulling bis
audition.
12.
six-gun on a fellow, actor.
Howard Eisner, local agent and
Earl Carroll granted a rehearing
booker, shoves off for the Army next
by State Board of Equalization -on
week.
Atlantic City
the case charging his theatre-res-,
with selling beer to minora.
taurant
Drama critic Karl Knag's lad, Karl,
Carter
By BUIdrcd
landed with the Marines

Fittsborgh
By Hal Cohea

in

Jr., has'

Ireland,

Mike

Joe Moss back in town jpireparmg

Fltzpatrick, M-Gr inspector,

Strofldsborf, Pa.
open Bath and Turf Club July 2.
Empress theatre reopened SaturBy J«Im Barthelomcw
day (30) with Siggy. Borsimer as
manager.
Poconos holiday biz njs.g.
Tce-Capades of 1942* to open at
Bemie Parsons' band continues at
Convention Hall, July 24. running
Columbia Hotel. Columbia, N. J.
unUl Labor Day.
Johnny Hamp back at President
Lloyd ('Dutch') Serfas took his
dias
KQV by his sponsor.
Hotel Round the World Room
Pcnn Premiere Shows en route after
winterbig here,
Frank Silva, of Cheena De Simone rector of entertainment
Chez Paree, boardwalk nite spot,
dancers, has a date next week with
Clarence Staples' orch, playlhg
for season,
hoUday
on
unshuttered
sound man for Pathe News here, back his draft board in Fhilly.
Sky Terrace Grill at Poeono Mounemcee.
one more with Metro. Was on West
Fran Eichler, the band leader, will with Ruth Martin
tain Inn, Cresoo,
Ernest Todd, former manager of
Coast at RKO studiois for lengthy marry Mary BiH,- restaurant hostess,
YMCA installed band for SaturSeaside hotel for 11 years, now man
period and more recently at Wright during his next furlough.
Cosmotwlitan hotel.
day nite dancing In gym; 15c tariff
Field as a civilian setting up the
Polly Rowles, who quit WCAE's acer of
for
Carlton
keeps kids off streets,
Sophie Tucker at Rltz
soimd department for the air corps morning News Reel to have a baby,
starting
before
few days, rfelaxlng^
Harry Sdiuerman convalescing at
at this field.
is back ori that show again.
Alaska,
including
camps
army
of
tour
hom* after 14-week siege in hospiCross and Dunn pencilled into
National Headllners' Frolic, when tal following heart attack. Managef
Little Jackie HeUer's Yacht Club for
Press Club is host to outstand- Sherman theatre.
A.
two weeks beginning June 12.
writers, newsreel and radio men.
ing
Bernie Kreisler, U shorts subject
Maestro Betnie Whitman inductHotels
will be held June 26 to 28 at
sales manager, here for conferences
Band retains same and conClaridge and Chelsea, Arthur Robt), ed.
Jack
hotel.
head, Pete Dana.
m. e. of Editor and Publisher, is tinues at BartonsvUle
Frances Mercer heading the bill with local U
Herb Hohrer is now fronting the chairman of judges.
MacDonough replaced.
at the Eml>assy.
dance band that is incorporated
Brown reopened Buckwood
Arthur
Jerry Guerra, WIP vocalist, will under the name of Clyde Knight.
afteir a secoiiid complete cleanInn
be known as Jerry Gardner hereSi Steinhauser, Press radio ed, and
up downstairs necessitated by rampafter.
lady celebrated their silver
his
aging Ddaware River,
II
Susan Lange, singer at Iiou's wedding anniversary Monday (1)
Richard Crooks holidayed at sumrniiUnaed from pace
Clair Meeder, president of Local
Chancellor bar, has been signed for
mer home near The Inn, Buck Hill
national
for
candidate
be
test.
will
a
a screed60,
in advance Falls. Mrs. Crooks served on petit
Jerry
Stone,
WDAS publicist, executive board of musicians union. operation and goodwiU
jury at last court term.
Shirley Heller and her groom, of embarking on costly product.
skedded to leave for officers ti-ainMeiTitt Brock succeeded Chet Wiling school tomorrow (Wed).
Harry Gordon, in town for a few
Studio conception of producing
Frankie Palumbo, local nitery days on the tag end of their honey- pictures calculated to serve national liams on drums for maestro Clair
DeHenzies new pinabob, will host 1,500 kids plus 300 moon.
interest best is to make pictures pri- LeBeaur. Albert
Gene Basle and Ted Laskey have marily entertaining with informa- anist replacing Jack Anderson.
service men at the RineUng Brothers
Rein
leased the Roosevelt theatre
circus today (Wednesday).
Fire which gutted 1,200-seat Shertive and public morale values IdJules Arliss, manager of the Troc. public, Pa,, from veteran exhib
first-runs t»
in that order. Understood man forced switching
lowing
Faenza.
Matteo
inducted
be
palace,
wUI
local hurley
smaller Plaza in East Stroudsburg,
Dan C^ampbell, former UP bureau that War Department Views coincide This resort city now without a theinto the Army shortly. His spot will
re- with producers that best 'informabe taken by Joe Hirst, brother of head in Hollywood and more
atre,
cently war correspondent in Eng- tive' messages can be advanced via
Izzy Hirst, owner, of the house.
Robert K. Christenberty, Hotel
for a visit.
WHAT is sponsoring a new bowl- land, hereBaxter,
pictures that are entertaining first
Astor, N. Y„ v.p. and general manof WCAE Aiiliners.
Jeanne
next.
ing league composed of teams of the
with and propaganda
opened summer home on
ager,
various stations. Matches are 'broad- now singing Saturday nights
Lt. Col. Jack L, Warner left for grounds of Shawnee Country Club
Pittsburgh
at
cast over the station from the alleys, Louis Amen's band
Washington Friday (29) following near Buckwood Inn.
operated by Jimmy Dykes, Chicago Athletic Association.
named
been
the preem of "Yankee Doodle Dandy'
has
Menser
W.
summer theatre at Wor-,
George
Shawnee
manager.
'White Sox
theatre m at the Hollywood theatre. He's to thlnglon
Sha%vnec-on-DelaHall,
Castaine and Barry youthful ball- manager of the Denham
F. Straub. confer with War Department officials ware, will not open this season. Diroom couple, last week broke all Girard, Pa., succeeding C.
into defense
in the capital on forthcoming war rector Bernard Fairfax decided it
records for a dance team at Jack who resigned to go
,
pictures and plans to leave directly wouldn't be worth while what with
Lynch's Walton Roof, wmding up work.
has
heYd for the Coast from Washington.
Lou Bolton the agent,
rationing and men inducted.
their 32nd consecuHve week at th«
from War Department that his i«
spot They're booked indefinitely.
has a broken arm, result of baseball
game mishap.
George Staisey has left the ch.orus
of 'Best Foot Forward' and is home
for the summer.
Charlie IJanver, Post-Gazette col
umnist, renewed indefinitely over

to

C

,

-

SL Louis
,

By Sam X. Harat

James Fenoglio switched from
manager of the Opitol. Bridgeport,
Bond. GreenvUle, HI.
Matty Malneck band opens the
seasdn on the Starlight
Roof, Hotel Chase, west end nitery,
ni., to .the
.

summer

Thursday (4).
Arthur Cftveli, former assistant
manager of the Roxy and Strand,
St. Charles, Mo,, upped to managership of the Capitol, Bridgeport, 111.
Burglars forced aU doors leading
into the Star, a midtown nabe operated by Peter Efthin, then jimmied
thfeir- way into the office and departed with $323.
Owners of the Grand theatre,
burlesk, have adjusted unpaid tax
billB with «ity fathers and property
wUl not be sold under an execution
order- obtained 10 years ago.

John Mounds, owner-operator of
the Mounds, Valley Park. Mo., discharged from the Jewish Hospital
after amputation of a leg. His son.
Charles, Is assisting In the operation
of Uie theatre. >

John W. Sturm, formerly manager

'

.

'wood Commoting

.

'

<
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OBITUARIES
JOHN BABBTUOBE
John Barrymore died Friday night
He
(20) In a Hollywood hospital.

was

60.

(Story and anecdota on his career will be found on page 3.

ANSHEL SCHOBB
Anshel Schorr,

70,

Yiddish theatre

manager and playwright, who for
15 years was managing director of
the Arch St Theatre, Philadelphia,
until 1927, died May 30 in N. Y.
in -Poland, Schorr came to
the U. S. in 1900, leasing and managing the Metropolitan theatre, Newark, in 1008-09, stage directing for
Jacob Adler at the Thalia theatre,

•

Bom

a year later, he leased and
N.
taanaged the Liberty theatre, Brooktoured Europe
1927-28,
in
lyn,
through 1930, managed the McKinley
theatre, N. Y., in 1931 and toured
Y.",

South America from 1932-34.
He wrote almqst 50 plays, among
which were a 'A Mensh ZoU Men
Zein' in 1900; which was subsequently produced in Europe and South

America as well as the U.

'Die

S.;

Hashlrlm,'
'Shir
Forget,' "MoUy Darling,' 'One in a Million' and 'Girl
for
librettos
the
wrote
He
"Wanted.'

Americanin,'

•Women Men

of Joseph Rumshlnsky's Yiddish operettas and among his songs
was •Yiddish Lied' ('Song of the

borders.

Lydia Reynolds, 75, British ivaudeand pantomime singer, died at
Brighton, England, rjecently. She was
the widow of Dan Leno, famous English comedian, then married Charles

ville

a contortionist, whose death
preceded hers, Survived by four, sons
and two daughters, all by Leno,
Best,

FLOYD
Floyd

C.

HANKS

Charles Hanks, Sr., 66,
Carolines film exhibitor,

pioneer
Jew'> He married Dora Welssman, died recently. Opened one of first
well known Yiddish actress, more theatres In Lenoir, N. C, and was
recently seen In Elmer Rice's Two among early silent fiilm bookers. At
Ktasna's
Norman
and
Island'
an
on
time of death was connected with
•The Man With Blonde Hair.' She Avon theatre, Lenoir.
survives.

HAKTFOBD

EDWABD

FBED

J.

WILLIAMS

Fred J. Williams, 67, veteran acand one-time film producer, died
29 in Los Angeles. Deceased

tor

May

had been

in pictures for the past 25
years and had drafted the old NRA
House.
code for film extras.
'A pioneer In the handling of moof
tion picture film and Inventor
WILLIAM HAYES
methods and handling film", Hartford
WlUard Hutchinson, vet vauder
had toured the Orient as manager
of a stock company and was stage known professionally as William
manager for the Theatre Guild's Hayes, died May 20 in San Francisco.
"The Guardsman' as well as the origDeceased in recent years operated
inal production of 'Porgy,' which Tie
took to London 13 years ago. He two hotels in Frisco.
had been associated with the early
MOLLIS H. STEINBEBa
careers of Claudette Colbert, MarMollle Steinberg, 42, press agent,
garet Sullavan and Rosalind Russell.
Widow, a sister of Luclan Gary, was found dead May 29 In the Piccadilly
hotel, N. Y.
the writer and his mother survive.
'

'

'

.

MABION LOBD
Marlon Lord,

59, stage

and screen

actress, died May 25 in Hollywood
after a short Illness. She had lived

In California for 15 years but had
not appeared In pictures for some
time.-.
As a stage player, deceased toured frequently In Australia aAd New
Zealand as well as In this country.

^^—

^o

many

F.
Edward F. Hartford, 53, stage manager, died May 2S in N. Y. He was
a son of Michael Hartford, one of
the buUders of the Bpstofl Oipef ft

Wages

Big

LTDIA BETNOLDS

helped with training films and is putAfter the first two days, however,
ting across the Victory films in thea- the censorship became more strintres.
gent, but at first there was * little
Publication of the figures, however, blue-penciling.
has given added impetus to the longAmong the foreign contingent was
talked about but never acted on INSman Hugo Specie, In Rome and
method of paying, employees by Berlin for some time, and also onecorrespondent in
other large corporations. This is the time
'Variety'
comparatively
only
Paris and Rome. Anotlier returner
plan of givhig
small stated salaries, but rewarding is Ed Haffel, ex-tradepaper reporter,
tlie.
Parlis
Herald.
longtime
on
the executive effort via distribution
of large blocks of stock. This does
The foreign correspondents on the
not show up when actual salaries are Drottnlngholm evidenced a burnup
annotmced.
at Robert Best, the United Press
string correspondent who decided to
'

Corlnne Crozler to Robert F.
CoUins, In San Leandro, Cal., May
Bride is executive secretary to
Edward Small; groom is a Naval en24.

sign.

Jeanne Godshall to Lieutenant
Colonel Thomas J. Gent, Jr., in San
Bernardino, Cal., May 24. Bride Is
screen and rodeo performer.
June Marshall to Ned Welsh, In
Pittsburgh, May 27. They're both in
burlesque.

Jane Frazee to Glenn Tryon, in
Bride is a
Ariz,, May 28.
film actress, groom a producer.

Yuma,

Shirley Listen water to Walter
Morosco, in Las Vegas, Nev., May
29.
Groom is a producer at 20thFox.
tlne'r,

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen, daughter, in Hollywood, May 19. Father Is
cartoon story man at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Weissmuller, daughter, in Hollywood, June 1.
Father Is the film Tarzan.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kapner,

^S^^sContlnaed from page S^^^sl
In Los Angeles she played comedy
roles in 'Twin Beds,' tThe Last many millions short of the revenue
Warning*- and "The Shannons of goal.
On the screen she
Broadway.'
Though the emphasis Is on preplayed in 'Broadway* for Universal venting war profiteering and piling
daughter. In Pittsburgh, May 25.
in 1929 and 'Queen of Scandal' for up of war profits, Mprgenthau's
Father is general manager of Hearst
latest revenue suggestions tend toUnited ArUsts In 1930.
ward the familiar idea of .more radio station WCAE, Pittsburgh.
Surviving are three brothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Latella,
equitable distribution of wealth. He
left the door open for his gumshoe son. In Roscoe, Pa., May 21.' Father
JAMES E. WILET
squads to ride herr* on the fllir. in- own$ Roscoe theatre, Roscoe.
James E. Wiley, 49, hero .of the
dustry and reject the computations
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Warwick
first World war and former Lincoln
of picture companies which appear Oglesby, daughter. May 17, In Abi(Neb.) theatrical producer and
to be trying to escape profits levies. lene,
Kans.
Father former anvaudeville manager, died last week
Even If Congress doesn't add to the nouncer at 'WHAT, Philly, Is now a
In the Veterans hospital, St PetersTreasury's powers, Morgenthau said lieutenant at
Fort Riley, Kans.;
burg, Fla. Wiley- was heavily gassed
his subordinates will be more ener- mother
is
former WHAT script
while carrying coded messages begetic than ever to prevent padding reader.
twe«n' headquarters and the front
of corporate expenses.
Mr.
Ray Sentker, son.
and
Mrs.
lines through a heavy barrage, was
Kayo Snoh DednoUons
May 19, In Salt Lake City. He's newcited for extraordinary heroism and
Among the practices which Mor- ly appointed assistant proqiotion diawarded the Distinguished Service genthau
said will be checked closely rector for KSL, S.
C.
Cross. The French government
are payment of unearned bonuses,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Burdette, daughawarded him a crolx-de-guerre.
unreasonable sums to persons closely
ter, in Salt Lake City. He's on KSL's
connected with management, large
technical staff.
-

L

Thomas'

B.

TOUNO

ThomAs R. 'Yotmg, 42; manager of
the Gloria theatre, Urbana, O., was
found dead in his car in the garage
at his home. His son, Ralph, found
the body after searching for his father, who had faUed to report at the
theatre during the evening. An
autopsy was performed but Coroner
Rlcliard M. Brand withheld his verdict He said there was considerable
blood in the car, but no marks of
violence.

Funeral services were held
(30) hi Columbus, O.

Satiu--

day

HBS. JACK

CHAPMAN

cU, headed by Shr Euge..> /iki^ug.
ton-Drake, one-time Ambassador tO'
Uruguay and how counterpart of
NeUon Rockefeller In London. Hulton had considerable/ success In getting service Into Latin papers, many
of them for free on a trial basis.
Cost was too much, however, and
Home Office decided finally to call
them back.

New Hakenp
New

Satevepost's

York publishing
Reaction In
circles to the 'new' Satevepost, which
came out last week, was generally
Consensus was that In chang)!oor.'
ing the mag's cover style and interior
design it had been cheapened without making It. in any way a'better
bet for newsstand sale. Most pro
critics made an immediate comparison of the' cover, and its playing

down of the 'Saturday Evening* part
of the title and playing up of «he
with the numerous cheesecake
mags on the stands.
Obvious care was taken in the lead
show that the Post is on
the Wendell Willkle Interventionist
side of the Republican party, and no
longer with the isolationists of former editor Wesley W. Stout. Editorial page also carried a vague piece
Post,'

picture

editorial to

signed by associate editor Frederic

Nelson on 'war alms,' which also
gave the impression the Post is now
all out.'

Annenberg Free Jane

11

M. L. Annenberg, publisher of the
Philadelphia Inquirer, is scheduled
to be paroled June 11 from Lewisburg (Pa.) Federal Penitentiary,
self, and the newspapermen
who where he is serving a three-year
know Best frankly feel he's 'nuts to sentence for Income tax evasion. His
do so' because, as they put it, it release, will come five months in ad'means his goose is cooked.' This vance of the expiration of his senin Germany 'in the interests
of history.' That^Best went to work
for the Nazis as a propaganda newscaster out of Berlin spealts for it-

refers to his nationality, from their tence.
Philly's newspaper row' Is wonunderstanding, since worldng for the
enemy in time of war can mean loss dering what political slant the paper
of. U. S. citizenship.
Normally It will take after Annenberg again
takes an act of Congress to achieve takes the h6lm. In the past the Inmorning daily in
this.
quirer,- largest
Best is a native-born American, Philly, has been strongly Republican
but his bitterness against President and violently anti-New Deal.
.

Roosevelt, and also his known antiSemitic tendencies, Influenced his
under the Nazi orbit.
He
was a U. S. Army Lieutenant in

outlays for repairs or public rela-

IHafs.Wave the Flag

falling

Paul McNamara, promotion manager for Hearst magazines, put over
a great stunt for all U, S. periodicals
with a July Issue the National EmCissy Pays Ickea $10
blem to be featured thereon.
Secretary of the Interior Harold
Ballyhoo embraces between 300
L. Ickes, who loves Cissy Patterson and 400 prlodicals with a combined
like Hitler likes Stalin, got a $10
attested circulation of 87,000,000.
check last week from his publisher
foe last week.
Times-Herald pubQaentln Beynolds In Ireland
lisher ran his blistering

World War

I.

—

as a space writer. Cabinet member,
in challenghig the accuracy of the
Cassini column, said, among other
things:

is

Reported that Quentin Rejnnolds
covering for Collier's with the

AEF

In Ireland.

He flew over In a bomber to liondon two weeks ago. His bride, the

former Virginia Peine, Is in New
York and may return to show busi•Well, bless your aristocratic royal ness to keep active.
soul, I am not going to argue the
point with you, because I have never
UTEBATI OBITS
been able to argue anything that has
Qaentln Beger, 34, former picture
no basis In fact But I will make
you a sporting proposition. If you editor of Los Angeles Herald and

worked even
the Chicago
Tribune (for which I have already
4one enough penance), I will forget
that you are worldng on the Washington Times-Herald, although the
will forget that I ever
as a space writer on

E^fpress, died

May

26 at Scott Field,

seven weeks after he joined the
Army. Death was caused by pneumonia *following an attack of sdarlet

111.,

fever.

Charles Fletcher Soott, 74, former
two of you make a pretty pair, as N. Y. and Chicago editor who was
the devil said when he looked at his credited with bei^g one of the disfeet.
You may want to forget it c'overers of O. Henry, died in Pasayourself one of these days, for the dena May 27.
charming Cissy has been known to
Albert F. Bnssey, 74, for 32 years
fire out of hand even people who
Phelps.
have served her on their bellies with editor of the t>helps Citizen,
N. Y., and with the paper for more
the abjectness you have.'
than 6 years, died there May 25.
An editor's note at the end of the
William Ellsworth Swln, Canadian
Ickes letter said: 'Come again, Harold.
We welcome you any time as and U. S. newspaperman, died in
He had
a space writer and forward forth- Ottawa, Canada, May 26.
with your accustomed check for $10.' come to Canada In 1010 after working on papers In Hartford and MilJust to prove that the PattersonIckes feud was still on, Times-Her- waukee.

Frederick H. Zelgen, 68, writer,
Mr. and Mrs. Wlllard Keefe, ald later In the week accused the Intions or lobbying, misuse of pension
Deand huge salary increases. daughter. May 30, in New York. Fa- terior chief of delivering; eggs raised composer and lecturer, died In
He composed the
on his Olney farm to Connecticut troit May 26.
The Treasury will disallow all de- ther is legit press, agent
ductions which It thinks are out of
Mr. and Mrs. Willard W. Happy, avenue merchants In his official car. words and music to more than 40
line and send out assessment notices.
daughter, recently In FUnt, Mich. Cabhiet member replied that his songs, had written a novel and a
In regard to the salary and bonus Father Is a member of the sales staff wife delivered the hen fruit in her book of 200 poems.
'

.

funds,

Item, the Treasury head said 'the
factors that will be considered in
determining the reasonableness of
such payments are the. duties performed by the recipient, the char-,
acter and amount of responsibility,
the time devoted to the enterprise,
and the peculiar ability or special
talent of the particular officer or
employee.' He added that the Treasury Is on the alert to discover 'distributions o.f profits In disguise' and
warned big earnings due to 'causes
entirely unrelated to the activities
of the officers of employees' do not
justify extra rewards to executives

Mrs. Jack Chapman, 45, wlho
played the character 'Aunt Ida' on
Renfro Valley Bam Dance program, aired o\rer WHAS from Renfro Valley, K^. died unexpectedly at
her home located near the John -Lair
resort development May 26. Mrs. or workers.
Chapman had appeared for years oh
Corporations will flofUe' allowed
tiie radio program and on tours with to sink bigger sums than usual in
tiie

1942

remain

MARRIAGES

section.

Check

3;

'

Helen GUbert to Seymour Choin Las Vegas, Nev., May 30.
Bride Is film actress, he's attorney
Details in legit section.
identified with show business.
Rhode Rogers, daughter of Mr. and
BDNNT BEBIGAN
Mrs. Budd Rogers,' to Ensign William
Bunny Berigan, bandleader-trum- B. Schulman, May 30. Budd Rogers Columnist Igor Casslnl, rejoinder to
who insisted
peter, died In a New York hospital is on Universal's board of directors.
Ickes had been fired from the ChiJune 1. Further details In orchestra
cago* Tribune in his stripling days

D. C. Tax

.

L iter a t

pension funds and deductions for
such purposes will be dlsttUowed.
The Treasury Is particularly determined, Morgenthau said, to set
up a barrier to deductions of large
CenMM CUp BctnrnliMr Newimen
salaries, bonuses. or Insurance preU. S. censors- went into the permiums for officers under the guise of
the hillbilly troupe with a partner in payments to a pension trust'
sonal belongings of the returning
a comedy skit As Margaret Lilly,
foreign correspondents on the S. S.
Mrs. Chapman early In her show biz
Drottnlngholm, which arrived from
career had operated tab shows' and
Lisbon on Monday (1), and took
had performed In vaudeville. Husaway almost everything that was
Film
band, son and daughter survive.
typewritten or otherwise. It will be
Iss^sContlnoed from pace 5
returned after examination, the U.
Army
the
S. government now t>elng chary of
with
helping
only
Is
not
EVA CHAHBEBLAIN WAGNEB
also Is anything being published that might
but
drive,
Relief
Navy
end
Eva Chaml>erlain Wagner, 75,
comfort the enemy.
and
bonds
war
selling
actively
daughter of Richard Wagner and
it has done the
Additionally,
Newsmen, upon arriving In Lisbon
stamps.
granddau^ter of Franz Liszt, died
interned in
recently in Berne, Switzerland. She major portion of the work with the last weelc, after being
countries, awaiting .their exhas
Axis
and
Red
Cross,
American
had been married to Houston Stew- USO,
nationals
Nazi-fascist
change
for
to
heavily
contributed
Chamberlain, former British voluntarily
ert
themselves
America,
found
from
British,
the
army officer, who renounced his al- war relief funds going to
This free to cable their papers for the
legiance to England at the outbreak Greek, Russian and Chinese.
emMany
in
months.
first
time
personal
makes no mention either of
of the first World War.
phasized Italy's downl}eat, but that.
Chamberlain had, been dead 15 appearances by stars in camps and
Nazi Germany was still unified beyears and his widow was living in naval stations.
hind Hitler and that morale was
poverty until Hitler is reported to
Is providing free
The industry
in the Germanic
still fairly high
have pensioned her.
films for forces In . combat areas,

of station

WFDF,

Flint.

Mr. and Mrs. Mac Benofl, son. In
New .York, May 30. Father is on
Duffy's Tavern, CBS radio show.
Mr.

and

Alston

May

Stevens,
28, in Philadelphia.

Is staff

announcer at ytTIL,

daughter.

Father

Mrs.

Philadelphia.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brouda,
daughter. Port Chester, N. Y., May
Father is an attorney for Paramount at the N. Y. home office.

31.

Mr. and Mrs. Harrison HolUway,
daughter, June- 1, in Hollywood.
Father Is general manager of KFIKECA, Hc«lywood; mother was formerly known as Edna O'Keefe, radio
singing comedienne.

own

car.

Qnit South American Field
Press feature syndicate,
owned by the English Northcllffe interests, has decided to give up efforts to break into South American
field.
Syndicate, with the blessing If
not the financial support of the
Churchill Government, had sent two
top men, Tom Clarke and Peter
Grieve, to B. A. and Rio six months
ago to see If a field could be developed for Hulton features in- Spanish.
Grieve, former news editor of the
London News Chronicle, and Clarke,
one-time top man on the Iiondon
Daily Mall, had assistance of the of-

Musician

Hulton

,

fl(;ial

Now

Mechanic

Memphis, June

2.

Len McEwen Is relinquishing
Ensemble,
of
Staff
studio orch used for many local programs to enter the Air Force as a

baton

WMC

mechanic. Johnny Long, drumming
maestro who has had his own band
here for years, is giving up his ork
to head a reconstructed 'WMC outfit He's not the same Long now at
the New Yorker hotel, N. Y.
Carryovers from the McEwen crew
wlU Include Jill Bishop, Bob Horsley
British Latln-Amerfcan Coun- and Charles Vunkannon.

—

.
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O'Day
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by-products
Berlin and Stone have been asB«Ui ReynoldB
Benny Lessy
Walter Waltera
Grace Collins
pic profits materialise, he may thus signed a (me-stoiy frame' former
Frankis Oallagher
Billy ReeU
Dotty Uccnnan
^iramlck Hatal
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VIncont Itlzzo Ore
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get $1,000,000 from the 'Army' show CCC office building as their quarRoy Morton Ore
Sam Lewis
Duke
UoHnle
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Fund.
Dick
Relief
Buckley
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Wr
MkBt Braa
ters.
The v«t tunesmith shares a
for ttie
Joe PInmor Oro
BOlth Delaney
Dorothy Dandrldse
Broadway theatre Is scaled to small room at the reair with his
Lee Bobn
Streets of Pari*
4 Stepp BrOB
Terry Baldwin
Marty Bohn
bring in a total of $189,072 .in four famed old changeable key piano, a
'With the aim of tapping every Sterling Young Oro Art Tatuni
S CO'Eda
Teem Tuvera
Chaa Evans
Macambo Cafe
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Mao* Nnvis
Bddle 1.6 Baron Ore WInsy Manona Ora Charlie White
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rental
weelc
$1,250 a'
cubby hole with only a cot An- $250,000 to $300,000 for Army relief Felix Martlnlnue
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Bddle MathowB
Betty Corr
Mead 'Lux* Lewis
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Loumel Morsan I
for from ^7.5P to $2.20, with the with phone, typewriter and a com- Is the Army,' a full-scale publishing Harry Jamcn Oro
Jnlea Klacco's Oro
Johnny Gullfoyle
Trlanoa
8e*eB BraB
regular weelcday evening scale $4.40 plete file on the cast Hie large house has been set up and incorporRathK'r EIrtoradlana
Len Parker
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to $1.10 and Saturday and Sunday front room is given over to the mu- ated in New York. It wUl handle Cblet Sautlnl
MU> CeataiT
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Sally
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Berlin hopes to make 'Army' big.Alda
naaaMIaiMJo L'ge Alice MItcliell
mufti. Stone explained that he was new tunes Berlin has turned out for
ger than Yaphank, in scope and
Paul Kane
the Anny show which bits Broadway
Helen Jerrico
MIAMI
that was good to be drafted the follo^ng day and^
Pen Pay
quality, although
Victor Kelson Ore
heard about the show, had July 4. t
enough to raise $83,000 for Army having
Club Ball
Rtaoda .Chaaa
made, a trip out to Upton from New
An This Is the Army, Inc.,
FUTBBDB&H
Belief in its four weeks on BroadRoblnaen A HartIo
Van Kirk
York in the hope of getting the calL Publishing Co. has been set ui^ Tanya
Jerry Lawton
-way. To make it better, Berlin and
Tamara
Aritastea Lade*
Merry -Ga-KooBd
Sllva'B Oro
ez-songpluggers, 'Simpsons
administered
by
Sergeant £zra Stone, who is the His chances appeared good.
Phil Cavaxxa Ot«
Howard Baum Ora
Ballettes (S)
MwHwr HeUr'a
now in the Army, of which Lieut Tommy
June Oardoer
Personnel.
non-commissioned officer in charge
Jeanne Boaz
Nunex Ore Jack Bby Oin
Bill Medio
'-New nuicicst
Final count on the company will 'Walter Schumann (who came to .at- Earle Banaon Oro
ot production, under Berlin, have
«W aab
Kddle Weltz Ore
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gathered talent from camps as far be about 125 soldiers actually in tention as publisher of the 'Hut-Sut
n
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Paul Uall
Richards
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away as Celifomia and Louisiana, the cast another 50 in the orchestra Song* during the BMI-ASCAP Roberta
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Mxno Cat*
Karle Lewis
Don Bestor Oro
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instead of being limited to the po- (wliich consists of Corporal Rosen- wrangle) Is chief. Lieut Schumann, Louis Hatch Ore
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arranger, Five O'clock Clab {tmwa Paco Rev) 3Mildred
Pictures
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It & E Reyes
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Blae
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Sis
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Frank Paris
years ago.
Andre Villon
Lou. Lucky Oro
strumentalists
from other camp in the service. Including Victor Sgt Green
Wally 'Wanner Co
Pride A Dale /
Not Honse
Rehearsals have been going on in orchs have been added), about 30 Sachs, Julie Stem, Hany Santley, Mort Dennis Oro
D Schrador Ore
Fabian 8toi*ey Oro
BlU' Benjamin
Art Blakey Ore
a bare wooden mess hall for the men in the front of tiie house and Irving Siege], Bob Lissauer, Irving
Coxy Bairia
Winale'a Klptlda
JImmte'a
Chuck Wilson
Cornell Cooper
past two weeks, with the soldier- another 20 or so in the stage crew. ^eiss and others. He'll have two men Myles Bell
CUH 'WInehUI
Ray Melville
sBsi e -Waasle Club Joe Klelil
actors living In tents. And although
Ben Perry
"Hiere will be no imlon problem, in Hollywood and two in Chi,, to Spauldlngs <8)
Hal tc Dolly
Rous Bros
'Alice Brooks Oro
Jnno De. Voe
they are more actors than soldiers curiously enough, for both front and plug the show's score, everything -of LiUckeyettea
Ted Blake
Boug Shemian
<•)
Marie Stanley
a back of the theatre will be manned course to go to the Emergency Fund. Lea Robinson Ore
at the moment, there's many
Mkxio Simon
Patricia farker
Orchard Inn
Buddy Walsh
CimTfonl -Parker
Kitty Davta'a
Broadway stage manager and di- exclusively by members of the re- ..Berlin's own publishing firm is doRacehorse Williams Tommy Carlyn Or#
Boiiaa 'Une (6)
rector who would give his last credit spective unions but soldiers, too, nating space, but won't even deduct WllUe Shore
Oasis
Harry Comorado
for the military discipline that pre- now.
Bob Lazar Ore
Cerh and Bottle
In the boxoffices eiftd man- overhead. In addition, Saul H. BonlDale Spohrer
Lloyd Pox
vails.
ager's office wlU be- khaki-clad card- stein, v.p. and gjn. of Irving BerVine*.
Colonial
Breakfast is at 6:45, followed by holders
Emle Bwan
Alpine Uoalid
in
Associated Theatrical lin, Inc., and Francis Gilbert, the
Art
Farrar
Oro
Don Ruitor.
Bar
Mayo*
policing and infection of quarters. Agents and Managers.
And han- firm's counsel, will assist Lieut.
BUI. IfeRoy Ore
Eddie reytOB'i
'Bbylhmalres
Rehearsals start at 8—including dling, the scenery will be men who Schumann'.s setup with business, 3 Dots & Dash
Sgolrre) 'Coop
Geo Overholt' Oro
Hen ot Rhythm
Rose Venntt (3)
Sundays and holidays—and continue once did the same job for pro shows managerial and legal advice. But
Uddle Peyton
Tiny Miller
S'
Club BaU
Marlon Aluller
Date HarhlieaB'^T>'.-':
until 11:45, There's an hour and • as meihbers of the International Al- there will be no question of ASCAP Led Caballeroa
Bd UeOoldrloli. Jr. Betty Breen
'•>;
Kddle Miller'
Toppers
quarter break for lunch and the boys liance of Theatrical Stage EmployAnita Thoma
Eddie Bock
^C-.',.
Jerry 'MannlhS
'Or BMI-Ucensing,. since, this being an Clair & Durand
Sally Foy
are on deck again from 1 imtil 4:45. ees.
SI ClBk
Private Carl Fisher, former Army venture, alljjerforming rights Ralllovellea
TreloB
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t«negBn
Then an hour and three-quarters for general manager for George Abbott, will be funneled off separately and Emit Boreo
Lyda nodnok
ilargle Uaroli
Frank Ramos Ore
Mary Jane Brown Sissy Olnnle Loftiit Max Tarshls
dinner and rehearsal from 6:30 to is handling a similar chore for
Vacbt Club
Pat UeCauler
apart to benefit of This Is the Army, Penny Darla
ad McGoldrlok. Sr
8:30.
H Middleman Ore
'Army.'
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Inc. Pub. Co.
Moravliaa. Bar
.Tackle Heller
Triple Beheusala
B«a FnaUla
Only one-quarter or less, however,
Ken Balle* Oro
Bon-Bon
Sammy WalBb
Baddies
Fall Bccording Fees
Monta Uonterla
Johnny Hltchell
IMnny Shaner (3)
Usually three rehearsals are run- of the cast will be former dues payRay Pike. Jr
Richard Stoart
Bkrry Walton
Gloria Mann
Dolorea King
Just to tap all sources to the hilt, Flora Sea
ning at once. And when a soldier ers in the performer unions. Berlin
Jessie Wheatley
pick Wade
Christine Forsyth
isnt actually practicing his role, he's and Stone didn't, want, any more the full statutory 2c recording fees Grade Wynne
C De SImone ^Dera
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ilnmy RhyUuB Bu
Bud Wllllama
(tUtvea Grill)
Fay Bay
practicing the manual of arms and than that, although the entire troupe will be demanded; not the cutrate Arllne Thompson
...Sky-Vaa'
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Dotty Kins Ore
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military mentor to keep them up in ond Corps Area, work of which In night (Wed.) on his Lucky Strike El Gouchoa
HoUyw'<t Brunettes Escorts
»>rank Nstale
the real work at hand when they no the camps during the past six radio ooramercial) will further swell
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Mike Sandreite
Hotel 'Roosevdt
Le Shones
months is providing the base for the Ftmd by donating their disk ro- Henrique & And's Hugo
longer wiU be playing actor.
¥Ula Madrid
Joe Vera
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3 IiOose Nuts
Regular basic Army training will the entire show.
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Joe Petroselll
Bbytlun Manlara
Mack Lane
Berlin's idea, however. Is to make be IPO deluxe editions of the score, Shades of Rhythm
continue right through the rehearsJohn Bonguldl
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L C B Roberta
als and engagement in New York. it an amateur show with profes- aiutiiographed by Berlin, the cast Bunny LeRoy
NiU tc Nadlne
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Harold CummJnva
Michael Stranse
Arrangements have been made for sional polish. He feels that only by et aL, to sell at $1,000 each, which Anita James
Uusic Hall GIs <3) Billy Hinds Ore
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Harry Dobbs Ore
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Hurry Holly
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Nelson Maples Ore
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such a large crew they will be' on
Great Walkmira
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in advance of the July .4 premiere. Elolse Mack
Mamie Sweldlow
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what the Army calls 'commutation reason, nixed an offer from 'Victor This, too, is a radical departure from Johnny Cahlll
Jeanottea (IZ)
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Jock Downle
hard way.
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them through.'
sian Winter', then The Army's Made
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Tliat's not to say, though, that
They'll, be required to be on hand
Vrankla Scblutu.
a Man Out of Me'; 'I'm Getting Tired 3 Aces & Queen
at 8 each morning. Any infraction there's not plenty of talent of pro- So I Can Sleep'; 'My Sergfeant and Kirk & Lawrence
SophlsUcates (3)
Montreal, Jtme 2.
Henry Patrick
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About a Cheer for the Navy* (first Audrey Joyce Ols
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thers, alone, to spring quite a jamthat means sleeping in the theatre.
A Smith Karll
act finale, a tribute from the Army Bradford
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Cooke
to bring leading opera and concert
Rehearsals are conducted by Ser- boree. In addition to the Maxwell to the gobs); 'With My Head in the, r^onard
Balabow Terrace
Bddio King Oro
geant Stone amid frequent consul- Anderson and Joe Cook progeny are Clouds' and 'American Eagles' (both
(MtmffiHrd, Pa)
stars to this city, has been granted
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Ooiie Kyman Oro
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tations with Berlin. This is strictly Corporal Plill Truex, son of Ernest;
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& 19eryl
an enlisted man's affair and Stone Robert Moore, diminutive deadpan the Army, Mister Jones' and a Jean
Howard Lanin Ore
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.soldiers.
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International (3)
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Even in song merchandizing in Lee
Katherlne 'WolC Gli Show;, and the BiOlet Theatre:
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'Pal Joey' and other Broadway hits.
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Day, Dawn A Dusk
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the Army' performs, the effort will Dave Gold On
Silver Labe 'Iaa
himself, who will don the serA few breaches of Army hierarchy lin
realized full net profit for the Lanier's Swing Bur Col Qoo Reed
geant's uniform he wore in 1918 and be
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of the elder Cook's stooges. Spencer
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There will be loads of other show- twined into the otherwise wholly Paul Kane
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Monty
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siimmcr.
Dllly SiiiKh
Curt Wcllcr 4
every tourist with a 3A N. Y.
arid sis and the girl friend never tract

Berlin's 'Army' B. 0. Potential

Next Week
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S y STRANIHroke every record with a $60,000 l$t weekl

^ 9 1 PENNSYLVANIA- Broke
ffi DfCCA-lqrgest

eveiy recerd since 19311

record sale-1941-gny artist!

PtkSONAL MANAOBMiNT

BlUBURTOn

DlkECriON

GENERAL

AMUSEMENT

CORPORATION

Thomas G. Rockwell, President
•

NEW YORK

•

CHICAGO

•

CINCINNATI

•

HOLLYWOOD

<(M

•

LONDON

•

RADIO

SCREEN

Pabllshad WMklj at lEi Wait 4>th Street,
Bot«ra4 as Baoond-claaa mattar Dacamber
-

New

Torli, N. T., br Varlatx, Ine.
IBOt, at tba Peat Office at

23,

VOL.

German Show

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JUNE

To Keep Some Semblance of Unity
Soon,

tn

Tha

show business behind
Germany has
gone

Europe has

around

everything from

artistes,

the

raw

fllins

and film machine crankerg to buck
and wingers.
Many who used to lay them in
the aisles (In Germany) are now In
the army or in concentration camps,
mostly the former. But those left
have beeiv taken under the wing of
the German High Command and
escorted away to provide amusement for the boys at the different
fronts.

Since the outbreak of this world
conflagration, the lads carrying the
(Continued on page 25)

Showboat Specials

Communique
ton,

W.

victory

this

past

week

in

the

No Japs have ever been so
chagrined since the Kanazawa
troupe found the porter at the
Palace theatre using their risley
barrels as garbage cans.

from
1

Capt.

ARMY HAS EYE
ONASBURYAS

Billy

from Hunting-

again. Busireally big. Playing The Hatflelds and the Mc(^)yB,' 'Slap a Jap,'
Is

etc.

It's

ham

but good ham.

They laugh every time

I state

BARRACKS

'If any of you are over this way
this summer, drop in.
But bring
your rubbers, It's a muddy season.
Will be In Cincinnati from the
middle of July on."

Radio Preview of

New

Army Paper and Tones
Tunes from the forthcoming Irving
Berlin soldier musical. This Is the
Army,' will be premiered Saturday
night (13) via a special broadcast on
WJZ-Blue previewing the new Army
newspaper, Yank. Show, to be titled
"Yank Goes to Press,' will be heard
at 10-11 p. m. and wiU originate at
the Lotos Club, N. Y.
Franklin P. Adams, H. R. Bauknage and Harold Ross, editor of the
New Yorker mag, wUl co-m.c. the
Pfogram.

During the recent downbeat of the
sheet music business publishers have
held that there was nothing wrong
with that phase of the industry that
couldn't be cured by a couple of
United Nations victories. Proof of
this materialized over Monday and
Tuesday of the current week. From
level,

which had

prevailed consistently for five weelis,

IfaNeY.

Blitz

Comes, Here Are

The

Boys

Jollity

'Disaster units' of singers, dancers

Theatres' Bond Sales

BlAY

NO. 2

$100,000,000 Yrly. Goal
Early scattered reports on sales of
war t>onds and stamps in theatres
throughout the United States were
reported encouraging to an extent
showmen are confident the
that
$100,000,000 annual
at by
atres will be exceeded. Some believe
the sights may be raised to aim for
$200,000,000 sale annually for the
duration.
Individual theatre reports on bond
and stamp sales for the first week
were al)ove expectations. Paramount
theatre. New York, reported sales of

aimed

figure
sales
America's 15,000 the-

close to $9,000 the first week. Loew s
circuit reports $150,000 from sales in
140 theatres. Loew's Embassy, small
seater in North Bergen, N. J., managed by Emmanuel Light, sold $15,-

642 worth of stamps and bonds the
week, many times the normal

first

gross.

Show

biz,

one of

New

York's most lucrative Industries,

is

losing its foreign (hinterland) market and some domestic as well.
Until recently completely unaffected by threat of air or submarine
attack, which has sent Inhabltanta of

—

European capitals behind darkened
windows and closed doors for enter-

tainment since the autumn of 1939,
tha Broadway scene is now sharply
contrasted with the brightness that
prevailed here during the last war
when the street was not imder cover.
New York City Is getting another
Showmen also estimate that the
canteen for servicemen, also on
draft and 'defense industries have
Broadway, with the Pepsl-Cola soft
drained from 830,000 to l,00d,000 Indrink company footing the bills.
habitants out of New York, with tht
Construction Is already imder way
(Continued on page SIS)
In the Publicity BIdg. at 47tb street
and Broadway, opposite Father Duffy's statue, with the opening scheduled for around July IS,
Cfick
of 'Candida' Reviral
An effort has been made to keep
the entire project hush-hush until
Cnes Pascal's
there could be a great fanfare anent
the preem. Spot will be called the
New York Defense Recreation
Cornell or Garson to Sbir

CANTEEN

Lounge, and will be operated under
auspices of the N. Y.'s Defense RecRecent click of 'Candida* revival in
reation Committee, of which MarNew York and on the road has inshall Field Is chairman,
trigued Metro's interest, and word
Pepsi-CV}la, plus paying the rent
has Just come from its author, George
and cost of construction, with the
Bernard Shaw, in England, approvover-all expenses figured at $100,000
ing S. N. Behrman's screen adaptaper year, will operate the food
tion.
Gabriel Pascal, who produced
(sandwiches, pies, etc.) and soft
two previous Shaviana plx ^"Pyg(Continued on page 47)
malion' and 'Major Barbara'—will
again produce under M-Q aegis.
Greer Garson or Katharine Cornell are mentioned for the title roles.
The
Market

—

Whodnnh

Latter's

and comics to go into bomiied zones

So Big They May Donble

restrictions on rail travel and especU
ally the absence of war plants,

M-GFdm;

Army officers

built camps.

York.

and David Lahn and Vee
Lawnhurst are the co-writers.

lisher

Showmen appraising the eSects of
the war on New York look upon the
world's erstwhile No. 1 playground
as the Forgotten City of .World War
II. Contention, Is that Manhattan lost
its greatest magnet for the hlnter<
land when It lost its MBzd^ Iiane.
This, combined with dlmouts, blackouts, tire and gas rationing, likely
makes Gotham's wartime' future not

tha large Berkeley-Carteret hotel.

intends duplicating that action at
other resorts too. It was pointed out
that leasing buildings already In existence saves time and money since
there's no wait for construction, and
after the war they can be turned
back to original purposes and not
left to rot, as is the case with war-

Australia as a likely place of
romance for American troops
has received recognition by Tin
Pan Alley. The song U 'Dreamy
Australian Moon.'
Piedmont Music Co. Is the pub-

PEPSI-COLA'S

we

are going to play New York In the
fall with 'Hamlet,' but by gosh, some
day it's going to happeni Trouble is,
ev^ry time I get an angel, he gets
to the ponies before I get to New

As the Forgotten City of WorU War D

too favorable.

an abnormally low

CENTS

25

Way Points Up N. Y.

'ROMANCE'

the sheet business suddenly zoomed
to as much as 40% over what it was
for the parallel two days of last
Asbury Park may be taken over week.
by the Army soon. Army men have
The upsurge obviously had not
long had an eye on the resort as a been influenced by the entry of new
spot to barrack service men going hit songs.
The present best seller
into training, same as was done at list as a whole is about the same
Miami Beach and Manhattan Beach that has prevailed for the past three

According to several

'We are showboathig

ness

WANT

By BEN BODEC

is

Va.:

PRICE

The Moon Moves
Match

Strength of
1917-18 Vaudeville as
Song - Plugging Medium—
Not the Same Crowd Paychology

to

Pacific:

revealed the possible take-over
'Good Ham' This Year who
of Asbury's facilities the government

Bryant, dated June

SHEET MUSIC BIZ

All

and several other places. One of the or four weeks. It Is the consensus
major attractions for them at Asbury
(Continued on page 44)

Billy Bryant's

CapL

canto.
1171,

I,

However, '42 Radio Unable

built
pot.

to

Films, variety, opera, radio— they've
And the boys
all lost their kick.
Jn the drivers' seats can't needle
them up to anywhere like standard.
of course. Is
drought,
The big
caused by the little show der
fuehrer Is conducting on the ConIfs Tjrought a shortage of
tinent.

No Face At

According to a Broadway wag,
there's one certain and immediate
result of the U. S. Navy's great

Germany]

wall

steel

K

1942

10,

Not So Gay Dim

Biz FutOely Tries

[The foIlouKngi tutu written by
on American newspaperman u>ho
returned recetUlv o/ter Intern-

ment

Annual subaerlptlon, (10. Blnsla coplaa
York, M. T., andar tha act ol Maroh

Naw

AIX BIOBTS BESEBTED

COPTBIOHT, mz, BX TABIKTT, INC.

NEW

No. 1

147

STAGE

MUSIC

New York

of

almost

before

the

rubble is cleared away, and aid in
giving the victims a 'lift,' are being
planned by the United Theatrical
War Activities Committee.
Units
would give shows on trucks equipped
with portable stages. In an endeavor
to keep up morale in event of a
catastrophic bombing of the type

London, Cologne
undergone.

UTWAC

Is

who would be
this

most

and

Essen

have

lining up performers
available and fit for
trouping.

difficult sort of

BENNY GOODMAN'S IDEA
Name Band
War Fonda

He's Stirring Interest In

Caravan

for

Benny Goodman is attempting to
round up a group of five or six of
the top name bands for a tour together similar to the recent 'Hollywood Caravan' idea. His plan is to
play large auditoriums, ballrooms
(Continued on page 39)

Booming; Radio Tabs

Crime

Broadway

leglt

revival

pointed up 'Candida' for fllmizatlon,
and if Miss Cornell's screen tests are
okayed it will mark her first Holly-

Fiction's Millions wood work

after

long holding out

against films.

Promotion booklet issued by Mutual to plug a new mystery program,
'Great Detective Stories,' to prospec-

Grade

tive sponsors cites the success of a

number

of

including

other
'Mr.

District

Attorney,'

'The Shadow,' 'Ellery Queen,' 'Gang
Busters,' 'Thin Man,' 'I Love a Mystery,' "Crime Doctor,' 'Inner Sanctum,' 'Bulldog Drummond' and 'Fa-

mous Jury

Trials.'

Fields^

Bea

Lillie

Top N. Y. Musicals

whodunit shows,

The
Grade

click *vaude engagement of
Fields, heading Clifford C.
Fischer's 'Topnotchers', two-a-dayer
at the 44th St. theatre, on Broadway,
is a preface to a Shubert musical
stardom in the fall It started with

Blurb estimates that there are 40,000,000 readers of crime fiction (not
including pulp mags), notes that the
number of mystery films In 1941
was 141, compared to 48 Ih 1B40.
After relating the records of several
crime programs, the circular gives
details of 'Great Detective Stories,'
suggesting selections from popular
crime fiction for tht first 13-week

Lee Shubert and the English comedienne discussing a fall legit mtislcal, which touched off Shubert's suggestion she might get her U. S. stage
bearings back again by filling in for
a few weeks in the Fischer (Shubert) vaudery.

cycle.

now.

ly

Another English comedienne liketo do a Broadway comeback Is

Beatrice

Llllle,

starring In

London

/Wednesdaj, June 10, 1942
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Show Business

Preps

in 20 Cities

THE BERLE-ENG POINT

ii

By Milton

Cekbrations for Allied

Paging Joe Miller

Show business participation in the
v/ar efTort, at top speed almost since
day

the

moved

hostilities started, really
into high gear on all fronts

I& biggest show, with
this week.
7,500,000 New Yorkers In the cast
was staged for American and British

war heroes Monday

War Show, and

Mexico

in 15 additional spots
for the Treas-

were paving the way

City.

Editor, 'Variety':
We have a customer who is Interested In securing the Joe Mil-

gag service. Could'.you give
us any indication either regardler

but perform-

(8),

ances almost as impressive were be
Ing prepared in cities throughout' the
country.
While a half-dozen Hollywoodites,
the initial contingent of some 30 who
will visit 120 cities, set out on their
bond-selling mission, show business
committees in more than 20 towns
were arranging celebrations for the
War Heroes. In 14 other cities they
were aiding the Army to stage its

.

we

get in touch with him di-

It wUl cost money to defeat
Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

rectly?

AmerXcan Book

Store, S.A.

Prudential Hour;

Met May

Reyire 'Werther' for Her
Gladys Swarthout has signed a
renewal with Prudential Insurance
to run through the summer. This
\<riU force Met mezzo to eliminate
en extended concert tour next winter but will be able to fill approximately 20 dates with the first
scheduled in Oxford, Ohio, Oct. 14.
She is brushing up on 'Werther'
which it is rumored the MetroRaoul
politan may revive'^ with
Jobin opposite her.

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
buy them on a regular basis.

WHITEMAN RECORDING
FOR CAPITAL LABE

Pemberton Fmally

Col,

Sip

Deal Giving Studio

First contract in years between a
producer and Hollywood studio
for The latter to back stage productions has been signed ,by Brock
Pemberton and Columbia Pictures,
legit

delayed more than a
one reason or another.

after

being

year

for

Harry and Jack Cohn and Nate
of Columbia, had been

Frank Mandel (Schwab &)

Spingold,
flirting

tut

file

by

a new application accompanied

fingerprints, citizenship status, deof any arrests or convictions

i(

filing

fee of $1.

.r.rir: :i'_.

—

LT.^OL JACK WARNER'S
WAR CHORES

H wood s Gold and Sunshme Helping

Runyon Forget About His Broadway

Mickey's 'Last Fling'
Hollywood, June

New
Gordon Col Director

9.

British Frontier

Returners from London tell of
the British colonel who, at an officers' mess, looked strangely at
Capt David Niven, ex-film star
now in the British army, and

'

to

the

Los Angeles, June 9.
went Into
Commission

tails

and a

.

—

—

wanted to know, 1 say, didn't we
meet somewheres before? Was
It

Malta? Or Gibraltar?'

'No,' said Niven, 'I've never
it was in
Callfoq|la, wh^re I was before
coming here.'
'Oh, I say,' the colonel answereid, 'I didn't know we had

been there, but perhaps

a base out there!'

HoUywoed, June 9.
Having been subjected 'Uiese rnany
months to the effulgence of gold and
with which Hollywood
abounds In the ordA named, Damon
sunshine

Runyon

is

not, as' generally repre-

sented, honing and hankering for his
Harry the Horse and the kindred
characters
for
that have made
Lindy's and himself a niche in a nation's consciousness. It may come
as horsey to the Old Blues of the
Big Town, bat Runyon doesn't
greatly miss Broadway. He has it
here on Vine Street, or so he says.
In fact, when accosted on the RKO
lot, where he's finishing '.The Big
Street' for early release, he sort of

down his side fringe.
Atid, in his greatly weakened state,

let

UNITED NATIONS HLM;

SPEWACnU.S. CHORE
Sam Spewack,

\Vhose anti-Fasclst

documentary picture for Iiowell Mellett is virtually

to

England

in

brokenly confessed that, largely,
while nobody was noticing, danged
if he hasn't gotten to like the place.
For lack of another rieason, it could
be the gold and sunshine in the order

named.
Actually, though,

it's because the
(Continued on page 52)

completed, will plane

August with a camera-

man

to film war scenes for a feature
about the United NaUons. He in-

tends to gp to Russia, China and
elsewhere subsequently to shoot
other material for the same picture.
Footage will be brought to the V. S.,
where Spewack will edit it and write
a commentary. That, as well as the

T.

DORSEY REPEATS AT
N-G;

DUNHAM'S U

PIC

Hollywood, June 9.
Metro and Tommy Dorsey got toanti-Fascist feature, will be distrib- gether on another picture deal and
uted by one of the fnajor companies, the bandleader brings his crew to
through a deal to be arranged by the studio for eight weeks of shootMellett,
ing in 'DuBarry Was a Lady.' FolAnti-Fasclst .film also has a com- lowing that he goes into the Pallamentary by Spewack and spoken by dium for a stand.
Paul Stewart, with a musical backAnother band booking for pictures
ground conducted by Alexander was Universal's signing of Sonny
Sniallens.
Feature is 'composed of Dunham for 'Off tlie Beaten Track.'
clips from newsreels, seized Nazi
footage and some privately shot Alms.
'

civic ordinance
•fleet here giving PoUce

to

—

hesitant.

Revoke Theatre Permits
New

more.
Got a little tired so decided to hit the hay, but couldn't sleep the hay
kept hitting back. .. .Finally I called the porter and he brought in a flock
of sheep that I could count, but they promptly fell asleep counting me.
Stopped off at Albuquerque and visited the Indian reservation and saw
a lot of early Americans, They get up every morning at six.... Albuquerque is a lovely place you can get three squaw meals a day there
and^ whenever you look you see squaw haircuts.
NeckUe Party—Almost!
Arrived at Chicago and was met by a band of wandering gypsies
You should see the crowds that were gathered there
who'd gotten lost
when I stepped off the train. .. .They kept hollering 'We want Berle, we
want Berle'. .. .It's a. good thing I saw the rope in time.... It was so hot
in Chicago I saw a thermometer drinking a frozen molted.... Finally got
back on the train and .arrived in New York city.... I shourd of stayed
right on the train and gone on to Belmont. .. .did I' have that 'Mutual'

it's

was

L A. Cops Empowered To

the power to revoke theatre permits
If lewd shows are presented.
Law requires every theatre owner

. .

and winning. That's the great game solitaire.
There was one fellow on the train who I wouldn't exactly say was
Got
crooked, but why were two 'midgets playing cards up his sleeve
a little hungry so I walked into the dialing car and was seated next to an
absent-minded fellow who kept drinking his' soup out of a straw.... He
kept forgetting he wasn't with Shep Fields' 'Rippling Rhythm' band any

tacted

Metro sidetracked production of
the Rudyard Kipling story, "Kim,'
Hollywood, June 9.
permit Mickey Rooney to play
Columbia handed a director contitle role in 'Andy Hardy's Last
tract to Michael Gordon, recently diFling,'
starting
this
week with recting dialog on the same Tot and
James and Wllliava Cagney have George Seitz directing.
formerly of the New York Group
been gi'vlng consideration in the past
New member of the 'Hardy' cast Theatre.
few weeks to the musicals of George Is Robert Pittard, replacing George
Gordon's first directorial job is
M. Cohan as their iirst vehicle under Breakstone, who Joined the Army Boston Blackie Goes Hollywood,' to
their new pact with United Artists. Signal Corps,
be produced by Wallace MacDonald.
They've pretty well voted them
down, however, as being too simply
written for adaptation as a presentday screenplay.
James is currently starred In a
biog of Cohan, 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy,' and does many bits from
Cohan plays in the film. William
Cagney, who produced 'Dandy' for
Warner Bros., will likewise be the
producer on the UA films.
Aside from the formula Cohan
plots .of 'from rags to riches from
e-JO to 11:30,' Cagney brothers do
not want to present James as a songand-dance comedian. If he's to dance
at all in his next picture, they want
It to be a serious story with a couple
of specialties for James worked in.
William has been In New York for
everal weeks reading scripts and
talking to agents and authors. He'll
eo up to the Cagney farm at
Martha's Vineyard, Mass., at the end
of this week for a short vacash before returning to the Cdast.

FHJIIINGS

—

—

with the idea right along,
feeling.
understood that Pemberton
What a kick walking down Broadway again. They must have known
Latter was conmy name was going up in lights at the State when I open there on the
by Jimmie Stroock, of 2Sth
that's why they ordered no Illumination at night....! brought
Brooks Costumes, for the picture
back a present for Harry Lihk a dozen handkerchiefs that ha can twist
Stroock appears to merely
outfit.
Made a round of the night spots
(from the Oliver of the Same Name)
have a rooting interest.
with Leo Lindy, who took me to Toots Shor's for dinner. .. .catered by
Unlike the agreement between Dave's Blue Room with Arnold Reuben as maltre d'.
scheduled is a straight play. Schwab Metro, the late Sam H. Harris and
Walked, into the '18 Club,' and for a change w^'t Insulted CWhite' of
(Continued on page 46)
& Mandel productions were featured
them!).... Went to a legitimate show that wa« such a turkey/ the manby musical standouts, such as 'Good
agement is still plucking the feathers out of It. . . .Bumped Into J. C. FlipNews' and "Follow Thru.'
pen who's gone Veronica Lake on. us.,.. He's wearing the balr on his
On more than one occasion Schwab
chest, over one shoulder.
and Mandel announced they were
P. S.—Attention, social directors and M. C.'s. Open Loew's State Juna
through on Broadway, giving casting
25. Pencils and pads are prohibited.
N. Y.-D. C.
problems and other difficulties as
reasons and going so far as to say so
In paid ads. At intervals, however,
Lt.-Col. Jack L. Warner, now in
Schwab produced solo and Mandel is Washington in conference with offifollowing suit
Former has been cials in the War Department, is likeresident in Miami Beach for some ly to remain in the east for a month
time, having redlty Interests there, or longer, commuting from Niew
including a hotel and apartment York to the capital.
houses.
Warner is reported working out
extensive plans for film production
geared to wartime needs.

CAGNEYS RULE OUT ANY

COHAN PLAY

.

.

Right to Finance Plays

20,«M Crowd'
Back to Legit Production
Madison Square Garden rally in
the evening found some of the top
Frank Mandel, formerly teamed
names in show business warming up
with Laurence Schwab in legit pro(Continued on page SO)
duction, is coming back to Broadway
from the Coast and will re-enter the
managerial field. First show he has

Miss Swardiont Continoes

now.

to help

ury Department-Air Corps 'Air CavHollywood, June 9.
alcade,' which will be supplemented
First off the Victor record platter
with three Hollywood stars.
in years for Paul Whiteman will be
New York shindig for the 15 al- sides for Capital Records, recently
lied War Heroes, arranged by a comorganized by B. G. DeSylva, Johnny
mittee headed by Spyros Skouras. Mercer
and Glenn Wallichs.
20th-Fox prexy, was rated the bigOthers set by Capital Include
gest Manhattan welcome since LindGarden Jenkins, Freddy Slack and
bergh's triumphal homecoming in Bobby Dolan orchestras, and vocalTicker tape and confetti pa- ists Dennis Day, Connie Haines,
1927.
rade up Broadway ended at noon Johnny Johnson, Mercer and Martha
with a rally in Times Square, where Tilton. First' batch of panqakes will
fliers, commandos and naval heroes,
be ready for marketing toward end
astounded by all this ovation, were of the month.

aided in their tongue-tied helplessness by Gracie Fields singing 'AH for
One and One for All' and 'White
Cliffs of Dover.'

Back on Broadway
What a thrill being back on Broadway once more. You should see all
the fans at the station. I never saw such ^ marvelous cooling system.
Walked over to the check room and asked the fellow if he had my
bags. He said: "No, I go to bed early nights.'
All my relatives met me at the station.- 'One Ham's Family.'
It really was a marvelous trip across country.... The day I left the sun
Received some beautiful going-away gifts
was shining—in Florida
Maxie Rosenbloom baked me a very delicious cauliflower pie..., one bite,
and my ears folded up.... I got a lovely gUt from the California Chamber
marinated
kuihquats, with cuffs (just what I
of Commerce.... a jar of
needed).... The porter showed m« to my compartment and I got a chance
.those dice of mine get tired so easily.
to rest my .weary bones.
the
train who was quite upset because
mine
on
Ran into a friend 'of
I got into a card
he mislaid his bag— but he found her later at the bar
game and lost heavily at gin-rummy 'tU I learned they'd been playing
game with a writer friend of mine
.Started
another
pinochle all along. ..
we played for ad-libs. .My mother was
It was a very unusual game
the hit of the train. She was the only one playing gin-rummy with mink
cards. .. .My mother had terrific luck with the cards. She kept winning

—

ing the service. Its cost to us, and
so forth, or the address of the

gentleman himself, so that

may

Berle

War Heroes

With

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
'C«rialnly on* of the funniatt

could snatch any

ihow from tha dotdrumt.'

—Laura
Unlv.raal Pictures
Under Personal
..'11

.q

teams of zanio

IK

th««» two boys

Lee, Philadelphia Evening .BulUtin.
Chasa A Sanborn Hour, NBC- Red

Management

r-tl

—

of*
.i-tDTUJaS 211

'£DWARD SHERMAN
Kt^

SSWq no

-

Jlt'l.liuju.ji

his wife, BeUa,.

Spewack

EBIOE HEYEBS' SOLO FIC

also
Hollywood, June 9.
has a legit script which Max Gordon
Ernie l>Tevers, onetime Stanford
plans producing on Broadway in the
first ana
fall.
The Spewacks authored 'Boy football great, plays in his
last picture for the duration of the
Meets Girl,' which George Abbott
war for Columbia.
produced several years ago on
After finishing in "Spirit of SunBroadway and which was later
ford' he goes into the Navy as physifilmed.
cal instructor.

'

.
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'

Atlantic

Beach Points Affected

By Dinunii^ But Not

II.F.M.

Mellett
Petrillo Callo

Menace
beach
of
blackouts
along the entire Atlantic
hurting business In various
while dimouts
further Inshore appears to be caus-

Complete

Taking

No Chances

points

Coast

is

ing some damage, particularly In
smaller towns where street lighting

has been poor anyway.
Roundup of other cities, as affected
by dimouts, are Included herewith.

always

Pacific slope Indicates rather epotly
effect. Seattle has felt the alerts
keenly; Frisco okay; Portland, Ore.,

theatre biz doing

welL

Hollywood, June 9.
Jap bombing of Alaskan bases
caused a shUt In night filming on
Hollywood picture lots.
Fourth Interceptor Cdmmand
ordered all studios to abandon

DEFENSE JOBS
K. 0.

CHORINE

MARKET

few

weelcs.

jobs as showgals,

(Continued on page 54)

Summer Guests With

Now

chorines, cigaret
gals In fact wanting to do anything
to get a start In show business. But
those days are apparently gone at
least for the duration.

—

—

Last week Jack Lynch Inserted advertisements In the newspapers seeking girls to join his line of Glamour
Girls. Pay offered was $35 to $40
a week. But with defense- plants

and Government

GroDcho Marx First Of

—Reports

Poast Toasties Show

Hollywood; June 9.
Groucho Marx will be the guest
lead, svibbing for Frank Morgan,
with Fannie Brlce, Thursday night
(11) on the Post Toasties (formerly
Maxwell House) show on NBC.
Jimmy Durante has the assignment
the next week, June IB, with subsequent substitutes not yet booked.
Morgan will vacation four weeks,
after which Miss Brlce will take a
four-week layoff. Guest leads will
General
also substitute for her.
Foods is the sponsor of the series
and Benton & Bowles the agency.

METRO'S'SHOWBOAFON
B'WAY BEFORE FILMING

scant

attention.
answered the ad.
suitable.

offices offering as

Only

And

five

girls

Hollywood, June 9.
Bryan Foy has nine pictures
dealing directly or Indirectly
with war on his 20th-Fox production slate.
Latest is 'Man of Mystery,' spy
story, now being scripted by
George Bricker.

HOME USE OKAY

ernment

is

Effective Aug. 1,
canned music by 140,000 union memexcept under certain conditions,
has been banned. James C. Petrillo,
president, so informed the American
Federation of Musicians at its opening session' Monday (8) of an sixday (47th annual) national convention. More than 1,000. delegates and

ton,

D.C.ECHANG1NG

t>ers,

IDEAS WITH

Coordinator

Mellett,

The
fight

OEM

ot

.

System is being set up between
Washington and Hollywood to keep
studios
Informed .of. Government
viewpoint on the war, national and

international questions, social probnegotiations with transcription and lems and other events as they come
recording companies^
up.. It will also apprise Hollywood
They argued,' said Petrillo, that of what's going on In various deno one can stop progress. We argued partments in the Capital that might
that musicians faced a situation be of interest in pictures, or as pic(Continued on page 27)
ture ideas.
- Setup
will comprise merely the
weeding through of aU (government
press handouts and speeches by im'Shores of Tripoli' Pic
portant officials. Those that appear

,

facilities they hold strong hand in
asking the cooperation of Hollywood

COMMANDO BIOG
OFLORDMOIMBATTEN

OEM

'

Department of Agriculture,
the Federal Security Agency and
other Federal division's have never
proved even the shadow of any. real
threat yet to Hollywood, but the industry would prefer that Washington
do the governing and Hollywood the
film-making. It feels, that it is more
compe.tent than the; Government to
turn out pictures and doesn't relish
competition fcr free pictures from a
source that can push its product into
theatres by various sorts of pressure,
(Continued on page 52)

.

Inspires

some value

to have
will be

39 Marine

Enlistments in 1

PAR'S

information

unit, the

announcement climaxed a
which PetriUo has waged for

music.
years against transcribed
PetriUo briefly traced the history of
the union's battle to control the making and use of transcribed music in
1937.. He said the A. F. of M. had
conducted a series of imsuccessful

chief of the

service, under whom the film imit
operates, will not go along with the
industry on the plan. It Is understood.
They feel that by the very
existence of their own film-making

on war propaganda pictures.
Product turned -out by the

HOUYWODD

their families are registered.

Town

edited

to

down

Hollywood
in'

Todd

to

Pay Berlin

$100 Weekly
Song Use

Project Is being handled by the
Office of the Coordinator of Government Films, Lowell Mellett. In
Washington releases will go through
the office of Mellett's assistant. Arch
Mercey, who will forward them to
Fred Polanger on the (3oast. He'U
put them fn final form for t£e studios. They will not be Issued as a
book or pamphlet, but as individual

Irving Berlin's "The
Police Gazette,' from
the Avenue' fliiausical,
only 'old' tune in 'Star

tors,

Detroit,

June

9.

Believed to be a new high in
theatre enlistments in connection
with a single picture showing, 39
Marine Corps recruits were given a

for Old

quickly

form for writers, direcand other studio

readable

Revoe

in

producers

Girl on the
an old 'On

will be theand Garter,'
opening some time next week at the
Music Box, N. Y, Michael Todd, producer, will pay Berlin $100 weekly
for the song during the revue'^ tun.

sendoS last week by Governor Van
Wagoner at Lansing. The large
group was enlisted in connection
Berlin in turn will donate the $100
with the showing at the Butterfield
each week to servicemen's charities.
would naturally in- chain's Michigan' theatre there of
releases.
clude much footage on the tough- 'The Shores of Tripoli.'
Polanger Is assistant to Nelson
Previously, service branches here
ened troops which he commands.
Mountbatten arrived In Washing- have made tieups with pix for re- Poynter, Mellett's rep In Hollywood.
ton last week for confabs with U.S. cruiting purposes, but enlistments Poynter left Washington Monday
Army and supply execs. It is under- never have burgeoned in proportion (9) night after 10 days there workTnids Mark Recl*ter«d
stood Par rep there will talk further to the drive which netted close to ing on the new setup and discussing
FOUNDED BT BIMB SILVBRUAN
other problems with Mellett.
with him on the project which was 40 men in a small city theatre.
PnbUihed W««kl7 by VABUStX, IM.
originally broached to him In Lon-

Paramount has under consideration a film biog of Lord Loiiis
Mountbatten, cliief of England's

Commandos.

It

i

Bid Silverman. Prasldent
1(4 Weit 4«th Strtet. Nsw York, N. T.

don.

Film Press Group Seeks to Deflate

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

H wood Wages

'Odiousness' of High
Scope

of.

the. conversations

Good Will

and

plans of the Public Relations Committee, eastern division, recently set

up by

the film Industry

erally realized either within or with-

out the

down

trade.

Policy

own importance

of

playing

a studied
one by the heads of the pub-ad departments of the major companies,
Its

Bally

Hollywood, June 9.
Good wUl committee to cultivate friendly relations between
the public and the picture indust^ Is being organized here

not gen-

Is

by

is

Devil With HlUer' Being who comprise the Public Relation's
Cloaely Watched
Committee. They feel that their work
can be most effective on a q.t basis.
Press and public reaction to the
Breadth of the discussions is eviHollywood, June 9.
new Hal Roach short feature, "The denced by the fact that a major
Loanout deal Involving Fred
Devil With Hitler,' soon to be re problem being considered is that
Murray for Ann Sberidtan has col' leased, will be watched carefully by created by Hollywood's high salaries.
lapsed.
those In Hollywood and Washington One of the points to be adduced in
Iiatter was to have played Tex interested in propaganda via films. the nationwide survey projected by
Gulnan' for Paramoiut, with Mac- Picture definitely names and carica- the committee will be public reacMurray slated for Warners' 'Princess tures Hitler and, although a comedy, tion to these six-figure pay enveO'Rourke.'
takes as Its principal thesis that the

publicity directors,
Independent of the New York
public relations group.
Key men from each studio
publicity staff will be named this
week to promote national understanding of the aims of Holly-'
studio

wood.

Mac

is

literally

worse than

the devil himself.
This will be the first film made
during this war that goes so far in its
IlQllywood, June 9.
Jimmy Durante flew back to New excoriation of Hitler, especially via a
York Monday (8) to be at ttie bed humorous vein, and. thus there's
Bide of his sister, whose Illness took double Interest in It academically
a turn for the worse.
Idea of putting the entire blame for
Condition of his wife here has Im' the Nazi regime on Hitler, Instead of
(Continued on page 16)
proved.

Ill
2S Cont*

No. 1

Vol. 147

INDEX

The

Nazi Fuehrer

Fortlcn

110

Slnsls Copies

Fliys

FAIULY WOES

war effort if the gov>
in' turn will eliminate its
competition with the' industry. Move
aimed primarily at the Office tot
Emergency Management Film Unit,
which operates from New "york.
shorts for the

officials.

Beach's

DTIBANTE'S

Several of the major companies
have reportedly transmitted word to
Washington that the Industry will
speed up and increase its program ot

Lowell

June 9.
the making of

Dallas,

only one was

Hani In 'Commandos'
Hollywood, June 9.
Paul ^unl Is coming back to
Metro, which recently acquired the Hollywood to star in The Comremake rights to 'Show Boat' from mandos,' a tale of British raids on
Universal, 1^ making plans for a the European continent, to be proBroadway revival of the musical duced for Columbia by Lester
'
before sending it before the cameras. Cowan.
Idea is that a legit run will not only
John Farrow, on leave from the
be profitable, but be a good buildup British Navy, Is signed as director.
for the film.
Currently Farrow is winding up anOscar Hammersteln H, who wrote other sea battle story, 'Wake Island,'
'Show Boat' with Jerome Kern, has at Paramount. 'Commandos' has a
been pacted by Metro to direct the Norwegian background, based on a
Broadway version.
Musical was mag story by C. S. Forester.
originally presented by Florenz Zieg
feld In 1928 and filmed by Universal
In 1929 and again in 1936.'
SATAN VS. HITLER

WB-Par Swap

Drop Film Prod;

and Horton Can't See That

Me and Mars

for Conspiracy

high as $60-a-week, Lynch's ad got

Brice;

Shorts

Government Films, and Robert Hor-

In Miami Beach, Fla., where
blacked out, with
everything Is
difficult to find and cars
allowed to trav&l no more than 20
loss of local and
hour,
the
miles an
tourist trade Is offset markedly by
the patronage of soldiers. Between
stationed at
are
and
30,000
28,000
Miami Beach. While business there
at present is below that of last year,
any worse,
not
be
may
summer
the
especially if additional troops are
Philadelphia, June B.
In Miami
stationed at this point.
proper, grosses are also off as comTfiere was a time when Philadelpared with last year, but this is at-, phia nltery. operators were contributed partly to attractions the stantly deluged by gals looking for

Beach theatres all along the
Florida coast, including Jacksonville,
Caytona and other points are affected by the blackouts but in Jackeonvilie proper the trend of theatre
This is
attendance remains firm.

War

Recordings a

Musicians Union-

after-dark shooting until further notice.

S.

its

to Self-Interest of

Warnings of Gutta Percha
Lawyers T h at A.F.M.
Leade|rs Might Be Jailed

all

theatres

last

Up

But Prefers U.

Alanningly;

Radio Hurt Mostly on West Coast

epots, not in others,'

Film Biz Would

TO FIGHT

lopes.

Major significance of the

establish-

ment of the committee is that it has
taken the public relations of the indtistry out of the hands of a few
professional apologists. In the saddle
Instead is a group that hopes to be
able to take aggressive action In not
only meeting criticism but heading it
(Continued on page 54)

CONSIDERING JOLSON

'

RCA.
Lombardo's present niche on
Saturday, 8-8:30 p. m.

63

Concert-Opera

39.

Exploitation

14

Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews .
.

8
8

. .

Forum

S5

House Reviews
Inside—Legit

22
51

—^Music

44

Inside

Inside—Orchestra
Insid^Pictures
Inside Radio

42
27

—

'30

International

16

Legitimate

49
52
43
47
47
54

Music

Colgate-Palmolive-Pe'et has staked
out the Tuesday 8:30-8:55 period on
CBS for occupation by either Guy
Lombardo or a variety show. It is
considering Al Jolson as headman
(or the latter program.' Another account currently Interested In Jolson

is

48

Chatter

Literati

COLGATE, LIKE RCA,

is

BUls

New

Acts
Night Club Reviews
Obituary
Orchestras'
Pictures

^.

.

. .

In

5

30
34
47
45

DAILY VABIBTT
(PuMlfhed

CBS

..40

..."

Radio
Radio Reviews
Unit Review
Vaudeville
Hollywood br

Dally Variety. Ltd.)
$10 a year-'llS forelirn

.

WAR

J

'
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ACTIYITIES

Siakespeare As SoUi«r Entertspiient

Mdi^endiau s Pep Talk for War Bond

on B.O.

Sales Worries Exhibs
Minneapolis, June

war

.securities.

The Secretary

-

Wins Majority Vote; Ulacbeth' Socko

ffiz

Such

Just Another Spree.

9.

There's criticism in local Aim trade
circles of Secretary Morgentha'u's recent radio appeal to the public to
spend only on necessities so as to
have more funds for investment in

Hollywood, June

before spending their money,
people should decide if the expendi-

that,

Tom

were

ture-is necessai°y, indicating that, in
his opinion, the only buying should
be of necessities.
While agreeing that everybody
should invest at least 10% of their

Steele,

Jimmy Dundee

anti

his production of 'Macbeth,' with
Judith Anderson, to this army

for three performances last
it was the first time most
soldiers had ever seen
Shakespeare, In many .cases, it
was the first time they'd ever

camp

week,
of

Bert Wolfe,
Allan

Pome-

performance had

in such securities and do
everything within reason to aid the
war effort financially, film trade
leaders here feel that it will hurt
morale, and thus Injure the war
effort, it all pleasure is .foregone
through 'a feeling that such sacrifices^
are a duty. They wonder if Wash-""
ington really wishes theatres and
other amusement places to shutter
during the war, point' out that this

ARMY-NAVY NO

LIKE

tlie
if
hecessarily
would fqllov
public followed the Treasury. Secretary's advice. In all this connection,
they recall a statement by President

BASEBALLERS' BALLY

14th »ut:cessful we«k, "Prioritie* of
at th« 46th Street Theatre,

thait

professional baseball leagues should
go through with their seasons despite the war.
iEven though they realize^that even
the present dWcrsion of spare funds
into' war seiwjties and the accompanying propaganda .is starting
to hurt the .boxoffice badly, practically all' local exhibitors are -co-,
«perating in the campaign to sell the
stamps and bonds. They're oa sale
^t. nearly all boxoSices «nd the vast
pajorlty of theatres' are running
trailers and using other means to induce the purchase of these securities.
.

'

..

.

'

.

.

Socialites

b

Plan

Own

New York.
"Triple A Rnrtorsemcnts ... "Willie
HowarU'-s (Uollcrlcs in 'Priorities of

pating in benefit service games, because of complaints from the Army

LOUIS SOBOL,
New York Journal- American.

1042."

Venture

'Philadelphia, June 9.
Philly actors are siz2lliDg at the
brusherbo they've received at the
hands of the committee settinug up
local branch of the Arnerican
Theatre. Wing Canteeh-r-and the
bome town thesps are getting set to
.

..

ne

men

will' be.

known

a!s

Washington

ators
Relief

DIMOUTS

drew only 9,200 on a Saturday and with a spectacular program
an extra added attraction.
Admitted that the service game was
poorly promoted, while the Satchel
Paige turnout was mostly Negro
patronage.

ALSO

Navy was also perturbed over the
way Bob Feller was advertised in
Chicago.
Feller, in Navy uniform,

New dimout regulations have ended
all

outdoor

.

MM

.y). o:.

!

«

« 4

'

-

9:

A; Lehman Engel, 31, coipposei-,
conductor,
author
and lecturer,
who enlisted recently in the U. S.

orch started
a tour-week

is

here.

Yeoman

Engel's

home

is

Jackson,

of entertaining service

but he has resided in New
for several years. During
his musical career he wrote ^nd conducted 33 Broadway shows, con-

personally paying all
transportation

ducted over 500 broadcasts on major
radio networks and .more than 1,000

Miss.,

York City

stands in the camps, this Hi th6 first
tour by a name outfit for the exclusive purpose
is

expenses,- including
and' hotels.'

concerts.

Also touring under CSI auspices

Dave

now

attached to the. band,
music and entertainment office of
the U. S. Naval Training Station

volunteer tour of Army and Navy
posts under auspices of USO-C^ihp
Shows, Inc. Although many name
bands have done voluntary one-night

men. Kyser

Rubinoff, who'll fiddle his

in

Edict -saves considerable trouble in

in,
is

He

leading

.

I

way

work his way south. He's doing a
two-and-one-half-hour show, in the
usual College of Musical Knowledge
format, selecting six soldiers as participants in 'each camp.
Kyser's regular Wednesday evening
broadcasts will originate from whatever post he hapi is to be at..

Frisco's Fighters

Corps.

He's stationed

at

per's in Dallas.

training

-

school

for

N. Y. Canteen Volunteers

Air

to a post in which the knowledge
of Latin America he has gained in

the past 18 months c^n be employed.
Alstock is a graduate of the University of

Oregon and the Harvard
He was formerly

Business School.
with RKO and

Selznick-Interna-

tional.

printed. Process of registering and
getting such records started last
Friday (S) and is due to be completed today (10). Fingerprints of
hostesses, those serving food and in
executive work are included, and it
is
expected that entertainers will
also be registered.
Records will be turned over to the
FBI for possible reference hereafter.
Explained that there is a possibility
that some persons asking questions
of men In imiform may reveal information that may reach enemy
sources.
Also said that some .'outsiders' slipped' into the Canteen as
volunteer workers, although the
Wing wants only those definitely
In
connected with show business.
addition' to fingerprints, the entire
'

complement

Is

being photographed,

.In the non-theatrical field, Whit- one print to be' pasted on an Idenney's division has released 69 films .tiflcation card and another for the
for distribution in Latin America official records.
and 34 for distribution in the United
Installation of a .cooling system is
States. It is expected there will be being speeded, necessity being em30Q 18-mm. films available by De- phasized by the summer heat and
cember.
humidity. Canteen continues to jam
There has also been a stepping in soldiers and sailors of allied
up of newsreel coverage and ar- countries. On ope recent evening,
rangements for compilation of two 3,100 boys were entertained and a
16-mm. newsreel summaries t» be new high for one week- of 17,844- was
distributed
monthly
throughout tallied.
Latin America for non-theatrical
Wing will enroll all amateur col-

-

-

Tony Carruth, ace Wariier-'Vitagritph salesman, took oft for Officers
Training cam;:.
Myron Meyer, of Malco Theatre
staff, retu^-ned from Fort Oglethorpe
induction, turned down by Army
doctor. Resumes post at Malco.

Sam Byrd

In

Charlotte,

June

stage Door Canteen Capers

Sam Byrd, the Mount Olive, N. C,
who made' his mark on Broad(Continued op page 20)

Innchtime

American Theatre Wing

lege dramatic' and little theatre
groups in the U. S., aiming to raise
canteens
$250,000
to establish
throughout the country.

N. Y. to L. A.

9.

boj;

1st

showing.

Navy

C,

Follies'

Clicks At Shipbuilding

Yard Near New York

•

•

local.

the

'

and Loss
Memphis, June 9.
Trade gained and lost in shufHe
with Army this week.
Profit

Men

Akron

tend

..

Memphis'

San Francisco, June 9.
Bob Kingsley, Telenews theatre
First noontime unit show for war
assistant manager, army/
workers .was presented at the
Jack Tobin, Telenews manager Wheeler Shipbuilding plant near
here until his shift a short time ago New York Monday (8), under' the
to Dallas, has gone into the navy auspices of the American Theatre
with a commission.
Wing. Idea was regarded as a sucDoolittle's
Dood It,
Dan McLean, inventor and pres- cess and will spread to many loFeaturing the initial show
So Akron Ops Send Check ident of the Ten-O-Win Co., and calities.
manager of the Embassy, accepted was a skit called 'The Man Who
as a chief boatswain.
His partner Went to Moscow,' staged by Moss
Akron, O., June 9.
The moving picture operators' in the theatre, Lee Dibble has taken Hayt^
ATW's war works entertainment,
Union at Akron, which last Jan. 6 charge for the duration.
known as 'Lunchtimc
has
put up $250 as a reward for the
McLean was formeriy~iB the mer- secured the promise ofFollies,'
SO authors
first U. S. flier to bomb Tokio, has chant marine, and has operated his
who will write lO-m.inute sketches.
mailed a check for tliat amount to own cabin cruiser for years.
Understood that players are to be
Brig. Gen. Jimmy Doolittle, to use as
compensated under a plan where
he sees fit
.'for the men who accompalned him on the Tokio bombing
mission or their families.'
John Shufl is business agent and
Albert Wright is president of the

Mugging, FmgeEprinting

He'll at-

interpretation.

M

«

tclligence

Edin^ton Field, Houston, Tex.
Ates took "his exams recently while
fllUng an engagement at Jack Pep-

on music
and'clulw,

through three weeks of camps and
bases, .starting, at Fort Bragg, N- C, Brunswick.
Engel is also president of the Artomorrow (Thursday) night. He
•Vinds up at Camp Blanding, Pla., row Music Press, Inc., a non-profit
organization formed for the purpose
July 4.
Kyser teed off at Fort Jay, N. Y., of publishing serious music composed
by Americans.
•nd is in New England tonight. He'll

immediately into service.

W

'

.has lectured

tm) versifies

and has cpnducted for recordings
made by Columbia, 'Victor and

FBI Playing Safe By

Whitney intends to finish up at
the OCIAA around June 20 and go

-

Naval Reserve as a yeoman, third
last night ("rues'?

shows

Uncle Sam s Rofl Call
M
MM
M M M

« < » <

Engel Asslined
Great Lakes, HI., June

class,

were S.R,0„ with many turned away.

Some soldiers complained because
too many of the free tickets were dis*
tributed in Washington to War De-

partment and other civilians, thus
limiting uniformed patronage.
On
films division of the Office- of Coall
three nights the Shakespeare
Inter-American Afof
ordinator
presentations had to compete with
fair,' John Hay Whitney explained
three picture shows in other camp
last
week.
He has been com(Continued on page 20

setting up outdoor lighting equip-_
Summary of the work of Whitm-nt, but CSI execs feel daylight ney's office since its inception in
performancies don't have quite the •October, 1940, reveals that: the /insame punch as the after-dark spot- dustry in that time, cooperating
with OCIAA, has released 18 featuires
lighte'd affairs. C'est la guerre, howqn themes relating tb the' other
ever.
American republics. It has in production 12 additional features.
It
has also set up machinery by which
all films based on inter-American
themes are supervised by experts to
Insure accuracy of treatment and

'

KYSER, RUBINOFF ON

:

All persons connected .with the
Army camps and naval bases on both Corps Intelligence at Harrisburgi
American Theatre Wing's Stage
coasts. USO Camp Shows as a result Pa,t for six weeks.
It's
assumed Door Canteen, 44th Street, west of
has been forced to readjust sched- that after that he may be assigned Broadway, N. Y,, must be finger-

be a bit of publicity promotion for
the major league All Star game with
the pick, of all service ball tossers,
scheduled for Cleveland on July 8.
At any rate, the big league parks are
-closed to the Saturday and Sunday
promotions with teams featuring
men in Uncle Sam's uniform.

.

his

after-dark

Desire to get closer to. the -war,'
led to his resignation as chief of the

missioned a captain in the Army
Air Corps Intelligence, Francis Alstock, long associated with Whitney
in various enterprises as aide and
adviser, has been named U> succeed
him,

listed as

«

Kay Kyser and

HIT

CAMP SHOWS

was that the Yankee-Sengame for Army Emergency

the

CAMP TOURS

WHITNEY INTO AIR
CORPS INTELUGENCE

game

brasshats

backstage Canteen' and will be run
(Continued on page 20)

l-NITE

ended

Washington, Jiune 9.
Scanning the- first p.bll of the Army,
bnd how It' likes the productions of
WUlianri Shakespeare, the result gives
the Bard of Avon a clear majority.
From the t^udlence reception ..slips
collected, from the soldiers at ..Fort
Meade, Md,',' after the three performances there' last week of 'Macbeth'
by the Maurice Evans-Judith Anderson company, comes this tabulation:
Those who enjoyed the plfl'y, 1,512;
three said "Take it away and give us
hotcha'; 1,406 said they would like
more Shakespeare; five said 'no' or
'lay off Macduff.'
This experimental venture of the
War Department in the cultural
drama disclosed that 713 soldiers
were watching their first performance of Shakespeare, and 803 had already seen professional performances
of the world's most enduring playwright.
All
three
performances
.

recent

a

'Satchel' Paige at Griffith Stadium
drew 22,000 on a Sunday) in which
soldier Cecil Travis picked up some
furlough change for his effort. Other
minor, leaguers in service, uniforms
took part, in- what was billed as an
'All
Star'
outfit
playing
Dizzy
Dean's team.
'What irritated the

WeiJ a canteen of .their own.
The actors" han.gout for visiting
Igrvice

finally

and the audience was filing out,
a Hollywood-wise corporal expressed his idea of the play. 'It's
a kind of 'What Makes Sammy
Run?' in. costume,' he said.

and Navy.

was suddenly ordered to Newport ules so that performances, are comand was unable to appear as adver- pleted before darkness sets in. It
tised.. Nevertheless he was given a
check for $1,000 which he promptly means elimination of the second show
in the larger camps where two perturned over to Navy Relief.
Back of all the controversy may formances'a night were being given.

Philly

Canteen Born Actors

Who

1942'

Washington, June 9.
Major league baseball owners had
Judge Landis rule against American
and National League stars partici-

In

'

HOWARD

WILLIE

'

the' Xvish

the

seen any live show.
When the ovation for the Initial

roy.

income

Roosevelt expressing

Fame

I»

Ft. Meade, Md„ June 9.
When Maurice Evans brought

fl.

Four film stunters, who risked
their necks in 'daily chores for
Universal, are taking risks nowfor Uncle Sam.
Joining the Wavy in a body

said

,

the costs will be shared or paid in
Capt. Boscoe Alci
.
full by the plant managements. EnFt, Worth, June 9.
tertainers were taken to the shipStuttering comedian Roscoe Ates yard Monday In a half dozen cars
left Clover club, nite spot here, to .driven by members of the Amer.accept a captaincy in the Army In- ican Women's Volunteer Service.

Mrs. Irving Berlin.
Saul H. Boriistein.

By KADIE HABBIS

Sue Carol.

Chairman, Enterlalnment Committee

Ann

Constance Collier, one of the most
distinguished and zealous of' the
Senior Hostesses, saw two of her
fellow countrymen chatting at a
table and joining them, asked 'What
were you talking about?'

Corio.

Jean Dalrymple.
Dondld Friede.
Walter Huston.
John Joseph.
Alan Ijadd,
Nelson Poynter.

They were shy at first, then one
them confessed, 'We were talking
a
rag
doll.'
'You
see,
have been married five years and
I have a daughter in England who is
four now, and more than anytjiing
in the world, she wants a rag doll.
You know. Lady, they used to' be
sixpence t>efore the war and now
they are five shillings and sixpence;
so I thought I would wait until I got
to America jnd send one back to
her. But I found out that the difficulty was that my English pay exchanged into American dollars made
of

about

L. A. to N. Y.

I

the price of the doll equal, 50 I am
afraid my little girl will have to
wait until the war is over to ,get her
precious doUie.'
His friend was a boy from Wales
and when Miss Collier -ssked him. if
there was anything he particularly
wanted, he hestitatingly confided
that he wished he could borrow a
copy of 'How Green Was My Valley'

(Continued on page 20)

Ann Baxter.
Milton Berle.
William Bowers.
Charles Goburn.
Jinx Falkenburg,

Glenda Farrell,
Wolfe Gilbert
Leland Hayward.
Irving Hoffman.

L.

Arthur- Hornblow,'Jr.
Walter Johnson.
.Mannie Manheim,

Ann

Miller.

Joseph H. Moskowiti.
'

Ralph Murphy.
Lyn Murray,

Harry Perryi
Jack Rieger.
Jack Sa^rs.
Doris Snyder.
Ge.orge Stevens.

Sydney TowelL
Ch'arles-

Vanda.
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PICTURES

NO ACCORD ON SAVING FILM
PK MUST

WAR

SELL THE

Odium May Take Personal Command

With nothing

so impoTtant in the United States today as
everyone pulling together for victory, some segments of the
film industry present a discouraging spectacle.
On the one
hand is the production and distribution end, fiddling around,
.fajling with a few exceptions, to get its teeth rapidly enough into
that
will
really
sell
program
the
war
effort.
On
the other is But Eight Majors Still Trying
a
a groiip of exhibitors, chiseling by refusing to hook the few war
to Sidestep Any Govempictures that have been made on tjie utterly preposterous claim
mental Order on
to
that distributors should sell them at reduced rentals.

.

Down Raw

in

Order

His

to Protect

16,000,000; Schaefer Stepping

How

Cut

RKO

Of

PLAIiSSNAG

Down

Odium

Floyd

(Atlas Corp.) has
reportedly stated that he might decide to take personal command of
himself. The meeting of
stockholders scheduled to be held at

Many Important Topics

Film Stock

On Hays Confab Agenda RKO

Holljrwood should have its due for the fine pictures it has
made on war themes such pictures as Metro's 'Mrs. Miniver,' NO. UNIFORM BASIS, YET
Probably the most vital and longest session of Motion Picture Pro20th-Fox's 'This Above All.' -They prove, too, against what
ducers & Distributors. Assn. directors
some studio executives seemingly would prefer not to believe,
With eight different points of view
is scheduled for today (Wednesday).
that good propaganda product and high boxoffice values are represented in huddles of eight The Tesearch portion of the public
not antitheses, that they can go hand in hand.
major film companies last week in relations program, drawn up by the

—

New York
But there are all too few of the right films. Transplanting
a cliched boss opry plot into an army background, or filming
a bromidic yarn at Marine Corps base, is not doing a job. And
those 26 shorts about which there was so much crowing when
the industry agreed to make them at the suggestion of Lowell
Mellett seven weeks ago are still in the preliminary stages.

is

regulation, unless definite

and con-

siderable progress in curtailment of

can

film,

dustry's

members

000,000 further

be shown when the Insub-committee meets, with
of the War Production

yesterday (Tues.) afternoon it appeared as if the Dover meeting may
again be bound over.
George J. Schaefer, who has been
on a \yeek-to-week basis with the
company for a considerable time

for approval or rejection because of
the coin involved.
Besides the foreign money situation, it also is expectbd that the matter of restoring Hays office pay cuts
will be taken up.

dent of

Washington, however, must take as much blame as the in- weeks.
dustry for the failure to get a real program on films into high
Donald M. Nelson, from all acThis is war. The nice-nellyism of polite suggestion counts, has not yet inked agreement
gear.
must be thrown to the wind in favor of two-fisted punching. between the film industry and M.
D. Mpore, of the WPB, made sev^al
That's the only language some people understand.
weeks ago, whereby the film indus-

On the other hand,

the

many

producers willing and anxious to
in friendly, but inert,

perform an important task 'must not rest

expectation of directives nobody in Washington has any intention of issuing,' as Archibald MacLeish .told the radio industry several weeks ago. MacLeish made another point Jto the
broadcasters of which the film industry might well take note.
The Government, he said, does not want a mere donation of
mechanical facilities. It asks of radio 'its brain, its heart, its
energy.'

week that an arbitrary Government ruling restraining use of raw
may be clamped down at any

last

time unless the WPB is satisfied that
the Industry has done more than
render lip service to conservation

who

considered the pres-

tige angle insufficient to offset the

small percentage basis (17^%) on
which his product is to be distributed.
Purchase 'of a .story: entitled,

Honeymoon.'
from
Howard Hughes wha owned the lit'erary property, for a sum reportedly
'Internatiqnal

SOMEPiX

around
crisis
ings.

_^Hollywood, Juna 9.
Pictures requiring larga amounts
of critical 'materials will b« side'
tracked for the duration In order to

$200,000, precipitated another
recent directorial meet-

at

Deplnet and BsthTon—
Ned Depinet Is highly reg^ded by
both Odium and the Rockefeller inconform with the industry-wide con terests and may be nominated t6 the
servatlon program.
presidential post Deplnet's contract
Monthly meetings will b* held expires In December and it appears
with the War Production Board In unlikely that an outsidel executive
Washington to study production would be brought In to head up the
schedules with a view to keeping company. N. Peter Rathvon, Odium
set costs within prudent bounds.
rep who has been handling finances,
Harold Hopper, head of the 'WPB may, however, step Into that post
picture and photographic section,
(Continued on pag;e 8)
returned to WashIngto,n on' Sunday
following conferences with studio
execs.
He said his oSice was ft^Uy
satisfied with) th* Industryvi voluntary conservation program and
scheduled the first meeting with the
Producers
Association,
Advisory
Council for Jime 23. Studio heads
have ^nnounced Ihe voluntary suspension of plant alterations, additions or improvements.
In line with checking all produc.

Major producer-distributors have
(Continued on page 27)

As

RKO.

company of operating policies has
mounted durhig the last six months.
The Samuel Goldwyn deal, for one,
was not too highly regarded by the
directors

SIDETRACKS

to have six months in which
to curtail use of raw stock on a voluntary basis. As a result, producerdistrlbs were warned by George
J. Sdiaefer, chairman of 'the industry's
War Activities Committee,

plans.

for exhibitors demanding reduced rentals for the so-called
patriotic features, that's nothing but a chisel,. If the films are
good enough to merit 40% rentals,, producers are entitled to
every bit of that. If they're not good and won't do business,
that will soon enough become clear and the usual laws of supply and demand will drive the percentages down.

CONSERVATION

was

stock

down as presi'^
Criticism within the

past, will likely step

Board in Washington in about two

try

by taking the helm

and arranging for additional financial backing for the company's film
on methods of conserv- eastern Public Relations Committee,
However, late
will be submitted to the directorate production schedule.

raw film stock, the film industiy
faced with arbitrary Government

ing

RKO

Dover, Del., today (Wednesday) may
determine whether Odlunv has finally made up his mind to back up his
previous Investments of around $0,-

-

,

'

2O1I1-F0X Firsl

Exhibitors' claims that 'patriotic' pictures can be made more
cheaply than others are so infrequently true they do riot, merit
discussion. Ihe fact is that the films use up screen time from
which producers must draw revenue. There's no mention in all
the exhibitor talk of willingness on their part to give up profits.

Studio to

Peg

'

schaefer

may

be industry

'

Film Savings

,

,

Paramount has made a commendable concession in
to sell the shorts it makes under the Mellet program

•

offering
for $1 a

d:c. liaison

Hollywood, Juife 9.
tion schedules, 'V. Frank Freeman
peg its saving of declared one major studio has alan objective figure. In line ready cancelled an Important picture
because the production would rewith conservation movement, Is
qiiire lavish 'use of material vital to
show every day;
20th-'Fox. At a meeting last ni^t ttie war effort. He said other studios
j
(Monday), called by WiUiam Goetz, would willingly put through such
Both sides might well consider how many pictures they in the absence of Darryl Zanuck, It cancellations where the situation
could sell or how many theatres they could operate in a world was decided to effect a saving of was parallel.
During conferiences here Hopper
dominated by Hitler and Hirohi to.
35 per cent in negative and 25 per said the industry has already found

Other distributors are planning concessions, top. Now
up to the major companies to turn the shorts out as rapidly
as possible and exhibitors to see that they are played at every

day.
it's

First studio to

J. Schaefer, RKO prexy. Is
being prominently mentioned as the
liaison man to various Government
agencies for the film industry's War
Activities Committee, with head*
quarters in Washington.
^
If, as and when Schaefer resigns

film at

George

his post as head of RKO, he would
actively head up amusement industry
bond drives, Government film shorts
production and distribution, and possibly serve as contact on prioritr

..

1940 Base for Curtailing

Raw Film

cent positive. It was not revealed
whether the economy figure was
voluntary or dictated by War ProUnderstood that
duction
Board.
such figures may be Accepted at
other plants as what the Government wants, since Zanuck, who is
said to have ordered the saying, has
had many recent conversations with

substitutes

hcreased Accounts; More Huddles
Establishment of fixed ceilings on
the number of prints to be made for
various classes of pictures was one
of the proposals advanced at meet'ings of producer-distributers last
week in an effort to stave off an

under
block

consent
selling,

decree, or limited
the major consent

distributors require fewer prints
due to slower distribution, so that no
great sacrifice would be entailed.
Reported that only 250 prints were
arbitrary Government edict cutting used in distribution of 'Ball of Fire,'
the use of raw film stoclc. Meetings where 350 or more prints would be
are being continued in order to required under the old blockbooklng
quickly establish, on a voluntary system for a picture of similar calibasis, a, sizable reduction in use of bre. No definite figures for ceilings
stock so that the War Production were fixed, those mentioned only beBoard will not find it necessary to ing tentative.
clamp down with a restrictive order
Ineqnitable Stanilard
which is believed imminent and may
proposal that all major distribenforce curtailment by 25%.
utors cut their prints by a fixed perInstead of from 250 to 400 prints centage, using 1940 bookings as a
for top product, it was proposed that base, was hotly contested by some of
pictures in the top category be lim- the reps , who se companies have
ited to around 325 prints, with a shown larS& In'creases in accounts
maximum of say 175 or 200 prints since then. Universal Pictures, for
for pictures in secondary classifica- example, has 2,000 more accounts on
tion and perhaps 125 prints for C the books than in 1940. Other dispictures.
(Continued on page 8)
It was pointed out that
III.
^
lOk ^ » \

A

.

\.

I

•

Hollywood, June 9.
B^ G. DeSylva

Paramount handed
as

pany

transacted.

No

other

business

Plans for holding an annual convention or a series of regionals are
being held in abeyance by RKO until
after the annual stockholders meeting scheduled for today (Wednesday) at Dover, Del.
'Uncertainties as to

company man-

agement and complexion of the directorate must first be cleared up.

was

Levine's

Current pact

had a year to run.
DeSylva came to Paramount late
in 1940 to produce two pictures and

affairs.

RKO SALES CONCLAVE
WAITS ON DOVER MEET

Wendell L. Willkie presided at the
session.

Red

Cross Post

Hollywood, June 9. Nat Levlne Is foregoing independent film production for the dura-

Reid As Mayer's Aide

tion.

took over the executive berth early

Hollywood, June 9.
He has rejected a Government
Cliff Reid, until recently a pro
proposal to supervise a film laboraheading east frlday ducer at RKO, checked in at Metro tory and, instead, joined the Red
for vacation and to check up on on a special production assignment
Cross executive staff in Washington
Understood his new status is pro- where he will direct the organisome legit properties. He'll be gone
duction assistant to Louis B. Mayer
10 days.
zations' motion picture activities.
last year.

De Sylva

is

-

•

i

problems.
Currently chairman, of the WAC,
Schaefer has been obliged to leave
most of the organization of the industry's wartime contribution to subordinates owing to pressure of com-

some new members were named.

executive pro-

ducer which holds him at the studio
for the next four years at a consid-

erably upped stipend.

materials

Board of directors of 20th-Fox
voted to add two members at the
meeting last week, naming Tom J.
Connors, sales manager, and Felix
A. Jenkins, secretary, to the direc
torate.
Stockholders had approved
an increase to 15 and not less than
three earlier last week. Jenkins
formerly was a director, resigning
only a couple of months ago when

DESYLVA NEW DEAL

contract

vital

TOM CONNORS, JENKINS
NAMED TO 20TH BD.

PARAMOUNT GIVES

new

19

steel, copper, aluminum, brass,
bronze, rubber and other materials
are being conserved for war needs.

Washington officials.
^
Major studios will hold meetings^
during this week for the purpose of'
determining the percentage of raw'
stock to be conserved.

a

'

of

.

'

Opposed By Companies With Greatly

for

without affecting the quality of production. As a result large quantities

I

I

,
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PICTUBKS
Plan

May Be Shaped

Studio Contracts

For Govt's Consideration This Week

Hollywood, June^6.
Aleic

Hyde renewed

as orchestra

Set

Up ltiS. Boiirds to Check Incoinai^

And Outgoing Films

Pnpgand^

for

leader at Metro.

EDDIE SMALL'S PLANS

Avowedly seeking pe&ce, exhibitor
leaders and. their followers are not
expected to harass distributors with
complaints or legislative moves in
view of the efforts Aow being made
to establish unity in the industry
because they would automatically
place grav^' responsibilities on their
shoulders.
In the Opinion of informed tradesmen, If exhibiti>rs do not have the
patience to see' whether their problems can be solved by unity through
the mechanism of the United Motion
Picture .Industry,, then they' will be
putting themselves in a very inconsistent position. In other words, it
is felt that unity must be given a
chance to function, this including

:

Michael Ames* option lifted by
Warners.
Mary Cortez inked player pact at

Valeqtina Film Blog and B'wsy

FUy RKO.

Ajoong Them

Edward Small, who recently arrived in New York from the Coast,
intends to remain east about two
months. He's seeking someone to
play Rudolph Valentino in the biog
of the silent «tar, which is next on
his production date. Small is determined to use someone new to Hollywood and says he has 35,000 letters
He'll investigate
with suggestions.
some of these suggestions.
He's also looking for a play to produce on Broadway. He intends staging it himself, returning to. the work
among exhib officials and associa>. at which he started in show business
more than .20 years ago. Play must
tions.
be
a good picture bet, however, he
With another meeting of the legal
drafting committee held yesterday states.
Small expects to make from four
(Tuesday), the UMPI plan will
to
pictures for United Artists resix
probably be in completed shape for
Number is now
official Governmental consideration lease psxt season.
by the end of the week. Austin C. being determined in confabs with
execs.
It wUl be determined by
UA
Keough, -v.{>. and: general counsel of
other
productthey have,
much
how
group
Paramount, is head of the
and what their sales policy will be..
putting the UMPI .proposals into
'

language...'

.'legal

20th-Fox.
Jacqueline Knox drew acting ticket at Metro.
Brown's actor option
Stanley
hoisted by Columbia.
Stan Clements signed tor the "East
Side Kids' series at Monogram.
Julie Bishop's player, option hoisted

by Warners.
Gale Storm- inked acting ticket at

Monogram.
option
player
Cornel
Wilde's
picked up by 20th-Fox.
Madeleine Le Beau, French legit
play6r, signed by Warners.
Slg Frolich's stock contract renewed by Metro.
Mona Maris optioned for one more
picture at Metro.
Tom Tyler's option picked up by
,

Proltable procedure will be for
Kobert lu Wright, special assistant
the attorney general who had
charge of the consent decree, to appear before Judge Henry W. Goddard of the N. Y.° federal court in
company with a UMPI committee
which will offer the UMPI plan to
to

'Republic:

'GUESr FIRST FROM

METRO'S BRAVERY
(Telcpt L«e)

Daniel

Frank Marthielli drew actor ticket
at RKO,"
David Lang, DeVallon Scott, Warner Law, Polly James and Brainerd
DuBield renewed as junior writers
by Metro.
Matt Briggs, legit player, signed
by 20th-Fox.
Osa Massen's option picked up by

-

William Eythe,

legit player, signed

Itt

the .Uoa's

Deoi 'HpIs. Powivow

concealed

Braving the lion's den, Metro will
bold an exhibitors' forum in Minneapolis June 24, the fourth of its kind,
for exhibs In the Minnesota territory,
where the consent decree was
knocked out and the demand for lowered rentals from distributors has
been a constant cry for a year now.

Expected that northwestern -exhibs
served out of Minneapolis exchanges
complaints,
including
offer
against, lost population and the small
amount of defense orders Minnesota
obtained, but, in line with the underlying purpose of the Metro exhib
forums, mutual aid may be the outcome of the June- 24 session.
^
H. M. Richey, hi charge x>f exhibitor relations for Metro, who is in
charge of the fonmis, will conduct
the meeting 'at Minneapolis.
Another, the fifth, wUl be held at
Indianapolis July IS.

may

•

-

U KEEPS 20 SCRIBES
BUSY ON 17 YARNS

'

.

that«ourt.
In view of the legal opinion that
since decree selling expired June 1
and that under the consent escape
clause it is not. necessary to obtain
epprov^al of the Department of Jus-

Hollywood, June 9.
Guest In tlie House' is slated as
the first production by Hunt Stromberg .under' his new contract with
United Artists, .calling for a minimum of three pictures annually for

curre^tUy
is
Ave years.
'Guest'
''
playing as % legiter on Broadway.
Wright
Stromberg, recently in from New
ma^.'take an impartial attitude and York, is negotiating for studio space
leave thematter to the discretion of with KKO-Pathe and General Servthe court He may, however, urge ice.
acceptance in view of the fact that
a majority of the country's exhibitors are In favor ot UMPL
'

by 20th-Fox.

-

"

Skouras, Connors

Zanuds

Await

tice, it is.belleved.likely that

Possible

that

Wright

may make WPBites Clieckiiig

On

'some recommendations with respect,

Unfmished Theatres

to conciliation machinery and expansion of arbitration, latter partic-

under dlscusChristopher J. Dunpby, head of the
.slon and thus far la not a part of the
amusement division of the special
.UMPI plan.
services branch of the War ProducFreisentation tA the UMPI propotipn Boar4 and Henry C. O'Brien
sals to the court the cmd of this
I/-41-A administrator of the 'WPB,
dependent on
next
ularly since

it is still

"

,

week

or- early

is

arrived in

New York Monday

(8) to

Leo Townsend, Kay Van Riper,
John Klorer, Robert Lees, iVed
Rinaldo, Paul Huston, Fred Poilexfen, Harold Goldman, M. M. MusselSpyros Skouras' trip to tiie Coast man, Mel Ronson, Oscar Brodney,
'With Tom Connors to huddle on Henry Sucher and Michael Hogan.
20th-Fox forthcoming 1042-43 product; scheduled earlier this month,
has reportedly been set back on
chance thiit Col. Darryl Zanuck
might return to the U. S. shortly to
guide future productli-n and merchandising plans. Col. Zanuck, who
flew to tiOndon- 'in a bomber on a
military film mission; thought he
might fly to Moscow, Chungking,
Australia .and home that -way but
now looks like he'll return direct
from London.
Approximately IB pictures under'
the 1942-43 priogram have reportedly
been completed already, being either
in the cutting, .rooms or in cans.
Ulnimudi of 'lS,-pictures was figured
nectary,' earlier this season, before
.

STRESSED

-

ATALLe^ftiCONV.

'

.

.

.

'

.

.

'

-

'

Book May Be

ture

addressed Friday's
'They Thought We Wouldn't Fight,'
making a strong plea
a book about the last war by the
for cooperation of all efforts 'until
late Floyd Gibbons, has been purUnity idea is reaUy organized.*
chased by 20th-Fox. It's und&stood
(5)

'

Touching on the priority question
that parts' of It will be used in a
stated that Unity has been "pracbiog of the writer- that the studio
tlcally 'cbmipande^ by the Governis preparing.
ment' as a representative in prioriPrice for 'the book 'is said to have
ties.
He related that distributors been around
$4,000. Deal was made
promised to make pictures for the through
the-. WUliam' Morris office,
government and they will charge representing the estate.

Nix Plagiarism Suit

On M^G

*Murder Man'

'

rentals with difference in regard to
the smaller exhibitor, of course.
Calling on the motion picture
Industry to .give wholehearted voluntary support to. the morale-building activities in war effort, Frailcis
Harman, of War Activities, warned
the theatre owners that they have
more to lose than any othir industry if democracy is defeated.
He
advised they should "volimteer and
not wait until compelled.'
Harmah added that all but about
12% in Philadelphia' and New York
areas had signed pledges to show
Victory Films.
Speaking for ASCAP, John G.
Paine, general manager, promised
the society will make survey of
houses affected by shifting war time
population with idea of readjusting license fees..
William C. Kupper, speaking for
Tom Conners, 20th Century-Fox,
stressed full accord with UMPI. Earl
Swelgert,. PhUadelphia, Paul Terry,
'

A

Los Angeles board will examine
all films destined for foreign marCanada, and make sure
there has been approv&K from 'a-.ipropriate authority' before the cans
are shipped to places where Nazi
sympathizers might see them.
Speed in passing foreign-made
hewsreels was stressed by Censorship Director Byron Price. With the
standard American companies senl«
ing their product In under bond, the
boaid will be chiefl]^ concerned with
nou-British foreign reels. In cases of
doubt about any footage, special
screenings will be held,
'The boards are being instructed to
review films as rapidly as possible,
particularly in the. case of newsreels,
which miist be timely to be of interest,' Price said.
kets, except

.

'

helpful to enemy aircraft, warships,
raiding parties, or sabotage planners.

Bothaoker on Coast End
Serving with Smith on the New
will be Perry

^ork (newsreel) board

Arnold, former general news manager of the United Press, and Capt

George Ernest, Army representative.

Tbien,

Once a

Victor,

Squawks Again
St

liOuts,

in
'

St

June

L

9,

Victor B. Thlen, ovimer-operator-of
the Palm,., a North St.' Louis indie

nabe, with i>ne victory before the

1^10 Los Angeles board—with one
spot still to be filled—Is headed by
Watteraon R. Rothadier, former film
producer and now v,p. of Quigley
.

Publications, Inc., 'with Major Ralph
W. LIddle as tiie military authority.
'There is no hard and fast rule of
thumb applicable to film censorship.

Decisions must be governed by the
knowledge, -understanding and judg-

ment of those applying thsm,' Price
observed.
There is no Intention of causing
Thlen beefed .o>,to
against Loew|s, Inc.,. drastic restrictions in the motion picture industry. As in all other phases
for *unreasopable clearance' .granted
of censorship, the b«ards will ask
the Will Rogers, another indie nabe one basic question; 'Will this main ;the ''same part of town.
Last terial be of valUb to the enemy?' '
Outgoing film cannot—without apMarch, .0„.ThIeij. ^copped, a .verdict
proval of military or naval authorifrom the N.i Y. Board of Appeals
tieis—show a»y scenes Including such
.against Paramount and 20th-Fox for backgrounds
ah^yards, railroad
'unreasonable clearance* gr^tM the terminals, ptdlo towers, war proUnion and Aubert, nabes of the St duction plantis, military or naval inLouis Amusement Co.',
operated stallations, detailed closeups wifii
under contract by Fanchon
Marco. identifiable landmarks, coastline oi'
lUen's original case was. nixed by beach areas, irom which the enemy
arbitrator J. Wesley McAfee 'who re- might gain information useful to a
turned his fee to Thlen but this did landing party, troop movements, new
not mollify the exhib who wOn in' airplanes
other weapons, ships,
the appeal to Tfew York. The ap- etc.
The censorship ordjir said propeals board set the maximum clearance granted the Aubert over the hibited material in iiii'doming films
Palm at three days, not later than includes 'details of U^ted Nations'
21 days after the last playdate at troop or ship movements,' stations or
the Union. The board also ordered er-iipment, with the exception of
flickers shown second run at the newsreels or commercial films apAubert should have a clearance of proved by the Boards of Re'view or
14 days oirer the Palm, and on pic- ynited
States
Postal
Censorship
tured shown at the Aubert at a 10 authorities.'
cents aditaish scale the 'Palm, was
gl'ven 14 'days over that liouse.'

AAA

other.

under his
.

seeldng .an-

belt, is

Recently

the local

AAA

.

.

&

mA

,

'

he

h'ranches of the picture business b'Jt
still
must take appropriate safeguards to prevent .^e enemy from
using celluloid for Axis purposes.

.

Industry,

session,

'

.

Hollywood, June 9.
Writing mill at Universal goes
into high gear this week with 20
scribes working on 17 of the '55 pic'The reason, for setting up examtares nominated as starters in the iners to pass on imported footage.- Is
1042-43 campaign.
'to prevent, enemy propaganda 4nd
tollers
are
Ernest' information leading to subversive
Typ.ewrittr
Pascal,' Myles Connolly, Curt Siod- activities from entering the country.'
mak, John Grant, Stanley Roberts, On the outgoing product, cens6r's
Edmund L. Hartman, Boris Ingster, will make sure there a^e no shots

Return to N.Y.

whether .Judge Goddard has open
check into certain theatre situations
time and whether Wright 'also may
affected by the stoppage of construcbe free 'to come to' New York.
tion Saturday (6).
Among houses in the Greater N> Y.
zone on which building has not been
completed Is the one RKO is «rectlng
PLAI^
at Forest HiUs, L. I. It. is near completion, however.
Dunphy and O'Brien are scheduled
to
return to Washington ' today any
regional
national
or
sales
'
(We4).
huddles could be set Connors and
Atlantic Ci^, June '9.
Skouras having planned to gander
Jnst Under the W-ire
Priorities, as a grave threat to
product -at the; studios as soon as
iheatres in this country, held a
Cleveland, June D.
enough advance celluloid was ready.
'prominent place, in dijscusslons afHoward Relf and Percy Essick
Distribution plans will likely be
fecting hiotion picture industry at reopened the 1,400-Beat Ezella, be- set by Connors shortly on next seathe 23d annual convention of Allied lieved have gotten under building son's product which has heen -comTheatre Exhibitors of New Jersey priority regulations.
pleted, though Zahuck's elrrival, if in
which ended a .3-day confab Friday
time for the sessions, would likely
(5) at Hotel Ambassador,
result in more comprehensive shapWilliam F. Rodgers, general sales Gibbons
ing of company policies for the
manager of Metro and chairman of
coming year.
committee ,.for. United Motion PicPart of His Sereen Bios

UMPI

—

,

.

.

STROMBERG FOR UA

Washington, June 9.
Ogling of incoming newsreels^'o
any tnemj^ propaganda nt
encdurag^mettl ^'io 'sa'^.oteurs and subversive agencies v.'iil
be done by a three-|nan board wi.h
offices, in New York and-headed by
Richard R. Smith, .book^'publishsr
and business man. Formation of
both import and export review
panels was announced Monday (3)
by the Office of Censorship, which
repeated assurances 'Uie Government
docs not contemplate hogtieing any
disinfect-

;

Suit of Stephen Van Gluck and
Joseph' , Eislnf^
Loew's,
aiiainst
Metro, Guy Holton, Tim Whalen and
Edward E. Cohen- wa^< discontinued
Wednesday (3) in the N. Y. federal
.court. Suit had claimed the plagiarism of plaintiffs' play, 'Joe Brady;

'

'

The Community Theatres

Corp.,

ALL STAGES LOADED

IN
'Murder owner-operator of the Beverly, a St.
Xiouis County indie house, last week
YEAR'S
of squawked against the Big Five for
profits and damages had been asked. ''unreasonable clearance* with- the
BOlton and Whalen had written the' Victory, another St. Louis AmuseHollywood, June 9.
Hollywood, June 0.
screen play ol 'Murder Man', with ment Co. house and the. Wellston,- an
Production at Warners taxed the
Roy Rogers, western star at R'e- Metro releasing. Ijoew's la named as indie, as. interveners.
capacity of the lot yesterday (Mon.)
publlc, rides- in his first A production the' parent Metro firm.
for the first time this year with the
in 'Heart of the Golden West,' listed
start of two pictures; making a total
on the studio, schedule as a 'special.'
U's Conyoy Picture
of eight in work, the greatest numFilming starts in early summer,
ber since last December.
with Armand Schaefer producing.
How'U You Hare It?
New starters are' 'Watch on the
Hollywood, June 9.
Rhine' and 'Air Force,' both on the
'Corvettes in Action' Is the title Hal B. Wallis slate.
Hollywood, June 9.
cartoons and Henderson M, Altchey,
Editor', in the

Metro

film,

Man'.

Some Fancy Riding Here

An

'

Injunction,

'

PEAK AT

accounting

WB

'

.

.

Tim Whelan.'s musical picture, of the Howard Hawks production at
Kewark,< 'Sweet or Hof swung IntO rhythm at Universal, a picture dealing with
RKO with Victor Mature, Lucille the protection of naval convoys from
Disney's 2
Pix
Ball and Ginny Shnms in the top HaUCax to their various destinations
Hollywood, June 9.
spots.
in. Europe.
Walt Disney currently has two
.Three radio people—Marcy McPart' of the footage has already films for the Navy in production.
Guire, Buddy Clark and Arnold been filmed on the Canadian side
One is on meteorology and the other
rietary. Mrs, Helen Hildinger, Treb- Stang— are making their screen de- of the
ocean. Richard Rossdn di- is on navigation.
toh, and Harry Hecht, Passalb, were buts in the ttmefilm, scored' by jlm- rects, with studio
41ming slated for
It will take about eight weeks to
named to directors' boar^
hiy McHtigh' and Frank Loesser.
earljr Jul^,
complete tiie .two pictures.

of Metro, also spoke.

Hany

H.

Lowenstein,

USN

was

reelected president; Maurice
Miller, Passaic, and Ralph Wilkins,
Pitman,
vice-presidents;
David
Snapper, New Brunswick, treasurer,
and David Mate, Little Falls, sec-

.

.
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PICTURES

NO-GAS MAY
H wood Story

Opportuiiists Pounce,

But Fast, on Eveiy

.

Hollywood, June
'In the air; (tya, tya).

On

(boop, doop).
vlc-tor-y'

(tya,

wood' and

sound

effects

Sidewalk opportunists

staltiDe claims, via title copyrights,
to the world and Its four corners,
as fast as the war can make new
literary 'striltes.'
However, for 24 'hours after the
fussy, little snitz-blitz in the Aleuhad rushed
tian Islands, noliody
rabidly in with 'Dutch Harbor' and
authorities-' hereabouts
were
the
mildly aghast, fearing the sidewalkwere losing their accustomed
eris

whammy.

That would, indeed, be
deplorable after the splendid start
the boys have made in dainviStaking the universe, not unlike those
Florida realtors of the Golden mid-

^0

Twenties
had 'for sal^' signs
out in the middle of Tampa Bay.
That, of course, would have taken
• little doing. The bay would have

had to build itself up to' stake-level,
whereas all Hollywood needs is an
alert ear, adroitly cocked to catch
the first tidings from some distant
front.
And then comport itself accordingly,
and
characteristically,
whether the comporter be a glib
swiftie who's behind the eight-ball
'

Walter Wanger was apparently
doing some crystal-gazing on the
war three weeks ago. He registered the label 'The Battle of
Dutch Harbor' on May 20.
Last week
Dutch Hartwr,
Alaska, became the first American continental territory to' be
bombed by the Japs.

STUDY BY PIC GROUP

Hollywood, June

from

exchange

.9.

centers

the Reds

and cut down the number of takes,
and stricter preparation by producers to whittle general expenses.

Others at the meeting were
George Stevens, J. P. McCowan,
George Murphy, Lloyd Wright, Fred
The stab-in-the-back incident, for Jackman, Frederick Y. Smith, Y.
Instance,
was still reverberating Frank Freeman, William Koenig,
around the world when a couple of B. B. Kahane, Allah Scott, I. E.
the brighter boys clattered in off Chadwick,
Herbert AUer, John
Nlckolaus, Richard' Day,
Parsons, Herbert Freston,

City,

June

9.

air-mail letter, several
weeks en route, has strange news
for local show business.
The two Mijares Bros. Mexican circus impresarios, stated,
at the date of the message, that
the show was doing well in
Russia.

ASHER OFF TO LONDON
TO RESUME M-G PROD.

Benjamin, Fred
M. B. Silberberg.

Poole claims, will materially reduce
selling costs of -the exchanges, and
in turn prevent film rentals In the
smaller houses from reaching points
where exhibs will have to close for
the duration.

conservation will tend to increase
clearances for subsequent run houses
and bring the pictures to the latter

^Manhattan'

Coilabing/Jmnp'

in N. Y.

\

-

through G.

A

'This'

th<i

St.

What s Bad

—

for Pictures

'

est.

,

Exhibitor complaints abated when
appeared that major producerdistribs were nearing an agreement
on the formula to be adopted for
the sale and exhibition of the 26 Mel-

it

lett shorts.

Hollywood, June 9.
There have been no changes or

RKO

tically detects itself.
flagrant, challenging.
.

It's

obvious,

'The code was enacted 15 years
ago and it must have been a good
one, because It hasn't been changed
In essence sinc^-flrst it was drafted.'
Yes, It was admitted, the war had
brought on certain prohibitions, consistent with the. military policy. But
that was to be expected.
'And these aren't any of our

anyhow,' the Hays watchdog
'They are laid down by the
Army, Navy and Marine Corps, none
artistic license.
But if he saw any- of which are responsible to this ofthing in the production end that fice. Nor is this office responsible
needed restraint, It must have been to them. We work separately, yet
too trivial for official notice.
on the same basic principle; Good
For it was a case of "business as taste.'
usual 'at the Breen desk today.
What is good taste?
Had he seen the cling-kiss of Ida
Code Director Breen again took
Lupino and Jean Gabin in 'Mopn- t)ie easier course. He defined what
tide'?
And. wasn't it strange that ^yas bad.
•The Male Animal' decided to de'It is bad taste,' he said, *to show

—

for the ilrst time in films, an
ordinarily sedate, discreet and everloving wife, Jcisslng her ex-suitor
with more than a show of unction
and gusto?"The code,'' said Mr. Breen, speaking carefully, 'is neither so rigid that
It's unwieldy
nor so elastic as to
be loose and inoperative. Or let's put

don'ts,

added.

Amusement Co.
Louis.

F&M

chased the other
aaount producti*'

previously purblocks of Para.

.

•

-

drunken men

ment about

M'waukee Fans Appland

ITs

May Be

principle*!

'in

for 'no profit' production and distribution. From all accounts, however, three important majors have
so far failed to agree.
'Exhibs, who were prepared in
pay nominal charges for the shorts

providing any profits remaining
would go to charitable organizations,
are now reiterating previous assertiontf'that they would not buy Mellett shorts on .the usual commercial
terms.

Paramount proposal of charging $1
a day rental is generally regarded
with favor among exhibs. This plan
has not been' adopted by other distribs,. trhough 20th-Fox is reported
,

favoring a similar policy,
Fsr'a Idea
Voluntary action of Paramount in
suddenly setting up a sales, plan on
the four Victory shorts it will make,
under which if will offer the subjects
to theatres at postage-stamp rentals.
(Continued on page 23)

the Only National

Convention by

that.'

Universal, which held a national
convention in New York last week,
the distinction of .being
the only film company to hold such
a wholesale powwow this summer
on 1942-43 product. -Instead of a
similar
convention
as
at
first
planned, Columbia now will restrict
its June 16-18 N. Y. safes parley to

may have
Stalin's

Knssian Fronf;

Propaganda Protests
Milwaukee, June 0.
First picture , of its kind to be
played in a downtown theatre here
was 'Oiir Russian Front' shown at
the Riverside in conjunction with
Judy Canova on' both stage and
screen CSleepytime Gal'— Rep), and
it had a reaction as unusual as it was
unexpected in this combo house.

When picture of Stalin was flashed
it invariably brought a
burst of applause, and at the end of
the picture, tdo, It was applauded in
such manner as to cause both attention and comment, some of which
reached the newspapers in letters to
the. editor protesting against 'Red
or soldiers and sailors
propaganda,'

It Is bad
in unsavory situations.
policy to show scenes of any kind
that might give aid to the enemy.
As for those that give military information, there Is no need to com-

'

•

Fik Cos. This Year

i—

ampltficatlohs in the 'must nots' and
'do nots' of motion picture production.
And there probably will be
none, Joseph I. Breen rather strongly Indicated in an interview.
Back at his old desk as director
of the Production Code Administration at the local Hays headquarters,
he had been on hoth sides of the
fence as recent boss of
and
consequently knew how each side
felt
on censorship and so-called

pict,

would militate against maximum as
well as speedy distribution.
Exhibitors have already gone on
record protesting, against alleged etforts of any company to capitalizeon films, shorts or features, based on
Government ideas, made with Government cooperation, and released
for exhibition in the national inter-

Smith, western divi-

manager for Paramount.
gives F&M, which operates
first and second
run priority on Paramount films in
sion

in

able distribution and exhibition, hasflared up anew.
Should the dissenting companies
flK the usu^ rentals set for commercial shorts exhibitor sales resistance;,

.

—

Change

Lowell Mellett are to be produced
and distributed on a no-profit basis,
others are balking and the entire
controversy as ^o method of equit-

warded acceptances

Mankiewicz, Kaofinan

Remake

Purity-Sealer Breen Sees litde

ostensibly

26 Victory shorts based on ideas submitted by U. S. film coordinator

of adverse flying' conditions. Asher quirements. War Activities Commitleft his wife, Laura La Plante. in tee officials stated last week that
five of tlie major companies had forN. Y.'

Herman j. Manldewicz. Warner
much later after initial first run than Bros,
scripter, working in New York
under present clearance schedules. with
Gedrge S. Kaufman, returns to
He points out that the distributors Hollywood,
the end
must maintain present clearances iu; completing 'Sleeper of June after
Jump,' which
every territory through some means will mark Kaufman's
first directorial
to be worked out, and under no cirHoIlywoQd, June 9.
chore for WB. Mankiewicz starts on
Metro Is dusting off 'Manhattan cumstances should' the present sys- the Helen Morgan screen story for
and Exploits of Jimmy Doolittle.'
Melodrama,' produced in 1934, for a tem be disturbed.
Mark Hellinger when he gets back
Then Bataan
remake, with John Carroll playing
on the WB lot.
That took pretty good care of the the original Gable role. New name
Kaufman will, not be able to
F & M's Par Buya
Jfear and Far East for the time be- of the picture is 'Gambler's Choice.'
tackle 'Sleeper Jump'—story of a
Louis,
ing.
St.
June
9.
But up came the saga at
traveling theatrical troupe
Understood studio is figuring on
until
Bataan, with wtitch the rush was building up Carroll in the same part
Acting for the 5,000 seater Fox and January because of his staging-proon again to file with 'Gorregidor,' that helped Gable on his upward the St. Louis Amusement Co., Harry duction commitments to Max Gorthe decision at the take going to swing.' Two others slated for build- C. Arthur, Jr., v.-p, and g.-rti. of don With the dramatization of the
20th-Fox. It will be out with the ups in the same cast are William Fanchon St Marco's interests here late Philip Goodman's autobiogpicture soon, meantime shifting Its Lundigein and Patricia Dane, Joe Jast week purchased the fifth and raphy, 'Franklin Street,' and a new
(Continued on page 50)
sixth blocks of the 1041-42 Para- play by Sam and Bella Spewack.
Newman directs.
mount product The deal was set

For 3 In

IS

M-G

have

subscril>ed to the principle that tha

3 Majors' Balk
Asher arrived In New York early
lands for sale of pictures in blocks- last week but two
Among the points upon which it
or three delays
of-Aye or on the quarterly basis of prevented his getting off on sched- was said there 'Avas an agreement
was that there would be only h
selling', as proposed in
the new ule. On the next to' last attempt,
nominal charige for the shorts proUMPI sales plan. .Such a procedure, his plane was eight hours out of the duced in Une. with Government
reU. S. before it was recalled because

Lindley
Poole further states that the probMaurice
W. Beetson and lem of reduced prints through film

'

Though some of the major producer-distributors

Mexico

An

CLEARANCES

Exhibitors operating theatres at a

Par s $l-a-Day Idea

should be allowed to purcliase entire
Hollywood, June 9.
season's output of any distributor.
Irving Asher, who is scheduled' to
Saving of raw film stock and other This
proposal has been advanced by make" the first feature for Metro in
essential materials is the object of
Kngland since the company decided
a fact-finding committee set up by Robert Poole, executive secretary of to. resume film production there,
left
the motion picture industry with the Pacific Coast Conference of In- N. Y. over the weekend
for 'London
M. C. Levee, Artists Manager Guild, dependent Theatre' Owners in a and 'Should be there ready to start
as chairman, Ben Goetz, Producer
communication addressed to UMPL work some time this week. Asher
executive, vice-chairman, and Val
will produce 'Sabotage Agent,' with
Poole states that tire and gasoline
Burton, Screen Guild, secretary.
Bobert Donat already set for the
Among the suggestions at the first rationing generally throughout the star male role. He will try to get
meeting were: More careful trim- country for {luration of the war will Vivien Leigh, currently in the legitming of scripts to avoid unnecessary prevent film salesmen from making er, 'Candida,' in London, for the
building
sets;
more preliminary
femme lead.
study by actors to learn their lines the frequent trips into the hinter-

taries.

.

Coaat Indies' Official Sees
Gas-Tire Shortage Working Hardship on Film
Salesmen for Bl<M:ks-of-5,
and Also for the Exhibitor

distance

on Rxing Victory

Siiort Rentals;

PIG BUrS?

FILM WASTE UNDER

or a personage behind eight secre-

the street to file 'Remember Pearl
Harbor,*'accompanied by something
in the form of a story.
Republic
grabbed off the idea, instanter, and
finished the pictiure some time ago.
It was the same with 'Wake Island,' which rolled quickly off thf
Paramount lot and is now ready for
release.
Meantime, the life-line of
Asia had hit the headlines, so- out
came Metro with *A Yank Oh the
Burma Road.' Since that time Warner. Bros., has registered "The .Life

MASS

And So Are

the sea;

land and sea to

commerciaL Just Holly.its

Break

Distribs Split

Prophetic?

9.

TYA, TY-AH!),

No,. Forcep, not the

of a radio

On

New War

DIM EXHIBS'

on screen

SEE

NEW

'TABZAN'

MATE

Hollywood, June

9.

Sol Lesser is hunting for a new
lead for the next two 'Tar-

femme

In other words, the Breen blue- zan' pictures.
Maureen O'Sullivan will not be
alert system is not especially comit this way: decency may- not be so plicated.
It merely decides what Is available on account p( Impending
easy to define, but Indecency prac- right by seeing what is wrong.
motherhood.

for the least use of transportation
facilities.

Monogram has already had a sales
meeting on the Coast, attended by
franchise holders and branch managers, while Republic, as has elwayi been its custom, recently outlined 1942-43 product before several
regionals stretching from Coast to

executives,
division,
district
and Coast.
branch managers, with meetings to
be held in t^e field subsequently
by district heads at which' all sales- Theme It
men and bookers will get their instructions.

Warner

Bros, is still a possibility
on a national sales meet but more
likely it will succumb to regional
sessions
same as Metro, RKO,
United Artists and 20th-Fox. Paramount recently held an eastern exec
sales
meeting,
followed by five
regionals throughout the country
and has no further plans with respect to the 1942-43 season, although
probable that later on 'further sessions locally will be held.
Metro is said to be definitely opposed to a national' convention this
year due to wartime conditions,
transportation
problems and the
like.
is similarly veering away
from the idea for the same reason,
plus the angle that patriotism calls

WB

With 'Gbd

You're Dead, Yon Rascal'
Hollwood, June

9.

Snatching a film title off the front
page, Atlantis pictures has set its
scripters to work on 'Himmler'a
.

Hangman.'
Picture rolls late next month for
by producers Releasing

distribution

Corp.

CAMPUS WABSIOBS
Hollywood, June

9.

Military training of university students, a subject of timely interest, is
the basis of 'College Goes to War,'
to be Aimed, by Paramount.
.

Walter MacEwen Is producer and
Michael 'Kralke associate.

'
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FILM IIETIEW8
LAWLESS. PLAINSMEN
WITH SONGS

but the
scenery-chewing by William Bakewell, Constance Worth, Hans von
Twardowski, George Pembroke and
enhance
others in lesser roles doesn't
suffice in the principal roles,

ralMM
Guin Charlea Stamtt nnd Runell HU'iIen;
fotuKs CUIt Edwards, Luua WslUn. the film.
DImtod by William Berka; acrecnplay by
And the editing is so repetitious,
tucl Wnrd; camera, Benjamin Klino; ediNow York, N.T., with faces perpetually peering out of
tor, William Lyon. At
dual, b»Klnnlns June 2, '42. Running Ume, darkened doors, that it appears diB» MTNU.
rector Albert Herman must have
Starrett
Charlea
Stave Rldeon
been on film rations. It looks like
Russell Hoyden
•Lucky Bannon
one-fourth the required
Luana JVottera he shot only
Bnltlrtoro Bonnio
used it four times.
Clitt Edwards negative and then
Harmony Stubba
Herb.
.Raphael Bennett
S«lh HfcBrldo
Gwen Kenyon
Mndgo Mason
ot J(ick Fler production.

Columbia

Bill

TmyS.

Mnaon

^Ru»

N'fl*

Eddie Loughton

Bllm

ordinary western filler, a
bit on the slow side, with Columbia s
stock company hoss opry cast, headed
by Charles Starrett and Russell Hayden. It will just about get by for
those houses that make a habit of
this type product.
iStory's a standard one o£ the unEcrupulour white man making a deal
with Indians to attack a wagon train.
There's the big battle with the Red
Men. who are just about vanquishing their outnumbered foe when Kit
Carson and a troop of U. S. rivalry
gaUop up to save the day. This is
interlaced with odds and ends to
give Starrett a chance for some big-

This

is

eye with Luana Walters.
Cliff CUkelele Ike') Edwards

Is

tossed into the cast for some comedy
and a bit of singing. He's okay. RSst
Herb.
of the cast is standard.

OLD CALIFORNIA

IN

Republic release of Robert North producStars John Wayne, Blonte Barnes,
Dekker; features Helen ^arrlali.

tion.

Albert

Patsy Kelly, Edgar Kennedy, Dick PurcoU.
Dlrmted by William McQann. Screenplay,
Gertrude Purcell and Francea Hxland;
from original 'by 3. Robert Bran, Gladys

Atwater; camera^ Jack Marta; editor, Howard O'Neill; music, David Buttolpr: mualc
Previewed In projec-,
dlrect6r, CSr Feuer.
tlon room; N. T., Jane IT, '42. Running

M

time,

Tom

MIMB.

•

Craig

,

'

w

John Wayne

Dekker
iHelen Farrwt

Dawson

..Albert'

£l|en Santord

Patsy Kel^
.E^gar Kennedy
Dick Purcoll
Harry Shannon
Charles Halton
.'.Bmmett I,ynn

Helga

Kegs McKeever
Joe Dawson
Mr. Cariln
'ISt.

•

BInnle Barnes

lAcey Miller
Brltt

Hayes

'Wbltey

Mr. Bates
Mr. Tompkins........
Chick
Ills Tompkins. .>

RED TANKS
Artkino release ot LenHIm production.
Scenario and direction, Z. Drapkin and R.
Maiman; camera, Alcwinder SIgayev and
M. Magid; music. Dmitri and Daniel PoEnglish titles, Charlea Clement;
kraas:
At Sunley, N. Y.,
lyrics. Philip Sterling.

week June

Running

6, '42.

Lieutenant Ix>glnov
Driver Melnlkov
DIvlalon

OM. Volshy
S. Krylov

Comrolasar Tkachenko
Radio Operator
General von Buller
Colonel von Harten

and guns between Wayne
and Dekker,. interwoven [with the
gold discovery, Wayne's romance
with Helen Parrisb, a_^boid epideimic in the" hills, and Wayne's fight
to wipe out the epidemic,
Wayne's acting is tops throughout.
Miss Barnes is excellent to look at
and sings and acts well. DeUcer is
cast excellently, Miss Parrlsh is'properly sweet and vicious, whichever
her part demands, as the other sirl,
while Patsy Kelly and Edgar Kennedy provide excellent comedy and
some fine acting. Dick Purcell as
Dekker's brother Is also well cast.

Odliin^RKO
himself, although if6 likely he. would
concentrate -on finances; Malcolm

sums variously estimated at from

of

$5,000,000 to $10,009,000, looms large
in the Atlas Corp. councils, is per.

haps best pointed up by 'Odium's re'action

RKO
eral

last week to a report that.
was planning to. finance sev-

plays

on

Broadway.

When-

asked about the company's legit i»'oduction plans Odium said they'd better

^et

some

additional

coii^

into

RKO before talking of backing plays.

RkO

.

Among

.

.

S

RKO

Robert Fraaer erator in the New York metropolitan
Hana von Morhart area, wlio was approached by an im...Michael Vollln
Otto
IWIlUam Costello portant eastehi group and asked to
,
look into the situation. Another reThis is one of those minor entries, ported was the Reeves group, forexploiting a war angle, of which merly grocery chain store operators,
many more may be expected for the who recently sold their interests to
duration. It won't go in the better the Safeway stores.
Reports are
houses, but is the natural sub in the that the
Reeves group received a
lower-class spots tot their usual
large amount of cash from Safeway
.cheapie cops-'n'.rrobber fare.
through
the
Lehmaii
Bros,
and were
.Direction, acting and editing are
ell of low order.
Story itseU has negotiating through, the same banksome fair twists for product of this ers for RKO.
type and could get by except for the
Odium has throughout retained a
cliches in dialog.
As it stands, it strong personal Interest in RKO and,
gets laughs in the wrong places.
barring unexpected developments,
Yam. concerns efforts of Nazi spies may determine to back the comIn U. S. to buy or frighten out of a
pair of young chemists a secret form- pany all the way even If only to
ula for doubling the power of gaso- vindicate his judgment and conline. Neither of the Americans will fidence In the film Industry. The
give in, ot course, and it winds up stockholders meeting today, unless
with one of them sacrificing his life postponed again, will Ukely result
to blow up the whole kaboodle of in the election of a new directorate
!9 at once. It's one of those stories
In which the Atlas interests 'will be
t would be all over in the first
predominant.
reel were the ,hero to use ordinary
Election of new company officers,
common sense and report the spies
such as president etc., is scheduled
to the FBI.
Michael Whalen and Anne Nagel, to follow.
as one of tb« cbNnlats and bis gal.
RKO board ot directors was in

r'

124
S«
75

7S
67

W
M
M

B. MllUnd-P. Goddard

BolUR.

T.

WWUey

R. Hl«dieton-J. Parker
W. LundJcan-J. Roien
o. AutryA:. Bamett
A. Walbrook-S. Gray
K. TayIor-F,IianKford

.

67
61
87
71
127

J.

Mao Brown

c.

ChapUn

Rio Grande

Way

(Col)-

Hello Annapolis (Col)

The Baahnu Bachelor (RKO)
Westward Boe (Rep)
4/29
Sabotenr (U)

I/I8

Twin Beds (UA) 4/22
I Was Flamed (WB)
4/S

J.

Parker-T.

OF,

S/U

Where the Trail Ends (Mono)
My Favorlta Blonde (Par) S/I8
TatUes of Tahiti (UOV 3/18

Yukon

ptepT

Patrol

Han WUo

Wouldn't Die (lOth)
You're Telling He (U)
f Ukebox Jenny (U) 3/25
Larceny, Inc. (wB) - 3/4

Bayden

Abner-Z. Pitts

B. 8ieel-T. Tyler
B. Cnnunlnfi-B. I,ana
G. Brent-I. Bennett
R. Mlddleton-J. Parker

BELEABE—4/30/42

4/22

Window (H-G)

Brown

C. Starrett-B.

Lum

77
56
lOS
83
61

M

WEEK
Wife Takes a Flyer (Col)
Flnsers at the

M
W
C
W

MC

4/29

4/22

C

~
Bennett-F. Tone
L. Ayrea-L. Day
T. Keene
B. Rbpe-M. Carren
C. Langhton-J. BoQ

87
79

M
M
M
M
M

W

J.

78
•1

A. Lane-L. Conway
L. Nolon-H. Weaver >
B. Berbert-P. Paige
65 -K. Harray-H. BllUard
94 E. Soblason-J. Wymon

73

C

HU
C

WEEK OF BEI.EASE—S/7/42
Desperate Chance for EUcry Qneen (Col)
Cerpae Vonlihe* (Hmo) 6/3
The Great Han's Lady (Par) 3/18
Beattergood Rides Btgh (RKO)
3/18
Hy Gal Sal (2«tl>) 4/22
Broadway (V)
5/6

H
H
O

W. Gargan-H. Lindsay
B. Lugod
B. Stanwyek-J. HeCrca

64

.

911

C

H

69

G.Klbbee-D.Ubore

89

B. Boyworth-V. nature
O. Raft-P. O'Brien

Ml

D

-

WEEK' OF BELEASE—5/14/42

A

Lady's Han (Col)
Devil's Trail (Col)
She's Ja The Army (Mono)
Tkls Gun for BIre (Par)
3/18
Grand Central Hurder (H-G)
4/22
Hayoi of 44th Street (BKO 3/18
Remember Pearl Barber (Ren) S/IS

Not
The

C

WC

Wray

.

P. KeUy-F.

86
72
86
75

B. Elllott-T. Bitter
V. Ann Berg-L. Talbot
V. Lake-B. Preston
V. Bellln-P. Dane
o. Hnrphy-A. Shirley
D. Bonrle-P. HacKcnzle

H
H

HU
D

W
H
M

&

.

.

.

H
M

W
W
W
H
M

M
WEEK OF BELEASE—C/4/42
M
J. Boward-H. Chapman

Cmrrent Short Releases
(PRINTS IN EXCHANGES)

Odium, from accounts, currently

ing him the controlling voice in, and
the increased responsibility ensuing
for
should he. desire it.

D

W
M
M
WC

Rogers-6. Bayes
voluntary curtailment of raw stock Romance en the Range (Rep)
C 89 J. witfiers-M. Weaver
Had Hortlndalei (26tli)
4/3*
was indicated, bowever, since the Tke
BUM With Wlngi (UA) U/7
J. clement>-L. Banks
fllm-vlndustry must be prepared to Hystery ot Blarle Rogert (U)
69 P. Knowles-BL Hontra
4/8
D 91 B. Davls-O. deBavllland
4/8
show the 'WPB t))at progress has In Uils Our Life (WB)
been made or face Government reguWEEK OF BBLEASE—5/21/42
^tlon.
HU
J.Davls-J.Falkenbnrg
Effect of print curtailment would Sweetheart ot the Fleet (Col)'
D 101 F. Horgan-K. Oroyion
Vonlahlng' Virginian (H-O)
U/9
be. to delay showings in subsequent Let's
C
Get Tenth (Hono)
T. Brown-F. Bice
situattons, with result that keys Syncopation (RKO 5/6
MU 88 A. Henjou-J. Cooper
addimiaperingi
C
75
themselves
with
Ghost
(2«th)
H.Berle-B. Joyce
might find
4/22
55 J. Allen, Jr.-H. Bow^d
tional clearance .protection, unless Who Is Bope SchnyleiT .(20th) 1/U
C
Almost Harried (U)
R. Polge-J. Frazee
distributors manage to work out a The SpoUen (U)
87 H. Dleblch-B. Scott
4/15
plan to maintaib current clearance. WEEK OF BELEASE—6/28/42
Some Held men are of opinion that
smaller number of prints may hdp
Heet the Staaits (Col) 8/20
C 72 w. Bolden-F. Day
in. closing deals because exhibs .'would
vW
Dbwn Texas Way (Mono)
B. Jones-T. McCoy
not have as large a backlog of prod- In Old California "(Rep) 6/10
88 J. Wayne-B. Barnes
63 G. Antry-B. Burnett "
Stardust On The Sage (Bep) 1/27
uct flowing in.
The fZycIene Kid (Bep)
D. Barry-L. Merrick
Falcon Takes Over (BKO) 8/6
62 G. Sonderi-L. B'arl
Moontlde (20th) 4/22
D
J. Gabln-L Lupino
Miss Annie Rooney (UA) 8/27
84 s. Temple-W. Gargan
Joke Girl (WB) 4/8
90 A. Shertdan-qi Began

swings at>pr6ximately 49% of the
RKO voting stock and is 'virtually'
assured of a majority representation
on the board of directors, thus giv-

.

Kenneth Harlan

4/U

D
A. Shertdan-B. cnmrnlngs
WEEK OF RELEASE—4/13/42

Down

eight

-the

4/tt

In Wyomla' (Rep) 4/29
Snlcide Sqaadron (Rep)
4/28
Mississippi Gambler (U)
4/15
FlKhtlnr BUI Fargo (U)
5/20
Gold RlUll (UA) 3/4
Ktnea Row (WB) 12/24

.

-Continued fiom page

in buying
into
RKO.
Albert Keraian; screenplay by Arthur St. interested
Claire: camera, Eddie I/lnden; editor, jj. B. From .all accounts, t^o offer acceptBrown. At Ne*r. York, N. Y., dual, begin- able to the Atlas or
RCA-Rockening June 2, '42. Running time,. 68 MJNB.
feller groups was received from any
Robert Notion
Michael 'WJuile'n
,
Nancy Fielding
'..Anne Nagel of the various people interested.
Tom Fielding
William Bakewell
SI FabUa and' Beeves
Lilnda Pavlo. ............ . .Conalance Worth
those exploring the possiCaptain Oammler. . . ^ons von TWordowrikl
James' Curtis
Jack Mulhall bility of buying, into
in recent
Karl Schmidt
George Pembroke weeks was
Fabian, theatre op«

-

major companies
represented. Need for an immediate

NAZI SPY RING

DetecUvo Brown
John Oliver
Helnnch
Argus

From Alaska (Rep)
SOS Coast Oturd (R«p)

Home

Raw

That the Atlas-RCA-Rockefeller
groups were not too eager to reach
out for fuller financing and adminisProduction Is generally big-time,
with direction fast paced and the trative responsibility was indicated
in the postponement of the RKO
story and screenplay interesting.
stockholders meeting from June 3
Sidy.
to Jime 10, a meeting which may
be postponed again today. This was
largely to allow George J. Schaefer,
RKO prexy, additional time to preProducers Releasing. Corpi
release nt,
George M. Henlck and Mas- Alexander pro- sent concrete proposals from variduction.
Features Michael 'Wbalen, Anne ous financial groups who have been
Nagel and WlUlam Bakewell. Directed by.

'

Reap the Wild Wind (Par) 3/a
Land ot the Open Banie (RKO ~ J2/24
OlTl

Dover, Del, June 9.
Annual' stockholders meeting of
This Soviet contribution concern- Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., scheding its mighty tanks may have a fic- uled for last Wednesday (3), was
tional thread by which to weave the adjourned shortly after it opened
events, but the purpose of the pic due to lack of quorum. No stockhasn't any fictional imdertones. It's
holders showed up, except one
out and out propaganda for the Rusrepresented less
sians in their fight against the Nazis proxy holder who
and, as such, achieves its aim. It's than a majority of the stock.
gre^t entertainment for the left-wingJ. MiUer Walker, RKO secretary,
ers and should command interest from
only company official attending,
others because of the increasing reannounced meeCng will be held tospect for the Soviet
The picture is programmed as hav- morrow (Wednesday) at offices of
ing been produced before the Nazi Prentlce-Hall, Inc., here.
that
for
preparation
invasion, as a
inevitable attack.' It glorifies a big
factor In the successful Red fight the
new 50-ton KVs, which seemingly
Film
are able to hurdle insurmountable
-Continntd from page S;
obstacles. It's practically a field day
in what the. tanks can do.
curtailment
on the
that
agreed
tribs
consistently
Performances
are
good, 'With photography somewhat 1940 basis would thus be inequitable.
clouded, as ysual with Russian pix.
producer-distributor
two
First
The film's brevity, 64 minutes, is a meetings broke up without any degood selling point to exhibitors.
cision being reached, due to -the diHdka.
Interests- r^resented
versity
of

among

MV—

WEEK OF BBLEASE—4/i0/42

No BKO Quornm

I. Orlov
V. Merkurlev
D. Dudnlkov

The ^Fuehrer's Aide

excellent acting and Kingsberg head up the theatres and
photography make this horse Charlie Koemer over the studio, as
opry playable anywhere. Film hasn''t currently.
a (lulf moment It should find a good
That the future financing of RKO
spot on almost any dual situation.
film production, entailing investment
Story deals, with California just

flits

Iiikely b.o.

M—

D—

'Nail Spy Bins' (PRC). Minor
action meller of topical type for
sutisequents.
•Bed Tanks* (Artkino). Sovietmade fictional treatment of the
Reds' tank assault on the Nazis.

Commander Smlrnov..O. Gorbunov

Good Mory,

wits,

scale with excellent story, acting
and photography. Should do well,

session yesterday afternoon (Tuesday) to discuss 'important issues
Kuineuov confronting the company.

fine

'

(For in1ormatU>n of theatn and film txehangt hooken VAaisn presetot
a complete chart of featun rtUoMtt of all the, American distributtng companlcf for the current quarterly period. Dolt of revlewe at given in
VABiEn and the nmntng time of prints are included.)
Melodroma; C—Comedy; CD—Comedy
Key to Type Abbret;(ot<ons:
Drama; RD^Romantio Dfaxna;
Musical,
Drama; Vf—Western;
Figures heretoith indicate date of VAiticn'B revieto and running time.

.

Old California' (Rep.).
Topnotch western, made on bigIfk

V. Chobur
I.

•Ullt fUbbeo

prior to and just after the '49 gold
rush, John 'Wayne as a Boston druggist enxoute to open a store in Sacramento, meets up with Blnnie Barnes,
a night dub girl, and her intended
husband, Albert Dekker, a gambler
and gunman who literally runs the
t^itory. Thereafter it's a battle of

story.

cliched

time, 64 MINS.
A. Kulnkov

Gunner Karnsyov

Bob McKenzle
Paul Sutton
Anne O'Neal

(Col).

rislnsmen'

.

Brown
Thompson

Stanley

Taacosn
Ochclla

FILM BOOKING CHART

Miniatare Reviews
•Lawless

Slow western with the usual-

Submarine Balder (Col)
One Mysterious Night (Mono)
Come on Danger (RKO) 12/31
Moonlight Blasqnende (Bep)
Tough As They Come (U)

(Compiled by Besa Short)

y TIreman Spare Hy Tires' (Col;
18 mins), Harry Langdon com-

Lady Gangster (WB)

edy.

•out Laochs Laatf (Col,- 17
El Brendel comedy.
'Notty News? (WB, 7 mins).

-Elmer

•Surprised FarUes> (M-G,
mins). Our Gang comedy.

The
mins).
edy.

11

xom-

'A Great Ballroad at Work'
(Indie, 35 mins). Industrial institutional subject, being released
directly by
Haven Railroad

New

Co,
'Donald's GardenT (RKO, IVz
mins).
Donald Duck Disney
cartoon.

•Battio for

a BotUe>

(Col,

7

mins). Cartoon comedy,
•Plotaresqae Patienare' (M-G,
9 mins). Fitzpatrick TraveltaUc
on Mexico.
•Puss n; Boots' (M-G, 8 mins).
Tom and Jerry cartoon comedy.
•Ke'eplnr

itt

Shape*

(Par,

0

Robert Benchley comedy
on keeping fit via gym 'work.
•Many Tanks' (Par, 7 mins).
Popeye cartoon comedy.-

mins).

Gem'

'Sand In tlie
(Indie,
mins). Treatment of tuber17
culosis in wartime, with Texas
Tuberculosis A^sn. releasing.

K

'

•Tettt

(M-G,

SmHb's

9%

Scrap

BooV

mins).

Highlights of
previous Smith subjects, prepared especially for celebxatlng

Pete

Sihltli

Laugh Month.

'

Deal

88

T. Bolt-F. Neal
D. O'Keefe-B. Keen
B. Balop-B. Dunsley
62 F. Emsrson-J. Blahop
.

-

-

Lady In A Jam (U)
Phantom Plainsmen (Rep)

WC

L Dnnn-F. Knowlea

.

B. Steel-T. Tyler

WEEK OF BELEASE—«/25/42
Rubber Racketeers (Mono)
M
Mexican Spitfire Sees Ghost (RKO 8/3 C 76
Ten Gentlemen from West Point (20th) 6/3
104
There's One Born Every BUnute (U)
C 66
Friendly Enemies (UA)
C

M

WEEK OF BELEASE
Atlantic Convoy (Col)
Lure of the islands (Mono)
Sons of the Pioneen (Rep)
Deep In Beoit of Texas (U)
Bergeaai York (WB) 7/2/41

R. Cortez-R.

M
M

J.

Beal-V. Field

M. Bart

vW
C

D

Budson

L.Velei-E.EtroI
G. Montgomery-H. O'Bara
B. Berbert-T. Brown
C. Wlnninger-C. Buggies
7/2/42

B. Rogers-6. Bays
R.^ Stock-B. Crawford
G. Cooper-J. Leslie

134

TBADESHOWN AND. FOB FDTITBE BELEASE

•Mr. Oavdeoia Jones' (UA, XiVt

mins).
USO campaign short
narrated by Carey WHson.

J.
;

WEEK OP BELEASE—6/11/42
C 86 H. Douglos-J. Crawford
HU 85 K. Kyser-E. Drew
M 67 F. Craven-M. Boward
MU 68 Andrews Sis.—J. E. Lewis
Private Bnckaroo (U) 6/3
H
Danger in the Poclllc (U)
D. Terry-L. CarrUIo
W
SUver Bullet (U)
MacBtown-F. Knight
M 82 J.
The Big Shot (WB) 6/3
H. Bogart-J. Manning
WEEK OF BELEASE^/U/4Z
Paractaute Nurse (Col)
M
M. Chapman-P. Clark
Riders of The Northlands (Col)
W
c. Starrett-R. Hayden
Powder Town (RKO) 5/13
M .79 V. MacLaglen-E. O'Brien

Stork's Mistake' (20th, 7

Terry-toon cartoon

C
C

H

They AH Kissed the Bride (Col) 6/3
Hy Favorite Spy (BKO) 5/6
Thru Different Eyes (20th) 6/3

mins).

Fudd cartoon comedy.
•AU About Dogs' (20th, T
mins). Color subject about dogs.
•Barbee-Cnes' (M-G, 11 mips).
Pete Smith subject on outdoor
cooking.

H
W

We Were Dancing (H-G) 1/21
Salute to Conrage (M-G)
1/21
Torpedo Boat (Par) 1/21
Fly by Night (Far)
1/21
This Time for Keeps (H-G>
t/U
Sundown Jim

(20th)

.3/11

(Je^tteman After Dark (DA)
l/U
to the Army (Par)
3/18

Tme

Mokey (H-G)

3M

c

H
H
H
U
W
H
MU
M
M
M
H

Lady Gangster (WB) 4/8
Taizon's N. Y. Adventure (M-O)
4/15
Sunday Punch (H-G) 4/15
About Face (UA) 4/lS
C
Ship Ahoy (H-G)
4/22
BIU
TOrtUU Fbt (M-G) 4/22
'
D
Night in New Orleans (Par)
5/6
Sweater Girl (Par)
IMU
5/6
Beyond the Bine Borlutt (Par) 5/6
Hr«. Miniver (M-G) 5/13
D
This Above All (20th) 5/13
I Married on Angel (H-G)
8/20
Once Upon a Thursday (H-G) 8/20
Ber Cardboard Lover (H-G) 8/27
BambI (RKO) 5/27Halile Gets Her Han (H-O 5/n
C
Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 6/3
Spy Ship (WB) 6/3
Eieape From Crime (WB) 6/3
The Gay Slaters (WB) 6/3
HagnUeen* bepo (ttth) 6/S
G
It Bappiasd In Flatbuih (2Mh) 6/3
C
Wlngt.fM the. Eagle (WB) 6/S
C
.

.

M
H

m6
M
U

MU

H
H
H

N. Sheaier-N. Coward
G. Teldt-A. Ayers
R. Arlen-J. Parker
N. Kelly-R. (^laon
A. Rntherford-B. Sterllnc
J. KImbrough-V. Gilmere
B. Donlevy-H. Bopklns
J. Conova-A. Jones
D. Dalley-D. Reed
F. Emerson-J. Bishop
J. WelssmuUer-M, O'SuUivan
w. Lundigan-J. Rogers

93'

83
69
74
11
53
74
76
87
62
70
76
43
94

W. Tracy-J. Sa-wyer

E.

MS

O. Garaon-W. Pldgeon
T. Power-J. Fontaine
J. HocDonald^N. Eddy
H. Bnnt-R. Carlson
N. Shearer-B. Taylor

70

(Disney Cartoon)

A. Sothera-B. Skelton

8S
125
62
81
108

84
80
85

PoweU-B. skeKon

S. Tracy-B. Laniarr
D. Lamour-R. DennUg
E. Braeken-J. Preiiser
P. Foater-A. Dekker

75
77
77
133
110
83
66
93

J. Cagney-J. Leslie
C. Stevens-L Manning
M. xravia-j. uianop

-

B. Stanwyck-G. Brent
B. Fonda-L. Bart
L. Nolan-C. Landls
A. Bheriian-D. Horgaa

'

.
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PIGTURB GROSSES
Runs on Broadway

First

'Onr Life -Vande Trim $41,000, Best

ISvbitct to Change)

Week

h

So-So

^leepytime'-Caiiova

Tave

18G,

(5th week).
(RevleiDed In 'Variety' Vtay 6)
Capitol— 'Broadway* (U) (2d

(RetHetoed tn "Variety*
Criterion

Chicago, June

Roosevelt

going.

up

bad shape, with « temporary side
boxoSice necessary. However, general motion picture business is hot
bad. Weekends remain dynamite iot
all theatres.

Chicago

is

having another excel-

lent session currently with 'In This
Our Life' plus vaudeville, climbing
to a nice $41,000.

Canov'a is all over the
Oriental, appearing in 'Sleepytime
Gal' and on the stage. Looks like a

Judy

solid $18,000.

Plenty of holdovers elsewhere.
State-Lake goes into its third week
Wild Wind' and is head.

of 'Reap the

ing for • robust $14,000.
velt keeps

its

combo

HAS BOUNCE

and lUd Glove KiUer' while the
United Artists has a second week
with 'Ship Ahoy' and This Time for

Inc.'

Keeps,'

—

—

(M-G) (2d week).
(Reoieioed In 'Variety'

'

—

Event' (Col) (2d run), nice $3,500.
F»y*i (Indie) (1,400; 28-39-50)—
Unseen Enemy* (U) and vaude. It
present pace keeps up there Is little
likelihood that soot wTil shut down

—
—
—

-

W-lfillcr'

BMMvelt (B&K)

State-Lake

wk).

CARGO

BIG

(B&K)

following

$14,000

(2,700; 35-55-65-

secoAd

IN

into

the

is

0.

convoying big coin

Orpheum and

State

this

holds over at the Met; and 'Reap
Wild Wind' is holding at the Par

and Fenway.

lARCENY' TRIM ?7,500
AS BUFF^REMAINS OK

Estimates for This

Week

BMton (RK:0) (3,2(jD; 30-44-60-6575)—'The Spoilers' (U) and Vaughn
Monroe on stage. Heading for $22,500,

big.

Last week, 'SjrncOpation'

(RKO) and Tommy Tucker

Buffalo,

June

D.

Wickets of main stem film shops
are -showing stamina again this
canto, although the tallies are mostly
under those of the last session.
•My Gal Sal' at the Buffalo rules
the roost, although an excellent repeat rubber for 'Reap the Wild
Wind' at the Lakes is also on tap.
Estimates for Xl>ls Week
^ B«iral* (Shea) '(3,500; 35-55)—'Gal
Sal'. (20th)
and 'Hope Schuyler*
(20th)., Manifesting staunch pull for
around $17,000. Last week, 'Married
an Angel' (M-G) and Gene Krupa
orch, fair $10,000.

Great

LskM

(Shea)

(3,000; 44-65)

—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (2d wk).
upped scale helping account for
nifty $13,000. Last week, huge $20,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'Lar(WB) and 'Mokey* (M-G).

ceny*

Looks

like frim $7,500. Last week,
"This Our Life* (WB) and 'Fingers
at Window* (M-G), gratifying $8,-

.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)
—'Meet Stewarts* (Col) and 'Canal
Zone' (Col). Slow going, probably
$7,500. Last week, 'Saboteur'
(U)
and 'Jail House Blues' (U). hefty
$9 500
20th Century (ind.) (3,000; 30-44)

— Syncopation'

(RKO) and 'Powder

Town* (RKO). Should grab sturdy
•

$8,000.

Last week, 'Reijiember Pearl
and 'Yokel Boy'
poor $5,000.

Haitior*
(Rep)
(Rep) (6 days),

week,
Last
Flaf
(M-G).
'(^ntlemen After Dark' (UA) and
(UA), wUtc " to $14,300.
Fox (F&M) (5,000: 30-40-50)—
•Juke Girl' (WB) and 'Fly By Night*
(Par). Should cop a sweet $16,500.
week, 'My Favorite Spy'
Last
(RKO) and 'Mayor of 44th St'

tUU
Boston, June
'Ship Ahoy*

this week following initial week's week, with 'The Spoilers,' assisted
good $10,500.
Vaughn Monroe on stage, also
^^Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 35-55-65- by
75)—'Monster' (Mono) and 'Corpse doing forced-draught biz at the
Vanishes' (Mono) (2d wk). ThriUers RKO-Boston.
'In This Our Life'

holding to excellent $5,500 following
first week take of fine $8,100.

Week

Killer

$17,500.

—

Eatlmiatea for This

LMw's (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-50)—
'Sh^ Ahoy* (M-G) and 'Kid Glove
(M-G). Stire to hang up a
swell $23,000 for the best since Tor-

HUB

on third sesh
week at fine

United Artlsta (B«cK-M-G) (1,700;
86-56-65-75)
'Ship
Ahoy' (M-G)
and Tor Keeps' (M-G) (2d wk).
Combination managing fair $7,500

*.

Assn. alfresco theatre In Forest Park
12-week season Is expected 'to
cut Into the grosses of the deluxers
during the warm weather. But currently Loew's is running wild with
'Ship Ahoy* and "Kid Glove KUler.'

«

WUd Wind' (PaV) (3d
Continuing spirited boxoSice

pace, robust

'

Benny Goodman band, .4he combo
will be held total of four weelcs, with
third commencing today (Wednesday). The Second round, finished

HEAP SMASH

$H000IN1LC

last night (Tuesday), was a robust
$45,000.
'In Tills Our Life', strong grosser

now

for the Strand and.

in its fifth

Looks like banner week at $23,000,
the stage (his first week), will get a
and likely h.o. Fox, with 'Juke Girl* good $32,000 or better. Show nolds
and Tly By Night,' also is strong.
oveV. Calloway opened Friday (5),

(1,500; 35-55-65-

$10,100..

75)—'Heap

^

'

week there with Cab C!alloway oo

75)—'Larceny' (WB) and 'Kid Glove'
(M-G) (2d wk). Holding neatly at
$7,500 following first week at oke

$24,500, sockb.

Fenway (M&P)

orch,

'

'

for •

"SHIF. $40,000.

'

.

(M-G) (2d run),
share and headed for
Last week, 'TortUIa
and- 'Blondie'a Blessed

sensationally for $8,000,
hefty $11,000 in second weeli.

IVIiniver*
(M-G) and stageshow.
House extended itself on a -large ad
campaign and from the gun business has been extremely strong; first
week looks like an le-karat $110,000.
In attendance this is highest so far
during 1942, while second only in
attendees to 'Philadelphia Story'
(M^), which had the benefit of a
holiday: Last week. Tortilla Flat'
(M-G) (2d wk). $82,000, stout
Blalto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
Powder Town* (RKO). This one
looks like $5,500, lean. 'Falcon Takes

—

-

—

.

lers) (5,945; 44-59-85-9g-$l.eS)—'Mrs.

—

Killer'

,

into the

—

(RKO) (2.200; 28-30-50)—
(RKO) and 'North to
Klondike' (RKO). Paced at steady
$8,000.
Last week, 'Broadway' (U)
and 'Russian Front,' nice $8,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-3050)—"Ship Ahoy* (M-G) and -Kid
its

13)

—

RKO

(letting

— Take

a Letter,
Darling' (Par) (3d week).
(Retiieued In 'Variety' May 8)
Blvoll
"Miss Annie Rooney*
^
(UA) (2d week).
(Reviewed In "Variety" May 2T)

Albee

Glove

Kay

Mrs. Miniver* is wooing and winning New York to the tune of big
money, but despite its terrific opother shows, new ones as
well as holdovers, are doing well
with only a couple exceptions. The
weekend again brought large crowds

downtown area, but Sunday (7) failed to do as well as Saturday (6) due to the rainstorm
which blew up in the evening.
The Music Hall, housing "Mrs.
Over* (RKO) good $7,500 last week.
Miniver*, will get around $110,000,
BlvoU (UA) (2,002; 35-50-75-85-99)
Boxy Ten (gentlemen from
sensational tor this or any other
"Miss Annie Rooney* (UA).
Got
West Point* (20th) (2d week).
time of the year. Attendance is the poor notices and is doing poor busi(Revteuiad In "Variety* June 3)
Strand
'In This Our Life'
largest for any week so far in 1942, ness, only around $13,000. but holds
over due to scarcity of product for
(WB) (6th week).
while second only on that score to house. *rhe second week,
for 'Ships
(Retrieved in "Variety* .April ZB)
'Philadelphia Story*, whose larger With Wings' (UA) was only $10,000,
Week of Jane 18
gross was due to a holiday "and very thin. In view of the location
Aslor—'This Above AU' (20th)
upped prices^- 'Miniver* begins its of this house and its prestige as a
(6th week).
second week tomorrow (Thursday). run operation, it would seeiA fo be
Capitol
The Wife Takes a
'Ten Cientlemen from West Point' entitled to better product
Flyer' (Col).
Boxy (20lh) (5,886; 40-55-65-75-85is a lO-strike for the Roxy, second
(Revieioed in 'Variety' April 22)
largest house in town. In the light 99)—Ten Gentlemen West Point*
Globe—'The Gold Rush* (UA)
Turnstiles
of its strength from the opening gtin, (20th) and stageshow.
spinning at merry gait for excellent
(10th week).
it should pass the barrier fo^ a payor close, on the fir^st week.
$55,000,
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
off of sockO' $55,000, or close, and
Holds. Last week, fifth for 'My Gal
Dandy* (WB) (4th week).
holds over.
Sal' (20th), $41,000. very nice.
Now
its
second
week
at
the
in
Hosle HaU
'Mrs.
Miniver*
State (Loew's) (3,450; 39-44-55-75Hollywood, where being roadshown,
(M-G) (3d week).
09-$l,10)—This Gun for Hire' (Par)
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' finished Its (2d run) and,,
Faramoant' ^Beyond the Blue
on stage, Mitel Green,
initial stanza at ^$25,000, big, while
Horizon' (Par) (17).
Benny Rubhi, Hal LeRoy' and Happy
the first tturee' days of the holdover' Felton. Going pretty good
(Retrieved in 'Variety' Hay «)
lor $32,through Monday (8), with the week- 000, or bit above. Last weeR,
Boxy—The Magnificent Dope'
end at capacity, totaled $15,500. Mat- Favorite Spy' (RKO) (1st run) 'iSjf
and
(20th).
inees on weekdays are not seU.ing Ray Kinney^ Ethel Shuttaand Mayrla
(Revietoed in 'Variety* June 3)
out, but evenings are, with standing Chaney, $20,000, fair.
Strand-'Juke Girl* (WB). (10).
room being sold on most perfor>
Stnuid (WB) (2,756; 35-65-75-85-99(Reuletsed in "Variety* April 7T
raances. House -is getting $^.10 from $1,10)—'In This Our'Life* (WB) tSth
the standees.
wk) and Cab Calloway (1st wk).
The stralght-filnier Caipltol, with Good $32,000 or more in dght Cal"Broadway* on display, isn*t in. the loway Joined the picture Friday (S),
Terrif
smack division at only $25,000, but since Jiinmy' Dorsey could not be.
comes out okay as to profit and will held further, rufe,' on Its fourth
hold the film another week. Rivoli, .week with Dorsey. on the stage, $41,$23,000 in St Lonis;
also without 'stageshows, has "Uttle 000, excellent Current sHbw hold*
Miss Rooney* on its screen but is another week.
'Joke Ciri' Hot lOiC faring
badly at only around $13,000.
Holds over due. to lack of pro'duct
Paramount is doing so well with
St. Louis, June 9..
Take
a Letter, Darling*, and the
Opening of the Municipal Theatre
Paramonnt

"Favorite Spy'

Same

1st 'B'way Fair at

position,

(ReiHeuied In 'Variety"' June 3)
Mnsle HoU
'Mrs.
Miniver'

0.

.

ralaee (RKO) (2.500: 33-44-55-76)
—'Favorite Spy' (RKO) and "Falcon
Takes Over* (RKO). Entered in midweek, fair enough $12,000. Last
week, ^Syncopation'
(RKO) and
'FU^rs at Window' (M-G), oke

44th

'

Estiawtos for This Week
for summer.
Taking good ~ $6,000.
Apollo (B&K) (1,600; 35-55-65-75) Last week, 'Stardust of Sage' (Rep)
—'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'About Face*. and vaude, neat $6,800.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-30-50)—
(UA). Combination' opened £>atucday (6) and loolcs for nifty $9,000. 'Juke. Girl' (WB) and 'You're TeULast week, 'Gone' (M-G) finished ing Me' (U),
Nice $14,000 practitwo-week revival to okay $6,200.
cally in. Last week, 'In This Our
Chiesgo (B&K) (4,000; 39-55-7S)_ LUe' (WB) and 'Mad Martindale'
•This Our Life' (WB) and stage (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
show, Dennis Day headlining. Strong
MetropoUtui (Indie) (3,200; 44-55picture is tilting bu^ess to nice 65)—Tommy Tucker orch and Bill
$41,000. Last week, 'GaUSal' (20th), Gilbert with Tour Jacks and a JIU'
smart $38,200.
(RKO). Did alright $8,000 in threeGwriek (B8cK) (000; 35-55-65-79) day run.
—'Gal Sal' (20th) and 'Sunny Side'
State (Loew) (3,200; 2^30-60)—
(20th).
Trim $6,500. Last week, 'Married an Angel' (M-G> and
TripoU' (20th) and 'Wouldn't Dli? Thigers at Window' (M-G). Pull(20th), okay $4,000.
ing slightly above average with
Orleatol (boquois) (3,200; 28-33- good $13,000.
Last week, 'Ship
44-55)
'Sleepytime*
(Rep) and Ahoy' (M-G) and 'Kid^ Glove KiUer*
vaude topped by Judy Canova, who (M-G), nift^ $16,000.
Is also in film. House has been going
StrwDd (Indie) (2.000; 50-65-65)—
along well, this week being a solid
'Reap WUd Wind* (Par) and 'Haven'
Last week, 'Joe Smith'
$18,000.
Still carrying on
(M-G) and Tunzaflre* unit, sturdy (Par) (3d wk).
after puIUng
$18,600.

1,000 in

S)

Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy* CWB) (3d week).

All stands are running way ahead
of previous years for the current
season.
It loolcs as if more and
more people are deciding to stay
closer to' home over the weekends.
1 Married an Angel,' at LoeVs
State is doing well, as are 'Juke
Girl,' at Majestic, and "My Favorite
Spy,' at
^bee.
Estimates for This Week

$3,200.
The Roose- good
FUt' (M-G)
'Larceny,

of

of

(10).

(0th week).
,
(Revtetoed In "Variety* March 4)

IN PROV.

Providence, June

lest Point' Great 55G, Dandy' Mty

in 'Variety* March 18)

Globe—The Gold Rush* (UA)

'JUKE GIRl', $11,000,

particularly

is 'In

(RKO)

(It«vJI«U)Cd
6.

May

—"Mayor

Street'

State street is pretty well torn

(20th)

week).

12G, 'Reap' 14G in 3d

by subway construction and the Chlcago, State-I<ake and Roosevelt are
unquestionably affected by the iough

1Hiiiiver'Smash$110,000in6airoN.Y.

Jane 11

et

Aator—'This Above AU'

'Mister

V

(RKO), so-so
•

Mtssoarl

'This
tide*

$13,200.

(F&M)

(3,570;

suceeding Jimmy Dorsey, who could
not be held any longer due to prior
booking commitnier ts.
At the State, with This Gun For
Hire* (2d ruiO and Mitzl Green,
Benny Rubin, Hal LeRoy, Happy
Felton, the outlook is for $22,000 or
over, good.

Estimate* for This Week
Aster (20th) (1,012; 55-64-75-85$1.10)—-This Above AU' (20th) (5th
wk). Starts fifth semester today
(Wed.); fourth ended last ni^t
(Tuesday) was $17,000. while the
30-40-50)— third ended at $20,500, in both cases

Life' (WB) and 'MoonLast
Swell $6,000.
(20th).
'Fantasia' (RKO) and 'Re-

Our

week,
markable Andrew* (Par), sprang a
surprise with sock $9,600.
St. LonIs (F&M) (4,000;' 30-40)
"Remember Pearl Harbor* (Rep) and
Good
(Rep).
'Suicide Squadron*
getaway points to fine $4,500. Last
week, "Rings On Fingers' (20th)
and 'Kings Row' (WB), sturdy,

—

-

sustained strength.
Capitol (Loew's)

Good

—

0.

'

-

.

-

.

Hot weather this Week Indicate!
(4,620; 35-55-85$1.10-$1.2S)— "Broadway' (U).
Far summer is here in earnest.
from fancy at only about $25,000, but
Estimates for This Week
fair profit and holds "over. Last week
Esonlre and Uptown (Fox Mid-.
holdover of 'Spoilers' (U) iwder $iS,<
west) (820 and 2,043: 11-40-55)
000, scant.
This
Above All' (20tb>) held for a
Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-4455-76)—'Mayor of 44th St* (RKO) second, week at raised prices. Livand
opens here today, following mild ing up to pace of first week
pleasant $7,500, strong for second
week of $7,000 with "Remember session. First week's take exceeded
Pearl Harbor* (Rep), Behind that,
one of largest recorded for
'Vanishing Virginian' (M-G), this $11,000,
the two houses.
side of $8,000, not good:
Midland (Loew's) (4,000; 11-30-44)
Globe (Brandt' (1,250; 35-55-75-99)
—"Married Angel' (M-G) and "Yapk
—•Goldi Rush' (UA) (8th Wk). Looks
Burma Road' (M-G). About averabout $10,500 this week, still plenty
age at $8,000.
Iiast Week, Twin
for the right side of the ledger. Last
Beds' (UA) and "Yanks Trinidad*
week (7th) jumped to $15,000. big.
(Col). HoUday trade helped, but still
Begins ninth trip Saturday (13).

'

—

'

'

-

40-55-75)— $4,600.
'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (2d wk).
Will gamer around $5,500, okay.
First week, $8,000, big.
'Sal* Big $1&,000 inB'klyn;
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 30$15,000
44-55-60)— Tuttles Tahiti' (RKO) and
'Heap' 4th
'Mexican Spitfire Ghost' (RKO).
Brooklyn, June 9.
week
Around $15,000, tepid. Last
Fabian Paramoimt's fourth week
HoUywood (WB) (1,229; 83-$1.10(five days), holdover of 'Fantasia'
(RKO) and 'All-American Co-Ed* of 'Reap the Wild Wind' and 'Cadets $1.65-$2.20)—'Yankee Doodle Dandy*
(UA), $10,200.
on Parade' will emerge with nifty (WB) (2d wk). Musical hit I: doing
MetropollUn (M&P) (4,367; 30-44- $15,000. Fabian Fox's second stanza capacity except on weekday mat60)—'This Our Life* (WB) and 'Alinees, which so far have been off a
Inc.' and This Gun for
bit Oddly enough, it is -the 83c seats
ways in Heart' (WB) (2d wk). of 'Larceny,
Around $18,000. very good. Initial Hire' also, destined for good returns. that are not selling so fast with the
afternoon trade, Oii the first week
Estimates for This Week
stanza, $24,000, wham.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 30-40-50Albee (RKO) (3,274; 30-40-50-55)— ended Friday night (S), the take was
60)— 'Ship Ahoy* (M-G) and 'Alias .•My Gal Sal' (20th) and 'Man $25,000, socko, while first three days
Boston Blackie* (Col). Fine $23,000. Wouldn't Die' (20th). Nifty $18,000. of the current (2d) lap through MonDancing'
day (8) was $15,500. Past weekend
'WeWere
and
week,
(RKO)
Last
Last week, 'Syncopation'
(M-G) and 'Bedtime Story* (Col), 'Whispering Ghosts' (20th), disap- (6-7) was a sellout at $12,500.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 26-35-44-55pointing $12,000.
$17,400, satisfactory.
Paramount (M&P) (1.800; 40-55Fox (Fabian) (4.023; 30-40-50-55) 65-75)—'Moontlde' (20th) (2d ruu)
75)— Heap Wild Wind* (Par) (2d —'Larceny, Inc.' (WB) and 'Gim for and 'Almott Married' (U) (Ist ruh),
wk). Around $8,500 indicated. First Hire' (Par) (2d wk). Satisfactory dualed. About $8,800 indicated for
this pair, olcay. Last week 'Syncopaweek, $11,500, good.
$14,500. Last week, strong $20,000.
SUte (Loew) (3.600; 30-40-50-60)
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55) tion* (RKO) (1st run) and 'Larceny.
—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and 'Alias —'Rio Rita* (M-G) and 'Kid Glove Inc.' (WB) (2d run) $10,300, good,
Paramonnt (Par) (3.664; 35-55-85Boston Blackie* (Col). GetUng $17.- Killer* (M-G), Okay $16,000. Last
liast week, 'We week,
000, very good,
(UA) and 99-$1.10)—'Take Letter, Darling'
'Jungle Book'
Were Dancing' (M-G) and 'Bedtime 'Gentlemen After Dark' (UA), poor (Par) and Benny Goodman (3d wk).
Tees
off on third holC'today (Wed.)
Story* (Col). $14,300, okay.
$11,000.
Tnuulax (Translux) (900; 17-28Paramonnt (Fabian) (4.126; 40-50 after sinking a long put last nieht
44.55)_'Hemember Pearl Harbor' 60-75)
'Reap Wind' (Par) and (Tuesday) for a- second week of $45,(Rep) and 'Sea Devils' (RKO) (re- 'Cadets on Parade*, (Col) (4th wk). 000. Started out With first seven
issue) (2d wk). Around $3,700, pleps- Still making money; $15,000 this days' score of $56,000, big.
Badia City Mnsic Hall (Rockefelstanza. Last week, stunnhig -.$17,000
ing. Initial frame, ^600, spiffy.
(1,373;

Kansas City. June

Heap the Wild Wind* ai the Newis the big blow currently, play.<
Ing to nifty biz at the hi|(he9t price
scale for a single film' .-In months.
Top at night Is SSc, and 40c figure
holds for the entire house on matinees. Such prices will likely enable
the house to exceed its gross on
"Northwest Mounted Police,' Sockeroo $14,000 or better looms for
'Reap' compftred. to a Tegular celUng,,.
of about $10,000.
,
Two holdovers are atiirdy. "Ilila
Above All* continuing at the Esquire
and Uptown at raued prices and
'Juke Girl' topphig the dual btU at
the Orpheum for a nice take.
'I
Married an Angel' topping the Mid- ,
land duo is only average.

man

.

ordinary $7,700.

Newman (Paramount) (1;900: 1140-55)—"Reap WUd Wind' (Par).
Started bullishly and looks due for
an extended run ^ven at these,
prices, highest house .has had In.
'

-

'

years since bargain rates for bal-

cony at night have been eliminated.
Can top $14,000 at these prices, exceeding any film attraction -in years.
Last week, Tavorlate Blonde* (Par)
(3d wk), good enough at $5,000
with sneak preview one night to
help out,

.

Orphenm (RKO) (1,600; 11-30-44)
—'Juke Girl' (WB) and 'Falcon
Takes Over' (RKO) (2d wk). Ann
Sheridan name seema to be carrying
'

this action film to

good money. Cur-

week good at $5,000
buxom $8.500,
Tower (Joffee) (2,110;

rent
first

following

week's

—

11-30)
(20th) and
"Secret Agent Japan*
'After Mein Kampf (Indie) plus
vaude on stage. Second week of
house's dual policy. Running 25%
ahead of average tor .$7,500. Last

week. 'Home in Wyoming' (Rep)
and 'Shepherd Ozacks* (Rep) plus
stage show, aliout jame figure.

'
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

m' But Public

PiiiUyCrix Don't Like

Does for Big $17,800; 'Reap 6th $7,600

m

UFE'-VAUDE FINE

WASHINGTON

.

AreadU

(600; 35-46-57)
Plans' (Par) (2d run).
Doing fairish $2,300. Last week,
'Riiigs
Oh Fingers' (20th), fared
worse with $2,200 for second run.

sour $3,500.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
•This Our Life' (WB) plus, vaude.
On way to tip-top $21,000. Last
Dick
Boyd (WB) (2,568; 35-46-57-68)— week, 'Juke Girl' (WB) with
$19,700.
•This Our Life' (WB) (3d wk). Still SUblle orch, hangup
chipper with $11,200. Second chucker.
Kelth'a (RKO) (1,830; 40-50-65)—
Satisfactory
(U).
was neat $15,' 00.
'Syncopation'
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75) $0,500. Last week, 'Broadway' (U),
—'Mayor 44th St.' (RKO) With Jane mediocre $7,500.
Withers in person plus Mitchell
HeUopoUtan (WB) (1,600; 40-55)
Ayres band. Satisfactory $18,500 for —•Reap WUd Wind,'. (Par). At tilted
the lot Tjast week combo of 'Lady scale will reach smashing $11,000.
Plans' (Par) with' Russ Morgan^ Last week, 'Invaders' (Col), okay
gers' (20th),

°

and

band

Billy

Gilbert,

slightly

$6,500.

better $19,000.

Fox (WB)

My

Gal

lng<

oS

(2,425;

35-46-57-68)—

Sal' (20th) (2d wk). Sloughafter socko Initialer, but still

plenty profitable with $13,000. BowIn rated hangup $21,000, plus 'nice
(2,200 for extra £drl'e Sunday showing.

Palace (Loew)

(2,242;

28-55)—"My

Gal Sal' (20th) (2d wk). Rang up
good $16,000 on first seven days. Will
just reach $10,000 in holdover session.

BCsrIton

(WB)

(1,066; 35-46^57-08)

|i3,000

'FLYER.' $7.00a

for second run.

kettle's

(WB)

35-46-57-68)

(2,220;

N.G.;

—'Favorite Blonde' (Par) (2d run)
(2d wk). Nice pickins'. with $4,000
for this try. List week's gate was
good $4,800 for start of second run.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)
—'Rio Rita* (M-G).. Defying unkind

and

Around $1,100. Last week, 'Bashful
Bachelor' (RKO) and 'Hurricane
Smith' (Rep), spUt with •Home Wyoming* (Rep) and •About Face' (UA),

Trim

Staart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,859;
10-30-44)— 'Maisie Gets Man'- (M-G).
Poor $2,400., Last week, 'Great Man's
Lady' (Par), so-so $2,400.
Vandty (N-F)( 1,100; 10-30-44)—
'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col). May hit
$2,700, nice. "Last week, 'Invaders'
(Col), same.

$16,000; liings

CINCY

GREAT $11,500
AT UPPED OMAHA TAP

on Fmgers' 5G
Pittsburgh, June 0,
for anybody this

•REAP'

Not very much

Heat's been pretty terrific
with gasoline and baseball
plentiful over the weekend, biz is

week.

and,

somewhat at a standstill.
Omaha, June 9.
Penn*s makliig- the best showing
'Reap the Wild Wind,' single-fea- with 'In This Our Life,* the Betto
tured with upped prices at the Davis-Olivia. BeHaviJUand names acIs the b.o. smash here cur- counting for an excellent opening,
Picture has been packing although not expected to hold up on
rently.
*em in since opening. First three reviews and word-of-mouth. Tuttles
days alone gave house an ordinary of Tahitl*-Russ. Morgan combo not so
bad eithier. dt Stanley, but house
week.
simply can*t climb back to its levels
Estimates for This Week

Smash $11,000

'Ahoy'
In

Seattle;

Jittery

This Above

All'

Seattle,

lOG

June

9.

is not accustomed to 'radio
and threat of actual black-

Seattle
silence'

outs.
Consequently radio bUckouts
socked business the first two days of
current week about 25%, but the
boxofFice revived over the weekend.
Radio silence started at 9 p.m. on
current week's 'blackout' nights, but
showmen believe folks will get used
to the war precaution shortly. Even
in nearby communities theatres took
it on the chin.
Paramount's 'Ship Ahoy' Is easily
the best bet, being even stronger
than 'This Above All.' Latter i>icture, at the Fifth Avenue, is getting
major advertising attention, but the
tut in admission prices appears to be
drawback rather than a help.
Music Hall is holding over 'Fantasia.'
Estimates (or This Week ^

Blae Moose (Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-68)—'Rio Rita' (M-G) and
•Sunday Punch* (MG) (2d wk). Hot
release from big opener at Paramount theatre; good $3,800. Last
week, •Gal Sal* (20th) and 'Hope
Schuyler* (20th), six days of fourih
week, nifty. $3,100.
(850;

,

Omaha

(Tristates)

(2,000;

11-40-

55)— 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par). An
outstanding click at $11,500 and
holds. Last week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G)
and 'Born to Smg' '(M-G), fine
$9,500.

Brandels (Mort Singer)
10-25-35-40)— 'Favorite Spy*

and 'Mexican

(1,500;

(RKO)

(RKO). Fair

Spitfire*

(20th):
Big
but expected more. Tilting
Last week; Tortilla' (M-G) and 'For Keeps' (M-G)
(2d wk), dandy $7,000.
J.lbcrtT (J&vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
'Meet Stewarts' (Col) and 'Sweet-

ago.
.

.

•

—

-

'

(2,349; 40-50-

$10,000,

prices did not help.

few months

of

•Rings on Her Fingers' taking a
beating' at the Harris, second flop in
a row for this new site, and all of
the h.o.'s, 'My Gal Sal.* at Fulton,
'Rio Rita/ at Warner, and 'Kings
Row,* at Ritz, are skidding sharply.
'
Estimates for This Week
Fnlton (Shea) (1,700; 30-40-65)—
Click
•Gal Sal' (20th) ^3d wk).
musical has just about washed itself
up do'wntown. Fact that Fulton*s
without a cooling plant isn't helping

Last week, 'Fantasia* (RKO)
and 'Blondie to College' (Col), pretty
good $4,300.
.Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 11-3044)—•Ghost Frankenstein' (UX and it very- much either. Looks like
about $4,000 on current session.
'Fingers at Window* (M-G). Light
Better than $6,00C last week.
Last week, 'Great Man*s
$6,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-55)—
Lady' (Par) and Horace He'idt band
•Rings on Fingers' (20th). No takers
(20-40-55), nice $15,300.Town (Goldberg) (1,400: 11-20-30) for this weakling and it'll be' lucky
'Sunset Desert' (Rep) (first run), to crack $5,000, pretty bad. 'Wife
'Ride 'Em Cowboy' (U) and 'Cadets Takes Flyer (Col),- last week, acon Parade' (Col) (first-run), triple, counted for only $5,300.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-40split with 'Two-Gun Sheriff* (Rep),
Cast
•Blondie Society' (Col) and •Lone 55)—'This Our Life* (WB).
Rider Justice*, (Cap), and 'Rise and names and early splash got this one
Shine' (20th) and 'Dumbo' (RKO). off to a great start, but lukewarm
Around $900.
Last- week, 'Jesse press likely to taper it off down the
James' (Rep), 'Sing for Supper* stretch. Jlowever, $16,0"*) isn't bad
(Col) and 'Pearl Harbor*. (Rep), these days and more than enough to
split' with 'Billy Trapped' send It uptown couple of blocks to
triple,
Last
(Indie), 'Mr. Dynamite^
(U) and Warner for another week.
'Rolling Down the Divide* Mndie), week; 'I^lo Rita' (M-G), poor $13,000.
Kits <WB) (800; .30-40-55)— 'Kings
and 'Wake Up Screaming* (20th) and
Row* (WB) (5th wk). House held
'Road Singapore' (Rep), $700.

$3,800.

NAMEVAUDEBIG
CLEVL

$22,000,

heart Fleet' (Col). Fair $5,000. Last
week, •Wife Takes Flyer* (Col) and
'Canal Zone* (Col) $6,600, very. nice.
Hoslc^ Box (H-E) (800; 30-40-58)-^
Tortilla*
(M-G) and 'For Keeps*
(M-G) (3d wk). Moveover from

IN DIVE

life'

Omaha,

FUUi Avcnne (H-Ef)
65)—'This Above AU*

-

—•Wife Takes Flyer' (Col) (2d run).
Sour $2,800. Last week, "Larceny*
(WB), only slightly better with

(WB)

Heat Bops B.O. But In Our

Pitt

State (Noble-Federer) (986; 10-25-

30)— 'Kennel Murder'

'Father Steps Out' (Mono), split with
•Sea Wolf (WB) and Tramp' (Col).

ditto.

Philadelphia, June 9.
There are only two new pix making their bow in town this week,
$21,000,
yet business continues on an even
keel
A heavy rainstorm Saturday
Washington, June 9.
and 'Sunday nights hurt b.o.s a little,
but in the main there were plenty
The outlook is rosy in the downof people downtown. The gas ration- town first-run area this week. 'In
ing is holding the weekend exodus to This Our Life,' with vaude, at Earle,
a minimum.
is fine, as is 'Twin Beds' at the CapiAbbott and Costello's latest starrer, tol. Metropolitan raised price scale
"Rio Rita,' is getting excellent patron- for second run of 'Reap the Wild
age despite healthy swipes taken at Wind,' and for the first time in
the film by the crix. Only oth«r new months will run into a five-figure
film is "Mayor of 44th Street,' which gross on week.
is teamed with an in-person appearEstimates (or This Week
ance of Jane Withers and Mitchell
Capitol (Loew) t3,434; 28-39-44Ayres band at the Earle.
66)— 'Twin Beds' (UA) plus vaude
Estimates for This Week
by Connee Boswell. Latter
headed
Aldlne (WB) (1.303; 35-46-57-68at b,o.; swell $23,000. I>ast
75)— "Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (6th important
week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and vaude,
wk). StiU has plenty of power in
fine $24,000.
this round for. neat $7,600. Fifth week
ColombU (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
got lane $8,800. Will hold at least•Rio Rita' (M-G). Looks like fait
couple mote weeks.
Last week, •Ring On Fin$4,000.
(Sablosky)

—'Lady Has

only

(20th),

Ghosts*

•Whispering
$1,050.

hit drama tor additional, week in
lieu of taking' 'Favorite
Blonde'
(Par) from Warner. Film had great
four weeks amon^ Penn, Warner and
this sihallrseater, so the sharp drop
down the home-stretch was no surprise. About $2,200 for the windup.
Last week, 'Row* got great $4,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-55)
Submarine Raider* (Col/ and
'Road to Happiness' (Mon). These
double-bills have established a regular average here and rarely deviate
more than a couple of hundred
bucks either way. -This one looks to

—

Cleveland, June 9.
Cleveland's
key
theatres
are
two oke weeks at Fifth. Big $4,0()0. weathering everything from the heat make
$2,600. Last week, 'Sweetheart
week (4()-50-65), 'Reap WVd to the war-rationing jitters In one of Pleet'-(Col)
and 'Frisco Lll* (U),
Wind' (Par) In 8 days gathered $4,- big, easy jump.
$2,500.
600, good.
State is landing top-shelf biz with
Stant«n (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-55-66)
Mnale BaU (H-E) (2,200: 30-40-58) •Reap the Wild Wind' at stepiped up —'Tuttles of Tahiti* (RKO) and Russ
—'Gun for Hire' (Par) (2d wk).
—•Fantasia' (RKO) and 'CKSattergood prices. 'Hollywood Priorities* unit Morgan*s band. Rated
Okay $5,200 for this trip,. after great
best stage
High' (RKO) (2d wk). Mild $3,400. is giving next-door Palace a slew of show here in months and
$10,000 for, initialer. 'Spoilers' opens
should
names, which, doubled with finish
hja.
Last week, same duo, good $6,300.
Saturday (13).
to at least $18,500, bit above
•Mayor of 44th Street,' are also dimed the
recent average. Last week, Artie
Oiphcnra (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58) for fine biz.
Shaw and 'Remarkable Andrew'
—'Male Animal' (WB) and 'Always,,!
Estimates for This Week
in Heart' (WB).
Fair $7,000. Lastf
Allen (RKO) (3.00(); 30-40-45-55)— (Par), Just under $18,000.
Heat,
Hurt Newark;
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33^0-50)— week, 'Kings How' (WB), in second
Wamep (WB) (2,000; 30-40-55 J—
•Martin Eden* (Col). Fortified by
'Creat Man's Lady* (Par). Dull $9,- week of 9 days, big $8,600.
•Rio Rita" (M-G) (2d wk). Moved
strong ballyhoo drive, on road to
Last week. Tortilla Flat* (M-G),
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 23-35- extra good $6,000. Last. week, •Fan- here from Penn, but couldn't be be'Saboteur' Good;} 18,000 000.
swell $14,000.
cause
Tough*
and

for big $17,800, plus solid $2,500
at 'gravy' showing at Earle Sunday
(7). Last week, 'Ship Ahoy* (M-G),
mediocre $11,000 for second sesh.

ctbt,

Cincinnati, June 0.
Fresh releases are cold, the weather
is hit, and b.o. is blah:
•Great Man's Lady,* at Albee, is
in front by a couple of limps. 'Wife
Ta^es a Flyer* and 'Fiilgers at Window' are no-dieers for Palace and
"
Keith's.
Estimates for This Week

Last

•

.

EO^

.

—

Newark, June

- Severe'-VSekend heiSr'ahd
ora of holdovers in the
sector
part.

9.

pletE"-

downtown

has- resulted, for the
In mediocre b.o. takes.

most

58) •Let's Get
(Mono)
Capitol (RKO) (2,000;- 30-40-50)— 'Mystery Ship* (Col), with Britt
Switched Wood in person on stage. Mild $7,(M-G).
Tortilla Flat*
Good 500. Last week,, 'Butch Mindis Baby*
froiri Albee for second' week.

Last
$5,000.
(20th), second
$4,500.

second stanza, is barely meeting the
house nut and probably will shutter
after, this session, reopening in August with former name band policy.
-'
Estlmatep for This Week

Adams (Adams-Par)

(2,000; 25-30-

35-40-55)—'Gold Rush' (U). Chaplin
pic dying in its second time around
and figures for no better than $5,000,
hardly enough' to cover house expenses. Last week, alright $7,000.

Branford (WB) (2,800; 28-33-44eS)—•Saboteur' (U) and •Sweetheart
(Col).
Good $18,000 on

Fleet'

strength of Hitchcock flicker, which
came in for critical accolades. Last

week. This

Our

Life*

(WB) and

'Boston Blackie' (Col), stout $15,000
in

it's

week,

'My

Gal

Sal*

week on moveover,

The okay

Adams, holding •Gold Rush' for a

second session.

Oapltol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-39-44)
•^•Favorite Blonde' (Par) and 'Fly
By Night* (Par). This dual, rushed
in Wednesday, figures for okay
$3,300 on a nine-day istay. Last week,
•Mr. V* (UA) and 'Bugle Sounds'

Family

(RKO)

(1,000;

17-28)—

Twilight on TraU* (Par) and 'Hope
Schuyler* (20th), split with 'Jimmy
Valentine* (Rep) and 'Lady Gang-

Seasonal $1,900. Same
last week for 'Alias -Boston Blackie*
(Col) and 'Night Before Divorce*
'BlondU's
divided -with
(2bth),
Event* (Col) and 'Dawn" Express'
(PRC).
Grand (RKO) (1.430; 33-40-50)—
Juke Girl' (WB). Transferred from
Palace for second stanza. Pleasing
Last week, 'Kennel Murder
$4,000.
Case' (WB) and 'Gambling Lady'
(WB) (relfaues), slow $3,500.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
Tingers at Window* (M-G). No dice,
Last week, 'Ship Ahoy'
$2,800.
ster*

(WB).

.

(M-G) (2d run), good

$4,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 28-33-42)—
'Gal Sal' (20th). Second moveover
and fourth -week on main line. Alright $3,500.
Last week; 'Bashful

Proctor's (RKO) (3,400; 25-60-70)
(RKO) and 'Rings
Fingers'
(20th).
Management
boosting this pair to good $18,000
playing up to moppet trade plus
newspaper contest tieup. Bill also
augmented by two nights of vaude.
Last week, 'Shores Tripoli* (20th)
and 'Hope Schuyler' (20th), $15,000
on second trip.
State (Loew's) (2,600: 28-33-44-55)
—'Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'Fingers at

—'Syncopation'

on

Window' (M-G)
at $13,'500, good.
ful $16,500.

(2d wk).
Aiming
Last week, power

(RKO)

(2d

wk)

okay $4,300.
Hipp (Warners)

55)—•Shores

at

pop

prices,

i

(3,700;

35-40-45-

Tripoli* (20thV (2d wk).
certain to nab swell $10,000.

(U) and GUs Arhheim band on stage, Almost
didn't jell; blah $6,500.
after grabbing great $18,500 last
Paramonnt (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-58) chapter.
—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and 'Fingers at
Lake (Warners) (800; 35-40-45-55)
Window* (M-G). Great $11,000. Last
Tantasia* (RKO) (3d wk). Nice
week, 'Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'Sunday igoing for
shiftover,
worthwhile
1>unch* (M-G), sweU $10,000.
$2,300 In sight Last week, •Invaders*
Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-58) (Col) (3d wk). slowed up to $1,200.
—'Kings Row* (WB) (3d wk). Moved
Pabce (RKO) (3,700; 35-40-50-55from Orpheum. Oke $3,600. Last 70)—'Mayor 44th St.* (RKO) plus
week (23-40), 'Jungle Book' (UA) 'Hollywood Priorities' on stage.
land
•Whafs Coolim* (U), handy With Frank Fay, Arthur Treacher
$3,400.
and Zasu Pitts on stage,' this is unWinter Garden (Sterling) (800; 20- doubtedly season's No. 1 vaude show.
30)—•Shanghai Gesture* (UA) and Heading for' great $22,000. Last
Bedtime Story* (Col) (3d run). Fair round. 'Gun for Hire' (Par) with
Last week, Johnny Eager* Blue Barron's orch and Blackstone
$2,500.
(M-G) and 'Playmates* (RKO) (3d on stage, fairish $16,000,
State (Loew's) (3,450: 40-44-50-55run, good $2,900.'
65)— 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par). Plenty
of sweep and boxoflice excitement in
sea-thriller.
Socko $20,000 Is ex-

—

biz wammted it Wound up
there to almost nothing and starting
here the same way. Doesn't look

off

Hke much more-tfittir $37800,

pitiful.

Last week, 'Favorite Blonde* (Par),
on movovei, not so. hot either at

also

$4,400.

TAKE A
17,000,

LETTER' SOCK

TOPS MEMPHIS

_
Take

Memphis, June

9.

a Letter; Darling* at the
Malco is stealing the play from 'I
Married An Angel;* Loew's Palace
entry, as 'Juke Girl* holds sturdy on
second week at the Warner.
The
Rosalind - MacMurray comedy has
the town buzzing, with sock week
in sight for the Malco.
Hot weather enH lack of tires Is

helping to keep business at even
Last lap. IWarried Angel' keel, despite competition from swim
spots and such.
(M-G). ordinary $10,500.
Stlllmao (Loew's) (1.872; 35-40-50Estimates for This Week
55)— 'Mister V* (UA).
SmarUy
Warner (WB) (2,000; 10-33-44)-:touted anti-Nazi thriller gunning for
'Juke Girl* (WB) (2d wk). Howard
good
Last
week.
$5,500.
'Ship
Ahoy'
Baltimore, "^une 0.
Waugh sexed' this one up, in ads and
Feature of rather uneventful week (M-G) (2d wk), flrie $6,500.
copy. Neat $3,500 on second session
here is continued big biz of *Reap
after amazing $7,300 last week.
the Wild Wiiid,* in its second week
Malco (Lightman) (2,200; 10-33000. Last week. 'Great Man's Lady'

'Anger Mild $10300, Bot

pected.

'Reap'2dBigl5GinBalto
.

Bachelor* (RKO), fair $3,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600;' 33-40-50)—
(M-G), poor $1,000 on five days and
yanked before expiration of week, a 'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col). Low ceil- at the Stanley. Some fairish action
rarity for this second run house.
ing, $7,000.
Last week, 'Juke Girl* is reported for 'Private Buckaroo*
at Keith*s, and Woody H6rman*s
Faramonnt (Adams-Par) (2,000; (WB), favorable $10,000.
orch is giving potent assistance to
30-35-55)—•Suicide Souadron' (Rep)
•Meet the Stewarts* arihe combo
and 'Mayof 44th Sfc* (RKO) (2d wk).
Hipp.

In abbreviated second sesh of five
days, won't do better than sour
$6,500 and will be pulled Thursday
(11). Last week, $12,000, fair.

tasia*

.

(Par), okay $10,200.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980: 20-40)—'Fly
Night* (Par). Not much at indicated $2,500.
Last week, 'HeUo
Annapolis* (Par), didn't attract at

44)—Take

Letter,

Looks like

Darling,*

(Par).

this one might snare a
bullish $7,000.
Last week, 'Wife
Takes Flyer* (Col), ^,300, not bad.
Palace (Loew) (2,000; 10-33-44)—
•Married Angel* (M-G). Appeal of
$2,200.
'Anger Fair $2,800
Estimates for This Week
New (Mechanic) -(1.581; 17-28-35- -stellar pair likely to prod this toCentury (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17- 44)—'Gal Sal' (20th) (3d wk). Point- ward $6,000 despite crix raps. Last
In Quiet Lincob 28-44-55)—•Married an Angel' (M-G) ing to very healthy grand total of week, 'Tortilla Flat' (M-G) (2d wk),
Rather mild at $10,500. Last week. $18,800 .for the three weeks played; $2,800, fair.
Twin Beds (UA), didn't fare so well a potent figure in this limited seater.
Stale (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
Lincoln, Neb., June 9.
at $8,700.
Stanley (WB) (3,280: 17-28-55-66) 'Annie Rooney* (UA). Shirley TemLincoln theatre*s 'I Mairried an
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
-Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (2d wk). ple not too hot in this, might get
Angel,* while only fair. Is leading the 17-25-28-39-44-55-66)
'Meet Stew- Holding very solidly at bie $15,000. $4,500. Last week, 'Moontide* (20th),
dull b.o. parade this week.
arts'
(Col)
plus Woody Herman after going way over estimate of blah, $3,300.
orch. Good action, due mostly to initial' sesh to socko $24,000. Slightly
Eotlmates for This Week
Strand (Llghtman) (1,000; 10-22stage portion of layout, might reach UDped scale helping bolster taHe. 33)— 'Road Happiness' (Mono)j three
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
days; 'Alias Blackie* (Col), one day;
9-30-44)— 'Married an Angel* (M-G). $15,000. Last week, 'Falcon Takes Third week already underlined.
Over* (RKO) plus Mitchell Ayers
Valencia* (Loew's-UA) (1,450; 17- 'Blondie*s Event* (Col), three days.
Getting fair $2,800. Last week, •'Tor- band and Ink
Spots, held rather 28-44-55)—'Twin Beds' (UA) (move- Nice week at $1,600.
Last week,
Ulla Flat' (M-G), good $3,500.
consistently to $15,700.
over).
Following week in down- 'Sleepytime Gal* (Rep), three days;
Nebraska (J. H. Cooper) (1,236; 9
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17- stairs Century and
il.s.e. at $3,000.
'Canal Zone' (Coi;, one day; and
20-28)— 'Kid Glove Killer' (M-G) and 28-33-39-44-55)—'Private Buckaroo' Last week,
similar handling of 'Tor- fStardust Sage* (Rep) with 'GentleNight'
(Par).
'Fly
Will do $1,100. (U). Attracting some .daytime
_
_
a<iJtaia: FlaV
(M-G), after two-week man After Dark) (UA), three days,
Last week, 'Joe Smith' (M-G) andltivity and inching out possible $9^< stay below, held
nc^cly at $5,700.
better than ep^cted at $1,700.

By

.

<

—
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'Ship

Ahoy

PICTURE GROSSES
'Shiii',

Dual, Harris Qrch-'Spy

$7,500,

OK

^

Each Good $20,000
San Francisco, June
Ahoy' plui "Kid Glove KUler*
at the Fox, and Phil Harris' orch
with 'My Favorite Spy' at the Golden
Gate, are running neck and neck for

Key

•iShlp

Si

in Healthy

Estimated Total Gion
Thla Week
$l,918,0«d
(Bosed on 26 cities, 187 theotre^ chiefly first runs, tncrwdijjff

town's top boxofflce take.
'Kings Row' is holding up In third
week at the Warfleld, but 'Tortilla
Flat,' transferred to the St. Francis
for a second week, Is taking a slide
downhill,
EstimAtes.fon Tbla Week

Total Gross

Bamt Week

Tear
$1,448,8M
,
(Based on 26 cities, 176 fheotres)
(F-WC) (6,000; 35-40-5S)—
and'
Ahoy'
(M-G)
'Kid
Glove
'Ship
Heading for $20,000,
Killer' (M-G).
good, but not' as big bs' this house has
been accustomed to lately. Last week,
'Tortilla Flat' (M-G) and 'Born toSing' (M-G), $23,000, socko.
GoldtD Gate (RKO) (2,850; 40-44
65)— 'My Favorite Spy' (RKO) and
Phil Harris' orch unit Another one
of those band bUIs that have been
proving popular at the Gate, this one
Minneapolis, June 9.
to the tune of $20,000. Last week,
With the Stata; ace loop film
'Sing Worries Away' (BKO) and Ted house,
shuttered briefly, it looks
Lewis, $21,500, corking,
like bonanza
Urpheuni (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 35 other houses days for several of the
40-55)— 'Wife Takes Elyer* (Col) and Life' is tidingcurrently, 'In This Our
high at the Century,
'Sweetheart Fleet' (Col). Reaching thanks mainly to
Bette Davte.
for good $8,500. -Last week, 'Spoilers'
The- State reopens Friday (12)
(U) and 'Mystery Marie Roget' (U) with 'Take a Letter,
Darling.'
in
good
five
days.
wk),
$5,700
(2d
Estimates for

Foi

BETTE,

$^500,

MPLS. NIFTY

,

Last wedc, 'Mbontld? (20th) Nice ^,000 in
and 'Hope Schuyler' (20th), $18,000, Blessed Event'
hefty.

(F-WO—Tortilla

Francla

(Col)

.

Flat*

-

.

—'khigs Row'

(WB) (3d wk.). Maintaining strong pace, |11,000 for the
Third stanza. Last week, $14,000, sub(iantlal.

mode'
All

Strong $11,000;

Port B.O4 Good
'

Portland, Ore., Jui^e B.
'My Favorite Blonde*. proving a
winner for the Paramount, with only'
other opener, 'Joan of Paris,' pulling
well at the Orpheum.

U

EttlmatM for Thla Week

Broadway (Parker)
go)—'Rio Rita' (U)
•tery Marie RogeV

.

showing.
Good $3,100 indicated.
Last week, 'Courtship Hardy' (M-G)
'

wk) and

(Ist wk). Goover for great $9,000. First week,

'Kokey*^ (M-O), terrific $13,000.
ytaii (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500;
85-40-50-65)
'Reap Wild Wind'
(Par) and 'Sing Blues Away' (RKO).
'

27G; 'Juke Girl'

18i/2G> 'Spoilers

$15,8t Both H.O.

Capitol (C^T) (2.700; 30-45-62)—
'Ship Ahoy*
(M-G) and 'Mokey'

Los Angeles, June 9.
Strong attractions combined with
good weather are making for happy'
boxoffices this week. 'Tortilla Flat"

Broadway Grosses

(M-G). Musical should garner hand$8,000.
Last week, 'Mayor

some

St.' (RKO) and 'Tuttles Tahiti'
(RKO), good $6,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)—
'Fantasia' (RKO). Looks like $7,500,

44th

Estimated. Total Gross

Week
$37S30e
(Based on 13 theatres)

This

good.

Last week, repeat Tortilla
(M-G), good $6,000.
Prineeu (CT) (2.300; 30.40-52)—
•Larceny, Inc.' (WB) and 'I Was
Framed' (WB). Pointing to better
than average $5,000. Last week. 'Always in Heart' (WB) and 'Hickok
Rides' (WB). good $5,500.
Orphenm (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
•Jungle Book' (UA) (4th wk). Good--.
going. 'Very good $3,500 in sight,
after nice $4,000 last week.
St Denis (France-Film) (2,500; 3040) ^'Forsature' and 'Degourdis de la

Total Gross
Last Tear

Flat'

la

DET.

HAS

town and Hollywood,

Harbor' (Rep) (1st

moveover stanza

^

for smart
\}^^
ti^K
First week of pop prices and
Detroit, June 0.
grind hit walloping $6,700.
Loop' has gone into a reversal
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034; 33here, with the three top houses, 44-55-65-76)— 'Tortilla Flat*
(M-G)
and 'Nazi Agent* (M-G). 'Flat' in fast
whlch:usually switch-over stout bills,
stride for big $14,000.
Last week;
all continuing with holdovers. Mean
'MotfnUde' (20th) and 'Rings On Finwhile, two switch-over houses both gers' (20th), strong $12,500.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 33-44-56have fresh bills, neither showing
65-76)— Juke Girl* (WB) (2d wk).
great strength.
Continuhig to surprise with fine $8,>
Strong biz is being whacked .up 500, after terrific
$13,50() fir$t session.
chiefly, by Michigan, 'with Tortilla
Fa«r SUr (UA-F-WC) (900; 33-44?
Flat' and This "Time for Keeps,' and 55.65>-'Fantasia' (RKO) (9th wk).'
Fox, with potent 'My Gal Sal' and Wmdlng up overlength run due to
bookings, with so-so $1,500.
LaLt
'Brooklyn Orchid.'
week, $1,400.
'Suicide .-Squadron'
Estimates for ThU' Week
(Rep) onens (12).
,

'ABOVE all;

$14M

STANDS OUT IN DENVER
Denver,..June

9.

'.

Estimates for This Week
AladdlB (Fox) (1,400; 30-40)—
Gal Sal' (20th), after week At
Denver. Good $5,000. Last 'week,

.

<

•Invaders' (Col); after week, at Denver, good $4,200.
Adams (Bala~ban) (1,700;' 40-55.69) ^ Hawaii (G&S). (1,100; 33-44-55^5Broadway- (Fox) (1,040; 30-35-40)
Squadron'
(Rep> and V6)r-'Ba8hful -Bachelor' (RKO) andfor —'Suicide
—'Rio Rita' (M-G) and
'Sing Worries Away* (R|CO) (2d-wk).
Keeps' (M-G),-' alter w^ek- at Or- 'Affairs Jihrniy 'Valentine'- (Rep). Fair ^jr
after olcay $5,000 first
pheum. Fair $2,700. hist week,- $6,800. Last week, 'Moontide' (20th) week..$3,200
./
•Kings Row' (WB), ifter. week at and 'Rings on -Fbgers' (20th)
HaUywoad CWB) X2,766;-33-44-55each' Denver and Aladdin, fair wk), good $0,700. .
85-75)— 'Juke Girl' (WB) (2d wk).
'
$2,700.
(Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 40-55 Fme T $10,000 in holdover. , First
Denham (CockrUl) (1,750; 30-35- 65)—'My Gal Sal' X20th) and 'Brook- week big
$14,500.
/
40)—'Favorite Blonde* (Par) (4th lyn Orchid'
.(UA) (2d wk). Strong
Onheom (RKO) j(2.200; 33p44-S9:
wk.),.and 'Dr. Broadway' (Par), (2d $19,000,
antlcidated
after
smash
Sun' (RKa), Tough As
wk.). Good $7,300. Last week, good' $24,000 last weeL
Come' (U), with Jlmmle Lunceford
$7,000.*
MIeUfaii (United Detroit) (4,000: orchestra and stage reyue. LunceDenver (Fox) (2.525; 30-35-40>:This Above All' (20th). Easily this 40-56-65)—Tortlll/J Flat! (M-G) and ford band chief draw fior solid $H-'
Last week, 'Youiig America'
week's b.o. leader,' with bij; $14,000 •This Time Keeps' (M-G) (2d wk). 000.
comhlg up. Last we«k. 'Gal Sal' Fine $16,000 in sight, ^fter great (20th), 'Klondike Funr'. (Mono), and
last week.
Major Bpwes 'Stars 1942*. revue, hit'
$20,000
(20tti) and 'EUery Queen' (Col), nice
Palmi-8tote' (United Detroit) good $13,000.
$10,500.
Pantaces
(Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55-65)
40-55-65)
'Bugle
Sounds'
(3,000;
30-35-40)
X)rphenm (RKO). (2,600;
Spoilers* (U). and .'Butch Mhid«
'Synci^aUon' (RKO).. Fair $B,8tOO. m-G) and 'Jacks and JUL' (RKO).
Baby' (U) (24 wk). Weekend lilz
Last. week. 'Rio Rita' (M-G) and Good: $10,000. Last week, 'Jungle
Tim6 for Ke«ps' (M-G), good $9,300. Book' (UA) and 'Gentleman After Ufted to $7,200 after good hiiUal' wee^i.^
.
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NATIONAL BOXOFFIGE SURVEY

$8,600.

,

.

rarameant Hollywood (F&M)

(1,-

409; 44-55-65-75)—Take Letter, vDaTling' (Par),- Successful with -single
bill policy and aiming for excellent
$12,000.
Last week, 'Gold Rush'

A

Remember 'Pearl

"Wk), closed third
for good $4,600.

a

getting-

Estlmatca foir This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,616; 3344-55-65-75)—'Gone With Wind' .(M-

'SAL' 2D, $19,000

$6,500.

$3,400.

is

.

Down-

healthy $18,500 on second weeks at
the two theatres.
'Gone With the
Wind is blowing along nicely with
a second week's total of $0,500.

H.O;S;

—

yeao' moved
1^^! Yj'^tiai
Paramount. Gemng nIce$2lKW nere:
Last week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and

amount and Par Hollywood, is chalking up a big $27,000, and likely will

9J^^

fair

'Vie,'

is hitting a sock $33,000 for the combined take at the Stete and Chinese^
"Take a Letter, Darling," at the Par-

.

$jl«*,30t

hold for a second stanza.
'Juke Girl.' at the Warner

—

Madame

Vftgk.

(Based on 12 theatres)

Onzleme.' Summer average. $3,500.
Last week, 'Carnet de Bal' and 'A

Nos Deux

Same

of $12,300.
30-40)—' Dark' COA) (2d wk), fsiir $9,000.
Auiowit (F&M) (3.6M: 93-44-56World (Par-Stefles) (350; 30-40^. ^Sleepytime Gal' (Rep) and 'No
United Artists (United Detroit)
65-75)—Take Letter,
(Par)
50-55)—'Mif.
(UA). (4th wk). Greater Sin' (Mono). Good $7,000, (2,000; 40-65-65)—'Rio Rita' (M-G)
Looks like' fali: $1,900. Last Week, Last week, 'Mister 'V (UA) and and 'Mokey* (M-G) (2d wk). Good and 'Remember Pearl HarboP (Rep).
CUcklhg
with fine $15,000 and likely:
Tough as Come' (U), good $6,500.
$9,000, after $18,000 in first stanza.
(3d), $1,800, okeh.
holdover.
Last week, "Giold Rush*'
(UA) and 'Fly By Nli»ht' (Par) (2d
wk),. staggered through for .weak

okay

.

(1,900; 35-40-

(2d

good $3,600.
Orpheam.(P-S) (2,800; 30-40-50)—

ing' (Col),

'Mayor of 44th St.' (RKO) and Hotace Heldt orch on stage. Heading
for fine $23,000. Last ^eek, 'Great
Man's Lady' (Par), mild $6,100.
SUte (P-S) (2,300; 30-40-50)—Last
week, 'Song Islands' (aoth) (2d wk).
Good $3,000 for three days, after
$7,800 fia first 'week.^
Uptowii (Par)
(1,100;
30r40)—
Ball -of Fire' (RKO).
First nabe

Topper bi

week.

'Blondie's
This Above All' at the Denver is
and 'Sundown above all other films this week.
Rest of town, however, is hot bad.

—

$33,000,

L A.; Take Letter

30-45-62)—

(2,700;

five days.

Jim' (20th) dual flrst-runs, opened
today (Tuesday). Last week^ 'Cten(M-G) and 'Bom Sing' (M-G). Move- tleman at Heart' (20th)
and 'Esc^e
6ver from Fox, where it got big $23,Hong Kong' (U), okay $1,900 in five
Last
QOO, slumping, here to $8,000.
days.
week, .'Gal Sal' (20th) and 'Man
Century (P-S) (1,600; 30-40-50)—
Wouldn't Die' (20th) (3d wk. down- 'This
Our Life'. (WB). Bette Davis
town), big $6,500.
a boxollice draw here. Should reach
United' Artists (UA-Blumenfeld)
big
'Gentleman After Male$8,500 and holds. Last week,
(1,100; 35-40-55)
Animal'. (WB), good $e,3(>0.
park' (UA) and 'Private Snuffy
Gopher
28-30)-:(P-S)
(1.000;
Smith' (Mono). Nice $6,000. L«st
Week, 'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'Dudes Yanks in Trinidad' (Col), Picture
not so well regarded, but Pat
Pretty People' (UA) (3d wk.), $3,800
O'Brien liked here.
Heading for
lor final five-day stretch.
W*rfl*M. (F-WC) (2,660; 35-40-55)' nice $8,600, Last week, 'Lady. Willat.

(CT)

Huge

'Tortilla'

9.

Tllo Rita' - (M-G) (2d wk); Good
$6,000 in sight, after lush $10,000 last

This Week
ParamQont (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
B5)— 'Dangerously Live' (WB) and 'Night Before
Divorce'
and
Xarceny Inc.' (WB). Doing okay 'Hickok Rides' (WB), (20th)
flrst-runs.

$17,000.

in Montreal

Montreal, June

With 'Fantasia' something ol a
question, mark at Loew's, spotlight
for current week hovers around
Ship Ahoy,' at Capitol, which is getting best take in town.
Estimates for This Week

PaUee

City Grosses

II

$8,000, Tantasia',

•"

)i,^?ftiiiW if'iiriigiiiiiat>jii

*10 Gentlemen' and 'Take a Letter' Tee Off Well

Orshenm

(Hamrick r Evergreen)
a,flOl5 36-40-BO>^' Joan Parte' (RKO)
satisfactory $9,500 in Washington and^neat $8,800 In
Prevalence of extended-ruh engagements in key
and 'VaUey Sun' (RKO). Looks like
Denver. Additional returns show 'Rio Rita' (M-G) with
national boxofflce derby this
4ood $6,000. I^ast week, 'My Gal Sal' cities stands out in the
pictures show
okay to great second weeks in Newark, Jersey City,
(gplh) (2d wk) and 'Scattergood' week.' 6t -the new product,, majority of
Detroit and Portland. The Abbott-Costello starrer
(RKO) (1st wk), fine $6,600.
up only in one or scattered importtint cities!, Hence, it
grabbed a big $17,000 in Philadelphia despite the crix
Paramonnt (Hamrick -Evergreen) is the holdover film, some for three or more weeks,
(3,000; 35-40-60)—-Favorite Blonde' which is keeping the exhibitor reasonably happy.
and an oke $16,000 in Brooklyn. TortiUa Flat' (M-G),
(Par) and 'On Sunny Side' (20th).
also mostly in second sessions, is a fine $18,000 for
'Mrs. Miniver* (l/l-G), with an extremely strong
Ip line for strong $11,000. Last week
Detroit, great $8,000 hi Portland aild huge $33,000 in
vast N. Y: Muslt Hall, '10 Gentlemen
the
at
$110,000
(Wf-eS), 'Reap 'WUd Wind' (Par) (2d
two L. A. spots, all holdovers.
wk) and 'Man Wouldn't Die' (20th) from' West point' (20th), getting an excellent $55,000
opening week in New York's Rojty, "Yankee Doodle
Most- active moneymakers still are the -big three,
(1st wk) great $8,900.
bandy' (WB), with a socko $^5,000 on its preem session
'Reap the Wild Wind'. (Pgr), 'Jfi This Our tife' (WB)
^ United Artists (Parker) (900; 3540-50)—TortUla Flaf (M-G) (2d of two-a-day N. Y. run and 'Take a Letter" (Par) arfe ..and This Above All'. (20th). !Reap,' showing surprlsfaig
wk) and 'Dudes Prette People' (UA) the bright b.o. gems currently;
stabUity, is a heat $7,600 hi its sixth PUlly wedc; and
(Ist wk). Great $8,0100. First week.
'Take Letter,* with an excellent $45,000 In its second
gpod $15,000 in fourth Brooklyn session. Has. « strong
With- 'Sunday Punch' (M<r), grand
- thir<d Chi stanza, great In Omaha'to tophtoWn,
weelf at.the big N. Y. ]{'aramount, is registering a nice
.socko
$6,500*
$27,(100 In' two Los Angeles theatres and a sock $7,000
$2O,0i)O In Cleveland; okay, in second B6ston seiision, big
for best'-lffemphis gross. Film is just getthig into circ^^
$15',0<)0 in Baltimore holdover/'sockeroO: In 'Washington
lation. Disappointing Is 'Annie Rooney* (UA),' with i
anid smash $14,000 In Kansas City, best mark at house
*Sal,' Fat $16,500, Paciiig
blah $13,000 in New York and only so-so $4,500 in
in years. 'Our Life' is big In Minneapolis, $16,000 In^
J. C.;'GunVLou<] $16,000 Memphis, Partially in the same category Is '1 Married
Pittsburgh, trim $41,000 in Chi aided by vaude and a
an Angel' (M-G)) despite a nice $6,000 In Memphis.
hefty $32,000 on fifth session in N. Y., great $21,000 in
However, picture is only average in K'C, fair in
Washington, $18,000 second Boston week, $11,200 In
Jersey City, June 0.
Surprise
in Baltimore.
mild
$10,600
and
LouisxlUe
third Phllly .stfinza and sweU In St. Louis.
Skouras' State, smaJIest seater of
the town's major houses, is doing entiy this week is 'Sleepytime Gal' (Rep). Aided by
'ABOYE ALL' a£TS GOING
the( biggest biz thte week, ringing pji. of Judy Canova, also in pix, film Is drawing a solid
up hefty returns lor "roy Gal Sal.' $18,000 In Chicago, and neat $7,000 in Denver.
'Thl^ Above AU,' only in two keyv cities previously,
Estimates for This Week
is measuring up to initial showings in N. Y. and K. C.
Manner In which 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) continues to roll
Loew's (Loew's) (3,2(0: 30-35-55)— up big business is notable. Outdistancing the field in St.
It was a strong '$17,000 In Its fourth New York week
'pio-Rita' (M-G) and 'Fingers Winterrif $23,000, Red Skelton comedy Is topand will have pleasing second session In K. C. Picture
dow' (M-G) (2d wk). Duo account- Louis with a
is leading Denver with great $14,000 and big $10,000 in
ing for oke $13,000 on b;o., after ping Montreal at $6,000, doing a great $40,000 in two
Seattle. In latter spot, it is rated as a bit disappointing,
pulling
sweU ^16,000 in initial Boston houses, and looks a smash $11,000 hi Seattle for
the scale tilting not going so well, '^y Gal Sal' (20th)
stanza.
best business in town. 'Juke Girl' (WB) is dohig a.
SUnley (WB) (4.800; 30-35-55)— sweet $16,000 in St, Louis; elsewhere okay In second
continues sturdy, getting $13,000 in Philly holdover,
•Gun for Hire' (Par) and 'Great sessions. 'Broadway' (U), credited with a fair but
hefty $18,500 In Jersey City, strong $19,500 in second
Man's Lady' (Par). Combo on way profitable $25,000 in its opening week at N. Y. Capitol,
Detroit session, $18,000 in Brooklyn, huge $17,000 and
to fine $16,000. Last week. This Our
tops in Buffalo,
Is pacing Louisville with $9,000. 'Gold Rush' (UA),
Life' (WB) and 'Sleep Time Gal'
still is plenty good In Its
From ''Variety' -correspondents: 'Spoilers' (U), $15,800
(Rep), cUcked for oke $14,000 In listed as nifty in Chicago,'
for
Hire'
This.
Gun
stanza
at
$10,600.
Y.
eighth
N.
in second week in two L. A. spots; 'Wife Takes Flyer*
second stanza.
entry.
Is
fine
at
new
comparatively
another
(Par),
(Col), low $7,000 in CMchinaU; 'Favorite Blonde' (Par),
^ State (Skouras) (2,200: 30-35-55)—
•My Gal Sal' (20th). Hefty $16,600 $16,000 in Jersey City while good in its second Phila$7,300 in fourth Denver week; 'Mayor of 44th St.'
seen for this solo, ^ouse dropping delphia stanza.
(RKO), pachig Minneapolis with $23,000 aided by band;
double feature poiioy In order to
JIV£ PIC OK FOB SOUin) B. 0.
'Fantasia' (RKO), good $7,500 hi Montreal; 'Suicide
give it full play. Last week, 'SaboSquadron' (Rep), fine bi St. Louis, and 'Saboteur* (U),
'Syncopatloii' (RKO) also is coming along nicely,
teur* (U) and 'Butch Minds Baby.'
good $18,000 in Newark.
with stout $18,000 In Newark, a sturdy $8,000 In Buffalo,
(U) (2d wk), good $11,000. :

.

,

•

-

BKO BUMreei '(RKO)

(2,872; 33-

44-55-85)—•Spoilers' (U) and 'Butcb
Minds Baby' (U) (2d wk). Holdover
wlU get $8,600. Initial week, prof-

>

itable $13,500.

SUte (Loew-F-WC).

(2,204; 33-4«-

65-85-75)—Tortilla Flat* (M-G) and
'Nazi Agent* (M-G). Terrific $19,000.
Last week, •Moontide', (20th) afid

on Fingers' (20th).
caught on for big $16,100.
'Rings

-

i

Gabm

United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
33-44-55-65)—'Moontide* (20th) and

on

'Rings

Fingers'

(20th).,.

Trim

moveover rim downtowp.'.
Last week, lUo Rita' (iR-G) and
'Mokey' (M-G)Lslick $4,700.
Wllshire (F-WC) <2M9i a3r44-S685)—'Moontide* (20;fer and Hinga
on Fingers' <20th). Rolling at solid
$5,600. Last' week, 'tUo Bite' (M-G)
and 'Mokey' (M-G). good $4,700.
$4,000 in

'

3W

GOOD $9,000

IN yvniE; 'ANGEL' 7i€
Louisville, June. 9.
Weather for the past week has
been pretty hot and humidity ia
high. Tire situation and thireat of
gas rationing has the town's patrons
sticking pretty close to the hom*
hearth. Drop-off In, week-ep;l iutomoblle trips is becobiing noticeable,
and should bring renewed interest
in films.
-

Town's first complete blackout
-Monday (8) from 9 to 10 put a
crimp in all noctural activity, but
most of the film patrons were already In for the last show, so thea-t
tres weren't handicapped much.
'

Estimates, for Tills

Week

Brown
(1,400;

(Fourth Avenue^IiOew's)
16-30-40)—Twin Beds' (UA)

and 'Nazi Agent' (M-G). Switched'
from Loew's State for second week.
Mlldlsh $2,000. Last week, 'Gal SaP
(20th)
and 'Man. 'Wouldnrt Di^"
(20th) (2d wk), on moveover aesb
(Conthiued on -page S4)
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20th Testinsr This Above

Warners' Yankee Doodle a Dandy

AU' at UDped Prices

For Ballyhoo; Blnmenstocks Tally
ih9 exploitation hookup,
Plus
through the sale of $5,750,000 In war
bonds as 'tickets' to the world premiere of "Yankee Doodle Dandy,' at
the Hollywood May 29, Warner
Bros, is putting on a campaign,
directed by Mort Blumenstock, that
and
is one of the most widespread
attention-getting the Industry has

Taking advantage of the
many songs written by

known.
picture's

George M. Cohan,

WB

hit a large

number

of radio programs

the

week

first

during

of the film's engage-

ment, with plugs obtained for the
picture. During the one week about
30 coast-to-coast programs of importance have paid tribute to Cohan
and the picture based on his life,
while many others have been, lined
up by Isabel G, Turner, Warners;
radio cont&qt, as well as by th« ^studlo and music publishers. On the
first weekend of 'Dandy' (May 3031), picture received 40 network
plugs, plus mention on a large num-

ber of local

stations.

One'^of the exptoitatlon 'steals' is
the placing of placards in all N. Y,
taxis captioned 'Be a Yankee Doodle
Dandy, Buy U. S. War Bonds.' These

went

9<000 cabs.

into

Tieups arranged -by Wilma Freeman, promotional aide to Blumenstock, include Victor, Columbia .and
Decca albums of Cohan songs ^omthe film, with advertising-exploitation designed to include exhibits of

and other display matter 'publicizing the Hollywood engagement;
stills

window layouts in 25 Davega'
sports stores with streaAiers crediting the picture, plus pliigs'in oews-.
paper ads; displays in music stores;
•Doodle' nedctie promotion In Weber'
HeUbfoner stores; window display
in Russek's and newspaper ads fea7
turlng dresses adapted from a model
worn by Joan Leslie in the picture;
and in another store a 'Doodle' suit
for girls.

big

.

&

•

.

V

Will Yolen, who effected the taxi
made arrangements
with labor management committees
.

tieup, has also

-

of the War Production Board
up "Yankee Doodle Dandy*

to set

Doc Howe's 19-Year-Old

Pittsburgh, June 9.
Mrs. Srma Moss, Mrs. Peggy Clark,
Mrs, Anthony 'Vincent, widow of vice-presidents; Mrs. SacUe Blummanager of Dr. C. E. Herman's four berg, treasurer; Mrs. Dorothy Sterltheatres In Carnegie, has been named ing, recording secretary, and Mrs.
to take over her late husband's Barbara
Diamond, corretpondlng
duties.
She had formerly assisted secretary.
'Vincent, who died seVeral weeks ago,
Ed Kapner's Upsal Joined AflllU
in the general management of the ated Theatre chain, making the 31st
houses. Dr. Herman will assist her hou$e in the circuit headed by Dave
with booking problems, but only for Mllgram.
Nate Milgram, Dave's
a few weeks or so.
brother, now booker in charge of
Columbia Pictures leased new shorts for chain.
quarters in Film Row building in'
Max Miller, p.a. for William Goldexchange
locating.
which the
is now
man circuit, and Bradley Bennett,
Art Levy and his staff will move auditor for chain, partied at the Clubfrom second floor left to first floor< Ball by their boss, prior to leaving
which was occupied, by Warners un- for- the Army.
til that company built Its own buildHy Shapiro, manager of Goldman's
ing several months ago.
Terminal, becomes publicity boss
Lou Vogel, who represented Alex- with Marty Goldenberg, manager of
ander Fllins here for several years, the Band Box, shifted' to the Termresigned to teke a sales berth with inal, and John Gaffner, assistant at
Cleveland, June 9.
WB In Cincinnati.
the Band Box, upped to manager.
John W. Gaffney, assistant manMetro is receiving telegrams from
The Air Raid post for Film Row
this town's civic brass-hats, ranging ager for Warners here before he en- has been opened at 1305 Vine St.,
in the army in 1940, made a with Chief Air Raid Warden Charles
from mayor to presidents of wo- listed
second lieutenant In air corps. A Zagrans in charge. He's' exchange
men's club's, virtually demanding native of •Wllldnsburg, he's now sta- manager for RKO.

Sod Reported Missing
M. D.

home

*Doc'

office

Howe, of 20th-Fox
publicity-exploitation

staff, has received word that his 19year-old son, Edward,' is reported
missing in action in the Philippines.
Young Howe was with the U. S.
Marines, serving at Bataan and subsequently escaping safely to Corregidor. "Doc' Howe is inclined to
believe his son has fallen Into Jap
hands since his name appears on no
casualty list.

Young Howe, who was an usher
at the Roxy theatre, N. Y., about
two years ago, went to Seattle- when
his father went out to manage the
Metropolitan there. He visited San
.

.

Diego soon after they arrived on the
Coast and Joined the Marines.
'

scale.

CLEVE MAYOR

ASKS FOR
1MINIVER'

-

.

an immediate Cleveland release
date for 'Mrs. Miniver', after seeing it at a preview,
Mayor Frank Lauscke broke a
long-standing rule against handing
out comhiercial plu^s to give the
film a rare bouquet. C^me out with
an official statement, saying that
'Mrs. Miniver' is a most stirring,
idealistic picture of war heroism
that every freedom-loving AmerFinal planning report on industry ican should see.' In addition the
public relations should be ready for city's clilef exec esteblished another
submission next week, it was re- precedent by sending a wire to
Schenck,
president
of
ported at meeting of Public Rela- Nicholas
tions Committee -(eastern division) Metro, suggesting that the timely
Included in this drama be shown in Cleveland now.
last Thursday (4).
'

PRESS REPORT

DUE NEXT WK.

Gillham's

tenure

will ruh
to have

out.

PRC

a
every

bers of

of

office

shortly,

he came

into office.

OrlgkiaUy planned

new chairman

for the.

.sbc months,, with
commliitee rotating.

memGill-

also

'

and for Cohan theatre program exhibits ill N.,Y. public libraries and
various other hookups,
.so,

i

and split at the top for the
dropping of coins or bills, were made
in collecting funds for the USO.
An impressive line of accessories
has beqn devised for 'Dandy' under
the supervision of Bernard R. Good-

up

AL MARGOLIES QUITS
tIA TO REP HITCHCOCK

New

Peterson

Cle-ve;

Manager

Cleveland, June

John Peterson from

9.

Indianapolis,

recently honorably discharged from
army, became new manager of
'

.

cards, ete.

FOREIGN

nUI MEN

PUBUCITY-MINDB)

'

'

in collaborating with foreign manpub-ad agers' branch of the
setup
chief, expressing regret at Margolies
is to keep foreign sales chiefs -indeparturie said he has twp prospects
formed on all public relations activIN for
dethe post and -wUl make a
ity being underta^cen. In doing this,
week.
end
the
cision before the
of
the IFR hopes to .eliminate much
One of the men Is within the indus- red tape and duplication of work.
try and one outside, he ''said.
The institutional- 'publicity letter
Margolies has been in films since is to be distributed. :^y(' Columbia' the
Hollywool, ^une 0.
starting at the Roxy- theatre, first months' and
thOX^hy Metro the
•Wings for the..£Bgle' is slated for 1928,
N. Y. He was a newspaperman be- second sjnce David' Blum, M-G forspread-eagle., introduction
a
by fore
thai
eign ad-pubUclty 'Chle^^*; is second to
Warners, -with 30 premieres in as
become editor, of the service.
many aviation centres at the same

WAC

WB

PREEMS HONGS'
30 AVUTIOH CENTRES

'

Hosts West
Grads Before
Preem

CoFs

.

Bernstein has been assigned

to the New England territory working out of Boston;
Harry
McWlUiams, formerly publicity director for the Paramount theatre, Toledo, and Publlx Theatres, Dallas, re-

K

places Leo Pillot, now with the U. S.
Army Air Corps at Scotf Field, 111.
Samuel Gelson, formerly, of Tom
Plzdale agency, joins the exploita-

ADDS

EOBITEi

Two

2

MOBE

additions have been made this
week to the h.o. publicity staff of
20th-Fox. They are Morton Friedgood, who moves over from the jtress
department of United Artists, and
Ellen Davis, ''Variefy' researcher.
These are latest in a number of
changes made sbice Hal Home recently became head of the 20th pubad setupt
•

in advertising.
takes over Silver's

Ed McNamee
at

NSS,

Monday

effective

(15).

Loew's Shifts
number of promotions and trans,

A

affecting

fers

personnel

the

of

Loew's out-of-town theatres announced by Joe Vogel: A. H. Beuhrig, Jr., manager of Loew's State,
Cleveland, moves \o Loew's, Dayton,
who
Orville
Crouch
replacing
entered the service. Vaughn O'Neill,

Penn, Pittsburgh, now
the State, Cleveland.
Delbrldge,
assistant
at

assistant at
of

manager
Thomas

-

Loew's Midland, Kansas City, fills
vacancy in Pittsburgh. Martin J.
Maher, student assistant at State,
Boston, now assistant at Kansas City.
Ira Beck, formerly student assistant
at Loew's, Rochester, becomes assistant manager there.

Another new

woman 'iasistant

has

been appointed, Ruth Bolton, forSohwarta's Swing
merly, cashier of Loew's
State,
Sol A. Schwartz, newly appointed Syracuse, who steps into the position
western zone supervisor for RKO left open when Robert Desberg
theatres, left for a swing arotmd the entered the Army.
cl;rcuit over the weekend.
He heads ior the Coast, returning
New K. C. HOBse Openlnr
to New York in about two weeks.
Kansas City, June 9.
Fox Midwest ^leatres (Jorp. opens
Tamer's KKO Field Shifts
ita new house. Fairway, as a new
Terry Turner, head of RKO ex- unit in the Kansas City district,
ploitation, last week made several managed
Jim Long, Friday (12).
by
shifts in the field, AI Selig, for the
House Is a 700-seater. F-M is estipast few years handling the Phila- mated to have spent around $75,000
delphia terrltow for RKO, goes to on the house.

Along with the adoption of part
of the planning committee's report
at the previous week's session, the
suggestion of Albert Deane, chairman of this committee, that all public relations activity be done in colBoston and New Haven,
Harry
laboration with the War Activities Rhelner goes from -the
Boston disfoi^eign manager
setup was ap- trict to Philadelphia and Washing4iroy£d...tWa..jjffiek. .by the Interna- ton,
Ralph Banghart, formerly motion
tional
Film Relations committee
sub-committee picture editor of the Waukegan Post,
Planning
group's
huddled with Larry Schneider, Co- has beeh atvointed to the Buffalo
and Albany n>pt while Ronnie Ames
Ituiibia's foreign ad-publicity chief,
will cQver DallEts and Oklahoma City.
Monday (8) on the first month of IjOuIs Harmon goes,
to Omaha and
the institutional weekly publicity Des Moines, replacing Fred Calvin,
Proposed to have a new resigned. Bud Gray goes into St
letter.
editor of this service each month- IjOuIs and Kansas City, -replacing
Ted Wynn who shifts to Los Angeles
storting in alphabet ical order.
Intention of the IFR committee and San Francisco.

UA

Point
time.
Picture deals -with workers Skoilras
In airplane plants.
Pic's
Premiere. spots listed thus -far ere
Spyros Skouras, president of 20thBuffalo, Baltimore, Dayton, Detroit,
Fort Worth, Sah Diego, Seattle and Fox, hosted a group of distinguished
West Pohit grads Thursday. (4) night
Wichita.
at a dinner in the Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y. Given in advance of attending
the world preem of '10 Gentleman
Bally Staff Switches from West Point' the same night at
the Roxy theatre.
Two major-generals, two colonels,
Three shifts In Columbia Pictures
one lieutenant-colonel, a 'major and
exploitation st&S were announced a captein were included
in the list
this week by Frank P. Rosenberg, of Invited guests.
head of the exploitation department.

company
chores

.

Uclty.

Monroe> Greenthal,

MeNsmee Vice SUver at NSS
MUt Silver, advertising executive
National Screen Service at its
homebffice In N. Y., has resigned
effective Friday (12) and Is reported
negotiating with one of the major
film companies on a connection.
With NSS nine years. Silver was
formerly with the old Universal

for.

.

-

AI Margolies wUl become pubAlfred
for
representotlve
Hltehcotk IoU6wm'g h^ dlpartufe'
from United Artists on July 4. MargOlles, with UA for eight years,
broken by one two-year streteh as
pub-ad director for Gaumont-British, handed in his resignation at UA
Monday (8) to accept the new post
licity

man, ranging from midget window He'll go to the Coast early in July
cards to 24-sheets,' plus posters, her and shuttle between there and NeW'
Bids, displays, stills, jumbo window York in handling the Hitehcock pub-

tion staff as special writer.

WB

'

Warners' special hats of red.

torn

Abe

-

.

Tm

He

tioned at Savannah. Ga,
Antonio Constantlne, employed by
the Ollie Klnchels at their Princess
theatre in Jeanette for last 14 yearis,
called up by army.
Ditto Milton
Frankel, formerly with
exchange.

Warner's downtown Lake Saturday
(6).
Bernard
Blumenthal,
re"
signed, returned to New York.
Local branch of the theatrical
U. S. Defense 'Bonds and Stamps
Committee, of which Nat Wolf and
Perc Essipk are co-chairmen, sold
will be Howard' Dletz's complete 'Americans need its inspirational $110,000 worth in theatre lobbies
since being organized. 'Variety Post
summary of the proposed Industry message today,' he declared.
No local release date is set yet, 313 of the American Legion, known
research program, which went to
ad-publicity chiefs foUowing this but campaign for one was sterted 16 the showmen's post, alsfli sold
stomps and bonds totaling $207,000
critic of
session. The Dietz report on tiie .re. by Omar Ranneyi film
five dayj.
He organ- inCharles
search alignment not only includes Scrlpps-Howard Press.
'Raymond, zone itianager
his reaction to different phases and ized heads of leadhig women's or- for Loew's here, is (iiBirmanlhg the
objectives hs outlined to him, but ganizations into firing more 'We- War Heroes' Rally originally skedalso a resume of what some seven gotte-see-it-now-or-else'
telegrams ded for' next -week,
Event postdifferent research services have to to
tophats.
M-G's
Snowballing poned because date conflicted with
offer.
buildup is all rather baffling ^to the Kiwanis convention on June 16
16, and also the Indians-WashPRC also probably will elect a jealous rival press-agents, who have and
ington
baseball
game
June
16, whiqh
new chairman ,at the meeting to- tried unsuccessfully to chisel a film tied up Civic
Auditorium and
morrow (Thursday), since Robert plug out of the mayor- ever since stedium,

'

completed a tieup to naW the
Navy's First High School flying cadet
unit as the Yankee Doodle Squadron

House; Odior Theatre-Esciianges

policy for the film.
Reported that first two trial prelease showings out of New York indicate favorable reception at^upped
'

score
ham, first chairman, will have
boards in defense plants ta*give recserved that long some time this
ognition to best workers through
ipionth.
presentatioa of a pin reading
a

Yankee Doodle- Dandy.'

HusW

IHr& Vincoit Sncceds to

This Above AU' (20th) It being
tried out at raised admlsskm scales
in several key situations of the National Theatres circuit to determine
a national merchandizing and sales

Long has
move from

set Chuck Barnes to
the Brookside theatre,
'}^'
'tj'f "^W'

city subsequent

agen

Barnes'

f}*"!

^fp

shoes

^

,

at

Brookside

be filled by Gene Kay, who
comes over from thei Linwood, another city subsequent' Leo Davis
leaves post as manager of the Upwill

to-wn theatre parking lot to handle
Linwood, completing the- circle of
shifts in Long^s district
Balto's Newsreeler

-

Baltimore, June 9.
Charles Huy, who formerly hanThe Lexway, downtown subse.
dled the two main West Coast situations, was lifted by the RKO studio* quent run, was reopened as the
to become unit publicist for the Fib- Newsreel this -week giving the town
Operated
ita first all-news house.
;ber McGee-ic Molly production.
by - Sherrlll' Cohen of Los Angeles,
house will feature hour-show at 25o
First From Roehestor
scale.
Jack Garter, from the Coast,
Rochester, N. Y., June 9.
.

Ben Coleman, Cameo, first ScIQne managing, and George Browning,
manager here inducted into the handling publicity.
Army, was feted by fellow managers ,IIarold Citron of .Cohen's west
at Hotel Seneca party. Joe Goldstein,

replaced him and Jack
Hamilton came from Scotia to take

Webster,

coast organization handled opening
and ballyhoo.

details

WB's 2-Day Sales Confab
assistant
Warner sales forces in the metroof Loew's, first woman politan New York area will attend a
in
downtown theatre, spe cial two-day sales contention at
'White resigned expect- the
homeofflce Saturday-Sunday
ing to enter -war service In near fu- (13-14), to be presided over by Sam
ture.
She started as an usherette Lefkowltz,. district manager.
and has- been manager Lester PolIn addition to discussing sales
lock's secretary for last nine years, problems and poUcy, to be outlined
H. Graden Hodges, former Demo- will be .a special summer cleanup
crat
Chronicle promotion aide, is drive for the N. Y. district Which
manager of the new Drive-in theatre. win run to the end of the current

charge of the Webster.
Louise Wilson became

manager

executive

Relax in

Shx

.

WB

when Jack

at Jobs

-

.

Mlnneatiolls, June.9.

Film Row girl employees here now
are wearing slacks on the. job. It's a
to.save
stockings and other apparel,
<
Metro exchange was the first to
give permission for this sort of at-

war economy move, designed

&

BAIlYINa 'WAKE/ ISLAND'
Manny

Reiner, -special liaison bethe; Coast for Para-

tween east and
mount's

town

publicity

to start

department,

work on 'Wake

in

Island.'-

He

has beeii given advance exploitetion and publicity for this forUicoming Par ^Im.
Reiner, who went to Washington
oyer the weekend, will have his office In N. Y. while carrying out turrtiier

details

on

this

advance cam-

Lefkowltz and
Aug. 31.
Roger Mahan, N. Y. branch manager,
will pay cash prizes for best reseason

M. P. Associates Elect
Philadelphia, June 9.
Results of the electiotis of Motion
Picture Associates announced yester.
day (Mon.) follow:
-President, Saul Krugman, United
Artists: vice-president, J. J. McFaddeh, RKO; treasurer, William G.
Humphries, 20th-Fox, and secretary.
Jack Engel, RKO.
Board of governors include: Jay
Emanuel, chairman, and Ell Epstein,
outgoing president, and the following: Sam Rosen, William J. Doyle,
Ssim Lefko and AI Davis.
The Indies Auxillaiy of Variety
Club, Tent 13, also annoiinced their
slate of new officers.
Mrs. Josephine Wolf, president;
'

tire.

.

-

out of their o-wn pockets.
Ben Kalmenson, Warner general

sults

sales manager; Roy Haines, eastern
division manager; AI Schwalberg and
Arthur Sachson, h. o. distribution
execs and Norman Moray, shorta
sales head, will attend the SaturdaySunday parleys,

Mlsohnlok to Dnloth

Omaha, June

9.

lidand Mlschnlck, for nearly five
years publicity, head of the Dundee
here has gone to the Lyric, Duluw,
as manager, The Dundee is a Goldberg.. house; the Lyric, a Minnesota
Amusement Co. unit.

VedneaJay*

J""!" r^P*,

1942

15

R

Office of
on

5j

it

,

;!

-

•TAamrr uunMn emoa

mYERNATIONAL

U

Forep IV^.

Howes Has Kaye R<^e
In London Tace If

to Discuss Faster

Waller

Jack

Slq>pi>>g>

Fi^zen Coin, Propaganda

Major company foreign sales
chiefs are scheduled to meet tomorrow (Thursday) at the Hays office,
session
this being a twice-pos^oned

which

more

been

has

definite

Leon

Britton,

several press-

ing foreign matket problems. Principal of these is the matter of obtaining free flow of distribuUon
rental money from presently coln-

markets as Great Britam.
Australia and New Zealand. Foreign
managers are not satisfied with presently outlined plan from these nations which only permits a certain
percentage of collected rental money
to be remitted to America in U. S.
itrozen

dollars.'

Question of obtaining additional
space on boats headed for foreign
territories, so that fUm shipments
may be expedited, also likely will
be brought up.
An additional report on the status
of customs inspection of film imports and exports, under- the 1917
Act, also may be ready
for submission. While the bulk of
Inspection Is going lorwatd at New
York and Los Angeles; principal
points for shipments to start, neither
the men nor assistants .'making up
committees to assist in pushing film

Enemy- Alien

shipments through have been named.
Likely that the L. A. aietup will be
announced shortly. Object of these
committees is to do advance Inspection of films, while still In work, so
that needless delay pi cbmpleted
screen productions may 1»e. 4v6ided.;
Also revealed In fitfelgn' film tsif*
eles that Sidney L. BMnsteIn, representative of the British Ministry
of Information, now jl? working with
the American film Industry in an

named managing

branches in Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay, left last
week for Buenos Aires to assume his
new post. Phil Heisman, foreign
chief presently In Rio de Janeiro,
made the appointment
Britten formerly was Far Eastern
supervisor for the company and es-

effort

coordinate, 'the

to

TJ.

S.

British:

war

effort

He

already has huddled. wltii Amer-.
lean wim business? represeijitatives in
'en effort to coUab on the United
Nationg? war effort.

lliie(|ua]led'

On Smash

Biz

Declaration Eases Tension

And Helps

Amusment

All

Manuel Reachi Forms
Mexico

FUND SET UP TO
AID MEXICAN

City,

June

A;

Promesa
production
Mexicano'

%Faced W<Nnait

By Arnold

'

h

I

I

I

I

for

I

Breaks Record

faEA^m

ganization, and'Its allied unions, In-.;
eluding those, of the theatre.
Fund embraces aid for all show
business, and is. more of a private
help-out by the amusement Industry's

own
London,

May

10.

'Although Tom Arnold is running
four musicals In the West End, with
a flfUi' one due early next month,
his most' elaborate attenqit at musicals isn't due before Septepiber. Tbis

workers.
Buenos Alr.es, June 1.
Officers of the fund, home of which
All- time records for B; A. firstIn. the. headquarters of the Confederation here, are: Felipe Mon- run houses was broken last week by
Plot
toya, director general;' FOIberto Ve- Metro's' "Two-Facetf Woni^.'
lazquez Tre]o, technical control sec- drew 62,D00 pesos (about $15,500
retory, and Mario RoJIn Coss, treasU. S.) to the Gran Rex, and Is stiU
is

urer..

Buddy de Sylva's Broadway click,
'DuBarry 'Was a Lady*.
Book has been In London for three JIasdnrilz

going strong for A ;8eeond week.
Nothing else came near It
(Ot?ier estimates, all given tn Argentine pesos, currently at about 25c

is

'

'

and it 'WM first talked o»
a Henry Sherek venture. But'Sherek
went .into the forces. Next it. vas
whispered Harry Foster might take

Gires

years,

Mnacal to Bodunaa
London, May 10.
Major Eric Maschwltz, just returned to England frpiQ America,
has disposed of his musicU, 'Waltz
'Without End,' an- adaptation from
Bernard
(Thopii^ by,. himself and
-

V. S,, follow).
AMbaaaador (Lautayet
(1,400; 2.60;

It Cavallo).

2.00)—'Vacaclones en

el

Otro Muhdo' (Vacations In the Other
World)
(Sono Film, Arg-made).
Good 10,000 for this natlOoial, helped
considerably by smart advance campaign. -Last wedc, 'Confirm ox Deny'
(20tt), OJC 16,000 ($4,000 U. S.).
Ueml (Locoeo) .(970; SjOO; 2.50)—

Buchanan. Groome
collaborated With him In 'Balal'alkla.'
give ihat up.
'Kings Row* (WB);
N.s.h. 11,000
Show, completed before the war; ($2,750) for 'the siecoDd week,.^with
Now Arnold ls.4eflnlt'..- doing It
Will
be
operated
by Buchanan. with- Uieme apparently holding them away,
with Miss Day ini the .original Ethel
Merman part and Arthur Riscoe, out him appearing' in it
despite excellent press. Iiast week,
17.000 {$4,250).
who has, quit Firth Shephard to
go under the Arnold banner, in the
Oeean (Coll, GatU & Cte.) (OSOO;

Groome,

to Jsick

•

Gell of Pathe, Ltd.» Served 2.00; 1.90)
Bert Iiahr role.
'Roxle Bart' (20th).
Xiouls. Dreyfus will have a 50% InIn Levey's $225,000 Suit JTiee .going with 24,000 ($6,000).
terest in the show, with the house In
Cast wedc, 'Swamp Water' (20th),
In the suit brought by Arthur fairish
which it Is destined still a problem.
liiSOO ($4,625).
But It is likely to be His Mcjesty's Levey to collect $225,000, plus anyBex (Cordero, C^vallo & LautaT^t)
theatre or the Palladium.
other afnoimts that may be due him, (3,305; '3 JO; 2.00)—"two-Faced ,\fo-'
for arranging', distribution of Mono- man' (H-G). Smash Q2,000 ($5,500).
Last week, 'Shadow of Thin Man'
grant product In England, William
'

.

Cell,

trade at the fllm^rles.

BIG IN FOREIGN FIELD

Arrival of

.U. S. forces and General Douglas
MacArthur is credited for boom,
plus, of course, th^ intensified war
preparations.
Cinemas are packed to capacity
both day and night, with cabarets
setting a pace hitherto unknown

managing director of Pathe,
(^endant was served during
-

Ltd., a

the past, week, but only after a court
order was obtained to effect service

Remarkable business is belpg reg- on him at a New York hotel.
istered by 'Sgt. York' (WB) In Au
W. Ray Johnston, president of
and by 'Kings Row' (WB) in Monogram,, also named with Gell as
Peru and Mexico, according to word individuals in the alleged conspiracy
received by Warner Bros.' N. Y. of- to breach the agreement with Levey,
fice.
Former picture Is in Its sixth has not as yet been served, it is. unFilms which had been expected to week and continuing at the Regent derstood. Gell, from information, is
stay two or three weeks at best now in Sydney, Australia, a spot .where going out to the Coast, however, to
remain' for eight weeks or' longer, a pictture previously ;never had been confer with Johnston on the action/
All key Australian cities are likewise held more thani six weeks,
According, to tbe law'Tflrm of Chad'
'Kings How* wtiA'ifpt'treate'd 'kfaidrunning at top speed.
bourne, Wallace, ^Vkilk/
Whiteside,
ly by many U; S. '<iitlc^'- Opening
N.Y., additloBBl jRroceedings'lnay be
a new house at Liina. .Pei^ (the
brought again^' Mono, -Pathej Ltd.,
Par's
Reports Brazil Central theatre), 'Row' did better Gell and -Johnston :'tpv force producthan $2,500 the opening week, which
Picture Business Strong tops- the business done there by 'All tion of books Bsr.'a: me4hs of 'determining whether. -tttor&^than the $225,8. E, Pierpoint Paramount's man- This and Heaven, Too' and 'Juarez,'
000 sued for^ as royalties based on
ager in Brazil, who arrived in. N. Y. previous top grossers in Lima. 'Row'
Mono sales in England is due him.
this week for h.o. huddles, .said did so well In a one-day tesi showUnder his contract with Mono, enbusiness is on the upbeat in that ing In Mexico City, It is being rated
tered into Feb. 18,.. 1937, Levey was
country. He said that a small num-. as the best money film Warners'
to receive 5% of all monies received
ber of British-made pictures pres- has ever had in Mexico.
from Pathe, Ltd., in making the deal
-

stralia

'

The people are now In better huAnd that's where the amuse-

mor.

ment

Man

Pratchett to

Mex

City

A.
Pratehett,
Paramount's
L.
quota films originally made in EngLatin-American managing director
land for American companies.
This is the first visit to the U. S. by excepting in Argentina and Brazil,
Kerpoint In three years. He will lett for Mexico City, his headquarbe in New York for alKiut a month. ters, over the weekend following
nearly, two weeks in N. Y. for home-

Mex Cinema

Strike Off

Mexico City, June 9.
Lifting of a week's strike against
the Clnes .Alhambra and Encanto,
two of Tamplco's biggest cinemas,

beaded
In

tl>t

off a' tlAup- of all.

pic palaces

petroleum port

Strike was' cancelled when the govoffered to conciliate the
conflict and the laborltes accepted

ernment

rbltraUbn.

office confabs.

Pratehett told "Variety' he was extremely sjceptical of announced plans
to build a $1,^00,000' motion picture
studio in Mexico City, unless Mexican capitalists can be interested in
the venture because -he could see no
reason for American film companies
investing money In a plant :Biere
during Wartlmk when such studios
would, tte <• .dutpUcatloo.' of Coast
,

plants'.

In.

There

is

eager-

'

The stage, long moribund, Is getting a good play. But here, too, tho
demand Is for laugh-lnsplrlng stuff.
The two circuses current here, the
Argentina,- under canvas, and the.
ConUnentel, a stage show combo In
the Teatro Arbeu^ are doing big biz.
Nlteries are drawing better, too.
-

Rdsnian Soon Due Back
With Welles From Rio
Phil Relsman, RKO's foreign sales
presently on a South American

chiief,

trip,

is

due back

In

New York

the

part of this month. He Is presently In Rio de Janeiro with Orson
Welles, who is winding up Brazil
sequences for 'It's All True.' Most
of techhlcal crew Is due back in U.'S.
in'tfie next 10 days.
(MrG) solid ^^,000 ($8,250).
Present intention is' for Relsman
Nonnaaril* (LocOco) (1,400; 2.00;
t.50>-'Sergeant York' (WB). StUl to accompany 'V(felles back to N. Y.
going strong, with 14,000 (^,500) since the latter has only a few
estimated for the third week. Last background shots yet to photograph
week. 17,000 ($4,260) for the second before finishing the Brazilian porweek of second run, and previous tion of the feature.
atajqza had 18,000 ($4,500).
.tatter

Honnmentel (CoU, Gattl & Cla.)
n.300; 2.00; 1.50)— 'Conderto de Alvs. Hitler
mas' (Baires-Almar, Arg-piade). Excellent 12,000 ($3,000) for this nassCondnned^rom page 3;;^
:tional.
Last week, "Bruma en el
using a broader symbol, does not gea
Riaichuelo* (Fog on the Rlachuelo)
(EFA, Ar£-ma(Ie), not bad 12,500 with word that has gone out to Hollywood by Lowell MeUett, Coordlna*
($3,126),
tor of Crove^nment
Pic- was
Open (Lococo) (2,400; 2.50; 2.00) planned and partiallyFilms.
-completed be-r-'Captolns of Clouds' (WB),
Fair fore Mellet^s
tenure, and it probably
19,000 ($4,760 ) estimated. Last week, will
be wafched as interestedly from
'Shan^ai (i^esture' (UA), socko that quarttf as any.
36,000 ($9,000).
Film will imdoubtedly cause an
Soipadia (Lococo) (950; 3.00; 2.50) echo of the recent controversy over
'Corsican Brothers'. '^(UA).
Still the handling, of the Nazis In 'To Be
holding up with 14,000- ^$3,500) for or Not to Be,' the Jack Benny-Carole
the fourth week, after 18,000 ($4,500) Lombard starrer. It's bound to be'
previously.
much less of a controversy, however,
inasmuch as the film has no big star
for distribution of Mono product,
names and is admittedly a 'B' entry.
On April. 30, 1941, Mono informed 'Sky High* Mediocre,
Roach' opens- his yart with 'the
Levey it was going to i>ay no more'
board of directors of Hell about' to
commissions.
Reception)
fire Satan because there's a guy on
earth, Hitler, doing a better job than
London, June 9.
'Sky High,' which' opened last he is. Saten asks that before he gets
tossed
StiO Branclnng Oot
week (Thursday) at the Phoenix, is prove out he be' givei^ one chance to
that he's more of a devil than
rated a typical, mei'iocre British Der Fuehrer.
He says he'll show
Mexico City, June 0. re'vue.
that Hitler Is so unreliable he even,
^
;
Continuing the.-'pjcogram of the
can be made to do a good deed-.
Production
well
received.
Mexican pic ind.vistry .to branch out
Satan thereupon goes ujp on earth
In Latin America, vanguard of which
to prove his iraihi. By doing a Topwas aimed at South America, CialVANDAIS
CINEHA pet type of stuhthe iMcomes' Hitier's
lardo Bros., local distributors, of
valet 'Uid goes to work -on him to
Mexico C^lty, June '9.
Mexicans, have started to slant at
make him .ido a good turn. Oerman
Vandals damaged to the extent of leader -finally does what appears to
Central America with the comple
tlon of plans for the operation of $100,000 (Mex.)— ($23,000 U. S.)-^ be the
rfi^t iUhg, and Saten returns
tvirb
cinemas in Tegucigalpa, the the deluxe Ciht Alameda, cideoia 'to Hell satlsfl«3. He& hardly arri vied, Honduran capital.
that's nearing completion tit a (iost of however; wheb
he discovers thfit HitThese cinemas are. expected to .$l,000,ObO .(Mex.> ($230,000 U. S.) in ler's even tricked blm, and it.-wasn't
open about. June IS aqd'wiU JCteture, Guadalajara, the republic's second a good deed after $11, Which ,miilces
.»'* fV.fi*'
Mexlcan'pljt,
if(m^^iV!»» itim thi devll...-._,

Satan

'

no inroads into American business
because U. S. companies are distrib*
uting most of them, being British-

comes

That dread Is less here and In
other of the bljg towns on ^he vast
Central Plateau hlj^lands, wlth'alU*
tudes that vary from 7,500 feet (the
local one) to 0,000 feet above sea
leVel, towering mountsiln surroimdIngs that constitute a fine natural defense barrier. The public has pretty
much accepted the assurance of
responsible engineers that it would
be next to Impossible for hostile air
bombers to make atteeks on the
Plateau because of the altitude strain
on their planesr
Clnemas, of course, are beneflting
most Comedies and light dramas are
most favored. New^reels are popular.
United Nations war efforts and leaders are cheered. Gone are the cheap
litUe -denionstrations against these
sequences that were exercised by an
element who were in one employ or
another of the Fifth Column.

'

ently are entering the Brazilian
market. However, they are making

blz

ness but no dread, generally speaking, though some apprehension regarding raids from the sea or the air,'
or both, exists In the coastel ports,
both on the Gulf Qnd the Paciflc.

&

:

.

It
Ite

Blexico's stand.

'

,

9.

to

amusement business. Mexico's decision to Join 'the United Nations has
quIdOy clarified the general situation
here.
It has ended
conslderobla

—

Melbourne, Jtme 9.
Show business here Is booming
better than ever here under wartime
conditions, with tccent siirvey indi'
eating that around $1,000,000 is clr.
^
culating weekly on Mdboume enter
lainment -Oldest showman here is
;--.imable'-to -recalt- raythlng to even
equal piteent prosperity, with any'
thing of American genre selling out.
^ Even hor^ operas are doing socko
'

June

boteflcial

anxiety that raiher clouded iWngs
and which obtelned since the TJ. S,
entered the conflict, for any attitude
sodn with the
that Washington assumes In thla
of three features—"El
(The Mexican'), "La emergeney considerably Influences

('Girl of Vera Cruz') and
'Yolanda.' Irlna Baronova, ballerina'
Mexico City, June 9.
of the BaUet Theatre, current here,
turned to N. Y. about a month ago
Plans that appeared riecently for has been signed for the lead In the
al6ng with Other U. S. film officials
when It became. apparent: .fhat tiie the creation of a government-backed latter.
market in India was badly unsettled,
bank to aid the theatre, 'similar to
by the war.
that which has beea running for
some months to coin,the pic Industry,
seem to have been abandoned, but
the Idea, In e^nce, has materialized
anyway. The Financing Fund for'
Public Spectacles has been set up by
the Confederation of Mexican Workers, Mexico's most powerful labor or-

l>eeh

is to start

Jarocha'

Qaborate Plans

City,;

Mexico's 'entty.' In. the ^ir^ has,
anything!

9.

Manuel Reachi, representative of
the Mexican governmteilt In' Hollywood, has 6rganlzed a picture procompany here, Promesaduction
Films. Firm, Reachi eatplalns, Has
no connection with that which hisbrother, Santiago, heads, Posa Films,
S.

THEATRE

Mexico

Company

Mexican

RKO

a hand. In it, with Foster neither cbnflrmlng nor denying. Ja^ Hylton
was next known to have acquired an
option on it, but as Frances Day is
b^eyed to bt the only actress In
England who could enact the "DaBarry* part, an(} Hylton is not too
friendly with Wss Day, he had to

Aussie Amus.

time WUUam Molllson has not
produced a Waller musical.
first

offices In China, the
tablished
Philippines and Dutch East Indies.
More recently he has been In charge
of the company's offices In India,
headquartering In Bombay. He re-

.

M. O. 1 Witt the

Mex War

London, May 10.
has signed ^bby

for

di-

RKO

pending rector for

delayed

word on

Leon Bptton to B. A.
For New RKO Post

.

Danny Kaye role of 1*f8
Face It,' with Pat- Klrkwood signatured for one of leading femme roles.
Richard Bird will produce, making

Howes

—

OK

London

,

.-

WBECK HEX

'

.

'

.

,

•-

'

'

'
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Cooks, Waiters Get

Despite Walsh

Repne s lATSE Sweep,

40% Wage

Boost

10,:

1942

Beatings and Shakedown Testimony

Hollywood, June 8.
Film execs and players can cat
in peace now without fear of a walkout by cooks and waiters during
-

Others Say Good Groundwork Laid
Although taced with tremendous
unrest in the lATSE, the Walsh administration scored a full victory
over the most bitter opposition ever
recorded at an lA convention. In a
field of three, president Richard F.
Walsh, who waa' appointed to the
Executive
cilice by the General
Board as successor to George E.
Browne, received 644 votes. His
leading opponent was William Bennelt, delegate of Washington deckhands Local 22, who received 296
votes.
Vincent Jacob!, pre-convention favorite, received only 33 votes.
Louts Krouse, 25 years an' lA officer and present secretary-treasurer,
received 764 votes; his opponent,
.

'

Stephen D'Inzillo, y.p. of (New York
operators' Local 306, received 192
votes. First v.p. Harland Holmden
with 671. votes, defeated Russell L.
McKnight, president of Hollywood
technicians Local. 683.
McKnight
received 287 .votes'. Canftdian v.p.
William P. Covertr. reefeived 599
votes and defeated Archife PfentiCe,
Blso Canadian, whose vote was. 367,
In the contest. for seventh place,
Carl Cooper, of Hollywood, also' an
appointee of the General Executive
Board, defeated Harol^ Smith of
]^ol]ywood Local .695.' Qooper re-.
ceiv«d 634 votes;. Smith. 328 vdtes.'Vice-presidentsf>j'l6yd B4. BiUingsTe^,
Janjes J. Brenoan, Roger M.. Kenr
nedy aiid Felix Snow wiete auto-',
jnaucally elected since: they y/erts

Loew's Regular Divvy

dend of' SOc on ttie common stock,
making a total of $1 paid or declared
payable this year. Financial circles
rated the outlook for Lo w's common
rather bullish last week, jpushing up
the shares $2.25 in the week to a new
high for 1942 at $42^7%. Loew's no
longer has any preferred stock outstanding; hence, net profit :can be divided among common shares after
taking care of interest, etc.
Latest common divvy is payable
June 30 to stockholders on record

June

'

'

''

;

unopposed,.

"For

faced a

'
.

first'

broaijht «bb'ut'

by the

'

*

.

Vigoi^oiis jpte-

conyenjion fight wft^ed by JacQbi
'

FORMPIX
Universal will .Qsend more than
$21,000,000 on lts .l942'>43 pictures, it
w'as. r^-vealed Uiis. 'week following
'the dl'bse 'of the annual salea.conventlon at the Waldorf-AstoHft hotel,
N.. V.
Of the features listed in the
preitentious product announcement
book, moire than -IS already are in
t^rbductioh or nearing completion.
Cliff Work touched on. difficulties
iaclng .iBIm. producers,, due to necessity tor .cintservlqg materials under
-g wartime ''ecbriomy, in' his address
last llhursday (4) .tp the delegates'.
-

-

.

'

wM

'

:

.

-

is no denying that they took alm:ost. unbelievable progress made iil
of the steam out of the opposi- plane, ship and other armament proby .giving in to the demand for duction.election? at conventions ever^^ two
Production program an'nounced for
years.;.1942'4S is to include 95 features,
Didn't Disavow Browne
....
seven westerns and sev«n western
In addition they began an immed- reissues starring Walter
Huston,
iate, campaign to line up delegates Noah Beery, Jr., Ken Maynard and
for the election, In the secret ses- Buck Jones,
sion where the Browne-Bioff mess
Walter Wanger is scheduled to
was aired for the delegates, the ad- make one picture in addition to
ministration toojc. the position that 'Arabian
Nights,'
previously
anthey were honest union officers who nounced. Henry Koster's remake of
had fallen' into the clutches of 'Phantom of the Opera' is to be in
racketeers. Tliey did not dis- Technicolor, as is .'Nights.' '.Three
avow -Browne; in fact they 'praised Abbott & Costello pictures are slated,

there

much
tion

—

.

.

*''

'

-

.

'

.

him and

pointed'

to

his

'achieve- .two '.with

ments' and put alUhe blame on the
Bhoulders of Willie Bioff.
Conimittees wcrcL'packed with administration followers
and these
committees brought in reports that
were -completely favorable to the
administration. A mudslinglng campaign of intense ferocity was put
on by administration followers. The
'

opposition

was labelled 'Commun-

mimeographed slanders mailed
New York in advance of the
convention were sent to all the delegates.
Whispering campaigns were
launched. Thus one candidate was
accused of being anti-Semitic. An.
other was accused ot being proJewish.
An attempt was made to
build up the idea that Hollywood
ists'.;

from

'

and

week, with
ehefs drawing $112.41 weekly and
cooks ranging from $6.50 to $10 per
Miscellaneous workers range
day.
from $4,S0 to $5 daily, depending on
a .48-hour

Ueanna Durbin and one

Jules Levey production with Olsen &
Johnson.
Shorts program lists 104 jssues of
the U neVsreel, 13 two-reel band
six
musicals, six Color
Classics,
Swing Symphonies, 10 'Walter Lantz'
Cartoons, 15 Person-Oddities, 15 'Variety Views, two special shorts 'Eagle
Versus Dragon' and- 'Roar, Navy,
Roar,' and four serials.
Listed also are pictures from Howard' Hawks and Alfred Hitchcock, the
latter's
entitled,
'Shadow of a
Doubt,' with. Jack Skirball as associate producer. The Charles Boyer
starrer will.', be "That Night With
You.'

v;.:

is

from- $190 to $250 a week and extendRefusal of Warner Bros, to accept ing his term to seven years. Asked
cluded 'supervision and responsibllwhy he had! signed the resolutions,
i^ for Schehck'i hooks and tax re- the terms of the pact recently inked Nugent asserted: -'It was-tt case of
turns.'. Schenck is already serving by the Screen Publicists Guild of
sign them or else. I have « family
his year and 'a day sentence, re- Mew York with the seven other
to keep. You never knew what might
duced from' three years.. He also
will go to media- happen.'
paid • $20,000 fine and must make major ^fompanies
George Gllllgan, anothe.r union
good many thousands in tax ar- tion. Commissioner James W. Fitz-: m'ember,
examined
by
Warren
Patrick of the 'United States Cqnrears.
Dixon, Jr., counsel for plahitiffs, deJohn W. Davis, Moskowitz's. attor- clllatloh Service, who conciliated 'on Glared on Monday (1) that he, too,
with
comtiie
contract
the
other
ney, contended hi. his briefs to the
had -signed the resolutions.
also
.been
named
'WB
panies,
has
Supreme Court requesting a review,
•You get your head beat off if you
that evidence had been erroneously mediator^
Warners didn't,' he declared.
Negotiations
between
admitted and that the -jury was not
GilUgan stated that, following a
(represented by Sam Schneider' and
cor^ctly instructed on'< the law.
union meethig in September, 1939,
clauses
reBareford)
stalled
on
H.
S.
In addition to the prison sen-,
in which he had disagreed with
tence, Moiskowitz will' have to pay lating, to maintenance of memberKnufiiian, he was struck from behind,
severance
how
long
conship,
pay,
a $10,000 fine.
knocked down and kicked, and that
tract should run and retroactive pay.
he was taken unconscious to the City
'VTIien
last week refused to arbiHospital
19 of 20 Counts Against
trate, iSulld placed the matter in the
GlUigan, former v.p. of the local,
hands of the National War Labor
joe Schenck Get
Board and Dr. John R. Steelman, said that he was dismissed from his
The ..Qov.em.m^nt "dropped 19 out director of the U. S. Conciliation office, for alleged failure to attend
executive 1x>Brd meetings,
of. 20
counts against Joseph M:' Servicer
James Fleming, sergeant-at-arms
before
Federal
Judge
Schenck
Meantime, SPG today (WednesHenry Warren Goddard Friday .(5) daylwlll send out ballots for a t-ef- fo^ the local for more than IS years,
testified! that Kaufman shook down
on a- plea of.noUe prosecutur,
crenobm bn joining the CIO. If
U. S. was represented by Mathias F. adopted, it would become a unit of members in return for placing them
Correa, U. S. attorney for the South- the 'United Office 1^ Professional in good jobs and that money colern District of N. Y., who, told the Workers of America. Under terms lected from members and prospeccourt that since Scnenck had plead- of affiliation the local would have tive members of the local was. for
ed guilty to count number 12 and jurisdiction over film, theatre and Kaufman and hot for the union
had been sentenced to a year and radio publicists, and all others doing treasury.
In adjourning the hearing >intil
a day oh that plea, the Government the same type of work in the Greater
Sept 21, vice Chancellor' Bigelow
felt it should not press the other New Tork area.
All persons in
remarked to counsel that, inasmuch
charges,
these categories /'i>ow members of
as allotment of the better-paying jobs
Schenck was originally found other
locals would .^be
seemed
to ..be a source of conflict in
guilty of evading income taxes for turned over to. the SPCr.
There
the union, the bylaws of the local
the years 1936-37 and sentenced to woiild Ite ' card exchange with the
might be changed to' have jobs alFoir aiding in Coast SPG.
three years in jail.
lotted, according to seniority.
the successful prosecution of WilShould the SI^G go into the
liam Bioff, the Government allowed UOPWA, as is thought likely, latter
Schenck to plead guilty to charge promises to start organizing publicity
number 12 of the perjury indict- workers nationally into separate
ST. LOUIS
ment, namely giving misstatements 16cals according to. geographical
He was giveii necessity and the requirements of
to a federal, officer.
a year on ttiis cQi^nt and the three- the immediate situation. These locals
year sentence was suspended, The would probably be grouped Into a
former 20th-FOx board e'nairman is special amusement division.
Washington, June 0.
presently 'serving his sentence.
Employees of another St. Louis
Terms of the. affiliation give SPG
,

-

.

.

.

.

WB

Kayoed

'

:

.

.

UOPWA

'

;

Wednesday night; .the
nominations wer6 Thursday mornla'«

'

Many

top

discuss

1942-43

U- executives

already

to

WORKERS' NLRB PLEA

'

the right to disaffiliate at any time.

March

of

Late Thursday night the story earlier.^ John" Josepii, ad-publicity
was widely spread that Jacobi hW chief, headed 'back Saturday, stopwithdrawn; many dclegate.s'wcnt to ping over in Chicago, his former
home, for a few days.
the polls
firmly convinced that'
Jacobi had quit the race.

.

Time Scripts

NLBB

has found
source ot story ; material

,

Despite

the

administration tridelegates are far

political novices,

none of

Whom

In accordance with a stipulation,
Flying Tigers, the American air th^ Boqrd held the appropriate uiilc
squadron operating in Burma. It includes all, advertising copywriter.s,
pi453
book editors and writers, pubcontained relatively exclusive material by and featured George Rod- Ucity and feature writers, planters
gers. Life photog and reporter, It and contact men working In New
Y<)rk
State,, production men,, exploiwas written collaboratively by' the
staff and is said to ..have .-in- tation men In the New York <!lty
cluded a number of scenbs ..which area, and salaried artists.
could be used almost as they 'were
in a film. Stevens' paid about $4,000
Pathe Rooster Loses
for the rights.
Other one being negotiated for
Another Mouthpiece
was "The Battle of Malta.' It was

exchange were ordered

to

show by

secret ballot their preference for
collective bargaining agent when
the National Labor Relations Board
last -Nyeek passed on. more certification pleas of the American FederaVoting was slated
tion of Labor.
among workers for Republic,

The decision, part of a series comfrom the NLHB for over a week,
showed the Federation claims to

ing

all fl Rejpublic workers in
the' appropriate imit,

speak for

Van Dmten Adapts Own
Play for Bette Davis

'

Bollywood, 'June

9.

.

MOT

had aired

ever seen each other. Tjhey had to
hxipt each other out at the convejltlon. In addition, they had no slate
and no agreed. prograth. Everything
had to be improvised at the last
minute. Opposition 'leaders are conscious that th^y .had made terrific
blunders, but ;feel content that the
.groundwork bad been laid for makInit the .1A a 'democratic union.'
slonB,
'"Two years from now it will 'be a
The opposition was composed of different story,' they declared.
oppoisitluh

from unhappy. They were conscious that th'dy buckei) a most powerful machine that had entrenched Itself over a long period and that the
fear- engendered during the BrowneBipjll period was 'still strong and'
was -bound to-havc an effect on delegates who had felt the wratfi of the
admJ.nlfltrBtlon on previous -occa-

9.

a^g

March

in'

Service Corp.

Secret ballot election to decide
who bargains for home office employees of RKO Service Corp., manthe 06 RKO jiou.ies, was ordered., by the -National Lal)or Relations Board last wepk on the strength
of showing that the Screen Publicists Guild of New York apparently
has lined up 11 of the 22 white collar workers.

new

a

.

RKO

Washington, June

Pique H'wood Interests
Hollywood

on

-

have returned .<o the 'Coa^t, Nate
Blumberg and 'Cliff Work left for
Hollywood' last Friday (5) .while J.
Cheever. Cowdin returned a day

ing.

umph,

REPUBUCS

.

'

sessions .Friday
selling plans.

Kaufman's salary

teetir';

.

'

.

finally

resolutions raising

He

last year.

Generar sessions wound up Thurs- of Time radio scripts;!— .George
day (4) with a dinner in the grand Stevens, Colunibla director,. bought
ballroom -bf the Waldorf-Astoria. screeil' rights to one last :week and
Eddie Davis and his floor show from is negotiating for. ano^ther, although
Leon & Eddie's, New 'York nitery, representing someone else in the
were bro'ught over for the delegates. latter Case.
interesting to note that the
Stevens purchased a script on the
District and division 'managers held

said nothing against Bennett, who
toyed with the idea of running for
two full weeks; making up his mind

.

time that JiU duties in-

fled at that

New York

bulk of the heat was concentrated
on Jacobi, .doing him the most serious damage.' Administration stooges

.

W^PG TERMS

TO MEDIATION

Vdth Schenck

locals were lined up
against the rest ot the lA, and that
th^ fight was actually between this
group and the rest ot the country.
It

Rushing Newsreel House

scales, retroactive, to. Jan. 1,

.

for a r(ew de.al in thci lA aria the rtLike prexy Nattf:'. Blumberg, who
movaV ifrom office ibf ail
parspioke earlier ]a the week,. Work, v.p.
ticipated in the BrowntiBioft- regime. At" flr'st; thtf'iA officera took in ..charge of production, «lso defl'iiin
industry was
the- positioa that there wbuld 'b* no clared that the
"(Kioperating' -with the Government
election, but a canvass of sentiment
and the defeats the administration and that hurdles in production, could
and
be
.met
surmounted.
suffered in various district eonven-.
J, Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
tions, convinced them of thtr necessity of an election. .They apparently the Universal board of directors, dedecided to get the jump on the op- livered, .an inspiratlo'nal talk 'during'
position by offering an election, and one of the sessions, dealing with the
^

Kaufman

Newark,. Juhe 9.
Resumption in .Chancery Court last
week of the suit to oust Louis. Kaufman, .business agent of Local 244,
Oakland, Cal., June 0.
Frantic efforts to complete new Mbtion Picture Operators' Union and
newsreel theater are being made by^ have a receiver named for the Igcal,
Cahill Co., working for Fox-West was marked by charges of jihysical
Coast, as a consequence of the Gov- inthnidation and shakedown tactics
thehr classifications.ernment' stop-construction order. A allegedly employed by Kaufman.
Suit is: being brought by six union
24-hour^chift working until the June
a deadline is expected to have the members, comprising the opposition
house ready for forAal opening'^oit group which is seeking removal of
Joe Moskdwitz Given
Kaufmaii eind other union officials.
June 10.
Testifying on "Thursday (4), WilMeantime trouble is brewing with
D. C. Setback on Appeal; the established Telenews and News- liam G. Nugent told Vice Chancellor
John O. Bigelow of discrimination
reel chains, which have filed notice
19 Schenck Counts Out with the distributors in San Fran- against him in job allotments ever
since he testified against the defendcisco that they will resist any atants in a similar .suit in 1936. The
tempt on the part of F-WC to use
Washington, June
Chancery Court ruling in that case
Joseph H. Moakowitz-is expected shorts first run.
etajoined abuse ot union members by
to start service some time this
the local's -officials.
month of hli year fnd'a.day FedNugent also told of being assaulted
eral' prison sentence following t«by two men as he was leaving a thefusal ot the U. S. Supreme Court
atre' in April, 1630, shortly after he
yesterday (Monday)' to review hli
testified for a lulon member in anconviction on income tax evasion.
other action against the Ioce^.
No other appeal li open to him.
Cross-exantlned by Andrew B.
Moskowitc. eastern studio rep of
Crummy, counsel for defendants,
20th-Fox and former eastern rep for
Nugent admitted that he had signed
Joseph H. Schenck, was convicted

New

guarantee

.

.

•

time.. since Browiie
1994, top lA ofllceta
fight on the convention fliwx

..the

wis elected in
.

10.

ITS 0.000,000

.

-

week

Loew's, Inc., directors
declared the usual quarterly divilast

Part of Evidence to Oust

lunch hour. Strike threatened by
the Culinary Workers Alliance'.'.wa«
averted by an a())ustment caUlnglor
wage tilts averaging 40%.

tibout six

Tigers'

weeks

was

about

-

Departure ot Andre baruch for ac-

weeks"ago... ''Flying

broadcast

Drutert's. play, 'Old Acquaintance,' is slated aa a starrer
for Bette Davis, with Henry Blanke
producing, at Warners.
Author will check in from Buffalo this week to adapt his story lo
the screen.

John Van

tive

10

ago.

Other Story Bnys
Hollywood, June 9.
Hans Habe's tale of the French
Foreign Legion, 'A Thousand Shall
Fall,' purchased by Metro.
Clarence Brown acquired film

service

as

first

lieutenant in

U. S.'.Army at 'Washington is forcing
Pathe newsreel presently, to call up
new radio voices to narrate newsreel

material,
Harry von 'Zell usually
alternated with Bariich- in doing, the
narration for Pathe News but he is
currently on the* Coast as annouiicer
fights to Alice I)uer Miller's poem, for the Eddie Cantor radio show.
Until Von Zeir returns oh June 24,
"The White Cliffs.'
Metro bought 'Full Glory,' by Wil- PAthe is using -John Mclntire and
liam A. Wellman, who will direct it Ernie Chappell, both from radio.
.

'Merton'

Moves Again

Hollywood, June 9.
;Mertpn of the
Movies,', recently dusted off by Paramount and then put back on the

There

is stUl.Iife in

.

shelf.

Plcttire

has been .restored to the

production schedule,' with Walter
assigned as producer.

McEwen

-
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News and

Good News About 'Reap

Gossip About thm Production

Is

No News; tElSEN

New Dates 25 to (To Above
Paramounfs

AnnlvetGargantua, 'Reap

Isn't

making news

That is—'Heap* is beatr
West "Mounted' by from
25 tirflO- percent- In all new openings—just as- in all dates so far.
In Little Rock's' Pulaski theatre,
'Reap' rolled up an opening day's
business' 68 percent above 'MountThree other openings of last
ed.'
week, at the Worth, Ft Worth; the
Gapltol, Davenport, and the Newman, Kansas City, showed 'Reap'

PAR TO SHOOT

L.

in

No. 17

Townl

A. Paramount and Paramount, H'woodi Both Roll
Cloae

to

'ReapV Huge Harveat
Memphia Take Shadea
'Draft' by Tidy Ten Pet

'RHYTHf

THEY WANNA LAFF

BInr Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
beating 'Mounted' by 25 percent or
Fsnletle Go^dafd, Bay
more lor the first two to five days. Lsmoar,
everywhere were Milbuid, Fred MacMurny, Mary
Holdovers
Eddie
nUrtlo,
Veronica tiake,
maintaining this same level of
Bracken, Victor Hoore; Betty Hntaround 25 percent above 'North
t«n, Lynne Overman, Gil Lamb,
West," serving as full explanation
Alan Ladd, Betty Bhodes, Marjorle
of Neil Apiew's announcement last
Beynoldi, Walter Abel,' Martha
•week that 'Reap' will not be booked
O'Drlseoll, Dona Drake, Cass Daley,
for some time for anything but adCecil Kellaway. .....
vanced-price showings.
star
That's
no^ Paramounfs
An interesting sidelight on the
phenomenal 'Reap' business Is that roster, gentlemen—but a -PARTIAL
set for Par's
Balaban & Katz circuit in Chicago list of the star's already
forthcoming s u p er - super - super
has announced Uie entire circuit
musical, 'STAR
will play 'Reap' on a single-feature
RHYTHM,' going into production
policy following its Loop run. B &
immediately. Thirty top stars are
subsequents In Chicago have been
set to date; George Marshall will
on a double-feature policy for
direct; Harry Tiigend (he scripted
years.
'Caught in the Draft') is writing;
Johnnie Mercer and Harold Arnold
are fashiooing the tune^.
DEAL FOR
Par has inked a new deal with
Plot~of 'Star Spangled Rhythm'
Macdonald Carey as a result of wiU center about the staging of a
Carey's click with the crlx in Take gigantic show for service men; playa'ljetter. Darling.'
Almost every ers will play semi 'real life' roles
broadwaV and.L. A. reviewer gave for the most i>art Studio stresses
Carey a special mention in his ver- that the show, will NOT be a 'musidict, and a nUmber of Broadway cal' or revue style enterprise,: as
pillars also helped the sendofT. has been the cpse in past starCarey already has completed a stel- studded shows. It'll have a viable
lar role in 'Dr. Broadway' and an story and plenty of comedy.
important assignment in the epic
'Wake Island,' both still to be reBEODES BIDES SIGH
leased, 'Darling' was. bis first screen
Betty Rhodes, who clicked In
role; Par grabbed him following his
sensational success last year as 'Sweater Girl' has been signed
Jeadlng man for Gertrude Lawrence to a long-term. Rumored she'll CO7
in Broadway's 'I^ady. in the Dark.' star with Crosby in a pic.
.

SPANGLED

K

.

'

Shorn

HIT

Up Groasea

WORKS FOR

'

.

Distribution of tho Bost

tW; i

this week.
Ing. 'North

'

and

RODU CTI

Thirtieth

sary Boxoflice
the Wild Wind,'

NEW

19

CAREY

MAKE YOUR OWN MOVIES

•Variety's' story of a

month back,

bannered THEY JUST WANNA
LAFF,' was pointed up neatly last

week by the b.o. records of Par's
new laugh-fest, the Mitch Leisen hit,
Take a Letter, Darling,' co-starring
Fred MacMurray and Rosalind Rus-

"Bnt

selL
'Darling' has been set for four
weeks at the big New York Paramount, following, two solid -weeks
last night.' Meanwhile, day-andrdate
openings in Lqs Angeles in the
L. A. Paramount and the Paramount,

(ellowa,

Mlaa B«m«I1

HEBE

lan't

In peraoB tfcb

wcekr

Par hsures DeSylva lining

—

—puUed

HoUyw'ood

in

terrific

biz

both houses grossing for the first four
days' a scant 15 percent under the.
record of Cecil B. DeMlUe's historymaker, 'Reap the Wild Wind.'
Malco, Memphis, oi>ened 'Darling'
to a first three days of business 10
percent better ' than the gross of
'Caught in the Draft,' one of the biggest money-makers of p^st months.
Three-day 'Darling* gross, xvas equal
to a full 'week's gross of 'Nothing But
.

'

Paramount has cinched its hold on Buddy D^Sylva, managing dl*
rector of production, by inking a new long-term dealito replace' his
previous contract with the company, Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president
ih charge of production, annoimced Monday. Earlier contract still had
.»

year to run.

Both home

.

office

and studio execs saw

the.

.

new

,

-

contract as a

"

form
'

of long-term insurance for continuance of the socko succession of hits
Par has been rolling out in recent months. Under DeSylva's gu'idanc«
the company has delivered such honeys as 'Louisiana Purchase,' 'Blrtb
of the Blues,' 'Hold Back the Dawn,' 'Nothing But the Truth,' 'The
Fleet's In,' 'This Gun for. Hire,' 'My' Favorite Blonde' and 'Take k
lietter Darling.' Other certified hits finished and ^waiting release, or

near finish, with the DeSylva hallmark include 'Holiday Inn,' 'The .
Palm Beach Story,' The- Forest Bangers,' 'Road to Morocco,' 'The
Fifth 'Take a Letter* opening to
Major «nd the Minor,' 'Wake Island,' 'I Married ft Witch/ 'Happy Go
date way at the U. S. theatre. PaterLucky' and 'Great Without Glory.'
son, 'Where, first reports showed It
DeSylva joined Par as a producer In November, 1940, oh a deal.toi
was running neck-and-neck with the
make two pictures. He ^Was made executlve.producer In February, *41.
July 4th weelc business^pf 'Draft.'
All indlcaUons are that 'Letter,'
the first of] Par's sixth sockb block whien reviewed by the trade. M. P. 'ranks with all top comedies to
to hit release, will be as much a Herald called it 'a complete laugh come ouVof Hollywood back. to and
darling with the fans, as it was riot from start to finish' and said it including 'It Happened One Night,'
the Truth;'

'

.

'

'

.

'

Ann Miller, fastest and ontest trick in iwo feet, goes thronfh one of the roatlnei In her new picture. 'Trne t« the
Army,' co-starrlnc Jndy Canova, Allan Jones and Jerry Colpnna in front of ii Hacic Eye camera. Cast yoar eye*
rapidly from rlfht to left, then left to richt,'for an Idea of ho:w it looks on 'the screen. OJk. then. Cast it sloirly'.

—

—

.
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PRC

Northwest Indies Again IVotest

to Give 'Carrier'

To

on Rentals,

Distribs

Panama, Frank Writing
Propaganda Radio Shows

contract terms principally In c()nse"unsatisfactory
of alleged
product* and "bad' allocation of pic-

quence

members

of Northwest Allied-

and

organization,

governor of the

Washington, June 9.
and Melvin

Panama

Norman

Frank, Paramount contract writers,
have been appointed consultants in

Contlnned Iron page 4s

Angeles when he enlisted in Apni.

sistant to

WAC

to obtain national
distribution. It has made a deal for
release in the rest of the country

vented the

by Producers Releasing Corporation,
does not

indie distrib setup that
participate in the WAC.

Universal

WAC

New

office officials in

in

chise-holders releasing it elsewhere.
It is available to exhlbs free and
PRC receives no remuneration for

handling it

Herb

.

.

the latter would -agree to
next
territory
this
In

sell
'

flat

season,

KENNETH CLARK NOW
MAJOR IN U.S. ARMY

:

,

.

Yak Drama DepL WiD
Army Qimp Sbows

-

.

IVin

.City

are

Beer As
Nixed by Stage Canteen

Franken-

American Theatre Wing radio com-

independents

wrathy because 'Ghost

of

played the Aster on a mitte* last week nixed offer of spondouble feature bill at 17 and 28 sorship by a beer concern
of a radio

stein,' -wliich'

^

cents

(the -Aster
the only loop
d.ual
first-run .house),
has -been
placed by Universal in its second
.

group.
Incidentally,'' this
picture
did a terrific business at the Aster.
These exhibitors also are;'grumbUng because 'Paris CaUing' was put
in the top group by the same company, although it did mediocre business at the World-here in its down-

town

first-run'.

It's
also claimed that Universal
has been 'arbitrary* and 'imfair'
otherwise in its dealings, digging up
unplayed shorits froni many years
ago and requiring exhibitors to pay
lor them, before it would deliver
Abbott Si Costello pictures and
'sending, the releases C.O.D'. in such
,

cases.

As for Metro, it's charged that
company is filling its percentage

this

and

other, top groups with pictures
'don't belong there^ accordlhg
to boxoSice 'value, an'H generally
that its ordinary run of product
hasn't lived up to promises.- This
company isn't keeping faith with, its
'that

,

show to emanate from the Stage Door
Canteen, N, Y. Couple other tentative sponsors are

now on

the hook,

however, and Wing hopes to have
sig^ on the line by the end of this
week.

Although

week's offer of Ispbhsorshlp was tempting in that it would
have meant a big financial slice to
the Wing, execs thought it would be
bad taste to plug beer and might
cause adverse criticism.
Canteen
serves no beer, although post exchanges In many army camps do.
Idea of using AI Jolson as m.c. of
the Canteen radio show has fallen
through. Exclusive option of Ed.
Wolf Associates, who were planning
tl.e Jolson show, on lining up a sponsor expired Monday (6). Any other
agency 'or producer may npw'try to
land an ad account.
last

sContlhaed from page 4;

.

:

'

"

.

nician. Signal ,Corps.
BUI Zimmerman, assistant theatre

manager. Navy.
.

sive audience.'
Whether the

Bros.' theatre 'department employee,
Army' will get more now a corporal in the U.'S.' Army,
Shakespeare ia still being mulled obtained an appointment to officers'
over at the War .Department Lleut- training school at Ft Monmouth,'
Col. Marvin Young, of Special Serv- N. J.
Orjinaner has been stationed
ices branch, called it a 'magnificent with the Signal Corps at Fort Bragg,
experiment' and, measured by ttie N. C.
Fort Meade reception, a 'sparkling
'

success.'

Brigadier General Frederick H.
Osborn will ultimately determine
whether Shakespeare will get Camp
Shows, Inc., bookings in the Army's
winter program. The consensus of
officers, who saw 'Macbeth' was that
the magic names of Evans-Anderson
were sufficient to make this production a stellar camp attraction. Some
doubt was expresed as to the pulling power of the playwright with

Canteen Capers

Ray Middleton, film star, Ai'my.
Contlnned from page 4^^_
Gordon Jones,, film player. Army.
Mickey Cohen; Paramount ward- as it wad about -the scenes' of his
childhood.
robei man, Army.
Miss Collier, hiding her emotions
Jerry Hopper, Paramount tech-

Harvey Stephens, film actor, Arnfy
formance: "They listened intently and
sympathetically to every line. I'm Air Corps.
John Beal,- stage and screen actor.
very much encouraged In my belief
that serious dranta can be presented Army.
in the camps.'
Judith Anderson said: 'I don't ever
Ormancr Into Officers School
remember, playing to a more responex-Warhcr
Ormaner,
Leonard

Fort

BUey Notes

as best she could, smilingly assured
them that she thought that it she
shopped around she might be able
to help them out and arranged to
meet ttiem at the Canteen the fol-

lowing, night
Armed with two packages, a very
stark-eyed,
rosy-cheeked,
flaxenhaired doll and a new copy of 'How
Green Was My 'Valley,' Miss Collier
hurried to her rendezvous. There
were the boys waiting. And great
was the excitement as the ppckages
were opened.
With great difficulty, Miss Collier,
persuaded
the
delighted
young
father to let her send his Uttle
daughter the doll as a gift with a
note pinned ( n.' !t saying 'My name
-

.

Ft. Riley, Kans., June V.
B. 'White, former Fred

Canteen.'

Is

Lt Andrew

The entertainment committee is
used to all sorts of requests from
the various artists who flock in
nifrhtly,
but a new one
was
reached the other night, when the
Hawaiian dancers with Ray Kinney's
band approached Blanca- Stroock
ices officer, including supervision of
eskfd:
r
^
The Life of Riley.^original soldier and
.'Where can we wash our feet?'
musical currently In -rehearsal for a
has bten appointed
aide-de-camp to Brig. Gen. Donald
A. Robinson, commatiding the -Cavalry Replacement. Training Center
here.
Lt. 'White will continue his
past duties as assistant special serv-

Waring

soloist,

-

-

run-of-the-xnine actors.
late 'June premiere.
Evans called at' the War DepartTfaurkel Turk' Greenough, chamIt's a small world d^artment:
ment after the performances and expion bronco buster and husband of
Patricia Carroll, a junior hostess,
pressed his willingness to take 'MacSally Rand, lias begun basic training was dancing with .a sailor the. other
winter.
next
camps
tour
on
of
beth'
In thtf cavalry here.
evening and started off the social
decision on this Invitation 'will 1>e
amentfles 'with the usual, 'Where
given later.
are you from?'
Henry Lanier Embarking
'Omaha,' was his reply.
Henty Lamer, of the publicity de'

A

Philly

Canteen

iContinned from page -4:
entirely

by working, performers and

ex-ttieq)s.

They claim that

not 'com-

fliey're

''Why, that's my home town, too,'
partment of Paramount, resigned
Friday (S) to Join the British-Amer- Miss Carroll explained.
''What's your name?'
ican ambulance service.
He is
'Harold Hoeber.'
awaiting call momentarily to board
Miss Carroll looked at him Inship for some distant foreign port
credulously:
ISj how you have
to which he will ^)t assigned.
grown!
Don't you remember we
lived right next door to each other
From MUwaakee
and you always kidded me about
Milwaukee, June 9.
wanting to be an actress?'
C. Clifford Burmek, long head of
local hooking agency, left Monday.
•

peting* with the Theatre Wing's set-up (set to open z^t Monday, June
IS)—^ut as one actor' explained:
'We 'want to do something for the
soldiers, sailors end Marines-^and
we don't want to stand on the side- (S) for Camp Gratt^, HI., joining
lines when there's a job to be done.* Army Silgnal Corps as cameraman.
Charles J, Evans, who, -with DougThe 'Backstage* group wUl meet
this week to map out plans for rais<- las Alene, formed a standard acroing funds. One of the plans being batic act a few years ago, enlisted
in the Marines and left for the base
mulled is a gala benefit- '
The Philly Tteatre Wing (^teen, at San Diego.
to be housed in the basement of the
Academy of Music, is being handled
Miami Bes«h Radio Shoyr
almost exclusively by Philly soMiami Beach, June 9.
Local
cialties and civic big shots.
Inauguration of Air Forces weeklyactors claim that- the -word theatre' radio show 'Contact' on 'WKAT, Miis a misnomer here, since the thea- ami's Blue 'outlet, has brought totre crowd has been almost totally gether a -staff of key New York ra'
ignored.'
dio men now here In training. ProHowever, the actors say, theyTl gram, -written and produced by Pri'cooperate 100%' whenever they're vate Ross Evans, freelance 'writer
called up to perfomk or assist the and producer, continues Wednesday
'

Theatre Wing's Canteen—but they
want a place where they can perform a service of their own.
The Backstage Canteen,' said a

spokesman for the actors' group,
'won't be anything pretentious. Our
plans. are to have a place where a
service man can find entertainment,
some girls to dance with, coffee and
doughnuts and maybe a cot where
he can get .a couple of hours of
shuteye.'
Tentative plans are to get a vacant store or loft somewhere in the

downtown

district

Naughh^, Naughty

.

'

'

.

here

Corps.-

Meianwhile another canteen Is being planned by leaders -of th6 Negro
community for colored soldiers.. An
organization kno.wn as the Clrusaders
Hollywood, June 9,
will
cooperate
with the local
exhibitors customers, Northwest Al
Four Hollywood n»fes have been Theatre Wipg Canteen. .-The local
lied leaders' allege.
dedaied out of bounds J>y the Navy body is headed by Mrs. J.- M. MarOther companies. Including. Para Commandant at S{uti 'Pedro as not quess, widow of the
late Elks leadmount,: are Assailed because they the proper environment for 'sailors er, and. Mrs. Ho&son
.R; Reynold,
allegedly are holding back pictures on leave.
Negro newspaperwoman. Zasy Mcuntil next season, although these
Also on the disciplinary list are Clain, who formerly managed the
were promlsi^d on the present con 34 other spots, mostly on down- Pearl, Negro vauder, is lining up entracts.
town's 'Skid Row.*
tertainment
.

legit actor,

for tinning.

Private George K.' Arthur, the exHarold (Selman, Metro music defilm comedian, in Radio School.
partment Army Air Corps.
Rbscoe' AteS, film actor. Army Air

At the end of each perGeorge Breakstone, screen player.
theatres.
formance the company responding to Signal Corps.

.

'

critic

.

Soldiers Uke Bard

10 curtain calls, which, according to
the actors, were more enthusiastic
and sustained than those usually encountered by dvilan audiences. More
Kenneth W. Clark, head of piiblic might have filled out the slips, but
failed to supply pencils.
relations for the Motion Picture the Army
Maurice Evans said, after the curProducers ft Distributors Assn., has tain dropped on the first camp per-

eliminating percentage,- in return
for Northwest Allied going aldqg
with the industry on unity and not xeceived his commission as major in
Initiating any appeal from the lower
the U. S. Army and reported to
.court' decision holding, .the .Minii£.Washington for active duty last MonBOta anti-consent decree law '.tujeondi>y.^<i9). Walter Trumbull, an exEtitutionaL The brganizatioii, howecutive assistant to Will Hays, has
ever, -xefuses to confirm this. leiKirt,'
been':named to serve in Clark's spot
being^-, that
admission
oqly
the
-whilA. he la in service on leave of
Peaslee and Fielil are' seeking con-absence.
tract relief for niembers^ trj^g to
iCiiark already was a member of
obtain adjustments for small-town
thfe new N. Y. state guard. He Is 42,
exhibitors suffering from, populaan4 'had been attempting to get into
tion losses and 'discussing' next
service fQr some time. Will be in
year's selling.
the Public Relations branch bf ServThe present development makes ices of -Supply, aiid at least tempoinde- rarily stationed
territory's
clear that the
In Washingtoa
pendent exhibitors arent, happy or
He makes the second Hays execusatisfied with the Way their con- tive in public relations work to go
tracts are working out even though into service. Jock tiawrence; who
they bought under their own spon- lieaded Hayglan publicity on the
sored state anti-consent decree Jaw Coast, is now with the Photographic
which required distributors to sell Division «f the War Department in
their, entire season's product subject Washington. Earl Bright, traveling
to 20 percent cancellation.
secretary to Hays for years, also is
in the Anny, presently in WashingDarlns ijidvenal
ton.
It has reached a. point, according
to Northwest Allied, that some exstopited
already
have
bibitors
'booking' Universal and are 'daring*
tiie' company to sue to enforce its
contracts. It's pointed but that UniStage
versal was one of the first companies to seU in Minnesota after the
state law wasycnacted and was able
New Haven, June 9.
to "put across' a^ onesided contract
Yale drama dquurtment, which has
because exhibitors needed product
concluded its regular term for '41-42,
badly -and weren't sure consent decree companies would sell at alL will Te<^en July 6- for a -summer
Now, it's declared, the contract is session running through Aug. 14.
-turning out even much worse than
Futur« plans of the d^artmoit .in"expected.
clude presentation of service caihp
Independents charge that both entertainment similar to recent' production of 'Petticoat Fever,' which
. Universal and Metro, in. particular,
are "imfalrly' -allocating pictures in the department did at Camp Nlantic,
the flrst./and second brackets
near New IjOndon.
'Fever' was
films' that, they claim, belong in the directed by Richard Fleischer (son
lowest groups. 'When they bought of Max), a stude in the Yale outfit.
these products, it's declared, salesmen represented that only box-office Idlockduts would Jie placed in
Radio Sponsor
the first and second brackets.

Nelson Bell, drama

checked In. /.
Hollywood, June 9.
George Stinchfleld,
agent. Naval Air

Corps.

'

reported ia trade circles
Peaslee and Field, who attended the pational AUled States'
convention at Atlantic City, tried
unsuccessfully to make a 'deal' with
major company 'sales' heads whereby,
It also is

that

Private Richard Coe, former as-

Tobias,

-

'

1941.

of vWashlngton Post, lias checked out
Ensign Byrd's first job In the navy for radio School. Private Ben Morwas promoting and directing a play gan, ex-Washington Times-^Heraid
staffmaii,
is news' editor of 'To keep
Society.
for the Naval Relief
'Em Flying,' soldier-edited Sunday
edition of Miami Beach Tropics. PriEagene List Lists Embarkees
vate Karl Springer, former
Top concert pianist Eugene List, newsman In WaslUngton, also hem.
who recently enlisted in the; Army, Ditto Private Eric Frledhelm,. who
has been upped to private first class. was with- INS in the capital.
He does clerical work at the port of
Toby Wing entertained aX the post
embarkation, Rrooklyn.
vaudeville show Sunday night' (7).
Private' Bob Davey, fo'rmer soloist
w'i'th Bob Chester's orcheistTa, has
More Enlistments

NBC

has been assigned by
to handle distribution in
War Depart- the
ment and, in addition to their regu- Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaure- lar film work, will write comedy ma- kee and Minneapolis, with PRC fran-

York contacting terial for the^ recorded program,
an effort to' 'Command Performance,' .which is
shortwaved to the American Expeobtain "relief which 'hardboiled' lo- ditionary Forces.
cal branch and district managers
Most recent release authored by
have denied them. Universal and Panama and Frank is Paramount's
Metro are particular targets 'of the 'My Favorite .Blonde,' with Bob
Hope and Madeleine. Carroll.
squawks.
exhibitors'
independent
spectively, in

;

Emergency Management Film Unit, District Naval Headquarters
which made the short, has circum- Charleston, S. C.

and Harold
the radio branch of the
Minneapolis

E. L. Peaslee

president

Field,

Etc

Commit

Activities

tee refusing to distribute 'I<ake Car- way as an actor and producer, enrier- in any territory outside of the listed in the Naval Reserve In' RaGreat Lakes arta, the Office for leigh and Is now stationed at Sixth
.

Minneapolis. June 9.
with their present
Dissatisfied

have had

Uhcle Sani's Roll Call

National Distribntion
With the War

home

-

PICTUIIE8

20

tures,

'

.

.

you want

know

the reason
why, for the first time, since the
Canteen .npened, curfew wasn't at 12
If

to

but >iiontlnued 19 minutes
longer, It's because the orchestra
didn't know the Canteen theme song
o'clock,

'Good Night Sweetheart.'

Add

of the week: Lieut

visitors

Montgomery,

Robert-

Lieut

Gene

Raymond,- Earl Oxford (who sings,
'I Left My Heart at the Stage Door
Canteen' in This Is the Army'),
William Holden, Jeffrey Lynn, John
Meehen all in uniform.

—

Incidentally, now that show business is being so militarized, we wonder If there will be a new bugle
evenings at 8:30. Despite rapid turn- caU, called 'Half Hour'?
over of men In this Air Forces Replacement Training Center, enou^
That the fame of the Stage Door
talent shows up each week to keep

variety prqgram up to standard.
Assisting Private Evans are: Private Franklin Hall, former writer on
the Kraft shbw; -Georgci Ii^wls, who
was in the CBS script department
at 489 Madison avenue; Private Forrest Reed, arranger, with Private
Bela Urban, protege of Georges
Enesco, as musical director, and Private Irving Friedburg,' formerly of
the Yankee Network In New England, as. announcer.
chorus of 3A
men, orchestra and Special iacts makt
up the program, which also presents
authentic scenes' In a -day's training
of a man In the air forces. Program
is. under the supervision of Lt^ Col.
Tltyi E. Llndley.
Private Frank tinney, Jr., son of
the famied late comedian, who "was
in service at Pearl Hailbor on bee.
is now In
7,
Officers Candidate
School here.
Tinney, Jr., had already made his stage debut In Los

A

,

.

.

is now International Is attested to by two South Africans- and
a Welchman who paid their initial
visit to us the other night
One of the South Africans had
heard about it in Malta, the other
In- Egypt and the Welchman had

Canteen

found a letter waiting for him, the
first day of his arrival In U. S. territory from his mother, back home
in Conway Road, Colwld Bay, telling him to be sure- and not ini^s the
Stage Door Canteen as she had heard
all about 'it in
shortwave broadcast to London.

A

Volunteer performer coming In
the entertaidmbnt offices the
other day gave 'an exhaustless report of wb^ 6he ought to perform
at the &tage Door Canteoi and then
wound up with:
'Besides, my husband's wife's sister is a first cousin of Ida' Cantor.
to

.

"
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MINIVER MAGIC!
History

"The best

"One

picture

the malcing at the Music Hall!

now showing

in

New

York!*'

—W'm$t»n, Pp$f

of the greatest ever made. Mastefpiecel*^— Boefcnef/WorW-r^^^

"Seldom a

"The

is in

film to stand with it 1942*s best!"

mo^st Stirring he^irt'dutching of our time!"

— Cree/mon/ Sun
—Camwon, New$

"Magnificent, valiant film you will not forget
ft

I

"Sheer motion picture dynamite. Truly great film!" —Morfimw, Minor
"Finest film yet
"Exalting!

"The

"One

The

made about
first

the present war."

movie *must* of the year!"

finest picture of this or

any year!"

of the greatest in screen history!"

—Crowfhw,

rime)

—McManus,

—Hhwkk, JownaUAmwkan
—mshkm, uiograpW

^
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lahr-Joe

E Lewis-Wheeler 2-A-Dayer

J

'At Ease,' produced by Leon Leonsets, Nat Karson; costumes,
Marco Montedoro; features Robert
Landrum, Betty Bruce, Glee Club,
Corps de Ballet, Walter Dare Wahl,
Dania Krupska,Rockettes; 'Mrs. Min-

Roller Skating Tanities' Looks Like

idoff:

fhams In Tryout; Set for Chicago Ron

iver'

May

13, '42.

show nicely In a summertime setGrand Rapids, Mich., June 5.
Al Bloomingdale and Nat Karson ting. Jackie Miles 'emcees and colLeon Leonidoff fittingly tufiis to a
lects a goodly lot of laughs. For his
Music
own bit Miles does a takeoff on some military theme for his current
song titles much the same as Frank Hall presentation. His soldiers are

present 'Headliners of '42', headlining Bert Lohr, Joe E. Lewis, Bert
WheeZer; features Mary Raye & Naldi, Romo Vincent, Frances Faye,
Lynn,^Royce & Vanya, Biltmorettes
(3), Pegleg Bates, Paul Sydell and
Spotty, Hank Ladd and Francetta
Malloy. David Mordecai, (fonductor;
$2.20 top; opened in tryout at Keith's,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

3-e, '42; $2.76 top.

radio stunt. Miles also takes a gay, pleasant fellows, in the person
of the M. H. Glee Club, and are virtually surrounded by the pulchritude
Lloyd and Willis, neat hoofers, of the Rockettes and the baUet.
start things off. Their high spots are Which creates a picture of military
rhythm tap work to Strauss waltzes, life, so far as the^ M. H. is concerned,
finale buck and wing by Lloyd and that gives one an urge to call the
ballet tap by the femme. They're draft board and query: 'Hey, felboth smart looking, young and show lows, what's taking so long?
plenty of personal!^; George CorSetting Is the front of one of the
tello's
Hollywood Canine Mimics Florida hotels requisitioned by the
have been schooled expertly and Army and turned Into barracks,
costumed accordingly.
smash per- which helps create the pleasant picformance. Jimmy and Mildred Mul- ture. It also givers opportunitar to
cay sell solidly with twin harmonica lace in a couple of new tunes, "lltaf s
work.
Sabotage' and 'You Can't Say No to
Miss Canova, appearing both on a Soldier,' by Mack Gordon and
screen and stage, has plenty of op- Harry Warren. They're done In good
portunity to exhibit her talents and style by M. H. regular Robert Landdoes. With her characteristic coun- rum. He's aided in the second tune
try getup, she sings ~ a couple of by the prop pouting, of looker Dania
novelty songs, topped with a sock Krupska.
Layout also gives good opportunarrangement of 'I Ain't Got Nobody.'
With sister Ann at piano, Miss ity to work In the fine tap work of
Canova combines for two-piano ar- Betty Bruce and the wJc.~ comedy of
rangement of 'Dark Eyes,' with Judy Walter Dare Waht They're the two
throwing In her comedy stuff along Tffits added to the regular M. H, linethe line. Encores with .'Some Of up. Whole show Is clipped rather
These Days.' Miss Canova has good short this aesh because of the aUnost

his own at the closing IjCwIs score»
heftily with his regular turn of novel^ songs. His numbers, such as

Toor

and 'Sound by
have already be-

Little February'

Western

Electric,'

come show

business classics.

Though

not a well-known performer in this
town, Lenris was a sure&re showman
who held this audience in his hand
throu^out.
On name value Bert Lahr rates
as the topper on the, shovf, and he
comes through with two numbers, a
sketch called Taxes' with Hank
Ladd and, later, his classic "Woodchopper's Song.' Lahr handles comedy" lines with terrific clown skill,
end when he Is given the material
there Is none better as a comedian.
He should be given iiior&. to do on
this show af or his iiame value Is
powerful and the audience wants
«nore of him,
Bert Wheeler is dynamite with ah
act full of showmanship. Wheeler

i

'

'

and Hank Xadd, assisted by Franisetta Malloy, have been doing this
turn now for several years and they
have gotten) it. to a laugh eminence.
£ach gag is pointed beautifully, each
piece of business perfect.

Mary Raye and Naldi had just a
liHle diflicultr with the music, at the
show, but that failed to dim the
excellence of this ballroom, team.
Vh'ey add class to any stage.
, Biltmorettes open and are a fine
Choice for this tough spot. Three
girls are fine acrobatic dancers and
get the show off to a fast pace with
ttieir"' great tumbling. Climaxing the
turn Is some tumbling while skipping
tope.. Pegleg Bates has been standera In vaude for years now and remains a surefire novelty dance showman. This colored hoofer with a
wooden leg, can teach plenty of
dancers with two legs a lot of things.
first

'

'

on in deuce.
Opening the second half Is Paul
Sydell and his well-trained acrobatic dogs. Sydell mixes the laughs
In with the stunts, smart^. Lynn,
Royce and Vanya are in the closing
portion of the show with their bur-

~)'He's
'

lesque ballroom adagio. This type of
act Is well-known these days, but the
has brought it a new high point
of success. They do much with the
routine and get a -constant stream
of laughs with their comedy -falls.
Romo Vincent, turns in a solid job
of comedy singing, going over particularly weU with his travesty on
•Last Round-Up.' Building from his
comedy appearance, Vincent scores
sharply with excellent showmanship
Frances Faye is the vocal powerhouse on the boogie beat. Stomping
out the tempo at the piano. Miss
Faye clicks off three sharp tunes to
.the jive tempo, and scores particularly with her own new tune, 'Shut
My Mouth,' 'I Ain't Talkin,' which
Is used as the feature song of the
show.
Loop.
trio

'

ORIENTAL, CHI
_
, ,
• ^^yCanova.
Mildred

.&

JioUywood

Chieigo, June 5.
Jackie Miles, Jimmy.

Mulcay, Llovd & Willis,
Canine
Mimics,
Ray

Lang Bond (U), 'Sleepvtime

Got'

.(R«P).

Curent attraction echoes back to
days of standard vaudevlUe turns.

Judv Canova heads the

bill.

Show

Is

well balanced with each act con.

two-and-one-haU-hour ruiming time

of the film.
„
,
.
Miss Bruce recently closed a
lengthy stand in .George Jessel's
'High Kickers' musical In New York
andon the road. She brings to Radio
City the same verve, the same fine
'technique and the looks and personality that have caused her to be
Dotty, Tyler, Thome and Post, ranked among the few top tapstresses
'Snofcehips* Davis,' Batte and Tuffy; of the day. Walter Dare Wahl clicks
as usual with his glue-like fingers,
'Black Dragon' (.Mono),
that seem to stick to whatever they
There's an overabundance of danc- touch, and his swift hand-balancing
with the aid of a skillful undering In this 70-minuter, shorter-thanstander.
^. . .
usual show for this colored house.
Ballet has a pleasant svfitcb from
But the session, dominated by the its usual type stuff, doing a stroboGals have the tops of
Inkspots, is good entertainment for scope number.
their costumes done in luminous
this neighborhood since It's made up. paint to give each one the appearr
of the
of fare in demand here. ance in tne dark of being a small
Arms are likewise done In
That's, with the exception of the doll.
phosphorescent, making them app^
Tyler, Thome and Post turn, which
to be the legs of the dolls. It opens

APOLLO,

'

tributlng strongly,

^Ray Lang's house Orchestra, up on
•tage again thiq week, backs up the

&

Mi2zy and Taylor; Frank Ventry; orchestra directed by Jay Freeman; at
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., June

big.

Fays

A

'

Harold Steinman presents 'Skating Vonlties of 1942,' rlnfc revue on
roller skates; produced and directed
by Gae Foster} supervised by FanMarco; special songs by
ehon

poke at some of the daytime radio
shows and transcriptions to register

This three-day stand is break-In
vaude show which
Grand Opera House,
Chicago, on Wednesday (10). Why
EO much break-in should be necesvaudeville show
straight
for
a
sary
is not quite understandable, hut here
it is. There are only two small talking bits which are not part of standard vaude acts.
As a vaude show It Is composed of
standard turns which have always
made good in the varieties. Chicago
knows 'em all and Hkes 'em alL
The only question in Chicago is going to be whether the public wants
a straight vaudeville show at $2.20,
when they can get vaudeville plus
pictures at the Chicago qp Oriental
In the loop for 35c. The N. Y. situation, however, indicates that two-aday vaude can be successful despite showmanship and keeps the audipicture house competition.
ence amused.
Loop.
Joe E. Lewis ra.cjs and does a fine
)ob of this long, tough assignment.
He fives each of the turns a nifty
N. Y.
buildup and works with them whencalled upon'. He even stooges for
Infcspots (4), Doc Wheeler's SunFrances Faye in one bit along with
Bert Wheeler and Romo Vincent On set Royal Orch (16) ; Cholly and
for 'two-a-day
opens In the

Future Cfick llidi^h

,<

^e

means

little.

the

Now fiOG in Red

(M-G), reviewed in 'Variety*

way

to

Cast: Ronnie Bellett & Jay Ed(.Hugh
WTiirluiInd Four
Thomas, Lavada Simmons,- Arthur

wards;

Emanuel);
Durkin and Walter Hughes; Teddy
Sokol; Gordon Finigan; Louis Sontilll; Gloria Nord; Lucille Page; Rose
Piccola & Bobby Johnson; Bruce
Touile; Bus^ West with Miss Page
and Ernest Goodheart; Monroe
Elasser,

Dolly

Eleanor

&

Lew

Testa, who does isome astonishing
tricks on- the rollers In a screwba'U
skating routine. He possibly got^th6
biggest applause of the night aiid
deserved It Bruce Towle, who was
the amateur freestyle skatmg champ
in 1941, gets over nicely with grace<
ful
figure-skating;
Gloria ^ord,
petite' and blonde looker, lives up
to the glamour-girl buildup, she^
been getting, plus bejng pretty nifty
on the rollers; Gordon Finigan and
Walter Hughes deliver an excellent
comedy routine somewhat along the
lines of the Ice-skating Frick and
Frack, .while Hughes, in anotherspot, doubles nicely into ballroom
skatlne with Dolly Durkin.
''
Teddy Sokol does some good jumping.

Testa; Otto Eason; Bobby
All of the ensemble work is good.
Rollerettes (24) Miss Foster has conceived some nice
routines that closely approximate
the group skating features of the
This Is a brand new type of show ice show.- This is especiallv notalile
business, without precedence and in the patriotic finale and the opencomparable somewhat to .the ice- ing rah-rah siene. Another producskating extravaganzas. C^onsldering tion number worthy of bows is the
that it has yet to. make its impress Cinderella bit which features Miss
on the public's mind, red ink of Nord and Sokol.
around $60,000 to date is not surAttendance opening night at the
>rising, but the commercial poten- Garden 'was rather meagre at less
lalltles' are there, and perhaps next than 7,000. but the audience liked
year, or. the year after, 'Skating the show from start to finish.
"anities' will clean up.
'Skating Vanities' went into storOut since early in January, when age following the four-day Garden
It opened In Baltimore, the revue on run,
opening next fall on a tour
roUer skates has' not yet had a 'win- of cities which have never had an
ning week. It's production cost was Ice-show. The promoters figure this
$20,000 and an additional $40,000. or strategy may solve the b.o. problem.
more, has beeh lost on bookings. In Next spring. If feasible, a new promany spots the 'selling' was not duction 'Will be staged to play those
exactly right and potential custom- towns In which 'Vanities' has troup^
ers flgured it wais a roller derby and since last' January.'
Scho.
stayed awur in droves. Eventually

Grant;

May; Gae Foster
and 12 boys.

.

-

the word 'Roller* was dropped from
the title and there was some comOne
Saratlve b.o. Improvement
ling was certain, however, and
that was the show's good impresThis has prompted its backers to continue, aesoite the losses. In
the belief that the second time
around the same arenas the b.o. picture will be brighter.
Along with the- production Itself,
those 'involved in its financing are
likewise new to arena show business.
Presenter, Harold Steinman,
fight manager, is fronting for a Minneapolis group in which Fergy
Bloom, nitery and liquor store op-

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

-

Horace

-

amusing routines with erator.

Is

most prominent

financially.

Minneapolis, June 6.'
with
Heidt Orch
(14)

Donna 'dc her Don Juans (4), Qllie
OToble, Gordon McCrea, Charlie
Goodjnan, Miml Cabonne, Bemie

sion.

Jerry Bourne,
Motflson,
Carle, Fred Lowery, Roy
'Mayor of 44th St.' (RKO).

Frankie
Cordell;

Horace Heidt continues to demonstrate his excellent showmanship In
70 minutes of jempacked entertainjnent. The proceedings gain immeasurably from his expert selling
as emcee and clever routining.
As always, there's something lot

On last, the Inkspots hit the jack- luminous balls, sliding .boards, see- Others are Ray Perkins and Dick
of audience reaction.
Their saw and, finally, with a slack wire,
Chafont, 'said to be associated with
repertoire is identical with their deRockettes finale with one of their Bloom In Minneapolis, iand Jack nearly every musical and fun-loving
livery at a recent Paramount theaHerb,
usual fine precision turns.
Sabes, who owns a chain of retail taste In Heidi's outfit and the leader
tre, Neyr York, stand.
Begiiming
doesn't overlook a bet. The Heidt
vegetable stores in the same city^
with -a new rhythm bit, 'Josephine,'
eagerness to please is always In eviIt's Stelnman's brainchild, though,
solidly sold by Deke Watson, they
and be has worked on the Idea for .dence.
C.
course through 'Well Meet Again,'
Heidt has no dancers in his troupe,
three years. Finally, he was brought
'Apple Tree,' 'Do I Worry' and a new
together with Fanchon 8c Marco, so he enlisted a champion rug-cutwar tune. This Is Worth Fighting
Kansas City, June 6. and Gae Foster was assigned to ting couple from a local high school,
For.' Last two are encores. Quartet
Johhny O'Brien. Don and Jane stage and direct the show. She has and they brought down the house.
paces Itself neatly with but one ex- Ford, St. John Brothers (2), Weber done a magnificent job, especially Then, too, he and maje members of
ception, the last war tune; another' Brothers (2) ond Chatita, Marilyn In view of the fact that so many his company step down into the
rhythm number is called for at that Ballinfler, Herb Six House Orch; In the cast 'were amateur skaters audience and choose feminene partjuncture.
'Secret Agent, of Japan' (20th) and before this .show went into re- ners for dancing that garners plenty
Doc Wheeler's Sunset Royal outfit 'After Mein Kampf iSJt.),
hearsal.
The only pros are such of laughs. His hobnobbing with the
usually accompanies the Spots on
vaude turns as Buster West and Lu- customers, from the stage and off,
one-nighters and on dates such as
This Is the. second of the Tower's cUle Page, Monroe and Grant, Bob- helps to make for on^ happy family.
this.
It's
a. better than average four weeks of experimenting with by May, Lew Testa, the latter preInto his 'Treasure Chest' stunt
viously a novelty skater at roller
colored band composed of four sax,
stage derbies; the Lightning Trio, billed during non-broadcasts Heidt has inthree trumpets, three trombones and dual features combined with
corporated some of the best fun
Although the screen attrac- here as the 'Whirlwind Four with
four rhjrthm. It follows the usual fare.
feature of 'Do You Wanna Lead a
piercing brass, jiunp-rh3rthm groove tions aren't what the first week's Eleanor Emanuel added, and Otto Band?' and 'Truth or Consequences.'
followed by most Negro bands and were biz
holding to an approxi- Eason, colored, who has a good His musical numbers are the surelacks only arrangements to lift it but mate .25% increase indicated oy last novelty imitating BUI Robinson's fire hit-parade clicks.. He has an
"
of its current class.
week's biz, more or less justifying stair dance on skates,
Also prominently concerned In impressively large aggregation and
Only one o£ the arrangements of- the new policy. Where the screen
the production on the 'idea' end the patrons are getting lots o'f enfered here really does 'a job, and that fare may hot measure up. the vaude
were Jesse. Kaye, Sam Shayon abd tertainment for ttie money. The
upset the house when caught. Titleil bUl Is ian Improvement, alDeit a small
Arthur Knorr,
of< F.
M. They dressing of the*troupe and the run'How 'Bout That Mess,' recently one, over fast week's stage show, helped conceiveall
some of the produc- ning of the show are beyond rerecorded, for Bluebird, the number somewhat balancing the account. tion numbers, with Miss Foster car- proach.
sharply stands out from the remain- Hence this pbllcy of dual features rying them out'
The HeWt gang provides the ender of the band's work and can be with vaude is likely to prevail anyThe profit possibilities In this tire show. Singing gets into the sadtaken as an example of what the out- time in the future when the house show can best be gauged b'y its budr dle from the very start with the
fit
could do. with better arrange- is unable to secure a stage attraction get setup. 'When standing stiU, the opener, '3 Little Sisters' utilizing all
ments. It's a killer. Wheeler, the of enough magnitude to draw trade shotv's nut Is only, around $4,000; the v<)calists. Also, Heidt and OUle
group's arranger when It was known on its own. When such stage units when moving, the cost is between CToole lose no tlm£ in beginning
only as the Sunset Royal orchestra, or attractions are availably single $6,000 and $8,000, depending on the their clowning, which is scattered
does a fair job up front and occa- features will be the rule.
length of the jumps. Playing arenas, through the entire show. 'Under the
Like other Tower bills this stage where grosses can be tremendous,
sionally
plays
trbmbone.
Band
Apple Tree' is satisfactorily done by
works weU' behind acts, though too ehtry is an assemblage of four stand- 'Skating Vanities' could turn huge Donna and her Don Juans (4).
ard acts, the weekly tolateur winner profits if It ever catches on.
loudly at times.
Frankie Carle's tickling of the IvorShow's costuming and production ies and Fred Lowery's whistling also
Cholly and Dottie, dance-comedy and the Herb Six house band. What
Its
team, are- fair dancers, solo or duo. sets this one abovi' ^tiverage is the accoutrements ar^ excellent.
smasho.
Thiey split routines with a too-long pace, which finds a rather compact routining is extraordinarily smooth, ' Jerry Bowen, Heidt and several of
.mlnv^tes
resulting,
and
lively
40
and
and
a
masonite
floor,
which
is
set
session of tired comedy. Few of the
the otiier boys had 'em screaming
gags they pulled found hearty re- the fact that all act» themselves are up in sinall sections, has reduced with their interpretations of the
the noise of the rollers to virtual
sponse. Leg-work needs routiniptf. a bit above standard.Johnny O'Brien, the' harmonica Inaudibility. The flooring, incident- Arthur Murray dances. Miml CaTyler, Thorne and Post, white, offer
ally,
cost around $5,000, but Is banne and Bernie Mattison turn
a slapstick drunk act that's painful maestro, doubles as m.c, playing It
peculiarly susceptible to dampness. loose their pipes on 'I Remember
at times. There's little in the turn straight besides satisfying the cusOne was ruined In Washington You' in a duet and Gordon McRea,
for this spot, let alone higher-priced tomers nicely with his mouth-harpromantic tenor, hits the target with
when It was laid on a wet floor.
time. Two men In tails and girl In ing in his own solo bit next to closOne of the show's surprising 'Not Mine' and 'Miss You.' Mattlsoil
ing.
evening gown go through a routined
Herb Six band starts show off with standouts ,is Lucille Page, contor- also gets hot on the clarinet the
series of pratt-falls and slow-motion
a special arrangement of 'Wabash tion-acrobatic dancer who learned band joining him in a swing session.
tricks.
Cash Is handed out to volunteers
Blues,'- featuring Don Richmond's how to skate especially for this pro'Snakehlps' Davis clicked solidly
duction and is now doing a^ ef- from the audience during "Treasure
in a dance routine aptly described trombone. Then dancing of the bill fective an act on rollers as she ever
Chest' At this catching three soldiers
is contributed by Don and Jane Ford
by his handle. Rubbery legs and in
a trio of fast modern routines. did on' a theatre stage. Likewise and three girls competed for cash
torso, coupled to an unusual trick of
Acrobatics by the St. John duo, evi- clicko and a newly born skater is prizes in contests to guess the names
picking up lhairs and tables with his
dently twins, is mostly of the bal- Bobby'May, the crackeriack juggler of the orchestras tiiat,^he band repteeth, and dancing with them, earned
and hand-stand type, but t&ey of Indian cliibs and balls. Monroe resented by .theme melodies. Winners
him hearty audience reaction. Finale ancing
embellish with round of pantomime, and Grant aren't wprking on skates, and losers received cash, but the latfinds him lifting, with jaw-strength
Week's am winner, 'Marilyn Ballln- but their comedy~ti:ampoline act Js ter were penalized, one leading the
alone, a fair-sized table and four ger, a teen-age songstress,
shows a nicely camouflaged in a barnyard band, two others hanging washing
chairs, trucking off With them.
voice on the rhythm side, and not scene. They also scored opening and another pair dancing solo..
Batie and Tuffy, another comedy- without some ability and personality. night at the Garden. Buster
After Treasure Chest' there's stUI
dance act, contribute the only gags Closing Is the turn of the Weber doesnt make any pretense of getmore show. Roy Cordell, 19-yeBr-old
'worth a giggle. They run through Brothers and 'Chatita, cavorting on ting on skates at all and his great
landed applause with Tanthem at the outset and then turn to the tl^t wire, with such tricks as reception for his talking hoke turn singer,
gerine.' Theln Heidt pleads with
upsets
all
the
dope'
that
an
act
of
leg work. One's thin and the best rope skipping, 'dancing and leaping
stamps
tapster on this bill, the other's through a paper-covered hoop, all his type Is too handicapped for uose In front to buy war
larjge arenas.
As for the Lightning and bonds from his boys in the lobby
chubby, a colored Harry Langdon In. expertly done.
Trio, a foursome here, they are do- when departing, and the band finappearance and somewhat like him
An is to be the policy when dual
in delivery. Latter also dances in a films prevail here, this week's films ing their standard vaude stage spins Ishes with a stirring patriotic medley
and holds as a unit but then recorking finale that had all the
clever, comical groove and he foimd follow a theme, this oiie 'axe the
lease Arthur EUassir for a fine skat- musicians joining In the singing.
ready reception to his stuff.
axis,' and future double features are ing- solo
in which he features every
nearlyfull house at the opening
Biz good when caught, during New to be stmilarly programmed.
type, of spinning.
Friday matinee, despite Intense heat
York's first aU-cIty blackout Wood.
pot
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HOUSE REVIEWS

Sam, take over latter half of the
N. Y.
show. Batoned by the veteran B. A;
Rolfe, they display excellent musicianship, dishing out both pops and
Benny Rubin, Hal LeRoy, Mttzi
march numbers. Band has a harp
but is essentially on the brass side. Green, Poul Rcmos, Happy FeHon,
Rolfe does an okay trumpet, solo of Shirley Wayrte, Ruby Zwerling House
'Black Eyes.' Ross Sisters, harmony Orch; 'This Gun for Hire' (Par).

LOEWS STATE,

K. Y.

Cab Callotoau Orch uHth t?»e CabO'
Anise & Aland, Cozv CoW, Honl

liers.

CoIe«; Paul, Dinic and Eddv; CoIIotoav Rug Ctitter*; 'In Th{» Our Li/c*
(WB), reviewed in 'Variety,' April

'

ROXY,

29

N. Y.

Carol King, Cookie Bowers, -Bob
Ripa, Bob Hannon, Stuart .Morgatt
Dancers, Gae Foster Girls, Paul Ash
House Orch: 'Ten Gentlemen /rotJ»

West Poinr (20th), remewed in
are spotted twice to effectively
There's enough high calibre talent hit tune, 'Somebody Else Is Taking 'Variety,' June 3, '42.
Bounce'
My
and 'Lambeth Walk.' Mwy Small here to make this a hangup stage high Place,' which, musically, is the
spot of his repertoire. His verThe Roxy's cturrent stage show has
the band through a show, but it doesn't play quite as sion's
done
with
feeling and affection a timely theme patriotism. At least
well
as
it
looks
on
paper.
It's
swing number. Tliere wps an efslowand comes pretty close to being a a gesture in that direction is evident
fective reaction of the aud to her moving in spots and Happy Felton's
show-stopper.
In every act while several, includhip-swinging ala Ina Ray Hutton, (New Acts) emceeing is rather
Next-to-closing spot Is reserved ing the 'finale, leans hard on flagFollows later 'with socko songsellihg. feeble.
for MiUs Brothers,
they fill it— wa'vlng. 'Whatever the effect might
Gal essays a pleasing personalis and
Benny Rubin winds up a winner completely. Even and
in their heyday
collects the patron plaudits easily.
with two routines, one' being a seri- years ago, Millses have never gone be In other times, it's showmanly
and, occasionally, even stirring. For
Biz fair at first show caught Fri- ous talking bit on refugees of all naover here like they did today. Half tinless the presentation is tmpardonday (6) afternoon.
tionalities, the other his 'Delancey
Eck.'
dozen numbers and crowd stiU ably cltimsy, patriotism has irreStreet Jitterbug Dance.' rHia earlier wouldn't let them
get away, clamor sistible appeal at this time.
material does not impress as favor- ing for more.
Almost entirely a
The talent in the show is all
ably.
'While his running -commen- harmony turn now, with only
a .lit- famUar. Carol King does her captary is topnotch, as usual, his gags tle °of 'Uie
Instrumental impersonalack punch. An engaging stylist a tion they, use to specialize In, and tivating baUet turn with individuality and style, scoring an tmusual
Washington, June 7.
necessity for a change of some of his that comes almost exclusively In the
Connee Boswell, Whition Bros.,
click for this type of act Bob Ripa
Robinson It Martin, Jimmy Edmond- comedy material is Indicated, though last song or so. Their new idea was offers his standard, exceUent jughis delivery is excellent
obviously cued by' success of Ink gling.
son,. Rhythm. Rochets. 5am Jacfc
Cookie Bowers gets across
Hal LeRoy, though familiar, went Spots, and veteran singers are amushigW
Kaufman House Orch, Lynn Allison,
with
his
characterover almost as big as if he were new capitalizing on it smartly.
Art Brown; 'Twin Beds' (Jti-G).
comedy impressions and the Stuart
Biz okay.
here at tiie Monday night show. His
Cohen.
Morgan Dancers (three men and a.
girl) present their spectacular adagio
As a whole this show Is not the classic tapstering, varibusly called
applausegetter of the preceding Eccentric Movements,' 'Variations in
routine.'
week but is good entertainment nev- Rhythm' and 'Idaho,' click with his
Bob Hannon is on for two spots,
,
Not- a
both acceptable. First is to do a
ertheless, ^th a highlight in Connee standard surefire appeal.
brief vocal introducing a Gae FosBoswell's singing. Miss Boswell got weak spot in the routine.
Washington, June 7.
One of the three big names on the
ter tap routine with a maypole dailce
a stirring reception, with the lightJohnny Barnes, Roxyettes, Paul theme. It's effectively staged and
ing lending production values to her marquee, Mitri Green, in a' fetching
white gown with rows of frills, re- Tisen's All-American Girls, Ray & performed, with an applause-getting
act.
precision kick line as the finale, in
Show .opens with an Hawaiian mains at her best with imitations of Trent; 'In This Our Life' (WB).
medley number done by Sam Jack notables in the theatre. She cashes
Harry Anger, producing the Earle the famlUar manner of the Music
Kaufman's house orchestra.
Art in nicely with takeoffs on Sophie shows, calls this one 'Summertime Hall Rockettes. Second is a vocal ac-.
cortipanying a- United Nation's flag
Brown, back f>-om a vacation, is at Tucker, Rlchman, Hepburn and Revue.' It's a good show.
the organ, having the mob doing Garbo, though latter two impressions
Johnny Barnes, featured, is a I.o- parade, with the Foster Girls marcha songfest for a neat homey touch. are overlong. Miss Green's open- calite who has gone places and his ing on carrying banners of the Allied
coimtries. I^taging is impressive 'and
Robinson and Martin have a ing, an explanatory story in song appearance here is sort of
a home- avoids the unlikely onus
of too' much
clever routine with their high klckf about how she's grown up though coming. His
clever tap work Is pteand acrobatic dancing. Jimmy Ed- some people still think of her as a cedbd by a golf routine by the al- flag-wa'vlng,
Hannon's vocal for the' number is
mondson's
astounding
backward moppet is only fair. It's a recollec- ways clever Roxyettes, to a whirlThe Song -of the Free,' with music;
spelling gives way to a production tion of her adolescence in pix. She wind
finish
much
that
brought
number, boat 'n all, with the line- then sings 'Miss You,' with comedy applause and a swell buildup for by Kurt Weill and lyrics by Archiinterpolations. As a straight vocalist
bald MacLeish, the tune's first per*
girls to 'Love Boat'
Barnes
went
trio,

29, '42.

is all that Pansy's up-and-down eyes
say she is. Turn isn't new in- these'
parts, but it's improved considerably
since last time around. Has more inventiveness now although the pat
tern's still the same.
Morgan follows, with his platter of 'SmaU Fry'
and then goes to town on his current

sell '3 Little Sisters,' 'Jersey

The hl-de-ho Cab Callowat band,
wbicb has placed here b^ore,
Qpened Friday (D) on the fifth week
oi 'In. This Our Life' and is in for
two weeks. Jimmy Doifsey, with
'Life' on its first foul' weeks could
mltments. Calloway had been due to
follow Dorsey for two weeks, but
.

'

new picture.' When Dorsey
had to move out Calloway moved in
with a

with the Davis starrer.
ing.

Because of the general draught
Calloway possesses, plus (he Harlem
band should provide very
?tout b.o. support for the picture on
On Trfday night
ts final 14 dajrs.
(S), when the Strand was fined,
there was a generous sprinkling of
fans, the

colored people in the house.
Calloway Is the entire show, no
outside acts having been booked

him.

with

He

has

60-mlnute

a

•jumping jive, jubilee,' as he bills his
orchestral revue, with downstage
acts or specialists numbering three,
in addition to the Rug Cutters troupe
of three boys and three girls. The
male quartet, Cabaliers, is seated
'

with the band and does numerous
singing numbers with Calloway,
good phowman, Calloway is constantly on the move,' whether directing his, orchestra of 16 men, singing
numbei's, Indulging In some talk "or
Introing acts and speqlalists.
He opens singing 'Minnie the
Moocher' with .his band, while thfr
Cabaliers' top this hotcha tiine witii
'Sleepy Lagoon' for contrast, A totals
of five numbers are done together by
Calloway and the. Cabaliers group;
including 'Nain, Nain,' a recent Cal-

A

loway recording,'

Me

'Deliver

to

Tennessee* is one that stands out with
the latter, while closing the show is
'Pushin' Sand,' with the Rug Cutters
backing.
Paul, Dinky and Eddy are a trio of
acrobatic dancing comics who also
'Big
Bad Mamma.'
Score
sing
strongly as do the other acts... Anise
and Aland, youthful lad and girl, are
on early with hot dancing, a rhumba
and a ballroom waltz. Also in the
dance division is Honl Coles with a
fast and furious tap routine, followed
by a hardshoe number. He has a
brief song Intro.
Calloway's drummer, Cozy Cole,
Is featured toward the end. Displaying a' great .sense of rhythm with the
drumsticks^ he sustains the stint for
a terrific length, earning himself. a.
big response.
The Calloway band is nicely presented on its engagement herci aided
by good lighting and backgrounds.
Char.

stlckswlshes

—

.

CAPITOL, WASH.

-

'

.

EARLE, WASH.

.

.

'

-

.

The 'Whitson Bros, go over very
well with their hand>feet balancing.
Marjf,

CHICAGO, CHI
Chicago, June 8.
Dennis Day, Bob Williams & Red
Dust, Lathrop & Lee, Carr Brothers
(2), Ballet i\B); 'In This Our Life

Dennis Day, fresh off the Jack
Benny radio show, starts off his theatre appearances with this " week's
booldng at the Chicago, where he's
•

the headllner.

she rings the bell with 'Lady Is a
Tramp,' which she did In 'Babes in
musical

who

over big.

The AU-Amerlcan
their 'vocals, violinist^
Orins,' Broadway
wHlch'she
was featured in several seasons ago. piano, g9 over very
routine Is especially

And

she's

nlfly

in

Girls,
with
harpist' and
well:
Their
effective on the

appearance as

semi-classIcal music.
Ray and Trent's acros are plenty
Shirley Wayne (New Acts),, comedy violin and singing turn, and Paul clicked.
Show, which Is brief, closes with
Remos with his midgets round out
the
Marg.
line on roller skates,
the bill.

The Remos lowercasers are
cute and boffo as always.
There's an afterjpiece for the finale
in which an the' acts on the bill are
used for a terrifl.c bond and stamp
selling plug.
Each of the acts In
turn Sings a few lines of "Put a
Stamp in the Book for Uncle Sam,'
with audience joining in. Acts also
take turns in the lobby to seU stamps
'

Carr Brothers, a couple of
handle a nifty turn of acroCustomers were hlgiily re-

batics.

HARTFORD
Hart/ord,. June

7.

Ray Kinn'et; Orch, Beatrice Kay,
Diplomats (9), Daughters of Uncle
Sam Orch, Ross Sisters. Mary Small,
Sam Kaplan pit band; 'In Old California' (Rep)
Poor booking and worse produc-.
'tion make this divertissement one qf
the worst to play the State this sea.son. Too
singers.

many bands and

too

many

exclusive of the house' organ.
Each of the two orchs has an outside act with it. And each act is a
radio vocal personality. This in addition to the orch's own thrushes.

'

'

.

Ray Kinney Hawaiian band has
with

Beatrice Kay. B. A. Rolfe's
'Daughters
of
Uncle Sam' has
dubbed in Mary SmalL At the midway point between the appearance
of both orchs is a six-man singing
team, the Diplomats. Either of the^e
bands with their dubbed-in featured
vocalists, plus a couple of outside
acts, could have supplied a good
grade of enter.tainment. But the bill
Is

all

it

music and singing.

Kinney

outfit,

.

consisting

rhythm, one trombone,

of foiu:

one' trumpet,

three sax and electric guitar, elves
out mainly in the Hawalltin idiom.
Carries four gals

who

Intersperse the
band numbers with n v^ety of
Hawaiian hula numbers, attired in
grass skirts. It's an ill-fated attempt
at production because of the stage's
Immenseness and also because of the
tremendous size of the theatre itself. 'No intimacy at all between
band and audience. Maestro Kinney
Is' on the boards all the way, carrying a heavy load of the band vOcalllng and joining two of the band'
bQvs for 'trio thrtishlng. One of the
gals does some fair chirping.
Miss Kay, in an outfit reminiscent
of the gasllt era, does only one Gay
60s tearjerker. Other numbers consist of a ragtime, a pop, and a satire
of celebs torch sihglng. Would sell
better if she stuck to the oldie mood,
which built her^ ether rep. Panto
stuiT helps her merchandising.
Diplomats take over the midway
spot while stage is 'reset for other
•

band.
The deep-throated group
cashes in with oldie faves and a

medley. Come on without
never identified, and when it

college
Intro,

climaxed its bit, there was a long
stage wait before'^second band went
into action at show caught
25-gal band, Daughters of Uncle

A

;

Friday

when

night,

HObe.

USO-Camp Show

Boston, June

ALL

IN

STANLEY, PITT.

Of the

USO 'llst

of

units, this

is one of the less pretentious.
'Within the 70-mInute playing time there
Pittsburgh, June 5.
is packed a solid load of entertainRuss Morgan Orch (17), 4 Milts ment that would make many a
the dog through nimierous paces. Bros., Eunice HeaXey. Parisy the hurley house manager gnash his
Act .concludes with Williams skip- Horse with Virginia Mayo, Elizabeth teeth with envjr.
About 40.% of
ping rope 'With dog. Williams sells Rogers; Jona, Clorence Melter, Wal- "Fun' Is good old-fashioned burthe act nicely with his chatter and ter Link. Morganaires (3) 'Tuttles of lesque, sold with showmanship all
patter.
Tohiti' (RKO).
the way.
The payoff is that the
Day is introduced with Jello radio
hurley gags have aU been sent to the
theme and comes on for Tangerine,'
'WB deluxer has come up with a cleaners and they" come out reaUy
'Sleepy Lagoon' and ''Johnny Dough- crack musIcal-vaudeviUe show this funny. This stand is right on the
boy.'
He's likeable, making his weelc Music's fine, entertainment's fringe of Boston, where the boys can
first appearance in town.
His t6no.r solid and acts are varied. In fact see downtown shows in aU yaude
has much warmth, and aside from it's the most populous show Stanley houses for 28c. on thtlt days off—
that he's easy on the eyes, an extra has had in months. Russ Morgan's so they know their 'show biz.
click with the fair sex. He encores band returns the eardrums to norThe unit was playing two shows
with the patriotic 'This Is Worth mal again after three successive ses- here in one night and on the first
Fighting for.' Reception warm.
sions of Goodman, Krupa and Shaw; show the house was jammed to
House ballet, with its 16 shapely his dulcet melodies are pleasant re- standee capacity.
Sid Gold and
femmes, is in for two presentations laxatives, his arrangements are soft Bobby Pincus are the standout
put over neatly.
and silken and maestro himself has comics, with Mack Pearson end Ray
Business at Friday matinee was a good sense of incidental comedy Janis assisting in the main skits, with
good.
Loop.
which is shared by most of his Bob Alda (m.c. and singer) handling
crew.
stuff.
Every other
^ the. straight-man
Incidentally, it's a' big crew, big- number is strictly hurley, but the
ger than usual run of stage bands best bets .are a rookie drill, with the
these days, 17 men, Including four comic foursome taking orders from
Philadelphia, June S.
saxes, three trombones, three trum- Alda as officer, and a HoUywood'
Mitchell Ayres Orch (14) with pets, three fiddles,
guitar,
bass, studio melee with practically the enMeredith Blake, Jane Withers, Allen, drums and piano. ' Morgan makes tire company mixed in. The foriAer
Bums Se Cody; 'Mayor of 44(h Street' excellent use of those violins, too, sketch is one of the best of its kind,
(RKO).
and it's a pleasure/to hear strings for and the latter is rich slapstick witha change in a modem stage orch out a spot of blue in It
Jane Withers (New Acts) hogs the setup. Show gets off nicely with
In the Hollywood skit Mack Pearspotlight on tliis week's bill.
The 'CHementlne,' its composer, Clarence son, as stand-in for "Clark Gable'
precocious starlet has the stage pres- Melter, warbling It with Morgan in- takes the roughing and nles-ln-theence of an old trouper and her' per- jecting several laughs into the spot face for the star.
Earlier in the
sonality and talent more than make and keeps going with appearance of Show Ray Janis does impersonaup for her voice— which is a bit on band's femme vocalist Elizabeth tions of Ned Sparks, Lionel Barrythe heavy side for an adolescent Rogers, whose pipes are okay and more and Groucho Marx. Sid (Sold
'Miss Withers had trouble getting off face and figure ditto. Does 'Night- is in and out of the show with aswhen caught, her fans wanting more. ingale' and "Miss You,' and mob liked .<!orted gags and business; and Bobby
Mitchell Ayres makes his initial her plenty.
Pincus' specialty is soft-shoe eccenstage appearance in these parts, and
Eunice Heidey, last here at I^lxon tric dancing and knocking himself
though the band is not spectacular, few months ago with Al JOlson in out In screwy vocal deliveries. All
the boys are okay in the gut-bucket 'Hold On To 'Your Hats,' mops -Jip comics troupe smartly in the group
with
couple
showy,
expert
style of rhythm. With accent on the
a
of
tap skits.
brass, they ride out stuff like 'Jersey routines, last of which she announces
Alda eets over with a patriotic
Bounce,' 'I Open a Trynk,' 'Skunk was one of her numbers in the Jolson tune called 'We're On Our Way,'
Song,' 'Hallelujah' and others of that musical. Guy billed simply as Jana, and m.cs' most of the unit
Judy
ilk.
Best band number is a novelty who goes with the band, foUows her Manners had to beg off after four
takeoff of Martin Block's 'Make Be- on for a session of lightning-quick songs ('Great Day, Manana.' 'Boogie
lieve Ballroom,' witti Ayres' lads caricatures. Boy and a girl from the Beat' 'You Made Me Love You' and
imitating other name aggregations, audience are done in two Minutes 'Great Day for the Irish') plus a
including 'the ones led by the Dor- fiat each, and there's a lot of kidding eroup of vocaj impersonations of
seys, Glenn Miller, Benny Goodman, of the subjects by Morgan and his Helen
O'Connell. Deanna Durbin,
men. It's
good-natured, however, •Tudy Garland, Beatrice Kay and
et al.
Sweet-voiced Meredith Blake, the and no breaches of good taste the Kate Smith.
Miss Manners gets
band's svelte canary, is pleasing with band was supposed to have displayed close to her audience immediately
her renditions of 'Breathless,' "You in a mld-westem city recently. Easy and sells every number with a sock.
Made Me Love You' and 'Skylark.' to see how things could get out of
Burns and White are stirefire in
Only other outside act is the acro- hand, but they didn't today. Dan- two ballroom tap numbers, and the
batic trio of Allen, Burns and Cody, gerous, yet Jana's is a sock inning male partner of this duo also assists
who have a novel turn which sells and plenty worth it If the danger in some comedy skits. Dolly Bell,
big. The lads perform difficult feats of crossflring with paying customers aero dancer; Jack Manners, tapper
is successfully skirted.
to jive music.
on roller skates, and Ruth Foster,
House was almost filled when
Pans.v the Horse, late of Eddie taps, were all well-received by this
caught (Saturday night) despite in- Cantor's "Banjo Eyes.' is still an im- kbflki-clad audience.
tense hcE^t and an alrcooling system pudently comic novelty, jockeyed by
Show has been well-knit by someShaf.
that was acting tip;
a beauS named Virginia Mayo who one with a good production sense.
;

'

-

Vaughn Monroe orch return's from
success and' New York to head a
very .-medium show that nevertheless
seems to '(tttract hereabouts. Complete with le-plece band which first
started from' Seller's Ten Acres (outside Boston)' via NBC network, the
band' features two singers, Marilya
Duke and Zlggy Talent, beside Monroe.-

Bob
on

'

Bromley's puppets taking

Bill

Robiitson,

Jose Itufbl

off'

and

Sonja Hehle is good entertaiiiment
Ross Wyse, Jr.^ is stiU doing his
father's act pretty old stuff includ-.
ing the aero dancing, llmh-admlrlng
and limp com June Mann Is the
folL Skit add Skat, from East Boston,
winners In a local week-old jitterbug
contest, fiU In further
touch.

on the local

Monroe's band packs quite a wallop with eight brass, especlaUy on
jive and pamotic stuff. Throughout
the show top-seUing Monroe discs
are featured. Miss Duke, dark goodlooker, keeps them happy with 'I
Don't Want to Walk Without You.'
and 'Under the Apple Tree,' Talent,
also from the Beantown, really
socks the fans with 'Sam, You Made
Pants Too Long,' and 'Ants in
Pants.* 'Jersey Bopnce* features Red

.

>

My

Nichols

on trumpet, and he goes

over.

Monroe also does a godd job oa
Tangerine' 'Sleepy Lagoon' and
'Shrine of St Cecilia.'
little rocky
on intros and general chatter; Monroe, nevertheless, pleases the audience with occasional long hair, like
his featured 'Pagliaccl aria, stepped

A

.

Into modern tempo.
For finale the band dedicates patriotic tunes to the Army, -Navy and

Marines.:
Show gets a boost from local press
for return-old-record week.
Local record shops are granting free
tickets to the show for records
brought Into their shops.. This bill
tle-lns

winds up current season, with reopening slated
for
mid-August
House goes double feature for the
summer next week.
-Trade coming in strong at break
of supper show when caught.
Fox.

'

.

'

Jn

;

'

^

B.

and June Mann; The Spoiler^ (U).

FUN

camp

Ziggy Talent, Rots Wyse,

ley,

Bob Williams and his apUy
named chow. Red Dust provide good
entertainment with WilUams taking

EARLE, PHILLY

KEITH'S BOSTON
Vaughn Monroe Bond (11),' with'
The 4 Vt, Marilyn Duke, Bob Brom-

-

There are two stage bands on the
bill,

Biz good
caught

.

'

sailors,

.

poptilarity.'

;

Lathrop and Lee do neat hoofing and bonds after every performance,
Fort Banks, Mass., June 8.
and deliver nicely with ballroom the .appeal to the audience from the
Sid Gold, Bobby Plncus, Mack
tapping. Mixed-pair are long on looks, stage being. Don't pass us by.'
Pearson, Bob Alda, Ray Jdnis; Bums
have okay personalities and are
and White, Judy Manners, Dolly
MoH.
nattily costumed and work well toBelli Ruth Fosjter, Jack Manners.
gether.

formance. It's a fairiy rousing 'tunet.
but a trifie complicated for mass

well.

ceptive.

STATE,

'

'

.

Some Don't Think So
HoUywood, June

9.

'Marriage Is a Private Affair' will
be Lana Turner's next Metro assignment, to be produced by Pandro

Berman.
Fihn Is based on the Judith Kelly
novel,
now being scripted by
Michael Kanin and Ring Lardner,
Jr.

and yrithout the aid of scenery and
flashy wardrobe.' Only 'scenety noticed in this presentation is a large
square of blue material thumbtacked over the picture screen; and
the simple props consist of chairs-

and

tebles.

Fox.

•
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Done with the sheen of Columbians best comedies... preview audience
howled and chuckled from start to finish."

roared,

MonoN nauRE
"Exploitation

names and word-of-mouth

ing to your doors

.

.

will

.

-will

herald

bring the customers flock-

be one of the big money pictures."
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
.

til

Laugh-rich romantic Comedy... crisp, engronsing, brightly-dialogued.

BOXOfEKE
snappy and spicy... rates major attention as bill -topping
Miss Crawford kicks the stuffing out of the part ..."

"Spritely,
attraction

. . .

WEEKLY VARlEVf
"Fast, frothy

and

full

of spice

• .

.A

"Crawford's 'Bride' riotous

,

sequence In which Miss
an item to merchandise..."
MOTION PICTURE DAILY

jitterbug

Crawford and Jenkins cut a heap of rug

Is

..gay modern farce

is

laugh winner...

Crawford's accomplishments as grand comedienne have seldom been
spotlighted

more

effectively."

^

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

money picture... a constant
one of Colunibia's best boxoffice entries . .
Alexander Hall turns in one of his best, if not his finest, pieces of
"Completely satisfying comedy... a certain

succession of laughs

direction

.

.

."

.

.

.

.

DAILY VARIETY

0S. 11th
S0>
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COCALIS' ESTATE

N. Y. Chains In

German Show
^Continued from paga

Mild Price TOts;

Theatre Owner's Gross, $1,109,157—
Coart OKs Aecountlnr

guns have been given preference.
The High Command does not go as

Elizabeth, N.

June

J.,

Australia Unfreezes $1725,000

9.

U.$.Distrib Coin; StiU Seek 100%

An accounting of the estate of the
as the French in furnishing
lonesome boys away irom home kte Soteros A. Cocalis, Greek imwith the wherewithal to satisfy migrant flower
seller who rose to
their most human desires but it is
U. S. distributors were given au-~'
BIOG-MINDED
ownership of 36 theatres, was aptrying to keep the boys amused in
thority this week to transfer 75% of
a more naive way. The red lights proved in Orphans' Court here Fri- Success of 'Dandy* Inspires Films on
the amount permitted out of Ausare for stage settings only..
day (5) by Judge Walter L. HetOther Stare Notables
tralia last year, or about $1,725,000.
These shows, regardless of their fleld. Cocalis was a resident of this
character, are made
Warnier Bros., whose biiog of Eight American major companies acup of two city.
kinds. First, there are those which
The court permitted an amend- George M. Cohan, 'Yankee Doodle cepted this new arrai^gement withgo to the troops on permanent oc- ment of the will, changing terms Dandy,' has turned out so successout prejudice -to their efforts to tmcupation
jobs
like
Norway or which the executors asserted would fully, took steps last week to corral
France and those which move along have' encouraged a daiighter of priority to life stories of other show freeze 100% of coin presently impounded in Australia and provide
—or retreat—with the troops. Sec- Cocalis to seek a divorce.
biz figures.
ond, there are those which are
The daughter, Mrs. Mara Cobouris
It registered the titles "The Life free flow of distributor revenue from
more or less -stationary, handing out of Jackson Heights, t. I., was left of Nora Baycs,' 'The Life of Nora that country'. This.. Is. regarded as a
tii.e
same- ballyhoo
month after $25,000 on the provision she marry Bayes and Jack Norworth' (Nor- concession, because
considerably 1>etmonth to the boys doing the stand- an Orthodox Greek Catholic, which worth was Miss Bayes' husband) and
ter than the initial offer of around
still.
her husband is not. The court per- The Life of Marilyn Miller.'
$900,000.
Puppet shows are used consid- mitted the executors to pay her
John Barrymore appears set for
Australia allowed the eight Amerierably, obviously because of a lack $16,666.67 in $500 quarterly install- eventual inunOrtalization via
a film can distributors to remit $2,300,000 to
of artists. Popular 'are models cari- ments each year plus 4 percent in- biog.
He died Friday night. May V. S. in the 'fiscal year ended last
caturing Churchill, Roosevelt and terest, when they explained she was 29, .and with the opening
of the March 1, which was less than the
other leaders of countries fighting married to. Cobouris at the time the Hays office title registration bureau, $3,100,000 permitted out of Australia
Germany.
will was made.
the following Monday (1) moaning, under the first year's frozen coin
Highbrow entertainment In BerThe gross estate, according to the Walter Wanger was there Avith 'The pact. Estimated that there is nearly
lin
is
still
taking a
good-sized accounting,
was $1,109,197.87, of Life and Times of John Barrymore.* $7,000,000 of U. S. distrib money presswipe on what the entertainment which the balance on hand was Two hours later United Artists laid ently frozen in Australia and that in
bill
has
to
offer.
Curiously $655,861.19.
It now consists of 11 claim
to
'Barrymore the Great excess of $1,700,Q00 is tied up in New
enough a
big
play
Is
given theaters in New Jersey and one in Lover' and 'Barrymore the Great'. Zealand. Under the agreement anShakespeare's plays in German. And Beacon, N. Y., the others having
noun'ped by New Zealand about a
the Nazis lap it up. Opera is also been sold.
inonth ago, Xf- S. distributors were
still going strong but not in the
permitted to shijp about. $794,000 to
The. court allowed the following
building used as the Beichstag, be- executors' fees: James J. Thompson
tnlff eountry, covering about a year's
Distribs Split
business there.
cause the
British-bombed opera of this city, $21,250, and Evangelos
sCoDtinued from pace 7—
'^AAierican film, company foreign
house at the foot of Under den T. Hardaloupas, president of the
Linden has not yet been repaired. Helenic Bank & Trust Co. of New with no 'desire for profit of any kind, managers^ still are striving to imVaudeville has taken a terrible York, and William A. Scully of has placed the other major distribu- freeze -reniBining funds in Australia
slump in the last two years. Top Forest Hills, L. I, each $13,275.
tors in an awkwt^rd position, but and.; at the same time .are seeking
f^ee flow ''of their distributor coin to
houses, like the Winter Garden and
Monroe A. Stein of this city, doubted that they will follow suit; the
y. S. without any restrictions.
with at least one possible exception.
Scala, are offering bills with as proctor,, was allowed
$16,000; Jomany- as 14 different natlonalltlea seph D. Epstein of this clfy and This is 20th-P6x, which is reported A-ftitude of foreign jnanagers is
looking on the $i-a-day rental for that they ate entitled to 100% of all
on their shows, but the topnotchers Nicholas
Tomasulo
of
Rosselle
from America and Britain, of Park, appraisers, $760, and Herbert the shorts, regardless of the house or rental coin collected in Australia as
well -as New Zealand because of the
run,' with some favor.
course, are missing.- Pictures of no M. Ellend
of Newark and Saul J.
Among ptiiers, while no policy has present, dollar differential which
less than 14 American artists. jwere Zucker,
guardians ad litem for
been laid down officially, it is under- finds.- '(Jl S. curiency .used freely, in
seen -in the foyer of the '.Scala re- three minor heirs,
$500 each.
stood Metro will not deviate from its Ainztlc -iterritory.
cently, including three of Joe Jackfavorable developments are anticiWard Kremer; Asbury Park at- original intention of marketing the
son, but there wasn't an American
pateiit': .too,' ..iit Oreat Britain shortly
on the bill. As a result class show- torney representing another daugh- shorts on a basis of the same rental in the'l frozen money situation, but
manship has- taken a dive «nd offer- ter, Mrs, Ethel Andrikakas of Well- scales as its^regular briefies are sold, anaoi;ncf meiit Hkeli^ 'will be made in
ings become increasingly repetitlou*. ington, ir. C, asked for allowance of with variance in price dependent London.
The same goes for the Winter Gar- fees in Mrs. Andrikakas' petition upon the run. Also unofficially, it
den where the bill is concerned but to compel the executors to file an ac- is said that Warner Bros, is considering similar means of -marketing the
the Germans are eating it v>p be- counting. The court reserved decision 'On the request. Mrs. Andrika- Victory shorts. Metro has subscriljed
cause there .is nothing else.
to making, the. largest number, nine,
Night clubs are in the same shape. kas under the wlU was entitled to
while others ranjge from two for UniFirst, there is no dancing. They are $50,000 if the estate was -over $500,versal to foiir for WB, 20th and RKO,
and crowded 000 if she married a Greek Orthodox
all still operating
and five for Columbia.
':
more than could ordinarily be be- Catholic, which ah^. did. She filed
*
While other distribs very likely
Hollywood, June 9.
lieved ^but take away the show and her petition in April and the ac- will
be able to show profits on the '-.Sey^q, features hit - the cameras
the grapple amont' the customers, counting was filed April 20.
sale of the 'Victory briefies. Par may during June at 20th-t'o;ic, registering
Permission was given the execu- not,
and you've taken away a lot of
since it wil) charge only $1 a a new high in summer production,
The .crowding ex- tors to sell the summer home of day after the expense
the come-on.
of production
The ordi- Cacolis at 88 Roosevelt Ave., Desd, and prints. The minimum at which with 14' others before the lenses or
plains a lot oi things.
nary German who is. not carrying for the. price ofv^the mortgage of shorts are ever sold, even In the in the cutting roomis.
Stcirters" are 'Springtime Iii the
a gun has made a lot of money and $17,500 plus $50 to Louis Birken- smallest of subsequent runs. Is $2 or
RoeWes,' 'China Girl,'- 'The Meapest
can't buy anything with it; so he feld, the mortgagor, .The executors $3.
Par, however, will turn over
World,' 'The Ox Bow
spends it. Champagne—still to be said Birkenf eld hadr -agreed to the any profits it may show at the nomi- Man fit theArmy/ Ten
had—is about 20. bucks a bottle but proposal and then withdrew and nai'$l rental, with all clearance her Ingldent,' 'One Man
Dollar Raise' and 'My Friend Fllcka.'
they swizzle it lilte beer.
they intended to force -him to go tween nms waived. Company will
through with it by appeal to the not assess any distribution costs.
Play Tank Tunes
courts.
Cocalis
paid
In
for
his
last
$35,000
the
letter
Joseph
week
to
More curious, however, *is the fact
Irene Dunne Will Be
place in 1935 and spent $15,000 on Bernhard, chairman of the theatre
that even after America entered
division of the War Activities Comwar orchestras in the Berlin improvements,, they said.
tlie
20th's lady in Ennine'
Under the will, another daughter, mittee in which he outlined his plan,
cafes were still playing American
agreeing
to
turn
^
over
any
profits
tunes. The most popular, however, Mrs. George MacMllIan' of Washingshown on the Victory shorts, NeH
Hollywood, June 9,
was 'We'll Hang Our 'Washing on ton, was to receive $25,000 if she' F. Agnew
of
Par
said
in part, as fol20th-Fox
bougbt 'liady in Ermine,'
the Siegfried Line' (British), but married a Greek Orthodox Catholows:
Rudolph
Schauser
musical
yam
a
by
a German version to the lic. She forfeited the bequest when
-with
'This plan
dispenses with the and .£mest Wallisch, as an early
words. There is a midnight curfew, she married MacMillian in Newark necessity for price arbitration or any
autumn starrer for Irene Dunne. _
but if one's -wallet is loaded he can in 1940.
other
imwieldly machinery, the
Picture 19 '-slated as a, producerstick around all night.
operation of which would tend to director job for Erpst Lubitsch as
Film production has. degenerated
minimize 'the -complete success of soon
he finishes 'Birthday,' another
Latest bigInto propaganda films.
your extensive campaign.'
recent
purchase by the Westwood
ALL-INDUSTRY
FILM
shot output is a* pic monickered
'While not amplifying, the arbitra- lot
'Frederick the Great', wherein the
tion plan which Agnew refers to
old man's shortcomings are given a
with respect to the Victory shorts
far

Up

Averages

6c

A' general, mild admission-tilting
In Greater New York Is imlnent and
already has been installed in a number of RKO and .Loew circuit theEstimated that th^ Increase
atres.
in the
is around 6c on the average
major chain houses which already
have raised the admittance fee.
Tilts are strictly at night in most
theatres, many being from 44c to 50c,
but further boosted for the weelcend trade with many houses chargAdditionally,
ing 50-60C for loges.
the changes have included elimina<tion of

any

difletfential

between bal-

cony and orchestra seats in theatres where two scales lor different
gections of the house prevail.

Several factors are 'back of the
admission increase, principal one be^
Ing the necessity of meeting greater
overhead Including salaries, supplies,
Another is said to be a desire
etc.
to beat any ceiling established on
theatre admissions by the Govern
ment, either threatened or likely to

become an

actuality.

Theatre operators, too, are merely
keeping pace with changed -audience
habits.

Many

exhibitors

in

New

York admit their matinees are way
but that their night business is
on the upbeat. . Explanation is that
50 many people presently are engaged in war activity, or engaged in
wartime jobs that they are unable
off

With
to attend in the afternoon.
gas rationing, patrons walk to their
nearest neighborhood theatre for
performances. Dimout situaalso is reported to have contributed to greater night biz.
Beactipn of patrons on the whole
has been good, though some have
kicked.
Fact that new scales have
been installed to eliminate the handling of pennies, however, Is viewed
favorably by patrons.
nigfit

tion

Thurston's 'Old

Br

Reviyal Plan for Pix
Harry Thurston, veteran actor and'
who created the lead In The
Better '6le' in London and with
Capt, Bruce Balnsfathet -wrote a
successor show as a musical, 'Luclcy
Old Bill,' is preparing an up-to-date
musical based oh the latter for picwriter,

.

....

tures.

Thurston,

who

has been back and

between England and America
numerous times' on various engage

forth

ments, including vaudeville, controls
He
the rights to 'Lucky Old BiU.'
wrote all the music and special numbers for it.

Michalove and Towell^s
Coast Business Huddles
Dan Michajove, N. Y. representative of National Theatres, went to
the Coast over the week.end to confer with Charles Skouras, president
of the theatre circuit.
Sydney Towell, 20th-Fox treasurer, also is' on the Coast He went
out for studio huddles with William
tSoetz, company's vice-president in
charge of studio operations.
-

Joe Moskowitz returned Monday
(8) from 20th stydio huddles.

Of

'

.

-

^

.
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COMING WITH A RUSH

ATMH, SEVEN SAEING
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,

—
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AGAIN AT THE BAT

Goebbels, in explaining just
why, said the film was made long
before the Germans got stopped In
Russia and had no parallel -with
ride,

modem

was

An all-industry feature picture,
tied in with the war effort of such
organizations as the Red Cross,

up by the WAC some weeks
Under -it, if an exhibitor didn't
to a price on the Victory
he was to be offered the pi^^-

se|

ago.

agree

shorts,

BAF Successes Hypo WB

i*Tatget for tonight' Film
Gashing in on the renewed interest

ttw R.A.P., generated by' the giNavy Relief Fund, War Emergency ture or pictures anyway, with- the
Fund and USO, may take definite matter of a justifiable rental to be gantic bombing raids of the British
form today (Wednesday) at th6 determined after they had been' air 'if()r<!e.;<)'Ver Germany and occumeeting of the Hays office directors. played. WAC to this day has kept pied ftrance, metropolitiin New York
Dowzer Succeeds Moon
City sales force of Warner Bros, last
Proposition has been under discus- this plan under its hat.
In addition to obviating exhibitor week launched a special campaign
off and on, during the last 49
As CM. of Mutual, Mick sion,
days but not known definitely if in complaints on rental, -vtrlth' estimate for bookings on 'Target for Tonight*
shape for presentation to the dl- being that not more than 10% of the Tills feature details, mainly through
Detroit, June 9.
country's accounts will squawk at reenactment, a typical night air raid
rectore^te at this timeV
by the RA.F. over European terriFrom his post ot head booker, AlIdea back of project Is to turn the $l-a-day price,. Agnew believes
len Dowzer has been raised to gen- out an all-indostiy'subj'ect tracing that the Par plaix 'will make..Jt a. tory occuplfid.l»y-*be.Axi9^..«^
times.

iri-'

'

Foxites Fete

Bill

Kupper

.,

Nearly 150 executives, department
heads and other associates of Wilr
11am J. Kupper, recently named by
Tom J. Connors, 20th-Fox sales manager, as his assistant, played host at
a testimonial banquet last night
(Tuesday) at the N. Y. Athletic Club,
being the arst 'family gathering* of
its sort held by the company
in
about five years. Lowell Thomas,
Movietone newsreel commentator,

was toastmaster.
Also

.

eral manager of Mutual Theatres of historical events in U. S. history.
He succeeds Raymond E. At one time Pearl Buck was inMoon, who has been appointed as terested In proposition.
As origspecial home office representative of inally outlined the film would be
20th-Fox to assist William Gehring, for strictly non-theatrical exhibisales manager of the central divi- tion and possibly would be dis-

Michigan.

sion.

/

attendance were execuPrior to serving as head of MuSpyros Skouras, president of
an
20th-Fox; W. C. Michel, executive tual, Moon tot many years wfts
executive of Cooperative Theatres of
vice-president
Hermann
Place
Detroit
one-time
chairman of the executive commit- Michigan .and
branch manager for Universal.
tee, and Connors.
More than 100 employees of the
20th homeoffice tossed a luncheon at
GEEGIAN CONQUEST
the Castleholm restaurant last week
Hollywood, Jime 0.
in honor of three company workers
The coveted role of Pilar in Parwith Fox for 25 years, Wllltam Geh- amount's "For Whom the Bell Tolls*
rmg, central division sates manager, goes to Katina Paxino, Greek actress.
•>vas forstmaster.
Maurice Goodman,
B. G. DeSylva and Sam Wood
John OTnrnor and Julia Wolpin made the' decision after viewing
were s,i honored.
scores of tests.
in

tives

tributed by the war work organizations interested In putting the film
together.
Would, be non-profit
project.

.

.

Writhing Hole
Hollywood, June 9.
Universal goes serpentine in 'Cobra Woman,' a tale of the Orient
with Maria Montez, Sabu and Jon
HaU In the top roles.
Picture is slated as an early starter
on the 1942-43 program, with George
Waggoner as associate producer.

simple matter for

show these
moving any

all exhibitors to
pictures, not only repossibility of price ob-

Sam

Lefkowitz, district manager,

stated that all available prints .were
booked in this area by the end of the
stacles, but actually creating an in- week, as a result of exhibitor deducement for their exhibition in mand for. re-showing of picture, and
every theatre in the United States.' that more than 1,000 new bookings
liberal number of prints will be likely would be piled up.
furnished on the Par shorts and all
clearance 'between runs waived, so
'

A

that a short completing an engagement In a first-run, will immediately
go Into the next Immediate run with-

Bennett

SOEG

Prexy

Hollywood, June 0.
Margaret Bennett was elected president 9f the Screen Office Employee!
out any Intervening lapse of time.
Expecting sales to be fast at the Guild to succeed Peggy Vaughn, who
nominal $1 rental, with telephone, was given a vote of thanks for her
telegraph and air-mail used to close past services in behalf of the Guild.
Other officers are Larry Balrd,
many deals rather than making
salesmen go around on calls, Oscar -vice president: Glenn Pratt, buslnedt
Morgan, shorts sales head for Par, representative; Claire Hogan, treasbelieves that the company can cover urer; Blanche Cole, recording secre85 to 90% of the country in eight to tary; Bernard Lusher, financial secre10 weeks.
tary, and Jack Reid, warden.

Y,ouVe in a
witli tlie

business that

war

fits riglit in

effort • You're in

a

busi-

ness that builds up morale • You're in
o business that is made to order for
times like these •You're right in the

"war-help'' zone

DO SOMETHING
ABOUT IT
You've got the pictures •• .our people

need recreation • • • that ''escape from
worr/'that all good motion pictures
afford • Put that story before your
public with the right kind of advertising • It's good news for all people
everywhere • • • spread it round about

with good, sound, interesting adverwhisper. .SHOUT with

tising ...don't

Standard Accessories...Specialty Acces<^<eHesyyyTrailerj4jr»ll%^

PICtVBES
Snt

By-Law

Indeniiiuty

JSledioD of

And

Negto Guild's Harlem
Picketing Threat, Bot

sCoBtlnned from pace. 3;

peculiar to themselves In that they
Brecher
Film
make the transcriptions which take
their- places. We said it was like the
Request for' a change In- the by' iceman itiaiking a mechanical reNe'gro Theatrical Guild and other
laws to indemnify, officers, -directors frigerator which would ruin bis Negro organizations were threatenroute.
and employees lit case of court
They wound up with a battery of ing to picket RKO, Loew and
actions and election of 16 directors, lawyer^ who told us we would all Brecher circuit houses in Harlem
are thd outstandiitK items of -businesst go to jail if we conspired to control last week because of a dispute with
I the chains by Toddy Pictures Co.,
to comeT' before the annuel meeting the distribution of transcription.
next don't know where we are going to. producers and dlstrlbs of Negro plx.
of -Paramount stockholders
land, but .1 know Chat the policy of
Tuesday (18). Barney Balaban, Neil recording is suicidal for our people. Performer union maintained that re
F. Agnew, Stephen. Callaghan, Y. The time has come for the Federa- tusal.of the theatres to pay a 'fair

Takes

-

'

Frank Freeman, Harvey D. Gibson,

tion to take matters In its

own

directors, etc, against all costs re^

sulUng from any action to which

from any action to which
is made a party, with the usual
"exceptions of negligence or misconduct, would apply to several pending suits particularly those relating
to the William Biofl and George E.
resulting

he

Browne

cases.

Eric Knight, author of 'This Above AH,' Sfiid in answer to questions by
critics on 'Speaking of Books' over WGY, Schenectady, that the current
picture version of the best seller did not register very sharply with him,
one '.way or the other. The English writer added that he worked so lone
on the novel he became 'sick' of It and that it 'died' with him 'two year*
ago.' When he views the film, hp notices that some scenes are put across
more 'strongly, more movingly.' Then Knight sees a scene handled in
fashion -which 'irritated him. The picture is 'sensitively directed,' but is 'a
mere love, story,-* The 'Dunkirk background' is omitted, and 'they' hav«
added a marriage sequence in hospital setting. Knight indicated he disapproved of the latter.

Edith Lou.' Walton, book reviewer' for the Sunday N. Y. Times, and
Elissa Landi, actress-writer, (guests) both seemed to say they .would not

hand.' price' for

Petrillo's brief talk thus presumStanton Grifffs,
ably pltmged the union Into one of
Duncan ,6. Harris, John D. Hertz, the biggest battles it has ever faced.
John W. Hicks, Austin C. Keough, According to a resolution passed
Earl L. McCllntock, Maurice Newton, Oct. 1, 1941, the executive board
E. V. Richards, Edwin L. Weisl and adopted a resolution that recording
Adolph Zukor have been nominated be discontinued and the matter left
in the hands of the president with
for reelection.
Proposition to Indemnify officers, full power to act.

Goodyear,

C.

A.

Inside Stuff-Pichires

'Job-Stealing'

16 Par

ob Tapis Toes.

Directors

27

Toddy films was keeping care to witness the screen production, on the basis of what luilght said.
Granville Hicks brought up the- matter of the film, which, he remarked, h*
Negro actors out of jobs.
rtot yet seen.
Toddy claims to have had three had
and' a short

on the shelf
Hollywood reps of Life mag are under fire again, this time from th*
independent producers. Staffers on the 'national picture book held a peace
conference with the- major studios last month and Ironed out complaints
Important houses using about the magazine's coarse coverage of the motion .picture scene. Today
Negro product, wouldn't pay him the indies are complaining that they can't get to. fii'st base in- Life'whil*
the majors are hitting home runs with the bases full. Meanwhile, the inde_PetrilIo stated, 'We will make rec- what he felt was a proper rental,
ords for home consumption, but we Ted Toddy, prez of the outfit,- finally pendents, with an aggregate budget of several millions, are doing their
space- shopping elsewhere. One representative, of three indie companies,
won't make them for jukeboxes.
came
to
terms
for
one
of
films
the
with about $500,000 to spend annually on: advertising. Is taking four halfwill make them for the armed forces
of the United States and its allies, with Leo Brecher, operator of the pages for his next release in Look, without giving Life a look.
but. not for commercial and sustain- Apollo, Harlem Opera House, Re
ing radio -programs. We will make nalssance and Odeon.
Pic, 'Take
Homeoffice RKO supervision of theatres under new setup, of El L. Alperthem at any time at' the request of
My
Life,'
op^s
at
the
.July
Apollo
3.
son,
with
James
N.
Brennan
in
charge
of
the
Solly
east,
Schwartz the west;
our commander-in-.chief, the PresiAlthough Toddy sells his films to does not include the Ike Libson houses in the: Cincinnati territory for th»
dent of the United States.'
some 480 accounts, virtually all of reason that Libson does not permit' any supervision over his string ot
features

in New York for four months because the three circuits, only oper-

of

ators

We

/

•

.

,

.

Conservation Snag
^—Continued from pace^S^s

North -Says Canned Music
For Circus Suits Him Fine

been asked to submit confidential
to the Hays office on the

Philadelphia,

June

0.

figures

John Ringling North, president of
quantity of celluloid used in 1840 the Ringling Brothers, Barnum
1941, along with figures show- Bailey Circus, announced Saturday
being
is
stock
much
less
ing how
(5) that as far as he was concerned

&

and

the users of colored product in the
.

rental out of thie big Harlem first
runs.
He there'fore threatened to

discontinue making the pictures,
which led to the consideration by
the Negro Theatrical Guild of pick.*

the Big

of the

Show would go on from now

-

'

PAR'S FIRST QUARTER

TUTS TO

.

RKO

Huddle on

that the industry

A
film

•

Is

cutting down.

'WPB ruling
stock

cutting use of
by, approximately

raw
25%

Was reportedly prepared several
months ago and is being held in
abeyance pending voluntary compliance by the' industry. Sudden
change In war conditions might resuit in enforcement of this regulation In any event.
Veohnleal Savings

and consists of 21 Of

trillo

the'

circus

musicians.

CCNY'S THEATRE MGR.

COURSE SKOURAS CO-OP
Apatow, formerly Instructor
in p^chology at,° Rutgers, has added
motion picture theatre management
J.

J.

ings from operations in all foreign
subsidiaries for the 1942 quarter only
include those received or determined
to be receivable in dollars.
Because the company redeemed

second preferred
3, the report esti,'share earnings immediately after deducting $169,063 of
dividends accrued for the quarter on
these first preferred shares.
Paramoimt would show $3.76 per comoutstanding
shares last Feb.

RKO

Wilflde's

plans for a picture to be produced
early in the fall for RKO release.
Miss Arthur will star and Ross will

shares of the company's no-par comTitle hasn't been selected, mon, according
to the latest report of
but the story, conceived by Kanln the Securities ti Exchange Commisand Ross, is described as a 'realis- sion on insiders portfolios.
tic western.'
Ardrey s doing the
The S.E.C. statement also showed
.

'

screenplay.
Henry Hathaway will
probably direct it.
Most of the confabs are being held
at night, as Kanin's film producing
activities for the Government, occupy his full time during the day.
Ardrey is doing his writing in the
daytime.
Ross plans to stay east
for a couple of months m0r6,'but
Miss Arthur has to return to the
Coast 'so\>n' for a Columbia pcture
.

commitment.

New
WEEK

BTH

in

I

Warner

Bydn- and Gordon

S. Mitchell.

of trading was a
belated statement that Y.^ Frank
Freeman, Paramount vice-president,
last 'December turned in 500 share*'
of second preferred and got 450 common ducates, and his wife surrendered 600 of the second preferred
called for redemption.'^
.-

.

The only report

.

JAMES CA€NEY

WCVlLLkm

"IN THIS

tickets.

York Theatres

BETTE DAVIS
OUvia de

Spyros Skoiuras, elected- to the presidency vacated by the death, of Sidney
R. Kent,' accounts to S-,250 common

As George M.' Cohan in

QUR LIFE"
Ifankee Doodle

Hit

Bros,

Peraon

In

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

HI* Sliow

Aiul

STRAND

B'way

Om.

&

47th

Kkonaa

St.

John
SfSTiOV

H0NT09HEKT O-HABA

AM SMil

ll'«Miw4

— TwiM

B'wiy, Sift CI.

cVi^'"

Cenlury-Fox Trluhiph

ROXY

Flo* a Bit
Staire

Show

Tth Arr.
* SOth Bi.

Itelly,

2:4I.|:49

J-IW

MUSIG HALL

"TEN GENTLEMEN
FROM WEST POINT"
.Another -20th

Dan^"

Warner, Broa. Buccea«

CAB CALLOWAY

"Mrs.

Wmbf

Spectacular' Sfaa* Prodiiottoh»

all

.

mated common

Annual Earnings, 1935-42
Economy Coinmittee, tical manner in the business world. Faramoant
1935
$3,153,167
newly appointed by the Research New course gets under way this fall.
1936
3,689,020
Skouras Theatres has agreed to
CouncU of the Academy of Motion cooperate
1937
6,045,103
by spotting graduates into
1938
Picture Arts and Sciences, with various houses where the C.C.N.Y.
2f 533f3fi0
1939.........
2,737,539
Daniel Qlark and Douglas Shearer students are fitted and spots are
1940.
A.:. 7.633,130
available.

sen, Orover Laube, Colonel Nathan
I*vlnson, John- Llvedary, Charles T.
Lootens, Dr. Burton F. Miller, 'Wesley C. Miller, Thomas T. Moulton,
Joha Nickolaus, Elmer Raguse, Loren

of 20th Century-Fox, holds 1,000

produce.-

UKf.O

OVEB—tdd WKEK.

"MISS ANNIE

Pat

Geo'.

RAFT

•

O'BRIEN

ROONEY"
LOEWS

Production

.

Washington, June 9.
new board Chair-

Wendell. Willkie,

man

'

to save vital

as co-chahrmen.
Others on the committee are 'John
Alberg, Johft Arnold, Bernard
Brown, George Carrlngton, Farclot
Edouart, Herbert Griffin, E. H. Han-

Holdings in 20tl»-Fox

.-

rMe p£ the Hrst qUafler'iT'iiraiK
war material ness.'CoUege of tho'Clty of N. y:1 despite
large hike in Federal normal
plan to
by technical means In the making of This Is part of the schools
provide specialized training that and sur-taxes, presently being comfilms Is the problem confronting the win fit grads to carry on in a prac- puted at '40%.

-How

and Skouras'

Film

Jean Arthur and her husband,
Frank Ross, are currently huddlhig
in New York with Garson Kanin
and Robert- Ardrey on preliminary

'

.

houses-are east of Chicago.

Arthur, Eanili, Audrey

eting.

-Execs of the three circuits- involved In the dispute all assertied
Sundry Plans
on with canned mtislc and its old that they wanted to play the films,
At meetings in New York last calliope.
but couldn't jlay the price demanded
week various ideas for film conby
Toddy. He sold !Llfe' to Brecher
The musicians proved to- us last
servation, in addition to a celling on week -that we /:ould get ialong with- for the same figure- the other two
chains offered -him.
prints for various classes of pic-, out them and now. we've convinced,'
Othei'
pics involved are 'Profestures, were submitted. Distributors
said q spokesman for the circus.
.sor Creeps,' 'Up Jumped the Devil,'
using fewer prints in distribution
The 41 members of the -two bands and the short, 'One Round Jones.'
than the ceilings mentioned ware
All
were
made in Hollywood except
naturally in agreement with this walked out last Tues. (2) on orders
the briefie, which was lensed in New
proposal, while others opposed it. from James C<-Petrillo, president of
York.
One producer-distributor rep sug- the American Federation of Musigested an overa^ reduction of 20% cians, after their contract with the
Petrillo dein both negative and positive film. circus had expired.
AQOtb.er suggested cutting A and B manded a $2.50-a-week raise in
product by .500 feet, estimating that their $47.50 base pay.
in -a releaiTe. requiring 300 prints,
Hie band went on with canned
$2,915,000
150,000 feet of film would be saved. music and the old circus calliope was
.Suggestion Was also yolced for a resurrected. Business continued at
BesplU
'decline of about $106,000
10^ cut on prints. .Op .th?; .other' a brisk pace, live music or no, said
hand United Artists, reps could not circus officials. There was no picket In theatre earnings as represented by.
undex'take any basis for curtailment' line as the bandsmen had walked Faramount's 'trect and indirect net
petiding decision on next season's out reluctantly. Their leader, Merle interest as stockholder in non-conproducUon schedule.
Evans, said they were 'perfectly sat- solidated subsids, Paramount first
As result of the wide differences isfied' with their pay and working quarter earnings were estimated by
the company to be '^2,915,000, as
of opinion and necessity for taking conditions.
individual company
into account
Most of the musicians' had hung against $2,475,000 In comparable 1041
conditions, it is generally -agreed around the Big Top all week in the quarter, after all charges in both inthat no uniform or percentage basis hopes that the dispute between the stances. This improvemellt of nearly
be $445,000 over last year is equal to
for cutting raw film stock could be circus and the union would
established.
Producer-distribs were straightened out. They finally packed 94c per share on 2,901,580 sbares of
therefore asked to cut down on use up and left over the weekend. North common as against SBc on 2,496,620
of raw stock in the best possible indicated that he didn't care if they common shares la the first quarter
last "year.
way without undermining produc- never came -back.
Company reported that the earntion, either by (1) cutting down on
ThexJrcus Is making a two-week's
running time for pictures, (2) re- stand here—first tifiae in history. All ings included $544,000, representing
.duction in the number an I running previous stays in Philly were limited Par's direct and indirect net Interest
time of trailers, (3) reduction- in to one week.
Some business or- as stockholder in combined undistotal number of features.
ganizations iare grumbling, claiming tributed earnings for the quarter in
Point
most strongly stressed, that a long stay would take too partially owned non-consolidated
however, was that a definite program much dough out of Philly. Nabor- subsids (company's- theatre operaof film conservation should be in hood film exhibs are likewise grous- tions) and $130,000 of non-recurring
income. In 1941 initial quarter the
the hands of the Hays office so that ing over the long stay.
Musicians unioii' ordered a picket company's direct and indirect interanother meeting .of producer -disPlckfeters said est as stockholder in similar subsids
tributor reps can be hdd this week line, around circus.
and complete details prepared to they would follow |he- circus' on its amounted to $650,000.
Paramount poihted out that earnshow War Production Board officials tbur. The line was ordered by Pe-

used currently.'

theatres.

country, he claims that he cannot
In the west Sch'wartz Is over a'number of houses that are operated unpay union scale to actors and' tech- der special agreement for RKO by Mort Singer which makes his division
nicians unless he gets a reasonable of much less importance than that of Brennan's since the vast majority

.1941

Tough Costmnery Fire
Hollywood, June 9.
swept through the
United Costumers' plant on Monday
(8) destroyed 5,000 military uniFire

forms.

The

loss

may. reaph

$250,000.

Fourth quarter
(1942

...

CO

Tin V

PALACE
EMurtN ..omorrow

2,801,2'42

by Quarters)

quarter
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth - quarter

First

Fmtn
MITZI BREEN
'HAPPY' FELTON
HAL unov
BENNV 'RUBIN
III

out

10,251,242

<1941 by Quarters)
First quarter
$2,475,000
Second quarter
1,004,000
Third quarter
3,071,000

which
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AL BLO0MINI«IIALE

an

ORABTD OPERA

I

Joe E*

ewis

And at the concert
AUSTIN MACK

Lynn, Royce

and

Tanya

Peg-leg Bates

gromd-

Romo

poul syde

Amazing

ai

*The World's Greatest One-Leg Dancer^
(Thanks to William Morris)

Booked Exclusively by PAUL

Wedneadajt June, 10, 1942

NAT KARSON

29

present

CHICAGO

Mary Raye
and

aldi

Exclusive

Management-^

Paul Small Management Cdrp^

incenf

Frances Faye
Composer

SHUT

of

.

MY MOUTH.

1

Ain't Talking

Featured in 'Headliners of

tad spotty

Id

Amusing

SMALL MANAGEMENT CORP.

'42'

'

.

Wedbieflditj,

BADIO

80

CREATED CLASSIFIED RADIO

Procter

& Gamble Realigns Serials;

Drops 'Bartons But Keeps Option

And Hopes

^

Hawket

Procter 8c Gamble is making a
general realignment ot Its schedule
ol network daytime serials, effective
June 20. Only shows going off the

Tload

Life,'

to

Directing

Kirby Hawkes, radio head of
Benton Sc Bowles, is making a
'comeback' as ai director. During
the tiiree-week vacation of Don
Cope he's personally handling
the "Story of Mary Marlln' serial on WEAF-NBC for Procter

air is The Bartons,' now heard at 11
a.m. on WEAF-NBC for Duz soap.

now ^onsored by
,

Chlpso, will be transferredL to the
Dur account, taking it from Pedlar
Ryan to the Compton agency.
(Chipso will then share the plugs
with Camay on the 'Pepper Young's
Family' serial.
Although P. & G. Is dropping 'Bartons,' It Is retaining an- option on
the serial and wiU try. to find a place
for It in the revised budget Account has a hi^ opinion of the
program,, which it started sponsoring about 41 year ego, after the stanza
bad been on the Blue network for a
year or more. It's authored by Hjirlan Ware and airs from Chicago

Resume Later

to

&

&

.

the

actual directing
years.

first

some

-

P&G DENIAL OF
LEVER BROS.

over an 81-station hoolnip.
There are lio further changes in
the P. & G. evening program setup;
beyond the previously-announced
cancellation as of July 1 of tli^ RanCincinnati, June
Bon Sherman show (Ivoty soap)
Procter & ^mble today (Tuesfrom this 9:30-10 p:iil spot "Wednesdays on CBS, and the probable told- day ) Issued a complete denial ot the
Aug. 26 of 'Junior Miss,' the charges contained In an indictment
i|i|g
Shirley Temple series (Ivory snow which a Boston grand Jury had
and Dreft) from the 9-9:30 p.m. pe- handed down against it the day beriod the samfe night on CBS, *rruth fore (S).' The Indictment accused
and. 10. persons of making
Or Consequences' (iTOty 'aoap) and
^Abie's Irish Rose' CDrene) wiU take fraudulent use of the malls' and conhiatus from the 8-0.pJZL hour Sat- spirldg in a scheme to defiatld licver
cinployees
uiday? on NBC, returning late in Bros. Among^ the
named were D. Paid Smelser, a dithe summer.
Revised schedule of P. & G. se- rector, of the Co-operative Analysis
rials, with product and agency, as ot of Broadcasting; Raymond J. Lamping and Cleo W. Knappenberger.
the June 29 realignment, wiU.be:
The indictment held that
lone Jonrney,' 10:45-11 a.m., NBC
(midwest and far west^; Dreft; had Induced and bribed several Lever
Sample - Hummert Chi- Bros, employees to obtain informaBlackett
tion, soap samples, confidential data
cago).
'Boad ef Lite,' 11-11:15 a.m., NBC; and production figures out of the
Lever flies. One defe'ndant, a Lever
Duz, Compton.
'Vio and'Sadei' 11:15-11:30 'a.m., employee, was cited by the indictment as having received $2,700 for
NBC; Crisco, Compton, .

CHARGES

'

P&G

'

•

•

.

P&G

-

-

'AgBinst

'

the^ Storm,'

As 15 Birthday Beast Says
'Partidpatlan' Ii It* Baby

Larence L. Shenfield, of Pedlar & Ryan agency, emphasizes In a letter
Marking 15 years of broadcast to 'Variety' that his agency had no direct contact whatsoever with Jerry
on July 25 WTMJ is making some- McGIU, author who recently stepped out of 'BIr. District Attorney.' McGlU
thing ot its claim to have 'origi- was employed by Ed Byron as a package producer. Agency had no knowlnated' the participating type of pro-, edge ot and was uninfluenced by, possibili^ that sme writer's 'Appointment With crime' might go on the air for Colgate-FalmoUve-Peet
gram,
«
WTMJ has seven daily programs,
Claire Wilson, N. Y. radio actress. Is s newcomer in the fleld of parseveral of which have been on .the
ticipation program conductiiig. She has a Saturday morning series on WOR
air for 10 years or more, ot the par
and Irving Kaufman, the character actor, appears as her Negro handyman.
ticlpating class.
Miss Wilson has a tieup with the American Grocery Manufacturers Assn,
whereby die wUl run the gamut of Paul V. McKutt'a^nitrltldnal chart'
Started with meat iast Saturday, a packer sendlnga slab of bMf into^WOR
Levers Place RiggsSKow,
studios for publicity photographs, etc:, to be used in fooid trades.
Milwaukee,

June

9.

i

'

.1

Seek Desirable Niche For

Edna May 01i?er Show
Lever Bros, has taken over the
-Tuesday 9-9:30 p.m. niche on CBS
for its Swan Soap sununer show,

Tonimy Riggs, which
Swan terminates Its
7.
connection with the NBC Tuesday
7:30-8 p.m. period, currently occupied by Btvns and Allen, June 30,
The contract with the Keystone Network for the airing of recorded verprograms over
sions of the B
headed by
starts July

&A

his information.

11:30-11:45

aired over a Mutual hookup Sundays
between 5 and 5:30 pjn. The arrangement would be without precedence.
Lever Is also looking around for
a spot In which to put its new Edna
May Oliver program. It proposes to
keep 'Big Towrj' going through the
summer but without the services of
Edward G. Robinson.
'

HUGO SPECn RADIO
DEBUT ON WIW, CINCY

.

There

Ivory

Hugo'

Speck,

recently

9.

ph

the- News:'

WLW

.

Hummert

state.'

"The Lone Ranger' scored 4.5 to 3.3 for 'Red Ryder* In a steond Hooper
check following a previous one the first week in May (as previously reported In 'Variety'), in -vrtilch the Mutual horsefhan, Ryder,, was 4.8 to the
ex-Mutual Ranger's 33. Change of stations was levelled out %s a confusion factor after some weeks, the 'Blue believes.

-William S. Paley's name has lately been mentioned among possibilities
for one of the U. S. ambassadorships to South America. Head ot CBS is
also reported possibly joining the' Signal Corps, probably as a major or
better.

home

Swing to

NBC At

Nevier Liked His Sponsor

of $2,400 a
:

INTO OFnCIAL JOBS

July

"' He

Jane

wil):

Maggard

resume

'lils

.*>(« Perkia*,' 3:15-3-J0 p.m.,

Frederick Wile,

NBC: have

left

Toung

FOR JOHNSON'S

In Washington,

1

—

and Tom Lane,
Bubtcam within
Government serv-

Jr.,

&

(Chicago).

fo'r

WAX

Wilfred RolHirts Joins

to get

two

airings daily.

NBC.

Stockton Helffrich Gets
Janet MacRorie's Poist
'

Stockton Helffrich

Is

i-Katers

'

BCfeptanc'e, ..manager; .'whiph.

program director and publicity
mdn, respectively, ot WNYC, municipal station in New 'york; haye
joined the radio staff of the Coordinator of Information, under John
Housman. Both will be producers.
(rrayson produced and directed a
-

appointee to the job. of corillnulty'
janet

MacRorie resigned in April. Helffrich had been assistant manager of
the' network's script department.
Eugene Juster has been moved

Benny Time for War Messages

Ing.

NBC

on the Blue

In.

the east and

for the coast repeat.

Switch eliminates four broadcasts

Mi»s Hurst for Prisoners
Hurst's.

'Thinking

Out

Loud' commentator series oh WJZBlue .ii being carried on the house
public address system of the New
York State Prison for Women, at
Bedford Hills.
Henriettft Additon, superintendent,

heard the show and figured It was
sulti^ble material for her femme lU'
lates.

week from

been a hapP7 one. The commentator
frequency complained -about the
lengthy dumnerdals and the way
they were phrased. He also didn't
like the disinclination of the

account

to consult with him,
Swing 'has .always wanted an advertiser with ail' Instltutlpnal message, and It Is reported that
may product one of these In General Electric.

KU0NER SETS

SAYT

• week.

Slannie

collects $2,400 a

,

-

:

wUl be the Blue network all the
way for Lum and. Abner beginning
June 29. Rural.comics are now air.
It

'

Swing

General Cigar and an additional $30
per sustaining broadcast from WOR,
New York. The association between
Swing and the account has hardly

'

Only

HoUywiflid; "Juii^ 0.

,

'

WNTC

.

& Abner Rlue

operative basis with the network.
When General Clgir extended, its
time contract with Mutual recently
it was with the explicit understanding that It would go on with that
network In the 'same spot in the
event Swing changed networks;

niunber of dramatic series at 'WNYC,
while Groldstein, in addition to his
NBC
publicity work, wrot^ continuity and
produced the-statlon% coUege show,
'Tomorrow's Edition.' '. Before joinRed Skelton program, with Har- day night (7),' was the Fannie Brlce- ing
.Grayson w^s with CBS.
riett HiUlard and Ozzle Nelson's oi:- Ffank
Morgan show,' customarily
chestra, will be presented Intact Sun- heard Thursdays on the Red for Genday night (14) as the second of tiie eral Foods. In aU cases, the stars,
E, P. EHBICH illO
'Victory Parade' series for the Gov- director and writers are dbnatinc;
Edward. Price JEhrich,..whoJwas-ln!
ernment' in the-Jadt- Beni^—tiHtOi' -their
their services-and-K-Be-is- contrib^7'-7:30 pjti. Oh NBC-Bed. Tfaa show uHng the time to the (government charge of syndicated program sales
Is heard regularly 10,30-11- pjn. Tues- There are no commercials or spon- for NB(rs recording division, has
days, also on the Red, for Brown & sor-Identitlcations, but the Office of entered the Niavy as a lleuteiiant,
Williamson tobacco.
Facts & Figures, which arranged the junior grade. His successor on the
Riidy Vallee show, normally air- benefit series. Is supplying special 'job is Claude Barrere.
Before l>ecoqi(hg a salesman of
ing 10.30-11 pjn. Thursdays on the war information and. announcements.'
Arthur Kudner agency Is In
Red for Sealtest, will be the 'Victory
Similar series, titled "Victory The- syndicated program'.. Barrere was process of lining up a -variety show
Parade' offering for June 2L, Presen- atre,' starts July 20 and runs eight with NBC's international division.
to go into Ct^ua A Sanborn Coffee's
tation of June 28 is uncertain, but weeks, through Sept. 7, on CBS. It
present Stindat 4M>t on NBC when
the. Edgar Bergen program, regularly will occupy the first half of the. Lux
Miriam WoUe to New York
heard 8-8:30 p.m. Sundays oh the 'Radio Theatre* spot, 0-9:30-pjn. Monthe lattier account takes li nine-week
Red tor Chase & SaAbom, will be the days. The Lux Itself will launch the
Buffalo, June 9.
vacation following Edgar Bergen's
Miriam Wolfe left WGR-'WKBW Jime 28 broadcast. The new proGovernment presentation. July 5, benefit.. cycle July 20.. Thereafter,
Final three shows of the 'Victory Pa- selections of such CBS programs as stair here Friday (5). to return to gram
will be imderwritten by the
rade' series^ coding July 26, are un- Fred Allen, Screen Guild Theirtre New York ether acting. Will be
bakers' divisioa of fleiacbmann's
dedded, but wUl probably be select' and the Lucky Strike "Hit Parade' spotted In TBS X-*.'a Pretend' Yeast,
which Uke C. & S. Cotlee is
ed from among 'Aldrlch Family,' will be of half-hour length. As in dramas.
part of the Standard Brands comBenny, 'Glldersleeve,' Bums and the earlier series on NBC, there
Actress, 20, played lead of Liz bine.
will
...
Allen, Kay Kyser, "Fibber McGee'
Landers in WGR's daytimer, 'HI
The
no
.Kndnef-ndstjhinann stanza
be
commercials
or
sponsor-Iden
and Bob Hope, all regularly on. the
Find My Way,' via Mutual. Serial Is will consist of
a permanent comic
tiflcatlons,' .but only announcements
Red.
shifting format, writing her out. She
who
will double as m.c, a guest
Initial offering of th«< series,. S\in- from the OFT.s
.
also produced studio dramas herd.
cotnic, a singer and an oridiestra.

Into

to the HAlSrich vacajpcy;'

Imn

Raymond Gram Swing in the
when the latter

Mutual, 10 pjn. spot

stein,

NBC's he,w

place

Floorwax Is reduchig its
transfers bis allegiance to NBC. The
Tuesday night hookup on NBC by
latter move Is. slated for September.
It's for the sununer
40 stations.
It's at a guarantee of $100,000 a
have
Ueredith
wlU
serie*, which
year, wltii Swing working on a costibstltutlng for 'Fibber McJohnson's'

ice.
WUe has Joined the agency's
Traag* '3.-30-3:49 p.m.,
NBC; Camay and Chipso, Pedlar & board chairman, Raymond Bublcam,
on Paul 'V. McNutt's manpower
Ryan.r
nt(cht to Happiness,' 3:45-4 pjn., mobilization setup and Lane,; who
NBC; P. & G. naptha, Compton. was on radio publicity, is going Into
Changes give 'Pepper Young' an the war bonds
aud savings stamps
added broadcast, while 'Road of Lite- division of the'
U. S. Treasury Dedrops one: .'Vic and Sade' continues
parttnent.

..Vepper

Company

General Cigar Co. and the J. Walter Thompson agency won't decide
for a while on b commentator to re^

Wlllson
RcK:kefeller Coimiiittee Gte and. Molly.'
The accounts.. regiUar link runs to
Wilfred Roberts, formerly eastern 120 stations," Inclusive of Canada,-production head ot N^C, has joined
the radio stafiC of -the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs. 'His duties
JOIN DONOVANItES
will be conuAercIal program contact,
specifically aiming to integrate the Mitchell Graysan, lack Ooldsteln of
agency's messages into the regular
WNTC Under John HonRman
scripts
of
sponsored
network
shows.
Lane, now on vacation, reports for
Roberts recently resigned from
service in Washington Monday (15).
Mitchell Grayson and Jack Gold-

Oxydol, ..'Blaclcett-Sample-Hummert the past week

Cigar

r

40 FEWER STATIONS

for'

(Speck tods "Variety's' reprcsentattoe in Ports be/ore the uMr. Ed.)
'

.

bn Mutual Despite Salary

Week From

^

Compton.
'Pepper Tonng,' 2:45-3 pjn., CBS;
Camay and Chipso, Pedlar & Ryan.
.'Mary Mvlhi,' 3-3d5 p.m., NBC;
P, tc G. snow, Benton & Bowles.

a Year

$100,000

-

state:

I.n!s.

'

returned

Speck, he. departed for Texas,

FRED WILE, TOM LANE

Hal H. Collins, whose voice has been heard over radios; In tiie Southwest
for several years as he promoted the Crazy Crystal Water which' he owns
has entered the Texas gubernatorial race. Becaiise of tli*e shortage he' will
depend largely upon the radio to get before the people In this 254-county

Speck, fortaier IJf.S.

writer-wife,

his

(Chicago).

*VIe and Sade,' 1:30-1:45 p:m., CBS;
Crisco. Compton.
fOoldbergSr' 1:45-2 p.m., CBS; Duz,

Fred Allen has emerged as the hero of quite a number of pieces in
the magazines lately. Pieces Include 'The Mighty Allen,' hy Avery Strakosch in Look; 'If 'Vou Were Mrs. Fred AUen' by Nanette kutner in
Good Housekeeping; 'Fred Allen Cuts a Slice of Old Vaudeville Ham'
in Life; 'The Ad Lib Champ' by John K. Hutchens in the N. Y. Times;
'Fred Allen and Jack Benny .Caption Each Other' In Pic. Irving Mansfield is the Texaco program press agent.

from Germany on the Drottnlng4iolm, was brought here Sunday (7).
as special guest of the Ohio Ollr
sponsored half hour program ''Views

Is

.

can^iaign' entries snbmitted by 105 companies, only 11 specimens were
representative of radio.- George C, Giggar and Howard Chamberlain,
manager and assistant program manager,, respectively, of WLW, Cincinnati, judged the radio entries.

"

Cincinnati, June

pending in the courts a man iii the Balkans, was dne of the
recently' exchanged becivil' suit brought by P & G against internees
Unite'd States and Nazi1-1:15. Lever in 1941 charging' it with un-. tween the'
fair competition in merchandising Its dom.'
pjn., CBS; Ivory soap, Conipton.
Speck made his -radio debut over
ITomML In Whtte,*. 1:15-1:30 p.m.. Swan brand, as against P Ac G's Ivory
after which, accompanied by.
Blackett-Sample- brand. CBS;
bxydol,
BJn., NBC; Ivory soap and
flakes, Compton.
'life Can Be> BcantltoV

Evidence that broadcasting has yet to do a selling job -with public utilities is seen in th? results just copnpiled by the annual Better Copy ConOut ot the 1312 ad
test of the Public Utilities Advertising Association.

179 stations will come to' an end a
Mrs. L. B. Wilson, wife of the owner of WCK7, Cincinnati, Is contemweek or two later. When Bums and plating a radio series, possibly a commentary on current events from a.
Allen 'return- for Swan ,ln the fall jwomau's viewpoint. Before her inarrlage to t^e broadcaster sh<e was. Jean
there is a good posstbility that a re- Oliver, a weU known leading lady of tiie legltlm^t^ theatre, mostly in
cording of their CBS show will be dramatlc.stock. She starred in. the latter'fer « period In Cincinnati,

P&G

,

,

bade Stiiff-^i

WTMJ

Gamble.
It's

he's done in

Jane 10, 1942

'

.

-

.

.

.

.

^edntaisff Jane 10, 1942

RADIO

SI

CIGARFITE
Gas Ration Helps Summer Radio

Ga-Ga Sound Effects

upon radio listening of gaa rationing wltli Its stay-at-home
results is shown In the latest C. E. Hooper report
This contrasts
with similar report of two weeks before as follows:
In non-rationed St Paul, Ces Moines, St. liouls, Kansas City, Louisville, Indianapolis, normal warm weather listening drop of nine-tepths
Affect

A

IS

AGAIN

-

Wider Use of Radio Advertising Looms for Chesterfield and Luckies—^Lanny
Ross Probable Emcee for
NEW BLUE_ TALENT
Camels-—Al Pearce SpwDs
Fred Bethel, Ira Waxlon, John' WeULife in Manhattan
Ingtoa

Three new men have been added
to the Blue network writing and
producing staff. Fred Bethel, former
writer-producer with Mutual, becomes the Blue's top scripter of

'PARADE' PACKAGE?

'

&

m.c.

Crockett
~
Copy Monday .night mentioned the
military
uses of dynamite, but
stressed Its value as a 'prime mover'
for the 'progress of mankind' in
peacetimes. Various kinds of dyna-

mite and its many purposes were
dted, after which the blurb closed
with Its habitual statement that Du
j^ont 'helps bring better things for

on

its

dtebuts on CBS July 10. Ed
Wynn may be added to the program

COAST ALERTS

RUB OUT RADIO

LINEAGE

New

present but has no regularly schedThe American
uled time.
Special Government, assignment Products combine
of

an undisclosed nature, for which

Howe

WQXR

at the termination of his. series May 27- for Hanscomb's bakeries, is said to have been
left

space.

'

Home

Sterllqg

spending ovfr

Is

currently for newspaper

$1,000,000

Also

Uberally

soap

companies

'

contracting

arc

news-

for

completed last weelc However, it is print even while handing out
understood that after starting the radio cancellations.
'While Swan
Government work he found It not as was cancelling its spot campaigns In
anticipated, ao

previously

he accepted the

offer

made by CBS.

RADIO EDITOR

radio, newspapers were receiving six
600-llne ads. Procter It Gamble went

on a wholesale cUpping of its nighttime budgets on the networlcs, but
at the same tlAie it placed 76,000
lines of copy 'With the newspapers.
'

Colgate-Palmollve-Peet

Is

reported

as having been similarly inspired.

after a while, and the Andrews Sisters may also do a hitch during the
summer. Bill Bacher will produce.

IS

Chevrolet is placing two ads a month

INDICTED

in dallies.
What Is particularly
striking about the Chevrolet campaigns. Is .that the orders carry
from Hollywood (Tuesneither a running date 'nor mention,
that Lucky favored 'CBS
of
a spot preference.
Pittsburgh, Jime 9.looks at Hollywood,' which program
would cheos^ the picture of the week
Darrell. V. Martin, former radio
with the courtesy of .Lucky Strikes. editor of Sun-Telegraph and Fos.tT
It was also said that the big account Gazette here^ was indicted last week
John
Macdoimell Sncceeib
might drop 'Information, Please' for by the June grand jury on charges
the Hollywood stanza, since (George of conspiracy,' fraudulent conversion
.

A

report

day) had

-

GET SOAP

of CBS in New York. His first broadcast with the network was on "The
World Today' program Monday eve-,
nlng (8) for United Fruit He wllll
remain in
York, at.least for the

program

'

NEWSPAPERS

Quincy Howe, who recently resigned as commentator of WQXR,
York,, has joined the news staff

'

products, respectable.
The subject of qountless anecdotes
among rfidlo writers for several years
has been the hypersensitivity of Du
Pont officials, and, consequently, B.
O. executives, about any menS.D.
tion of exploslvea or firearms on
In some cases the Du
'Cavalcade.'
no definite plans.
Pont representatives even censored
mention of rlfies or guns from scripts
dealing with Daniel Boone and Davy

HOWE AT CBS

QUINCY

GoTcmment Misdoh QalcUy
CompIeted^Not 'What He Expected'

Bis

New

Chesterfield and Lucky Strike may
musical continuity, specifically as- follow Camel's lead in adding^ an
signed to the Summer Symphony hour's variety program to their net:^
work
schedules. In the case of Luclcy
and other classical music shows. Ira
Marion, formerly with the Federal it might be a package In which the
Theatre and more recently a free- 'Hit Parade' idea is incorporated,
lance scripter, has' joined the writing whHe Newell-Emmett agency on the
staff.
He regularly scripts 'African Chesterfield account has recomTrek' and the new National Assn. of mended a variety setup that would
provide for the origination of the
Manufacturers series.
John
Wellington,
formerly
a first half' hour from Hollywood and
writer and' production aide for the second half hour from New York.
Lanny Ross, has joined the Blue proChesterfield's present obligations
duction staff on a free-lance basis. are Fred Waring oA NBC^and Glenn
Charles Newton and Douglas Mac- Millef on CBS, while Luclcy mainKinnon have resigned from the Blue tains Kay Kyser and Information,
script department Newton has taken Please' on NBC and "Your Hit Paa Government writing job in 'Wash-' rade' (45 minutes) on CBS.
ington. .MacKinnon, who wrote the
Camel wiU most likely have I,anny
'Walter Damrosch continuity, has sevRoss in the double role of singer and
eral tentative propositions, but has
'Caravan' when that hour's
>

Dynamite, once unmentionable on
any 'Cavalcade of America' program,
was the .subject of the entire DuPont
commercial on the Monday night (8)broadcast of the series on WEAPHBC^ Apparent reason for the drastic switch in policy by the account is
that the war has again made dynamite; like all other military aims,

9.

—

.ta;

Join Network

llESPECTABLE'

Copy

reader wrote Jh to complain to The Milwaukee Journal that Pall
modem design' ballyhoo the one that goes 'On land, ta-ta-tain the 'alr,'b-r-r-r-r, aiid on the sea to victory—bloop, blobp,'bloop'
got him down, particularly the bloop, bloop, bloop business.
Richard S, Davis, columnist explained that it simply represented 'a
new era in radio advertising that crept in when nobody was on guard
and that 'it is now a widespread practice for alert concerns to accompany their trade messages with the d^rndest groans, chirps, chants,
bleats, coos and screams from the front porch a bo^y ever heard.'

.-Mall's

of point
In rationed New Yorlc, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Atlanta, Richmond,
Waslilngton, Boston, Providence: radio listening has Increased despite
summer by 4.6%.

DYNAMITE

in

Milwaukee, June

it

.

Hollywood, June S..Automatic nine o'clock curfew on Washington Hill, American Tobacco
Coast radio was lifted after four prez, usually sours on shows that
In QAJB. '.
nights of air blackout lasting till can't do better than 18
Al Pearce had received a- bid for
command
Intercept<)r
daybreak.
Sailors and Girts Hoof
m.c spot but he turned It down.
froze transmitters last .Wednesday the
Pearce wasn't Inclined in the first
with full nightly schedules restored
place to settle down In New York,
In Blocks Chicago Studio
Sunday night
whence the series will originate, and
With Pacific hot spot just now and in the second place he didn't like the
Daring Dance Broadcast station operator^ figuring, j^lglttly
idea of being .guaranteed no more,
silencing might continue for some than a 13-week cycle. Pearce goes
Chicago, June 9."' time, plans went ahead for moving off the Camel payroll July i.
Rug-cutting by sailors , and girls up commercials. - For instance LuckHie others set for the .'Caravan'
in the studio audience is a side fea- ies Hit Parade normally'' heard here are Margo, Herb Sheiner and Xavier
ture of the 'Bluejacket Hop' program at 9 p.m. was pushed up three hours. Cugat
which the Blue ^fetwork debuted Networks and indies are. counting
last Saturday night (6). The studio their losses in thousands but hopieful
dancing- is to be a weekly event
end in sight following Jap disaster
Besides a studio dance combina- around Midway.
tion, the pro^am's talent consists
of the Escorts and' Qetty, Marion
J.
Mann, Nancy Martin, Michael Roy
and guests from local theatres.
WAAT, Jersey City, shifts to new
studios and offices atop the Douglas
hotel, Newark, N. J., about June 20.
Chaplams Sainted At that time the outlet's power will

Corday As Directors' Sec.

.

better living, through chemistry.'

'

and

false pretense with, hia plans to

a broadcasting magazine,
Indicted with him on' the
conspiracy charge was his brother,
Donald Martin, who Is employed in

publish

(difld

locally.

the Homestead post-office.'
The charges against the one-time
columnist were brought by Mr. and
Mra.JRoy Claypool, of New Kensington, who daim-they gave' Martin a
$2,000 certified check for part Interest in the piubUcation. He assertedly
told them that two other persons had
invested |1,000 each in the proposed

Opens N.Y. Office

John Macdonnell has been
secretary' of

the

elected'

Radio' Directora

GuUd, succeeding Ted Corday, who
has gone into the Army. He is the
dlrector.and..co-scrit>ter^f the Frank
Parker show for Squibb.'
The Guild-has taken permanent
quarters- at the Berkslilre apartment^
hotel, JJ. Y., with Dorothy Die'tz in

chage of the office. She has^ an extensive secretarial and production
Trcuosaction occurred In- October baclcground in radio and legit
and an Investigation by county detectives, on the Claypool's complaint
showed that Martin cashed the $2,000 Eugene Garr's Roundtable
check at the Homestead post-office
Editors
For Blue
C, Moving
through the help of his brother. At
Eugene Carr, assistant director of
that time, he Is reported to haye
taken $300 in cash abd placed $1,706 the radio division of the Office of
in a postal savings account In bis Censorship, will head a round-table
own name. Conspiracy charge against confab this afternoon (Wednesday)
be Increased to 6,000 watts. It is alDonald Martin was the result of the with 'writers and editors of the news,
draihatic and continuity staff .of the
check-cashing procedure.
Bill Davidson and Bob Elsenbach, ready operating 24 hours a day.
Blue network.
...^
WAArs studios are in New York
fomet NBC news writers now in
"
'Harold E. Fellows. 'WEEI, Boston,
Subject of the confab wHl be tha
the Army, have co-authored a sin- at the moment
Campbell Soup has not reslg- general manager^ was elected' first question of acceptable and 'unaccept-gle-shot dramatic script, 'Soldiers of
Dallas^—Bob Holton joined WJt'AA- natured Bob Bums for tlie fall. Ac- vice-president of the Advertising able material On the air during tha
God,' to be presiented 8:30-B pjn<
KGKO announcers' staff. Replaces count decided to drop the' comic Club.
Tuesday (16) on WJZ-Blue.
after he had refused to change the
Yam is about Army chaplains. >• Richard Perry, gone to Chicago.
routining of the program along the
magazine.

BOB BURNS

'

WAAT,

MAY LOSE

News

HIS

Army

SOUP

.

..

,

,

.

>

had suggested to him.
Account had previously blocked
out the Sunday 9:30-10 p.m. period

lines that It

Owners of Spare Equipment Must

Tell

Permit Ncededfor Radio Material 'That Might
Up in Hands' of Enemy Agento'

Wind

order of the Defense CommunicaWashington, June 9.
tions Board requiring that the govAll' owners of unlicensed radio
ernment shoula catalog ell Individtransmitters—meaning chiefly deal- uals possessing apparatus equipped
ers and manufacturers but also cov- for radio transmission.
The Commish exempted phono'"ering foresighted broadcasters with
graph oscillators, test oscillators
spares in the closet
must get a signal generators and wired radio
permit from- the FCC under an order systems, but directed that all other
adopted Monday (8)'. Registration persons who do no{ have a ticket
papers must be sought by Jun^ 2{l.
'for the operation of a transmitter
The ultimatum designed to tighten in their possession must step forth.
control over apparatus that, might Anyone acquiring a ticketed piece
wind up in the hands of enemy of apparatus must notify the FCC
agents, will lead to a check on the within 15 days and the registrant
exact location of every bit of trans- must make a rejwrt within 6 days
mitting equipment in the nation. whenever the equipment is moved
This step is in accord with an earUer from its recorded location.
.

—

on Columbia for Bums, effective
Sept 6, wlilcb was to be his return
date to the network. Bums did his
last broadcast for the accoimt last
night (Tuesday).

Scrap Metal Salvage Campaign
McCann-Erickton in Charge of
Advertising

'CHANGE PARTNERS'
The Cry Next Week sa Boston
BevsmpS Affiliations
'

Boston, June

9.

wholesale shift in network afby local stations will take
place Monday (15) when
relinquishes the NBC (Red) network and takes on Mutual; WBZ
switches from the 'Blue to NBC-inaccepts the Blue,
dependent
of Mutual goes silent
while
for two weeks whil e be ing transferred to Worcester. WEEI remains
the Columbia outlet
WNAC will be 20 years old on
July 81;

WNAC

.

WHDH

WAAB

J,

.

A

flllatipns

^To

Institute's

$300,000

Use Spots

Spot radio will be used for a
couple weeks In July for' the most
intensive salvage campaign since
ent^ into the war. Tha
American Steel and Iron Institute
has appropriated $300,000, with McCann-Ericlfton as the agency,- for tha
broadcasting of announcements appealing to householders and businessmen to turn in junk metal, rubber, rags, paper and manllla rope
'

Lottridge Badly Hort
That's

—

Fund

Des 'Moines, June 9.
Buryl Lottridge, manager .of
woe, Davenport, Iowa, is in

station

a

critical

condition there from in-

America's

an automobile acnear Bettendorf, Iowa, last
Sunday.
to local depositories.
The schedule calls for about 300
Lottridge went to station WOC
from station ^HO, Des Moines, stations and the concentration of 6ft
Iowa, where he bad served on the announcements over a period of two
sales staff.
Prior to that he was weeks.
juries suffered in

cident

manager of the Oklahoma radio net-,
work and was salesmanager for
KBUI4, Tulsa,

t

'

.

Howard Costlgan
cial events chief, at

Is

news and spe>

KOL.

.

.
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BADIO
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Sponsored Program Cooperation with Government

mm m mmn

HOW

Showmanship Survey)

(Fourth Preliminary Reports-Wartime
telling dialog, with some laughs, Margo has a war message that comes
preliminary between a voice, 'I Am An Ameri- directly from the Government: She
can Dollar' and the voice of a Nazi read: 'A serious situation has arisen.
of contrasting philosophies of the so- Thousands of nurses have been
old, what called Into the army. Ten thousand
'N'ariety's' special wartime radio called new order and the
Some of these
the American Dollar has done in more are needed.
shorvmanship survey will be pub- peace time and what It will do in nurses will be taken from your
declara- home city.' Getting, message right
with
concluding
time,
week.
war
lished later, probably next
tion'the American Dollar 'will make down to brass tacks, it was stated
Meantime the purpose of the the biggest purchase In history- that if sufficient nurses were not
'one of your family; may
prcUminafy reports has been to freedom'. Unusual for a commercial trained,
program to synthesize symbolism lack necessary nursing care. Write
keep the spotlight bttrtting. Again and comedy, and to do it effectively to Nurses' Bureau, 1790 Broadway,
scattered, but typical samples oj with a war message.
about enrolling.' A'nother angle uncollated.
derlined was that 'If you are a reare
activity
present
Chad At Sounding Board tired or inactive nurse, can some
What follows are reports by and
other woman with less training reTo GlamoriMe Nutting
to 'Variety' of sundry sponsored
place yoii in your present .yrork, so
'Fibber MoGee * Molly' (Johnson that you can serve as a niirsC;? If
programs that have recently carnight, NBC: Need you can't afford to give yb.iir tlia.e as
ried 'war messages' to tlie masses Wax) Tuesdiay
for nurses'.
A different approach, a nurse's ald^ you «an enroll as an
fia radio:
in which the comic and Serious auxiiiaty paid worker.'
Margo and
sides were skillfully merged,., was announcer gave this an excellent
Pat Barries' Formula For
used. 'Sis' (kid character of 'show) reading.
'
A Parlicipating Program
brought up the subject.'. Started
Duffy the Unseen It Told
talking about 'We women, nurses''
•Today Too Are A Sponsor' was and the need for M,499 of them. ByBonds
To Load
the format developed by Pat Barnes, play with Jim Jordan;- who said he;
Daffy's Tkvem* (Sanda) Tuesday
who conducts 'Morning In Manhat- understood number was S5,<H)p... Kid
.night,
CBS: War Bonds. Ed Gardtan' over WEAF, New Yo^k, from replied
she had already .ipnade^apwhacked
this
across
in his
ner
6;30 to 7:30 ajn. He played up the plicaiibn, so the tot^r r^tilred was
whimsical notion that any listener one less. 'Practicing':/bh' her dbU.all out-of-thfe-comer-of-the-mouth New
Yorkese. style, 'talking' to Duffy;
could consider himself or herself
week.
Business pjt ^^.f atiing *<>• re- 'Buy
stamps,
'\)cmAa^
war
stamps
fU
and
a radio sponsor' by buying
member she. had.' tbld McGeie. President I^posevdt' could 'se.e, and
or_bonds. A certain song, a bit of
Finally,
after
declaring;. 'I. am talk
to .yoi], .Duffy': [paiue- yrithput
Barnes patriotic doggerel, » gag or
serious about being .a': ikurse;'-'.'3h& laughing—studio
Barnes,
guffajvslVhe'Svould.
by
anecdote was Valued'
handed him .a circulari..Thl3 bp read, say, 'I want you. to Invest .10%i;Of
Public was intrigued by the makesimply, sincerely on. the.'^iieed for your wages in stamps and bon(|sJ'-''A
believe and many wrote In to say
nurses, the rea3on,^ etc: 'He still in- 25c stamp will biiy 12 bullets. •':Buy
they had 'sponsored' this or that
sisted he thought. 'Sis' was' a bit Hll it hurst, because it is gonna- hurt
purprogram
by
the
element of
under-age for 'the. important nurs- Hitler more than it is gonna hyrt
Idea
simple
relatively
This
chases.
ing assignment.' Kid declared wo- you, Duffy.' Message at cjoae of
In
adaptation
suited
for
well
seems
j
many ways, especially to partlcipa^ men were better; .fttt^^d for. am-~ broadcast.
whera there are bulance duty than men. .McGee:.
tion- programs
Wsry MarUn' (P&G),iWednesdBy
Why? Lispy kid repUed: 'Wh9.but a.m.r.NBC: Nurses.. Prbblem fficuse'i)'
many advertisers, one emcee.
'Stories Amerlo»,IiOyes' (General a woman can powder her 'n6se'. .through voices, used in two dr'awialti!'
MiUs), Monday momlnfe, CBS: Need through the rear-mlrro)^, '^aighten Nations'. In first,
mother asks, dole*
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final

statement
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every great
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for nurses.

Routine spiel at end.

Haising Moral QueBtionBut
Plot Anneering It

.

'Pepper Toung' (PicG), Monday
afternoon, NBC: Price- control, Dialog .between a woman and announcer, at conclusion- of regular
episode. Beasons. for price' control,
laddentally,etc., clearly explained.
the episode provided. a puzzler. In
that two characters, father of a boy,
'

and a mother ej^ressed varying
to* whether he should be
permitted to enlist in the Air Corps.
Seemed to indicate the need for an
official 'line' to be followed. Father
argued that boy was too young, that
he. sho\^ld' continue In school for
another year or more, that he was
underweight and needed building
up, that he would be a handicap
rather than the desired asset to
Army in present condition. Boy
reluctantly agreed to accept his
Mrs. Young, on
father's verdict.
the other hand, was arguing at close
of episode that the boy .shouId.be
permitted to enlist; that youth Was
needed In the Air Corps; that youth
had the nerve and 'the daring -more
mature men lacked. While the conflicts made for draima. It might con>
fuse listening mothers with' teenQuestion, If raised,
Bged sons.
should perhaps be unequivocally answered on the same Broadcast for
reasons of morale.
points as

'

B. Williams),
Monday night, Blue net)vork: War
Bonds. Smart showmanship, In presenting the- contestants' « series of
True or False' Questions oq bonds,
and stamps, Queries were put in
the affirmative and j.n.egatl'vc!;'--t0

'True or False'

bring out the
sage,

who

(J.

wh^U war bond mes-

could, and' should
'

them, where,

hoW much an

vidual- bond

would

-

-

b>iy,

Indi-

iuy' in war.
equipment, cost of army's daily food
biU, etCi
•MsAibstUn *^ Hldnlghl' (Cummer
Products); Wednesday night; NBC: Need 'for nurses.. Discussed by a
woman and announcer at end of

program,

clearly,

concisely.

Paen of-PraUe to The
$ In Wartime

Atnerican

a seam in Jier stocking,, taljt. to a
tor about 'iietting a nurse; .for :slUc
friend, signal right 'on B left-hahd
child.
Be replied that he AsrUI. tty,
turn and get through ti!a#lc?...She /but
we' are jleaperately ..^hb'jrt^:-i^^
kept in character, af did j;brdan;
every'
kn'dw

laughs alternated with polnts-ih
the message, and the latter was .not
overshadowed by the former.
'PortU
Faces
LUe' - (General
Foods) Wednesday afternoon; NBC:
Price contrbl.
vivid analogy was
employed in a telephone conversation between 'Editor Baker and a
subordinate, Anderson, being given

A

instructions
on how to hammer
home in the: paper the necessity for
price cbntr<il.
Baker:
"You were
ivacinated as a preventive against
small pox, weren't you?
Well,
price control is a vaclnation against
inflation.
price celling Is im'

'

A

posed

to

prevent

know what happened
to

In

last war, when' Inflation
run wild... There are bound,
and confusion at

the

after

was

You
Germany

inflation.

let

be

ralstal^es

tunhihg a temperature' of

104.'

Then

of
the explanation
Of-"' shortagq
nurses, training 'program for 65,000
-

annotmcer 'cracking' Hitler and 'the other two
bad eggs-' into a pan and 'frying"
themi Moderately effective.
'Harvey ft Dell* (General Mills),
Wednesday morning, CB$: Gasoline
shortage. Opening sentence cued, into
locale ot program, with 'Hats off
the folks' Down East and Americans
In 17 states of the East, Car drivers

.

tires.
.

.

Tenng Wldder Brown'

(Amer-

ican Home .Products) Wednesday
afternoon,
Gasoline shortI^IBC:
ag;e.
Nicely
handled.
Message
'pungently put;
'Just. Plain Bill,.'. ThUrsciay morning, Blile net^vork; Crasoline shortDialog between-: Bill and
age.
'^oman character hit ..on the note of
.neighborliness in the sniall town,
of the- isacrlflces,

in

though
answer ah objection by Ander-

store... That'.s all. right,, (as
to
son).

~

•

.

episode- was
marked by the Introduction of a
new point in th* reaaons-for the
war-^ome serial characters are
plunging deeper and deeper Into the
war, why and how it Is being
fought, the
bombing .of' specific
German cities and the like.
wopian, Mrs... pairymple, In protesting to editor Baker about its han'
dling" "df murder 'Charge against
Portia, and the tactics of the rival
daily, -snorted; 'You are a fine example ptiwiiiV h.rpught on the war.
The iqodl people are jiist as much
to blame .jpi'-lt as the bad. The bad
one? couldn't have gone, ahead it
the' g<t).Qd oa^$ hadn't tet back and
Ifet .-thejn,' "B%ter, askel: •lAj'en't you
getting "too efebtlphal, too excited?'
WoHian repJleS' hi afflrjnatlve, but
went on tp-fiUuitrMe her .point with
Incidentally,

this

.

A

.

;

"
a familiar, story,
XaVler Cugat (CamelS) Tuesday
ttlght.
Blue netwbrh:
Need for
nurses.
Idargo
and announcer
teamed to put iittOBa message dear-'
.

.

In that section

.

.

..

.

.

'

.

" ..tJoyee^

Jordan'

Foods)

((^n^rat

know what

.

.

-

':

.

'

etc.*

like

know

that''Pl,ane pilots come' before
picnics and joy riders. To save gasoline and tires, imnecessary^ driving
must be stopped In -the 48 states,

now.'

Characters Raise Toast
To An United Nations
'Big Sister' (Lever Bros.), Wed^es-day morning, CBS: Need for nufses.
Dr. Bannister told two other char-

women, he had come from a

acters,

meeting of physicians c&Ued to discuss the niu-slng situation. Went into
explanation of shortage because, of
nurses.
Incidentally, on this episode, as
characters gathered around table,
suggestion was made of 'toasts'. One
was: 'Here's' to the United Nations
anid their fight for a better world, a
world where people can live in dejcuicy and. in freedoBt Here's to those
'who
Or have been making sacrifices that life again be norinal, that
those who thrive on hate will never
again have a chance to tyrannize the
world again, etc'
toast also offered
to mothers with sons in or entering'
ihe army, who make It 'easy for us
"
to go'.
.
'Seattergood Balnea' (Wrigley),
Wednesday afternoon, GBS; :;'War
bonds. On this broadcast, too,; overtones of the war were clearly heard,
Baines ^ratlonallzea, for a woman
character,'tbe benefits of army tt-'aining for a boyiwho is an' 'Idealist'. Decries those who ask: 'Why should he

-Friday afternoon, ..GBS;- Shortage
of nurses. Message .cotild' not be
missed by
any listener,, entire
.episode hinging on Dr. Jordan's trip
to Washington to report at Surgeon
'Greneral's
office,
to help rectuit
'.nurses.
On train,
is called upon
to.. ..treat
the mother .of a soldier
'^cken with a sl^ht. heart attack.
Tiirpugh dialog; reason: for Dr.
'.Jptdan's: 'Ipiimey
is
brought out
iPassIng .war' plants, I>r..- Jordan explains ifatit' -with- -the .expansion of
.many .of- thes«riand th» building of
Viirtually-^ew coinmunltles, there Is
Story
added- 'need :.-.fpr,; nurses.
cleverly sugar-coated the message.
Hpticeable that at outset, Dr. Jordan
.declared, exidtingly: 'I now am part have to go?'
of the war effort We are standing
on the threshold of a new world,
-

It Is

have gasoline for business only.

to

They are making the sacrifice with
good spirits and no complaints. They

.

.

—And

...

'

A

.

In Hollywood

women needed

as nurses or nurses
'S'oang
Dr.
Malone'
(General
aides, etc> Dramatizations at open-, Foods)
CBS,
Friday
afternoon,
ing of program;
^
opened with an exceptionally effec'Stell» Dallas' (R. L. Watkins), tive dialoged message on U.S.O.
Friday afternoon, NBC: Gasolina- 'Penny' tells Dr. M<done's wife she
shortage. Message woven in strong- has just finished writing a letter
ly via dialog between Stella Dal- (closing read on the ah-) to a soldier
las and Muriel Norton, .a young who has no relative.
She obtained
woman, who is giving a 'cIvillanH name, address and age from U.S.O.
protection training program'. Mlsa Explains that she w&nted to make
Norton, visiting ^s. Dallas in eve- him .cheerful, make him feel he Is
ning, remarked':''I.have a small car remembeted back home.
'I
now
but I never use it except for busi- have seven sons ('adopted') one for
ness.' Then Into message on neces- every day In the week, to- write to.
sity for saving gasoline. Stella Dal- I'll love this one more, because he's
las: 'When I read of the U. S. tanker the fltst to whom I have written, but
fleet being made smaller by Nazi I'll
not let the others know It.'
submarines, T think our sacrifices Emphasis on fact 'I- am now part of
ate hardly worth speaking about/ war eff6rt.'"Referenceto.fact women
It seems so little for us to do In generally should
get behind letter
sa'vlng gasoline.. 'What. Is pleasure writing effort
now? Wlth 'our boys putthiig forth
'Women ot Courage' (Colgate),
every bit of effort to win this war Friday morning, CBS, had
a 'Meshow can anyone waste gasoline?'
sage' for American Women'

'

a

lady,

"

Hollywood, June 9.
This film-radio colony has been
•

'

.

putting price control Into
eSecf, but if people are patient and
cooperative,, we will make the grade,
tlemember to emphasize that prices
on articles may' vary from store to
first,

'Vneii Water's Dpg Boose' (Brown ly.
Shotting was In the regular
Williamson), Wednesday night, iowse of the program, rather than
NBC. No messatfe scheduled, but a at beglhfi tnjSr,(Br; ia^, ti!^^6> "ixsvm^

&

'busses,
n'lirse, I
Is biiiiy:
'.: .many -have gone -into the army'^
Jn.'the 'second, a mail- cries, 'We nuist
faaye .a'nurke foi-jmy wife^ She Is-

An

faith,'

came in with: 'But we can lo'se that
freedom. For victory, lor total victory, buy war bonds and stamps.
Our boys are wiUihg to die for our
country; surely you are willing to
buy for It.' Pmerson took up the
message: To enjoy the freedom to
worship as you please, arrange to
Invest 10% of your earnings in war
bonds and stamps, and keep on buyThat is a small price
ing them.
Earlier in the program,
to pay.'
Betty Crocker (General Mills' home
economist) had appeared as giiest to
outline menu suggestions for Decoration Day picnics.
In speaking
about picnics,, she emphasized- they
should be held within bus or walking distance ot one's home, or even
in on^'s back yard. No long drives,
''which Would waste gasoline and

\

.

mi

acutely aware of the Government
and 'its propaganda wishes for some
time.
Indeed there is a beehive
here called the Hollywood Vlctoty
Committee and the inewer Office of
Facts and Figures branch Is press^

-

In general the job ot

ing closely.

Hollywood

nam^

been to
Jlas
bait listeners.

to

'

supply

Perhaps

is the celebrity-providing rather
than idea-providing (to make a distinction between the two) that has
been most characteristic out here.
it

The impression'

is

that

Hollywood

'considerably less aware ot and
concerned directly with the 'Radio
War Guide' of the Washington
is

,

b.FjF.
At least, this seems, to be
something the; know more' about
and talk more' about, in the New
read by York advertising centres.

apparently of Italian

ex-

Church-Goers Reminded
traction, who had been naturalized.
Hitler Dethroned Deity
Short, direct and teUing. 'I. am an
'Hymns of All Churches' (General American through naturalization.
Mills), Wednesday afternoon, NBC: Now that our adopted country is at
War bonds. Three-star this as one war, wfe must help every way we
We must do 7)ur share. We
of the most unusual and biting dra- can.
matizations' of a- war message heard must repay, in part, what it has

'

However coast programs are integrating war Ynesaages in their
broadcasts,
too.
VFor
example,
Jimmy Fiddler has a $26 war bond
as a prize for the best slogan about
war bonds; Sanpple -slogans:
'Jpuv bonds As if vour K/e de:

'

'

'

pchded irii it—it does':
on a day time serial. ..Slant rarely done for us in time of peace.' Pro'But/' bonds, ''the only thing that
'
emphasized en commercial pro- gram offers money prize for 'mes- ti)hips the American flag is the wind
Producer Mann Holiner had his
-ams, although sometimes under- sage' of 50. words or less, read on
Post Toastles scripter, Phil Rapp,
line^ on war. ;sustalners, was per- ah.
Firestone Hour',- Mpnday bight, revive
having
the
business
fect lor thfe Geowal Mills .'v'shovir^
of
ioe Emerson, who leads the 'choir, NBC: Gaspllne shortage. Message Daddy (Hanley Stafford) explain to
started the briefle with: 'In the dovetailed into a plan. Firestone deal- Snooks (Fanny Brlce) the meaning
quiet of this ' Inspiration ,of the ers have for getting the mpst out of of War Stamps and how the safest
hymns ot every creed. It is hard to dars, tires, 'gas, Hu^ James,, the an- investment for her .30 cents is in
belMive- that this vitduld eVer he -houncer.
democracy. She extracted some of
Stepmothetf (Congate), Tuesday the money from her shoe and exheard'
(noise
of
goose-stepplhg
Nazis).
'Hymns of all churches'-' morning, CBS: Gasoline 'shortage. plained that the rest was pinned
snarled a guttural-accented TOicji, Clearly explained. One false note In to the seat of her panties for safe'they must go. Ther6 Is no God; But 'Stepmother' dialog seemed .to - be keeping. Daddy prevails on her to
Hell Hitler', And voices of thcl other a reference to character driving 600 buy the stamps, telling her what
'Nazis'
Joined In the hysterical or 600 miles at a stretch In her car. use would ie made of the money.
Veil'. Continued Emerson, in his
'David HarwB' (Sterling Products), He emphasizes, Vhy, Snooks, do
homey, trleiidly style. "Yes, friends, Tuesday morning, NBC: War bonds. you know that your 30 cents may
that is a fat cty ifcoin the freedom Straight- message.
save half the world.| Her capitula,
we now hive in 6iir great 'country,
BvtBs * AUiMi (Swan), Tuesday tion Is, '(urn me over, Daddy, so I
to/,sliMf AHA listctt'^tf, the. songj .M night, NBC: War bonds. Qtilp aboUt can
save the other half.'
.
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WAR

SAY GROCERS UTILIZE
LKES
MORNING NEWS HITCH

Latest

tllEADER'S DIGEST'

One
that

B.B 4>. & O. agency is inquiring
about announcement availabilities in
behaU'of Reader's Digest The preference, is for spots next to morning

news broadcasts.
The rate will be from three

Given to Shortages
Chain Stores to
House Products
Thrust
Forward

publicity

to five

blurbs a week.

Allows

Ted WelKand On WNBZ, Saranac
Saranac Lake, N. Y., June 9.
Ted Weigand, formerly with WHN,
York, and WBBC, Brooklyn,

New

has started a program, 'Your Radio

TRADE FROWNS

Movft

Club,'

on

WNBZ,

Saranac

Lake.
Besides his biroadcasting activities,
Several major food packers are he was formerly a reporter for the
mulling a radio campaign<. to counter Long Island Daily Advocate and the
what they regard as unfair selling Syracuse Post Standard.

Rumor!

Chorus Singers Deduct From Earnings

of those fantastic rumors
inexplicably
arise
from

New

time to time was current in
York early this week;
It

was

.33

To Share With Drafted CoUeagues

to the effect that Lisa

twice-daily commenator
on WQXR, New York, is really
Dorothy Thompson under an assumed name.

Sergio,

Male members of the chorus of a Schon.' Recipients so frr are G. Nolnumber, of network shows have and and R. Kinne, Programs on
agreed to contribute 1% oi their which the contributing chorus memsalaries for the duration to other bers ace heard are 'Waltz Time,'
members of the groups who have 'American Melody Hour/ 'ManhatTodd Hunter Sponsored
joined the armed services. So far, tan Merry-Go-Round,' 'America the
Kellogg Rice Crlspies 11 singers are included in thf plan Free,^ 'Army Hour' and 'Cities Serand two others in the army are re- vice.'
Chicago, June 9.
ceiving the payments.
Todd Hunter, WBBM news comMen joining in the contributions .Montreal. Jacques Catoudal 1*
mentator, takes on a new sponsor, are Alex McKv >, Robert Noland, new announcer on CKAC, replacing
Kellogg Rice Crispies, three times Gordon Cross, Alan Holt, Stanley Marcel Sylvain,, who is free-lancing,
McClelland, Glen.i Cross, Fred Wald- Jacques. LienardvBoisjoli is another
weekly at 5:30 p.m, CWT.
announcer, replacing Alain
J. Walter Thompson agency han- ner, James Davies, Adrian Revere, new
J. Alden Edkins and Kenneth B. Gravel,
dled the sale.

By

—

•

which have cropped up
among' chalir stores since the Gov-

tactics

ernment instituted distribution rationing 'for such products as coffee
and tea. The big packers look upon
the chains as using 'the war to foster more extensively than ever their
ovn brands as against nationally advertised products.
The chains, the national packers
have found,' are advising their customers that they are compelled to
limit each purchase to a single unit
of such-and-such brand (ihvariably
'nationally advertised) but, as the
store clerk then puts it, there is
nothing to prevent the same customer from buying more than one
unit of the chain's own brand. The
cainpalgn by national packers will
take the tfck that there is no' more
of a shortage in Its own brand than
that of the brands, offered by chainEtores,

'WAR MESSAGE'
CLINICS IN N.Y.

AND CHICAGO
Washington, June 9.
Huddles 'with agency, sponsor and
network production people over
further

Government

of

allocation

messages will occur in New York
and Chicago the end of this week
when W. B. Lewis, Douglas Meservey, and Seymour Morris from
the Ollice of Facts and Figures conduct open forums on greater use of
radio to promote the war effort.
The OFF trio will be in New York
Friday (12) for a session at CBS
and hop to Chicago for a meeting the
next day at NBC.
Samples of the material to be sent
out for Individual use on the chain
programs but not as pact of the fixed
plan will be displayed at the liuddles, which
will be followed up
later by seminars for writers and
producers. All factions will get a
chance to state their reaction to the
OFF formula by which tedious
repetition is supposed to be cur'
.

BUSINESS CITIZENS WILL
CONTINUE TO ADVERTISE^^

""^GOOD
lar*

w" Advertising is

CHAILEI

I.

WILION, PiaiUaai, THE GINZKAt EIBCTIIC COUrAMT

a responsibility of business citizenship. Through advertising every
,

business exercises the individual's right to freedom of expression.

a duty as well as a

He upholds them

privilege...

The individual enjoys

This right

is

-

his freedoms as a privilege.

In lime of war the duties of citizenship are not. sus-

as a duly.

.

tailed and list their desires
way of raw material.

in the

pended. During.the war good
will continue to vole,

citizens will continue to attend'theii

and by discussion

assist in ihe

town tnieelihgs,;

formulation of public opinion.

Knodsen-Samisch Nuptials

Good business
Philadelphia, June 9.
Adrian Samisch was married yesterday (Tuesday) to Peggy A.
Knudsen at Media, a suburb of
Philadelphia.
Pair returned immediately to New York.

citizens

T*

wiU continue ,lo
Ih*

giMl

mni

in Aaailm't loiai*'.

,

in

advertise/'

AbmiIcu hMbiM* «boM cenHaBtA

..when (eidtad*

la total

wmi eddi

M

adTttttiiat li a
^|)pi i

ibMi

M

Sodiig (yabel

Maaee'to

el ftlOr

flii

aaaJat

Tke Nadas'i

lialieB.

.

Bride plays the
original
Eileen,'

b—

Aauileu

entoipilM and

dMMeney

part of the

title

company
on

•I

'My

of

Sister

Broadway, having

re-

replaced Jo Ann Sayers.
Samisch, a member of the Young &
Rubicam radio department, was
formerly a director at Paramount.

cently

Priscilla Kent's

New
Priscilla

Program

cohiedy-dramatic

Kent

starts

series
(13)

Sunday

by
on

WEAF-NBC

as a sustainer. It'll be
heard regularly gt ll-ll:30„a.m. Sundays.
Untitled show is about
dizzy family.
-

i

Miss Kent, also, author of 'We Be
on the same network, is
member of the NBC scripting staff.
lieve'

i

WLW

.

.

.

fhU ipace

b MIeatod hf

s

.
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RADIO REVIEWS
RCA's Dividendt

Bslph Edwards; Martha Scott

Qoli

IVOBT SOAP
Satnrday, 8:30 pjn.
WEAF-NBC, New Tork

(Compton)
things that can be counted on
Ralph Edward's Truth or Consequence* series (NBC) are enterprise
on human interest
emphasis
and
values. Edwards got in plenty of
each during his broadcast of last
Saturday night (6). The program
originated from the front parlor of
a home in West Townsend, Mass., <MEN,

Two

In

Edwards having moved

in

is staff

of

MACHINES AND VICTOEr

15 Mills.

lO.lS p.m.
14 people, surprise guests and a mess .Friday,

WJZ-Blne,

* I?urmg the course

wo

of the half

hour

extra-impressive
were
flourishes. In one of these a young
fellow of the town was called on to
do the drugstore bit from 'Our
to imagine
>asked
was
he
Town' and
he was playin., the scene with
moment or two
Martha Scott.

there

•

A

Talk
IS Mini.

Radio Corp. of America declared quarterly dividends on
first preferred and *B' preferred
shares last week. Diwy on the
first preferred is 87%c per share;
on 'B' preferred, $1.25.
Both dividends will be paid
July 1 to stockholders of record
June 15. The distributions cover
the quarter ending June 30.

S« MiBS.

Hooper Ratinf*

CONSDHBB TIME'

As part

New York

drive for $5,000,000,
the War Production Fund to Conserve Manpower, of the National
Safety Council, is airing this eightweek series on WJZ-Blue: It's being
scripted by William Merrick and directed by Lindsay MacHarrie. Melvyn Douglas was narrator on the
first program Friday night <5) and
William A. Irvin, fund chairman and
former president of U. S. Steel, was
guest speaker. Considering the somewhat tenuous theme and the slcimpy
production budget (tllere wasn't even
an organ for musical background)
the show was reasonably arresting
of

its

later Edwards told the youth that he
had a young lady present who would
read the lines with him. Edwards
asked the participant whether he
recognized the visitor. The youth
answered that she sure was beautiful
but he wasn't sure of her Identity.
The visitor was Miss Scott. The lack
of recognition was deftly glided and persuasive.
over, and she proceeded to do the
Using the combined documentary-

DEPT. OF AGBICOLTDBE
Satnrday, 12:15 p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New York
.On this hearing (6) 'Consumer
Time' was 10% concerned with advice and information for consumers,
and 90% with citizen participation
in and acceptance of schemes to
save, salvage md share. Thematicaliy
the 'self-Interest' of the consumer, as

was submerged under wartime
emphasis in the 'nation-interest' to
which the consumer can contribute
by taking less, demanding less,
i;rumbling less. Stated another way,
such,

theme

of the way.
style is- lively.

Heed

given to keeping the text simple,
using voices to break the continuity.
There were direct, cues used for
sound effects and engineering, pre-

scene with the local youth.
Other surprise stroke came during
a conversational passage with the
mother of the household. Inquiry
about the whereabouts of her son
disclosed that he was an ensign on
duty, supposedly fit' that moment, in
Norfolk. Edwards told her that the
reward for' her co-operation in this
broadcast was to be found behind
the parlor draperies. She drew back
the draperies and there stood her
son, the ensign. Edwards had ar*
ranged for the furlough sub-rosa
with the Norfolk commandant,
CJdec.

NEW JEBSET PHILHABMONIC
Symphonic Concert
4S IMlns.—Local
Snstalning
'

to inject listener Interest in

the actual radio mechanics as well
as the material going over the radio.
The bulk of the script was a dialog
between a male announcer and a
female announcer, there being several quick scenes to illustrate travel
congestion in aU modes of transit,
from airplanes to trains to buses to
private cars.
>'
Donald Montgomery, of the Condramatization-exhortation teclmique, sumers Counsel Division, spoke a
'Men, Machines and 'Victory' illus- couple of times. Consumers learned
against
planes
are
used
how
trated
that onions will be plentiful and
the enemy and bow their lack can should be cheap next week; that
cause soldier casualties. It then tied landlords in rent control areas must
in the thesis that worker carelessness not succumb' to landlorditis.
causes accidents and loss of indusThe program opens with cash
trial efficiency and time. Parts of register noises and the sir "in That*
the latter sequences were remark- your money
It's a listenable session.
Land;
able gripping. In one, particularly,
press
machine
the rhythm' of a giant
and the chatter of a cougle of workers built to a terrifying pitch. It was O'ABTEGA
'
skillfully written and expertly pro- Diaea, Talk
2S Mins. Kooal
Hob«.
duced.
Tuesday, 9:05 pjB.

Kay Kyser

19.8

'Time to SmUe'
Blng Crosby
Fred AUen

18.7
18.0
17.8
17.0
16.5

BEN BERNirS SERIES
FOR WRIGLEY ON CBS

.

-

BY NAVY

Ctiicago,

June

9.

orchestrar- with
Jack Fultpn, Russ Brown, Kings Jesters Trio and Les Paul, electric guitee off Monday (15) over
tarist,

Ben B^rnle and

'WBBM and CBS in a new allemoon
radio show ifbr P. K. Wrlgley Company.
New program, a dally salute to defense workers and men in armed

New

recorded dramatic series, not
yet titled, will be produced by the
Yoiing 8c Rublcam agency for the
Navy, to ballyhoo 'enlistment Each
of the 13 Installments, to be written

by a

different scripter, will deal
with a separate phase of the Navy.
Program will be aired on local stations throughout the country.
Among the writers Bui)plytng
scripts are Charles Taswell, True

Boardman, Brice DIsque, Jr.; Ted
Sherdeman, Harry Ackerman, Jerry
Smith,

Don

AFRA-NBC SET

ON SOUNDMEN

.will-

quarter hour.
Fulton and Brown will alternate
vocal assignments on the program
with Kings Jesters and Les Paul providing novelty vocal and Instrument
femme vocalist will
arrangements.
also be a part of ~the dve a week program. Auditions are being held this
WMCA, New York
select the gal. Program will
week
to
'DEALEB IN DBEAMS'
Low in the scale of radio contriWith Fhll Stewart, Eddie Donii, Faol butions to 'public interest' (anyway operate under title of 'Ben Bernle
Presents.*
Brentson and draaatlo east
it's sUced)
is the trickery impUdt
Bemle's dally .series replaces the
16 mins.
in having a speaker talk to and talk
'Scattergood Balnes' program for
HOLLAND FURNACE
about
racords as

Bates

Franklin,
Paul
Palmer
Thompson, Ed Byron and Harry
Kronman. A couple of them are doing two each.

be 'heard at 4:45 p.m.,
CWT, "Monday through Friday, for
services,

Joe

Devine,
Sharpe,

'

A

—

The American Federation
Artists

with

of Radio
has reached an agreement
« new contract

NBC regarding

deal,

Terms of the
which extends to Nov. 1, 1943,

call

for

for sound effects men.

phonograph
if ttiey
M-WtF, S ajn.
were not Orchestra leader D'Artega. Wrigl«y's.
WON, ChiosKO
Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago, is the
Is doing just that on WMCA (and
CStacfc-Goble)
WOR
has a caimed vaudev^e show agency.
This program is on. sue midwest
}iist started of similar diaracteris-stations via transcription. Phil; Stewtics) in a program that is thoroughly
art has had a caren* based on a
cheap for a station self-branding it-, Maiitmie Milling Looking
deep, resonant voice, full of romance
one of America's great indeand close-ypur-eyes-girls oomph. He self
pendents.
ought to be IndeFor Spot Availabilities
was lord-in-waiting once to gushy pendent of It
this cheap, frayed and
lAdy Esther.
deceitful kind of small-time radio.
Martlme Milling il^o,. of Buffalo, is
Musical background for program
That
D'Artega's records §re. imagina- looking around for spot announceis provided. by Dave Bacal at the
secnovachord.. Bacal Is a resourceful tively arranged and pleasant Is
ment availabilities and appropriate
musician arid adds much to the ro- ondary to the vagueness always
mantic settings throu^out. Program present, in the talk as. to whether its; participation shows for Its Hunt
live music or mechanical,
th^
at first hearing was weak on propresent tense of performance when Club Dog Food.
duction but this should clear up after
applied
the
past
of
trantense
a
to'
Everett I<. Bowers, Inc., of that
first few airings.
Show is broken Into three 'distihc- scription comes close' to the ethically city, Is the agency.
Certainly it' Is not a
tive iMrts, a poetic philosophy, Qie questionable.
romance of a name and the mend- method to win station prestige.
D'Artega gets radio' time and
ing of a broken dream; Stewart
BILL WILLIAMS, 38, DIES
traces the prigin of a' woman's name. newspaper listing out. of this. That
On show caught it was Alice, with may be enough for him. His public
biickgrounds of famous Alices brought ity yen may excuse him. What's Former. NBC Engtmeer Was Captain
la Air Corps
out Dramatic bit and higUigfat of the station's alibi? To fl31 unsold
time
In
middle
theevening
at
the
of
each performance is the- mending of
a dream, in which Stewart and a little or no expense is one tiling. But
Capt. A. T. (BUI) WiUiams, 38, who
to use continuity which without saydramatic cast enact a mushy bit..
Short blurbs by Eddie Dunn as ttie ing so. in precise terms does its bnt was on the engineering staff of NBC
Holland Furnace man, and Paul to allow listeners to mislead th^- for over five years before joining the
Brentson as straight commercial sdves Is something different. The U. S. Army Air Corps, died in, San
reader. Both have okay voices for way the continuity Identifies' the
canned nature of the entertainment Francisco June 5 following an Illness
this type of show.
Loop.
reminds of that old gag of the flapper screaming for help' in a whisp^. of several weeks. Williams vas the
'WMCA has been under Edward founder of the NBC Flying Club and
Noble's management a long time now. served as instructor in aviation to
When does it start showing that^class
Maybe a budget for talent Is in order numerous persons connected with the
if the station really wants to im- network.
His first assignment .after
press people that its now different. entering the army was as radio pubPrograms like this will draw only licity director at Randolph Field,

Union

about

of

raises

will

start

week with CBS

16-18%.

negotiations

this

for a renewal of the

.

This, series of symphonic broadcasts by the New Jersey Philharmonic under conductor Henry Nosco
gives local station WHN an 85-piece
orchestra. Hot a Treat one, or even
a good one wheu compared, to the
big ten, but it possesses a zeal and a
living flame that makes up for many

^mechanical mistakes.

What

.

.

.

Liszt s

.<

Selections were well balanced,
with the Liszt work the leadoff, followed by Robert Schumann's slow

but richly melodious 'AbendUed,' the
overture to 'Galatea', by Von Sfuppe

and closed with Mousisorgsky's
powerful 'Night on Bald Mountain.'
With the Immense quantity' of
recorded music broadcast, .one will
find, more professional and smoother
performances of varying' works to
listen to, but fo'r sheer enthusiasm
this orchestra is hard to beat.
Ediy.
-

contract for production men.
Ballots were mailed out this week
for' the local election of New York
representatives to the AFRA national board. Votes will be tabulated June 29. Nine Tepresentatives
will be elected from 15 nominees.

.

if

freat 'Les Preludes' was taken at a
reakneck speed with occasional
clashing of woodwinds and strings
and some .slight deviations from
pitch? These were the unimportant
fadtors besides the wholehearted
efforts
of the sylnphony
which
rlayed the work so eagerly and with
si^ch enthusiasm that its effect was
electrifying.

'

32.1

is

sumably

AID RECRUITING

33J

Time

Rudy VaUee
Bandwagon

'

WRITERS

'

Monday, 9 p.m.
WHN, New Tbrk

•

2B.8
24.8
24.4

NAME

U3

'Mr. District Attorney* .. 21:8

most

stress

The program's

32J
S0.6

•CharUe McCarthy*
'Aldrich Family*
Jack Benny
Radio Theater

Walter Winchell

and Figures in current

Facts

of

Bob Hope
'Fibber McOee'

Coffee'

:he quarter hour was Department of
Agriculture in some spots and in
manner, but a reflection of the Office

,

.

Latest C. I. Hooper program
popularity flgurei for th« first
IB shows are as follows:

.

.

.

Station

(As Corporation)

Votes to Invest 10^ Of

Net in

War Bonds

Troy, N. Y,.June

9.

WTRY

will Invest in war bonds
to the extent of 10% of the station's
net inconie under action taken by
director.
This plan will be retroactive to January 1.
li does not interfere with or overlap on the, employees* participation
p^n for purchasing bonds.

HARMON NELSON WTO
ARMY, HARDT REPLACE

•

,

eyebrow-raising In the radio trade, Texas.
'WMCA puis a low estimate on its
Williams came from Dothan, Ala.
^
Land.
own listeners!
wife, divorced, and a daughter survive. Funeral services will be held
ELEANOB.
at the Ward Wilson Mortuary in
•How Goes Italy?
Dothan Friday (12).
Interview
15 Min8.-^Local
Satnrday, 4 p.m.

A

P^KABD

WOV, New York
This quarter hour Interview (in
English) was injected Saturday afternoon into the Italian language schedule of WOV. It was spade-calling-,
Slain fact-reporting stuff designed to
eflate the Mussolini mob. It emphasized Italy's humiliating subservience
to Hitler, the grafting nature of the
Italian fascist leaders, the hardships
and deficiency diet of the Italian
workers. For a finale Mrs. Packard
answered
question as to the
relative fate of Italy under an Axis
as against a Uhlted Nations victory,
Italy would be happier, freer, better

her supposed enemies win than if
her arrogant aUy, Germany, should
emerge top dog.
It is to be hop6d that WOV has

if

had the imagination and enterprise
to user all this good material In

A

Italian elsewhere in its schedule.
lot of it Would have been lost on
Italians, for Mrs. Packard throws
out highbrow phrases, like 'irre-

parably damaged in prestige/ which
are plainly beyond the meagre
English of newcomers to these
shores.

The
terlal

idea

was

The

splendid.

ma

high in calories for democracy,
Land.
,

IilUlanr
Is

<i

lor

Ueei'mans,

from Hollywood,

criptlng qieclal patriotic

"WHAM,

programs

Rochestir, N. Y.

Harmon

Nelson,

Yotmg

& Rublcam

assistant director on the Kate Smith
program, is slated' to go into tha
Army next Monday (16). He will be
succeeded on the Smith series by
Tony Hardt^ who came east last week
from the Y.
R. office on the Coast,
where he assisted on the 'Silver Theatre' show.
Jack Sayers,. the agency's Coast
publicity rep, is east for a special
ns.slgnment.

&
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Charlottesville Dept. Store

Foreign Language Stations Solicit

Takes Baukhage Locally

Aid of Radio Directors Guild

Station

CharloftesvlUe, Va., June 9.
C. H. Williams, local department
store, is sponsoring 'Baukhage Talking' over WCHV, Charlottesville out-

B^es Foreign Language

Man, Alleging Disregard of Rules

the Blue network.
Deal started last week.

let of

The foreign language radio stations
In an attempt to
are moving raiJldly
their devogive public evidence of
tion to democracy and wartime efA committee headed by Arforts,

consulate for an aU'led country wlL
be invited to send a speaker. The
house orchestra will play the
various national anthems, and it is
hoped to have folk songs and other
thur Shnon of WPEN, Philadelphia, nationalistic elements on. the protomorrow (Thursday) in grams, the whole cavalcade constiis meeting
Kew York with George Zachary and tuting a big multi-lingual salute to
others of the new Radio Directors America's brothers-ln-arms.
Guild In an effort to obtain assistance
In preparing patriotic programs for
-sustaining presentation on linguals.
It Is hoped there are directors who

WHOM

WAR PARADE TO

.

understand Italian and

German who

A

Writers Board

GET HEAVY

is likely.

Formal appeal has been made to
Ryan for permission to
nuthrauft
use 'Big Town' scripts In foreign
The Lever Brothers
translation.
program, with Edward G. Robinson

&

and Ona Munson, has lately been allout against the Axis In theme. Foreign stations would like right to use
material sustaining in the German
and Italian tongues.
Station whom; New York, owned
by Joseph Lang, is devoting five
hours this Sunday (14) to carying out
the Office of Facts and Figures suggestion that this year's Flag Day be
given a United Nations stress. Divided into 15-minute segments, each

RADIO SPOT ACTIVrrY
Lydia Pinkham, an. account which
has for years maintained one of the
biggest spot schedules in the business, last

week

issued wholesale can-

9.

AIRING

—

to Patrick J. Stanton^ vice-president

of WDAS. Denying the allegation,
Reason given was that Swystun filed
suit in Common Pleas
had just completed Court Wed. (3), accusing the station
one of its rare surveys comparing of breach of contract.
Stanton declared that Swystun
sales to advertising expenditures.
Pinkham Is also a heavy user of al- balked at filling out questionnaires
on his nationalistic afiillatlons and
cohol.
allegiances, as ordered by tiie DeErwin-Wasey Is the agency.
partment of Justice and the Federal
Communications (Commission.
He
finally returned the filled-in forms
Union Rep a LieaL
cellations.

'under

New York

City radio stations including city-owned
will give
elaborate coverage this Saturday
(13) to th"e 'New York at War'
demonstration.
In all, 14 stations
will carry stuff.
wiU have
nine,
seven, and
and
WJZ, six broadcasts.
The schedule of broadcasts of the

WNYC

WNYC

WMCA

WOR

parade follows:

WNYC—

protest.'-

When

^

the' station

ordered aU an-

nouncers, foreign-language

as well as
June 9.
thdse broadcast in English, to elimiLeo Moen, for the past two years nate all requests, Swystun persisted
.

Seattle,

business .agent for the radio section of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, has
been commissioned a first lieutenant
in the army air corps.
Now in
Washington on duty in the com-

AJa.: 10:30-10:45, 11:30- munications services.
1:05-1:15,
2:05-2:15,
P.M.:
11:45;
3:30-3:45, 4:15-4:30, 0:30-6:40, 8-8:15,

-

couldn't find any station official in

Theodore J. Swystun, director of 'time.
Stanton declared he warned SwyUkrainian programs for WDAS, was
stun three weeks in succession (the
discharged last week by the station Ukrainian hour is broadcast
each
for his alleged refusal to submit his Saturday). Last week, Stanton said,
script to execs for perusal the sta- he heard Swystun's program studded
with
a
list of names of listeners,
tions* policy for all foreign-language
broadcasts.
The firing climaxed against station regulations. After tha
week of 'insubordination,' according program Swystun ^,wa8 .summarily

the drug outfit

similar approach to
would help.
the Henry Carlton Fisk-Clifton Fadl-

man War

Philadelphia, June

PMHAM CURBS

LYDIA

fired.

Swystun, in his petition' in court,
declared the station could not cancel
his program no'r fire him.
He demanded that the station continue the

program and pay him his weddy
commission of $15. Swystun is soon
to be inducted into the Army,, and
the announcer had intended! that hia
wife would cairry on.

Charter Heslep of NBC
Joins Censorship Ofifice
Charter Heslep .has resigned

NBC

9; 15-0! 30.

WMCA—

AJM.: 10:05-10:15; P.M.:
1:05-1:15, 2:30-2:45, 4:05-4:15, 5:15-

rersonsiitiGS

'[hat

sell

i

5:30. 6:45-7, 7:45-8.

WOR—AM.:

11:30; P.M.:

11:20-

10:30-10:45,

12:45-1, 2-2:10, 6:25-6:30,

6* 55""?

WJZ—P.M,:

2:35-2:45,

12-12:15,

Thank you, ladies of the Women's

A

6:05-6:15; WJZ and Network— Jfl.:
11-11:15; PJil.—4:45-4:55; 7:30-7:45,
A.M.: 10:45-11; P.M.: 3:30-

WEAF—
WABC—P.M.:

3:45..

National Radio Comnftittee

1:45-2, 3:45-4.

WNEW — 11:45-12 Noon;
WQXR—A.M.: 11:05-11:30;

PJI.:

2:35-3, 4:45-5.

PJt:

12:15-12:30, 1:40-1:55, 6:30-5:45.

WLIB—A.M.:

11:30-11:45;

for

dubbing

PJa.:

4:15-4:30, 8-8:15.

WBYN—PJH,:

9* 15-9*

1:05-1:15, 6:30-6:40,

30

'W0V-^A.M.: 10:15-10:45,
12:05; PJI.: 2-3, 3:05-4:15.
A.M.: 11:30-11:45.

11:45-

WEVD—

'

What Everyone
In Radio Likes
Evaryon* likaa Rtnewalf.
8o •varyon* aeama to be
happy about aponaorahip of
Wayna Aeklay and tha Nawa
ovar K60. Everyone includ-

12-12:15,

2:35-2:45,

SCRAMS JULY

long run.

that.

.

Advertltera

who ranaw year

m

Advartiaera who are aurprlaad at aalea-raaponaa. Ilka

W. H. Blahop of Food ProductaCo.who raporta'd; "Wayna
Aeklay and the Nawa haya
produced mora traceable r'aaulta than any other advartiaing we
yaHra."

hava
^

To mora than

uaad

ig

a million

tanara In Daa Moinaa and Central Iowa, Wayna Ackl'ey haa
baeoma a familiar and waltha
enable K80 and KRNT to outperform ao many other good
aUtiona. (Aak Kfltz for the

«oma paraonality—ona of
many peraonalitiaa that

eomplata atory.)

and

Frederic

.

Zachary directs

&

Ryan agency.

Consolidated Aircraft

Young

To

& Rnbicam Agcy^

May Use

Broadcasting

Young & Rubicam agency has
added the Consolidated Aircraft account to Its list, and out of this association may.fome a network institutional show.
Ruthrauff & Ryan had also madtf a

soft whisper t6

advertisers:

pitch for the business.

Wn* Salesman's Firing
Brings Strike Clouds
Philadelphia, June

new

9.

m

.

ML

^

am. Manfred Lee
Dannay write the

script and George
for the Ruthrauil

In the midst' of negotiations for a
contract^ the American C6mmunicatlons Assn. (CIO) and station
WIP have broken ofl confabs and a
strike Is imminent. Dispute Is over
the station's discharge of Leonard
Bunkin, a salesman. ACA claims he
was fired for union activity and as
an attempt at intimidation, while
WIP officials assert it 'was necessary
to rea.djust its sales department'
Notice of tho discharge was -made
last week and becomes effective July
Meanwhile, ACA, leaders are
1,
readying a complaint to the NLRB.
Afllliratad with th*
They also intimate that a strike call
Daa Molnov' Raglatar and Trihuna can be expected shortly.

KSO

s program

Stanza airs .7:30-8 p.m. Saturdays,
with the 'repeat' show to the Coast
broadcast the previous Thursday
night, at 12:30-1

tan
lla-

the nation's

4

Time-aalaamen who foal
aueh aocounta are due for a

after year, like Central National Baiik (aacond year),
(aaoond
6 o CO ny-V ae u u
year), Flynn Dairy (third
year)
and' Saara, Roebuck
(eiglith year).

RAINBOW HOUSE

'ELLERYQl]EEN'

'EUery Queen,' whodunit series on
'WEAF-NBC for Bromo-Seltzer, goes
off with the July 4 broadcast Probably it will return in the fall, but the
account has 'Until the July 4 option
date to make a final decision on

ing:

.

WJZ — P.M.:

''Bainbow Houbo" today
commanda the largest audience in its histoty. Every

Satorday morning 216,000
radio homes dial it on

WOR.
Write,

wue

.as

night news' editor to Join the
in using: recordings asked for by his radio news desk of the.' Qfllce of
listeners, Stanton .charged.
Wheii Censorship in Washington.
Prior to joining NBC,: he tvas manSwystun submitted his scrijits, he did
so ill-naturedly, said Stanton.. On aging editor of the Washington DAily
several occasions he 'surreptitiously' News and at one time was assistant
went on the air before he got his to the president of the '.University
script okayed, latec claiming he of 'Virginia.

or call

WOR,
New

at 1440 Broadway, in

Yoiic, PEnnsyIvania&8000

^

86
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U

the reforms has, and overlook mentioning the
opposite direction.
be:ome eilective, there will be less relative desirability of the stations
danger of rate control. Interference as to power, toverage, location and
with management, government SV' other vital factors, it. is very much
pervislon over operating policies, or as if you compared tfie wealth of
By four men according to the number
tl eat of program censorship.
removing present restraints—IropQsed of bills each has in his pocketbook
the Commish without looldng at the denominaby CBS and
would give everybody a better chance tion of the bills'.
to develop naturally, thus minlmizThis slant occupied much of
Irg the possibility, a government Weber's time, the general manager
agency will step in to maintain irri- going into questions of comparative
tating watch on operations.
wattage, availability of outlets, and
the consequences of the time-option
They FUUcr Matwkl
practice.." With the help of several
The Mutual chief aclcnowledg^d
complicated exhibits, the Mutual
that cold statistics such as the senior
general manager emphasized that
chains presented early 1 i the hear
NBC and CBS have control of the
Ings sliow the newcomer has grown
'first choice* plants in the first 60
substantially.
But both McCosker
markets, while Mutual Is Jorced to
and Weber drummed away at the
use stations
only available for
idea Mutual sttU gets only a tiny
wedge of pie, compared .with the Ihnited periods and liable to be
NBC and CBS "labs. The percentage snatched in 26 cities^ The aggregate
Increase in Mutual revenues has been wattage of the NBC and CBS staexaggerated, AricCosker insisted, not tions in the principal markets far
ing the $4,700,000 figure for 1941 is exceeds Mutual''s strength^ he noted,
puny beside the others' time sales. and there are only 36 cities in the
'While we are proud Of Mutual's entire nation where each web has
affiliates and its annual Increases its own full-time station.
The idea of licensing networks
in revenue, particularly In view of

WEBER, M'COSKER CALL SANDERS BILL AN
'OUT'

FOR RIVALS TO AVOID RY'S HAND

Mutual Execs Repeat Charges That Option Time Is
Repeatedly Used to Prevent Mutual Closing
Contracts

With Prospective Advertisers

•

NBC—

By allowing the FCC to proceed with
its reforms, Congress will bring new
competition into broadcasting and
thus give the public better service;
they contended.

—

With the warning that free competition in radio may disappear if 'the
lecture on marketing, program -build- regulations are l>locked, McCosker
inj, and time-selling from Weber,
slammed the 'powerful and wealthy
who directed most of his Are at the corporations' seeking to entrench
attention
screen to cover attempts to block ap- Blue and pointedly directed
themselves by curbing their curbers.
failure of the newest RCA
plication of the anti-monopoly regu- to the
The CBS and NBC complaint about
family member to enter an individual
lations, the most ardent admirer of
the Commish isn't because of the
the hearings. Weber
the FCC reformers' handiwork, Mu- ap^.arance at
procedure, he opened; but because
crlled
names in charging NBC the senior chains too often don't like
tual, told the House Interstate Comopmerce Committee last week. The snatched business by exercising
the nature of the decisions. The prition-time agreements that shut Mutale of MBS woe was poured into
mary purpose of the legislative drive,
certain essenti..! markets
ears of the House group by Alfred J. tual out of
he charged, is to strip the FCC of
the
McCosker, board chairman, and Fred and questioned what is behind
power to police the industry for the
new Blue rate card, which omits so general benefit of the public, the'
Weber, chain general manager,
vital outlets formerly available
several hours of argument against many
independently-owned
transmitters, the obstacles we have had to overskein.
the sweeping procedural changes sug- on either NBC
and any rival networks.
come, we trust you will not be miS'
gested by the radio barristers and
Fly Bules~frralsed
Vigorous support of the proposed led by the figures and charts which
Washington, June.

—

9.

Proposed revision of the 1934 Communications Act is merely a smoke-

backed by

CBS and NBC. WhUe

some overhauling of the administramachinery may be desirable, the
Sanders bill goes altogether too far,
said Weber and McCos!cor, and has
for its secret objective scuttling the
anti-monopoly regulations, not benefiting the public.

tive

.

•

appeared fantastic to McCosker.. .He
observed the stations already are
subject to Federal supervision and
warned the only Important effect
Fly rules was registered by McCos- have been presented by witnesses
would be more, not less, governker, who also deplored the suggestion for NBC and Columbia 9t this hearment interference. He poked fun
the FCC chairman should be shorn ing,' he told the lawmakers. They
at William S. Paley for tempering
commandments,
both of the right to participate in de- give a flattering but highly exag'
monopoly
Weber and McCosker directly an- cisions and 'administrative proceed- gerated notion of Mutual's growth Columbia's endorsement of the suggestion.
swering the attacks of NBC and CBS ings. There is no evidence the Com- and size.
Lltltatlon' Aabit
'When you compare networks as
officials and declaring the allegedly mish has a 'common carrier comVirtually all of the Mutual testimony dealt with the prospective
benefits from the Fly-designed anti-

adverse consequences upon NBC and
greatly exaggerated.

The law-makers received a detailed CBS have been

plex,' the

WOR exec scoffed, and the

regulations are

aimed

they

did,

number of

in exactly the

Any suggestion that the Commish
simply In terms of the
went on half-cocked is wholly unaffiliates each network
justified, McCosker argued. Noting
the time elapsing since the start of
the investigation, he commented the
fighting is not over yet and every
possible opportunity has been of>
f ered to submit evidence.
The older
webs have' litigated whenever they
could
think of an excuse, he
snorted.
Revision of the original
proposals and adoption of amendments suggested by Mutual are evidence the FCC had an open mind,
rather than arbitrary attitude.
Mutual has .been able to operate
under the regulation without either
inconvenience or injury, .the board
chairman declared. He repeated the
customary Mutual argument that
optioning is hot essential-, and that
Mutual adopted the practice only
.

in

and

self-defense,

'

'

the
the
business
could he enjoyed more widely if
the shackles of CBS and NBC contracts are removed. Exclusivety is
unnecessary under the formula devised by the Commish to'-insure access to every market, he said, while
the lack of firm options, can be
'overcome with a little enterprise
and liberal use of airmail and the
telegraph and telephone'.

demonstrated'

insisted
of

advantages

Mutual-, system

of

(]oing

Aiming more at NBC than at
CBS, Weber told at length the obstacles and troubles Mutual has experienced and termed the regulations an 'eminently practicable and
reasonable'
abuses.
He

means
was

of eradicating
particularly en-

thusiastic about the time-block option scheme which the Commish

would' permit, observing it would
not' take away from the Red or
Columbia .more than a fraction of
the most desirable time. now booked
and- would. give the Blue bigger s^,^^,..,^.
ments than it has been able to sell.
Snper-Wcb Improbable
During his course in marketing and
booking, the Mutual general manager insisted the Commission's alternative for firm options prevents
abuses and perpetuates all the present advantages of being able to
assure advertisers of outlets. The 56day call period ts about the time
needed to set up a program, he observedi Nothing in the regulations,
he added, will prevent the. carrying
out of all existing contracts, and the
idea of a 'super-network' is absurd,
since the highest-powered and most
desirable transmitters already have
all the business, they can handle.
Weber pointed an accusing finger
at NBC in telling how unexercised
options have been taken up suddenly
.to injuire Mutual. He told how the Ballantine's beer shovT was shifted after
10 of 14 Mutual outlets notified the
web that NBC was taking'lhe time
for 'Canada Dry. Jiegotiations for
(rtarch of Time) collapsed when
NBC threatened to book another program during the half -hour Blue outlets were wanted. Inability to expand
coverage to additional areas caused
th- American Tohacco Co. to move,
he said, and the' option device 'was
used to lure the J. B. Williams (True
or False) program. There are other
nstances— the Philip Morris and
Caod Will Hour programs— where
Mutual lost accounts because Blue.

.

.

As gripping as it is grim, this poster
a contest "to. promote silence regarding, the movement of militaryequipment and personnel". . . sponsored
by tte U. S. Army and WBZ, Boston. Open

won

First Prize in

to all art-students in Massachusetts, the con-

test

was won by Marguerite

Miller of Chicago against 269
conipetitors.

The newspapers

operated .

the students brought

. .

co-

their creative faculties to
effort

.

. .

impact
tions

.

.

Army

got

bear on the war-

a

poster of

Sta-

their ability to

a leading role in the

power

terrific

and Westinghouse Radio

again demonstrated

assvune
their

,

the

current scene,

to deliver real public service.

]^

mmmmmmi$-

,

'

were ta'^en away
from Mutual, he said.'
'We have .regularly ..competed with
(Continued on page 37)
Affiliated outlets

T/cikcfiday,
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WFAA, DALLAS, 'WEEKLY WAGE' POINT

the ProdiKtion Centres
>*****4»*t* ******* ******************

ISEW

l]\

UPHELD, AVOIDS CLAIM FOR $60,000

YORK CiTY

The Radio Trade Is Discobsinc: Walter Pamrosch's return to NBC
separation—'Weiber anil McCoaker's praise of Fly at Sanders
dizzying number of radio guest dates in east by MadeBill hearings
leine Qarroli radio listening increase in gos-rationed areas compared
the swing of Ray Swing to NBC the rcto seasonal stump elsewhere
after brief

—

—

,

B.

L.

town

.

. . .

—

__^ Contlnued from page 36 „^

reoppoint-

Owned

NBC

Situations
and Columbia for each new adand we know that the circumstances und£r which most of
them have placed thieir business with
Washington, June 9.
th-- other networks indicate that the
If they .have specific contracts fixfactors .'based on these contracts
ing the weekly wage and providing
either were conclusive against us or
contributed, substantially. 4o the re- pay for expected overtime work,
sult,' he wept.
The process is still broadcasters,, newspaper publishers,
going on, and time after time during and other employers of white-collar
the current year we have had narhelp don't have to bother about the
row escapes from losing other comUnited
mercial programs we are still carry- Federal Wige-Hour Law, the
ing, always for the sam. reason. Stdtes Supreme Court held Monday
Rejpresentative^ of three of the (8) in a' 5 to 4 decision ending litigavertiser

Wilson back to WCKY, Cirtcy, Monday (8) after eight days in
Charley
Dolphe Martin of WEEI, Boston, here on/a quickie

.Erik Barnouw
Vanda. due' in from Hollywood assignment foi| Bill Paley,
dashed oft script on hurry-request from Treasury,. .it's the life story of
.

Minority of Supreme Court Sees Law Frustrated by
Decision Important in Newspaper'Device'

Sanders' Hearing

—

—

the
/or?n, but positiuely, 0/ the foreign language stations
me7it, .but not yet positively, of the chairman of the FCC.

.

.

a dollar bill and will be heard tonight: (Wednesday) on WABC (7:30),
with Ezra Stone as the dollar bill, .. .Young & Hubicam producing under
Adrian Samisch.
Peggy Conklin plays the' lead Friday liight (X2) on 'Grand Central Staa script by Arnold Pearl. .. .Amanda Randolph playing a maid in
Lewis Charles handling the early a.m. rgcord
the 'Kitty Foyle' cast
show on WHN, while Scott Colton reciip'eriates from an appendectomy ...

agencies in the
Incidentally, Charles is to be married this month, but isn't, revealing her country, handling a very, large and
important volume of national adverAs one ot those balmy ext>16itatlon stunts that press agents dream
name
tising, have expressly stated to Musent out a small cake of soap with a release about one of its tual that they will not purchase time
UD.
programs. .. .but the station .didn't explain the Hotel Bryant name on the over our network for any client of
theirs during hours covered by opwrapper.
Nancy Douglas has joined the cast of 'Portia Faces. Life^ for Benton & tion-time provisions unless and until
Mutual can give assurances equal to
Bowles. .. .it's a singing-dramatic piart. .. .Blue network is giving a the' which NBC ana Columbia are
.Ira
vocalist
Freddie
Stewart.
Marion,
new
member
buildup
to
ustainer
able to give. In most instances the
only way we have been able to keep
of the Blue scripting jtafi, ia now writing the 'Afric'anTrek' continuity
the clients has been/' the argument
he also fi^-lanced last Sunday's 'Blue Theatre' Players' script. '.. .Fred
t^iat the time is not far distant when
assistant program director, due for fatherhood. .. .Pegeen these regulations
Barr,'
will go Into effect'
Associated
Laborasponsors
ja
WOR,
namely
Fitzgerald now has three
Th^ option arrangements possible
Edgar.
under the regulations, will protect
tories, Davidson Bros, and Chemica^ Treating ti Equipment Co
.Breakstone dairy advertisers for the period^of- the conStehli and James McCallion. added to 'Help Mate' cast.
twice-daily
Kapers'
show
on
'Kitchen
products is p&rtially sponsoring the
tract, Weber applauded. He told'the
WHN.
lawmakers 'this is .no more a disadthan to anBob Slade, one. of the writers of 'The Nation At War,' visited WTRY,, vantage to one netwo
Troy, in connection with the scripting of an episode in which five members other and is no more an injury to
of an Albany family giving 38 hours every day to America's war, par- •or, advertiser than another. It canprogram manager, helped to arrange the. not rightly' be considered an- Injury
ticipated. .. .Nick Carter,
origination, via" the Blue network, and announcer Bob Lewis introduced to any one, much less to broadcasting as 'an advertising, mei'.ium. If it.
the participants.
be deemed an' injury- to .a network
Ed Foreman has joined the Kay Kyser show to supply comedy material
which has to give up th'e exclusive
.the program airs tonight (Wednesday) -from the Naval Air
for .Kyser.
General Mills option-time privilege, it Is relatively
Station at Quonset Pt, R. I., and June 17 at Quantlco, Va
CarlBlxby is billed as 'Kitty Foyle'. slight, particularly when, as in the
is now giving air credit to scripters
case of the Blue Network; it has obly
adaptor and Howard Teichman is mentioned as 'Valiant Lady' author. ...
Don Dunphy been using a small proportion of the
Skippy Homeier added to 'Life Can Be Beautiful' cast
time it has under option and its af*
<0. goU and tenB. B. D.
wiU be married June 20 to Muriel Keating
Elizabeth filiate stfitiofis need, and desire addinis outing tomorrow (Thursday) at Pelham Country Club
George Baxter playing the killer tional revenue.; Th^ Injury, If any,
Reller added to 'Just Plain Bill' cast
largest advertising

.

.

WWRL

.

.

.

WTRY

,

'

,

.

owner of WFAA,
and the Dallas News.
The majority of the umpires held
the WFAA management complied
with the statute by adjusting salary
A. H. Belo Corp.,
Dallas,

All

mbre thati.;ODunteir-halancedby.the
benefit to the aHIllate Stations and
their audiences iand by the 'benefit to
the public resulting' from Active and
fair com'petitfoh on the. merits of the
cbmpeting netwcttkft'

.

was. guaranteeing

a

'weekly

amount spedThe arrangement

in excess of the

fied in the

law.

provided that a $40-a-weel£ legman
was paid 67c. per .hour and would get
$40 a week regardless ot how long
he worked. On this basis, he could
be required to work 54H hours (the
maximum' afHhait time was 44 hours
weekly) before being entitled to any
extra .cashi: A(ter Ijeing followed
fqr 16 months, t}iis arr^gement was
assailed' by the Labor Department,
which held that. WFAA apd the
paper's employees were entitled to
reimbursement to' the tune ..of
.

—

.

.

'

"

-"

.

'

'-

-

a certain figure,
iinreiated to the wages, paid' and
agree that it is the 'regular rate' of
compensation.
The majority', view
'frustrated' the desire and purpose
of 'Congress, Justice Reed .com'caprlcicriisly select

sociate Justice Byi'nes, said:

''When
•

'

.

iemplotfer

and

':

^

Hdpe IBmc^^^

'

and

.

cm-

aritiJScial'

'

well

Use of such a

'no-,

support in its text and which, a*
a practical matter; ettminates the
possibilHy p/ steady income to
employees linth irregular hour«,
'Where the <tuestion is as close as
this one, it is

.

plained.

interpreta-

Act which' finds

tion 'of -tht
,"

..

ployees have agreed upon an arrangemenl luhtch has prou'en
mutually- satisfactory, we should.
not upset it and ^ipprove an iri^ .
:fl«xible

.

'

,

to /ollou) the

Cpn0re«fional lead and.to.ajiford
the fulled possible scope to
<Aiwigo, June
«0reemefljts amon^ the. indiuidChange in plans .of committee in
vats rtOfto- ore octuoTIv .ajfeciied.''
is playing all the femme parts in .'History Speaks,' a platter series for kids, charge of arrabgenients 'tor VUcduch a handling of the problem,
.Richard Ritter, of the Blue production depart- Arthur Day Celebration, here, Juiie Justice. Byrnes observed, is 'dommoh
for Columbia Records.
ment, has joined the American Volunteer Ambulance Corps..;. Barry 14, Jbrlngs Bob Ifppe ;'to-r)owtt
sense recognition' of particular conHopkins, Peggy O'Donnell, Carleton Young, Horace Braham and Ethel maatier of ceretnontiM 'tcir- the event. dlUohs in such business^ as pubAflair.to
Robert Waldrop, a atretcher
held at SbldlertT ^leld lishing; He added that many newsRemey emoting in new 'Mr. Keen' case
liearer in the medical corps at Camp Lee, Va., transferred to the public is co-spohwred 'b^r.%easiJIy Etap^ri^ :p*per workers prefer a dependable
Roger Klnne, former chorister in 'America the Free* ment 'war lavinig/aiall and 'Hirald' .weekly income to fluctuating spins
relations staff
American;' mearst paiter.:'
depending on the! amount of time
(Continued on page 38)

F<Nr Chi'

pany

wage

.

is

B6)l)

•To an Hoar
and Dallas News worksome mechanical emwere advised that the com-

WFAA
except

ers,

ployees,

schedules after Congress enacted the
'Fair Labor Standards' act so that
pay for extra work is figured by a'
stipulated* formula.- The- majority
Chief Justice Harlan F. Stone and
'
Associate Justices James F. Byrnes, $80,000.
Felix Frankfurter, Robert H. JackThe arrangement, Justice Eij^hes
son, and Owen J. Roberts vigorconceded, unquestionably was de-'
ously discarded the Labor Depart- signed
to keep the pa}TOll at the
ment contention that a contractual same level as before the law went
weekly wage, no matter how much into effect. Congress- did not deny
or how calculated, is only the com- an employer the right, however, to
pensation for a standard work-week. make such a contract, as long as he
Seeking, to upset' lower .courts pays the minimum required, the mawhich; held' in- favor of. the Belor jority spokesman added. The guarQOrp., the :gQvernment maintained ailty
of 'a fljied amount 'carries out
that additional pay miist b^.'fiigured the ihtention'vtif ;the Congress,' he obon. the 'b^is "of each'hour. qver,.the served.
4()-hour; .maximinn allo'wed.' in, the
In the dissenting opinion, delivered
law. Whether the total jpay tops the
minimum figures set forth In the act: 'by 'Associate' Justice Stanley F. Reed,
the riiiinoidty complained that the
is of no consequence, the Lahor. Die-'
prevailing opinion will permit em*
partment added.
J
The majority, in.an opinion by As- ployefs 'and ^their hired hands 'to

&

Lois Wilson, Violet Heming and Bevr
on the 'Our GpI Sunday' serial
erly Bayhe, all names from Alms and legit; now listed with Radio Reglstiv
Bob Hawk one of the angels of the new Rodgersfor regular ether dates
Claire Neisen added to' '^oyce Jordan' castHart music^, 'By Jupiter'
Frank Gallup anEdgar Stehli joined 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill'
nouncing 'Our Clal Sunday,' subbing for Tip Corning, who Injured hlnisell
With 'Lincoln Highway' .off
bumping into a glass door at, CBS last week
lor -the summer, Theodora Yates now directs a mere three shows a -day,
•When a Glrl Marjies' and 'Young Dr. Malone' (with a repeat). .\ .George,
Milne, chief engineer, elected prez of the Blue Network Athletic. Assn,
with Bud Barry, aide to program chief Hiil Carlln, named v.p.. .. .feter
Donald, m.c. of 'Can You Top This?*, joined Stella Dallas troupe.
Phyllis Jeanne (Creore) doing a singing-acting part on 'Aunt Jenny|- and

involving the practices of the

tion

WWHL

. .,

he continued.

.

tion,' in

.

Congress never said
they, put in.
such an arrangement is illegal, and
the jiidiciary should not outlaw It,

H(Mn^

'device,'

according

to the .minority, will enable 'astute
additional
ilnanagement'
to
diick
labor cos^. Smart einployers, Justice Re<edj>redicted, Wfll 'avoid many
of the disadvantages .-of ordlntfy
overtime*: by asing the Belo method.

:

'

.

.'

^Cream of Wheat'

.

On

Blue's Brefdcfast Clab

.

.

,

.

—

^

',

.

.

Makers of Cream of Wheat Jia'y*
contraeicd to resume -their support of
the Friday and Saturday editions of
.

the Bliw: Network's 'BreakfUt Club'
in October.
Contract is for 24 weeks.
,
.

.

.

.
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He

That Lady Literary Wholesaler,

Forgot

From the Production Centres

making the

currently

story
rounds

tells
of two soldiers
listening to the recent 'This Is

hua
Irna

Phillips

daytime

serial,

the air June 29.

Phillips,

will have a fifth
'Lonely Women,' oh
It will fill

Serials

AFRA'S RUSSIAN

'

WAR

'Thot'5 great.

the 2:15-

on NBC and plug one of
the General Mills product. On the
same day a new five-year contract
between Miss Phillips and Procter
Gamble on 'Road of Life,' also
fit
NBC, became effective, There will
be a switch of brands, from Duz to

Has Five

War' show. The one they had
tuned in on was on factory production and the privates wera
obviously impressed. So much
so that as the show drew to an
end, one jumped and cried;

RELIEF EVENT JUNE 22

can do

wonder what

I

I

P.

St

G. last

week renewed

eight

FOUR NETWORKS
SELLING

Representatives of NBC, CBS, Muand the Blue Network were
gathered in Detroit yesterday (Tuesday) seeking to get a hearing from

tual

Ford Motor for their presentations
ACTIVITY AT COMPTON
program series.
Institutional
of
NBC is offering an hour's show,
Wamboldt Due In Ralston, Haynes while the Blue and Columbia have
On Trip to Montreal
submitted suggestions for evening

—

Maxon is the
news programs.
supervisor of agency.
the Ransom Sherman show on the
CBS would like to make it three
Coast for the Compton agency, will
quarter hours a. week at 6:45 p.m.,
be brought back to the New York while the Blue has proposed the 8office when the Procter & Gamble
8:15 niche with repeats at 9:30 and
series folds on CBS with the July 1
11 p.m.
broadcast. He'll be given a supervisory assignment on some of the
agency's shows out of the east.
Yrs.
Gil Ralston, another program suQoartermasters'
pervisor with Compton, went to
Montreal early this week with Storrs
Washington, June 9.
Haynes, the agency's editor of new
The 167th anniversary of the foundscripts, to look over shows there. ing
of the Army Quartermaster
Pair are due back in New "York to- Corps wiU be celebrated Thursday
morrow (Thursday). Helen Roberts, (11) in a 30-minute program over
fornierly with Benton & Bowles, has the Blue skein supervised by Joe
joined the Compton copy depart- Bell. The dramatization will include
ment
-X
Jay Jostyn from the 'Mr. District AtTed Palmer, one of th« assistants torney' show and Lieut. Andre
to William Ramsey Procter tt Gam- Baruch.
ble radio head, is currently on one
talk by Ma].-Gen. Edmond Greof his periodic visits to New York gory, the present quartermaster genfor agency confabs.
eral, rounds out the program.
Robert Wamboldt,

ON COAST
Hollywood, June

150

9.

New California network of six
links and as many supplementary units Is being organized,
with Howard Lane, head of the
McClatchy chain, dominating the
•etuiJ. KMPC In Beverly HlUs wiU
be the local outlet, with ncigotiations
under way for KISFO. to serve the
*baslc'

Frisco

area'.

Bevhllls station soon goes to 10,'
000 watts full time, currently operat'
Ing on 5,000 watts daytime and 1,000
•t night,

Lulse Rainier cancelled,
Charles K. Freeman of Chicago a-ylsltlng
substituted on WNEWs Russian War Relief show today (Wednesday).... Tom Bennett will musicalize Stephen Vincent Ben^t's 'Dear
Adolph' series on NBC, which Lester O'K^efe will direct

m

HOLLYWOOD ...

The Radio Trade Is Discussing: More {n^enious handling oj war mesaagei, sparked bv "Variety's' shoiomanship survey:—The apparent trend,
jor the duration, awaii from hour shows by underu)rtter» hit by war
restrtctions— The 'soop boys' worrying about the /all, eased none by
the double /old of P. <& G.'s Ransom Sherman and Shirley Temple
entries.

TO FORD

piness.'

FORMING LOOP

Irving Berlin soldier musical,

service.

SHOW

its

HOWARD LANE

new

Reggie Scheubel's recent htisband has married again. ., .Lyman Bryson
June 15 before Klwanis convention at Cleveland. .. .new writer for
Frank Stanton at CBS sales promotion. Is Yasha Franli, from program

spiels

-

Chicago, June 9.
Federation of Radio
Artists will present an audience
show at the Chicago Civic Opera
House, June 22 for Russian War
Relief. Chairman of AFRA's United
Nations Aid -Committee, Mel Galliart, is in charge, with all proceeds
Members
to go to Russian Relief.
of Chicago's AFRA local will participate and present the show for
which plans are now being made.

American

daytime serials on NBC. They
June 22 has been officially proare, besides 'Road' and 'Happiness,'
claimed as 'Aid to Russia' day by
'Vic and Sade,' 'Against the Storm,'
Mayor Kelly of Chicago, who is ac•The Story of Mary Marlin,' 'Pepper tive
in relief circles.
Young's Family' and 'Right to Hapof

tlie

Army.'

'This Is the

Tama

fo help.'

2:30 spot

are
shows
other
Her
Chipso.
'Guiding Light,' 'Women in White'
and 'Right to Happiness.' 'Lonely
Women' replaces 'Arnold Grimm's
Daughter.'

aContlnned from page 37:

and 'American Melody Hour,' In

.

A

Eddie Cantor using the .phone call bit on his camp shows, and passing
up the gold braid and .shoulder decorations for the humble private and
gob. First one called up to talk to the folks back home was Henry Oster,
who 'used to peddle ice cream at the Polo Grounds
Russ Johnston, CBS
program director, taking a month's leave to. serve with the submarine
patrol.
He's a commercial pilot with an instructor's rating and one of
radio's best fliers. ....Groucho Marx and Jimimy Durante, in. that order,
fllllng the guest niche on Post Toasties Time In the absence of Frank
Morgan. They're the first, of a dozen subs for Morgan and Fanny Brics
....Frances ScuUy' grooming her 'Blind Date' program for camp tours.
.Charles Lyon vacationing with Uie Norris
It's an all-femme layout.
Goffs (Abner of L & A )..;.. Mel Rulck, Lux announcer, donned his captain's uniform this we6k. . .'.Helen Woodman, Coast manager of Russel
Seeds agency, to Chicago for "summer duty with the company and impending nuptials with George Bayard, veepee of the Seeds outfit.... Alex
Robb, head of NBC's program and talent sales here, celebrated his 21st
anniversary. Ditto on six for Hal Bock, press chief at NBC and Sybil
.Postmaster directed to NBC a
Chism, organist for Lum and Abner.
letter from Russia addressed 'America, California State, Director of Radio
Central.* It proved a good hunch as the enclosure was for Arnold Ju'

.

.

KNX

publicity
rasky, violinist with the staff orchestra. .. .Joe Leigh ton of
staff into the. Coast Guard as chief petty oSlcei; in public relations de-

Bob Lee, former Young & Rubicam producer, marking time
here awaiting a cairto training for Royal Air Force.... Bob Orr, erstwhile
Lennen & Mitchell exec, hers to heat up a- radio deal.... Major Tom Lewis
Ted Sherdeman using practically
to Washington for his new war post
the same cast as last season for 'Those We Love' pinch hitter for. Eddie
Cantor. Company Includes Nan Grey, Helen Wood, Richard Cromwell,
Francis X. Bushman, Donald Woods, Ann Todd, Mary Gordon and Virginia Sale.
Eddie Kay directs the music... Hedda Hopper received 62
American Beauties from 'her sponsor (Sunkist) on the occasion of her
birthday... .CBS has set up Its own bureau Iiere to double check all data
and announcements pertaining to the war effort. Idea Is to convey to
the listeners that when they catch the tag that the story has been authenticated by Columbia Bureau of Wartime Information it's the McCoy....
Lyn Murray here from New York to tune up 'They Live Forever' finale
from the Air Force Trahiing Center at Santa Ana.... Despite that she
moved to CBS after nine years on NBC and the Blue network, Don Gilman tossed a party for Irene Rich. After the farewell shindy she was
hailed by CBS
Jim Bloodworth, KHJ scripter, move'd to Warners for
partment

a'

'

try at scenarlzing.

ilS

CHICAGO ...

Michael Stewart, basso of 'Plantation Party,' will get bis Master of
Musla degree from the Chicago Conservatory of Music, .. .Gene Baker,
NBC announcer and singer, will spend the next month peddling War
Bonds and Stamps for Uncle Sam throughout the midwest. Goes as
far west as Wyoming o^i the trip.
.Whitey Ford of 'Plantatioh Party'
has beautiful sun tan acquired while touring with his circus.... Tom
Wallace back from coastal vacation. .. .The National Bam 'Dance took
inventory recently and found out that artists on the show came from
11 of the 48 states and none of these the so-called 'hill-billy states'....
Holiie Pearce, formerly supervisor of WBBM engineers, has been named
assistant to Frank Falknor, Chief Engineer.
Pearce replaces Joe Novy
off to the Navy Radar School.
.Eddie Dunn, WBBM announcer. Is newest master of ceremonies for WBBM's 'Victory. Matinee.' Jim Conway
replaces Dunn on 'Profiles and Previews', .. .U.. S. Supreme Court Justice Byrnes was guest of WBBM during Illinois Bar Association Convention In town.... Charles. Victor,
announcer, off to Hollywood
.

IT'S m^'f^^^^"^'

.

OR YOUR MERCHANDISE

.

.

.

WGN
WGN
WGN

for picture job.... He'll return to
upon completion of shooting....
Bruce Foote, baritone, guested»on
Monday for 'Music That En v..
dures'
Karl Weber and Arthur Kohl added to cast of 'Lone Journey'.... Rene Gekiere, nixed by arhiy, returned to 'Helen Trent.'

Bloyce Wright of

NBC

oft

to join announcing: staff of

WKY,

Okla-

homa

City.... Pierre Addre slated to handle.' Grant Park concerts this
year. ...Bill Ray and J. F. Whalley of NBC off to New York on business.... New faces at NBC include Omar Calzaretta,- maintenance clerk,

b

i

c!

.

:h.r

fj;

S: i;:c:.

C'.'.;:\''.y

Theodora- Whipple, Alan Kpplar and Harry Mitchell, messengers and a
trio of guides, Kenneth Fafrls, Robert Judd and Robert Oswald
Now
It's Corporal Bob Thomas of 'Fitch
Bandwagon.' Stationed at Camp
Grant and commuting in for <th9~ weekly air shows. .. .Luise Barclay
and Louise Fitch i^ow. miking for^'Arnold Grimm's Daughter'
Mary
Afflick of
is one of few~women producers In business, and single
femme director in Chicago
Roy C. Witnier, NBC veepee, visited
Chicago the. past week. .Judith Waller off to visit Milwaukee an!
Denver educational meets
W. J. McEdwards NBC salesman elected
1942 president of the NBC Athletic Ass'n of Chicago at annual election
last week. Other officers voted In were H. D. (jrissey, L. Anderson, Vice-

:

-

WGN

!hr,'

:

C,-f!jr
r-

>.,t!

1

F!.i[:;

khc:;.'

rji

In-

b^U

W 1V

i

i:i

^:

n^cv-

YOUR

i;>

Presidents Laura Satterwhitii, secretary and John Wehrheim, treasurer .
Frank Stemes, formerly of WRAL, Raleigh, N. C, and most recently
free lancing In Chicago, Joined the sales staff of WING, Daytin,' Ohio
Josephine Antolne guests on 'Carnation Contented Hour' again this week*
.Eloise Kummer has been assigned the" lead in 'Road of LUe' on
NBC... Pat Flanagan, sportcaster, celebrates his 20th year of broad.
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June 11.
Gerhard Schacher, news analyst of WIND, wrote book "He Wanted to
Sleep in the Kremlin,' that wiUgo on sale July 8.... WGN was singled out
by National Board of Fire Underwriters for Honorable Mention as one of

casting

1^;

1

-.

iW'.

-

five radio stations in

I'.'

.

the country for meritorious service In presentation

of Fire Prevention broadcasts.
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A. June 15

John U. Reber, v.p. in charge of
radio for the J. Walter Thompson
agency. Is due iti Hollywood June
19, He will be around two or three
weeks.
The purpose Is. twofold; watch

Bob Crosby make his debut (23) as
summer pinchhltter for his brother,
Blng, .on the Kraft show and give
the other Thompson programs ^ general lookingover.

'

.

TO
eALES APPROACH
UAROEt^Tl
AMERICA'*

MARKET.

5000

WATT.^.

.

Veibieedar. jiin«

10.:

Island

Ellis

^

to Met;

Buys 50G Bonds

Joseph Szigeti Booked
For 30 Recitals in '42-'43
Joseph. Szigetl has been set for approximately 30 concerts so far for

by the National Concert &
Artists borp. Violinist will have apthis fall

',
.

The basi, cjiisldered the greatest
excepot the past 20. years with the
mainstay of
tion Qt Chaliapin, was a

Despite the. fact !that Tullio

Met

turn,

wide

'

and

ber for himself

his remarks re<;eived
'

publicity.

.a record numwhen the books are

closed.

'.

.

.

SzigetL opens in Washington

'
:

Oct

Tires Not

Com

Killed Berkshire Gala;

conductor,,left;.tlieBe

shores it) 1934, and has since
then become impresario of. La
Scala, Milan, the U. S. persists
in trying to collect delinquent
income, taxes from him. On
Monday (1) the Government
was granted an, extension- of
time to Dec. 1 to locate.' Serafin
to serve him.
When the conductor 'left, he
told friends he would never, re-

proximately 60 dates,

.

papers,

.

.

Serafln,

TOLEDO GROUP

Citicy/Lewisob Chief Summer Events
Bidu'Sayao Stays in U.S.;
Feared War Stranding
Bidu Sayao has cancelled her propose.d South American tour this
summer and will go- to the Cincinnati
Opera instead. The Brazilian soprano of the Met decided ''It inadvisable to attempt to go to South
America sii^ce she has .so many fall
bookings that she feared any delay
in- 'transportation might hurt her engagements In the U. S.
She makes her Cincinnati debut
June 20 in 'Traviata' -and will sing
two performances each of that
opera 'L'Bllslr d'Amere' and 'Bar;

19 and plays to the end ot April. He
is scheduled for appearances with
the Tolronto, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Philadelphia and N. Y. Philharmonic
symphonies. He sells for $1,000$1,500 a concert SzigetL will present
Toledo, O., Jun; 9.
all the 18 Mozart Sonatas in a series
Toledo Museum of .Art Concert ber of Seville.'
in N. Y. .between Nov.
at the
Series for 1942-43 will oSer an opera
the his4' and Ifi for the first time
for the first time in its history, 'bein
tory of N.Y.
.1
them.
dropping
ing
Puccini's 'La Boheme' oil .Oct TIenty of Gas For
Ing
Plnza, whose annual gross for 50
with Susanne Fisher; Frances
10,
concerts and 35 opera appearances Is
Greer (winner of the Sherwin-WilRace Touts/ But Culture
artund $75,0OO-$100,0O0, will spend Promoters Eye Manicipal
liams auditions), and 'William Haih,
in the leads;
the summer pla j'ing USO camps,
Six other events' inEditorial
to
service organizations and on Governcluded on the series are as follows:
in Springfield, Mass.,
ment radio shows. He plans to buy
Philadelphia,
Eugene
Ormandy
conducting, Nov. 4.
up to $50,000 In bonds, the limit that
Springfield, Mass., June 9.
For Opera on Sundays Chicago, Frederick Stock conduct- Springfield. (Mass.) Daily News
may be purchased, tind donate a poring, Nov. 18.
tion of his earnings to .U. S. war
Plnza cannot return to
charities.
MhmeapoUs, Dimitrl Mitropoulos rapped editorially a gas rationing
Springfield, Mass., June 9.
ItalJ, having broken with the Fascist
conducting, Feb. 5.
system that stills the Boston .'SymSpringfield had its opera hopes up
party and being subject to InstantCincinnati, Eugene Goossens con- phony's programs at the Berkshire
Imprisonment there. His sojourn on this week .as the 'Metropolitan Civic ducting, March 19.^
Symphonic Festival, while allowing
the Island is rumored to have been
Artur
Rubinstein,
pianist;
Feb,
23.
Ernest
J.
Opera company,' listing
Erica Morlni, violinist, afid Al- horse and^dog racing to go on full
a desire by the Government to secure
manager and
information regarding Fascist so- Santoro as general
bert Hirsh, pianist, Jan. 8.
tiU in this state.
cieties which may have contacted Odone SommovigO as artistic direcThe Museum- usually offers two
•It"t»: 0 Veol mis/orttine that ihe
him for aid during the "past few tor, made inquiries into availability concert series, .but due to pr&ent pTogram ha'i to be given up, viHile
>
years.
uncertain
conditions,
other octitKttes giving scant benefit
the
second
secon-:
of Municipal Auditorium for 15
ries will be dropped.
to onybodv except the promoters are
secutive Sundays of opera in the. fall.
allowed to continue,' .saipl the News.
Acoustically idtal A\iditDrium seats
'The festival slated the first three
weeks in August has been called off,
about 3,e0O, but lacks curtain which
YR. though the summer school will be
that scehery has to be shifted
means
IN CLEVE.
FIRST
held as usual,' thouglx -with the backr
in view 6f audience. Promoters have
coif
mg of a corporation headed by Serge
date with city Property committee,
Cleveland, June 9.
Koussevitzky.
June 19.
Tossy Spivakowsky, violinist of
Pittsburgh, June 9.
New York, has been appointed conMay Beegle, Pittsburgh's No. 1
certmaster of the Cleveland Orchesimpresario,
will celebrate the 20th
GIVES
tra succeeding Hugo Kolberg who
anniversary of her concert- series,
resigned after falling to come to
next seafjon with line-up' of. 10
financial agreement with managetractibns.

and San Francisco
Mozart's operas,
opera companies.
•Nozze dl Figaro' and 'Don Giovanni,'
b.o. successes durbeen
have
which
have utilized
decade,
past
ing the
him almost solely as the star. His
release means the San Francisco and
retainthe operas
wlU
companies
Met
theh: repertoires after", tgnsiderthe Met, Chicago

SETS SCHEDULE

,

,

.

YMHA

>»

Hopeful

Still

.

Xiie release of Ezio Pinza ttoixi
ElUj Island by the G<^ernment last
en held since
:l\9Vlng
weekr
March 12 as an enemy alien, did' not
come as a surprise to his associates
Opera Co. Plnza
at the Metropolitan
was known to have dropped his
Fascist leanings shortly atter the
Ethiopian Invasion In 1938 and to
have taken .out his first American

.

COMCERK-onOtA

1948

Ito^s Rel^se From
No Surprise

'

.

.

m

Lenox, Mass.,' June 9.
Th'e folding of the Berkshire Festival for this -year leaves only the

dium

Cancel'—

Has

-

.

.

.

Sta-

of the big- eastern concert
events operating this summer'.
,

The festival with the Boston Sj^mphony had, .been, due to open July
•

30 for a- series olnteie week-end concerts.
Reason for the folding was
not the inability .of the Festi'val to
meet .the orchestra's budget of

-

.

given out, but the discovery that approximately 1,000,000
miles of driving took place in and
around the Berksbires as a result of
the festlval and its 75,000 attendance.
Government officials, see]dng to save
rubber, dropped hints, and the Festival- dropped- also. It) 1941 the orchestra's :budget was. $65,000 .so that
the given out $20,000 iidist' was.^a
negligible factor.
$85,000 «B

.

However, Serge Koussevitsky, con-

-

Aud

Opera and Lewisohn

Cincinnati

L

ductor of the Boston Siymphony, will
.operate out of :'Bfpston.thfs summer,
Offet-iag open air cbncertjs there. He
ha: $10,000 raised out of a necessary
$40,000 and has stilted tre wl|l .]^ut up
the'f balanee* himself if necessary.
Trustees 'ot the Boston Symphony,'
-

.

'

'

however, are expected

to.

make up

the diflerenqe.

.

'

-

SPIVAKOWSKY NEW
CHAIR

MAY BEEaE'S 20ra
AS

CERT PROMOTER

MINNEAPOLIS TO TOUR

ALL

IMPRESARIO

PROFITS TO STUDENTS

ment

New concerlmaster formerly held
Memphis, June 9.
similar seat with Berlin Philharpatron, has
I; L.' Myers, local arts
monic Orchestra under Furt\yaengler
Ballet Russe de Monte
and was associated with University booked the;
performances during
Conservator^ of Melbourne before Carlo for .two
the week -of Jan. .17, 1£M.
coming to States.
As usual with Myers' ventures, the
profits-^if any— will be placed in
musical scholarships for promising
Earl Wrightson Gets
progeny of this city.
_

'

Md-Up On

Blue

Web

Earl Wrightson, 26 year old baritone and protege of Robert Weede
of the Met, is now appearing on
three radio programs weekly on the
Blue network. His shows are Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays with
the tinle ranging from 7:30 to 8:30.
^Baritone wiSf concertize, at Rochester today (wed.).
He has been signed by the Trenton Opera Co. for next season,
tested by Metro a fortnight ago, and
negotiations are on now for appearances with the Chicago Opera Co.
He is working on hla operatic roles
with Armando Agnini, considered to
rank among the ((reatest stage directors of this century.

ITURBJ AS CIVILIAN PILOT
Ha;

CoBoert Dates. Set Tor Cominr Season

M

Jeanette'MacDonaid

sing lor. benefit of

under. Beegle

Army

Relief

-will'

Fiiui'd;

irt

..special'

regiilBr.-

.

Ris&Steyens, Nino Martini

'

.

.

Iturbi will
September.
Mona Paulee, Met mezzo is dick- have about a half dozen dates as
as
ering with the Mexican .Ifational soloist with symphony orchestras
Opera Co. where she may appealr in well.
the summer season during July and
August. If slie goes down for the
season she wUl be heard in 'Aida,'
Addenda
goletto' and 'Carmen.'
Singer starts her fall tour with
seven dates on the Pacific 'coast
opening Oct. 12 in Pacific Grove,
Cal, She spends the full season at
the Met and ^ will wind up next
April with about a dozen Com-

Jascha Heifetz, July 27; Lily Pons.
July 23; Blair McClosky, June 27,
and Werner Josten, conductor, July

munity Concert dates.

9

Additions 16 the list of Lewisohn
Stadium conductors and soloists for
1942 are: Yehudi Menuhin, July 20;

and

10.

.
.

Shura Cherkassk'y, puplfand protegee of Josef Hofmann, will have a

Rubinatein's 50 Dates
transcontinental tour of some 25
Artur Rubinsteip' will open a tour
dates in Community concerts next of 50 engagements Oct. 27 in New
season.
The pianist is booked for
Pianist is vacationing in Haven.
California.

Vronsky and Babin, duo-pianists,
.returned to the Pacific coast yesterday ^esday) following an 'appear-

Ti^

Columbia

Her -BvUd-Vp As
Bosa PonseUe'

CflvtM-.-

'Another"'

four appearances with the Philadelphia orchestra in Philadelphia, N.
Y., Washington and Baltimore.
Rubinsteto's other orchestra appearances will be with the CincinY.
nati, Pittsburgh, Toronto and N.

W

week

'of Jtily" 27, C3i^vez. pla^is.^a'
of Mexico's principal cities after
the dose of its' seasbn Sept, 13.
Orchestra is functioning this sea-

toiir.

son without

its-

customary govern-

.

ment

subsidy, -Prlvatp coin is sufficient for an ambitious seasbp;' Rodzinsky of the Cjiiweland philharmonic, will -also be >ete. f 1'
^
:

.

June

9;

N. Y. Philhaniionic Ope^^
Oct. 7;

Sblpi^

The N, Y. Pbilhatmohic Symphony
will have the following soloists on Ita
1942-43

season's

schedule:'. Claiidlo

Arrau, Robert Casadesus, JoSe: Itutbi,
Edward- Kilenyl^' Guibmat Koi^aes,
Nadld Reistfn>erg, Af ttir Rj^blnstehi,
Riidpli Serkln tind! Serge -Bachmanl.
hoff, pianists; Fritz Krelsler,- *fathan
SHlsteln,'^ Joseph
pzlgetj, .Michel

nastro and. John Corigllano;-.^'lblin>of the singers who- Ists; Gregor Platlgorslcy -and Jos'eph
have been added to- the li^ of the Schuster, cellists.
Season -opens Oct. 7 and', closes
this
season,'.
Cincinnati Opera for

-Among some

.

'

.

-.

.

'

June

Starting

who: will

are Rise, Stevens,

28,

from California

fly .east

April

18.

to

ising the title role in. 'Mignon' July
Mitropoulos'
28 and 31; .Nino Martmi, who will'
sing in 'Lucia' and 'Boheme'; Jarmila Novotna, slngiiig in 'Faiist' and
M^eapolls, June 9.
'Manon'; Hilde Reggianl and -Bruno
Dimitri Mitropoulos, MIrineapolIa
Landi, who will appear in .'Higo- Ssrmphony orchestra conductor, had
letto,' with Landi singing also in y?5,t)00 copies printed In booklet tbrm
Angelo Pilotto o< the '.recent spee'ch of Vice, presi'L'Elisir D'Amore.'
will, sing in this Opera also.
dent Henry Wallace, 'butlii)lng' the
.The season's -permanent conductor' liinited nations' war alms- 'add driawCleva
and Anthony^ Ing a.' bl'ii^prtat foJf. a: betteivviroHd.
Fausto
will be
as
distributed them aq.gifts.'to ;t7nlstage
direetor
be
IJfi
Stivenello will
versity of rMinnesQta aiiid .other collisual.
lege students heredbputs .ind ar^range'd for. them, tio be, passed- out
to army Inducteeis w)ieii uiey report
John Chas. Thomas! Dates for service. Mitropoulos is -a native
of Greece.
Jolin Charles Thomas will play

ws^^

.

-

;

-

.

Florence Kirk, 28 year' old dray
matic sopralio, has been signed for
a minimum of eight performances of
'Simon Boccanegra', 'Aida', ^rovatore', 'Don Giovanni' and .^allo in
Maschera' for the Rio season. She
leaves in the middle of July for Rio.
Singer clicked big in N.Y. last fall
with the New Opera Co. in Verdi's
'Macbeth' and after returning to the
U. S. in late October will again appear in that .opera in six performShe plans to do concerts on
ances.
her way down- to Rio.'
Columbia Concerts Corp.,-^0 whom
she is under contract, is booking her
for concerts after Christmas and iSie
'

.

.

win pi'obably have between 15-20 in
Columbia is
this, her first season.
going all out on the singer in the
that she will
into another Rosa Ponselle.

expectations

develop

ance ~ith the Essex Country SymEnya GoKiales, Philippine soprano,
phony In Newark.' They, open their Philharmonic symphonies. He sells
will play her third date 'with the
fall tour of t>ver 80 dates in October. from $1,000-$1,500 a concert
Toronto Symphony since -1940 with
Among Important engagements are
return
that orchestra July 2. She is booked
a Carnegie Hall recital Dec. 8 and
Sir Thomas Becoham will
the Pittshurgh Symphony in Novem- to Seattle in October to direct the for a cross-country tour, starting inNova Scotia in October
ber.
Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
-

Cincinnati,'

^

.,

,

Lewisohn

•'Mignon,' 'Cavalleria Rusticana,' 'Ri-

FLORENCE

in

closed

,

-

Gincy Opera Park

Sing

'

Army's 5,000 Untft On

performances -Over
'weeks >WlU be .given.
Dimitri Mltropoiilos wllj.. make a
guest appe9rap.ce as conductor the
U>s Ci,*iavez..<A seaspn'bf 40

,;

'

Jose Iturhi. tlie pianist-conductor
who is an expert amateur pilot, has
offered his services and been acHolly <>ooa, June 9.'
cepted by the U. S. as a pjane pUot
Night concerts under the .stars,
is
In the Civil Air Force. Iturbi
capiable' of filling HoU^ood .bowl
currently in N. Y. waiting orders.
in' peaceful times,- are restricted to'
Pianist is booked for his eighth 5,000 customers per concert this
successive season with the Roches- summer under wartime .orcTers. Bowl
ter Orchestra next fall and opens seats around 20,000.
Vt,
his concert -tour in Mid*ebury,
To prevent traffic, congestion, no
Oct. 23. - He is already booked for tickets will be sold at the bowl
more than..60 dates counting orr within'24 hours of a conc^t
chestra appearances and piano sohis cusloist recitals, and wiU have
fflO
tomary 70-90 when the bookings are
KIRK

,

'

;

subscrlption series.

rence Tibbett.

-MexlM City, jun'e.9.:
The' Mei(ica|i. iSymphony Orchestra opens ,its 15th Reason Jun.^ 12 at
tbe.|>alace .of ;Fm<9. Arts, under. C^r-

.

Mlpneapolis, June.9j'
Minneapolis Sythithony' orchestra
wMl celehrAte its 40th anniversary
Anniversary: season opens: In: .Oc- next season by makiiig a fiv'e weeks*
tober with a.'Met opera ca^t ind tour of eastern music centers. chorus in 'La Boheme' and. will conArrangements -have been made for
thiue
with Rach'm^inofT; v.Mohte' appearances' 'in New .York,\ PhiladelCarlo Ballet Ru^; bort .Cossack phia and Sosfon for. th'e first' time in
RussiAn. singers. Carfnen Am'aya- and
a mSmber Of years..
her flamenco dancer?,.. Helen- /firaubel, Trapp Family Singers and Lawai)spices,-

event prior to opening of

'

.Mona Paulee Added
Possibility for Mexico

Jfi;4(PY^

-

.'

CHAVEZ OPENS 14 WEEKS
OF ME»CAN SYMPHONY

'

two

'idateS

this

.

summer, one at -the
Z and the
Milwaukee. The

Philadelphia Dell on July
other on Aug.

Meniphi»,$ymph.Gpe«
:

lUn

On

M0mphis,\Jiuiev9.

/Its' 'fourth seasonr-definite]^' in the
baritone is scheduled for five per-* black, the Memphis. Sytipshony Oranhbimced-'- '"that; it
formances on "The Telephon,e Hour chestra has
will continue with' a f till sehedUle in
with the dates of the first two being
1942-43.
CoiQposed Of volunteer
June 29. and Aug; 17.
m'uslciahs culled oiit'of every group
Thomas will open his fall toui; on from high school students to
.

AFM

the west coast Oct. 9 and will sing card holders, the Symphony did four
approximately 50 concerts to the end conceits this season, will repeat with
of Anril. Baritone, who sells at a like number next year.
Burnet C. Tuthill, director of
$l,500':^,obo, will also appear with
the Chicago and Metropolitan Opera music .'at Southwestern University,
will again handle the baton, with
Companies.
Mrs. 'William Burr Chapman carrying over for a -second term as presiHarold Bauer, whose teaching ac- dent of .the sponsoring group, the
tivities have loccupied him. more than Memphis Symphony Society.
concertizing in late years, will opeQ
Dates for next season, with all
his limited fall tour Nov. 9 at Yale concerts set for ElUs Auditorium,
Xlniverslty. Pianist probably will not are: Nov. 17th, Jan. ISth, March 16th
and 'May 4th.
play mote "than ISidbteS. '
.

-

'

.

•

•

'

:
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drawing 1,400 at 85c for $1,190. On
Saturday (6), teamed with localite
Oscar Elgart at Haymor-Playmor B.,
Boston, Fields credited with good,
but average 2,000 at 76-65c for $1,400. Fields' first swing through this
(Preiented herewith, a* a wakiv tabulation. It th't estimated cover
area- At Pleasure Beach Park, Bridge charge business being done by name band* in various Ntw York hotels.
port Conn, Sunday (7) band drew Dinner business (7-10 PJM.) not rated. Figurea after name of hotel give
1,250 at 99c, nice enough.
room cipaeity and cover charge. Iiarger amount de«i0fiate* toeefcend and
DIok Jargens (Totem Pole B., Au- hoHdoy price.)
CoTen Total
burndale, Mass, June 1-6). Jurgens'
Week!
Poit
Coven
popularity is spreading; second sixPiajred Werh On Itato
Hotel
Bond
day week a'dded up to fine 13,000 pa- Tommy Dorsey... Astor (1,000; 76c-$l)
3
6,000
16,350
trons at natal $1.45 pair for $9,425.
$1-$1.60)
6
400
Ray Heatherton..BUtmori (300;
4,42J
Hal MoWyre (Roseland-Stete B.,
Waldorf
$1-$1.50)
(550;
3
2,975
8,750
Guy Lombardo*...
8). Mclntyre well lUced

Bands

CaflowayFine $32,000 With 5th Wk.

Goodman 2d Good

Film in N. Y.;

$45m

Monroe Big

(EsttmaUs tor This Week)
Mitohell Ayres, Philadelphia (Earle;
t,768;

'Mayor

35-46-57-68-75)—With

of 44th

(RKO).

St.*

Initial

221/2G in

Glnskin
'

Hnb

No Wants Kinney

Quizzed in Topping Sdt

appear-

Boston, June
4
2,225
New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)..
9,375
Long
here and he drew 1,200 hoofers at Johnny
17
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50).
1,600
24,375
LanI Mclntlre
75c for $900, good for spot
6.
2,700
12,300
Maggay Spanler (Brookluie C.C., Charlie Splvak.... Pennsylvania (500; 7Sc-$1.60)
75c-$l)
Lincoln.
9
630
(225;
6,025
Philadelphia, June 6). Virtually un^ Jerry Wald
known here Spanier did better than
* Asterisks indicate a tupporting floor shots, atthouffh the- band is tfie
expected with 600 at $1.10. Night
.

'

•nca on stage In these parts for
A suit by Alfred L. Toplitz, known
Ayres faring okay. Total of $18,500 as Al Topping, against (Harry) John
being tallied, thanks mainly to In- Gluskin, was revealed yesterday previous
in N.Y. supreme court
(Tuesday)
person appearance of Jane^ Withers.

when Gluskin asked

the vacation of
notice to examine Ray Kinney, orThe
chestra leader, before trial.
suit seeks an accounting of Kinney'ii
earnings, claiming 15% of these

Cab Calloway, New, York (Strand; a
2,756; 35-55-75-85-99-$i.l0)—With 'In
This Our Life' (WB) on screen. This
Is

the

first

week

for Calloway's band,
the picture; special

the fifth for
draught of Calloway lending support
to film on Its lengthy holdover for
a gross of $32,000 or better, good.
Show goes another week.
Benny Goodman, New York (Para35-55-B5-99-$1.10)—
mount;
3,684;
With "Take Letter, Darling' (Par)
on screen. Goodman band furnish-

ing strong boxoffice draught, with

vorite Spy'

helping

b.o.

(RKO). Band definitely
to good $20,000.

J.

Horace Heidi, Minfieapolls (Or2,800; 39-44-55)—'Mayor of
(RKO) on screen. Heading
for good $23,000.

1,800

at

Dorsey Tops

Allentown, Pa.
Cab Calloway, June 19, Convention
Hall, Camden, N. J.;' 20, Armory,
Wilmington, Del.; 21, Carr's Beach,
Annapolis, Md.
Jimmy Dorsey, June 19, Fembrook
Park,.DaUas, Pa.; 20, Hershey Park,

Heat At Empire;
Crosby Clicks
(EstlTTiates)

Count Basle (Aud., Atlanta, Ga.,

They Come' (U) on screen. Lunce- June 1). Basie proved solid draw
$14,500 here luring $4,676 at $1.29 and $1.
tord hot draw here, with fine
'
Band took 50% as Its end.
coming up.
Bob Crosby (Jantzen Beach B.,
Vanchn Monroe, Boston (RKOPortland, Ore.^ June 5-6).
In two
Boston; 3,200; 3D-44-e0-e5-75). Band
days Crosby played to great crowd
gets better than haU
credit for
'

The

Los Angeles

gross.

Mitchell Ayres, June 13, Mosque,
Newark, N. J.; 14, Ocean Beach Park,
London, Conn.; 27, Empire B.,

—

the

$1,260

Band Bookings

Baltimore (Hipp;

Indicatied $22,500, excellent

for

6Sc-75c

customers in less than full week.
Nell Bondsha (Mayfah: Room^ Hotel Blackstone; 350; $2.50 mln. 'Sat).
Dwlght Fiske is the floor attraction and combo neat with 1,800 tabs last

week.

Boston

New

With
2^40; 17-25-28-39-44-55-66)
'Meet the Stewarts' (Col). Herman
furnishing most of the b.o. draught
and nice $15,000 coming up.
jlmmle Lnnoeford, Los Angeles
(Orpheurft; 2,200; 33-44-55-65)—With
•VaUey Sun' (RKO) and Tough As

an

major draw.

B.,

'

44th St'

.

Raymor-Playmor

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1.50). Getting share of graduation
Band building a following there.
Lawrence Welk (Spider Palace, parties, which will help count to around 2,500 One of few spots still getWatertown, S. D., June 2). Band ting that stiff cover charge.
earnings based on an agreement bepeople
at
Joe Belohman (Blltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Band liked and dansable and
drew $U00 with 1,100
tween the plaintiff and defendant.
$1.12 on one-nlgKt about $200 more should pick up 4,000 payees on hte week.
In early 1940 Topping introduced
than It drew on a single date last
Gluskin and Kinney, with the oryear.- Sunday (7), Welk played to
chestra leader subsequently hiring
Chicago
Omaha,
B.,
Chermot
at
1,618
Gluskin on a five-year deal as a fine
at 75c odEddy Dnchbi (Empire Room; Palmer House; 800; $3-$3.50 mln.). Duchln
manager. On May 3, 1940, Gluskin Neb., pyramiding $1,211
misslon.
remains a powerhouse name here and will be missed when he leaves late
allegedly promised Topping 15% of
B., this month. Smacko again with 4,300 customers.
(Chermot
Henderson
Horace
Kinney's earnings from his own
Omaha, June 6). Some 784 paid 50c
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 mln.), Joy doing
share, it Is stated. This money with
poor gross of $392. Very disap- well In this staid spot, bringing In 1,800 diners last week.
the exception of a few hundred dol- for
pointing.
lars has not been paid, plaintiff deGlen Gray (Panther Room, Sherman Hotel; 800; $l-$2.50 mln.). Gray
clares. In seeking an accounting of
continuing bright pace set by Bob Chester and smashed through to 4,200

pheum;

Wood^ Herman,

(5) at

coupled to localite Chick
Hathaway, Spanier played to good
Boston,

second week for show ended last
(Tuesday) totaling $45,000,
night
week today
third
Starts
good.
Kinney's earnings,
(Wednesday) and will go fourth.
Phil Harris, San Francisco (Golden
Gate; 2,850; 40-44-65)—With 'My Fa.

Hotel B.O/s

at

of 6,368 at $1 per.

Spot's capacity

is 4,000.
(U) on screen. -.
Jimmy Dorsey (Empire B., AllenMorgan, Pittsburgh (Stanley; town, Pa,' June B). Despite Intense
8,800; 30-44-55-66)—With "Tuttles' of heat Dorsey played to 4,129 dancers
Tahiti' (RKO).
Morgan band and here, 2,722 at $1.25 and 1,476 at $1.10,
flrst-rate acts giving WB deluxer best
for sock $4,976 gross. Next day. (6)
show in months. Heat and condi at Convention Hall, Asbury. Park,
tlons generally holding b.o. down
N. J, the band lured 3,916 at $1 and
somewhat however, but $18,500 Isn't 865 service men at 59c; big.
bad. Getting some help from picSonny Donluun (Jantzen Beach
ture.
B., Portland, Ore., May 24-Jime 3).
Ten-day stay here by Dunham produced neat gross of $5,900 at 75c
Rockwell to Coast
weekdays, 85c Saturday.
Duke EUlngion (Uptown B,, PortFor Six Weeks' Period land,
Ore., June 3). Last time EllingTom Rockwell, president of Gen ton played here he broke a record,
eral Amusement Corp, leaves New
but this time a blackout caught up
York this week for California. It's
with
him
and resulted In poor 1,300
his annual combihatlon business and
vacation trip. Hell be' west six showing at $1 per.
Shep Fields (Lincoln Park, New
Weeks.
^ Rockwell returned from a fishing Bedford, Mass.. June 4). Booked on
trip to Canada about 10 days ago.
three days' notice Fields did fine job.

Spoilers'

Ban

Tom

The Tops of the town are the
Soya Famous Columnut

Leo Belsman (Rltz Roof, RItz-Carlton Hotel; 390; $1 cover). Reisman In
fourth week; biz moves steadily upwards;, last week 1,900 covers plus ex<
cellent dinner trade. Set for three weeks mo.re, at least.
Lel|;hton Noble (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler 450; $1 cover). In 2Ist week,
Noble is keeping up his early pace with 950 covers over Friday-Saturday,
only late nights. Playing to terrific dinner biz all week as welL Closes

-

.

Saturday (13). Jack Edwards opens Monday (15).
Hal Saunders (Oval Room, Copley Plaza, 300; $1 cover). With annoimceHershey, Pa.; 21, Lake Comgounce,
ment of last two weekd for Dorothy Lewis' Ice Show, business took upConn.; 22, Lincoln Park,
ward spurt In her 14th week, and sixth for Saunders, luring. 1,050 covers,
Dartmouth, Mass.
with good dinaer traffic. Miss' licwis exits Saturday (13). McGowan and
Civic
Sonny Dnnham, June 19,
Mack Ice Revue opens Monday (15).
Aud, Stockton, Cal.; 20, Sweet's B.,
Sacramento, CaL; 21, Sweet's B.,
Minneapolis
Oakland, CaL
Tony Dl Pardo (Minnesota Terrace; 4IoteI NlcoUet; 600; $lr$1.50). Final
Chuck Fosteir, Jtme 1.9, Crystal B,
Bass Lakc'Ind.; 20, Hub B.; Edel- week of this well-Ilked band and floor show found nightly average down
to approximately 250. Below par, but satisfactory under all the circumsteiri, HI.; 21, Danceland, Monee, 111.;
23, mini B., Decatur, HL: 24, Rialtp stances. Benny Strong orch. and new floor show, including Bob Evans,
X, Jollet, m.; 26, two -weeks, Bill Nitza & Ravell and Ruth Craven current.
Green's Casino, Pittsburgh.
Bristol,

Woody Herman, June 19, week,
Philadelphia
Eastwood Gardens, 'Detroit; 26, week,
Leo Zollo (Garden Terrace, Benjamin Franklin hotel; 500; $l-$1.50-$3
Cedar Point Sandusky, O.
mln.). Supper biz took an upbeat with neat 1,250 checking in the dining
Blehard Hlmber, June 20-21, Or- room.
pheum T, Springfield, HI.
Clyde Laoas, June 18, jCodsistory,
Coudersport Pa, 19, Geq. F., PavllLocation Jobs, Not in Hotels
Hon, Johnson City, N. Y.
(Los Angeles)
Will Osborne, June 16, Gibson H.,
Cincinnati; 19, week. Riverside T.,
Harry James (Palladium B, Hollywood, sixth week). Despite double
Orpheum T„ alerts, triple jitters and other wartime tincertaintles this lad keeps on roll26-28,
Milwaukee;
Davenport la.
ing up boxcar figures. Well over 20,000.
Ella FItscerald (Trianon N, l^outhgate, Cal.). Just couldn't huck James
Hot Llpa Page, June 13, Prlsdllas
Gardens, Aufiiim, Me.; l4«fwo weeks, and content with 2,500 customers on the week. Jlmmie Lunceford moves
'

'nc?Toc Club, Boston; 28, fiofbrau,
Lawrence, Mass.
DIok Bogera, June 19-21, State T.,
Hartford, Conn.

SISTERS, "

TERRY

DOROTHY KILGALLEN.
N. Y. Jounud'American

In today (10).
Jan Savltt ((^sa Manana. B, Ctilver City, CaL). Faltered In the stfeich
(drat those James boys) and Bobby Sherwood filling In until Ted Lewis

takes over June 11.
KndoM FrimI, Jr. (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood). Frlml can claim
only a small part of the average weekly draw on either side of 5,000 tabs.

(Chicago)

Bnddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 500; $3-$3.60 bin.). Harry Richman heading current show. This is the third show for Franklin who has caught on
with patrons here; held well last week with 4^000 customers.
Ted Weems (Blackhawk; 400; $1.25 mln.). Weems has provep big moneymaker for the season for this downtown spot and clicked off again with
great 3,700 customers.

THE

TERRY

Tyle Gaffleld's oroh, which played
Herble Kay will bring his band
at Kin Wah Low's, Toledo, all winter, to the Plantation dub's Summer
has taken a summer engagement at Garden in Dallas soon, replacing
Wenona Beach, Bay City, Mich. Paul Glenn Carr. Ben Bernie's band,
Spor .band now at the Toledo night with Ted PhlUlps directing, also Is
club.
to be given a Plantation date soon.

SISTERS
and their orchestra
OSCAR KAY at tha

featuring

Piano

RAINBOW ROOM
Rockefeller Center, N. Y.

EDNA

thanka to

JOHN ROY

and

BET8Y

ED 8EAY

More comments from the Press
KICK KBNNT - N.T.

Dallr

Hlnor

TEBBX SIBTEB8
Mnw) <»

-J?".!."!?
and th^ "i!?'^
Imnd »r* •
at th« Balnbow Boom.

THE Bn.T.BOABD
TEBRY SISTEBB aid their
band are OKar . . . aire the
Balnbow Boom a flath of (ex.

Currently

TABEETT
Tbtj'n » PenonaUtr Fair
mora than •»»»«».
»atl»fy.

Direction

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

New
PELHAM HEATH
Inn
Indefinlta

Engagemant

WOR-MBS

.

,

oRommuM
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POIMS IN OLD
GRAB WELK'S BUS

ObersttiD s Disc

Ordered Back To Ullnoia For Wat
Workers ConventenvM
;

'

Minneai)olis,

Reissue of Jaines'

When
I

the bus Lawrence

June

Welk had

chartered for his current toiir was
suddenly commandeer.ed hiere fiollowing the band's St. Louis Orpbeum
engagement, he obtained four a'.tto.

Oldies Irks

ISm

mobiles,

New York

local 802 of the

Ameri-

can Federation of Musicians has
been asked to investigate the reHarry James'
*'
band by Ell Obtirsteln's Classic ReOberstein recently record Co.'
lease of recordings of

leased

two

sides,

'Come and Get

It'

Last Time TU FaO In Love,'
and
on his Hit Record label, which orlginaUy were made for Oberstein
when he was at the head of the now
bankrupt U. S. Record Co. and
James worked for him on tlie Varsity label. Varsity sold for 35c, while
the Hit Records sell at 60c.
James' attorneys allege that the
two sides now being ,aoId, to take
advantage of James' iwpularity on
Columbia Records, were not fully
I>aid for by Obersteln's old company. They are also Interested in
how Oberstein came to get them.
When U. S. Record went into bankruptcy some time back all masters
of recordings were- listed as assets
of the company and, of course, whoever bought 'them was privileged to
put them on the market.
Incidentally, Obersteln's Hit Re-

owned by

bis' musicians,

and packed the outfit into them for
the trip to Watertown, S. D., the
next stand.
The bus was ordered back to
Illinois to carry defense plant employees to their work.

-

.

cords are supposed 'to deliver two
hit songtf of the pioment which' is
the basic idea: of his label. Neither
of the sides he'a released by James
conform with that idea. When James
worked for Oberstel- his band was.
Soon after
a poor record seller.
shifting to Columbia it began to rise
to its present status among the
leaders.

BRADLEY DISBANDS;
WILL REST FOR TIME
Will Bradley' has given up his
band. The outfit, disbanded last week
in the midwest and Bradley returned
to New York Monday (8). Reasons
for the breakup are several," "acMain reason,
cording to Bradley.
however, is ttiat during the past
,wcek or two he has lost seven of
14 men td'tiie Atmy and he faced
difficult task In rebuilding.
In-'additioii,

he has been having

Some Suburban Spots Doing Well

IIIEIIf Rcyu

STAGGERED DEPARTURES

.

New York

Business at

For Mnsical Instruments
In Modified

—

BLOCK'S STUNT

There's a fight being, staged over
At the request of the National
who's to split whatever old recortfMusic Council the manufacturers^ of
replacement parts for musical In- ings are- rounded up by Martin
struments have obtained from the Block's appeals for them on his
War Production Board a modifica- Make-Believe-Ballroom record
protion of the order which ^ut.down on
grain on WNEW, New York. Block
further operations of that IndiSsftry.
While no new instrument may' be recently announced that he was' go,
turned out, the modified setup per- ing to begin a drive for the shellkc
mits the production of replacement in used discs, in a tie-up with RCAf
parts up to 75% of the 1940 output Victor which was to pay 2%'c. for
and 35% of essential accessories, each platter retrieved, the money
going to the USO.
such as bows, etc,
.
AU band instruments are frozen at When BlOck^s intentions were first
the manufacturers, wholesalers and madef known tl)e idea- was to benefit
jobbers, and these are to' be reserved only RCA-'Victorr Two remaining
for the exclusive use of the armed nahufactufers, Columbia and Decca,
forces. By- Augi 1 all pliants of thiv squawked that they should be alindustry .will have been converted lowed to share in the records reto the making of gliders and air- covered. That was okay, but then
Or' > three companies couldn't get toplane parts.
gether on -what percentage of the
used discs should be allotted to each.
Victor wanted the' biggest slice
RAISING
since It was in the, picture before
Widow, Children of Late Bonny th.i others, Decca claimed it should
get as much as 'Victor because It had
Berlfan Left Needy
manufactured asimany recordings as
Ballroom owners, hotel men, band- Victor had in 1941; Victor countered
leaders, musicians, music publish- h^ pointing out it. has been turning
ers, any person who ever had .con- them out long-ar than Decca.. Columtact with. Bunny Berigan is being bLi was to receive a lesser portion
asked to contribute to' the fund for because It manufactures a laminated
th«. deceased trumpeter-leader's wife disc, which requires only one-thii'd
and two children. Wires and letters the shellae content in .the output of
have been and are being dispatched the opposition outfits. Then Columto people all over the country asking bia got in back of the new
'JRecords
for contributions.
Benny Goodman for pur Fighting Men' idea.
-and other leaders are backing .the
Now the other companies don't
drive, which is being handled by want Columbia to share
at. all,
George Mario, ex-professional man- pointing.'out that they have not been
ager of Broadcast Music. Berigan asked to share in the
records undied last Tuesday (2) morning- In earthed by HFOFM.'
Block insists,
New York, after dlsreg^dlng doc- l!'s claimed, that Columbia
get a
tor's orders not .to play his horn, split
regardless, since one drive has
following a pneumonia siege In Pitts- nothing fo
do with tho other.
burgh last month.
Block was to begin his drive a
Attorney William Farnsworh, Bob

FUND TO HELP

.

.

,

.

week ago Monday,

Brown finishes at the Roosevelt
hotel 'at Washington tomorrow nijfbt
at inldnl^t and fh'e first of his. men
wiU depart for the Coast at 12:30
Bjn.
TbMeafter they will go off
In like manner, on regularly scheduled ' flights, until the last leaves
about noon Friday.

Long drew 895 paid coven into the
smaller Te«cace Room at the New
Yorker, bettek thitn bands like Tdm>
my Dorsey. Boany Goodman, Woody
Uerman,
have ever been able to
dn. And.the'.Btrong b.o. wasn't con*
fined to the city alone/^rrank Dalley;
owner of .Headowbrook, Cedar'
Groye< N. J„ ;!* «' delegate at ths
annual convention of the American.
Federation of fMusIdanS;' at Dallu,
Tex.« but spokesman for him assertedMeadowbrpok's business was big
both Friday and Saturday night with
Alvino Jley's band aiid. King ^ters.
Sunday it ftiil oS.s bit, but not
alarmingly,
/Similar reports Wers
received on Glcn bland Clasiuo, New
RocheUe, K. T;' which played to sp.
protxlmatcly 3,00ff danceia ftiday Ad'
Saturday; 1.400 simI 1,600^ rtt^XctiVtly.
Claude ThonhJU's th^.
Log Cabin, Aimonk, N.'Yh userts
It played t« about 2,000 patrons oviir.

e^

,

-

BiDj Kdiop's Experience

k^ypica] of Ihiipower

Diflk^TliisW

,

'

Kansas
Biny Bishop and

City^

-

leave the

'

hia

June

9.

orchestra

Southern Mansion here

and a 22-week .^gagement tomor-

roWv the acute example of the prevailing affliction of band leaders:—
xiraftltis. Oiit of • personnel of nine th(f-t#9 nights, but Sunday was
leaving here, only three—Bishop, off, Teddy Powell is there. '•
singer Alice Mann (Mra. Bishop) and
dnnnn^er Jerry Levy .(only 19) are
members of the original crew wUch
began here' last winter. To loaintain
an instrumeiitation of eight men over
this peribd^ Bishop has had to rcr
place 12 men, one Jnstnunent as
many as three times. What made it
more than ordinarily difficult for
Bishop, besides thc^ regular draft
losses, was the widespread exodus of
local musicians from, bandstands to
William Felnberg; y.p. of the New!
work In defense' plants, where they
can make a good weeVs salary and York miislclana unfon' (Local M^X
then. pick up considerable extra declared yesterdfty that' Us organl-.
dough as side men on weekend music zatlon Intended to bar any
of its

'my

—

80Z1NS1ME

'

.

dates.

/

Dan Cte'mmens

members from broadcasting over
-

'

Bishop as
trumpet man to increase insbumen- WB'VN, Brooklyn, until th e sta tion
tation to nine when they hop Into a had 'signatured a contrat^t, WBnTs:
staff of six miylclann- under Jjt*
Paul hotel date (Friday).
Grant's direction^ 'was ordered out
Joins

'

St.

by Felnberg

Saturday

last

bllity by. signing an a^eement bub-'
Fort Wayne, Ind., June 9.
that the station had Instead elected^
.Waco Corporation, which operates to drag
the issue ''along on the
a dance ball and pavilion at Iiske
ground that It couldn't afford to ob»
Wawasee,
'hear
.Syracuse.
Ind.,
filed
for Our Fighting Men, Inc., to get
Ugate itself for (my spedflc nUabft^
going. Columbia contributed $5,000 a petition in voluntary bankruptcy^ of musicians.
In
S.
District
U.
Court
Fort
at
in return for which it will

jet
Columbia

(1).

Records

It

put

financial backing to enable

hasn't

up

:

the

Records

get the
first SG's worth of old shellacked'
gutta percha turned in. Thereafter
the worn discs will be apportioned
evenly to all the record, manufacturers in the business, it's said, but
neither Decca or 'Victor has. so far
been asked to participate.
Meantime a group of nationally
known artists through Records for
daily jazz colunn In Boston Herald. for him yet..
Our Fighting tMen, .ainu'to 'gather
Services for Berigan were conIjast
Sunday Ken Club was
$500,000 to purchase portable reccrowded to doOrtf, with about 475 ducted in New York-at St. Malachy's ord-players and record libraries for
Wednesday
paying 50-cent cover to listen to Red Roman Catholic Church
,was groups of men in. the service. To
Allen band with guest stars, Zut^ (3) morning, and the, body
Fox Lake, Wisconsin,
Singleton and Sidney Bechet. Bill shipped {o
it was interred Sunday'' (6).
Ingalls, who conducts 'Swingmasters' where
Goodman, Guy Lombafdo, Al GoodHn*Ate viu. m mtn at rati. vaM
record, program on
here, is
.

.

'

.

Wayne on June

5.

Liabilities totaled $10,643. according to the filed schedule, and assets

amount to $2,000. Officers listed
were Hubert Rogers, president; and
John A. Mertes, secretary-treasurer.
do

this .it yfOl first gaQjer

up old

Eastoa's

New Ballroom
'

Easton, Pa., June •.
'Victory Ballroom opened in Zastoa.
last Wednesday /(O with: Jimmy,
Gorham's orchestra.- Phil neicher

recordings, which w.lll be 40ld to Is manager Of the tudlrtwm., Ovnier*
record manufacturers at the rate of are Ed Callcdiio and Mieb*^ Ma'
•.
2Hc each. All of the artists 1>ack^ tino. •Ing this latter project- are Columbia
Place was fomi^ly The Lioungs,.
RecordUig' eontrafitces.a night spot; "
.

'

.

WCOP
man, Ziggy Klman, Tommy Horsey
commentator during proceedings.
were pallbearers.
At Hotel Buckmlnstet another 300 and Sammy Kaye
Weinb'erger'f Flan
sat around! to Buzzy Drooten unit,
enhanced by guests Fee Wee Russell,
Andrew Weinberger, manager of
Maxle Kaminsky and Eddie. Condon. Artie Shaw and Georgia Auld's orchestras, who has never had any conNEAT ENTRY"

INore Than Yob

Down
:

OKEH

1942.,

I^w"

.He contacted. Garden officials and
found that the rental for that arena
for one night would be $5,000, which

for Doable"
Ratford No. 6584

probably rules out -that

COUNT BASE
'

Ani

BU

tact with Bunny Berigan, Is attempting to set up plans for -a benefit,.
'Weinberger has an idea fOr gather-'
ing a group of four or 'five of the
biggest bands available around New
York and running a dance, either at
Madison Square Garden, Bronx Coliseum, or Manhattan Center.

•

Mgtt MILTON ^EBBINS

11

T

c

njX MTI
iMv

icnn

HWHT

UTm

'

rUlLMTI
COCIUTK

-

uMwr

PB23-1Q-PHILADELPHIA, PA.-9-li:i2 A
CHARLIE SPIVAK
HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA, NEW

-

YQRK,.

SELLING TERRIFIC
YCUR COLUMBIA
RECORDING "BROTHER BILL"
THAT S ALL- BROTHER.
IT'S A HITl

I'

-

'

Benny Goodman's return

OrehCitra

New York
rcr.

site.

'

definitely

Jan.

2.

hotel,

dated

for

New

the

to

York,

Oct.' 9,

is

untU

(8).

Feinberg stated that the unltn
Syracuse, Ind^ Dance Hall had
given WB'VN ample opportuGoes Into Bankmirtcy nity to show its financial respons^^.

started

'

—Variety, M«r.>^,"

and

suburban roadhouses using nam*
Lea Brewa Band «a Coasi In Small bands was heavy.over the past weekend. Both Charlie Spivak and Johnny
BoBches
Long's bands set up new single night
mands Equality With A^clies Brown's band, unable to char- attendance records at the Pennsyltor ^Laminated Process ter a plane to fly to the Coast in- vania and New Yorker hotcOs, re.
Held Entitling Columbia tact, will hop off In sections from spectively. Spivak drew 928 paid
Washington, D. ..Cv begiimlng to- covers into the Penn's Cafe Rouge
to Lesser Share of- Re- morrow (TburA.).
has to be Friday <5), better than any one eve^
cin. the Coast .Sunday (14) to begin ning done by either Jimniy .Dbrsey
deemed Records
work next day on the filming oi or Glenn Miller, who (lave alternated
'Sweet and Hot' for RKO. -lYeddy at that spot the tasi three winteu;
coiisldered Uu best time of year.
Blarfin's band is in 1^ too.

—

WPB Order

considerable 'trouble lately with his
legs and has been ordered, to rest.
Leader's' intention la to keep oS.his
feet for a month or to; after' that Christenberry, of the Astor hotel,
N. Y., and Bob Weitman,. managing
he's not sure what he willi do.
director of the -Paramount theatre,
N. Y., are trustees of the fund beIt had reached a total
ing raised.
Sunday Jazz Clickiiig
of $700 on Monday (8).
Vido Musso, teiior sax player with
at the tune of BeriBenny
Goodman
9.
.Boston; June.
Sunday 'Jazz Sessions' are really gan's death,' has taken over the latcatching on here'- with announcement ter's band, which assertedly was one
of a third location, the Savoy in of the trumpeter's last requests.
Boston's
Harlem section,', where Musso began his -first date, with the
Sabby Lewia orchestra holds forth, outfit at Coney Island Park, CincinSudden interest in- these 'Jazz Se8> nati, Sunday (t). Goodman hasn't
definite replacement
sipns' is credititd to George Frazier's decided on, a

"A

hotels

Columbia HaA One Project,
RCA Another^ Decca De-

Oq^

Okay Replacement Parts

'It's

.

Weekend Cafe Biz Booms m N.Y. Area,

SHIIIIE-SHELLIIC

9.
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Eddy Duchin Orchedtoi

May

Band Reviews
COOTIE WILUAMS ORCH

(15)

IVlth Eddie Vincent

Apollo, New Tork
Cootie Williams looks like a click.
He's not quite ripe for top picture
house bookings, but could easily
make the grade by switching a couple of his orchestrations so as to
the- sameness of his jam sesAfter the third they all begin to sound alike. Williams has two
numbers, of course, that should be
retained in any routining of the
band; 'Cherry Red Blues' and 'Kitty

avoid

sions.

KK

Boogie' are distinctive assets for this or any other
'Cherry Red'
musical aggregation.
is ah unusual novelty which Eddie
Vincent, sax, vocalled for fine reVincent should climb fast
turns.
His is a rasping, high-pitched, but
nonetheless effective voice, with a
double entendre and frankly blue interpolations of 'Cherry Red' heightening the effect.Aside from Vincent, the Williams
band' has no vocal or dancing specialists.' Whether the. band
needs any further bolstering along
As curthese lines is doubtful
is
orch
the
constituted,
rently
composed of pianO, drums, bull fidand
dle, five sax, three trombone
three trumpets, with leader also
playing the trumpet as featured solo-

Casey with

,a

Dij9band for Duration

Eddy Duchln's orchestra will
probably disband when the leader
Joins the U. S. Navy next month,
as a lieutenant at Great Lakes
An attempt is
Training Statelon.
being- made to continue the outfit
under another leader, but no one
Job
suitable has yet been found.
-

allowed the band to gain something
of an individual pattern from the
air time it has had in its two years
This effect was
of organization.
rendered useless here, however,
of station WDPtF,

-

was

offered to

Barry Wood, Lucky

management
Parade singer, but he
over which band airs nightly, nbced Strike Hit
acceptance
the rhyme idea in deference to the turned '% down, since
Government regulations aimed ^t would have forced him off the propreventing any secret codes or in- gran).
formation to make theh?' way over
It's virtually impossible to conthe ether. Idea nevertheless is being tinue a name band of the type pf
used in the room to maintain the Cuchin's.or Orriij- Tucker's, which
'rhythm and rhyme' appellation.
the same reason,
Band is of West Coast (Frisco) is disbanding for removed,
Unless
leader is
origination, and since this is its first once its
stand here it's without any local a replacement with a name comparrecognition. Patronage in the Grill able to the departed one is secured
is brisk, nevertheless, as is deserved
the effort is useless, If someone less
and
someversatile
by a competent,
known fills the vacancy the group
what different orchestra such as this. slips into a price class equal to the
Qiitn.
name value of the new leader, despite that personnel,- arrangements
and eve^mng else are the saihe as
MALNECK OBCH
since

MATTT

New

given a gold wotcli -by thf managAnent of the

week

Yprk,. last

in r^ognltlon 6f 'Hhe fact that his

loways' orchestra.
Presentation of the watch to Dorsey

.^ras made at the last show Thursday .by. Sammy Kaye, y^ho. came from the Essex House" hotel, where his
band is playing. Whole thing was a cQmplete surprise to Dorsey. He
nothing about It uivtil Bob Eberle interrupted one of his songs to
introduce Kaye.
..

knew

Booking of Harry James' brcliesira into the Aator hotel. New York, has
a bagful of. trouble with Maria Kramer; owner' pf the Lincoln
Mrs, Kramer has James booked to -return to her 'spot Oct. 1 on
an option on the band's services which she held since James first played
James, it's claimed, signed the Astor contract only
for her last year.
after a clause had been inserted making it valid If Itlrs. Kramer approved.
She hasn't,
James goed into the Astor following Alvino Key. He opens Aug. 12
and closes Sept. t. Qa Oct. 1 heroes into the Lincoln, less than a block
away. Rey opens July 15.

started
hotel.

'

,

(8)

Hotel Maehlebach; Kansas Clfy

Matty

Jimmy Dorsey was
Strand theatre,

band and the film, 'In Tliis .Our I4te,' set new boxoBlce record for each
of the four weeks the-. combinaUon- remained. Dorsey was forced to bow
out Htursday (4), hilt .the film stays another twp weeks with Cab Cal-

before.

-

smaU group

Malifcck's

of

In Duchin's case the reputation of
his band was based on his personal
ability at the piano.

musical specialists .came back here
after an absence of viore^than a year.
Previous stand was only entry of
band in this town, but the memory
seems to. linger aS biz at the Grill
GRAY RAINS LEADS
testifies to localites.' approval of M^lneck s music. Between thesf datps
group has played to both coasts, and Taikes Over Hal Leonard Qron^Latter In Army Ang. 1
after a few weeks in the midlands
will return to the •west for more
"
Unit is grooved pictures."
ist on occasion.
Gray Bains, arranger, is taking
nicely for the most part, but a little
unhfere
personnel
has
Since
last
over
the
leadership of Hal Leontoo brassy at times. !Garden Blues, dergone some changes so that now ard's orchestra. Leonard, who had
•West End Blues' and ppening blues roster includes, besides Malneck's
l>-A'cIasslflcatloh and recently renumber, added to the two sock blues violin and Miltoi\ DeLugg's standby a
three-month deferment
ceived
a
much
to
too
up.
add
orchestrations,
accordion, Bobby Maxwell's harp,
from his draft board, has gone to
sameness.
Jack Conner's drums, Walton McWilliams handles m.c. assignment Intyre'a piano, Marshall Fisher's gui- his mid-west home to rest before
Mon.,
entering the Army Aug. 1, He had
Batisfactorlly.
tar, Manny Goldberg's trumpet aiid
Mike Storme's string bass. Style of been booked by Frederick' Brothers,
music, however, has undergone lit- but when the' band begins work in
CABVEL qBAIG OBCB (U)
tle change and it's that same brand a w4ek or two under Rains it will
•With Sherry Bercan
arrangements, nimbly be booked by Music Corp. of Amerspecial
of
City
Kjuisas
Maehlebach,
Hotel
keyed by accomplished musicians on
The orch which ~Carvel Craig has every instrument, kidding the clas- ica, With which Rains made a deal:
braught to the Terrtice Grill of the sics and making the pop songs of the That's permissible since the FB 6bntract was with Leona'rd, not .the
Muehlebaeh is unusually interesting day highly danceable.
Quin.
band.
In several respects. Probably -the
most identifying characteristic is the
Rains Is the writer of Harry.
lightness of brass, only two trumpets
James' arrangement of 'You Made
FB4NKLIN
BUDDY
OBCH
(10)
instrumentathe
among
being listed
Me Love You', which 'made" that
With Ted Travers
tipn of IC This allows for a violin
band. He's currently rehearsing tlie
twosome, sometimes enlarged to- a Chez Paree, Chicago
Held over for third successive Leonard outfit In New York; MCA
threesome with a double from the
sax section, to heighten the basic show at the Chez, Buddy Franklin is has booked him ior an indefinite
now set indefinitely. Band is a stay at the Ahsley hotel, Atlanta,
flavor which also rests in the thr?egroup batoned by
man tenor sax- section and a thrfee- young-lookmg
Franklin,'
young but experienced opening June 2Q.
completes
the
crew
that
man rhythm
maestro,
f'ranklin formerly con^
set up. The band's three arrangers
have nicely timed themselves to this ducted house bands In RKO houses,
personnel and the. result is gay and Cincinnati, and is a violin- graduate
light-hearted music that is a natural of that' ci^'s Coiilege of Music. Perhaps that's why his emphasis is on
for such intimate spots as this.
.-^ Some
fn refined melody.
ye&rs of residences
Band, though built on sweet side,
Mexico and Latin American coiuCarl Bavasza'a- band opend. a
tries give Craig the experience to Is capable of.. anything. Most of the month-stand, at Baker Hotel's Mural
...add a Latin flavor to much of. the men are able doublers. Groilp is
Room in Dallas Friday (5)i
band's folio. Much use is also made particularly outstanding backing up
of Tahitian chants, Hawaiian melO' floor show, but satisfies also with' a
dies and begulnes, albeit the crew's type of smooth and easy dance
Eddie Well, of the Trlanop BaUoutput Is essentially sweet. Crew Is music.
rooRi,' Toledo, is manager' of Toledo
-Three' sax, twoi trumi>ets,
further efmbellished by the vocal
one Beach dance pavilion, with Eddie
work of Warren Sawyer, tenor; Dean trombone, bass, drums, violin and Ufer's band -opening the season'
Sayre, baritone;
Craig's
Spanish piano comprise the^ lineup, with
'
songs,. and Sherry Bergan, contralto.' Franklin doing a heavy turn- with his there.
Around Miss Bergan centers the violin. Though the band 'is comparaband's idea of 'rhyttim and rhyme,' tively small this is no handicap.
Em)l Lehto oroh now playing at
her method of announcing eacn
Ted Travers is vocalist with band; Mahonuig Valley Country Club, hear
selection with a rhyme which in- Has a romantic type of voice that
Youngstown, O.
cludes the song title, and Which, has gets across.
Loop.

10 Best Seflers

on Coin-Machmes

'

'

•

•.

•

'

(Records beloto are orabMnff most nicketo this toeek <n fuheboxei
throughout th« country, os reported by operators to 'Variety.' Namet
order of
ot mpre than one band or vocalist, kfter the title {ndieates',
Figuret and namet <n
popularitv, tohose recordCnffs are being pta»ed.
parehthette indicate the livntber of xoeeks each song has been -in the Ustingi
and respeettve pubUshmjl
1.

Under Apple Tree

2.

Johnry Doughboy

3.

One Dozen Roses

(Glenn MUler
(Kay Kyser

(Bobbins)...

(9)

(Crawford)......

(4)

•

.

-

My

Always In

(Famous).

(4)

Heart

(7)

(Remick). .....

5.

Sleepy Lagoon (7) (Chappell),k.

6.

Tangerine (10) (Famous)

7.

Three

{^^^^^j^^^f

3^^^^^^

(Harry James .....Columbia
Jinuny Dorsey
Decca
{Jimmy Dorsey
.Decca
Vaughn Monroe. .Bluebird
{Vaughn Monroe. .. .Bluebird
Andrews Sisters
.Decca
'

;

,

. .

:

•

Bluebird
...Columbia

...Okeh
[^JJJj;^ ;!^^^*^;;; ..Victor
(Dick Jurgens
Okeh
(Art iCassel
Bluebird

Little Sisters (2) (Santly)

. . ; .

.

8.

Somebody Else

9.

Jersey Bounce (14) (Lewis)

(14)

;

{

&S"^.".V.*V.S

{

^iJo^T.V/.V.VDe'^la

(Shapiro)

,

.

'

10.

Threw Kiss In Ocean

(2) (Berlin)

S

{^nm^Jjh^rr.'.'I.ColS

OTEOIR FAVORITES

,

record are directly beloio first 10 <n popularity,
weeks in parenthesit^iire /adiny,- others yaininy.)

(.Thete.

number

Tunes with

of

'

{Benny Goodman

.

'

We'll

Meet Agahi

(Dasb).^.........

Kay Kyser

.

Okeh

...... .Columbia

'

'

-

,

'

Who

{Kay.

Wouldn't Love You (Maestro)

(OLP)

BreathlesB

eT_i»-i, (Morris)
iTiitr..,\,\
Skylark

;

j

Story of Starry Night, (Mutual),

,

{fflenMer'l^liV.VBiue^^^^^^
Bluebird
.\V ...Decca
{ ^?o"«gf
{Jimmy Dorsey
.'.Decca
Tony Pastor
.Bluebird

-

Don't Tell

San

Ue About Me'(Santly)..

'

.

It's

Cute—It*s
lt'»

Different

Terrific

(Daddy's Goin' Hnntin')
CINDY WALKER
DECCA 603i
Inc.

1211 N. PoiiuetUa Dr.
.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Beach Walk
Hotel opened

Names

Chicago, June

Youngstown,' beginning

9.

'

-

Amon, Bob Opitz, James Winger 4hd
Fred Ludwick, replaced Dick Catan
Yaok.EdvMtda (Jack Edmundson
Sid Black replaces Hank Willis combo at Park Lane Buffalo. Latter While vocalist with Johnny Lohg)
on tendr sax with Johnny Long at moved to O'Days, adding Eddie opens with own band at 6otel Statitew York hotel, New York. Willis Duffy at piano,
ler, Boston, Monday^ (19), following
goes' into the Army next' week.
(Continued on page 44)
Enoch Light crew Is, at Terrace
Club of the Mansion, near Youngs.

FIGHTING SONS

0'

NAVY BLUE

'

•

town, O.

BECORDED BT

HARRY JAMES (COL.)
BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)
CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.

.'

NEED

Word, tnd muife hy Ptter Dt

Rote,

IS

The new "country

Chuck Foster follows Don Bestor
band into 'Bill Green's, Pittsburgh,
June 26 for four-week stay.
Jane

who

Beatty,

YOU

Benny Divh, Mluhell

Decca No.

PUT
.

jflsf

ERNEST

Okeh No. 6496

Decca No. 6968

1211 N. PpinMftIa Drive; Hollywood

for All ffc* Beji

•

,

BLogr^ms/

•

PUT- PUT

^^P"'';™!!*

Wordt *nd.mu$ffl^:ALH^niiK Menn

1629 Broadway,

New

Erneit Tuhb*t

BOB ATCHER

AMERICAN music; INC

17-year-oId singer
a Cleveland

Perish

turn?' tentotion,

IHAI iriyo Tur ci had nueo vni
WALKING
THE FLOOR OVER YOU
TUBB

DICK ROBERTS ON

graduated -from

AccepteJ by Top Artists

I

(Southetn)

of Edgewater Beach
for summer season,

"STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL"

ALL

Moon

Barney Bapp hand, replaced Bill
Munday's orchestra a^t Idora. Park,

Henry Senne orch begins engageHigh School a fortnight ago, signed
May 29.
as vocalist by (Clinton Noble for his ment at El Dorado Room of the
band's summer toxir. '6hio Liquor Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo,
Cecil Ogle or«ta, most of which Board's edlot agalnsjir any minor June
replacing Bobby Ramos,
8,
played
the
Trianon
at
Ballroom, working in a place with a Ukker bar originally scheduled for that date.
Saturday (6).
Jan Garber and
orchestra will officiate for first three Toledo, during the faU and winter, kept her from joining his imlt until
is now in Rainbow Room of Willard
weeks, at outdoor spot.
it closed at tne Statler;' Cleveland.
city.
Hotel,
that
Other bands set to play Include
Horace Heidt, Shep Fields, and Buss
Jfoe Norm^ at Chicago's northside
VersatUlans,
who are Maurle Villa Moderne ;fune li,
Morgan.
.

BYE LO BABY BUNTIN'

American Music,

Edgewater's

Full

.Columbia

Shep Fields
;Bluebird
(Harry James....;,, Columbia
Glenn Miller
Bluebh-d

'

.

.

i

f

'

.

Kyser.'-. ....

Guy Lombardo ........ Decca
Johnny Long
..Decca

Yoric, N.ITk

-

Curtit, Jerry Livingston

MU8I€

WeditesJayt Jufle 10, 1942

PEATMAN RESUMES

ISHAM JONES ON

Kecords for Fighters' File
As a Non-Profit Corp.

HIS

AUDIENCE INDEX REPORT
John O. Peatman, the City College
of New York psychology Instructor,

Albany, June 9.
Records for Our Fighting Men,
has been chartered as a non-

Inc.,

profit

aop

wiilch he distributed last weekend
Memphis, Junfe 9.
Peatman
that he had 'received
Wanna know why the war songs of sufficient stated
encouragement to warrant
World War II aren't clicking?
resumption' of the service. The reIsham Jones, the maes^o who ports
in the industry are that he's
penned 'You're la the Atmjr Now'
being temporarily financed by the
ftr the last World War, thinks he hfis
,

America' .'Is top mad
answer,
about this war to do much singing.
Iii his latest compilation Peatman
There won't be any warblln'.. until
Includes programs originated from
we're wlnnin'.
'You see, we never took a licldng CMcago and Los Angeles. The difference
between his service and the
before,' says the veteran, who was in
the Army himself. 'In fact, we never Accurate Reporting Service is that
have known the taste of defeat- until whereas the latter treats with indlvidiial
network performances Peatnow. We don'tjlike It and we don't
feel like singing as long as that taste man's report shows what are supposed to be the number of stations
li atin in our mouth.'
contained in each network plug.
Viewpoint of the publishing indusGive 'Em the Old Ones
try In general is that such informaSt Louis, June 9.
Old war songs, ''those written dur- tion is merely of academic signifiing World War No. 1, are" the most cance.
popular at the Air Corps Training
Camp, Scott Field, 111., 26 miles from
here, according to Major Harold A.
Vobrhees, special service officer at
the huge camp. After the first of
weeldy community sings by the
cadets Maj. Voorhees "found that
'K-K-K-Katie.' .'Goodbye Broadway,
Hello France,' Tipperary,' "Yankee
Doodle,' etc., were preferred to the

Vet Music Exec,

'

Dies in

.

GREENE

Max

modem battle

&R£m

Chi Times'^ Qnest
'

Inquiries made during the past
week among ASCAP publishers in-

Times to start a nationwide "War
Song for America' contest It's open
to amateurs and pros alike.
Times is trying' to. line up papers

dicate that

Mort Greene and Harry

Revel would like to terminate their
publishing alliance with-. Broadcast
Music, Inc., and put the firm of

,

H wood

Hollywood, June 9.
Winslow, 59, v.p. of Irving

who In the heyday of
vaudeville ranked as the music business' No. 1 exploiter of popular
songs, died June 8 in the Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital. He suffered a
stroke following a diabetic illness he
didn't know he possessed. His widow,
Tillie,r also w611 known in Hollywood

hymns.

Chicago, June 9.
Failure of any war song 'to catch
on, as did. 'Over There' and others
la 1917-18, has led the Chicago

(Week of June

Johnny Doughboy; , i .Crawford
^.Chappell
Sleepy Lagoon;
.Lewis
Jersey. Bounce
. . r. >'.
One Dozen Roses ...... .Famous
.Robblns
Under Apple Tree
Santly
Three Little Sisters
.

act

'

Greene & Revel, Inc., Into the
Greene and Revel,
get the competlsh under way. ASCAP fold.
Times Is offering $1,000 in prizes who are writer members of ASCAP,
Other sheets patticipatlng will be want to continue as publishers of
•sked to build this coin u^;.
their own works and the problem
Their contribution will be $2 f&e faiclng them is to get some ASCAP
11,000 circulation, one-half to go to publisher to liquidate their obligalocal winners and the other to go tions' to BMI and acquire the letter's
In other cities to join in the contest.
Toi

to

as

amend
give

to

the copyright
recognitioh to

ice J. Spelser, general counsel for
the National Association of Petforming Artists.

The

Morris
Maestro

Berlin
Threw Kiss Ocean
TangerineFamous.
;
Always In Heart. ....... .Remick
Somebody Taking Place. Shapiro
Moonlight Cocktail ........ jfwel
Shapiro
Sweet Elolse . . . ;
Santley
Miss You

bill

would do awsly with the
which exempts a

section in the act.

coin-machine from licensing, imless
a fee is charged for admission, and

.

'

.

would make It mandatory for a
commercial user to obtain a license
in the case of the

making or re-

producing of any recording of a
Under, this
copyrighted
work.

amendment a special fee would have
to be paid on phonograph records
used over the air, in col^-machlnes
or by an7 other device so long as
clement is'.ln'volved.
'

CHICAGO HEARS

.the profit
'

OFWAR AGAINST

'

and Broadway, survives.
Winslow had spent over 30 years
in the music publishing field, and it
is to his influence as an advisor and
exploiteer that Irving Berlin has alof his
success as a writer.
factor that
made Winslow's dominance as a professional manager uncontestable for
years was his ability to control -the
outstanding performing, personalities
in vaudeville.
He maintahied this
status imtil radio came into the exploitation phase of the music business. It was then, that he felt that
he had reached a snag In bis career,
and he gracefully bowed, out of the
business of exploiting songs. Nevertheless he harbored a certain resentment against the- new medium.

so

Leon Sacks, of Philadelphia. The
amendments were ^rawn by Maur«'

. . .

,

Skylark
Who Wouldn't Love
. .

Hiat

interpretive artists and musicians
has been Introduced in the House of
Representatives
by Congressman

6)

Berlin, Inc.,

REPATRIATING

more

Measure

15 Best Sheet Musk SeDers

i

picture-company controlled publishing combines.

Bifl

(My) Presents to Congress

Sacks

.

Max Winslow, 59,

.

'

the
'

membership corporation.

has revived the publication of his
Root Clark, Buckner & Ballantlne,
Audience Coverage Index Report on 31 Nassau street. New York City,
current' music plugs over the net- were the attorneys filing the' papers
worlts for another few weeks,
la with the Secretary of State.
a letter attached to copies of a report for the period May 28-June 3

Speber l^ews Embodied in

43

.'While

make

.

the-

var'lo'»is'

.

amendments
versions of a

would

work

subject, to copyright, the copyright
owner of the original manuscript Is
Before a
protected In' any. event.
-

PAYOLA

ways ascribed a major share

A

Chicago, 'June

16.

Johnny O'Connor came to town, on
a quick 24-hour rotmd trip on Friday (5) to address the Professional
Music Men and' addressed them' for
slightly over two hours about the
payola situation. O'Connor minced
no vocabulary in stating the case
and said that he was heading a driveto eliminate the payolas from the
-

.

music' business...

-

copyright may be secured for a' recorded version .of a number, ap«
proval .miiSt come, from the orig*
Inal.c'ojpyrlght owner.' By this clause
the interpreter's rights' are aubor»dlnafe to the rights of' the holder
of a manuscript's copyright

J

JANE COWL HAS

ACASt-JUDGE

O'Connor went back to 1918 and
about how he helped clean
out the music publishers' pay-oS
Jane Cowl, It has. been ruled. %J
He had always' maintained that the mess to vaudeville acts. And\today Justice
E. L. Hanmier tti N.,ir«
success of a performer was tied up ]he payolas must be eliminated
supreme 'court, has sufficleint evl*
with the song material that was again. Payments fo'i: arrangements,
dence on -which to start an accountbrought him by the publisher, who free tickets to' shows, gifts of scotch,
suit, and hence Miller Musla.
knew that performer's particular ap- salami and Sulka ties are all out Ing
Bobbins-Metro .subsld-'
Corp.
(a
titudes, but here In radio was a spe- If a publisher wants a band leader
lary) need not produce Its book&
cies of entertainer, bsndmenr. aiid to see a show, he must take him
records, etc., as regwds the Vincent
vocalists,
Who, because of their himself, not send the tickets around. Youmans score of Through the
simultaneous contact'-with millions of
The point was stressed -that it will Years.' Miss Cowl, as co-author of
persons, telt "that they were the best not be necessary 'to get absolute
'Smilin' Through,' with Jane Miirfln,
judges of what was best' for their black-on-white evidence to convict
charged that Yoimians' muslcalizatalents.
Winslow could ho longer a publisher of pay-offs; a good cirtlon, .'Through the Years,' was based
control his personalities.
cumstantial evidence case will be on the play;'and that he was to comWinslow's- association with Berlin, good enough to kick an offender out pensate them 87H% of all music
,

told

-

'

Into the pot for the national winnfer. stock in G & R. The amount quoted
All Bdvances and royalties from as necessary for Such a deal Is $30,the tunes go to their authors.
flOO.
Greene and Revel, who have written several RKO scores, made their
publishing tleup with BMI at the
Cash to
filzer Ends
tallend of the ASCAP-radio fight in started through that early period
of of the -union.
The two writers were some 'Everybody's Doing It' 'Turkey Trot'
1941.
His
Suit
weeks ago asked by. ASCAP's com- 'Grizzly Bear' and 'At the DevU's

.

.

.

Yon

Damage

plaint committee to answer charges
that the licensing of their works
through BMI Was in violation of the
terms of the ASCAP consent decree.
After the anti-trust division of the
U. S. .Department of Justice had
stepped into this situation by ques;
Uoning ASCAP's right to discipline
its members for giving their radio
rights away, the Society intimated
that it was working out a peaceful
solution with Greene and ReveU

lift

Harry

.

Von

Tilzer discontinued
In N. Y. federal court
his infringement suit against Leo
Feist, Inc, and. Nick and Charles
Kenny. Feist paid Tilzer a lump
sum in' settlement of the £ase.
Von Tll'zier had charged that the
Kennys in writing their song, 'HtUe
Skipper,! which Feist published in
1938, had borrowed parts of "All
Aboard for Blanket Bay.' Von Tilzer
•wrote and published 'Bay' in 1910.

Monday

(»)

.

'

.

Mosic Notes

Lelth Stevens^ a musical director
at RKO, has arranged for the pres
entation of his composition, 'Ameri'

can Rhapsody.' by New. York Phil
harmonic next season..

*The Song
I

BronlBUa Kaper assigned to the
scoring job on 'Keeper of the Flame'
at Metro.
Freddie Bloh signed to compose
and conduct the score for 'Wrecking
Crew,' at Paramount.

Of The Hour'

Frank -Loesser and- Jimmy McHugh

NEED AMERICA

turned in four of their eight songs
for 'Sweet and Hot' at RKO.

(America Needs Me)
Victor

XBAND

DANCE ORCH.

W

(]R0SB¥...THE

MERRY MACS

mm

Both Agree That

HiY

musical

Jerry Johnson has left professional manager spot at ABC Music
in New York, for a contact man's
position with Bobbins Music.

Polnactila Drlva

HoUrWood, CaUf.

Bi6

writing

music.

• VOCAL—8 KEYS.
AUEBIOAir MUSIC,

Young

backgrounds for Paramount's 'I^r
Whom the Bell Tolls,' with Vicente
Gomez as consultant on Spanish folk

All Material Available

1211 N.

royalties.

On

Wilt Become the Outstanding
Novelty Hit Song of the Year

MERRYWOOD PUBLISHERS
•KB Hollywood

Blvd.,

16G0 Broadway,

Hollywood

New York

extended through the 'Alexan.
dier's Ragtime' era, and ran on during the days of 'What'U I Do,' 'Al.
ways' and 'Remember.'
Winslow
during all this was a master by highpressuring a song into the hit class,

opens

He would

(13).

Ball,'

Wil'Shore, Chi,

Opemng

Miss Cowl, alleglDg that Youmans
broke his contract, is now proceeding directly against Miller Music, the
publishers of Youmans' works, and
feels that there may be substantial
sums of money' due her. She sought
to examine Uie books and records
to determine If she could .institute
suit, but the Cour ruled she can da so
regardless, and that Miller need not
expose Its financial statements. Her.
course Is to sue for an accounting
which. If successful, will give her
access soon enough to what she now

Chicago, Jime 9. '
Wll-Shore, outdoor dance floor, refor summer rim Saturday
Spot is on lake. In CJhlcago's
such as Maxim's, and introduce a north side section.
new Berlin tune and, after a week
Carl Schreiber and orchestra will
or two of such similar songplugglftg provide music.
appearances In like spots, the tune
would suddenly find acceptance from
Sonny Kabn at. Universal working
(Continued on- page 44)
on the score of an tmtltled musical. seeks to tmcover;
get

up

in a

Broadway

spot,

.

.

MOHC
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change In policy for* the reiUurant,
formerly running gypsy music.

Mm$ Song Leaders on Ar

Inside Stiifi-4IasK

Phil Levant filling in off nights at
Ca<ino and Chez Paree, Chi

Bhumba
nitery.

London,

May

hereuiith.)

A. Sailor With the Navy Blue Eyes
A. Madelaine
A. 'White Cliffs of Dover
A. Ma I Miss Your Apple Pie
A. Whistler's Mother -in-Law

72
64....

A. Russian Lullaby
E. Stagecoach
Beep in the Heart ol Texas
A. The Shrine of St. CecUia
A. 9ow Do I «now It's Real?.
E. If I Could Only Paint a Memory
,
A; Rose-O-Day ..w
A- Elmer's Tune
A. Marguerita (Who'U Buy^ a Rose)
A.:

Mango

-

.25.
\ 25.

24.
•

P.

Maurice

.Noel

Gay

.

..

Statler, Detroit.

. . .

<

She

contacts

newspapers,

record

'
-

.

-

/or music publtshinp industry-

once of June

22.

wUh= Glenn niller and v)bo recently
q^it Jimmy Dorsey, Jobbing around

.Bobbins
.'Famous
Morris

,

MUls
.

HI

Feist

;

Maestro

.

. . .

;

,

Marks

Ni^ttogale
Somebody Thinking You Tonight.. v.
Always In Heart t'Always In My. Heart'
Anchors Aweigh
,

10

....

Southern

—

;..-.Remick

.

13
13
IS
13
13
11
11

...

Robbins

.

.

bis

11

ud

&

10
10
10

.

•

,

8

8

A

•..

7
7

*

.

adUe

7
7

,

BVC

SWEET

7

8
8
8
6
q

S

My

8
8

Tm

ELOiSE

Max Winslow

Last Night Said Prayer
Shh, Military Secret
String of Pearls
Thinkiiig of You..........;;

^Continued from page 43;

Well Meet Again

and
groundwork had
the

'

public,

the

exploitation
been effectively

'Indicates

BMI.

S
5
-.'.

Courtney

B

'"^'-tupl

a

Feist

5

Dash

B

ASCAP.

iFilmvttcaL..

laid.

HE WEARS
A PAIR OF
SILVER WINGS

.

Winslow .became a partner

lin, Inc., at the firm's

Berlin

was

K

In Berfounding in 1919.

president, Winslow, v.p.,

and Saul
Borhstein, secretary and
general manager. Winslow left the
organization In 1933 to Join ColUmBia Pictures. as a producer- and associate of Harry. Cohn.
Among the
musicals
-with
whose production
Winslow was connected was 'One
Night of Love,' starring Grace Moore.
In 1939 Winslow resumed his associa-

England's

Number One Song

Destined for Top Honors

In

America

THE SAILOR WITH

tlbn with the Berlin firm, but continued to live In Hollywood.
Funeral services will be held to-

morrow (Wednesday)

1

2

70 ?

at Wee Kirk o'
Heather in Forest Lawn, GlendWe.
Body will be committed to the Garden of Memory Mausoleum there.
Pallbearers will ba Saul Bornstein,
Max Gordon, Bobby North, Jack
Calhoun, Mike Lyman and Joe Rehi-

Berlin Is held In New York by
the Army show he Is producing,. but
Mrs. Berlin and Bornstein irm on
from New York to attend the. ^tei;
gold.

MELODY LANE PUBLKATIONS,
ABB BLOOM,

5
B
5

...........Block

licensing; otheti are via

19
IB
18
18
1«

14
14
14
14

Berlin ....

Ken Ferror's areh set for summer more than anything else to their Jingle.- Jangle—t'Forest Rangers'
Paramount
reoicganized season at the Oak Grove House, near
predominantly main source of ex Sweet Eloise ........
Shapiro ..
East Stroudsburg, Pa.
ploltation, radio. For a song of that Story of Starry "Night
,
Mutual ...
type to produce a xeal emotional Begm Beguine
......Barms ....
Toay Cabot,, son of Joe Caputo,
Tommy Donlln's Pennsylvanlans impact,' they point dut^ it is nec- Breathless ,
;.
CLP ..>...
Cleveland musician, has broken up are playing in the Sky Terraca GriU essary for the listener to see the
Ferris Wheel
Melodylane
hit own ortUiestm to Join Al Ber- of Pocono 'Mountain fim, Crcsco, Pa. song actually perfcnmed
to be Do YoiT Miss Sweetheart
Paramount
B. Deardl's new outfit on the C.
part of a crowd .where propinquity
StricUy Instrumental
Cherlo
troit boat
Toaamy Blomalne's. band opened sparks tiie reaction. In. the last war Miss You
Santly .,
at tha-'GIenwood hotel, Delaware there was a steady procession :of Snowfall
;.. Mutual
^
war songs because vaudeville thea- Take Me...
naasfoaii oi>ened engage- Water Gap, Fa.
BVC ...
•tces and' vaudeville audiences served This Worth Fighting For
ment Uondi^ (8) at Kennjwood
^
Harms .
Baik, xepladng Johnny UesSner outGe«rg» Btamey orch opened lost as the chief, media of a war song's
Soldier Dreams You Tonight
Wltmark
performance.
:week.at Ghee Ami, Bullrio.
Caissons Go Rolling
.-Shapiro
I|, Is easy to assume, «ay the proPut Put Put
...Bobbins
fessional
men,
JoMka bom been Installed
that
one
or
pertwo
Dave Prltahard opens at Old HeiWhen There's Breeze—t'Mayor of -44th Street*. . Greene
In advance of the-Shep Fields band. delberg, Chicago, June 17.
It's a jKms sitting 'in their living roojps' Sing Me Song Islands^t'Song of the Islands'..!.
....
listening t» the radio arent Ilkdy Blue Skies
Berlin .,
to. get the same emoUonal lift from
Mills . .
DijBga Dlgga
,
even a patrlotie tune as would be <3ot Moon In Packet—t'My Favorite Spy'
Mayfalr
theirs were tiiese same two- persons It Had To Be You......... ,v
;
Bemlck
part of a gathering of, several hun^nrVc
Marines- Hymn
dred or thousand. Aa these music Moonlight Cocktail
.. Jewel
men see it, the spirit of the people
Gal Sol— tibly Gal Sal'
Paull-Marks
may not have changed, but the chan-. Nursie Nursie ....;...
Harms
nel for getting at this spirit Is cerGetting Mighty Lonesome
Advance
tainly different, and in no small Just Plain Lonesome—^'My Favorite Spy'
Mayfair
measure a handicap to the "business Keep Smiling, Laughing ... i
Leeds
T.
of selling; war sbngs.
I.amplighters. Serenade
Robbins
with

Cleveland
band:

.

.....BMI
Famous' ..
Paramount

.

song has been due

2ft

.25

MlUer
...Famous
Remlck

'

flghtiiig

29
29

.i

Crawford^
25
Cliapt>eU
25
Feist
23
..R<>bbina ............ 22
...Lewis
22
.'.

.

over a

TOTAL

PCBLISHEB

'

.'.^

ArcfMy

thetr'fun nibnths ago.
Professional
managers contend
\
that the Nlndxistty's failure to put

/

.

TITLE

Don't Sit Under Apple Tree
One Dozen Roses
Interest of recent weeks retailers had
Skylark
let their stock run low and as tiie
Idaho ....
customers started flpckl&g In again Johnny- Dopghboy
these dealers .rushed to replenish'
Sleepy Lagoon
their racks and shelves in a big
Three Idttle Siflters
way.
Here You
Gal Sal"
Boraantle Preferred
Jersey Bounce
Sheet music fans continue to show AU I Need Is You
a preference fqr the. romantic or Tangerine t^Reet's In'
sentimental or tiovelty type of. war Keep Lovellght Burning
song.. The only fighting tunes that Last Call For Love— t'Ship Ahoy'
have since Dec. 7 clicked even in •Who Wouldn't Love You
a moderate fashion are 'We Did It
'Memory of 'Hiis Dance
Before and We Can Do It Again' He Wlears Pair Silver Wings
(Wltmark) and Qtememher Pearl
Remember You—t'Fleet's In'., . . ,
Harbor' (Republic), and these had I Threw Kiss Ocean
,
".

View Park, Pittsburgh, and Brad
Hunt bias been pencilled in for week
Antkany. .trumpeter

networks—WflC. CBS, Blue and Mutual—os represented by WEAF, WJZ,
WABC and WOR, N. Y. Compilation herewith covers week bepinmnff
1-7) from 6 p.m. to 1 a,m., and <s based
on data provided by Accurate Reportins Service reffular checkins source

Monday through Sunday (June

—

Qaentln -Thompson, clarinet player,
Johnny McGee orch in PittsJules -Dake's crew, after a stretch burgh to take a job ut an airplane
•t Brown Palace hotel, Denver, re- factory.
turned home to Cleveland for a
summer run at- Statler Terrace
Tommy Carlyn currently at West

Bay

FoUoiaing tabulation of popular music performances embraces all four

that

and in 'the Pacific. Hie
American sea victory off the Midway

quit

Room.

publishers

Africa

-Contlniicd from page 12;

stores, etc.

among

ot>inlon

Islands ie the most notable factor,
Because of the ebbing music-coimter

On tte Upbeat
Leighton Noble's long run. Room
usually shuttered for summer, but
Edwards booking, is In nature of experiment.

of

1

this week's deluge >ot dealers' orders
on music .Jobbers can be attributed
only to the trend of the war for
the Allies over western Europe, In

•

22...; Cavendish
21.... Cinephonic
...,21.. ..MoonMaurice
20....
20,... Southern

R

»

iCentlaned from page

F. O; ft H.
Lawrence Wright

22. . . . F. D. ft H.
22. ... Chappell-

NBC, CBS, Blue. Matnai Plugs

Song Sales

.;. Victoria

.-.24..;.

band

,

Southern

.,.24;..;ChBppeU

•

E. What More Can I Say....
E. Wherever You Are
E. Honje Sweet Home Agaia

A. Intetmeizo

Chappell

26.... Victoria
26. ...F. D. ft H.
26; ... C ft C

A

"

..

his

-American Weekly, magazine section' distributeoi with Sunday editions of
most Hearst newspapers, will devote two full pages in the. Issue of June 21
a new tune titled 'Knit One, Purl Two.' As the title suggests lyric of
the melody is weaved around knitting for n^en in the services. Glenn
Eddie Le Baron's crew extended Miller's recording- of the tune wUl be released in advance of the
Hearst
sLx. Weeks at the Mocambo, Holly- campaign, to be available on counters when
it breaks.
wood.
One page of the spread carries: a series of cartoons depicting the birth
of the tune, drawn- by Russell Patterson, accompanied by verses -written,
Bob Strong's orch signed to play the by^ Percy Shaw. Other page, of course, reproduces the music and lyrics.
annual spring dance of the Chrysler' It's a tie-up between Hearst sheets and RCA-Victor.
Gills' Club, June 12, at the Hotel

26....Norris
. . .

and

.to

31..;. Chappell

.26.
.26.

Dunham

Sonny

spotted in the Universal picture, 'Off
the Beaten Track.'

31. ...P. Maurice
31. ... Bradbury Wood
29. . . . Bradbury Wood

E. Greetings From You
E. He Stole My Heart Away
E. Just a Little Fond Affection
A. KaUe Did Katie Didn't

plete Sbrary of arrangements for tree dlstrlbutloa through the Speciol
Services Branch of the Xrmy. Matter was brought to a head when Capt.
Herinaa Corker, officer in chatgc of the Reception Center at Fort Mc-

for current hits and this stock pile of arrangements wUl soon be avallabie
Jan Savilt's orchestra recorded to all camps and stations. Planned to loan out librettos, scores and ornumbers for an untitled musical chestrations on the same method as that applied to the use ol library
short at Universal.
books.

32. ...Sun"
32 .... Cavendish
. . .

Capitol

.

'..48

.32 .

at

M^

54.;.; Gay
Cinephonic
50
49.... F. D. ft H.
Lafleurs
; 45:.,. Cavendish
42.... K. P.
.39.... Sun
39 ... . Chappells

A. Apple Blossom Time
A. Rustic Rhapsody
A. When I Love 1 Love
A. Middle of a Dance
A. Gay RanchcroA. Papa Nlcolini
A. Chattanooga Choo-Choo
A. Tropical Magic
A. Two in Love
A. Baby Mine
A. Jim
A. Mandy Is Two ;
A. Tomprrow's Sunrise

now

Walter FaUer
Lounge, Chicago.

Eddie Oliver opens at .the Black pherson, Georgia, wrote to Musicians Union requestlnc Junes C. PetriUo
stone hotel, in Chicago, June 19, with to supply his 11-piece dance orchestra and S5-i>lece mlUtary band, with
Charles Murray set to follow"
standard arrangements.
July 15.
or Howard C. Bronson of Special Service* took up this question
^Iminy Blade set to open the Drake with Music Publishers Protective Association and was provided with the
foundation for a musical libraty. In addition the' Anny allocated funds
hotel, in" Chicago, on June 23.

C ft C
C & C

62. ...Feldman
57. . . . Irwin Dash
55 .... Southern

"A. Angeline
E. It's Spring Again

Bandmasters and orchestra leaden in tha compi wUl soon have a com-

5.

(April 6-Mav .3 log of English broadcasts are tabulated below and, inhile
dated, is printed for casual informatiou of the general music trade. Symbol
is for Atiicrican copyriphts; E for English. British publisher is appended

A

Inc.

Prof. Mgr.

1619 Broadway, i<Iew Yodk
.1

r
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GYP VAUDE PAYOFFS BACK
If

Det Takes Over

Burley,

lawyers BOOMNG GHIZ

May Wanna Know Wrats
June B.
Almost like the head of any other
city department, the manager ol the
theatre
Is reportburlesque
Empress
Detroit,

ing to hlzzoner. Mayor Jeflries, these
days. The Empress Is the theatre
here which Is In court under backtax suit, with the likelihood of the
city

becoming the owner.

It

Comin' Off

Taken Over By Army
Chicago, June 9.
International Amphitheatre, scene
many big shows and home of the
International live Stock Exposition,

Is just preliminary to later dehas been taken over by the U. S.
velopments when the burlesque
Army.
house manager will h'ave to be reOf what use the Army will make
billings
and
porting his grosses,
of the big auditorium was not dipbookings at the city fiall.
closed. It was understood the United
Latest trouble of the Empress was
Nations War Show, set to open shorta brush with a rival city depart- ly, will go ahead
as planned bement, run by the police, who sent
cause of Its Importance to the war
in a censor's' Veport that the gals
effort
weren't taking them oft right—in
fact, there was nothing to take off.
Edward Dale, the manager, said l\
was all done with lights but that the
customers 'see more than they pay
for but less than they want and like
'

ATLANTIC

'

just the same.'
'Don't you get any complaints?'
Mayor Jeffries asked.
'No complaints, just plenty of repeaters,' said Dale. The only complaints we ever get are from the

an

It

cops.'

Mayor Jeffries said If there were
any complaints he would not renew
the present license

Aug.

when

it

expires

1.

'Don't worry,' assured Dale, "You
won't get a be6f from a single customer.'

The mayor here - Isn't looking
ahead any too happily to the day
-

when the court may

decide that the

can have the burlesque house.
Klght now It looks like both the
customers and the cops officially,
tiiat Is—can't be pleased with the
same show. When every customer
li a taxpayer who feels he owns a
chunk of the house the mayor figures that'he'will be up against more
than just departmental jealousy between the police and the burlesque
departments. Every taxpayer will
city

—

to know what's coming off in
ntunlcipal Burlesque Theatre.
Also, can the house be -allowed to go
Into the blue to stay out of the red?

want
the
'

Wynn

50% UNDER

'41

Chief Abuse Is 'Payinfl: 0£F
In the Dark'
No Contracts, Just Slips of Paper, Mnrray-Gilbert Vande
Part of Setup—Daily SalaSet for Coast El
ries As^Low As $3 for
Singles

the Playhouse, gets going with Its ended Thursday (4).
vaude policy aroimd July 1, a packOther encouraging sign? include
age presentation by Ken Murray and
the click tryout last week In Grand
With vaudeville showing signs of Billy Gilbert enUUed 'Blackouts of Rapids, Mich., of the Alfred Bloom1942,'
They will also appear In the
marked
a
comeback with still show. House wUl be scaled to $1.50 ingdale-Nat Karson straight vaude
ventitfe, which, opens tonight (Wedgreater expectations for next sea- top, with two shows, a day- and three
nesday) at the Grand Opera Houses
son it was expected that some old- on Saturday and Sunday^
Chicago. This show was booked by,
El Ciap is sow undergoing altera- Paul Small, as was the two-a-day'
style gyppery long familiar In that
tions at a cost of over $29,000.'
layout also opening tomorrow night
field would crop up. It has.
(Thursday) at the Blltmore, Ix>s An»
Chief abuse is that of "paying off
geles, headed by George Jessel-Jack
in the dark,' with the actors, of
HaleyrElla Logan-Kitty Carlisle and
course, getting the dirty end. That
The DeMarcos< The Chi show has

—

—

'

gimmick works

.

chiefly

where the

-

—

weekend operation

until

June

27,

Hollywood, June 9.
El Capltan tiieatre, formerly

New

TED LEWIS OFF

get there.

starts

'

Bert Iiahr, Joe E. Lewis and Bert

Wheeler as headllners.

UNFAIR LISr

VaudevUle's strongest boost may
well come June 22, when Ed Wjrnn'a
two-a-day lineup opens at the Alvin,'
N. 'V., 'with Carmen Amaya, Jan«

Froman and Smith and I^e
Ted

I^ewls has been taken off the

.

amount was due them for return transportation tzom ^e. Coast,

that

had left Lewis'- unit.
Remaining on AGVA's unfair,

after they

list

George Hamid, with the performers union stating that tione of .-its
members can play his Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, or any of the
fairs he books until Hamld signs an

JOE

PLBOCK SUES ON

is

HIS
Joseph

ONYX CLUB TITLE
J.

Helbock. doing business

The Onyx Club, N. Y., filed suit
Monday (8) in N. Y. supreme court
as

Jawitz and Irving
Alexander, doing business as the 57
West 62nd St. C^rp., claiming the defendants are attempting to use the
Onyx name which he copyrighted in
1935. Helbock seeks to enjoin the
use of the name by the defendants.
Exits Show, Dancing
Plaintiff states he has been In the
-The- Hotel Pierre's "'(Nrr.rtrBtil- night club and restaurant business
lipn Room has called It a season, so for 15 years, was the first to use the
far>,as show and bands are con- name of Onyx, and was the first to
cerned, and its Cafe Pierre adjunct, Introduce swing. He copyrighted the
instead, will play acts. Anne Fran- name Oct. 17, 1935, and says that he
cirfe debuted there last night (Tues- has been offered large sums for the
day).
right thereto but has declined the
The Cotillion will be open for offers. He Is not operating at presluncheon and dinner, sans ^ow or ent, but plans to open shortly on
against Arthur

Room

On

'Gross Biz' Deal

Foil Stripper's 'Suicide'
Milton Berle's deal with Loew's
State, N. Y., has finally been set,
.New Orleans, June 9.
Maxlne Russell, stripper at the the £omIc going' in for two weeks
French Casino nltery here, was found starting June 25.
It's
a rather complicated deal,
partially overcome by gas In her
hotel room Thursday (4). She was based on the possible grosses, but
found when friends went to take her- Berle will most likely gross around
$7,000 per week for himself, William
some coffee.

an AG'VA franchise, but evi-

sports

how to read when^lje
the" ""minimum
to
salary*
in the AG'VA basic agreeLatter calls for minimum

dently forgets
fdnies
clause

ment

"

'

'

pay of $10 per person per day.
Another old vaude. gimmick back
in play is the tactics of some bookers to 'doublecross' the agents by
buying acts cheaper than at the price
quoted by the talent reps. This is
done simply by the booker calling dancing.

52tfd Street,

Police of the first precinct said the Morris office set the deal.
At 7G, Berle will be setting a stage the .act direct, after the agent has
In ill health for
about two weeks and believed ehe salary record for himself. His pre- gone, of course, and browbeating,
or cajoling, the talent to take less
vious high was $8,500 weekly.
made an attempt to end her lite.
money than the agent had been ask-

he

says.

/

woman had been

ing.

About the only chiseling gag not
yet heard from Is the 'double contract,' with none of the copies reading alike andt the book«' always
holding the one that calls for the
least amount of pay. But this also,
will likely soon be pulled again.

HENRY DUNN SETTLES
WIFE'S SUPPORT CLAIM
Boston, Jan.

^"'^'^
Hotel, iVe"'

extend

9.

Henry Dunn, of Cross and Sunn,
has made a lump-sum settlement
with his estranged wife (said to be

^

the

Dunn was

•

Levine.

Judge Frederick J. Dillon In Suffolk Probate Court Issued the writ

urer of the American Guild of Va" •
.riety 'Artists.

,fc„Hfc.

^ „
management for
.

Haaegarde^

Fair.

at Mrs. Levlne's request and Dunn
was picked up as he finished his
show. According to his wife, Dunn
now earns $500 weekly, and Is treas-

my"

\eryHap0O.^u.i,on.

who caused his arrest while
appearing here at the Boston Shoe

$2,000),

charged with being
$3,490 in arrears on a separate support order obtained by Mrs. Emma
Levine (Mrs. Dunn) In 1927, when
he was ordered to pay $35 weekly
for the support of his wife and son,
David, now 19. Dunn's' real name Is

also

prominent on the marquee.

list' by the American Guild
Wyim had to postpone his show
Variety Artists, the maestro hav- one week because of .an Injured hand,
ing paid, through the William Mor- as detailed In another column. He
ris agency, the claim of $177 against will give N. Y. three straight vauds
him by the Blair Sisters. Girls said
(Continued on page 46)

"unfair

of.

His salaries in some cases are not
full-week business.
agreement with AGVA.
Booked for that week are the Ink even enough to pay the acts' gasoline
Dispute
between
Hamld and.
Spots, with Benny. Goodman's band bills to the theatre, It's not unusual
AG'VA Is now two years old. Arthur
as an added b.o. hypo over the July for this booker to pay singles $3-Fisher books Hamld's pier In Atlanfor a full day; doubles $6 and $7, and
4 weekend.
tic 'City.
three-people acts as low as $10.
That's in N. Y., Vlth the American
Berle Into State, N.Y.,
Guild of 'Variety Artists virtually
around ihe corner. This booker Pierre's Cotillion
it

Two-a-day vaudeville renalssanca
getting an added hypo via the click
first week of Grade Fields, headingthe new Clifford C. Flscher-Shuberts
•Top-Notcfiers' at the 44th Street,
N. Y. English star, drawing many
compatriot refugees, drew sllghtiy
better than $20,000 In her first week

is

Cap

THE 'DOUBLECROSS'

—

when

Three 2-a-Dayers,

—

booker gets a lump sum for the show
and then pays off the acts himself.
Atlantic City show business was' It has been found that aU of these
off about 60% over the Decoration bookers—for some 'strange 'reason—
Day holiday and last week, accord- can't count, but—for an even
ing to comparisons with liie same stranger reason they never make a
periods last year.
The Steel Pier, mistake in the performer's favor.
best known of A.C.'s amusement
One of the indie bookm In N. Y.,
places, showed a drop of around booking a number of one and two40%, with an even more marked day stands in and around the metrodecrease at Hamld's. Million Dollar politan area, has made a fine art of
Pier.
that particular dodge. In order not
Decrease was so sharp at Hamld's to be caught with the goods when
spot over Decoration Day .that he the inevitable denouement comes,
didn't operate this past weekend. he's not even issuing the semblance
Whether he'U try .to operate regu- o( a contract to the acts ^but hands
larly on weekends before July 1 them strips of paper merely carrying the name of the theatre they
is pow problematical.
Steel Pier, however. Is continuing are to play and directions on how to
its

RY.

Gives

Most Smce the Heyday of Late 1920s

Big Chi Aoditonam

prob- of

ably

SOCKS ACTORS

Other Encouraging Vaude Symptoms;

•

—

BEGINNING JUNE ISth, going on tour CleVe*
land, St. Lonis, Montreal, Boston, Chicago.

OPENING SEPTEMBER IN THE NEWLY. REDECORATED PERSIAN ROOM, PLA2A HOTEL,

NEW YORK.

,

—

;
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TAUDBVILLE

.

.^«« MM
Vaude

Palace, Geye., Keeps

»» 1

«

4

Vaudevilles 'come

'.

prompts

M »»»»

Familj Affair

,

Cleveland, June 9.
Grosses of the Palace have been

;

the floor show. The band

'do you
want more?' look.
Girl to mimic everything her male
highest number since the
he rolled up his

shows, the
partner did until
late '20s.
trousers.
Biz for the other Fischer-Shuberts'
Man to kiss girl wherever she said
vauder, 'Priorities,' at the 48th Street,
hand, arm, etc.) until
months.
N. Y., also continues good, the gross it hurt (her
tripped and fell on her derriere.
she
week approximating $19,000.
In previous years the downtown last
To use sand for a sand dance.
de luxer dropped its stage That 5pel|s a good profit tor the Lou
dancing
mat.
use
To
a
shows when June rolled around, and Holtz- Willie Howard -Phil BakerTo use a 'spotlight'
limped through .the doldrura period Paul Draper menage.
To use a 'stooge' in box.
Result of vaude's big click these
on 'B' flickers. This is the first seabox'
in foots.
use
'flash
To
a
new-foimd
oppast
few
montiis
Is
a
son that the Palace has been able
Monologist to say, 'a funny thing,
to lay its hands on stronger film timisrp in the trade for next season
product, plus enough Hollywood and seasons' to come. For the first happened to me on my way down
theatre.'
the
time
in
to
years
there's
quite
a
bit
of
a
make
and orchestral names to
To bring the baby on for a bow.
summer vaude venture worthwhile. talk by vaude producers pointing to
Husband to stand in entrance holda rash of units next season.' In line
Since. some of the house's biggest
with that, Lou Wolfson, now on spe- ing a glass of water for his singing
takes were achieved by swing bands.
cial assignment for the William Mor- wife.
Pope is placing the heat on name
ris office, is already busy lining up
To do a sketch.
orchestras this season. For week of
the representation of such stage
To say 'who was that lady I saw
June 12, he' is tagging Louis Prime's packages for that agency.
you with.'
crew, Billy House and Dennis Day,
Straight man to hit comic on the
latter from Jack Benny's radio prohead with newspaper.
gram, ^vlth •Saboteur' on the screen.
Boy and girl 'bench act.'
Set for 7une IB, are Frankle Mas- Gracie Fields^
say (on opening telegram deTo
ters' band and Shirley Ross, film
livered by comic) 'Why, this is awactress, plus 'Broadway'; June 26,
Belies Theoiy
ful, .my partner can't get here
Sklnhay Ennls' orch with
that, you say you want to go
what's
Tuttles,' and tentatively for July 3,
Can't
at Matinees on the: stage?'
tab version.of 'Pal Joey,' with ViviTo say, 'Don't explain it to him,
enne Segal and Georgie Tapps.
lady, let him figure It out for himClifford C. Fischer is revising his

BKO

Vaude

Draw

attitude that a Vaudeville

show

self

can't

hto Plaza

Hildegarde

be a matinee attraction, because of
Gracie Fields' pull in 'Topnotcher's,'
Setup the new two-a-dayer at the 44th St.
SepL 28 on
theatre, N. Y. Miss Fields and her
show, doing $800 wee]tday matinees
Abandoning a long-established an- as against the click Trlorities' at the
shifts
Hlldegrade
Bual 'custom,
46th St., with Its $500 mats, and less,
irom. her home base at the Savoyr proves that the women will turn

New

To

(when a woman got up

say

during his act), 'All the -way back
lady and turn to the right'
Female impersonators to take off
his wig and in a very deep voice
(as he took manly steps) say, 'Hy
ya. Fellers.'

To kick . about their billing Or
about their position on bilK'
Plaza hotel, N/. Y., io the Hotel out for the rlght'type Of vaudeville
Plaza aroimd Sept 28, reopening the show.
Persian Room at this class N. Y.
For the first time last week FischHer" deal, set by Jack
hostelry.
Cafe
Admits
er's 44th St. vaudery passed his 46th
Berteli (MCA), calls for 2ff -weeks
St. 'Priorities,' being $1,000 apart,
within -92, in three-inontii Intervals.
Loss, Gets
with Miss Fields' frolic bettering
BeiAg a larger room than the $20,000.
5-P's Cafe Lounge, it t>ermits for a
10-Year Snspended
Since Zero Mostel dropped out of
greater gross since the songstress 'Top Notchers,' Johnny Burke' has
Is 6d a profit-sharing deal, as she stepped in to replace.
Minneapolis, June 9.
Bob
the- Savoy-Plaza.
-wai
at
Robert Kemper, night club owner,
Luba Malina Is now billed in place
Grant's orchestra Is part of the
of Joan Merrill at Clifford C. Fis- waa given a suspended 10-year sendeal, both having worked together
cher's other New York vaudery, tence In district court for reporting a
very well,, and he too shifts into
fraudulent $1,200 holdup loss to the
'Priorities,' at the 4eth St,
the PlaM'
police- and his Insurance comj>any.
Both hotels, while under kindred
He had claimed the loss of $1,000
operation, are more or less commore than was obtained from his
petitively managed/ It marks a- reFINGERS
establishment by four holdup men
iulrh of the Petslan Room to big
who were later caught. Three of the
.naiijes, that spot, having for a time
Si Paul men who committed the
idropped.' its formality and couvert
stickup were given sentences of four
to a $1.60-$2 rriin<miim tariff, with
to SO years in prison and the other
good results. Hlldegarde's return
£d Wynn sustained -painful Injur- was referred to the probation officer.
means, reinstatement of the couvert, ies to one hand Monday night (8)
Alter their capture the bandits told
<y upping tha minimums to f 2.S0r at rehearsals In N." Y. of his twO-a- the. amount obtained.
At first Kem$3.50 as at t|ie Savoy-Plaza.
daiy vaude layout, necessitating a per Insisted his
figures were.correct,
The Plaza, meantime, continues one-week postponement of his open- but he finally
admitted th^ir padoperating
DlGettanos, ing at the Alvln, M. Y.- New date ding.
'with
the
ballroomologists, and Ben Cutler's is June 22, Instead of June 15, with
baud, doing quite well and likely the out-of-town break-in scheduled
to weather th« summer without for June 20-21 In firldgeport.
forclfig shutdown of the room as
SaranacLake
Four fingers were fractured when

Mpk.

Owner

Paddms^ft

Term

Is

married' to a sister, Celia HeUer,
who frequently doubles., behind
the bar as a cashier.
The spot's bookkeeper Is another sister, Bother Hellerr and
until she was married to Harry
Gordon, New York business man,
a couple of weeks ago, the featured singer with Middleman's

<

Clkk

IN PHILLY

led

Is

by Herman Middleman, who

.

The

LATEST FAD

Heller. 'When Jackie isn't- working out of town, he headllnea

continued from pace 4Ss

RKO

9.

aiffairs;

Clvlb, town's lead-

ing nitery. Is Jointly owned by
LItUe Jackia HeUer, radio and
cafe singer, and his brother, Sol

the First?

By HAERY PUCK
To use bow music.
Te give the audience a

Vaude Upbeat

•

consistently satisfactory despite
tire shortage, and rising temperadivision
ture that Clem Pope,
manager, has decided to retain its
vaude policy throughout the hot

so

The Yacht

Who Was

:

June

Pittsburgh,

Talk about family

;

For Summer Due to Smart Business

lUSICAL BARS'

bacfc';;

this inquiry:

band was

a

itill

third

Philadelphia, June 9.
Latest trend In Philldelphia's night
club scene 'Is the setting up of 'mubars' in the nabes
'defense workers live.
sical

sister,

Racial Discrimination

Latest

FRACTURED/

•

'

'

heretofore.

<^

Wynne caught

By Harry ClUton

It In the collapsible
prop- of Red Donohue and
Uno (mule). With his mitt In a
plaster cast, the comic decided to
stall his opening one week.

wagon

PHIL

.

.

.

'

'

.

'

her

work

of the club, had been Bufliclttitly
punished' because they q;>ent a night
°

Konchar .Elected Prez
Of Chi Booker Group

'

Chicago, June

of Chicago, elected last week at the
Sherman -hotel meeting.
Also elected are two vice-presidents, Donna Parker and Danny

Cdl.-Pemberton

Gliicagoans

REGAN

Buy

Keith's Theatre/ Indpls.
.

.

Chicago, June

Keith's' theatra,. Indianapolis,

0.

has

baen bought by Antoa.SclbiUa, SaiU

FRANK VINCENT

"Roberts and Nick Bolla.frqm United
Theatres Co. (Qi* Xibson).

.

Aavarly

rial

.

PartonaV. JtspraianUtlvai

Hllla, Ciallf,

flenujoj/)

Fund

Exec,

3rd

WEEK

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK
Opening June 25

BAL TABARIN
San Francisco
dndefinitely)
P«l>sona! Manager,

WILLIAM KENT

Annual meeting of board and

eAPPELLAIPATRICM
ore • watub-irartlir dance duo, wbo
wKb
hal>ht«n flieb boUittom
novel nntrlgky ovcrtacad iiptn*
UbM^ Patricia In a •orpritlnslr bMO-

-

tried

by

wfMas

Peffiberton.

ud

has a comedy called 'Janle', by
Josephine Bentham and Hersch
Williams, caUing for a cast partly
of kids and middle-aged .characters.
He also has Ifnlforms by Schlaparelll', by Smith Sawless and Es-

Ufal

Sab

||ItI,

and

iMr ap

It

yrouns kaoxh^n,
,
Oblcato Son..
"CappaUiv and Patilola, tb« mMt.
-

'

-

.

vers-

bis

applanw."—8AM HOMia-

BEBO, BUIboard.

NOW CHEZ
'

and

PAREE, C^HICAGO

Thanks to Sam Bramion

ALAND

to Boogie^

Weeks
(with

OPEIIIING

CAB CALLOWAY)

CHICAGO THEATRE,
Week

to

N. Y.

of June 5 and 12

Sam

CHI.

of June 25

Berk, Irving Mitts Office^ N, Y.

.

from

his father from Stateii Island.
Dr. George Wilson, chief medico of
the WIU Rogers, off to Pittsburgh
for a visit
Erford Gage, who was in the recent production of "Macbeth' with
Maurice Evans, postcards greetings
to the colony from Hollywood.
tip of the hat to the Saranac
Lake Study and Crafts Guild for the
fine things It's doing In the colony.
Basil Colman bedsided by his
mother from Burlington, 'Vt, re-

PAUL, DINKY and EDDIE

.

A

Paul Sorkln pens the gang that he
in fine fettle. Jack DlAglstlne, another ex-Rogersite, married recently
In Paterson, N. J.
is

-

(Write io tbfse

*'Solid

Slap

Currently with

STRAND,

Happy

Jivtf*

Cab Calloway

NEW YORK

^

cently.

.

wh«

are

IlL)

.

lnt«mflns-IaoUB|r baUroom t«am *o
plar ObM ParM In a Ions wblle, bald
aU«ntlon wlib int«Illsentlr •«>«'>*f5
nnmben. .oirerinn are -topped wltn
bic overbead MSim tUat pnU

CURRENTLY AT STRAND,

Thankt

ni,OTle foUu don^
dar soon -r weu,

ibt

ume

er wui.»

.

*From

Jerry Sager, assisted by
Patricia Edwards, Muriel Eddy and
Peggy McCarthy, for the care of the
rock garden and flowers on the lawn
of the Rogers.
Patricia Wallace up for air suppers',
after a long bed routine. _
Richard 'Dick' Sontag was pleasantly surprised recently by a visit

elec-

tion and installation of offices was
held June At with annual golf tournament to be held at Bon Air Country Club- today (Tuesday).

He

ANISE

Europe.
Credit

SHORE

are David P. O'Malley, James Q.
Henshel, Sam Levy, Mort Infield and
Bert Peck.

-

-

first

new, were elected. They

rectors, all

up from New York

Trio has beea leasing houses and
Merthea Merryfleld, who Is makoperating vaiidfllm,
ing rapid strides back to health again
at the Rogers, Is said to have been
the first fan dancer ever to appear In

iHd

Graham. Lyman S. Goss was reelected .secretary-treasurer, .Five di-

several years, ago, Col

does not hav* to finance any '.jpemberton...show unless It favorably reIt can back one,
gards the script.
10 or none of the manager's shows.
Understood that the deal calls. for
backing his plays for -tryouts, the
film
group having the further
privilege of declaring In or 'oiit' on
Broadway production. Last season
there were a few legit deials between
Hollywood and Broadway, biit the
picture end participated only up to
a certain percentage of the cost
Not definite which of two' plays

finding things at the lodge nmH. K. Jerome and Jack SchoU
ning smoothly.
cleffed 'Goodnight, My Darling,' to
Muriel £ddy (one of the Eddy sisbe sung in 'The Hard Way' at Warters) has penned the words and
ners.
music to a pop ballad, 'Help Me to
Stop Loving "you.'
Thanks to the Vic Alfan Trio (bass,
accordion, guItar) for taking time out
to entertain the gang at the Rogers.
Alfan and the boys were playing the
local Elks anniversary week.
'Virginia Brown, former Earl CarBallet
roll showgirl, is coming along nicely
at the Rogers.

.

HIRRIS

sss^ontlnned from pafe

will, -be

9.

George W. Konchar, Consolidated
Radio Artists, Is new president ot
Entertainment Managers Association

my

Max Gordon

In this 'way.

-

-

in jail following th'elf arrest.
regret extremely that I said
'I
things, 'whjich 'Justlfl.ed the .construction that .1 'would not serve Jews,
and' such type of discrimination wUl
approval in the future.'
not have,
Mrs. Perlstrom said in her apology.

Saranac, N. Y., June 9.
Kllnck,
Harold Rodner, Will Rogers Memo- ther

and

3

Hoppy

CPinch-htttt-ng, for

the "^way-from-

In

When

Racial
discrimination
charges nitery to a musical bar.
In Southwest PhiUy, In thie heart
against Mrs. Tfay Perlstrom, manager of the Wagon Wheel liight club, of 'the defense belt. Is Leo Lawler's
were dismissed In police court after musical bar. In NQSth Phllly, on the
site
of the old. Phillies ball park,
she apologized.
The charges l^id been brought by was .recently opened the. Alpine bar.
Lantos, who also Operates the MoPrivate Samuel Tucker, stationed at
ravian
and Chancellor bars in midFort SnelUng h^re, who visited the
night club> with another youtii and town. Is mulling the setthig up of
two girls. Service was allegedly re- similar spots In the northwest section and the suburbs.
fused them because Tucker is a Jew.
.With the growth of this type of
,Under the state law the offense Is
punishable by fine and Imprison^ boite, there Is a growing demand
<
for 'cocktail tmits' of three and four
nient.'
Both Tucker aiid the state attor* men each. Instead .of tha larger orney asked that the charge be chestras. Several bands are being
disbanded and forming trios and
dropped. Tucker said he felt Mrs;
Perlstrom and
busband, owner quartets, finding it easier to obtain

.

WYNN POSTPONES SHOW

spots

mldtown sector is the Germantown
Bar In Germantown, to be opened
next week by Lew Lantos, and the
Nitery Op Apologizes L'Alglon, opened in West Phllly by
Jim Tenney. South Phllly features
Mayo's,
which 'was converted from a
Minneapolis, June 9.

Charges Dropped

.

4

which

quiet elbow-hoisting, aiid with the
popularity of the musical-bar idea
proven by the success of this type
spot in mtdtown, operators are
spreading out all over town.

Shirley Heller.

'

.

in

With gas. and tire rationing cutting down on the ' distance entertainmient seekers wlU go for a little

Week
Thanks

to

of 25tli—CUcago, Chi.

SAM BERK, MILLS OFFICE,

N.

.Y.
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costumed In boiled shirts end the
Spanish version of the stovepipe.
They do flamenco-type foot-stamp-

Night Club Reviews

mg m showmanly s^le. exhibiting
more than the usual variety for this
kind of thing.

La Martinique, N. Y.
Walter O'Keeje, Jere McMahon,
Marlyn Stuart, Mortiniqueens (6),
Coleman's Orch and Novo
Efflil
Aforoles Hhumba Bond; $3.50 mini
'

mum.
Martiniijue's

La

summer

which opened Thursday night

shovf,
(18),

Indicates an effort to trim the budget
tcT the hot months without Injuring

much.

Walter
the draught too
O'Keefe is the headliner, doubling
from the Clifford C. Fischer-Shuberts
Top-Notchers' vauder at the 44th
Street, but the surrounding show is
far less expensive, albeit pleasing in
the main.
O'Keefe is domg some of the same
gags here that feature
political
his turn In the straight-vaude show
the
likewise
reception
is
their
—and
same, poon .However, most of his
nitery turn is composed of special

and that's a rtarked improvement, though the vitamin number is
as weak In Martinique as it is at the
Such rather risque
44th Street.
tunes as 'Ask for Mabel* and The
Girl I Left Bel^lnd Me' are better
geared for this type of trade, and
that's markedly apparent' in the reception they get One of the tunes
has a nifty inside laugh on agent
Louis Shurr.
^
^
,
Jere McMahon is a fine dancer in
Draper-Georgle Tapps
the Paul
nice-looking kid, he also
Idiom.
can do bright with lines and patter, as evidenced in the opening
scene with the nitery's six-girl lineup of Martinlqueens. On the other
hand, Marlyn Stuart (New Acts),
who looks like a '42 version of Mary
Miles Minter, .didn't get over too
She's overWell opening night
dramatizing her songs, and either
her voice or arrangements,, or both,
are faulty. In looks, she's a standgownec^
and colffed.
blonde
well
out
The line of girls does well in. thr^e
songs,

A

Cerney Twins (boy and girl) are
dancers, but of the domes€:arIo Beach,
Y. likewise
tic ballroom brand.
They wind up
wth the house pounding for more
Sonny Kendts Orch (6) and Warito after a modified jitterbug routine.
with Don Caballero's Ahumba (6); It IS preceded with some good standard
ballroom work. "Twins are nice
$1.50 minimum.
lookers and personable. It's unfortunate they mar their fine second
Fefe Ferry is back in business appearance with an initial Apache
again at the Monte Carlo Beach, gay turn. They're too young lookine for
and colorful adjunct to the main that kind of thing and the stuff's
M.C. room whose last season's opera- corny anyway, so would be better
tions necessitated a financial reor- scissored.
Rica Martinez makes an effort as
ganization.
If
Ferry and Gene
Cavallero, of the Colony, keep the a baU-of-flre warbler.
She's only
Beach (summer room) on the same a flame, however, and can chalk up
even keel as now, they have an ex- as her nrincipal asset her i?ood
cellent chance to make it click the looks. There's a femme m.c, Hilda
Moreno,
who's also okay on looks
year round. Among the cues for a
happier economic operation should and will be better when she gets
be an imstiffening of the atmosphere, rid of that phony Latin first-night
with a warmer greeter at the door. enthusiasm In her introductions.
The Contreras Trubadours (AlThe overflow of some of our berto,
and Josephine) are somewhat
best night club pests and belligerent
out of place among the showmanly
drunks, who have been barred company
with which they
surirom the Stork
by
Sherman rounded. Their songs to th<>are
accomBillingsley, could give any competi
paniment of their own guitars .are
tive joint a sizable quoru^i; but the authentic folk stuff.
But Broadway
Stork's selectivity is done with pretty likes It phonied up and sold hot.
good judgment The gripes against which is' nnfortimately not the Conthe Monte Carlo's operation last treras style.
year were predicated chiefly against
Line of gals and their numbers
the ide^ that imless this bunch of are rather undistinguished.
Maya
waiters knew the potential customer and his orch clay the show nnd Don
as a Colony patron he was just a Oliberto's rhumba crew fli'.q the

Monte

^.

;

Which isn't .the
to successfully operate a saloon,
matter how glorified is its Frank-

no

Hughes decor. And while Ferry
can't always be around, since his
prime function is not as a maitre d',
but as a host mixing with his customers, he should control that sitlin

PANTHER ROOM, CHI
(HOTEL SHEBHAN)
Chicago, June

5.

.

uation.
Glen Grov Orch (16), Lebrun SisHe has made a very wise booking ters (3), Frank Paxfon. Frank Payne,
In Sonny .K^ndis, with his zingy Carl Marx, Pee Wee Hunt, Kenny
sextet (sax, violin, guitar, electric Sargerit, College Inn Models (8);
steel guitar, drums and himself at $1.50 minimum weekdays, $2.50 Satthe' ivories). And in Narita, headiilg urday.
'

•

the

Don CabaUero Rhuraba Band

(5),

Ferry has an

s.a.

personality.

She's a long-stemmed, slim Guatamalan maracas-shaker and hip-

The Panther Room' has a substanentertaining
show
built'

tially

around Glen Gray outfit visiting the
weaver,
her
with
congarhumba spot for the first time in six years.
vocals but a sidelight to her person- Gray has augmented the band with
routines, two of them entailing patality.
She's ideal for a sophisticated the Lebrun Sistiers, okay chirpers
ter, material. -Femmes are lookers
bolte of this nature, and her support- and good night club mtiteriaL
and. well-costumed.
A good measure of the show's nice ing Latin quintet knows how to wtdp Frank Paxton displays great abUr
Impression can per^iaps be. traced to up the one-two-three-bump music. Ity at memory work, reeling off vital
5-7 cocktail dansant statistics of towns over ^15,000 and
Emll Coleman, who plays the pro- There is also a
topping the bit by calling off serial
duction masterfully.
He Is alter- besides dinner and supper schedule.
Abel.
numbers of dollar bills with amaznating with Noro Morales' rl\umba
ing accuracy.
Frank Payne, who
band for the dancing. Incidentally,
emcees, exhibits smash ability at
Coleman goes into the pit of 'Efi
mimicry. Carl Marx's clowning still
Wynn's new two-a-day vauder,
continues to make the' customers
"Laugh, To'v^, Laugh,' at the Alvin,
laugh. His lighted nose, though an
N. Y, next Monday (15).
Chicago, June 3.
old gag at the Sherman, sUn goes
Roye Dodge is credited as stager
Jay & Lou Seiler, Elinor- Knight, over.
end producer of Dario and Vernon's Jack
Hilllard,
College Inn Models, eight sha^ly
"Summer Jubilee,' title of this show. HoveUr GirlsRuth & Ravel, Winnie
Darryl Hdrpa femmes, do two production numbers.
(6),
Scho.
Orch (8), Phil Levont Orch (8). No Tex Morrissey and her daughter,
cover, no minimum.
Joy, a part of the show's 'Farming'
rural act do 'Hank, the Mule' stint
N. O.
Labeled "Pan American Revue,' that gets over nicely. Audience flirt(HOTEL BOOSEVELT)
this show follows a pattern of laughs ing and general laughable'' antics of
and good entertainment all the way. mijle are solid entertainment'
Jay
and
Lou
Seiler
douShow closes on a patriotic note,
handle
a
New Orleons, June 8.
Copacabana Revue with Don Loper ble m.c. alignment and deliver their with band doing a medley of service
Marine Barrat, Jvanita Alvarez, usual top performance. Pair does tunes. Show runs an hour, but It's
Band
Walter Long, Be^y Jane Smith, Carol some highlight Comedy on their own, blessed with good pacing.
numbers during show and dancing
Dexter, Fernando Alvarez, Somba too.
Winnie Ho.veler Girls, six of the sessions have been well selected,
Sirens, Boyd Raebum Orch; $1.50
classiest femme danders in these with good variety throughout.
minimum Saturdav and Sundavparts, form the line for the show,
Loop.
and they're tops. Gals moved in hur-The booker who dealt the new riedly after completing a long run
'

.

,

-

RHUMBA CASINO,

CHI

.

'

BLUE ROOM,

,

&

show

in this

swank nitery

certainly

gave the management a handful of
aces.
The new offeruig is a gay
below-the-border
revue
with
a
wealth of talent and beauty, and the
mlislc of Boyd Raeburn's orchestra.
Offering gives every indication of
being the biggest draw the town's
leadmg nocturnal renaezvous has
ever had. It Is a distinct departure
from the usual policy of the spot
TopQ^ng the entertainers are Don
'

'

^

Loper. and

Maxine Barrat, a

classy

ballroom team performing unusu^
routines which drew plenty of palmpounding from first nlghters. Style
Is. smooth, easy and eyepleasing, offering some ^ck variations of the
usual ballroom terps.

The revenue has assembled six
beauts (Samba Sirens) who're worth

.

the minimum Just for the optics
value.
They're exceptionally costumed, their dance, routines are
nifty and they contribute plenty to
the success of the offering. The girls
are Pat Patrick, -Virginia Wilson,
Lucille Bremer, Betly DeWItt, Leona

Olsen and Betty Apple.
Juanlta Alvarez suggests Carmen

Miranda in more ways than one
without beinn a copy. She knows
how to use her -hands and eyes, but
what's more to the point she has a
voice -to go with them. Does all her
numbers in native tongue. The senorita, too, tosses in a weaving routme that is quite an accomplish-

Room, Wash.

at the local Hi-Hat Elinor Knight
Victory
shapely hoofer, taps through, a
(HOTEL BOOSEVELT)
snappy routine, climaxing in a
miniature marionet dance done with
Washington, JuTie 5.
her finger tips. It's smash material.
Lej Brown Orch featuring Betty
Jack Hilllard sells a song neatly.
He's okay on personality, too. Ruth Bonney, Jack Carroll, "Butch' Stone,
and Ravel, ballroom pair, do a caval- Wolfe Tayne.
cade of dancing, from the gay '90s.
It's neat and pair can reaUy step,
Maria Kramer, who operates the
augmented wltii some comedy for Edison and Lincoln
hotels In Manfinish.
hattan, also has the Roosevelt WashThe Sellers particularly distin- ington's
home for many Senators
guish themselves in two bits, one a
and Representatives. The hostelry is
*Cape Dance' done with matador located
at 16th and V, Northwest
capes, and the other their terrific bit
strictly a residential location, but
on semi-clrcular skis.
Washington, doesn't pay much attenDarryl Harpa's orchestra, a hold- tion to boundaries these days. To
over, satisfactorily handles the dance emphasize
that
disregard
Mrs.
Phil
Levant Kramer
music and show.
has brought a series of. name
orchestra works the off night okay.
bands to her Victory Room that have
IjOOp,
continuously kept the cash registers
.

ringing.

Havana-Madrid, N. Y.

Currently it is Les Brown, 19 men
and a femme singer, Betty Bonney,

who

Tapia

Cemey

&

Romero, Rica Martinez,
Contreras Trubo-

Twins,

dours, Hilda Moreno, Line (8), Maya
Orch, Don Gilberto Rhumba Orch;
Minimum $2 weekdavs, $2.50 Saturdays.
'

constitute the sole attractions.
That's enough for practically any
place; it's a fine musical organization.
The arrangements show It to
Miss
the best advantage possible.
Bonney has a pleasing way of putting
a number across and the latest addition, singer Jack Carroll, is- equally
Butch Stone, saxisi,
as effective.
steps out for some neat comedy war-

Havana-Madrid, "one of the more
consistently popular one-two-threebumo joints on Manhattan's now bling.
The night the band was caught
Dark White Way, has imported Julio
ment.
Richards, producer for the Teatro they were doing a neat half hour on
Walter Long and Betty Jane Nacionale, Havana, to do its slim- Mutual. Brown and his combination
Smith tap their way to a nice hand, mer show. It's moderate hot weather go from here to Hollywood for an
picture.
RKO
fare.
while Fernando Alvarez is a suave
Abe Lyman's orchestra is schedThis show follows the usual patperformer who clicks, too, with his
songs, dances and tom torn, manipu- tern of line, act, line, act finale. uled to follow in this spot where
Senor Richards lets his Cuban indi- such bands as Glenn Miller, Tony
lating, although his chore it brief.
Georgle
Ayres,
Mitchell
Carol Dexter is a blonde looker viduality all out for the .blow-off Pastor,
with nice pipes; she knows how to with a 'Parade of United Nations' Auld, Benny Goodman, Will Bradley
get her songs across. Making their flag-waver employing his line of and Ina Ray Hutton have already
eight girls and the entire cast. It's,
Marg.
first
appearance here, Raeburn's of course, on the bromidic side and appeared.
band impresses with its rhythmic
a bit too extensively conceived for
quality and listenable melody. Sweet
EastOD Cafe to Bigger Quarters
the limitations of the small floor.
and swing receive- attention, with
Tapia and Romero. Latino .terpers
Easton, Pa., June 9.
.

.

the zipj^ier stuff much in evidence
of apparently unequalled dexterity
Circlon, local night spot, moved
lor dancinc;
The outfit also pro- with castanets, are the highlight of
Friday (5) to larger, headquarters,
vides excellent background for the the show.
Both male and femme
snow.
Liuzza.
are good "Tooklnft -and " attractlvcry 'Occupying fortner °bank''bulldlhg.

on Hollywoodites like Zasu
Katharine Hepburn and ShirLatter bit is especially
done.
Also does a Carmen

ley Temple.

well

Miranda that out-Carmens the Brazilian gal herself.
ISJiss Withers, a tall youngster, a
on the leg^ side, also sings
three numbers in a husky voice:
"Arthur Murray
Taught Me to
Dance,'.. "Three Little Sisters' and
"Franklin D. Roosevelt Jones.' 'What
she lacks In voice, she more than

bit

makes up

in her

manner and

sales-

gives this one a head start on -any
type of audience. Should go places
if the right sponsor catches her.

Cohen.

MABLYN STUABT
Singing
8 Mins.
La Martinique, N. T.
A pretty blonde,

exceptionally

groomed,
well-gowned
and
but
Marlyn Stuart misses, something in
her singing. Either her voice isn't
there, or her arrangements aren't'

geared right. Anyhow, at the opening of a new show at this nitery last
Thursday (4),' her impression was
rather weak.
She sang 'Tonight We Love,'
'Blues in the Night' and finally a
medley.
The 'Blues' number is
hardly fitting for one of her fragile
Scho.
type.

Shal.

manship.

Unit Review

DENNIS DAT
Songs
12 Mlnntes

Chloago, Cbloago

Heralded by a radio reputation on
the Jack Benny raid show Dennis
Day makes his first appearance here
with a special buildup on the house
sound system. Sound comes on with
usual Jello program theme and Jack
Benny introducing Dennis Day.
Though special tricks aren't needed
to sell Day, it's added showmanship
and a special plug for his radio

Herb.

lulls.

way

unusual to see a better than sixfooter In show biz who's anything
more than a fashion plate, which

offs
Pitts,

.

waif in the night

JANE WITHERS
Songs-patter
IS Mins.
Earle, Pbilly
Miss Withers' begins her vaude
tour in Philly and from all indications the talented youngster, should
have plenty of success and lots of
bookings.
With a winning manner she gets
the fans off their hands almost immediately with her ribbing take-

'42
MAJESTIC, SAN ANTONIO)

Beachcombers of

San Antonio, June 5.
Harry Howard's 'Beachcombers of
with Hal Sherman, Stuart
Taylor, Low, Hite
Stanley, Vic
Hyde, Hudson St. Claire Dancers (5),
Martin
Allen, Les Scott, Judith
Wister, Lee Kelson, Line (12). Show
Girls (9), Jewel Shankmdn's House
boss.
Day- has a bubbling personality, Band (12); 'Rings on Her Fingefsf
typtcal of the radio cnaracter he (20).
plays. His tenor voice is smooth and
easy, requires no straining for the
Neatly packaged entertainment
high ones and is mellow' on. the low this revue Is opening hbre for a
tones.
His selection of songs here showing on. the. Interstate circuit It
Is flne using a hit tune, standard Is a fast-moving', 70-minute show' full
pop, oldie, and patriotic bit to fill of laughs, dances and novelties. Hitthe time.
ting the eye are the line and. sho'w
He is good entertainment; he giiis, who turn' in some neat hoofing
knows how to use the mike and how and show to good- advantage in sevto deliver the goods. On this week's era] production nuipbers.
Chicago bill he was outstanding.
The. gals open show. with, ditty
Loop.
that 'they are all stranded and are

&

1942'

&

&

'

beachcombers on an

island.

Then

.

'

go Into a native dadce for good applause.

iBAPPT FELTON
Comedy aai Slnxing

'

Featured Is Lee Kelson, who bariLoew's State, N. T.
tones In several production numbers
Happy Felton has a long way to and in the finale.. He's best on Ingo before he can cUck in the more dian Love Song* ;and patriotic flnrle
important situations, either as an 'With "I Am an Ainerican' and 'We
emcee or a 'cornedy-s>ngmg single. Can Do It Again.'
Billed as from 'Hellzapoppin,' and
Vic Hyde, the one-man swing
formerly ''headihg his own band, band, turns In a commendable^
Felton is congeniail in appearance standard performance with his I'm-,
and a pleasant enough taUcer. He personations of famous band^.- But
doesn't sell his comedy, however, he should can the jokes;
Stuart and Taylor tell corny gags
and his material is less than medi-

•'

'

,

up strong

.

jnouth
Dated ^ad slightly blue gags, such organ and guitar duet on '(;oMng
as the one about the lady who raised 'round the Mountain.' Come back
dress over head to protect a new later with Judith Wister for another
replaced.
easily
session,
be
a
little
on
the
off color side., ^
hat etc., could
Hal Sherman, comedy dancing
But delivery, timing and, as an emcee, ability to point up other turns star of 'Hellzapoppin/ turns in a
on the bill leave much to be desired, flne performance with his eccentric
Jbut

ocre.

'Wind

<wtlh

'

'

Mori.

hoofing, closhig neatly with sessionof smart gags, Martin and Allen do.

SHIBLET WATNE

ok?y with acros.
Les Scott the 'Australian Jumping

Comedy

Jack,'

misplaced in the revue, but
turns in a neat Job of jumping over

violinist

S Mins.

Loew's

Slate,

is

a group of line girls,' etc. Neat

New Tork

Is

his skipping; rope while bouncing on •
Shirley Wayne is the second of
a Dogo stick.
the two new acts at Loew's State
Novelty and coinedy are turned In
this stanza bUled as previously
by Lowe. Hite and Stanley, a midget
'Hellzapoppin' (the other is Happy
normal-sized man and a giant Alter
funny -looking a ses.s'on
Felton).
She's
a
of slapstick, trio' close with
dame, revealing lumpy legs, cos- a military tap
routlne^f6r nice aptumed as a hillbilly housewife in plause.
checkered apron, pink dress, open
Hudson
St Clair dancers turn if) a
shoes, spectacles and a rimless hat flne
job in the production number
dead-looking
of
couple
with a
'Breath of Paris' with a sock canflowers- on it But that's where the can routine.
Miss
comedy begins and ends.
Nice oerformance by Jewel ShankWayne doesn't do a single bit to man directing the house
bandt
justify the comedy inslnilation in
Nice lighting and scsnery. Petri-'
the getup,
.
otic finale should help b.o. via word
She plays "Blue Heaven' straight of mouth.
and a couple of other pieces ostenShow opening night SRO. Andy,
Called
sibly intended to be funny.
back after some applause, she makes
a swiRe at the leader of the house
orch with her violin bow. Somewhere along the line she does a
violin duet with Happy Felton, who
sContlnncd fr«m page If
emcees. Deadpan mugging and general appearance indicate possibilities drink concession,
In line with the
if she were given proper routining.
desires of- the Army and Navy that
Mori.
the servicemen not be placed in the
embarrassing position of receiving
handouts, Pepsi-Cola will charge the

m

,

No.2 N. Y. Canteen

FOBSTTH

CHRISTINE
boys In uniform the' basic cost of he
Dancing
commodities. All other privileges of
Tacht Clab, Fittsbnrgh
the lounge, of course, will be cuffo,
With the right spot in a musical, including showers, checkroom priviChristine Forsyth might be a Broad- leges, writing desks, materials, etc.
way click. She not only has talent It's also, figured that the Lounge,
she's a novelty. Gal's over six feet which
will operate all day and until
tall
and looks like a production late at
night will serve as a good
clothes-horse, the kind Ziegfeld used
meeting place for the seirvicemen.
to glorify in a happier day.
In apAccording
to all hidications, the
pearance, face, figure, etc., the girl
Lounge
will
be a de luxe affair. With
might have stepped right out of one
of those Earl Carroll beauty pageants the exception of Pepsi-Cola's end, tlie
(with feathers) so the idea of some- staff will be composed entirely of
body like that who can really hoof volunteers.
carries an excellent element of surOne of the ironical phases of the
prise.
It would be a showy stunt project is that Coca-Cola,
older and
for some producer to plant her as a
highly competitive firm to the
,

.

show

in a couple of
dnd then let her step out
line and go to town.
girl

numbers
from the

She whirl-taps around the

floor

with all of the grade of a girl half
her size and the routines have flash,
showm'^nship and continuity.
It's

Pepsi

was the lessor
of the large advertising sign Immediately over what will soon be the
Lounge's entrance. That sign now
bears a large American flag, with no
advertiser mentlore''.

outfit,

until recently

-

'
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Bonnr Howard
Sybil

WEEK OF JUNE

Bstd Paaasrlnala

12

Joe Termini

(One

Loew

cm

NBW TOBK
Bte«e

(Others to

C«>itol (12)

Benay Fi«ldB

Lyda sue

(10)

(Four to

Olsen

SoBiiyslde

Shi rely

ft

Jerry

(19, only)

ft
ft

Long

Moke

Olive

CHICAGO

Billy Gilbert

Arnauts

6

-

Tiny Br^dshaw Bd

Bhumhonle Rev
Jimmy Smitli

Lewis

Cabaret

Trent

Annaadot

Tan

ft

BOSTON
-

Bifls

-

Palan (U)
Louis Prima; Oro
Dennis' Day

Gary Gray

Sonny Kendls Ore

Nan DeMar
Ted Small
Billy Van

Paddedi' lata
Betty Coette

Audrey

Daniels
Chocolate (3)
Harry Gibson

Conrada

Beaeh-eharmera

Lopex Ore

Thompsoa

'

Diane Nelson
Martin Locke
Manya Borodkin
Jeanoette Garrotte
Brnost Frana Or*

Roberts ft White
Julia Barbour
Maybelle Toung

B

Clnb Vanity WaM
Al Dlokerman Ore
Madel'e Harrington

,

Qoieen

Uary

Stella

Don Bleo Oro
Buster Keira Rev
Hilly Pain*
Henriqnetta Brazil

.

.

Sean

Sally

Lulu fiatea
'Ethel Gilbert

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY
^

NEW YOBK

Billy Lorraine
Charlie Rosa
Bernle Grauer
Gky set's Quartette
Cafe Society

KVEBLY

Cab Calloway Ore

Btuley
Hacks

4

Panl, Dinky, Eddie
Buer cuttersThe Caballeni
ft Aland
HonI Coles

Anise

Sue Ryan

Alien

,

Cole

Condos Bros
Pansy thj^ Horse

Eunice Healey
Pansy the Horse

Albert

WASmNGTON

^

Gody

Eddie MayoboS

Baby Hines

Ray

ft Trent
Paul Tlsen ^Qroup
Johnny Barnes

.

Casino

Bum

Nfna Tarasova
Sasha Pollooft
Michel Mlehon

Nadia

Tommy

Sasha

ft.

Dmitri Matvienko
Kris Kay Oro
Nicholas Matthey

Zljrgy

Uule

UU

Hall

ARBON

Woody .Herman Ore
Ray Bngllsh

Ballet

Little

Palace (M-19)

Symphony Oro
Boxy (11)
_
Btuort Morsan Co

(Three to flU)

_nALTUIORE

Hippodrome (12)
Major Bowes Rev

'.

Carroll ft Lee
(14-17)

The „
Hersheya
Le^ Marmer
Jones ft Rae

.Lonr

Nosh

(U)

R

Walter O'Keete
.

« Willys

(12)

Lou Holtz

Lopor

•

ft

H

Samba

(12)

Ladd

Boyce

ft,

Peg-Leg Bates
Paul Sydell ft S

BBOOKLYN
'V'allee

Harlae (14)
Martin ft Florenx
Rhodls
Sis

Bob CoRer
Anthony ft Rogera
Sddy. Jack, Betty
Msytair (IS)
Martin ft Florenz
t Rhodls Sis
CofTey

Anthony

ft Rogers
Bddy. Jack, Betty

(10)

'

Barrat

Sirens

Walter Long
Betty Jone Smith
Carol Dexter

Delia LInd

Geo Fontana
Gllda Gray
Charles King

'

(12, only)
'Mitchell -Ayres Ore

Andy Kirk Ore
Big Time Crinn
lombrook
Laytons

(IS)

Famous

Dow

Zorlta

Sunny Tufts
Epple Bruce

Sam

Price

Ramsy Del Rico
Froeba Oro

Leo Relaman Oro
Adelaide Moffett

Martinez Oro
Winnie Hoveler Gl*
iTanhoe
Florence Sehubert
Barney Richard* O
Vi*rra .Hawallona
B*l*n 8amB*r-

Carrie FionellFay ft Wellington
Mile Jean

Janeen
Aloha
Millie

«0« GIs
Dolly Sterling
Spiro* Slamos Oro
Gwendolyn Veausell Sol Lake Ora
Murray ft Cumnung Tripoli 8

Mew

Don Dudley Ore
Hotel Btatler

(Ternco Boom)
Ore
(Cata Beage)

Wayne

Ginger Britton
Jerl Vance
Mtdg* F*llowa

I/AlgiOB

Stevens Hotel

Ift Salle Hotel
(Paa-Aai. Boom)
Joae Moozanere* O

Oardesi)

Money

Maurice Roceb
•06 (^ab
Don Harrla
Gay Knight
June Marob

-

Hotel Shemtoo
(Sheraton Sky

Gaala*

for your

Revue

Maurice ft Cordoba
Georg* Deveron
John F Modtia
laobol d* Hare*
Georg* Hal* BoT

Torbor

Jackie Green
Noll ft NoUn

Chnok Foster Ore
Don DIFlavio
(Onttaeatal Boom)
Yar .Best
Geo Beberbao Oro
Beien Ortega

CLEVSLABS

Leigtaton Noble:

Marya Manley
Bona de. Bournat

Dick SUblle Ore
ilimmy Kelly'*
Aamon ft Joan
Carter ft Sharp
Montmorte Boys
Helen Holme*
Danlta Rivera
Marearet Grey

-

Bruce Wendell

Sammy Kaye Ore
5(1i

Pat Ring
EWelyn Brock
Sheets Tolbert
Dbanjcl Clnb
Jackie Mabley

i* Cods*

~

Ave

(Salon. Madrid)
Caas Franklin ,
-DoMarloB
Guy Rodlan

Pay Marde
Penny

Bancroft

Burton Groan Ore
Hotel fjOXlogtoo

Boom)

Johnny Long Oro
Helen Toung
Bob Huston (4)

Ronny Roberts

Bissell ft Farley
Cyril Grace

Bob

Russell

Ariane
Hotel Navarro
(Midnight Clob)

Marso

ft

Mann

Hotel Park Ceatrai
(Cocoaant Grove)

Dawn

i

Jere

McMahon

Marlyn 'Stuart
Bmll Coleman Oro
Nora Morales Ore

I*

Tie Parlsienne

ROBlta.

Montengro

Irene Hilda

Monks

ft

3 Harmoneers
Bunny Howard

Bevie

Eddie Mayehoff
Fred Roner
I«tln Oojarter
Juanlta Rlos
Barbara Perry
Jade Ling
Winters

Frank Mazzoe Co

Roy Benson
Wllma CoxD'lvons
Patricia

Male

^

King

4

Six Ver-Slgtas

TUIag* B*m
Music Hall Boys
'

Edward

ft

Ambassador Hotel
Bert Bstlow Ore
•

Carlisle

Sisters

Jean Anthony

Diane

Jess Altmlller
Jess Jordan Ore
Tlitoge Tangnard

Richard D Bennett
Leadbelly
Helen Humes
Eddie Heywood 3

Dedny Dawson

Tex Garry
Milton Huber Ore
Cbatean Benanlt
Renault (3)
Chelsea Hotel
Billy

Van

Jaeqnellna
Alleen Hunter
Hotel OtoToUnd
Joseph 8ady*s Ore
Hotel TOaway Hall
Jniss and Webb

mo
.

Hal Hall

Don Walsh Oro

SEISOIT

Hl-Hat

Hotel Kssea
iten Travers Oro
Jack Manning Oro
Bill Croi\ln

Crozier

MItzl

Ambauadar Hotel
(Pamp Boom)

-Hadley GIs

(3)

Ciarldge Hotel

SliHy''M?g5''o'ro

.

Hartnells
Boltona
Doris Abbott

Th* Cave
Don DIBona Oro

Blacfchawb

Como

Casanova
Malia Ballzar
PInbu

Robert ft Joan
Tlc-Too

Shirley

Lee

Benny Carter Oro
House

Urevoort Holel
(Crystal

Boom)

Tony

ft Lisa
Joan Baylor

Bob

.

Billing*

Eddie Roth Oro
Brown Derby
Three Ryans
Danny Rogers

Judy Ellington
Mary Ann
Pat Porry
Koffman Sla
Ted Smith
Duke Tollman Oi.
Capitol LonBgr
Joe de Salvo
BUI Turner Ore

ft

Weber

-

Judy Storm
Garwood

Jeaslea

-

Town
Jimmy MoBale Ore

Panl Nielsen .Ore
Ctab COKO

Tremoat Flaza
Duke Lorenzo Ore

Congoettes
i Charioteers

Chox Poree
iHarry RIebman
Capella ft Patricia
Allen Carney

.-

Ruth Clayton
Estelle Sloan

Buddy-Franklin
Clnb Alabam
Florence Wliite
Paulette LaPlerre
Harriet Norris

Cotoatmo*

Jack Prine*

Kay Beoley

NIU
Sid

Brass Ball
Margie Whitney
Tune Toppers

W

Del Parker

Seymonr Hoffman
Roy Swartz
Carl .Bonner

Bivez Corto*
Jimmy Marr-

.

BUekstoae Hotel
(Ballncsa Bm.)

'

Tamara Dortva
PIr-ettes <B)

Kay

'

TIndall

Lang Oro

Edgeiifarer

Bearb

Hotel

(Harlno'Bm)
Ravel
Marianne
Dorben GIs
MS Clab
Tanner Sleter*
Johnny Howard
Manuel Contreraa
NItza.

ft

•

ntoi'*
Heidelberg Octet
.

Hnaa Muenzer Ens

J
McDonald
Ruby Ore

Connie Barleau
Carroll

ft

Gorman

Haek'a Bedford laa
Mao McGraw Oro
Boyola
Panamerlcan D'c'r*
Peter Hlgglna
Glover

ft

LaMa*

Margie Green.
Joan Brandon
Katharine Hoyt
Carl Ronner
.

McCuoe Oro

Margaret Watkin*

Bill

Baby Lavnrene*

Btatler Hotel
Nick D'Amlco Oro
Baka
Frankle Connor*
Moro ft Chita

Jitterbugs .
Rob Parrisb

Congo Oro
Corktown Tavern
Don Harris
Hart ft Allison
Pnnchlta Villa
Phil Sklllman Ore
Frontier Banch
Walter Po-well Ore
Grand Terrae*
Gloria Parker Ore
Earl Parchmaji

Bill

Kaye

Muriel Kretlow QI*

Harvey Stone
Pete Vlera Oro
''

aim Dtego
Gene Emerald
Glenn Dale
The Borden*
Dotty Sloan

Cliff Arvln
Haymarket
A] Alexander Oro
Moro 'Wacky' Kaye
Sieradors
Dave Bamura
Good & Goody
Boxing Cata
Eddy Shepherd
Pee Wee Murray
Joe Banket Oro
Frost ft Helene

Ethel Shepherd

Charmettes Oro
Hand'*

ft Linda Brlce Sun Val Serenaders
Valdez ft Cnrlne
London Chop Hooa*
Doris Dupont
Sammy DIbert Ore
Dolly Koy
Ethel Howe
Congreaa Hotel
(Glass Hat Bm)
aub Uayfolr
Vincent Bragale Ore
Marly Joyce
Red Duncan
Carol
Crane
Jo Anne Hubbard
Mervin Jensen
Drake Hotel
Dorothy Gerron
((^mlllla Honae)
Fhli Olsen Oro
Eva Hamilton
Val Ernie Ore
kUckey'*

Will Otborne Ore

Ina^

Dob Amato
Bay Carlln Oro
Old* Ways* aab
Howard Benedict O
Palm Beach

ft Rollins
Pat Patterson
Don Pablo Ora
Tangia ft Co
Elaine Barrett
Janet Heekett Girls NovelloB
Johnny King
Sandy Lyla
Charlie Cariiaia
Faneho ft D Boch*
Benny Beah Or*
Ptmobscot Clob
Braa*

Jaiek Fistasr

'

Perry

Kay

Northwoad

Dal* Rhodes
Theresa Rudolph

Ruton's Dogs

Ball

(Tavern Boom)
Ginger Wood
Dave PrltcHard Ore De) Estea
Allan Coo
Dick .Ware
Dave Unell Ore
Bob Marshall
Eddie Roth Ore
Annelto Shields

Ted Weems Ore
Elmo Tanner

Bowoy
Beatrice

Mastem

'

(Tloma Boom)
''
I^ew Conrad Oro
Harry Stockwell

CHICACO
Smile Petti
"
Battery
Ray Benson. Ore
Blsmar«k Hotel
(Walnut Boom)
Jimmy Joy Ore
Batty Burns

Book-Oadtnae Batfl
(Book CoalBO)
Mota Stauder
Fr^nk Gagen Ora
(Motor Bar)
Eddie FriU (4)

'

Brilliant

Staaben**

Cy Toung
'Johnny Duffy Ore
John Chapman
Pee Wee Miller Co FattI Clayton

ATLASllC CITY

Ens
Babette's Clnb
Lynn SpoSord
Buddy Clarke Ore Guy Martin Revue
Beth Challla
(Royal Palm)
Victor ft Ruth
Deli O'Dell
Charlie Bourne
Jerry Green

Bergcre Ore
Panchlto Ore

Art Hodes

Trlxle

Viola

Charlie Bourne

ft

Yersanieii

'

Stmm

ft

Ken

Frances

Leonora Co-eds
Charles Wolk Oro
Milton George .Oro

Beachcombera

Josephine Del Mar Bill Bailey
Galente ft Leonarda Socaras Ore
Maria Louisa Lopez Abbey Ore
Wlvel
Sacasas Ore
Bqb Lee
Harris Oro
Ford Crane
Ln Mnrqalse
Mildred Jocelyn
Frances Connollv
Helen Arthur
Al Carr Ore
Connie Joyce
Ttarnn A Bernay
La Moitlnlsa*
The Paulens
Walter O'Keefe
Irene Vernon
Vera Shea
Blllle Bernlce
Dorle Dowiing
Shirley Shear
Oraee D« Witt

(I<oaBg* Bar)

Savoy

Boom)
Marion

Fredrlcas

Kelcey Fair
.Aon Lewis

Dr Marous
Eleanor Teeman
Pupl Co

Reviuera

Mark

The Place
Irene Berkley

Leonard f^ore (3)
Dolly

.

-

Ben Tost Co
Pete Brown (4)

Hotel EdIooB
(Casino on Pork)
Deane Janis

'

'

Roslta
Jne Capollo Ore
King Cole 8
Frances Wayne
ft

Kelly's BtabI*

Bobby Byrne Ore
Hotel Essex Hoaae

Kretohma

Vladimir Laznroff

-

Ann Jung
Romero

Raymond
Herman Chlttlson
Morris

Pets Herman Ore
Frank Petty
Mlscha VzanoS
Cornelia Cedntban O Anne Diamond'
Hotel Bradford
Splvy's Boot
(Clivna Boom)
Splvy
Jack Davis
Elsie Houston
Lnollle ft J Maloney
Fred Keating
Btork Clnb
Hotel Buckaalnlster
Grace Rellly
(National Boom)
Cb'aries Baum Ore
J Domlnguez Oro
Bob Knight Ore
Annette Henry

Jeannle Walter*
Qlenda Hope

Kamarava Ballet
Kay Doyle
Himi

Bio Oaalaa
Copley Sqnar* Hotel
Qeorg* Harri* Or*
Al DeForrest
Harry de AngeUaO
Arthur Ward
Helen (^rol
(Trmwfard Hooso
Blancharda
Janice
Freddy Rubin Ore
Little Sir Bcho
Crawfordettos
Sid Walker.
Sally Keith
Bueter Kelm Rev
Paiil McWllUama
Marjoria Garrettion
Yvonne Adair
(Gardea Isanga)
Fox ft Honnd* Clnb Sabby
Lewi* Oro
(Bfaamba Caalao

Haaape'* Cal*

Jelesnik Ore
Jack, Jill Warner

Patty Ryan
Dorothy Matthew*
Bapal OInb
Oooky Malvin Or*
Ctab
Sammy Morri*
Jack ft Jerl

'

Norma Lucero
ArCadi Stoyanovsky
Adia Kuznetzoft
Nastia Pollakova
Marosla Sava

Rene

Marya Manley
Pearl.de Lneck

B

'

Dave D Barbour
Jack GlUord
Bnsiilaa

I« GoBga Olab

F Hemandex Oro
LIndeay'* Bkybn

Maurice Rocco

Dean

Birdie

Duke Oro

Jules

.

Larry Vincent
Louise Sharoo

.

Bletf

Ell Spivsck
Gypsy Nprma

Faith Arlen

Hotel Gommodoi*
(Century Room)

Hotel

Dempsey**

B'way BestatiTaBi
Milt HoTth I
Gracle Barrle

Rich

Imogone
Ray McKinley Oro

:

Bnban

-

neddla'a Gat*
Curtiss ft Clare

Bmno Ore Al Laekey Oro
Rhumbollers Oro
Otmamt Clafe
HIbbard
Royal HawallAns O
Bird ft LaBae
Hotel AOertoa
Harold ft Xiola
Henry Plldncr Oro
Hal ft Honey Be*
IMfl Carter
Callahan Sis
Thlxlon Sprenger
Leon Fields
Charles Wick Oro

Mack

ft

(MeRy-Go-Baoad)
Mark Gilbert 8

Mildred Bailey
Richard Bennett

Dean*

ft

Mck

BIman

(Terrace

•

Tl\e

Colette

Phun

Copley

McGowan

Al Gordon Co
Terry Sis
Cavallaro Oro

Ted Eddy Oro

N Brandwrnne Ore
(Ho^lan Bni)
Frank Marti Ore
Tutasl
Coq Benge
Momlkal
Mclntyre Ore
Dick Wilson Oro
Napua
Bela BIzony Ore
LeIlanI laea
Diamond Honeslior
Holel HeAlplB
NIta Naldi
Johnny Meesner Ore
Betty Compson
Hotel New Yorker
Carlyle Blackwell

Mnngean Bio
Clyde Hager
Jack Carter
Barry & Wbltledge Sid Prusain Oro
Noble Sissle Oro
S Palms
The Harmnnettes
El Oltlco
(One to nin
Dorlta ft Velero
HABRIHOrBG
Consuelo Moreno
Btnte (IS-M)
Gloria Belmonte
Buss Morgan Ore
Rodriguez
3
Amen & Arno
Trio MIzteeo
Jerl Wlthi-o
Del Duca Oro
HABTFOBD
EI Udroeca
State (13-14)
Vaughn Monroe Ore Chauncoy Grey Ore
Ro.^s Wyne Jr
Cblqulto Oro
Bob Bromley

TilrNRBOOK
'

V

Btltmorette.i
r RLIZABBTH
Liberty (11-14)

Rochelle ft Beebe
Bully ft Thomas
Irene 'Vermillion Co

ft

Fernando Alvarez

ft Na;dl
Romo Vincent
Frances Faye

Lynn

Albermarle (18-14)
Wallace. Bros
Bdlth

Lee

ft

Raye

.

Lou Forman

ft

Evans
CInvton

Roy Sedley
Copacnbana
Tommy Dlx

CHICAGO

Willie Howard
Phil Baker

Hytown

ft

M

CAMDEN

Ot«na Opera
Bert Lnhr
Joe B Lewie
Wheeler

4eth St. Tl^tre

V«rga

ft

Marian Myles
Dorothy Manners
Thelma Ke\ins
Clnb
G Andrews Ore
Jack White
Diana Fontaine
Frankle Hyera
TIncd Cnrran
Lillian Fitzgerald

Olive White
Parker ft Porthole
Brooks ft Phllson
Jim Wone Tr

Bobbins
Brick Layers

Jack Stanton
Al White OlrJs
Phil Romano Ore

I Rhodls Sis

'

(8-10)

.Towers (12-14)
Bnrlca ft Novello

Hartmans
Johnny Bnrit«

.Noel

Short

ft

Lyrio

Stan Kenton Ore*
Gertrude Nlosen

'Oracle Fields

Bldxenood

'

Bhnmba
Fun

.

(Bhemtaa Boom)
Hal Saander* Oro

'Whit*

Llbby ft Betty
Nola Day
Byrne Sis
Tom Paige
Bevt Lynn

Hotel Blltmoro
CIai«mont Inn
(Bowman Boom)
Benson Betty brewer
Drane Sis
Frank McGulr*
Hal Chase
Ray Heatherton Or

M

Rev

BRmaBPOBT

TTno

44Ui St. Theatre

Bob

i

(11- w>

Sis

Wong Tr

Joe

Senor 'Wences

t

State

^

Jay Jomes Co
Murray

Emil Coleman Ore

Paul Draper
Hazel Scott
Gene Sheldon
Luba Mallna

Karol

(Three' to nil)

•'

A

ft

Danny

(GUsB Hat)
Helen Stuart
Hal LansberryJohnny Mack
Tola ft. Lysa
Belmont Balladeers
Howard Lally Oro
Joe Pafnmy Oro

Joe RIchardel Ore
Clnb Caravan.'
Jerry Baker
Al Shayne
Allan Sis

Herb Lewla

•

•

Ch'drlotte ft

(le-lS)

Kay

Jane Fromau'
Smith, ft Dale
Carmen Ajnaya
Williams a
Hector ft' Pals
Davidson ft Fornr
HerroKs
Volga Singers
ft

Anette ft Sally
Maurice Stiaw Oro

(12-15)

Whitey Roberta

Bob Rlpa
Gay Foster Girls
Paul Ash Qro
Bob Hannon
AlvlB (M)
Bd Wynn

Chanticleers

Chatenn Uoderae
Lydia Bhrens

Tough Guys

Caman

.

'

Cookie Bowers
Carol Kins

Donahue

4

PHILADELPHIA

Glee Club

.

Mae Barnes
Haywood ft Allan
Mary Talley

Betty Bruce
Robert Landruna
Walter Dar« Walil
Sockets

CoUsge Inn Models
Marx

Carl
.

-

Catherine Harris
(Melody Long*)

.

Dorsey. Oro Angelo Oro

Pled PIpera
Hotel Belmdat
Plaza

Brlbk Top
Walter Lynch

Jack Carter
3 Bees

10 Honeyohlles'

Stafford

O Buddy

CemtU'a

NEW. YOBK CITY

Alan Gale
Copelands

Frank Sinatra
Jo

.

Quinton Ore
Sylvl* St Clair
Dennis ure
Bulabow B«*m
leelaad B*«taaraat Jack
Cole Co
Adrlenne

'

Ammona

RDth

Woods ft Bray
Danny Santo*
B ft J AUen

Hilda Moreno
Martinez
Cerney Twins
Contreras Co
Maya Ore
Gllberto Ore
Hlck*ry Hoa**
Jean Hunt
Sons of Jive
liSrry Bennett Oro
Uotd Aator
(Aater Boot)

Pete Johnson

Barie (12)
Roxyettes

Mitchell Ayres Oro

Jane Withers

Mills Bros

^

Rica:

.

Rnas Morgan Ore

Kule (U>
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Allen, Burns,

Golden Gate 4
Eddie South Oro
Cafe Sodetr
(Ttnacai
Teddy Wilson Ore

(S)

J Jones

ft

PHELAINBUHIA

Jaroa Sla
(Panther Boam>
Bob Chester

Hary Beth Slrea
Oro

Broadway Al
Rnss .Howard
2 Lucky Buck*

Fay ft Gordon
The Ghezzles

Healy ft Evan*
Agnes Dwyer
Jack Allyn
Ned Harvey Ore
Groovemeer*
Balabow OrlO
Roas Smith Ore
Asbbnrns

Hairlcaa*

uman

Bavapa-HadrM
Tapld ft Romero

Hazel. Scott

Kent

ft

Jane Withers

'

C

Gen* R*rwln Ora

.

lOddy Fens

LatU QaaHar

Zero Moatol
Joe Sullivan
Kenneth Spencer

(12)

Jim, Mndr'd Uolc'y

Lovey Lan*

U

Dave Foreman
Hotel Ulaer**
Bunny MeVoy Ore
Barbara Oonglasa

Anthony

Manner
Joan Collier
Lorna-Rode
Gene Monet Oro
Gloria

(SlUtowa)

•PITTSBVBaH

CITY
8«iud <U>

Abbott Dancer*
BheioHih Hotel
(CelUe Cafe)

Betty Hill
Blaine and Blatno

Red Allen Oro
3 C Hlggenbotham

CAL.

IIIIIS.

.

'

NEW YOBK

Le*

'Peppar
Evelyn 'White
Jaoki* William*

-

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUKVILIE THEATBES

Cay M**

George Tonak
Harry Donelly-

(Bmpi^ Boom)
Bddy Dnohin Oro
Gow*r ft Jeann*

Xcmea
O

Poison Gardner
Saivy Cavlcehle Or*
ftlptaie Tillage
Hotel Teadeiaa
Charlotte L'mbert'n coram
(Fife 48 Dram Bm» Healey ft Hack
Hotel HoDendea
Stamea & Amaroa Bverett West
Oaear Bigart Oro
BronarxykMarie
Blondell Twin*
Jo] en a
Willie Matthla* Oro Fr'k Paris Foppeta
Ella Wilson
Myron Ryan
\
Sanuny Watklne O
Helen Donglas*
Eldorado Clnb
Vlokl Nevada
Helen Shepard
Johnny Kallhul Oro
Hotel Btatler
K*B

-

Roberto Oro
BlU-a

ft
ft

Carlos Vesta

Yvonne Bouvier

Ray

Dario MlanI
Coconnot Grov*
Mickey Alport Or*

Bobble- Allen
ft Fair
Cal Herbert
Fataaer B*iia*

Fernando

Diana Barry

(Satire Boom)
Nora Sheridan

Hotel BIta Cari«t«i
(BlU Boof)

Iria Ison

Novak
Martin * Margo

HI Hat

Bob Hardy Oro

Clob Haytalr
Ranny Week* Ore
Hal Roberta Ore

WUma

Cootl* William*

Novelty Aces
Lillian Clark*
Jack Herbert

Annette Leonard

Bobby Whaling Co

Sophia Parker

HeUag*

Al Robinson
Hotel -Lekaz

Bllaatrab'*

Peter Bodge Or*
Boyd Heathen

Stuart ft Lea
Stanley Twins

j

Ariloe

(B)

Lllyan Dell

.

<lnad

dob

too

JMek'Baner Ore
Billy Corr

4V*dTU Loaage)

Hotel Fenignto

Dann
Donna Devel
Rva Clongn

Artie

Old Boamaalaa
Sandle Banlis
Freddie Bernard
Ada Lnblna
Ginger Layne
Joe LaPorte Oro
Place Elegant*
Pbll Dante
William Ross'
Cllir Conrad

Rocky BIswortb

Bill Anson
Leslie ft Carol

BUI Groin
Beach comber
Daley
Rarry Morrlasey Oro VIn
lean Monti
Cbico Slmone Oro
Sally Harris

Blllle

Jim Marvin

Stuff

Gables Oro

BOSIOH

Non Blaekstone

Ara* Baraett Oro
(Plceadllly Olrcl*)
8 Rnlghta
Billy Meyara

Jimmy Noon* t
OMmbart Bm

Brown

Blb*rt

OtorUU

Bt«B*lwr
Jan*prio*,
Aacot Hoy*

Candy

Tiny Klein

Sandra Kent

M

Oreeawloh Vlllaf*
Inn
Carol Cbappell*
Rita RenHud

Gable* Irai
(Blaek Hone Pflce)

Du Val

Billy

Ray

Ctak

Oameh

Wm

'

John Berry
Maxlns Musical 8
Dusty Miller Oro

Chlqulta Venezla
Consuelo Flowerton
Guy Lombardo Ore Carol Rhodes
Betty Carter
Georges ft Jalna
Gtiy Martin Gla
Marina
Rosb
Lombardo B'way Jones (3)
Bill Glass Ore
Hotel Wartrlcli
(Balelgb Boom)
Oneeno Terrnr*
Vickl George
Phil Forster
Rande Wllllomr Ore Epple Druee

Narlta

-Thomas
Lynn ft Marianne
Dee Rogers

Dixie Dunbar
A'rtliur Treacher

-

Dodo Baaeh

Astoria
(Starlight Boot)

Caballero Ore

Moya Glfford
Don SyJvIo Ore

Bddle Parks

Colefta ailsworth

Sblrl

(«)

Frank Pay
ZaSu Pitts

Linda WoTfr^
S.Ross Sis

CLKTELAMD

Kent Edward*

Hazel Webster
Onyx Clnb

Hotel Waldorf-

Hoate Carlo

Fefe's

Geo Morris Or'o
Tvonne Chevalier
Ben Maiden Blvleia
Freshmen (S)
Chavez Ore
Pancho Oro
oni Beitolotirs

Bllty Rouse Co
Hortez ft Dellta

(S)

TauKtan Hooroe Orr

Katbryn Carroll

.Vineent

Geo Rogerv

Tommy

Charles Columbns'

Terry FraneonI
Hotel- 81. Se«l(
(Vleancae Boof)
Ethel Smith \in%
Paull Sparr Ore
Hotel Taft

HEW YOSKCITT

Bd

ft

RKO
BKO

Tough Guys

.<»HAHA
Phil Harris

GIbsnn

.Ford Harrison Oro
(Sky Oardenii)

.

Orphedin (12)

'

(13)

Ron Wyse
Bob Bromley

Little

Al Bernio

Rosa

ft

(12)

Ernie Fields Oro

Mkhlrin (12)
Artie Shnw Bd
Toy ft Wins

« Lovely Ladles

Betal

(16-18)

'

Kattae

ft

Palace

Perrin

Jtosalle

YODNOSTO-WN
Woody Herman Ore
Ray English

DETROIT

Wally Brown

Gaynor

Howard

l^ck

Rosalind Gordon

Poke

WASHINGTON

Loo Calts

ft

O'Neal

Ohlca«o (U)
Yeloz & Tolanda

ft

Oil)

Francis King
Henry Noble
Hotel Bt. Merita
(Cafe de la Pali)
Charles Coltmibui

Kathryn Carroll
Ply^onth (8-ll>)
Hope
Tommy Tucker Oro Gloria
Terri FraneonI

Goorgle Price
Oracle Bnrrle

Olympln, (10-13)

(10>

Handman

WOBCESTEB

Hetr'polltan (12-14)

HIAHI

CITY

Fanmoniit

ft

(One to

Rne

Short

Dick Stabile Ore

KBW YOBK

Bergman

LaVere

PROVIVENCE

Benny Ooodman Or Knieht SIS'
Monica Boyer
Tip. Tap & Toe
Don CummlnES
Harris ft Shore

Bill Vale*

Lou Martin Or*
Nerlda Ore
dalsoa PImo

NewdabI
Bob Downey
Bud Greg

Sair Lee

(14)

Joe Termini

Lee Marmer
Jones

Tommy Lyman
Al Lamb

Whelan

not

Smith Oro
BKa Carltoa Hotel 8 Sharps ft Flat*
Edd^- Morgan Oro
aiadyi Palmar
Beailde Hotel
(Saif
8«Bd Wmy <Olai* Heai* Bm)
Bddy Bradd On
Crusader* Oro
Tram*** Hotel
Mary Sinclair
(Sabmatla* Orlll) Do^tliy Timmlo*
Madden Oro

Donna Darnell

Brio Thorsen

B

.

fialton Boya
Jack LaVIer

IiOtU* di

Daaay Thnnaa
Bob O Un Gla
Mark fiMhn Or*

Clifford

Ruth Lowe

The Laytons

PITMAN
Broadn'y

Hotel BheratoD
(Morray Boom)

fill)

WO0D8IDE

Ashonr

The Heraheys

Paramount

(C^te Loonge)

Willow (14, only)
Wtiltey Roberts

ft

Clob Nomad
Marl Kim

Utfa Holo Olob.
Marlon Powers
3 Caddies
Angel Velez Oro
•fSnnb Mosely Oro
One Plttb Ato.
June Winters

Sablon
O'B PH. Jean
Benson Oro

WILLOW

The De Marcos
iBuck ft Bubbles
Icon Colleano

Ludenne

Sims &. Bailey
John Bnckmaater
Paul Remoe Co

FITXSBritaH

Paul Regan
Lane ft Ward

Ella Logan
Kitty Carlisle

(III)

WASHINOTON

Nelson Sis
MaU & Hart

Staakr

Blltmore (M)
Ge6rge Jessel
Jack Haley

Rhythm Rocketts

Buth Warren

Tiny Kaye
Marjorle Jane
Jean Caton

ft

.

Tonl Borral

Guy Lombardo Or<r
IVATBBBCBY
Kenny Gardner
Poll'* (11-12)
Tommy Tucker Ore Hotel Savoy Plaxa

to nil)

LOS ANGELES

Jane Withers

<10)

C\d7« liucaa Org
Sean' Mnrph;

Hotel Booserelt

Daly

Ford. Bowie,

M

ft

Max Coben B*T

ft

Boom)

(Persian

,
<

Bddl* Davis
Al Sleg&l
Susan Miller
BIcbard Lana

Dick Qasparr* Ore
Sara Ann Me(^b«
J ft A DIGatanos.

The Charioteers

Aleo Plerf* Ore

Klbb*r
Bobby Laa*
Bob B*lt
Al Hortaman Oro
Paaa AttaaUoaatal
(Palm Boom)
BllIoU Baa(*U Oro
Pxeddeat Hotel
(Baud W'rld Bin)
D*I Mont* Oro
Johnny Hamp
Maria

>

Susan
OUqaot Clab
Lenny Bosa _

B Mae
W
Sonla Shaw

ft

VIckl* Coopar

Cummlnn

Valeri*

htm m XMur*

Knott
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Pbua-

Handman Monroe Bros

ft

Bab*

Fernando Caner

Beverly Whitney

Bergman

JerT>-

LaVere

'

Arthur Carney

la MiineoUoa with bills below ladleata opctUnc day of
•how. whether fall or «pUt week.

Jaokl* Martin

BathAeOar
Oang

JaoUo Bin

Para*

Rath Martin

Jano Wood

(Caf• Booae)
Charlie Splvak Oro
Garr Stevens
Stardusters
Hotel Plena
(Cotnilon Boom)

Towne

NnmenUs

Lela Moor*
Martel (1)
Bob Fullar

Wilson Long

Variety Bills

dam

Gloria Gilbert

Sundra

ft

Bob Hopklna
Peplto ft Co
Bim- Joy
The Trople*
Phil Gilbert

.

Lee Jonas
Carol Crane
Bob Marble Oro
Verne*
Ray. Roger*
Jack Drayton
Jerri Holt
Bill Tracy
2aak Nelson Ore
Billy Meagher
Charles ft R JrnklnH
Whittlcr Hotel
La Temple
(Gold Cnb Bo*m)
Bay Vincent
Herman Fin*
Deiersa T,amont
iVoader Bar
MIekeyettea
Aylene Mason
Neblelo'*
Madelon Baker
Fay -ft Andr*
Manuel Lopez Oro
Johnny Policy
Guv Welsh Ore
Laikoy Sla
008 aab
Clem Hawkins
Leonard Seel Ore
Dale Rhodes
.

(Continued on page 55)
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Key Cities, Doe to War

Anotber Threat to Road

Problem of Uving accommodaUona
newest threat to the lOad
Is the
next season and, unless a solution
"number of shows will
is found, a
skip crowded stands, if not entirely
Approximately
ducking the road.
100 complaints have been received
by Equity from actors who were
forced to play out of town -under
conditions that they believe to be
unbearable.
Ordinarily it is part of the advance agent's Job to arrange for
rooms, but unless advance men receive th6 active aid of local house
managers, they are virtually tmable
to function currently in a number of
cities crowded with war workers.
Washington, Baltimore, and Pittsburgh are the stands mostly complained about, and It Is Ukely that
musical shows especially will be unReable to play such bookings.
ported at times thfit cots have been
provided backstage for visiting players, who regard such conditions as a
hardship. Talk of using Pullmans
and sleeping cars during engagements Is discounted, as army requirements call for that equipment.
Chances, of shows being hampered
in making, jumps because of war
transportation priority has been the
subject of consideration for some
time.

Complaints also are made that
hotels are charging excessive rates
In war work centers.
It was also revealed last week that
living conditions among war plant

workers Is desi>erate. As many as
10 persons are using the same foom;
also that beds are used In eight-hour
shifts.

Government plans

call for
of $1,000,000,000 to be

expenditure
used for war workers* housing.

Anderson Plans Revival

John Hurray Andlerson, after he
completes staging a new floor show
for Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe,
N. Y., Is talking a 1943 edition of
the 'Greenwich Village Follies' this
Anderson and Ijee Shubert
have been conferring thereon.
The producer plans to feature
Cynda Glenn, comedienne, whom he

fall.

likewise spotlighted last season at
the SUver Screen, mammoth Hollywood nitery in the Wilshire Bowl.-

ONLY

SOME THEATRES

ROAD

SHOWS OUT
OFN.Y.

shedding
Broadway theatres which they took
over about two years ago. Just prior
to the World's Fair showmen prereported

a big influx of visitors would
a boom, Shuberts, along
with' others, made arrangements ^to
book or lease several houses which
were In the hands of banks, general
idea being to guarantee Ihterest and
taxes and share in possible profits.
Understood the Shuberts decided
to let the Hudson slip 'back to bank
'hands, house having only a successIon of flops, since they took over.
Likely that the Belasco will also be

droptked by the Shuberts. Among
the theatres they took over is the
Broadway, figured to have been a
money-maker mosUy through the
spotting there of Tantasia.'
Broadway will house HiIs Is^the
Army,' the Irving Berlin service
show which .open* July 4 with a
$27.50 top, prices thereafter being
$4.40 top at night.
Shuberts say
their share of the receipts will
merely cover the rent Proceeds go
to the Army Emergency Tund.
.

New Wine
Helen Brooks, ingenue in 'Arsenic
and Old Lace.' at the Fulton, N. Y..
will vacation next week, with Mar^

garet Joyce, her understudy, suboUtutlng, Misa Joyce will take over

.

from the Coast' The balance consists of four shows playing the 'Atlantic Coast Circuit,' made up of
N. V.'neighborhood and Jersey spots,
while there are also two vaudeville
counted among the legiters.
Among the summer stocks, three
abrupt foldings will be balanced by
a trio of openings this week, which'
will make a total of eight, barring
There
further sudden drop-outs.
were 23 stocks listed as open or
ready to start on Equity's books,
but those spots which stopped so
rapidly pushed the total down to an
.

score.

WW

CAST TO GET

PAY; ARBITRATE L0.Ui

Dmey

Indicated that the bank letter of
which 'Val Ernie the bandsman arranged to guarantee salaries
of the "High. Kickers' cast will be
cleared. Those members of the company not paid for the final week of
the Chicago engagement, will therefore receive that salary "and Equity
will

be reimbursed

$5,000,

which

Equity came forward
with the coin to save 'Kickers' from

Robert

in-between shows on Broadway,
other stands in the east are likely
to go on the same basis next season.
Managers have proposed to Equity
that Boston be recognized -for Sundays, pointing out that baseball and
other amusements operate on that
day. Equity referred* the matter to'
a committee, but indicated willingness to okay the idea it along the
'
same lines as N. Y.
^
That means that if shows are
given in the Hub on Sundays there

Ross

will

.after

direct

some delay because a stager could
not be secured. Flay wOl be presented for mahagerial Inspection
without scenery^ but is touted to be
the first Experimental' showing that
will
reach regular presentation,
probably in the fall

legal in K. Y. provided
id a 24-hour rest period one
day during the week. No other
state has^ that stipulation.' So far

MAY

M

SPEED

there

principal claimants, since they paid
the chorus and those players who
were getting $100 or less weekly.

'Hold

Back the Dawn.'

result- in

diminisiiing

.

has $179,172, all

own

its

money, as cash on hand deposited In

bvlng
making his

IViist
The auditor, in
report. Issued a memorandiun to the effect' that such a
large sum was not necessary, and

the

.

suggested that,

by Investing most of

that coin. Income that could balance
possible decreased dues next year

would be earned.

is concerned, the statute
regarded as discriinlnatory, be-

as N. Y.
is

likely

figures.

Dulbell's annual report'showed a
surplus of $413,084 as of March 31,
compared to $380,183 In 1941, but includes an Item of $149,499, which .js
surety money guaranteeing salaries,
deposited by managers, and ig therefore a liability. Tbe actual net in.
crease 'was $40,018 from' all' sources.
,E)iuity

PRIORITIES

SEASON

wiU

Equity

Indicated that
invest $100,000 in Wax
-

aUd Government bonds. It already
cause not applicable to other amusehas bought aroiind $40,000 In War
ments where, there are longer workBonds. Total cash on band Is $301.>
ing hours nor sports. It has been
253, inclusive of the managerial de«
expected that the Ifgit managers
Managers have been advised that
would seek legislation to correct suppliers of production materials posits.
Boirrlse Colai Strength.
that situation, but no attempt to must fi]e their requirements with the
do so has yet been 'made.
S^engtti of Equity's bank account
priorities bureau In .Washington by
Actually Chicago Is the only the middle or late August. To sup- Is somewhat surprising, as a bigb

^

.

seven-day town among the prinIt provides legit the
cipal' cities.
playing ^ nine perof
formances weekly, but one-eighth
extra salary must be paid, that,
Not all
requirement
Equity's
being
shows, however, take advantage Of
the right and stick to the regula.

privilege

tion eight times.

During the first World War Washington played Sundays and may revert to that schedule next season,
provided there Is no Equity InterOther stands. Including
ference.
but
are
possibilities,
Baltimore,
Philadelphia Is less likely to lift
its Sunday blue laws.

CHORINES ALSO

HAVEMORECOIN

port their elabns for various com- percentage of members 'are payingmodities, the dealers must be able to half dues because engaged 'In radio,
display contracts or assurances of pictures and other amusements. But
the shows to be produced. That may there was a total operating Income of
tend to speed Up productlnt for next
(Continued on page BOV
season. Showmen who havC^ been
setthig their activities for the fal)
period are expected to move their
schedules forward.
At this time there appears to be no
volume of productions contracted
for, but as tbe priority dutdUne approaches managers will probably go
into action. Understood that -even if
actual production is not started until
the late fall materials will be on
Final checkup of the flve-'week
hand, whilie those showmen who stall
may not be able to obtain desired period during which 'Candida' wa*
played- for the Army and Navy^ re'
settings and props.
lief funds showed a net of $83,072.40,
There are no openings on Broad-

.

,

CANDIDA' NETS

83G IN REVIVAL
.

way

this

week,

fcut

summer produc-

tion still continues and three arrivals are slated next week: 'Star- and
Garter,'
Music Box; "The Cat
'

Screams,' Beck, and "Laugh, Town,

Laugh'

(Ed

Wynn), vaude-revue

Alvih,

all.

writer, and Klttl Frings, HoUywood
scenarist who figured in scripting

Come

'Death Mr. President*, a Lincoln
drama by Paul' Horgan, will finally
rehearsal this week, und£r
auspices of Experimental Theatre.
Latter outfit has been 80^i.ewhat
dormant since last season, mostly
With Sunday performances hav- because Its heads have been ening proved so vital in keeping alive grossed in war work.
will
start

BUT NOT PHILLY

Chorus Equity, which held its annual meeting Monday (8), disclosed
stranding.
a financial statement that compares
Situation was complicated when with that of the parent Equity. Ruth
the principals filed LO.U.'s as addi- Richmond, secretary-treasurer of the
tional claims to thetr final week's chorine branch, stated that the surpay. Ernie thereupon ordered the plus had Increased to better than
The net operating income
bank not to pay off.
$126,000.
Management contends that the was $7,614, or $2,107 more than in
l.O.U.'s represent personal loans from 1041, while the actual increased
the players to George Jessel so that 'profit' was $1,708. Explained that
the show could continue after the expenses had been pared down to
Boston date. Understood that Equity the bone.
has agreed to arbitrate the status of
Chorus branch has more than. 1,000
the I.O.U.'s, inferring that such pa- paid-up members. During the season
per does represent loans, rather than over 2,000 had engagements at one
Some of the In.
salaries due. Arbitration will be be- time or another.
tween the players and Jessel, who crease came from raised initiation
signed all their contracts.
costs, which accompanied Equity's
If the present arrangement is not boost last year. Chorus people worked
upset, Ernie will be able to save in 67 musical attractions in various
around $5,000 of the guarantee coin. stands throughout the country.
Equity and its chorus branch are the
tion fot

P.-t's

Boys

Finally Get Test

Possibilities

it sent to pay the lesser salaried players and return transporta-

Mwching Home,' which Frieda Fish

The

To

In gt on,'' Baltimore Also

Again Equity fared excellently in
a financial -way during the past year,
as disclosed .at the annual meeting
held at the Aator hotel, N. Y, Friday
(5X, and is by far the most solidly
entrenched of the talent imions. Paul
DuUzell, the secretary-treasurer, told
of a much higher surplus,and of liiarkedly bettered operating profit, but he
refrained from predicting the figures
for the coming year, when the .absence of dues from member^ in tmlform and other revenue deterrents
.

Has Helped B'way—Wash-

amount

bein

.

Willi in Bank; Buying War Bonds

Hub Request

to Committer But Indicates Okay of Policy That Horgan's Lincoln Play

credit

u

is agentlng.

Shows Improvement; Union Has

days- are

the part -when the present company
goes to the' Coast this summer, so
Omld Takes 'Sycamore'
is going Into the cast next week
B preliminary funeup.
Theatre Guild .las started to line
Miss Brooks will remain with the up plays for next seasoL. Latest
second company, which will continue acquisition is "Mr. Sycamore,' dramaPulton rup.
tized from a yam in Story mag about
five years ago.
J»«a
It is by Robert Ayre, a Montreal
has completed a new

comedy-drama,

Equity s Fmancial State Again

must be a layoff on Mondays. SunThere are but four shows touring
New York, not surprising with
the advent of summer, although the
road show listing totals 15. Outside
of two companies each of Tjife With
Father* and 'Sly Sister Eileen,* the
list contains one tryout (Tree and
Equal') and four shows emanating

dicted

result In

Equity Refers

49,

SPREAD

.

from

even
are

4

[\m

TO FOLLOW N,y.

Of 'Greenwich FoIhV

outfits

SHUBERTSSHED

Shuberts

BOSTON

LEGITIMATE

LEE SHUBERT BUYING

INTO SKATING

the service 'funds getting $36,817
each, while the American Theatre
Wing/ under whose auspices the
amazing showings were presented,
'

was given $0,437.
Four weeks were played at the
Shubert, N. Y., the final w6ek at the
National, Washington. Only the first
week was free of theatre rent and
royalty. Expenses amounted to $40,000, biggest

items being percentage to

George Bernard Shaw and theatre

SHOW

rents.

Total takings were $122,280

Shaw's

reported entering

royalties applied' On
$104,000, his share being 15%. However, Guthrie McClintfc was re-

a deal whereby he will buy a 60%
Interest In 'Roller Vanities,' first
arena roller-skating re'vue' presented, which played a four-day
date at Madison 'Square Garden

27%% for U. S.
income tax; and as the balance U
subject to around 50% tak payable
to England, 'G.B.S. will end' up with
enough for a shave,, which he never

ending Saturday (6).
Future commercial possibilities

indulges

Shubert

liee'

is

of.

the attraction were generally conceded and show will be considerably strengthened by next season.
Biz at the Garden, however, was
poor.
.

but

quired to withhold

in.

Sharing contract with the Shu*
bert theatre 'was much more advantageous than usual, house getting
about 15% after the first week. It
was even better for the Washington
date. National getting $1,500, which
meant sharing terms of 90-lO In favor
of 'Candida,' Newspaper ads even
at charity raties were a considerable
expense item. Jtaulage was also m
necessary expense.
Katharine Cornell paid her hotel
expenses in Washington and Raymond Massey did the same there and
In New York, so that it indicated
they used their own coin to play the
benefit weeks. Burgess Meredith'*
hotel expenses were paid by the attraction, since, army regulations foirbid him accepting any pay outside of
the $21. monthly given army privates.
Understood that the 'Candida' cast
kicked back the $50 mlnlm<im. required by Equity.
.

Jean Dalrymple to L. A.

Jean Dalrymple flew to California
Monday (8) for a week's stay to arBillie Burke Touring
range deals for clients. Among the
works
to be set is the planned legit
Again in "Vinegar Tree' show by
Cheryl Crawford and Jack
Wildberg entitled VoUitr Building,'
Hollywood, June fl.
by A. J. Liebling, which' will conBillie Burke returns temporarily tain unpublished music by George
to the stage In a top role In the re- Gershwin.
The composer left some 200 songs
vival of The Vinegar Tree,' openwhich will have new lyrics written
ing In Detroit, June 25.
Currently Miss Burke Is rushing by Ira Gershwin with 20 used In this
'Girl
In
Miss Dalrymple returns to
show.
final
scenes
through her
|N, Y. June 15.
Trouble' at 20th-Fojt.
~
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Equity Nixes Leventhal's
Plea to Cut Chorines' Pay

SL Louis Outdoor Premiere Given

$4^ Opening Gross

Military Flair;
St. Louis,

June

performance
•Ing
Night,' which will

'Glamorous

o£

run

Equity's Bankroll

9.

A pronounced military flair was
present at the teeofl of the 24th season of the Municipal Theatre Assn,
which sponsors alfresco entertainment in Forest Park, Thursday (4).
A mob of 8,500 and estimated gross
of $4,500 was on deck for the open11 nights.

An

80-piece band from the Jefferson Barracks Replacement Center, Just south
of the city, died onto the apron and
played the national anthem before
the piece got under way.

Bob Lawrence and Norma

Terris,
scored solidly in

In the top roles,
their warbling stints> Miss Terris
also won the mob with her imitations Qf Katharine Hepburn, Ethel
Eirrymore and I*ann:e Brice. Others
who clicked were Frederic Tozere,

sContlnncd from pace

During the year there were
517 new members admitted, while
115 died.
Total from initiations and dues,
amoimted to $52,872, as against $41,new means of revenue
449 In '41.
came from casting agents, who paid
$1,100, several newly licensed agents
paying $100 in addition to the $25
annual fee now charged all agents.
Equity had 3,578 members as of
March 31, 2,680 being in good standing.
Unless there again is a strong
new member influx; those figures
will drop during the coming year
because of the steady exodus into the
armed services. There are approximately 500 equity members in uniform now, and, while they are kept
in good standing (quite a number
paid dues up to May 1), dues are not
collectable from them during the
$100.

A

.

Rose Kessner and Florcnz Ames.
Patricia Bowman took, up where
she left off as ^ne of the most popular ballerinas to appear at the outdoor playhouse, ably assisted by
Paul Haakon. Theodor Adolphus,
ballet master, and Dan "M. Eckley,
dance director, cookca up several war.
the terpsing
swell routines for
chorus. Watson Barratt contribbed

some

$7,000,000 tax-tree Municipal
net loss of
Auditorium suffered'
$11,141.43 during the fiscal year 1941-

The

'

••

42, according to a report made by
Percy Gash, managerV However, this
report stated that had not the .city
fathers permitted cuff 6 use of the
various portions of the building for
civic, religious, patriotic and other

of red.

He

Cornelia Skinner, Dlgges v.p.s:
Cornelia Otis Skinner and Dudley
were elected second and
vice-presidents respectively,
which posts they have had since last
summer. They were named at that
time when- Florence Reed and Peggy
Wood resigned along with eight

fourth

Ked

Andltorlnm's

shown healthy

.

Dlgges

eye-filling sets.

'organizations, the

4!:

$133,925, as against $118,356 the previous year, a betterment of around
$15,500. That is principally explainable by the raise of Initiation fees to

books would have

blac'k figures instead

estimated that the city

councillors, because of dissatisfaction
with .last ydaf's' election. Miss Skinner got 416 votes, 148 going to Ruth
Hammond; same ratio of votes went
for Digges and Louis Calhern, all

four

being

nominated..

regularly

Terms are

for one year, as the^ 1943
election will name officers for the

usual three-year ~term.

gave away $11,506.68 free rent
Elected to the council for five
Major wrestling and boxing shows years: Ilka Chase, Roy Roberts,
are held in the auditorium as well Aline McMahon, Calvin Thomas, Elas the St. Louis symph orch con- liott Nugent, Walter Greaza, Tom

The building has never

certs.

ished a

fiscal

fin-

year In tha black.

NEW HAVEN'S BEST
LEGIT-YAUDE SEASON
New

Powers, Raymond Massey, 'William
Harrigan and Raymond Massey, several now being in that body. Jack
Sheehan was elected. foE a threeyear term, and Alexander Clark fpr
two.
Named for one year, Edith
Atwater, Anne Seymour, Brandon
Peters, Philip Bourneuf and Edgar
Stehli.

Haven, June

Leventhal was turned

'

.

.

SAYLER

ATAM

Shubert, operating its first Season
tinder new management as a -combo
Current
legit-pix-vaude house, had its most
.(.June 10-20)
active Sept.-May span in over a
decade.
'Cafe Crown' (stock)—Central, PasLegit shows ran to 24, approxisaic, N. J. (10-14); Flatbush, B'klyn
mately the same as 1940-41 season.
(16-20).
Performances totaled '90, against 116
'Free and Eqnal'—Hanna, Cleve.
for '40-41.
As in previous seasons, (10-13).
biz was confined largely to four per'George 'Washington Sl^t Here'
formance weekends, with no single
(stock)—Majestic, Boston (10-20).
show doing a full week stand. Top
'George Washlngtoik Slept Here'
money for straight shows was pulled (stock)— Erlanger, Buffalo (10-13).
by Katharine Hepburn in 'Without
Blackstone,
'Good Night Ladles'
Love,' while the heftiest boxoffice
Chi. (10-20).
tinkle on musicals went to 'Best
'Headllners of
(vaude) Grand
Foot Forward.'
Opera House, Chi. (10-20).
.House again upheld its rep as a
'Hit tha Deck'—Philharmonic Aud.,
break-In spot, nine tryouts being L. A. (10-13).
registered.
These were 'Best Foot
Paramount Asbury
'Jason' (stock)
Forward,' 'Blithe Spirit,' 'Macbeth,' Park, N. J. (iO-13).
•Banjo Eyes," 'Sunny River,' 'Lady
Windsor,
•Johnny 2x4' (stock)
Comes Across,' 'Heart of a City,' 'My Bronx (10-14);^ Central, Passaic,
Dear Public,' 'Yesterday's Magic,' N. J. (16-20).
Added attractions included Alec
'Laugh, Town, Laagh' (vaude).
Templeton, Ballet Russe, Manhat'tan Klein Aud., Bridgeport, Conn. (13Civic Opera, Carmen Amaya, Ballet 14).
Theatre, Dance Players.
•Life with Father* (2d Co.)—Geary,
Supplementing the above were five S. P. (10-20).
weeks of pix, plus 30 name bands,
'Life with Father' (3d Co.)—Music
vaude and. five units, which filled Box, H'wood (10-20).
in 01 days, including Sundays.
'Mnslo In the Air' Curran, S. F,

Road Shows

—

'

W

—

—

—

-

.

'

WAR CASUALH,
SARATOGA STRAW)iAT

Itinerary calls for three-day presidentiand Philip Stevenson, vice(16).
performances at each of the 15 cities president. Board: Ben Boyar, Morso far '.set. There will probably be ris Jacobs, Victor Samrock, William
later.
Brennan, house company and genIn the armada— alMhe plans will eral managers' division; Nat Dorfbe demonstrated in the air and, in man. Glen AUvine, press agents;
fact, will fly frorn city to city on the Howard Herrick, Forrest Crossmdh,
tour will' be a Messerschmldt 194, road agents; Morris Crystal, Nathan
Hurricahe, Spitfire, American P39, Parnes, Yiddish group.
P40 and a glider.
_
ATAM was recently given national
Dates so far set, after New York, jurisdiction by the American Federaare- Hartford, June 18; Providence, tion of Labor. Extent of a memberJune 21; Philadelphia, June 23: sliip drive depends on whether the
Washington, June 26; Pittsburgh, sUgehands decide to take In .picture
June 29; Cincinnati, July 2; Louis- house managers; or turn such memville, July 7; St. Louis, July 9; Kanbership over to ATAM. Latter claims
sas City, July 11; Omaha, July 13; the managerial field of all other
Minneapolis-St. Paul, July 15; Du- amusements.
luth-Superior, July 18; Milwaukee,
July 20, and Chicago, July 24.
Marlene .Dietrich leaves to'day
(Wednesday) oh a tour for the TreasSlants
ury Department through 10 mldwests^sContlnnad from pace
ern cities. She'll join the Hollywood
contingent part of the way.
repertory to' score on -another locale in the Etaglish Channel.

Lefty Miller will not operate the
Spa theatre, Saratoga Springs, with
stock this season. They so
decided because of curtailment of
motor" dars and despite the fact
that the" Saratoga track will operate.
Last summer the Spa did f&ir
business, but because Of first costs
no strawhat profit on operation was

summer

realized.

—

.

Other well kno^n summer stock
houses .understood not to light:
Central City, Col.; Bucks Co. (New
Hope), Pa., Westport, Comi.; StockConn.;
Branford,
Mass.;
bridge,
Manteo, N. C; Westboro, Mass.;
Cohasset, Mass.; Farmingham, Mass.;
Litchfield,' Conn.; Gloucester, Mass.;
Washington, and Deer
Roadside,
Lake, Pa.

No 'Lost Colony'
Charlotte, N, C, June 9.
Manteo's 'Lost Colony' is doomed
for the 1942 season, with night traffic up and down the coast out for the
durati9n due to coastal blackout
Gloomy prospects are everywhere dowii there. The cottages
along the ocean cannot be lighted

,

War Story

Show

the

business will participate In
patriotic parade, 'New

mammoth

York
urday

at War,' on Fifth avenue Sat
(13) at the Invitation of the

committee, American Theatre Wing
and its Stage Door Canteen win have
a float It is being designed by Eme.
line Roach and painted by R. Hermansen. The truck is being loaned
by Harry Schumer, while stagehands
reflectWhich
panes
and window
will deliver the labor, all gratis,
black.
paihted
been
other lights have
(10-13).
In sight of summer opening, the Same goes for materials, loaned by
Daziah's.
appear'Myi Sister Eileen' (2d Co.)— Har coast presents as dead an
Legit theatres were also invited to
Sahara
ris, Chi. (10-20).
ance as the middle of the
have a float, matter being handled
'Myi Slater Eileen' (3d Co.)— Co- desert.
through the League of New York
lonial, Boston (10-20).

—

.Theatres.
.'Old Aoqnainta'noe' (stock)— Play
Suggestion that matinees be canhouse. Providence (lS-20).
Musical
celled Saturday afternoon because of
'Show Time' (vaude) Biltmore
the parade was knocked out'Agreed,
(10-20).
L. A.
'Marching Alone,' a musical by however, that the afternoon per
'Springtime for Henry'—Lafayette
Harry S. Miller, goes into rehearsal formances will have a 3 o'clock
Detroit (10-20).
Y., June starting curtafn.
That is but 15 or
'Watch on the Bhine' (stock)— at the Concert Theatre, N.
Miller is the author of the music 20 minutes later than usual. Parade
.Flatbush, Flatbush, B'klyn (10-14) 11,
and lyrics and the balance of the is slated to get going at 10 ajn.
Windsor, Bronx (16-20).
'Watch on the Bblne* (stock)— play has sketches by William Martin
and !Milt Francis. Robert Speller 30 Hollywoodians
Playhouse, Providence (10-13).
'and Frederic J. Buss are the produ-

New

—

>

WHO CAME TO DINNER"
IN THE ARMY NOW
WARNER BROS,
UtU I.OD CI.ATTON

-THE MAN
"YOU'RE

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE lajo
AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE
M* RUI*

n«yt (h ttaN. a4nM

U

•II

Wilt 4JUi atrttt.
Wttl 7111 atrMt.

Nn Ywk
Ln Aawlu.

Altering 'Free'

120-City

cers.

Negotiations have been concluded
Art Landry to conduct the
orch. last will include Harry Scott,
Lew Hearn, Earl Wrightson, Mignon
Wright, Rosalie Grant, Ann Butler,
Edward Miller, Claudia Jordy, Lorna
Rode, Sono Osate, Norman Roland
Remi Martel, Georges Danilo, EdBroadway house and date have yet ward Trevor, Henry Arthur, Gloria
to be set, but ttie producer intends McGehee, Aina Constant, Erminie
presenting the play late this month Randolph, Dorothy -Baxter, Fin Olsen
or early July.
and Helen Giray...

Equal,'
which John
Golden is trying out, is due to under'
go revisions, delaying N. Y. preem.
Play by George O'Neal, which Philip
Dunning staged, is current in Cleve
land, after playing a week in De
trolt

'Free

POST

Teddy Hammerstein and George more

9.

•

War Heroes

Celebrations for

down

J. J.
Continned from page 2;
flatly by Equity when he sought the
nod for the same chorus pay of $25 —If they needed any warming up— slstlng of Arleen Whelap, Shirley
for ten performances as for eight In the overflow crowd of 20,000 for the Ross, Mary Howard, Gale SohderThe rules heroes. Preceding the ajppearance gaard, Mrs, Pat O'Brien and
his roUry stock houses.
Donald
call for one-eighth extra for each of the Big 15, entertaining the mob. Olsp,
opened in Milwaukee and
added performance and it was ex- were Kay Kyser's orch, Danny Kaye, moved later to Chicago where they
plained that meant but $1.25 more Ray Bolger, Oracle Fields, Kenny were joined by Marlene Dietrich,
per week than the winter chorine Youngman, Riadio City Music Hall Lana Turner, Marjor'ie
Weaver and
scale of $30. Scale applies to shjws Orch, Glee Club and Rockettes.
others for a tour of the midwest and
with a ticket top of $1.10 and, if ' Success of the' day's proceedings northwest,
splitting up into solos,
higher prices are charged, the chorus was due largely to the preparations
duos, trios and groups of various
gets $5 additional.
made
by the Skouras committee. sizes.
Leventhal had two shows using Members included Abe tAstfogel;
With the cooperation of the War
chorus people on his Atlantic coast chief of the William Morris agency
One was 'Johnny 2 x 4,' and USO-Camp Shows, Inc.; Bob and Navy Departments,, the mayors
circuit
which had six girls, and when he Weitman, managing director of the and governors of cities and states to
could not get the concession Is said Paramount theatre, N. Y.; Hal Home, be visted have declared civic and state
to have cut the group to four, same pub-ad director of 20th-Fox; Stifling holidays, with local committees worknumber as used when thie show SilUphant, of .20th-Fox publicity de- i|ig hand-in-hand with soldiers and
The
played the Longacre, N. Y.
partment; Lou Epstein, vet legit exec; sailors' to put the sales campaign
other show was the musical 'Pal Jack Partington, Fanchon & Marco across.
Joey' which went off the boards. topper; Irving Lessor, managing diIn addition to Milwaukee and ChiWhen Leventhal plays Asbury rector of the Roxy, N. Y.; Aubrey cago, the tourists will stop in MadiPark or Passaic, N. J., which are ^chenck, of 20th-Fox, and Bob Chris- son, Springfield, M6ntlcello, South
part o\ the circuit the chorus pay tenberry, manager of the Hotel Astor,
Bend,- Superior, St Paul, Minneapoadvances $10, because the spots are
Y.
lis,
Sioux Falls, Sioux City, Des
outside the limits of the Greater
They also set up the whol^ 22-city Moines, Rock Island, Moline, DavenNew York area.
tour on which the War Heroes will port, Detroit
Toledo,
Cleveland,
be greeted with similar enthusiasm, A)iTon, Columbus, Dayton, Cincinif not on the same physical scale, as nati,
Wallace, Portland, Tacoma,
Backs Co. Won't Die After
New York. Heroes wIU be in Wenatchee, Seattle and Spokane.
Boston today (Wednesday); Phila- Campaign is sponsored by the TreasAll; Sfarawhat Moving Into delphia, tomorrow; Baltimore, Fri- ury Department through an arrangeday; Washington, Saturday; Pitts- ment with the Hollywood 'Victory
BelleTue-Stratford, Phila. burgh, iJonday; Cleveland, Tuesday: Committee,
Milwaukee,
Wednesday;
Detroit,
Thursday. They then take a day of
Philadelphia, June 9.
rest and start in Minneapolis, June
The Bucks County Playhouse, 20
June OLIVER
Paul,
St.
matinee;
GETS
ghost
a
the
given
up
which had
20 evening; Denver, Jxme 22;
couple of weeks back because of ^s Salt Lake City, June 23; Seattle,
BIZ MGR.
rationing, won't die, after all; The June 25; Portland, Ore,, June 26; San
heart
the
Into
moving
is
playhouse
Francisco, June 27; Los Angeles, June
of Philly— into the ballroom of the 29; San Antonio, July !;• Dallas-Fort
Oliver M. Sayler was elected. busl«
Bellevue-Stratford hotel, where it Worth, July 2; New Orleans, July 3, ness .agent of the Assdciation of The*
will hold forth for a 'lO-week season
atric'al. Agents and Managers Monday
and St. Louis, July 4.
beginning June 26.
It was the only con(8) in N. Y.
MU'w.'kee War Expo
An air-conditioning system is being
tested post at the annual meeting.
Milwaukee is currently staging a
installed in the ballroom and a ticket
Sayler, who got 147 votes, was. opoffice set iip in the lobby. There will War Exposition & Bond Rally of its posed by Milton Weintiaub," who
be a change of bill weekly, with two own, preceding the Army War Show, polled 124, so that the winning marmatinees each week. Prices and pol- which opens in Baltimore Friday gin was 23.
icy wiU be the same as prevailed, in (12). War Show will get 10c admlsh
Joe. Grossman, who was the agent,
the playhouse at New Hope in the at mats and 50c evening for Army
withdrew after being nominated,
past season, with big names featured. Relief, and will include 1,200 officers
after his appeal for higher pay was
This is believed to be the first case and men demonstrating every form
rejected. Business agent's pay is $85
of an established strawhat theatre of military equipment.
Howard Strickling, Metro's Coast weekly, same going for secretarymoving into a metropolitan location
Louis F.
publicity chief, representing the Hol- treasurer, to which job
to meet wartime conditions.
lywood 'Victory Committee, is lining Werba was re-elected; There is no
up the three stars to tour with the compensation attached to other ofAir Cavalcade, which gets going at fices.
ADD:
Others re-elected: Saul Abraham,
-LaGuardia Field, N. T.; next Tuesday

and

with

-

.

Make
U. S. Bond Tour

It's

called 'Project

47,'

and, just to

be different, it has more to do with
the bottom of the channel than it h^s
to do with the top.
But think nothing of it The boys
have already been down to the bottom of the Mediterranean- and up
again with the story of the' Ark
Royal, while others have taken off
with "The Flying Tigers' in India, a
Republic picture, leaving Russia and
'The Scorched Earth' to MGM,
'China Pass' to Paramount and 'Rendezvous in the Pacific' to Metro
again.
All this, with The Invaders' in
Canada, the' Commando taids and
war pictures about
the various

America, England and the Continent had just about surrounded
But
the war, or so they thought
the next thing they knew. President
Roosevelt was on the air, extolling
the feats of Lieut. Com. Corydon M.
Wassell, the doctor-hero of Java.
And with renewed cries of 'yoicks,
yolcks,' the -chase' was on again; It

was

less

than five minutes

later,

in

fact that the. doctor was being
9.
talked to by long distance from
-second Hollywood, relative to
film
tlje
fiilht' Of Bond, bombers, this time rights of
his story.
covering more towns than the VicOf course, nobody knew the story.
tory Caravan.
New troupe of 30. But think nothing of that, either.
players will -'isit 120 cities and put James Hilton is already writing It.
over their Bond sales message to
However, that's Hollywciod. Say
35,000,000 people. Hollywood 'Victory what you want about it, attack it.
Committee estimates that the second sneer at it, traduce it and give It
contingent will sell more than $100, the e.uffaw. But one thing you can't
000,000 in Bonds.
claim, as follows, that it's slow on
"Vanguard of the sales army, 'con- the .draw.
1

Hollywood, June

Picture Industry sent out

Its

.

•

/^^ednesdaj, June 10,
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'Jupiter's $20,500 in Six Tunes,

Phy 01 Broadway

BY JUPITER

LOU SalUman, former road electrician with 'Junior MIm,' Lyceum,
to the International Alliance ol. Theatrical Stage Employees
Dwigbt Decn Wlraui-Rlchanl Aodgers
II. Y., went
convention at Columbus, O., last week, but failed to get reconsideration producUon (In araoclatlon mlth Richard
Kollmar) ot two-act miulcal (fi scenes).
of his objection to an lA board ruling anent hU dismissal from the show's Stan IIU7
Bolger; features povttiact
not ej^pected that the board would touch the matter again, Uoore, Ronald Oraham, Benay Venuta.
was
It
''«rew.
RIcbard Rodgera and Iiorenz Hart adapted
Is
said
delegation
to.
hqve
Y.
promised
to
introduce
N.
a
motion
the
))ut
the book from Julian F. Tbompaon'a play,
from the floor in. his behalf. No such- move was made, however.
'Tbe WarTlor** Husband' aongs by Rodgera
pink
and
In
the
contract
which
Hart;
ataged
li
regularly
by Joshua I^gan; .dances,
provision
used
for
producA
Robert Alton; settings -and llgbting, Jo
It stipulates that such stage hands may
tlon of road men was Involved.
Hlelzlner; costumes, Irene Bharaff; arrangeBen Boyar, ments, Don Walker; vocal amuigeraenta,
give two weeks notice, manager having .the. same right
general manager, for Max Gordon, .replaced Saltnnan upon due notice, Johnny Green aiid Buck Warwick^ orchestra conducted by Johniiy Oreeii; IT girls,
^ter' being advised by lA that he. could make the switch. Saltzman nine boys In the line. Opened June S, '42,
-daiined that he should not have been let out except for Just cause, but at Bhubert, N. T., at fS.dO top; regular
scale $4.40 top.
lA declared the manager was within, his. rights, otherwise the give or AohlUes
Bob Douglas
A Herald
.Mark Dawson
take notice clause would be inequitable,
Robert.Hlghtower
As a matter of custom, few managers dismiss crewmen except for 'Agamemnon
Btirla
...Jayne Manners
Deckhands, however; have frequently- taken advantage of the First Sentry.
cause.
Martha Burnett
..Rose Inghram.
provbion to their advantage. For Instance, when with a show that is Second Sentry.,..
Third Sentry
.Kay RImber
doubtful, they quit to take berths with something mqr^ promising.
Sergeant
Monica Moore

B way s New Click; 'Ikitf IIG Okay
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Shows

:

June

in Rehearsal

;

'

-

'

'.

>

,

President'-Experimental Theatre.
'Stars on Ice' Sonja Henie,

Mr.

'Death,

'

.

—

Arthur M. Wirtz.
Oarter'-^Michael
'Star
and
Todd.
'Broken Journey' Martin Bur-

Box.

—

ton,

Special matinee of 'Angel Street' was given at the Golden, N. Y., Fri(5) for high school students, who were admitted for. 10c. It was the
seventh such performance since last fall, other school matinees having
been played by such standouts as 'Life With Father,' 'My Sister Eileen,'
'Junior Miss,' 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' 'Macbeth,' also 'A. Kiss lor Cinderella.' Idea was tried early last summer and, when the .performance of
•The Doctor's ;DiIemma' (Katharine Cornell) was enthusiastically received
by the youngsters, it was decided to ext«id the stunt Primarily such
performances are expected to develop potential theatre attendance, and
check-ups proved that comparatively few of the .youngsters jever saw a
stage play prcviojisly.
It was planned to play m.atinees tor the kids in other cities, Chicagobeing the first chosen. Stagehands there, however,, refused to put on the
jhows gratis and the plan was shelved.

day

-

,

.

-

character of 'Comes the Revelation,' which briefly played
the Jolson, N. Y., bears a number of resemblances to Joseph Smith,
founder of the Church of the Latter Day Saints (Mormon). However,
Like Smith, Joe Flanders,
It is not.,actually supposed to represent him.
of 'Hevelatlon,' is a native of an upstate New' York town. He has a vision
•'and his message from God is engraved on -golden plates miraculously
He becomes a prophef and, also like the original MQrmon,
left for him.
he advocates polygamous .marriage for men. Resemblances end there.
Smith was regarded as sincere, though possibly fanatical, whereas Flan-

Leading

'

Pompoala.

Bertha Belmore

Boy

Don Llberto
Tony Matthews

First

Becond Boy
Third Boy............

William Yaux
Benay Venuta

Hlppoly'ta

Sapiens
Antlope
Huotress

Ray Bolger
Conatance Moore
.Helen Bennett
Flower Hujer
Ronald Graham'
BemI Oould

,

.

A

An Amazon Dancer

Thesens

Homir

Vera-BUen

Minerva

Robert and Lewis HIghtower

Slaves

,..Wana Wenerbolm

Amazon Runner

Ralpl^
Irene

Hercules
Penelope

DUmke
Corlett

Ver«-Bllon
Camp Follower
:Ruth Brady
Second Camp Follower
Helen Bennett
Third Camp Follower
Joyce Ring
Fourth Camp Follower
Fifth Camp Follower. ....Rosemary Sanhey
Olrls— Helen Bennett, Ruth Brady, Betty
Jo Crcager. June Orabam, Babs Heath,
Janet Lavls, Virginia. Meyer, Marjorlk
Moore, Mary Virginia Morris. Beth Nichols, Dorothy Poplar, Bobby Priest. Joyce
Ring, Rosemary Snnkoy, TonI Stuart,
Olga Suarez, Wana Wenertaolm.
Boys— Ray Koby, Don LIberto, Michael
Mann, Tony Matthews, George Schwable,
William Silvers, Ken Whelan, Robert WIIsom William Vaux.

First

'By Jupiter' (hee 'All's Fair' and
ders Is ah unscrupulous charlatan.-. Smith was an extreme ascetic and adapted from 'The Warrior's HusFlanders is a profligate.' Louis Vittes, author of 'Revelation,' is understood :band') is a lush and la-vish musicomedy which, will enjoy a moderate
to have done considerable research on Mormoiilsm some years ago.
run., It's not a smash,. althou^ its
-

'

Emergency Council of the Legitimate Theatre has advised managers
that no special performances are to be .given for the various war aid
4)uiposes until further notice. Action was taken because of theiltre drlyes
for relief fimds, and especially because of requests to individual managers for such showings which they could hardly refuse, Recently several legit performances were devoted to Army and Navy relief without
contact with the Council, and apparently the beneflts did not fell with
the general pattern of aiding the services.
Of CQurse, benefit performances for the Actors Fiind and Stage Relief
are exceptions to the new rule.
'

Maestro Meyer Davis, whose society dance work has been sharply curthe duration, is Interested In becoming a legit producer. With
film producer Jules Levey (Mayfair 'Pictures), he has ofTeied Mary Martin (Paramount) a chance for Broadway -stardom. Both are still awaiting a reply to their proposition. Davis meantime -has -a piece' «f the
Dwlghi Deere Wiman musical, 'Oh Jupiter" (nee 'All^ Fahr') of which
Richard Rodgers, the songsnuOt, and Richard KoUmar, actor turned protailed' for

.

ducer, are 'co'-presenters.'

-

business potentials may exceed its
basic modest due, chiefly^ because the
competition on Broadway this year
They're" hungry for
isn't too keen.
new shows.
,
The. monotone of masculine femmes
and effeminate men makes for not
too inspired comedy. The first act
Is strong;' the second act lets down
funny
a
Bolger
is"
considerably. Ray
man but after a while it palls to see
him as the nurtured -male who yearns
for a honeyinoon at the Nigerian
falls; who- is sheltered fifom rude
traveling salesladies' ribald gagt^
and who is accused by his' protecting mother as 'sometimes you
swear like a loneshorewoman.' The
libretto features lines such, as 'What
do the Greeks do.?' 1 hear they
restaurants'; the ingenue lead, Constance Moorel rebukes herseU, 'I
don't know, why, but I never raped
the men we conquered in our wars;
sometimes they used to 'tease me
about that at military school!' and
Bolger chides Benay Venuta, 'What
a pullover?'
do you think I
Of course, when the conquering
Greeks, led by Ronald Graham, juve
lead, finally best the femme warriors
of Pontus, the sex relations' ritfht
themselves, accdrding to our stand-,
'

nm

'

Since the musical 'Best Foot Forward' opened last fall, on Broadway,
four of the cast have married. Rosemary Lane was first to go when she
married Buddy Westmora, fihn hair atyllst. GU Stratton foUowed and,
over last week, Tee Dauber and Norma Lehn of tha ehorus took their
vows. All'bUt Miss Lane, who left the show to be near lier husband, now
in the Coast Guai'd. haVe remained In the cast
'

am—

lilMnVta

$12.(100

m^O^

Cut-Rates; ladies'
Chicago, June 9.
Return of "My Sister EUeen" to
Chicago at $1.60 top has proven bl9
wlnntr and the Harris Is now selling out with this. show. Looks to
stay fAr a Idng time at the pace
Indicated. Only other item in town
to 'Good Night Ladles,.' sUil big.
Tomorrow (Wednesday) the
.Grand Opera House gets the Chicago two-a-day •vaudeville revival,
•

-

'Headllners of 42.'
Estimates tor Last Week
'Good Night Ladles,' Blackstone
(Sth week) (1,200; $2.75). Smashing
right along and in spite of lack of
cooling pl^i this house continues to
jam 'em, last week ringing up another hefty $16,600.
(3d
Slater EUeen.' Harris
week) (1,000: $1.65). Return at cutrates Is a hatuxal, with capacity last
week for $12,000.

Buxom

$16,500

(2eth
(D-789; $3J0). Having now accomplished 'six months* run,- with every

'EILEEN;

GOOD

AT

$1.65 TOP,

$12^

HUB

'

'

:

'

•

-

.

'

'

'.

.

,

.

business »>>»»'''>.pfter aoproachlng capacltyr i620..W0 first six times.
H«n''e,' Plymdutti
'Cnest' In
ri5t>i''week) fCD-1,057: $3.30)^.
St.Louis, June 9.
ting by, what with salary cut!».=*un;
summer stayer; $8,000
N. Y. Theatre .Guild has arranged doubtful
...
. .
with the Playgoers of St, Louis, Inc., claimed.
'.Tonlar Ml?s,' Lyceum (29th'W«eK)
for. the presentation ol a series of
Number one
$350).
(CD-J,004:
six Broadway successes, at a special straight lauKh ishow of past season
discount rate, at the American thea- is running ahead of other non-mualtre here .during the 1042-43 season. cals 'consistently; $14,000.
TJIe With Fftllier.' Etnplre (134th
This burg thus becomes one of the

Si

L. Playgoers

Tij;

In With Theatre

GuHd

Get

•

.

;

15. major cities which will present
plays produced by the Guild. -Besides the Guild, series, the Playgoers
-will sponsor a minimum. of 15
other stage- pieces.
Four .of the six in the Guild series
wlU be 'Wittiout Love,' with

week)

(C-1,082; $3.30).

Eased

off,

but

the run leader la still in the chips
and, with taUngs bettering $10,500,
pretty good profit both ways ettmed.
•Let's FMe IV &nperlal: (32d weelt)
(M-1,450; *4.40). Virtually tied .for.
Broadway leadership; some varlaUM^.
but tektngs around $29,000 exceUent
v
'Yesterday's- at this time.
Katharine
Hepburn;
•Hy Bister Eileen,' BUtmore (7eth-'
Magic,' 'Junior Miss' and 'Papa Is
week) (GD-891: $3J0).: {Soldters^adAIL'
mitted gratis like, tills-' com«dy best,
according to dieckup; still itaaklnK
money both ways; arouhd. $9,000 and
traditional peppery manner of -enmore.
»
semble .staging by Bob Alton, plus
'Sens ^ Pna,' Whiter Garden (27th
socko acro-terpology d^ne by Robert week) (CD-1.61B; $4.40). M«r be out
and Lewis HIghtower, with Flo:^er In front sllehtly over contending
Hujer as their adagfoesque -vis-a-Vis. •Let's Face IV; couple of theatre parThe husky yet agUe Hightow.er freres ties helped gross around $3p,0(N

b1^

.

.

'

,

'

-

.

throw some mean calisthenics In:
.
their -zippy terps. And Biliss Hujer level.
(2d
•Uiiole
Harcy,' Broadhurst
Is. a personallfy dancer wha -will
week) (D-1,142; $3 30). Early Jadfc;
make .her mark.
.
moderately siMcessfulSbPF
Vocally, Benay venuta,- seasoned cations of
when boxtrouper in legit comedr, radio and strengthened last we^
office count went over $11,000; :may
straight -variety chirping, struts a
houit'the climb further.
mean song- and gam tUroughoui

-

.

Bevlval

and Beai^' Majestic .(20th
(M-1,176; $2.76). Middle ot

•Percy
weeic)

i^k

.

was

stronger than UtuaL
which sent most -successful musical
revival In years^ to around 919,000.
last

.
'

r

Added
St James

•Claudia,'

'

(return

en^

-

'

.

My

>'

.

IWUSIC SWEET 148,000

INLA4TATHER^10G

to estimatfed $6.?00 at

>

INS.F.;TATHHl' 136

Some of It is as
erally palatable.
subtle as a gag about -the farmer's
daughter, but in academic, lyrical
phraseology it sounds smarter. Some
of the lines In 'The Gateway to the
Temple of Minerva,' 'Now That Tve
IN
Strength' and 'Jupiter ForGot
Priorities of 1942,' 46th St (Ilth
bid' aren't exactly Rover 'Boy jive.
for posterity.
Boston, June 9.
Among the Amazons,' the top week) (1,347; $2.20), Some of the
As a musicomedy it is extravagant
Pop price ($1.69 t4)p) run of 'My adult and betimes amusing. Had the looker, is Jayne Manners,, a 6 ft.-two, matinees dropped, but evenings are
SlMer Eileen' opened encouragugly. second act topped the first stanza long-stemmed beaut who really takes excellec/, last "week's $10,000 somewhat
under previous grossea
But it all command (very time she entrances.
last week' at the Colonial with esti- there'd be no question.
mated $12,000 take—topping at least soon becomes as obvious as a Greek
'Nobody's Heart Belongs to Me' is'
one of the weeks at the WUbur dur. leer that the femme warriors will Miss Moore's vocal solo, a bit beyond
ing the winter at $2.20 top. 'EQeen' relax, and the conquering Qrceks' her, and she later tackles a 'Careless
wiU stay here four or six weeks, nature would take its course. Thus Rhapsody,' dueled with Graham.
depending upon continued demand Ronald Graham, alumnus of past Bolger reprises 'Nobody's Heart' and
for the comedy during hot, weather. Rodgers and Hart musical comedy also has 'Life With Father' and 'No,
This week, starting Monday (8), successes, is-virtually paired oil -with Mother No' as comedy lyrics, plus

President

Washington, June 9.
The National theatre clocked es,

profltable, has good chance
through summer; over $10,000 and
okay here.
.
.^w
'Arsenic and Old Laee,' Fulton
(73d week) (CD-838; $3:30). "Some
leads gohig to Coast next month, but
San Francisco; June 9:
last
season;
Into
n^xt
aimed
show
is
'Hit the Deck,' third piece In the
approximated
<;ivic, Light Opera, series, packed 'em week, takings again
into all available seats last -week, $12,000.
Barrymore
while 'Life With Father' (second "B^st Foot Forward;'
company) cohtlnued to carry on in (36th week) (Mrl.lfi' H40). Started
Sunday nerformanoes to fair results,
healthjr condition, in ninth week.
what with sumnner weather; rated
Estlniates t9ir Latat Week
'Life- WUh
Father,' Geary (9th getllne around «16.500; Indefinite.
'iiHHj^ SnlrlV Booth (31st wjeek)
wk) (1,500; $2.75). Despite the long
run this was ^till good for (13,400. (CD-7J2; *3.30)v More -than holding
across street
Will be around for several weeks its own in new. snot
from Morosro pnrt the-.taWnM pointyet
week.
(1,774; e<' towards l!l?.5nO last
'Hit the Deck,' Chirran
•By Joplter,' Shubert (1st week)
93J0). This isVthe"flrst show;Of the
Drew excellent
fAAt),
light npera schedule to hit capacity, (M-i.325;
nress and InrVs like musical winner;
bringing i|h $30,000.
opened middle of last week, with

week

gagemeht) (2d week) (C-1,520;(I.U).
John Golden offe.'vd to bet odds
that takings would top $10,000 'andthat ifiark -was exceeded. Repeat date
ment is more than compensated by annpunced extended to Jmy 2.-.
Vande-Bevaes
her personal pulchritude.
Ronald
Top Notchers,' 44tH St. (Ist week)
Graham, vIs-a-vis juve, sings and
acts a highly competent male lead. (1,385; $2.20), Grade Fields proved
Herein he^ effectively aided by Ber- draw that strengthened matinees
and
newest
vaude outfit drew top
nl (jould, as his BosweU, yclept
Homer, who Indites snappy screeds money last week; $20,000.

tunated great $31,800 tor Its farewell week with 'Candida' and Is
shuttered uhtU September.
Mrs. Franklin D, Roosevelt attended the Saturday mght performance aha had the company' in for
supper and a greeting from the

XANDIDA^ BIG $31300,
FOLDS WASH. SEASON

mOOO

'DECK' SOLID

—

'George Washington Slept. Here Constance Moore; and the B.C. road
runs In opposition to 'Eileen.^ also company of Casper Milquetoast, Ray
Bolger, asserts his latent masculinity
at pop scale.
and makes Queen' Hippolyta (Benay
Venuta) take orders, instead of giving commands as has been her wont.
ree\ 6iG,
Horton, 8G,
The -trouping is tiptop from, the
star and the featured three down.
hit of the works, a
Detroit Tapers Off Perhaps the
sleeper, is that dowager lady. Bertha
Belmore, who time-steps with the
Detroit, June 9.
limber Ray Bolger In a manner that
Bolger
It looks like the curtain Is due to almost
eclipses the star.
drop on the local season. Edward wisely throws it all her way, and
Everett Horton's 'Springtime For the sight of this post-SOs matron
Henry,' running consistently strong strutting her shapely gams is someat the Shubert-Lafayette. dipped thing very worthwhile for audience
last week to approximately $7,900, values. Miss Belmore musically refollowing estimated $10,200 in the creates the role she did 10 years ago
preceding (third) week. However, in the play original with Kathalrine
Bolger, incidentally. Is
figure stul is solid for a $1.50 top Hepburn.
less the hoofer and more the straight
and 'Henry' goes Into flifth stanza.
Gross still wasn't as low as that mime, a wise enough evolution for a
of John Golden's 'Free and Equal,' very funny feUow, excepting that he
starring James Barton, which made left the customers waiting for. that
With nothing boff dance specialty which never
ltd bow at the Cass.
much to oiler as a comedy It sagged quite came forth.

Wy

EsUmmtcs for Xast Week
C (Comedy), D (Drdmn),

(Mltsicol),
Street,'

•

proceedings. She- gets plen^ out ol
Vuplter ^rbid,' backed by Martha
Burnett, Rose In^iram, Kay Kimber
^
,
In between, much clever some- and Monica Moore, latter two alumtaae
times too much so—lyrical wordage of flie nlteries and cafe floors who
by talented Lorenz Hart holds- the also have minor bits.
action together. The Dick Rodgers
Constance Moore, f^om films <and
score Is a bit too ultra for popular radio, Is a looker who should do a
consumption; and it's a cinch that terrific stagedoor business, but she's
Harfs lyrics will have to undergo shy vocally. This marks her stage
sapoliolng before they're radio-ac- debut, Broadway or otherwise. Howcepted, or for that matter made gen-* ever, her lack in the larynx depart-

ards,

show, entrants

Screams'— Martha
CD (Cotnedv-Drama), R (Revue),
.....
O (Operttta).
M
week).
Golden
'Angel

.'.

.Maldel Turner
^targaret Bannennan

new

seeing

Keys:

.

'The
Cat
Hodge.'

-

'

Cauetloa
Heroica

is

for a change. First to arrive, 'By
Jupiter' (first caUed 'All's Fair'),
started last midweek and was cordially greeted. Indications are it will
be good thing, though size of house
probably precludes gross leadership.
Summer's next musical. 'Star and
Garter,' is due next week at Music

'

'

f

As

$2Ss top;

.

Instead,

the hoofdlb'gy

Is

'Everything I Got,' another good exliPa Angeles, June 9.
cerpt.
'Bottoms Up' is a rhythmic
In II V performances, third presenensemble led by Mark Dawson .and
tation of tbe Chrlc Light Opera seaMiss Venuta,
Johnny Green, thj Toscanini ot son, 'Music in the Air,' hit close to
ASCAP songsmiths, batons the pit capacity to rhig up terrlfli; fAfiOO In
orchestra and interprets the Rodgers 10 days at Philhateonlc audltoiium.
and Hart score like a symphony, per^ Season closes this' week trltb 'Hit
sonally dra-wing. salvos.. Don 'Walker, the Deck,' whicjti Opened yesterday
who did the orchestral arrangements, (Monday).
•Life with Father* contlnties atand Green, with Buck Warwick, who
did the vocal arrangements, have lively pace, tabbing $10,000 in iU
likewise enhanced the Interpretative ninth week at the Hollywood Musio
qualities, ev6n though, as above- Box.
BUtmore re-llghts tomorrow (10>
stated, the svelte tunes are a shade
too productiony for so much general for revival ot big-time Vaude on
gopularlty. Everything about Dwight four-week trial basis scaled at $1JS0
Headllners Include George
leere Wiman's lush production ^in top.
which Richard Rodgers and Rlch- Jesse], Jack Haley, Ella Logan, Elt^
and Kollmar figure as co-presenters, Carlisle and the De Marcos, with
heading a syndicate that has alread^r Fred Finklehoffe presenUng and reInvested $100,000 in this lavish musi- portedly bankrolling. It ue vaud*
cal Is super-dooper. Irene SharalTs policy clicks, second unit will b*
costumes, Jo Mielziner's settings and lined, iip to follqw In ^fter fou^
lighting, Joshua Logan's staging (his weeks; othet-wlse house 'teverte vtt
last Broadway (Chore before joining straight legit -With
'CUtidla' aw)
the service) and Robert Alton's dance •Wateb On the Rhine' slated -<<Mr
the
In
routines are big league.
Abel.
early summer booklnes.
.

.

—

—

,

—

.
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WInoheU Ideas In r«: Cissr
Walter WincheU's beef against
Washington
Patterson's
(Cissy)
Times-Herald Is causing him to taUc
with John Wheeler, of NANA, as a
new syndication outlet. Not

possibfe

mouthpieces.'
He has been particularly vltuperat: e in his remarks about Roosevelt,
Churchill and the Jews.
Best has had the population of his
prefers remaining with them, but he native South Carolina dialing like
flinds himself hogtied by King Feamad to catch his shortwave chatter
tures' blanket syndication' deal with
the quantities of newspaper
since
Mrs. Patterson until 1945. Connolly publicity there concerning his decisselling
Is now mulling whether thi
ion to remain abroad 'in the interests
of Winchell through Press Alliance, of history.' They can hardly believe
or some other Hearst-affiliated news- in Spartanburg that the Dixie drawl
paper outlet, wouldn't thus frei is the hometown boy they used to
Winchell of his automatic tie-in with

wanting to quit Hearst, Winchell told
his N. Y. Mirror (home paper) ediContor. Jack Lait, as well as Joe
nolly, prez of King Features, that he

know.

the Patterson D. C. daily.
Although Best hasn't been seen
The femme publisher's gripe here in 22 years, he's recalled as the
columnist— and vice son of a minister, the late Rev. A. H.
the
against
versa is well known. It reached the Best, of the South Carolina Methodist
stage where she sharply edited Win- Conference, graduate of Wofford ColcheU's stuff, much to his frank dis- le.^e in 1916, and a lieutenant in the
brother
gust Winchell, on occasion, has U. S. Army in World War I.
taken space in "rival D. C. dailies to is employed in a Spartanburg bank
advertise that his original, unexpur- and a sister is a teacher in a Methgated column Is obtainable in the odist school in Brazil. Members of
N. V. Mirror, which has a sizeable the family had nothing to say about

—

A

'

Washington circulation.
him.
Best started airing as 'Guess Who',
Another suggestion came from
Hecht, big" D. C. department store, an equivalent of "Lord Haw-Haw,'
that thiB merchant 'sponsor' Win- but later announced: 'Now I'll give
cheU's column, as part of regular m;- real name for the first time. I'm
paid advertising, along with the Robert Henry Best, native bom
Hecht store's ads," as an insurance South CaroUnian.'
against any malicious or otherwise
radical editing down.. The Hecht
Ganoho Censorship on Colllec'speople couldn't see how this <liffered
Buenos Aires munlc.pal police, refrom Jergen's sponsoring Winchell portedly acting under direct orders
on the radio Sunday nights, but the from the Argentine ' linlstry of Forcolumnist turned It down.
eign Affairs, seized copios.of two re.

A

proposal that Wi»)chell, Drew cent issues of Colliers (May 9; April
Pearson and Robert S. Allen, who 18) bscause of articles titled 'Argenlikewise have been having Cissy tina-Axis Gateway' by correspondent
Patterson trouble, buy a small Vir- Frank Gervasi, according to word
ginia weekly near Washington was just received here.
likewise nixed.
Americans in B. A. had long been
expecting a bombshell after receiving airmailed copies of the pieces,
FJ>A. Writes Tank's' 1st Lead
Pcesident Roosevelt wrote the which took th3 gaucho government
lead story for first issue of 'Yank', over the coals In nr uncertain fashnew Army newspaper, off the press ion. First issue' and second arrived
Saturday (13). It is a message to on the same >oat some five weeks
men of the Army, In which be says after publication and some copies
he hopes- to read every issue, and got on newsstands which specialize
in foreign publications. Were only,
.will be read at the dinner which
out a few hours, however, when
Staff of original 'Stars and Stripes'
police hauled off all copies. Dealers
will give successor's editorial force
were not bothered.
on- Saturday in N, Y.
Quite a number of subscribers re'Yank' will be devoid of cheese ported even mailed
copies had failed
cake art-by War Department orders. to reach them. Those who
did get
-

.

,

^

Pictorially the' soldier newspaper
theirs passed them from hand to
will have 'to get' along without girls hand, with
some observer.<; reporting
In bathing suits and pictures- re- circulation
of .he , editions were
vealing oomph. Army also plans to greater as a result
than it would
tighten' up on some of the soldier have been if
no attention had been
publications which are pretty much paid. No local
paper said much exon the free and easy when It comes cept Pampero, Nazi sheet, which

to revealing the feminine body beautiful.

;

.

some

picked

them

Navy

to

make

sections,

and twisted

its iisual

yam.

been strict on havGervasi. pieces were held 100%
ing its imiformed personnel photo- right by resident U.
S, correspondgraphed with the .better glamour ents and other Yanquis, who
long
exhibits.
Tightening came after have known the facts
outlined but
some of the Powers models visited have been prevented. -by fear of reQuantico and were phpto^apbed prisals from saying them in
the same
with Marines in non-military poses. way as Gervasi.
Reaction was negative with Navy
wives and the order went forth:
A Ball-Ball Press Book
'Sailors and Marines can ofly be
One of the- most unusual press
tihotographed for publication against
books ever turned out was sent to
Inanimate objects'.
newspapers in New York by the
- 'Yank's'
staff put together their
Treasury Department last week to
first dummy edition last Saturday
promote the forthcoming bond sale
(6) in preparation for the initial
pledge campaign. It's a 16-page, full
issue, dated June 13.
It will be
newspaper size presentation, with
printe'd at the Cuneo Press in'N. Y.
something for every section of the
for the first few weeks and then
paper. There are pictures of various
has- long

various parts of

at plants, in

country

(and perhaps

the

abroad)

to

facilitate distribution.

Size

of

the

press

run,

as

with

'many other

details of the production of 'Yank', is a military secret.
It's issuing for publicity purposes
the figure 400,000, but that's ad-

Nor will 'Yank'
officers tell how the Army proposes
to transport the papers to the various armies in the field.
mittedly fhony.

'

Best's Nazi Drivel
Robert Henry Best, the former
United Press staffer who elected to
remain in Berlin and broadcast for
Hitler rather than be repatriated recently with other foreign correspondents, is Dumicing the most vicious,
anti-democracy, anti-Semitic mouthings of his new Fuehrer in his short'

civic

leaders

sale,

editorial

torials,

'

.

UTEBA'n OBITS

pathetic editorial assistance.
Thomas J. DowUng, 53, former
Editor of the paper is Adam Claycirculation director of the Scrippston Powell, Jr., Harlem representaHoward newspapers, died in Mount
tive in New York's city council and
Vernon, N. Y., June 2. He started
a minister. St Clair Bourne is m.e.;
his career as an office boy in 1902
William M. Kelley Is exec assistant
American and retired
Powell- with the N. Y.
the
publishers,
the
to
in 1938.
,
Buchanan Publishing Co, and Fredl
Frank E. Chlpman, 80, former
Washington is public relations dipresident of the old Boston Book
rector.
for 36 years editor and puband
Co,
Paper Is the' same format as PM,
lisher of the Law Index, died June 1
but with 40 pages. It's liberally
in Boston.
sprinkled with pictures and much of
Harry M. WUUama, 7S, TeUred
the writing has the editorial slant
editor of Indiana newspapers, died hi
of PM. Features Include WashingWayne, Ind., June 1.
Ft>
ton, theatre and radio columns, and
Anna Qertrnda Mealey
Mrs.
five pages of amusement news.
Hinds, 66, only Ohio woman memof the Outdoor Writers Assn, of
ber
Novel Ballyhoo tor 'Hononr'
and former Marlon, O.,
Americ'a,
Unusual advance promotion for a
died June 3 in
book is the pamphlet being sent out newspaperwoman,'
husband, George, reby Little, Brown containing first Marion. Her
survives.
newspsiperman,
seven chapters of James ^Idridge's tired
Barrett,
40, publisher
Theodora A.
Signed With Their Honour.' Idea is
the Norwalk (O.) Experiment
that booksellers, critics and news- of
Lozidon,
New
In
papermen to whom the reprint has News, died June B
been mailed will get so Immersed by O.
E. A. Hayes, 87, newspaper pubthe time they've completed seven
Cal.,
Jose,
June 3 In. San
chapters they'll want to read the lisher, -died
of Injuries sustained In a iail. Debook.
co-publlsher of the.
Honour' will be published Aug. 6, ceased had been
San Josa Mercury-Herald with his
It's the serial now running in Colbrother, 3. O. Hayes, since 1900.
lier's- under the title 'Flight to the
Stephen W. Hppklns,. 41, associate
Sun,' for which $150,000 is being
of.the .Vermont Jlujtland
asked for film rights.' Aldrldge Is a jiews-editor
former sports editor of
23-year-old Australian -covering the Herald, and
Y, died
Mediterranean battlefronts for North the Newburgb News, of N.
American Newspaper Alliance and in Newburgh June 4.
•

Attractive
835,

Proposition

Variety,. ISl

\\.

Plus
40tb

St.,

New'Tock
>t"

;•.'>

i

>",
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I

i.T?'.
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nett

None

of the new. plctiures has been
War Activities Committee

showh'the

yet but it is hoped
be accepted by the WAG

of the Industry

they

-will

for distribution to theatres. Otherprdmlses to" devise its
wise
own distribution. There's considunit that
erable feeling at the
its product is brushed off in favor
of that made by Hollywood and that
when it is accepted there's stalling
In releasing it That lines up with
the generally cold feiellng between
the Industry and Government film-

OEM

OEM

makers.

Runyon

^

Contlnned from pase 2s

;

mob and
able.

Its

mlleu are InterchangeBroadway being

a case of

It's

on Vine Street one night, and Vine
Street on Broadwiay the next In and
out, back and forth. And all yoii
have to do is wait for the boys on
one .street or the other.
•They toliow the action,' he ex-

you meet the mob in
York, Miami and—
three cities.
as the la'wyers say—and/or Los AnHollywood
how, of course.
geles.- It's
in
tos Angeles at
There's nobody
night now except strays and street
'So

plains.

New

•

m

'

among

number

quite a

of the jour-

nalists.

More than casual suspicion exists
that the ground meat served .them
was probably of the dog or cat variety, probably the latter. This contrasts with the deluxe accommoda-

Morehonse's Americana Book
.Ward Morehouse's recent series
of articles In "The New York Sun,
.based
on his , observations from
countless miles of driving throughout the country since last Dec. 7,
comes out in book form, next month.
Putnam's publishing.
.

Book

is

tmder war
'American

picture
a
conditions,

of

.

and

is

titled

Reveille.'

Good Enongh Reason
pended publication for

•

ij>u«':''0

•

I'll

'J'.K

W-

since 1939.

there"
WUUam HeUar, 53, editor of the 'What (7), he was asked; Wa&
was the
London Dally Herald from 1925 to a local Harry the Horse? Or
same guy here?
1931, died there.
.

Tfarry the Horse
rejoined

j^^Contlaaed from pB|e
That holds true even morie
the war than- now.

Instantly,

is dead,'

the

man

seriously.

arid

Oh, yes. Don't smile. The character
Is from real life.- Nearly all of my

Film Biz-Gov't

characters are.

This one was called Kitty the
Horse ahd, in the same way, my Izzy
the Cheesecake Is no more than a
which Garson Kanin ^Ight deviation from a real party we
That
is the best-known producer, main- all know as Cheesecake Dee.
tains that it makes only those pic- may surprise. a lot of people, includtures that Hollywood won't make ing book reviewers and drama critso.

after K

OEM's Attltada

OEM

unit, of

because they're not profitable or for
other reasons.
It further
claims
that it can get its cameramen into
pld'ilts now for morale-promoting product that lensers not working
directly for the Government could
never get into.
Unit, nevertheless, is In a somewhat precarious position, having no
appropriation beyond the current
fliscal year, which ends June 30.
Request for a 1942-43 appropriation is
now before Congress' but is snarled
In the efforts in Washington to consolidate the information services.
Once it has been decided who is to

America war

Answering the N.'T. News
Friends of Democracy, Inc., has
Matthews Going to India
devised a unique way of giving i
Herbert L. Matthews, N. Y. Times
quick answer to the Isolationist edl foreign correspondent, who returned
torials of the N. Y. Daily News. to the U. S..from Italy last week,
Organization gets a first edition of in the exchange of diplomats and
•the News each evening and by 7 prisoners, will go to India as his
o'clock the following morning If next assignment.
there's an objectionable editorial, hsf
Hugo Speck, IN$. correspondent,
'

title),

hhn in 1911.
The Same* People
change ship exporting Axis nationals divorced
Brian Bell, 52,- head of the Washand repatriating Americans, was the
'But out at Hollywood, Mike Lyburea'j of,, the Associated
bad food at Bad. Nauheim, where ington
man's might as well be next door to
June 8, In' Arlington, Va. Lindy's. You meet the same people
they were interned. Much scurvy Press, died
-the bureau
broke out, causing loss of teeth' He had been head of
both.'

,

.;

(workfaig

Run,'

Franola Wellman, 87, attorney and
It''s his first novel.
author, died June 7 in N. Y. He
Newsmen Lose Crockery had been the author of numerous
husbadd
Prime squawk by the newsmen re- law books and had been the
Emma J{icb, opera singer. She cleaners.
turning on the Drottningholm, ex- of

Interned

partners.

lishing.

'Willow

showing the new giant Ford, bomlier
factory. Commentary is written by
David' Howard and spoken by Paul
Muni, with music by Russell Ben-

.

Time mag.

•

nox

•

.

Herald, Statest>oro, Ga,, has susduration
but not for financial reasons, Leodel
Coleman, editor and publisher, announced in final issue that all adWe
ministrative officials had entered
wave airings.
Best declared a few nights ago he War Bond Pledge Campaign, eX' army forces.. Then, he closed his
'had never known what real freedom plained its purpose. They did the desk and reported for air corps
•^as until I went to Germany' and rest, according to their years of ex- duty.
His brothers, Jim, in army, and
added the United Nations won't perience both as writers, artists,
liave any more chance than a snow makeup men and, abov^-'all, Ameri- C. C. Coleman, Jr., paratrooper, had
already enlisted. The three were
dog chasing, an asbestos rabbit cans.'
Suocessful author wishes combined sales representative and
press agent with Important contacts magazine, radio and p.ub-

service's

'

helping in the bond tions accorded Axis diplomats while
cartoon Ideas, edi Interned at 'White Sulphur Springs,
feature stories, features for Va.

pictures, boxes and
sports pages, war bond
pledge streamer suggestions, boxes of
various -types to be- run daily, three
full picture pages and" a full-page ad.
Mats of the pictures are. available.
According to Peter Finney, director of publicity for bond campaign in
New York, in a preface to the press
book, 'It was not produced by a corps
of press agents. It was produced by
the finest newspaper men and women
in New York City, many of them on
your staff. They came to the Treasury
Department voluntarily and asked if
they could help. They did. Here
are the fruits of their 'labor, devised
and written in their time off. They
were not dictated 'to.
merely
gave them the background of the

been assigned to
Washington bureau.

that

<

women's pages,
stories for

who returned from Germany, haa

basis wHlch-can be expanded 15-fold
In virtually, no time, it is said. HorMost of the ton and Mellett are understood to
came
who
maintain.' their threat by keeping the
other correspondents
desks,
cable
on
places
unit in this skeletonized state, but
back will find
while some are expected to be ab- ^^ith key mert in all Jobs so that
sorbed by the Coordinator of In- needed expansion can be accomOver the formation for foreign radio and plished quickly.
reply alongside of it
work.
propaganda
Sehedoles
whole thing Is a large headline, such press
Mein
OEAl has Issued some 20 pictures
as 'Today's Dally News Echoes
AU the News They Want to Head during the past year, running from
Kampf,' 'Daily News Helps Hitler
Conscientious objectors, unknown thiree minutes to 22 minutes. Some
Divide and Conquer,' 'Today's Daily
their
have
population,
the.
to most of
of the 20 are various length versions
News 'Buries' Democracy.
the news own newspaper. The Conscientlonus of others, so that there were about
JF. of D. recently was in
eight to 12-page
when the N. Y. Times and Herald Objector." It's an giving news of 10 actual subjects. Four more are
Tribune turned iown a full page .ad monthly tabloid
to be released within the next month.
and
coimtry
the
throughout
San Francisco Chronicle conchies
.
They are:
it offered.
those who don't
'Fellow-Americans,' made by Garand a few other papers have taken ladling out advice to
William choose to fight because their con- son Kanin, with commentary by
It carries pictures of
it
otherwise.
dicUte
Randolph Hearst -Robert R. McCor- sciences
Lieut James Stewart 'and music by
Nelson
Is
paper
Jay
the
TriEditor of
mick, publisher of the Chicago
Oscar Levant Purpose is to further
rewrite
bune, and Joseph M. Patterson, pub- Tuck, N. v.. World-Telegram
national unity by showing that in
Under- man. Others on the staff are Lee" the amalgam of nationalities in
lisher of the N. Y. News.
this
Hoffman,
neath Is the headline: 'And what do Nichols,. Roy Fhich, Nat
country lies its strength.
GoldwasN.
gentleClarke,-Paula
Sanford
yon call 'aiding the enemy,'
'Night Shift' made by Garson
laJoseph
and
Smfth
Ernest
sef,
men?'
Kanin, with Kate Smith and Danny
cueo.
It's all music and
Kaye. starred.
Harlem Weekly's PM Sbnt
labeled a '10-minute opera.'
Marc
Ed Cochrane Moves Up
'The People's 'Voice,' new Harlem
Blltzsteln wrote It, 'Filmed In war
Edward Cochrane has resigned as
weekly which in the four months
plants. It shows the around-theHeraldHearst
of
the
editor
sports
since it started publication has bejoin the clock production of American into
Chicago
in
American
come a powerful sheet in the great
International News Service dustry.
New York Negro conununlty, is Hearst
The Big Changeover,' made by
and King Features SyniNcate to
printed at the plant of PM In Brookhandle nationwide pports promotion. Bob James, showing conversion from
lyn. Although technically it's just
Corcoran Is handling the consumer to war production, particuJimmy
a Job turned out by PM's mechanical
.Jarly in Detroit
Commentary is
now.
desk
sports
H-A
facilities, number of staffers on the
written qnd spoken by a Detroit
Marshall Field paper have lent symworker.

handbill
through a white hot furnace' if they printed up a one-page
answering or pointing out the flaws
open a second front in Europe.
Handbills
editorial.
I.eports on Russian successes against in the News'
bundles to business
the Nazis were termed by Best are available In
groups, etc.
'stories of American JoLrnalistic jack- men, labor
Format of the bUls is to reprint
asses' and "poolroom reporting by
with the
.•ditorlal
the offending

ics

who

like to refer to

my

fiction as

figments of 'avRunyon world,' meaning an unreal one.
The funny thing is that much of
my so called 'world' is not mine at
all. It's the mob's, and my effort In
that connection Is no more than a
job qf accurate reporting.'
And what of the claim that his
characters talk a language bt their
own, not one that's known to any
strata of

The

-human society?

dialogue

is

set

up by the

language of the narrator, who is me,'
he said. There's a reason for that
language.

I-

don't Just

make them

head Government- -Information, and talk in an ordinary way, because that
where the film unit will fit in the wouldn't do. I make them talk the
scheme of things, there will be cqn- way they think'— meaning that the
certed effort to push the appropria- author does a bit of fourth dimension
tion through.
psyche-ing, by which he probes and
It's understood that the imlt re- peers beneath the spiritual westkit to
ceived $200,000 for the current year see what It is that makes his people
and has asked for considerably more itch.
for next year.
If the coin is not
•Yes, some critics think this ts
voted before July 1, the outfit per- sheer fantasy, a make-believe that
force folds, or takes on the sem never happened, and never could.
blance of. folding, at least untU the And yet what could be more fanappropriation Is voted.
tastic than the grim reality of MurUnit -l9 maintained on a skeleton der, Inc?'
I

i'j-.>*

i'.-i

I

.11/

».<.

onq'^.i

.>
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CHATTER

at .one: time the, Comedy CAib under
the late George FuUei; Golden's aegis,
being reopened as 4 class restaurant,
with Fred W. Barlow, of the rtd
John Brehpn of Par CburchlU's as maltre d^otel.

St

Aileen

-

bome^pj^^

;

mldwestern theatre

operator, due in^this week.
Billy Wilder^ pOm writer-director,
in town lor a! week's vacation.
' ••

-

Tony Muto; Movietone riewareel
in Washington, In town over
=

i-rep

weekend*

George JlcCall, ex-'Variety' in
Holly woo^i, no^ in .New York on pri"iSfe business.-'

;

.

,

"

•

"

E W.

Wingart,, formerly 20th-Fox

tjiibllcity

head

In the east;

back from

vacation in Peoria, ni.
M«;'Mary Alleen Olson, daughter
ol the late -Mark- Luescher, .became
:

•

.was

•

now a private in
Signal Corps at Astoria, It T.
George Fraser, lately in publicity
with 20th-F6x, joined Universal's
homeoffice flacken, Monday (8).
tive Son,' etc.,

.

Samuel Alexander Moross named
assistant to Steve Pallos, Alexander
'Kbrda's associate and eastern rep.
Harry Forwood agenting 'Strip For
Lindsay-Crouse
comedy
Action,"
enent in burlesque, due iii the fall.
Roy Haines returned Monday (6)
from 3ales huddles at. the Cleveland
.

and Pittsburgh branches of Warners.

Ben Washer

biidon

reclassified

trom 4F

(for perforated eardrums) to lA and
call for' another' phys-

awalung the

Sam £ckman,-a lumbago

Paramount

.

ing the Salkow.
In N. Y,

Agency of HoHy wood

of second

baby

.

years as Yale' drama director Into

victim.

.

week season

.

.

.

-

,

:

stationed.

ator

.

,

'

the State theatre. Prague, has won a
scholarship at the Royal Academy
of Dramatic- Art
Maurice Ostrer, Gaumont-Britlsh
production chef, is back at work
again after a protracted lUness. and
Is still on special diet.'
Frank Gregory, show i>rodUcer
and author of 'Living Dangerously,'
is a warden in the A.R.P., St. Pan-

Homblow,

-

-

Me»co Ci^,
-

.By DoDglas

I..

cras- district, .London.
Jack Hyltoh's 'Lady Behave' musiclosed and reconstructed for
twice-nightly to play- Mod Empires
and General Theatres Corp.
Revival of Offenbach's Tales of
Hoffman' at the Strand theatre
Major Albert Warner iiere last closed, recently after 18 weeks, a
week. Lunched group at the
Carl- near record for any single opera.
•
"
ton.
First to build a permanent cinema
Woody Herman's band played- to in Sbotland, A. -H. Faulkner died
1,700 admissions in -Sunday night April 28,- at. 77., Latterly he owned
concert at Uline's arena.
1
the Palace. Larbert and the Scala,

cal

•

,

:

]l,eo

Paul Schwarz, of Musicians Local Grangemouth.
,
'fi
the annual conven-.
A. J. Rank, head of GB. Oaeon,
Denham and UA here, has become a
v.p. of the Trade Benevolent Fund
and a vice-governor of the Fund's
rest home, Glebelands.
Bebe. Daniels is 'Honorary Colonel' of the 322d Army Pursuit Group
of the United Stetes Aimy A&
Corps Reserve, only American
sol- woman to hold that title.
orchestra to .Fort Meade for
Joseph Woods, 90, England's olddier dance at Service Men's .elub.
Ciene Ford, manager of Lo'ew's est exhibitor, died recently. Woods
Capitol hobbling 'around -on a- cane. operated Theatre Royal and Carlton
Old fashioned lumbago, but painful. Cflnemas, .Tyldesley, 'Lanes. Leaves
Capitol theatre orchestra and Sam a widow, three sons and four daughJack Kaufman visited the Naval hos-^ ters.
Ja-fT Pomeroy, having ' leased the
pltal -at Bethesda S,unday for' a free
Cambridge theatre from Tom Bosconcert
Is occupying the offices above,
Manager Orangelo Ratto of Lpew's tpck,
with Bostock and, his staff returnPalace raising his own vegetables on ing
to their old offices at His Ma.

161, in Dallas for

'

,

for Cosmopiltan mag.
Forbsteln, music director at

'Warners, In the hospUal for a checkup.

'

Jeah' Arthur .opening a two- week
Dolores dei Rio and ballerina -Irina
Borohova co-guests of honpr at local tour of .Army camps in Massachusetts.

fiestas.

Jack Joyce, English one-legged
dancer, smash on the floor show at
'

El Patio, No. 1 hitery.
Rene Cardona, pic player, has
signed with -Ixtala- Fflms.-'for a
Spanish version of 'CamiUe.' He is
to play Armand.
Aaron Saenz, Jr., son of the
former mayor 6f this city, has joined
the administrative 1 ard ol CLASA,
Mexican plC studio.
.

.

Eduardo

'

.

women

about

Grabame

.

Wasfaingfoii

Jr., arrived in
yesterday (Tuesday) for
10-day stay, before faking up duties
at Metro.
C. J.' O^ald, away from the Par-,
amount 'hotheolTlce most of the year his two-and-one-half-acre farm at
on- company business,, has returned- HUlcrest.
Staff sergeant Don Craig, "Variety's'
to town.
Craln,
newspaperman- regular mugg In. Washington, .entered
Maurice
husband of Annie. Laurie Williams, officer's framing school at CTamp liCe
film literary agent, has enlisted as a last week.
Barnee Breeskin has worked out
private.
Joseph Moskowitz, N. Y. rep of arrangement whereby his Shoreham
20th-Fox studio, back after several Terrace band plays in the dark in
:weeks Coast huddles. Irving Ho9- case of a blackout
Carter Barron, Loew.'s division
,man ditto.
Tom Connors' daughter graduated manager, back at desk after a quick
from Packer Collegiate Institute, trip to the West' Cpast for; Nick
sldest -women's college iji the U. S, Schenck conference.
'Wings Over Jordan' radio choir
It's. in BrooUyn.

Arthur-

New York

three' years as an auto salesman.
W. C. Fields writing his ideas

-

•

•Sept. 19.
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Hollywood

-

girl.

.

Third season of harness races wlU
be held afternoons- at Roosevelt
Raceway, Westbury, L. I., July IS to

.

The Sam Brownes proud parents

.story

,

.

.

Harry Brand back Irom vacationarmed service this week.
Prof.
-Theodore
Komisarjevsky ing in the east
Myrna Loy divorced Arthur Hornpresented his local drama group in
blow in Reno.
D'Oyly Carte Company in eight- Moliere's "Don Juan' (5).
'.WInfleld
Sheehan back from •
of GUbert and Sullivan
Harry Shaw and I. J. Hoffman cooperas at Prince's theatre.
chalrmaning Conn, theatres' bond month In New York.
Maurice Ostrer, due out of hos- and stamp sales committee.
Idwal Jones, novelist, joined ParaFrantf= McMuUan takes a month's mount'9- pubUcIty staff.
Kital after four weeks, postponed
City.
Is departure at the insistence of vacash
Roy Rogers east on rodeo and
before -resuming at Yale
^oel Goldblatt, son of Harold M. the doctor.'
drama department for summer se- War- Bond selling tour.
'Rebecca,' starring Owen Narea, mester.
Goldblatt, theatrical attorney, transdU
.. Kathryn Grayson filed suit for
ferred from the Canadian to the. U.S. reopened for a new season at the
In one week, .Lawrence Dobkia vorce against John Shelton.
armed forces last month.and assigned Strand. This time his wife played Yale Ihesp, got a marriage proposal
Frank Loesser, -ongwriter, hosby Jill Furse.
to. the Signal Corps, Ft. .n^onmouth,
acceptance and an offer to be .in the pitalized for rest and checkup.
Hedda Bernerova, refugee from new Thornton 'Wlldei'-play.
N.-. J., where brother Stuart is also
AUel^ Lane resumed acting after
Byraip,

John'

exec, left over the weekend ~6n vacash until July 1. It -wlU Include a
cruise down the Ohio river. Helen
Strauss, of Par story department,
also vacationing. She's in Atlantic

tion: of the n^elody makers.
Washington monuinent off the free
Eddie Welsl ahd Dick Berlin re list. Now costs 10c for tbund-trip
ceived a battered bathtub at Hamp' elevator service in the shaft.
.shite- House,, g'ag gift from Louis
Johnny Messner follows the Mc^urle.
Farland' twins for a week on the
Sarah RoUitts, formerly of Colum^ Potomac boat river moonlights.
bia Artists and. MCA, now representJack Schafer took' the Casmo Royal
ical.

an original comedy, with music,
'When in Rome.'
Shevlove steps from five

titled

Burt

Douglas Leigh, designer and .operof some -of Broadway's Qiost
spectacul^ ^ign!!, 'hit badly by the
dimout, has turned to volunteer designing of "wai* bond Dosters and then
finding free space for them.
He's
the lined up all Railway Express and
U. S. Mail trucks to carry them.

mother of girl. June 5.
Elliott McMa^ius, of 20th-Fox exr
change, has Joined the 12th regiment
of Neiy York; Gu<urds.
'Bern Bernard,' who produced 'Na-

.

a

.

1942

Broadway
j.i.

-

-

(]ronzalez

tenor,

Pliego,

Milton Berle lining up a sUge tour
during his summer vacation from
radio.

Lieut. John Huston back -In town
lor 'two weeks to direct a short for
the Army.
Lloyd Nolan vacationing after five
months of continuous acting before
the cameras.
'

Katharine Hepburif back In town

lor pictures .alter- a istage tour, end-^
ing .in Buffalo.

Doris Snyder ea^t to join the Barfeatured on the half -hour program
.ter theatre suhimer stock company
local radio stetion XEQ dedicated to
in Abingdon, Va.'
Mexican senorltas (21).
'

.

'

Robert S, Tapllnger left the' lioqilRafael F. Munoz, scenarist-novelist.
pubUshing here.- a pro-Democracy tal' to 'recuperate at. home from an
weekly of which he. is editor, re- emergency appendectomy.
porter, colujpAnist 'and translator.
0$car Straus featured in Selections
of his compositions on weekly (17)
National Radio Hour,. Sponsored, by
th^ government. In which most
J^exicah stations participate.
Mario Moreno CCantinflas!'), top
tramp comic, and his. 'Victory V'
company, back' from a " tour of
Central America', ' were feted' by
showfolk in leading local- niteries.
Miguel Bemal Jimenez,, author- of
the. Mexican ^OPexa, -Tata 'Vasco,'
located in Michoacan state, honored
at. a miislcfest here by El 'Univer^li
local daily that gave him a prize for
'

.

'

.

'

.

-Ole; Casslnl, Gene :Tierney's husband, became an American citizen
before his iinny Induction.
Esther Fernandez, Mexican star,,
making' her 'Hollywood - debut In
'Here We Go Agahi'\at RKO.
.Sir Glrja Bajait agent general for
India' in the U-SA^, guest-of-hon'

.

.ored

by Producers Association..

Jacques Iiory, film actor, filed $35
and fl^lC in debts In'
voluntai^- bankruptcy petltlon.^
in assets

WUliom

Sb'anei^

back Itom Alaska

where he gathered material for
Alaskan' Highway,'- to be. produced
for Paramount.
"Chester Morris, who does card.,
jesty's.
John
Boyle
of
Hollywood
tricks, attended Intertiatiohal conhere
Bernard Delfont has taken over working with Fernando
of. -Brotherhood
of "Magivention
de
Fuehtes|
the WhItehaU theatre from Alfred prize-winner:
producetrmegger, ar-' ciana at Fort Worth.
EsdaUe, where 'Whitehall FoUles* ranging,
Goddard ^-divorced
the pic In color, *Lupe se war
Paulette
Delfont's 'Other
recently closed.
del Rancho' CLupe Runs A-way froml Ch'ar-Ies Chaplin' in' Juarez, .Mexico,
People's Houses' transferred from
the Farm').
disclosing that they were married In
/
the Phoenix.
Weekly hour of top Spanish music Canton, China; In June, 1936.
Will Fyffe has turned down 14
Don Ameche laid up with flu, causweeks offer of film work in Holly- is being given by local radio station
wood. Is being starred in new Tom XEDA, owned and operated by ing rearrangement of the shooting
Arnold revue, which, tours the Jabon Jardines de CaUfomia (Cali- schedule on 'Girl Ti^ouble' at 20thsticks and may come to West End fornia Gardens Soap). -Gomez -Bros., fox.
hardware merchants, sponsoring.
Cieorge Webb returned to his desk
if theatre becomes" available.
Management of Kilbum- Empire
at 'RKO alter loiur -weeks at Palm
suing Perclval Mackey over date at
Springs on a Go-vernment- -assignCity
to its first Washington its house. Claim English band leader
ment
.Ja,ck Lang, 20thrFox assistant sec- drew 2,000
Stadium
week
for
a
Griffith
there
concert
at
show
in
brought
Viola Lawrence, HoUyw6od'« flrat
.reta.ry,
on tour of company ex- open-air
By Muared Carter
night
without owners of house approving
lemme film editor, presented with,
chahgeis prielim to making report on last Thiursday
The Coast (juard has. banned lineup, with loss. to. both sides.
e'kpan^lon plans..'
Margate theatre .in doWi)town resi- gold scissors on completion ol her
Anglo-American agency," owned
on the
Joseph Mosi how back with an carrying radios and camera's
dential district Opened Saturday (6). 500th cutting job.. -:
'Ver- by Abe Aronson and Leon-CasseUTiver steamers .to.
MiUer,
USO camp show*. Mickey -Baron tak- Potomac Marshall
Lois
siiiglng
organist
reGerrard, now in the Air Force, Is
Hall.
ing over as manager of 'Uncle Harry' non and
turns to Heinz Pier Monday (15) lor
MeUon Art GaUery now open from being run by GinQ Arblb and Jack filth year.
at the Broadhurst.
Latter recently escaped
10 p.m. Sunday for soldiers. PoUack.
lioew's 2 to
.
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Benny Rubin, Winding up at
State today (Wed.), Is remaining east
with his fathily.' Has been 'too long'
on the Coast, he says.
William I^the, juvenile In "Moon
Is Down,' Broadway legit, signatured
term pact with 20th-Fox; ^Ox-Bow
'

,

.

Incident' his first picture.
Alan Ladd'back to the Coast after
pending a week vacationing in N. Y.
Accompanied - by his wife. Sue
-Carol, who also is his agent.
.Harry Hamilton, one of the. better
known choriis' boys at the Winter
Garden years ago, bow a 42d street
and Broadway cigar store clerk.
Anthony I^ss, recently, inducted
from' the cast of 'Arsenic and Old
Lace,' added to Irving Berlin's sol-

Musical group from National Sym-

phony orchestra also plays.'
With the NatIonaltheatreboxoffi.ee
shuttered untU September, Percy
Booth Is doling pasteboards for the
National Symjphony concerts.
Andre Kostelanetz will lead National Symphony, LUy Pons wiU sing,
at

Wintergate

concert

for

.Army

Emergency Relief on July 18,
Ben MarshaU is back in .the. art de•

partment of Loew's,

Inc.

After a

farewell to cIvUIan' life he
failed to pass thfe Army phjrsical.
Joe Holman, poet and sports press
agent for Navy relief shows, is the
man behind the testimonial dinner to
Clark Griffth, owner of the Senators.
Robert Fellows, producer, and
dier, musical, "This" Is the Army.'
John Twist, writer for RKO, here
Richard E. (Bixie) French, former last week in conference with War
g.m. for John Golden, elevated to Department getting final okay on
rank of major and ordered to active new picture.Infantry duty, from special service
Lester Isaacs, chief projectionist
post.
for Loew's, may go into the Army.
All arbitration tribunals will be At present he is consultant for the
clbsed Saturdays for the summer Coordinator of Information on radio
until Sept 12, except when a date of and film projects.
hearing is specifically set for a Sat
Secretary of the Treasury Morgan
urday.
thou and LoweU MeUett of Office of
James Flney, sales representative Government Reports, just couldnt
for ..Walt Bisney, who has already wait
Had a private screening of
made a tour of eastern
ex- 'Yankee Doodle Dandy.*
changes, left Monday (8) for a swing
Cross Roads theatre, eight irffles
from heart of Washington, wiU be
through the western territory.
this
Myron McCormick left Monday the only strawhat operating in line.
Lucky, to be on a bus
(8) for the Coast to report to 20th- area.
Pox. Martha Hodge, producer of '.The Opening attraction will be 'Papa Is
Cat Screams,' legiter now on Broad- All.'
.„
_.v
Fourth
Washington's whoop-it-up
way, is Mrs. McCormick.
forced
Jimmy' Slleo, theatrical photog- of July celebration has beengrounds
rapher, away from business for six to move from the Monument
construction
War
Watergate.
the
to
months due to illness, has returned
the -monument
to work. Among other things, he is in the vicinity of
the change.
official photographer for the Music forcedHarry S. Buteher, Columbia netHall.
Metro-Loew's has erected in the work's Washington representetive
lobby of Its h.o. an honor roll of ahd vice-president, called into active
Left an enthose in the organization called to service in the Navy.
for his sucservice. There are about 150 names velope on his office desk
on It now, -with, plenty of room for cessor. Contents, headache powders.
Patrick, deLuther
Representative
additions.
Alabama,
in
renominatioir
for
feated
Teri Josefovits, special entertainer
attached to the Paramount theatre, admitted that aU salary' he had reWho has 'been' seriously ill, is re- ceived for his broadcasts over
as a dally newscaster '.vas
cuperating at the Ranch House
Chappaqua, N. Y., and making good contributed to Army and Navy Re.

flossy

.

.

.

'

•

i

.

.

RKO

M

WWDC

headway.

~

lief.

Treasury Secretary Morganthau,
elated over that $5,700,000 war bonds
premiere for 'Yankee Doodle Dandy,'
was married Saturday (6) to has asked Warner Bros, to pursue
Lieut. WilUam T. Tucker at Scars- the same .selling policy for all predale, N. Y.
mieres of the George M. Cohan picKeen's Chophoust on West -44th, ture.

Marjorle DriscoU, daughter of Ar
thur F. DriscoU, of O'Brien, DriscoU
« Haftery, prominent show biz law
firm,

•

Weekend liuslness good; 16,000
from French internment camp.
By Hal Cohen
Seamon and FarreU, here for Amierlcan Medical Society
Porsythe.
who went to Northern Ireland to Convention.
Don Bestor's 16-y(iaj:-old daughter
SI Morocco, The Wyoming, and graduated liast' week from .high
entertain the American troops for
"
asked by Captein' Erin Isle among niteries which school.
three weeks,
'
Franklin, who is in charge of the opened Saturday (6).
Harry Harris back in town again
Ink Spots .booked lor Steel Pier after a long dbsence'- and around 7.5
entertinments. to stey another week.'
"The Old Town HaU,' radio fea- Music HaU Juqe 26 to July 4. The pounds slimmer.
ture storring Klay., Keyes, which Smoothies, Nan' Rae end Mrs. -WaLes^r Cutler, indie movie proJack Hylton is presenting In vaude- terfall, and Condos. Brothers head ducer,' in town from the Coast for.*
vUle, •plays the sticks for eight Vaude bill this week.
couple of weeks.
weeks, after which It comes to the
M-G's carnival' booth attracted
Ruth Schwerin here' to isee her
Stoll theatre. Kingsway, for a run,
much attention at AlUed Theatre ?iarent8 on the way back to N, Y.
Over $4,000 raised at special Hay- Owners Convention, selUng bonds rom HoUy wood..
market theatre matinee honormg and Stomps to buy uestroyer. James
Howard Price Is now the permathe BOth birthday of veteran actor J. Ashc'raft in charge.
nent
soloist on WCAE's Lamplighter,
Cyril Maude.' Many famous artists
3asil Fomeen Orchestra begins en.
program.
appeared In a varied program, and gagement July 1 at Merry Go Round. Serenade
Max A'dkins, Stanley maestro, wlU
donated
equaUy
has
been
the money
Eddy lose his sax ace, Ted Ruta, to the
hotel.
between the Actors' and RAF ben- Room of Ritz Carlton
•
Morgan goes from there to Ham id's army on FrldSy (12,).
evolent fdnds.
house band.
Yacht Club unveils Its new reIndie exhibitors fear they would Pier for season as
Harold Hanley, former assistant to modeling job Friday (12) with new
have to get license from Ministry of
Supply for any form of mainte- Manager Nate Cohen of Embassy show headed by. Cross and Dunn.
Ark.
Chaffee,
Rogers,
Fulton,
staff,
Florence
of
Camp
theatre,
now
at
announcenance, was removed by
ment from Gamount-British It has His successor, Joseph Reed, inducted now Mrs. Gus' Kraft and will rcturf^
received /lermission to spend -any last week in army and is now at to her job after the honeymoon.
Ray ('Slicker*) Melville out of Ihe
amount up to that iperit for slmUar Fort Dix.
Nut House show after, just one, week.
purpose in 1941.
Previously had a long ruR there.
Bebe Daniels out of PaUadium
F. Clair Ross, Democratic nominee
revue. "Gangway," due to overwork,
Strondsbnrg, Pa.
for governorship, the father-in-law
with Cairoli Bros., subsiituting from
By John Bartholomew
of BiU Walker, son of Craltou exhlb.
Hippodrome show, .'Get a Load of
Chuck Stein, midget and formerThis.' Billv Bennett out -of the Stoll
theatrfi bill due to heart trouble,
Cole Bros. Circus passed through. receptionist in Harris office, signed
with Bennett and WiHIams substiFoconos resort biz off one-third to for screen version of 'Icecapades' at
Republic.
tuting: while Kitty McShane (Lucan one-half.
fe) collapsed while on staee at West
RKO sales executives held confab Johnny Harris got back from the
Ham. and rushed to hospital. All in ait Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor. coast Monday (6), day after his son,
one week.
Tommy CuUen's orch set lor sum- John, Jr., made his first Commtmlon
mer season in grill of Arthur out there.
Bankrollers for CbarUe Danver,
Brown's Buckwood Inn, Shawnce-onDelaware. Drummer Chct Williams Post-Gazette columnist,' have reHa?en
newed his weekly chit-chat on KQV
added.
Name bands not_playing this sum- for another 13 weeks.
By Harold °H. Bone
Don Stitt lormer theatre musU
mer at Saylor's Lake Pavilion at
nearby Sa)[lorsburg due to gas and clan and manager, appointed assist^
Shubert theatre shuttered.
tire rationing and spot's Inaccess- ant traffic manager ol .Campbell
Transportation Co. here.
West Haven's remodeled RivoU ability.
Jack McCarthy, local tenor, staynabe a beaut.
'Go ahead' order has been reDate sheets up on Ringting-Barnum ceived to rebuUd 1,200-seat Sherman ing with Baron Elliott until he flnr
trick for July 2.
theatre, which was gutted by fire ishes current., engagement at the' Oh
Bijou has Inaugurated amateur eight weeks ago. May reopen In Henry ballroom in Chicago.
Frank Silva's draft nodrd gave
Thursday nights.
August. .J
Wallace Bros, first circus to hit
Victor Austin, manager of Grand him two-month deferrment to break
town this year (4).
theatre, East Stroudsburg, appointed in a new dancer to take his place
Lynne Overman stopped off at the U. S. War Stamps disseminator for with Cheena De Slmone troupe.
Jere McMahon, who quit acting
Paramount for a brief p.a.
the middle district from Easton to
for dancing in the middle of liisMilford Drive-In theatre hanging £icranton.
Harry Brown, local soilf^riter, drama course at Carnegie Tech, now
on despite gas and rubber 'sltuash
Lanny Ross and Charles KuUman whose 'Don't Ta:: Lover's Lane' as featured at La Martinique, N, Y.
Cross
Billy Johnson, formerly ol hitery
recorded by vocalist-oianist Bemie
into Arena June 13 for Red
whitman. Ideal maestro, was a juke- hoofing team of Billy and Bet^
benefit
Word received from Coral Gables box highlight in this section, is try- Johnson, home on leave lollowingltls
ing to place his newest patriotic graduation with second looey comof death there of Frank Henry, ex
number, 'You ..Can Bank on. the mission from
officers
candldat*
pit bandman here.
Season's finale for Yale Dramat Yanks.'
school at Fort Sill, Okla.
•
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OBITUARIES
MAX WmSLOW
Max

Winslow,

Berlin, Inc., died

dars

ol'

Lebanon

of Irving
at tlie Cehospital In Holly-

69,

v.p.

June 6

when he appeared as soloist, and
again in 1937, when he gave a Town
Hall concert.

——

*.

ALBEBT SDZOBE, JB.
Albert Suzore, Jr., 21, son of the
Memphis neighborhood theatre operator, died last' Wednesday (3) at

wood.
Details In the Music. section.

CHARLES GOBB

Charles Gorr, 69, vet showman,- Baptist hospital, Memphis. He had
died Jun6 3 at his home in Omaha been associated with his father for
e'ter a long illness. He had formerly a time in management of the Bristol
been stage manager at the old Or' theatre before entering banking.
-Burial in Memphis.
pheum theatre, Omaha, when the
circuit operated vaudeville. He was
EDWABD JONES
a long-time friend of Martin Beck,
Edward Jones, 29, former member
fc7 whom he wo.ked as long as the
original Orpheum clr'^ult held the of Horace Heldt's quartet, Donna and
Her Don Juans, died June 6, after a
house.
.

Gorr, after the Orpheum changed
hands, went to wori as a scenic artist, doing sets for stock and repertoire companies. Then he worked
for a couple of years as. doorman at
the state capltol n .Lincoln. During
bis last months he sold miniatures
that he painted.

Mattapan Sarltarium, Mass.
He was previously with the quar'
tet on WBZ and WNAC in Boston.
year's Illness, at

JOSEPH

E.

SHEA

thus not highly effective In counter,
acting the original bad impression.
It's for that reason that it has been
suggested, although never known to
be seriously considered, that a high
powered outside public relations
man be brought in-^someone of the
late Ivy Lee's calibre— at a price
high enough to make the Industry
respect him. Wendell WUlkle with
his natural bent for public relations,
although
suggested,
been
has
whether he would consider such
job is something else again.
Survey planned by the' public re
latlons committee will not be its allImportent task, but merely a jumping off place for determining Some
aspects of the job that needs to be
done. Idea has become prevalent
that the survey Is the committee's
No. 1 reason for being, and it has
made no move to, eliminate this Idea
It's fostered it, if anything, feeling
the survey will conveniently take
emphasis off other plans.
Committee, in drawing up methods
of attack, is avoiding minor oneshot schemes. It is considering only
broad, continuing plans.

Joseph E. Shea, 57, retired N. Y.
theatrical producer, died In Stamford, Conn.^ June 5.
Among the

MARRIAGES

shows he produced were 'On the
Tee Dauber to Jerry Schleyfur, In
SB.
Stairs,' 'Hail and Farewell,' 'Ijlies New York, May 28.
Bride Is in
Floyd-Charles Hanks, Sr, 66, pioof the Field.'
the chorus of 'Best Foot Forward,'
neer picture theatre operator In
Widow, son and sister survive.
curredt Broadway musical hit.
North Carolina, died May 25 at bis
Norman
Lehn to Michael Brustln,
home at. Lenoir, N. C, following a
CAPT. A.T. (BILL) WILLIAMS
Bride is
In New ^York, May 30.
long Illness.
Capt A. T. (Bill) WilUams, 38, In cast of^ 'Best Foot Forward,'
Hanks, bom at Stormy Lake, la., NBC engineer for five years before
Broadway musical.
moved to Lenoir 2tl years ago as he entered the Army Air Corps, died
Jeanne Wilson Patton to Franklin
depot agent there f^r the Carolina in San Francisco June 6, following
Butter, June 1, In Ybungstown, O.
an Illness of several weeks..
He Is announcer at WFMJ, YoimgsFurther details In the radio section. town.
Eleanor Kim to Dave 'Wagner, In
ALVAH J. KELLEY
In Deep Reverence
Pittsburgh, June 7. Bride was form:
Alvah J. JCeUey, 63, former mem- erly Virginia Maiich dancers; groom
ber of the Boston Symphony Orch., Is on staff at Yacht Club, Plttsburigh.
who retired 12 years ago, died in
Anne TuthlU to Lieut Richard
Peabody, Mass., June 4.
Reynolds, In Memphis, June 13.
Three brothers and two sisters Bride-to-be Is
daughter of Dr. Biuret
survive.
.C.
Tuthlll, conductor of Memphis
(Jun* 8, 1942)
Symph Orch; groom Is former Mem'
GEOBGE BEBSCH
phis Symph musican, now with U. S.
George Bersch, 46, pianist and
Employees of
composer, died Sund^ (7) at City Navy Dental Corps.
June WUkins to William Robson,
Hospital, Welfare Island, N. Y. One
Irving Berlin, Ino.
May 27, In Alexandria, Va. Bride is
of. :the
original Four Diplomats,
Bersch y/ia accompanist for Helen film' actress; he's a CBS producer.
'

.

.

MAX WINSLOW

Maty Broome

to John Gillls,
Morgan for many years.
16, Jn Chicago.
Bride Is with the
later
Chicago office of General Amus.
EDWABO HAHN
opened one of the first film theatres
Edward Hahn,- B5,' chief of Co- Corp.; he Is with sales department of
In that section, back in the early
station
WOWO-WGL, Ft Wayne, Ind.
days of silent films. At the time of lumbia's sound staff, died June 1 In
Mrs. Harry Ham. to Dale ArmHollywood as the Indirect result of
his death he was with the Avon
wounds sustahied in the first World strong, June 6, at Mallbu Beach,
theatre, Lenoir.
Cal.
The ex-wife of the former
War. Surviving in his widow.
London head of Myron Selznick
UABK HOTT HAIGHT
agency, bride is now with Russell
ALFBED MEEKEB
Mark Hoyt Haight, 41, actoi'. lecAUred Meeker 41, stage and flbn Birdwell's publicity staff.
turer and originator of the Romantic
Jane Mancill to Ira Avery, June 5,
actor, died June 6 In Los "Angeles.
Travelogues, died June 7 at Hampton
In New York.
Groom Is assistant
Bays, L. Ih of a heart attack suffered He collapsed on street of heart at- program
director of WOR,-New York.
tack.
while swimming.
Edith Keeler to Bert Graulich, May
'

.Haight appeared

in dramatics at
Percy Barr, 46, United Artists film
Yale and, after graduation, appeared
In ^me road shows and Broadway salesman, died In Chicago Jime 2,
plays. Some of his best known trav- following heart, attack. He had been
in
film business for many years.
elogues were 'The Romance of the
Holy Land,' "The Romance of the \. .dow and daughter survive. Burial

English Inn," 'The Romance of fhe In Chicago,
Uttle Dutchess' and The Romance of
Jnles Fontanne, fattier of actress
Island.
brother and two sisters survive. Lynn Fontanne, died recently in
Wellington, New Zealand.

Long

A

VIBGINIA LEE COBBIN

.

Virginia Lee Corbin,- 30, child
actress 15 years ago In sUent films,
died in Winfleld, 111, June 4. She

had beea featured in The City That
Never Sleeps,' The Perfect Sap,'
•Hands Up,' and 'Knee High.' Her
last film was made in 49t9.
She was. married to Charles Jacob-

'Deflating' Salaries
sContlnaed from page 3;
off

by taking

positive action to cre-

ate good will.
That means that policy-making on
•on, Chicago broker, who survives, public relations will no longer be a
as well as her mither, a sister and function of the Hays office. Latter
two sonj,iy a first marriage which will become merely the agency for
putting Into effect or disseminating
aimed In divorce,
what the P.R. committee decides. It
.

JESSE

was

BOT riEDLEB

dissatisfaction with the pussy-

Jesse Roy Fiedler, 49, superin- foot public relations of the Hays
tendent of John Robinson Circus at office that led to formation of the
ona thne, died in a Wlchila, Kans., new group. Move was riecommended
by the committee of six lawyers set
hospital last week.
Fiedler, who had been In show up by Industry leaders to make an
business almost all of his life, had overall survey of public relations as
also been campaign manager for a result of the Senate Investigation
Rep. John M. Houston of Kansas for of war films last fall.
-

last

^o

terms.

COL. J. H. PBATT
CoL Joseph Hyde Pratt, 72, president of the North Carolina Sym-

phony Orchestra

home

Assn., died at his
in Chapel Hill, N. C, June 2.

OEBABD HEKKma
Gerard Hekking,

vlolln-celllst

and

professor lii the French Conservatory of Music, dted recently In Paris.
He first was heard In the U. S. in
U29 with the N. Y. Pbilhaimonlc.

Bride is a singer,
announcer at WQAM,

In Chicago.

groom

Is

Miami
Hope Purdy

slightly affected, since most come before 9. Commercials cancelled during silent hours mean financial loss
'to stations.

.NIterles

•

and theatres continue to

pack "them in, because San Franciscans have long since learned to disregard anyUihig but an actual black,

out
Conventions Save A. C.

June

Atlantic City,

^.

J^esttle Oir

9.

This resort's dimout presents a
varied picture to the visitors now

26-36%
Jtme

Seattte,

Avery N.

is a legit actress; he's
rector.

Segal], In

a radio

dl-'

BIRTHS
Mr. end Mrs. Julie Lefkowltz,
daughter, their second, May 31, in
New York. He's auditor with Wm.
Morris agency; brother Nat Is treaslujer of agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Carter, son. In
Pittsburgh, June 5. Father is singer
with AI Marslco's band and m.c. at
Nixon Cafe, Pittsburgh.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cohen, daughter, in Pittsburgh, June 3.
Father is
dramatic editor of Pittsburgh PostGazette and "Variety' mugg In that
city; mother is Stephanie Diamond,
radio actress.
Mr. and Mrs. John Davis, son, in
Pittsburgh, May 30. Father is newscaster for
In Pittsburgh.
Mr. and Mrs. William Miller,
daughter, in Pittsburgh, May 27.
Father is first violinist with Stanley
theatre orch.
Mr. and Mrs. George Youngling,

WWSW

9.

Public jitters as a result of the

coming for the summer vacations. radio blackout Wednesday through
It has been ballyhooed as 'rhapsody Saturday
nights,
coming dlrectiy
in blue' by some; twilight on the after
the Dutch Harbor attack,
boardwalk' by others, and 'down- dented theatre grosses generally
by
right eerie and gloomy' by stlU 25%. In some situations the damage
others. Many strollers or those sit- ran as high as 35% of normal
reting out on pier decks find it ro- ceipts.'
mantic
especially
on moonlight
The greatest Impact was felt the
night
first two nights, easing off on SaturWhatever the thoughts, the dimout day when the take was again near
Is here for the duration and At- Qormalr- The
alert kept 30,000 air
lantic
City amusement operators, raid wardens standing by and thouhotels, night clubs and other busi
sands of service men on duty.
ness people will be downright grate
The reaction In Tacoma was simi.

.

.

ful if there is

not a complete black

out General Foulois, South Jersey
head of state civilian defense council, stated Saturday (6) the Army Is
not satisfied with dimouts as they
are now. If there is not more cooperation,- the resorts will find the
taking charge.'
The famed necklace of lights along

Army

lar, although more soldier business
was lost there due to the proximity
to Fort Lewis.
Percentage of lost
business was slightly higher than

here though a comeback was also
staged there over the weekend.
Many didn't go downtown, espe.

Wednesday

cially

and

Thursday

nights, fearing they mifeht be strandthe boardwalk have been painted out ed away from home In the event
of a
on the ocean side, preventing lights Teal blackout
shining out to sea.
small light
glows landward so people can
* Portland,. Ore,, June 9.
promenade comfo;rtably. All hotel
Blackout over the northwest Is afwindows have shades drawn after fecting radio only so far, Theatra
dark and shop windows have dull business has been normal.
blue lights shaded by overhead awn
Ings to keep the glow down.
Balto Unaffeoled
Theatre marquees are dark, with
'Baltimore, June B.
small blue lights in b,o. and broad
Modified three-hour blackout last
lobbies. One boardwalk theatre had
Wednesday (3), from 9 to 12 pjn,,
hundreds of blue bulbs In an underfailed to affect show biz. Downtown
the-marquee arrangement, but had
film houses and niteries boomed a
to take them down.
At Allied bit from the crowds attracted

A

.

-to the
Theatre convention here last week,
a committee was nanTed to call on goings-on. Street lights were not
doused and trolly, bus and .auto
traffic was permitted to
as
lights.
But Judging from usual. All
slkns and buildings were
latest
reports there will be no
darkened with boxoffices permitted
changing of light .Testrlctlons.
a small shaded light imder the
All nlte dubs, along beachfront
and in the town, have made spe- blacked-out marquees.
Downtown cinemas took joint adcial efforts to have Interiors
gayer
than usual to offset outslde's gloom- vertising suggesting a visit during
ier aspect.
Many restaurants, cafes, darknfess and. bowling alleys comclubs, and shops have large card- bined for similar ad copy. Town's
board sigA with 'open' printed on previous blackout test was a comit
and faintly Illuminated. Only plete darkening for a period near
Dusk to dawn trial
about a third of the usual film the- midnight.
atres on the Boardwalk are pres- slated, next
.ently operaUng.
Steel Pier, which made one blink
with its thousands of inazdas and Local
neons advertising attracUons from ohe
Trinidad Soldier
end to other, is dark except for lobby

Civilian Defense Dreyfuss regarding

nm

Femmes Augment
Show

which face Inland. Same Is
Los Angeles, May 27. Groom is writer true of Hamld's Pier. These piers
and son of Harry Segall, Hollywood feel effect of gas raUonlng. This has
film director.
lessened the one day visitors who
Peggy A. Knudsen to Adrian frequent piers. Beachfront hotels
Samlsch, June 6, at Media, Pa. Bride and larger night clubs have not
felt
to

How effective the new committee
is doubted even by some of
Its own members, although there's
no doubt whatsoever that It will be
son, In Pittsburgh, June 1. Mother
an improvement over former pracis Faye
singer with Maurice
tice.
What creates the dubiousness SpltalnyParker,
orch; father Is an arranger
Is whether or not top industry leadfor Bemle Armstrong's KDKA band.
ers will take the advice of their "own
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gordon,
hired help. They've shown Indispodaughter, In Hollywood, June 6.
sition to do so beore.
Mother
former Llta VInette, of
On the matter of high salaries, for the stage;is father
Is a dialog director
Instance, committee doesn't feel It
at RKO.
can tell Louis B. Mayer- he should
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E. Davis,
take a cut from $700,000 to $300,000, son,
June 5, In Toledo. Father Is
or at least take the pay In some
personnel director of Toledo Symother form so that It doesn't show up phony
Orchestra.
so boldly on SEC reports. Instead,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Manklewlcz,
the committee has been figuring out son, June
1, in Hollywood. Father Is
ways of making the salaries more Metro producer;
mother Is the
poUble to the public by showing former Rose^ Stradner,
how much goes to taxes, how much Viennese actress who has onetime
worked In
to charity, etc.
They can .make Hollywood plx.
a pretty good case, but It Is admitMr. And Mrs. Arch Oboler, son,
tedly only a secondary approach to June
7, In Hollywood. Father is radio
the problem,, merely a.follow-up and writer-producer.
can be

BOLTON WEINBEBO
Milton' Weinberg, 38, head of an
advertishig agency which handled
many Coast radio accounts, died
June 4 In Hollywood following a
hehrt attack while playing cards
with friends. Surviving are his
widow,
daughter,
parents
and
brother, Bemle, his partner In the
agency.

27,

ployment.

from pace 3s

May marquee

and Northwestern Railway. He

•

jCoatlBtied

i

FLOYD CHABLES HANKS,

I

Effect of Dimouts
true of Daytona Itself, also, as well
as Savannah, Ga.; New Brunswick;
Ga., and along the coasttlnes of t^e
Carolines and Virginia. On. the New
England coast trade llkewlse ls hold
Ing up, aided at' many points by de
fer.se Industry and addlUonal em-

lights

gas

'

rationing

effects

as

much

as

these,

Trinidad, B. W. L, May 20.
First ediUon of the Trinidad Base
Command IV>Uies, whlcff recently
completed a flying tour, of all tha
camps and cantonments In the. area,
proved such a success a new and
bigger version is currently hi work.
New one will have a chorus of 16
gals, drawn from local talent
Original two-hour show, pieced
together by soldiers here, top-blUed
Sally Osmon Rowe, nltery singer
from the States. There was also an
elght-gal dancing chorus enlisted for
the homegrown iwit Cast of 20 and
nine-piece orch traveled outlying
bases In giant bombers.
Second edition has a South Sea
Island motif with' grass skirts and

George Hamld heads a committee
asking railroads and bus companies
to. pro vide more 'b'ansportation here
and to return to. excursion trips.
This weekend business was good.
Hotels and boardwalk' showed large
crowd. Accountlfig for this, likely,
is that 16,000 members of American
Medical Association are in convention here in addition to thousands
of
members of their families. Several
other smaller conventions are also palm trees.
being held at this time. Convention
season runs into June, much later
than former years.

'

-

•

LOUISVILLE

Night

spots,

particularly

RItz's

Merry-Go-Round room; Hotel Presi-

(Continued from page 11)
Mayfair, and Traymore Submarine and third downtown -week, alright
$2,500.
Grill reported well filled.
.Kentnoky (Switow) (1,25'0; 16-25)
Steel Pier had no name band this
'(Senttemen After
week, but Music Hall at afternoon •Fleet's In* (Par). Dark' (UA) and
OuUook Is good
(Sunday) performance was capacl^ $1,300.
Last week, 'Jungle Book'
—no crowds waltbig on steps like (UA) and 'Lady Has Plans' (Par),
midsummer, but well filled. Hamld's very good $1,400.
Loew's State (Loev/s) (3,300; 15opened for Memorial weekend, but
will probably remain closed until 30-40)—'Married An Angel' (M-G)
July,!. Report they have booked and 'Yank Burma Road' (M-G). Nelson Eddy - Jeannette MacDonald
outstanding bands for season.
combo
Most business squawks coming week, looking for fair $7,500. Last
"Twin
from the little fellows in small shops Agent' (20th),Beds' (UA) and 'Nazi
pretty good $8,000 and
restaurants, etc. You can't make the moveover.
bigger operator admit that bushiess
Mary Anderson (Llbson) (1,000;
Is anything but 'good'
so far this 15- 30-10)—'This Our Life' (WB).
season. Others admit they are stay- Indications are for medium $3,500.
Last week, 'Dangerously They Jjlve*
ing open only because tmable
to get
(WB). fair $2,500.
out of their leases,
BUIto (Fourtti Avenue) (3,400;
16- 30-40)
'Broadway' (U) and
San Francisco Normal
Mystery Marie Roget' (U). Aiming
San Francisco, June 9.
for good $9,000. Last week, 'Reap
Show business, with exception of Wild Wind' (Par) and 'Raven' (Par)
radio, imscathed here by extraordi- (2d wk), okay $7,500.
nary alerts. Night long radio siStrand (Fourth Avenue) (3,400;
lences Wednesday-through-Saturday 15-30-40)—'Remember Pearl Harbor'
nights hit only local and coast pro- CU) and 'Butch Minds Baby' (U).
grams between 9 pjn. and 12 ot 1 Looks geared for pretty good $2,500.
a.m., which Is ordinary slgnlng-off Last week, 'Gun for Hfre^ (Par) and
'Henry and Dizzy' (Par), alMght $3,time.
Eastern
dent's

Round-the-World,

CTarldge's

'

—

—

organizations

only

400a

«

.

.
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Socciimbs to Knife Attack

Next Week

Bills
Art

])octl«

Joe De Marco

Juanltm
Delia A DrlBO

Bob Krlnog
Billy Hays Oro
Irma Lynn
Op«a Door Ooto
Guardamtn (!)

Horao* HoQok Ore

Jean 31ooiv

LOS ANGELES

•

.

Mary -flealy

Ken SCevena
DiKh Wlnalow pr«
Blltmore Bowl
Fenajr I<oe

FraDkle aallagher

Armando & Llta

Caaa Slanona
Ted Lett-la Ore
Cocoanat nrove
Freddie ilartin Oro

Felix Martinique
Falladlnoi

Sorao B«B*
Chief Bautlnl

Hilda

Beryl Wallooe

Cbarllo Openul

Jack

-

Willie

Morlne Howell

Franoea Urban
Fred Scott-

Maxle Roaenbloo'm
Jack Waldron
Penny Piper
Benny Leaay
Billy Reed
PattI Uoor*
r

International (3)

Nick .Varallo Oro

Blver Dt1v» Ter
Dlok Wharton pro

Grace Edwarda

:

Joe Plumer Ore

llayfleld

Street* of Paris

Art

Otafe

Trlanoo
Lunceford
TioavUI*
BUly Holiday

Charley Foy

O

Jimmy

Pbll Sllveifi
Lorraine BlUott
Joe Oaklo
Ruaa Bonlo Oro

'

Loo

Rage Racland

A

Shirley

Rhythm

Clob

Martin

Jerry Lawton

Oro
Kother KfUy's
Jack Bby Oro

0.

by a.desir« to
get even- with what they termed
'crooked machines' and 'cheati,^ ran
riot at the F'our Star Shows, playing at Proviso Township,.' Chicago

.

Laall*

Ray O'Doy

public, torn

.

when that' time arrives '^e will know
suburb.
The carnival was set 'to
that we are well on our way, to comclose Sunday- night (7.) after a sixSalnte t« Badia
day run, sponsored by the 'Veterans
Camp Lee, Va. plete, everlasting victory,
Editor, "Variety':Ann CoWa
of Foreign Wars. ,
1 feel 4hat this should be brought
Shortly ^tet 11 Sunday night a
Rekoma
Clair* & Hudson
Gerard's BarlcsqaerT
Watklna Sla
player at one of fiie machines re- to your attention^ in as ~much as it
Phil De Jongh
Alice LucAy
Cathedral' Clt;, CallC
portedly demanded a. payoff and was highlights the ;^irlt being shown by
Jimmy O'Loary
Jack Herman
Temple City (4)
refused:
He struck the -game's-, opx some- of the xadlo -stations through- Editor, tVariety':
Frank Haasel Oro
Jule* Flacco'* Oro
That was an awful stab Bugs BaerStamp's.
Baths'r Bldoradlanr. erator,, and a general ii.ot -ensued out tiie United States at this tinie.
Dare Plerson
Friday evening, April 24, st^tioa :made. at all. l|,urlesque even in the
Cy White
in which moxe tiian 1,000 particiArnold & Lamont
Tadit' Clab
in Richmond, Va., attended ,oId da;^
tiiez ".were all, tijvfuL
pated.'
Tents wire wrecked andLonnle Vale
Anne Tally
fired, and booths were upset, with- the MiUtaty Ball given -in honor of He .doeaa^'.Tememher .wheq he used
H'wood Blondea
Jack Hutchinson
the quartermaster School's gradua- to come around tiie Friars -with his'
flghts all over the parnival lot
Snn Bay Cardena
A Ida
Kitty Aelmlng Ore Alice Mitchell
.Norman L. Qlxon, manager of the tion glass' of o ffleers. In covering blue shirt aiid collsir'tiiat there were
Jerrlco
Helen'
Music Hall Ola (3)
fuiaished (Miss) shows Uke- Follies ot the Day, Max
carnival, was arrested and charged this affair,
Victor Nelson Ore
-Van Del Rio
Graham, knowti. as the Spiegel's shows. Jack Singer's; -Dave
with dlstiirblng the peace and riot- Glenn
ReVeilfe Girl, who along with Lt Marion, and' others.
FITTSBDBGH
ing.. A dozen other, employees -were
gaVe the :Am working out a topical revue
held on open charges. The crowd Maury 3: TantHl,
Uerry-Oo-Bonad
Arlington Lodga
highlights -of the balL This unusual idea for New York- at $1,.50.
I
Howard Baum Ore was .dispelled only after -state and
Phil Cavezza Oro
Jeanne Boaz
county police had arrested' the man- thine, abobt this coverage^' was- tbe can work It out I might do the
Jnn* Gardner
BlU Medio
Now BDIaeot
ager.
'Officers
£rom half dozen manner in which -Miss Graham and show late In the summer. With the
BalooBBde*
Eddie Weltx Oro
suburban towns joined with the stat&- Lt Parrell covered the highlights. burlesque houses dosc^d tblt lhas
H Frltsche Oro
Gerry Richard*
Miss Graham and the Lt danced good chance. Too bad all shows are
and county patrolmen to quell -the
BUl.aieen's
Klxon Cat*
about the floor with a portable tarred wlth~ the stigma X>t the Und
riot.
Don Beator Ore
Al Marlsco Oro
Mildred Law
Amount of damage to the carnival mldiophone, described many of the th^t caused (Licose O)mmis«loner
Bob Carter
-Dave Ballontlne
R & E Reye*
not estimated, but early 'reports in- dancing couples, stopped- and inter- Paiil) Mos* to 'cloise up the presentBliM BIdg* IBB
Pelletlers
viewed
many of them and kept the day burlesque theatres.
dicated that it would be' 'considerEdith Lambott
Lou Lucky Oro
Bamet/!: Crcraril.
able.
sound trudc wa,s' .turned audience amused with the military
Pride & Dale
Nat Bona*
Bin Benjamin
over, and numerous booths were
Art Blakey Oro
Cozy Harris
Wilson
Chuck
damaged as the angry crowd smashCornell Cooper
Joe Klein
ed' through with shouts' of. "Tear the
BoOBlo-Wooglo Clnb Hal * Dolly
Ted Blake
place apart.'
Alice Brooks Ore
Boog Sherman
Orchard- Iob
Police of the locality .commented
Maxla Simon
Benny Burton Ore
ConUaiiea from page
during the riot proceedings that
Buddy Walsh
OasU
Racehorse Williams
complaints
had been registered effect being felt in theatres in the tween New York
Bob Lazar Oro
today, under the
Harry Comorado
against the show during the stay
Dale Spohrer
^
metropolitan' areq,. and that the shift dimout—plus occasional blackout»->
Cork and BottI*
by citizens who complained against can be expected to continuel
rinos
«
Lloyd For.
and London's night life, in the e^Iy
Don Rotter
the gambling and indecent shows
CotoBlal
days of the waf, is becoming niore
Bill LeRoy Oro
WaU St, War Parebaiiiifk Eto.
Art Farrar Ore.were supposed to be a part of the
and -more apparent-..
Sqalrrel CoopEddio Peyton'*
carnival.
Thouf^ never an armament proTiny Miner
I>espite
tiie
Geo Overholt Ore
.unnatural
street
;in the latest check more than 50 ducing center. New York since the
Dal* Harknea*
Eddl* Peyton.
were treated at hospitals and poUcie last war had a vigorous' Wall Street, gloom, it's had no deterrent effects
Bddle Miller
Marlon Muller
Jerry Manning
Betty Breen
stations for injuries, Uack byes, cut with hundreds of tlunisands of "well on the gaietjr |n the' Times Square-,
Eddie Bock
Xreloa
'
and
East
Side
sectors,
and
this
past
lips and bruised heads,
.
employees,
paid
instead of a decaSI Clab
Frank Ramos Oro
dent- flnancUl district which Is now weekend, with the -good war newsT
Lyda Rodook
Yacht aab
Max Tarabla
often referred to .as the deserted vil- saw an especially Jolly turnout in
B Middleman Oro
Pat McCauley
Cfiles, niterles, tiieatres, bistro's,- etc
lage.
Also,
British
Jackie Heller
the
and other AlOlsen-Jolmson
to
Botel port Pit*
Sammy WiJah
Neighborhood- film theatre, omklied^ nations purchasing comihisslons,
-Ray Pike, Jr
Ken Bailey Oro
wlt& tiielr enormous stails And- all tors, who claim to -haye sufferied
Dolores King
Johnny Ultobell
AI Scbacht
Cbrlatlne Foraytb
Part the traffic which such opeEationa at fsem the exodus of workers fro'm
Hkrry Walton
'C De SImonk Ocrs
Jessie Wheacley
the!
Greater N. Y. area to wartime
war supply entail, were located .In
Bky-Vno
Hotel Henry
^
Of Flag
Exercises New York, instead of Washington, industries outside of New York City,
(HOver Grill)
George Welles Orr
Henrietta
during World War L About the only this week were encouinged by Ve<
Marty Schramm
Bin Clydebdale
4 Kings & Queen'
'
ports
that both Maybr F. E. LaGuarThe All-Sports Carnival to be war Industries in the immediate New
Howard Felling
(Gay •0'*)
held at the Polo Grounds, New 'York, York area are the Brooklyn Na-vy dia and Governor Lehman were at*
Oaton Grin,
Dnrotby Jfeabltt
Sunday <14) Flag Day, will climax a Yar.d and the Sperry Gyroscope .tempting to locate, war i^'dustriet
%otel Ttb.Avoaa* Sammy Walters
Natal*
C^rank
in
plant
New
York City on a greater sc^.
which scarcely make up for
Harry BIgley
weekend of -patriotic activity hightllk* flandraito
Escorta
lighted by the 'New YorK In The the traffic los^ In the draft caU, the Both LaGuardla and the state's chief
Villa Madrid
Hotel RooMTell
War Parade' on Saturday (13), shift in' population to defense cen- executive are approaching the probBtzl Covato Oro
Joe Vera
lem
from
ters,
the angle that something
the
absence of the. British PurMark Lane
Events at the ball park wiU include
Sam Barl
Canslno & Cortez
Jos Petroaelll
a four-round exhibition in which chasing (Commission and the strait- must be done to curb unemployment
I,aaka SI*
John Bonguldl
in the largest city of the Vf. S. wh0f
Michael Strana*
Joe Louis will partieipatei, a demon- jacketing of Wall Street
Hotel Sobenley.
at
the
Vanette*
same
time, offering to assist
stration by Cornelius Warmerdam,
Fear is expressed among IndusBilly Hinds Ore
Tletoiy Lonng*
Administration
to
alleviate
the Coast holder of the world's pole- trialists as well as showmen that If- the
Joy LInd
Joey Reynoldavault record and a distance race in clothes rationing-, either voluntary or crowded conditions^ in Washinfton,
Hotel Wm Penn
'I'Ycddy Rose
It's generally known that while
(Continental Bar)
which Greg Rice, the two-mile compulsory, should be ordered by
Tl'ebaler Ball
Billy Callzone 4
many
other
cities
have
prospered
the Government then Manhattan
Kennywood rarh Nelson Maplea Ore champ, will competie.
and
that
the
Times
Faahlonette*
-Squafe area the-,
In addition, there will be two base- may well become .a road company
L Thompson Ore
atres benefit from -weekend. Influx
Weat View Park
Mary Jane Gampball games, one in which an Olsen edition of Passaic, N. J.
Dixon Bros
Tommy Carlyn Ore and Johnson team will vie with
New York's Governor- Herbert H.- of visitors from nearby war-plant
one
communlUeSi the N. Y. neighborhood
led b'y Al Schacht.. the baseball Lehman as well asj state,. municipal,
clnebias have suffered.
comediaii, wTiile the other will'^have financial end industrial leaders have
Aside from attempting' to eitcb'nra Navy team, with Bob Feller in the taken cognizance of ths situation in
age the location of hew war-iaditS'
pitcher's box, opposed to an. Army New York With regard to defenjse
try factories in Greater New Voxk,
S^sContlnued ftom page
nine that wiU include Hank Green- plants and plans are reported under
present campaign is seeking to land'
and available armories, the gross to berg, among other major leaguers. way to remedy the situation via a such agencies as the Fedei^ Patent
The Navy team will also include, drive to bring war plants Into the Office,
be split ampng various war relief
Se(iurities
Exchange Comotfier big leaguers.
Fred Waring's. city. Members ot the Broadway As- mission,
Department of (commerce,
charities.
Pennsylvanians will supply part of sociation and other real estate organof U. S. Shipbuilding setup
Goodman says that he has several the musical program, with the as- izations are also perturbed .over the more
and U. S. Public Health Service.
leaders who have given okays to the sistance of a glee cliib of 180 voices. situation which is currently the basis
Also felt by some. N, Y. officials
idea, and others still Have to be ap- Tommy Dorsey's bandsmen will also of serious discussion.
that part of the Government's cen»
Meantime, the darkened outward sorship - propag^da
proached. Tour would run ioT two be present
establishment
The sports carnival will be under aspects of New York, occasioned by might logically be swimg to New
weeks or so, dependent on scheduled
the dimout, are expected to become York city,*
the direction of Dick Fishell,
commitments as to starting date.
particularly in view of
Goodman asserts he has spoken to sports announcer, and Bert Bacha- aggravated, if the war, continues, the fact tiiat main offices for radio
with the coming of fall and winter networks, picture distributors, press
both Tommy and Jimmy Dprsey on rach.
when shorter daylight hours will put associations- and heWs' -services as
the idea, but it's indefinite whether
Edward Hurst sold his song, 'Three Manhattan under -nraps d6 much'ear- ^ell as the Intei'-Amerlcan comndt*
either or both will participate. The
two brothers at one time had an Dots and a Dash,' to Sol Lessor as lier than currently,
tee, Donovan Committee and jSlnt'
Nelghboriiood theatres have suf- business War Activities Committ^
Ided of working out such i( tour by tben^er fpr, .'Stage ^oor C^uiteen' at
•>» »•*
iJ.T-.
*«
^eTe4^()^,tix-iaii «,Thej«naI«f!y be- )'re'Vx'o*'^''i*<«1i.
'

|

-

Ballette* (i>

Oro

WKNL

'

McDonald
Andre Ylllon
Wally Wanger Co
Bctarader Oro
Gall

QMC

.

-

.

-

.

'

A

.

.

<

(

'

•

.

^^^^^^^^

.

Alpine Unslcal

Bar
Mike Pedocin

'

.

Brown SI*
Men o( Rhytlim
Clob DaU

(S)

•

Glamour Gla
Rooa Oallo
Helen Heath
Eddle 'De Laea Ore
-

Bopklaa'Bathakallo
Pat Bernard'* i D
Johnny Patchen
Leo Paige

Lo* Caballoros
Toppers
Lar^y Blake
Anita JakobI

-

.Balllovellee

Peony Davie
Alan Fielding Ore

Ben FranUla

'

Doris Rel«e
Janet Field*
Day. DaWn 4: Dusk
Dave Gold Ora

Bwlax Bar
Wendell Maaon
Merry Men
Margie Smith
Marie Satelle
IiSiwIor's

-

ClnrluBn

Richard Stuart
Flora Sea
Qracle Wynne
Bud Wllllama
Arllne Thompson

Leo Zollo
Benny Uie Bom'a
Suaan Lane
Phyllis Foater
Carlotta Smith

Jewel BUa
Marie Darling
-

I«l|;Ion

Bar
(3)

Brown

Carroll's

Len Grace

Suaan Lange
Curt Waller 4
Ernie Swan

Hllde Slmmone

Joan Oay
Jerry

Brandow

Little Joe, Tiny

Sla

Deloyd Mackaye
Vlctfr Hugo'a OTo
Lon'a CiiancoUor Bat

Corrolletloa

Lou

Johnny CahlU

MoTOS
Bhythmalroa

College loD
Minstrel Tavern
Thunderbolta
Bd McQoldrlck. Jr
Pal> Bernard DU
Barbara. Jones
Ruth TempletonAnita Thoma
Scary. Oavin
Sally Foy
Crescent (6)
Joe Lonegao
Jerry -Delmar Oro
Margie March'
Sissy GInole Loftut
Ol Pinto*
La Fleur & Mann'ra Bd McGoldrlok, Br
.

Kay Hamilton

Bob Gate
McNally Sla
Carney Sla
Ming Ling
Bddle King Ore
Embassy
Billy

Hey

Franca

A

feoryl

MarUnlta
Peggy Frencli
Geo Clifford
Teddy Holiday
Pat Sherlln Qrd
Oorpiantow^ Bar
3 'Aces a Queen
4

Senators

(B Walton Root!

.

Moravian Ror
Bon-Bon Buddies
Kenny Shaffer (3)
Gloria

Dick

-

Mann

-

'

'

.

<

Hay

9

Team As

'

.

Day

'

.

'

,

-

Goodman's Plan

.

&

'

Wade

Mnrray Bbytlim
Fay Ray

'

'

-

Cnta' (6)

Salay Mas
Ralph Lewla
Diane Qould
Paul Kane
Bl Gouehos
Jobny Coma
Cadlllao TaTfra
Margie Barlow
Gorrin
BuscheU O
Henrique "-A And'*
a Loose 'Nut*
ijdo VoBlc*
Marcella Marcband Frankte Belaseo
Shades of Rhythm
Carmenettes (4)
Bnnny LSRoy
Ted Oliver Ore
Harold .^ummlDgs
Uttle Rathslnllsr
Anita James^
Phil Foster
Barry Dobba Oro
Gaines Oro

.

'

-

LoxlogtoD Casino

Hep

Iss^sssssssss^^S

'

'

'

Rosa Venutl

'

.'

-

PHTLADELPHIA
-

.

-

-

Bes Perry

Jane De -yoe
Marie Stanley
Patricia Parker
Crawford Parker
Houa* Line (C)

'

.

:

-

Wtaalo'a BIptId*
Wlnehlll

Cliff
'

WSNL

.

D

Spauldlnga (I)
Rous Broa
Luckeyettea «)
Les Robinson Oro
Kitty DaTla's
-Willie Shore

-

-

Sarle Hanaon Oro
Mt OInb
I
Dob lABBlns'a
Paul Mali
Roberta Sherwood
Hal l4ne Ore
Marie Leirla
Vuderbitt Hotol
Loula Hatch Oro
Fawo Bom)
<Fmv
Uto O'clock Olak Terry Lynn
Cy Landry

Sonya Shaw
Sgt Oreen
Mort Dennla Oro
Fabian Storey On
JUnmle'a
Mylea Bell

'

-

.

'

Bllver**

Blmpaon*

Tommy Nunea

&

Robinson

E. Fcrcason?

.

Rhoda Chaae

Ball

Boy

have been requested by Miss patriotic as ttiose written in I9}8,
Helen Marie Ferguson to help locate for 'many of the. writers of .the
former war hits have also, contribher father, Hoy E, Ferguson:
~ The fullest description
I have of uted their new tiine;' since D^c. 7.
him is tliat he was bom March 1, Rather, .it seems, to. me, that people
1894, has gray eyes and medium today are' more serious about winblond hair. Between 1018 and 1922 ning, the war Bxp% before singing,
he was" In a vaudeville ad -with about what they're going to do!
The time -will come. 'when the
Estelle Francis Stinger.
people of our country will be ready
James Oomengeaux.
to -sing spirited, patriotic songs, ahd
V (Congressman from La.)
I

.

Chicago, June

Angry

Walter Walters
Warwick HoteT
(3erald & C^rol
Roy Morton qro
Marlon Ijong
Katharine Woir Gls tt'eber'a uar Bnio
\
Osmdev
Gerard Bean
.Harry Taylor Ore
Terry Baldwin
3 Co-Bd*
Silver lab* IBB
TonI
Col Geo Reed
Marco &- Ramona

la

Washington.

.

MTAirr
Tan Kirk
Tanya Tomara

-

since the outbreak ot
not one has taken on the
proportions of any of the hit songs
of the last war. It would not be tait
to cpnclude that the songs- written
thus far have not been' as good or as
hostilities,

ISO.

.

Lester.

Splrlta ot

BbowCmat
& Baton

York.

Introduced

Dolley,

Board No.

Editor, •Variety':

.

Tatum
Winyy Manon* Ore
Swanneo Ina
Mead 'Lux' Lewie
Loumel Morgan i

Slater*

Grace Pocsl
R Frlml Jr Oro

ObatUo rv'm

Bleanor Landy
realee OiUI.

Clark

Sam Lewi*

Sugar Geloe
Jerry Bersen

Tson Oro-

Shadrnch Boys

'

Floisatlao Oscdaa

Vher«

CAUSES RIOT

Pen Fay.

-

Michel Ortla.Oro

GYP CARNIVAL

Ctmtutr -

.

(Ilotel Senator)

Clerk, Local

La Marr

New

.

Editor, 'Variety*:
It is interesting to note that of the

many war songs which haye beea
Karmee A.

Pat Jullano i»i
Evelyn Kerwln
Harry MoKoy
TcansAtlantlo L'ge
Panl Kana

'

bapay Uaxlo*

Unnny Strand Oro

ZOtll

of the audience, via

(Second Lieut, QMC.)

-

Dolly Delmoat
Johnny Gnlltoyl*
lien Parker

member

Tuneful .Stripper

work.

Mary Novls

a

will gain^ome of the credit it deserves.
M. J. Farrell,

when

Bet^ Carr

Solly

.

Malua
Efdie Bush Oro
SUnloy Wheeler

& Day

Marc Ballero
Bill Brady

JjaVonn Moyer
Willla Weat Jr

Kay

Bill CarttoB

Hdman Orllls
,Montez & Marie
Dan Montgomery
Kitty Mitchell
Jean Ware

As

radio and in .person, I felt that some
mention should be mode of this fact;
and as an ex-radio fan, before the
war, I sincerely hope that WRNL

'

Sammy Weston

Howard Lonin Or*

Graham.

port for induction and same was rethe Negroes were refused admittance to the. show. Mc- turned. He is now to be' reported
Cadand's wife, Dolores, 27; told po- as a ^delinquent for failure to report
changes of address and failure to relice the men were denied admission
because they wer* cileating a dis- port for induction. Could you give
tills some, publicity?
'^e have reaturbance.
son to believe that he is in orchestra

Town nivem

'

.

with

.

.started,

many of the officers and also
the style highlights' of the
wear, as commentated by Miss

feats of
ladies'

.

.

.

Lee Bohn
Marty Bohn

Knye & Grey
Rainbow Terrace

Young Oro

-

Oall Oall

Murtah

-

Yvonettaa

Harry James Oro

Weat & McOlnty

-Wlilto
.

(Strafford, Pa)
Macambo Cat*
Bddle Le Baron Ore Gene Eyman Ore

Earl Carroll*
Dobonalra

Bue

Bobby

Henry Patrick

.

'

Jock Downle
Jack Curtla
Bob Tolley
Grace Collins
Vincent Rlxio Oris
Frank FaluDbo's
Duke McHale
Harlem Hlghland'rs Edith
Deloney

4

'

.

Virginia Barntt
Monty Wolf-

Pussy D4 Carmo
Lunatrix (2)

Frankle Bcblutb

Mao Horn

Seeking

-

Bt. Batiukcllas

Tony Bsnnstt Or*
Swaa Olab

-

Dick Buckley
Stepp Bros
Sterling

A Daaiiy

Beatrlca

'El Centre, Calif.
dBBCing show- with a .carnival here
EditOT, •Variety':
last wedc, has succumbed to knife
This office has tried to keep, in
wounds 'received in a fight, on the
show .grounds with. several Negroes, contact with Registrant, Max Hirtwo of whom have been cl^arged scliorn,' also known, as Mac Horn.
with munter. One of the two alleged He is a musician, and evidently
travels the one-night stands. He ha$
assailants,, Bobert B. Vandevere, 28,
kept us Informed of his -changes of
Is a widdy known semi-iprofesslonal
address, until February ot this year.
football playBT.
,
We-have mailed him order.. to re-'
The fight is «aid to liave. been
'

Warron-Bodsn
Agnef WlUla

eMb

Jeanettes (12)

Gloria French
Karll,-

Mnrle HoUla
Joe Jlelchman Oro

Wad*

Tlola Klaiss Ore

Old MIH. Inn
Morse Bis
Joe Ritchie

lioolalana

,

FrHlison

A-

.

Maurle Sweldlow

P Und Hayea Oro
Bollywood Tropic*
Maxine liOnl*
Paul Neighbor* On
Dick Ttaomaa
Boiuo .oC Uorphy
Fred TbompaoD
Bob Murpby
Betli Reynolda

Made.

Wado

Dorothy AJISB.
Billy BmUh
Fa)<« Merrill

.

Sheila Starr

Martin
VlTlan Marshal
.

Ann.Trlola
Bin Jordan
CIlKord Souze

St Clair

.

Bllzabetli Talbot

Jane Oarjion
Geo Tibbie* Oro
Jlrpmy Ames
Billy Snyder
Billy l^nkln

Bar

Marlon
Rusa Lebeau

Oraeo Bayoa Lodgr

Bond Bos
Pete Snyder

-

WHAT THEY THINK

'
Oes Moines, Jime 9.
Harold F, McCasland, 26, Sulphur
Springs, Tex., ticket seller at a-'girl

sContlnned from pace 4S;

*

Jo7

Ol aiovannl

Itat

LlUlan Bishop
Berl Booker

Mary Love
Ron! Carr
Dotty- King Oro
Nell Dltglwo't
Hollyw'd Brunei IcB

Frank Murtba
Lo Shones

Hugo MartlncUl
Berrys

Rhythm Uanlara

Costaino & Barry
Herbert Curbello Or Geo Uarchetti Ore
OM CVills IWvem
Helen Standlab
Don Richards
Mttalc Hall Gls (3)
Carmen
Antonio Harry Holly
foggy Loob
Cloo Barr

WHN

.

mo:

V
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PARAMOUNT THCATRlf
SIATTLI

^

fiUPPALO tHIAtllil

I'KINMORI HOTlTj

jALRANT

IMAYFAIRTHEATHl
»

PORTLAND

*

*

^

^PSLSTTOCOASr

Tiio

BLUE

RonwT

ISOUTHUND CAf

NETWORK

ROSTON

IMIADOWRROOK isTRAND THIATRI
CIDAR •ROVH | COTTON CLUR
;

foRPHEUM.THiATRl'^

Ji«WJIMIV I

SAN PRANCHCO

[CHICAOO THEATRE
SHERMAN NOni.
CHICAOO

!

I

PALACE THEATRE]
CLEVELAND

NEW YORK

!

Iearlrthutrr]
'
PHfUDELPH IA f

|$tahibythbatrbj

VAUEY DALE

CASA MANANA
[PARAMOUNT THRATRlj
LOS ANOtLES

pittsriiroh

HitoioiTHousEl iCOUMMIUS, OHIO I
CINCINNATI
I

NEWMAN. theatre!
KANSAS CITY

Currently

STRAND, New York

Then Westward -ho

Week June

26,

CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago

and Beglnnrng July

CASA MANANA,

9, Six Weeks At
Cuhfer City, Cal.
BUV A'4q BONDS

Exclusive

COLUMBIA RECORDINQ ARTIST

Next release No. 36611
Bookings:

MILLS ARTISTS INC.

'^'^j^J^'

In association

with

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

.

RADIO

SCREEN

niETY

»t 1(4 VTaat <etb Straet,
uWMkl7
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PobllBhed
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Ntw

13,
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T.,

m

Annual aubgoriptlon,

Inc.
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190e, at tb* Foit Offlct at

COPXBIOHT, IMI,
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Ml

Booker Has Umque

SODEGLHRES

Plan to Offset t^s, Tire Shortage
The

Mountain Time,

a
per-

Catsklll

eummer's livelihood for many
formers, has found the means of circumventing the gas' and rubber
-

shortages, at least so far as they af-

the transportation of actors.
Charlie Rapp, N. Y. booker, has
leased three fficms, henceforth to be
Imown as tlie Rapp Farms, where he
'wUl house wiible show troupes for
Immediate servicing of nearby, resorts -and' hotels requiring spot entertainment.
fect

'

Rapp'a Farms- are, ^scattered, with
the No. 1 headquarters near Swan
Lake, virtually the hub of the CatskiU Mountain circuit. Rapp is conV
tracUng the acts himself, the sal.aries

Iiicluding

room

end

partial
in turn will

board at his farms, and
hire them out' in packages or
dividually

to'

in-

the resorts.

The booker has

also

Abe Simon Hiinks Vaode
Is Easier Tiian

.

PRICE

17, 1942

Aba

Simon,

who

Fdm Hero Becomes

If

A War Hero, Then What?
Hollywood, June
Question of war-suspended

Mieans

'

16.

con-

'

SHOWDOWN

A

Own

Owner

Rapp. figures on 'servicing around
hoteltr and camps, which will play
fhows an average of three to five
nights weekly. His actors, plus their
rooms, will get breakfast at his farms
and the rest of their meals -at the
hotels they work. Gn those nights
(Continued oh page 62)
'

]18

'

From Providing the

retired for his.

'

Mess of Marxes

Has His

States He'll Stick

Announced Determination to Keep Hi» Musicians

tracts

and their application to ac-

tors, who may come out of the conr
national heroes and' thereby be
unwilling to go along under did'
terms, is being bandied about by
studio la-^ers with conclusions as
dim as when the war' will ^nd.
fllct

'

'

While the law

Is.

speclflp

and says

the agtor must be returned to his
pre-service status, it Is couched .in
terms 'cushioned' for his benefit.
Bairristers are mindful in their deductions that anyone tiffing with a
war hero hasn|t much chance to finish, better than secoid.

Max Gordon
Way This FaU

If

ture" theatres in Indiana, is now on
active duty as a submarine spotter
.

operating off the New Jersey coast.
Despite his age (he is 63 years old).
Young volunteered to serve in the
Civilian Plane "patrol and now is on
daily duty flying his own two-seater
plane up and down the Ot^ast.

There's room in the plane for a
spotter, who also handles the small
bomb cargo. Only space to carry
200 pounds in bombs, but Civilian
Patrol is becoming so well organized
it is able to spot subs and then signal nearby U. S. bombers.
left his

home

Warnngton-MddOiill

.

Is

Lead

involved.'

Questioned as to whether the
juke box operators and tavern
people are secondary to the broadcasting companies In his campaign
'

against

recordings

-

and

mo-

Way WHh lstAlI
Army ReK^ Show

Soldier

transcrip-

tions, Petrillo insisted that his.

..
'

St.

Lqulsj.June

Staff 5gt. Stuart'

16.

.

Warrlnktoh and

are purely to increase musi- Sgt. Robert MeskUl, .I^rX. playi
'so that our people Wrights who now "are soldiering at
of starving.'
Fort Leonard Wood, 100 mllei southRegarding the results of his pro- west .of this burg,' are 'readying
nouncement, Petrillo refused to 'Ready On The Firing Line,' musical
make any prophecy. 'I don't know comedy, for a three-night presentawhether there will be any anti-trust tion in the Municipal Auditorium
complications or not,' he stated. 'I'm starting Friday (26). The cast in(Continued on page 65)
cludes approximately' 100 infantrytives

employment
might eat Instead
cian

men,

Maybe Loew's

And

die

Iceland

RKO

Jnneaa

Young

Won't Be a Gag

in Gary, Ind., to serve

his country.

Now

artillerymen,

engineers,

medics, etc., and is l>eing baUyed as
the 'first all-soldier show in the nation to be pre;;ented in a large city
for the Army Emergency Relief.'
Irving Berlin's This is the Army'
opens in N. Y. July 4,
As a n\,usical comedy the piece
(Continued on t>age 64)

With great Increase in size of
S. armed forces both in. this
starring a Marx brother, are concountry' and -abroad,
USO-Camp Kate Smith's $10,000
Front
56th Year
templated by Max Gordon who re'
Shows, Inc., is making tentative
turns «ast soon following completion
plans for 36 units in the fall. It had
Ducats for 'Army' Preem
Hofmann
Of Public for
of .fllmhig 'Sister Eileen' at Colum24 out last season and currency has
First away will be a straight
bia.
15 on the road, playing outdoors.
Kate Smith has sent a $10,000
play starring Groucho, and after that
Appropriation of $4,000,000 from check in payment for two opening
Josef Hofmann will make just one
(Continued on page 18)
appearance this summer which will the USO to Camp Show?, Inc., to night tickets to 'This Is the Army,'
.

Three shows for Broadway, each

WOR Logs 1942 Vacation
Plans; Not Many Evident
WOR, New York, has just completed

owners

a survey among

8,000

set

m

comprise the balance of his concert
The
actlviUes untU Jan. 11, 1943.
veteran pianist flies to N. Y. to make
his annual ^wisobn Stadium appearance June 29 playing th? Beethoven Emperor Concerto.
From then till Jan, 11 he rests,
and then launches his 56th concert
tour of the U. S. in Phoenix, Ari
zona.
He Is booked for some SO
odd appearances with his annual
Carnegie Hall appearance March 28.
His dates include a half dozen with
major symphonies.

to determine the vacation
this year of this cross-secilon
of metropolitan families.
When
questioned in May only four had
iipeclflc plans and 64% of those who
had decided reported that they figured on working through the summer without a vacation break.
In 104t the count for families In
Hofmann, after 65 years before
fjfew York that .spent their summer the American public, still sells at
vacations entirely away from home $1,500 per engagement. His debut
was 32%. This st^nmer it's less was in N. Y., in 1887, when he was
than half of that ratio, namely, 16% 10.

flans

GENTS

'Sloni^'

War

Films

Hollywood; June

.

purchased

•

On E'way

Prfez.

for

Cause of Democracy in

to

health after his last fight with Joe
to Undermine Their Jobs
Louis, is going into vaude as a comic
and Break Their Strikes
Charlie
In a burlesqued ring bit.
Allen has put together the turn, also
including Bobby Moss, burley comedian, and Jack Coyle. Asking -price
Is $1,500 per week.
similar sketch- is a part of Mike
Dallas, June 16.
Todd's 'Star and Garter,' $4.40 top
James C. Petrillo, chief of the
revue opening tomorrov/ (Thursday)
at the Music Box, N. Y. Tony Ga- American Federation of Musicians,
lento, who also tasted canvas at the reiterated in an Interview with ^'VaLouis,
heavyweight
champ
riety*
that
his
proclamation
of
banning
hands
wlU .be in this sketch, with Bobby the making of canned musip by
members of his union after Aug, 1
Clark as the comedy vis-a-vis.
was aimed at no special g^pup. *I
said In my talk Monday, aiid I say
again now, that.it is not directed at
63^Year-0Id Theatre
anybody in particular,' Petrillo exploded. "The principle of the thing

three station wagons with which to
transport the -shows, to tiie various
spots, plus, qi course; hiring houseFlies His
keeping staffs for '.the individual
/farms. He -%l^o plans to organize
Civilian Patrol Plane
dramatic companies capable of putscript
and
ting on plays 'Complete in
ttroduction. To this end he has efV. U. Young, president of Affili'iected a tleiip 'with Authors RepreTheatres and also Theatrical
.(entatlves. Inc., play brokers outfit ated
Managers, Inc.. which operate pichea'ded by John Riunsey.

Jost a

AFM

25

1

HoDywood Spanked

JUS. C. PETRILLO

Joe Lonis

Sliicl» oopl«f *{. csnta.
of- llareh I. 187*.

«10.

Tork, N. T., under tb* aot

ATL BI0BT8 BESEBTED

VABDCTX, EKO.

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JUNE

MUSIC NO.
Catskifl

STAGE

MUSIC

U.

16.

Motion picture Industry was iiiven
polite spanking by Nelson P,
Poynter, Assistant Coordinator for
Government FUins, who Suggested
a

that Hollywood pay more attention
to the causes for which America is
fighting and less to the spectacular

and photogenlc^phases

.of> the war.
Addressing the ' Holl^ Wood Writers.

Mobilization, Poynter urgeci that film
makers devote their talents- to informing the peoples of the .world of
the deeper probleiits involved in the

present
'It

conflict.'

is

he

easier,'

said,

to

glorify

the Air Corps than the Infantry,

It

e&sier to p'oi^tiay on the^ screen
Great Britahi's ftruggle than that of
the Chinese or, the- Russians, who
are on the front line of this war..
Hollywood Bho<)dd give tis a 'Mrs.
Miniver' of China or Russl9^ making
dear to 'oiir people our. common in^terest with the Russians and Chlness
in this , struggle/
Analysis of '.tjba pictures 'released
since the attSckion Pearl Harbor, he
declared, sho^^ little footage devoted
to the explanation of America's part
in the war,' .He suggested that the
industry, inight 'play an important
part in making our citizens aware
of the sacrifices that each of them
is

'

must make to win the war> and
home the terrible individual'
losses Ame'rlc'ans will suffer if the
war is' lost.
Kxplahting that th% co-ordinator's
office is purely advisory, he said,
'

bringing

'Washington is placing a great bet
that Hollywood can bring home to
the people the Intangible factors of
the war.'

Evans-Jnditfa Anderson

WiU Tonr Bard

m

AD

Army Camps Next

Fall

Shakespeare In the army camps
next fall is more than a probablU^,
with Maurice Evans and Judith Anderson heading a cast in repertory.
That is a surprising development, in
light of the general opinion that men
in uniform prefer the lighter types
of stage fare. Reported rapt attention of soldiers at
'

Camp Meade

re-

cover costs for the current yeir is Irving Berlin's all-soldier revue.
cently, when the Evans-Anderson
expected to be upped to make pro
Number of other patrons have also company presented 'Macbeth,' relesion for the added units. Number volunteered up to $20,000 for preem
(Contlnued on page 38)
of them will be assigned to enter- ducats, the proceeds of the show
taining troops outside continental going to the Army Emergency Re
United States.
lief Fund.
Maestro I^aul Laval
'

Drops Vichysoisse Tair

Imagination in Radio War^ Messages

Paul Laval, NBC staff maestro, has
changed the spelling of his, last name
to 'Lavalle' to avoid any 'link with
the 'Vichy vice-premier and Axis
collaborationist.

Advertising-supported network radio programs are devoting much
time to the war messages of the Office of Facts and Figures, Between
May 15 and June 15 ''Variety' listened to hundreds of such programs
and has now awarded Scrolls of Honor to 14 sponsored programs on a
basis of their use of showmanship in broadcasting sucti war messages.
The awards are announced on page 25.

Lavalle was yesterday (Tuesday)
delegated by Col. William J. Donovan's office to prepare a series of
original compositions for the 'Cavalcade lof America' which is broadcast

weekly over NBC's shortwave
ities.

facil-

—

.
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MISCELLANY

From

Pictures

Jolson's Igloo

a state ot bliss compared with
plight of Hollywood's upper
Filmtown'a aristocracy is

•war

is

tlie

i

BUY
UNITED

As Fib Saving Move

Hollywood, June 16.
What General Sherman said about

Al Jolson, totu'ing
Alaska, under

in

castes.

STATES

Route

VTAB.

SAVINGS

Army posts
USO- Camp

iONDS.
SEAMPS

Shows auspices, wired a friend
in New York, Friday (12):
'Monday Fairbanks, Tuesday

threatened with a nameless existence for the duration. In the motion picture art -a 'name' is a priceless jewel, rating above an armful
of emerald bracelets or a chromiumplated alfalfa ranch. Now the elite
of celluloid drama are ahuddering
as they approach an era of incognito, as. anonymous as the voice of
an off-screen frog In an animated

Nome, Wednesday
Booked

Siberia.

Alaska,

Anchorage,

in

Here
today;

Solid.'

.

.

$25,000

cartoon.

There will be no film credits, except for the main title, in any future
picture produced In Hollywood if
the recommendation, unanimously
adopted by the Film Conservation
Committee, goes through. It is estimated that tbe nameless plan will
save an average of 10,000,000 feet
ot film per year. Jt would eliminate
the mention of actors, directors, associate
producers, writers, tunesmiths, gownsmiths, among many
other people whose feats of artistry are currently emblazoned on

numey to

Washington, June 16.
and Means shelved the
income ceiling idea this
motion being
(Tues.),
adopted to defer action pending
further study.' This means it's dead

Ways

$25,000

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
buy them on a regular basis.

Bodi Army Rags

morning

as far as they are concerned. Chair-'

alibied the committee
felt it could not take the responsisuch Imbility for passing on
portant Issue . without more consideration.
)
'

Hughes Defies Censor

Drive for rigid Income ceilings,
laughed 'bfl originally as a grandNix and Will Roadshow
stand play, was started again Monday (IS) "when the Treasury DeHis
Ondaw' Pic partment laid before the House
Ways tc Means Committee a deAfter holding The Outlaw' on the tailed formula for taking eveiTthing
•heU for almost 18 months, while he ovier a. fixed amount In order to
fought the Hays office and state make sure that 'rich and poor alike
censor boards, Howard Hughes has are giving up the profits of .peacedetermined to launch the film with time in order that we may more efroadshow engagements in the mid fectively prosecute the war.'
viest in August. Release of the pic
Confiscation of everything over
ture is to be accompanied by what $25,000 in the case of single persons
It is claimed by Russell Blrdwell,
and $50,000 for married couples
Hughes' PA, will be 'one of the with limited exceptions—was urged
largest, if not the largest, national on the House revenue-hunters by
newspaper campaign in history of Randolph Paiil, chief braintruster
motion pictures.'
for Secretary of the Treasury Mororiginally gcntbau, with comment only 11,000
Twentieth-Fox
was'
slated to distribute the film, but taxpayers would be bit but the
Hughes '.will handle the roadshow added revenue would amount to
page
(Continued on
55)
$185,000,000
annually.
Paul sug-

Show Kz

Stories

i:

Broadway sure is a hot place, You'd think I was an outlaw, the way
they've turned the heat on... .Tried to get some sleep but it wasn't any
I finally solved the heat problem by going to bed with my fan mall.
They have a very novel way of keeping the patrons cool at the hotel
stopping. .A ialdget..^ts on yqur head and fans you with a
where
piec^ of coipifettt. .. .Walked down -Broadway,
ran Into an'dg<>i][t:who is
so tlght-^jastied he won't even perspire freely... .Walked into Paul Small
at Liiidy's" and there is a smart guy. He was 'wearing a shirt made out
of blotters. Lind^ was a little short-handed In the herring department
200 iiad, already left for the mountains ..to enjoy' their artnual- vacation.
Poor Jack Zero was so limp from the heat, a' herring bit into him twice
before Jack could spear him with his fork.
use.

Vm

^d

Personal Luggage
me that he'd been accorded a signal honor.
have just been made official Gladstones. Stopped
into the Capitol theatre to see the picture 'Broadway' and it was so cold
inside, the actors on the screen were wearing fur coats.
Broadway's a funny place. It's Ihe only place in world where you can
walk Into a theatre and freeze to death, and go out in the street and' get

Allen

The bags imder

who

told

his eyes

a sunstroke.
'While walking along Broadway I signed so many autographs, my mother
couldn't use her right hand all day. It started to rain so I ducked into
an auction shop for a while. I started to bid and before I knew it I had
purchased a solid platinum watch for five bucks. (It's platinum spelled
Stepped into the Theatrical Pharmacy and saw 40 social
B-R-A-S-S)
directors.... (String of Series). I knew they were social directors because they all had plates of borscht tattooed dn their chests. .. .Bought a
magazine there and got the shock of my life, It wasn''t spotted with egg
stains

Very Partial to

man Doughton

BERI.E-ING POINT
By Milton Berle

Saw Fred

defeat

to help now.

PUT ON SHELF

(Continued on page SS)

.

It will cost

Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

CEILING

THE

lyicTOinr

iWar s Vanity Blow-Credits to Vanish

and

coffee.

Strolled down Seventh avenue and beard a girl say to her friend, "That
fellow must be from Hollywood, who else would wear a sign saying 'I'ni
appearing in ''Whispering Ghosts' at yoiir local theatra.' '
Got a little
htmgry so I. walked into the Automat Automat, that's where sandwiches
are in solitary, confinement Somehow the wires got crossed. 'When I put
a nickel in the slot for coffee, the spigot started to sing Tangerine'. .
Was that place crowded. Several acrobats 'walked in and they had to sit
.

three-high.

-

The

-

.

H'WOOD ADJUNa TO
PROMOTE GOOD Wni
Hollywood, June

16.

'studio Public Relations Commit
appointed a group designated as
Special Adjunct for the. purpose of
promoting a better understanding
between the public and the picture
companies. -Alex -Evelove, publicity
director at 'Warners, will supervise

'tee

wprk

as phalrman.

'

Rest clJtiie group will devote full
time to new job for the tihie being,
with John Laloy," Warners, as sub
chairman.
Other^ members are
George Thomas, Paramount; Dan
Thomas, Universal; Bob Doman,
20tb-Fox; Barrett KiesUng, Metro
'

'

•nd Tom

Petty,

RKO.

This Is Army'
Preview
Kate Smith

Berlin's

"This Is the Army,' the Irving Ber
lin soldier musical, wUl be 'pre'
viewed' on the season's finale of the

Kate Smith program June 26. Tunes
•nd some of the sketches from the
Bhow will be used, with soldier mem
bers of the cast participating. Ted
CoUins,

producer-m.c. of the

pro

gram, and Harry Ackerman, Young
tc Rubicam agency supervisor, will
see a rehearsal of "This Is the Army'
this week to, select the material to
1)e aired.

Guests on this Friday night's (19)
Kate Smith show will be Jane Wither^ In a dramatic spot, and Charles
Buggies and Cliarles Wlnnlngcr in a

comedy

he's shaking sand out of

his eyes in Libya or snow out of bis
uniform- in Ice'land, all evidence
pointed this week that a Chaplin-

Gbddard divorce or a Barrymore
death was still of prime Interest to
Joe Doughboy. ChapUn-Goddard unspliclng rates a two-Column cut and
generous story on page four of the
initial issue of Yank, the Army's new
newspaper for Its overseas troops,
while John Barrymore's demise got
him two photos and a full column
(Continued on page 16)

'

sketch.

I went back to my hotel and found a lot of mail waiting for me. After
it I turned it over to the F.B.I.
(I'm not safe anywhere!) I don't
really like the hotel... .they don't let you iron In the elevators. They
sign at thel clerk's desk which reads: "Two can live as cheaply as
one.... provided one sleeps in the linen closet'.,.. I walked into my room
to take a bath. It has a modernistic tub.... an eye dropper 'with faucets
. . . .also a marvelous system to take the place
of towels. After emerging
from the tub, you ring a bell and a Broadway character comes out of the
woodwork and starts making with the hot air. Presto, .and you're dry.
Rang for a bellboy to run an errand for me and when he arrived I had a
terrific urge to find out why they're called bellboys. I tapped him with a
hammer and what do you know. . . .he didn't cblme.
Invited to Frame Hioisclf
Got a long distance call from 20th Century-Fox. They advised me that
they'd just purchased a wonderful picture for me.... all I had to do is
buy the frame.~ They also advised me that in
next picture I will' do

reading

have a

my

Trade Press Outfitting

something completely different. .I'll jSlay a human being.
Decided to take a whir} at the night si>ots again, so I donned my soup
and fish, this time without the horseradish, and ventured forth. Arrived
the at Leon and Eddie's and was about to go in when I was accosted by
Appeal is
film industry for equipment for the Broadway Rose. She told me that she was very mad at the Government
at
hall
recreation
almo^
bare
now
t>ecause it took her rubber sneakejs away (Catch On Keds). Rose also
gested several tight additions to
present law 'in order to wipe out the Army's Training Film Produc- invited me to be her guest at the cocktail room of Bellevue Hospital,
'discrepancies between the' personal tion Laboratory, in the former Far- where she is now a hostess. Finally brushed her off "with a baseball bat
incomes and very high personal in- amount studios at Astoria, L. I. Unit and walked Into Leon and Eddie's. Eddie Davis was in the midst of one
Fort
moved
there
from
recently
comes' as suggested by President
of his parodies tlTat was so risque. /. .his voice blushed.
Monmouth, N. J. Committee of trade
Roosevelt six- weeks ago.
Ran into Henny Youngman there, who told me he'd just signed a terpress execs, headed by Jack Alicoate, rific contract. .. .to restring violins. Finally was seated and sat so clbse
has tiken It upon themselves to ob- to the stage, I got caught in one ot Al Slegal's arrangements. Susan Miller
tain the' equipment
sings 'Tangerine' so forcefully, T got hit with the pita. Left there after
Airfield
for Pic
Pledge has already been received awhile and strolled over to the Stork Club... .The waiters at the place are
from Warner Bros, for a pingpong doing so terrific, they no longer live two in a penthouse.
Given to
Par table, from Metro for a piano. Na- Ran Into Dorothy Kilgallen, who told me she was going to write a story
tional Screen Service for a combo about my life.... as a warning to small boys.
phono-radio, and United Artists for
Hollywood, June 10.
four lounge chairs. Urgently needed
Airfield used by Paramount in the are games, records, books, magazines, 'Variety' Story Inspired
Author of ShaHgri-La
filming of 'Waka Island' has been chairs and tables and pictures.
Drive
Current
turned over to tha Navy for war
Contributions, whether in the form
Jost Misses Doolittle,
purposes.
Official of the New Yorl^ State
of the actual equipment or a check
Located 'somewhere In California,' to providie It, may be sent to the War Bond and Stamp (Committee told
the runway Is being re-surfaced ior Signal Corps Photographic Lab fund showmen that the current Minute
Shangri-La Flyer
Man exploitation campaign was inuse in wet or dry weather.
In care of 'Variety,' N. Y.
spired by b page one story in 'VaMemphis, June 16.
riety' several weeks ago to the effect
that the Four-Mindte Man of World
General' Jlmmie Ddolittle, AmeriWar 1 was coming back into theatres. can flyer who 'bomt>ed Tokyo from
The- Four-Minute Man idea was Shangri-La, crossed the trail of
for four-minute speakers in theatres James Hilton,
who
the author,
to urge purchase of Liberty Bonds.
created the mythical Tibetan Utopia,
Minute Man ad copy iii' Qie dailies here last week. But they didn't
is currently preparing public for ad- meet
ditional bond and stamp purchases.
Hilton came to Memphis for background material on another Yankee
hero of World War II, Lieut Commander Corydoh Wassell, the former
High Bracket Clan
medical missionary whom President
Roosevelt singled out for praise In
Blamed for
hia radio, talk April 28, the British
author having been hired by Cecil
Quota Flop B. DeMiUe, to do the script on DeMllle's film biography of Wassell.
Doollttle was here on a secret
Hollywood, June 16.
Film industry contributed $143,- military mission, his presence con152.41 to the USO, falling short of its cealed from the public until after
quota of $150,000. High salaried pic- his departure
Neither knew the
ture people who have "neglected to
(Continued on page J8)
contribute are l>eing paged this week
to make up the required sum. William Koenig, head of the Industry
Y. Cinematic Literati
campaign, reported the returns from
Feting Bill Fadintan
Individual organizations:
General Service Studios, $335.10;
story editors of the major comMonogram, $525; Walt Disney Pro- panies, publishers, agents and other
ductions, $1^28.50; Producers Releas- of his friends are taking over the
ing Corp., $11725; Technicolor, $1,- second floor ot Sardl's; N. Y., next
222.15; Hal Roach, $1,015; Edward Monday (22). for a farewell luncheon
Small Productions, $527; Alexander for WUllam J. Fadiman, who has
Korda Productions, $316; David O. been Metro's eastern story editor.
Selznick Productions, $940; Samuel
Fadiman leaves for the Coast next
Goldwyn Studios, $2,256.50; Republic, Wednesday (24) to' become assistant
$4,102.08; AUied Industry Groups, to
Kenneth MacKenna, chief of
"Abbott and Costelle demonstrate conclusivtly once mora that they $24143; Artists Managers Guild,
$5,- Metro's -stoiy and 'writing departr* th* funnltit pair In Hollywood."
000; Columbia, $7,374.76; RKO, $8,- ments.
Olln Clark, who was assoBARNES, New York Herald Tribune. 723; Universal, $9,500; Warners, $10,- ciate editor of
Liberty Mag, took
Untvarial Picturas
Chas* A Sanborn Hour, NBC-Red
000; Paramount, $16,641.82; Metro, over Fadiman's eastern ppst MonUnder Personal Managemsnt oft
$33,246.19, and 20tlj-poXj $26,084.65.
day (^).. ,
'

'the

Friendly Letters

Whether

Astoria Recreation
being

. .

HeU

made within

Bob

.

Nayy by

-

Minute

Man

The

'

HVood

USO

N.

Tex, the Old Smoothie
Hollywood, June

16,

The
the

Smoothest Gal in Town' is
official title of film rendition of
life story, the result

Texas Guinan's
of a huddle

and

title

among Paramount execs

wranglers.

Ann Sheridan from
for the top role fell through,
causing Paramount to hunt for another femme lead. Claude Binyon
Deal to borrow

Warners

has been recalled to make- a few
cbanges la tbie script

ABBOTT

and COSTELLO

—HOWARD

.

EDWARD SHERMAN

.

MiscEixAinr
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H wood Taps Its

Ingenid^, Cottmg

BEING DEPLETED

H'wood Ersatz

Holljrwood, June 16.

Juves for War Duty
Fast As They Are Developed
Studios Playing
It Safe With Femmes and
Story Values

Call

Bets,

Hollywood, June

ftrlct letter of the law. But there's
one prop alone In the Warners pic-

ture, 'Watch On the Bhine,' that
cost $50,000 If it's worth the change
out of quarter. None the less,
everything Is strictly according to
Culbertson.
The $50,000 prop dldnt cost the

studio a nickel. It's a huge crystal
chandelier, which was needed for a

scene depicting., the German emGlittering
bassy In Washington.
gadget came out of the drawing
room of Jack Warner's home. That's one way in which Hollywood currently is resorting to In'

genuity, iijstead of. carefree exuberance, in the matter of production.
Here's another:
Paramount needed a boat, a big
boat. In its $2,000,000-budget producthe Bell Tolls,' It
tion, 'For

That, however, is Just a part of
the pattern by which Hollywood Is
settling down to the grim but necessary busii^ess of turning out cost-

(Continued on page 52)

MELVYN DOUGLAS SLAPS
CUTENESS IN WAR NEWS
Boston, June 16.
Certain radio broadcasts and gov«rnment officials were accused of
presenting the war to the American
public in a- siUy and frivolous fashIon by Melvyn Douglas, film a-:tor,
speaking at the United Nations Fl^g
Day benefit here at the Boston Gardens.
'There Is nothing cute about this
war,' Douglas said. 'We should not
nbc- up jingles and entertainment
with announci^ments of- men dying
In battle and ship losses. In- an attempt to present the news pleasantly, radio is injecting entertainment
«s a comedy relief, in the midst of
war news.
'The American public is adult and
can take its war news straight. The
ioldlers and sailors have to take it
In undiluted forms. The public Is
being told much nonsense in an
amusing way about how the saving
of rubber will win the war.
'The men who are fighting and
dying on the battldflelds of the
world will win the war. There is
nothing cute about thousands of men
dying daily. The rationing and conservation program should ce presented without trills In a forthright
inanner. People, read their news In
straight, undiluted form In the newst>apers and so it should be presented
on the radio.'
.

—

LIKE LAST

WAR

'

duction.

Hollywood, June

Music Pub Abe Ofanan's
6-Year-Old Daogbter

May Be Metro Fmd
Caroline
Olman,
six-year-old
daughter of the general manager of
Metro's aRillated music publishing
interests. Is expected to be the answer to 'the three-month search by
the studio for a kid to play the title
role In 'Journey for Margaret.' Tal
ent- department Interviewed
1,600
children in Its quest, and the studio
was just about to the point of shelving the picture when the diamond
was discovered In Its own backyard,
Curiously enough, however. It
wasn't tbroygh her father, Abe Ol
man, g. m. of Bobbins, Feist and
Miller music publishing outfits, that
Al
little Caroline was discovered.
Altman, Metro's chief talent booner
in the east, who has been directing
the search, found her in^ a routine
gander at the kids In the Professional
Children's School, N. Y.
He directed a test of her at the

16.

'Cherchez la femme!
Find the
Woman,' invariably said Inspector
Curio of the Paris Surete with a
knowing smirk whenever, In the
pages of French detective flctlonr
something very drastic had happened
to someibody.
Like, say, a slightly
severed wishbone.
So? So that's
approximately what the heads of the
Hollywood studios are saying now.
.

For something very drastic
pening to them.

Whom

had a very splendid bomber-type
plane, but no boat. Warners needed
a bomber for 'Air Force' and had
only a boat from Its 'Across the
Pacific' So -.Warners now has Par's
bomber and Par has Warners' boat,

Up

As

16.

Diversion of material used in
pictures into defense plants reveals that substitutes are in- use
at the studios for 50 basic items
necessary to war production.
On the ersatz list, are wood
and concrete for steel, wood, for
wrought Iron, ferrouis metals for
bronze and brass, copper for
galvanized Iron, plaster work
and cloth for wall board and
Douglas fir plyboard panels,
papier mache for liquid latex
and sponge rubber, cellulose
tape for rubber bands.
Other substitutes are in process of experimentation by techiiical experts who estimate there
will be standing material for
nearly every Item used In pictures but more vital to war pro-

Is

hap-

War is drastic, although that isn't
exactly, what Sherinan said.
And
this time, as In 1918, It's cutting
Hollywood off at the- pants legs. It's
calling aU male stars faster than
they can be replaced.
ing the replacements.

It's

even

call-

OWES

mm

-,

$100,000

On A&O

.

Glen pavenaar and Dick

liams,

Johnson.
Title, of the picture
Can't Escape Forever.'

Zanock Back

Is

"You

roll's

'Vanities'

when revues ^com-

'

Hollywood, June 16.
Metro will parade many of its
across the screen in The
Younger Profession,' central figure
of which is Virginia Weidler, playing the role of an autograph hound
stars

rambling through the Culver City
studio.

Producer
lining up

Is

—

-

—until

in U.

S^

20th-Fox Execs Meet

Him

Later on Coast

CbL Darryl

F. Zanuck, In England

the government began turn-

ing out its own reels. The British
Industry, including branches, of Hollywood concerns, has pitched In
whble-heartedly, according to Bernstein, but is -naturally looking at the
boxofflce receipts and Is hesitant
'

ven-

undertaking nimierous

about

tures that the various governmental
agencies wanted plctoriallzed.
To provide U.S. officials with concrete ideas of what England has atfor the Army for the past four
tempted In the cinematized ballyhoo
weeks, returned to the United States and education line, the British Press
(15).

He was

In

New York

one day and then went to Washington, where he is expected to remain
for the next couple of weeks.
Other 20th-Fox execs In the meantime have rearranged their plans
for a Coast trip in order tO' meet
Zanuck at the studio and discuss
plans for next season with him.
Prez Spyros Skouras, sales chief
Tom Connors and pub-ad topper
Hal Home will leave New York

contemplates- following

Service

up

Benny Zeldman, who
the studio names for

Cliff

HaU Cot Up

m

Row,

Sight of

Eyr Efldang^ered

'

Beimstein's visit with a special showTop
ing of selected English films.
men from tha
relations
public
White House down—wlll .be Invited
to ogle both the professional and

—

governmental product
With opinion widespread that tha
(Continued on page 24)

MARTHA

SCOm PLAY

FALL

THEATRE AUTHORITY
SPLITS UP p,000

appea^nce was

Actress' last legit

off the top of all benefits
nected with the war effort Similar
$25,000, fund was diVvied up last November. Total distributed since TA
was founded seven years ago Is now

around

Army and Navy

Trad*

Muk

FOUNDED BT

$150,000.

Additional kitty of about $12,000
has been roUed'up in the past couple
representing
months,
15% from
Relief

shows and

other war benefits. This is collected
by the United Theatrical War Ac-

Committee and will be split
up later between Theatre Authority
and the American Theatre Wing.

lUtlitena

BIUIl

BtliVERU At)

PabUnhcd WtcUif bj TABIBTX, IM.
Bid SilvemUD, Prtildant
1(4 West 4etb Strett. Me* Tork, N.T.

BOBSCRIPTION
Annual
$10
Single Coplea.,

Forelcn. . . .r. .Ill
;..,.2S CenU

tivities

Barrymore Estate Of
'Oyer f 10,000' WiUed

To Three

Children

all

U

Blythe, 10, are heirs to his estate,
filed for probate in Superior Court
His four former wives, Katherine
Corri Harris, Michael Strange, Dolores Costello and Elaine Barrle,
were expressly barred from Inheritance, nor was any provision made
for his brother, Lionel, or his sister,

VoL

No; 2

147

lakt week's $20,000 dlwy- sent
$1,875 each to Equity, Chorus Equity,
Guild,
American
Screen Actors
Guild of Musical Artists, American
Federation of Radio Actors, American Guild of Musical Artists, League
of New York Theatres and Authors
League to be used fpr their own
charities.
In addition $1,000 each
went to the Actors'. Fund, Stage Relief, Jewish Theatrical Guild, Episcopal Actors'. Guild and Negro Actors' Guild.

tNDEX
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30 Insurance companies.
Cliff CSharlle') Hall, who was seComic team, currently playing In verely cut up last Thiirsday night Ethel.
Not Corhed
Executors of the estate, valued at
•Who Done It,' hops oft Aug. 1 on (11) in a West 44th street, N. Y.,
- (Continued- on page 38)
• War Bond selling tour of 30 cities, bar by a Canadian 'soldier wielding
Lo$ Angeles, June 16,
traveling chiefly by airplane.
a broken glass, may retain the sight
Annual charity baseball game beof his right eye after alL He Is currently In the N. Y. Eye St Ear Hostween Comedians and Lieadlng Men,
British Nitery Ceilings
underpital, where he. has already
Heflin'^
in doubt for a while because of war
gone plastic surgery.
London, June 16.
restrictions, will be held this year as
Hall, best known for his work
Lord Woolton, Minister of Food, usual at Wrigley Field early in
Hollywood, June 16.
with Jack Pearl ('Vas you dare,
Last picture for Van Heflin for Sharlle'), says that he had been rib- has issued an order that the high- August. Proceeds go to the '^ount
the duration is "The Man on Ameri- bing the Canadian soldier, an Amer- est prices that may be charged for Sinai hospital and Free Clinic.
After a conference with military
ca's Conscience,' currently In work ican found to have been arrested dinner. Including dancing and enterhotels authorities, the game; was placed in
at Metro.
Actor will be Inducted two or three times before going to tainment, at the high-class
into the Army as soon as the flim Is Canada to enlist. He was held for and restaurants, shall be not more charge of a motion picture committee
including George Marshall, Al Rofinished.
felonious assault, after it had been than $3.75.
The maximum price of any meal gell, Edward Sutherland, Jack WarHeflin was also slated for a top established -that he first broke the
role In the David O. Selznlck pro- glass on the bar and then jabbed anywhere Is to be $1 and consist of ner, Dave Butler and Samuel L.
Briskln.
at least three courses.
ducUon, 'Keys of the Kingdom.'
HaU with tha jagged edge.

Army Nmnber Up

success in turning out 'factual' war
films.
This is the clearly implied
belief of Sidney, L. Bernstein, head
of the British Ministry of Information's motion picture wo(k.
Careful not to seem to be telUnet
us how to run our o'wn affairs, the
Britisher, at a special showing for
the press, explained our English allies did not achieve a satisfactory
degree of- success from the' viewpoint of getting Information acros9

.

METRO PARADES STARS
TOUNGER PROFESH'

16.

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello have
been Insured for $1,000,000 by Universal, with policies split up among

timers reporting for work on one
Oldsters were Monte Blue,
set.
Crelghtoh Hale, Fred Kelsey,
Jack Mower, Leo White, Frank
Mayo, Mitchell Lewis, Charles
Ijoah
Panzer,
Paul
Dudley,
Balrd, Vera Lewis, Lottie Wil-

~ ON B'WAY

Los Angeles, June 16.
something like the
incidental
John Barrymore's three children,
Paramount idea in 'Star Spangled
Diana, 21; Dolores, 12, and John
Rhythm.'

Via

Washington, June 16.
UntU the United States Government goes directly Into production
the U.S.- is bound to have haphazard

to Roost

Hollywood, June 16.
studio looked like
home'comlng' week, with 14 old.

gamers

'

likely to tour.
the kid described in W. L. White's
When he was In the chips, White
story, from which the pic is being
plunged heavily at the race track.
made, being only four.
At one time 'he was ahead $500,000
on the ponies and, when advised to
quit, said he would run° the string
. to $1,000,000. White thought the
races were a soft 'touch after winning $125,000 on a race In which
IN
Arnold Rothsteln also
the late
(Continued on page 50)

Insarance PoUoy

Hollywood, June

Home

Propaganda Chief Advises

for the Coast June 26.
Reports from Britain last week reTHIS
George White, once In the big vealed that ^anuck participated in a
mohey on Broadway, went Into Commando raid and took the whole
bankruptcy last week, filing a peti- Commando course of training.
Martha Scott, who left for the Coast
tion In Los' Angeles totaling liabiliyesterday (Tuesday) wtth. her husties of 'more than $100,000.' The for
band, rqdlo director Carlton Alsop,
mer vaude hoofer, who produced a
is tentatively set to do a Broadway
series of 'Scandals' which vied with
play' in the fall. She's due badt ^st
Flo Ziegleld's 'Follies' and Earl Carin August to. start rehearsals.
-

bits,

glut's Value Pat

British

manded high prices, plans a comein Frederick Lonsdale's "Foreigners.*
She first drew attentlpn in 'Our
Fox-Movietone studios in Manhattan back next season. He bought 'Pau'
Theatre Authority last week split
ama Hattle,' last stage production of
Town,' later repeating it on tha
last week and preliminary reports
a $20,000 melon, made up of the
from the studio are favorable. Only Buddy DeSylva, and will lour it .A 15% for 'show biz charities skimmed
'Scandals' picture house unit Is also
fear Is that she Is slightly too old;
not con-

is

WORTH. A MILLION

To Get Over Tactual' War Message,

Monday

So, say the studios, "why try to re(Continued on page 38)

WHITE

ft

U. S. Needs to Produce Films Itself

MULE RAiS FAST

Corners to Get Under $5,000 Ceiling
There's a $5,000 celling on studio
by edict of the War Production
Board, and the picture people are
most anxious about and. Indeed, Insistent upon keeping wlthlh the

,
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WAR

Tjiey

Davis Says Mellett s Govt.

FOm Bureau WiD

Continue

'

Eisenhower Aides

—

—

Washington, June 16.
Administrative officer and No.
2 man in the new Office of War
Information is understood probably tp be Milton S. Eisenhower,
former chief of the Agriculture
Department's ramified informa-

war efTort, Elmer Davis told
•Variety' Monday U5). Davis admitIn the

that he has only the. haziest
knowledge of pictures, although he'^
anxious to acquire as much knowl-

ted

edge

-as

War

Office of

Mellett will continue \yith the activ-.
Ities he wair carrying on, Davis asEerted. He said that he had spoken
to Mellett by phone Monday &nd that
'he has, promised to go along with
me.'
'Films are a field In which I am
only dimly acquainted,' Davis declared. They're something I mtist and
want' to learn as much about as fcan'
I have no
as quickly its possible.
Idtas at all as yet as to the part
they should play in' the War effort.'
He's had, however,' many offers -ofassistance on the film situation already, he said, and appreciated all
help In getting it clarified. He expects .to get to '.Washlogtort today
(Wednesday) or tomorrow to get
Into the actual busine'sis- 61 handling'
•
his new duties.
He stressed, tiiat an administrative
•ffieer, still to be named,.'Would bandSe
the actual reorganization of agencies
consolidated under hi^ command,
t Thii?.
official will determine where
the former Office of Government
(Continued on page 23)

th« Pacific Coast.
Eisenhower would serve under Elmer Davis, head of the
OWI, and be in complete, charge
of administrative and operating
matters.

'

'

^

-

HOWARD

WILLIE

Fiftaenth succ«aiful weak, "Priorof 1942" «t td* 4«th Stmt

FL.MonmoQdiPreeins

York.
"Kverytlme I ae« Willie Howrnd I
regret the "wasted y«ars when I
. Either
didn't think he yraa funny
he's changed or I have leai'ned bet-

Soldiers

for

ter,

and

conitc,

Kayos Camp Credit and

New War Department
exchange

post

I

do not care

peats himself

In Balto; 160,000 Attendance in 4

a major

r

if

attendance

at

All-Sports

Bond

Rally of

be

'

.

N. J, June

^Fi^rt Momiivputh',

16.-

two inland.
Attendance relief Ainds. Actbrs' contributions
show that these free' camp were oii the comedy side, but some
now playing to 80% of were inspiring and show business
population as against 70-80% when provided a change of pace that
a 20c admission was charged. First helped provide ah entertaining aftshows at ci^p, which begin 'directly ernoon. Humraity and threatening
after dinner, have attracted far (let- weather kept dowb attendance, but
ter patronage than the second per- more than 12,000 were present.
Two name bands' and comedians
formances beginning at 8:30.
Wiping out credit at post "ex- turned tbfr trick so far as Broadway
changes is said to be first result of is concerned, with Ray 'Bolger being
fatter $50 pay' envelopes.
Reason all Over the park. He got yells with,
given is to eliminate paper work his otie-mah bo'xlng bit, 'after Joe
and bookkeeping. CZash on delivery I^ouis appeared in a four-round exis expected. to hit hard sale of beer hibition in a ring pitched arbUnd
and cigarettes in army canteens. second base. The thamp received a
Hitherto' a soldier could put up to scroll from the boxing writers, Jim30% .of his monthly pay 'on the cuff' mie Walker making the address.
*
at the exchanges:
(6ontiuued on page 55)
.
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Uncle
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.
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.

.

'

provide

the

maximum

.lighting should
.

Unshielded Guard.

consist of

,
'

'

'

'

'

no more

Show

in

War

Balto, Bot

Get Cheerfol

Wekome

Baltimore, June 16.
Local visit' of the Allied war
heroes sponsored by the Treasury
Department, and handled by i the
War Activities Committee of the
.'Motion Picture Industry,^ ran into
some opposish from the Suil^up' of
the Army War Show, which preemed
on .same night, Friday (12).
Local setup, headed by exhibitor
Izzy Rappaport, nevertheless put on
a potent welcome for, the heroes,
starting with a reception at the airport hy the mayor'and an. imposing

war

American Theatre Wing

-

stage Door Canteen Capers

By RAOIE HARRIS
{Chairman, Entertainment Commit-,
tee)

,

Two

.

.

.

'

'

—

.

MVaukee

armed

L. A. to

forces,

Brewers' Mask Ball, which has
Metro tops the list with 185, followed by 20th-Fojt, 137; Warners, been oiie of the town's most picand gemuethiicb annual
125; Paramount,' 125; Universal, 93; turesque
Columbia. 71; Disney, 58; RKO, 54; social events for many decades, or.
Republic,' 45; Goldwyn, 34; Leon since the early Germans first began
making
beer
in this bailiwiclc, has
Schlesinger,
Monogram,
23;
21,
been called off for the duration of
Roach, 17.

Republic Pictures has 31 in U. S.
services, the' N. Y. homeoffice
At Schwartzberc's ,ShMt
being represented by eight presently
Al Schwartzberg, former radio
serving, the colors. The N. Y. branch
Jaffe's Western Trek of Republic has one" man fn .the kag"\Vritet'.for XoU 'Holtz^aHai-^Phil
Baker and Broadway p.a., who has
''...'
Execs of 'the United Theatrical army. "
Victor Santomassimo and Friin- been in service. at Fort Monmouth,
War Activities Committee, scheduled
to visit Chicago last week to discuss cis Soule, have 'tommissions, former N. J., has been transferred to the
coordination there with. New Y<irk a second lieutenant in the Army Training Film Production Laboraand Hollywood ou use of talent for while Soule is an Army first lieute- tory in New York. He's been dojng
a humor column for the Monmouth
various activities connected with the nant
paper.
war, postponed their departure until
Arthur Adler, of Metro's h.o. pubtoday (Wcdnesd&y). Trio going are
Ralph ClBrl«, Jr., a Lieut.
James Sauter, exec director of
Ralph Clark, Jr., branch manager licity department, enlisted in radio
UTWAC; Abe Lastfogel, one of the for Warner Bros, in Sydney, Auatva- public relations division of Army
directors and head of. USO-Camp lia, and son of Ralph Clark; com- Air Corps.
shows. Inc., and Henry Jafle, coun- pany's Australian managing direcBud NeUer lUy Join
sel to the Associated Actors and tor, has been commissioned a lieuArtistes' of America.
Charles
(Bud) Netter,. son of
tenant in the U, S. Navy.
Both
Sauter and Jaffe will, return to Clark and his father returned re- Leon D. Netter,. Pai-amount homcKew York at, the end of the week, cently from Sydney.
oRice. theatre executive, considering
while Lastfogel will continue on at
going into air service. He gradthe Coast. After, tending to some
uated
last
week from Fordham
Uajer Anatol Lltvak
busine..^ in Hollywood, he expects' to
Prep, N. Y., where he had been on
Washington, June 16.
take
few weeks' vacation at ArAnatol Litvak has been commis- the footbMl tean.
Last summer
«owhea<J,',
sioned a major in the U. S. Army.
(Continued «a page 24)
.

armed

And

'

Wayne
Pete

.

^

.

'

Y.

Ball.

Bamum,

Hugh

3raley.

.

..^

Macdonald Carey,
Pat Casey.
B. G.

the war, according to notification to
the Auditorium where 10,000 to 12,000 persons were attracted to every

De

Jimmy

Sylva.

Durante.

Da've Epstein.

Len«uH,ome.

-EvelyliKKiS^--

funfest

Reason is said to be the Brewery
Workers union, sponsors of the
event, feared some df the maskers'
conceptions of what constitutes comedy might provoke trouble.

N

Harold Axl^h.

.

•

Sauter, Lastfogel

industries.'

Idea behind the promotion is the
stimulation of interest' in the army
as well as an actual demonstration
(Continued on page 23)

'

BepbMIC's 31 in Service

than four 75-watt bulbs.

'

.

Heroes Up Against

Polish captains, whose harcommittee of local biggies from all rowing escape from a concentration
phases of the town's activity. Fol- camp disguised as priests and peaslowing a trip to the Glenn L. Mar- ants' over several frontiers would
tiik' aircraft factories and a luncheon
make thrilling fihn fodder, paid
addressed by Gov. Herbert R. O'Con- their first visit to the Canteen the
nor, the thirteen British and Amer- other 'nii^t and were immediately
ican
heroes headlined* a liarade taken in hand by two of their fclthrough the business sector and to low cotrntrymeur Edward Raquello
the War Memorial Plaza, where a and Virginia Harriet.
Film director has been working with
rally was addressed by the heroes
Both captains, decorated for bravanother
ex - HoUywoodi.te, Major and
local officials.
elry, but who must be nameless for
Frank Capra, on morale films for
'•Following the rally the group' at- reasons of state, confessed that their
troops for the past few months.
tended a dinner at- the Belvedere' first lessons in English were limitied
He tm-ned down a directorial as- hotel given prior to the opening
of to thi-ee plwases ^^Good Morning,
signment from 20th-Fox, for whom the War show at the
Stadium, which Good Night, I Love You.*
he recently niegged This Above AH,"
(Continued on page 22)
Whereupon ^e quickly assured
to accept the commission.
them that;they had been taught the
wriong sequeniie. Chronologically, it
.Over 1,«M Filmen In
..'(Continued on page 22)
Brewers
Cancel
Hollywood, June 16.
Studio survey reveals more than
Party for the Duration
l.OOO film workers are with the
Milw.aukee, June 10.
'

.

.

16.

slated for a

tour of 16 cities, preemed here at
the'mimicipally owned Stadium FriRain hampered
day night <12)i
opening night attendance, with some
20,000 Spectators scattered throughout the bowl's capacity of 80,000.
Considerable pickup was noted Saturday, with subsequent nights of the
four-day stay also on the upbeat.
Advance ticket sale made available
a conjbliiatlon ticket for SSc, good
for show and adjoining static exhibit
under can-vas. Otherwise, b.o. was
scaled at 55c for show and ah extra
2Sfc for the sideshow.
Estimated total attendance tor the
four-day run 'was 160,000, which was
big considering the weak getaway.
Layout, which reveals considerable
showmanship, enlists an 'army personnel, of some 1,500 men selected
from various branches of the army.
Designated as a special task force
for further training, outfit demons,
strates workings of the army in action as well as practical utilization
of various equipment and materiel
now being turned out by the nation's

Sam sRoDCafl

'

'

—

investigate.

against
charts

First of about 35 outdoor theatres
to be '.erectid in camlps with the
financial aid^ of USO-camp Shows,
It
Inc., '.has been completed here.
vis, to- be Inaugurated with the
•(Jolng'to Town' GSI unit last Frill^ (12) but rain forced the show
Indoors.
^
'TheMre, designed for CSI by Clark.
Robinson, is just about the epitome
for^thu sort of thing, with the appearance of massive dignity given
^
by the stage, its complete equipment
and the well-laid out and inclined
Capt. 'Vinceiit G. Hart
eats tor an audience of 6,000. There's
Vincent G. Hart, formerly ^eastern
atanding'room.on the sides for tl)puhead of the Hays office. Production
'
•ands more.
Plans are being made to.;iU^ it C\ide Administration arid former asfor films,' as well as shows,
an sistant to the N. Y. State Attorney
•xtra, portable apron is being^built General, reported for duty' last, week
for the stage' to. make it suitable foir in the U. S. Army as captain with
dancing.
CSr iui-nished $500 for the MiliUry Police.. He will be temconstruction materials, to which- the porarily stationed at (^ivernor's Is-;
camp added from Its recreation fund. land, New York.
Hart, who also served as deputy
Camp also provided the labor.
DJmout on the Coa;;t is forcing the state comptroller in N. .V. state and
addition of a canvas top for the stage aid^ to E. F. Jaeckle, chairman of
to prevent sky -glow. Xiieut.. Huly £. the G. O. P. state, committee^ reBray, Special Services officer; here, cently had been practiung law in
was planning lllumii)ation running New York. He had also been an
intelligend^ officer of the N. Y.
up. to 100,000 watts. Dimout orders

—

What the boys were whisper-r
Ing, he discovered, were explo'natlons to each other of '^at
was happening on the stage.

'

.

'

legit

After this had gone on sev,eral
times', the manager got curious
about all the talk and decided to

\m

Under new plan bcioks still
sold, but on a strictly cash
Previously books were delivered at time of purchase, price
By JACK PULASKI
taken out of the pay envelope.
Show' people figured prominently
Army dimout orders also affect
(^amp open air shows on the Atlan- in the all-sports carnival held at the
Grounds Sunday (14) contic seaboard. Only one show a night Polo
will be' given in these ,areas,' as ducted in aid of the Anny and Navy
20c.

to

soldiers

'

Wiuiout the books single admission

basis.

of

Pan.'
Soldiers were making so much
noise whispering that it was
necessary to stop the performance and ask them to be quiet.

'

will

The Army War Show,

Broadway concerning

toured by USO-Camp
Shows, Inc, during the past
most of the boys had
never seen legit before is an
incident that took place in a
camp playing 'Out of the Frying
season

of

service .picture theatres. ..Under former "policy soldiers could buy. the
coupon books at a 40% discount,'' reducing the single admission to 14c.

was

to

shows

Journal-American.

Showfdk Hypo

order elimcredit,
or

back

reaction

.16.

hundreds

HOWARD BURMAN

By

.

Baltimore, June

he re-

forever.'.'

'

Interpreting the Art
Among stories that have trickled

,

what the Army, calls 'jawbone,' may
effect

Days

,

JOHN ANDERSON,

B.O.

'Washington, June
inating

.obviously

Is

V

CineW

May Dent

he

.

35 Odtdoor

Theatres in Camps
t

Plr^nis Impressively

New

shows are

'

War Show

itiei

Theatre,

,

f 50 Pay for

:

First of

Baltimore, June 1'6.
(12). wound up .with $100 bond
Visit of war heroes here
admission shindy at the Variety Club. During a luU in the entergarnered
from
the loifal niteries, visiting
tainment, supplied by acts
heroes took hold and actually stole the show.
A bemedaled Scotch youth played the harmonica in potent style and
gave out with typical ditties of the homeland, while another Comi
sesh
and
mando provided a
of Impressions
recitations of t>ro^f Clonal
worth. Not to be. outdone by the Britishers, Lieut. Elliott Vand'evanter, 'local boy,, who attained the Distinguished Flying Cross and
Silver Star. for air exploits In th^ Philippines, had .them rolling in the
t>f
Eddie
Xtavlti^iNShe "Went Up"the Mountaliy' ditty.
aisles with' Versions
Vandevanter, celeliratlng his 25tb birthday during his visit here, ^as
presented with a cake and all the trimmings diulng the day's functions.

Ariny

and now head of
agency resettling Japanese

the

moved from

Information, into

which has been' consolidated all Government agencies dealing- with news.
That includes the
Blid propaganda.
Oiflice of Government Film Coordinator, which Lowell lU'eUett heads.
Despite th# abolition of his offifce,

^1.

Own

Imeir

tion services

possible about them.

Former CBS commentator ^yas
named over the weekend to head the

new

BrQi^t
Mday

Its

Functions; Embarrassed by Praise
Thei e will be no sweeping changes
for a while, anyway in the part
films are being called upon to. play

Jane 17, 1942

It^e'l^esdax,

ACTIVITIES

.

'

Arthur Homblow,
Henry Klinger.
Henry Ltysing.
Johnny Mercer,
Mike Newman.

••

Jr.

Oscar Oldknow.
.

Training

Army

Photogis

Hollywood, June 16.'
Research Council of Academy of
Arts and Sciences is setting up a
special training course for Army
Photographers, in response to an
appeal by the War Department
Instruction will be supplied by
studio and news cameramen and
laboratory workers.
Army needs
hundreds of photographers for the
Signal Corps.

Jerry Safron.
Mark Sandrtch.

Robert Taplinger.
Carey Wilson.'

N. Y. to L. A.
Carlton Alsop.

Les Brown.
Harry Cohn.
Art Deakina.
Joe' Glazer.

Gilbert Martin.

Arthur Murray.
Martha Scott.

,

.

.
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RKO

Floyd Odlmn WiU Direct

AIM AT LOCALES RKO Seeks

Mairs More Actively From Now On
Whether be personally takes an
executive post in .company administration or Is prevented from doing
so due to reasons of health, combined
with his Government activities in
Washington, Floyd Odium will from

RKO

policy
direct
accouiits
all
henceforth. Odium Is also reported
to have, invited Ed Weisl, attorney
and member of the Paramount board
of -directors, to act as "special adviser
company matters. Weisl,
on
who aided in the Paramount reorganization, with his knowledge of
picture industry matters, could be of

RKO

"

At d

late,

hour vesterdav

3.

Miller Walfcer, secretortf of RKO,
Inc., was still uncertain whether
stockholders meeting at
the
Dover, Del., scheduled /or todav.
would proceed or again be adjourned. Meeting has been adjourned twice previously, vlnce

RKO

June

•

was a
good chance the meeting would
be held atid that cpmpany business would be discussed but
staUi

there

could not make' it de/Inite.

RKO

setup
inestimable value In the
if inclined to respond to the
suggestion.
He has been close to
Odium for some time past and a seat
directorate would not
on the
be unlikely in that event
Odium and' the Rockefeller interalso,

RKO

ests are now believed agreed on a
policy. Details, such as appointment of a chief administrative
officer for RKO, were reported un-

Following

reports

prevalent

for. around three months that
he was stepping down as president of RKO, George J. Schaeler

Issued

the following statement
Friday (12):
'Mr.
Schaefer today stated
that some time ago he had informed the principal stocldiolders of RKO that he did not wish
to continue as president or be
re-elected at the annual meeting of the stockholders. He has
also advised his board of directors that while he had been contemplating such action for some
time he .would be -willing to
go along as at present until the
annual meeting of stoclcholders,
providing this meeting was not
tmduly delayed. This meeting Is
now scheduled to be held on
Wednesday, June 17, at Dover,
last

Dela-warc.'

Schaefer has been on a weekto-week basis with RKO for
some time past. Actual date of
his departure has not been set,
although he has been figuring
on puUing out of his office at
RKO around June 30, perhaps

-

earlier.

The RKO board of directors
has not yet acted upon Schaefer's resignation, but is expected
to

do so following stockholders

meeting.

common

Frefer Actioners

settled early this week though some
talk' was current that an acting

president might be appointed.
this connection the names of

In

Ned

Now With Topical

Depinet and N. Peter Rathvon were
stlU linked.

Meetlnx Today

—

shareholders meeting, twice
postponed previously, Is scheduled
for today (Wednesday) at Dover,
Del. It is understood that directors
will be elected and that the resignation, of George J. Schaefer is to
be acted on. Though unconBrmed
reports are that most of the 11 RKO
directors' are to be re-elected. Odium
has expressed" a wish for new blood
in the directorate. In' any -event replacements on the directorate could
be made at any time in the future
by the controlling interests. Coming up for reelection as directors are
Raymond Bill, N. Peter Itathvon,
Ned E. Depinet, John M. Whltaker,
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., L. P. YandeU, T. P. Durell, F. L. Ehrman, L.

Lawrence Green and De Witt MUl.

Odium

Is

still

ready to

sell

his

Wartime Flavor
Minneapolis, June

holdings in RKO, from all accounts,
if a good enough offer is made.
Odium has Invested over $6,000,bDO In
opinion.
the company and is asking between
$7,000,000 and $8,000,000.
close to that figure would

An

offer

be given

10.

In this territory, which always
has been one of the l^est for westerns anywhere, the horse operas are
slipping In favor of mors timely
presedt-day war action films, local
exchanges reveal. Grosses for the
westerns have dropped in most spots
as much as 60%, not due as much
to the general boxoffice slump in
the smaller, towns, because of loss of
population to the armed forces and
larger cities (although this also is a
factor), ~ according to branch manager and salesmen's interpretation
and analysis. The principal reason
for the current* trend is a change
in public taste in these small towns
and rtfral communities, in-the trade's

When

rooting,

they

crave

tooting

shooting,
pictures,

for
action

—

'

in the .upbeat of strong screen fare
this summer. Numerous major companies expect to have at least one
of these 'tough' war pictures available for exhibitors In tiie next- two

months.
String of strong product some of
it not definitely set on actual release
dates but expected to hit the market in the next 60 days. Is virtually
luheard of for the torrid weather
period.
While,, they

may be

overly optimistic, numerous distributors are
fairly well sold on the Idea that the
size of the theatre audience in main
key cities will be unduly big this
summer. It's predicated on. the Idea
that the bulk of residents in the
larger communities are resigned to
no out-of-town vacations or of
spending only half, of it away from

home at some nearby spot
Aside from cashing in on this situation, the industry feels that the
public will be in a show-goinf. mood,
and t^at this will extend not only
to theatres but night clubs and similar entertainment
Included In the list of sturdy features expected out before September
or already <;n release for the summer are 'Mrs. Miniver,' Ttiis Above
AH,' 'Eagle Squadron,' 'Wake Island,'
'Magnificent Dope,' Take a Letter,
Darling,' '10 Gentlemen from West
Point,' "This Gun for Hire,' 'Reap the

WUd

Wind,' 'Atlantic, Convoy,' 'ROad
to Morocco,' 'Flying Tigers,' "Tales of
Manhattan,' 'Pardon My Sarong,' In
This Our Life,' 'Wings for the Eagle,'
•Yankee Doodle Dandy,', 'Juke Girl,'
'Sergeant York,' 'Pride of the Yankees' and 'Holiday Inn.'
.

NICK SCHENCK, RUBIN

UNLOAD SOME LOEW'S
Washington, June

16.

and may

also

have

act-

ing roles. They, Spencer and a
of other Negro actors
were, tested by Al Altman,
eastern talent exec for Meti'O, In

number

-

-

-

New York
'

'Cabin'

week.
skedded

last
is

cameras -Aug.

-

for

the

IB.

Negroes Ask For

Hollywood, June

16.

"Wonilerful World' Is the title of
the new Lum and Abner, starting

week
Comedy

RKO.

this

Votlon.

is

being produced by Jack

lumber, worth about $60,000.
Trucks carrying loads to the
ranch xvill be used to transport the
to the studio, thereby
utilizing gas and rubljer that would
otherwise be expended In loadless
Salvaged boards will be
driving.
used to build new sets whenever the
occasion arises.

lumber back

J. Schaefer, RKO prexy, the most
important phase of recent directors'
meetings
has
been
concerning
finances.
Schaefer reportedly has
been in Washington several times
recently on negotiations whereby th«
U.S. go-irernment might help unfreeze
$2,800,000 of the more" than $3,000,000
which RKO has tied up In Great
Britain and other British possessions.
The. hope Is that the'
could take over these cash assets,
which could be' used by Our Government offices abroad, and thus
permit RKO's liquid usage .fff American funds on this' side;
Should tlie coin, plan prove feas*
ible, RKO would receive approximately 60% of the $2,800,000, or
$1,^,000, which would be made
available In U. S. funds.' The other
.40% would be, divided among RKO's
Independent producers UkeS Samuel

RKO

Pix;

Lawyers Too

'

U&

Goldwyn and Walt

Better Shade In

In

has.

,

Dlsiley.

the nieantime, re-

duced indebtedness on the $3,000,000
revolving fund with Bankers Trust
to around $1,000,000. via. the weekly
repayment plan under ytrhlch the
fund Is used, "nils gives RKO lee«
way for $2,000,000 in borrowings
from Bankers Trust.

.

.

No great difficulty Is foreseen In
of Hollywood's traditional financing next season's film producportrayal of all Negroes as fear- tion if Floyd Odium (Atlas Corp.):
some of spooks.' and rolling their decides to continue backing the com>
eyes will be sought by Walter pany.
White, president of the National AsAlso under consideration currently
sociation for the Advancement of is the realignment o)C some of the
Colored People, in confabs -with film top ranking theatre department
execs on the Coast next month. heads, this possibly .altering re»
White will huddle , with the studio sponsibilitles ciirrently vested In
officials followliig the annual meet- Malcolm Klngsberg, -vlce-chalrmaa
ing of the NAACP' In Los Angeles of the board and executive' viceJiily IS.
Wendell Willkie, 20th-Fox president Keith-Albee-Orpheum. In
board chairman, will be principal line with a general survey of ths
sundry departmental «zectitives, posspeaker at the meeting.
White said he would seek .'fairer sibility is that toppers will' be placed
produerepresentation of the Negro .in pic- over each affiliate of
End

-

-

'

RKO—

He

tures.'

explained,

'I

don't think

tion,

distribution

.

and

-

'

.exhibition-^'

Hollywood should make a hero of. with none dependent entirely- upon
the Negro, because hot many Ne- any single top executive as ms ths
groes are heroes. Just as not inany

'

case with Schaefer's presidency,

AIlemstlvM
white people are heroes. However,
we do wish films would give the
RKO could, of course, also ralss
Negro his normal place In the additional coin via bond Issues,
world.'

Just as Hollywood now puis one
out of each IS persons in a crowd
scene in uniform,' which Is the ratio of servicemen to the rest of the
population, so White desires that one
out of 10 persons be' (i Negro in

For instance, in
shots of Grand Central Station, heaslcs that "Negroes be shown not only,
as porters, but as travelerisr too, just
as they are In real life.
Situation has improved immeasurably in the past few years. White
declared.
He 'cited 'In This Our
Life' (WB) as the high point in
Negro treatment In films. Also a
scene in 'Saboteur' (U) in. which
the crowd viewing the inside of the
Statue of Liberty included a Negro.Whlte had planned* to go to the
Coast last month for confabs on the
problem, but postponed his trip because of the absence It(. England of
Darryl F. Zanuck. Whit^ said Zanuck has been particularly interHe's slated
ested in the subject
to talk next month with. Walter
Wanger and David- O. Selznlck,
.among others.
normal pursuits.

-

Lawyers Again Beef
At HoUywood's 'libel'

mortgaging its profitable RKO theatres, but this move Is -not favori
ably regarded within the company
and is tmlikely, except as s. laSt
resort
'

-

'

Meantime, Schaefer Is planning to
pull rat of RKO around the end of
this week if the board 'of directors
acts on his resignation following
stockholders' meeting scheduled' In
Dover, Del, today (Wednesday) af-ter two adjoununents. It- has been
generally expected for tome time
past that Schaefer would step down
as RKO prexy though no exact dat«

i'

'

was set.
Though no successor

-

•

"

to Schaefer
has yet lieen named both Ned De«pihet, vice-president in charge of '.
distribution, and N. Peter Hathvon,
Atlas Corp. rep on th« board of
directors, have figured prominently
'

in

rA:ent discussions, for realignof top administrative duties.
In this connection reportis late last

-

ment

week were to the
Odium and other
were

effect that Floyd
interests in
considering a proposal to elect

RKO

RKO

Depinet president of
Radio
Pictures and Pathe, while" Itathvon
would become president of RKO,
Inc., and other subsids.
.

Depinet was president of Path*
about a year ago when
RKO president also be.,

Recent action of the Westchester
Assn., In launching a
national effort to improve portrayal
of the judicial^ and legal profession
in films, is beiing bi«ught to the attention of the Motion Picture Producers
Distributors Assn. as well
a.s the Screen Actors' Guild and the
Actors' Equity 'Assn. via written
S. A. Lynch, operator of the Para- protest Other bar associations have
mount houses in Miami, Miami sent squawks to the Hays office, and
has
Beach and vicinity, arrived in New in each instance the
York Monday (IS) to discuss thea- stressed the fact that producers are
tre matters with the Par homeoffice cautioned by the Production Code
executives. Trip is of a routine na- Administration, on every <<im Jn
which attorneys figure. But as has
ture.
~
Lynch will probably return to Mi- been cited in these replies, it is Im<
ami by the end, of the weelc.
(Continued on page 55)

Women's Bar

&

A. Lynch

Think So?

'

.

&

Still

With departure' shortly of Georgs

team, for rolea in forthcomlhg
'Cabin in the Sky,' ^Spencer,
currently at Cafe Society, N. Y.,
will play 'De Lawd's General.'
Moke and Poke will do a
specialty

RKO

Lumber

Kenneth
Spencer,' Negro baritone, and
Moke and Pokfe, Negro comedy
Inked

Metro, lias

ROSTER OF FILMS

Holdings of Nick Schenck, presiwhich they still do, th'ey now want
serious consideration. So far, howLoew's, Inc., in common no
this fighting and these thrills in dent of
ever, offers from the various groups
films having to do with the present par value stock of the company,
Interested in buying into
have
it's
declared.
They're con- were whittled to 1,017 shares last
been so far below expectations Od- war,
Exchange
April, the Securities
ium has said they're laughable. De- cerned with the present at this time Commission reported today.
and they don't want to go back to
spite this, some groups are still trySchenck was shown to have uning to work out a deal, figuring on the past, according to the trade.
The numerous 'epics' and more loaded 1,800 shares .of the stock
the company's strong tiieatre holdelaborate westerns produced by the toward the end of the month. Only
ings and wilUng to speculate on the
major companies during the past few other transaction in Loew's papers
studio's chances of turning out some
years also have 'spoiled' the public was sale of 100 shares by J. Robert
good product next season.
New York v.-p. Rubin
for the more modest mustangers Rubin,
which formarJy en^ei»sd>ap9>CMC> .la- \/oimd up at the' end of .Aprilvwi^vor, branch managers assert
10,315 shares.
^ Except for the sale of 100 shares
General Theatres Equipment
of
Old
Hollywood, June 16.
Corp. capital no par value, no other
Sam Briskln has been given a fivefilm stock transactions were reyear contract at Columbia with his
corded by the S.E.C.
Edward C.
Sets to Salyage
duties curtailed to that of a proDelafield, New York' director, did
ducer. His former status was exselling, reducing his account to 300
Hollywood, June 16.
ecutive producer.
In line with war economy, Para- shares.
.Hell function with rest of the mount is knocking down' a number
plant's producers until such time- as
of standing sets on its ranch near
he is called to military service.
S.
in N. Y.
Triumfo to recover 250,000 feet of

Par Knockmg Down

Coin for Immediate Cash;

Metro's Negro Talent

ancy for Record In-Town
Residents
Industry Also
WanU to Rush Out Inspirational Wartime Pix

'

RKO

hauser.

Flock of BiggicB on the Way
Due to Key Cities* Expect-

Fact that most key cities expect to
have their largest 'summer population' in history this year Is bringing
out more big boxoffice pictures than
ever before In i042's hot weather
season. This, coupled with the desire of the industry to launch as
many big wartime inspirational subjects as possible, Immediately figure

$2M000

Discoss Theatre Dept. Changes

Schaefer's Statement

3.

Walfcer

British

HAVING TOP POPS.

Unfreeze of

MPDDA

-until

Schaefer, as

came prexy
Pathe

News

'

news and short

of the
subjects affiliate.

and

shorts

tmder

Depinet,- with Harry Michaelson directly responsible for, sales, turned

over approximately $600,000 In distribution fees to the RKO parent
company last year; plus a profit or

'

$150,000.

RKO

Election of an
chairman ot
the board of directors, for the 'tima
being, is likely to see retention of
Richard C. Patterson, Jr.
Reports are that changes In
theatre operating departments will

RKO

be thoroughly

gonfe

mto

shortly.'

'

''

.

'
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PICTURES
No Grass Grows Here

11

I)irectors Reelected;

Universal was tha flnt atudlo to
hop on the Naval battle of Midway
Island as • picture theme.
Sea fight has been written Into the
Coast
serial, 'Don Winslow of the

Indemnification By-law Passed]

Guard,' produced by

Welcome Sounds

Sixteen present directors were reand the additional bylaws

Attorneys Masteinun£i^

Hollywood, Jun* IC

To

of

to

office

New

Hollywood, Jujie 16.
Republic has found a way to
put a nuisance to picture making tp work. With the skies in
the Itaunedlate. vicinity of the^
valley studio alive with the"
droning of airplane motors, the
sound la being captured for the
track of a film which has to do
with Asiatic warfare in the air.

York,-

adopted by overwhelming
margins at the annual stockholders
meeting of Paramount Pictures yesterday (Tuesday) at the company's
N. Y. offices. Moves principal office
from Millbrook,- Duche%s Co, N. Y.,

were

New York

to

Action

on

City.

Indemnification

the

iBalaban Reviews

Consent Selling,

until after
attorney David Ratner, counsel in
one of minority stockholder suits

Case Vs. Exhib

Who

-

I

j

'

.

I

f^^'^tj^^ff^^^'f^y^^^^

^L^'^^

M

^rJ^Zn^^^^ JZa

^

WB'SDISTRKTANDILO.

'

EXECS IN N.Y. CONCLAVE

'I

a national convention hlehlv unHoioho..
«.«M — »»«.«. . _
*he N? Y^H^ns ^STprX
omciaus
ofl'^'wlre'imwkjwy^^^^^^^
were remarBSDiy patient in\^^^
followed by local regional
answering numerous inquiries about
money, ihyestments, etc Fuller de- meetings.
4t.
In .addition to ir-T-.»_„
Kalmenson, the
% manded -to know what each, director
on the board earned. No reply was July 2-3 meeting will be attended by
given on this because deemed not Roy Haines. Arthur Sachson, A. W.
pertinent. Later this was cleared up Schwalberg and' Norman Moray of
with the statement that the direc- the h.o. forces and nine district mantors as such receive nothing except- agers from the field,

chairman .of the-.executlve committee, formerly was on a full-time
salary b9$is, sucli situation did not
eilst for the last month. This preBumably teferred to GriiStls' actien In

David

certain

problems for

which

some satisfactory provision will be
made before the formula goes before
Judge Henry W. Goddard in N. Y.
federal court Among other things,
while pointed out the intent ot the
Whole 'UMPI plan is clear as worked
out by exhibitor ana distributor committees, some matters remain to be
taken care of before the plan can go

second quarter earnings exthe n.904,000 In the s«ond
according to Bala
ban.
Besides outlining strong product
currently available, Balaban stated
ori^i^^^^ be'
- Par Proauotion organization,
Uevlng that there are In the present
'

-I

I

prSlon

war

incidents of major Importance
drainatic that they lend them'
selves to film picturization, Is just
completing the story of Wake Island.
In addition, Cecil B. DeMille is
now working on the story .of Dr.
Wassell, which was referred to by
our President in his recent fireside
Goldwyn's Lot chat' He said the company believes
both wUl be of great In^Iratlonal
and patriotic value.
Hollywood, June 16.
Balaban outlined how the whole
O. Selznick has decided not
Paramount organization Including
so

|

mm

Goldwyn's xui,
lot with
taking
latung himself
wun him c,,v,-iJi.,i-. -_j .»ino+oo
nunseu on.
off. the,
ine regular comcom. share Sam viwn»wjruB
'ejnains at *e RKO-Pathe|t^^'''^?f'*^,^X^^^^^
pany payroU In ordir Tdevote
ing all possible

Make 48

16 Westerns;

relinquished

starrer. The Gay
at some later date. Dlstribs enforced
on its list. Another
this ruling so that an exhib wouldn't
will see the
cancel a picture sold to him under
star teamed with Humphrey
and a few
Bogart in Defense Town.' Colum- the contract at one price
wanting to
bia also will bring together its 'Girl weelcs later come along
rental.
Friday' combo, Gary Grant and buy It b&ck at a shorter
The UMPI clause concerning reRosalind Russell, in a new feature.
Mel'vyn Douglas Is slated to play op- jections states that the time and the
posite Irene Dunne In another Im- manner of cancelling to be agreed

Not on
1

.

into legal language are' wrestling

with

temme

.

fls,

ot

putting

Hayworth production

Po^i^t to

^

.It. was brought out during the discussion that whereas Stanton Grif-

^

Senorita,' high

^

.

Ing the usual fee for attending director's meetings, running Iroin $25
.to '.$50 a session,

release.

Hayworth

Rlta

'

-

'

Fatlci^

Monogram

Featmres,

totalling $1,650,000 in full last year.

I

I

taking- any

on the next priority

Cohnnbia to

Balaban related how Paramoimt
borrowed ^.000,000 last JanuBen Kelmenson, general Bales
trcm four 'banks on unsecured
manager tor Warners, has scheduled
per annum, this being
a two-day lales meeting at the home- pot** 8t
office, July 2-8, which will be at- ^<^visable because of expenditures
a^i^Uonal film inventory,
tended by h.o. exectitlves and all '°a<^^
incotne ot Par Is running
the company's district managers to
and Indications
1^
discuss plans on 1942-43 sales. With
I

.

ot

It

ivhfr

Point No. 1 ot thckUMPI selling
formula Is as tollows:
'Features are to be offered to exhibitors In groups representing, in
each case, not less than 26% of the
Budgeted at $18,000,000 company's anticipated annual output
up to 12 pictures per group, and not
more than tour groups per year.'
Announcement of 48 features and
The problem on this point Is what
westerns for 1942-43, plus the occurs when a distributor sells picusual pep talks about next season's tures selectively to Radio City Music
product marked the opening day ot Hall, N. Y., or other large buyers In
convention, the open market Obviously, the dlsPictures'
Columbia
which started a three-day session trlb caimot make deals in such cases
yesterday (Tuesday) at Warwick when restricted to offering not less
hotel, N. Y. This lineup Is nearly than 25%.
the same numerically as in the curAnother angle concerns the dlstrib
rent season but stress was laid on
who might, want to make more than ..
the number of top-btacket produc- 48 pictures a season. It held to a
tions. Production budget Is placed
maximum'
of 12 films four times
around $18,000,000. The fact that
yearly, the question Is what happens
the company Is entering the Technito any additional films. In order to
color field with two vehicles also
covered' on this point it is probbe
was emphasized.
able that If a dlstrlb schedules more
The tour Rita Hayworth features than 48 on a season, he wiU be perare to be among the productions for
mitted to sell five times yearly.
which Columbia will demand top
In the UMPI plan, also, nothing is
terms.
Lineup also, includes 'The
covered as to what a distributor Is
American Way,' Cieorge S. Kaufdo with the designated pictures
man-Moss Hart play which Sidney to
except that
Buchman has adapted; a Jerome that an exhibitor cancels,
group cannot
Kern musical; The Commandos,' rejected films from one
re-lncluded In a subsequent group..
with Paul Muni starred, and a Cole be
films that have
Porter musical, besides the color pix. Supposition is that
one «xh{b may be
Latter wiU be The C^ver Girl,* with been cancelled by
whether
Miss Hayworth, and The Despera- offered tetany other exhib,
not
does,' outdoor opus from the Court- a regular customer or
Under the old, full-line selling an
ney Riley Cooper novel
cancelled a picture
Company places the Fred Astaire- exhibitor who
all rights to buy it back

.

picture producers paring
larger salaries paid film
stars In Holl^ood. Far executives,
while admitting such .was theoretically possible, if swih a celling Is
^tablished, they ithbuj^t very 'few
salary trlitis would be Installed in
actual practice.

.

"Hot.

have registered "Hot
Gas,' a yarn about the petrol

3%%

^as\f^^f'°ZXi'^A^

dance of
down the'

are

rights to

Mies plan, attom^ya

Into practice.

Pararaouat's film Inventory by approximately $9,000,000 in the past 17
months, and the necessity of dislodging frozen funds in tho foreign
market if the American Industry is
to continue the. number and quality
of features, were highlighted in

Dropped By

5^

Rubber,'

racket, for

Problems posed hy the Consent
Decree selling which has increased

objection on several technical reasons as well as the fact the by-law
Molested &-Yr.-OId
applied, to past, present and future
Barney
^"^^^^'^
employees, dU«ctors, etc.
Parents ^j^^jj^y stockholders
annual meeting
Baiaban, president, then read a letyesterday (Tuesday).
ter, previously sent a stockholder
Balaban stated that the large in'
who had raised objections similar to
Cleveland, June 16.
those outlined by Ratner, in which
Samuel W. Gerson, 57-year-old ventory increase is due principally
every angle of the by-law was clari- owner of the Royal, nabe, was freed to provisions of the decree requlrAustin C. Keoug h, _ general of a felonious assault charge last ing tradeshowings before release of
fied.
counsel for the company, also point week becaiise of lack of prosecution features, making It necessary to
ed out just ho^ the by-law would |,y
parents of a 6-year-old girl carry a greater number of produc'
operate and how no'indmnlflcation ^ljooi 1,^ admitted molesting last|tions in Inventory. The new plan
could be made without full court ap' November.
(UMPI) was mentioned as requiring
proval.
He also stressed that the
Married exhibitor admitted in a further changes in method ol dlsany
setdirectorate could not make
signed confession that lie molested tribu|ion.
tlement without. fiiU court approval. the
Pointing out that Paramount has
child on three different occasions
that
iiiai.
all
Bii
em'
emfurther
I
stated
swieu
Keou'gh
^. theatre aceordinff to Detective ^ substantial amount due from iubployees were Included because thisMsyjf^™«^^«°^^^
in Great Britain, A.ustralla
tras considered the most taPwUal
other Empire countries lor. its
"'^thodLj^^ ta^ beg^
Uiare of Aim rentals that are re^ ,750 3gttie.
stricted,
the
Par president said It is
James Fuller, at the meeting as a Uient pnd that he had advised him
contention of the company and
representative of a stockholder O'wn- not to take it. Father dropped case
American industry that such
Ing 50 shares, kept. the earlier por- because he said he dldnt^ant to
should be released and
^'^^^
funds
tlon of the session in more or less an bring any more grief or mental
lOnat 'earnest presentation Is being
uproar with countless questions Lgony to his daughter.'
made to that end.'
wUch becamis so personal that BalaHe told of some HfiOO.OOO reban. chairman of the meeting, ruled
from Britain during 1941. In
hlm completely out of order. I^ter
J^*;
Urftrast, he estimated the company
the stockholders, by virti^lly unani- i'^^^jf
It had gone
rg^jej^ed $1,000,000 in revenue from
mous vote, asked for
removal
'!f""^J"y;
Canada;
from the meeting. However. Fuller
^?''}^
Balaban ouUined the steps taken
was aUowed to stay, but In a more ?„?i*i.^.!?,Jtf^^ ?
f^^Bt&temonths In simplifying
peaceful manner. He was verbally ^fji*
"'^ J!}??!!?-^
was tbe corporate structure by redeemIdentified by a Paramount siock^ i""*"
'^°^'^\^
debentures clearing up
holder preset who
tie
^she appealed LeH
oaiAe men
n.». who. kept
keot a
n recent
certain notes' and otiier obligations,
the same
to me because ot her affectionate
issuing long-term debts at 4% and
General Foods stbckholdeis' session
nature.'
disturbed' with his cross-examining
calling In the second preferred stock,
attitude.
He said ihe company had considered
the redemption of the first preferred,
One unidentified stockholder raised
but no action had been taken thus
the point that if a $25,000 ceiling was
tar.
He said Par's subsids in Eng
placed on eamlngia by the U.S.
land paid off mortgage obligations
through taxa'tloh; ther« was some
1

titular

chances

Other Problems

non-miUtary craft which can
easily be miniatured or modeled.

dfficlally registered a protest against
adopting the by-law. He based his

race for

They

pending against the corporation, had

claW

Going over^the tentative draft

rationing.

That's for free even though
Aimy regulations forbid photographing of the training gnd patrol ships and necessitates use of

amendment was not taken

Contingencies

the United Motion Picture Indt^stry

Hollywood, June tl,
King Broth -TS, who lost •
photo finish to 20th-Fox In the
'

providing for idemniflcatlon of directors, officers and employees and
providing for changing the location

M

Time

Hotter Hiis

Henry MacRea.

elected

principal

Plrovide for

UMPI Han

upon.' Before the plan becomes final
portant vehicle.
The Cole Porter musical; 'Gang's and goes Into effect this will no doubt
understood.
All Here,' will Include Don Ameche, be amplified. It Is
Any dispute .with respect to
Jack Oakie and William Gaxton.
Randolph Scott and CHaire Trevor whether or not there was a deviasubject
get the important leads in the' com- tion In Identification shall be
pany's first Technicolor picture, "The to conciliation or arbitration to be
Since th« sales plan
Desi>eradoes,' currently in produc- agreed upon.
itself Is of first importance, the mattion.
arbitration, based
Short subject list has been bol- ter of setting up
recommendations already
stered by the Kate Smith song sub- on many
come later. No meetings
jects, marking' the return ot the made, will
songstress to the screen.
She wiU ot the Cominittee of the Whole to go
make eight to be known as 'Ameri- further into arbitration or other matca Sings 'With Kate Smith,* series ters are presentiy scheduled.
UMPI legal committed, of which
being sponsored and net proceeds
.

'

going to the USO.
Jack Cohn, company's V.p.,. opened
the session with the customaryywelcomlng speech, meeting then being
placf d In charge of Abe Montague,
sales chief. More than 80 delegates
are attend.ing> representing home'

Austin C. Keough is head. Is continuing meetings this week, meantime keeping in close touch with
the three exhibitor members of the
drafting committee, Abram F. Myers

of Allied States Assn.; George P.
Aarons ot the United Motion Picture
office executives, division managers Theatre Owners ot eastern Pennsyland branch managers from the'dO' vania, southern New Jersey and
mesUc and Canadian branches. Harry Delaware; and Robert Barton of the
Cohn, Columbia's president Is also' Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
here from the -Coast for the don- 'Virginia.

venUon,,

^^a^-^
Montague told the convention at
assistance to the the Initial session that Columbia will
Goldwyn
Studio Contracts
top last season's domestic gross by
made all manner ot concessions to Government's war effort
since he is
at least $4,000,000 this year.
Not
Selznick; even agreeing to turn over
atrical division.
only Is the company enjoying the
his private offices to the producer,
It was revealed that 1,000 emHollywood, June 18.
greatest year in dollars grossed? but
Raft Back at Wipers
ployees of Paramount now are serv- but Selznick figured It more ad-'
Marilyn Maxwell, singer, inked
also in the number ot accounts
P.***ing the colors, ahd one stockholder's r""**^**""
served, number ot films sold each player pact at Metro.
nixing poldwyn's offer for{
resolution that the meeting express
William'
Thomas
renewed tor one
account
and number of shipments
Hollywood, June 16.
its appreciation of such patriotism space on his lot was Hunt StromGeorge Raft returns to Warners made, for Columbia's' fiscal year year as an actor at Metro.
was unanimously adopted. Copies, ot berg, who Is still shopping around,
David Lang. PoUy James, Bralnard
tor the star spot in 'Background to ending next June 30, he informed the
.the resolution will be sent to every
Duffleld,
De'Valon
and Warner
Scott
sales
force..
Company 'reached an
Danger,' with Sydney Greenstreet in
Par employee.. In service.
aU-tlme high this season with 780 Law, junior writers, drew new conthe top support role.
Tally showed 3,610,162 votes, well
Par Setting Sales Bonuses It wiU- be Raft's first job on the more contracts on its books than last tracts at Metro.
oyer 70% of possible total, repreMuriel
scripting
opRoy
Bolton's
year,
major
portion
of
.its product
Burbank lot since he co-starred with
sented by 2,111,157 shares' of stock
tion lifted by Paramount
Edward G. Robinson in 'Man Power. going to 10,780 theatres.
All of the district sales managers
(69.8% of all stock outstanding).
Today Is regional day at the conPhil Silvers optioned for six
were eligible to participate „&i -the of Paramount wUl meet at the Far
*
months at 20th-Fox.
tfib, with salesmen meeting in difd
£ D .x
m.'C 1
OViet DUt rlentllUl
isession.
homeofllce on Friday (19) to work
ferent groups to discuss terms to be
Louis La Planche's player option
details on the distribution
Hollywood, June 16.
Directors reelected were Nell F
asked on principal features. An aU- picked up by Paramount
Metro has 10 briefies In prepara- day outing Is the main event tomor
Agnew, Barney Balaban, Stephen M""*'^ plan lor selling forces anI. A. L. Diamond, 'writer, renewed
Agnew at the tlon, indicating heavy production of row (Thurs,).
•
Callaghan, Y. Frank Freeman, Har- P"""''^'' ^V.
by Paramount
,

more time

to

^

Navy

Relief activity,
chairinata ot the the'^

Culver

'

City.

t.,

-

'

I

'

I

i

I

.

'

m

short subjects on the Culver City lot
vey D. Gibson, A. Conger Goodyear, '*'=ent regional, sales meetings.
Stanton Griffls, Duncan. G. Harris,
Bonus plan will be retroactive to this season,
Slated tor early filming are two
John D. Hertz, John W. Hicks, Aus- the Bta:c;t ot the current selling seatin C. .Keough, Earl I. McClIntock, son on 1941-42 product
Its ad- pur Gang comedies, three specialties
Maurice Newton, E. 'V. Bichards. minlstraUve operation will be set up by Pete Smith and the rest by John
|Ne6bitt and C^ey Wilson.
at the June 19 meeting.
£clwm^Ih,,'^eisl,f^ll Ai|9lp)i ^i{k^
.

|

.

Field exploitation staff of ColumMaurice Clark Inked writing pact
bia will huddle In a series of meet at Paramount.
ings during the convention with
George Holmes' player option
David A. Upton, ad-publlcity chief, hoisted by 2ath-Fox,
and Frank P. Ros«ib6rg, exploita'
DeWitt Bodeen drew 'scripting
tion manager.
ticket at RKO.
-

sai'il'Ciu .'iL .>i\lb2n.i') .A

.
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Double Duty for Films

in Distribs

CARRIERS FACE Par and

Wo Conservation Plan to Avoid U.S.
Faced

with

lini>endlng'

Govem-

ing use of raw film stock; members
of the board of directors of the Moiion Picture Producers St Distributors met in New York yesterday

Here's

Homer

(Tues.) to consider Immediate steps

for voluntary
studios

at the

conservation of film

and in

Realizins that the

:

distribution.

War

Hollywood, June 16.
New cartoon character has
been conceived for a series of
animated shorts about carrier
pigeons, to be made by Walter
Ijantz for next season's Universal program.
You guessed it The name is

Homer

StiD Apart; Link Skouras' Reported

Theatre Additions to Distrib Feud

number

of prints used in distribution, major company executives are

Fewer Prints May

considering a plan evolved by sales

and their assistants which
Would Include a print ceiling whereby every print would do double
duty. Average print now playing 25
or' 30 accounts would have to be

heads

Cause Qearance

To Be Extended

used fot as many as 50 or 60 bookings. Fresh prints wo\^d go largely
to the first run accounts; while
smaller operators, in nearby metroWhile exhibitors are always trypolitan areas, who have been getto change clearance against
ting new prints early, would be ing
obliged to wait until first-run show- themselves on one ground or another, in major distributor circles it
ings are played out.
Objective of at least a 25% saving Is said no movement has been made
In film, considered necessary to to revise schedules due to changed
show War Production Board officials conditions resultant from war.
In fact it is pointed out that the
that the film industry is approaching the problem realistically, from print problem which will grow proall accounts cannot be achieved by gressively more serious, makes it
tightening up on shooting schedules dubious whether distributors could
at the studios alone.
upset clearance schedules as they
executives
find
that now stand by reducing the so-called
Eastern
Hollywood has placed a major por- 'protection' between theatres and
tion of the film conservation prob- runs. If anything, the scarcity- of
'

A

lem

switch in curin their laps.
distribution practices would
It impossible for small town
theatres to get fresh prints on national release dates.
Meeting yesterday, from accounts,
broke up without any uniform form'
ula applying 'to all companies being
reached.
flexible system, whereby

rent

make

Reduction of Mileage 25%i
and Other Rules in Transporting Film by Car, May
Mean Later Playoff—Revamp of Booking and Shipping Seen

AN ODT RUUNG

may make it necessary to
lengthen clearance, while no doubt
there will be plenty of cases where
various. runs will be forced to wait
longer than their clearance period
before getting a print from the local
prints

exchange.
Also, length of clearance becomes
of less Importance for towns which
play up to 60 days behind release
or later, especially those which have
only one or two houses and follow
some nearby or distant situation. In
that town people will be forced to
stick to its confines due to the car
June 23.
Majority of company heads are of problem, tires, gas rationing, etc.,
opinion that film conservation is with result there will not ba the
mainly an exhibitloA- distribution same tendency to travel to some
problem, and that the method of other place to see the pictures ear'
(Continued on pag« 24)
(Continued on page 22)

A

the sales heads of each major distrib
will determine how much cutting
<:an be done, will' likely result in a
favorable showing prepared, for the
meeting with Harold Hopper, of the
m.p. upit in WPB, in Washington on
'.

•A SUght

Drizzle.'

Confronted with the diCtlcult task
of reducing the mileage film trucks
may travel by 25%, by order of the
Office of Defense Transportation,
effective next July 1, the National
Film Carriers Association yesterday
(Tuesday) huddled with district and
exchange sui>ervisors of picture
companies in an effort to realign
national booking and shipping setup
of the industry. Representatives of
the
at Monday's session read
the three-page edict on curbing film
carrier delivery service and explained all phases of the rilling.
Near the close of the first day's
session of the Film Carriers at the
Astor hotel; N. Y., delegates reached
ruling
the conclusion that the
would force a complete revamp of
the film business' booking and print
shipping.
It became apparent to
Film Carrier reps in attendance that
the ODT slash would force distributors to take longer In- covering
playdates per picture. Recently, the
streamlined' film carrier system had
enabled distribs to play out an average feature in five or six months,
but the new Government edict probably would require film distributors'
eight to nine months to cover accounts.
Besides the outright demand for
reduction in mileage by 25%, tonnage rules are laid down to force
each truck to be loaded to certain
capacity. This has been worked out
according to size of truck and dimension of tires. Film carriers must
have a 100% load on outbound trips

Hays Board

On Fdm

Patronage; Biz on More Even Keel
REALISIMOT

Localization of business and better
PFD.
distribution of patronage within the
confines of cities, towns and villages, Sehnlck'* Beaesreher Finds Film
F»iife Don't Cm*
is resulting from dimouts, practice
blackouts and gas rationing in the
l7 Atlantic coast states alTected, acMajority of fllmgoers have no obcording to reports trickling in from jection to' Improbable coincidence In
the field.
film plots. Dr. Leo Handel's Motion
Operators are of the opinion that as Picture Research Bureau says it has
the strain on cars, tires and travel proved in Interviews with New
Increases there will be a similar tend- Yorkers. Fifty-one percent of those
ency of trade to become localized, asked said they didn't mind the unplacing all theatres on a more, even likely sequences, 26% declared they
didn't
keel in accordance with their im- didn't like thehi at-aU, 11%
give a darn, 5% thought It depends
mediate drawing population.
on the picture, and the rest have no
It is believed that this will be a
opinion.
healthy/ condition, placing most all
Dr. Handel's investigatory work
theatres in the position where they
will know just about what they can Into the likes and dislikes of film
expect regularly in the way of at- audiences Is partially financed by
tendance and thus be able to guide David O. Selznick. Method he used
place of the regular
themselves accordingly on operation, In this study, in
questionnaire, was to sit down and
prices, film deals, etc.
the matter with the ques.Ho'wever, certain situations stand discuss
tionees. He did not cover fantasies,
to suffer, including beach resorts, in'Topper' and 'Mr. Jordan.'
land mountain towns or 'resorts and such as
centers which may have become
overseated as result of attracting
METEO'S 'SEATTLE'
patronage from miles around. At the
Hollywood, June 16.
same time though, the towns from
Next In Metro's. 'City' series will
which the trade was drawn will retain it and thus they should prosper be 'Seattle.'
through the vicissitudes of war, raLana Turner Is starred and John
tioning, etc.
W. Consldlne, Jr., produces.

OK

Census;

CoeNamedV.P.

ODT

'

ODT

'

Hair of the Eastern Public Relaprogram of plan-

tions Committee's

ning,

covering, an' industry

and a news

census

was adopted by
Rays

letter,

the adjourned' session of the

directorate on Monday (15).
The other person of the PRC planning setup will be taken up later.
This covers a market analysis of the
film business or; a cohtlnuing survey
to seek «ut current, flaws.
The census of the industry, aside
from compiling factual data. on number of employees and their jobs In
different branches of the business,
will collect information on actual
number of film theatres In 6peratlon, actual seating capacity, price'
office

.

.

.

tury schism.

Emifnint Bank's Zt Hoas«»f
During the past week a story was'
circulated to the effect that the
Skouras- circuit, headed by George
Sk^u-as and now operating arouiid
65 houses in Greater N. Y., Long

.

northern New Jersey and.
lower N. Y.. state, was dickering for
26 theatres' In which the Emlgraht'
Industrial Sa'^ings Bank, N. Y., has
Island,

'

Qamor

'

.

Far believes that this
report got around with' the possible
tliought that It 'might frighten Par*

BXi interest.

scales, etc.

'

and distributors cooperate' to
For example, a truck
may have to deliver a Universal
feature and a Fox Movietone tiews,
but there Is no waiting for the news-

some overtures for
peace have been made. Paramount U
now selling its ^ixth blocl; to independents In opposition to the two
chains, and, according to the sales
department, will- also shortly make
available its seventh (final) group on
this year's program.
Thus' Par will- ride out the entire
season without the B5 theatres in the
Skouras-Cehtury circuits, which it
has sold for years. In addition to its
regular groups. Par also will offer
'Holiday Inn' and 'Reap the Wild
Wind' to Indies under separate contract, as elsewhere.
Recalcitrance of both the Skouras
and Century chains in yielding to
deals with Par, and, on the other
hand, an equally determined stand
by Par not to give Its pictures to
either circuit at assertedly 'unfavorable terms,' makesr this the only major break of the season: between a distributor and any large buyer. 'While
a few occurred and others were
threatened, peace in e&ch- cas^ was
quickly achieved, but Par has. stuck
by Its guns, regardless of the playing
time involved in the Skouras-£eacerned, although

.

It was pointed out following the meeting that the nosecounting procedure will be conducted so as not to offend anybody
or any particular group. This was
stressed
because some exhibitor
organizations, always' have fought
shy of such census idea.
The news letter, to be sent out
and 75% on returning trips.
'from time to time,' likely will b« a
Fewer Ptcknps, DellTcrles
twice-monthly affair, containing soIn round numbers, the film carry- called factual data about the film
ing truck company which covered business.
Effort will be made to
10,000 miles in 1940 would be able obtain wide coverage for such letter,
to cover only 7,500 this year under possibly by spotting iS. different
the ODT ruling. This wUl result In
(Continued on pag* 24)
less pickups and less deliveries, according to opinion expressed by delegates.
Because the order specifies
as to number of stops that can be
made. Film Carriers fear there will
be plenty of confusion imlesa ex-

New

York City as a dead
issue so far as its product is concircuits in

Indie exhib In a New York
liabe claims there's only on*
type of double - feature that
counts at the boxoSlce these dog>
daysi
The titles: 'Overcast Skies' and

Public

Dimouts Creating Localized Film

'

'Viewing the Skouras and Century

Stellar Forecast

An

Pigeon.

Production

Board will clamp down with a ceiling dn film, and that maximum savings can be made in cutting the

Skouras, Century Cffcmts

1

Rations; Studios Can't Save Enough

inent regulation, arbitrarily curtail-

T

into making a call on Skouras with a
peace pipis in its hand, but it isn't.
According to an official of the I^.
Igrant Industrial Sayings B^nk, it has
some mortgages on a' few theatres, but,
without going into its record, it was
doubted they were into as many as
20 houses, Alsbi it was added, there
are no negotlationi between the bank
and Skrouras, although pointed 'out
Jt if possible the circuit may be dickering individually with soione owners
of houses oh which the twnk holds
mortgage paper.

-

.

for Sunday

.

I

Shows

hibitors

the utmost.

reel if it is not prepared fot transportation by the shipper.

Under the old streamlined methods of servicing accounts, exhibitors
were rushed prints by motorcycle or
small truck or. even motor car when
special service was demanded. Apparently aU of this speclaling Is out
under the ODT edict because in
many spots this Is expected to narrow down to one-a-day delivery and
pickup.
'Where exhibitors don't have their
'shows' ready for return to the distributor or next playdate this Is going to 'wash out' a ntmiber of screen
shows. The only way the next exhibitor
can get prints will be
through the exchange and even then
the delivery by train or mail Is likely to be uncertain.
Consequently
the distributors and Film Carriers
are mulling a plan of educating exhibitors on the necessity of prompt
return of prints; otherwise, there
will be a string of mlssouts for
subsequent exhibs.

Zorina in 'Rhythm*
Hollywood, June IS.
Paramount assigned Joseph Sistrom as associate producer on the
forthcoming musical picture, 'Star
Spangled Rhythm.'
X^te addition to the cast is 'Vera
Zorin^ leading a ballet sequence
titled -'Black

Magic'

For Soldim Kayoii^

Hue Laws

Forces, local and statewide, which option, while in Florida Sunday
have kept Sunday shows out- In operation Is' okay everywhere.
In Alabama, which has local op«
many territories, notably the South,
tton, virtually tiO, towns of any imare meeting with much resistance as
portance are, however, on seven-day
result of war and the cry that is be- operation,
including Birmingham,
ing sent up to provide every pos- Montgomery,
Anniston,
Aiibum,
sible means of entertainment for Bessemer, Jasper, Selma, Troy, Tusservicemen.
caloosa and Tuskegee.
Most of Georgia also runs seveaPointed out in theatre -operating
circles that authorities and others days, while in T'ennease.e some points
who have kept Sundays closed up are open Sundays, Including Chattaare now somewhat on the 'spot be- nooga and Memphis^
North Carocause of the importance of amuse- lina also is under local option, w(th
ment for soldiers on their days off, some towns on a sbc-day basis,
and a tendency on the part of the others seven.
public to favor Sunday picture or
other shows. Any argument against
S. C. Coart DeobloB
Sunday shows now is a rather weak
Spartanburg, S. C, June IS.
one, it Is stressed, with result the
Surprise decision by the South
war may prove Uie means of repealing or easing old Sunday clos- Carolina Supreme Court virtually
.

ing laws.

lets

bars

down on

hotly-contested-

Recently the ice was broken In Sunday movies in this Bible-belt
where theatres have always been closed. Protagonists of state, it is believed.
High court ruled that army atr
Sunday shows brought about a test
case in Jackson, with theatres now base, undep construction at Greenopen on Sunday and likely that sim- ville, large industrial 6ity 30 miles
ilar -moves win be made in other from here, would allow Sunday pix

Mississippi,

parts of the state.

there

when base

is

"

completed. Rul-

Latest Southern w.edge in favor of ing was coupled with a decision disSunday Operation has been made in solving an order formerly restrainSouth Carolina, with statewide re- ing official action against Sunday
peal of the Sunday laws possible baseball in Greenville and denied a
there.
permanent injunction requested to
Most states in the South have local restrain officers.

—
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FILM REVIEWS
On holidays «nly, affords him that
HOLIDAY INN
bucolic yen, and yet keeps him in
(MOSICAL)

show

business.

With Louise Beavers as his housekeeper, and her two cullud kids,
Croaby, Fred AsUIre; t«atur«s Marjorie Shelby Bacon and Joan Arnold, for
Waltor Abel
Virginia Dale,
Reynolda,
comedy assists, the Abraham Lincoln
Irvlns Berlin's songs; Idea also by Berlin.
motif
keys a corking 'Abraham'
by
adapted
Blnyoa;
Claude
Sereenplay,
Elmer Rlcer musical arrangemente, Hob- spiritual, which Crosby crooiis to
ert Emmett Dolan; camera, David Abel; wow effect. In the SL Valentine seteditor, Ellaworth Hoaglend. Tradeshown In
Astaire finally catches up with
June 13, '42. Running time, ting,
Fanunount nIeaM of Uark Sandrlch pro<ucUon, directed by S»ndrlcb. Stars Blng

N.

100

1C

mysterious new partner. Miss
Reynolds. Previously he had done a
dandy stew dance routine with her,
but his memory was blacked out by
the hangover.
In the powdered wig motif, to
match Feb. 22, the jealous Crosby,
at the ivories, jazzes up Astalre's
his

MIN8.
BIng Crosby
Fred Aaulre

Jim Hiirdy.„
Ted Hanover
XInda Mason
Llllla Dixon

Marjorie Reynolds
Virginia Bale
Wtlter Abel

Danny Reld
Jfamie
Francois
Asst. Headwalter

Ixiulee

.'

Beavers

Morek WIndhelm
Jacques Vonaire
Judith Gibson
Sheby Bacon
Joan Arnolil

Cigarette Girl
Vnnderbllt

Dapbne

Paramount has decided

svelte spinet-style routines by jamsessloning his combo. This is good

comedy and 52d street stuff.
The July 4 production

this Irving Berlin fllmusical,
rightly so. It's a standout film.
those Berlin tunes, a strong story

content and Bing Crosby and Fred
Astaire for the niarquee it's an tindeniable boxoflice parlay, a winner
all the -way.
of songs, its
mealy, not too kaleidoscopic and
yet closely knit for a compact 100
minutes of tiptop fllmusical entertainment. The titular 'Holiday Inn'
idea is a natural; and Berlin has

Loaded with a wealth

afford

Astaire

effects

a

This, of course, is a setup for the
cinematic montage of U. S. planes,
battleships, ak^maments, MacArthur,

F.D.R. and finally Old Glory. That
kinda puts a topper to the Georee
M. Cohan technique in spades. But
it fits the occasion and, in the 1942
idiom, it's topical and socko.
Besides the sterling work of the
male starK and their featured femme
vis-a-vis, Walter Abel is standout as
the agent, and Marek Windhelm, in
a bit, isn't easily forgotten.
The productioa is ultra, and the

—

fashioned some peach songs to fit the
highlight holidays. A couple are a
cinch to take their place as American popular song standards, along mtisical interpretations, with Bob
with his now classic 'Easter Parade,' Crosby's Bobcats backing iq> brother
which is naturally reprised for the Bing, make the song idioms ultraAbel.
musical setting of that holiday. Plus modem.
•Lazy,' another Berlin oldie, these
afe the sole two revivals the rest of
a prolific score is wholly original.
Plot is a new slant on a backHollywood, June 13.
stage story. Crosby is the crooner,
Universal release ot Walter Wanger proAstaire the hoofer, partnered with duction. Features Robert Stack, Diana
,

.

—

EAGLE SQUADRON

.

and 'fickle Virginia Dale.
Latter JUts Crosby for Astaire (who
subsequently becomes No. 2 to a
Texan millionaire) which thiis leaves
the frankly lazy Crosby to carry
out his *Hoiiday I(m' idea on his own.
The crooner has figured' out there
are some 15 holidays in the year and
by operating a Connecticut roadhouse on those festive occasions only
be can loaf the rest of the 340 days.
Thus are strung together these
eongs and ideas: 'White Christinas';
"Let's Start the New Year Right';
brunet

modem spiritual for
Lincoln's Birthday holiday; 'Be Careful, It's .li^ Heart' (St Valentine's
Day); 'I Gotta Say I Love You,'
•Cause I Can't TeU « Lie' (Washington's birthday); 'Easter Parade,' of
course; 'I'm Sii^ginS a Song of Freedom,' wherein Crosby, attired as the
Freedom Man (with a snatch of 'Any
Bonds Today<?') introduces himself
as aa American Troubadour (and he
epitomizes that to the hilt incidentally); Tve Got Plenty to Be Thankful For* (with cute calendar business of should it be Nov. 20 or 27th? ),
and so Into Xmas and New Year's
again.
These tire backgrounds for the.
basic triangle, with Crosby and Astaire friendly feudists, first for VirS'nia Date and later for Marjorie
Latter, a blonde neweynolds.
comer, is. a comely looker b£ much
-talent, P9ise and versatility, who
wlU certainly calendar her own prothe
from
prominence
fessional
springboard of tliis' Crosby- Astaire
fllmusical.
Picture does' plenty for
her; In brief, a new Par star may
Indeed be bom from the impetus of
"Holiday Inn.'
(^st as a Etagestruck gal, through
a spontaneous sequence of events
Astaire wants her to be his new
partner, after the vaciUatlng Miss
Dale lams it for the 'Texas miUIons.
sentimental
Crosby's
somnolence
keynotes the rest of the action. The
finale ends, as it started, with a
'Abraham/ a

'

.

xhallenge routine, TU Win Her With
vs. TU Win Her With
^ Singlnr
I Dancing,' and Astaire gets a modi
I cum of a 'h&ppy ending when the
f. flcUe Virginia Dale returns, having
discovered the Texan was a phoney.
Toe play-within-a-play events in.

dude You're So Easy to Dance
With,* Astalre's opening special
with the attractive Hiss Dale, and ft

gitches

to a climax when HoUywood
ilent scouts buy Crosby's lioliday
Inn' idea for a fllmusical.
In-

Thk

cludes a film break for the not too
happy Marjorie Reynolds, and «ids
happily when the crooner comes to
the Coast for the final scenes.
'^klark Sahdrlch's production and
direction are more than half the success of the picture. He has transmuted the Berlin idea—the songsmith has been nursing this theme,
along with the compamon songs for
some time ^with- understanding and
feeling for his subject, plus consummate showmanship, verve and tempo.
In this he has been aided by a good
Claude Binyon screenplay from

—

Elmer

Rice's adaptation.

Sandrich hasn't permitted the illustrated song idea to dominate, and at
the one point when the audience expectancy might be that the sequence
of hol'days— Lincoln, Washington,
St. Valentine, Easter. July 4, etc.—

may be

just one roadhouse

whoopee

after
another,
with appropriate
scenic divertissement, the tempo
changes. The thought is maintained,
but subordinated to the romance
Interest and dramatic action.
The supposed joys of life in the
country are given a human reverse
twist, showing Crosby trying to keep

•'

B&tiymore, Jobn Loder, Eddie Albert. Directed by Artbor I,ubtn. Orlgloal screenplay by Nonnan Rellly Ralne: from Cosmopolitan story by C. S. Forester; camera,
Stanley Cortei; special eHects, Jotin Fulton; assistant director, Oll.Vallee; dialog

for England.'
traction will catch

ing

Field

Timely

OK

Ray Milland and Betty
In marital comedy lacking

pace and spontaneity.

Fair biz.
<CaUfair Dr. OlUesple' (M-G).
Mediocre dualer featuring Lionel

Barrymore.

One

of

the poorer Beery stiarrers.
1 Live On Danger' (Par).
Good action meller for support
bookings in the regular runs.
(Songs).
TombstoneT (Far)
actioner
western
Topnotch
moulded in best adventurous
style. Good b.o. for regular nms.
(M-G)
'Pierre of Uie
(Song). Nice 'B' with a betterthan-average 'Cast
•Next of Kin' (UA-British).
Wairning against loose war talk
that might aid the enemy. Good

naW

HoBklns
Grenrall
Air Minister

Bullock
Lieutenant JeSerys
Severn

Robert Warwick
Richard Fraser

Major

Marcia Bradbum
Roy Todwell
Joe Woyman
Molly Byrd

PhlUp Corn
Donna Reed
Phil Brown

;

Alma Krugor
Mary 3^ash

Emma
Dr.

Pendleton

^....Mat

Hope
Carew

Walter KlngsfonJ

Nurse Parker
Susan May Prentiss

Nell-

Craig

Rutb. Tobey
Jonathan Hale

Frank Todwell
Dr. Kenwood

...Chester Morris

Jean Parker
Elisabeth RIsdon
Edward Norrls
Dlok Purcell

,

Norm Thompson

Roger Fryor
Douglas Fowley
Ralph Bsnford
Edwin Maxwell

Bert Jannlngs
Joey Forr
Angle- Moss

WIngy Keete

Patsy Nosh
Joe Cunningham

DIUy....
Inspector Conlon

Bernadene Hayes

Jonesy
George

'Lrongahot'

Koefe's Secretarr

Harrison. .Billy Nelson
Vlckl Lester
.

Mao

William Bakawelt
Charlotte Henry
Q. Nllsson

Nurse

Anna

Bhorman

Mrs.

Latest in the Pine-Thomas action
meller adventure series for Para-

mount provides some

fresh

back>.

grounds and slants for overall mounting of the tale. It's good program
This Is a mild entry for the duals. support, for the regular dual bookProbably the pic's most notable fea- ings, but hardly strong enough in
ture is something that is actually marquee to stand up solo.
Chester Morris, as a special events
For
not a part of the film at all.
Cborlea Dingle

(PRC).

Claw'

well writtea and acted
mystery which' should do okay
business on duals.
'Sonset on the Desert' (Rep).
Average western^ with bad editing dragging some scenes past
the point of interest

Are Husbands Necessary?
Hollywood, Jime

12.

Oom

'

whom

murders committed by the maniac provides a -wholesome and motherly
and his ultimate attempt on the life characterization; Roger Pryor Is the
of Barrjrmore.
station manager, and Douglas Fowley
Perfomnances tai standard, with the suave racket leader. Joe Ciai'
Barrymore giving his usually good nintfham catches, attention with
Nat straight. £haracterlzatlon of the poportrayal, along, with Dom.
Pendleton is In for comedy, as the lice Inspector who's depicted as havit
hoq>ital
attendant while Donna
Reed, as the maniac's fiancee, lends a
decorative touch. Phil Brown, as the
crazed student, Indlbates considerNoko.
able promise.

i

ing braiins for a change.
Producers provide flash mounting

for the tale, neatly handling process
photography for displ^ of the highlighted events. First feature directing job by Sam Whitfe, who's been
around Hollywood for many years
In various writing capacities, maintains pace and general interest >lr
Hetn release of John W. Conaldlne, Jr., though script sags In the middle
production. Stars Wriiaca Beery: features
Harloile Main. Directed by Nonnan Z. when It slows down to devel<v story
Bcreennlay, Lawrence Haaord, lines.
Wolt
McLeod.
based en story by C. Gardner Bnlllvan;
camera, Clyde De Vlnna; music, David
Bnell and Earl Brent; dances, Sammy Lee;
editor,
Qene Rugglero. Tndeshown In
MIN8.
N. T., Jane 16, '42, Running time.

JACKASS MAIL
'

TOMBSTONE

M

Hanld de Becker ducUon,
Paul Cavanagh
Gene Reynolds
....Alan Napier
JUl Esmond
Queenle Leonard
Olat Hytten
Ian WoUe
Carl Harbord
Charles Irwin
Mary Carr

KId.l
Black Watch OBIcer

'The

Phyllis

Bridget

Day Controller
Sir Charles Porter
Lnbbodc
Sir Benjamin Trask
A Mother

Simon

Georgia,,
Billy
Little Olrl

M

Dr. Oerrilede

BONB.

Mormll
Susan Richards

Mrs, Moriell
Eldle Nelson

Gavin Mulr
Paramount release of F^red Kohlmar pro- Just Baggot
Wallace Beery
(WITH SONGS)
Stars Ray Ullland, Betty Field;
(Tiny) Tucker... Marjorie Mabi
Rhys WUIlama features Patricio. Morlson, Eugene Palletta. Clementine
Hollywood, June 13.
Signer O'SulUvan
J. Canol Nalsh
Paramount release of Hsn^ Shennaa
Directed by !Nonnan T&nrog, Bcreenplajr by Tommy Gargan
Darryl Hickman
Teas Slealnger and Fnnk Dmvla; adMited Red Gargan
William Haade production; associate producer, Lewis J.
from book by Isabel Scott Rorlck: cameim, Jim Bwade
Dick CurUs Rachmll. Stars Richard DIx, Kent Taylor,
Charles Lang, Jr.; editor, LeRoy Stone. Gospel Jones
Hobart Cavanaugh Edgar Buchanan, Features Frances Gitford,
CaaUe.
Clem Bevans, Victor
TVadeshown In L. A. June 11, '43, Run- Barky
Don.
J6« Tule
ning time,
iaS%.
Jory, Rex Bell. Directed by WllUam Mc-

Private Owen
Sergeant Johns
Sir James Partridge

A

13

time,
Jeff

Calling Dr. Gillespie
Metro production and release. Ftotutes
Lionel Barrymore, Philip Oom, Donna
Reed, Nat Pendleton. Directed by Harold
Bncquet. Screenploy, Willis Goldbeck Khd
Uany Ruskin, from original story by Kubcc
Olasmon, based oa cbaractera created by
Max Brand; camera, Ray June; mualo,
Daniels Amfltheatrot; editor, Elmo Veron,
Tradestaown In N. T., June 16, '42. RunHIMS;
ning time,
Dr. aiUasple. . .
Lionel Barry rcoro

•Calling Dr. GlUespie' is the film newscaster, covers fires, shipwrecks,
started by Lew Ayres, In his role of fights, fugitive himts and other hap'Dr. Kildare,' and which had to be penings. After a fast getaway with
remade when he objected too conr display of a fire, and competition bes-cientlously to Uncle Sam's draft tween Morris and Dick Purcell 'for
the London post of the network, story
solons.
Philip
now has the Ayres- tangles with a racket ring and moves
•Klldare' role, but calls himself Dr. Morris into the spot of digging eviJohn Hunter Gerniede. Dorn has a dence to- clear Edward Norrls of a
slight foreign accent, but the script murder charge. As usual, Jean ParMorris goes
qualifies that; it's allowed him to be ker Is the girl for
to the bat to save her brother Norrls
a Dutch emigre.
Story concerns a pyschotlc young from the chair. The finish is natua series of flashy of the boys the man given to homicidal mania. rally a happy one.
commentator is describing, ^isode Through latter's fiancee Dr. GlUespie
Morris breezily handles the top
is smart Aowmanship on the part of (Lionel Barrymore) is called into the role in good style, with Miss Parker
Wanger, as it gets the audience Into case; with Dom, as ptarrymore's aide, grooved nlcebr as the girl. Douglas
the proper i>atriotic attitude for what given carte blanche to handle the Fowley provides elemental comedy
comes in the main portion of the pic- case. The rest deals -with a series of as Morris' assistant; Elisabeth Rlsdoa
•The' PanUter**

'

Charles Klag, Jr.
tKinald Stuart
Frederick Warlock
Stanley' Ridges

and Alex
camera, Fred
Jackman, Jr.; editor, William Zlegler,
TTsdeshown In L. A, June 1], '42. Rannlnr

Walt

sets,

Fast,

'.

Cbubbr

pianse

b.o.

>

:

LIVE

at-

biz.

NeeeuaryT*

Husbands

'Are
(Par).

flyers battl-

Joan Hatbaway; editor, Pblllp
Kabn. Previewed In Studio projection room,
ture.
June 12, '42. Running time, 108 BONB.
Cast has been wisely selected, with
Chuck Brewer
Robert Stack
Anne Partridge
Diana Barrymore Stack, John Loder, Albert I>U ErikPaddy Carson
John Loder son, Edgar Barrier and Jon Hall
Leckle. ...... k
Eddie Albut heading the group of Yankee pilots.
HeKlnnon
Nigel Bruce
Barrymore does not photojchnnT Coe
Lelf IMkaoB Diana
Wadlslaw Borowsky
Edgar Barrier graph to advantage, but gives a sinHank Starr
Jon Hall cere and soUd performance as an
Nancy Mitchell
Evelyn Ankeis Engll^ girl.
Dame Elizabeth Wbltby
Isobel Elsom
Direction by Arthur Lubin accenAunt Emiuellne
Gladys Cooper
Olesen....
Alan Hale, Jr. tuates the underlying dramatic' iihRamsey
>..Doa Porter press of the war and conditions on
Meeker
Edmund Olover the various Individuals, and keeps
Bell
SUnley Smith
Barker
Howard Banks things moving at a consistent pace.
OrUTIth
photography with backRichard Crane Process
Chandler
Clarence Stialgtat [round plates, sent from •'England on
Vrhlt*
Richard Davles danger's order,
is of ezcellent.calibre
Welch...
Harold Landon
Walt
Meyers
Todd B:anis throughout
director.

-.

Olivier

M

Ray

George Cugat

Mary Elizabeth Cugat.
Uyra Ponsonby
Bunker

Wllltam Severn Duncan Atterbnry
Linda Bleber Bill stone
Mrs. Westwood

Milland

Betty Field
Patricia Morleon
Eugene Pallette
'....Charles Dingle
Lelf BricksoD

Elisabeth RIadon
.Richard Haydn
Laura Atterbury. ...'.... Kathleen Locktaort
Cory CartwTlght.....'
Phillip Teny
Dr. Buell
Cecil Kellaway

Chuck.'

"Eagle Squadron' is a timely and
topical drama of the American flyers
who went across to England a year
ago within the framework of tiielr
own group designated by the title.
It's a dramatic exposition of the air
attacks on Nazi territory, the ground
life of the 'flyers, and a forceful presentation of the devastation of air
raids on tiondon and the English
cotmtrysiile. Lending itself to extensive exploitation, picture will hit a
profitable groove in the regular runs
all down the line, despite the lack
of marquee brilliance of the cast.
Producer Walter Wanger lined up
cooperation with the British government to secure authentic shots of the
air battlesi and other material necessarv to dovetail with the dramatic
action shot at the studio. R^ult is
a workmanlike job all around, for
composite of unusual air drama.
Picture is replete' with intimate details of methods of British raids on
the mainland, and has some "spectacular air attacks and maneuvers
despite the fact that much of the
groimd has been covered previously.
There's a slick sequence in which

the boys bail out over the channel
while returning home, with the. British pab'ol boats zooming to the fescue. Wanger brings things right up
to the minute with depiction of a
Commandos raid on the French coast
so that a couple of the Eiagle squadron can hi-]ack a new and mysterious plane of the Nazis.
,
Story picks up the American flyers
in England, and drops them Into the
headquarters of the squadron. Tliere's
a series of bombing raids across the
channel intermingled with Nazi devastations in England, Then the adventurous end slows up for devel-

Anna

Anne Revere

Mr. Brooks
Mrs. FInley

Bnos

i

Miss Bnmstead
Miss Jenkins

Charles Lane
Charlotte Wynters
Clinton Rosemond
Olive Blakeney
Cecil CunnlnghalD

This marital comedy, based on Isabel Scott Riwick's book, 'Mr. and
Mis. Cugat' has some humorous moments, but on the whole, strains and
struggles to be light, spontaneous and
effervescent—and never quite reaches
the goal. Picture will neM support
to get by for more than nominal biz
as clUtopper In the keys and regular
runs.

Story

Is

decidedly fictional, and

plainly shows inadequacies of generating and logic in the marital affairs of Ray Milland and Betty Field.
He's a bank -vice-president while
she's a spendthrifty wife with plenty
of overdue accounts. Hardly a rituation permlssihle by status of the

husband's

position—but

it's

there

nevertheless.
Furthermore, couple
lives on standard more in keeping
with that of a bank president, ra,ther
than one of th4 juniors in the organization.

After planting the financial woes
of the household, and the husband's
anticipation of a raise in position and
salary, yam has the wife busting In
en the bank prez to make a pitch for
husband's promotion; Arrival of an
old flame of Milland In person of
glamorous Patricia Morlson, and resultant jealousy; rich prospective

customer Eugene Pallette, who befriends Milland and saves his job;
with a baby adoption thrown in for
good measure. Result of the highly
synthetic

proceedings

is

squaring

opment of romance between Robert away of the conflicting elements and
Stack and Diana Barrymore, with pic the eventual clinch.
stepping out for rousing finish with
Milland and Miss Field put more
the Commandos raid and return trip hito the roles of the married pah:

of Stack in the secret Nazi plane.
Picture opens with a foreword by
Quentin Reynolds extolling the
toting logs, currylnff pigs, American flyers who got Into the
etacWng hay, and altogether belying thick of things prior to the stab in
his.< 1i-a-2-y,
I Wanna Be Lazy.'. the.b{(ck of Dec. 7. As Reynolds dettieal^"Buithe roadhouse Idea, open scribes fhe American- flyers, therc^s

warm,

'Eagle Sqwidren' (U). Fine air

drama of American

'jBckass Mall' (M-G).

whale of a fireand cracker dance specialty, on top of
With Crosby's own 'Song of Freedom.'

to 'special'

•Holiday Idb' (Par) (Musical).

Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire and
Irving Berlin songs spell peak
grosses.

DANGER

Hlchard Haydn provldef aome
IN
I
amusing moments at a dwd pan,' onHollywood, June 12.
the-maka artist
.
telease of William H. FineNorman Taurog endeavors to lift ParamountThomas
prodactlpn. Stars ChesWilliam
C.
atmosstatic
above
the
th* picture
ter Morris, Jean Parker; features Elisabeth
phere of the script, with nominal re- RIsdon, Edi^ard Norrls, Dick Purcell, Dougsults. I>roduction mounting is top Ins Fowley, Roger Fryor. Directed by Bam
grade throughout hut entertainment -White. Sereenplay by Bfaxwell Shane. RlobMurphy, Lewla R. Foatar; orliinal by
today requires more than elaborate ard
Fosttr
Gottlieb;
doD.

Miniatore Reviews

than the scripters provided in eiUier
lines or situations. Pallette is neatly
cast as the blustering financier, whUe
Patricia .Morlson is an eyeful In
sleek
gowns.
Support
includes
Charles Dingle, Phillip Terry, Anne
Revere, Lell Brlckson. EUsazeth Ris-

Remember
Jackie

Beery

Tlhe

Cooper

Champ'7

When

Oonn. Screenplay by Albert Shelby L*
vino and Edward B. Paramore, baaed oa
book, 'Tomtistone,' by -Walter Noble Bums;

Wallace camera,

thottght

guy In the
world, though actually he was just
-was the greatest

Russell

supervising edi-

Hsrlan;

tor, Bhermaa A. Rose; editor. Carroll Lewis;
asst. director, Glenn Cook. Tndeshown In
Ii. A., June 12, '42. Running time, TS BQNB.

'

Richard Dtx
Kent Taylor
Metro's Curly BUI
Edgar Buchanan
Frances Clifford
story-makers apparently have very Ruth Grant
Don Castis
retentive memories, nils time the Johnny Dnane
Clem
Bevans
lUpole,....
yam is 'Jackass Mail' and Ifs a Ike Clanton
Victor Jory
western.
Wallace Beery's name is VlrgU Earp
Rex Bell
Charles Helton
Hie sole marquee lure, with the slow, Dan Crane
Harvey Stephens
trite yam, plus that questionable Morgan Earp
Chris
....Chris Fin Martin
title,
also being difficult selling Frank McLowery
Dlok Curtis
points ifor' the rural exhibitors at Tom McLowery
Paul Sutton
Donald Curtis
Phlneas Clanton
whom this picture is aimed.
Ed Bcbleffelln
Wallls Clark
western in -n^ch the hero Billy Clanton
James Ferrara
doesn't have at least one fistic encounter—thafs a startling factor In
This purportedly Is a factual ac•MalL'
Of course. Beery Is stUl count of the experiences of Wyatt
plenty quick on the draw as the Earp, famed peace officer of the
ne'er-do-well of the wild west play- early west during his brief stay in
ing the role to the hilt for comedy the frontier town of Tomlsstone in
values, but the part hever seems the Arizona territory. This tale -Is ~
to redcb the polti^ of credlblll^. more exciting and dramatic than
•The Champ' analogy stems from the most of the stuff dished up by film
friendship between Beery and a scripters for western pictures. "Tombyoungster orphaned when Beery stone' is a compact^ package of adshoots the moppet's father, a hold- venturous entertainment; and slated
upman, in sdf-defenae.
Beery's to give a good account of itself in
adoption of the lad, who's unaware the regular bookings as a topnotch
that the former has killed his pop entry of Its type.
until the inevitable denoument, forms
Richard Due, vigorously portraythe liasle story.
Interwoven is ing Earp, aMves In Tombstone -with
Beery's comedic romance Vlth Mar- his two younger brothers, Rex Bell
jorie Main in a sort of "Min and BOl' and Harvey Stephens.
He's unconportrayal made notable years ago cerned with' the
JtQwn's shoot-'em-^tipby Beiery and Marie Dressier, Miss gang leader 'Edgar BucbanatCoUtO"
Main plays the driver'Vit the jackass- a chUd is killed in the dusty street
drawn mall stagecoach.
Then Dlx accepts the sheriff's badge
Story suggests a satirism on great to bring law and order to 'the town.
men revered in history. Beery plays He cools down Buchanan and latter's
the part of Just Baggot, a horse thief gang, circumvents plahs to get him
and mail robber for whom Baggot jammed, reforms young Don Castle,
City ho^ been named. FQm opens who drifts in and takes a job with
with present-day services honoring Buchanan, gets the town pretty well
his memory; then there's the flash- in shape when final blow strikes Buback to bis 'achievements' that led chanan as Earp is sworn In as U. S.
to the building of the city.
marshal and -the outlaw is snagged
Beery plays the part with his ac- for holding up a -wagon carrying
customed and studied lack of vigor. mall. Finale is one of the most rousIt's one of his weaker roles. Mar- ing gunflghtq that has come to the
screen.
jorie Main Is also imbelievable as
Earp, one of the most colorful charthe shrew who promotes Beery into
the 'great man' through a series of acters in the history of the west is
comedy circumstances that are highly vividly characterized by Dlx, who
questionable, while J, Carrol Naish, handles his best part since that of
as a Mexican with the handle of Yancey Cravat h\ 'Cimarron,' and
O'SullIvan, also tries to lend comedy takes advantage of every opportunvalues to the' pic. Darryl Hickman, ity to smack over his role In most
the youngster, is .ctedible enough.
convincing fashion. Edgar Buchanan

bum? Remember? Well,
good many years back,' but
a

that's,

Wyatt Earp
a Doo
HalUdar,,,..

'.

•

.

i
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Chi Needs Afibl So

PICTURB GROSSES
Fir^ Rons on Broadway

s Weather;

It

(Subject to Chanoe;

Week ot Jnne 18
Aster—This Above All'

'juke Girl-V.&Y. Spiffy $38,000,

W

Fine ISa/Beds' Nice

$EO0O

poUqr makes fOr a short show and
Chicago, Junft 10.
Weather elements were agalnBt pretty rapid audience turnover.
Should hit good $4,000. after 'last
loop busihesa Over the weekend and week's excellent $4^00.^
that can be conveniently used as an
Avenue) (3,400: 1830-40)—'Great Man's Lad?
slfl)l by th« theatre managers.
and True to the Arnw*
The United Artists went back to Should be sturdy $8,500. tut CPax)..
week,
singles Saturday (18) with 'Rio Rita,' IBroadway* (U) and Ttfystery
Marie
which got ^away nicely on the Hogef (U), soUd $9,0007
of the Abbott-Costello
strength
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (8.400:
names. .Palace has a new double 15-30-40)
'Fantasia' (RKO) and
bill, 'Private Buckaroo' and 'Castle 'Postman Didnt Ring* (20ai).
Return
in Desert,' bofii rapped by the crit- of Disney color film aiming at pretty
Probably won't even go one good $3,500. Last week, 'Remember
ics.
week at the pace.
Pearl Harbor' (Rep) and 'Butch
'Juke Girl* is doing business in the Minds B aby* (U). light $2,5 00.
Chicago. It got fine notices plus having Chicago's fave dance team, Veloz and Yolanda, as stage support.
'Reap the Wild Wind' goes into its
fourth week in the State-Lake and
remains a potent boxoSlce item:
Next in line for this big run house
is 'King's Row.'
Estimates tor This Week

C^)

-

I

Widm Carries

'Ai^eT ta Good

ApeUe (B&K)

$17,000 in Pitt

currently.

CUeafo (B&K)

(4,000;

35-55-75)—

•Juke Girl' (WB) and stage show.
Veloz and YolanSa on stage are importantly contributing to hefty

Pittsburgh, June 16.
Big noise this week Is TortlUa
week. This Our Life' and Flat' at Penn. riding to top money
and probable holdover. Crlx didn't
vaude, exceUent ^,000.
Ourlflk (BA|k) (900; 35-55-65-75) care much~for it. but extensive' ad—This Our Life' (WB) and True to vertising campaign, which started
Army' (Par). Combination okay at mOnths ago, and combination ot
Last week, 'Gal Sal' (20th) Traey-Lamarr-Garfleld names seem
$S,500.
and 'Sunny Side' (20th),- alright $5.- to be turning the trick. Fulton has
400.
come Up with another winner in
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-33- •Broadway,' which shows signs of
and brealdng into house's upper coin
(Col)
Man'
44-55) 'Ladles
000.

—

Chuck Foster orchestra on

vaude.

.

brackets.

and Molly
stage with
Jane Withers is cafryng the load
Picon. Total lineup impressive and at the Stanley, where 'I Married an
headedffor |20,000, good. Last week, Angel' was panned to a fare-thee'Sleepytime' (Rep), smart $18,100..
well, and the kid star on p.a. wHl
PaUee (RKO) (2,500: 33-44-66-75) make a respectable showing under
—•Buckaroo' (U) and 'Castle Desert' the circumstances.
Poor $10,000. Last week,
(20th).
Estimates for This Week
•Favorite Spy' (RKO) and 'Falcon
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 30-40-55)—
Takes Over' (RKO), $10,700.
Billy Gilbert

BMMvelt (B&K)

(1,500; 35^55-65-

Beds' (UA) and 'GenUeman After Dark' (UA). Better than
usual .business here; heading for
bright $12,000. Last week, 'Larceny'
(WB) and 'Kid Glove' (M-G) finished fortnight to good $7,700.

75)—Twin

SUte-Lake (B8cK)

(2,700; 36-55-65-

79)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par)

(4th

week). Rolling along and will gather
smart $11,000 currently, foUowing
hefty $14,500 last week.

rmted

Arttsta

(BkR-M-G)

(1,700;

35-65-85-75)—'Rio Rita' (M-G). Got
off nicely and looks for $16,000. fine,
for opener. Last week. 'Ship Ahoy'
(M-G) and 'For Keeps' (M-G)> finished two-weeker to $7,100.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 35-55-6575)—'Monster* (Mono) and 'Corpse
Vanishes'

(PRO- (3d

wk).

Taking

good $5,000 this week, following fine
.$0,800 last week.

lOVER', CMMID $7^00;

GETTING

Criterion—'In Old CiOifomla'
(Rep) (17).
(Rovteuad in 'Variety* Jun« 10)
Olebe—'The (Sold Rush' (UA)
(10th week).

March «)
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy* (WB) (4th week).
(Reirieircd In •Variety'

.

—

'

(Retrfctoed In 'Variety

nULEFEMS.

Han

Kiule

Juna

— 'Mrs.

1)

Miniver*

'

(M-C)

(3d wedc).
(RcDieued in 'Variety

Hoy

Panunonnt— Take a
Darling*.. (Par) (4th

13)

Letter.

week).

(Reviewed In 'Variety

May

Blvell

Enemies'

(UA)

—

'Friendly
-

8)

(18).

Boxy—Ten

Cientlemen

From

West

Point' (20th) (3d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety June 3)
Strand—'Juke Girl' (10).
(Reoieued in 'Variety AprU 8)
Week ot Jvne 26
Astor—'This Above All' (20th)
(7th week).

—

Capitol
The Wife Takes
Flyer' (Col) (2d week).

Globe—"The
(11th week).

w^

'Dandy,' $28,100,

(eth week).
{RnUwii in 'Variety May 8)
Capitol— The Wife "Cakes a
Flyer* (Col).
(RmHauied In 'Variety* April B)

(1,200; 35-6S-69-79)

^'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'About Face'
(UA) (2d wk). Chaplin film has done
taking good 98.S00 on initial
session and figures for fine $6,000

H.O,s Flood N.Y.;'lnirer', $105,000,

(20th)

(Sold Rush'

a

(UA)

—

Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy* (WB) (Stb week). -

Panunonnt—'Beyond the Blue
Horizon* (Par) J[24).
(Reviewed in 'Variety Kay B)
Boxy The Magnificent Dope'

—

(20th).

(Reviewed in 'Variety June
Strand—'Juke Girl* (20th)

3)

(2d

week).

W-Gyde Lucas-Benny Fields, 2SG
Holdovers, some of them good, a
couple of them not, blanket the

ing a chance to hit a huge $105,000.
The initial seven days skyrocketed
to $111,000. Begins third week toExcept morrow (Thursday).
Blalto (Mayer) (604: 28-44-55)—
combination chows, only two minor •Nazi Agent' (M-G). Getting stout
grind runs brought in new pictures play at indicated $9,500, or over, and
during the past week.
holds.
Last week,
Town*
The weekend again was up, but (RKO) ble«r up, only'Powder
$5,200, weak.
not sensationally so. 'New York at
BlvoU (UA) (2,0192; 36-50-75-85-99)
War* .parade attracted an estimated —'Miss Annie Rooney' (UA) (2dSaturday
(13),
but
they
2,90a000
flnal wk).
No dice, on holdover
didn't begin to fall Into the theatres looking less than $9,000.. Initial week
'

downtown New York

area.

for the second-run State, which plays

until late afternoon or early evening, was
$13,000.
House brings in'
'vylth mats not as big as had been ex"Friendly Enemies* (UA) Friday evepected.
Among other things, the ning (19).
parade lasted too long. On Sunday
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 40-55-65-75-86.
threatening weather had a tendency 99)—"Ten Gentlemen West Point*
.to hold up business to good levels.
(20th) and stageshow (2d wk). MainNothing short of outstanding is tains fine piiU at $45,000 or close, fol'Mrs. Miniver,' now in Its second
lowing big $54,000 on first week.
smash week at the Music HaU, where Goes a third round.
it may get $105,000. This is close to
cute (Loew's) (3,450; 35-44-55-73the initial seven days' $111,000.
^Rio Rita' (M-G) (2d run)
Ten Gentlemen from West Point,* 00-$1.10)—
and Benny Fields, Dean Murphy,
at the Roxy and also In its second
week, will get strong $45,000, or near Clyde Lucas band: Stage complement providing good, support for
to that, and, like 'Miniver goes a
Abbott-Costello film; all signs point
third stanza.
Increasing its boxoSlce tempo, with favor for better than $25,000,
'Yankee Doodle Dandy* hit ^B.IM; nice profit Laist -week. This Gun
which' is close to canaci^ ot $29,500, For Hire* (Par) (2d run) and, oil
on second week ended Friday night rtage, Mitxl Green. Benny Rubin, Hal
(12). On the three days of the cur- LeRoy and Ibppy Felton, $23,000.
Strand (WB) (£796: 35-99-79-85rent (3d) lap, through Monday (16),
the gross was $15,900. Theatre has 99)—'In TbiM Our Life' (WB) (6th.
been rescaled to provide 'for some final wk) and Cab Calloway (2d-flnal
Better than $20,000 sighted,
additional seats at $2JZ0 and $1.65 so wk).
that at capacity .house can top oke for this far down on the run of
the film. Last week (9th) for "Life*
$30,000.
With the gate showhig $36,000 f6r and first for Calloway, $31,000, good;
the third week ended last night 'Juk« Girl* (WB) and Russ Morgan
(Tues.), paramount is keeping Take l^d, pliis Dennis Day, open Friday
Letter* and Beniw Goodman a fourth
round starting today (Wed.). The
Strand, with a similar pitband policy,
is now on its concluding (6th) week
with 'In This Our Lfie' and the
second with Cab C!alloway, Gross
Aould top $26,000, satisfactory in
.

'Glamour Boy* (Par). May do $1,400.
Last week, 'Kid Glove Killer' (M-G)
and 'Fly By Ni^f (Par), $1,100.
SUto (Noble^ederer) (986; 10-26-

30)—'Fleet

Sweetheart' (Col) and
'Secret of Lone 'Wolf (Col), spUt
with 'Navy Blues' (WB) and 'Affairs
Valentine' (Rep). So-so $1400. Last

week, 'Kennel Murder* (WB) and
•Father Steps Out' (Mono), spUt with
'Sea WoU' (WB) and Tramp' (Col),
$1,100.

'Saboteur',

June

16.

(J.

TRW GREAT
$24,000

IN

HUB

nu

A

All houses are doing fairish biz
week and returns ar^ pretty
evenly divided. Weather took a sudium from hot and humid to
coolish, but effect on downtown b.6j
Gist of the
IS* hardly- noticeable.
matter i* that It's the class of flhns
on diqplay that determines the draw
of the various houses, more so than
the weather.
'Her (Cardboard Lover* at Loew's
State is doing okay, as is 'Great
Man's Lady* at the Rialto. 'Fantasia,'
on a return at the Strand, is not
shaping up strongly, although it is wlU be around $17,000, okay under
coupled with a good ^ secondary the circumstances. Last week. Russ
feature.
Morgan*s band and Tuttles of ToEstimates for This Week
hlU' (RKO), good $18,000.
BrewB (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
Waner (WB) (2J)00; 30-40-5S)-~
~(1,400; 13-30-40)
•Broadway' (U) This tifur Life' (WB) (2dwk). Moved
and 'Mystery Marie Roget' (U). At- here from Penn and doing Just fair.
tracting pretty good trade on move- Looks like about $9,000. Last week,
over to indicate all right $2,600. Last 'Rio Rita' (M-G), also moveovtf
'Twin Beds' (UA) and 'Nazi from Penn, pretty dull, too, at $4,900.
Agenf (M-G), on switchover from
Loew's State, medium $2,000.
KeBt«tiky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25)
—'Nothing But Truth' (Par) and Better Fix in Uneoln;
•Lady WiUing' <Col). Indicate satUTantasia'
$2,700
factory $2,000. Last week, 'Fleet's In'
Lincoln, Neb., June 10.
(Par) and '(3entleman After Dark*
Biz is better than' usual along the
(UA). oke $2,200.
Loew's SUte (Loew's) (3,300; 15- row, with an exceptionally good run
'Fantasia,'
including
80-40)
pictures,
'Cardboard Lover' (M-G) of
and 'Blondie's Blessed Evenf (Col). •Moontlde' and 'Her Cardboard
Strong appeal for the femme patrons iSver.'
Estimates for This Week
and matinees are going along fine.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (L003;
Probably okay $7,500. Last week,
%Iarried An Angel' (M-G) and "Yank 9-30-44)—'Cardboard Lover* (M-G).
Burma Road' (M-G), satisfactory Will do fair $2,700. Last week,
'Married An Angel' (M-G), success$7,500.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000: ful $2,900.
Nebraska (J. H. Cooper) (1,236; 915-30-40)— This Our Life' (WB) (2d
Vk). Biz holding up well and single 20-28)—'Butch Minds Baby' (U) and

—

this

den

.

.

—

we^

Good

—

;ooo

H. Cooper-Par)
— 'Moontide'
(20th).

In Nifty Oeve.

$2,600. fair.

we^

Louisville,

—

MetrapelHaa (M&P)

«0)—'Shores

(4,367: 30-44-

of Tripoli'

(^)

and

Remains on idef.
Hellyweed (WB)

0Uv<•laiuL June

M

m^m ox<3L
combo of Louu nbatft
House and Dennlk Day on stage,
^^'IB *rhls Our Life* ladiowtatplen^
J.

•f life at Hipp, but •Her CardbAari
Lover* Is Just a dud for State.

MmitealM lUi week

'

•MarUn Eden*

Orpheus (Loew) (2,900; 30-40-50- Saturday-Sundur-Monday (13-14-19)
60)—'Ship Ahoy (M-G) and 'Alias on first three days of current (3d)
BlacUe' (Col) (2d wk). semester, $19,000. As rescaled, house
Around $18,000, good. Last week, now can top $30,000.
Falaee (RKO) (1,700; 28-S9-44-69nifty $24,900.
Paramout (M&P) (1,800; 30^^ ^-79)—-My (Sal Sal' (20Hi) (2d run)
60)—This Our Life' (WB) and 'Al- and 1 Was Framed' (WB) (1st run).
ways in Heart* (WB). CV)ntinUed Top picture accounting for probable
.

500,

we^ at Met; indicate $11,Last week, 'Reap
(Par) (2d wk). $8,400.

very good.

WUd Whtd'

BtaU (Loew). (3,600; 30-40-50-60)—
•Ship Ahoy (M-G) and 'Alias Boston
Around
Blacfcie' (Col)
(2d wk).
$13,000,
il7,000.

very

good.

Xmulox (Tr^lux)

First

week,

(900;

17-28-

44-95)—'Lefs Get Tough' (Mono) and
•Tramp, Tramp' (Col). Good $4,000.
Last week, 'Remember Pearl Harbor'
(Rep) and 'Sea Devils' (RKO) (reissue) (2d wk), $3,600, very good.

(1,000;

S0-40-4Sr99)^

(Col), ordjnanr $4,400.

HIM (Wamen)

(8.7(SrW-W-49.

99)-ffhls Qwr LUlB' (WB). Geared
by heavy olintele ot Bette Davis
fans for $lS,miO, gOtOd. Loft rouncL
'Shores Tripoli* (20th) smart $13,000

on h. 0..
Lake (Warurs) (8M:

9B-40-45-59>

%b.

'Lady Gangster' (WB) and
marble RnUttr* (Gol). Nof taore
than Itikewaim $1,M0. Last lap. Tantasta* (RKO) lid irtt), worthy $l,»00,
Pateee

(NEO)

(£7iO; S9-40-M-59plus Billy

<IKO)

70>-Wbotout'

Day, Louis Prima
band on stage. Another solid bill
and hlgh-swinflng bjo. itom the start,

House,. Dennis

'

with around $29,000 in tldit Last
week, •Mayor 44th St.* (RKO J with.
'Hollywood Priorittes* on stage, s&Ato
over $19,()00, good.
Stole (LoeWs) (8,490; 35:-40-45-9S)
—'Cardboard Lover' m-Qh limping toward anemic $9,0lM. Lost chapter,

Keapjrad

.Wind' (Fitr) flowed

to great ittUXIO.

BUamm

Q^H: «M»-49.
Wind' Var). Phe-'
nomenal attends nca fte Bwyaover
and likely to npp at leait fujOOO.
99)—'Reap

(Loew's)

WUd

Last wtSk, Iflster

V (UA), avmgtt

$9,000.

'Gone,' $8,000,

83-$1.10-

good.

AUea <RKO)

'Shorei TMpoU' (Mfh}. Looks like
marines have landed, with moveover
raring to sweet $8,000.' Lost week,

In

J.

tiK» Oat

C; *9poSM 15G
Jersey Cl^. June 1>.

•

Boston

16.

OrotoM ore -fl f pnaslnf Uve
Night frade
J
iXliok b ^pmiqj
duo to labqtayr and po'

•Remarkable Andrew' (ParT. Socko $1.69-$2J0)—'Dandy (1.229;
(WB) (3d wk).
$24,000 pace. Last weelc, This Our Lost week (2d) went to
$28,100, close
Life' (WB) and 'Always in IBy to capacity, and
with some additional
MtarV_ .CWB), second week, $ie,70(),.

from two

Name

view of the length of the film's run.
House ushers in 'Juke Girl,* with
Buss Morgan and Dennis Day on the

stage, Friday (10), while other new
(1,859; shows include 'Wife Takes Flyer" at
May the Capitol tomorrow morning
Last week. 'Malsle (Thursd^) and 'Friendly Enemies/
Gets Man^ (M-G), $2,500.
which gets special' BivoU preem
Varsity
(Noble-Pederer)
(1.100: Friday evening (10).
'Broadway* (U).
Picture should 10-30-44)—
'Fantasia' (RKO). Good
"Pride of the Yankees' goes into
easily grab around $8,500, perhaps
$2,700. Last week, 'Wife Takes Flyer' the Astor for an indeterminate run
more,
which
Insures
holdover. (Col),
poor $2,300.
around Julr 19. Policy and prices
Opened Saturday (13). which meant
are being discussed at present on the
it played two days wimbut beneCoast
between RKO and Sam Goldfit of excellent notices it subsequentwyu. Currently at the Astor is This
ly received and this should help
Above All,* which maintains a good
plenty.
Last week, fourth of 'Gil
pace at $15,000 on the fifth week
Sal' (20th), very good $1,800 for
ended last^iight (Tuesday).
three days.
On the brighter sldels the State
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-BB)—
show of 'Rio Rita* aMl Benny Fields,
•Fantasia'
First time at
(RKO>.
Dean Murphy, Clyde Lucas orch. at
popular prices for picture which ran
what looks like better than $25,000,
three months more tiian vear ago
The little Rialto is grinding at aiast
at Fulton at road-show scsla. Walt
rate with 'Nazi Agent,' which should
Disney special had toufr sledding
get $0,900 or more and .will be held
Boston, June VS.
originally and isn't doing any better
over.
Disappointment at
at lower scale.
•Shores of Tripoli' is rolling in the
EsMmates tor
Week
around $6,000. Last week, "Ringi biggest take in town this week and ^ Astor .'(Loew's). (1,012: 69-64-79-89on Fingers' (20th), dud $9,000.
$1.10>— 'This Above All' (20th) (Oth
looks good for a holdover at the wk). Holding
up weU, the flttti we«k
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 30-4055)—Tortilla Flat' (M-G). Should Metropolitan. The Goid Rush,' at through last night (Tuesday) having
grab ,at least $18,000, very gpigy. RKO Boston, and "My Gal Sal.' at garnered $19,000. Prior stanza (4th)
was $10,200. Croes out In about four
Last week. This Our Life' (WB). Keith Memorial, ara both staunch.
weeks, with 'Pride of Yankees*
also excellent at $16,500:
Eftiaaates tor This Week
(RKO-Ooldwrn) slated to come in
Blta (WB) (800; 30-40-50)—lUo
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 30-44-59-40) aroimd July 19 under a policy yet to
Reached
Rita' (M-G) (3d wk).
be determined,
here via usual Penn-Wamer-Ritz —'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'Falcon
OapUel (Loew's) (4,020; 39-59-89route, but fading away at windup of Takes Over' (RKO). Indicate $14,000
$1.10-$1.29)—•Broadway'
(3d(U).
run. Will have to hustle to ihake and possible
h.o.
Last week. The final wk).
weak entry: on hold$2,000, which is ordinary, even at
over only around $17,000. First week
fifth Spoilers' (U) and Vaughn Monroe
this smaU-seater.
Last
ended at
disappointing
$27,000,
orch. $25,500, terrific.
of 'Kings Row' (WB), fine $3^000.
but fair profit 'Wife Takes Flyer'
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-55)
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 30-44-60)— (Col) opens- tomorrow morning
'Bl&ndie's Event' (Col) and 'No 'This Our Life' (WB) and 'Always in (Thursday).
House can Heart* (WB). Continued from^two
Hands Clock' (Par).
Criterloa. (Loew's) (1,062: 39-44practically flgiue its gross ;^e min- weeks at Met; aiming at hefty $7,500. 55-75)
'In Old California' (Rep)
ute a double-bUl opens. This one Last week, 'Reap Wild Wind' (Par), moves In here; today (Wed.), suclooks Uke $2,400. Last week. 'Sub* holdover, $5,200.
ceeding 'Mayor of 44th St.' (RKO),
marine Raider* (C!ol) and Hood to
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 30- which did weU at $9,000. Behind
Happiness' (Mono), maybe century 44-B9-fl0)—'My Gal Sal* (20th) and tlut
•Remember Pearl Harbor*
note higher.
•Night Before Divorce' (20th ). Point- (Rra). $7,000, miUIsh.
Oioba (Brandt) (1,290; 39-99-79Stuiley (WB) (3,800; S0-44-9S-86) ing to good $18,000 in eight days and
—•Married an Ajogel' (M-G) and holdover. Ijast week (six days), 99)—'Gold Rush' (UA) (0th wk).
Jane Withers topping stage show. Tuttles TahlU' (RKO) and 'Mexican Looks dose to $10,000 this week
Kid star carrying the burdtoi, after ^itflre Ghost' (RKO), $11,000, seedy. (9th). pace that is near to the $10^
done the preceding stanza (8ih).
picture was roundly panned. Gross

Stnort

10-30-44)

liit

Smadi 2d Wed[s,

Th4i~StUflW7"TSOaiBf^^

with •Wbii^tAtt aSoSa; tsdc3ng
the best bit tfato wed^ followed by
the State, nUdi
hai holdover fBly
Gal SaL'
bUoMMe* for Tllk Week
Lekw^a (Loew's) (S,30S: 30-39-59)—
.

'Gone WitTmbd* (W-G). Bog made
the rounds once too often and will
$0,000, okay. Last week. 'Moontide' windup with only $8,000, poor. Last
BiU' (H-G) and 'Fingers
(20th) (2d run) and 'Ahnost Married' wede,
Window'
(M-G). oke $13,000 on sec(U) (Ist run), $8,800.
Parsaaewit (Par) (3,664: 39-95-89- ond time- around,
Staidey (WB) (4,900; 90-39-99)—
99-$1.10)—Take Letter* (Par) and
and 'Whispering
(U)
Benny Goodman (4th-flnal wk). Tees •&K>ilerr
off
on concluding roimd today Ghosts' (20th). Leaning toward fa(Wednesday): third week $36,000, not vorable $19,000. Last week, 'GUn fOr
big but entirely okay, wliile the Hhre* (Par) and 'Gnat Man's Lady*
(Par), sturdy $16,00a
second was $43,000. very good.
Badle City Hnsle HaU (RockeSlate (Skouras) (2,200; 30-35^99)—
feUers)
44-55-85-99-$1.65)— 'My Gal Sal' (20th) (2d wk). Solo
(5,045;
'Mrs. Miniver* (M-G) and stageshow entry in second turn 'Will gros*.
(2d wk). A sweetheart at the b.o., around $13,000, still fancy. Got fine
with first of holdover sessions hav- $16,500 last week.
•

Wo

.

!

—
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Great Moments of History; Sturges Style

'Great

Man's Lady Topping 'Skylark' BERLIN'S BABY

65 Pet. in Memphis; 40 in Sioux City
Paramounfs 'The

Great

to heavy sugar in every new date,
Tunning parallel with or belter
than last season's Colbert-Milland
hit 'Skylark,' in

most engagements.

'Great Man's Lady' opened last
at the Malco, Memphis, to a
first three days of business 65 per
Capitol in
cent above 'Skylark.'
Sioux City, opening 'the same day,
also, showed a three-day gross above
•Skylark'— here the margin .was 40
per cent. Fourth day at the Brooklyn Fox showed 'Lady'" running

Denver Biz At

neck-and-neck with 'Skylark.*

Epic Tunef est 'Star

Spangled Rhythm' Is
GiTen Gun at Studio
Paramoimt

Studio

nil

RIIVES

gave

the

to Par's 'biggest musical

In history' Friday, when, alter a
•week ot vamping,. Betty Button,
Eddie Bracken, Gil Lamb and Victor Moore went before the cameras
•while a cliorus of 24 rehearsed lor
a dance specialty. Friday's was the
first lootage made on what is certain to be the musical sensation ol
the coming reason.
Spangled Rhythm' •will
'Star
boast a cast ol 30 ol Paramoimt's

—

Praise,

As 'Reap Opens

Too

•NATURAL' SEVENTH
Cecil B. DeMille's 'Reap the Wild
Wind' cracked another all-time
house record Friday with the opening at the Genham theatre, Denver.
Story can best be told by quoting
a telegram sent Charlies Reagan,
assistant general sales manager,
from Dave Cockril: 'Opening big-

The trade press was turning cartwheels last weekend over Parahit'
'song-spangled
mount's new
Berlin's
Irving
Bulletin),
(Film

Bing
co-starring
'Holiday
Inn,'
Crosby and Fred Astaire.
History In tho maklnr doesn't h»Te to be all bearda, solenin looks, and
All reviews received up to the time trim dram*, accordliMr to Preston Starfcs. Here'i the 'way he fllmi
gest in history ol theatre; gross
were
straight
went
to
press
page
this
double that ol any week-day openone of the steps leadinr np to the discovery ot ether In 'Great Without
went
to
the
happy
praise
raves;
ing, which includes Paramounfs
Glory,' oo-starrlnc Joel MoCrea. and Betty Field.
previous biggest attractions. This combo ol Berlin-Crosby-Astaire; to
despite continuous rain from be- the 14 hit tunes; to the 11 Crosby
lore opening until alter midnight songs; to the eight Astaire routines,
with no let-up during day. This and to everybody associated with the
Picture picture. As BOXOFFICE put it, 'cast
phenomenal.
absolutely
additionally receiving highest pos- values are beaucop, down the line to
those two adorable Negro kids who
sible praise.'
Cracking house records Is becom- get no credit.'
The three other films bulked by
ing a habit lor ,'Reap.' Pic is now
seventh block with
running in its filth Boston week (3 Paramount In its
'Holiday Inn' came in lor their
at Met; 2 -carryover at Fenway),
share
of enthusiasm, too.
where business is an all-time high.
are
short
shots from the
Following
Kansas
First week at the Newman,
'Holiday Inn' raves; read the comCity, was an all-time high; second
chance
seems headed lor an all-time high plete reviews il you get a
exciting copy. To Parasecond.
Salt Lake City, where they make

top star names, most ol them play^
Ing 'real-lile' roles. Story is built
around a mammoth show lor seix- 'Reap' is In its third stanza, had a
ice men. The loursome above, plus first week topping everything ex
Waiter Abel, Cecil Kellaway and cept world premiere biz on 'BrigCass Daley, will carry the main ham Young.' Paramount theatre,
thread.
Bing Crosby, Bop Hope, Nashville, did a first week's busiDorothy Lamour, Paillette Goddard, ness topping everything in the
Ray Milland, Fred MacMurray, house's twelve-year history 'by a
Mary Martin, Veronica Lake, Lynne good margin,' according to manager
Overman, Alan I>add and hiany Tony Sudekum. House plays big
opposish pix as well as Par's.
more will have incidental roles.

George Marshall is directing; at
present Danny Dare Is rehearsing
the chorus ol 24 lor a specialty in
•which Rochester and Katherine
Dimham will take part

'Headed for Top Box Office
Grosses' Says Film Bulletin
Other Trades Deliver
Balance of
Ditto Dicta
Block Comes In for Plenty

—

All-Time High

week

down-beat

BftTES

Man's

Lady,' co-slarring Joel McCrea and
Barbara Stanwyck, continues to play

mount

lor

laughs.

,

.cast

beaucoo.'

values number of songs by him should be
enough to insure audience satislaction anywhere. ..but when to that
is added the singing of most of

Film Bulletin: 'Delightful songspangled entertainment, guaranteed to sweep cares away on a wave
ol glorious Irving Berlin tunes...
headed lor top boxoflice. . .Tunes
will be hummed by patrons on their
way out just as they will soon be
played and sung from coast' to coast
Astaire
and
...top-fiight
stars
Crosby are at their best. .surefire
business-getter everywhere.'
.

regulars, particularly.

Film Dally: 'Bright, last, tunelul
BoxoBlce: 'A hunk ol merchan- and hilarious music
should
.
.
This is reaUy a show... Bing bring plenty into the boxoffice...
dise!
Crosby never better. .Astaire does talents of Crosby, Astaire and Bereight dance routines, and that ought lin happily combined In a comto be enough on that point except pletely satisfying show. .filled with
comedy,
fetching
music,
to do a rave on his drunk routine crisp
in which attractive newcomer Mar- snappy dance routines, first-rate
jorie Reynolds as his pleasant, eye- acting, smart story touches, lavish
pleasing loil.. .Irving Berlin wrote and beautiful settings. .for general
the music, which is assurance ol its all-around excellence and fiippant
.

.

.

.

these numbers by Bing Crosby and
the dancing to many "of the tunes
by Fred Astaire, there is indeed
presented a happy combination lor
the showmen of the nation. ..Mark
Sandrich endowed the film with a
lively pace.'

Herald: 'Showsurely will be liking the recollaboration ol three

Motion Picture

men

sult ol the

high-powered boxoffice names like
Crosby, Astaire and Irving Berlin
...entertainment, most positively
extravagantly set and
blithely successful . . . unalloyed
gaiety. .delightlul variety in song
...The bare lacts are selling
points 14 songs by Irving Berlin,
and eight dances by Fred Astaire.
and it works!'
It's a war tonic
'Are Husbands Necessary,' 'I Live
escapist,

.

—

—

KEEP "EM BUYING those War melodic, lilting qualities. .produc- gaiety, a musical attraction lash- on Danger' and 'Tombstone, the
Bonds and SUmps In your lobby; tion possibilities turned to fine ioned to the' taste ol all audiences.' Town Too Tough to Die,' balance of
directorial use by Mark Sandrich
sell 'em ticket* to » better tomot'
Motion Picture Dally: 'An orig- Par's seventh, all came in lor giltheart-warming,
and inal Idea ol Irving BerUa and a edged trade press adjectives.
.treatment
row!
.

. .

HOPE HNDS 'ROAD TO MOROCCO' PAVED WITH DONA'S INTENTIONS

I
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PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, June 17, 1941

AUV Solo.

'Above

'Syncopation

'Sal/ $9,000, 'SpoUers,*

Great 21G in S.F.;

-Vaude Fine

San Francisco,- June 16.
The Golden Gate has what it takes
up to
boxofiflce

receipts
boost
the socko level, with 'Syncopation,'
plus a stage show featuring Jan
Savitt orchestra, plus a three-day
personal appearance of Bonita Granville, of the 'Syncopation* cast.
Two straight picture houses the
to

Fox with

"In

this Our

and

Life,'

the Warfleld, showing "This Above
AH," are not far behind. •
Estlm»t«s for This Week

Fox
'This

(F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-55)—
Our Life' (WB) and 'Always

This large house
in K[eart' (WB).
taking big $21,000 on this one. Last
week, 'Ship Ahoy* (M-G) and "Kid

Key

$22,000

City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosv
This Week
$1,943,400
(Baaed on 28 cittet, 178 theatres, chie/li/ first runs, tncTudinj

w. y.>
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$l,448,8«l
(Based on 23 cities, 176 theatres)

•REAP SMASH

under expec-

Glove Killer' (M-G),
tations at fait $18,000.

Golden Gate (BKO)

17G,

(2,850; 40-44-

65)—'Syncopation' (RKO) and Jan

DENVER

Savitt orch, plus three-day personal
appearance by Bonita Granville.
Just what the doctor ordered for
those boys in uniform; cashing in
at $22,000. Last week. 'Favorite Spy'

$7,600,

OK

.

in Montreal

'Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure' (M-G)
and 'Grand Central Murder' (M-G).
•Good enough $5,000.
Last week,
'Larceny' (WB) and 'Was Framed'
(WB), weak $3,500.
Orpheum (Ind) (l,l00; 30-40-80)—
'Jungle Book" (UA) (5th wk). Still
loolcs good for $2,500 after nice $3,000
last wepk.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,500; 30-

40)

"

at -the OrpUeum is big, and holding
Pjtram^umt (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40- over.
55)—'Dangerously Live* (WB) and
EsUmaies for This Week
•Larceny' (WB) (2d wk>. Holding
AUddin (Fox) (1,400; 30-50)—'This
up 'to $11,000 mark on the second Above AU' (20th), after a week at
round. I,ast week, $17,000, big.
the Denver. 'Good $4,500. Last week,
35-40Francis
(F-WC)
St.
(1,475;
'My Gal Sal' (20th), was strong at
65)— 'TortiUa Flat' (M-G) and 'Bom $?,000.
to Sing' (M-G) (3d wk). Producing
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 30-35-50)
$7,000 for third' stanza. Last week,
^"Syncopation' (RKO) and 'Falcon
good $9,500..
Takes Over' (RKO), after a weeK at.
United AttUU (UA-Blumenfeld) the Orpheu^. Meagre $2,000. Last
(1,100; 35-40-55)—Twin Beds' (UA) week, 'Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'This
and 'Ships With Wings' (UA). This Time for Keeps' (M-G), after week
combo hitting good $8X100. Last at Orpheiim, fair $2,700.
week, 'Gentleman After Dark' (UA)
'Denham (CockrilU (1.750; 30-40and 'Private Stufly Smith' (Mono), 60)—'Reap Wild. Wind' (Par). Smash
$6,000.
$17,000, and is staying here indeflWarfield (F-WC) (2,050; 36-40-55) nitelT. Last week, 'Favorite Blonde'
—'This Above All' (20th).
The (Par) (4th wk) and 'Dr. Broadway'
town's going for this in a big 'way, (Par) (2d wk), good $7,300.
hoosting the gross up to great $21,Denver (Fox) (2,525; 30-35-50)—
000.
Last week, 'Kings Row' (WB) 'Male Animal' (WB) and 'Whispering
(3d wk),. $11,000, hefty.
Ghosts' (20th). Nice $10,tK)0. Last
week, 'This Above AU' (20th), strong

—

.

$14,000.

Orphenn (RKO)

(2,600; 30-35-50)

Flat' (M-G) and 'Sing
Worries Away' (RKO). Big $13,200,
and stays over. Last week, 'Synco$14,000 IN
pation' (RKO) and 'Falcon Takes
Over'- (RKO), fair $8,c:o.
Faramoont (Fox) (2,200; 30-40)—
Baltimore> June 16.
Biz here took a decided drop this •Wife Takes Flyer' (Col) and 'Frisco
week, with excessively hot weather Lir (U). Good $6,500. Last week,
Greater
Sin'
(Mono) and
•No
'and opposish from four-day Army
War show supplying convenient all' 'Sleepy time Gal' (Rep), nice $7,000.

—'Tortilla

BALTO;W

bis to

downtown

exhlbs.

Los Angeles, June 16.
Heaviest weekend play in weeks

Broadway Grosses

sent

$34*,60*
This Week
(Based on 13 theatres)
Total Gross .Same Week
$265,2»»
Last Tear
(Based on 13 theatres)

ABOVE ALL' BIG
$15,000

IN BUFF.

combo Hipp, is attracting best
returns. Some fairish response also
for 'Moontide' at the New. Rest of
town

EaUmates for This Week
CeniBry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17-2844-8B)—'Cardboard Lover' (M-G).
Last week, 'Married
G),

mUd

$10,200.

HIppodroBu

An

^

f

—

Quality of

$9,000,

'Our

—

'

Loew'a (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-50)— Schulyer" (20th), fine $14,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
(M-G) and 'Kid Glove
'TortUla Flat' (M-G) and 'About
(M-G) (2d wk). Shoilld tack
Pace' (UA). WiU probably account
on another swell $15,000 to the $23,- for
robust $13,000. Last week (44-65),
000 sock for Its first week.
'Reap WUd Wind' (Par) (2d wk),
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-4a-50)— 'Fa- healthy $12,600.
vorite Blonde' (Par) and 'Heni?y,
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'Gal
Dizzyl (Par). Expected to dominate Sal*
(20th) iid 'Hope Schuyler'
the mldtown ^tor, sturdy $16,000. (20th>
(2d wk). Even pace assures
Last week, 'Juke Girl' (WB Vand Tly nice $7,000. Last wieek, 'liarceny'
By Night' (Par), sagged at windup (WB) and 'Mokey* (M-G), pleasant

—

'Ship Ahoy'
Killer'

but good $13,800.
Misaoari (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50)—
'Pri-vate Buckaroo' (U) and 'Juke
Girl' (WB).
With the early a.m;
showing for. defense workers, this
dualer should gamer a fine' $6,000.
Last week, 'This Our Ufe' (WB) and
'Moontide' (VOth), ^S.fWS. Good.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
'Shores of TripoU' .(20th) an* 'BaU
Fire' (RKO). Oke $4,000. Last week.
'Remember Pearl Harbor' (Rep) and
'Suicide Squadron' (Rep), neat $4,500.

$7,000.

,

(Hayman)
—Lafa:^eU*
'Broadway' (U) and

(3,300; 30-44)

'Treat.-.5;m

Rough' (U). Zippy item will score
sparkling $9,500. Last week, 'Meet
Stewarts' (Col) and 'Canal Zone'
(Col), very scant $5,000;
2Mk Ceninry (Ind.) (3,000; 30-44)
—'Favorite Spy* (RKO) and '.Juicide
Squadron' (Rep). Should see cheery
$7,500.
Last week, 'Syncopation*
(RKO) and 'Powder Town' (RKO),
.

.ditto.

Product High Currently^' Reap,' 'Above
Life' and 'Take Letter' Are On Top

All,'

Hawaii KG&S)

(1,100; 33-44-55-05.

75)—'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'Brooklyn Orchid' (UA). Second-run here
aitei pic hit rocks in two weeks a1>
Paramdunt. Due for $6,200. Last
week, second fpi> 'Bashful Bachelor'

•

'

(RKO) and

'Sing

Worrlto 'Away'

(RKO), light $3,000,
HoIIywe«4 (WB) (2,736; 33-44-5565-75)'-*Big Shot' (WB); Profitable
biz as solo with $10,000. Last week,
'Juke Girl' (WB) (2d wk),. totalled
okay

$10,000.

Otpheui (D'town) <2,200; 33-4455-65)—'Girl from Alaska'. (Rep)
and Andrews Sisters heading stags
show. Booming $15,000. .I<asrweek,
'VaUey Sun' (RKO) and Tough As
Ihey Come' (V) with Jimmie Lunceiord orch and stage reyue, .teceUent

.

$15,000.

Paniage* (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55-66)'
—'Syncopation'- (RK.O) and ^Falcon
rakes Over' (RKO). Few Jitterbug*
in Hollywood lor mUd $10JI00. Last
week, second for 'SpoUers' (U)Jind
'Butch Miiids Baby' (U), manage? to
close with offish $7,209,

Paramoant (F&M) (3,596: 33-44Take Letter t)arllng'
(Par) and 'Remember Pearl Harbor'
(Rep) (2d wk). Heading for. goo4
f 11,000 on holdover. First week, fine
65-65-75)

—

$14,500,

raramaant

H*Ilywi»«< (F&M)

^-55-65-78)

(1,409;

^ 'Tak*

Letter

$10,600.

few

While a

of the

Pittsburgh first-run and good returns. on extended engagements' in both Sealtle and Sah Francisco.
Going to a hefty $38,000 currently in Clhicago, 'Juke
Girl' wiU get a fine $6,000 on its St. Louis opening and
on holdovers is continuing to maintain good pace.
'Broadway,' (U) light on its current (2d) N. Y. week,
is doing weU on certain other dates, Buffalo looks for
a sparkUng $9,500 -with the picture, whUe in Pittsburgh
a holdover is being earned on a teeoff pace of $8,900.

on

new

pictures getting release at
this time are not finding patrons beating the proverbial well-worn path to the theatres where they are
June dates are doing
others
getting
several
Stewarts'
playing,
$14,000.
Last week, 'Meet
(Col) plus Woody Herman orch, nice exceptionally well. Based on reports from a number
$15,300.
of keys, it , would appear that the average of quaUty
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17' for this month is comparatively high.
28-33-38-44-55)—'Gun forHire'.(Par).
Among films that are beating off early-summer blues
Tried hard by strong selling, but
WIU are 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G), 'Take a Letter, DarUng'
rather mild in actual count
Girl' (,WB), 'Reap WUd
accomplish' possible $8,000, so-so. Last (Par), 'Saboteur' (U), 'Juke
(Par), 'In This Our Life' (WB), 'My Gal Sal'
Wind'
week. 'Private Buckaroo' (U), fair
(2Dth), 'TortUla Flat' (M-G), 'This Above AU' (20th).
$8,B0O.
Maytair (Hicks) (080; 20-40)—'Girl 'Great Man's La'dy' (Par) and 'Shores of TripoU'
from Alaska' (Rep); Rather mild at (20th).
.
$3,000.
Last week, Tly by Nlghf
WbUe som4 of these .films have played various spots
(Par), poor $2,200.
or currently are oh holdover or moveover In. various
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-28-35 cities,
"they
all stiU have » lot of time to play and
44)—'Moontide' (20thX Just fah- at
month Of July a generally good start,
$4,000.
Last week, third round of should give the
iComparatively fresh from the exchanges is 'This
'Gal Sal' (20th), buUt grand total for
Above All,' which is now in its -fifth good w^ek at the
run to very nice $11,900.
Stenley (WB) (3,280; 17-28-55-66) advanced-price Astor, N. Y." FUm went into SSn Fran—'Reap
Wind' (Par) (3d wk). cisco this week and is ^oing great guns there for $21,Holding strong pace to good $10,000, 000, while, scaling heights ii) Buffalo at $15,000 and
after ringing the bell lustily with big maintaining good
ejc^ on -its second Seattle week.
total of $39;000-'for-t)revioTttHMr«.er
riirisTn the New"
''"''lI?rlpoB,"''now' reacTHhg" subsequ^^^
Slightly upped scale helping.'
area, is currently playing first-run in Boston
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1.450; 17- York
for
socko $24,000.
riding
where
a
28-44-55)—'Married An Angel' (M-G)
headed by a
this
week,
dates
of
floc^
'Reap'
is
on
'a
of
(moveover). Fair In continuation
previous week at downstairs Century smash $17,000 in Denver, a bullish $8,500 in two Kansas
and reaching for possible $3,500. Last City theatres, big $13,000 for Cleveland on a moveover,
week, similar sending upstairs of and a good $10,000 in Baltimore. From another barn,
Twin Beds' (UA) didn't catch on at Warners, 'In' This Our Life' is continuing" to run lip
$2,400.
totals on fresh first-run bookings of importance. .
big $38(000 in Chicago with the aid of stageshow, a
smash $25,000 on its Brooklyn date, good $13,000 in
Pressburger's Trio
Louisville; lofty San Francisco take of $21,000 and a
HoUywood, June 16.
strong $19,000 for two Boston houses, are reported for
Each of three pictures which Ar- it.
nold Pressburger is to produce for
'My Gal Sal' and 'Tortilla'
United Artists within the- next six
'My Gal Sal,' which went five weeks at the Roxy,

an average $6,200 'in Kansas City, where
playing two houses. 'Saboteur' (U) is dimbilig to a
big $22,000 in Cleveland and good $13,500 in Frisco.
Appearing to be a steady hiz-getier, 'Ship Ahoy' thli
week wUl account for a big $31,000 for two Boston
-operat^ns; sweU $15,000 on its holdover In St. IiOuls,
hot $6,900 in Washington and big gates on holdovers in
Seattle and Montreal.
^
A newcomer in the market Is ''Cardboard Lover*
(M-G) but so far it doesn't look good. WhUe doing
okay in liOuisviUe-and so-so. in Providence, in various
other situations it ranges from anemic to only fair.
'Syncopation' (RKO) is another that appears to b«
quite' spotty but in San Francisco it is heading for >
strong $22,000, whUe in Baltimore a stageshow is help'

mr

.

'

A

N. Y., looks a strong $15,000, Brooklyn; sock $21,500,
Newark; handsome $9,000, Montreal and in Jersey City
a fancy $13,000 on the second stanza. 'TortUla Flat* is
standing up weU everywhere, with a big $13,200 seen
for Denver, where it remains over; a robust $13,000 in
Buffalo, big Washington gross of $20,000, spiffy $18,000

hitting

'

WUd

'

is

.

•

•

.

its

Fihn

.

than $750,000.
Films are Tomorrow Never
Comes,' 'Days of. Antwerp* and
'Medal of Honor.' They'U roll up to
the starting line In that order.

(RKO) (9th wk plus three
wound up With dim $1,700.

fantasia'
days),

Darling' (Par)'(Jd wk). Okay $9,000,
with flrit week rin^inf ub clicko

(2,240;

months wUl carry a budget of more

.

'

X

17-25-28-39-44-55-66)
'Syncopation'
(RKO) plus Major Bowes' ams. Attracting fair response due mostly to
stage portion; sBould hit better than

Estimates for This -Week

—

NATIONAL BOXOFFI CE SURVEY

Angel' (M-

(Rippaport)

last

street

n.s.g.

aSt getting far at possible

booming

early.
capacities
Sunday's patriotic display in downtown Los Angeles also gave houses
in that sector plenty customers.
Tliis Above AH,' first solo in the
State and Chinese in many months,
is clicking solidly for great $32,000 to
lead town. 'Big Shot,' at two Warner
houses, is hitting buUseye with fine
$24,000, while 'Syncopation,' at Pantages and Hillstreet, is in tune with
same fine take. Second week of
'Take Letter Darling.' at two Paramount 'spots, is heading for $20,000
and holds for third sesh.

Carthay Clrele (F-WC) (1,516; 3344-55-65-75)
'Gone With. Wind'
Buffalo, June 18.
(M-G) (3d wk). Steady pace with
cinemas are headed iB,5W. Second week, ditto.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034; 33for sizable tallies this week, fol44-55-65-75)—/This Above All' (20th)..
lowing- recent profitable fortnight's First solo here in montlis, 'with 10c
session of 'Reap the Wild Wind' at matinee tilt, wiU garner terrific $15,the Lakes at upped scale, the Buffalo 000, Last week. 'TortUla Flat' (M-G)
and 'Nazi Agent' (M-G), hit walloohas now boosted admish for *Thls ing $14,750.
Above All,' with the Power-Fontaine
St. Louis, June 16.
Dewntewn (WB) (1,800; 33-44-55Fresh screen product is scarce in starrer bell-wethering the herd of 65-75)—"Big Shot' (WB). Bogart becurrent
for
the
sesmoney-makers
the deluxers currently and biz recoming soUd draw here with $14,000.
TortiUa Flat' is also stout at Last week, 'Juke Girl' (WB) (2d
flects this condition. Fox, with 'My sion.
Favorite Blonde,' is the best new- the Lakes.
wk), clicko $8,500.
comer.
Despite almost continuous
Estimates tor This Week
Four SUr (UA-F-WO (900; 33-44rains 'for eight days, 'Ship Ahoy' and
'Suicide Squadron' (Rep)
BuffaU (Shea) (3,500; 44-65)— 55-65)
'Kid Glove Killer' at Loew's is clean- 'This Above AU' (20th). la high gear and 'ChurchiU's Island' (Canadian).
ing up on its second session;;
for probably $15,000. Last week (35- Opened Friday (12) and in line to
55),
'Gal Sal' (20th) and 'Hope get $5,500 on first sesh. Last week,
Estimates for TkU Week

Main

list,

the

boxoffices

getting

theatres

'

Anges Noirs" and 'L'AsSeason will hold this program

Of current

'Syncopation' tied to Major
Bowes' Eighth Anniversary Revue at

local

week. Saturday's dediavtion of War
street headquarters brought
large crowds .to Hollywood, with

Bond

Estimated Total Gross

TAVE BLONDF STURDY

we^

days.

'SYNCOPAW-ANS OK

Fine 24G, 'Syncopation' Likewise

—'Les

saut.'
Denver, June 18.
•Reap the Wild Wind' gave the down to $3,000, fair for time of year.
Last week, 'Forsature' and 'Degour(BKO) with Phil Harris stage show, Denham .more business in three days dis de la Onzieme,' $3,200.
$20,000, big.
than the house gets In many big
Orphcam (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 3540-55)— 'Saboteur' (U) ahS "Missis weeks. For first time, a Denver flrst1
l^run showed a film around the clock,
sippi Gambler' (U). the_Hitchcock
drama is worth $13,500. Last
playing to 11,000 people in 24 hours
'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col) and 'Sweet- On this picture.
Naturally holds.
16,000 IN ST. lOUIS
heart Fleet' (Col), $12,000 for nine 'Tortilla Flat' toi>pinf[ a dual setup

A. B.O.s;

'AlMveAU'Sturdy$32,000,'B^S!iot'

.

(M-G) (2d wk). Good $5,500 in
sight, after lush $9,000 last week.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)— 'Gal
Sal' (20th). Should gross' handsome
$9,000. Last week, 'Fantasia' (RKO),
poor $5,500.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-52)^

L

Hypo

Patriotic Ballys

Montreal, June 16.
Sweltering heat wave is nicking
grosses. Loew's will lead the field
with 'My Gal Sal' after flop on 'Fantasia' last week.
Palace is pointing
to nice handle with 'Spoilers.'
Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Spoilers' (U). Pointing to good $7,500.
Last week's repeat, 'Rio Rita'
(M-G), $5,500, good.
,CapltoI
(CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Ship Ahoy'
(M-G) and 'Mokey'

11

.

ttf

ah ijkayiiBiooo:

•

~

"'^

An outstanding btislness-grabber which 'wlU soon
reach other keys is 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G), now in Its
current sensational week at the Music Hall, N. Y.,
where It will get $105,000 or close after a smash opening stanza of $111,000. 'Gentlemen From West Point'
(20th), lUcewise on its second week in N, Y„ looks near
to $45,000 at the Roxy, very strodg, after an initial
week's countup of $54;000.
Miscellaneous gross reports are Take a Letter,^lg
$10,000, Mhineapolis; 'Favorite Blonde' (Pa*), sturdy
$16,000, St. Louis; 'Ladies Man*. (Col) and vaude; good
Chicago; 'Magnificent Dope' (20th), great
$20,000,
$7,000, Seattle; 'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col), good $6.'900,
Denver; 'Male Animal' nice $10,000, Denver; 'Jungle
Book' CUA), sturdy $8,000, Minneapolis; 'JRlo Rita'

BKO

HUlsirect

(RKO)

44-55-45)'^'5yncopation'.

(2,872; 33-

(RKO) and

Takes Over' (RKO). Nlcf
downtown and aiming for
week, second for 'SpoUand 'Butch Minds Baby*
(U). mild $8,600.

•Falcoji

attraction

$13,500. Iiast
ers'

(U)

8Ute (Loew-F-WC)

(2,204; 33-44-

55-65-78)—This Above AIT (20th).
dictates solo booklpg for
trial with upped matinee prices.
Heading for - socko $17,000. I,ast
week, 'TortUU Flat' (M-G) and 'Nazi
Agent' (M-G), peak take with rousing $21,000.
VBlte« ArWsta (UA-T-WC) (2,100;
Dlstrib
.

'

.

33^4-95-65)—TortUla Flat' XM-G)
and 'Nazi Agent' (M-G>. Continuing
heavy take in m'oved'Ver 'vi'Jth bl»
$8,000.

Last

-weelc,

'HoonUde' (20th^

and 'Rings on Fingers' (^h): good
'

$3,800.

,

WUshlre (F^WC) (5,496; 33-44-5565)-TortUla Flaf (M-G) and 'Nazi
Agent' (M-G). 'Flat', hitting buUseye to score outstanding $8,900; Last
week, 'Moontide' (20th) and 'Rings
on Fnige rs'' (20th), soljd $8,000,

mrm; bk

$20^000,

TOPS HEALtHir tASH,
Washington, June.

16,

TortUla Flat,' without strong^flrst*
run opposition, wiU give the Palace
a whangeroo opening. weel|c. 'In TWs
Our Life' got a second stanza at th»
Earle, after waUoping first seven
days, 'I Married an Apgel' i? at the
Capitol, but critics w6re brutal,'
Estimates for the

Week

Capitol (Loew) (3,434,' 28-39-44-60)
—'Married an. Angel* (M-G) and
(M-G) -fine $15,000, Chicago; 'I Married an Angel,' vaude. Harsh reviews wlU hold down'
good $17,000 in Pittsburgh with Jane Withers on a gross to $20,000. Last week. Twin
personal with it; 'Great Man's Lady' (Par) smash Beds' (UA) with Connee Boswell on
$38,000 in Detroit and hefty $17,000 for Brooklyn; stage, okay $22,000.
Colombia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
'Butch Minds Baby' (U), fancy $16,000 in Omaha; and
(Continued on page 22)
'Spoilers' (U) socko $24,000, Boston.
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Harris Gives TButch'
Boost to $16,000 in Omaha J.

I Reissues Getting Biz in Detroit;

Rush'
IJetrolt,

June

of' rain hereaoouts
biz of local l«>op housei.

XaXs

dimmed the

General eood take
consSderably-.

h^ped alone

is

md

by A^^e Shaw

oroh more than doubling last week's
flgnre atthe Michigan.
-Two strong revivals also doing
their bit, with the natives going
especially for Chaplin's 'Gold Rush.'
Estimates (or This Week
Michifan (United Detroit) (4,000;
40-56-65)— 'Great Man's Lady' (Par)
and Artie Shaw orch and Al Bernie.

smash

as
$38,000,
Anticipating
against last weelc;'s fine $18,000 for
'Tortilla Flat' (M-G) and 'Time for
Keeps' (M-G) In second. stanza.
(3,Pslms-State (United Detroit)
000- 40-55-65)—Chaplin's remake of
'Gold Rush' doing strong $12,000.
Last week, 'Bugle Sounds* (M-G)
and 'Jacks and JiU' (RKO) igood

United Artists (United Detroit)
40-55-65)—'Gone With Wind'
(M-G). Return getting good $9,000.
Last week, 'Rio Rita' (M-G) and
'Mokey' (M-G) "ot nice $7,000
second week.

.

m

'

m;

?21,500, SOLID IN

NEWARK; lEnER/ 15G

$9,000

$7,000

m

Okay

Seattle;

'Frankenstein' $10,000
Seattle,

June

18.

And^

tCourtship

Two Yanks Trinidad' (Col). LookHouse, which
ing' for $2,500, slim.
lacks air-conditioning system, has
been under par. Last week, 'Favorite
Blonde' (Par) and 'Fly By Nighf
,

(Par), lean $3,200 In nine days.

Paramount

(Adams-Par)

Prootor's
Sal'

(RKO) (3,400;
(RKO) and

25-60-70)
'Falcon

Takes Over' (RKO). Rita Bayworth
pic accounting for plenty, of hay,
ringing up powerful $21,500 aided
and fibetted by two nights of RKO
vaude.
Last week, 'Syncopation'
-

(RKQ) and 'Rings on Fingers' (20th),
big $18,000 on strength of some' fancy
exploitation.
Slate (Loew's) (2,600; 28-33-44-55)

—'Gone'

M-G).

With

b.o.

prices

tilted 15c for the matinee trade, house
managing to milk this hardy perennial for a fancy $16,000. Last week,
'Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'Fhigers at
Window" (M-G), oke $13,500 in sec
ond stanza.

lOYER'

AS

MUD

$7,500

k. c. (;ets

.

'Jungle.

Mpk;

pop

Book' Trim 8G

summer

City,

pet
June

16.

stem- film average is mild
and trade likewise. Among newcomers, 'Broadwayi' at the Uptown
and. Esquire, and 'Syncopation,' as
Orpheum billtopper, are getting best
play. 'Her Cardboard Lover.' as top
halt of Midland'a program, is so-so.
Estimates for TNs Week
EMBlre aaA Uptown'. >(F«x Midwest) (820 and 2.043;. .11-30-44 )—
Broadway' (U) return* these houses
to regular itfice scale/ Biz about average, $6;Z00 combo.. LaA week, 'This
.

-

Above All'
week at 55c

(20th), .playing second
top, came through with

pleasant $7,000.
Midland (Loew's) (4,000: 11-30-44)
Cardboard Lover' (M-G) and 'Kid

—

Glove

Killer"
(M-G).
$7,500. Last

mUd

than
ried

Not more
week, 'Mar-

AngeV (M-G) ind 'Yank'Burma

Road' (M-G), ditto.

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 1130-44)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (2d
wk). Continuing bullish hizi Of first
week.
Current $8,500 better than
flnt. weeks. Last weejc; $14,000, one of best 'Weeks house ever

many
had..

'Orpheum

(RKO) (1,600; 11-30-44)
— Syncopation'
(RKO) and 'Body

saw

wei^

of

.

WasTramed' (wB) ana This Time

•'
.;

.

Boyd (WB)

,

(2,888;. .35-48-9^^68)—

Great Man's Lady' .(Par), Plenty
jour with. bare •W,0(». tot M>enfer.
Last week, 'This Our "Life' (WB),
wound up three big -founds with
$10,600 for the flu^Ie.

$1,700 In five

J7,500,

'ANGtt'0K7GINCINCY

Earle XWB) (2,7e8;-S5-/«-5T-68-75
^'Whispering. Ghoet*^ .(20th> with
.

Jimmy Dorsey orch ojt atage. Plenty
socko- with 'giant. |3Z,9O0.in the

till.

Last week, mytir «th St.'' (RKO)
Palace, are down under on 'Syrico
initial canto.
teamed with Jane Wittier* and
patlon' and 'Broadway,' but the
Gopher (P-&) (1,000; 28-30>-'Wife Mitchfll Ayrc*'. orchi' lOniabtd.
with
Stretghing satisfactory
medium-sized Keith's and. Grand, Takes a Flyer* (Col).
$19;000.
toward a big $8,900. Last week,
with 'Big Shot' and 'I Married an Yanks Trinidad' (Col), very big $4,Fox M;TmB) v(i4aBr'3*.«Lw'^)_
•Juk^ Girl'. (WB). Tunefnl at the
Angel, are registering good marks. 700.
cash
register
ilnar
with
a|,000.
In
30-40-50)—
Lyric,
Holdovers 'Gal Sal,' at -the
Orlihenm (P-S) (2,800:
addition to
extra ~ showliig kala
and 'Tortilla Flat,' at Capitol are 'Jungle Book* (!UA).^ Sturdy $8,000, totalling $2,500 at Earle Sunday (14).
and above initial expectations, la&t Last week, 'My
above par.
Gal Shi?' •(20th),
week, 'Mayor of 44th St.' (RKO) and closed
Satisfactory second week with
Unusual early heat spell was
39-44-55),
stage
'

'

Horace Heidt on

(at

Givert the works from

'

.

-

V

,

.

.

.

$14,000.

Karlton (WB) (1,088; 35-48-57-88)
—'Gone With Wind" (HiG); initial
week of ^come^k. goodi .fotr- profitable

iasl Week.'.'WifeTrakes

$6,01)0.

Flyer* (Col), nosedived

4b

$2J<)0.

—'This Our Life' CWfl) (2d, jrun).
Satisfactory %Um. la. »l^i,' Last
week,
'Favorite 'BlMide'^^ (Par),
.

wound uplong s^jr. lntown.^wIth
okay %im_, &r:^,t*b«itAj:.i^ik of
seiotid run,

,

(WW

.fltaiiley
-fRio Rita."
.

fing

"

'

.

f-

]

'(2JM«; W:4«?S7-68)

(M-G) ad-**). '.Drop-

off after nlceh'atart

wlth-paUid

wop for ttalt' tr^. X^ast .week.
Abbott;^osteiio pfc: gor good $ie,5of
^us^f2,000 for 'gravy,' showing a{
-

,

StaBl'oB XWB) (1,457; '•85-46757-08)
-i-'lhe SpDilers' (U). Itfarieiie's latest
solid 18;?00, - Last weefc 'Gun for
Hlref (Par), closed second sotik week
with $7,000. .
_

'

'

—

'OURUFE;'!^^^^

"

THlRIRrill B'RLYN

'

'

S

BOGART HOT

Kansas

Main

also

Aldine for the

mediocre tl,^' for second

(Par),
run.

'

Should reach good
dayK Last weelc, 'Night
Before Divorce*^ (20th) and 'EUckok
Rides' (WB) split with 'Blondie's
Event' (Col) and iSuAdown ' Jim'
(20th), ojce $2,200 in nine days.
C««tMy .(P-S) (1,800; 30-40-50)—
In Thi* <?ur Life' (WB) m. wlc).
Cincinnati, June 16.
Has caught on well. Fairly good $4,Btvg's two big houses, Albee and
000 Indicated after walloping' $?,000

BLAH

flie

-

after seven sock

'Reap the Wild Wiad.*
Estimate* fer
Week.
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 35r46-57-68.
75)—'Reap ^Qd 'Wina' (Par) (7th
wk). DeMIlle 'epIc woimd up with
neat $6,200 for five da.ys pf seventh
week. House folded Sun.-,(14)- until
fall. Last week, good $7,9.00.
Arcadia (SabloskyT teob* 3$-46-57)
—'Ship AhOy' (M-G)' (2d run).
Having nice trip it ihl* «maU-seatcr,
$3,600.
Last 'Week,-Tiadv Plans'

Minneapolis, Jime 16.
The week's Important event is the
reopening Of the State completely
renovated. "Take a Letter, Darling,'
opening attraction, 'will give the
house current boxoCice honors. Loop
still is agog over the smashing $24,000
chalked up at the Orpheum by Horace Heldt last week. This is a Jime
record here for many years.
Cool weather coi>tlnue8; to favor
the showiiouses.
Estimates for This Week
.-A*t«r (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—

Keeps' (M-Cr>.

'B'WAY'

The weekend

prices.

the closing of

'

(2,000;

30-45-55)—'Take a Letter, Darling'
(Par) and 'Henry and Dizzy' (Par).
Reaping around $15,000,^ solid. Last
week, 'Suicide Squadron'- (Rep) and
'Mayor 44th St.' (RKO), sTow $8500
in final five days of second stretch.

—'Gal

'

broken Saturday (13) by raiij, which immense $24,000"; with Peidt taking
was too heavy for b.o.s. Cool tein^ credit for bulk of smashing figures.
State (P-S) (2,400: 30-40-50 >—'Tak*
perature Sunday (14) waijiinder to
a Lettet, Darling* (Par); New seats
cages.
and. Carpets Installed during ID days
advertising.
bouse-was closed plugged plenty. Big
alj
In
angle
Estimates for This We^k
hoiarorin proq>eet.
$10,000
Smasheroo $10,000. Last week, 'Male
.33-46-50)Albee (RKO) (3,300;
Upt«ni ,(Par) (1,100: 30-40)—
Animal' (WB) and 'Always Heart' 'Syncopation' (RKO).
Qff key at
That
(WB), only fair $6,400,
Last -^vwek, 'Great "Miui'a 'Shores «rf TripoU' (20th).
$8,000.
neighborhood showing. Good $3,200
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 23-35- Lady' (Par), blah 18.000.
(Mono)
Last weekj-'BalTFire' (RKO), $3,000.
Headquarters'
58)-^'Man
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-5Q)—
WarM (Par-Steflcs) (350: 30-40.-SOplus Henry Busse on stage and good Tortilla Flat' (M-G) (2d wk J, HoldStiU
55)—
(5th.
(UA)
wk).
'Mr.
supporting show. Good $8,700. Last ing for second week on moveover;
week, 'Let's Get Tough' (Mono) and Fair $4,000, following last- 'weck'a hanging on at -under $2,000 and this
'Mystery Ship' (Col), and Britt Wood very good $6,000. Pic brought swell should be' about all Last week; '92,'
.
200, good.
on stiige as headliner, $7,600, only $14,000 in initial stanza at Albee.
average.
Family (RKO). (1,Q00; 17-28)—
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-58) 'Mississippi
add
Gambler'
(U)
—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and 'Fingers Young America' (20th), split With
'MAN'S LADY', ?8,500,
Big
at Window' (M-G) (2d wk).
'Adventures of Martin £den' (Col)
$7,500, Last week, big at $10,800.
and 'Ghost Town Law' (Mono).
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40NICE IN so-so PROV.
Last week, Twilight
$2,000..
58)— 'Kings Row', (WB) (4th wk). Okay
oh Trail' (Par) and 'Hope Schuyler'
Great $3,700 .and wiU hold again. (20th), divided with 'Jimmy ValenPro'vldence, June 18,
week, s^ime film good $3,800.
Last
(Rep) and 'Lady Gangster'
tine'
*^
Winter Garden (H-E) (800; 20-30) (WB), seasonal $1,900.
slight falUig off 1» noted hereA
'Roxie Hart' (20th) and 'Bugle
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)— abouts, though grdsset in general are
Sounds' (M-G) (3d run). Trim $3,- 'Married an Angel' (M-G). Qood $7,-'
this time of year.
Last week, 'Shanghai. Gesture 000 for theatre's best in quite a spell. fairly high ^or
000.
(UA) and 'Bedtime Story' (Col) (3d Last week, 'Juke. Girl' (WB) (2d Loew's State'* "Her Cardboard
rui\), fai r $2,400.
Lover" looks about strongest, with
run), pleasing $4,500.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-BO) U^Jcttte doing very nicely in' second
Fine $7,000.
—'Big Shot' (WB).
week of 'Juke GirL Strand's 'Great
Last week, 'Fingers at Window'
Man'j Lady^ alao good.'Gold Rush' Panning
(M-G), missout $2,800.
Lyrlo (RKO) (1,400; 28-33-42)—
Eaiimatea for This' Waek
Fine $8,500 in Port 'Gal Sal' (20th) (2d wk). Second
Alhc« (BKO> (2,300: -2ar3»-50)—
week on moveover and fifth week, on "Miss
Rooney* (UA). and 'Val-*
main line. SwcU $4i000, same as ley ofAnnie
Sun' (RKO), Carrying fairish
/
Portland, Ore., June 18.
for last (4th) week.
Lart week, 'Favorite Spy'
PaUce (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)— $8,900.
Reissue of 'Gold Rush' Is proving
Dimout $7,500. (HKO) aitd 'North to Klondike'
'Broadway'
(U).
a winner at the Broadway. Second Last week, 'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col), (RKO), good $7,000.
Cwlt<ni 'd^ay-Loew) a,40O; 28-3flr
week h.o. of 'Favorite Blonde' pull way off beam at $6,000.
50)—'M^^led an Aflgel' (M-G) 'bnd
ing high at the Paramount, and third
:'FInger%
WindoW .OJ-G) (2d tun).
stanza of 'Tortilla Flat' still holding
Slowest In quite some time and lookthe
UA.
well
at
exceptionally
for bi»ly^sd-so $2,000; Last week,
ing,
up
}7,000
'Sbut 'Ahoy' XM-G) and 'Kid Glove
Estimates for This Week
KUiSrT
CU-G;
(2d run), good $3,200.
35-40Broadway (Parker) (1,900;
IN MEMPHIS;
Fay's (Indie) (1,400; 28-39-50)—
50)—'Gold Rush' (UA). In line for
Happened in Flatbnsh' (20tta> and
hefty $8,600. Last week, 'Rio Rita'
Nice weekend* lielplng iovaude-,
Memphis, June 18.
(M-G) (2d wk) and 'Mystery Marie
Humphrey Bogart gets hotter in so midweek biz to' fairish $6,000.
Rogef (U) (1st wk), fine $9,000.
Last week,'. "Uhseen Enemy'. (U) and
HayUir (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500: this man's town with every picture. vaude-, $6,000.
35-40-50)—'Rio i;ita' (M-G), moved His "Big Shot' i"; blazihg away at the
week.
MalcsUe (Fay) (2,200: 28-39-50.)—
from Broadway, and 'Aflairs Jimmy local Warner to a second Maico,
an^ 'IvSJiaSv CWBi) «nd 'you're Tell
'Great Man's Lady,' at
Holding up for
•Valentine' (Rep).
Warner,
doing
at
are
'Syncopation,'
Ing Me' (U) (2d wk). Proving nifty
nice $3,700. Last week '.85c top),
for ikeat $9,000, after getting swcU^
'Reap Wild Wind' (rar) (3d wk) and fairly well.
Estimates for This Week
$11,000 in opener.
'Sing Blues Away* (RT'O) (1st wk),
.Warner (WB) (2.000; 10-33-44)—
Metropolltad (Indie) (3,200; 44-55
good $3,800.
'Big Shot' (WB). Bogart Is haulOrpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen) ing 'em home for hefty -$7,000. Last 65)—Dick Stabile and orch with
Grade Barrle and Georgle- Price,
(20th)
(1,800; 35-40-50)— 'Mocntide'
week, 'Juke Girl' (WB) (2d wk), and 'Bombs Over Burma^ (Mono).
and 'CaU Out Marines' (RKO). Get- $3,700, mighty fine for holdover.
Good |6,00O,
ting high $8,700. Last week, 'Joan
MaIco (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)
(RKO) and 'Valley Sun'
State (Loew) (3^00; 28-3fl-5(J)—
Paris'
'Great Man's Lady' (Par). Good
(RKO), fair $8,000.
notices on Stanwyck performance 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G) and .Tbl^
Faramoont (Hamrick-Evergreen) might boost this one into $8,000 class. Time Keeps' (M-G;. So-so $1)1,000.
Last week, 'Married An Angel'
(3,000; 35-40-50)—"Favorite Blonde' I,ast week, 'Take. Letter, Darling'
and 'Fingers at Window*
(M-G)
•
(Par) (2d wk) and 'Hope Schuyler' (Par), $7,200, wham.
^
,
Palace (Loew) (2,000; 10-33-44)^ (MtG), fairish $11,300.
(20th) (Istwk). Strong $7,100, First
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 90-55-85)—
week with 'On Sunny Side' (20thT, •Syncopation' (RKO). Press no like,
grand $11,000.
but ballyhoo may steady to $5,000. 'Great Man'* Lady" (Par) and 'ReUnited ArtMa (Parker) (800; M-> Last week, 'Married AngeK (M-G), member Pearl Harbor' kfHep"). 1H«o->
ping along at nice pace for healthy
40-50)—TorflUa Flat' (M-GT (3d wk) $3,500, poor.
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)— $8,500. La*t week, 'Reap Wild Wind'
and 'Mississippi Gambler' (U) (1st
wk). Rolling up great $7,500. Previ- •Maisle Gets Man' (M-G). Sothem (Par) and 'Haven' (Par) (3d wk),
exposure bids for nWibe $4,200. Last knockout $7,500.
ous two-week take great $17,500.

getting off to fast start, but
managed to wind up with stout Roget' (U).

20-28-39-44)Hardy' (M-G) and

'Sleepytime Gal' (Rep), triple, split
'With 'Smoking Guns' (Rep), 'Moon

I

•

(1,200;

Philadelphia, JUtie 10.
-There'* plen^ t&erow abbut along
PhiUy's stlU imblacked out rUlto thU
sesh. With plenty of new product
and lots of customeri wroimd town
these gaslcs* weekends, fhie film
joints are jtimpin'.
Hot as a firecracker 1* the. current
stand of Jimmy Dorsey .and. his band,
which teamed with 'Whispering
Ghosts,' is heading for the best biz
reported In these parts for many a
moon. Also in tba lihlellgl&t are
'Juke Girl,'" 'The Spiiiliers' and the
return of 'Gone With, the Wind' at

Letter' Great

{10,000 Pacing

^

'

•

Take a

Town (Goldberg) (1,400; 11-20-30)
—'Twilight on Trail' (Par) (firstrun),
(Col)
'Martin
Eden'
and

Society'.
'Blondle
(Rep),
Blue Moose (Hamrick-Evergreeh) Sheriff
(850; 30-40-58)—'Rio Rita' (M-G) and (Col) and 'Lone Rider Justice' (Cap),
'Sunday Punch' (M-G) (3d wk). end 'Rise and Shine' (20th) and
Swell $3,500. Last week, same two, Dumbo' (RKO), fair $800,

'

CaplUl (WB)

(Tristates) (2.000; 11-40-55)

W66JC.

(20th) and 'Shepherd
Favorable outcome of the Midway Over Shoulde?
Ozarks' (Rep), and 'Confirm or Deny'
island battle plus the lifting of the
(20th) and 'Arizona BouncT (Mono).
radio blackout is bringing a real recool weather and Saturday
bound in business in the current With
stage shows, looks like good $1,C90.
week. Plainly shows how the radio
Last week, 'Sunset on Desert' (Rep)
blackout hurt. Rainy weather and
(first-run), 'Ride 'Em Cowboy' (U)
kids out of school also are helping.
and 'Cadets on Parade' (Col) (firstEstimates tor This Week
run), triple, split with 'Two-Gun

big $3,600.

.

Me (drrB«

kPhilly;

fair $3,500.

Omaha

—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (2d wk).
Good $5,400, after smash $11,600 last

Newark, Jime 16.
Fifth Avenne (H-E) (2,349; 40-50Local houses are making hay this 85)—'Above All' (20th) (2d wk).
shines. For the Price lift no help but will get a
first timt In many a moon not a great $8,000.
Last 'week, same film,
single downtown thesrtre houses a $9,700, big but more expected.
holdover, and this, plus the blackout
liberty (J-vH) (1,850; 30-40-58)—
of ni^t baseball here, adding up to 'Submarme Raider* (Col) and 'Ladles
generally favorable busine$s.
Man' (Col). Satisfactory $5^500. Last
'Estlnaaics far This Week
week. 'Meet Stewarts' ((Jbi) and
Adams (Adams-Par) (2,000; 25-30- 'Sweetheart Fleet'.-(Col), n)Ud $5,100.
35-40-65)—'Gold Rush' (UA) (2d
Mnale .Bex (Hamrick-Evergreen)
in
wk). No 'better- thiii sour- $5,000
(800; 30-40-57)—'Tortaia' (M-G) and
puUafter
weelc,
final
second
anrt
its
Tor Keeps' (M-G) (4th wk), -WonIng 4ne $10,000 in opening round; derful $4,300 for fourth session, Lait
House, which OTijpnally expected to week, same duo; nica $3,800.
hold the-ChapUn Plc for four weeks,
Mule HaU (H-E) (2,200; 30-10-58)
called it quits Tuesday (8) and shut—'Magnificent Dope' (20th) and "Man
tered until late August:
Wouldn't Die' (20th). Great $7,000
Branford (WB) (2,800; 28-33-44-55)
/ecord here shice house reand
—'Spoilers' XU) and 'Ahnost Maropened. Last week, 'Fantasia' (RKO)
ried' (U), Predominant male patronand 'Scattergood High' (RKO) (2d
age will send this dual to $15,000,
wk), slowed to mild $3,300.
okay. Last week, 'Saboteur' (U) and
Qrpheum (H-E) (2,600: 30-40-58)—
'Sweetheart Fleet' (Col), faltered,
'Ghost Frankenstein' CU) and 'Marie
$17,000.

$32,500

(RKO),

'Magnificent Dope' Big

week while the sun

after

Dorsey Bounces 'Ghosts to Smash

16.

.

$10,000.
(2,000;

Omaha, June

Cool brejk after long hot dry spell
giving grosses a boost Phil Harris'
band unit, with 'Butch Minds the
Baby,' are headed for very big figure.
Brandels Is doing nicely with 'SynDisappears' (WB). Good play from copation' and 'Submarine Raider' and week, 'Annie Rooney* (UA),
$3,300,
younger generation and pleasing will pet $4,200, a nice figure.
frail.
$8,700. Last week, 'Juke Ghrl' (WB)
EttlBUtei far TUa Week
StraiUt (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22and 'Falcon Takes' (RKO) (2d wk),
Orphenm (Tristates) (3,000; 15-40- 33)—-Lady Has Plans' (Par) (2d
good $5,000;
50-65)—'Butch Minds the Baby' (U) nm), three dayr, 'Desperate Elleiy
T«wer (Joffee) (2,110; 11-30)— and Kill Harris revue.
Smash $16,- QueeA' (CU>1), one duj vungle Book'
'Yokel Boy' (Rep) and iThis Way 000, maybe more.
Last week, 'Ghost (UA) (2d run) and ICennel Murder'
Please' (Par) (reissue) with vaude. Frankenstein'
(U) and 'Fingers at (WB) (reissue), three dayf. Off week
Third week of this policy and get- Window* (M-G), light
indicated at $1,400. Last week, 'Road
$8,300.
ting nice $8,000. Last week, 'Secret
Braadeb (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10- \HappIness' (Mono), three days;
Agent Japan' (20th) and 'After 25-35-40)—'Syncopation' (RKO)
and 'Alias Blackle' (Col), one day;
Mein Kampf?' (Indie), with vaude, 'Submarine Raider' (Col).
Good Blondle's 'Event' (Col), three days,
$7,500.
$4,200.
Last week, "Favorite Spy' $1,500, not too bad.
(RKO) and 'Mexican Spitfire at Sea'

$12M

16.
bast^'t

M

PICTURE GROSSES
PWl

lADY' 6G

-

.

-

—

JBro^yn, Jiide 16.
Merry jingle of coin at-all downtown deluxer*, partictilarlT tlie Paramount, with 'In Thi* Ou^IiIfe' and
'Meet the StewArt*,' Albee is reporting satisfactory ratuMt 'ini''^«econd
week of 'My Gal Sal' •rt^ 'lUn' Who
.

'

'

Wouldn't

Die.'

'(3,i74; 3lMfl-S0-55 )—
'Gal Sal' (20th) .'and. 'Man.. Wouldn't
pie' (20th) i2i*k>
JSt»iSHrf f15,000.
Last week, ilr*t rate $21,000;
F»x (Fabian), (4jQa: I0-40-9P-S5)—
Great Man'* LA^XFar) and. 'Ghost
Frankenstein' (U).
Hefty $17,000.
Last week, 'Larceny' -(WB) -aijd 'Gun
fM Hire' (Par) (2d wk), okay $l4i.

Albee (HKO)

.

Met (Loew**) (8,818; 30-4O-S0-55)—
'Saboteur* (V) and 'BtHeh Minda
Baby (U). Good $17,000 in view.
la*t week. 'Rid Hit*' (M-q>j»ild 'Kid
Glove Killer' (M-O), *ftl*factory
1.
$16,000,

ParauegHi (Tablau) (4,128; ^0-4050-S5)—This Our XMi' (WSJ-' and
'Meet Stewarts' (CkJl). JtoonfJirf biz,
likely, lioldovet JwTsoma
Last -week, "Re^ 'Wind'
(Par) and 'Cadet* on Parade' (Col)

$25,000;

weeks.

'

'

(4th and final wk), produced f 14;000.
setting new record run of 30 con-

secutive days, previously hef2b
'Old Maid,' which did
day*.

U

'

by

Gordon Head* Resilers

Hollywood,' Jwne 16.
New president -of the Sctceii Read*
is Bernie GordotV elected
without oppotitkn; i|<} .«ib(»pMid Alice
^
Hunter,
-Former prexy ralinquUhed fhe.jok
to become head of tha xaading d«>
partment at 'Warner*.
ers Guild

'
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EDITORS APPLAUD FILM

PULSE-STIRRING

Harry Katz heard some veiy important newspaper editors applaud -^!Eagle Squadron" in the.
screening room.

stirring picture, laden with action

*M
is

timely , hard'hitting dramatic film

no

up in

let

.

» .

a pulse'

and punch. There:
the motor-roaring, bomking and sky

fighting which dominate the scene at all times***

—Motion Picture Daily

A

TERRIFIC EXPERIENCE

An

editorial writer*

who came

to

New

the pictitre wired her publisher that,

*

SMASH BOX

York to\see

and died o thousand tim es through * Eagle
If s the most terrific experience I. have
at any picture^ anywhere and any time,
ever
*
lt*s a competitor for all time fame . /
lived

Squttdf:on\

Md

.

flfamg 6H.request,

,

.

A RECOto OF

REAL

WMCA eommen*

a plot to hold everybody's

SQUADRON'
men

*EAGLE

thrill of getting a long disfrom a very important magazine editor*

Walter Wanger said the

scenes and

attention,

is essentially

—

LONG DISTANCE CALL

MEN

Mr. jphabnes Steel, famed
With its heartstopping
tator, Said:

of real

OFFICE HIT

Walter Wanger should have another smash
box office hit in this one^ibr ^Eaglie Squadron'
is simply loaded with solid, brilliant entertainment. Yes, * Eagle Squadron' is a cinch bet.
You can exploit it to the skies aind your customers will thank you for enticing, them in.
Film Daily
,Okay ifor all audiences."

*I have just

tance call
-

an actual record

who saw

Eagle Squiadjron** will never be forgotten

*Nam oh request.

by him,

in a really great picture.*'

MORE THAN A

PICTURE!

John W.Vandercook,
I

iNSPlitlNGI THRILLING!
"IN

'

THE FOREMOST HANKS OF MOTION

'Eagle Squadron' '

is

a slice of

life

is

NBG commentator,
more than a

said:

picture ... it

with actual shots that make

PiGTURES THAT HAVE SOMETHING IMPORTANT TO SAY REGARDING OUR WORLD
OF TODAY IS 'EAGLE SQUADRON.* WALTEr'
WANQER HAS PRODUCED A FILM OF TOWERING INSPIRATIONAL STRENGTH, ALMOST
POCUNlBNTARY IN QUALITY, BUT PRIMARILY A THRILLING ENTERTAINMENT. THE
FLYING SEQUENCES ARE AMONG THE FIN-

the picture a masterpiece.

EST EVER, SEEN.

Magazine chose "Eagle Squadron**
Month! " Wfe give it our most
enthusiastic approval," says Jack Lippert^ man-

COMMANDO

THE WANGERPROipUCTION WILL
CERTAINLY TAKE A BITE FROM SUBSEQUENT MOVIES THAT DEAL WITH THE

ACTiOisr,

SVBJEGr,-*EAGLE SQUADRON' WILL BE

ONE OF THE TOP MONEY-MAKERS ON THE
AND
VmVJBRSAL RELEASE. SCHEDULE
.

DESERVES T0.be:*

Charlie

Hayman

Squadron**

is

PICTURE

of Buffalo,

New

York,says^*Eaf^'

a truly great motion picture,

PiaURE OF THE MONTH!
Scholastic

FIRST ON THE MARKET WITH

SAME

A GREAT MOTION

.

.

^Hollywood Reporter

its

Picture of the

aging editor

.

.

.

'It's in the 'must see' class!"

"EXCEPTIONAL''!

A

member* of

the Eagle

Squadron thought that the

flying scenes in the picture were "Exceptional."
*Ni9me 9H

request,.

P^^EEff
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AN

HISTORIC MESSAGE

An

important editor said that in his opinion
the Quentin Reynolds foreword to ''Eagle
Squadron** will go down in'the annals of American history as one of its great historic messages.
(NOTE: We

tuggtit that

oU

theatre

men show

this

message

«

their

heat

editortat writers,)

VOLUNTEER SERVICES
Leaders of 40-important organizations after seeing
**Eiigle Squadron**, volunteered to ask their mem'
herships to assist in the publicizing of * 'Eagle Squad-

ron »** They believe

it to

be the most important pic

ture ever produced*

A

''MUSr'l

Mr. ^ob Emery,

WOR

commentator,

said:

"Easily taking top place, this picture of the
Second World War, 'EAGLE SQUADRON*,
with its deftly interwoven staged scenes and
actual shots of the real Squadron in action *in

England, is definitely a 'must*, as
an historical record.**

it

ranks as

POWERFUL DRAMA!
"UNIVERSAL GAVE THE SCREEN 'ALL
QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT,' A GREAT
FILM EPIC OF WORLD WAR
IT REACHES
I.

SIMILAR HEIGHTS WITH 'EAGLE SQUADRON,^ WALTER WANGER'S POWERFUL

DRAMA OF THAT DARING GROUP OF
AMERICANS FIGHTING THE PRESENT
WORLD WAR WITH THE ROYAL AIR FORCE.
FROM ITS FOREWORD, STATED WITH QUIET
FORCE BY QUENTIN REYNOLDS, TO THE
FINAL SCENE RECORDING THE NAMES OF
NAZI WAR CENTERS VISITED BY VENGEANCE-EXACTING BRmSH BOMBERS, 'EAGLE
SQUADRON' IS COMPELLING SCREEN FARE
.OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY."— /)a/(y Variety

!*

;

'

Worcester Censors Look

Delayed Plane Shipments of U.

company

Major
chiefs

sales

foreign

a prolonged and

registered

protest over the way
film shipments to the Latin-American market have been maltreated.

airplane

etem

The

of foreign distribuUon

session

S.

Pix

Askance

at 'Juke' Bally

Worcester, Mass., June 16.
Local censor board is on a rampage again, and after seeing a preview of 'Juke Girl,' skedded for
Warner house, turned thumbs down
and picture may not be shown here..
Board could not find anything salacious in film, but opposed It because of 'malicious destruction at
shown during the plot
property'
SPECIAL
However, the' Wviewers are' expected
to take another look before perma'Eagle Squadron' probably will nently barring itj" as considerably
have a special exploitation staff of less than a full membership saw the
20 men. Maurice Bergman, .Unlver- first preview. '

To Latin Americas

Republic Buys Back Its Minnesota
Franchise; Theatres and Exchanges

Irk Sales Chiefs

'SQUADRON' GETTING

STAFF BALLY

Hollywood, June 16.
Republic bought its Minneapolis
franchise through a deal engineered
by James R. Grainger with Gilbert
Natbanson, owner of the northern
dty rights since the ceremony, was
organized in 1035.
Purchase leaves only six franchises not directiy controlled by Re-

schedule.
Feeling among different foreign_
sales executives is that the Amerii
can film business has been cooperating to the utmost in aiding hemiepheric solidarity and working with
the Rockefeller Inter - American
Committee. In the face of this, some
frankly admit they have been hamtrung by this trouble over delayed
plane shipments.
Pointing ont that the matter of
priorities hardly, enters into the situation, if regular newsreel and other
picture shioments are to go forward
promptly to the Latm-Americas, one
official said:

get spot for N. Y. opening.

managers, at the Hays

last

Thursday (11), reviewed how shipments of films, via plane to South and
Central America, have been delayed
lor weeks because they've been left
off at cities en route to their destinaExcuse has been that space
tion.
on the planes was needed for wartime necessities. Whatever- the ex-'
cuse, the foreign managers know
that films have not been arriving on

and CenAmericas are our 'Allies. But

These people
tral

in South'

I sincerely belieVe if they are to remain so, they will have to see for
themselves the might of the American war 'effort and actually see the
weapons being turned olfl in the
U. S. The best way to obtain a
comprehensive picture of this is via

motion pictures. But How can I<atln<Americans f;et this if regular- news-reel and film service Is curtailed?
I really don't see where there is any
question of prioritiet entering this
Pictures shoidd be a must
on these planes.'
Aside from the fact that shipping
newsreels by boat is too unsatisfactory, betause of obvious timeliness
of such subjects, situation Is shaping up so that several companies are
leaning on CUpjfer plane service for
shipping negatlvies (one per feature,
with positive fllnu being printed up
In the Latin-American countries) on
Important feature pictures to some
of these markets. At least one major U. S. company sendd negatives
to Argentina on every Imnortant
feature, and tithers plan following
suit

problem.
'

.

public.

,

-

.

from enactment of the

state

L.

anti-

consent decree law.
X. number of the Twhi City Inde-dendents holding Warner, contracts
have refused to play 'York' at the
same advanced prices charged

Fdm

commercial business.
The COmmish said Friday (5) « hearing will
occur 'In due course.'
The disclaimer was submitted by
Association' of
Advertising Film
Comi>anies, Screen Broadcast Corp.,
New York; General Screen Advertising, Inc., Chicago; Motion Picture

priced sho-wing next season
under new contracts providing for
the usual clearance and behind a
second loop run at the lower run.
ular

'

Advertising

New

Co.,

Orleans;

-

.

COSTLY BROCHURE

.

PRODUCT

at the
cently, is the

in

Y. re-

national

advertising

campaign for

most elaborate issued any product because of insufficient
by a major company in many years. contracts,
the Commish was told, and
Tabbed 'Four Years of Sojid Prog- the
association was formed in reress,' IT has design^ited next season's
sponse to requests from advertisers
,

Films by three outside producers,
the new Olsen ft Johnson comedy,
and' three Abbott & Costello comedies take a
prominent plac« near the front of the
book. A novel page fold is employed
to Introduce the Charles Boyer

two Deanna DuTblns

special.

Howard Hawks'

"Corvettes

AND T(EAP'
AT ADVANCED

'YANKEE'

St Clair's Higher Post
Joe St Clair, salesman covering
the Long Island territory ouc of the
N. Y. Twentieth-Fox exchange, has
been made, office manager at branch
headquarters, sncteeding Moe Sanders, who has taken over sales supervision of the northern New Jersey and upstate New York accounts,
Charles Goetz was placed over
Brooklyn and Long Island as result
of the promotion of Joe Lee as metropolitan N. Y. sales manager, succeeding Harry Buxbaum. "There will
be no successor to St. Clair as L. I,
salesman, with the island to be
divvied up among others in the exchange.

Jack Redmond to Cbi
Des Moines, June 16.
Jack Redmond^ manager of the

Orpheum, Sioux

City,

many

for

la.,

will succeed Morgan Ames
with the Mort Singer chain, with
headquarters In CHiicago. Redmond's
successor at the RiaHo, Sioux City,

years,

will be Robert Whelan, associated
with the theatre for many years.
TrI-States' new managerial setup
in Ottumwa, la., follows: Ottumwa
theatre,^
Russell Hill; Capitol,
Ernest Murtteld;. Rlalto, Cbas. Plow;
Strand,'. Steve
Halachoulis,
and
'

-

C

Zephyr, Chas. Wilson.

Sliort-UvcA Newsreelcr
Operation of the Republic (now
known as the Victory theatre) on
West 42d street^ N. "x, as a newsreel -house was shortlived.
It ran
as
newsreeler, with shorts, for
about a month. Now the theatre is
double-featuring with oldies on a
grind policy.
It housed burlesque
until shuttered by the city admin-

will be three separate prizes for the

June

Kansas City,
district managers having exSammy Tish left Loew's Midland
changes in the lead at the end of the to become assistant manager at
campaign.
I;oew's, Dayton, receiving appointtop

Ernest Stern Vice Kloes
Pittsburgh, June 16.

Ernest Stem, son of Norbert Stem,
owner of South -Park Drive-ln, apininted to Par's booking staff, where
he succeeds Kill KIoos, who has gone
into the army as a second lieutenant.
Theodore Mikolowsky, veteran exhibitor, has purchased the mortgage
on Liberty theatre in Masontown,
Pa., from A. O. Partridge, this preventing a sheriff's sale, David Trimble has operated Liberty since 1933
in association with R. B. Hays, a
banker, and Mikolowsky, owner and
operator of Rex in Masontown. Presarrangement expires
leasing
ent
Dec, 1.
Bob Brown, formerly manager of
the State in Wilkinsburg, who recentiy returned to work for Warner
circuit after a long illness, now managing the Princess in Donora. Broxvn
is a son of Harry Brown, until a
Under the Par^policy, 'Reap' will year ago manager of town's only
until
not be released to any account
legit site, Nixon.
exhib
next year, except where
La-wrence -Lowstetter, operator of
agrees to a minimum 44c matinee Vox theatre in Greensboro, Pa., has
leased State in Meyersdale, which reJ
and a SSc evening price.
-

Women

HVood

-

In Action' also receives a nice break,
ditto the Walter Wanger featuresi
during the past couple weeks. four instead of five pictures.
Four-color- full process plates .were David O. Selznick Is tbfe latest, stakBowinr to 'War Needs
Hdwever, while 'Inn' is down for
used throughout the product an- ing out "The WAACS'.
Port 'Hammond, B. C, June 16.
Labor Day release. It Is being de-:
nouncement Book is leather-bound.
Metro holds 'Women's Army
Film stars have yielded to Air
livered, no matter how sold, as a
Raid Precaution" workers at the
Aiudliaiy Corps' and "First Wothis season's film.
theatre, Port Hammond.
Hammond
men's Army"; Walter Wanger The
The playhouse has been converted
WAAFS' (British women's army)
EdubHioiiists
into a 20-bed ARP hospital.
and "The Women's Army Auxiliary
PINCH-HITTIRG
Corps of the U.SA'.; Edward Small
Bcilonal SeU PUns
N. T.
Earl Wingart, formerly 20th-Fox
Artist-members' of Screen Publi- and 20th-Fox. botli "Petticoat Army";
At Saturday-Sunday (13-14) Warpublicity head in the homeoflice,
cists Guild of New Yo'rk gave a pub- and
Paramount 'Soldier Women,' jomed Paramount Monday (15) on ner sales sessions covering forces in
lic demonstration Monday (15) of
the metropolitan New York district
'Girl in the Ranks' and "Girl in the
a special assignment for several headed by Sam Lefkowitz, machintheir facility at making war posters.
AEF'.
weeks. B« will contact magazines ery was set in motion for this sumWhile a large crowd gathered outand do other special work on 'Holi- mer's selling drive, while also among
side, three of the SPGites sketched
topics on the agenda were handling
day Inn' and "Wake Island.'
in the window of the Civilian DeTradeshows
Wingart was put on at Par partly of Government shorts, best methods
fense Information Bureau, opposite
to pinch-hit for Aileen Brenon, who of bookings in furtherance of the
Grand Central station.
war effort, shorts producing plans of
Artists were Ben Rogers of RKO, Tneiday, June 23
'Apache Trail' is ill and probably wbn't return to the company Itself for the (doming
Sob Fels of Warner Bros, and Saul
(M-G) and "Crossroads' (M-G), in her desk as mag contact for sev- season, etc.
all exchange cities.
Bass of Warners.
eral -weeks.
In addition to Lefkowitz and
'

,

WIFGAET

Sachson dwelt on forthcoming releases, plus "Sgt York" which goes
out at pop prices July 4.

istration.
date Drive' last Saturday (13), with
Gaiety, which also ran burlesque
2,500 employees of the
company's sales and distributing de- and girl shows, is featuring the sex
partments in U. S., Canada and 16 angle of its twin-feature programs.
This Broadway house has used, four
foreign countries participating.
There will be three groups in the known 'sex' films since Teopening as
domestic field, with prizes awarded a film theatre, most of the ones
to the first five exchanges- on results booked being more lurid on ballyachieved. There also will be separ- hoo than actually on the screen.
ate Canadian drives and another In
the foreign field. Additionally, there
TtiVk Dayton Post

opened under his management last
Film went into the Paramount, week.
State is. owned by Mrs. E. A.
Brooklyn, some weeks ago. This is_ Preem and had been booked by Ideal
a downtown first-run operated by circuit of Johnstown for several
in Uniform
the Par-Fabian-Warner pool, which years. Vox has reverted to its owner,
has precedence over Loew's.
P. H. Black, who "took it over June 1
Idea Intrigues
expiration of Lowsetter's deal.
Inn,' a this year's (1941- upon'
New women's army now being or- 42)'HoUday
New McClure theatre in Woods
release which has tentatively
Run district an 'open and dosed'
ganized has piqued Hollywood inbeen spotted in the seventh Par house' for several years, has Tjeen
terest as a picture subject, with at
block,- may also be sold- singly, in remodeled and opened by Floyd Per
least six studios thinking about It
which event the final group on this terion,' newcomer to exhibition In
as evidenced by title registrations season's Par deliveries will niunber
this area.

lineup as the fifth year of better
anxious to get national coverage.
""

pictures.*

Z.

'

-

T. branch manager,

more than

'.

men

moved from man^
Orpheum to Par-

Jr.,

the

of

M. 'Volchock, former
manager of the Hollywood and Oriental, transferred to Orpheum. Vic
Compames
Ad
Keedy, former assistafat manager of
J. J. Parker's Broadway, will reat Hollywood and
Jkaj Trade Resfaraint downtown aiid at tiei^borhood the- place Volchock
Frank Breall will boss the Oriental.
atres enjoying clearance over their
Other shifts put M. M. Mesher,
hotises. They claimed the 'demand' advertising and publicity director,
Washin^n, June 18.
for the boosted stale under the cirlocal assistant district manager
Five distributors of advertSsing cumstances was 'unfair' and that to into
p<Kt and Earl R. Hunt into adverfilms, a trade association and twc^
accede to it would establish a bad tising spot.
boiokins agencies have denied Fedprecedent
eral Ttade Commiarion charges they
U's Nate Blamberg Drive
Thct company has notified the inconspired to suppren cbmpeGtion
Universal launched a 20-week
and create a monojwly In the trailer dependents that they wiU be privi- 'Nate Blumberg World-Wide Playleged to re-buy the picture for pop-

United Film Ad Service, Kansas
PRICES
City; Ray-Bell Films, St. Paul; Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,
Colo.; and A. 'V. Cauger Service, In"Yankee Doodle Dandy,' currentiy
dependence, Mo. Three executives on a roadshow engagement at the
of the association also were signers HoUywood, N. Y., at %isa top an*
of the denial.
likely' to remain at this house into
The Commish several months a'go the fall, will probably be sold by
Foreign managers also went into charged the distributors entered' into, Warner Bros, similarly to 'Sergeant
the frozen money situation at this individual contracts with exhibs.for York' at minimum admission scales
session with little new reported. the exclusive privilege of showing and straight percentage deals. ProbaAlso .they were told of the progress advertising reels for specific periods. bility is that Warners will start
being made on ctistoms import and The allegation was admitted by making deals on the film at an early
export Inspec^on of flln\s, now that G.SA., the association, and Alex- date rskther than wait until the end
committees have lieen established in ander, but denied by SBC. Other of the summer to make it available
N. Y. and Hollywood to expedite the companies Maintained the majority on special engagements. General reservice.
of their- contracts were non-exdu- lease, as with 'York,' would be held
slve.
up a year or more.
The respondents denied they
Selling 'Reap Wild Wind' singly
banded together to exercise control
and at increased admission prices.
I U'S
over the trailer business, fixed rates
Paramount
is working on a deal' with
or otherwise- specified the conditions
Loew's
to send it on its way in the
'42^3
under-^hich such films are unreeled.
Picture
The answer said each distributor in- Greater New York area.
was
sold first-run to the Music Hall,
dependentiy fixed the rentals. None
Unlversal's product announcement
N. Y., but has been held up since
of the respondent distribs is or ever
book for 1942-43 season, given salesthen due to the Loew's deal.
has been capable of furnishing a
convention
N.

ON

Newman,

agership

amount

Roger Maban,

who presided o-ver sessions, those
attending included homeofflce repRoy Haines, Norma'ii H.
Moray and Arthur Saebson. Moray
discussed shorts, while Haines and

resentatives,

American

exchanges rehands are in
sal's eastern ad-publicity chief, went
Advance screenings of other pic- maining in individual
Kansas City and
to Baltimore last week and over tures have been asked by board, Seattle, Pittsburgh,
others are in Canthe weekend visited Chicago, Buf- among them 'Moontide,' 'The Out- Washington. Two
ada, and England.
falo and Harrisburg to line up staffs law,* Twin Beds' and 'The Tutties
in each city. Planned to intensity
of Tahiti.'
WB Changes In D. C.
exploitation via radio, billboards,
Washington, June 16.
newspapers and special bally.
Leroy Sherman, manager of the
Special stress on extensive staff
Savoy, resigned, and a num'ber of
of exploiteers for "Eagle' is said to Complicatioiis of Minn.
promotions resulted, according to
be forerunner of developing probJohn J. Payette, general zone manably one of strongest publicity-exager for Warner Bros. They include:
And-Decree Statute
Ernest. WeUs from ApoUo to Savoy
ploitation crews in east by Univeras managier; William Rudden froin
sal.
One of moves in this direction
Stalls Tork' Pop Ron Home to Apollo as manager; John J.
was addition of Leo Mishkin, exMarcon, assistant manager oi Earle
publicist in N. Y. for David 0,Selzto manager of Horts; Alex KalaMinneapolis, June 16.
nick, named to eastern publicity
bokes from office of-Earle to assiststaff. He's aligned to "Eagle SquadWhUe '.Sergeant York' is nation- ant manager same house; and Bert
ron.' general publicity.
from Earle service staff to
Hamm,
runs
priced
popular
ally released for
Flight lieutenant John HHI, of the
clerk in Earle office.
for
E^gle Souadron, who served as tech- July 1, it wiU not be available
nical a^nsor on the picture, has such showings, in Twin City houses
Hamrlck's Shakeup
been set to do special assignment until next Septepiber. The reason
Portiand, Ore., June 16.
in
Hamrick-iEvergi;een Theatres
work in connection with openings of
being the late release of the picture shakeup of personnel hereabouts.
the film. George Fraser, formerly
with 20th-Fox homeofflce publici^ at the advanced 55c admission prices H. B. Sobottka, former manager of
Paramount, to executive position
staff, has been named press contact in Minneapolis and St Paul due to the
Frank
while
headquarters
on 'Eagle Squadron.' Still trying to the delayed selling which resulted at SeatUe

office

1942
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.

WB

—

-

16.

ment from Mike' Cullen, divisional
chief.
Tish began his service with
Loew's here at the Midland as' an
usher under Manager John McManus
and held down spot. as chief of service when he departed. Tom Delbridge, assistant to McManus, also
left

for a position as assistant at

Loew's Penn in Pittsburgh, and with
TIsh made drive eas& McManus has
not yet appointed a new chief of
service for the Slidland.

Colnmbla's Exploiteers
Columbia Pictures exploitation
department, headed by Frank- P.
Rosenberg, has undergone three new

Harry K. McWUliams,

changes.

for-

mer publicity director of the Paramount Toledo, and the Publix theatres in Dallas, - replaces

now

with

Army Air

Leo

Pillot.

Corps at Scott

m.

Field,

Abraham Bernstein, trade paper
more recenUy field ex-

reporter

and Columbia,
assigned to Boston office as Nev^
Ehgland exploitcer. Samuel Geison,
formerly -with Tom Fizdale, Inc.,
added to exploitation department as

ploiteer for Universal

special writer.

now daily newspaper
woman for Loew's State,

Paula Gould
contact

.

N. Y, succeeding Terry Dohaghue,
resigned to reenter newspaper work.

WB's Bxchange Bevamps
Moving up- personnel, Morris
Shipp has been made office manager,
of the jnramer Bros, exchange at Los
Angeles, 'while Carl Burrows has
been promoted to post of head
booker ahd^enry Slater appointed
salesman covering the Arizona terthe

Addition
Arthur S^der, salesman, formerly
with the 'Wamer Seattle branch.
A. W. Schwalberg, In charge of
Wamer exchange operations from
the homeoflice, Is at present in L. A.
ritory.

to

staff

is

contacting the local sales force.

Angelo Lombard!.- former

office

nlanager for 'WB in New Haven,
transferred to the N. Y. exchange in
same post, succeeding S. 'Macomber.
William Cummiiigs from Boston
branch takes over In New Haven.

Woodward to Atlanta
Walter E. Woodward succeeds
Harry Dodge as special Paramount
shorts and news representative In
the Atlanta district Company has 10
shorts distribution representatives
scattered throughout the country.
.

/
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Friday evening, June
Rivoli Theatre—buck

19th, at the
gobs

privates,

and leathernecks escorting the thousand
girls

from the American Women's Volun-

tary Service

who

lead in the sale of

War

Boads and Stamps.

A

mantic,

American occasion

a

tTpically

colorful,

a

ro-

the whole industry will be watching I.

Uncle

Sam

Ti

Calling' All Exhibitors—

Jo

Sell

War

Savlngt Bonds and Stampiti

.

.

'

:

fAKitrrm xomdom oriob
t
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^^sContlnutd from page

Repping BriL Backers; Price Said to

2

other was in town until the General
had gone.
British author,
responsible for such works as 'Lost
Horizon,' 'Goodbye, Mr. Chips," 'We

The mild-mannered

Be

New

$700,000;

London, May 15..
Although not orticially announced,
Littler
It's understood that Prince
has already acquired the Stoll famholdings ifi the late Sir
StoU's theatres.

ily

Oswald

Circuit Rivalry

missing
at
pointment
he had never met.

War Economy
London,
'

May

15.

Clothes rationing has pr.oan. oddity in Watford,
a car-

Company's ca°pital comprises £2,nival queen annually, has se190.000 (about $8,780,000) in 2,090,000
lected one Betty Oliner, last
ordinary £1 shares and 100,000 manyear's queen, and her attendants
agement shares of £ 1. Of these,
to repeat this year because seStoll family owned entire stock of
lecting a new one would have
management shares and 320,000 .ordientailed new clothing for them.
nary shares, the entire' lot of which
was purchased by Littler for £175,000 ($700,000).
believed the backers are a
It's
Leicester family named Wheeler.
Although purchasers have been offered' $200,000 profit, they refuse to
sell, but are intent on going ahead
in developing the circuit, having already made big strides.
Most important in their plans is
the appointment of William CruikSydney, June 16.
sharik, head of Howard & WyndWarners has set a new deal with
hams, Ltd. (not yet announced, but
imminent),, which control 11 im- the Hoyts circuit covering eight

WB,HOYTSIN

DEAL0N8PIX

portant

theatres

England

in'

With

Scotland.'

the 'Stoll

and

circuit

Doolittle,

admitting
is like.' Hilton chuckled,
considerable pleasure in President
Roosevelt's revival of interest in the
imaginairy locale of 'Lost Horizoa'
after
'It makes a fellow feel good
some years to And the world suddenly interested all over again in something he thought up 10 years before."

status

Pushes Falangist Propaganda

didn't know how
hit on It. •La," of course, is the wo^d
Washington, June, 16.
for 'mountain fastness' in Tibet.
Sweden Is increasing its motion•Shangrl' sounds like a Tibetan
according to rename, means nothing. Hilton said picture production,
Department,
Commerce
the
to
t>prts
himself
he had never visited Tibet
both |n quality and volume, and opsave in fllghta of fancy.
are at record
currently
erations
~
writer was accompanied by

More Sventkas

:to

served

has

Franco,

to

Intensify

'

PORTAL AND KORDA ON
HONORS U$T

new high

in this zone.

IjOndon,

Charles,

.

Show

flags Favor

Biz

'

.

&

REISMAN BACK FROM
AMERICAN TREK

Two men formerly in the British
film industry". Sir Charles Portal and
Korda, were on the
honors list announced last week. Portal, theatre
operation and distributing exec, is
ijow Air Chief Marshal, which is
head of the RAF. He was raised on
the honors list to Knight Grand
Cross of Bath.
Korda, part owner of United Artists, is n<jw producing in Hollywood.

Alexander

birthday,

King's

He Is
made

.

'

.

London

•'

-

-

'

,

.

,

'

-

•

'

-

war bond preem of 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' in New York.
Section likewise carries a story on
Irving Berlin's all-soldier show, .T^ls
Is the Army,' ai\i on the recent
three-night experimental performance by the Maurice Evans company
of 'Macbeth' at Fort Meade, Md. Cor
respondent reported that almost all
the men he himself questioned wanted more Shakespeare,
Radio section of Yank Includes log
of news and regular commercial ert.
tertainment shows beamed by short
$5,000,000

by Corp. Dave Breger, while Stars
and Stripes carries 'L'll Abner,' 'Joe
Falooka* and 'Superman.'

RKOU New

Chile Branch

A

new branch office, third for the
country, has been opened in .Chile
at Conception, according to word
received by RKO's home ofilce.
Carlos Tortorelli will foe in charge.
Other two branches are at Santiago

and

'Valparaiso.

.

In

of local foig shots, plus
the entertainment biz

sion is working. There's been fertile ground .because quite a number
of .people here, especially some film
men, are anxious to do business with
Madrid even though they suspect
that, Franco's reps are only purchasing agents for the Axis.

There have been quite a number
between mem-

of undercover talks
ple,

with

.

la-vlsh

promises

being

made

that, now* that Spain understands their problem, it will be clear
sailing for Argentine picts in Spain.
In London for Forces More practical industry leaders,
knowing past history, are inclined to
give the gesture the flsheye, but.
London. May 15.
Green Bros, and Charles Clore those who insist.' that business is
unconare
have leased their London Casino business ^parentiy
(formerly Prince Edward theatre) to cerned.
the Government
Much of what, the mission Is sayTheatre will he used as sports spot, ing "is dIsprOven by Madridls own
parliclilarly boxing for the Forces,
annoimcemehts regarding' films, conunder .ttie aegis of the Marquis of cert and stage ertlstS, but Aunos and
Queehsbury. Other entejrtalnments, company are buildini! h'opes' nevcr^
when possible, will also foe given.
thel&s.
sThis is first Instance hi this war
More Spanish Fix
that Government has rented theatre
for troops entertainment
More Spanish picts than seen here

Britain Rents Theatre

-

'

for
(

Assoc. British Post
London, May 15.
Sir Ralph Wedgwood, nominated
by Board of Ttade 'to chairmanship
Of Associated British Cinemas in
place of the late John Maxwell when

Max well 'sold, part of her holding to 'Warners, resigned and has
been succeeded by A. G. Allep, head
of' Allen Ic Overy, Mrs; Maxwell's
Mrs',

•

attorneys.

some time

opened

iiave

In.

the

month, in part due to Interest
in the mission's arrival but mainly
the result Of work by pro-Falangists.
Strangely enough a number of these
are being handled by. U. S. companies.
Latter are. in no way propaganda films li.ut pre-civil war and
there's much argument within the
industry as to wtiether or not such
showings aren't Indirectly aiding
Franco nevertheless .by 'proving' his
poiilt that Spain is the home of real
last

Wedgwood Resigns

'

.

number

whose pro-Democratic- leaning^ have
never been too strong, have formed
a group on which the Spanish mis-

bers of the mission and picture peo-

'

,

A

figures

He was

a Hungarian by birth.
a Knjght Bachelor.

..

'

sent

first

-

.

Buenos Aires, Jiine 9.
In an effort to improve the standard of local ilieatre writing and also
apparently to cut down the number
of foreign plays lodally produced,
the Instituto Nacional de Estudios
de Teatro has opened a contest for
local independent theatres to present
original works.
Professionals are barred from the
writing and, although they may assist in production of the selected
-work.

6.

such expedition
South America foy General

cardo Aunos,

secretary,

-

'

Buenos Aires, .June

Arrival here of a sMPer-powered
trade mission headed by Don Ri-

The

his

'

.[

15.

Spanish Trade Mission in Argentiiie

he happened to

-

Army

'

May

Hilton explained the origin of the
for the local press, said he

compete

to

London,

Robert Finnlgan, In his presidential address to the National Association of Theatrical and Cinema Employees in London, dlsc\>ssing
Sunday openings for stage shows, said" It was the craziest piece of
hypocritical legislation of the English-speaking races."
'These worthy politicians' endeavor to dictate how the teeming rtiUllons of Londoners should spend their Sunday leisure," he added. 'And
it is permissible for them to e<» to cinemas where they can see .and
hear the latest rhumba, wise-cracks, dancing ^Irls and thrillers, but
to see two English comedians- In plain dress together on the. stage
was-' to them a desecration of the Sabbath.'

name

with
General Theatres, and Moss Empires,
whose total is 26 spots. This will be
B boon for producers, who can have
on
attractions
competition for their
; Continued from pace 2s
probably better terms.
Idea of Including Jack Hylton in obit oh page four In The Stars and wave to the A.E.F. and a story about
mooted,
being
still
them, topped by a photo of Dinah
is
tlie directorate
Stripes, weekly of tKe V. S. armed
Disc
Shore and .Eddie Cantor.
with all agreed that Hylton'.s roundEngland
column teUs "of formation of Recup of stars, his leasing of, two West forces In Ireland and
End theatres, Adelphi artd' His Ma- ^oth paper:, v.-ritten by enlisted •ords for Our Fighting .Men, Inc.,
jesty's,' and shows' would be <lf conr^ men for enlisted m6n', gave plenty of new non-profit organization to supsiderable help and make competition other indications, too, that show' bus- ply waxlngs and phonographs to
service men.
Lead paragraph < is
with GTC and IS^oss Empires easier.
'Vank
iness. Is a -universal tongue:
pret^ much typical of Yank wWtBut some, of the directoils, while in
favor of working with Hylton,- are gives aihost four of its 24 tabloid ing:
opposed to .having, him oa the di- pages to films,' radio, legit and rec'-'Whether you're wooing a spirited
rectorate,. -With position still being ords';
Stars and Stripes, only eight cbtleen under ah' emerald " moon in
heavily debated.
pages, cairies,. in adclitlon to the North' Ireland, rhapsodizing a' dusky
As soon as things get set, directors Barry more obit,' a box in its June 6 queen under a wavy palm in~Hono'Intend to form a trust,^ company, issue calling attention to Louis B. lulu, crooning In your best bathwhich will owji and. contfol aU the Mayer's $704,526 salary last year. It house 'manner .to a lovely lady, in
holdings In. the ceiltria compaiiy; aliso. lists a few other, top Hollywood Darwin,, .or merely 'making a pass at
Idea is similar to Gauntont-Britlsh salairies,
'Whilfe
suggesting v that^
a- ba'be near the Brooklyn fifavy
and General; Theatres, both of which you|re doing '..jnental arii^etic on Yard, you're gohig to. have the best
are ix)ntroUed by the Bradford
how much Congress will add t« that in music to help you along,'
Metropolitan "Trust
sunt in the Arniy pay bill, consider
There are also book reviews .('Prith^ salaries paid 'last year, to haU-a- vate Purkey in Love and War,' by
dozen film personages.'
H. I. 'Phillips, and ..'Mechanized
Yank's amusement section carries a Might,' by. Major Paul C. Raborg),
full-page picture of Jane JRandolph, and a list of current U. S. best-sellwho is to appear in 'Highways by ers.
SO;
Night'. (RKO).
Also a two.-column
Yank, a tabloid' printed in gravure,
cut .'of. Anne. Baxter, to .be' seen in earrles a. full'rpage photo >f a gUn
Reisman, RKb's v.p. in th^ liicigniflcent.Am'bers'ons' (RKO). crew in Australia on Its coyer and
Phil
charge of JtoreJgn,- sales, returned to They are accoinpanied by eight re- is spiced with pictures and' excellent
New "ybrk this week; irom- a flv^* views. Of .films ''scheduled for distri- cartoons all the way through, It's
week tour of South American .:key bution., to overseas-vforces.'/' Reviews sprightly, informati-ve and entercities.
He came .in. by Clipper from, run only ^bout 10 .iin^ each.. First taining. Lead story is of the Army
Rio de'Jafieiro.
they give the principal players, with pay boost about to go int< effect
Orson, Welles, who is shooting the an explanatory parentheses after Paper is rather' magazlhe-like in
Brazilian 'sequence for a forthcom- each [ Ann.:. .Sheridan (a nice Irish format, not unlike the K. Y. Times
ing RKO feature, was deliEo^ed about dlEh>, Red' Skeitpn '(funny); Marlene' Sunday Magazine, "Hiis Week or
10 days In ^hotographling some Dietrich (herself
Then there's a Parade Weekly supplements.
river background material, Reisman brief idea of the story.
Stories are mosUy of a feature
Number of the reviews are rather nature, although many of them deal
said.
Welles was .to. have returned
noncommittal. Pix definitely, recom- with events of the past week, bewith the former.'mended ai^ -Metro's 'Mrsl Miniver' cause there's no telling how long
('for &en-'who think all the 'fighting
will '.take for the paper \o get to
Already Set on Stars f«r is done by soldiers'); Utiiversal's "The
its various destinations. They're beSpoiler^ '.('If you like action, if you ing expedited by plane as much as
}^as/t^$nto ill
like Dietrich. ..'), Faramount's 'Take possible.
Price is 5c <per copy at
London, '.May 16.
a Letter,' .barling' ('Light as the post exchanges or 75c for six months
A star lineup has already been crust on inother's pies, but good enby subscription.
gathered by Emile Littler for his
tertainment').
The Stars and Stripes, printed on
next West- Eiid pantomime at ChristComrhent on Warner flros.' 'Yan- regular news stock, contains, much
mas. Panto is 'Cinderella,' and rekee Doodle Dandy' is: 'It proves, more spot news than Yank, inasmuch
unites Nervo and Knbif: and Naiigh.
without trying to, that this army as Its audience is closer. Much of
ton and Gold, members of George
needs a marching song'; on 'Maisie the copy is provided, by Associated
Black's original Palladium 'Crazy
Gets Her Man' (M-G)', "There's an Press and United Press.
There's
Gang;'' with former as the 'ugly' slaArmy qamp sequence at the end also 'Such useful info as how. to
ters and latter .the. 'robbers.' Sonny
laugh and is transpose values of English money
that's good for a
Hale will play Buttons, with his
strangely accurate for films'; on The Into U. S. and vice -versa.
wife, J^ie Matthews, likely to be'
Invaders' (Cpl7, 'It proves, but not'
Both
Yank.
and^Stars
and
Stripes
Cinderella.
Show will play at .Strand theatre, heavily, that we don't think ahd live give considerable, space to sports.
like Nazis';- on 'Kings Row' (WB), Both
carry baseball results and
which Littler has under long lease.
'Plenty goes. on, both wholesome and standings. In addition to the Army's
unwholesome,' and on 'Broadway' ovm spoifs activities and- news of
'The treatment is novel
former sports celebs now In imiforra.
Arg. Fosters Native Plays (U),
Tliere's also a stick on WB's recent
Yank has an original comic strip

company

9%mn

foeating of the Falangist propaganda
levels.
and by Lou Harris,
Several features have been pro- driim, especially In the entertainDeMille's executive asAstant. They duced recently, basfed on Swedish
spent several days In Arkansas and literature, but American, British, ment fields.
Although getting no great apTennessee InterWewlng friends and German and French films still are
relatives of Dr. ^assell, among them being exhibited.
proval from the public at large,
his 86-year<old mother, who still
which from the time of the Spanish
lives in th« Little Rock.home'where
major films.
civil war has been anti-Franco, the
Warners apparently has tabooed grew up the Navy doctor who made
an amazing rescue of 10 wounded
Aunos mission has been gladhanded
its' former Idea of operating its own
theatres in- order to secure proper Americans from the hell of a falling
by Acting President Ramon S. CasJava; his wife, Mrs. Madeleine WasKING'S
outlets in Australia.
tillo and Minister ofForeign Affairs
Price of new deal has not been sell, who lives In the 200;populaDr. Enrique Ruiz Guinazu, plus
Arkansas village "of St.
revealed but It is .reported to have tiohed
other official biggies.
June 16.

and houses owned- by Prince and
•Emile Littler, this brings circuit up
to around 20 houses. Deals are also
pending with some other indie theatre owners for. purpose of amalgamation, ,wlth hope of bringiiig total set a
up to over 30 houses, which will gi.ve
.

.

'He's the only fellow who could
really tell me what my Shangri-La

duced

town near Ijondon.
Watford, which chooses

Are Not Alone' and 'Rage in Heaven' was outspoken in his disap-

whom

SUrOm't llMVt, Ttataitta

Hits British 'Hypocrisy

—

Shangri-la Author

Prince Littler Acquires Stoll Holdings,

St.

Neil Adshead Is also off the ABC
with 'W'edgwood coming off
board- of ABC sufosldlary,- Uiiion
Cinemas, Ltd. Allen and Dr. E. G.
Fletcher have gone on Union bowd,
with F. A. Warter as cbaimi,an.
'Warter was son-in-law of Maxwell.
fooird,

Spanish

art.

,

Spanish stage works have also
been on the increase, with one show,
•Maravillias de Espana,' at the Av«nida, setting a

new

high.

Book

is

by Olga Enhart and

.cast

Josefina- LJaser, LIta

Enhart Ana-

includes

marla Gbnzalez and Paquita Darreta.

Spanish gypsy singer and guitarist Juan Jose PadlUa has also focen
chalking up' new records. . Insidious
part of such shows is that they're
not direct propaganda and therefore
if 'underway another wlU foe started
with iiarpo in tha main billing,. this many attend unwittingly, not realizing that they're indirectly aidhig the

Mess

of

i.C*MtlB1It*

Marxes

trSB f«fC

Iss

phe a wufica]:

"Shotild Chleo'-n toUr with his band
continue its smash biz, he'll als» be
placed at head of another musical.
Just now' Harpo is torn between
two p'ropositions as he's wanted as a
regular to fill the John Barrymore
void In the Sealtest alrshow. He does
Itli second guest shot June 25 and
producer Dick Mack wants him to
continue as regular with some mUieover of his character so he'll, be
a more sympathetic type and not
such a flip-wisecracker,- Mack hopes
to accomplish this by ha-ving him
pushed around by the rest of the
cast, and -writers are now at work
on material to this' end for his ap.
proval, should he choose radio in'stead of returning to. the stage.
.

Franco cause.
General effort of Falangist

spiel-

ing in the press is: to stress that war
of no concern to Latin-AiYierlca

Is

Phalanx-minded newspapers like Diario
Espanol, Correo da Gallcia and
Nuevo Orden have stressed this
theme and also harped on the Idea
that the real affinity Is between
Spain and Latin-America not between the Pan-American republics.
There isn't much said about
Franco's connectioh with Hitler and
Mussolini but Falangist newspapers,
films and stage shows try constantor, for that matter, to Spain.

.

ly

to

stress

the

flesh-and-blood

bonds between the countries of Hispanidad.

'
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BASED ON THE STORY. LYRICS AND MUSIC OF

GEORGE M. COHAN

JOAN

.

LESLIE

WALTER HUSTON RICHARD WHORF
•

JEANNE CAGNEY
Directed by

•

FRANCES LANGFORD

MICtfAEL CURTIZ

•
•

GEORGE TOBIAS

•

IRENE MANNING

Screen Play by Robert eiuckner and

fdmund

Josepttj Orisinal Story by Robert Buckner,

.

s

.
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FILM BOOKING CHART

Current Short Releases
(PBINTS IN EXCHANGES)

^Compiled by Besd Short)
(For information of theatre and film exchange bookert VASasrr present*
a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing com'Hobby Horse Laffs' (WB, 7 mins)
Date of reviews as given in
panies for the current qmrterly period.
Cartoon comedy.
Varikr and the running time of printi arc <nctudedj
'Hatteraa Henfcerf (WB, 15 mins).
Melodrama: C—Comedy: CD—Comedy
Key to Type Abbretrfation*:
Musical. Color travelog on Carolina coast
Western: D—Iitama; RI>—Romantic Drama:
Drama;
Figures herewith indicate date of VABim'a review and running time.
'Coehs and CrMk** (RKO, 17f&
mins). Edgar Kennedy comedy.
WEEK OF BEUSASE—i/S3/<X
'CenuaanUy Slag Na. ie> (Col, 10
mins). Lew White at organ in comM
J. Parker-T. Brown
Down Rio Gnode Way (Col)
W
C. Starntt-B. Harden
Bello Amu polls (Col)
munity screen song short.
C n Liim & Abner-Z. Pltti
The Baslttnl Bachelor (BKO) 3/18
'CInderelU Goca to a Party' (Col,
B. Steel-T. Tyler
Westward Hoe (Rep)
4/2»
Saboteur (U>
H 108
R. Cmamlncs-R. Lane
4/29
7 mins). Color cartoon, comedy.
C 83 G. Brcnt>J. Bennett
Twin Beds (UA) 4/22
'Tcllow Caesar* (Iiamont, 21 mins).
M n R. BUddleton-J. Paiher
I Was Framed (WB)
4/1

U—

W—

MU—

W M

Mussolini

WEEK OF BELEASE—(/3«/4t
WUe

C

Takes a Flyer (Col)
4/22
Fingers at thcT Window (M-G)
3/U
Where the Trail Ends (Mono)
My Favorite Blonde (Par) 3/18

nuti (MO) 3/18
Ttikon Patrol (Rev)
Man Who Wonldnt Die (20tli)

M
W
H
M
H
H
C
MD

TutUes of

4/22

Me (U)
Jnkebox Jenny^^ S/25
Von're Tetllnr

Larceny, Inc.

-87

.

Day

B. Hope-M. Carron
C. Laufhton-J. Hall
A. Lane-L. Conway
L. Nolan-M, Weaver

B.I.nfosl

TUsWeekV New Shorts

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/14/tt
This

Gna

tor Biro (Par)

C

3/U

Grand Central Murder (M^)
4/3S.
Mayor of 44th Street (BKO -3/18
Bemember Pearl Harbor (Rep)' 8/13
Romance on the Range (Bep)
The MaA Biartlndales (2Mh)
4/22
Ships Wltb Wings <UA} U/r

W
MC
H
-tSV

P. Kelbr-F.

-

4/8

'lake
Bex AMiberee* (Walter
^antz color cartoon comedy, U, 7
mins.)
Highly Imaginative laugh
piece concerning a whacky moose"
that tries to shot up a juke box.
Trick of having piouse.. drink liquor
and do queer gyrations is not exactly new but fantastic as done here.

—

IC o. Marphy-A. ShbUy
O. Barile-F. MacKenzlo
B. Bogers-G. Hayes
l..WlAers-M. Weaver
S. CbiMnts-L. Banks
P. K>owles-M. Montn

.

D 89 B. Davlt-O. deRavmana
WEEK OF BELEASE—5/U/42
MV
Bweetheaft of- the Plcct (Col)
<.Davla>I. Filkenhnrg
Get Temik (Mono)

O
C
C

m

'

Byncopatien (Rpo S/S
Whlsperlnr Ghost (ttth)
4/22
Who
Hope Schnylerr. (20th)
Almost MairM (V)
The SpeOeis (U> «/U

b

-

.

'

.

HC
M

l/II

,

P>l(ei|an-K. Graysoa
T.Brown-F. Bice
A. Mcnion-J. Cooper
M, Berle-B. Joyte

111

.

.

The

.'

:

n

W. Holden-F. Day
B. fOMS-T. McCoy
88 t. Wayae-B. Barnes
•S
A>tiy>8. Burnett

Meet the Itnaite (Col) S/t*
Texas. Way (Meno>
In Old CalUenla (Rep) 8/18
BUrda^ Oit She lege (Rep) l/r
The Cydsne Kid (Rep)
Falcon 'Takes Ores (RKO> C/S

HeontUc

(2ath)

.

aD. Bany-L. Menick

M a
D
M
U M

t/n

Miss Annie Risnsy (VA) S/»
fnke Girl CWB) 4/1

G. Sanilm-L. Barl
Gabln-L Lnine
Tcaplc-W. Oargaa

t.
V.

A. Sksitfan-R. Be tan

WEEK OF BEUASB-«/4/4S

MC n
M

Babmazlne Raider (Col)
We Wcfe Dancing (M-G) 1/21
One Mysterleu Night (Mono)
Come ca Danger (RKO) 12/31
Moonlight Masnwiade OBep)

wC

C

Toagh A* They Como (v)
Lady Gangster (WB)

K

.

—

Baward-M. Chapinan
N. 8heai«t>N. Cowaid

t.

J.BeU

-

T. Rett-F. Neal
D. onieafe-B. Keen
B. Halop-B. Dmisley
82 F, Rmerson-Jt. Bishop

88

WEEK or BELEASE—6/U/tt
They An"
the Bride (Col)
BL Donglas-J. CrawferA
iTf C
mh 8S K. Kyaer-E. Drew
My Favorite Spy (RKO) S/8
87
Thm QIEcieif Byes
F. (Jmvcn-M. Howard
•/»
MO 88 Andiaws Sis.— B. Lewis
Private Bacharoe C0> 8/3
'

.

.J,

Danger In the PacUe (D)
SUver Bnnct (C^
The Big Bhflt.
B) •/»

w
M

D. leity>L. CarrOIo
«.

^rachnte BTane
Riders of The Neithlands (Cel)
Powder Town 9KO> S/U
Lady la A JaB<II>

U
c

Phante*^ Plilaimsn (Bep>

MaeBrawn-F. Knight

H. Bagart-J. Manning

82

WEEK or BELEASE
(C^~

•/It/a

.n

.

itanctt-R.

Clark

Haydea

.

MacLaglea-R. OVilca
Daan-F. Knowlcs

L

B. Bte«l-T. Tyler

WEEK OF BELBASB—C/U/tt
Bobber Backeteen (M«m) _
Hexleaa Spttln Sees Gkost (BKO I/I
Ten Genttemaatreai West Point (2«lh> t/S

Bom

Thertfs One
Every MInnte (D)
Friendly Bneades (PA)

HC

Tt

C

It*
88

M
C

M

(Cel)
Lure of the islands (Mono)
Sons of the Pioneers (Rep)

Postman Didnt Rlnjc (2ltt)
Deep In Heart of Texas (II>
Bergeant

York (WB)

7/2/4K
Beal-V. Field

M. Hart
B> Rogers->G. Hays
R. Travls-B. Joyce
B. Btock-B. Crawford

C

C

D

1/2/41

G. Mentgomery-M. (VHiim
B. Herbcrt-T. Brown

J.

H
W

<

B. Certes-B. Bndsoa
L. VelcK-E. Brret

C. WInnlnger-C. Haggles

WEEK or BELEASE
Atlai^ Convey

134

G. Cooper-J. Leslie

WEEK OF BELEASfe—1/»/42
Top Sergeant (D)
FUgbt Ueatenant

C

.

L. Carrtao-A. Devlne
P. O'Brlen-G. Ford

D

(Col)-

TBADESHOWN AND FOB FCTDBE BELEASE
Torpedo Boat (Par)
1/21
by Night (>ar) 1/21
This Time for Keeps (H-G)

F^

H 88
H 74
H n
78
M 87
H 8Z
78
H 78

.

t/ll
(Par)
3/W
Mil
i/Sj
Lady Gangster (ITB) 4/8
Tatzan's Jf. T. Advcntare (M-6)
4/U 'M
Sunday Panch (M-O) 4/15
About Face (UA) 4/15
C
Ship AhOT; (M-G)
4/22
TorUUa Flat (M-0> 4/2Z
D
Night In New Orleaas (ParY -|/(
Sweater GUI (Par)
8/C
Beyond the Blu* Borhon (Par) /•
Mrs. Miniver (M-G) 5/13
D
This Above AU (28th) 5/13
D
I Married ah Angel (M-G)
5/20
Once Upon a Thanday (M-G) 5/20

Trne to the

Amy

Mokey (M-G>

MU

M
MD
M

MU

Her Cardboard Lever (M-G) 6/27
Bambl (BKO) 5/27
Matsle (Sets Her Man (U-G S/27
Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 8/3
Spy Shin (WB)^C/»
Escape From Crime (WB) 6/3
The Gay Sisters (WB) 8/3
The Magnlflcent Dope (20th) 8/3
It Happened fai Flatbnsh (20th) 6/3
Wings for the Earie (WB) 8/3
Plorre of the Plains (H-G) 8/17
Jackass Mall (M-G) S/17
Caning Dr. GUIesple (M-G) 8/17

M
H

Holiday Inn (Par) 8/17
Eagle Squadron (V) 6/17
Tombstone (Par) 8/17
I Live In Danger (Par) 8/17
Are Husbands Necessary (Par)

MU

M
M
M

C
C
C

M
C
M

.

MU
.

WD

M

8/17

C

W. Tracy-J. Sawyer

43
84

R.
S.

75
77

7T
133

US
83

«.
93
70.

C

'

R. Arlen-J. Parker
N. Kelly-R. Carlson
A. Ratherford-B. Sterlint
J. Canova-A. Jones
D. DaOey-D. Reed
F. Emerson-J. Bishop
J. Welssmnller-M. O^oIUvaa
W. Landlgan-j: Rogers

Its

85
125
82
81
lOS
84
80
85
85
80
84
181
108
75
73
80

Powdl-R. Skeltoa

Tney-H. Lamarr

D. Lamoar-R. Deaalng
E. Brackca-J. Prclsser
.

P. Fotter-A.

Dekker

O. Oarson-W. PIdgeoa
T, Power-J.Foalalne
J. BlacDonald-N. Eddy
M. Hnnt-R. Carlson
N. Shearer-R. Taylor
(Disney Cartoon)
A. Sothem-B. Skeltoa
J. cagney^. LcsUe
C. Sterent-L Manning
K. xta.vtt-j. Misnop
B. Stanwyck-G. Brent
H. Fonda-L. Barl
L. Nolan-C. Landls
A. Sherldan-D. Morgan
J. CaiToU-R. Hussey
W. Beery-M. Main
L. Barrymore-P. Dom
B. Crosby-F. Astaire
R. Stack-D. Bartymore

R. DIx-K. Taylor
C. Morrls-J. Parker
R. MUland-B. Field

Claw

;

.

.

.^nh

',

Howaid
B. Palge-J. Fnxee
W.DIeMeh-R. Scott
J. Allen. Jr.-M.

WEEK OF BBLBASB—S/t8/«S
Down

fniai page I:

A

Safe bet in most spois.,
'Master Carver* (Straqger Than
mins.)—Wood carver of
Dover, Ohio, \rtio makes replicas of
historic railway locomotives hints
this might be above par for series.
But it isn't because subjects include
...i'.
Lois
dlilerent array othobbies even dbwn Clara
to the cafe operator who collects anThis is ^an' action "B,' with an
cient shotguns.
above-average
for
Its budget
cast
'Aataretle
OatpeatV (TVavel to
South Pole, U, 10 mins.)—R. E. classification and -okay for support in
Byrd's third exneditiaa to. southern the duaK The story is lightweight
polar region. Numerous Interesting but pleasant and some ot the feaviews, but linking his discoveries to tured names are Important.
Edgar- Selwyn chose one of his.
present war is far fetched. Spoken
narrative is extremely precise^ irri- very old stage .pisiys for his o-wn film
production. Being the type of matatingly so.
terial thafs hard to get by nowadays,
'WlBfa oC Freedo^t' (Aviation pro- he peopled it well. Thus, a nifty
duction special, IT, 10 mins.)—De- leading lady like Ruth Hussey is a
picts in. ftprly concise -fashion how central figure, in the backwoods opryU. S. has been able to miaster assem- and the romantic 'vls-a-'vls
for John
bly-line production .of .war planesl Carroll, who, plays the title characSuperb shots of different airplanes in ter a gooa - natured, hapt>y-go-.
air soften repetitious scenes in Curlucky Ftench-Canuck who is aUnvs
tiss- Wright plant.
Nicely narrated. getong into trouble with the NorutOne gets the idea that Wright motors west Mounted Police because of his
are just about the best made. Nice
Good Samaritan nature.
booking.
Like an old-fashioned western, It
'Myatcrlons Fooatala ef Health' has a couple of bad guys, in this in-(Stranger Than Fiction Oddity, U, 9 stance Bruce Cabot and Sheldon
mins.)—Title of this is derived from Leonard, some Indians, some very
fact that Hereford, Texas, folks have- nice scenery, a chase and gunflre.perfect teeth.
Rather dull. Other The direction Is as good a& could be
items including Dallas .^omah who expected, and the .photography is of
has built a ship in her backyard are high-ordu- on the outdoors shots.
yawn-involdng variety.
Bud and
nie screenplay occasionally gets
Luke's hot-footed restaurant In To- Involved, but on the whole is -adeledo looks awfully unfunny on .the quate. It plays un Carroll as a slngscreen. Spoken narrative is forte.
mg Robin Hood, who evidently
'Pictareaqae Fatieaara* (Fitzpat- knows ..no othee. song except tliie
weak. 'Saskatchewan,' .tf^ Stotfaari
rick color traveItaIk,'M-G,. S nilhs.)
Shows Tarascan Indians near Lake aitd itre^- and imtets eveitr fl^f
Patzcuaro. spot about 100 miles west with-a smile. He. also wins them,
of Mexico City. Closeups of native and the:Iadi^Acting Is on a good level, though
fishing (merations^ pottery, etc, tend
to slow wis and
it just another Regiilald Owen ta wasted In line brief
bit as a drunken lawyer. Miss Hustravel film with'supe|;b color.
sey Is cool and good-looking; John
The IBetedlble 'Straagct* (John Carsoll
is properly dashing, and PhU
Nesbitt Passing Parade, M-G, 11
Bro>ni nicely underplays the role of
minis.) Odd tale about a man who
who is
lived alone In a large hotise although Miss Hussey's kid orother,
~
he ordered dottilng for a whole fam- wrongfully accused "of murdering
one
of
the villains. Semy Tlravers
ily, as wifolded under John Nesbitf
naive sttoy-telling ..method, is grip- lends slight comedy support as a
ping. Expertly acted, mystery stir- rich card-cheat on- a fishing trip In
rounding the strange man is made the horthwoods,- with Evelyn Ankers,-'
ni^looking blonde, in. the tole of
as appealing to the film audience as
his daughter,
Cabot and Leonard
it is to villagers who pondered What
it all meant.
'Compensation mech- are okay in the badmeii parts.
Scho.
anism' of this man is carefully concealed until the final footage of the

Fiction, U, 0

-

U/S

Vimlsklnf viiglnba (H-O)
Let's

CoatlaaM

TOMBSTONE

to show it to the public followed. It
should do well at .the boxoffice and,
spotlighted as the heavjr—a cynical perhaps; s«ve as an object lesson.
score or more of welt known acand scheming outlaw leader who
finds hiin.yif up against too strong tors and the assistance ot Michael
opposition in tne person of Earp. Bakon and his entourage at Ealing
Buchanan rightfully shares starring Studios have helped to put it over.
•
billing. '
Ifs as good a war film as has been
Support is particularly strong, with done in this country-. But. the story
Kent Taylor most prominent as a is blandly childlike,. -judged by
fast-draw gambler pal of Dix. modem standards, ..'one-.' of those:
Frances GUtordis the girl who cornea 'Now don't be naughty and dtm't talk
west as sweetheart of Castle; Clem about what you have heard or linow,
Bevans Is a local character; (Charles and the wicked enemy wOl not be
Halton Is the mayor in (ahoots with aware of what we are doing, and so
the Buchanan gang, and Victor Jory we shall all be safe and happy.'
Beryl Wal-:
is a tough mob leader.
This runs for an hour and threelace is the dancehall songstress, do- quarters during
whldi' one sees
ing- a couple of old-time numbers Phyllis Stanley
doing a strip tease,
with a barber shop quartette.
good army routine details and some
Script by Albert Shelby LeVino tiresome acting
by war officials.
and Edward E. Paramore is com- the whole thing is so. well .done But
that
pactly set up, with accent on the dra- it will probably
draw the public,
matic elements in both dialog and who wiU be du^ inipressed
with the
situations.
William McCann directs lesson, especially
as it Was originally
at a consistent pace, and turns in a banned for general
exhibition.
good account on his side. Production day they will have forgottenNext
all
mounting carries the full flavor of about 'careless talk' and
resume the
western background, with photog- gossip to show
how much -more inraphy by Russell Harlan meritorious side information they
have than
Walt
throughout
their neighbors.
Story gets its title front the regulation phrase in the official anPierre of the Plains
nouncements ot war casualties which
winds up with '... .the next of kin
(ONE SONG)
have been informed.'
Jolo.
Metro tetsutt ot Edsar Salwrn prodttcUoD. Faatima John Canoll. Ruth Huaaey,'
Bruce Gibot, Pbll £nwn, Reginald Owen,
Henry TrKt*n, Evelyn Ankers. Pat IfcVey.
Painther't
Directed, by Oeorge B. Selu. Screenplay by
Bertram
MlUhauier,
Lawrence Kimble and
Producers Releasing Cotp, release of
band upon play by Edsar Selwyn; sons.
'SasVatchevair,' by Herbert Stottaart and: L«ster Cutler produoUon
aaseelate proRalph Freed; camera, Charles Roeher; ducer, T. R. WUUams. Stars Sidney Blockeditor. George White. Tradeohown In N.T., mer; features Byroo Foulger; Rlckl -ValUn,
Herbert. RaWllnson.. Directed, by Wllllnm
June 12, '42. Bunalng time, 6ft UINS.
Screenplay,
John Carroll Beaudlne.
VaHIn Mooney:
Pierre
Ruth Hussey original story,. Anthony Ahb«tt; editor,
Daley Denton
Bruce Cabot Fted Bain: dialog director. Edward Kaye;
'Jap* Durkin
Fhll Brown oamera. Marvel Le Ptcord. Reviewed at
Vsl Denton
Reginald Owen New Tork theatre, June lOi. '42; dunled.
Koah Qlenklns
Henry Travera Rmmlng- time, 7;t MDIBU'
Ur. Wellaby
Evelyn -Ankers Thatcher CoU.
Cella Welloby
Sidney Blackmcr
Fat JJcVey Bv*r«tt Dlgberry....'.....-.
Sergeant Dugan..:
FoulKer
Frederic Worlock Anthony Ahbo.tt.;
Inspector Cannody
v.. Rkkl Vallln
Charles Stevens District Atforpey..,....,H*rbtrt Rawllnson
Crying Loon
'....Sheldon Leonard Nina Polltia..t.......V.;...<.'.aerta. Rozan
Clerou
Ranson
is

'

Wiay

B. RUIMt-T. Bttter
V. Ann Beig-L. Talbot
18 V. Lake<R. Preston
72 T. Heflin-P. Dane

D
W
8S
MC
M i

-

.

Mystery «f Maito Regcrt (V>
In This Our Life (WB)
4/8

D
cartoon

(Far,

color

the

Hale' (U, 7 mins).
Woody Woodpeclcer cartoon comedy.
'Anterctle Ontposf (U, 11 miss.,
reviewed this issue). Views of ttkird
Byrd expedition, especially around
Antarctica base^

B. 8tanwyck-J. HcCrea.
D
C tS G. Kttbce-D. Moore
lU B. Bairworth-T. Matnr*
D SS CBaft-P. O'Brien

i/t

Not A Lady's Blan (Cel)
The DevB's TraU (Cel)
Bhe's In The Amy (HOB»>

Superman
in

H

My

Broadway (U)

Earthqaake>

Eleetrle

Ace

W. Gargan-M. Undiay

M
M Sf

derisive

novelty.

K. Mnrray-H. HIDlaTd
E. B6blnson-J. Wyman

H

witli

issue ol No. 10, 'India in Crisis.'

mins).

H. Herbert-P. Paljce

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/7/42
Desiicrate CTbance for EHery Queen (Col)
Corpse Vanishes (Mono) 8/3
The Great Man's Ididy (Par) S/U
Bcattergood RMcs Bl|dt '(RKO)
S/U
Gal Sal (2«th)
«/22

story

March

71
SI
71

life

commentary.
Indto at War' (RKO, 19 mins)!
fit Time No. ll, billed as twin

Bennett-F. Tone

L. Ayres-L.
T. Keens

C

3/«

J.

79

Film Reviews

.

.

-

—

,

,

Good

for

any theatre,

NEXT OF XIN

&

'Pas* >n> Boots' (Tom
Jerry color
cartoon comedy, M-G, 7 mins.) Old
(BBinSH-UADE)
rivalry between Tom, the feline, and
Londoii, May 13.
Jerry, the diminutive mouse, revived .TTnlted Artlsta' release ot EaUns Stndlosproduction. Features Nova
for knockout laugh' returns.
Cat Mlcdiael Batcon.
Hary Clare, BoaU Sydney. Fredpreens Itself to make hit with visit- BUbeam,
erlok Leister. Directed by Thorold Dlcklning kitten, lliat is until the mouse soD... Screenplay, ThoroM Dleklnaonl Baal!
gets loose and tangTes up'Qie io)iiGat Bartlett, Angus MacPlijat, John Slghton^
in the mechanism of an autmnatic camera, Enieat Palmer. At London Favmig^ Hay IS, '42. Banning time, IM
photograph. Solid for most accoimts.
'Exatle Mexico^ (FitzPatrlck color Naval Captain
Basil' Sydney

—

;

traveltalk,

Co'?"*'

M-G. 8 mins.)—

Dracea
Richards
ancestry of ddians in souUiem part' Major
Brigade Major
of Mexico and show; costumes worn
at different festivals and ceremonies,
as originally used in era 'of Montezuma. Scenes of Mexican poition of
the Pan-American hi|(hway, now

nearing completion, Iqclud.ed.
estlng travelog,

•

•

Intelligence

Otacer

Miss Clare
Mrs. 'Ma' Webster
German Oeneial..;
Bepple Iieemans.:
S"'.

tatey;- S?-

S'""

•

••••

Sjrenohaaa

Flynn

. . John Ince
Martin Ashe

.7.

Endico Combardl
EeniT...,...:

...Joaquin Edwards
.s, I.Walter
James

Capt.

This Is a tight, fiist-movlng murder mystery without marquee names
but -which should. do well anywhere
on the end of doiible bOls. With an
operatic background, film Is exceedingly well acted and carries a punch
.

and

in dialog

situations.

among

Notable
is

:

the performances

Byron foulger; as the wig-

that ot

maker for the opera company. He's
the focal point for the yam.. Sidney
Blai;kmer as' the commissioner; Rickl
Getta Rozan,
Vallin, his

an opera

assistant;

slhjser,

and Joaquin Ed-

.

wardi, as a baritone drunkard; also
deliver finie Mxformances. Direction
is brisk and camerawork excellent.
-

Eddy.

Sunset cm the Desert
(WTTR SONGS)
Bepubllo release of Joseph Kane producStars Roy Rogers. Features George
'Gabby' Haores. Directed by Joseph Kane.
Bareenplay, Qerald Oeragh^: music director.
Ct' Fener; editor, lies Orlebeck;
camera, 'Reggls Lannlag. Rervlewed at
the tIeir-ToTk'tkeattc; Juaa' tO', '42, dualed.
JRoBalBc Unke, •a;..:H|ira;
tlQB.

-

-

•'
WbIttak'er....0«arga "i^abby* Hayes
'.....-L^nno Carver
Ann.*

^stoS?

<Iabb)e'

Judge

.-.-.Frank.

Klzbjr...
JnUo..C*als..-.i

M. Thomas

>.......B4rrl Wallace
Strange

Louie

i;v.....:...QIenn

VcColL

DOuglaa Fdvlay

:

,.:..^Pred

Prentiss. i........

.....Roy

Nsls6nJ.
Eddie
-Belknap

—

The Sons

and

—

of the

Bums

Barcroft

.Henry
>

Forrest

"Wills

Taylor

Plonkers

This Is an average,..-- small-time,
low-budgeted western ^ith too many
dead spots It should Jo^ about hold
its own oh the short ehid of double
-

bills.

-

.

.

Yam deals -with
Roy

identity:

a case- of. mistaken

Rogers.- Is -thought to

be a guhman, and he plays both
makeup.
parts -without any change
Since there's no attempt to explain
the extreme 'likeness,' the story

strains the imagination considerably.
The balance is the usual thing; the
gang which runs a small western
town, the Judge who plays their game
to protect his brother, the outraged
citizens, the arrival of Rogers, and
his entiy- into the gang when mistaken for one ot their gunmen. And
the -finale -with Rogers riding away
Frederick LeUter
Reginald. Tate after the fire and brimstone have let
Jack Hawkins up, leaving the viUians in the hands'
David Hutcheson of the law.
Rogers siiigs several
Phyllis Stanley
Mary. Clan songs, none of which will startle the

mitelcal world.' Other\vfse he is the
'same as Usual, i[uick with a six
John Chandoa shooter as- he Is wiOi a igaL

....Torln Thatcher

;..N'Ova'Pllbeam
Marrytt Jahns

...i..tOnr

,

'Victory Ouis' (Pefe Smith novelty,
M-G, 9 mins.)—Pete Smith gives
audience 10-16 seconds to ailswer
questions regarding Ul S. armed
forces; slang, origination of tasks,
paracliutes, planes and stibmarines,

Capt.

Officer, aiarpby.

'

mue

story.

MIos Spencer
.............LLynn Stnrr
Bdgar-Walten....,.....;...-Bazry Bernard

Maa

A yhfle ago there <was '* lot of to.do'

'

(Seorge Hayet^a humor is more restrained Oan 1* customary which

makes h^m more

palatable. Lynne
In .. this country about eaxelcsa Carver 1« satisfactcii7 as the love intalk anept -wiir acUvitles, wheteby terest, and the. same- appUed to Beryl
pe Gernjans were enabled to. aecul'e WallaM. as the blai^-haired, blackImportant: infasiBatlDn coheetnliig heattcd
^en; E^ajilE .!|1iomas and
opei'atlons oftte British forces. This Glenn
Strange are above average as
etc.
Creates adde4 interest ioi mili-- led'.to' the Govenuaeut'ii ditcisioa
to the ludg* .4nd head-^ani^ter re^ectary topics.
Much bitter Thaii'
fively. Photography is g'oo'd, direcSmith's original aud quiz short hlbltion to the troops, as
a liorrlflc' tion alternately slow paced and
far* for almost any house.
object lesson in fermez la bouche' rapid,
with n;ore judicious cutting
Weor.
( keep your mouth shirf).
The idea of some scenes needed.
Eddy,
.

.

mm

'

'

'

(
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Watch
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« rAUVniLTO
lUVniLTOAMU
AMU
THE nOUNDIIU,
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THERE'S

ONLY

ONE KING
MRS. MINIVER
0^i fEVERYBODY

5

O BEST FILM
'-'<

>,
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in CI 111
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!'
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THE JUNGLE!
(A.MOVIE PARABLE)

3ometimes the

ALLTIME

riall

IN

little

of the forest are

voices

lifted in

proud boast. Then comes

ccinc;

a

ROAR THAT SHAKES

THE EARTH

and the wise

ones nod their heads and say:
ABEL6REEN/
•ff«i nrUli

There's only
C

•

•

•RmoTAiUTloi
VAT or AU «—

GAVAUAM

M

s.

VAT tA«<a^

If

""""T

one Leader

and

that's the

The

ROAR just heard

p HAS A mutm,
LStTHOUU* <

Lion!"

I

I

TAAl Of

FA»rA«,

_~"roxfcj,l^-

m

Mr(.MWTW

in jungle-land

is

^'MRS. MINIVER."

M-G-M
The

Lion's

Roar

4
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War

Clips; Censorship

Angles

Although

promised

•Say It with Flowera'waa never
more tonohlnfly ezprcMed than
•t the Canteen Saturday night
Del
(13), when motor maehlnlat
Bnroh, apprentice seaman PanI

Byron Price Confab

of

pictures

portions of the Coral Sea battle and
possibly also something on the Mid-

way

were

Island attack, newsreels

hard put for news

stories last

Representatives of the five
newsreels huddled last Friday
(12) in New York wit!}, reps

week,

editors admitting it was the culmination of several weeks with a
dearth of U. S. war news.
Newsreel chiefs admit that the
public today generally is not Interested In anything but the war, or
subjects closely related to It. This
puts them In a bad spot to satisfy
exhibitors and their patrons because
It has been a struggle to get any-

thing from the battle front where
American forces are concerned. Not
only that, but long delay In actually
releasing vita} stories has dimmed
their true news worth. Typical of
this delay, as pointed out by some
eds, was the delay last, week in obtaining clips of Molotov's visit to
Washington for a conference with
These were
President Roosevelt,
allowed to go to the reels only after
the new^aper stories had been pub>the actual
after
lished, many days
.visit.

Squeamish attitude on what constitutes a military secret, and delay
in getong material to American

from Byron

regarding new arrangements to
speed pictures through the U.S.
customs. It was explained how
the committee arrangement In
N.Y. would function, with censorable material outlined In detail.
Such Inspection on imports
Price's

office

and exports is required under
the 1917 Enemy-Alien Act.
The newsreels also outlined

up

claim

It Is

a matter

,of

the British newsreels operate with the English government
under wartime conditions. U.S.
reels are hopeful that this may
persuade Lowell Mellett's office
and the Army and Navy censors
to allow more battle material in

been on the Hays office nix list and
which was the basis for a plagiarism
suit that cost Metro more than
$200,000. UA, after a long wrangle
with the Haysltes last week, won an
onroes tmd gifted every femme
okay on "Lady," pending approval of
with a gardenia oorsage.
the screen treatment
Metro ran into trouble with
When Modelaine' Holves, captain Lady* when the Hays ban made it
of the Junior Hostesses, walked into impossible to buy the play. Studio
the Starlight Roof at the Waldorf the thereupon bought <Letty Lynton,' a
other evening and saw one of her book by Mrs. Belloc Loundes with a
shift rintsiding with a soldier boy, somewhat similar plot and, accordbe/ore »h« could even greet her the ing to the findings of a court later,
hostess rushed over to her, and said,
It was
parts of 'Lady.''
Oarvey,

^em

post.

Brylawski was largely concerned
with show business problems resulting from priorities while in the Gov
ernment service, working with the
Consumers Durable Goods division
under. which the motion picture industry was placed, prior to the ap
pointment of Harold Hopper, together with the establishment of a

'Arthur Hopkins' was her reyears
'He sponsored me
•fo daring the last war, when I
was appearing In 'A Very 6ood

sioBT snrs

plant story, 'Step Lively Girls,' to

Columbia.

Double Duty for Films

M

ply.

Good Tonne Man,' and

;Contlnaed from page
sibility rests

War Heroes

print stt>^ goUtg- to exhlbs.

blltiie

conservation meeting in

last

New.

week

(10) also broke up
basic formula -applying

A

-

-

replied Mrs. B. P.
before?'
'Yes, in Atlanta, Ga., when you
were there with 'Kiss the Boys
(lOod-Bye.'
I was the stagedoor
Johnny who trailed around your
little heroine, Ann Farleigh.'
(Aside to the private: Your lit-

'Why,

yes,*

Have we met

'

.

'tirere

present;

'

300-Mile Zone

Now

.

Hollywood, June

16.

parade committee.
Heroes were met at Municipal airport Saturday at 9:30 a.m. by Secretary Morgenthau, Lord Halifax
and District. Commissioners.
Fol'

'

A

Now

,

:

RKO

A

PEDDLEE

RKO

'

wow

$8,000, after
$11,000, first
five-figure gross in months, last week,

L.

Hugh

Lynch, Dan Terrell, Russell Stewart, Bernle Harrison, Jay Carmody,
Palace (LoewX (2,242; 28-55)— Nelson B. Bell,
T. V. Ranck, Ben
Tortilla Flat' (M-G). In -top money
from start for rousing $20,000. Last jam In McKelway, Alexander Jones,
week, 'My.Qal SaV (20th), good $10, Aubrey Graves, William Ewing,
Henry Shields find Rick La Falce.
000 iwi' ll.a'" **"

and consolidation of news-

reels. Where pouible, directors and
camera, are to expend the last hour
each day for rehearsing next day's
work. Closer cooperation between

Metro argued in favor ot a percentagc-wise cut in footage as a means of
reducing raw stock consumption. Cut
in. 800 feet per film, for example,
would result in a saving of 150,000

WPB

Fine

hearsals

'

Loew's,

WASHINGTON

and

setup sketches is also urged. Negatives are not to be cut until final
preview. -Also suggested technical
experts investigate possible use 16
m.n^ film for test location shooting,
disclosure of this plan was made
Sunday night by Y. Frank Freeman,
feet of raw stock figuring 300 prints
president ot the Producers Associations, -to the memlterslilp meeting of
Screen Directors Guild. He said no
determination yet reached on how
Heavier Inventories
low inventory drops before new purchases can be made, but he hoped
Heavier inventories and prothe setup would permit each com-,
vision for longer term financpony to keep six monthi^ supply on
ing for film producers are indihand.
He warned -new ruling
cated if current plans for raw
wouldn't permit purchases of artivia
conservation,
stock
film
cles of priority, and added new artiprint ceilings, are put into efcles are steadily supplementing the
fect by the film Industry with
present list
the approval of the War Pro.Indlvldaai BesponslblUty
duction Board.
Freemen said the responsibility of
Fewer prints per picture,
conserving vital materials reposed
curtailment of

you Mrs. Brqck Pember- major company reps

S.

.

ttie directors,

posed by directors.
Frank Tuttle, Screen Directors
Guild's rep on the Film Conservation Conunittee, said among recommendations under discussion are use
of stills in making tests; extended re-

.

'Aren't
ton?'

Campaign for the abolishment of
the 300-mile zone has been initiated
by extras because of the epidemic
combined with
of location shooting, due to Governfilm delivery services, would
ment restrictions on set construction.
require a much longer playing
lowed a press conference in pilots ^tU(£os are not -required to use
off period for features.
room at the airport At 11 a.m. the Screen Actors Guild class B memfighters were received by President bers when on location more than 300
Roosevelt at the White House. The mites from Hollywood.
for distribution. On the other hand,
parade got underway at 11:45, led
Producers are unwilling to relax Metro's ratio of negative to positive
by Brigadier General Albert L. Cox, that clause In the contract due to stock used is around 22 to 1, namely
with music by the Boiling Field and heavy expense Involved, In trans- 220,000 feet of film being shot for a
American Legion bands.
Repre porting large groups for inob scenes. 10,000-foot feature.
sentatlves of each of the United Nacompany such as Universal
Brylawski ostensibly found it un- tions were In open cars bearing their
shows a ratio of negative to positive
necessary to continue longer aa con' flags. Heroes rode In army autoCycling to Cinemas
only eight to one, shooting approxisultant.
He was virtually the only mobiles.
mately 78,000 feet for a 10,000-foot
member of the WPB, previously,
Secretary Morgenthau was host at
And while some of the
feature.
Spartanburg, S. C, June 16.
with Intimate knowledge of the a
Treasury
luncheon
following
Following gas and tire rationing, majors have been going overboard
film Industry.
which the Caravan went to the this area's exhibitors expected slump, on footage, nmning time of films
around 65 to
British Embassy for a 5 p.m. recep
due to difficulty of farm folks and from ottiers are usually
tion.
making a cut in footage
Climax for a busy day was mill workers getting into
town for 7S minutes,
the Watergate Rally. This was ormany shows. Drop wasn't more than on this basis Inequitable.
ganized by Harry Lohmeyer, Harry
While Metro strongly advocated
25% as bad as expected. Reason:
-Anger, Gene Ford, Harry Krlvlt
(Continued from page 11)
Even with scorching hot weather, the advantages in saving via t
and S. G. LoeSler. The program
in footage. Para'Ship Ahoy' (M-G). Looks like red
city dwellers whose gas cards won't ttralght 20% cut
favor a print cellhot $6,500. Last week. 'Rio Rita' Included music by the Army band, permit resort trips, are heading into mount abd
Bernle
Cummins
and
his
orch
from
(M-G), satisfactory $4,500.
Tentative figures discussed in
ing.
Del Rio; Capitol theatre's Rhythm theatres in droves. Many are walk- this respect is 325 prints for
prodEacle CWB) (2.216; 28-30-44-66)
ing or riding buses.
Rockets
and
the
Earle
theatre's
This Our life' (VB) and vaude (2d
uct, 230 prints for B, and 150 prints
And several houses are having
wk). Nice $17,500 indicated for sec- Roxyettes In dance numbers, Lee
f or C pictures.
ond stanza, after big $22,000 last Sims and Imolay Bailey, Jane Pick- tough time finding parking space for
Metro argues it needs more prints
htmdreds of bicycles.
week.
ens leading community singing.
due to the preponderance of perKeltti's (RKO) (1,S30; 40-50-65)—
On the various committees which
deals and preferred playing
GOES THESP centage
•(Sold Rush' (UA). Salvoed by crit- put through the
gala celebration FILM
time for product Universal, with
ics and oB to nice $11,000. Last week, were
Russell Hoyt, film salesman for 2,000 accounts more than in 1040,
these additional showmen
•SyncopaUon' (RKO), low $7,500,
traveling the North Carolina
Carlton Duffus, Ferdinand Kuhn,
find a print ceiling onerous.
MetrraoIiUn (WB) (1,600; 40-55)— Jr., Abe Tolklns, Brock Whitlock, territory. Is laying down Ills port- foimd
•Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (2d wk). Frank La Falce,
Directors
folio for greasepaint Following an
H.
Rust,
Brylawski had long advocated the
establishment of a separate division
for
film
priorities
wliich
were
formerly In the same department
with tmdertakers supplies, bicycles,
hardware and miscellaneous goods.
Understood that Brylawski gradually
withdrew from councils of the Con
sumers. Durable Goodr Division of
some time ago.
With appointment of Hopper, ex
ecutive with a knowledge of the pic
ture Industry and its problems,

with

the producers have no Intention ot
a definite limit unless pro-

setting

without any
handsome lad in Uialil ap- to all companies.
However, aU
proached a senior hostess, the other agreed to present curtailment plans. director, associate producer and
studio execs in cutting use of rough
night and asked:
At various sessions, In which

D. C. Beeeptlon
tle heroine is now with Harper's
Washington, June 16..
Treasury turned over aU de- Bazaar.)
tails of reception, parade and wel
come to World War II Heroes to
Washington showmen, and tiiey did
Extras Would Abolish
grand job.
Carter Barron, of
U.

FUm
York

Studios declare the respon-

days.

Jast for

Jitterbug partner?
attended in a body. Final
'No, 'Spring Againt' wa:s her
function was a party in the local retort.
Variety Club, with admission for the

and John J. Payette, of
Warner Bros., were named coordinators,
with
Hardle
MeaUn,
Keith's
manager,
chosen to lead the
for the

film Industry.

^

starred.

'Hollywood, June 16.
Metro purchased 'Merely Murder,*
mystery yein by Robert Halfl.
Selma Wilcox sold bar defense

having fewer prints per feature in
New York.
circulation Is the best solution.
sentiment's sake, Td like him t*
Visiting execs parleyed today with
sponsor me again.'
Hollywood Is, of course, being
Sam Goldwyu on campaign end
looked to to help In the conservarelease
of
other matters relating to
LiU
Damita
luscious
the
tion program^ 'and various Coast
Not
even
Pride of Yankees.'
was more cut in on t?ian Grace meetings have already been held to
George as she was whirled around outline concrete conservation plans.
the dance floor by a non-stop ttag However, while some savings can be
line.
made in the number of shots per fea•Feeling young again' queried her ture, tiie big savings Is in positive
ContlBiied ttSm page

December, has severed connections
with the WPB to return to his

k

was

'

.

WPB

nell

picked up

they

separate division of the

Ijady,' a meUer witA many blue
angles, was produced in 1B30 by
Gilbert Miller In association with
Guthrie McCllntlc. Katharine Cor«

'Honestly, Modeloine, I didn't date produced by
He's an old
ot the Canteen.
Lynton' tag

BRYLAWSKI QUITS WPB
affair set at $100 war bond per copy.
This ^^etted $11,000 in bond sales.
the Lone Member of
Assisting Rappaport were Bill SaxBoard with Show Bla Baokgronod ton and Paul Burke, in charge of the
parade; Rodney Collier, transportaA. Julian Brylaw&kl, formerly In tion; Lou Rome, Bill Hicks and
charge of Warners Bros, real estate Elmer Nolte, reception, and J. L.
in the Washington zone, who has Schanberger, Leon Back, Dave Reibeen acting as consultant in the mO' ser, I,eon Zeller, George Avis, Maxtion picture unit of the War Produc- well Weinberg and Bernle Seaman,
tion Board on a $l-a-year basis since in charge of general details.

'

SImlney

WEEK

TO

American bombers.

;Wamer

Fvt Gerald

3i Bern, of the
Irving Berlin soldier show, This
Is the Army,' pooled their re-

UA

divulge his name as yet.
No
treatment of the play has been prepared.
to

RKO

called for censorship.
Reels were told originally that
the prints of films taken of the Coral
Sea battle had been lost when a
Ship or plane bearing
to the
U. S. went down. No report regard
Jng whether material of the Tokyo
iiombing will be available to the
V. S. newsreels, although reported
that still photos were taken from

.

purchased
has
Artists
screen rights to "Dishonored Lady,'
la-year-old play which has long
United

aoth-Fox bought The Tango,' South
American tale, by .Anthony Qulnn. ,
Metro under the "Letty
Columbia has bought a Paul
Mm
with Joan Crawford Yawitz original entitled "Broadway
friend!"
starred.
Daddies.' He'll also do V\^. screen
Margaret Ayer Barnes and Ed- play.
When angels meet: A celebrated ward Sheldon, authors of l^ady' (it
Republic acquired "^li^ht Shift*
stage star, now retired, who prefers was based on a famous trial in EngAmerican newsreel Issues.
munitions plant yam, b.- B. Jack
to be anonymous, presented Christie land of a gal named Madeline
Flanagan.
MacDonald with a $1,000 check on Smith) sued Metro for plagiarism
Hunt Stromberg bought 'Young
behalf of the American Theatre and were awarded 20% of the
Widow,' new novel by Clarissa Fairto show
CONVENTION PLANS Wing. And Miss MacDonald
$600,000 profits on the picture, plus child Cushman.
her appreciation turned around and interest and attorney fees.
Elizabeth Meehan sold her aviation
bought her a $100 angle table at tiie
story,
'Adopt a Pilot,' to Paramoimt.
UA is understood to have paid the
BE SET THIS
Mono^am purchased 'Powder Puff
Stage Door Canteen.
authors around $26,000 for the play
Squadron,' by Alan Sanford.
rights, pic will be made by a proPaul
Yawlti sold
'Broadway
Hollywood, June 16.
last
re-reglstratlon
Dnrlng
ducer with whom UA is still nego Daddies' to Columbia and will write
RKO national convention date and week, Fran Boarke, one' of the tleting a contract. Company refuses the screenplay.
senior hostesses, was asked what
site will be set this week while Ned
person In the
representative
Depinet, S. Barret McCormlck and
theatre would sponsor her.

how

undue or \m-

yirtually

Winds Up With Original Tag at

and Pvt Samnel

the biggest flaw in the setpresently, wltii the newsreels
plaliUy discouraged at the small
amount of material they have ob- Edward Alperson are 'at the studio
tained on vital fighting zones. The for product talks with Charles Koerfive newsreels have men stationed
Annual sales meet within six
on every front; hence, the reels weeks will be held either here or in

reels, Is

Dishonored Lady'

4ssal

should be—'Good Morning, I Love
You, Good Night'

4-

United

Hnch

Canteen Capers

Newsreek Hard Put for Worthy

.

interview with Arthur WlUl, RKO'
eastern talent scout, Hoyt has gone
to Hollywood and will be assigned
to acting roles.'
He. has had no dramatic or acting

experien^ whatever.

Hollywood, June 10,
Government regulations covering
purchase of supplies necessary to
film production are likely to be
changed July 1, with provisions for
inventory \af -^cacb; s^dio ^very 80
.

in each individual, and no committee is empowered to enforce arbitrary regulations. It was pointed out
by Freeman there is surplus of film
shorts on the market and one studio
recently cut production of brlefles
from 65 io 64, due to current policy
of duals; and that not more than 65%
ot the shorts bought are ever
screened.
'

Should a move develop to eliminate double features, he foresaw a
shortage of shorts where a surplus

now

exists.

Freeman said any move to reduce
number ot prints is out of Hollywood's control, but company execs
the

realized that unless definite savings
are effected, the (Sovemment woidd
seize opportunity to damp down a

on print maximum. He said
suggestions was a shortening
ot features.
celling

among

Onllda
Screen Writers Guild at Its meetMonday (IS) night was told by a
Sareen Actors Guild rep ot the overall Conservation Committee, Cteorge
Murphy, that before the WPB was
contacted it had planned to Issue an
order for 60% saving in the use ot
film, with the remaining 60% placed
on priority. Pointed out that amount
of film which can be saved would
produce 10,000,000 pounds of gun
cotton and 25,000 pounds ot demolition bombs. It was emphasized that
film is only one step away from explosives.
Black powder is first
manufactured, then turned to smokeless powder and finally emerges as

ing

Wednesday, Jane 1?, 1942

Friction

MCTUBCS

Withm

Army War Show
SsContlnned from page 4j^a

NWAHiedOver
'Appeasement'
Minneapolis, June 18.
Friction within the ranks of North-

west Allied, independent exhibitors'
organization, is growing because of
the present 'appeasement' administration's failure to accomplish industry •reforms.'
Failure to attain the body's goals
has caused dissatisfaction. There's
soreness, too, because, despite the
expenditure of time and money in
Its Minnesota ahtl-consent decree law enacted and the costly delay it caused in the release of newseason product, buying under the
measure has proved' imsatisfactory
and the statute now apparently is
.headed for the scrap heap. Inability
to get objectionable trade practices
eliminated also is responsible for
some grumbling.
Northwest Allied sent E. L. Peaslee and Harold Field, president and
Minneapolis governor, respectively,
to Chicago and New York to try to
Induce the film company home-offices to agree to a general policy of

getting

film rental reductions, especially for
small-town exhibitors hurt by population losses, contract relief in the
cases of certain distributors^ reallocation of some Metro and Universal pictures, 'better treatment' generally from Universal and dlscqn-

tlnuance of forced advance payments
for shorts. It also has been reiwrted
in trade circles, but not confirmed,
that Peaslee and Field sought a trade
whereby Northwest Allied would not
Initiate any appeal from the lower
court decision holding the state anticonsent decree law unconstitutional
and would go along on industry imity
If the companies would agree to sell
flat

next season.

COLS 9-MONTH NET
UP 667G TO $94l95t)
Net profit of Columbia Pictures In
first nine months of its fiscal year
ending last March 28 rose more than
$687,000 over the comparable ninemonth period in the previous year.
Net profit was $941,950, as against
only $274,764 in corespondlng period
• year ago, being equal to $2.15 on the
common, as against 33c in the first
three quarters ending March 29, 1941.
Strong showing made despite the deduction of $648,257 for Federal Income and excess profits taxes as contrasted with $120,786 for Federal income taxes in the nine months a year
ago.
Company balance sheet shows $14,203,000 in current assets, and current
Working
liabilities
of $1,637,000.
capital on the March 28 date totaled
the

$12,566,000.
.

Columbia report, which goes to
tockholders shortly, states that the

PHILLY INDIES STILL

OPPOSE 7RDP0U' ON ^

May Check

Mpls. Exchanges

w

of hp
the army coordinates' Its effort with the defense
Philadelpliia, June 16.
Indust^,
through actual visualization of how
FfalUy
Indlt
exhlhs
yesterday
equipment is used. Auspices is en- (Mon.) again reiterated their stand
tirely Army, with some key spots in refraining from making deals for
handled by civilians with show biz 'Shores of Tripoli' imless 20th-Fox
DissHited
background. Receipts are earmarked slashes its terms for the film. The
for the Army Emergency Relief, action was in Une with the pollc?
with actual rtmnlng nut almost laid down by the exhibs at previous
Hollywood, June 10.
completely nil.
meetings sponsored by the so-called
It was bound to happen, what with
Given a musical background by an Committee of 38 protesting alleged
Army band, the layout consists of a excessive percentage prices for the mad scramble for topical titles.
mounting display beginning with 'patriotic pictures made with the aid Producers Releasing Corp. has served
of
Governmental
drill maneuvers and winding up with
agencies.'
notice on 20th-Fox that it holds prior
Another meeting Is skedded for dahn to the title 'Corregldor.'
spectacular flreworlcs.of a patriotic

As Curb

-

.

Motorized artillery units, June 29.
PRC claims to have registered It
Action taken will Include all picmotorcycle
riding
and
demonstrations of mod- tures in the block of five headed by during the gallant defense of the
fortress by U. S. forces.
gunnery lead to graphic demon- Tripoli'

theme.

thrilling
rapid-fire

em

'

strations by the signal' corps, engineers and camofleurs. A first-hand
view of tanks, jeeps and flexible axle
trucks under actual combat conditions precedes an anti-aircraft demonstration, with planes overhead
contacted by ground forces,
Pageantry is next enlisted to point the
need of an increased and steady flow
of materials from farm, factory and
shop. From an illuminated float in
the center of the field. Victory calls
Unlversal's net profit Increased
for unity and spreading strings of $1,982,300 In the first 26 weeks of Its
light form a wheel which turns in present fiscal year as compared with
colorful flasK
similar period last year, before provision for Federal income and excess
Sham Battle Finale
Windup is a sham battle, with all profits taxes. Company report rethe noise and excitement, working leased this week shows net profit of
Into a strong finish with the fire- $3,741,634 in the 26 weeks ending
works display. Showmanship Is evi- last May 2, as against $1,759,$34 in
dent throughout, and desired effect the 26- week period ending on May, 3,
Is accomplished graphically.
Ad- 1941, In both Instances before writevance buildup and promotion also offs for Federal taxes and for special
show a fairly well experienced reserve for writing off equities in
foreign subsids.
touch. In charge is Major Charles
After such writeoffs, Unlversal's
S. Hart, with magazine and ad agennet for the first 26 weeks totaled apcy background as well as a record of
proximately $1,731,100, or an Increase
siipllar previous activity during the
of less than $40Q.000 over the $1,last war via. the War Exposition in
369,334 net proflt^n comparable 26
Chicago.
weeks ending in 1941. The 1942 profit
Civilian assistance is given by Peg
figure Includes an increase of reHumphrey, formerly yrith the late stricted funds In. Great Britain
Lincoln Dickey and Billy Rose;
amounting to $409,969, and Includes
Frank Duffleld, in charge of pro- provision for Federal income and
ductloh; Harry P. Harrison, from the
excess profits taxes thereon.
Chicago Fair, in charge of tickets;
ITs net profits for the second quarJoe Upchurch, from the N. Y. ter ended last May 2 amounted to
World's Fair, general management $2,223,319, or more than double the
assistance, and John Winston, for- $1,055,539 shown in comparable 1941
merly with the Stokowsid Youth period. However, after providing for
orch tour, assistant to Harrison. Federal income and excess profits
Local assistance here was donated taxes of $1,337,902 this dwindles
by Dave Gibson, v.p. in charge of down to net profit of $885,158, as
public relations at the Maryland against $815,539 in like period in the
Casualty Co., and Joseph Katz, of previous year. Thus, this enormous
the ad agency headquartered here. increase in the tax bite, totalling $1»Skip Gordon, of the Baltimore 097,002 greater than the 1941'b secNews-Post, handled publicity, and ond quarter, gave the company less
officers and personnel of Army Pub- than $70,000 improvement In earnlic Relations tied in.
ings after all charges and 'earnings.
Full page ads in the dailies were
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
reported that
paid for by local sponsors and radio Unlversal's board,
and outdoor advertising was similar- gross revenues of pictures have been
ly sponsored, with no cost to the running well ahead of a year ago
Army. Program, donated by the in both the domestic and foreign
Bell Telephone Co., sold at 25c each. field. He attributed this to a comNext stop on tour is Philadelphia, bination of circumstances. He stated
with rest of towns to be played tliat all pictures to be released bespotted mostly hi the east. Windup fore Sept 1 have been completed
Biggies and that production on the 1042-3
is slated for New Orleans.
on hand opening night Included schedule is well under way.
Patterson, Udersecretary
Robt.
Universal Annual Eamlnga
193«-«2
of War; Gen. George C. Marshall,
chief of staH of the U. S. Army, and
Net profit except as noted:
Lieut. Gen. Hugh A. Drum, com() Deficit
manding general of the First Army 1930...;
•$2,047,821
:
and of the Eastern Defense Com- 1931
615,786
mand.
• 1^50,283
1932.....'

ITS

MEEK NET

UP TO

$3,741,1)34

Elmer Davis
sCo'ntlnned from pace 4;

Film Coordinator will

flt

In the

new

setup.

Davis' remarks on the film situawere taken to mean that Mel-

tion
lett

Arch Mercey,

Exld»

his assistant,

and

Nelson

Poynter, ,hls Coast studio
contact, would continue in their
present statuus indefinitely. That Is,
until Davis himself has time to make
some sort of study of the vast or-

ganization—some 30,000 Government
employes are involved and make
executive changes If he sees fit
Unanimous approval of Davis In
newspaper editorials and by the
radio and film Industries gave him
qualms, he said.
He declared he
wished at least, a few 'people had
caUed him names, for then there
woidd be someone in whose estima^on he might go up. As it Is, he
laughed, the only direction in which
opinion of him could gg is down.
Even hard-bitten and isolationist
John O'Donnell, Washington correspondent of the New York News,

—

Minneapolis, Jtme 16.
In consequence of an incident
which j.iist has occurred, local film
exchanges are threatening to utiUz*
blind checking again to a greater
extent They feel certain that siich
checks will afford 'protection' against
many of the claims for adjustments.
It has c<»ne about currently because a Twin City Independent ex*
hibitor, owner of several large d«
luxe houses, desired to 'sluflT a picture which, according to reports circulated In indie trade circles, was
doing a poor business in the neighborhood spots. The exchange told
him to go ahead and play the picture and promjfed that if It dldnt
deliver at the boxofflce a satisfactory readjustment would be made.
Then, anticipating 'trouble,* they arranged for a bUnd check.
After the exhibitor played th»
picture on a Sunday to Tuesday run,
he charged into the exchange and
demanded, 'Well, what tire you going to do for me7' In reply to a
query, he reported a gross very
considerably under what the blind
check showed. As a matter of fact^
he had done a rattling good bysiness
with the attraction.
.

The city salesman to whom tfa*
complaint and demand for adjustment were made then, revealed' that
there had been the blind check an^
although he already had the flgures^
pretended to telephone- the checking
service for them. Confroh'ted with
the 'evidence,' the exhibitor, without
a blush or without blinking his eyes^
admitted that he had 'lied.' His defense, however, was that distributors, because of their business me&ods and 'unfair* trade practices;
make it necessary for independeot
-

-

.

,

had praise of Davis, although par- exhibitors to prevaricate.
tUlly In the backhanded statement
that "Nothing coxild be worse than
the present setup.'
Most newspapermen were elated
over the choice of a real newsman
for the important post Their only
criticism was that the Presidential
order did not- make clear how Davis'
authority fitted In with that of the

Army and Navy on news

disseminaThere was fear that his contion.
trol might not be well enough. defined and the ineptness on news dissemination displayed by the Army
and the Navy in the past might spoil
Davis' show.

New

SAN DIEGO'S 1€ TAX
ON All ADMISSIOfK
San Diego, June

New

.

ordinance,

i>asEed

'

16.

un'anU

mously by the council, levies a municipal tax of Ic. on every theatre
admission in' th^ cily, beglhnlhg
July 1.
City- needs more revenue to payexpenses. Increased by the heavy Influx of war Industry workers.

York Theatre^

.

K

company continues to receive dollars
presently under the frozen money
agreements with the governments of
England, Australia and New Zealand
However, the company reported that
SPG'S CIO VOTE
it is unable to determine the exact
emoimt, if any, of the cash balances that may be permanently re- Tally End ot TbU Week—Bosenfleld
Vice Joe Gonid
stricted in these countries.

• 1,062,216
1933
238,792
1934
•
677,186
1935
• 1,988,524
1938
• 1,084,999
1937
•
691,178
1938
COLUMBSA PICTURES EARNINGS,
1,163,321
1939
Ballots will be counted this week193«-4£
2,390,772
1940
Net profit, except as noted: (t) end in the referendum by the Screen 1941
4,396,499
deficit
Publicists Guild of New York on af(1941 by Quarters)
The baUots
1930.....
$1,295,958 flllaUng with the CIO.
Fourth
Third
Second
First
1931
out last Wednesday .(10). Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
560,869 went
1932.
674,292 Meantime, Jonas Rosenfleld, Jr, ad$1,055,539 $992,530 $1,644,634
$703,795
1933
740,241 vertising copy chief at 20th-Fox, was
(1942 by QuarUrs)
1934
1,008,834 the sole nominee at last Thursday's
Fourth
Third
Second
First
1936
1.815,267 meeting for presidency of the SPG
Quarter Qu^ter Quarter Quarter
1938
1,568,816 to succeed Joseph Gould, who has.
$1,518,315 $2^23,319
Rosenfleld Is
1937
1,317,771 gone into the Army.
Note: All pf 1941-^2 flgurejjjire.ber
1938
183,393 former second v.p. He'll be officially
fore tax deductions.'
1939
2,047 elected prez on July 0.
1940'.
512,185
Federal labor conciliator has been
1941
552,744 meeting with the Guild and Warner
(By Quarters for Flaoal Tear Ended Bros, during the past week in an
H. Harris Laid
Jane 29, 1941)
effort to Iron out differences which
First
Fourth have stymied the signing of a pact
Second
Third
Broncldal Fin
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Guild claims
refuses to accept
$153,878 $153,128 t$32,242
$277,980 same terms as contained in the conPittsburgh, June 16,
(Current Fiscal Tear by Qnarters) tract recently signed by the seven
local- theatrical
Harris,
Jolm H.
First
Fourth other major companies.
Second
Third
magnate, head of Arena Managers
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
Association and national president
$261,705 $476,044 $204,201
up on the
laid
of Variety Clubs,
Filming 'Winnie Winkle'
Coast with bad case of bronchial flu.
IT'S
SECBET
He's at the Cedars of Lebanon hos-

Ronald

Ann

•

SHERIDAN
Warosr

As Gvoige M. Cohan In

n

"JUKE GIRL"
.

and H!e Ore

STRAND

•

Alto In

Penon

DENNIS DAY

iPway

&

lUnrMB

Om.

"Taokte Doodle Dandy

In Person

RUS8 MORGAN

JAMES CAGNEY

REGAN

Broi. Bit

47th St

'Warnu

^

Mm

Hmmnt — T«l« Mhr, l-AMM
rmr, ilit CI. 7-1549

S£St"

HALL
MUSIC
HEU> OVKB

"TEN GENTLEMEN

FROM WEST POBVr*

Mrs. Minnrer

Another 20th Centiur-Fos Triumph

nU
nA
vvZ
n

FhM 'Mr

Staao Bhow

At«.

a Mth St.

Speetaeular Stag* Preduotlona

OMnIng

The Wife Takes a FIjer'
btAbbimo
FraBchot
Joan

Prf, Eve.

Up With

mS

Hollywood, June 16.
Spencer Ben-

pitaL
Hollywood, June 16.
Harris went west for Hollywood
films, based on
Martin Branner's 'Winnie Winkle' engagement of 'Icecapades,' which
cartoon strip, will be produced here Arena group owns, and was due
pionage.
back here last Monday (8) to asSerial will be made by the Larry by Jack Reiger, starting in July.
Darmour unit, with Ralph Cohn
Reiger is currently in New York sume charge of War Heroes parade
and show in Pittsburgh this week.
producing.
arranging for distribution.

Columbia handed

One dozen two-reel

(June 19)
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UMt Three Days

"MISS ANNIE ROONEY"
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Heat Hay Rash Coofing

Inside Stutf-Pktures

must Possess Au£aice Appeal'

Plant for N. Y. Canteen

EsUblishinent of a State War Labor Board Is to be sought of Governor
Plans for Installing a modem cool'Culbert Olson by the* new Unity for Victory Committee, formed Sunday ing system at the American Theatre
(14) at a meeting of 400 delegates representing '200 Los Angeles County
Wing's Stage Door Canteen are exlabor unions aligned with the AFL and CIO and independent crafts,
Bernard Lusher of Screen Office Employees Guild was named' temporary pected to be speeded after last
secretary to serve pending, election of officers.
week's sweltering weather. CondiMore than 150,000 workers were committed to the program by spokes- tions in the popular basement spot

men.

on West 44th street, N. Y„ were
As part of its contribution to the Pan-American goodwill policy, 20.th- alleviated to some degree by changFox Movietone newsreel is doing a series of fashion clips in Mexico City ing the air with forced draft, but
•with Powers models next month. Newsreel is sending a crew with Vyvyan more comfortable atmosphere is a
Conner, the reel's fashion editor, who in turn will chaperone the five must both for the men in wiform
models who already have started courses in Spanish at the Spanish Lan-

guage Center. Newsreel group and models will be in Mexico
They will be guests of the Mexican government.

City, July 2-3,

and the showfolk volunteers.

An

estimate to install the cooling
Is at hand, cost being $5,000,
is considered a modest amount
for such apparatus. 'Wing, which
finances the Canteen, is in a position
to pay for the installation, what with
money obtained from film fights
and a one-time radio program, If
the cooling plant is ordered it will
constitute a permanent improvement
for the spot, which is rent free but
which may become a night club
again after the war. Canteen property is part of the 44th Street theatre and is operated by the Shuberts.
The Astbr Estate owns the site.

plant

Lowdown

puns, which recently have become a habit as titles for shorts,
continue. Latest crop registered with the Hays office include:
'They Stooge to Conga,' 'Slay It With Flowers,' 'Malice in Slumberland,'
•Matriphony,' "Sock-a-Bye Baby,' all Columbia, and 'A Zoot Sioux' (U), *A
HuU of a Mess' (Par), and 'Dr. Jerkel and Mr. Hi-de-Ho' (WB).

Howard Dietz cooked up that 'my 10 best pix' ballyhoo stunt for 'Mrs.
who's
.Miniver' which bowed into Radio City Music Hall last week.
who of notables from all walks, previously invited to preview 'Miniver,'
naturally selected that picture among the. all-time greats. Dietz also con
ceived the '10 best critics' idea for 'Miniver', wherein the latter names

A

the

'10 best'.

Columbia prexy Harry Cohn made his first trip east in years by train,
ilue to plane travel uncertainties nowadays, and he's not ovei; it yet. Had
to be sure he was east on schedule because of the Col. convention. Re
turns today (Wed.).

Uncle Sam's Roll Call
;ContUmed from page 4;

young Netter worked on a

lesser

Job in the Par theatre department,

Hollywood Contingent

the Paramount, -U. S. army. Ralph
Mann, present manager of the
Clover, expects to enroll early next

month.

Freddie Brisson, talent agent. Into
the Army air force.
Pierre Benoit and Robin L^, both
with 'Icecap'ades,' former Into the
Canadian Army, latter into the
JJavy.

Charlie Mizell, former auditor
with Wilby-Kincy, now serving as
auditor at Kessler Field near Biloxi,
Miss.
Mizell has been assigned to
check theatres on Government property at that field.
,

'

Raoul Kraashar, Republic music
department. Army.
H. S. Brown, Jr., producer' of
serials at Republic, Army.
Jerry Briskin, production assistant

Can Gab or Tackle
Ft.

'

-

Worth, June

Cy Leand, who went from

16.

a star

player on Texas Christian University football team to the roll of- anFrankie Albert, film actor. Navy.
nouncer of Texas radio stations, has
John Hartley, film actor, Navy.
Richard Shayer, screen writer, been drafted.
He has been with KGKO and
Navy.
Sam Jacoby, song, writer. Army. WBAP In Fort Worth in recent
Irving Malak, film technician, years.

at Columbia, Signal Corps.

.

Navy.
Verne Giler, screen wrjter,

American picture business always has felt that suitable product
can be made and now is being made which can' Incorporate a wartime
message or inspirational appeal to the general public. Those in the
trade point to the 'World of Action' series of shorts (being distributed
In the U, ^ by United Artists) as illustrative of the' strong type of
government-made or compiled screen material .that not only carries 4
message or Inspiration but at the same time is worUiwhile because

'

carrying the essential appeal.

These subjects were made by John Grierson's Canadian film unit
with Stuart Legg, a British-educated producer, doing actual productjon and editing. Of the three already released, not one has failed
to measure up to highest audience-appeal dassiflcation, yet much of
the material previously had been available to both U. S. and British
film units.

.

«

'U S.

Must Make

Pix Itself

sContlnacd from page

3b

Up to late last week the Canteen United States is fumbling and floun- bookers and exhibitors haven't aphad entertained 281,000 men of the dering even Government people ac- preciated.
Invites to Pix
Allied services since opening March knowledge there Is scanty progress
For the industry's information,
More than 3,000 professionals so far in its attempts to exploit mohave given their spare time to the tion picture possibilities. Bernstein many Army and Navy officers have
grabbed
gratefully
h^s
tried
to
help
out
by
giving
the
invitations
to
Canteen. Approximately 2,000 sandHe look at 'Merchant Seamen,' which
wiches, 3,000 cups of coffee, 3,000 benefit of British experience.
cakes and doughnuts, 5,000 cigarettes huddled Friday (12) with Lowell was turned down by New York as
and 25 gallons of fruit juices are Mellett, President's film coordinator, too stuffy and poorly edited; 'Listen
served the men gratis nightly, aver- and his crew and is talking with all to Britain,' despite its acknowledgedage attendance running well over the other execs concerned with the big dose of sentimentality; and run
of mine stuff. Their curiosity may
psychological side of the fighting.
2,000.
The British have offered all of not be typical, British and U. S. oftheir product there now are over ficials concede, but their comments
0£M FILMS' LABGEB H.Q,
70 'factual' films available in their were more than simple flattery and
stirred a desire of colleagues to see
Office for Emergency Management library here to the U.S. Governthese reels. Likewise with the news
Film Unit has taken over former ment royalty, and rent free, and
gang, which generally shrugs off inheadquarters of Pathe News at 35 have been making them available at
West 45th street in New York. It cost for any non-theatrical showings. vitations to see preachy films. The
moved into the new location Mon- Except for a few outstanding num- scribes confess they would nqt like
bers—'Target' for Tonight" the large doses regularly, but various
day (15).
writers generally considered highly
Unit was formerly at 1600 Broad' Quentin Reynolds Christmas short, 'sophisticated' have commented the
way, but had outgrown the cutting and similar jobs-r-American dis- British material was more intriguing
have shied away from
tributors
rooms, office space and pro|ection
than much American stuff. (At the
commercially.
booking
the
product
rooms available there.
same time it Is acknowledged the
One idea 'Bernstein has thrown product Dtiiich Hollywood
conceived
out to Federal officials Is to get mor and
produced on its own decidedly
bile projection units that might
tops the bulk of Government-inmake it more convenient for the spired and directed reels.)'
public
In isolated communities to see
-Contlnned from pace 7;
Considerable interest has been
the informational films. By sending shown by
U. S. officials in the way
news associations and syndicates.
truck-trailer
apparatus to small British government
fihns get booked.
Directors thanked members of the towns and staging regular showings
Government execs still are reluctant
Public Relations Committee for their in war plants, shipyards, arsenals, tn use an...
or else method. Bernefforts to date,' feeling being that the etc., the British brieve they have
stebi has told them of the moves by
activity of the group thus far was a built up a real appetite fpr pictures
which British exhibs were induced
step in the right direction, and to explaining various aspects of the
t3 book the Ministry of Information
date loomed as an intelligent ap- war
those telling the farmers output and
It's
likely American
proach to tiie situation.
how important -their. work Is, show- chain managers will be subjected
to
in
ing
the
importance
of
speed
layCoe Gets Added Authority
the "shame, shame* treatment
One Of first pieces of "business at ing bricks, explaining the e\gr- Tho'agh there have been generous

—

K. C. Tooter Joins
Kansas City, June

16.

Robert Jollift into Army, stationed
Pitt's Latest QnoU
at Camp Robinson. Was string and
Pittsburgh, June 16.
horn bass player In Herb Six orch.
William J. KIoos, of Par booking at Tower theatre here since organstaff, graduated last week from Du- ization of band nearly three years
quesne University, where he lyais an ago. New member of the Six outfit
advance ROTC student, and com- is Ralph Stephens.
Capt Barney Oldfleld, former Lin^ missioned second lieutenant in field
coln (Neb.) Sunday Journal And
artillery.
Corporal Lloyd Chapman, former Star film editor, now stationed at Ft.
assistant news editor at KDKA, ap- Bennlng, Ga., into the parachute
pointed to officer candidate school troops.'
at Camp Ooft, S. C.
Elmer Ellsworth Oursj Jr., son of
owner of Victoria theatre In ParPrints
W. Va., has joined air corps
IEons,
as a flying cadet stationed at Santa
; Continued from pace 7;
Ana, Cal.
lier.
They'U just wait, for the most
Charley Affelder,
engineer, reports to Signal Corps gen- part, until they come within walkeral development laboratory at Fort ing distance.
In larger towns and cities this
Monmouth, N. J., July 7.
MalcoIm'Milligan, Pittsburgh Play- may be true also to some extent
house actor who toured couple of since people are remaining closer to
seasons ago in a bit role in 'Abe their neighborhood theatres, the
Lincoln In Illinois,' -graduated last nearer they are the better. Thus,
week from bombardier school at where folks formerly may have
Midland, Tex., and commissioned a traveled considerable distances to
see films on their first runs, they
second lieutenant
Russ Zebra, booked at Republic may be willing to wait awhile until they come closer to home or
«xchBnge, army.
Donald Dickinson, son of C. W. around the .corner.
Also pointed
Dickinson, of Moody and Dickinson out, the average parent isn't going
theatre interests in Brownsville, Pa., to let the kids, out of school this
summer, to stray awa^ from home
army.
Carmen Rummo, pianist In Stanley areas into downtown zones due to
blackouts, dimouts, bombing dangers
house ork, army.
Ted Ruta, saxman In Stanley and the like.
house ork, army.
Clearance schedules have been reEd Scigals, of U exchange staff, vised here and there under the ararmy.
bitration features of the consent deplause-milking.
cree but the instances where it. has.
been lowered represent only a handNaval liient. John D. Glase
ful when it is considered around
Reading, Pa., June 16.
16,000 theatres are in. operation. As
John D. Glase, son of Paul G. a matter of fact,, the number of exGlase, gen. mgr. of Wllmer & Vincent hibitors who have brought comtheatres here, Navy, commissioned a plaints seeking relief imder clearlieutenant. He has been practicing ance have been comparatively few.
Jaw here with Stevens & Lee past
There has been no tendency
'

,

.

.

Fewer

•

WWSW

'.

'

,

five years.

among

From Hontgomery,
Ala.,

Ala.

June

16.

—
—

Hays

.

.

—

Army

Signal Corps.

Montgomery,

'

-

—

A blind ad in Sunday's (14) Public Notices section of the N. Y. Times
seeks the address of Herb Lubin who originally had a hand in the promotion of the Roxy, N. Y. Ad also referred to Lubin as a motion picture
producer.

/

which

Reaction in picture business to Sidney L, Bernstein's remarks, as
reported herewith from Washington, Is that the American fllni Industry generally will take all the British or Canadian pictures', whether
government-made or otherwise, which have audience-appeal. They
must possess audience appeal, It was pointed out, because the U, S.
picture business has access to plenty of films In this country with dubious appeal, And after all this is the true test of. any screen subject,
'officials stated, because without such appeal the pictures will fall short
of their objective—to sell a message to the public.

operators to increase the
clearance they have over runs behind them, odd in itself since clearance between nms In scores of cases

Cecil Brown, assistant manager of is relatively short

Wednesday (10) session was nificance of hum-drum- activities, expressions of praise and appreciation, for
naming of ChaHes Francis Coe as and cementing morale.
Hollywood's educational
fihns, many Federal authorities begeneral counsel and vice-president
British Experlencd Contrary
lieve the British have pointed the
While his selection as Hays office
With many U. S. trade Experts way to using
general counsel had been more or
celluloid to a greater
still firmly convinced that people at
.degree in bringing the American
less
expected, the designation as
war want 'escape' pictures, Bern- people to their
v.p., repeatedly denied by Hays offeet.
The English
stein has been preaching that Britinstructional stuff on civilian defice executives as a possibility, came
ish
the

as added' authority to Coe, Will
directors, following the v.p. designation, that he was
placing operation of Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors Assn. offices in N. Y., Hollywood and Washington under Coe's direction.

Hays Informed the

This arrangement relieves Hays of
many present burdens and, as had
been previously pointed out in 'Variety,' Coe .will act as spokesman

MPPDA when

for the
available.'

However,

Hays Is not
was em-

it

phasized after the director's session
that this should not be interpreted
in any way as Hays stepping down
or becoming less active than presently.

experience is to the contrary.
is a desire for pure entertaina yen to get the minds off
the war, the British braintruster
conceded, but to a startling degree
all classes of the population want to
know what is going on. Hence,
Tiewsreels must be supplemented by
explanatory films—the British don't
like the 'propaganda,' 'documentary,'
or 'informational' tags any better
than we do to appease this y^n.
To some extent the film fare is
forced on the public, but by and
large the people are anxious to see
anything that tells how production
is going, methods of combatting submarines, etc.
Bernstein said the
English workers especially appre'
ciate seeing such fihns during their
lunch periods, while the ticketbuyers react Ijke any patrons, turning thumbs down on pictures which
are stuffy or amateurishly done.
De^ite the trade's unenthuslastic

There

ment and

—

Proposition to make an all-industry feature to raise funds for families of draftees was received via a
telegram from Hollywood, but not
even considered by the directorate
because ruled out of its province
to act Since many Coast producers
already had. turned thumbs down on slant on numerous British 'factual'
this proposal previously, there was shorts, there is a definite feellici'g
hardly more than passing discussion. here that Hollywood and New York
Several means of ^carrying out this might find out the American audif ur.d-raising plan were outlined, best ence responds
to such tnings more
probably beiiig that of using a group than they can
imagine. Reaction of
of name players such as Clark Gable, Government
officials and
'

'

fense particularly intrigues

U..

S. of-

who hope

to arrange for nonshowings of such reels aa
on fire protection andhandling incendiary bombs. Bernstein's crew has screened several
fihns of this khid for different
groups of Federal toppers.
ficials,

theatrical

the

one

Ritzes in

U

Frimusical

Nme New Nnmhers

With

Hollywood, June 16.
Ritz Brothers, returned to the
cameras at -Universal yesterday.
(Mon.) at Universal as -co-stars with
Carol Bruce in 'Off the BeatenT^ack,'
directed by Edward F. Cllne, with
Howard Benedict as associate pro.

'

ducer.

Don
cleffed

Raye
nlnf

and

Gene

tiUieis,'

'four

De Paul
foir

Miss

Bruce, thre6 fOr the Ritzes and two
for
tra.

Sonny Dunham' and his orchesThey are 'Wasn't K Wonderful,'

'Golden Weddhig,' 'River Boat
'•Jfou Don't Know What

boree,'

JamLove

Is,' 'AUas Did It But Won't Admit
If "Keep 'Em Laughing,' 'Bravest
numerous of the
Abbott - Costello, Tyrone Power, news writers who
'Brave,' 'Mr. Five-By-Five' and
have glimpsed a 'Don't
Bette Davis, Claudette Colbert, Gary half-dozen
You Think We Ought to
English reels is favorable.
Cooper, Rita Hayworth and Speiicer The National
Press Club, for in- Dance.'
Tracy in one super-super produc- stance, jumped
at the opportunity to
tion, with all monies, above actual
put on several pictures of the docuCHIBFEBS' CAUP TBEE
production costs, going to this war mentary
and ballyhoo types. When
Singers Lanny Ross and Edis de
charity fund.
Another, all-industry notices went out
that special show- Philippe will
make a 10-day tour of
film idea, still in the formative ings
were in prospect^the NPC had midwestem
and southern army
stages, was not even mentioned at
three
programs
camps

the

.

separate

session.

of British,
under auspices of USO-Camp
Canadian, Chinese and Russian pic- Shows,
Inc. They start today (Wednesday) at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo,

Indicated following last week's tures—the presumably
blase and
session, .that the matter of restoring sophisticated legmen
and rewrite
old salaries generally at the Hays experts stampeded for
tickets. Their
office likely would be taken up response Is cited as
Indicative of a
later.
curiosity that the money-minded

and wind up June 27

at

Fort Knox,

Ky.
Pair will present programs of pop
faves and familiar longhair.

:

:
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RADIOS

Wartime Radio Showmansiiip

By ROBERT

The modus operandi

of organized appeals, via

Whatever
is now fairly well worked out.
may be said of American radio propaganda to

radio
else

date in this war, a plausible machinery to solicit citizen cooperation has been designed, tooled and set up
Its motto is 'do-this-for^ind it is functioning.
•Uncle Sam.' 'After some weeks of practical operations the equipment, the map, the men, are ready
for the emergency ta.sk just assigned them rubber
:

salvage.

tion guarantees a complete victory and a shortened
lesser victory and a

Actually if a comparative study of newspaper and
magazine and perhaps motion picture activity in
.

the war were'made and placed in invidious juxtaposition to radio there might be evidence that radio
has lagged in originality, ingenuity, daring, comThe overwhelming
pared to its possibilities.
amount of radio contribution to even the routine

world-wide reorganization has been assured,
but will instead rebel, complain^ stir restlessly or
out of ranks at the first moment actual physical
danger from Germany or Japan is negated but before the full job to guarantee an enduring peace is
completed.

fall

There now is emerging a further anxiety of
morale strategy, made manifest by the speeches of
Henry Wallace and Sumner Welles and by the
new agreements between the United States-Great
Britain-Russia. There have in recent months been

By common consent of most U. S." Government
agencies, and especially the Office of Facts and
Figures, the master blueprint for propaganda in

too many cases of conflict, contradiction and
clumsiness in official statements on shortages and
other public vexations. The net result ol this sort
of Washington bungling might be, some fear it
already is, an accumulation of distrust and impatience in the public possibly creating a future danger, inflamed by America Firsters, that public opinion will be disinclined to go the full distance to and

this war was sketched by President Roosevelt himself in his address of Jan. 6, 1942. As abstracted
.from the presidential text there are six iiiain headings under which information and persuasion are
organized. All taken together are s\ipposed to constitute the sub-headings of this war's propaganda
of truth. The six are

,

Why we fighf
Whom we fight
.

War

Ie

Messages

Honor have been awarded

Special Scrolls of

.

to tlte following advertising-supported radio programs for their handling of war

•

With the current coriiptetion and announcement
in this issue of 'Variety's- special wartiine, radid

niessages:

showmanship survey (spanning the May iS-Jun^ 15,
it is now" possible to draw certain probably'

Night-Time Programs

period)

The column of donated minutes and blurbs
sums up into a large pile of time. It is exactly that

•EASY ACES'

»

*

»

(Anacin, Blue, Blackett'Sample-Hunmcrt)

.

obviously legitimate and incorporate hardly more
than a faint trace of the lurid (to those who^recall
the last war) but even they can be evaluated only
in relation to the prevailing state of niind of the
nation, willing, to serve and pay and suffer but not
willing to be spoon-fed on government double talk.

Being a democracy the United States is cherishstill, even ii^ war, its right to regard rulers as
fallible men Who sometimes make mistakes and the
rulers are extremely conscious of this fact: it shows
in much that they do and the tentative way they
^
do it.
Americans are propaganda-shy and fairly inethodwise..
Not accidentally is it stressed again and

»

«

»
.

EDGAR BERGEN
{Chase

&

Sanborn,

NBC,
•

*

/.
*

'

Walter Thompson)

.

BING CROSBY
NBC,

(Kraft Cheese.

»

J.

,

Walter Thompson)

•

•

.

•FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY'
{JoRnson's Wax, NBC. Needham, Louis & Brorby)

'LUM

AND ABNER'

(Alka Seltser,Jlue, Wade)

•

•

*

'UNCLE WALTER'S DOGHOUSE'
.(Brown

&

NBC,

Williamson,

Meanwhile the Radio War Guide is as close an
approximation to a master morale. i>Ian as'wt Jtavc.

Russel Seeds)

.

again that ours, as contrasted to Hitler's,
propaganda of simple, obviously 'true truth.
It is significant of

the

mood

is

the

•ARMSTRONG THEATRE'
(Armstrong Cork, CBS, B. B. D.

Himmler.

escape any appearance of unreality all questions pertaining to, and all discussions about, wartime morale ought presumably to begin with a reminder and an admission. Actual victory will be

&

Air Force.

'^'eapoiis

«

quantity

of

the

•AGAINST
(Procter

*

not imply any unimportance of
It
it is kept in proper focus.

all-vital in

the sense that

On this page are listed those advertising'supporte^r
network programs which are hereby awarded Scrolls
Honor by 'Variety,' The* awards are made wholly
on the sole judgment and responsibility of this news-v
paper and have reference to the elements of (1) Imagination, and (2) Effectiveness embodied in war messages suggested by thie Office of Facts and Figures and
interpreted and executed by the advertisers.
In addition to the programs recognized for specific
service to the 0,F,F. war themes announced for the
May 15—June 15 period 'Variety' has, upon its sole
judgment, appended a special class of awards for programs which have consistently supported the war effort
and national unity in imaginative-effective ways, but not

to

of

THE STORM'
*

•

TOWN'
•

&

Ryan)

*

'HELP MATE'
(Old Dutch Cleanser, NBC,

its

adop-

*

*

'KEEP WORKING, KEEP SINGING

AMERICA'

if

need to be said that no gingle and
no patented theory or system of morale
Ls'

—No

& Rubicam)

& Gamble, NBC, Compton)

*

certainly

—War

.total

•

Programg Regularly Slanted
War luaeB

(Iocs i)robably

oiR.inization

.

Blackett-Sample-Hummcrt)

and machines of modern warfare.

But this does
inorale strategy

•

(General Foods, CBS, Young

*

in

messages shall be properly spacei^ within the
broadcast schedule so as not- to follow each other
or to bore, confuse or callous the public
one sponsored program shall be requested to
devote part of its time to war messages oftetter tha^
once in four weeks.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert')

(Lever Brothers'- CBS, RuthraHff

— AttD —
The production and delivery

Goviernment at any given period wants emphasized
booked with thesp thoughts in mind

via radio are

(Sterling Products, Blue,

'BIG

the l^avy^ the

*

*

'SECOND HUSBAND'

namely

force,

0.)

•

Gamble, CBS, Comptpn)

To

The Army,

*

CAN BE BEAUTIFUL'

KATE SMITH SPEAKS

concise recital of established facts.

won by

&

'

•

•LIFE

'*

Goebbels, all agree, is a liar. But some seem to
think he is also a genius, although C. J. Friedrich
-has shrewdly pointed out that the genius of Goebbels is identical with and only as successful as the
terror of

Day-Time Progranw

(Procter

6l considered state-

ment and no atrocity tales that our only 'masterplan' 6f morale management is a Presidential speech
of austere limitations and our only 'master-mindl
(since Saturday last) a man of dry, unadorned,

it fortnightly war informatiofi facts sheets
are issued. The basic, blueprint, and the supplementary and intermittent memoranda form a
sketchy, undetailed •directive' to the radio industry
from the Office of Facts and Figures, The lattef
meanwhile, in collaboration with the networks, and
the Advertising Council, also*" maintains a giant
booking chsPft" ot all advertising-sponsored programs. Whatever nation-wide drives or attitude the

Under

ing

•

]

conclusions concerning ^^hat the Qffice
of Facts and Figures has succeeded in getting well;
begun on" the sponsored programs of the radio
networks in relation to the six Rooseveltian propa-/
gaiida points. First,' and most forcibly, there is the
impression that the O.F.F. has concentrated -tipon,
and, adVfertising has oisediently reflected, the last
three—production problems, war sacrifices, and our
warriors, the, latter including, of course, military
nurses. The 'first three points, why we fight, our
enemies and our alliejs have been referred to .casu-,
ally and in passing, rather than, f ully and dirisctly.
Indeed, the whole mechanical organization of the
O.F.F.'s 'Radio War Guide' and its related network
allocation plan has a natural- convenience priilci^
pally for the accomplishment of 'drives' (for manpower and womanpower, bond pledges, salvage)
and the inculcation of workaday •attitudes' such as
automobile pooling, litis" 0;F,F. radio apparatus
for commercial shows-does not much concern itself,
if at all, with counter-propaganda against either
foreign or domestic enemies.
justified

sis.

pile.

.

by 'Variety'

'THE ALDRICH FAMILY'
{General Foods, NBC, Young & Rubicam)

It would not, however, be fair to charge either
advertisers or broadcasters with- faint-heartedness.
Just now both are getting into stride. Mqre, much
more, of enterprise and eloquence probably may be
Time and
anticipated in the immediate future.
official assurances hav« gradually overcome the
work-habits of the 'neutrality' period. Nor can it
after 20
people,
American
be forgotten that the
years of debunking on high diplomacy, are acutely
The organized
skeptical of emotional orgy stufif.
radioi appeals of the network allocation plan are

,

.

Our Allies
Our production problems
Our war sacrifices.
Our warriors
.

of organized appeals is no more nor less nor worse
than classified advertising. By itself there is not
much in this sort of thing worthy of serious analy-

!— a

Spotiights

until

conducted

efficiently

conflict.

Imapation

radio listening.
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LANDRY

J.

war and its neglect assures a
longer, more debilitating, less

all

For the past four weeks 'Variety' has intensively
studied (i.e. listened to) war message-bearing network programs. This is, of course, but one part of
the total of radio participation in the war effort,
but it is preeminently vital because of the big circulation guarantees the p^ular commercials carry.
Radio itself is, of course, only one part of the total
of all morale-buiIdin|f or morale-conditioning miedia
but in many ways it is probably the dominant media
because of its capacity to. reach millions so swiftly,
so certainly,' and in terms of domestic habit, i.e.,

St§rvey

. .,

(Squibb,

CBS,

Geyer,' Cornell. 6- Newell)

J

with specific reference to the 'Radio War Guide' proper.
This addenda is simply 'Variety's' way of saying,
'These, too, have given of their best brains^ heart and
energy although not rigidly within the amipunped scopf
'

of the survey.'

'

'

.

If

WednesAij;

RADIO

S6

Sponsor s Message

It's

Is

on Show,

Gags

Fly,

and Vice Versa,

As Butcher

Commercial; Fox Sees No Cause

Into

Buckalew on Coast Schudt in East

Navy

AHiird

Washington, June 18.
Lions and lambs sat down at the

To Waive Fees on War Parodies
Harry Fox, who licenses mechanical rights, for publishers, holds that
his clients are justified in asking
fees of $50 to $100 for the use of
parodied lyrics in connection with
Government messages on the Truth
or Consequence' program (NBC). In
answer to the protests of the Compton agency, which handles the program for Ivory Soap, Fox has stated
that the publishers involved would
gladly waive collection of a fee If
the program did not also contain
Copy plugging the product Under
the circumstances. Fox has contended, his clients could logically
consider the use as strictly commercial.
On the other hand he has ad-,
vised the agency that if the Office
of Facts and Figures were to submit
a letter advising that the announcements constituted Government business there would be no charge for
such parodies. The program's commercial plugs have in the past made
frequently use of parodies and the
question of payment did not ariseuntil the agency decided to make the
parodies part of the Government

same luncheon

'Daylight' Grief

Dean

Avoided

Kansas City, June 16.
manager, is antici-

Fitzer,

service where he received indoctrination during a brief tour of active
duty during the spring.
Radio lawyers, FCC Chairman
James L. Fly, white House Secretary Stephen T. Early, trade press,
and trade association people were
guests of Frank M. Russell, fellow
ex-Iowan and NBC v.p., at the fareSpeech-making was confined
well.
to a flve-minute needling from Louis
for
counsel
local
Caldwell,
G.

band arrangements from publishers 1941. April and March, 1942, showed
High point In prolonged gagging
and in compiling service songbooKs. corresponding margins over com- was Butcher's wind-up. With the
parable months of 1941.
FCC Chairman seated at his right,
for avoiding the here- the CBS v.p. signed off there may
tofore habitual summer slump was be flies on some of you guys, but
the February adoption of^ daylight there ain't no flies on Butcher.'
saving time (war time) which has
eliminated the' annual April (when
daylight saving time was usually
adopted) psychological suggestion to
agencies to retrench for the summer.
Fitzer points out that now the radio
industry has a concrete example of
the futility of twice annually upsetting bookings, billings, programs
and general routines for daylight
saving time and sees no reason why
the radio industry should observe the
Norman Corwin's series of short- time chapge once the national emerwave shows from England is tenta- gency is returned to normal.
tively slated by CPS for broadcast
Local biz, moreover, is holding Its
9:30-10 p.m. Monday^, starting July own and
has not lost a single
SO,' when the Lux Hadio Theatre' local sponsor, with few if any acr
Cfllgate-PalmoUve-Peet has started
eoes ofC for the summer. 'Victory counts likely to go off in the near to imload its advertising obligations
Theatre,' the Office of Facts and future.
on some of its marginal products. It
Figures series of name CBS shows,
This increased pace is being main- has cancelled on Columbia the Satwill have the 9-9:30 half of the regu- tained at
despite the mount- urday night half hour with Guy
lar Lux 9-10 p.m. period,
ing effort and personnel attention Lombardo and the two morning

One reason

NORM CORWIN
LONDON SERIES

COLGATE CUTS

MY

ADVERTISING

20

ON AIR

WDAF

WDAF

Morrow,

European necessary to handle details of radio's
in London, extensive contributions to the war
will ^ be producer of the Corwin effort, in which Fitzer feels the ineeries, which will be aimed to com- dustry is serving generously but unbat anti-British propaganda in the sung and mostly unaccredited as far
U. S., specifically by presenting the as the public is concerned.
English viewpoint through the eyes
of an American broadcaster. The
eeries is slated to run eight' weeks.
"
With Corwin as writer-director,

CBS
,

NEW SOLDe SHOW:
THIS IS MY WISff

Corwin has finally cleared details
of the trip with the State Depart
ment and has completed arrange'
ments with CBS. He is now await
NBC Is auditioning this week a
lag available Clipper passage, which
he doesn't expect for another week 15-minute dramatic-musical show
or so. He will make the trip alone, for soIdier-civ|lian morale and built
with a name American actor to fol- around a song, "This Is My Wish.'
low to be narrator of the series. Pvt^ Neal HoQjcins, scrlpter of the Ted
Burgess Meredith, of the Army Air Steele studio series, heard the tune
Corps, has been mentioned for the on that stanza and 'got the idea for
assignment, but nothing is set There the new program. Ed Dunham, diis a possibility that Corwin may rector of the Steele show, is also
stay on .in England to do other prO' directing the new one for audition.
grams when his regular eight-week
Phyllis Jecmne Creore, radio aceeries is completed; but that is vague, tress- and singer, wirote the music
also.
and lyrics of 'Tibia Is My Wish' and
Upon his return from Englai^d, will play the dramatlc-^vocal lead on
Corwin Is slated to rejoin CBS.
the program.
:

-

Secorifies Report

Shows

In various' phases of local station diWashington, June 16.
selling of Columbia Broad- rectloi^
by President William
Paley and Leon I<evy, Philadelphia exec, is reported by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Liberal blocs of $2.50 par Class-A
and Class-B common CBS stock
were disposed of by both officials to

Heavy

casting stock
S.

HEDDA HOPPER

trusts for the benefit of their respective families.

AUDITION

Double audition of a Hollywood
Class-A.
Paley sold 8,000 shares of $2.50 pair show, directed at KNX, Los Angeles,
Class-B papers In December, for .by Charles 'Vanda, is now under In"benefit of my family,* retaining spection in New York by George
236,256 shares of this tyiw of stock. 'Washlngtori Hill, prexy of American
certificates,

Tobacco, as a possible replacement

Class-A papers, the report
showed.
Other holdings of CBS
stocks comprised 87,080 shares of
Class-A, listed simply to "holding
company.*

with Robert Young running the
show.
Appearing in both auditions Is
Hedda Hopper, billed as "Luckles
Leading Lady,' who will do a fiveminute chatter spot and also pick

His nest-egg of Class-A

Lucky Strike's Information
at the end of April, amounted to only for
Please.'
9Vo different programs
530 shares.
Levy holds 40,844 shares of the were recorded here, one with EdBlass-B stock. In addition to 28,746 of ward Arnold as emcee and the other
tiie

'

the Picture of the Week.

RUTH LYONS JOINS WLW;
12 YEARS WITH WKRC

'

WKRC

-

RETAINS SPOTS

IN LUCKIES'

Belated report from Levy showed
that, during December last, he 'unloaded 8,277 shares of stock to trusts
'for benefit of wife and members of
her family.' In February he dropped
another 700 shares, reducing his
holdings to 26,746 shares of '$2.50 par

quarter hours occupied by 'Stepmother* and 'Women of Courage.'
The account has also dropped .the
Cincinnati, June 16.
other Saturday night period, succeeding Lombardcfs, but the show
Ruth Lyons is ''finishing up a 12involved, 'Hobby Lobby,' remains on year stay at
to take over
the C-P-P payroll and takes over WLW's Consumers* Foundation parthe Tuesday 8:30-8:55 p.m. period on ticipating mid-morning show, starting July 6.
She succeeds Martha
CBS July 14.
'Stepmother,' which like the Lom- Wheeler on the'weelc-day IS-minute
bardo program plugs Colgate denti- series, which Is sponsored by Werk's
frice,
and "Women of Courage,' soap. Swift's margarine, and Minwhich is attached to Octagon Soap, ute-Man soup.
Miss Lyons doubles piano with her
fold July 10.
Palmolive Shaving
Cream is the 'Hobby Lobby' brand. spieling.
Ted Bates, agency on the Lombardo and "Hobby* programs, stated
Monday (15) that In the case of the
NBC's 138th Station
band leader the accoimt was merely
to take a hiatus and it- expected to
The count of NBC stations is now
return Lombardo on the network in
^
up' to 138. Latest newcomer affilithe fall.
ates are WRAK, Willlamsport, Pa.,
and WMVA, MartinsvlUe, Va.
becomes .a basic supplemental available to those buyiitg
WBRE, Wilkes-Barre, whUe
will be a bonus station to WSJS,
Winston-Salem.

WARD

on matters of merchandlslpg, operations, programing,' etc.
Each of the
'will be men well experienced

three

WRAK

WMVA

THROUGHOUT SUMMER

Program would be

billed as

^CBS

looks at Hollywood and chooses the
picture of the week through the
courtesy of Lucky Strike.' Tobacco
company will foot the entire bill as a.
Idea
straight commercial program.
originated with William S. Paley,
CBS prez, and later taken up by Hill
who ordered the double audition
recorded.
As a sample, of highlighting the
picture of tiie week, 'Vanda chose

Damon Runyon's

"Little Pinks,'

with

the voices -of Lurene Tuttle and
Frank Norton dubbed for the film's
leads, Hen.y Fonda and Lucille BalL

Orchestra of 35 pieces under '^the
batonshlp of Lyn Murray contributed
three "Hit Parade* numbers to the
half hour program.
Idea of double emcee was for Hill
to make a choice. He originally held
out for Oscar Levant but- bowed to
arguments that the pianist-composer
'doesn't represent the picture business.
If the program is bought for
Luckles, VAnda will presumably produce.

George Washington Hill, American
Tobacco prez. Is at present in the
Canadian woods on vacation.

Ward Baking

EAia Mae

Oliver in

'Victory Parade'

Moved Back

NBC As

•

ing consultants to affiliated, stations

Radio Despite the War;

.

S.

Merchanifise Service

'

agencies, obtainlng'^free tran- to have been best May's business' in
ecription licenses, sheet music and history of station, 20% ahead of May, Mutual.

Edward

New CBS

table

Gammons

ment

representative for

in Midlands, Inaugurate

Thursday (11)
to give a proper send-off to Harry C.
Butcher, for more than a decade
It's
local vice-president of CBS.
Edwin Buckalew has been trans'*
PARTNERS CARRY ON
KOBAK'S SON MARRIES Lieutenant Commander Butcher
now.
ferred from KNX, Los Angeles,
The web executive went on active Mueller, of Baa Antonio Agency,
where he 'was merchandising and
James, Out of Harvard, Joins Edgar, duty with the Navy a. fortnight ago,
Oo^s Into All Force
Jr., In V. S. Army
servlcA manager, to. one of three
being in the naval communications
new posts which M. R. Runyon, CBS
San Antonio, June 16.
Edgar Kobak, executive v.p. of the
v.p., has set up within the network's
Charles P. Mueller, partner of the
Blue -Network, became a father-into D. C.
Coulter-Mueller-Gfinstead Advertis- station relations departm'ent. Bucklaw last Saturday (13). His son,
operate out of San Franing Agency,' has been commissioned alew will
James B., was married that day in
and his territory will extend
Earl H. Gammons, manager of
as a captain' in the Army Air Forces cisco
Washington to Hope McEldowney,
WCCO, Oslumbia affiliate in
and reported for duty last Wednes- to the Rockies. William A. Schudt
whose father is counsel for the Sewas recently named to handle the
Minneapolis, becomes director of
day at Dxmcan Field, here.
curities Exchange Commission.
the network's Washington office,
Coulter and Grinstead will carry eastern division of the same project,
The groom, who has just gradeffective July 1.
on the agency which Is an active one while a man for the midwest area
uated from Harvard, Is going into
is yet to be selected. ,
He succeeds Harry C. Butcher,
in local radio circles.
the army. His brother, Edgar, Jr.,
While they are members of the
who was recently called for acformerly with NBC, Is now at Fort
station relations
department; th«
tive Navy service.
Knox.
threesome will operate along someGammons reports on firing
what different lines than have been
Meff Runyon will
line July 1.
Faley and Leyy Revise
customary for CBS relatloners. They
select his successor at WCCO
this week.
will serve as the network's travelSees Best Smnmer for
CBS Stock Disposition,

message.
pating the heaviest summer biUings
Fox pointed out that his office has in over 20 years of WDAF's operaJor months been knee-deep in gra- tion. Optimism is based on audit just
tuitous work for various Govern- closed showing month of May, 1042,

ON

1942

Speeded

Is

From Radio

Jiine 17;

Benny Niche
tp 6:30

'Gildei-sleeve'

Sundays on

Folds

Lever Bros, is spotting Its new from Hollywood, with Murray Bolen
Xiifebuoy show, with Edna Mae Oli- as director and with Martin Goscli
ver, in Jack Benny's regular niche and Howard' Harris as writers.
on NBC for 13 weeks, starting July
6.' The 'Victory Parade' series, currently in the same period, will take
over the previous half hour, 6:30-1 Riim-and-Maple
p. m., from which The Great GilderMaleLocals
eleeve' (Kraft) is exiting for the

Co. will continue Its
spot campaign through the summer.
Extension okay, was received last

Friday (12) by J. Walter Thompson,
agency on the accoimt.
The renewals involve 30-o'dd markets.

Order, Cancellation in

War
Vick Hunts a Show

Same Envelope

Conditions Put McCann-Erickson in Predica-

ment on

Flit

Commitments

Vlck Chemical has started to look
Quite a number of stations last Jersey, the parent corporation, oraround for a show to put on this fall week experienced the novelty of re- dered the proposition called off.
in behalf of its cold products. The
Stanco explained that the spots had
ceiving In the same envelope a conrelease will be network and Morse
already been blocked off by the destract
for a new piece of business
International, the agency.
ignated stations and that, 'under the
Tobdcco
Same account last week closed and a cancellation notice of that terms of the standard uniform conwith the Blue Network for a flvC' contract. The product involved was tract prevailing between agencies and
On.
Aimed
minute period (6:40-6:45 p.m.) prC' Flit (Stanco) and the agency, Mc- broadcasters, it was required that the
cummer.
Cann-Erickson.
Rtmi and Maple Tobacco is buying ceding Lowell Thomas.
latter, be. given two weeks' notice of
Lever parts with "Grand Central nightly
After the account and the agency cancellation .e'ven though the schedparticipaiton in local pro
Station' (NBC) June 28. Both 'G.C.S.'
Kobert E. DonvlUe, general sales had okayed the spots' offered by sta- ule had not started.
and the Oliver show are handled grams that are directed at men audi' mr-nager of Crosley stations, under- tions, with the. campaign calling for
It is understood that the tin-conences.
the
by
Ruthrauff & Ryan agency.
went a tonsUectomy Monday (15) five or six announcements a week tainer situatioa figured in SONJ's
The Oliver program will originate
Raymond Specter Is the agency.
in Bethesda hospital, Cincy.
for 13 weeks. Standard Oil of New cancellation move.

-
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IT'S

ELMER'S TUINE

Elmer Davia, the new tophand

N

Y.

ADMEN REAQ FAVORABLY TO NEW

Government propaganda,

in

a wliite-haiired,. hard-bitten, clipped-sentence gent, a former
N. Y. Times reporter, a freelance magazine writer, glib, articulate, a schooled ad libber. He is the only standout success in
thp field of the five-minute, fast highlight news summary broadtradition he has. been a news analyst, not a
cast, in the
is

CBS

CBS DISCOUNTS REWARDING FULL NET USE
Eifes

New McKay

Aide

news commentator.
Hi? appointment came after it had been rumored for weeks,
rumor usually being accompanied by the report of his
He was no job-hunter.

the

rpfii^l of the job.

Although a familiar by-line in the better magazines for years,
Davis became a public personality through radio and because
of the war. His incisive, unflowcry Yankee delivery was in
sharp contrast to the more expansive, more dramatic, more
speculative commentating gentry. All evidence, personal and
professional, lends credence to the belief that Davis will oppose
propaganda spoon-feeding of. the nation.

Sydney H. Eiges, of ITOC's press
department,' has been promoted to
assistant to

John McKay, manager

of the d^artment.
Elges has been with the network
for a year, coming from International
News Service.

.

Besides assuring Davis a place in history the appointment
to radio and to the Columbia Broadis a great compliment
It suggests not only how important radio
casting System.
Davis
has been, but how much more important it will be.
knows radio thoroughly, including the embarrassment of a
grown man standing by for a female voice to gush to his au-

Directors

To

Move

Fill Morale

Program Needs
^e Radio

New York advertising trade tends
CBS with a smart stroke'
in the Way it has arranged its new
discount ptructure. 'While the realignment of discounts probably figures out as a boost in rates for small
accounts, the introduction of the.
^ull-network discount of 15% wHI,

Mistaken Identity?

to credit

Goodman Ace thought

be.

was

being ribbed recently but apparently it was on the l^veL Executive of a well-known advertising agency telephoned him to
ask if he was interested in an
announcer Job at scale. Further talk developed that it was
competitive and Ace would have
to make good in a reading conAce, who is one of the
test.
high-salaried people of radio,
made three 'phone calls trying
to get the gag, then decided it
was a strictly legit offer.
Ace suggested that George
Burns or Jack Benny might be

.

chairman, to handle the organization's work iin assisting with the
In
presentation of war programs.
Tough, knowledgeable,. bunk-free, politically footloose, ma- particular, the committee will line
all
knows
Davis
respected,
up
a schedule of times when RDG
generally
ture (52), judicious and
available.
Group
also
members
are
worked
and has
the propaganda media save motion pictures,
The Intends to cooperate with the United
with pronounced ability in all, with this one exception.
Theatrical War Activities committee,
probably withotot as well as work with the Radio
job he has had forced upon him is gigantic,
the Writers Guild and other outfits along
and
character
own
His
troublesome.
etatitude, guaranteed

is

it

agreed among agency men, not

CBS
may do much toward

only be a break to the average

account but

building up the commercial schedules of the network's, small affiliated
stations.

The

latter

development

should ultiniately prove an effective
gesture in 'Washington among the
network's friends, and critics alike:The first CBS account that took advantage of CBS' new: full-network
discount was liCver Bros, on behalf,

-

Directors Guild has set

up a committee, with Phil Cohan as

dience about Colgate soa[K

'

Is That Small Stations, if Not Small Advertisers, Will Be Helped—CBS Follows Blue in
Allowing 2%-for-Cash, Also

Sunnite

available.

of

its

Swan Soap program.

-

•

Under' Columbia's new discount
setup the weekly station hours discount is reduced .by 5% but there's
Mansfield
an extra 15% discount for. those
who use every one of
for advertisers
Minabelle
the web's 115 American stations.
For such major hookup, buyers '-ti^e
Planters
over-all discount is upped from 25^
to 32% with an additional 2% to be
earned for payment it bills by the
known associates ghiinar lines.
Cincinnati, June 16.
character of his taste, humanity sentiments,
12th of the month.
It Is reported
War committee of the RDG has
can be found
Ronny Mansfield, tenor, and Minaand versatility suggests that until a better man
already e^t several director assign- belle Abbott, chatterer,' have been that CBS estimates that on the basis
nicely.
of current business Its deduction of
very
do
probably
on
special
programs
suc
h
as
ments
will
,
he
teamed for thrice-weeUy programs
for on 'WLW for the Planters -Kut & revenue by the* 15% discount dethe weekly series on
Russian War ReOief. Earle McGiU Chocolate of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Starts vice for full networks will figure
ar.ound $400,000 a year,,. but- trora,.
and Herb Sanford^ have handled' this week.
other quarters K' is pointed out tHat
such broadcasts so far. As the RDG
stories
of in the final' reckoning
Bliss Abbott relates
the network
cotistitution has been drafted and
amusing anecdotes and ^'incidents will t>e the gainer since It la enapproved, the constitutional committhat liefall Uncle Sam'.3 new crop of
titled to. frpm four to five h<nirs, of
ttt has' been redesignated as the
service men, with Mansfield war'
an affiliate's time gratutlously each
rules committee, with Axel Gruenbling miUtarr and |»tri6tic ditties.
week ini return for the CBS sustainberg chairman.
Other committee
Agency is Goodkind,. Joice & Mor- ing service.* This earned time, espechairmen
John
Macdonell,
are
gan, Chicago.
«
cially from the smaller affiliates,
house; Ed Byron, membership, and
can now be not only cashed in but
John Loveton,' publicity.
may prove a boon to withered local
The organization has three classes
'SIHGTIMF
commercial schedules.
of memberships: active, associate
and honorary. Active members are
Higher Starttac Fotat
Hmm five Fartlflfat'lng Sponsors This
directors who are 'actively engaged
The new discount schedule allows
•The radio station iUe\f U respon- A RADIO, A PARTY, A
gamner Over KDYL
in the profession 'of directing profor no discount to advertisers ndng
sible /or operation* in th« ipuMXe inIke
grams.'
Associates are those who
CBS
to
less tlian, 25 station hfours a Vedjc,
tereit and no delegation of that re- AU Are Fresenled at
Salt Lake City, June 9
have
Davis
ceased
to
be
active,
in
the
Elmer
proDepartlnf
whereas the prc^ylo us. schedule
pouibte or desiroWe.'
spontibiliitv
For the seventh consecutive year,
fession of directing or who become
started the discoimts at 10- station '.
This is th« .second goess of the
Anyone in sympathy VlDYL, will conduct 'Singtime,'
William S. Paley threw a farewell executives.
hours. From now on It w3il he
Foreign Language Radio Wartime
Mon- with the aims 'of the Guild, though half hour of outdoor commimity oxi-^'Xo 44 statin; hours a wedc,
Control, so-called. 'wfaldi last' week party in the CBS board room
singing In Liberty Park, beginningBefore
Davis.
Ehner
not
necessarily
inradio,
Voluntary
for
may
be
day (15)
on 45 to 09 Station hours' a week,
revised and watered Ita
June 14. Program has been sustain'statloh houTs a
on 70 or
code of wartime practices' so that that the news staff of« the network elected to honorary membership.
ing largely, but this year will be a
jtortable
perwith
a
Davis
and
presented
week, in addition there will Iw %
authority oyer programs
fuU participation with five sponsors,
discount of XtM%.'tor those 'wlio
sonnel was withdrawn from the radio accompanied by this little^poem
all in the party food and beverage
proHoins:
Jack
Qriginally
by
written
stay on the n^twoilc consistently tor
central committee, as
classification.
the
where
52 weeks. The old rate card aIlMr<ed
posed, and allowed to stay
At present, John Woolf, production a 1(1% discount to liiose with
This i»n't an epic by ArMe
law itself places responsibility.
Byron or Bob;
director for live shows, will emc^ 44 station hoars m
and 7%%'
Ueantime the Control la keeping With footwtes by
toe tie to our token
'Slngtitaie,' which features Xd Stpk
to those with 25 to 44 station hours
up its .pleas to the various V. S. Ifs somethinff our
job.
in
your
best
Stoker
Clinkers.
you
band
and
Uie
er's
wish
And
a week.
Nadine Connor, titt soprano coii'
propaganda agencies for support in
The Blue Network was the first to
tinues as second soloist on the Nel'
th* matter of pro-democracy
Sometimes, when the pttchtnff is son Eddy program ''until late fall
grant the cadi dlswunt <t.t% mot
(Continued oa page S7>
toughest
also introduce • 'ipedal 'cowlderawhen she rejoins the Met Negotik'
Luncheon
You'll thinfc of the New* gang, and tlons are in progress now for guest
tion for purdwsiBg flw4iU asMrock,
mis* them
shots .on The Telephone Hour.'
With the Bfaie tt was not a pmeiitBy pushing the button you'll hear itt / Singer will give no concerts until
Consumer luncheon, sponsored by age discount but a ilat fee fqr the
Wish lucfc as we give you the system. the dose of the. Met season when she the Advertising Women of New entire Ust (if Blue stations, with the
will have aboiit 15 during March, York, wlU be held Tuesday (23) at a^unt protected afalnst any zaises
L'Enooi
April and May. About 50% of these the Commodore hotel, N. Y., in con in rates or. addition of affiHatw for
If bureaucrats get you oU plastered
\tdU be 0)mmunity Concert dates.
a period of 32 wado.
nection with the 38th annual con
When red tape and ttufTs in a
ventlon of the Advertising Federafoment;
tion of America. Theme of the gathPlease fcnow, that we tore you, you—
Radio
ering will be 'Advertising's Open
"And thafs all the news to this
House,', as a sub-head to the gen
moment'"
Ralston Co., of St Louis, has In- era) convention theme, 'Advertising's
formed networks that have recently Contribution to Victory.'
solicited It for business that its presSpeakers
will' be- Thomas
E.
ent decision is to lay oft radio this Dewey, candidate for the RepubliBadio Writers Guild held a mem
fall and confine its advertising to can nomination for governor of New
bership ineetin|( last niglit (Tuesmagazines and newspapers.
York; Charles C. Carr, director of
4:BS
day) in New York. Pemy Fisk
The account's Elsa Maxwell pro- advertising and publicity of the
and
president,
tjarlton,
nattonal
gram winds up its run on the Blue Aluminum Co. of America, and -Mrs.
Katharine Seymour, eastern viceBoston, June 16.
Network June 28. Ralston was also Sara- Pennoyer, vice-president of
Russel
president; were In diarffe.
Dolphe •Martin, who has been con- Qie backer of the Tom Mix show.
Bonwit-Teller.
Crouse spoke about the inter-rela ducting 'March of Youth,' over WEEI
tionship among the various Guild here^since last September Is slated
Longvlew, Texas. June It.
branidies of the Authors League and to' get a- network sjiot over CBS;Newest license hoUer around
Rex Stout dlscusiird activlttea of the Exact starting date not set
KFRO U Mrs. James R. Curtis, wife
Writers War Actlvltlca committee.
of
James
R. Cxutls, prer. of the staprogram
morning
Saturday
Its a
Carlton and Hiss Seymour also
tion. Mrs, OirtU has had the third
with kids and including Martin's
held an Informal lunchem meeting
class ticket for the past two yeaist
juvenile choir.
yesterday with tepresentattves of the
only
recently has she received
but
^
Radio Directors GuUd. Object of
See
the broadcast cndoraement
the session was to dlsciiss possible
It is expected that Mrs. Curtis wiU
Bell SoloisU
^Murrow Stresses Davis'
cooperation between the two organiaid
around
the transmitter, xtading
Guest list for the Bell Telephone
sations on war shows.
dials and helping hubby out for the
program Monday nights on wkAFNBC is set through August. James Appointment Saturday (13) of being called into Government aerv duration.

Teams

Ronny

-

Abbott

Show on

WLW

.

.

WNEW

'

'

Unguals Hope Davis

Will

Sweep

'

-
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.New Code
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-
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UNTIL REJOINING
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.
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;

War and

Writers

.

•

Is

Subject of
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.

RaktM

ftmiikaster s Fi(e

Guild Meetiog

DOLPHE MARTIN SHOW
NETWORK
DUE ON

Qnaiifies
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-

.

As Ails

IransDitler

.

Cdleagiies Hail Elmer Davis' Honor
News Commentators

Booked

NEWELL-EMMETT'S HUNT

Melton is booked for next Monday
(22) and John Charles Thomas, for
the following week, June 2B.
Subsequent guests and dates are
Helen Traubel, July 6; Bartlett and
Newell-Emmett agency has started Robinson, July 13; Grace Moore, July
the preliminaries for auditioning an 20;
Lawrence Tibbett, July 27;
hour's variety show to Chesterfield Jascha Heifetz, Aug. 3; Melton, Aug.
clgarets.
10; Thomas, Aug. 17; Miss Traubel,
It has Walter Huston in mind as Aug. 24, and Oscar Levant, Aug. 31.
Walter Huston Emcee (Blaybe) of
New Chesterfield Variety Show

the

DLC

|n. W. Ayer

is

the agency.

.

—

Appointment Good Omen
Rugged Yankeeism

Elmer Davis to head the new War ice.'
Other broadcast comment on the
Information Bureau superimposed by
appointment:
President Roosevelt on other U. S.
Boske Carter (MBS): 'Elmer Davis,
propaganda' agencies was the subject to my mind, has done as fine a job
of widespread comment over the air of impartial news analyzing as to be
as charted by Radio Reports, Inc., of found anywhere in this country, inNew York. Davis himself set a cluding this commentator. . .The fact
record for brevity in announcing his that he Is a practical newanan, and
has been a newspaperman all his
own retireraenjt, saying:
(Continued oa jfug/t ID
This is mv Uit broadcast as I Am

Sdmnad MtUutio

in Air Corps
AUMBy, June IS.

Edmund Melbado^

vlce^ekidttnt

of the Bevenar Advertlsiag Acsacy.
Albany, has been comaijisiooed a
lieutenant in the Army Air Coipa
and has left for training at the Mi-

BMch grooad adiooL
He is married and ^e fathw «(
two children.

ami
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Fever Chart

'THE SEA HOUND'

President s Hurry-Up Rubber

SerUl

U

Watched by BookefcUer
Latin Committee

Drive Puts Broadcasters and O.F.F.
Into Improvisation Skill Test

With the Rockefeller Committee on
Latin-American Relations interested
in the project because of the theme,
the Blue Network will start- Monday
(15) a kid serial, 'The Sea Hound,"
in its 5:15-5:30 slot. It will be on a
flve-times-a-week s c h e d' u 1 e. The
scripting will be done by the writers
of 'The tane Ranger.'
The adventures of the central character. Captain Silver, take place In

Washington, June 16.
Jo Ranson Joins
President
of
Roosevelt to launch the rubber
Caribbean
and South American
Jo Ranson, former radio editor of
salvage campaign caught the Office
waters.
the Brooklyn Eagle, has joined the
of Facts and Figures along with
NBC press department.
many other government outfits far
Bour to
No successor for Ransom has been Robert
off base, but the radio industry is ex- selected by the Eagle and, for the
Robert La Bour has joined the
pected to beat drum without further time being, his department is being NBC production staff as a director.
discontinued, with a girl member
urging.
He was with a Honolulu station
With the allocation sheet made out of the staff handling merely routine until shortly before the U. S. entry
into the war.
two weeks in advance, the O.F.F. program listings.
was imable to spot messages about
turning in old rubber articles this
week. Next week, though, there will
be liberal use of the network programs to lend support to the salvage
drive.
All networks and stations
were urged in extraordinary messages to do their best to include an-

Speedy

NBC

decision

—

—

La

NBC

Members of the Blue Network's sales department are beginning to work up a 'dislike for
CBS. They find that Columbia
is making a pitch lor most of
the' Blue's accounts. This means
that the Blue has to protect Its
commercial brood from two
webs, the other, being Mutual
Mutual has jiist made a bid to
Sterling Products for, the return
of 'Good Will Hour' (Ironized
Yeast). The answer Is negative.

Wilson A Co. has taken time,
through United States Advertising
Corporation, for particlptatlons three
days weekly in WG")i"s Market
Basket, to adveirtlse 'Mor' canned
meat. It is also using participations
the other three days of the week in
Market Basket, for Bakerite shortening.

AFRA MoTes Con?ention
Dae

to Train

It's

Jamming;

Chicago Aug. 29

Annual convention of the American Federation of Radio Artists will
be held in Chicago, August 29-30.
Session had previously been scheduled for Los Angeles, but transportation difficulties due to war conditions h'ecessitated the switch.
Petition blanks for nominations
for delegates to the convention are
available in the
office in New

AFRA

York.

June

They must be returned by
30.

Gordon Gray, principal stockholder In WSJJ, Winston-Salem, N.
C, and president of Winston-Salem
Journal and Sentinel,
at Camp Wheeler, Ga.

Is

a private

nouncements in their programs from
Sunday (14) on and archibald MacLeish, O.F.F. director, backed up the
with another closed
Saturday (13).

pleas

written

circuit talk

Besides sending out spot announceinformation,
the O.F.F. directly contacted agen-

ment and background

cies and principal advertisers' while
William B. Lewis and Douglas
Meservey followed up at. their tete-

with

a-tetes

people

production

in

New York

and Chicago, Friday (12)
and Saturday (13), Special material

was

sent for use on several pro-

grams.

RCA NOT TO
SPONSOR NBC

PROGRAM
The

RCA

manufacturing
Gbmden, N.

in

division
J.,

last

of

week

down

turned

the idea of a network
which had been proby the Lord.& Thomas
agency. Other sections of the RCA
combine had favored the series, but

Institutional
posed to it

the manufacturing element took the
view that, because of the uncertainty
of things. It would be best- not to go
In for a
time.

network program at

this

It had been sugggested that the
program be variety Ih policy and
spotted on NBC for a weekly halfhour's run. The agency offered Al

Jolson as its candidate for the m.c.
assignment.

SAN FRANCISCO BUILDS
AXIS-DEBUNKING SERIES
San Francisco, June
'America's

Answer,'

a

16.

recorded

program
ganda,
tively

to
debunk Axis propais being produced cooperaby the eight San Francisco

radio stations, with the active support of the Morale" Division of the
San Francisco "Civilian Defense
Council.
Talent is contributed by
the stations from their staffs and by
free-lance actors through the American Federation of Radio Artists.
Production and recording facilities are contributed by the stations
by turns and the program is aired
on a staggered day and night schedule throughout the' week.
Scripts
are made available through the Division of Volunteer Talents, of the
OCD in Washington, to regional
OCD branches throughout the country.
They are available for local
broadcast.
Series is now in its 11th week
and material from the Office of
Facts and Figures booklet, 'Divide
and Conquer,' is shortly to be used
to draw listener mail to gauge audience reaction.

WGAR
Saturday
Cleveland

Carries

Rmgwall

Cleveland, June
night concerts of

16.

the

Summer Symphony Pop

Concerts, under baton of associate
director Rudolph Ringwall, will be
carried over CBS and
starting this weekend.
will broadcast parts of the
Wednesday and Saturday concerts
tarting today.

WGAR

WHK

(D A

DIVISION or THB COLUMBIA BROADCASTINd SYSTEM

.

PALACB HOTEL, SAlf FRANCISCO-COLUMBIA S<iUARB.

RADIO
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COLGATESHOWS
AVOID HEAT
Montreal, June 16.
Coigate-Palmollve-Pett programs
on Canadian Broadcasting Corp. netair for July and
the
work go off
August and resume In September.

They

Indude

'Happy

Gang'

and

O.P.A. Ask* Spot Cb<t«

DEATH REVEALS IDENTITY

Retail division of tht Office of
Price Administration made Inquiries last week about ipot-time
costs for. • potential oampalga
covering New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland and the District of Columbia.
In seeking to get estimates on
minute annoidRemente and quarter-hour period, the OPA did not
disclose the purpose of the cam-

Edgerton Ban Anonymons Fronam
in Springfield, Mass.

paign.

•Penny's Diary,' 'Share the Wealth'
Arnold Moss, narrator of This Is
and over the French language netOur Enemy,' the
show Sunday
work, "Les Joyeux Troubadours.'
Also ofiC the air for same period Is nights on WOR-Mutual, planed to
Cincinnati
last week to make a
General Foods program 'Aldrich
special
recording
to
be
played for
Family.'
the 50,000 workers of Wright Aeronautical there. Platter was proBetsy Vun Muelke,' style commen- duced by the Crosley Corp. (WLW)
tator at WEBB, Buffalo, doubling in in cooperation with the War Production Board.
stock at city's Erlanger theatre.

OEM

Springfield, Mass.,

June

Non-Spedfic Placement of Blurbs

Whde

For Metal Salvage Puts

16.

The identity of the man who conducted, the WSPR program The
Cavalry of the White Horse' was revealed for the first time when he
died Friday (5) suddenly at his West
Springfield home. He was Dr. Jedidiah H. Edgerton, 59, former president of Ogden College at Bowling
Green, Ky.

Problem Up to Radio's Honor
McCann-Erlckson agency will em- point out that

ploy the 'honor system' in its efforts
to get the best- placement breaks
possible for the announcement campaign that It is spotting on around
300 stations in behalf of the AmerPaul
Into
ican Steel
Iron Institute. The
Pawtucket, June 16.
drive for junk collection wUl entailPaul Oury has resigned as gen- the running off of 65-mlnute blurbs
eral manager of WFCI to rejoin the within 13 days in July.
Navy.
In placinf the business the agency
He holds a commission as lieuten- will emphasize the patriotic impli'
ant.
cations of the salvage campaign and

Navy

Oury

t9

&

it is

leaving

it

to tha

individual stations to' work out a
day and night-time schedule that

the time circumstances
prevailing for "each outlet give the
announcements their maximum efwill under

fectiveness.

Station reps agree that the agency
has sftuck on a wise solution for its
dilemma and that it 'will find the

co-operation from stations far more
generous than if they had to stipu>
late every spot in advance.
In the rubber salvage campaign
which opened Monday (15) the gasoline companies not only have undertaken to collect the scrap heaps at
service stations and to reimburse
the dealers for payments made oh
the stuff to the cpntribtiting public
but they will for the next 13 days
devote most of their commercials on
network and spot programs to the
salvage campaign. The refiners will
also deliver the salvage to depositories designated by Government
agencies and submit an itemized accounting of the sums advanced to
their dealers.
It was Intimated by
.

one such company last week it might
not even send a bill to the Government but Instead write off th*
rubber disbursement as a contribution.

MILTON Blow
REGIONAl ADVERTISING

ON THE

four coast networks in the

than half the

Those

total

first

45%

47 quarter hours on the other

The

show

programs on the

OFFICE

three

Milton Biow. the agency head,
leaves at the end of this month fo*

Pacific!

quarter hours

on "Columbia

Hollywood, where he will remain two
or three weeks establishing a branch
office and program ^joduction staff
preliminary to transferring the origination of Us three Philip Morris
cigaret shows from New York. His
purpose for moving the show to th^
Coast is to have them close to what
he considers the main reservoir of

Pacific" against

networks combined.

latest available ratings for those

for April, 1942)

regional network

week of May, 1942. Sixteen of xbsm—more

— used Columbia

advertisers placed

OPENING LA.

HAS AHAINED FULL STATURE

PACIFIC COAST

There were thirty-one sponsors of daytime

same programs (Pacific Coast Hooper

that the average for those

on Columbia

Pacific

was

5.2.

name

That was more than two

fiall

points ahead of the second network's average,

-

talent

.

The agency has in recent months
its radio operations somewhat
hampered by the small number of
picture names .available for guest apfound

more

than twice the third network's average!

The Columbia
biggest

Pacific

Network provides the

best

pearances in New York. This scar*
city has caused not only uncertainty
but limitation of program policy.

chance of getting the"

daytime audience on the Pacific Coast.
^

DRAFT DO0G1NG EX-KYW
GABBER GETS 2 YEARS

COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK

Philadelphia, June 10.

KYW

William J. Griskey, former
announcer, last week was sentenced to
two years in prison for evading the
draft Griskey, who had pleaded not
guilty to the charge originally, threw
himself on the mercy of the court
Just after a Jury had been drawn to
hear the case.
/

He reveal^-thit he had worked
under an i(ssumed name in a Lake
Worth, Fla., station after he fled
from Philly the day iefore he was
skeddfd to- be inducted last- Jan. 20^
When his mother- died in Florida,
Griskey said, he had buried her un.

<ler the

name

of 'Murphy.'

Assistant U. S. Attorney Edward
A. Kallick asked: 'Didn't you tell
two fcUow employees that the Army
wouldn't get you— and that you were
too good for the Army?'

'Before God
said Griskey,

and before this court.'
'I never made such a
statement'
This|,was disputed by James McCann and George E. Steinhart, both
of the
announcing staff.

KYW

Shirley Horton Expecting
Seattle,

June

18.

Shirley Lauter Horton, publicity
director of the Don Lee network,
Coast affiliate of Mutual, resigned
last week for expected maternity.
She is succeeded by Fair Taylor,
publicity and continuity director for
tht last three years for KOL, local

lOS ANGBLBS

•

REPRBSBNTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO'SALESi NEW YORK, CHICAGO.

ST.

IOUI&,

CHARIOTTB

Don Lee-Mutual outlet
Mrs. Horton was previously assistant but was upped to publicity ilrector last December, when Mark
Finley, a First Lieutenant in the
Army, was caUed for active duly.
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Slsson; head of the talent section of the Pedlar
Ryan agency, is
devoting his spare time to doing some work for the Office of Facts and

Ted

Figures, .. .Richard Tennelly, NBC's Tokio correspondent, who has been
Interned in Japan since Dec>^ 7, is due to arrive in New York Aug, 17 as
ptrt of an exchange of American and Jap nationals
Morris Mamorsky
his been promoted to the music composing staff at NBC.... For the second time in 18 montlis the .^ociated Press' radio subsid, Press Association, Inc., has had to move lo new and larger quarters in Radio City,
The PA's radio service now goes to over 300 stations.
Ed Dunham will direct next Sunday's. (21) chapter of the 'Army Hour*
... .He regularly directs the Firestone show, 'Manhattan Merry-Go-Round,'
'America the Free and the Ted Steele sustalners. .Pete Bamunv Ruth'
rauff & Ryan nighttime supervisor, due back this week from the Coast. ...
Julius Horwitz authored Friday night's (19) 'Grand Central Station'
script
Cast for the stanza includes Katharine Bard, Don Briggs, Tom
Lee Cooley is
Tully and Bert Frohman
Ira Ashley is the director
directing one-minute recorded spots for Rinso and Pall Mall, for Ruthrauff
Ryan.,, '.Peggy Conklin has taken over the title part in 'Tillle the

&

chief engineer

New

;.>-M-f-fV
of

training

at

camp.

—

Bettlna R. Elliott. J. M. aintheg.
L, B. Van Dorert, Hlxoon-O'Donnell.
T. L. Uurch. Young & nublrnm,
Richard Signs, Lonnen ic Mitchell.
G. C. Caatlcmnn, Bermtngtinin, Caatlemsn
Pierce. .

*

K. Uannn, N. W. Ayer.
E. Mend, "Wm. K»ty.
Oeoi-go Mori-lson, International Silver.
J.

Kuusman, O.KK.
Kenneth -n'ebb, B.O.D.&O.
Cameron Hawlcy. Armstrong Cork.
Irf>ul8

.

. ,

.

York.

Into khaki.

WBEN

Gall Heinzman,
technician,
Boehester, N. T, Frank Silva, for- also has gone into Uncle Sam's
sports commentator for Bond forces.
Clothes, joins
staff as chief
announcer and chief of news bureau.
Akron^ O.—Andy Kochman

—

mer

'

WSAY

.

— Robert

Chicago.

Flanigan, formerly with World Broadcasting System and International Radio Sales,
joined NBC Central Division.
He
will handle local and spot sales for

WMAQ

and NBC.

Flanigan appointed by M, M. Boyd,

department manager.

—

Seattle Art Lindsay is the new
announcer at KIRO, local Columbia
Was formerly with KXRO,
Aberdeen, and KGW, Portland.

out]gf.

Beaumont, Texas

—

Len

Finger,

prograni director of KFDM, takes
over the duties of publicity head of
the station while B. R. Patterson of
the station's commercial department
will take over the duties of merchandise manager. Vacancies caused
by the. resignation of Ernest S.
Lovan, former head : the tv^o departments.
•

—

KOMO

T.,.

.

WOV

-

WTAG

.

—

,

.

. .

WHDH

—

I

I

.

has be-

.

Latter job includes gathering local
news.

P. H. Brinkler, VIck .Chemical.
-supervisor there
Arm'brister the new director of 'Listen,
CJyril
G. F. Ihiulsby, Columbia.
America',... Vera Eikle, of the Co-ordinator of Inter- American Affairs
C. E. WIdney, Maxon.
Mrv. A. W. Proetz. Gartlner.
office, now auUioring liittle Blue Playhouse,' with Madge Tucker confinFlorence A. RIcharda. McCnnn ErIckaoB.
ing herself to directing. ., .Raymond Clapper takes a July layoff and will
B. L, Emery, Cncseborougta.
be rescheduled by the Blue on his return
'Quiz Kids' move soon tQ the
Jule Gordon, P, W. Pitch.
Davidson Taylor, Columbia.
7:30-8 p.m. spot. Sundays on the Blue, ,, .'Sing, for Dough' moves soon to
B. a. SUson. Jr., Pedlar & Ryan.
Tuesday nights on the same network
Bruce Kamman is now directing
Doug Coulter. Columbia.
E. C. Jncobson, Wai-d -Wlieelock.
"Pan American Holiday* (formerly 'Down Mexico Way'), succeeding Ted
Seattle.
Bob Gentry has been
Alan -Wnnl. Arthur Kudncr.
Corday, who went Into. the Army. ,., Richard McDonagh scripts it.... InciT. Wells. Ted Bates.
named program director for
dentally. Corday is now an M.P. in Jersey City.
J. S, Allen, General Foods.
KJR, replacing Bill Warren, who has
U. B. Groves,- Duano Jnnes.
X,ou Clowan, originator-owner of 'Quiz Kids,' has taken over Morris
joined the Naval Reserve as a Lieut,
Arthur Pryor, Jr.. B.B.D.&O.
Smst's home In Greenwich Village while on duty in New York as army
L. .K Tobln, SllaTidard Brands.
Gentry
(j.g.).
was formerly continRoDel Dunning. Centaur.
liaison with Donovenlte3....wlfe and new (second) son join from Chicago
uity director for the NBC and Blue
M. Leonard, Rji>-mond Spector.
ehorUy
Bill Maloney from Ted Collins office to B.B.O. & .O. to handle
Gordon Cooke, Stack-Goble.
stations.
Robert Collins,
publicly.., .bis last chore' for Kate Smith is a four-page color splash due
W. Ayer.
O. S. McMillan. A.N.A.
soon ini Saturday Evening Post.... War has ended the White Rose Tea
C. T. Newton, B.n.D.A-0.
Worcester. Holly Wright, chief
sponsorship of 'Kitchen Quiz' on Blue's WJZ after two years for Ed East
Ed Smith. General Mills.
announcer at WTAG, has resigned
A. R. Perkins, Columbia.
and Polly, who, however, (continue their regular five-a'-week morning
Eatder D. Segal, Ex-Lax.
to join announcing staff of WRC,
show participating....
proud of Congressman Arthur Klein reading
Nat Wlldman, Joneph KaU,
Washington.
^Leslie Katz, Joseph Katz.
praise (ff its anti-Nazi series into Congressional Record last week:
Chester MaeCracken, Fedlar & Ryao.
CUarence Davis,
engineer,
Dorothy (Sordbn's new book, 'All Children Listen' (George W. Stewart)
Diana Bonrbon, Ward
is leaving station to become radio
app^ed June 11 and her friend, Mrs. Harold V. Mllligan, tossed a cock- J. R. Stnuffcr. Kenyon-Wheelock.
& Trckhnrdt.
Herbert J. WoHe, Kenyon & Ei-khardi,
navigator -with Pan American Air
tail party at the'Hotel FUza, . .E. T. 'Buck' Harris, manager of KGEI, San
B. B. Oeyer. Geyer. .Cornell & Newell.
Ferries, Inc., in Miami.
Francisco (G. E. shortwaver) in New York this week
Phil Baker's unRobert S. Allison, Jr., Maxon.
A. Opflnger. Mutual.
Intnided' witticism on sweater girl gag ggt giggle around town.
Carl M, Stanton, Lord n Thomas.
Montreal Captain Flavius Maria
Kirby Hawkes, Benton & Bowles radio chief, back from brief trip to
J. W. S. Allen. BrIatol-JIyers.
Daniel, of French language station
Chicago. .Bristol-Myers renewed 'Mr. District Attorney' for another 52
E. J. Fitzgerald, ErwIn Wnaev.
KIrby Hawkea, Benton & nou-les
caCAC, is under orders to leave with
weeks on NBC
Ed Byron is the director and co-author of the show
Joseph R. Boak, Ruthraull & Ryan.
his regiment for undisclosed destinaDick Rtdder, in charge of actor auditions for the Blue, has joined the
Paul B. -West; A.N.A.
Frederic R, Gamble, Pour A's.
tion, fMMsIbly overseas, after long
American Field Service as an ambulance driver and will serve in the
middle east.... Axel Gruenberg, freelance director of 'Against the Storm'
and 'Abie's Irish Rose,' has bought a -sailboat, which he'll skipped at his the Chicago Metropolitan Arc* Office of Civilian
Defense. .. .Clarence
Stamford, Conn., home. .Bartlett Robinson, husband -of 'Valiant Lady,' Hartzell of 'Vic and Sade' cast has purchased
suburban acreage complete
has replaced Myron McCormick as love interest of 'Portia Faces Life'.... with everything necessary for farming
Zilela Albanese replaces Josephine Tuminia as soloist, of 'Treasure Hour
Holy Shield, NBC jCentral Division musical director,
was presented with
of Song' on Mutual..,. Arthur Donegan, of Blue publicity,' to Boston for 'an hoilorary Doctor of Music degree by the Chicago
Musical College at 75th
the ceremony Unking
to the network
Lester O'Keefe directing wmual commencement exercises. .. .Irma Glen takes over organ duties
on
Stephen Vincent Benet's 'Dear Adolf series
Bartons, 'Hymns of all Churches,* 'Ma Perkins' and 'Words
'Scramble,' a weekly draand Music* durmatic serl^ about the Army Air Corps, written and directed by Robert ing Elwyn Omens' vacation
'Lone Journey* cast celebrated second anHonroe, will be aired by the Blue. network Friday nights, starting July 10 niversary of program with special party.,.. Al HoUander
of WJJD-WIND
"....'Whafs My Name,' 'Miss Meade's Children' and 'Production for Vic- back home from a trip east,
.Buddy Franklin's orchestra heard over Blue
tory' go off Mutual this month.
Network from the Chez Paree making regular trips to Fort Sheridan
and
The NBC and the Blue-Network Athletic Association will hold a joint
Naval Training SUtion to entertain service men. .. .Louise
S''?u J*''^/
outing at the Crescent Country Club, Huntington, L. I., Tuesday (23). It's Kelbert, actress and vocalist, returned to Chicago from west coast
radio
and
muvie
an ann«ial evmt. ,John Kucera is tb6 new business manager of Young &
circles.
Rubicam's radio department. He bid been with the agency's station relation setup. Kucera replaces Fred Wile who has gone with the -Manpower
Mobilization Commission in Washington.
.
The "Radio Trade Is Discussmc: Jimmy Petrillo'* cracfcdotrn
on
canned music and how much it win be tempered by
Aug. 1 deadline—
^^^y ^"»*' forcing Focfa and Figures to move
i;
fr?
"J
its
The' Rabio Trade Is Discussmc: The Petrtllo hqn on musiclons makVtctora
Parade sertes-Coah radio's only sUght dent so for by
enlistments ond inductions but prospects of the
ing phonoflraph records and transcriptions, and its possible effect on
hws o/ a lot of
familiar
~.
/ <
faces and voices by autumn;
broadcasting generaUv—Radio's activities in behalf of the war effort—
the new pressure on the .scrap rubber salvage campaign.
Bing Crosby is dropping off the Kraft show ft>r
tUs summer loafing sneU
Mark Woods, Blue Network, In toym lot a few days to discuss fall pro- sooner than was expected. Date for brother Boti to take over
ia. Jub- 2
gramming. .Ben Bemle spent the past week auditioning femme vocalists Crooner hasn't yet made up his mind as to bow many
weeks he wants off
for hi^ new Wrigley series. . .Norman Ross renewed on
for Swift ....Renewals at J. Walter Thompson cleared for Ray Noble and
Lou Slllor another 13 weeks.,.. Owen Vinson, producer for "Brewster Boy' busy vers, music directors of Chase & Sanborn
and" Lux, respecUvely, and
these days getting his stock ready .for county fairs.... has a farm hear
Kraft.... Carroll Nye due back frSnT New York
7?
^'^v'^^'
Sycamore, Illinois... .Betty Ruth Smith back from her vacation to take up to head
Young"T'i
& Rubicam publicity department hero. Jacfc-Sayers has
on Xone Journey*
Alan Rlnehart Clarence Dooley and Harold Mause, been transferred by Y & R to Dr. Gallup'a figure tactory.
.
.Itldota lite
WBBJTs "Novelty Aces' have enlisted in the Navy and will be assigned to a permanent assignment
for Lionel Barrymore as VoicO of the
the Morale and Entertainment Division at Great Lakes
CBS Publicity ment on Facts & Figures Victory Parade. .. .Norman Pahama andGovernMelvta
Chief Lou Ruppel returned to New York
William Costello, CBS Farm Frank, former radio writers now at Paramount, named constUtants
to War
service director busy planning programs from the National Assn* of Retail Department's radio
branch. .. .Shirley Horton turned over the pubUcIty
Grocers. .. .Latest addition to
announcing staff Is Charles Irving, directorship at Don Lee to Fair Taylor. Former aoon
to be a mother
former dramatic actor. .Ray Pearl's orchestra wiU be heard over
HoUister Noble,
publicity head, Is co-author of 'Standby All Netl
northside ballroom. .. .Pat Flanagan is now emceeing works,' which Columbia is filming,
.. .Keith Kigglni passed a few
fP'°lJ^S,'°'''^
davs
ttie
'Salute to Victory* for Marvel Cigarettes every afternoon
here Impressing one and aU with the importance
of the Blue network
Capt. Michael Fielding, WIND*s news analyst, was selected to be guest
ahead.... CecU Underwood, producer of
gieaker at MarshaU Field Victory Center Meetings twice weekly. .Red S?,^,.*"*
Fibber and Molly,' at the receiving- end of a pJ^ucUwiby
to. j"daM
Belcher arid his "Breakfast FroUc' and 'Uncle Henry's 'SupperUme Frolics' In the form
of a festive tribute to' his 20th annlvewary,
., .Jaime del VaSe
nave switched times for next two weeks on WJJD. It's a get acquainted resigned as program
director at KARM, Fresno, to Join Jack
Runvon's
arrangement for the two groups and their respective audiences
Coordinator of Inter-Amerlcan Affairs radio staff....
HubbeU RoWnson of
"On Parade,* WJJD'S service show, moved microphones to Camp Grant Y
& R here from New York for the summer takeoff oiVTrommy
lor the next series of programs.
mggs
.Russ Brown and Jack Fulton will alterMarx having a show packaged around him
'
f?P;
nate^ as vocalists, on the new Wrigley show on CBS....WBBM'a
.r*,?"'
weekly with the blueprint having hhn do more talking than anyone
else
Biii
Lawrence auditioned a new Idea around Freddy Martin's
band for Ladv
Esther. Dennis Morgan is vocalist and narrator..,.
Bill Murray
Uam Morris agency getting to be quite a table hoppet at the Brown of Wil
Itertv
.

^tti*
course

officers' training

—

June Wilklns, recently married to CBS producer Bill Robs'on, is giving
up her film acting career. .Kay Lorraine succeeds Mary Small as vocaMiss Small goes
list of 'Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin Street'
Miller McCllntock; Advertising Council,
to CBS.,,, Raymond Clapper, Eric Sevareid and Maj, George Fielding
Eliot authored articles in the current issue of Look mag....Lyn Murray, Inc.
A. K. Spencer. J. -^'altcr Tliompson.
CBS composer-conductor, has taken a house in Connecticut. .. .it even has Mnrtin WIckett, Erwin, Waaey,
Wm. Burke Mlllori National Broadcasting.
a dimming pooI....Gii8 Chan, WWRL announcer previously refused by
F. C. BuTclier, Colgntc-Pulmollve-Peet,
the draft board due to bad eyesight, gets a reprieve and will be called for
Ben N, Pollack, Itlchlleld Oil.
John Anderson, Mct'ann Erlckson,
Induction soon.... 'Blue Ribbon Guest Night,' weekly variety series,
L. H. Aatae, E. R. Squibb.
started last night (Tuesday) on WINS
John Loveton, director of 'Good
W. Pfluegor. D'Arcy.
Charles Vanda. Columbia Broadcasting.
Will Hour' an9 'Board of Missing Heirs,' is directing a Russian War Relief
C. E. Barry. Blue Network.
Larry Elliott announcing Bob
show tonight (Wednesday) on WNEW
Storrs llaynes. Compton.
Hawks' 'How'nrv I Doin'?* show on CBS for Camels.
John McMlllIn, Compton.
A, Craig Smith, Olllette.,
Allan Jones guests Fright night (19) o;i the third 'Men, Machines and
Sd Wllhelm, Moxon.
Victory' program for the War Production Fund, on the Blue. .. .Lindsay
Robert Brenner, B. T. Babbitt.
MacHarrle directs It. .Gilbert Martin, Blue announcer, to Frisco for va- ^ Duncan Ross, National Dalr>-.
A. R. Whitman, Benton & Bowles..
cation.
.Art Deaklns, assistant announcing supervisor of the Blue, to
Henry Kennedy,' Prudential Inauranc*.
Coast' for vacation, wltti. etopoff in Chicago for confabs with the announcer
Homer M. Clark, I,evcr Brothers.
.

WMRN,

Lynohbarg) Va.—Randolph Bean,
and network representatives of prog
joined the program staff, and Louis former program .'Jrector «t WJOb|
ress to date in the application and
program director, will de- Haihmond, Ind„ has Joined WLVA
interpretation by commercial radio T. Marsh,
much of bis time to producing here. He will handle sales promoof 'war messages' functioning through vote
shows to 'stimulate interest in war tion and continuity.
the network allocation plan.
These personages attended the activities. Bert Stille, formerly farm
editor, has resigned to take a deMlamL-^ohnhy Bradshaw, anmeeting:
fense job In Coltmibus, O.
nouncer at WQAM, Miami, enlisted
S. H. Bayles, Ruthr-ftiifr it Ryan,
J. A. McFnddiin, MoKsc & Albrlsbt.
in the Army and* left June 6 for
Lloyd W. Italllle, J. Walter Thnrnpaon
Troyr.N. 7. Tom Armstrong has Camp Blandlng, Fla.
Ralph Alluni. Advcrtlxln); Council, Inc.
taken over the publicity and merJ>. B. Stotler, Standard HrundiJ.
John Hymes, Lord & Thomas,
chandising assignment at WTRY. He
Buffalo.
Ward Fenton, WHEN
Jack Uullen, Benton Se Uoylea
joined station as a salesman after announcer, was Inducted last week,
Arthur Moore, Tnnnjr A; Rublcnm,
student training with NBC In New becoming sixth local spieler to get
R. rhillp N'InIs, -ITounK & nublcam.

William R. Dnkcr, Jr., Benton & Boylea.
Jack Lewi, Qcyer, Cornell & Newell
Bert Pragor, Benton
llowlon.
Jerome Brooks. Benton St Bowles,
F. A, Cannon. Sun Oil.
-W. A. Frlckc, Four A'fl.

.

of

York, for
(12) in a CBS studio.
O., has also been made assistant gena group discussion 'by sponsor, agency
eral manager. Robert E. Gross has

. .

Toller.'

m

—

.

.

The Radio Trade Is Discpssmc: A radio man getting the War Information Directorship—Eorl Gammons leaving the calm of Minneapolis
(.Or is it St. Paul?) to succeed Gunboat Butcher in Washington— Work
of the writers and directors respective war committees The foreign
language stations code The CBS revised rate system.

.

Payroll Iraifk

W. B. Lewis, iand Seymour Morris ************************ ***f*t
of the Office of Facts and Figures,
Marion^ O,
S. Robert Morrison, intensive
were present last Friday afternoon
Btarlon,

come an announcer

at
placing Ned Neldemlre,
the Army.

WADC,
who

re-

goes to

El Paso, Texas.—Walter Wagoner,
formerly of KFXM, San Bernardino,
and Paul Stevenson, formerly with
KGGM, Albuquerque, are additions
to the announcing staff of KROD.

Longvlew, Texas.—Dewitt Jones
KFRO announcing staff. -He
comes from KSO, Des Moines.
Grady Sheppard replaces Preston
to

Saay,

who resigned to join tha
KELD, El Dorado, Arkansas.

Jr.,

staff of

KFRO

Paul Horton, operator at the
transmitter, has resigned to accept a
post teachhii ra^Io engineering at
the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College,

San Antonio.—Pat Flaherty, forstation
station
after a period of announcing duties
at KPRC,
Houston.
has

mer sports announcer for
WOAI, has returned to the

WOAI

George Lee Marks, production man-

who

ager, replacing Monte Kleban,
joined the armed forces.

Cleveland —Vernon Baumgardner,
formerly chief engineer of KWLM,
Willmar, Minn., has been added to
the engineering staff of WHK-WCXE.

New Haven^ohn Lawrence,, exN. Y. advertising man, joined WELI
announcing., staff, retracing Peter
Stoner, now spieling at WTIC, Hart.

ford.

—

Begina, Sask< Formerly an annoimcer with CMRM, Jack
Hill is
an instructor with the Royal Canadian Air Force at Summerside,
Prince Edward Island.

M

Vntohlnson, Kans:—Margaret Spes-

WFHD,

serd, formerly with
Frederick, Md.; has joined the staff of

KWBW,

Hutchinson, as program di-

rector. Herbert Cilark, former legitstock director, has Joined the same
station's continuitj and production
staff.

And David. Ray Mackey,

merly

with

for-

KFBI, Wichita, and
City, has Joined
promotion and produc-

KOMA, Oklahoma
the

KWBW

tion staff,

.

San Franolsco.—Ralph Scott, CBS
production manager here, has rebroadcasting production
manager

.

IN

HOLLYWOOD,.,

IN CHICAGO ...

.

—

'

—

WBBM

.

—

.

WGN

.

WBBM

.

KNX

WBBM

.

.

here, has resigned to Join Co-ordina*
tor of the Office of Information..
Helen Ford replaces Dolores Unger
as CBS office manager, the latter
having also Joined the COI staff.

Frank Byrnes, formerly of KJBS,
moved over to the KQW: galea

has

•

staff.

Cliy.^Nfew announcer at
staUon

KMBCto tee .Stewart He

comes from

WKT, Oklahoma

City,

where he was known ai Keith Fayn'
ton, and fill! Into
ataft depleted by
departures to the armed services.
H. O. .Tom' Horrft, Jr., of Qie

KMBC

aoles staff. Is also slated to
leave for ml]ltarr service. ^ He has
been Inducted Into the army air
corps and Is awaiting a call to active training duty within the very

near future.
Randall Jessee

hu left announcing
WDAT for Merchant Marine.
WDAF announcer Shelby Storck Is

St

now

completing training
corps pilot

u

an

air

.

.

•

'

Philadelphia—Robert Benson, formerly of WDAS, and Franklin Evans,
of WDNC, Durham (N. C), have
joined the
announcing staff.

KYW

They replace Jay Faraghan and
James McCann who entered the
armed forces. Marshall Soura, former WDAS engineer also moved to
-

KYW.
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P^Ariety
Wrigley Plugs Chicle As
Hypo to Defense Workers

to Setde Action

Chicago, June

No
A

Merit in

fonsoUdafed stockholder action
HCA, General Electric end

Aaron Levy approved

ARTHUR CHURCH

when

Justice
an agreement on the part of General
Electric and Westlnghouse to pay
stockholders. Ac$1,000,000 to
tion originally sought in excess of

RCA

$300,000,000.

Justice Levy, In approving" the
settlement, followed the recommendation of special master Abraham
Halperin. SOit had sought damages
for alleged waste and mismanagement, with some charges being that
had parted with 40,000 shares
of its common to the other 'corporate
for worthless patents,
• defendants
had lost $10,000,000
that

BCA

RCA

through

RKO

ill

and

.

advised investments in
had sustained losses

priorities cutting oS 40% of
his own gum-making capacity, Phillip
K. Wrigley is plugging his competitors' chicle producers as well as his
own on the air show which, teed-ofl
for the gum works yesterday (Mon-

IN

EAST

day).

S«M Danrhter Gradiute—Gets Johns
Hopkins Check-Vp

defendants.

Westlnghouse and General Electric, In paying the $1,000,000, stated
they are not admitting guilt or the
authenticity of any charges, but are
merely avoiding a costly litigation
and the tying up of Important executives in a trial which might last
months.

Producers Emerges; TTiey Report

To Coulter But Have Own Budgets

Ben Bemie

gram, which

is

is m.c.lng the proa pat on the back for

the 17,000,000
workers.

U.

S.

production

Wrigley has ordered the commerKansas City, June 16.
cial kept to a minimum and is giving
Arthur Church, KMBC prexy, is out with a message that a hunk of
absent from his office for a dual pur- gum any gum will help relieve the
pose trip eastward. He attended the monotony of a job and moisten
gtadudtlon of his daughter, Mar- throats So that there *ill be fewer
garet Cecily, from Wellesley In May. trips to the water cooler. It can also
Earlier daughter was married to an eliminate the time-out for a smoke.
RAF pilot on attive duty in England. Wrigley claims that in experiments
mad<e in association with the War
Also checked in at the Johns HopProduction Board in hundreds of
kins clinic for diagnosis and treatfactories It has beeir found that
ment
where they passed out gum It increased efficiency about 12%.
On the show are Gale ^ Bobbins,
AI HANSER A TEOHAN
Russ Brown, Jack Fulton and the
Al Hansen, a commercial writer in King's Jesters. It's heard on CBS
the Young & Rubicam radio depart- from 5:45 to 6 p. m. each Monday.

—

—

through the purchase of the Victor
Talking Machine Co. All RCA's of- ment, has joined the Navy as a
ficers and directors had also been 'STeoman.
.

New

16.

With

Gaim Admitted

against

was settled In the
N. y. supreme court Wednesday (10)
Westlnghouse

Unit AndiQrity of CSS'

With William Paley, CBS presi- duction. In addition, each producer
now taking an active hand In may direct occasional program*
himself. That Is up to him.

dent,

the network's program department,
the various susteining programs are

under the supervision of unit producers. They Include, Charles Vanda,
William Robson, Brewster Morgan
and William Spier, with Norman
Corwin slated for a similar .assignment when he returns from his

The unit producers report to
Douglas Coulter, chief of' broadcast*,
for the network, or his assistents,

Davidson Taylor and C^rald Mauls*
by. However, the producers hav«
more authority and responsibility
than the staff producers were formerly allowed. Staff directors, such
as Earle McGIll, Nila Mack, Guy
forthcoming assignment In England. della Cloppa, etc., continue to handle specific shows, but on assignHubbell Robinson, ot Young tt
ment from the 'executive produRubicam, recently turned down an cers.'

offer

to

be

another producer for

CBS.

—

Peoria, III. Charles C. Caley, asUnder the revised setup, each of
the producers has general charge of sistant manager of 'WMBD, local CQiS
Dea Molnea.—'C^ick* McCuen has- several programs. Each works with
He will serve under Lieutenant joined the announcing staff of KSO- a general budget, which he allocates affiliate, has been commissioned •
Lieutenant
in the Army Air Coring
Commander Jack Reeder, another KRNT. He was formerly with KGLO, among his individual shows. He
former Y. A; R. radioite, in the en- Mason City. Replaces Norman Jol- supervises the scripts,, assigns direc- reporting to the Officers'' Training
listment branch.
ley, now with the Marines.
tors and has general charge of pro- school. Miami Beach.

RADIO QIGMERS MEET
IN CLEVELAND JUNE 29
Cleveland, June 16.
Institute of Radio Engineers will
open a three-day convention at HO'
tel Statler, June 29, 30 and July 1.
Meeting will concentrate on' tech'
nical phases of radio commtmica'
tions and with wartime restrictions.
J. A. Olumet, of Canadian Broad
casting Corp., Is expected to be a
speaker with banquet scheduled on
Tuesday night.'

f

Allen Prescott Visiting

3

New

"Prescott

England Blues

Presents,'

variety

dally

ustainer on the Blue, plays a three
day tour next week of the network's
three new affiliates in New England.
Dates are WHDH, Boston,- Monday
(15); WCPI, Pawtucket-Provldence,
Tuesday (16), and WELI, New Haven, Wednesday (17). Allen Prescott, Joe nines, Hi, Lo, Jack and a
Dame
play the broadcasts.
In addition, D. Engelbach, director

wU

'

Big things are doing in New England, where the bean and the cod

and $4,569,998,000

It

in retail sales are perennially important.

would take a platoon of Paul Reveres, riding in

relays, to reacH^

the 7,321,786 citizens regularly served by Yankee stations.

of the series, will s'elect local talent
for the show at each station, '
-

Watson

Still

Gets Needles

Washington,_June 16.
Even though the Senatewent to bat

him In response to Administration
and personal appeals. Dr.. Goodwin
Watson, still doesn't know whether
he'll be drawing pay from the U. S.
Treasury after Jime 30. The House,
without a moment of debate' voted

for

BOSTON, 5,000^watt WNAC replaces 1,000-watt WAAB for MUTUAL
WORCESTER, WAAB becomes the full-time MUTUAL outlet, ot 5,000 woltt,
full-time MUTUAL outlet.
In PROVIDENCE, 5,000-watt WEAN becomes the
MUTUAL outlet.
In BRIDGEPORT, l,000-w(itt WICC becomes the full-time

In
In

'

.

week

to insist on its prior re
fusal to accept a Senate amendment
to the FCC appropriation bin allowing Watson to be compensated for
heading the foreign broadcast monilast

toring, service.

The -House, by unanimous

'

consent,

And in 17 other important markets.throughout New England, other
Yankee

stations clinch this entire prosperous area for

MUTUAL,

with coverage no other combination,of stations can match.

wrote lnt9 the money measure a prohibition against keeping Watsoi in
his job after the end of the present
fiscal year, but this
clause was
knocked out In the Senate, after an
hour's debate.

improyemente in the 'maikeU that
is only part of the etory of MUTUAL'b
matter most. Last October, foil-time, 5,000-watt facilities became available in
This

KRNT Hires WHO Man
Des'MoInes,' June 16.

Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and Buffalo. And this September

MUTUAL advertisers will

VHK for Cleveland.

Mai Hansen, a member of the
'WHO farm staff, new farm director
of KSO-KRNT,
Andy
replacing
Woolfrles.
He will conduct the
•Farm Family Circle' and The Farm

have the foil-time nse of another 5,000-watt

Fonmi' and will give special attention
to a new market service show he

ing: third or better in 12 of all the 14 U.S. cities having over 500,000 population.

plans to organize.
Woolfrles goes to Waterloo, Iowa.

In step with

all

And MUTUAL

these station improvements

station,

is

MUTUAL's current popularity xaU

delivers these advantages at lower cost than

any other network.

-

Claire Shadwell Leaves
Cincinnati,

June

16.

Claire

Shadwell took departure
Friday (12) from WSAI-. He was
with the station shice 1938.
Two
months ago he was transferred' to
the
sales
promotion department,
when succeeded by Jimmy Leonard
as

program
It is

director.

probable that Shadwell will

continue here with an ad agency.

SI

Greater Popularity, Power,

and Economy -Where and When They Count Most

~
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NEW O.F.F, CONSULTANTS

Radio Trade and Regulator-In-Chief

Qulno, LevInsoB, Carroll Jela Holly-

wood 'Gronp

of

Washington, June

Both Anxrons Over Engineer Scarcity

Three

named

Boston

Statioiis

Use Paid Space

War worker*

Hollywood

figures

To Make a Confdng Swap

16.

were

Clear

week* to serve as con-

last

on Hollywood originations
and advise the O. F. F. Leonard
Levinson and Don Quinn of the
Needham, Louis & Brorby agency
and Carroll Carroll, of J, Walter
Thompson's West Coast office will
sit in with Nat Wolff in working out
details in Vlctoiy Parade and Vic-

Boston, June 18.
Boston radio stations used large
space advertisements in the' local
dallies to acquaint listeners with
change-over of network afliUations.
WEEI, only station tiot switching,
also ipined the others to herald its

tory Theatre.

own

sultants

Washington, June 16.
Request for blanket draft deferfor radio technicians Is being
'HORIZON'
weighed by the FCC In view of the J. S.
growing shortage of experts and the
urgency of keeping broadcasting sta- , Ted Maxwedl succeeds John S.
manpower
Thp
air.
tions on the
Young as scrlpter of 'Bright Horisituation- has become critical, despite zon,' Wvcr Bros, serial on CBS, efseveral Commish orders relaxing fective July 6. Young will continue
rules concerning presence of licensed to write The Second Mrs. Burton,'
engineers.
Coast serial for General Foods. Both
The Selective Service System programs are supervised by Carol
gome monihs ago in an advisory Irwin, daytime radio head of Young
opinion warned local boards to go
& Rubicam.
slow in drafting key technicians but
It Is reported Maxwell is being
has no authority under the conscripsought by Don Becker to continue as
tion act to set up any industry-wide
substitute writer on 'We Love and
category of 'essential' workers. Most
Learn' and 'Li^ht of the World,' but
that Gen. Lewis B. Hershey can do
at Transamerican, which produces
is to issue a new notice that the govlatter shows, it was said
ernment considers it highly Im- both the
(Tuesday) that Maxwell
portant to the war effort to prevent yesterday
done 'any work on either
of radio operation and had not

TED mAXWELL SUCCEEDS
YOUNG ON

ment

'

virtues.

Strings' programs have gone over
Mutual via
WAAB, has Bieen
switched to
.where he will
lead an -enlarged orchestrai
Ruth Moss, who ha^ Interviewed
over 3,000 celebrities in six years
over WAAB, will have a WNAC
early morning show devoted to

U^AC

The O. F. F. also enlisted services
WNAC through vice president women.
The Yankee Network of 21 staEdgar C. Slsson, Jr., of Pedlar Linus Travers reported receiving
and Hyan, New York, to perform 90% of WAAB's bllUntf, with the tions became a full-time affiliate of
similar 'function In regard to Man- latter stations '^remaining silent for the Mutual Network Monday (16).
hattan originations of these features. four weeks .until its- transfer to Under the new setup "^AC beWorcester. There wlll.no longer be comes Mutual's Boston outlet, while
a Colonial Network, with the stream- for Providence It's WEAN. Provilining of the Yankee net. which has. dence, and for Bridgeport, WICC.
Les Weinrott to Chi
WNAC as local outlet WAAB was WAAB, which formerly cleared for
formerly Colonial's Boston station.
For Wrigiey*s
Mutual in Boston, will, become its
TraVers pointed out that the
Les Weinrott has gone to Chicago Yankee is the only regional network Worcester outlet in July.
to work a^ a production advisor on in New England broadcasting sus'Tlie First Line,' Navy show for taining
and commercial 'features.
PertUod, Orer—Bob Ryen, formerWrigley's, Thursday nights on CBS. Yankee takes over the ballgames ly with KWIL, Albany, Ore.,
has
disi'uption
He was a collaborator on the 'Meet from Colonial and will also be serv- Joined the announcing staff of KGWadvocate extremely thorough weigh- one for some time.
KEX, local outlets of NBC and the
Maxwell was in Chicago yesterday Mr. Meek! script until the show went iced by Mutual.
ing before engineers are summoned
oft the air.
Bobby Norris, whose 'Singing BHie.
so could not be reached.
to uniform.
F4y said Monday (15) the problem
of

Navy Show

-

•

.

of keeping the necessary nucleus of
experienced technicians Is serious
and the- situation Is "rapidly getting
no better,' with small stations in
particular being badly hit. In addition to losses by draft board orders,
the little industry members have
been injured when experts have quit
to take better paying jobs with big
transmitters wliose men have gone
on military and naval service.
'I
hope -these technicians will
think twice before leaving the Industry and the public in the Itirch,'
Fly commented, 'We don't however,
"want to discourage anyone from actively fighting the war.'
I

the Blue's

,

LAUD NEWSMEN
FOR SILENCE ON

MOLOTOV
Washington, June 10,
Secrecy lid which » broadcasters
and the press threw around Soviet
Foreign Commissar V. M. Molotov
drew commendation Friday (12)
Irom Censor Byron Price. Though
the Russian moved openly around
both Washington and New York,
^nly one peep was heard until the
White .House officially acknowledged
he'd 1}een and gone.
Reprimanding finger was pointed
t' the Philadelphia Daily News
(tab), which claimed It did not
know, the story was supposed to
have been hushed up. I^lce, calling, names for the first, time since
the 'voluntary' .control was set up,
commented he has not had a 'satlsfactory explanation of the manner

Iwi's

Mr

Rivisii

Biht-StatiN

Niw

EifM iiM-iv

tieivir"YiiiMeLaiNl"
withYaiikii tWftiniss..

.

'

in which' the error occurred.!

More than a week before Molotov
arrived, a small number of radio and
press correspondents were privately
advised of the impending visit and
told to keep quiet.

Soon
will

TAKES OVER
KDB, SANTA BARBm

IH)N LEE

th« Blue's*revised

go into action.

It*8

New England

station line-up

2.

planned on two principles that

LOCAL INTEREST ADDS TO NEIWORK INTEREST.

We

Art important to you, both budget- wise and 'sales-wise.

wanted

local station liveness to

ness of the fast-growing Blue.

add

And we

to the live*

got

it.

Some-

time soon we'd like to gi^e yeu the home-town popuHoUywood, Jime 16,
network acquired tts
.

Don

Lee

fourth station last week when license
of KDB| Santa Barbara,- was transferred to the company. Transmitter
.was originally, owned by the late
Don Lee and was the property of the
estate, being operated as an affiliate
of the Coast network of 33 stations.
Other sites owned by the Lee outfit
pre KHJ, Hollywood; KFRC,
Frisco, and KGB, San Diego.

1.

STATION POWER FIIS

BUYWG POWER.
larity facts

Station power costs money.

Your money.

It

b« used freely only where purchasing power

should
is

about these eight Blue: stations in

New

England. They're worth knowing. For they reflect

con-

local interest .that pays extra interest

centrated. It should be used sparingly where buyers

on your adver-

tising investment.

.

i
for your product are few.

Block's

Martin Block's commercial spiels
Lucky Strike's Hit Parade program will be piped in each Saturday night from WOKO, CBS outlet
In Albany, N. Y., for the next three
weeks. Block is on a vacation and
-will drive to Albany.
However, ! e
has to come all the way into New
York each Wednesday to do the
^•commercial on Kay Kyser's NBC
program for the same sponsor. Hit
Parade spiels will be cut in to the
program.
Block's Make-Belleve-Ballroom on
^''NEW is bfcing handled by Maurice
for

'

Does

Working Layoff
That's why, in revising our

we were
The

careful to

result

is

.

England network,

to

.

.

.

to the contours

of

New

England's

and without costly excess coverage.

this kind

of realistic

you? Then why hot

radio,

call in

thinking make sense

your Blue salesman?

In a Very few minutes of your time, he can show you

match kilowatts and customers.

how

a power-pattern that conforms closely,

and economically^
buying map

New

-

in

New England and

throughout the nation, the

Blue delivers more listeners per dollar.
Network.

A

The Blue

Radio Corporation of America Service.
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Racetrack Stuff Innocent Unless Radio

Shortwaved By KGEI,

Longer Has Baseball Exclusive
Milwaukee, June le. . ings a delayed play-by-play broadcast of the ball games long after
WISN, ill a «eries of large news- WEMP and WTMJ had announced
expaper ads, has undertaken to
final results of the contests, through
public how regular news sources, causing conplain to a wondering
exclu- fusion
that
resulted
in
plenty
come WISN la no longer the

Milwaukee
Brewers' basebaU games, the comaired
plete schedule of which is also
now via 'WEMP, with the same announcers, Mickey Heath and Dutch
Underbill, at the microphone for the
•broadcasts from both stations.
the
eive broadcaster of

'explained'. In the WISN
blurbs that this station -beUeves
Brewer fans should be ;served,..so
caused by the war
conditions
when
resulted in a number of nlte games
starting at a much earlier time than
It

is

originally scheduled

permission to
ball games.'
.

WISN

WEMP

granted
to carry the

Actually WISN,.^ owmg to
commercial commltmenta, was

squawks from fans, ball club owners and the sponsors, ^General Mills
and Lever Brothers.

Series of confabs to iron out the
situation resulted in sponsors expanding their appropriation to give
the full schedule, so it airs

WEMP

the games when played and WISN
does the same when prior commitmenta permit, or later when such

commitments interfere.
Meantime WEMP is pleased by
free newspaper advertising it is getting through WISN's efforts to apprise the public as to the how and
when of iU broadcasta.

San Francisco,

to Latins

Stations Know Material Aids Gambling,

San Francisco, Cal., June 16.
KGEI, General Electric's shortwave station in San Francisco, will
launch on June 23 a series of
weeldy round table discussions in
Spanish. They wiU be organized by
Cleveland, June 16.
the San Francisco chapter of the
Broadcasters of racing news servPan-American
Society.
be ices can not be held as accomplices
Will
beamed to Mexico, Central and i.i Ulegal enterprises of gambling
South America on Tuesdays from without sufficient proof that 'opera7:30 to 8 p.m. William Fiiher, secre- tors had knowledge that broadcasts
tary of society, will act as modera- were to be used for gambling purtor.
Municipal
Lewis
poses,
Judge
'Pan-American Highways' will be Drucker ruled June 10 in acquitting
discussed on the opening broadcast Morris Wexler and two of his coby Ulpiano Borjo, director of the defendants on gambling charges.
Spanish Speaking Union .and secreWexler, 40, .manager of the Teletary of the Mexican Chamber of News Service,
Inc.,
and former
Commerce at San Francisco; Ricardo agent of the Annenberg race news

Judge Rules As Plrosecutor Groans

Guatemalain vice consul at Berkeley; Felipe N. Puente,
general agent on the Pacific Coast
for National Railways of Mexico,
J. Gutierrez,

convicted, and who used Tele-Newa
Service in a
case which
Chief
Police Prosecutor A.' A. Rutkowskl
described as a 'test' in which an
adverse ruling, such a^ was returned, would strike the 'death knell
for law and order In this community.'
Prosecution pointed out that evidence showed service to bookie joint
was supplied by the news service
and that on 49 different- occasions
between June,'1940, and May, 1942,
police confiscated as many Telesyndicate; William Mayer, 27, an- News seta in raids. Seta were later
nouncer, and Emmett Potter, tele- released from the police property
grapher, were arrested one month room to representativerfyof the Neva

—

ago by Detective Lieutenant Dave service.
Police
added that Tele-News
J. Wilkinson, former Kerr and charged with aiding and
broadcast resulta are being used by
general of highways in abetting gambling.
Wexler, Potter and Mayer were an 'estimated maximum of 35 bookParaguay, and now consul for that
tried jointly with three bookie^^ ies who pay from $3 to $15 a week
country at San Francisco.
for the service depending on the
'

and Roberto
director

CBS
air-

Boston—John Day, WHDH
noimcer, Into the Army.

an-

number

of lines used.'

Defense argued that the news disseminated by Tele-News was the
same as given put every day by
radio stations and newspapers >and
held there was no law or past court
ruling In the country that made
servicing of race" horse news unlawful.

Chicago

however,

courts;

ruled

against a similar broadcasting setup.
The case has gone to the court of
appeals.
To show tie-up between Tele-

News Broadcast headquarters and
bookie jolnti Lt. Kerr raided studio
first and flashed 'this is a blackout
teat' ia oode sentence heard in uptown bookie quarters as signaling
were

arrests

mdde.

to be'

PIECE HIT ON
AIR AND STAGE

SAME TIME
.Mexico- City, June 16.
de Mohtemar,' drama by

'Anitas

Leandro' Blanco and -Fernando Ferrari, is a cuEvent dick via both radio

Emma

and stage. Program, starring
Is sponsored- on XEW, local
lSO,000-watter; by Falmollve. Stag*
version; With' Anita Blanch, Is playing at the-Teatro-Ideal, "one of tha
few remaining local legit houses.'
Blanco, -a Spaniard, -Wrote 'Anitajf
originally as a radio' script and It
was first heard In Cuba. He later
dramatized it for the stage.' Ferrari,
a Mexican, adapted the latter version for the local air series.
Telmo,

WEBC EMPHASIZES-rrS
LOCAL TALENT SHOWS
Duluth, June 10.,
has adopted policy of presenting qiore studio-produced shows,
employing both station at^d," local
talent. W. C. Bridges, general manager, has upped budget for talent
Newest program added to sched«ile is
'I^rthshore Neighbors,' styled after
the Seth Parker stioWs of some years
back.
Written and produced'- -by
John W. Miller, program has" cast of

WEBC

,

The

six.

Jamboree,

station's

now

Monday^ Night

presented 'on

stage of the Palace theatre
Superior, uses studio orchestra
half dozen local acta.

Other

the
In

and

programs
Ports' and
commerciaL

studio-produced

include 'Quiz of the

Treat |the. Crowd,'

Twin

bq,th

Mel Williamson Quits
Skelton for Air Force
Hollywood, June 16.

Mel Willtamson, who has been
headman on. the production of the
Red Skelton •show <NBC) for Brown

&

Williamson Tobacco, has quit the
payroll of the Russel Seeds agency
to rejoin the Army as a flying in-,
structor.

network

He came out of the last
a permanent disability.
Salt
is

—John

Lake City

added to the KSL
coming from

staff,

Spokane.

war witb

Alexander
announcing

KHQ-KGA,

17itk
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<CLABA,

TUTTY FOTLE' '

LU

'N'

•CHEERS

EM'

FBOH THE

•THIS

CABIFS'

JaUe Stevens, Bfwk

AUyn and Helen Klnc

Anuuidk Bandolpli, Victor Thorley,

BUtehell

15 MlBS.— Beflonal

Hel Allen

PILLSBUBT BOLLS

IS Hlns.

M-W-F,

GENEBAL UILLS
Dally, 1«:15 son.
WABC-CBS, New Tork

18:00 -BJn.

WBBM-CBS,

60

in thfi
Iioves' series iot

U

&

G.)
Beautiful' on WE/J-NBC for P.
Is getting into, the 'Kitty Foyle' ?tory
quite leisurely. There's no effort to
grab listener attention by arresting
Instead, it seemed, Bixby
action.

riet

AUyn

replacing the late

Berozheimer as Lu.
On opemng program, Clara,
gabber; Lu, the

widow

desired characterization

was estab-

Kitty's first, unfortunate
Amanda Randolph adexpressive as tbe kindly
Ke^o maid. Marie Smith was'
plausible as Kitty's frequently' saturated father. Rikel Kent's direction
skiUftiUy adapted the playing tempo
and pitch to the Intensity of the
action. The production seemed, light;
however. Mel Allen, currently handling the
Yanks-(iiants baseball
'broadcasts bver "VOR, New York,
for the same sponsor, rea4 the
'Wheaties blurbs.
In general. 'Kitty Foyle' seems
natural radio material, but somewhat
weakened In this case by. its sluggish
stolid

as

swain.

mirably

Hooe.

presentation.

i t .

(retting

action

heemue it reaehe$ the
reapontibh au*
diene» in Ameriet^»
inoBt

indu$trial

huaie§t

center

.

.

difficulties

ticlpants,

•WE BELIEVE*.
With Frank Black
crt Denton

performance was perfectly acceptable In a Juicy part.
Victor Tborley was^ almost too

.

DKTBOIT'S IfADINfl

IMDKPKMDKNT 0TAT|pN

orcb, oholr,

of transporta-

tion in the camp itself and other
Beb- purely physical factors badly hanA profesdicapped showmanship.
sional listener, just on the basis of
the performance, might harve guessed
as much without possessing powers
.

30 MIns.
SnstainlnK

Sunday, 4J0 pjB.

WEAF-NBC, New York

of divination.

Continuity explains that 'We Beis intended to express the
faith that is essential in these times
of stress and travail.
Obviously,
there's always a sizable audience lor
hymn singing and, it may be assumed, the appeal of such a program is considerably stronger and
wider durin'g a crisis. Probably,
therefore, the series should draw a
following, although Its competition
on CBS is the popular Andre Kos-

The working out of a headachefree formula seems to call for a
strong professional master of ceremonies. The amateur at Belvoir did
a nice- enough job—for an amateur.
But there was an obvious need for
a puller-together personality and
probably only the calm assurance of
a professional can fill the bUl. The
weakness of the first broadcast's ma-

lieve'

functions as m.c. out of

New

York.
N.AJff. is spending around $2,000
a week in line costs for the series.
Apparently set out to tell by the
remote pickups the
of
process
stories of peoples and industries
that have given up their normal
way of living or endeavor to help
win an all-out war, and also show
how free American enterprise overcame the restraints and changes imposed by a war economy. The Blue
Network obviously had Its own idea.
It saw in the series a chance to enhance goodwIU relations with its

Lawford

Bennett, Mere

stations.

affiliated

he explained typical jive
terms from his 'Hepster's Dictionary.'
Calloway is a glib radio
speaker.
Then put himself over
solidly by singing 'Jumping Jive.'
Billy Glason, former vaude monologlst now scripting 'Gay Nineties'
radio network show, was amusing
with his string of witticisms. Terry
Lawler, in tough opening spot, sang
'Happy in Love' pertly but 'Johnny
Doughboy' rather stilted. Betty Lawford related the miracle of the
Stage Door Canteen to R. A. Lasley,
listed as editor.
Clare Bennett's
swingeroo version of Buck Ram's
new tune, 'Spanking the Plank,' was
crowded Into the last few minutes
and suffered because right after
Calloway's jive warbling.
Wear.
music,

The programs 'SING

FOR TODR DOUGH'

formula called for each station to With Lew Valentine, Don Baker
write and produce its own contribu- SO Mlns.
tion. The ou^ut in some instances Snnday, 9:30 p.m.
In WJZ-BIae,
has been exceptionally sorry.
New Tork
any event neither party to this samThere's a germ of a good Idea In
ple of free American enterprise, the this extension of the community
N.A.M. and the Blue, seems to be sing to the studio contest routine
making its point in clear, emphatic but before the program arrives at
fashion.
a merchandisable pattern it will
If there was any imagination ap» probably have to undergo lots of
plied in the planning of this series, experimenting and reconstruction.
It must have heen elbowed out even As the program now stands the ratio
before the initial installment went is 80% good intention to 20% sound
on the air. 'This NaUon At War" radio entertainment
The mechanics of the show are
may bring personal delight to the
Blue's Individual affiUates but its simple but the parts creak. 'While
no prize contribution to tiie war ef- the studio audience is engaged in
community
singing,
Odec.
wandering
fort
mikes are placed before certain in.

dividuals
m.c. the

VALIANT LADT*

and at a- signal from the
communal outpour stops

With Joan Blaine, Bartlett Robinson, and the song is carried on exclusiveLawaoB 'Zerbe, Charles Webaiter, ly by designated members of the
A. P. Kaye, Kate McComb, Jean assembly. Later the pickups go in
EUyn, Dwifbt Webt, Jesse Craw- for combinations with persons lo-

ford
terial, notably a long-winded and
15 BUns.
dreary sketch; also suggested that the GENEBAL BOLLS
show and, locally In New series will not be able to rely, except Dally, 10 ajB.
has to buck the 'Young Peo- in rare cases, upon soldler-wri^tten WABC-CBS, New Tork
ple's Church of the Air' on WMCA, material. Amateur talent is enough
(Knox Reeves)
the City Symphony on WNYC and to worry about without uncertain,
For four sob-filled years 'Valiant
untried amateur writingSr although
a musical stanza on WQXR.
Lady' has been going through the
'We Believe' is a straightaway of- it is fair to add that one song about emotional wringer for Creneral MiUs,
Engineers
was distinctly
fering of hymns, interlarded with im Army
with several different writers cookspiratlonal scriptural quotes. Hymns amusfng.
ing up the pitfalls for Joan Scott,
are. from the various religions and
(leneral Motors has an agreement the gallant heroine played by Joan
sects, Including Protestant, Catholic, with the American Federation of
Blaine. Recently Howard Teichman,Jewish and, on the debut broadcast, Musicians whereby some ZOrOdd men who previously authored the 'Stories
a sjpirltual, 'Swing Low, Sweet Char- from the nearest local are used. America Loves' for the same sponsor
Union music played a small part in and agency, took over the 'valiant
Closing selection of the Initial show the first broadcast.
Lady' scripting and, >from several
was the anthem, 'America, the BeauIt may take several weeks for casual hearings, he has cleared away
tiful,' with an ardent Introductory 'Cheers from the. Camps' to find its some of the heart-throb clouds. The
Frank Black conducts the format It' needs to escape from result is an improvement.
spiel.
NBC orchestra and choir. There are spiritual kinship with college or 'Valiant Lady* is still standard
occasional solo bits by unbilled sing- highschpol revues Interesting only to
daytime drama, with hefty emotional
ers and, for some numbers, organ the alumni. The soldier needs to be
melodrama. But currently there isn't
accompaniment.
universalized as a symbol even while
single brain tumor or neurotic
Robert Benton read the continu- the human side is brought out, the a
l;usband-wife relationship to be
ity. PrIscIIla Kent 4s billed' as scrlp- individual
fiavor of the different heard. The plot line at the moment
ter and Tony leader as director.
forts and stations and centres must has the heroine's husband reported
Hob«.
b« captured to separate one from dead, with the Little Woman bearing
all, even while maJdng the current up bravely and, in
fact on the verge
one seml-^Ical of all.
of saving that spoiled young pup,
Meanwhile, there is great natural Jeff Clark, from a ruthless, goldInterest in the circumstance that a digging hussv named Cookie. Old
leader In the production war, Gien- Moneybag Clark is on the heroine's
eral Motors, has set out to do this side, despite what his son can do to
salute to the ^ank and file of the sour him on the gaL Vigorously
blood war. Commercial credits were written, with lots of action, rapid
very casual, hardly constituting ra- movement, clear-cut characters and
dio advertising by normal standard! hardly a cliche in several episodes.
Land.
Rikel Ken,t's direction as heard
was sharp and well paced. Miss
Blaine was a throbbingly emotional
<BEPOBT TO THE NATION'
heroine. liawson Zerbe seemed surWUh Albert Warner, Pan! V. facey as Jeff, while Charles 'Webster'
MoNntt, Joan Peny Trippe, Vic- was properly weighty as the tycoon.
tor Bay orch
Jean Ellyn's portrayal of Cookie was
somewhat broad to make her appeal
Mftti.
telanetz

York,

Betty

CUre

•PABADK'S WEEKLY'
WJZ-BIae, New Tork
Thaiaday, 8 pja.
Tht Blue Network and the Na- WNEW, New Tork
tional Association of Manufacturers
Fairly compact local variety package, with Hy Gardner's sure-footed
emceelng helping. Cab Calloway
whose band currently is at the N. Y
Strand, actually put this program
across. Introed as the. Joe Louis of

who

upstairs, con- these errors is accomplished.

Lasley,

Pin oreh
SO MlB*.

seem to be running counter on the
primary intent of this series, but
even if this situation didn't Cxist
•This Nation At War* might easily
be rated as aboi)t the least Inspiring of war programs to be found on
all the networks. It's a hodge-podge
Isobel so relatively easy to correct that of not-much-about-anythlng and the
marked Improvement seems assured only Redeeming feature is the pleasJim Backus
chief if no more than the eradication of ant speaking voice of

cerned mostly about her male atThere is another comparison beand the Knox Heeves agency are de- tendants, and Um, the mother of tween 'Cheers from the Camps' and
pending on the Christopher Morley five children, are confronted with 'Army Hour.' 'Whereas the latter
novel's wide reading popularity and (Lara's discovery of 10 pounds of terms Itself a military mission, the
film following to attract and, at sugar which she hadn't declared at (General Motors program presents
least temporarily, retain an audi- the ration board.
itself not as a radio entertainment
ence.
Followed a routine of what to do but as a military activity—the home
Style of narration, as In the book, about the precious crystals without talent and relaxation side of the gara first-person account by the causing trbuble. Finally they turn risons. The first broadcast was cast
is
heroine, with flashbacks of her it into fudge for the three families. in the l<}rm of a letter written by
That's a standard Humor was what is called 'down to
reminiscences.
The cona soldier to his parents.
story-telling technique, but It puts a earth.' Probably okay for Its mar- tent of the broadcast was to illusdemand on Julie Stevens, playing ket.,. Best line was by (Sara: 'noth- trate the private's letter as to what
the title part of Kitty, particularly ing 'makes you feel more guilty than camp life was like. This seemed an
so early in the morning. For in the being Innocent.' Gals employ cheer- efiCective and potentially poignant
narration, Kitty was the adult char- ful laughs and program should in- production device.
acter of the latter part of the novel, crease in popularity as they get out
The Belvoir episode probably
while for the flashbacks she had to of one fence discussion into another.
Souvalne office
switch to markedly youthl.l voice of.
Bret Morrison, commercial an- taught the Henry
a girl In her teens. Miss Stevens nouncer for show handled adver- plenty about putting together a show
effects tising nicely with sponsor keeping in the crowded, preoccupied environalternate
achieved these
ment of a camp. Reports in the New
rather well, though she tended to the blurbs within listenable limits.
York broadcast trade were that lack
slide into normal voice after a few
ZiOop.
moments of the youngish one. The
of rehearsal furloughs for the parr
lished, however, so the lapse was not
Otherwise, Miss Stevens'
serious.

;;A.

Mlns.
Siutalnlnc
Taeiday, 9:30 pjn.

(CampbeU-EtcoId)

Chlesco

'Stories

BUIj ^OUton,

Talk, Orchestra

Miu.

GENEBAL HOTOBS
Tnetday, 9 pjn.
WABC-CBS, New Tork

(McCann-Erickson)
'Cheers from the Camps' was «
This number from radio's early poor radio show on Its inaugural
America days returns to the air for Pillsbury from Fort Belvoir, Va, last week,•
Hour*
Wheatles is being Mills. The three characters, all resi- but so was the first 'Army
two story-two bad radio show and it has since begiven the most extended run of any dents of the same
gossi- come a good one. 'Cheers' thus has
It's
to continue for six family abode, are back fence
so far.
from a cheering precedent to shoot at
months, which is 130 episodes. Under pers who talk about everything
wrong
were
the
same
that
much
things
Its
the
babies.
ActuaUy,
war
to
Carl
adaptor
the circumstances,
Har- the first time were so obvious and
Bixby (co-author of 'Life Can Be format as years ago but with

(Knox Reeves)

Newest

HT GABDNEB

NATION AT WAB'

With James Backu

„
Smith, With LeoUe Starkey Head, Harriet Soldier Valeat

it

cated in various parts of 'the studio
joining in duets, trios and quartets.
The results in this case are mostly

caterwauling and mildly funny. Each
participant on the floor collects $2.
Eventually the combinations are
brought to the mike on the stage
and there they contend for a grand
prize of $10.

Lew

Valentine,

who

m.c.'d the 'Dr. I. Q.'
valiantly to make an

formerly,

series,

tries

entertaining

go of these proceedings, but doesn't

seem

to have enough flexibility or
dawy in cashing in on a humorous
or human interest opening. It is also
quite possible that with a few mora

programs and the necessary revamping this stiff and stUted impression
could be overcome.
Don Baker at the organ Is the
lone source of the accompaniment.
Odec.

T/Ult&*i

EUV

ofcu-:

A;V

iit&te

—

AUDIENCE

-

.

V.

^

M

SutalnlBf
Tnetday,

9M

to Jeff believable.

Jesse

pjn.

WABC-CBS, New ,T«rk
This weekly QBS report on

ground

the
been on the
and has recently been expanded as to subject
matter and scope. Effective June 10
it moves from 9.30-10 p.m. Tuesdays
to 10:30-11 pjn. Sunnays and shifts
organization from Washington to
New York. Series is now produced by William N. Robson, succeeding Brewster Morgan.
Harold
Isaacs is the writer, assisted by Ann
Ives. The orchestra is conducted by
Victor Bay.
June 2 broadcast, the final at the
Tuesday night time, contained two
main subjects. First was the situation regarding manpower, and the
state of the nation has
air more tiian a year

"PASSING SALES/'
Vby the thousand are directed
WSAI's

rfeon-illuminated

figurei

to your

signi

on

Suzy

oulr

Steno,

program and product by

Cincinnati's

second-busiest

comer, passed by more thon 15,000 persons daily."

This

Is just

nwUt
iT

»

one of the 8 reasons why WSAIdentif ication means more

in Cincinnatt.

SELLS FASTER

manpower

chief,

was Interviewed

In

Washington on the subject by Albert
Warner. Then the program switched
to New York for an Interview with
Juan Perry Trippe, of Pan-American Airways, on the subject of
freight

IF IT'S

CINCINNATI'S
OWN STATION
NIC
llUt HITWOM*
S.OOO WAirS DAY AND NIOHT
a

regulations to be set up to meet it
Paul V. McNutt the Government's

•

transportation
by plane.
Both portions of the show were
Interesting and informative, but thesecond half was better. Its subject

was a trifle more provocative and
Trippe was more coIorM and Impressive at the mike than the politically-experienced McNutt In addition, while Warner's interviewing
was acceptable, his summing-up narration was definitely inferior. Both
portions of the program contained

dramatized

bits.

Hobe,

Crawford's

organ

back-

and cues were unusually
and suggestive. Hobe.

illustrative

V.'ORCESTER

RADIO
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Bob Eelley, W6AR Sporte
OUTLER SUCCEEDS CARR
Rams Team
Cleveland, June 16.
AS SALES MGRS. HEAD

WQAM TOLD NOT

Bob

TODISCOtMGE

Kelley,

WGAR

sportscaster

for' the past five years, was tackled
last week by the Cleveland Rams,

who

elected him secretary of the
pro-football club.
Station granted him a leave of
absence until Jan. 1, 1043, allowing
him to take up new posf" at once.
He intends to continue only one
program at WGAR, a late Evening
broadcast for defense worliers.
Kelley was picked for job because
of his broadcasts of all of the gridders' games, both at home and on
tour, ever since the Rama entered
the National League in 1937. New
duties to be largely of promotional
and publicity nature.

UNIONISM
Washington, June 16.
an order directing

of

Issuance

WQAM,

owners ot

discouraging

Miami

to stop

workers

their

from

joining the American Federation of
Radio Artists or any other labor
organization was recommended to

the Nattonal liabor Relations Board
Trial Examiner W. P.
recently.
Webb In his report on recent hearings declared the licensee has shown
•hostility'

AFL

toward the

three

citing statement^ of
visory employees.

his

of

WOB

Buffalo, June 16.
Roger Brown moved his disc hour,
Radio Ballroom,' from
to

WBNY

MM MMM

.

*

Reappoints

—

KTTS,

Springfield, Mo.,

dieh'ards

was

Station Joins Mutual by

in

broadcasting

sent to the Senate

of

which he

is

chairman.

KUTA, SALT LAKE CITY,

circles

Monday

President Roosevelt.

FCC Chairman

occasions he might leave the Com*
mish In order to devote full time to
the Defense Communlcationa Board,

(15)

READYING FOR BLUE

Despite the

Station KTTS, Springfield, Mo. turmoil during his tenure. Fly's rejoined the Mutual network June 1. appointment has been taken for
Salt Lake City, June 16.
It started operation during May,
granted by most watehers, though
will go on new
On June 22
Addition brings the total of Muthere have been hinta he may step full time power of 5,000 watts, 670ke.
tual affiliates to 205.
down after being confirmed. At- On Sept 1 this station becomes the
tempts to set bonfires tmder the reform 'faction chief were complete exclusive Blue outlet for Utah. Until
Schenectady, N. Y., Jime' 16.
failures, with the President Indicat- then. Blue wiU continue to go out
o McKessqn
Robbins, is using ing agreement that the Commish over KLO, Ogden.
news periods over WGY, Schenect- should keep a tighter rein on the InChange -will necessitate a substan*
ady for BexeL
dustry.
^
Contract rims through Sept S.
Fly, whose present term Is up tlal Increase in staff, but as yet plani
J. D. Tarcher Is the agency.
June 28, has suggested on recent haven't Jelled.

Bexel Using

WGY

&

report

the

»»

discharge,

said.

FDR

Washington, June 16.
John M. OuUer, commercial man-

ager of WSB, Atlanta, has been
named chairman of the sales manWashington, June 16.
agers executive committee of the
National Association of Broadcasters.
Renomlnation of .James L. Fly for
He succeeds Eugene Carr, who has a full seven-year term as FCC chairgone with the Office of Censorship
man generally expected by all
In Washhigton.
except a handful of wish-thinking

KUTA

Soger Brown to

union,
super-

The examiner found the company WGR where he now occupies nightly
on Dec 10, 1941, fired Fred Hand- 11-to-midnight spot.
rich, an announcer, and refused to
Platters and patter split into 15talie him bade because of his union minute segmenta, backed
by local
connection. Handrlch should be re- sponsors.
Instated with pay retroactive to the
date

85

Bonfire Under Fly Fizzle Out;

Secretary of

f

>

«*«>«
h

By

Argentma

BAT JOSEPHS

Buenos Aires, June 16.
Waldo Frank gives two lectures on
Radio Belgrano

(LR

3).

Carllioa de Perelr» Bego y Lahltte,
chUd genius, opens series on Radio
El Mundo (LR 1) Sundays at 11:00,
sponsored by Sydney Ross, U. S. drug
house. Ten-year old offers to answer
any questions put by listeners with
stumper posers getting a five peso
prize for everyone he can't answer.

The most important ^first'

Leely Morel inked by Radio Argentino (LR 2) with Bohemian orchestra of Mauro Billl for Tuesday
and Sunday halt hours series featuring American folklore.

e^er

won by KMOX

CoBsoUorlo Deportlve Winohester,
sponsored by Winchester Clggies, set
by Diaz Publiddad for Belgrano.
Julio Osar Marinl will m.c. program dealing yrtOi sports. And cast
will include Chela Ruiz, Joaquin Medina,

.

and Guldo Gorgatl.

Uejoral opens Belgrano series Xa
Vida de Una EstreUa' (The Life of
a Star) with screen actress and
singer Libertad Lamarque. Carlos
Petit and Munos Azpiri handling the
writing and Augustln Irusta co-star-

THBOUGH

ring.

L IT 4
getting,

of the year

by an

with presentation
provincial

parti-colored pattern of success.
nificant

won hlue

ribbons for

But recently, a

of our

single, sig-

honor has given us our deepest pride.

KMOX the William B. Lewis

ers granted

'Escue;a del
red school-

little

award for "most

effectively inspiring its audience to continued support of the

house.

war

VUIU Palcmo'a program on Splen(LR 4) for local beer switched to
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
at 6:10 P. M, uses Siches de AIarcon,<
Mabel Paz, Dora Dolly, Julio Duran.

effort!'

Of all the awards we have won,

did

It surpasses

-

Ballet

has

On May 14, 1942, the National Association of Broadcast*

interior station

of

KMOX

Humanly enough, we have always been proud

ing.

(Radio Comodoro, Rlvadavia)
bows for the smartest strmt

Aire,'

the years

practically every important phase of radio broadcast-

Radio Teatro Lever -(Soap) ties in
with UA. with radio dramatization
'La Pecadora de Shanghl' based on
the 'Shanghai Giesture.' Show features actresses Mllagros de la Vega
and Irma Cordob;. and actor Narclso
Ibanez Menta on Jladio El Mundo.

tions for sports

Genbd, dance program for
be carried by C X 16,

this is the best.

our honors for talent and program— our

and shownmanship and

hillbillies. It

shadows our lead in listening audiences and

cita-

over*

adviertisers.

local aspirin, to

Radio Carve of Montevideo from the
Belgrano web Primera Cadena de

For here

Broadcastings, one of the few commercials originated here^Jo be sent
across the Rio de la Plata to Uruguay.

skills

American School on

concrete evidence that our knowledge and

have meshed smoothly into an instrument of public

morale— and

the air
on Splendid In series featuring Ivan
Casedo presenting prizes to contest
winners.
'Bids,' local Cola, taking to

is

that they are doing the most vital

work

that

can be radioes from now until Victory.

KMOX THE

XEQ

Mexico City, June 16.
The American School here, found
ed in 1922 by a group of American
educators and philantbropista and

VOICE OF

ST.

LOUIS

Owned and operated by Columbia Broadcasting System. Repreeented hj Radio
Sales located in

New

York, Chicago, Lot Angelet, San Francisco, Charlotte.

has developed into one of Mexico's
greatest seata of learning, presented
(6) at radio station XEQ here a
30-mlnute program of musical and
instnunental numbers rendered by
its High School Band and Individual
atudenta and war time talks. Program was arranged and supervised

by

L. M. BeatUe and PbyUis Christie
of the school's musical department.
Presentation was dedicated to the

primary schools of Mexico and was
one of a series of radio production^
sponspied.bjc the Jilinistry ot PubUc
Education.

.
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tt^edneiday,
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Lindsay MacHarrie Directs U.
*Men, Machines, Victory'

Looms

Inventory and Regulation

Lindsay MacHarrie directs the new
'Men, Machines and Victory,'
on the Blue network at 10:15-10:30
p. m., Fridays, starting last week.
Show is presented by the National
Safety CounciL

S.

PROVIDES RADIO

ITEMS FOR

MEX ARMY

June 17, 1942

COORTS

Mr

series,

On Avaflable Radio Equipment

I

sufficient to take care of the stations
that need it

The

suggestion had been

made

WBBM;

by

Major

Gloom Gets 'Old

Clark
Reflection

•

Man

Sunshine

WHAM

HEARTENS WEBS

army was

Jose

upon bis return from
the U. S., where he was sent to. do
that buying. This equipment Is ft>r
telephone
and telegraph
radio,
services and includes two power
radio transmission stations, cne of
which will be installed- here and the
other at a point on the Paciflc Coast.
lighting force,

Washington, June 18.
on the comments of the

United States Supreme Court majority In the network-FCC wrangling over the anti-monopoly reforms
Is characterized by smiles on
the
faces of most Industry observers.

When the language used by Chief
Justice Harlan F. Stone is shorn of
legalisms, it seems to mean the chains
have more than an even chance of
forthwith
to
proceed
and be rushed
winning the tifl over the right of the
completion so that the equipment Commlsh to
impose such radical
can be put Into service pronto. This
changes In established business methwill be the first time that the Mexlods, the bullc of' attorneys and execcan army has used radio and allied
utives believe.
transmission facilities so extensively.
In many ways, the majority appears already convinced—though the
Bcnew Ited River Dave'
issue was not directly involved
that the outlawing of time options
San Antonio, June 16.
Red River Pave (Dave McEnery) wiU destroy the foundation of preshas been given a renewal by Liberty ent network operations. Chief JusMills of San Antonio. Cowboy heard tice Stone heartened the senior webs
in three quarter-hour programs per with his observation that the option
week.
clauses in present contracts 'are alAccount
is
handled
through leged to be indispensable to tha
Coulter-Mueller-Grlnstead.
maintenance -and ef(icient operation,
of its network and to the existence
of a strong and efficient network
broadcasting system and necessary to
enable appellant to compete witli
other advertising media.'
Installation of these stations is to

Rochester, N. Y., June 16.
Is doing a bit for Soldier

W.B. Campbell

agency, which would parcel out
equipment on proving of need or
Issue orders that could be given
manufacturers certifying that purchase had been approved. The WPB
has indicated, unofficially, that it
doesn't want to become involved in
cuch a procedure, and it now looks
that if there is to be any administration of that sort it will have
to be shouldered by the industry.

Chicago, June 16.
induction center. After a <haU-hour
Wendall B. Campbell moves in as show for the boys. Pierce goes on the
western sales manager of Columbia air for 19 minutes at 3:45 p.
MonBroadcasting System this week. He'll day, Wednesday and Friday, includheadquarter at Chicago and work in ing interviews with draftees.
conjunction with
sales staff
Drab surroundings and atmoson accounts.
phere of induction center have been
Campbell replaces Henry Jackson subject of civic concern, and
who joined the Signal Corps of, the ofBciab are quietly trying to interWar Department. He has been with est other organizations in helping to
Radio Sales for past few years.
lift some of the gloom.

at

Purchase of sufficient
equipment for all transmis-

Flores, chief of that section of .the

years.

that

June 16.
American

radio

announced

Induction Center s

WPB, to offset possible hoarding, take charge of this inventory or
turn it over to some Government

the

City,

sion units of the Mexican

Woman

Washington, June 16.
Operator
KDYL's
Various quarters wilhin the broadcasting industry have raised doubt
Salt Lake City, June 16.
pooling
of
the
for
need
the
as to
KDYL has added to staff the first
equipment so as to keep all stations
these
on the air during the war and coun- full time woman technician in
parts in the appointment of Mrs.
teract the growing shortages of reEthel Poole to control room operator.
to
objectors
The
parts.
placement
replaces Wally Lambourne, now
She
the
since
out
that
point
plan
the
FCC and the WPB have banned all in United States Navy.
Femme operator has had an
new transmitter construction there
should be a frozen stock of materials amateur operator's license for some

Mexico

morale by sending Bob Pierce, 'Old

Sunshine,' to cheer up draftees
Jackson in Signal Corps Man
waiting to be shipped out from the

WBBM

°

WHAM

'

-

On DtctmhT t
rnnJi 9

UotU

puUfe

A«

'

2041.

VMCA

a//ttiaiton teiA

iftw York Timtt

kulhlt/tt art hf^aJiatt ov«r

VMCA auery hour

on ika Aour

While the highest tribunal did not
promise to uphold the CBS and NBC
asguments, the whole tone of the
Chief Justice's opinion Iq^lcat^ the
majority was deeply Impressed with
the senior webs' (omplaints about
the effect of the regulations. Tha
majority spokesman said that on the
basis of the charges in the original
complaint 'it is evident that applica.

tion by the Commission of its regulations in accordance with their
terms would disrupt appellant's

(CBS) broadcasting system and seriously disorganize its business.' Tha
provisions against exclusive arrangements and options, viewed together,
'operate to break down the network
the Chief Justice remarked.
The reasoning of the court in tha
Sanders Bros. (Dubuque) case was
reaffirmed by the Chief Justice, in
the estimation of most industry peoThey paid particular attention
ple.
to the remark in the majority opinenterprise,'

ion that 'since the Commission is hot
in terms given authority to regulate
contractual relations' the reform order is an attempt to get around tha
barrier against such control over

management.

LEONARD BROCKINGTON
BECOMES BRACKEN AIDE

T isn't just happenstance

tkat

.Montreal, June 16.
Leonard W. Brocklngton, formerly chairman of the Cana'dian
Broadcasting Corp. and later war
time assistant to Prime Minister

WMCA...

King,
will

an inclependent 5,000

watter...Iias

iteeUtke Bame two envied national awards twtca
in a row.

"ft

Determined to

mousetraps tLan

its

neigkLors,

l)uild

WMCA

Letter
is

de-

CFCF Man a

usual offerings of "an independent station.

—and

Creating

new interest among

advertisers

Ckanging tke entire

New York radi

scene

"A"

Witk

watts at 570,
quality

its

WMCA

is

today's kest low-cost

New York

radio

market

First

war

among

staff

TH» MOST

FUST tN NEN YOIK'S Bltt-S;!

.

AMEIICA'S lEABIlie IMErENIENT tIATIU

L->

'

'J

t

INTI,

TO^
SALES APPBOACH EST
AMERICA'S LA BO
MARKET.

5000 WATTS
.•

Casualty

members

WBHXYORK

VVestem Representative: Virgil Rciter 8c Co., Chicago

.J.. '.«>

af-

Godbehere, who has been listed as
missing after one of the big sweeps
over Cologne -and Essen last week
by R,A.F. and R.C.A.F.
Godbehere was an assistant In the
commercial department of CFCF for
over four years

new prestige, and witk 5,000

kuy in tke

He

Montreal, June 16.
casualty to be recorded
of Montreal radio stations Is reported from Canadian Marconi station CFCF in tha
case of Sergeant-Observer James

veloping programs of a quality far keyond tke

listeners.

returning to England.

from Britain.
Will be away at least six months
period, possibly for the' duration.

Against network ana hig station

competition.

is

become ^viser on empire

fairs to Brendan Bracken, British
Minister of Information, and will in
addition be engaged in speaking,
writing and broadcasting in and

earned

'

'
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Inside Stuff-Radio

S7

Negative Side of Foreign Language

Praise for Davis

—sContlnned from pH^e a»
27

'People Are Funny," audience participation-quiz Friday nights on NBC
from tbe Coast for Brown Se Williamson, is -one of the original parlor
game radio shows, even antedating Truth or Consequences,' also on NBC
Gamblie. It started June 5, 1838, as a Coast show for wilfor Procter
shire Oil, under the title, "Pull Over, Neighbor.' After a two-year run.
On. the
It was sold to Southern Pacific Railroad and retitled 'All Aboard.'
expiration of that sponsorship, it was taken over by B.
W.
Another angle on 'People Are Funny' is that the 'Bet. Your Life' portion of the show was originally called 'Double or Nothing' and operated
similarly to Take It or Leave It' for more than a year before either of
the latter shows was on the air. However, when. Teople' went network
W. it dropped the 'Doublet or Njothlng* tag so as hot to be confor B.
fused with the Feenamlnt series on Mutual. According, to John Guedel,
author-produper of 'People,' all three of the shows stem from gambling
games, and he doesnt believe the 'Double' or 'Take It' producers were
aware of his series when they started theirs.
New twist on 'People,' starting two weeks ago. Is that a $100 bill is
passed around among the contestants, with the winner keeping possession
of it It adds suspense for the competitors and audience.

&

&

&

i

Broadcasters have become Increasingly aware of the supposedly successmade by newspaper publishers to business houses who share
with the newspapers fear of the present concentration of 'power in Washington and of the known hostility of certain 'bureaucrats' to business and
to advertising as a part of the profit system. Broadcasters know that the
newspapers have frankly told business that 'free press* in the modern
world was^possible only with advertising support. While 'free radio' might,
be equally impossible without advertising support the radio industry cannot well make such an overture.
Grove Patterson of the Toledo Blade at a convention of the Association
of National Advertisers two years ago was frank in telling business that
the press was its front Une of defense against anti-business attacks.
It's a simple formula of psychology and it's having a tremendous effect.
Industrially have In mind two spectres, (1) present bureaucratic control
from Washington and (2) the possibility of more Government control over
Industry after the war.

ful appeal

life,

and

and

he's phlegmatic and just,
not the least given to histrionics

B. Morrow (CBS): 'He's
one of the few Americans I h^tve
ever known to survive two years of
Oxford', with accent and .outlook un-

Edward

impaired . . . His commentaries have
enjoyed the following they deserved,
the sort of approval that even the
British give to straight talk and honMahy will hope that Mr.
esty
.
Davis can do something to provide
the British with more information
about the U. S.
. "The new director of war information will, I am
sure, share the hope of. his friends
on both sides of the Atlantic that
someone may be found., to criticize
.

.

.

.

'

him ahd

his activities as accurately,

and fearlessly as he has
government departments and

mercilessly

done

to

Vptpn Close (NBC): "The best
news of the week for us newsmen
.

is

that there

to

is

—

—

to

head it'
Johannes

Fred Weber, Mutual's general manager, last week advised the National
Association of Manufacturers that he had received- with no little chagrin
the association's notlcf! that it was terminating its 'Production for Victory* series on Mutual as of tomorrow (Thursday). Commenting on the
associatloii's statemeint that the series had served Its purpose, Weber stated
that he couldn't understand why the N. A. M. cpuldn't haive replaced
the 'Production for Victory' program with the "This Nation bt War' series
Instead of taking the latter series to the Blue Network. The N. A. M.'s
Mutual program made its debut in early May, 1941.

(WMCA )

Steel

.

.

.

'One

of the best appointments the Pres-

ident has ever made.'

(WEAF )...'!,

Don Goddard

for

leagues are applauding. And most
enthusiastic of all, perhaps, is the
feeling of those among us who have
been his co-workers in the field of
radio, news.'

H. V. Kaltenbora (NBC)... 'One
of America's outstanding radio commentators has been selected for the
toughest job in Washington. He
was a stalwart leader of our craft.
We all probably worked a little
tiarder because we had to compete
with him. I don't envy him his new
job— it'U be tough. But Elmer is
a tough boy... I know Elmer Davis
well enough to know that he will
never try to pass the buck. But
also know Washington well enough
to know that almost everyone will
try to pass the. buck to him.'
FoItoB. Lewis, jr. (MBS)... "He
has his feet on the ground very
solidly.
He doesn't indulge In any
illusions of
grandeur about his
divine wisdom.
He Is my favorite of all radio news commentators.
He's no prima donna, he works hard,
.

says far

less.'

—

moment they
of the average

hit the mike, in contrast to the giggling simpering

femme

doing a studio audience stint

Foreign Language

^^ Contlnned fiom page ZJs^s

Co-directors of 'Cheers from the Camps,' soldier' program Tuesday nights terial.
It asked some months ago
on CBS for General Motors, are Tom Riley, Guy della Cloppa and Fritz and still hopes to obtain German and
Blocki. Each handles every third broadcast, going to the origination camp Italian versions of the "natural' disc
more than twor weeks in advance to look over the local setup, audition series, "You Can't Do Business With
talent and prepare the show.
Hifler.'
Tom Riley was recruited from NBC television, della Cloppa Ii a CBS
Without denying the careless or
director and Blockl. Is on leave from Benton
Bowles. "Cheers from the worse ones in their own family the
Camps' Is produced by the Henry Souvalne office for Campbell-Ewald Unguals hold that the Government
agency.
agencies have been doing too Uttle
too late also in pro-democracy in
WNOX, operated by the Knoxville News-Sentinel, U engaged in an doctrinatlon. A telegram was sent
elaborate institutional advertising campaign In it* own dally* dealing with to Elmer Davis, the new War Inforthe part that the station is playing In the war effort, educational, re- mation Director, on Monday (IS) in
ligion and civic affairs. The ads, which are graphically Illustrated, are the hope that he could sweep away
studded with quotations from letters of approval received from various the redtape that has -prevented anygroups and authorities concerned 'with auch cndeavon.
body In Washington from going be
yond 'thank you for your suggestion,
Mutual's sales promotion, department recently compiled a list of the we shall keep it In mind.'
important improvements In transmission facilities mad* by the network's
The following is the revised
affiliates since Jan. 1, 1941. The list showed that 74% of th* entire com- •Voluntary Code of Wartime prac
bination, or 148 outlet;, came within that Improved category. Charts tices':
demonstrating the improvements In detail arc being furnished agencies
'Whereas, The foreign language
and clients.
broadcasters of America have
imique opportunity and responsiPeriod which Campbell Soup has reserved for Itself on CBS Sunday bility to make this channel of comnights is '8 to 0:30 pjn. Fred Allen CTexaco) will have the succeeding munication a positive force in the
Victory Program of the United Sta{^
.•^^§d^mi£^.^enjie.f«ttpis to^the network In the fall
.

&

.

Toledo, O., June 16.
Toledo, ^as discontinued
foreign language prothe. declaration
on 'Hungary and the general

WSPD,
two of

its

grams, as a result of
of

war

station

situation,'

officials

an-

.

charge of all radio work.. His new has made talks in the language to
officials
duties at Kastor have not been^ de- Himgarlan groups.
said the programs will remain off
fined.
the air until more definite Instruc-

WSPD

are received from Washington,
and possibly for the duration of tht
war.
At WTOL, Stanley Wyszatyckl haa
conducted a daily SO-m.inute show,
tions,

SALESMEN'S UNION
ISSUE IN WIP STRIFE

described as an America^ prqgram
in the- Polish language, in which h«
inserts a report of news bulletins in
Arch Shawd, manager at
Broadcasters
Local WTOL, indicated the Polish program
Association,
(CIO), has filed a complaint with the probabIj\ 'will remain on the alr>
Labor Relations Board since Poland- Is an Ally and that th*
'National
charging that WIP officials bad re- program Is strictly American In nafused to bargain with the union over ture.
the firing of Leonard Bunkin, a
complaint
also
salesman.
The
MlIwAokee Dropt^ Gemuka
charged the station with 'coercion,
Milwaukee,. Jiihe 16.
interference with the rights of emThis '(Sermah' city
-sensitive
ployees to organize in violation of about German language bTdadcastthe Wagner. Act.'
ing.
Although mahy shrewd, obThe union and WIP are now ne- servers in the eastern polyglot areas
gotiating for a new contract for an- feel that broadcasts in native lanBunkin, guages are not only useful fof. deitaonouncers- and engineers.
one of three salesmen at the station, cratlc indoctrination but absolutely
has been a member of ACA since last necessary, the viewpoint of 'many la
Jan. 16, according to Charles Smith, Milwaukee Is that speaking German
chairman of the eastern division of is bad propaganda for Milwaukee,
the union. WIP execs had claimed It is because df a deliberate effort
that Bunkin had joined up aft^r he to present an 'American' (I.e., EngPhiladelphia, June 16.

Communications Polish.

American
.

.

.

•

U

fired. They alleged that Bun- lish-speaking) appearance to the, rest
kin was bounced 'because of reor- of the cotmtry that language broadcasts are criticized and have beea
ganization of the sales staff.'

was

dropped.

WRJN

In'

Racine

is

bringing thli

America and the United Nations: matter into sharp focus °by organizing a (jerm an l anguage program
and
'Whereas, To achieve this goal it is after WTMJ, WEMP and WISN, the
recommended that the following vol- Milwaukee licensees, have scuttled
of

.

untary code of wartinie practices for their

own

once-profitable Ciermanie

American Broadcasters Presenting programs.. Not only is the Racin*
Programs in Foreign ; Language be station coming Into town with, th*
language but It is seeking business
adopted:
support from Milwaukee partlelpa>
1. The broadcaster will faithfully
tion sponsors.
observe the spirit and letter of the
Code of Wartime Practices for AmeT* The Racine station Is actually
operating from a Milwaukee suburb.
lean Broadcasters issued by. the OfWest Allls, througbi, the Wisconsin
fice of Censorship.
Federation of German-American ao2. The broadcaster wUl continue to
cletles, an antl-Nazl combine;
assume complete responsibility for
the selection, content and presentaThe above newa Item constitutei«
tion of all foreign language proexactly as written, an editorial by
grams.
Itselt
Because we have declared
3. The broadcaster will carefully war on
Hungary a Hungarian lanmonitor and check all forel^ lan- guage program Is dropped. It does
.

'

.

manner

McDonald

.

;

pros the

A

and he thinks bluntly and honestly, guage programs. A complete script
I'm sure that you will get honest will be obtained and approved in adtreati^ient in the news from here vance, and any deviation from the
on.'
script will result in the program beWaverly Boot (WINS). .'It would ing cut and appropriate action taken.
be difficult to have made a better He will also give particular attention
choice.*
to remote broadcasts.
John P. Kennedy (WNEW)...'A
4. The broadcaster will examine
swell reporter, a swell writer, and
carefully the background of all pera swell guy who knows far more
sons connected in any way with the
than most of us commentators and
preparation or presentation of for-

Sydney Moseley (WMCA); *In con
gratulatiag Elmer Davi^ I do hope
Don Norman has a nice session middays over WOR-MutUal, with an that the Ministry's gain win not be
informal, breezy manner of vox popping his femme audiences of late, radio's loss, for it would
be too bad
augmented by some visiting celeb—but oh those long-winded conuner- to have to do without him over the
cials!
By the time the spiel about Gorjus (hair tonic) la over, you're air.'
^ood ahd sore at the sponsor. Only Norman's own fetching style keeps
the Ustener on the beam. Among added starters of late have been Martha
Deane and Gllda .Gray and, of course, it's readily apparent that they're
'

at Henri, Hnrst

Chicago, June 16.
nounced. "riie programs are a halfFrank W. Ferrin, for the past five hour- Polish program offered each
years vice-president of Henri, Hurst Saturday morning by Mr. and Mrs.
& McDonald ageircy, leaves that post Mleczyslaw Frledel, and a- HunSaturday (20) to join H. W. Kastor garian program each Sunday mornagency in the Chicago office.
ing conducted by Poe Golombon and
Ferrin has been in the advertising Jim Uebelhart. Latter is a staff anlearned JIungiariaA
business for many years, and during nouncer who
the stay with H-H & McD he was in through Golombon and occasionally

The

one, am very happy about this new
'Timber*, 45-mlnute program by Ranald MacDougall, was recorded last appointment. And as an admirer of
in New York by the British Broadcasting Corp. Stanza was pro- Mr. Davis, I am particularly happy
/
duced by Charles Schenck and will be fiown next week to England for because he is the man.'
broadcast there by BBC. Santos Ortega, Nelll 0*Malley, Gilbert Mack
Lowell Thomas (Blue). ..'Anyone
who knows Davis can appreciate the
and Jackson Beck have leading parts in the show.
As in many programs for English broadcast, the dialog In Timber* is wisdom of' the choice... Every one
much, saltier than would be permissible in the U.S. There is not only who knows him- is aware of his
considerable swearing in true lumberjack tradition, but there's one se- downright force, his sound balance,
quence in which a femme lumbercamp follower nicknamed 'Colorado' his leveL head. So that's why there
makes a. deal with the foreman for a flat price for edl .the lumberjacks. is jubilation because of the appointment of Elmer Davis.. Everybody
Whereupon the foreman yells, 'Come on, gang, this Is on the house.'
who lias listened to him on the radio
The radio bally of Yank, the new Army weekly, was to have been approves. His old newspaper col-

Edmund Chester, director of shortwave broadcasting for CBS, under
date of June 11 wrote 'Variety': 'We at CBS would Uke very much to have
published the fact that your article ('Variety's') was not inspired by the
Columbia Broadcasting System.' This was In reference to the story of
May 20th commenting upon failure of the President of Chile to join In the
Inaugural ceremonies for CBS new La Cadena de las Americas, "Variety'
reporting the fact that this cancellation was considered In' New York as
due to Argentinian Influence.
Self-evidently Columbia did not 'inspire' the comment

'

be one govern-

ment office of Information, and that
Elmer Davis, who knows diplomacy,
war and radio and news is going

week

When and If the War Department grants permission to Joe Louis to engage in a public bout so that he can get enough money to pay his taxes
Mutual will have the exclusive broadcast right to the event. Mutual has
received this assurance from the Wa^- Department Mutual sought to have
its status clarified as to such a contingency after NBC and Columbia Ifad
urged that the broadcasts of Louis* future, fights be made available to all
networks. For. the past year and a half Mutual has carried all Louis bouts
through an exclusive contract with the 20th Century Club, which holds a
long term agreement with the heavyweight champ.

FRANK FERRIN TO KASTOR
Was Badlo Exec

offices.*

'

coupled with the premiere of Irving Berlin's new songs from his This Is
the Army*. show, but, instead. Earl Oxford, Stuart Churchill, Burl Ives,
et al., reprised sor^e Berlin oldies last Sunday night (14). This was a lastmiriute switch (in order tO-pcesenfe_the tunes for Kate Smith) but none
the less it was an effective trailer for the soldier musical.
Same couldn't be said for Yank program with tired yesteryear program
(1918) Stars & Stripes vs. the present-day staff format It tried hard for
spontaneity and Informality but it evolved a pretty dull affair. Only the
vocal Interludes kept up any semblance of quality.

Operations Illustrated in Midwest

or emotionalism, bodes good for the
future.

eign language programs. A questionnaire shall be filled in by all such
personneL All such personnel shall

be fingerprinted. One original and
copy of the questionnaire, fingerprints, and other pertinent information shall be forwarded to the Foreign Language Radio Wartime Control Committee for transmission to
appropriate Government agencies.
6. No person wilt be employed
whose record Indicates he may not

not occur to the station apparently
that the need for Biungarlan language broadcasting Increases rather
than decreases imder the elrcumstanees and that It -might serv*
democracy more to continu* democratle propaganda In the enemy's
language rather than a station simply taking refuge In retreat ,and
abandonment.
The news item also reports WSt>D
dropphig Polish language broadcasting although the Poles are our
Allies. This seems to be a Case ot
finding It lesd trouble to do nothing
tlian' to study the problem and apply
intelligent safeguards and direction.
The station is quoted, again, as waiting for 'more definite Instructions
from Washington.'
What WSPD's action and motives
suggest Is no more nor worse than
what hB3 been typical of other sta'

-

cooperate with the war tions. These have run away from
their foreign languages rather than
remained and done a job for democ6. Any broadcaster discharging an
employee for failure or refusal to racy. They have been confused and
frightened by criticism or danger.—
abide by this Code shall immediately
faithfully
effort

,

Ed,

notify the committee.
7. The broadcaster will cooperate
wholeheartedly with interested pub-

and private agencies, and particularly with pro-democratic -groups,
in the selection of program material.

lic

Christian Scientists Quit
WiMECA for WQXR, N. Y.

Christian Science church of New
aiBierence to the letter and spirit of this York has shifted Its radio series
Code and will report violations from WMCA, New York, to WQXR,
thereof to the conmilttee as well as New York, effective July 5. Accoimt
has used the former outlet for som*
to the appropriate authorities.
years. Deal for 52 weeks vis set
9. The broadcaster will give particular attention to those programs with
by the Cn>ristlan
Science Radio Committee of Greater
known as 'Block Time Sales.'
10. All foreign language programs New York.
Calls for services from one of tb*
will continue to contribute to the
denomination's churches in New
war effort
Therefore, I pledge that Station York 11 am. to 12:15 noon the first
will abide by the Voluntary and third Sundays of each month,
Code of Wartime Practices for Amer- and a lecture 3-4 p.m. the second
ican Broadcasters Presenting Pro- Sunday.
Broadcasts will originate
grams in Forfstgtr Languages^;
at dlfleren^^hvt'ches each month.
8.

The broadcaster pledges

WQXR

'

'
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'HRST LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT SPY HUNT'

his bible.
economic report ot 1037
•The Clear Channel Group attempU to justify th*.us* of more
and more power on th* gr<tund that
this

SAYS FLY IN RADIO BILL APPEARANCE
administration of the former chairman.'

mak«

would

when •

possible

remot*

these

reaching

Pi^cGun for Gals
jContlaaed from page 3;

their

listeners,

different distribution of the

would accomplish
same purposes and would be In
keeping with th* requirements of
Section 307 (b) of the Act,' Spear-

stations Involved

the

plac4 them?. After

all, the kind of
they want -for these roles la
the kind that's needed by Mr.
Therefore, the Industry
'Whiskers,
has taken the sensible course.
It's committed, now to stressing

men

man declared.
two things (a) women stars and (b)
Caldwell, in Extended Commentary on FCC RegulaReal Interest of the reglonals, story values. In their productions,
Speannan frankly conceded, Is fear which roughly Is the way things
tion, Sees EviU of McNinch Regime Overcome— Public Interest Goes
of lost business. Though h* pointed
Issues
were at the close of the last war.'
Technical
Beyond
Fly Has Tried to Clarify Policy
with pride at the I-B's accomplishBy way of adduced testimony,
Though he was uneasy about the
contributions to public
Washington, June 16.
L. Fly of the
Federal Communications Commission appeared last week before the

Chairman James

House

Commerce Com-

Interstate

mittee hearing testimony on the
Sander; BlU which, U made into
law, would change existing radio
statutes and outlaw pending antimonopoly reforms formulated' by
While his network enemies
Fly.
looked on in exa^eration the adroit chairman avoided a written
statement, which would Immediately
have- been masterminded by his
critics, and instead took Congressmen on a side tour devoted to running down enemy spy and propaganda stations. The House group,
reportedly primed with hostile In-

terrogations, listened In fascination
to the chairman's detective stories
and for several hours appeared oblivious to the net-work-ralsed questioa whether the radio regulators
have abused their powers or neglected their duties In regard to com-

ments and
consider the following list of boxex post facto censorship aspects of
he trotted out the financial
some changes in the law- that are Commish regulatory methods, and welfare,
office names, as of 1918, with partold the law^
and should be eventually does not believe newspapers can be considerations and
ticular reference to the preponder«
makers that 600 kw. would topple
adopted' but still has 'too broad or

sound

forbidden to own stations, Caldwell
too drastic' clauses that should be took Issue with legal associates who
revised and *ome features that are
the Commish can regulate
'either

unnecessary or

whoUy un- maintain
purely

technical phases of comonly
mercial broadcasting. He said the
Act has several plain Indications
Congress expected the FCC to go
beyond the scientific problems. It
Impossible to apply the public
is
interest formula, he said, without
considering social and economic facIf only physical matters are
tors.
to be considered, he suggested, stations should be located at given in-

sound.'

Caldwell's principal dissatisfaction
bill was the possibility It
up the regulators and the
industry in too much red tape and
it
puts an undue amount of emphasis on broadcasting. The Mutual
attorney advised Congress not to be
too specific in saying what the regulators can do or how they should do
Overly-detailed provisions are tervals determined solely by interit.
the worst feature of the Sanders ference and without regard to popbill, in his estimation.
The
ulation or economic support
regulators must strike a balance beSkeletons
tween conflicting conditions, he
Radio Closets added.

with the
will tie

•

Dragging

Out

—

Of Some

The Commission

deserves

The

some

front.

•

Using the loud pedal on the Commish importance id wiir activities.
Fly described himself first as chairman of the Defense Communications
Board, putting the FCC In secondary
place. With fellowj-members and the
,more Important staffers ready to
supply detailed Information, he told
the lawmakers he would get around
eventually to the topics pressed on
the Committee by parties with a
special interest' and will diiscuss the
proposed reform legislation paragraph by paragraph,
As for broadcasting. Fly told the
House Committee the Commish has
taken the view that 'It ought to be
held in status quo for the duration
everybody ought to dig In and put
his- shoulder to the wheel.' But regulating commercial stations is a
decidedly minor Job at present, he
observed, and the most significant
phase of Commish activities at present is- policing the ether, watching
out for unauthorized transmissions
and .weighing Axls; propaganda.
Fven 'in normal times, there are a
Vast lot' of other duties besides
riding herd on networks and commercial broadcasters, he reminded
the. legislators. All the talk so far,
he suggested, has been about the
FCC's dealings with only one phase
of .the broad communications field,
with no discussion of such matters as
.

.

.

:

'

,

aeronautical and -ship radio, cables,
and 'telephone tariffs.

.

Commenting that monitoring takes
the time of half the force and about
the same proportion of appropriations. Fly reported the Commish has
probed 5,102 cases since the spring
of 1840, hundreds of ttifim at the request of the Army, Navy, and Fed'

Bureau of Investigation. He
how FCC eaves-droppers located the Axis propaganda blarer
'DEBUNK' and helped the G-men
round up a mess of Nazi spies con.victed in New Yo'rt several months
eral
told

ago.'

Louis Caldwell Praises
^

FCC With

Reservations

As

:

who

virtually the only witness
didn't Just wall about either

the
Commish or opposing elements In
the Industry or who didn't boastfully tell what a fine job he or his
'

group

Louis Caldwell
had previously given the legislators
much thought-provoking testimony
about, shortcomings of the present
law arid regulatory machinery. He
advised
the
House ^oup the
is

doing,

.

McNinch-Dempsey-Koplowitz
ence

still

motivates

much

influ-

of

the

Commish, segregating or quarantining the common carrier regulators is
impracticable and undesirable, there
has been too much censorship by the
doghouse method, and the public interest formula 'has been stretched
too far.
Chief trouble, Caldwell maintain^, is the way the regulators
have interpreted the statute, not the

law Itself. While it Is subject to
improvement in several directions,
the 1034 Communications Act 'is one
of the best drafted and most finely
of the many statutes
as charters for Federal

conceived

which serve

Bdrjiinistratlve agencies.'
ders bill, he-, regnarked,

The San^proposes

given the Industry clearer ideas of
what It can and can't do. On the
whole, it is beneficial to have policies and standards set down In black
and white, rather than be subjected
to
regulation by hit and miss
methods, he observed.

toom

for improvement of
the law, both on the procedural and
substantive side, Caldwell acknowledged, but the most serious problem
is the way the Commish has construed the law rather than anything
Trouble also
in the ^statute itseU.
has resulted from failure of the
courts to 'follow either the language
or the intent' of Congress.

There

is

—

ldea-:-as

advanced by

NBC

and CBS—that the Commish is
powerless to do anything to check
monopolies imtil the courts have
established the existence of a monopoly is poorly founded, Caldwell
argued.
Such' .an- interpretation of
the statute 'flies right in the face of
what was said and understood both
in the House and the Senate.'
The N.A.B-sponsored aim^ndment
lifting language from the Supreme
Court decision in the Sanders Bros.
(Dubuque) case has been misunderstood, Caldwell maintained. Though
dressed up as a free speech protector; this proposal would deprive the
Commish of power to regulate
phases of the business which require
Federal supervision.
The Sanders
decision, he added, has been -frequently misquoted. It doesn't say
the Commish has no right to consider competition in administering
the public interest clause but, to the
contrary, fits in with the Idea of a

commendation, Caldwell argued, for
dragging skeletons out of closets and
forcing issues.
By proposing concrete regulations, rather than backmercial broadcasting on the home room theories, the regulators have

Issuance of regulations such as
the chain broadcasting reforms ^is
both desirable and proper, the Mutual barrister maintained.
Only In
this way can regulated persons know
or find out 'what their rights and
duties are in advance of action which
may otherwise subject them to
penalties.'
To his mind, 'there is
much better assurance that the principle will be uniformly applied'
when It is spelled out specifically.
Discrimination becomes obvious it
the rules are written down -for
everybody to read, while unjust or
unworkable regulations can be modi-

—

'free market.'
If all the outlets in
the leading cities are tied up under

ance of feminine stars. Also, for the
the whole Industry by throwing all
most part, to the comparatively
profitable business to the big boys.
elderly status of the males:
-

,

IThll* denying ha was motivated
Olive 'Thomas, Mary
Women'
friendliness for Oosley, Rep.
Clarence Brown ot Ohio quibbled at. Miles Mlnter, Gloria Swanson, Pola
length with Spearman and chal- Negri, Mabel Normand, Mary Picklenged his reasoning that super- ford, the Talmadges, the GIshes, Lois

—

by

smaller Wilson, Juanlta Hansen, Marguerite
happen, Clark, Clara Kimball Young, Viola
Dana,- Shirley Mason, Irene Castle,
Theda Bara, Ethel Clayton, Valeska
Surratt, I^azlmoya; Mae Busch, -Lotsales while
was using 600 kw.7 tie PIckford, Jetta Goudal, Geraldins
That is explained by the' general Farrar, Dorothy Dalton, Anna Q.

power

would

stations.

How

Jeopardize
does It

Brown

queried, that other iransmltters In the Ohlo-Kentucky-Indlana
area all enjoyed Increasing time

WLW

rise in radio advertising. Spearman
retorted.
Brown maintained local
advertisers, unable to pay the higher
tariffs ot the behemoths, will turn
to lower power classes for service.

Mary Thur-

Men—Harold

batiks,

X

,

man

shot back. The OUoan praised
the Commish for adhering to the
clear-channel theory, saying the I-A
plants have done more to serve
rural listeners than any other group.
He particularly commended WL'W
for Its agricultural programs.

Ths Idea of fixing power limits by
statute didn't appeal to another committeeman.

Pointing out that Con-

name guys

ot Indeterminate aga'
whose physical charms fell within
that rather disquieting state known
as 'well preserved.'
Without naming any names, there are quite some
few ot the latter on tiie scene now.
They'll be a great help, ioo, In
view of the announced policy at
various lots which tried to keep up
with the draft-and-enllstment situation and finished far out of the

gress has to leave technical questions to expert groups, Rep. Charles
money.
Halleck, of Ii)dlana, doubted the wisWarners, for example, now haa
dom of attempting to say how much
juice Is necessary for efficient oper- a pair of potential stars In Paul Henrled and Gig Young but beyond that
ation.. The power for all classes except I-A plants Is fixed by tiie Ha- will make little or no attempt to revana Treaty, Spearman pointed out, place Wajrne Morris, Ronald Reagan,
so there Is ample precedent for Jeffrey I^rnn and George Brent who,
one after another, have gone to the
nailing down a 60 lew.

time -options, there can be no 'free
market,' he said. If the Conmilsh Is
forbidden to take into account the
root
proposition of competition. Congress
would be compelling the regulatory
agency to be 'an accessory before
the fact to building up. an unlawful
monopoly or a restraint of trade.'
sContlnned from page
The worst feature about Commish
procedure, Caldwell explained, is suited In the suggestion that the
the failure to have independent English star and Miss Anderson tour
examiners and the mingling of the camps next season.
fled or. repealed.
It
judge-jury-pfo'secutor functions.
Another point that should Interest
'Great Confusion' During would be unwise to specify the pro- the USO-Camp Show outfit is the
cedure too much by law, but there fact that the men want mora legit
Administration should be separation ot these duties. shows rather than « succession of
The Sanders bill, however, 'does vaude-reviies. Only two leglters
*I know of no more crying need
nothing of the sort.'
played the camps up to the time
for improvement in the administrathat 'Macbeth' came along as an exprocess than to encourage Longer Licenses
tive
periment.
agencies to express their policies by
Encourage Stability At the Invitation ot » former
this' method of making law,' Caldwell observed. 'Whatever you may
The law should provide much American ambassador, Evans went
think of the Commission's network longer licenses than at present
to Washington lest week. Proposal
regulations, or of its pending inves- even up to 20 years in order to is that the players in the Shaketigation, of newspaper ownership of provide stability, Caldwell advised. spearen
troupe get .-.$50 weekly.
broadcasting stations, or of its tele- Since the pommish has the right to Equity's minimum, the players to be
frequency
mpdulation revoke permits, lio harm would taken care ot in officers quarters.
vision
or
regulations, it has for the past two come from giving virtually undated Evans Is said to have okayed the
or three years endeavored increas- tickets. He says there is no more plan without hesitation, and, before
ingly to bring its policies out into reason for limiting license periods she went to Hollywood on a picture
the open in the form of regulations, than there Is for making railroads job. Miss Anderson Is reported to
after full and fair hearing, where get operating permits periodically. have said, okay, too. She halls from
their actions can be examined and Under present conditions, the Com- Australia;. Evans from England..
criticised as they have in this very mish uses
an unfair method ot
There was soma mixiip attendant
hearing.'
spanking offenders and requires the Camp Meade appearances, of
During the McNinch regime, Cald- ticket-holders to prove their inno- which there were three. Five In the
whenever accusations are cast objected to the manner in which
well acknowledged, there was great cence
contusion
and* uncertainty, with made; By trying licensees when Evans annoimced the camp date. In
policies being 'buried in written de- they seek renewals, the Commish a take it or leave It attitude. They
cisions in particular cases or, what has thrown traditional legal proc- voiced their objection to Equity, but
esses into reverse gear, he opined.
is worse, talked about only behind
hardly in the form that Evans is subclosed doors and in chambers.' For Paul Spearman Bombards
ject to charges.
Actors wished to
many years the regulators somerhave it established that because they
saulted frequently, he declared, as
Clear Channel Boys did not play Meade their patriotism
evidenced by an analysis showing
Barrage was thrown by Paul should not be questioned. Under
that out of ten types of actions re- Spearman at the clear-channelites. stood that uh'derstudies went on for
garding network affiliation there Pouring his wrath on 'Victor Sholis, John. Ireland, Herbert Rudley, Irv
were decisions both ways. In th,e director of the 'Clear Channel Broad- ing Morrow, Henry Brandpp and
old days, he noted, an applicant go- casting Service, and blasting the John McQuade.
ing before the Commish 'knew that idea of superpower. Spearman sarCamp Meade datfe Is stated to have
the matter of chain affiliation might castically commented the I-A plants cost Evans more than $2,000 perprove Important but you didn't have always profess to be a friend of the sonally. He paid the actors $5 per
the slightest idea whether it would farmer when their wattages are en- day and took care of transportation
be a point fqr you or against you,' dangered but don't love the rural Commissary
Is
reported .having
Similarly^ with regard to newspaper listeners enough to move away from charged each player a smSll sum
ownership, the Commish in .denying juicy markets.
for accommodations.
tickets to publishers 'would not give
Instead 'of raising the wattage
its real reason frankly and openly' limits, the Cominish will do much
Place Hank Eeene Sisci
but resorted to subterfuges.
more to promote 'public interest by
Buffalo, June 16.
Commending the regulators for spotting additional stations on the
Velvet Tobacco Co. through Newholding hearings on both the net- reserved
frequencies.
Spearman
work and newspaper-ownership mat- maintained. He poured but all the ell-Emmett placed 'Hank Keene in
ters; Caldwell said 'this course is to arguments registered with the FCC Town' platters on WBEN in 7:45
the Commission's credit and much to in. the 193S engineering hearings and pjn. Monday, Wednesday and Friday
be preferred over the former state at the' trial of WLW, Cincinnati, slot.
Pact Is for 13 weeks.
of affairs that obtained during the using the Commission's social and

EvansrAnderson

McNinch

Needed

To

—

I

.

.

Nilsson, Julia Faye and
man, among others.

Lloyd, Douglas FairWallace Reid, Tom Melghan,
House Peters, Jack Mu^iall, Wil'When Spearman argued the most liam S. Hart, Milton Sills, Tom Mix,
lavish programs will concentrate on Jack Pickford, Dick Barthelmess, J.
the most powerful stations and thus Warren Kerrigan, Charlie Chaplin,
reduce the appeal of lower-wattage Eugene O'Brien, Lew Cody and
outlets. Brown snapped that Con- Francis
Bushman.
gress is much more concerned about
To the Iiadles
service for the public than In the
In other words, most of the bright
relative diwy of different classes of
young men, whose names had adornbroadcasters.
You can't get any ed theatre marquees, went toddllhtf.
service from the bulk of the Indusoff with a gun on. the shoulder, leavtry If the profits don't exist. Spearing the field to the ladles and a fetr
.

wars.
For the kind who qualify
physically are the kind Uncle Sam
is most interested In.
That's why 20th-Fox and Metro
.

will do nothing about the Imminent
departure of Tyrone Power, Van
Heflin and- Victor Mature, among
others. All three are going Into the
service as soon as their present picture
commitments are finished.
Metro also lost James Stewart early
in the game, as did Paramount In
the case of William Holden.
Metro's reply, at the, time, was -to
develop Hefiin to a point where he
was definitely bdxpfflce, only to lose
him as soon as his value became enhanced. So they've decided that the
"
result isn't worth the effort
Universal could have told them
about that long before. It lost its
only leading man, Robert Cummlngs,
right off. the bat—or rather right off
the bugle. It next advanced Robert
Weldon to the spot and he was
calle'd the second day he was on
the lot
Then It tried with Frank

Kelly.
He made one picture and
was drafted. After that Universal

decided

It

was playing

a losing hand.

Barrymore Estate
sContlnned Iroln page- 3;

•more than $10,000,' are Lionel Barrymore, Gordon Levoy, his attorney,
and Gene Fowler, novelist and
screen writer. Among the properties listed was a 'possible Interest''
in hilltop mansion In Beverly Hills,
an automobile, various personal effects and an undisclosed amount ot
cash.

Among

the heirlooms were a let-

ter written by Abraham Lincoln to.
the actor's grandmother,
Louisa
Drew, stage star of Civil War thnes;
a crayon portrait of Barrymore by

John Singer Sargent, and a marble
bust carved in his younger days.
The letter and portrait were left to
Dolores and the bust to John Blythe.
His dog, Viola; was bequeathed to
Mar Nlshimura, his Japanese exgardener, now, in an Intenunent camp,
met of the estate will be divided
equally among the three children.
One provision of the will was that
the executors employ two doctors
to prevent any. possibility ot his being buried alive.

-
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40 Concerts

Each

in

By NCAC,

Set

GOMGERT-OFBRA

New York

11

City

YEARS OF FRICTION?

St.

Running

behind

last year's

bookings at the present time, but
good enough to. be decidedly en-

Columbia Concerts Corp.

couraging,

and the National Concert St Artists
Corp. have each set apf)roximately
40 concerts apiece by artists under
their managements for Town- and
in

halls,

Carnegie

Manhattan. Each

of these concerts represents an outlay of $500 minimum to $1,500 on
the part of the participating artist,

with less than 10% breaking even
and an even smaller number making money.

New York

is

Noble Cain, R. Harris At
Austin, TeXi, Music Clinic
Austin, Texas,

June

16.

&

,

.

SAN FRANCISCO
OPERA TAKING

SHAPE

Miriam

*
San Francisco, June 16.
Prospectus' for the 1942-43 opera

season, the 20th yof San Francisco's
Alexander existence under the guidance of
Gaetano MeroTa, lists 1*9 operas from
Brailowsky, Jan. 15, 22, 29, Feb.
19 and 26; John Charles Thomas, which the repertoire will be chosen.
March 8; Louis Kaufman, March 17. The season is scheduled to start Oct
The NCAC artists to appear at Car- 9 and end Nov. 1, with a possible
negie Hall will be Fritz- Kreisler, additional week in Los Angeles if
Oct 31; Serge RachmaninofT, Nov. transportation difficulties can be
worked out.
7; Gyorgy Sandor, Nov. 20; Josef
Operas from which the repertoire
Lhevinne, Nov. 22; Efrem Zinibalist,
Jan. 19; and Nathan Milsteih, .Dec. will be. chosen are: 'Aida,' 'Barber of

Jacques Abrom, Dec.

12th season with Giiidi antagonizing Marietta,' 'Maytime,' 'Sweethearts,'
him. The feud broke into the open 'Chocolate
Soldier,'
'New Moon,'
recently when the orch was making 'Irene,' 'Desert Song' and 'Student
recordings, the first time in 20 years. Prince.' The Victor concert orches-

Guidi's friends' have rallied

to

tra will

his

ganization

meet

out

to dish
season.

new

next
In sending his donation for the
maintenance fund Golschmann wrote
from. Philadelphia, 'I have hoped the
orchestra might be kept Intact Now
it seems, alas, that because we are
lacking several thousand dollars it
will be impossible next season to

CAMPUS DATES

preserve the entire.- string section.'
drive to obtain the needed $15,000

GUESSING

tickets for

-

their annual courses.. The uncer- ley, the Minneapolis.Symphony, Car-,
tainty of registration among men has men Amaya, Marian. Anderson, the
caused many' of the nation's 300 Don Cossacks, ClaUdjb Arrau, DusoJohn Charles.
colleges that sponsor concert couues Una. Giannini .and
to let their bookings ride until Fall Thomas!
Hlller'a Series
with about one third or 100 booked
Another well-known impresario is
now against 75% of the courses
completely
filled
diu-ing
normal J. Gordon Hilker, who runs courses
fn Vancouver, Calgary and„ Viclo-r-^a.
years.
The Calgary course, at a price ranga
Since each college presents thre«,
from
90c. to $2fiO, will present Carto Ave attractions, this mean; some
men Amaya in October, Don Cos750-1,000 dates averaging $1,000 each
sacks in November, Crook's, in Janr
have as yet to be set. Many scheduary, the 'Marriage of Figaro' comules of artists are so balled up that pany
in March,/ and Josef Hotmann
few, if any, are certain where they in April.
The' Victoria course has
will concertize. Among some of the Amaya hi October, Cossacks
in Noschools whose courses have been set vember, the Ballet Theatre in Janu.are
Princeton,
Da'rtmouth,
Yale* ary, Crooks- .In Janiiaiy, Marian An-,
Cornell, Smith, Obferlin, U. of Wis- derson
in February,
'Fjgarb'
in'
consin, U. of N. Dakota, Iceland- March and Hofmann in April.
Stanford, Claremont, U. of Oregon,
The Vancouver cbiirse.wilt present
U. of Seattle, Wlnthrop, Duke, Clem- Crooks,. I(ise .Stevens, 'Figaro' Hofson Agricultural College, Alabama, mann, the. Ballet Theatre, «nd the

(Boosey&Hawfces) Move
Into

Wigmore

'Bartered Bride,' 'Bohenie,'

London, June

Hall

'

16.

&

'

March 1; Joseph Rabushka, March Baccaloni, Richard BonelH, John
Adoiph Busch and Chamber Brownlee, George Cehanovsky, Ezio
12;
'Music Players, Mar.ch 26, April 2, Pinza and Robert Weede. Conduc9,' 16;
and Francesco Mendelssohn, tors and assistants will be Merola,
April 1. Those Columbia artists. to Walter Herbert Pierre Monteux,
appear at Carnegie Hall will in- Pietro Cimara and Antonio Dell'
clude Ray Lev, Nov. 4; Albert .Spald- Oreflce. Armando Agnini and Hering, Nov. 8; Ernest Hutcheson, Nov. bert Graf will be the stage d-irectors,
chorus
11; Jascha Heifetz, Nov. 17; Rudolf and Glacomo Spadoni will be
Serkin, Dec. 1; Zino Francescatti, master. Other artists will be added
Dec. 4; 'Vronsky and Babin, Dec. 8; to the list. Season calls for. 19 perPaul Robeson, Dec. 27; Robert Ca- formances at an approximate cost of
March

20;

3;

Hofmann,

Josef

and Nelson Eddy, April

2.

»300,000.

.

Peabody

'GYPSY BARON' (RARE)

REVIVING IN

OPERA SEASON
Montreal, June

A

season

jesty's
'

of

'

of

theatre

planned here.
set

opera

16.

His Ma-

at

under the direction

Thomas Beecham

Sir

Reason

Is

is

being

Bob Jones Misses Anderson' and Amaya. Among
Ward Belmont U. of some of the other coiu'ses set, or in.

Conservatory,

University,

Michigan,
Lehigh.

NEW YORK

U.

of

Tennessee

and scattered booking form, are Antonio
Tramblay's Otiawg. course with Bidu'
Sayao iAi Robert Casadesus. the
Fred (Me Saton course with '^elen
Oct. B; Jan I*ecr<!e, Nov. 2*:On Traubel,
Artur Rubinstein, Sfm, 14; Paul
Robeson,. Feb. 4; and Gladys Swarth,

Johann

Strauss'a

'The

Gypsy Boston Esplanaders Go

Baron,' which has not been done in
N. Y. since 1929 and not at the Met
since 1906 will be given by the Committee for the Preservation of Austrian Art and Culture at the Cos-

Boston, June 16.
out, March 4, at $4 to $10 forThe war will not interfere with series; the Thurcday and Saturday
the Esplanade concerts this season, artists' series of the sa&ie impresario
which have drawn music lovers In Toronto 'wltb G^ooks, Oct. IB and
throughout this section to ihe shell 17; Miss Anderson, Nov. IS and SI;'
Yronshy and Babin, Jan. 18 and wh
on the Charles River for 14 years.
Arthur Fiedler, founder and con- Dorothy Maynor. fob. 18 and 9i|,'

TBie San Francisco Opera Com- mopolitan Opera House, June 19. and
pany has taken cognizance of the 20. A symphony orchestra of 45
war and its financial drain, even in luider Robert Stolz will be used.
the top hat sector, by announcing
Cast includes Margit Bokor, Mario
prices for its 20th season, will be ^erini,
Christina
Carroll.
Ralph
substantially scaled downward.
Herbert, Frederick Destal, Karl FarSeason tickets in the orchestra for kas, Theresa Gerson, Helene Arden
the regular series of 10 performances and John Garris.
Admission is
were dashed from the last year fig scaled at 83c to $3.30.
I
use ot $70.60 to $60.50. Other prices
have been similarly cut.
William Kappell, 19 year old pianist and winner of the 1942 Town
.

MONTREAL SETS

ductor of the series, announced they
will open in mid-July and -will be
in the -nature of 'twilight concerts,'
beginning at T p.m. and endihx »t
dusk, to conform with dim-out regu-

Sept. 15 to Sept. 27. Operas
'SeragUo,' 'Don Giovanni,' Tosca,' 'Barijer of Seville,'
'Werther* and 'Romeo et Juliet'

Hall

Josephine Antoine has been chosen

Grace Moore Quits Columbia Concerts

play a
piano concerto by the Russianseries, will

Pric* rapg*

20.

It

on

NBC

from

Chicago

Monday

—

after several coloraturas had

Grace Moore has left Columbia bia, leaves for- Miami
Concerts Corp. under whose man- receive training. He is 49.
Miss Moore's quitting, marks the
agement she had been for the past
Now considering offers second name personality lost by Co12 years.
from other managements. Negotia- lumbia in the last two weeks. The
is
Vladimir Horowitz, the
tions with Sol Hurok are the most other
pianist who's to be repped by Annie
likely to jell.
The singer declared she left Co- Friedberg.
lumbia because the people who always managed her have gone into
Cincy Opera Addenda
the war.- In this remark she referred
Cincinnati, June 16.
to Fred Schang who has managed

came

been tested.
Washington, June 16.
The Met coloratura sings June 18
Maria Gambarelli, premiere danwith the Toronto Philharmonic and
leuse of the Met, opens the NaJune 24 with the National Symphony
tional Symphony Orchestra season of Washington. She will sing with
at the Water Gate here June 19.
the Cincinnati Opera Co. in late July
The dancer will present five selec- and early August in 'Mignon,' 'Lucia'
tions plus encores.
and possibly 'Rigolctto' and then go
to Chautauqua for performances of
the 'Barber of Seville' and concerts.
Florenoe Kiik to B. A.
In the fall she goes to the San Fran
Florence Kirk, dramatic soprano, Cisco Opera Co., reporting Oct 12 for
has been engaged by the Teatro the full season, the Chicago Opera
Colon of Buenos Aires for eight per-^ Co. and then back to the Met.
She opens her concert tour on the
formanies of Verdi's 'Macbeth' and
'Aida' and leaves June 25 for that Pacific coast and will pick up the

.

'

and represented her for a dozen
years and who joins the army J-une
27 as a Captain, The singer also
expressed some dissatisfaction with
Miss
the Columbia management.
Moore's earnings under Columbia's
city.
balance of the Met quartet there management had never dropped beShe then goes to Rio for that opera these being Frederick Jagel, Karin low $100,000 annually.
Schang, vice-president of ColumscBMn.
.Brenzell.and John Brownlee.
.

and

NEWARKOPERA
Newark,

iw

18.

Tha Newark dvle Grand

Oitara

C6. will prasant a Mrlei of IS

opens

.

on luccawlvc Sunday* itartinK Die*.
Operas -will be i^esented at thai

Mosqua thaatre

wittt- stars of ih«
featuring tha casts.
Tentative list of the operas, l«
'Rlgolatto,' Trovatore,' 'Cavalleria Su^ticana' and 'Pagliacci,'
'Lucfa,' 'Barber of SeviUe,' 'Bohemt;''
June 27 to 'Traviata,' 'Carmen,'
'Faust.' 'Tosca*

With Agency 12 Yean Fred Schang Becomes
Army Captain Hurok May Manage Singer

—

18

M to $10.

SUNDAYS OF

'

as She soloist on the Carnation Milk

been on
Most of the singers will be from evenings. The singer had
the Metroaolltan Opera Co. Casting three weeks, pending the selection
is now going on in N, Y,
of a permanent soloist and has 16
weeks to go to Sept. 28. Her choice

Gambarelli's D. C. Date

and Lansing HaMold, March

12

lations.

There will be 24 concerts this season instead of the lisual 20, and in
addition there will be special pronew
grams each morning for the ehildren
Armenian composer, Aram Khatcba- and for the elders who accompany
Met Celoratnra Beekcd Well Into xVbrian at Lewisohn Stadium, July 18. them.
Winter Already

Endowment

ANTOINE ON CARNATK)N

tentatively

from

planned, are

and pays $25,000 for them.

Concert -bookings have been sev- His course for the 1042-43 season inerely disrupted for ne|xt year by the cludes Robert Casadesus. Richard
inability of many coHeges to set Crooks, Albert Soaldlng, John Dud-

London Summer Concerts

'Cavalleria
Rusticana,'
The annual London Summer ConColumbia Concerts list at Town
Hall includes Tapia Caballero, Oct. 'Dailfehter of the Regiment,'. 'Lc Coq cert Series of Boosey
-Hawkes
Baker, Oct. 19: Paul d'Or,' 'Elisir d'Araore," 'Faust,' 'Fle- started at Aeolian Hall May 29 and
16; Dorothy
.dermaus,'
'Girl
Golden
of
the
West,' transferred to Wigmore Hall June 1
Makovsky, Oct. 21; Maxim Soiaplro,
'Lucia,'
'L'Amore
Dei
Rei,'
Tre
and 9. Admission prices range from
Oct. 25; Michael Zadora, Oct. .27;
'Manon,'
'Ballo
in
Maschera,:
'Nozze
one to five shillings.
Leon Kushner, Nov. 8; Eddie Katz,
Some of the works- presented inNov. 9; Marjory Hess, Nov. 15; di Figaro,' 'Pagliacci' and 'Traviata.'
Some of the proposed' artists are cluded Schoenberg's 'Pierrot LuPovla Frijsh, Nov. 20; Grace Cnstagnetta, Nov. 22; Ida Ki'ehm, Nov. Licia Albanese, Josephine Antoine, naire,' with Hedi Anderson as soloist
Margit
Bokor,
Bruna
Castagna,
Irra
under Erwin Stein, and William Wal29; Henri Temianka, Nov. 30: Lotte
Lebmann, Dec. 6; Trapp Family Petine, Olive Popitz, Stella Roman, ton's 'Facade.' String quartets, suits
Singers, Dec. '6 and 13; General Bidu Sayao, Rise Stevens, Jean Ten- and concertos of the old and modPlatoiTs Cossacks, Jan. 3; David nyson, Thelma Votipka, Alessjo de ernistic schools with featured soloists
Soyer, Jan. 8; Stuart Gracey, Jan, Paolis, Frederick Jagel, Raoul Jobin, made up the balance 'Ot the pro10; Bach Circle, Jan. 18; Guiomar Charles KuUman, Jan Peerce, Franco grams, which were also broadcast by
Novaes, Feb. 6; winner' of Brazilian Perulli, Marek Windheim, Lorenzo BBC.
pianistic award, Feb. 17; Bach Circle, Alvary, Douglas Beattie, Salvatore

Feb.

'

artists,

'Carmen,'

-

.

under way.

.

Seville,'

tawa at..$25,000, Winnipeg and Vancouver at. the same' -figure, ,MontreaI
at $50,000, and Toronto at $100,000
being the largest Based an 'flgur.es
received, from the varied cities on
last- year's igrosses,
an estim^ed
$334,000 was paid in Canada tot con-

A

is still

Montreal, June 16.
The Canadian concert business has
held up surprisingly well, war or no
war, during the past year, and Canada, with a normal gross of $300,000
for its annual concerts (against -$5,000,000 In the U. S.), did some $30,000-^0,000 better lest year than the
year before, with prospects for the
1942-43 season even better.
This is even more surprising considering the high tax rate on aniu.'iements, which has seen a tailing olT in
some other theatrical fields. Canada
has 30 cities which present concerts.
The majority of these range from
$3,000-$7,000 each in gross, with Ot-

certs, with a probable $20,000 lost' in
the computation shuffle,
Canada's biggest concert course is
in Winnipeg, with Fred Gee the impresarlo. This is probably the biggest course In either the U. S-. «r
Canada, which means the world.' Ge«
presents 11 attractionsr all- ot stellar

WAIT ON FALL

14;

11.

sadesus,

be under Leonard Joy.

support and a showdown ik expected when the biggies of the or-

Town

Solovicft, Oct. 23; Roman Totenbirg, Oct. 26; Thomas Thomas,'
Oct. 30; Conrad Tribault. Nov. 1;
Doris Doe, Nov. 2; Roland Gundry,
Nov. 6; Jan Smeterlln, Dec. 4;

Outlook for Coming Season Gooi

$15,000 of the sum needed to carry on
next season's sked. Ho-./ever, the feud

:

'

The list of these set by the NaArtists Corp. at
Concert
Hall is as follows: Alexander
Sved, Oct. IS; Miklos Scfiwalb, Nov.
27; Christine Goff, N6v< 18; Arthur
Dann, Nov. 16; Mary Becker, Nov.
10; Stanley Need, Feb. 3; Saihuel
Dushkin, Bee. 8, Jan. 12 and Feb. 8;
Bernardo Segall, Oct. 12, Jan. 10,
Feb. 15; Alexander Uninsky, Oct. 21;

week

orch, last

An

to artists,

tional

symph

donated $3,000 to the organization's
maintenance fund which is still shy

Noble Cain and Roy Harris will be between Golschmann and Scipione Victor Cuts
Album;
among the composers :and conductors Guidi, concert master of the orch
who will .teach high school students still rages, the latest development
First Since Shellac Crisis
attending .a special music clinic, be- being the signing of a petition for
RCA Victor wiU make its first imretention
by -200 music portant classical cutting since the
ing held here and which started Guidi's
lovers.
Monday (15).
ban on shellac when on June 22 at
The clinic will be held here at
The document has been sent to the its studio at 24th street, N. Y., it
the University of Texas with Dr. orch's executive board but to date will make an album of eight sides of
Archie N. Jones, professor of music. no action has- been taken. The trou- recordings from light operas. DoroIn charge.
Course!; offered include ble began 11 years ago and Golsch- thy Kirsten and Felix Knight will
work in chorus, orchestra and band mann recently was quoted as de- be the soloists in the recordings.
music.
claring he would not stand for a
Operattas to be used are 'Naughty

important, of course,

hoping to reap good newspaper reviews which will sell them
over the country.

Estimated $30,000 Over Year Before;

Vladimir Golschmann, maestro of
the St. Louis

slightly

Louis, June 16.

39J

'41''42

Canadian Concert Gross for

Golschmann Donates $3,000 But
Won't Tolerate Scipione Gnldl

Columbia in '4^'43

'-.

-

Additions

to,

the

list

of artists en-

gaged for the Cincy opera season
include Vivian Delia Chicsa, who
will sing in 'Bohemc' June IQ and
July 3, and Marita FartU who sings
'Pagliacci,' .'Carman'
and Hansel
und Gretel' the last, week of July
and the first week of August.

Mat

'Aida,'

and 'Gioconda.'

Meiko's Mnsic Sibtidiary
Mexico City, June 16.
The government ia spending $1,(Mex.)—$415,000—for the
vancemcnt of music this year, nioalform of fat subsidies fgt
various orchestras and some faidf-

000,000

ly in the

vidual muslciahs.
Most the government ever sp
for music.

Daathartr

and

.Itaalcka,.

piano team and Itargarat ipMka
aiva a joint concert June 8 forill
U.S.O. in 'Nor<traUc Gonn.

J.

Wiedn<ff3«yt,

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

40

Manie Sacks

Dorsey Smash $31500 in PhiDy;

June 17, 1942

Bands at Hotel B.O/s

to Coast

Manie Sacks, head of Columbia

LncasNifty $25,000 inN.Y.Savitt Big

Records' New York office, left for
morning.
(12)
the Coast Friday
He'll be gone about 10 days on a

and work

22G in S.F. Harris, 18G, Omaha Click

(Presented heretotth, at a tottkXy tapjflotUm, to th« estimated cover
ehargt buMineu telng done b\t nam* banSs in tiartous Neto 9ork hotels.
Dinner business <7-10 PJtf.) not rated- Figrurts after name of hotel give
room eapaeity and-(OVcr charge. Larger amounl desiffnates weekend and
holiday price.)

trip.

combination rest
He's to make one stopover In Chicago on the way out.

Wreka
Rotd
Dorsey. ..Astor (1,000; 76c-$l).
4
Ray Heatherton..BUtmori (300; $1-$1.5Q).
7
Guy Lombardo*.. .Waldorf (650; $1>$1.50>.....-:
4
Johnny Long
New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.60)...:
5
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.60)
Lanl Mclntire
18
Charlie Spivak.... Pennsylvania .(500; 75c-$l:S0)........ 0
IteDd

Tommy

(Estimates for This

Week)

Seattle (Palomar; 1,23-35-58)— With 'Man From
Drawing
(Mono).
Headquarters'
good $8,700, largely on band name.

Henry Basse,

850;

Cab Calloway, NeW York (Strand;
2,756; 35-55-75-85-99)—With 'In This
Our Life' (WB) (6th-flnal week) on

the second, concluding week for Calloway here; gross
points to better than $26,000, okay in
view of length of run of the picture.
First stanza for Calloway here, fifth
for 'Life,* was $31,000, good.

This

screen.

is

D o r s e y,

Jimmy

35-40-45-55-70)—With

3,700;
teur'

'Sabo-

(RKO) and Billy House, DenDay as headliners. Latter names
more important than the band as b.o.
nis

(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75).

factor in fine $22,000

coming

up.

4,000;

Man's

Detroit

Benny Goodman, New York (Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)—
Letter, Dairltng" (Par) on
screen (4th-flnal week). Begins concluding stanza today (Wednesday);
third was $36,000, satisfactory, while
on the second lap take hit $43,000,
good.
Fhll Harris, Omaha (Orpheum; 3,000; 15-40-50-65)— With 'Butch Minds
Band really the
the Baby' (U).
whole show and looks set for smash
Initial midwest appearaiice
$18,000.
for Harris.
Clyde Lucas, New York (Stale;
With 'Take

35-55-65-75-99-$1.10)

Lincoln (229;.76c-$l)

.....10

375

700

a supporting floor show, although the band

On

One-Niters

22,450
4,800
11,775
11,550
25,925
14,825
5,725
is

the

Los Angeles

(Michigan;

40-55-65)— With 'The Great
Heading for
Lady' (Par).

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 000;, $1.50). Biz shot up sharply with the
aid of graduation parties and Navy Relief BalL Covers will better 3,500,
Joe Belohnun (Blltmore; 1.200; 50c-$l).. Building nicely and should pull
I^ark,
Beach
Mitchell Ayres (Ocean
up with around 4,500 tabs, which Is plenty okay for this time of the year
New London, Conn., June 14). Ayres and conditions being what they are.
(Estimates')

great $38,000.

Leigbton Noble Quits

Dance Bosiness Untfl
Peace Comes Once More

did a nice job here, playing to 1,390
dancers at 85c for about $1,182.
Henry Basse (Aud., Walla Walla,
Wash., June 13,) Cracked record here,
with 2,100 at $1.15. Next night (15)

Chicago

Eddy Dncbln (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 mln.). Final
couple weeks of what has been a great stay. Came tiirough last week to
at Tacoma, Busse played to fine 1,900 bang-up 4,000 Qjitrons.
at $1.15.
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 mln.). Joy
Dnke Ellington (Exposition, Ta- orchestira turning in nice job In this stlil room, and okay last week with
coma, June 14). Great colored band 1,700 diners.
.

Boston, June

16.

Leighton Noble has retired as &n
drew swell 2,300 at $1,15.
Glen Gray (Panther Room, Sherman Hotel;
orchestra leader 'for the duration'
Mai Hallett (Pleasure Beach Park, follows Bob Chester's strong sta^and did well ,800; $l-$2.50 mln.). Gray
last week at 5,100 custom*
following a 22-week engagement
Bridgeport, Conn., June 14). Hallett
ers.
here at the Hotel Statler, Saturday
Into heavy rainstorm, yet drew a
ran
(13).
He is on his way to Beverly fair crowd, of 833 at S9c.
Nell Bondshn (Sttyfair Room, Hotel Blackstone; 350; $2.50 mln. Sat.).
Hills,' expecting to do radio and picOrmandy) Larry Adler now the floor attraction. Biz good with 2,000 customers last
Andy' iacobson-Goy
ture work.
(Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, June week.
Transportation and draft problems
13). Two local groups did neat job,
-

forced Noble to this decision.

BUS DEADLINE FLEXIBLE

—

With Meanwhile Dancemen Using Private
Benny Fields and Dean Murphy on
Car For One-Nifhters
,
stage, "Rio Rite' (M-G) (2d run) on
screen. Lucas band, plus Fields and
Another extension of time has
Murphy, strongly bolstering Abbott- been granted the bus companies
Costello film for more than $25,000, which
serve the band business.
fine.
Wheteas they were supposed to
Lonls Prima, Cleveland (Palace; cease operation by Monday (15), in
order to conserve gas and rubber,
they now have until June 22. While
that deferment is only for a week,

8,450;

Wald

* Asterisks Indicate

6,100
3,025
1,975
1,550
2,525

major draw.

All-around combo adding up to

p.a.

big $22,000.
Artie Shaw,

Jerry

WaUoping Job

Jan Savltt, San Francisco (Golden
Gate; 2,850; 40-44-65)— With 'Syncopation' (RKO) and Bonita Granville

Not far

for. bands here
with torrid $32,500. Only a slight
assist chalked up by picture support,
'Whispering Ghost' (20th). House is
without air conditioning, too. since
macliinery broke down.

Do

draws, with the picture also a major

Philadelphia

from house record

Rain, Heat

Voven ratiil
Pnit
Vovtn
Wrch On Ihit*

,

drawing 1.800 at 75-65c for $1,260.
Dick JnrgeoB (Totem Pole B., Aubumdale, Mass., June '8-13). Jurgens

Boston

Leo Relsman (Ritz Roof, Ritz-Carlton- Hotel; '350; $1 cover). Relsnian's
building here, despite gas ration- fifth week was biggest yet as biz spurted to 2,300 covers^ plus fine dinner
and heat over past weekend. biz. Stays to 25th with Nat Brandwynne following.
Leighton Noble (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). After 22
Played to exceptional' 13,600 at $1.45
'
successful weeks. Noble closed here Saturday (13). and retired from band
couple for $9,860.
Holy Rogers (Moseley's-on-Charles, business 'for the duration.' Last week 975 paid covers over Friday-SaturDedham, Mass., June 13). Recently day, only late nights, together 'with usual excellent dinner trade. Jack
is

ing

reopened after 10 dark years, this Edwards opened Monday (15).
spot turned out 800 for Rogers, local
Hal Saunders (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 800; $1 cover). With Dorothy
group, popping $440 into the b.o. at Lewis' Ice Show on 15th and flnal.week, business continued upwards to
55c per; good.
fine 1,450 covers. Saunders' seventh week. 'Dinner traffic extremely good.
Tommy Tucker (Brookline C. C, Mcbowan and Mack Ice Revue opened Monday (15).
Philadelphia, June 13). Terrific heat
the Office of Defense Transporta- slaughtered Tucker, who drew poor
tion has advised that the order is ^00 dancers at $1.10.
Philadelphia
not finaL That iriay mean a fourth
Leo Zollo (Garden Terrace, Benjamin Franklin Hotel; 500; $l-$l,50-$2'
deferment If by that time ODT ofmin.). Bucked a sultry week-end to wind up Zollo's fourth week with
ficials have not completed investigasatisfactory 1,174 customers registering for supper.
tion into the needs of the band busi.

'

.

Band Bookings

ness.

While buses are available- to them
(order came
until the 22d
tiirough Thursday (11) night), various leaders heading out of New York

now

Minneapolis
Mnggsy Spanler, June

19, week,
Benny Strong' '(Minnesota Terrace, Hotel Nicollet; 500; $1-$1.50). BusiEarle T., Philadelphia; 27, Palisades ness
has taken big spurt here. First week of this pon-name band, making
Park, Fort Lee, N. J.; July 6, two'
and other keys are almost all mov- weeks. Centennial Terrace, Syl- initial Minneapolis appearance, brought in approximate average of ESO
or around 3,^00 for six-day week, which is very big. Band end
nightly,
ing their men by private car. They vania, O.
floor
show, Including Bob Evans, Nitza 8e RaveU and Ruth Craven, weU
prefer that mode of travel, particuTony Pastor, June 16-29, Tunelarly for long routes, to avoid being Town B., St Louis; .1.30, Fountain received.
»
caught far from home in the event Ferry Park, Louisville, Ky.; .July 2,
the ODT takes busses out of cir- U. S. Army Graduation Ball, John
Marshall H, Richmond, "Va.; 3, week,
culation.
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Lack of transpprtetion and the Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City;
10-12, State T., Hartford; 14, Manos
(Los Angeles)
fear of having busses pulled from
T., Greensburg, Pa.; 15, Columbia T.,
under them during a tour, has made Warren, Pa.; 16, Columbia T., Erie,
Harry James (Palladium B, Hollywood, .seventh week). No letup In the
and his
many bands shy away from the Pa.; 17, week. Cedar Point, Sandus- sizzling pace sat from the beginning and wlU mark up a whooping 22,000.
road the past couple weeks. Ac- ky, O.; 24, week, Eastwood Gardens, One. tnore week and Les Brown moves in.
cording to bookers this is already Detroit
Jlmmle Lnnceford (Trianon N, Soutbgate, CaL). Best liked of the sepia
Ina Bay Hatton^ June 26, Armory, crews around here
being felt in the number of assignand will post hefty 5,000 payees In his first week. Got
Wilmington, Del.; 27-28, Million Dolments to Army camps.
away to a big opening and held the pace.
.
It's said lhat while some 100 dates lar Pier, Atlantic City; 29-July 1,
Ted Lewis (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal.). Lewis rolling up terwere agreed upon during the last State T., Harrlsburg, Pa.; 24, two
rific gross on first week here with count better than $9,000.
Dollar trad^
FIFTH
month (22-23 were rejected by Army weeks, Peabody H., Memphis.
Bine Barron, June 19, Casa Loma is way above previous bands since Lewis is drawing spenders as against
officials for various reasons), this
B., Charleston, W. 'Va.; 20, Castle
Down Beat Room
next month's commitments will total Farms, Cincinnati: 21, Lakeside Park, jive bands with their milk bar clientele. Heading for the Casa record in
dollars and dancers.
about 60.
Dayton, O.; 22, Columbia T., Erie,
Bndolph FrImI, Jr. (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood).' Trade"sagglng
Garrick Stage
Pa.; 23, Columbia T., Warren,. Pa.;
and combined with Nils Granlund's floor show won't catch better than
Dorso, Morris Agcy. Part
24, Maryland! T.. Cumberland, Md.;
Chicago
Dick Dorso leaves the William 25, Capitol T., Wheeling. W. Va.; 26,. 3,500 customers.
Morris agency band department In Manos T., Greensburg, Pa.; 72, SunNew York July 11. He was one of set Park, Carrollto'wn, Pa.; 28. Yan(Chicago)
the original members of the agency's kee Lake, Brookfield, O.; 29, Ohio T.,
Baddy Franklin (Chez Paree"; 600; $3-$3.50 mlh.), Harry Rlchman conLima', O.
4*
orchestra branch, having directed
Little Jack Little, June 29, four tinuing as headliner. Franklin orchestra proving real asset here. Last
the coast office booking until brought weeks. El Patio C, Washintcton, D.
C. week's count was 4,500.
Inc
east about a -year ago. He worked
.Johnny Long, June 91, 28, Million
Ted Weems (Blackhawk; 400; $1.25 mln.). Weems orchestra has been
on locations.
Dollar Pier, Atlantic City.
one of the big all-time winners for this loop spot, last week dragging in
30 Rocl<p(ollfr Plc.-O
Dorso Is going Into the personal
Jlmmle Lnnceford, July 9, Civic 3,600 paitrons.
Nrw Yo'v N Y
management end of the business.
Aud., San Jose, Cal.; 10. Civic Aud:,
Stockton. Cal.: 11, Sweet's B., Sacramento; 12, Shrine Aud., Los Angeles;
17, Casa de Vallejo B., Vallejo, Cal.;
1
19-20, Sweet's B., Oakland; 22-23,
at the piano
Riverside Park. Phoenix, Ariz.; 27,
Liberty Hall, El Paso, Tex.; 29, Cotton C. Austin, Tex..: 31, Lakeside
Park, 'Whichita Falls, Tex.
Tommy Reynolds, June 27, Aud.,
Evansville, Ind.; 28, Aud., Bloomingand his orchestra
ton, Ind.; July 3-5, New Casino B.,
Walled Lake, Mich.; 7, 10-12, Dell's
East Lansing. Mich.; 14-19, Tune'

JIVE

BAND

NOW

MONTH

.

JOE

GLASER

SONNY KENDIS
NOW

FEFE'S

MONTE CARLO
New York

Town

B.,

St

Louis.

Lonle jordan-CIande Trenler, June
Harvest C, Beaumont Tex.;. 21,

19,

Smith's Aud., Dallas: 22. Liberty
Aud., San Antonio; 23, City Aud.,
Galveston: 24, Star C, Texarkana;
25, City Aud., Houston: 26, Temple

Roof (harden. Baton Rouge. La.; 28,
Rhythm C, New Orleans: 29, Palace
Park, Shreveoort, La.;
Aud., Memphis.

COLUMBIA

RECORDS

Art

Paulson

band

Tommy Dorsey at
New 'York, while

30,

Beale

will

St.

relieve

the Astor hotel,
Dorsey does his

summer replacement .progravi
Red Skelton Tuesday nights.

for

Currently

New
PEtHAM HEATH
Inn
Indefinite

Engagement

WOR-MBS

—
>

Wednesday*
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A TOUGH FIGHT LOOMS

Name

Shortage in Boston

transportation

diSicuIlies,

Not Gross, Price of Touring Bands
Band booking egeucies heard Mour

'Sweetheart Night'

plus the

.

Chicago, June

;

Demand Decorum

a dearth of 'name' bands

And
or not, Petrillo calls this suicidal and thinks some- expected in this vicinity this -weA.
That something, dated Aug. 1, is a The only appearances scheduled
thing must be done.
were Vaughn Monroe at Canoble
drastic, sweeping, world-defying prohibition.

man Arnold

Lake,

Salem, N. H.,

Monday

Is

EDISON PAYS

Vivid in the whole struggle is the now-old story of men
against machines. Technological unemployment is the constant shadow over every local. Tiie grim political reality of the
bench-warhiers, perennially jobless in the union, cannot be
off.

OFF DANCES
INN.Y.C.

Events

irresistibly compel Petrillo to attempt
Just as irrestibly the self-interest of hundreds
of radio stations and thousands of jukebox joints compel them
to fight acceptance of 'forced employment.'

some

Dress

at

Hall

(15)

and Tuesday at Roseland-State B,
to appear on the scene, probably awaiting Boston; Andy Kirk on Monday (15)
further overt action by Petrillo, are the la\vyers. The past at Whalom Park, Fitchburg.
week was devoted in radio to a gathering storm of resentment,
to threats! to defensive deliberations. Broadcasters were assuring each other 'we licked ASCAP, we can^ick this attempted

Not quite ready

disc lock-out.'

In

With

War Hoofers

Wichita, Kan., June 16.
CharUe Barnet's 10-plece orchestra will c^en summer season at Blue
Moon here with week's engagement.

John Dotson, manager, has ennouneed that
stags.
Jitterbugs,
women In slacks and coatless-tieless
men will be banned in tbe future.
Blue Moon, which has been closed
at Intervals between' engagements
of bands during spring season, will
nights a week
with dancing until 3 a.m. on Monday nigkts to accommodate defense
workers.

now be open seven

soliition.

Consolidated Edison Co. of New
has- put up'|21,000 tt> undera series of 54 name band
dances and concerts through the
summer. at public parks in various
boroughs of N. Y. City. 3ands of
all booking offices will be assigned
None will be paid
the dates.
more than $500 for two hours of
work, 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. Raymond
Scotfs band started the string last
night (Tuesday) at the Mall. Central Park.
Consolidated, which' supplies N. Y.
City with gas and electric power,
has no interest in putting up the
money other than a desire to supply
free dancing for the great number
of servicemen on leave in the city
at all times. That, of course, doesn't
exclude other youngsters from taking advantage of the opportunity to
hop to such' bands as Cab Calloway,
Mitchell Ayres, I<ew Breese, Jimmy
Dorsey, Charlie Spivak, Clyde Lucas, Richard Himber, and others
designated to play at
Prospect
Park, Brooklyn; Colonial Park, Chelsea Park, St. Mary's Park, all In
Manhattan, and Victory Park, at the
site of the recent World's Fair in
Queens.
Each of these parks normally have
free dancing during the summer, to
orchestras paid by the pity. Dance
floors are asphalt and are operated
under very strict ^ules. This is the
first time, however, that name dance

York

This fight may equal or excel in bitterness the
struggle. It is izr more likely to divide public opinion.

ASCAP

masses were more or

If

the

confused by the copyright legalities
and unstirred by what was essentially a price-setting problem,
it is less certain that they will remain similarly lethargic where
the issue iis presented as job protection. That's invidiouis on
the face of it, in a nation that has had 12 years to learn what
not having a job means.
less

Naturally the broadcasters and other business men do not
admit any moral, legal or other claim. They did not buy a
responsibility to the A. F. M, They have no 'sentiment for,
but quite often against. Union musicians, as such.

A

lot

of people are going to be

want to take

2

hurt— take

that

any way you

it.

of

Ni^o Bands May Merge

Moe Gale and Joe Glaser Consider Advisability
War Especially Hard on Traveling Colored Talent
Mo« Gale and Joe Glaser, both
managers of colored bands and talent, talked over a possible merging
ot their Oiterests last week. Nothing
definite has come out of the preliminary confab and if* quite pos-

nothing ever will. However,- Glaser went aa far as securing permission of Muslo Corp. of
America to make a deal with Gale,
which Is oecessary since Glaser
manages • group of colored talent
booked by MCA. Latter was part of
the deal Glaser made with MCA .last
year when he gave that agency the
booking rights, to Les Brown's band
and several other white properties.
If anything comes of the GaleGlaser talks It would Involve only
colored talent Glaser has long evldenced a desire to shift to the
Coast, where bis wife and family
live, and under the arrangement he
would headquarter there while Gale
directed the eastern end.
There's
another reason for the talks, too,
which will be brought sharply into
focus In the event busses are taken
out of clrculaUon by the Office of
Defense Transportation. When that
happens it will be almost Impossible
for Negro orchestras to move. Since
Gale books the Savoy Ballroom,
Harlem, N. Y., and Glaser owns the
Grand
Terrace,
(now
Chicago
closed), *etweeh them they could
keep their major bands alive by
sible that

.

.

'

FRED WILLIAMSON MOBILE
He'll

R6Uie For Frederick Bros.—
Tatei Crowds N. T. Olflce

write

bands have been used regularly.

May

Fred Williamson gives up his post Steel Pier
Holdover
as manager of the Frederick Bros,
agency in New York this week, to
Bands; Travel Makes
^work on special assignments between all offices.' He will lieadquarWeekly Change Teugh
ter out of Chicago and concern himself not only with band bookings,
Therfe's a deal pending which will
but also with selling talent on the
books of the FB. Artists Corporation. put the Steel Pier, Atlantic City,
B. W. Frederick will be In charge «f heretofore a week's stand, on a

New York.
New York

'

office of FB moves Into
quarters soon. Present location
City has become overcrowded since Charles Yates outfit

new
in

Radio

moved

in.

PAH ASBURY

PARK,

FOLDS NAME BANDS

orchestra.

Youngman,

Belle

and

Henry
Baker,
other acts, and

closed

25

to Appeal

is

the

more Important new

regulation, since it decrees that after
it goes hato effect agencies will be
allowed to compute cononiissions
only on: the net to a band, not on the
overall salary which includes transportation. Mileage rule instituted a
sod-mile limit every 24-hours when
-

.

'

jumps are made by car. It formerly
was 400 miles. There's no' limit, ot
course, on hops by traia or plane.
AFM set no dates for the iiew
regulations
to
become effective,
.

probably because they re subject to
approval ot the AFM executive
Board, as are most all new resolutions passed at the annual convention. It's assumed, however, that the

'.

'

additional rules will go into effect
Sept. 1 ot 16.
Jack Rosenberg president ot New
York local 80^ sponsored the amendmeat which will change the commission levies by booing agencies.
He has been trying tor several years
to get it throutfi at t^e annual meet*
ings, without success until this year.
The Ios9 «f 'commissions to this various agenciea over the perloid of «
yeAr is virtually iii4x>ssible to da-,
termlne, but it probably will be between $500,000 and $1,000,000. Agencies have' for' years computed their
conunlssloAs on the specific amount
paid a band for any jeb. Under
new rule all transportation costs will
b< deducted (uhtop allows 4c per

-

.

Uw

mile per man) and the cdmmisslob
based on the i^t profit.

Tax

Snpreme

U

trying

to jupset a Federal Court
ruling in Chicago that he, and not
niterles, ballrooms, etc., employing
his band. Is responsible for social
security taxes on his individual
musicians.

A

tiooMngs for
profit In it.

U

band

ik

there'i

iw

.

BANDBIZGRODP

referee of the social security division of the Internal Revenue De-

RIIUPOUTBY

iwrtmenf originally ruled Williams
responsible for the taxes. The bandleader appealed and won a reversal
in the lower ^arts in Illinois, TKen
the Internal Revenue Departmeat
prevailed upon the Department of
Justice to appeal to the Elghest U. S.
court in Illinois, which ruled that
Williams must pay the taxes.
Orchestra Co-ordinating Commit*
The case has been looked upon by tee, which was set up recent!/' to
the dance band tr^de as the first real work out various problems ot tho
test of the social security, tax re- business includlng.Anuy camp d^tes,

PElillLLO

sponsibiU.ty. It's especially interesting to theatre owners because of the

ways and means ot raisinf money
for relief orgnnizations, etc., was orInternal Revenue Bureau's strong dered disbanded laft week by James
desire to tag Williams, a bandleader, C. Petrillo. prerident ol the Ancrlwith that responilbiUty, although the cfin Federation «t Musicians. Petrillo
American Federation of Musicians, scattered the committee wlOi a veiy
via its Form
contract, has forced curt wire, sent to the group's head^
theatres playing iravellijig orchs to quarters in New York, Among other
assume the responsibility.
things it suggested that the commit*
tee was trying to
the AFM,

B

'

nm

Kom Kobblers

Suffer In

If

Charles MlUer, MutIc dnp. tf
America exooutlve, was ehaiimia ot:
the groupr wbldt also iiitehkbd nea

aom

other agoieieii.

'

Kom

Adds

NEW

°

former

Agency men, of course, dea't Uk*
the rule. It undtmbtiedly will resiOt
|n raising commlsiten rates «tt ccr- „
tain bands.
Some personal manRiling to
Court agers, who have every reason to applaud the regulation, are aUi» not
wholly In accord with it Ibcac'iacn
Maestro Griff Williams has re- feel that it a band la paying fuU
ceived an extension to July .29 to on aln^ dates, ttun th* rule la
a, good -ona.
It • Ibaad
payiitf
file a petition for • writ of certiorari
less (som^ pay only 15%, ethers 19%)
for a review of his case before the
It isn't They feel that ageiiey nan
U. S. Supreme Court. Williams is won't extend themsdvca to Mcuio

r.-

Paramount theatre, Asbury Park,
opened a band-vaude policy a week
ago Sunday (7) with Dick Stabile's

Wmbuns Has Unta

Jnly

the contracts are
Jersey Boadside Fire
signed within the next day or two
Kobblers, noveltjr band, lost
Charlie Barnet's orchestra will begin
a four-week stay on the Pier July 6, arrangements and all their instruwith air time. iSenny Goodman's ments in a fire that destroyed the
will be the band there July 4-5.
Flagship, roadside dine and dance
Idea of playing band names more spot in Union, N. J., early Saturday
than one week will be strictly ex- (13) morning. Spot was gutted and
perimental during Barnet's run. totally destroyed.
Steel Pier has alway : cl anged names
Luckily the Kobblers had a dupliweekly, but transportation and other cate set of arrangements.
problems advanced the longer-run
idea. Alex Bartha's band, the. usual
Pier
alternate, will not work on t'
^ Savitt
5 Fiddles
during Barnet's runs. It has been
guaranteed outside bookings by
Music Corp, of America. Harry
Jan Savitt has added five strings
Moss, MCA exec, made the deal.
Leader has into his orchestra.
creased the size of his outfit to 20
JOB

location basis.

House was
it the same day.
BANST BSOOES'
being booked by the Dow office in
Randy Brooks, trumpeter with
New York.
Claude Thornhlll, moves over to Bob
alternating them In the two locaTommy Tucker's band had been AUen's
band at the Pelham Heath
tion spots, along with a possible six
booked for past Sunday (14), but
Inn, Pelham, N. Y, soon. He's shiftor eight weeks a year of Coast loca^
was canceled,
ing from Thornhill's section to be
tipn bookings.
Allen's
first trumpeter, on a
come
Anything further than the ground
already covered op the possible side Brown Glaser handles Louis deal that gives him a part ownership
merger will have to await Glaser's Armstrong,
Andy Kirk, Lionel in the latter.
band
Ls at Glen Island
Thornhill's
Ella
return frojn the Coast, however. He Hampton, etc.
manages
Gale
Casino, New Rochelle, only a few
left Friday (12) to
join Les Brown, Fitzgerald, Inkspots, Lucky Millinmiles from Pelham- Heath.
who-is maMng a film for RKO. Be- der," Ersklne Hawkins, etc.
.

Criff

(15) from the Ajnerican Federation of Musicians of changes in the
commission rates they .can collect
from travelling bands, and a snew
limitation- on distance between onenight jumps by car or bus.
The

day

16.

with the networks, transcription compa- general lack ol available bands.
Trianon and Aragon ballrooms
backed by and
nies servicing national accounts and local broadcasters will be
At the Raymor-Playmor ballroomis have Inaugurated 'Sweetheart Night'
at both spots for purpose of collectjoined by high-powered legal counsel. Panic-stricken smalL two local outfits held sway—Andy ing funds for Chicago Servicemen's
In
Jacobson and Guy Ormaiidy.
stations will especially scream that they^are being driven to other spots: Roly Rogers at Mose> Center.
Trianon donates all proceeds lor
the wall that a union leader is tampering with Constitutional leys-on-the-Charles; Peter Cutler,
Roseland-State B.; Allan Curtis, Tuesday nights, with Aragon kicking
rights and economics.
Hampton Beach (N. H.) Casino; in Wednesdays. Plan to be in effect
for
a period of one month.
Bert Williams, Oceanview B., ReJob-stealing and strike-breaking are the, crimes charged by vere Beafih; Bay Bellaire, Hiverview
the A. F.. M. against canned music. Petrillo desperately needs B., Nepoiiset; Chick Hathaway, Kimand wants to find more work for his membership. He cites ball's Starlight B.', South Lynnfleld;
Ed Andrews, Beachview B., Revere
a constant growth in the popularity and use of music accom- Beach.
panied by a diminishing curve of musician employment. Thurallied

Net

Commissions Computable Against

Filled B; Local Bands
Petrillo, well knows, and in fact
Realist that he is, James
has publicly stated, the risks he runs and the American FedBoston, June 16.
eration of Musicians runs in boldly announcing that ^fter Aug.
Local bands came into their own
1, 1942, no member may engage to make 'canned music' intended for broadcasting, or for playing in public places that over last weekend when the lone
playing
in this section
band
'name'
possibly could but certainly don't employ live musicians.
was Dick JuTgens at Totem Pole.
blamed on to
Petrillo faces powerful enemies. Phonograph companies The situation was

shrugged

.

pieces, with the addition of five fid-

All together there are nine
new men with the band. Four regulars were picked off by the Army
within the last two weeks and had
to be replaced.
Savitt is currently on the west
Coast. He recently finished a slay
at Casa Manana, Culver City, Cal.,
and is due to go into a new Los Andles.

SPREAD COVERAGE OF
MEMPHIS HOTEL ORCRS
MempUi June
,

16.

WMC, radio station of The Com*
mercial Appeal, has begun feeding
nightly broadbasts to the Dixie net*
work from the Magnolia Roof Garden «t the Clarldge hotel Spot's
name, bandi long afred over 'WHBQ,
which' moved recently to the Gayoso
hotel .at the explratli^ ot a 10-year
"

contractt

»

•
.

First Dixie webher was Del Casino's,
Ray Kinney opened at the
Clarldge Thursday (11).
Broadcasts are from 10:30 to 11
.

o'clock ni^tly except Sunday and
from 1:30 to 2 o'clock each- Saturday

afternoon through 'WMC, Memphis;
KWKH. Shrcveport; KARK, Little
Rock, and KGKO, Fort Worth; and
at lesser Intervals

New

Orleans, and

through WSMB^
Blrmlng-

WBRC,

Wednesdajr^ Jane 17» 1942

ORCHESTRAS

4a

Norn's

Bobby Byrne's Bkpcy. Keys Large

Red Norvo

Invested to Put Over a

Sums

Band

Band

Half-Size
will

h»de

Stdf-4)rcbesfras

cut his present

full-size orchestra In half at the end
Exact number of
of this month.

Roy Oill, operator of ,th« Totem Pole ballroom, Aubumdale, Mass., has
will use after that will de- made up an elaborate booklet biography and picture album of the Dick
his needs for bookings se- Jurgens band, now playing hU spot. ''Containing data and pictures on all
cured for him by the William Mor- the men In the band, the pocket size book Is passed out to all patrons of
SonM 10,000 have already been distributed.
ris agency, which books the outfit the spot
Before Jurgens opened May 16 Gill also bought up 1,000 copies of the
There's been talk he would open the
Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y., but band's 'One D.ozen Roses' recording to distribute to ticket buyers. GIU
is one of the 'heaviest users of newsp'a'^er and radio to advertise the
there's nothing definite.
outfit
bands ha plays.
Norvo formed his current
around the end of last year and polThere's been plenty of wishful thinking since conscription began by
ished It during a long stay at Blue
Gardens, Armonk. N. Y., now closed underlings who hoped to find themselves superior In rank to pre-war
gasobosses, once both were inducted.
Such a situation came true recently
to name bands because of the
with two men formerly In the music business.
line situation In the east.
Jack Leonard, former vocalist with the Tommy Dor^ey band, has been
at Fort Dlx, N. J., for some time now. About five weeks ago he found
Division
himself giving orders, as a Morale
sergeant to Bobby Burns, a
the Upbeat
buck private in the same outfit Burns was at one time Dorsey's manager.

men he

pend on

That the building and maintaining

Band Reviews

of big-name orchestras Is a major,
and expensive business Is made clear

DON BESTOR ORCH

in the voluntary petition for bank-

(11)

With Mildred Law, Dave Ballantlne

ruptcy filed by Bobby Byrne's lawyers last week. Money which poured
Into Byrne's grooming, by his various backers,' is probably the largest
amount ever posted to put across, by
the force of money alone for musicians, arrangements, air-time, etc., a
new name in as little time as pos-

Bill Green's, Flttsbnrgh
Don Bestor's been a name in band
biz for more than a score of years
now, hitting the top during his days
with Jack Benny on the radio (that

,

'Play Don' was a bvword) and then
goinjr into something of a decline
following his union difficulties. Smce
reinstated him. Bestor s
the
been climbing back steadily to his
sible.
old pre-eminence and currently has
Byrne lists totel liabilities of $58,- a band that sounds almost as good as
Joe Venatl, June 20, Vane Trail,
713 in his petition, and an additional any he had in the lush era.
ChUlicothe, O.; 21, Vermilion Beach,
Bestor manages to combine the
$45,706 in personal debts. Since both
Vermilion, O.; 26-28, Walled Lake,
actions were filed at the same time melodic styles of yesterday, which
again,
new
Michigan.
possible that the latter figure, are growing practically
it's
tempos and rhythms.
represents the majority of the for- with modern
Result is an outfit that seldom gets
Feabody hotel, Memphis, has Richmer, meaning that the leader himmonotonous, plays danceable music ard* Himber to replace Isham Jones
self guaranteed the losses his band
is just as easy on the ear when
and
fortnight. Set to follow, each
has incurred so far. Even so, the the feet are still. Arrangements are for a
for
two or three weeks, are: Art
.$58,713 is probably the heaviest wad all high-grade, and make excellent
Ina Ray Hutton, Clyde Mcof cash ever put up for a new band. use of the m&estro's clicky instru- Kassel,
Garber, Herbie Kay, Blue
like
Coy,
Jan
plays
which
he
Jack Teagarden previously had the ment, vibraharo.
at ho stuff, Barron and Russ Morgan.
distinction of being the leader heav- a whiz. Although adept
overtone
sweet
Is
a
forte,Bestor's
Were all handled by Roy
Deals
He filed a bankruptcy
iest In debt
his iswing has a palatable Moore, hotel's business promotions
even
and
involvproceeding several years ago
suggestion of symphonic restlessness manager. WiU carry the spot well
ing bver $26,000.
about it.
into September.
Three brasses, four saxes, piano,
Byrne's personal backers are listed
Fore- drums, bass and vibraharp comprise
In thet bankruptcy petition.
Enooh Light booked into Kennygetting
most among them is A. Edward Masr the lineup, with Bestor
veteran
his
from
wood Park, Pittsburgli. for two
action
of
plenty
ters, N. y. lawyer, who has an inpianist, Wayne Euchner, who has weeks beginning July 6.
terest In the band's ownership, a
with him more than a decade.
been
position he is In with two other out- Band has built up a great catalog of
Lyda Rodnock, organist, has left
fits now located in N. Y. hotels, bygone
Hit- Paraders, and Bestor
Johnny Long, at the New Yorker, mixes them smartly with the pops to Max Tarshis trio at Club 51, Pittsand Jerry Wild, at the Lincoln. Next keep both the kids and their elders burgh, to help her father manage
of
couple
neighborhood film house with
has
a
his
Also
General
contented.
Is Tom Rockwell, head of
departure of two brothers for army.
Amusemenr~Corp. ($6,500), which crack vocalists in Mildred Law and
Former is an exbooks the band. Another Is Charles Dave Ballantine. was featured on
who
dancer
tap
ballroom
Arlene
Day has replaced Henmidwestern
Horv/ath,
Broadway in 'Too Many Girls' and
owner, who's listed as being owed 'Pal Joey' and turned singer only rietta as vocalist with George WeUes
$'4,000; his Interest In ^Byme was last fall with Vaughn Monroe's out- at Sky-Vue, Pittsburgh, and Vlnce
Mills,
Irvihg
has
unsuspected.
field,
the
Ernie
generally
has taken over army-bound"
She's a comer in
fit.
music publisher'and band manager, plenty of s!a., makes a striking ap- Jimmie Walters' chair, in sax secwas Interested In Byrne's manage- gearance and knows how to handle tion.
not completely
Still
er pipes.
ment for a time; he's owed $4,000.
finished but shi's bound to develop.
Dorothy Matthews and her EsRemapping creditors are General Ballantine puts loads of pash in his
Amusement Corp, separate from baUads and a cinch to flutter, the corts Intp New Hillcrest, Pittsburgh,
Rockwell, $4,610; Decca Records, $54; femmes with 'his nice, easy-going. following long run at Hotel Henry's
NaIntimate style. Two warblers haye Silver Grill.
Hansen-Willlams, Inc., $1,426;
Succeeded at Silver
with
band
well,
it
and
do
to
do
lots
musicians
thaniel Miller, $503; and 46
Grill by Marty Scramm's 4 Kings
owed from $3 to $249. Byrne's per- Itself satisfying all the way. Cohen.
and a Queen.
sonal Assets, were listed at $1,000,
Byrne
none.
band
has
while the
Raymond Scott pencilled into
stated his earnings in 1940 were $3,- DON MoGRANE (9)
Stanley
theatre,
Pittsburgh,
for
With FameU Britton
768 and in 1941 $6,706.
week beginning Friday (19), with
Byrne Is currently at the Edison Chanilcler, Baltimore
Shep Fields following him.
Well-balanced

On

AFM

.

.

.

New

hotel.

It's

outfit nicely grooved
for hotels and intimate bistros, this
layout of three fiddles, three sax, a

York.

—

Cute

^It's

trumpet, piano and Vass presents a
Mcbetter than average combo.
Graiie leads with fiddle, chiming in
throughout fo; potent support and
Mixes
giving personable frontage.
standards well and utilizes pop medleys for nice change of pace.
Vocalist Pamela Britton Is a looker
with plenty of oomph and a good
Caught in this spot of constyle.

Sally Sears left Mickey Alpert's
to Join Sam Donahue.

band

Andy Perry, pperator of the Empire Ballroom, Allentown, Pa,, has
leased- the stadium at the Allentown Fair Grounds for the summer. One
ol-the many Ideas he has for the use of the 10,0(H) seat outdoor arena is
the presentation of big-name bands capable of pulling large crowds for
dancing and concerts; He has approached Glenn MiUer and other.top names
for dates to open It
In addition to dance dates Perry asserts he will play rodeos, circuses,
and similar shows whenever they're .available.
Ell Oberstein, head of the Classic Record Co., which, manufactures the
Elite and Hit -Record labels, claims that Harry James was Ipaid In full
for the two sides he Is now releasing on his 35c Elite discs, not the 50c Hit.
labels.
He claims further that his company has full authority over the

use of the masters of 'Come and Get It' and 'It's Last Time I'll Fall in
Love,' which originally \irere cut for Obersteln's U. S. Record Co.

Goodman, trumpet; Alvin Stoller,
vice H^rry Jaeger, dirums; Zeb .Julian
new guitarist replacing Barry GU-

Band

bralth.
tet

femme quarwhen It opens

Paramount theatre. New
June 24. They're 'the LeAnn

York,
Sisters.

Morgan Thomai orch back

Cleveland, June

. .

16.

Louis Prima is giving his bandsa two. weeks' vacation Friday,

men

closing his vaude safari and
Palcurrent stanza at the local
ace, and will head for New Orleans
himself for a rest Trumpeting maestro, who hasn't nad a layoff in last
years,
said
wants
to
see
his
four
he
folks during siesta in home town,
after

RKO

this

season at ballroom. Crystal Beach,
Ont.,

Prima Men on Vacation

takes on

labeled Four M's

Canada.

Tony Marlowe opened with. band

Gables dancery outside
After getting caught up on lost
sleep. Prima will 'call his orchestra
together for an 11-week stand at
Flynn, building eight-man' Summit Cliib in' Baltimore.
Date
band, Is moving out of Glen Casino, not yet definite, but it ^ will be In
Willlamsvllle, N. Y., into nearby early July.. Deal also set for band's
Alrlanes .dancery.
return to air in Baltimore, broadcast,
ing three and one-half hours weekly
Charlie FIsk bandJnto Casino Park, over NBC blue network.
Fort Worth, Texas, July 3 for three
weeks.
Goodman's New Fayrolees
at Colvln
Buffalo.

'

Tommy

Alan t'oster, vocalist with Sammy
Kaye, leaves this week for Army induction.

Pittsburgh, June 16.
Benny Goodman signed two Pitts*

burghers last week, one for an arranger's berth and the other to re-

St Devore, tailor of band uniforms, place Vido Musso in his sax section,
grabbed by the Army last week. I,atter is John Walton, brother of
Hell be

fitting

Army

uniforms' for Harry Walton, former pianist with

the duration,
Dick Stabile's band. Musso has left
Goodma'n to take ov6r late Bunny
Red Allen is being held over an
Faul Bromley, former .lessee of the Berlgan's orch.
additonal two weeks at the Ken
Bermuda
Terrace of the Brunswick
Local arranger taken on Is Henry
Club, Boston, after four good weeks.
hotel, Boston, taken over by the ManclnL
Army, opening a new- room in Boston
Nat Brandwynne follows Leo Reisthis week, using local bands,
man at the Ritz Roof, Boston, on
Ben YouBt'f band and Virginia
June 26 for four weeks.
Eddie Durint'i orchestra moved Atter moved from the Hollywood
sistant name-band policy, McGrane
into RKO for dance music' in. 'Mexi- Night Club,- Toledo, to the Book
had them dancing and begging for
Bemie Whitman's band with vo- can Spitfire's Elephant'
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit June IB, and
more.
Burm.
calist Peggy Cannon set indefinitely
were replaced at the Toledo night
at Bartonsville Hotel, Bartonsville,
Hal Mclhtyre and his band played club by a local orchestra, containing

Different

It's Terrific

BYE 10 BABY BUNTIN'

-

'

(Daddy's Goin' HontmO
CINDY WALKER
DECCA 6038

-

'

.

.

American Music, Inc.

.

SImms, Red. Langendorfer,
Billy Tates band back into West Pa.
for the ofllcitil opening 'of 'Yankee Billy
Pittsburgh, for second
Lake, near 'V'oungstown', on June Merle Faust and others.
Tommy CnUen's oroh opened the 13-14.
week's engagement there in a month.
summer season In the grill at BuckReplaces Tommy Carlyn outfit.
'wood Inn, Shawnee-on-Delaware,
Fe[te Mondellot from.Tedcfy PowPa.
ell, replaces tenor saxlst Herb Haymer. with Woody Herman.
Jack Anderson's orch now at
Mountain Lake House, Marshalls
WUl Mathlask who played first sax
1111
Ciilu'illi- ^li.ui
0.
Creek, near East Stroudsburg, Pa.
with Chic Herr's band at Akron over
WADC, is now in the army, as Is
Sternle
Sternberr orchestra at Chlo Heir, stationed at Keesler
Trocadero, Wichita.
Field, Miss.
.

1211 N. Poinsettia Dr.

HOLLYWOOD,

View Park,

CALIF.
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Teddy Mayer, rejected
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matic condition ^from
Is

back at bass in
house crew.

for
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asthso he
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STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL
Recorded b7 Boh CheaUr on Blaebird B11548

Vaughn Monroe recently made a
number of changes in his band. Joe
Connie replaced Ray Connill, trom-

,,,ulil

bone; Billy Marshall replaced Jrving

UNANIMOUSLY AGREED

Lyric

,

,

.

IT'S

ROBIN

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

AND RAINGER AT

PMw

799 Stventh Avenue,

New .York

Chleago

.

Hollywood

JHEIR BESt/

ARE

by Leo Robin
From (he iOth Century-Fox

Muilo by Ralph Ralnger

"lAy 0*1

.

CHERIO MUSIC PUBUSHERS, lAc
Prof.Mgr.lRVINQ ROMM
IRVINQ MA88EY

CHICK- CASTLE

Sil'*^

New York,

N. Y.

Murray Baker,

Prof.

Mgr.

—

.
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$L100^
Anti-ASCAP

Impend

Suit

tyt an important suit against it by a group of WTit«rmembers,' calling for the return of certain monies, an accounting,
etc. Action has been brewing for weeks aiid is now lii its final stages,
with papers due to be served late this week or next
Plaintiffs are reported repriesented by a law firm which specializes
and has been successful in stockholder suits against corporations,
only In the case of ASCAP, which is an unincorporated Society, some
of its membership is instituting the proceedings.

AStiAP

MUSIC

MSStffFr

ASCAP QUARTER
Copyright-on-a-Copyright Bin

EOUALSBEST

Eyed for Possible Connectioii With

is diie

IK ITSIIISTOIIY
Second' Quarter

War

Delays Delivery of
Arithmetical Machines
to Change Quotient

In Letter to Jack Robbins, Gives

'

Ijondon,

'

May

Mills

1.

May Depart

Dear Jack:

me to' write
the war-has af
fected' the sales of music and records
during the two years and eight
months of conflict, and I doii't' think
I can do better than give you &h' out
Abe° Olmari lias asked

you as

to

to'

line of Ilie 'various
tember, 1639.

At

.Uie

ment from ASCAP will probably
cbme'up at a special meeting of
the

of

ASCAP board

morrow

phases since Sep

beginning

.

Question of E. C. Mills' retire-

how

of directors to(Thursday).- Mills has

everyqne anticipated an immediate
and terrific serial bombardment of

reported that Mills has a
connection under
'

.

cover.. .....

For

-a-

and -a -general dislocation of
business -of -all- kinds, "but when, the
anticipated bombings did not take
place and- confidence rettimed. things
settled down again, and by the end
of the- year conditions seemed. to be
almost normal (looking back—too
normal) and business of every .kind
was flourishing.- On the music- business publisheFs -were, in the. beginning, -working -principally on patriotic or semi-patriotic, songs, but. there
was quite a- mixture, of bright 'pop'
tunes, and by -the end of the year
-Two songs with similar religious
the niuslc -business was- booming.
My -file of -best sellers at this, time themes are' currently the center of
plug compeCilioh between the pubgives the following:
lishing firms of Leo Feis^' Inc., and
FTankXih D. Roosevelt Jones.
After Mills had
Mills Music, Inc.
Jtun, Rabbit, Run.
prevailed upon Guy Lombardo to inBeer Borrel Polha.
I'll Remember.
troduce 'Light a Candle In the
There'll Always Be An EngChapel' on the former's Colgate proland.
gram (CBS), Feist informed that
Wish" Mi Eiicle As You Say
publisher it had plans for exploiting
Good-Bye.
a ca*dle-burning. number of its own.
Vm. Going to Hang. My WashThe Feist version is 'Bum a Candle
ing on the Siegfried Line.
at St. Mary's for Me.'
Kiss Me Good Night, Sergeant
The Mills song, -which Is of very
Major.
recent copyright, was -written by
Good-Bye Sally.
Harry Pease, Ed G. Nelson and Duke
The boom continued but was af- Leonard. 'Burn a- Candle' was copyfected by the; fall of France in June, righted in 1937 and again copyrighted
this year.
It was co-authored by
194Q, and later by the enemy Blitzkrieg which started In September on Raymond B. Egan and Harry TierLondon and many Important cities ney. The Mills lyric suggests a war
tension-

HOT COMPETISH

-

-

ONIREUaOUS

-

SONGS

-

•

-

.

-

accumulated from Nov.

-

.

.

1,

1941,

to

March 31, 1942. In that way ASCAP
will be but' three months behind in
its performance yardstick for subsequent quarters, with the result
that members will be paid off for
the third quarter of 1942 on the basis
of the April-Jtme period.
had

been intended to
have the accumulative performance
quotient for^the current quarter's
payoff the plugs shown on reports
received from all local stations operating under per program licenses,
but the business machines required
for such broad calculations have yet
to be delivered to the Society.. These
machines were ordered last year.
Priorities may defer delivery on
It

time there was a nervous

(Weefc 0/ Jwne 13)

Johnny. Doughboy

originally

them

imtll after the war.
ASCAP'S count of station licensees, either blanket or per program,

on

Its

books as of the end

week was

711.

The

publishing

Crawford

Sleepy L?>7oon
Jersey T
nee

terpretive

Chs^ppell

Lewis
Under Apple Tree
Robbins.
Three Little Sisters
Santly
Always in Heart. ...... .Remlck
Berlin
Threw Kiss Ocean
Morris
Skylark
,
Somebody Taking Place. Shapiro
Famous
Tangerine
Maestro
Who Wouldn't Love
Jingle Jangle
Paramount
.Dash
We'll Meet Again.
Shapiro
Sweet Eloise

LEGALISIW FINE

SPUN IN MARKS'

ANSWER

of.

by the

business

intro-

duction in the House of Representawhich would grant In-

tives of a bill

artists

their recordings.

copyright

a

tional
Artists,

Association of Performing'
and the question' which

form in the minds of publishers last week was whether the
incident in Washington was linked
in any way to the announcement of
Jaiiies C; Petrlllo, t)'rez of the American Federation of Musicians, in Dallas 'that 'his -members would not be
permitted to make any phonograph
records after Aug. 1. It is generally known that the
financed
the.
in Its period of incubastarted to

AFM

NAPA

tion, but what caused last week'g
pondering among music men was the
timing o'f the Washington and Dal-

las events.

Music publishers and writers
aren't yet decided on whether to
take the Speiser bill seriously. The
general Impression among them Is
that the Spelser project will become
entangled In so much legal' 'illogicalities that it wUl' not even be reported out on the floor of -Congress.
The bill, in essense, seeks to Impose
a 'copyright on a Copyright, since the
interpretive artists will not be able
to copyright his own interpretation
imless he obtains the permission of
the copyright owner of the work
that he has recorded.
Under the copyright, law the term
of protectipn is liniited to 28 years.
The question now raised Is: suppose
the Interpretive artist records a
work In the IDth year of Itfl copyright and he actually gets the permission of the work's .<ilvner to
copyright the Interpretation. 'What
the interpreter had thereby rer
celved is something that the composition's copyright owner had no
right to grant since his o-wn copyright was to run out in 18 years.
The right so received by the Interpretive artisi; would not only' extend
.

As counsel

the writers involved in the suit brought against
ASCAP by the E. B. Marks Music
Co. in the. N. V. supreme court, John
for

Schulman last week filed an answer
which went considerably beyond the
legal position taken by ASCAP in
its own answer.
ASCAP's answer
argued that when a writer or pub-

ASdAP

lisher become a member of
he vests hi^ performing rights with

by ASCAP's

tended

answer

that

agement reports that there are between 70 and 80 stations of com- when Marks failed to execute its
mercial complexion that are not as confirmatory agreement in 1941 it
yet signed up. Many of these are breached its. contract witii the
located in states where the Society writers since it had originally recIs still barred by statute from doing ognized the right of the writers, to
participate in the performance Inbusiness.
come 'from their works in the Marks
catalog.

,'

°

Frederick Hollander drew the scorSchulman's answer not only re- beyond the' term of -the cohhpbsling assignment on "The Talk of the peated the foregoing points but it tlon's copyright owner but imping*
at Columbia.'
(Continued On page 44)
(Continued on page 44)
-

Town'

-

NORTH, EAST, SOUTH and WEST

HITS from SOUTHERN!

They're

'

which continued. alnipst

-withoijt in-

—

though even then music was doing
better than one might have expected,
because people were more confined

(Continued on page

-52)

'The Song Of The Hour'
I

NEED AMERICA

(America Needs Me)

HIT

HERE'S OUR NOVELTY HIT

LinLE BO PEEP HAS LOST HER JEEP
HERE'S OUR PICTURE HIT

PRIVATE BUCKAROO

publishing

Music Co.,
Broad-

affiliate of

ASCAP

and
cast Music, Inc., when
the radio interests spilt in 1941.
Surviving is his wife Mary and
two brothers and sisters living in
"Vork:

New

STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL

From Univera^l

Picture, 'Private

CHERIO MUSIC PUBUSHERS, Inc.
IRVING MA88EY
Prof. Mgr. IRVING ROMM

CHICK CASTLE

New York

Hollywood

Buckaroo)' featuring

Harry Jamea and Hit Orch.

OUR ROMANTIC HIT

OUR LATIN-AMERICAN HIT

FULL MOON

COME BACK

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING

CO., Inc.

1619 Broadway, New York

Recorded by Harry James on Columbia 36579

Chlcaao

BALUD

SOMEBODY'S THINKING OF YOU TO-NIGHT

publishing firm.
Dillon moved to Cleveland In 1924

which became an

Ino.
1211 N. rolascttU DriTo
Calif.

Cleveland, June 16.
Harold A. Dillon, 95, composer,
publisher and a mike entertainer in
the early days of radio, died in
(jleveland June 15 following a brief
Dillon started his songwritillness.
ing' career in New York, doing some
tunes with Earl Carroll. He later
became manager of the T. B. Harms

also organized his own
firm, the Harold Dillon

• BAND
• DANCE ORCH.
• VOdAL—3 KEY8
HoUywood,

Harold A. DiUon Dies

and he resumed the broadcasting
phase of his career on 'WHK. He

All Material Available

AUEBICAII MUSIC,

HERE'S OUR

slant.

terruption every 'night' right through
the winter and every spring al-

of

The measure was

submitted at the behest of Maurice
Spelser, general counsel for the Na-

.

the Society and that the agreement
he s.igns every five' or io years, is
merely a confirmation of these
last
vested rights.
It' is further con-

ASCAP man-

Much speculation and comment
has been aroused within the music

One Dozen -Roses ........ Famous

.

rent quarter's payoff the Society will
use as its basis the network plugs

It is

and when an alert, was
sounded, within .a few hours, of the
declaration of war everyone took

ASCAP will distribute at least
$1,100,000 in royalties to its members
for the current quarter (April-MayJune). The Society's board is slated
to pass on the divvy at next "niursday's (25) and the checks will be in
the mail June 6. At $1,100,000 the
dividend would be as large as any
ever issued by ASCAP, The Society
whacked up $950,000 for the initial
quarter of this year.

to his future status in the organ-

consideration. He is not under
contract to the Society.
Mills drew as high as $50,000
payrolled
at
annually; . now
$35,000.

aircraft,,

RADIO HOLDOUTS

'When it comes to determining the
performance quotient for the cur-

Government

our principal cities, and in particular
London,. with .hundreds of. enemy

70

indicated that he would a&k the
board to advise him formally as
ization.

hostilities

Move on Canned Music

PetriOos

1942

for

.

Compares With $950,000
For First Three Months
15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

John Abbott, London Publisher,

A Closeup of Music Biz in Wartime

43

HOLLYWOOD

—

SID LORRAINE, Gen. Prof. Mgr.
CHICAGO — CINCINNATI — SAN FRANCISCO

—

TORONTO

;

-

'

\
.

.

.
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Britisli Best Sellers
(Week Ending May 14, 1942)

od Coin-Maciiines

10 Best SeOers

jukeboxei
(Records below are (rrabWno most nickels this week tn
Names
throughout the tountrv, as reported by operators to -Viiriety.'
title indicates, in order o1
ot more ffmn one bond or nocaUst after the
Figures and names in
popularitw. whose recordhigs are betne played.
in the listlngi
porenthejria intUcota the number ot weeks each song has been

Madelainc
Mother-in-Law
Apple Blossom Time.
Rustic Rhapsody
Apple Pie
White Cliffs
T
How Green
Don't Want to Walk.
Lovely Weekend..

.

.

and respective pubtisbert.)

(Tommy
•t Sammy Kaye

Okeh

Tucker

1.

Johnny Doughboy

(5)

(Crawford)..

2.

One Dozen Hoses

(5)

(Famous)

8.

Always In

4.

Sleepy Lagoon (8) (ChappeU)

6.

Tangerine

6.

Apple Tree (10) (Robbins)

My

•

Three

Somebody Else

Kiss In

(3) (Berlin)..

Bluebird

Decca

•

Okeh
Decca

Okeh

.Decca
Jimmy Dorsey
(Tommy Tucker ....... Okeh
;

\

.

Columbia

(Kate Smith

OTHER FAVORITES:
Tunes with

(Srst 10 in popularitu.
in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

(These records ore directlp below

number

Who

weks

of

You

Wouldn't Love

Columbia
^^^y Lombardo....... Decca
Decca
( Johnny Long
Bluebird Rose.
(Shep Fields
Columbia
i Harry James
Bluebird
Miller
I Glenn
Okeh
(CSiarUe Spivak
Bluebird
(Glenn Miller

(Kay Kyser

(Maestro)

Breathless (CLP)

Story 61 Starry Night (Mutual)

Full

TeU Lie About Me

Moon

.

..

(Vaughn Monroe ..Bluebird
(Santly).

(Southern)

Woody Herman

(

jjmijiy

Dorsey

, .

Stock Unloading Told

Burbank,

16.

bumping of 6,700 shares of $1 par
capital stock in Decca Records, Inc.,
by Milton Diamond^. New York officer and director, was listed today
Exchange Comby the Securitlea
mission in Its report of stock transactions during Ap<U.
Diamond dropped 1,500 shares of
the stock on April' 21; IBOO, on the
following day, 1,200" on the day after
that, and 200 on April 24, commish
Final sale occurred oh
disclosed.
the SOtta, leaving him ' with 3,641
'
Shares at .month's end.

&

.

.

.F-D-H
I/afleur

Dash
Feldman
Maurice

Cal.,

June

.

.VAtorla

B-W

Gene Bock

Idaho

Morris

Keep Ixjvellght Burning
I Threw Kiss Ocean

Remick'.

Sweet Elolse

Shapiro
Jlaestro

Tangerine t'Fleet's
Three Little Sisters

Famous

—

He's done it again !
Lucky Roberts (composer of MOONLIGHT COCKTAIL)
has surpassed himself with his greatest melody.
'

i

"RAINBOW LAND"

SET with' A LYRICAL GEM
P.S:^AND SO IT ENDED

IBY
atll!

ANDY

RAZAF-^-'NUFF SAID

floing atrong.

CO., 1619 Broadway,

Row York

^

•Nightingale
Always In Heart

In

neto **eountry tune" aeiuation,

ErheBt

TubVa

WALKING THE FLOOR OVER YOU
ROBERTSON

ERNEST TUBS

BOB ATCHER

PICK

Decca No; 4189

Okeh No. 6496

AMERICAN MUSIC,

Decca No. 6958

INC.

1211 N, PoinMtfia Drive, Hellywoo«

Shapiiro

Remick
J.

Paull-Marks.

0

Legalism Spun
ConUBaed from paee 43

ASCAP

rights.

Paull

Paramount
Marks

•Marines Hymn
Shh, MlUtaiy Secret
Do You Miss Sweetheart
Happy In Lovfe—rSons O' Fun*
Heavenly, Isn't It?— fMayor of 44th Street'
Fm Getting Mighty Lonesome
Keep Smiling, Iiaughing
Miss You
Snowfall
A Soldier Dreams You Tonight
Cai$sons Go Rolling

Courtney
.Paramount
;.

Greene"
Advance
Leeds ,

7
7
7
7

Santly

Mutual

Witmark

6

Shapiro

,..

ChappeU

.'

Harms
Jewel

Over

. . .

Before You Know ni Be Home Mary
Blue Skies
I'm Getting Sentimental
Left Heart at.Stagedoor Canteen— J.'This
LuUaby of the Rain
•Memory of This Dance

6
6

5

,

Uncoln

5

Berlin

5

Mills
is

5
5

Army'. Army
Jewel
BtSI

5
.5

Remlpk

^

5

5

.'^Daah
licensing; others are via

ASCAP. tFilmu*icaL

t'Legitimate.

follows:

Uttie BO/Peep Lost Her Jeep..,
Before You Know I'U Be Home Mary

Alfred
original

>

last

week's Breakdown are as

„
.....Southern
Lincoln

a
•
'

Newman

elaborating on his
score for 'Pied Piper' at

John JTaeoby and John KJorer collaboraUng on the icor« of Three
Smart Girls Join Up' at Paramount

-

It's

Tempotime As Well As

Because of the counterclaim put in
by- the writers' counsel Marks may
be put to the necessity of filing an
answer' of his. own. If this doesn't
prove a necessary step in the legal
Skirmish, which has Broadcast Mu.-'

DUKE ELLINGTON'S

Inc, aligned ,'with Marks, the
case wOl likely b* noticed for trial
In the fall.

MOON MIST

Mnrray Albert, former manager
of Larty Clinton and lately Claude
Thomhill, began work as contact
man with Crawford Music in New
York last week.

IFttitliiMl

TEMPO'S LATEST HITS
(Mireir Elltagtii)

CHELSEA BRIDGE oiiiy strti^Mni)
PERDIDO (LOST) (Jim Thii)
TEMPO HVSICyIne.—177S Broadway, 2V.Y.

POCND YOVr/tABLE POLKA

MARY MARTIN and HORACE HEIDT

LAWRENCE WELK
on

on

COLUMBIA

DECCA

VICTOR

Profetsional coptes available.

168 West 23

RENE MUSETTE ORCH

on

)

St.,

New York, N. Y.

6
6
6

6

Foster

....Broadway
Barton

You Made Me Love You

BMl

7
7
7

.,

Feist

20th-Fox, owing to an upped budget
and on music and exploitation.

since Marks has elected to breach
thds provision of the agreement, the
Schulman answer stdtes, the court
should order Marks to assign back
to the writer not only their perfonslng rights but their publishing

and other

CLP
Melddylane

Song plugs inadvertently omitted *Yiom

holds that Marks, by his failue to
1941
confirmatory
execute
that
agreement, had caused or threatens
to cause a violation of his agreement
The
With the individual writers.
latter gave Marks their publishing
rights because' it had agreed to let
them participate with it in the per-

forming rights through

Cherlo

.'

'

Harms

...Broadway
.....Harms

Beguine

•ImUcalcs

.9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Mayfair
T.

SmUes
Well Meet Again

10
10

^.

, Triangle

Breathless
•Ferris Wheel
Hats Ofl to MacArthur
I Don't Want Walk— t'Sweater r- V..^

It's

11

Campbell

BVC

—

After

11

BVC

,

Easy to Ijove ....
Embraceable You
Moonlight CocktaU
Pale Moon

..;

.'...Marks

Heart'

Take Me....
If You Are But Dream
Must Be Vigilant
Just As Though You Here
Just Plain Lonesome t'My Favorite Spy'
My Gal Sal—t'My Gal Sal'
,

thtt

l.'i

14
14
14
13
12
;.. 12
;

';..

Robbins

.

My

We

sic^

The

—t'Always

•Strictly Instnmier'^al
liiat Flag

.

EDWARDS MUSIC

Anchors Aweigh

15

Harms
.....Paramount
Shapiro
.'..;...',.. Southern

Wave

&

BEN EDWARDS

MiUer
.Feist

Remember You— t'Fleet's In"
Somebody Taking Place
Somebody ''Riinking You Tonight
He Wears Pair Silver Wings

Begin

17
17

.1.6
16
16
15

:Saatly

•

I

^Continued from pace IT

20
18

Robbins

In'

All I Need Is You
Last CaU For Love—t'Ship Ahoy'
This Worth Fighting For..,.

Bill

21
21

Berlin

•Who Wouldn't Love You
Here You Are—f My Gal Sal'

'

new house! With a new song! With a new twist.

....22

Paramount

C

.

,

...........Mills

Skylark

censes from the American Society
City Council voted a tax of $12 of Composers, Authors and Publishper year per instrument on juke ers. The assignment, that ASCAP
operators
of
protests
the
received from its members does not
boxes, over
who claim the levy is excessive.
limit the method ot reproduction so
ASCAP.
It means that each musical nickel that a station has under an
movement will- contribute 240 jit- license as much right to broadcast
neys per annum to the municipal up- an ASCAP tune by way of a recording as it has by means of a live orkeep.
chestra. As assignee of the perform.lilg rights from the originhl copyD. Rinker Joins^ Morris right owner ASCAP would have no
course but to advise the broadcaster
Charles D. (Chuck) Rinker has
ignore the interpretive artist's
folded his publishing venture and to
become- the Coast rep for E. H. Mor- claims and to broadcast the number
his right under the tenns
ris
Co. and the Mayf air Music Co. as becomes
of his license 'with ASCAP.
He replaces Herb Lutz, who has
gone into the army.

&

33
33
27
25
24

Jingle Jengle^t'Forest Rangers'

Nursle Nursle

Copyright

TOTAL

.Famous
.ChappeU
Crawford
Robbins

....Lewis

.'

.

m'usic men were It possible for the
l^peiser bill to become law is the
nevita'ble conflict that would develop in the event an Interpretive
artist sought to enforce his copyright on radio stations holding li-

16.

...

Johnny Doughboy Found Rose
Don't Sit Under Apple Tree.
Jersey Bounce

Another complication foreseen by

..Decca

PUBUSHEB

TITLE
One Dozen Hoses
Sleepy Liagoon

position.

Only' other transaction recorded
Involved purchase of 100 shares of
%l par capital' on April 14 by I,aurence 'M. Marks
Co. These were
Lew Browp has been assigned by
turned back, however, on April 26.
Two himdred shares of stock were Jack Robbins to write the lyric for
listed to Harold .1 Thorp, New York 'Poker Face,' a composition recently
director, although Thorit's account acquired from Fletcher Henderson
remained inactive during the month; and Dick Jurgens.

Starts a

.

Decca on the rights of whoever obtained
Decca the copyright renewal on the. com-

Bluebird

Coast levy on Jokes

RGlten Diamond's Decca

Washlngtoii, June

I

(Tony Pastor
Merry Macs

Jingle Jangle Jingle (Paramount).

,

.

'.

Skylark (Morris)

Don't

Monday throuph Sunday (June

Southern
.

Gene Buck, former ASCAP prez,
will be the guest of honor at a dinner which the Songwriters Protective Association is staging at the
Park Central hotel, N. Y., this
Tuesday (23). The dinner will be
followed by a discussion on the
question of whether the SPA should
assume the status of a closed shop
for composers and lyricists.
Among the speakers will be
Arthur Garfield Hayes and Johiv
Schulman, of SPA counsel; Arthur
Richman, of the Dramatists Guild;
Jack Rosenberg, president of Local
802 (New York) of the American
Federation of Musicians, and Billy

Columbia

(Vaughn Monroe
Sisters
I Andrews
Goodman
J Benny
'^Russ Morgan
Goodman
J Benny

•

for

mwHe perjormancet embraces all four
networlct—NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual—at represented by WSAF, WJZ^
WABC and WOR, N. Y. CompiUi(4oti heretpith covers xotek bcfflnninf
8-14) from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., and is based
on data provided bu Accurate Reporting Service regular checMng source
for music pubUshinp industry.
Follotoing tabulation of popular

C-C
C-C

Bluebird

Glenn Miller
•\Kay Kyser

•

Doner

Bluebird.

J

(15) (Shapiro)

Ocean

Decca
Bluebird

Columbia
Decca
Decca

Jimmy rvjrsey
Dorsey
J Jimmy

Monroe
X Vaughn

Jersey Bounce (15) (Lewis)

Threw

Bluebird

I

Little Sisters (3) Santly)....

8.

10.

'

(Famous)

(11)

Okeh

(Dick Jurgens
Art Kassel
(Jimmy Dorsey
Miller
I Glenn
(Harry James
I

Heart (8) (Remick)

7.

9.

•

....... .Victor

Ci^ Bine, Mutual Plugs

l!IB(:,

London, May 15.
Cinephonlc
Southern

Spring Again
Heart ot Texas
Navy Blue Eyes

Orchestration arranged by Jack

COLQIilAL MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.

fiARRY 8I8TER8
on

STANDARD
Mason
Branch: 7016 Melrose Ave.. Hollywood.

Calif.

Wednesday,
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TOO MUCH, TOO SOON?
—

Vaudevillf is again being made the patsy this time by overanxious showmen, who are pushing the two-a-day revival too
far at the wrong time of the year. The public is receptive, but
the weather is not and vaudeville may die from sunstroke.

The first hot-vireather casualty will be 'Top-Notchers,' which
Gracie Fields is headlining. This two-a-dayer close's Saturday
nig^t (20) after three weeks, the b.o. stifled by the lack of a
cooling system at the 44th Street, N. Y.

"

NEW HARMONICA BAND
Organised by Johnny Pnleo, Former
Minevlteh Basest

Johnny Puleo, formerly of
Borrah 'Minevltch Harmonica

Little

the

LA.
Chicago, where 'Headliners of 1942' opened last Wednesday (10), at the Grand Opera House, the initial boxoffice
reports are far from promising. Anxl Chicago is notoriously hot
at this time of the year; its temperature more conducive to
swimming than theatregoing.

From

Niteries

Behave As

Rom

Job Show

spots,

Bosses

Biz Groop
16.

which heretofore

'

between

and

.

loss.

elected a member of the cabaret detense division of the committee.

NO 'LAUGHING' MATTER

COAST

2-A-PAY

SHOWSB.O.

Los Anseles, June 16.
•Show Time,* two-a-day vauder at
the BUtmore, headlining George
Jessel and Jack Haley, slightly better
than $14,000 on the first week. It
vbn't break at that figure, due to
beavy prellmlnaiy expense,- but 11
present b.o. pace

Is

maintained

operators failing' to cooperate fully
BnsseU's Claim on Fischer Over with the AIC in defense precautions,
which in- turn might jeopardize the
•Keep 'Em Lanshing' Title
liquor licenses of those who refuse
to abide by the regulations.
Ross Russell, legit producer, filed
suit Thursday (11) in N. Y. supreme
court against Clifford C. Fischer,
claiming * the latter's 'Keep 'fim
(OHIO) Hrr
Laughing' plagiarizes the title of his
show of the same name." Russell's
opus was roadshown along the eastem seaboard since February, 1942,
Cleveland; June 16.
while defendant's vaude vevue debuted in N. Y. in AprU.
There's no gas-rationing in NorthRussell claims' he' had Intended
ern Ohio yet but the rubbertlre
bringing his play to N. Y. and the
defendant has now .spoiled that bugaboo Is so formidable from a
cliance. He seelcs an Injunction, an psychological angle that it's already
accounting of profits, and damages.
putting the kibosh
such outlying

It

will

on

amusement

CU Weak
Reports In N. Y. from Chicago Indicate the b.o. of 'Headliners of 1942,'
.

whlch opened there Wed (10), is
weak, despite fine reviews. This laycut headlines Bert Lahr, Joe E.
Ijewis and Bert Wheeler.
N. T. Grosses
•PrlorlUes of 1942,' Clifford C.
Fischer's 2-a-day vaude show at the
46th Street theatre,- N. Y., continued
to do satisfactory biz at around $18,-

*

(KX) last

.

week.

resorts as

Brady Lake

Parle

HEAT WILTS GRACIE

up a profit
The Saturday and Sunday take on
Ix shows was around $6,000..
|>ick

i

Templeton will deal with night spot

BRADY PARK
BY AUTO TIRE BUGABOO

PROMISE

FIELDS' 2-A-DAYER
Lack of a cooling system at the
44th Street N. Y., coincidentill with
the arrival of hot weaker, is forcing
Clifford C. Fischer-Shuberts to fold
Top-Notchers' June 20 after a ruh
of slightly more than three* weeks.
However, Fischer and the Shuberts
propose to bring back Gracie Fields,
present Top-Notchers' star, as a
headliner of a new variety bill in
Business has been good;
the fall.
around $20,000 first week, but the
heat sent the second stanza down to

In less than a month since it was
reopened by a new Cleveland syndi-

hu'nness in its Marine Room
took such a dive that operators of
swank nitery were forced to
r-*-".

drop

its

expensive floor shows.

BiUy House Starts
Vaude Tour in Cleve.
Cleveland, June

16.

other.

'Barbary

It's

to

16.

Coasf. sector- over the
weekend.
Fourteen honkytonks were placed
quarantine,
with
strict
under

be known as the 'Com-

mandos.'

TIVOLI, FRISCO,

cops and M.P.'s placed in front of
the joints to prevent anyone from
entering.
The quarantine, taken
under the yrartlme emergency laws,
will continue as long as it's necessary, according to Acting Mayor

Bernard Samuel.

REOPENING FOR

The District Attorney's oflic«
warned that the action, would bm
taken in other areas unless niteries
and boites hew close to the line and
obey the laws governing the opera-

GIE SHOWS

tion of liquor selling and clear their
spots of undesirable characters.

Navy Fed Up
San Francisco, June 16.
In the belief this war-booming
town can stand some more entertainment aimed directly at the soldiers and sailors who crowd the
streets, Homer Curran wUl reoifen
the famed old Tlvoll theatre Thursday (18) for presentation of A. B:
Marcus girl shows at popular prices.
Prices wiU run 25c to $1, with two
shows nightly, 8 and lO.o'cloclc
Curran also operat<>q San Francisco's two solvent legitimate houses,
Geary and Curran.

Berle Guaranteed
Split

.

8iG/

Orer 23G

m

Health authorities. have found
that liquor and beer glasses are Infected with disease gerins.
Many
cases of venereal diseases, reported
by visiting service men; have been
traced to the district.
The Mayor revealed that the city,
which has only a loose control over
bistros (direct control Is under the
supervision of the State Liquor Con*
trict

,

trol Board), would compel all
erators to obtain, entertainment

.

proprietors prosecuted..

Milton Berle, through the William
Morris office, has set further stage
dates following his two-week run at
Loew's State, N. Y., openhig June 25.
July 11 Berle goes to the Atlantic
City Steel. Pier for a week, then to
Oriental, Chicago, opening July 24.
At' the latter spot hell get a guarantee of $8,500 for the week, plus a 5050 split of the gross over $23,000. At
8%G 'Variety's' cub columnist will
be setting still another record salary
for himself.

1 Cleve. Cafes 'Out of

Cleveland, June

Three

more

btarlesqiie houser

'out-qf-bounds'

RKO

Paul Marr Expands

who regard Cleveland's night
life in general at ibo torrid and de»
moralizing for soldiers.
Creorge Young's Roxy, the onlyburlesque, en^orium at this I^ake
Erie port, Is the first theatre here
to be tabooed by morale officers of
Fort Hayes at Columbus, O. They
(Continued on page 46)
vosts,'

TOM BROWN VICTOR IN
^U92 VAUDE PAY SUIT

$16,000.

Cincinnati,

Bands
lonial,
»

i

:

;

June

will headline the
Dayton, O., for the

Superior

Brown

Hollywood, June 16.
Court suK. by Tona

for $1,202 against

Co-

first

four

theatres in southwest Ohio.

We

vnsh to extend our congratulations
and best wishes to Sam Bramson of the
.William Morris office on his promotion

New York office and to take this
means of thanking him for his isincere
and Intelligent booking guidance during
to the

the past ten years for the Chez Paree,

Chicago.

We
as

hcrve advised

ovir

him

that

he

is to

act

personal representative.

Mike

Fritsel

and Joe Jacobson

'jan Garber wHl b« the initial
topper at the Dayton house. In turn
will follow Ozzle' Nelson with Harriet HUlIard, Ted Lewis and Duke
Ellington. It's the Duke's first time
In the theatre; others are repeats.

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
.«rNMAt (xfcvnvi

AEBIAIIST HDBT
Des Moines, June 16.
Imogene Trott, 18, a member of the
Aerial Dukes trio,, suffered levere
bruises when the catch rope broke
and she fell 10 feet into a pile of
gravel at Riveryiew park yesterday
There were no fractures, but it Is expected she will be out of act for a
few days.
The injury was the first she has
had in two seasons of work.

Howard Webb has returned with
organ and solovox to the
Rio Tavern, Tod Hotel, Youngstown.
his electric

'

Sam How-

ard and Irving Yates, Vaude agenti^
has been won by the actor.
Coin was claimed due for salary
with 'Hollywood on the Iioosa' unit.

16.

RKO

weeks of tiie 1942-43 season, whldv
Itas been set to open Aug. 14. Bookings are directed out of Cincy by
Col. Arthur Frudehfeld, assistant to
Dee Libson, general manager of RKO

CongraiulatUms'^

16.

niteries
and oh*
were place.d. on' th«
by army pro-

list

Bands for RKO, Dayton

.«

Bonnd^

5,

Chicago, June 16.
Rotund comedian, traveling In his
Fischer's
second troupe, TopMeanwhile, Miss, Fields will go auto-trailer, is jumping to BaltiPaul Marr, vaude agent and
Notchers,' at the 44th Street, N. Y., Into a strawhat revue, "Fun for All,'
more's Hipp after date here. Also booker, has opened offices hi Des
been hit by the lack of a cooling which wUl 4pen the summer season booked for the Earle in Washington Moines and will commute between
plant In the house, and so shutters of the Scarsdale, N. Y., theatre June June
26, followed by the State in Chicago and the Iowa city regularly.
Saturday (20). It did about $16,000 30. Following this, she will again New York week of July 3. If negoLarry Lux will handle the Cbl oflast wedc
tour Canada for British War Relief. tiations with Earl Carroll, are satis- fice.
Fischer-Shuberts also pulled a factory, he will then go into Tatter's
Jimmy Palmeii last with 'Bobby switch in the 'Priorities' lineup "at Los Angeles theatre-casino.
fiyme, joins Lou Breese's band next the '44th Street Adrlnne replacing
veek (25) as vocalist
Luba Mallna. -*

•

op-

and

dancing licenses if any music at all
played in' the spot. If any viola«
tions were found, the licenses will
be lifted, the Mayor said, and the
is

Chi

He's due back on the (Toast Aug.
shooting

The action was taken only after
the Navy, fed up with appealing to
the city authorities to clean up th»
'coast,' took matters In its own hands
and declared the entire area 'out of
bounds.' Prostitutes infest the dis-

when

,lias

'

Jerry Wallace, director of a
singing group of males billed as
the 'Guardsmen,' is planning an-

continuation of brawls between
service men and civilians capped by
a murder Friday night (12), caused
the Army, Navy and police department to crack down on Philly'a

June

starts on 'Over My
In
circiilation
again'
after
18
Dead Body.' Lynn Barl plays oppomontlis in road version of 'HeUzasite him in the 20th-Fox pic. •
poppin,' Billy House started a fourweek whirl in vaude at
Palace
last Friday (12) with Bobby Jarvis
as his partner.

.

.

Philadelphia, June 16.

A

have failed to meet requirements set
That means that vaudeville will take the rap again, although up by AIC, to get into line.
Merle L. TempI^tQn, chief officer
the grosses in vaudfilm theatres week in and week out prove
conclusively that stage ghows usually spell the difference of liquor control In Lois ' Angeles.
County, and aide to Bonelji, was
profit

CoastVH Cafes

Held 'Out of Bounds for Services

Philadelphia,

Los Angeles, Jime

and night

Hiifly 'Barbary

Inevitable

William G, BoneUi, of the State
The Chicago show got an exceptionally fine press, which, Board of Equalization, who's Mr. Big
under better weather conditions, would have spelled money in supervising the liquor licenses of
Los Angeles district, has been
the
questionable.
appears
survive
now
Whether
it
will
bank.
in the
made a member of the governing
board of the Amusement Industries
But few people will blame the weather, even, though some Committee of the L. A'. Defense
showmen, in an article in 'Variety' some weeks ago, expressed Council. AIC supervises safety and
of
the thought that the two-a-day revival might end disastrously fire precautions In all places
amusement in the city with seating
unless eased along until the fall. It would take but one major capacities of more than 100, and
the BoneUi's spot on the committee will
flop to 'scare' oflE the vaude-minded managers, and make
provide impetus to many cabarets
public question vaude's entertainment worth.

.

On

Now

Most

Down

Army, Navy, PoGce Gsunp

Rascals, is organizing his own band.
After many weelcs of negotiation
and arbitration he has been advised
by attorneys that he is free to set
out on his own.

45

omen
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Show

N. Y. Opening of Henie-Wirtz Ice

^HiillyCanlitem Ends AGVA Differences
Glampdown

Philly

sContlnned from page 4S;

Is Contingent
'Stars

On

Ice,'

new

on Settlement wilii AGVA
Jersey Nitery Razed

skating revue,

open at the Center,
but that may depend
on the outcome of a battle to unionize the skaters being waged by the
American Guild of Variety Artists.
Correspondence has been Interchanged by Walter Greaza, now administrative chairman of AGVA, and
Arthur M. Wirtz, co-producer with
Sonja Henie of 'Stars.' The latter

announced

Arising

ago.

Maps Texas Cafe Circuit
to Ease Transit Problem

Army

officers

that

at

time put

Fire, Damage 125G four night joints on their official
'ribald'
black-books for running
Union Township, N. J., June 16.
shows and getting them into 'bad
Fire of undetermined origin razed
company.! Latest ones to be blackthe Flagship, local nitery, early
listed
are Nate Pllisdorfs Cedar
Blaze,
morning
Saturday
(13).
Gardens, Pony's Bar and the La
which broke out in the dining room
Those citetf durConga Club.
about 3 a.m., shortly after the club
ing the winter season were the Red
closfed for the night, swiftly spread
Raven, the Hot Spot, Gow-Shed and
throughout the structure and was
Cafe.
Vim
well beyond control by the .time
Tipped off by the M.P.'s, local
firemen arrived.
is adamant in refusing to sign a basic
Local Fire Chief Bond estimated coppers cooperated by knocking off
the Army and Navy Union Club for
agreement.
the damage .at $125,000.
Both
repeated
llkker violations.
Backing AGVA 100% for the first
Charl'es O'Connell, well known here
time since it was set up are the other
as a former prize-fighter and onetalent unions, principally Equity, and

is

N. Y., July

to

By

2,

.

Screen Actors Guild, Latter's position may be the key to a settlement, since Miss Henie is a member
of SAG and could be subject to its

CAFE SUPPLIES

which would possibly be Inimical to her Hollywood studio en-

HAY WAGONS

action,

gagements.

time owner of the Iroquois Club,
and William McCann were arrested
speakeasy.
operators of .the
as
O'Connell was also charged with
trying to muss

pinched him after nabbing a glass
of likker as evidence. Case continued

Wirtz
took the position that because of
AGVA's internal difficulties he believed the union to be too unstable
to be tied up with a contract. He objected also to an attempt to limit
performances to eight weekly, with
overtime for additional shows.
There are 15 principals in 'Stars,'
chorus being around 30. Number of
skaters in the various Ice shows approximates 374. Only three or four
in the new 'Ice' belong to AGVA,

which upset the applecart

nlteries calling for

transportation facilities.

'

travail

is

Much

of the

menial, upon proprietors

who don't know whether to open
season or keep a canny
eye peeled for a quick shutdown.
Spots in Buffalo, with war-plant
pay envelopes seeking an outlet,
aren't generally affected.
Suburban
full blast for

spots

Dellare taking the strain.
usually operated on

wood Lodge,

DELMAR PLANS

Z-AWVAUDER

Board.

The Philadelphia unit of the
American Guild of Variety Artists
last week issued a xikase to singing

the show.

AGVA

Sing or

Spill

the Soup,

AGVA Warns

Pbilly

In

Edict to Cafe Waiters

-

WBEN

-

with the National Laboi: Relations

Raters had charged the

2($th-Fox with discrimination in the casting of a picture because of their Guild activities.

Medico Parley Cures

.

Adantic City His For

Wk., Spends $1,515,000

SALE
A&TU.UE.ALBEET4 Aaotioneet
WILL SBLIi AT

.Atlantic City,

'

30,

1942

At 311 .Weat 4eth'«t., N. V. C.
* Bqulpmen^ of

Entir* Atock', Fixtures

TAM6 CQSTUME

CO.
Tesn

BBtabllslied 6t

<

ho wera known aa the larsoBt
.ialumers In the World to the
Jieatrlcal' Profession.

COSTUMES

OF BVERT KIND & SBaCRIPTIQN

ComQlete Sets for Entire prodaotlons,

New York

HlSlSrleal, etc.

Ft,

Pr^iglonal end Ajnatear Bhowg, Bovl^u, Mlnetrels, Faseanta, Hnslcals,

W.

ARTHUR AI,BEaT
40

St., 1I.T.0.

Tel.

back to bed at

his

To

M. 9.«CSt

Winner of Radio Quide'a National
Poll. .
ae 'Most Loved Songatre^ae
,

America.'

(called a 'misunderstanding* by the canteen peogrew out of the apparent
'freeze-out' of variety entertainers
from the Canteen's board, which' is

of socialites

and

actors resented being ignored

and were all set to open a service
men's canteen of their own, operated
and. manned
entirely by
thesps.
Their canteen was to be known as
the 'Back Stage Canteen.'
When their plans were made pub'

in

and invited him to -take

a post on the advisory board. Mayo
pleaded the press of other business.
Mrs. Davis then asked that Mayo
recommend two actors to serve on

The biggest night club deal in the board.
Mayo agreed. He will put up the
some years is being consummated
between Lou Walters and Ben question of actor representation at
,

Gaines

week, with Walters

this

the'

sell-

'

Loew

AGVA

The Canteen will have a 'donation day' prevle'w: on Friday (19)
at which anyone who brings an arti<
cle of food, cooking utensil, cigarets,
etc., will be allowed in.
It will be

Miami.
Gaines

is

known

in

nitery

.

the only time the Canteen will be
open to the general public.
At the official opening for service
men, there will be several hundred
girls on hand to dance with the
boys; a gala show has been planned,
and Meyer Davis' orchestra will fur.
nish the dance music cuflo,

as a

50% partner and another partner

AGVA.

give the canteen 100% cooperation
as soon as he gets the okay from
the
international office in
New York.

Latin Quarter in N. Y„ and also
operates an L.Q. in MiaAii, opened
the Boston spot four years ago. It
was his first and virtually an immediate click. However, his N. Y,

theatre operator E. M.

next meeting of the board of

directors of

With- the proper representation
assured. Mayo said he was ready to

in

and

He was

partnered
with Jack Dempsey in the operation
of the Dempsey- Vanderbilt hotel at
The
Miami Beach. He bought out Demp- headed entertainment committee la
by Mrs. Dorothy Clark Norsey's share, but early this spring,
man, an ex-'foliies' girl. Besides
along 'with virtually all the other
Mrs. Davis, the other members are:
operators in that beach area, Gaines
Anne Francine, C. David Hocker,
leased the luxury hostelry to the
Geary,
Carleton
Harris,
Army for the duration. He also Alfred
George Kearney, Edmund Rodgers,
operates the Beachcomber in Miami.
Mary Binney Montgomery, Virginia
Deal for the Hub Latin Quarter
Davis, Mrs. Emlen Etting, Emma
worked out in
is. currently ''being
Feldman, Ted Schlanger, Fred C.
that city.
Gaines may take over
Schaeffer,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
by th^ end- of this week.
Scott, Mrs. J. David Stern, and
Reeves Wetherlll. Stan Lee Broze,
Folds for Snrnmer

hotel operations.

.

Boston, June

Lou

local Latin

program director of

16.

Quarter

Walter's
closed Saturday (IS) after a highly
successful season, but was unable to
operate for the summer monttis due
priorities
to
on alr-condltloning

WCAU,

is

Foreit Park, near East Toledo, O.,
opened its' summer dancing season
June 13, with Wayne Brun and a 10equipment.
The Rio Casino will brave the heat piece orchestra playing every Sat«
and remain open for the first sum- urday, Sunda:^ and Wednesday.
mer. The Mayfali will be open on
Sundays as well as 'Hie weekdays,
whereas the Latin Quarter previously received the heavy Sunday
.

PHIL

home

in

REGAN

home.

folks close' to

Raymond

father
Rogers.

from

NYC

recently

the

at

Personal 'Representative!

Carroirs Comics

FRANK VINCENT

Hollywood, June 19.
Comics will have the run of the
stage

at

the

when

the

summer

Earl

Beverly Hille, Calif,

Carroll nitery
edition of 'Star

Spangled Glamour'

is unveiled July
18.
Set for the new revue are the
following acts, all on the comedy

side: Happy Felton, Wiere Brothers,
Roily. Rolls,
Shirley Wayne and
Aurora, sister of Carmen Miranda.

Holdovers from the current extravaganza are St. Clair and Day,
Walter Conley and his Mrs. have
taken an apartment in the village, dancers; Bill Brady, vocalist, and
where Walter will continue his cure. Galli Gain, magician.
Ann Comerford, Mary Black and
Victor Rocketer, celebrated birth

CAPPELUiPATRIGIH
"Smart-IooIdBK ballroom pair, ore
and aero work are
conclaatnc
tor •
.

excellent, spina
tliek'
specialty,

number ther da • Mexican Dance
that's a lilgii spot."

Loop
Srd

HOLD

O'VER

Tlianks to

—'Variety.'

CHEZ FABEE

Sam Bromson

days.

Monroe Colman, lab technician at
the Rogers for years, leaves' for a
defense job.
Airplane models' made by the
Salients at the Rogers are on display
1 the lounge at the lod^e.
Planes

FiTflt

'

MaSiN
Blue

Network, Breakfaat Club
iVotv

Making

CAMELLIA HOUSE

HOTEL

.

.

.

.

. .

modeled by Johnny Jones, Harry
Feingold. Marvin Dyer and Victor
Rocketer.

Personal Appearances

Hazel Smith's father popped

DRAKE

CHICAGO

.

in

charge of the radio division of the
Canteen.

Toronto.

Ford, who. saw 10 years
of the cure in Saranac Lake, reports
from Los Angeles that he is doing

from Utica recently

for a 'lay^s

in

visit.

Dr. William Stem Is now on the
medical staff at the -Will Rogers.
(Write to those who are III.)

'

last

ler's

Worth Nitery In Smnnier Fold

Basie.

in

in 1943.

'

and local actors
open for business

(20).

ple)

local here,

FORSSOG

Happy Benuiay) shuttered

The

TR.\PR MAHE • GOOD WIIiIi
OF THE TAMS COSTUME CoT
Win, BE OFFERED FOR BAtJI

2il«

HUB NITERY

will

critic,

all set to

differences

week's 'Variety,' Mrs.
Meyer Davis, vice-chairman of the
entertainment commtttee
of
the
Canteen, called on Richard Mayo,
executive secretary of the AGVA

The Cocoanut Grove remains'
open as usual.
Other exceptions are the Copley

Clifton

is

Saturday

The

lie

Plaza's

Recent arrival at the Rogers, is
Fort Wortb, Texas, J'une 16.
Jerry De Rene of New York.
400 Club has closed for the
The colony very sorry to learn of
the passing of Eddie Vogt's father
season.
reoently.
Reopening set for. September.
Cliff Farmer, from Chicago, is an
Johnny Browji.teQipo.rariiy ry>lac- outstanding cure at the Rogers;
Agnes Orr was bedsided by her
ing alto saxist 'Tab Smith with Count

^

SHOES *

Information Apply

WALTERS SEU^

Oval%oom, tmd Hotel StatTerrace Roooi, both normally
at ihli time, ^ but which
conduct an ejcperimeiit, since
Bobby Graham, Toronto theatre gas rationing is expected to keep

By Harry

/

(Underetudi/ini; jir

Artists

and
this

The

play.

Saranac Lake

fine.

•

;BO0;tS
Lacea, Trlmmlnes, Fringe and Braids

Further

AGVA

it.

IKEATSICAI ft HASaUE&ASE

For

16,

Hotels, their cocktail lounges and
restaurants received, largest percentage, with better niteries a close second. Boardwalk flUn houses reported
excellent business the entire week.
San Francisco gets the convention
next year, St. Loui* in 1044 and

Inventoried at |4SO,00OJ^
Connlstlng ot • Comnlete Une ;f

ACCESCfOBIES,

either got to be
singers' or waiters.
'If they want to .sing they'll have
card,' said Richard
to get an
Mayo, executive secretary. 'Otherwise they'll liave to confine themselves to lugging the trays.'
Mayo is skedded to confer this
week with officials of the Walters

the American Medical Society concluded its seven-day convention here Friday (12) it was Union:
found the physicians, their families
and the 3,500 accompanying .medical
exhibitors left $1,615,000 in cold cash
in this resort, which sorely needed

A.U.

10:30

Jime

When

PUBUC AUCTION
AT

.16.

waiter^they've

l,IQ UIDATION

TUESDAY, JUNE

Philadelphia, June

of

civic bigwigs.

•

Harry Delmar, producer for USO- spot is his biggest money-maker to
Inc„ is planning to take date. In, the Hub Walters claims he's
a five weeks' leave of absence in late on his own, but in N. Y. he has

summer to produce a two-a-day
vaude show on his own for Broadway. It wUl be tiUed 'Full Speed
Ahead.' Show will be designed specifically for New York, with no
thought of touring.
Producer,' who did 'Delmar's Revels' back in 1027, has finances set for

Femme

cities promising cooperawith the Clover are Houston,
Corpus Christi anc| San Antonio.

Camp Shows,

full-time basis, is running only weekWilliamsville Glen Casino is
ends.
Center's ice attraction is generally going at top speed but owner i» unr
regarded as a legit show,, but Equity decided about reopening Barn nitery
did not classify it that jvay.
on same spot to full capacity. Shuffle
Wirtz was also upset by the reparlors south of the city, including
cent verdict of American ArbitraCeleron Park near Jamestown, which
tion Assn. Arbiters awarding Le
lured big bands, are planning curVerne, featured skater, $3,925 and
tailed activity.
holding that Wirtz had dismissed her
One nitery operator is said to have
activfrom 'Ice' because of
hired 10 hay wagons for time gas raities.
tioning is slapped on, to transport
his trade to and from city line. Some
SonJa Fays Oft
attention being given to plan to put
Hollywood, June 16.
Klelnhans Music Hall, heretofore
Sonja Heiiie agreed to pay $350
used only for one-nighters, onto
apiece tp Barbara Carabln, Grace
regular dancery schedule with Bob
Gale and Mary Taylor to dismiss
Antistrong's
house band. Hall
charges of unfair la^ior practice filed
is in center of Buffalo.

The Philadelphia Stage Door Canteen last weekend patched up its differences with the American Guild
Variety

composed mainly

Among

tion

ing his Latin Quarter in Boston to
Gaines for a figure reputed to' be
$3SO,OO0C Coin represents rent on a
10-year lease, plus use of the name,
kitchen and other equipment
Walters, who recently opened a

has laid a heavy finger this season

on danceries and

the transportation .prob-

to

lem.

FOR TRANSIT

for
increase the minimum to $125 weekly
for principals and $75 for chorus,

tar and

answer

M

Philadelphia, June 16.

Port Worth, Texas, June 16.
Ted Adair, m.t. at the Clover
Club, has a plan fotr night club man-,
agers to cooperate in maintaining a
circuit so that outstanding out-ofTexas talent can be bifought in with
an assurance of several engagenients
in the state. He believes this is one

up the John Law who

to June 24 and bail set at $1,000.
Following the arrest, landlord of
the building beat cops to the punch
in padlocking the club by ordering
O'Connell and McCann io vamoose.
AGVA
Jack Butler, coimty commander of
Buffalo, June 16.
time made demands which Wirtz
the Army and Navy Union for exdeclared to be impossible. AGVA's
Defense-busy Western New York so servicfemen, said it had divorced itschedule of pay originally called for far. has escaped gas rationing but self from the joint last March when
it lost' its license,
$75 minimum for princip'als and $50
Attempt was made to pirospect of that plus rubber situation
cliorus.

First edition of the Henie-Wirtz
rink show, 'It Happens on Ice,' at
the Center had an agreement with
AGVA, 'but there was none for the
second edition of 'Ice.' Reason is
at the
that those in charge of

From Actor Treezepuf'.on

refused to give any grounds for the
ban on it, although Young declares
he ordered Ills strippers to tont
down their numbers several months

New York Appearance

NELSON SISTERS
Sweethearte of the 39th Diviiion of the Dive
Bombera U.S. Army Air Corpe

NOW

. . .

LOEWS

STATE,

(Week June Hth)
BOOKED BY M.C.A.

NEW YORK

.

Wednesday, Jnne IJi 1942
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HOUSE REVIEWS

A. Vaude Revival Voted Best $1.65

Buy Town Ever Had; Nut 17G

1st

Wk.

went strong for Haley's corny gags,
Los Angeles, June 10.
comedy songs, mugging, etc, The
Fred F. Finkiehoffe presents 'Show conclusion of his turn, his bit with
Time; ieaturing George Jesiel, Jack Miss Carlisle, stopped the proceedings.
Haley, EUa Logan, The De Marcos,
Tony De Marco with his new partKitty Carlisle, Buck & Bubbles,
ner, Sally Craven, appearing as the
Olsen & Shirley, Con Colleano and De Marcos and coming
towards the
the
Biltmore,
Ashour
at
4
Lticienne
end of the program, are on for 20
Los Angeles, for indefimte engage- minutes, going through the De Marco

.

ment

starting

June

10,

top.

1942;

$1.65 repertoire that includes the Levitsky,
Volga Boatman and tango, stopping
the show cold with their smart ball-

room

Miss Craven is not only
and fascinating personality,
but an eager and ambitious terpsichorean and adequate for the teachings and handling of De Marco.
Jesiicl, of course, would not let the
was not, the type of curtain down without a few more

With the fever rampant In the east,
and central areas of the country for
vaudeville, Los Angeles had its first
view of the big-time entertainment
at the BUtmore here tonight (WedIt
nesday).
presentation or

routining that the
customers had been getting at the
Orpheum for $1.65 top (same for
this show), but it's sterling, giltedged entertainment that took the
first-night audience and subsequent
ones by storm and will warrant more
than the usual week's sojourli that
has been afforded local vaude shows.
The theatre has three and one-half
weeks of playing time that this show
can run and will have available time
between legit bookings for vaude
bills in case the town wUl support
entertainment of this kind.
Nut for the show first week is
pretty heavy, due to preliminary expenses of advertising, fares, etc.,
running from $16,500 to $17,000.
Payroll for ttie talent is around $10,000, which Finkiehoffe bonded for
with AGVA. Other expenses would
bring normal nut- to around $14,500.
^ade opening night hit around
$1,300, with subsequent two days'"
tallying collectively $2,500. Matinees
were not of much consequence on
the two days, but weekend of three
shows Saturday and Sunday gave
the house a chance to ring up an
average of $3,000 a day.
As composite entertainment this
show is the best the town has ever
old

$1.'65 top, and a show of this
standard should be able to click as
regular fare, providing .talent of this
calibre could regularly be assembled,
for which currently the outlook is
dubious and an impediment in mak-'
Ing vaude anywhere in the country
Naturally, the
steady' weekly fare.
Broducers of these shows could not
ve on the week-stand basis, and
here again it is controversial as to
whether or not, after the initial novelty of a vaude show without a picture, stage shows could weather two'
or more weeks. Experimentation is
the oniy thing that could prove this:
point. Row many of Tne boys keenly,
interested in the comeback of vaude
would take the gamble is quite conjectural, for show backers in any
form want winners froni the start.
Opening night was most reminiscent of other opening nights for bigtime vaude.
It brought out those
who were regular subscribers to the
old Orpheum here ahd the many

had at

'

vaude and pic acts
'

who have become

a

stuff.

chic

laughs in the

first part of the show,
he comes forth with his clowning,
chanting and a modern declamation
to mama on the telephone. This is
a panic and had the crowd in good
spirits at intermission.
Second portion of the show has
Jessel and Haley do one of those 'Off
to° Buffalo' talking routines to precede Lucienne and Ashour, continental knockabout dancing team of
man and woman, who maul each
other with their floor-sweeping tactics and manipulations that tremendously pleased the customers.
Then comes the highlight, Jessel
presenting his eccentric and grotesque
characterization
of
'Prof.
Larbamore,' the Czecho .professor on
a lecture tour to get enough mazuma
together to feed the hungry relatives
he has spread around continental

so

Europe as a result of

H^

just panicked them,

ture

mob

out front

Jessel as the

was a great stimulator for those
In back of the foots to give their all.
And- they did, for they presiented a
smart, classy and entertaining program for two and one-half hours.
Consensus of the audience after the
first show was that vaude was in.
It

was—with them—no

Many
doubt.
during the stay of the
show, as they have been in the habit
of doing for night-club entertainwill repeat

ment

With virtually no

class spots

having outstanding talent, the show,

crowd especially .will wend trieir way
to the Biltmore to relax while
George Jessel and his co-artists cavort, mimic, dance and clovm to

down

their delight.

kfihoSe*

That'll help plenty in
the budget for Tied Fin-

Jjfsel, beyond
question, is the
.
highlight of the show.
He's never

Wiled harder or more zealously than
is
doing here.
Con Colleano
opens wjth his wire-walking routine
clicked magnificently, after
Sr.
Which Jessel comes forth with line
01 patter and "gags which the show
crowd went for hook, line and sinker
prior to his introducing the knockaoout acrobatic dance team of Olsen
and Shirley.
This team scored
nrongly with their pushing, knocking and tossing each
other's iorsos
about the stage, after which Jessel
rame forth to teU the folks that Kitty
trarlisle was again in Hollywood.
Jjong time since she had been around

he

and many sort of didn't remember her. So she chanted a trio of
««es, clowned a bit with Jessel- ahd
got away nicely.
Then things began
Pictfe

whnnpen.

»

The show started
'^'1* the appearance
T?^T,"P
^aley.

to

of

Latter, too, had not been
around for a long speU, his last
appearance being over 10 years ago
«s m.c. at the
State. But the crowd

iff*^

GAYETY, MONTREAL

too.

Stage opens with a neat dance rouby the girls in long flowing
leading into the acrobatic,
Montreal, June 15
spectacular dancing of Lyda Sue.'
Looney Lewis, Sammy .Smith,
She gives the show an excellent Stanley Simmons, Cleo Canfield,
start.
Johnny Cook, Maxine Bros. & Bobby,
Paul Remos and his two midgets Cartell & Rosa, House Line (21),
click on the excellent acros and Sidare & Kaye, Len Howard Orch
comedy. The highlight however, is (9).
the laughable conga done by the
midgets.
Several absentees from the list of
Lee Sims and Ilomay P.'.iley also
contracted players at current Gayety
go over, with Sims at the piano and
Miss BaUey singing in their standard show' (they may turn up later in
tine

gowns,

John Buckmaster, son of actress
Gladys Cooper, Is comparatively new
hereabouts.
A Briton, he's pretty
clever in his mimicries. He's a class
booking for vaude or niteries.
Marg.

CHICAGO, CHI

47

N. Y.

Clyde

This show is a bit overiong. Running approximately 60 minutes, it
unwinds fast enough, but there are
where it easily could

several spots

be cut without disturbing the generally good impression.. Dean Mur-

phy artd Benny Fields, the perennial
minstrel man, walk off with top
honors. Each is on for long sessions.
Clyde Lucas' orchestra, fresh from
a recent stay at the Roseland Ballroom, New York, is the musical ac.

companiment

this week, temporarily
replacing the house pit band. Lucas'
outfit, comprised of five sax, three
trumpets, two trombones and three
rhythm, is a neat enough combination that plays well, without exciting any undue interest. Its arrangements in many instances leave a lot
to be desired; the most outstanding
j}ieces -used here are a novelty,
'When the Circus Comes to Town,'
ver^ showmanly 'presented, and a

'Mama
Inez.'
Remainder are ordinary, including
The Wolf Song,' which is built to a
letdown. Lucas has another novelty
he recorded, but which he doesn't
use here, called 'Chinese Rhumba.'
It perhaps would be better than some
Latin-tempo

of the items he's

now

using.

From a musical standpoint the
combination is inconsistent At times

seems very rough and at others
clean enough for anyone's taste.this afternoon
(15), but troupers
Lewis, Smith. Simmonds, Cook and That goes for the rhythm section,
too, particularly the drummer.
His
Cleo Canfield manned the breach
beat
is
sometimes stiff, and then
and pulled through to a success beflowing enough to be enjoyed. Lucaa
fore a three-quarter house.
trombones out front every so oftefi.
Some of the quips of the above
Vocal section of the outfit could
quintet are on the borderline, but stand improvement.
Jane Ward, asthe mob ate them up and howled for sertedly new to the group,'
was
more. Miss Canfield went through nervous when cau.ght and
probably
her routine to a number of big will do better. She was
okay on
plaudits and the clowning of Sammy 'Not Mine.'
Lyn Lucas, leader's
Smith and Looney Lewis garnered brother, makes a poor impression on
plenty laughs.
Especially good is the difficult 'Sleepy Lagoon.'
Teddy
the pugilist farce which had the Martin, from the saxes, does a
neat
crowd in stitches.
job, however, on "Begin Beguine.'
A first-class vaude turn Is the dog Aiidience liked him. The leader
Bobby.
act of Maxine Bros., and
sings, too, in company with a trio
Cartell and Rosa put on a standard or. quartet that's fair.
rope act ending with whip-cracking
Nelson Sisters, trapeze artist^-^
and cutting cigaret in two out of the present an uniisual turn. Their sesmouth of the girl. Also well re- sion could be cut They haven't
ceived.
Sidare and Kaye do neat much room to work In front of the
terping In an adagio turn. Howard band, but they win nice applause
orch adequately covers all require- with various strong-arm tricks. Best
ments and the house line goes stunt they do is the finale in which
through good, if standard, routines. the two clasD one another to pinLane.
wheel around an elevated bar.
Murphy's next and he cleans up.
This audience seemingly- could hav*

week) handlcanned opening matinee

turn.

STATE,

Lucas Orch (14) with Jane
ance.
Martel has his own turn at
mimicry, turning out quite recogniz Ward, Lyn Lucas, Teddy Martin;
able vocal impersonations of such Nelson Sistkrs (2), Dean Murphy,
Mato & Hari, Benny Fields; 'Rio Rito'
standbys as Ned Sparks, Charles
Laughton, Charles Boyer, Wallace (M-G).

Beery and Amos 'n' Andy, highlightThere is much to commend this ing several with comedy material
Closing is turned over to the Six
stage presentation, from the very
Victorias, troupe of four gals and
colorful and applause-getting patritwo men. Mainstay is cycle work
otic medley by Sam Jack Kaufman's
house orchestra, highlighted by Lynn wherein most every accepted stunt
of both bicycle and monocycle is. exAllison vocalizing, right through to
hibited by one or another of the
the closing number of the Rhythm
troupe; feature work is six-wheel
Rockets (line), though the final numdrill.
'It's all quite standard until
ber by the girls with the luminousthey, try embellishing turn with
painted costumes is just a bit of a
horns and saxes and only to lower
letdown' after the manner in which
and diversify their appeal.
things are built to the climax.
Trade holding nicely, and looks
Kaufman's overtures have devel- like
policy
oped into a real attention-getter each fromtwin pictures will be the
here on except when a proven
week. He's keeping them timely; in
stage attraction, such as name bands
arranging the Flag Day medley he
or well-known units. Is available.
works in the national anthems of
Quin.
many of the allied nations with telling effect Miss Allison helps a lot

may

pic-

Chicago, June 12.
6 Lovely lAidies,

reoTscover

modern Groucho Marx

freres. Jessel is a new Jessel
this bit of biz and proved himself

a master entertainer the opening
night
Even his many 'envious'
friends in the audience for the
opener without reluctance admitted
that fact
Buck and Bubbles are next-to-closIng. They're naturals. An audience
that had been heartily entertained
during the preceding portibn of the
evening continued on its merry
voyage watching, the antics of this
colored couple. The routine of the
boys is their standard, but it was
new to most of the audience .nnd
they Just had to tear themselves off
the rostrum to make way for Ella
Logan, who has the tough assignment
However, this
to dose the show.
She
Scotch lass doesn't flinch.
comes through in masterful style and
manner and had the audience with
her throughout her chanting. Haley
is OIL to do a comedy scene and song
with her for the finale; It just about
wrapped up the mob'.
This show Is a natural and if held
intact can keep on entertaining
satisfactorily wherever it goes.

most

And

if the show that Sid Grauman presents at the El Capitan In a couple
of weeks has equal merit, the town
will have no squawks coming about

& YoUinda,

Veioz

Amaut

&

Brothers

iVelly

(5)

Gaynor & Ross; Wally Brown; 'Juke
Girl' (WB).

Somewhat heavy,
tainment.

Bill is

but" good, enter-

headed by VeIoz

and Yolanda, whose ballroopi work
hasn't graced a local stage or floor in

some months. Their return has been
awaited.

it

Opening, are
skating duo
vated table.
rifically
tricks.

fast

Gaynor and

Ross,

who work on ah eleGuy and gal do a terbit and show neat

Turn is set off nicely by
specially arranged music and lighting.

Wally Brown m.cs and also hanchatter that's okay, besides
singing that goes over -via
Good, «lean fun dll
salesmanship.
the way, with Brown keeping It

dles

some

moving in sweet style.
Four Arnault brothers and

Sister
Nelly, always a top-selling act prove
their merit Act opens with single
bit building to a fiddle quintet
All are good musicians, know how to
use their head and feet as well as
Their bits of simultheir hands.
taneous balancing and fiddling are
solid.
Family also adept at whist-

-violin

'

-

Grand Opera House,

Chi.

taken eKcores as long as he cared to

deliver.
His excellent impersonations of the. usual screen
and'
people In ttie public eye seemingly
can't be matched by any similar act
Al Bloomingdale and Nat Karson One fault—which this audience
present 'Headliners of '42,' starring brushed aside is the occasionallyBert Lahr, Joe E. Lewis, Bert weak material he uses Iiv his apings.

(•HEADUNEBS OF

'iX^

Chicago, June

sun

11.

—

Wheeler; features Mary Raye &
Romo Vincent, Frances Faye,
Lynn,. Roy ce & Vanya, Blltmarettes
(3), Pegleg Bates, Paul Sydell &
Spotty, Hank Ladd and Francetta
Malloy. Daxfid Mordecal, conductor;
opened at Grand Opera House, ChiNaldi,

'42; $2.75 top.
chirping words much the same cago, May 10,
average
person
speaks.
the
After a three-day tryout in Grand
Rapids, Mich., thU lO-BR, two-a-day
variety biU opened resoundingly last
night (10) here to an audience which
was very friendly and plenty enclever arrangements.
thusiastic. It was an audience that
Veloz and Yolanda go through a resembled greatly the regulars who
usual.
They
really
smart routine as
used to make it a date every Sunday
know
how.^to sell, Especially well night in the old two-a-day Palace- on.
Rhythm Willie, flroofcirw &
done Is their "Mexican Dance.' For
Grand Rapids or Chicago
Eoson, Billy Adams & Victoria encore they save their top bit. Tango Broadway.
this is the kind of show they both
Spivey, Sandy Bums & Givens; 'Cas- Yolanda.' It commanded another encan like easily.
tle in the Desert' (20th).
core, in which they did an 'Old Fash
plays essentially the same 'as
Show
ioned Jitterbug,' dance- typical of the It did last week in Grand Rapids.
With all its minor shortcomings old dances done jn present-day style. Joe E. Lewis m.cs and comics his
current stage lineup at this Harlem This gives them a neat opportunity way td a surefire click. And .the
spot adds up to topnotch vaude. to show their skill .at all types of crowd went for him big.
dancing,
and they deliver socko.
alert
and
suave
Millinder,
Lucky
Bert Wheeler, of course, remains,
Loop.
and his alternately hot and smooth
dynamite, too. A showman to his
orch are, of course, the mainstays.
fingertips, his present act rates with
Millinder not only leads, he sells
K. C.
anything he has ever done. Workwith such band specialists as Trevor
ing
with Hank Ladd and Francetta
Rhythm Willie,
vocalist;
Bacon,
Muloy, he draws laughs, with mastandout harmonica soloist: and Tab
Kansas City, June 13.
terial excellent made more so by
Smith, sax. His business with Sister
.Ray Martell, Chesney & Worth, the super handling of both Wheeler
singer,
who's
spiritual-type
Tharpe,
« Victorias, Southern Sisters (2),
featured in the billing, is a bit too Peggy Ann McCord, Herb Six House and Ladd.
Bert Lahr. Is on. for. two. appearsuggestive at times, however. Some Orch; 'Yokel Boy' (Rep) and 'This
ances and both smacked this audiof nis orchestrations, such as 'Rustles Way Please' (Par).
ence solidly despite fact that both
of Spring' and 'Savoy,' are hard to
bits are pretty well known, being the
equal, much less top.
is rather mildly presented 'Income Taxes' bit with Ladd and his
Vaude
Miss Tharpe was suffering from at the Tower this week by uie stand- by-now classic 'Woodchopper's Song.'
Her
laryngitis at show caught..
ard assemblage of four imported acts,
Dancing grace and finesse continue
'Four, Five Times' and 'Man I Iiove* amateur winner and the Herb Six to be displayed by Mary Raye and
came through nicely despite the house band. Third week running Naldl. They have plenty class and
handicap though she was unable to double-feature policy is in effect and appearance in their ballroom roudo any encores.
screen fare Is probably best of the tines.
Biltmorettes get the show
Bacon is a moderately pleasing three dual bills thus far tried. Films underway with solid acrobatic tumvocalist getting over fairly well have the sway at tVe boxoffice, ac- bling and score with their tumbling
with 'I'U Pray For You,' a nifty cordingly, and not too much is ex- while skipping rope, Pegleg Bates
time pointed up nicely .by the band, pected of the stage turns.
remains a top showman and clicked
and "We're Gonna Move.'
Beginning of the 44 minutes with mightily with his one-legged hoofing.
Brookins and Van, song and dance a special Six arrangement of 'Volga Romo Vincent is better known hi
duo, went over big. Tapster has a Boatmen' is favorable, with Ray niteries, but he did well here with
few routines that are unusual and Martell coming on to double as m.c. hif comedy songs, going over espesocko while comedy is also well After that most of the stage time is cially well with his clown version of
handled. Otto Eason clicks with his taken up by ordinary acts with one 'Last Round-Up.' Lynn, Royce and
The Southern Vanya also click with their comedy
roller skating routine and Rhythm or two exceptions.
^
Sisters' acrobatic duo shows la rou- adagio trio.
Willie is another hit.
Paul Sydell opens the second half
Billy Adams and Victoria Spivey tine of regulation cartwheels, spins
start off with some pallid, double and flips no way out of the ordinary. handily with his great acrobatic
entendre comedy patter which fails Likewise Chesney and Worth are in dogs, who remain one of the top dog
Adams then goes into the same groove, although they add acts in the business.
to impress.
Frances
Faye,
leather-lunged
eccentric tap dancing that wowed a bit of novelty since a femme-male
•em. Bums and Givens, male come- singing duo hasn't been seen here in shouter, whangs out a trio of jive
tunes on the piano, and has the joint
dy team, complete lineup with some months.
Better moment is then added by jumpln*.
Afori.
conventional gags.
Loop.

APOLLO,

It

Peggy Ann McCord, the weekly am
guest Her tapping is not yet professional but- accomplished, and she
registers more strongly on appear-

'

and the

minus

m

Woshtngton, June 14.
John Buckmoster, Paul Remos Co.,
Lee Sims & Jlomay Bailey, 15
Rockets, Sam Jack Kaufman
House Orch with Lynn Allison; 'I
Married An Angel' (M-G).

Rhythm

HitJ^'rization.

Inhabitants since Ihe deathUng.
lack of vaude talent
knell of the two-a-day shows locally.- a
There was. unusual enthusiasm by
this crowd, who took over most of
N. Y.
the lower flftor of the theatre. They
reminded of a preview night, where
titles and what not on t^ie screen are
Lucky MilHTider Orch (16), Sister
applauded.
And they applauded Rosetta
Bacon,
Trevor
Tharpe,
everything here.
Von, Otlo
local

™

CAPITOL, WASH.

ling,

as

Climax the act with a "bird wedding,'
done to chirp.
Six Lovely Ijadies, vocal group,
ire good looking, with top voices.
They sing on the sweet side, using

—

TOWER,

"

.

.

His serious impression of FJSJL (a
patriotle spiel)
is
relieved by a
humorous one of the President's
wife. They are the flnale to a score
of others. Murphy ia a fave White
entertainer, and he's billed as

House

such.
Mata and Hari are also an unusual
Their satire on an Indian fakir
dance, in amusing costimies, Is cleverly thought out end executed. TTiey
do only the one routine.
'While
patrons here didn't get too much of
a kick
sophisticated

act

'

cut of
audience will.

it,

a leas

Benny Fields closes with essenthe same act with which he recently clicked solidly at the Flatbush
and Windsor theatres. New York.
He's a solid dick here, too. He's
using the same song routine, which
tees off with "HI Neighbor,' then
segues Into an 'I Hear Music' and
'Music Goes Round' routine, which
brings up various pops of the day,
some of which could be replaced by
more up-to-date stuff.
'Blues in

tially

Night' and even 'I Don't Want to
Walk,' are faded.
His excellent
salesmanship is then turned fin
'Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith' and his
prayer meeting arrangeipent of "Yes,
Indeed.' both solid.
As a flnale, Fields is Interpreting
faves by George M. Cohan, including
'Mary,' "Regards to Broadway,' etc.
It's a nostalgic grouping that this
6udtehce' went" for
unstintlnglyi
Finale Is one that really socks it all
home.
Fields does 'Over There'
while a scrim Is lowered on which
Is projected mxurchlng service men,
flag, etc., and a large V.
At one
show, four sailors in the front row
spontaneously threw their caps to

-

and he doffed his topper,
donned a sailor hat and continued

Fields

wham

to

results.

Biz good.

Wood.

STANLEY, PITT.
Pittsburgh, June 12.

Max AdMns House Orch

(16),

Jan«

Withers, 3 Ross Sisters, Sue Ryan,
Sensational Mocks; 'X Married An Angel*

Jimmy & Mildred Mulcay, 4
(M-G).

WB
tirae

deluxer doesn't call It bigvaude, but this is—definitely.

First time in couple of months house
hasn't had a name band tn bund a

show around, but Max Adklns and
(Continued on

.-p.je

52)

'

'
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Heui

Variety Oills

B*. Hsrila

(Care de la Fab)
Charles Colnmbui

Kathryn Carroll

Hope

Gloria
TerrI Franeonl

Maek Perrln
Gibson
Ford Harrison Ore
(Sky Oordena)
Rosalie

WEEK OF JUNE
Nmnerab

.

19

Marlon Power*
* Caddies

Angel Voles Oro
Snob Mosely Or*
One Fifth At*.
June Winters

NewdaU

Clifford

Bob Downey
Charles Columbus
Bud Greg
Kathryn Carroll
Hazel Webster
Terry Franeonl
Onyx Club
Hotel Bt. Begia
Nan Blaokatone
(Viennese Bool)
Blllle Danlele
Bthel Smith Uno
CliocoUte (8)
Paull Sparr Ore
Harry Qlbson
Herbert Dexter Co
WOKCEBTEB
Hotel Taft
Old Bennanloa
BroohlDa ft Van
Plymonth (lft-17)
Ben Toat'a Vl-Klngs Mitchell Ayres Ore Vincent Lopez Or* Handle Banks
Hotel WaldorfPROVIDENCE
Freddie Bernard
Martin
Florenx
Astoria
MetToplltnn (20-21) Joyner ft
Ada Lublna
(Starlight Boot)
Vaughn Monroe Ore Bogaah &ft Foster
Ginger Layne
Bordlne
Rosa Wyae, Jr
LaPorte Ore
Joe
Lombardo Oro
WILLOW G'E FE Guy
Bob Bromley
Georges ft Jaloa
Place Elegant*

la eannectloa wltb bill* below Indleat* apeolng day el
diow, whether full •t apUt week.

'

KEW TORK

FITTBBDBOH

CITT

WATERBCRT

Stanley (11)

Stata (11)

R'ym'nd Scott Ore

WASHINGTON

Jagffllng Jawela

Rosa Wyae. Jr

Capitol (19)

Petorfl Bid

Horace MacMahoa
BleanoTc Whitney
Eddie Hanley

(21

only)

Marina
Rose M Lombardo
Hotel Warwtrh
(Balelgh Boom)

Janaleya

Bob Bromley

Rhythm Rockote

A & M Harel
B Welle & 4

Willow

Pall's (17-lS)
S Harmonlacs
Vaughn Monroe Ore Vaneaal Co

(Two

to All)

Vlckl George
Sande Winiams Ore

Faya

Hnrrleaoe

Hylton 61a

Bea Wain

Sheila Barrett

Jay C Fllppen

Cabaret

Qertrude Nieaen
Rochelle ft Beebe

fiiOs

Phil Dante

William Rosa
Cliff Conrad

Diane Nelson
Martin Locke

TOBK
NEW
Paramonnt

CITT
(17)

Benny Goodman Bd

& Shore
OHICAOO

Harrla

Tap & Toe

Tip.

Cblcaco (19)
Bklnnay Ennia Bd

R & B

Ambroae

Robert Bostwtck
Pat Hennln?
lAne Broa

LeiTla

Van

(29,

only)

Vaughn Monroe Bd

SHAMI

OlynplB

ft

NEWBUBOH

Rltx

Calfiary Broa

Eddie Garr
Oxford Boyi

(17-29)

Stanley (2)

BlU'e Gay 90's
Lola Bates
Ethel Gilbert

liyda Sue

Mary Uarlo

Sammy

cm

j

MINNEAPOLIS
Oiphenm (19)
Phil Harrla Bd
G Rogera Dancera
Tommy Trent

Don Cummlnga

Van Kirk
Chlqitlta Venezia
Birch
Consuelo Flowerton
Dick Warren Oro
Carol Rhodes
Iceland Bestaurent Betty Carter
Guy Martin Ola
Armando'*
Cerney Twina
Danny White
B'way Jonea (3)
Contreras Co
LIbby ft Betty
Geo Monia Ore
Bill Glaas Ore
Maya Ore
Nola Day
Yvonne Chevalier
Qoeeas Terta'ce
Byrne Sla
Ben Uarden BiTlera Gllberto Ore
Tom Paige
Ulokory Hons*
Phil Forster
Chavez Oro
Bert
Lynn
Epple Bruce
Pancho Oro
Jean Hunt
Colette ft Deane
Healy ft Evans
Bona of Jive
Olll Bertolottl's
Ted Eddy Ore
Agnes Dwyer
Larry
Bennett
Oro
Lllyan Dell
Angelo Oro
Jack Allyn
Hotel Attor
Shin Thomas
Ned Harvey Ore
Jack Dempeey'*
(Astor Hoot)
Lynn ft Marianne
B'way Bestanranl Grooverneers
Dee Rogers
Tommy Doraey Ore Milt Herth 8
Rainbow Grill
Moya Glfford
Frank Sinatra
Rnss Smith Ore
Grade Barrle
Jerry Rose Oro
Roberto Oro

HEW. YOBE

Eamp

Johnny

CarltoB

Rlt*

Rusa Taylor
Hotel Tiny Klein
Gables Oro

Eddy Morgan Oro

BOSIOH

Iris Ison

Roberts ft White
Dennis 81s

Walter Kane
Karln Zorka
Clnb Vanity

Flair

Al DIckerman Ore
Madel'e Harrington

Ray

Stella

Darlo MlanI
Cocenant Grove
Mickey Alport Ore
Airred Pineda Ore
Buater Keira Aev
Vllly Pnlne
'

Fay.

Gordon

ft

The Ohezzlea
Catherine Harris
Marjorle Garretson

George Tonak

B0CHE8TER

CI.KVEI.AND
Palaoe (U)

Temple (ee-Z«)
Frankle Maatera Bd
Gene Krnpa Ore
Al Bemle
Paul Regan
Shirley Ro.aa
Knight Sla
Acromanlaca

Zero Mostel
Joe Sullivan
Kenneth Spencer
Care Sodety
Albert Ammons
Fete Johnson

Stnnd (Uj
'

8

(1*>

Cab Calloway Ore

Roaa

fila

WASHINGTON

Ewk

rmiADEIFHIA

•

Eddie Mayehoff
Baby Hides
Oaslao Posse
Nina Xaraaova
Sasha Pollnofl
Michel MIchon
Nadla ft Saaba
Omitrl Matvlenlf*

JAM

Rasa Morgan Ore

Dennia Say
Ames & Arno

(Glass Hat)

Howard I.a1ly Oro
Joe Pafumy Ore

.

'

.

.

,

'

Kay A. Karol
Blossom Sis

Donahue

Irene

A Ono

Benor Wencea.
Bmll Coleman Ore

44th at, TliMrtTa
(It)

Oracle Fields

Walter O'Keefe

Eartmana
Johnny Bnika

A Bobbins
Brick Iiayera
Willys
Jack Stanton
«

Al White Girls
Phil Romano Ore

nicatn

4eth St.
I.OU Helta

Willie Howard
Phil Baker

Paul Draper
Hazel Scott

„ BBOOKLTN

Albermarle

(20-21)
I<evers ft Randman
liOOoard Semon Co

Morris ft Morris
Modelettes

Gene Baylla
_ Marine (21)
Joe Termini
Story Sis

ft

Dpan

Earmonettes

The Leightona
(One to All)
, Haytair (20)
Joe Termini
EarmonettCi
Stoiy Sla ft Sean
The Lel^btdns

<Oae

to All)

Ross

ft

-

Carlyle

Bennett

Da rt Co

GnMCHICAGO
Open H

Bert lAhr
Joe B I«wl8

Revuers

Mark

BlackweU

8

Geo Fontana
Qllda Gray
(U) Charles King
Mangean Sla
Clyde Eager
-

Romo Vincent
Frances Faye
Lynn ft Royce ft
Peg-Leg Bates
Paul Sydell ft s

Noble

Gloria

Bunny Howard
'

Belmonte

Blltmorettes

Rodrlgues 8
Del Dnca Oro
El Morocco
Chauncey Grey Ore
Chlgolto Oro
noneni Oooi

HARTFORD

LOR ANGELES
(17)

George Jeiiael
Jack Haley
Logan

Zorlta

Sam Price
Romsy Dol Rico
.

The Do Marcoa
Buck
ft

Trio Mlxteco

Sunny Tutts
Bpple Brnee

Ella
Kitty Carlisle

Bubbles

Froeba Ore

ft Sundra
Wilson Lang
Hotel FenaaylTanla

Sybil

LTNBEOOK

, I^nbrook
Lyn Stevens

(20)

Rhodia Sis
Eddy, Jack. Betty
(Two to fim
a

.

PHILADKI.rniA

Caballero Oro
Oroenwloh Tlllaco

Inn
Carol Chappellt
Rita Renaud
Gloria Manner

Joan Collier
Lorna Rode
Qene Monet Oro
BaTona-Vodrld
xapla ft Romero
FII9UN
nroa<liray (20 only) Hilda Moreno
Rica Martinet
The Jonsleya

Carman

(10)

Harmonlftca
Vaneaal Co v
J)

(Two

flin

Rene
Ann Jang
Jeannio Walters
Glenda Hope

.

Dawn

Dolly

Dr Marcus
Eleanor Teeman
Papl Co
Josephine Del Mar
Galente ft Leonarda
Maria Louisa Lopoz
Saeaaas Oro
Harris Oro
La Harqnl**
Frances Connolly
Al Carr Ore
La Hartlalaoa
Walter O'Keefe
Irene Vernon

Vera Shea

Ken
J

'

—

Vie P '-'cnne
Roalta
Irene Hilda
Monka ft Revie
Eddie Mayehoff
Fred Roner
I«Un Qoaiter
Juanlta Bios
Barbara Perry
Jade Ling
Winters
I

'

.

Marusia Sava
MIscba VzanoB
Cornelia Cedolban
Splvy'* Boof

O

Spivy

Houston
Fred Keating
Stork Clob
Grace Rellly
Elsie

Baum Oro

Bob Knight Oro
The Place
Irene Barkley

Pat Ring
Evelyn Brock
Skeets Tolbert

Frank Mazzoe Co

Abbey Ore

Wlvd

Ford Crane
Mildred Joeelyn
Helen Arthur
Connie Joyce

Baron ft Bemay
The Panlena
VenaDIe*
Bergere Oro
Panohlto Oro
Roy Benson
Wllma Cos
D'lvona
Patricia

Leia Mooro
Martel (3)
Bob Fuller

Six Ver-fllgha

Male

King

4

Graycle Martin

VUIoce Bare
Moalc Hall Boys

Wood

Alec Pierce Ore

Pee Wee Miller Co

Eddie Davis
Al Slsgal
Suaan Miller
Richard Lane

W

ft

Sonia

M

ft

Jose Callente

Edward

B Mae

TlUsge Taagnard
Richard D Bonoett
Z^adbelly

Shaw
Whelan

H

Brio Thoraen

Helen Humes
Eddie Heywood I

Lou Martin Oro
Nerlda Oro

ATLABTIC CITl

Arthur Carney
Beverly Whitney
ft Knott

Guy Martin Revue

Stanley Melba Ore

Victor

Rasa
(Feislaa Boom)
Hotel

Hotel Booeevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
Kenny Gardner
Hetel Savoy Flaxa
(Cafe Lonnge)
Jean Sablon

Bonson.Oro
Hotel Sheraton

Diane

Jess Altmlller
Jeaa Jordan Ore

Ambassador Hotel
Bert EstiovF Oro
Art Uode*

Towne

ft

Ruth

ft

CUqaot Olnb
Lenny Ross
Max Cohen
Toni Sorrel

Babette'* Olob

Beth Chains

Ruth Warren
Clob Nomad
Marl Kim

Jean Anthony

Donna Darnell
Tiny Kaye

Alice

Marjorle Jane

(^rllsle
ft

Bister*

Phil

Tex Garry
Milton Hober.Oro
Chateau Beaanlt'
National (3)
Chelsea Hotel

(Mayfalr

Boom)

Marty Mage* Ore
Chez Faroe
Roth Martin
Jackie Martin

Le*
Francis King

Valerie

Babe Cimimlngs
Suaan
Sonny Ray
ft

-

Marion

Franee*

Blll.Valee

Gary Gray
Du Val
Dusty Miller Oro
Faddock Int'l
Billy

Betty Cootte

Sandra Kent
Jackie Hin
Vickie Cooper
Marie KIbbey

Bddle KmvlB Rev

-

Fredrlcas

Herman Oro

Willie Matthias

Myron Ryan

Ambaasadsr Hotel

(Pomp Boom)

Thixton Sprenger
Charles Wick Ore
Jacquellna
Alleen Hunter

Hetel Cleveland
Joseph Body's Oro
Hotel Ftenway Hall
Jules and Webb
Poison Gardner

Coram

Val Ernie Oro
Hadley Gls
Edgawafer Bead
(Tavern Boom)
Hotel
Dave Prltchard Ore
(Marine Bm)
Dick Ware.
WIU
Osborne Oro
Boh Marshall
NItza ft Ravel
Annette Shields
Marianne
Blackhawfc
Dorben Gls
Ted Weems Oro
8SS Glob
Elmo Tanner
Tanner Sisters
Perry-Como
Johnny Howard
BUchstaae Hotel
Manuel Contrerioa
'

(Ballne**

Bm.)

Johnny Duffy Oro
PattI Clayton
Biau Ball

Margie Whitney
Tune Topper*

Brevoort Hotel

Boom)

(Crystal

Tony

ft Lisa
Joan Baylor

Bob

Eddie Roth Oro

Brown Derby
Three Ryans
Danny Rogers

Judy Ellington

Mary Ann
Pat Porry

Hoffman Sis
Ted Smith
Duke Yellmah Ore
Capitol Loange
Joe de Salvo
BUI Turner Oro
Obex Farce
.

Harry Rlchmun
Capella ft Patricia
Allen Carney
Ruth Clayton
Estelle Sloan
Buddy Franklin

Clob Alabam
Florence White
Paulette LaPierre
Harriet Norris

Ginger Wood
Dol Batoa

Allan Cos
Dave Unelt Ore

Bddle Both Oro
Coloalmo*

Sid

Kay

Lang Oro
ft

Valdez

Dnda

ft

Danny Thoma*
Bob .O Un Gls
Mark riaher Ore

Gamck

Billings

Jack Prince
Kay Booley
NIta Tlndall

Eltel's

Heidelberg Octet
Hails Muenzer Ens
BatbshellaT
Louie ft GangBIOO Clob

Btagebar

Jane Price
Ascot Boys

Oownbcat

Bowaiy
Maaters ft Rollins
Yvetto
Caimellta ft Lee

Donna Geleler
Janet Eackett
Johnny King

(Glass

Hoas* Bm)

Crusaders Oro

Mary

Sinclair

Dorothy Tlmmlaa
Grand Terree*
CootI*

Brown

WllUam*
Loe

Healy

Panchlta Villa
Phil Sklllman Ore

FTontlw Banch
Walter Powell Ore
Grand Terrace
Gloria Parker Or*
Earl Parchman

Haymarhet
McLeod Family
ft Daye
Sandy Lyle

Howe

Mickoyettes
Nebfol*'*

HI Hat

,

Mary Beth Sires
Bddy Fens Oro
H. Marti nes Oro

Brice
Corlne
Winnie Hoveler Ol*

McCune Ore

Statlar Hotel

Frankle Connors

More ft Chita
Muriel Kretlow Gls
Harvey Stone
Pete Vlera Oro
Saa Dlera
Gene Emerald
Glenn Dale
The Bordens
Dotty Bloan
CIIS Arvln
Al Alexander Or*
St*Tadent

Good ft Goody
Eddy Shepherd
Joe Banket Ore
Bthel Shepherd
ft

Co

Joy

The Tropics
Phil Qllbert
Lee Jonae
Carol Crane
Bob Marble Oro
Verae*

Ray Rogers
Jack Drayton
Jerri Holt
Bill Tracy

Madelon Baker
Manuel Lopez Ore
Gnv Welsh Oro
099 Clab
Dale Rhodes
Dottle

Ard

Jean Moore
Joy ft Juanlta
ft Drigo

Delia

Eoraes Hooefc Of*

£0S ANOELES
Band Bos

Casa Uanana
Ted Lewis Ore
Coooaant arove
Freddie Martin Ore
Earl Carroll*

Jnne Canon

Billy
Billy

Snyder
Lankln

Debonairs

West

Bar of Haste
Ann Triola
Dlck^lnslow Oro
Bntmore Howl
Penny Lee
Armando ft Llta
Frakeon

ft

McOlnty

Gall Gall

Beryl Wallace

Bill Jordan
Clifford Bouze
Kan \fltevens

Dlann Barry

Bill

Dl Giovanni

Andr*

Johnny Policy
Laakey Sis
Clem- Hawkins
Leonard Seel Ore

Jimmy Ames

Carlos Vesta
Betty Hill
Blaine and Blaln*

Carl Ronner

Nick D'Amleo Oro
Sok*

WhltUer Hotel

R Jenkins

Geo Tibbies Oro

Helalngs

Gorman

(Gold Cnb Boom)
Herman Fine
Wooder Bar
Aylene Mason

Meagher

Jackie WiUlams

(VodvU Looage)
Anson

ft

jTack Nelaon Oro

La Temple
Ray Vincent
Dolores lAmont

Pate Snyder

Novelty Ac«s
Lillian Clarke
Jack Herbert

W

Peplto

Nino Nannl
CInb Maytair.
Marty Joyce
Carol Crane
Mervln Jensen
Dorothy Gerron
Phil Olsen Ore
Mickey'*

ft

'FoBObseot Clab

Hack's Bedford Ina
Mae HcGraw Oro
Beyalo
Panamerlcan D'tfi*
Peter Elggin*
Glover ft LaMa*
Bob WUIlaraa
Jeanne Blanche
Katherlne Hoyt

Billy

Michael Moret
Cbarmettes Or*
Hand'*
Bon Val Berenaden
Londoa Chop Bonse
Sammy DIbert Oro

Fay

The Novellas

Bob Hopkins

Daniels

Bthel

Olde Wayaa aab
Howard Benedict O
Falm Beach
Qua Howard

Carroll

Denis*

ft

Northwood Ina
Dale Rhodes
Theresa Rudolph

Connie Barleau

Seymour Hoffman
Roy Swartz

O

Leslie ft Carol

Morrl*

McDonald
Ruby Ore

Carl Bonner

ft

Bill

.

Sammy

J

Benny Resh Or*

Candy ft Pepper
Bvelyn White
Lovey Lane

Patty Ryan

Dorothy Matthew*
Bc«al Clab
Oneky Malvin Or*
8100 CInb

Girls

Cb»rile Carlisle

Charles i&

*

Bm

Smith Oro
8 Sharps ft Flat*
Gladys Palmar
Graemara Hotel
Stuff

O

Don Amato
Ray Carlln Ore

(Motor Bar)
Bddle Fritz (4)

Billy

Jimmy Noons

Nevada

Vlckl

DETROIT
Booh-Cadlllao Hotel
(Book Casino)

Ben Young Ore
Jon Martel

A

(CamlUla House)

Eva Hamilton

Belen Ortega

Don Walsh Or*

Jitterbugs
Bob Farrlsh
Doris Dupont
Congo Oro
Dolly Kay
Coogrns Hotel
Corktown Tavera
(Gloss Hat Bra)
Don Sarrls
Vincent Bragale Oro Hart
Allison'

Red Duncan

Room)
Tar Best
Geo Scherban Oro

Jack ft Jerl
Hal Hall

'

Joe Allen
Sen Lee

Jo Anne Hubbard
Drake Hotel

Don DlFlavIo

Ore Jean Loach
Sammy Watklns

Eldorado Clob

Hot Lips Page Oro Jessica Garwood
(Clren* Boom)
Paul Nielsen 'Oro
Town Hoosa
Jack Davis
Clab Congo
Lucille ft J Moloney Jimmy McHale Ore
Congoettea
Tremoat TJais
Hotel Haekmlnliter
Billy Mitchell
iNatJonal Boom)
Duke Lorenzo Oro
P'rkchops Patterson
Margaret Watklns
Baby Lawrence
CEIOAGO
*
Emllo Petti
Bottery
Ray Benson Oro
Blamarctt Hotel
(Walnnt Boom)
Jimmy Joy Oro

Stevens Hotel

Cbnok Foster Ore

Johnny Kallhul Ore
Hotel Btotler
Marya Manley
Jules Duke Oro
Dona de Boumat
La Conga CInb
Itaddle's Cafe
F Hernandez Ore
Sonya Czir
Uadsay'* Shybar"
Ann Grace Line
Maurice Rocco
Larry Vincent
Marya Manley
Louise Bharoe
Pearl de Lucca
Birdie Dean
Monaco'* Cafe
Al Lackey Oro
B Jelesnlk Ore
Hotel Carter
Jack, Jill Warner

Jerri

Robert ft Joan
Xlc-Toe

Tripoli 8

Alpine VUlag*
Hotel Hollendea
Charlotte L'mhert'n Bverett West
Sus'nne ft Christine Randolph, M'gldan
Marie Bronarzyk
D'Angelo ft Porter

Danielle

Plr-ettea (S)

Hotel Bradford

Vance
Midge Fellows
606 Gls
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lak* Ore

GLEVELAin)

Oasaaova

Jimmy Marr
.

Bon*

(Emplra Boom)
Bddy Doehln Oro

Elvez Cortes

Hl^t
Pete

Frank -Petty

Anne Diamond

March

Carrie FlnneU
Fay ft Weningtoa
ml* Jean
Jaaeen
Aloha

(Continental

Bras* Ban
Del Parker

Don DlBona Ore
J^ek Fisher
Tamara Dorlva

Leonora Co-eds
Charles Wolk Oro
Milton George Oro

Xlm

Bobby Bernard
Coletta Ellsworth

Dnde Banch

BUIv Van (3)
Clarldn Hotel

(Uwray Beam)
Rath Lowe

Dixie Sullivan

Marl

'

AbboH
The Car*..

Doris

Betty Burns

I<ee

Triile
Gloria Gilbert

Walker

(Gavdea Loonga)

Boom)

ArcadI Btoyanovsky
Adla Sucnetzoff
Naatla Pollakova

Bob

Sid

Arthur Ward
Ken Brilliant
Crawford Hansa
Savoy
Freddy Rubin Oro
Sabby Lewis Oro
Crawtordettes
Stenben'a
Sally Keith
(Vienna B*oaO
Paul McWIIllams
Lew Conrad Oro
Yvonne Adair
Stockwell
Fox ft Hoaads Clob Harry
Hartnella
(Bhnmba Gaalao
Boltons

,

Beacbcombera

Carlisle

Stardnstera
Hotel Flerr*
(CotllUoB Boom)

Sair

Bosalaa Krctehma
Vladimir Laxaroff
Splvaek

BU

Bin Bailey
Bocaras Oro

Marlyn Stuart

Emll Coleman Ore
Noro M'orales Ore

I«

Raymond
Herman Chlttlson

Ann Lewis

De Witt
McMahon

Grace
Jere

Una Mae

Gilbert 8

Al DeForreat

Jackie Mabley
Kelcey Fair

Doris Dowling
Shirley Shear

Ice-Kaydettea

Copley Sqaaro Hotel Buater Kelra Rev

Morris

Charles

Strum

ft

Bio (^IBO
<3eor£e Harrle Ore
Harry de Angella O
Helen Carrol
Paul ft Paulett*
Hazel Walker

(Merry-Go-Bonnd)

Mark

Dave D Barbour
Jack Gilford

Gypsy Norma
Norma Lucero

Hum

Mack

ft

Jo-Ann
€

Obaagl Club

Bemlce

Blllle

McOowan

Adrlenne
Al Gordon Co
Terry Sla
Cavallaro Oro
Rnban Bl«o
Mildred Bailey
Richard Bennett

Faith Axlen

(Cafe Boage)
Charlie Bplvak Ore

Fefe'e

Colleano

Rainbow Boom
Jack Cole Co

Carter ft Sharp
Montmarte Boys
Helen Holmes

Gary Stevens

Uonte Carlo Dick Gaaparr* Ore
Luclenne Sc. Aahour Narlta
Sara Ann McCab*
Sonny Kendls Oro
Olaeri ft Shirty
J ft A DlGatanos
Cten

Oram Bm)

Red Allen Oro
C Hlggenbotham
Broadway Al
Ruaa Howard
3 LucJty Bucks

HILLS. CAl.

Copley Flaza
(Sheraton Boom)
Hal Saunders Ore

Cy Toung
Ens Fernando Caney O John
Chapman
Leoa ft Eddie'*

Baddy Clarke Ore

Stat. (1».21)
Inkapota

L Mllllnder Oro
61s Tharpe
PoDS' ft Louie

Sylvle St Clair <

Jane

(Royal Palm)
Dell'O'Dell
Charlie Bourne
Jerry Green

Oro

Slaale

El CUco
Dorlta ft Velero
Consuelo Moreno

Viola

Charlie Bourne
Lynn Spofford

Sid Pruaaln Oro

V

ft

Harmoneors

Bunny Howard

DelU' Llnd

Wheeler ft Ladd
Raye ft Naldl

BUtmore

Gene Sheldon
Luba Mallna
Forman

Iiou

NIta Naldl
Betty Compson

A*e Sherr

Aahburna

Jimmy Kelly's
Ramon ft Joan

Romero & Roslta
Jos Capello Oro
Hotel Blltmore
King Cole i
Heasley Twins
Frances Wayne
Hazel Franklin
Bruce Wendell
Ray Heatherton Or
Kelly'* SUbl*
* Hotel Coaamodora
Stepin Fetchit
(Centary Boom)
Linda Keeno'
Imogene
Pete Brown <4)
Ray McKlnley Oro Leonard Ware
(3)
Hotel Edison
La Conga

Eaite (19)
Ina Bay Hutton Ore
DlcV & Dot Remy
Judy Canova
Mugg<y Spanler Ore Val Sett
Walter Lynch
The Alblni
Oaudsmlth BroB
Mae Barnes
(12)
Geo Price
Haywood ft Allan
Rozyettea
(12)
Mary Talley
Jimmy Doraey Ore Bay ft Trent
Chanticleers
1
TIaenPaal
Condoa Broa
Johnny Barnek
CbateaD Uodem*
Panay the Horse
DXICA
riXXSBUBOH
Bobby Byrne Ore
Lydia Bhrens
Stanley (2S-25)
fitanley (19)
Anette ft .Sally
Hotel Eases Haas*
Raymond Scott Ore Bill Robinson
Maurice Shaw On
(Casino on Farfc)
Andy Kirk Ore
Dean Unrphy
Clarenunt Inn
Deane Janls
June Richmond
George Tappa
Douglas Broa
The Javelya
Charlotte & Benson Sammy Kaye Oro
Joe RIchardel Oro
Hotel 5th Ave
(Saloa Madrid)
Clob OatnTon
Cass Franklin
Jerry Baker
DeMarlos
A] Bhayno
Gay Rodlan
Allan Sla
Fay Marde
Itlarlan Mylea
Penny Bancroft
Dorothy Manners
Hazel
Barton Qross Ore
New tobk civr Xldgewood (11) Golden Scott
Gata 4
Hotel Laxfogtoa
Paul Gerson
Eddie Soutb Oro
MmIo Hi^ (U)
(Hawaiian Bm)
Farrell ft Mack
Thelma Nevlns
Betty Bnioe
Kahala
IiOTere ft Handmah
Club
18
Robert Landrmn
Tallma
Stan Early
*
Walter Dare Wahl» Modelettea
Momlkal
G Andrews Oto
Rockets
Mc^ityr* Oro
Jack White
nnUDGEPORT
Ballet
Napoa
Diana Fontaine
Lyric (lS-11)
Olee Club
LeIlanI laea
Bhep Fields Ore
Frankle Ey«i«
Symphony Ore
The Smoothies
VInce Corran
Hotel HeAlpfai
Buy <U)
Herman Hyde
Roy Sedley
Johnny Messner Ore
Moke ft Poke
Stuart Morgan' Co
Muriel Lynne
Hotel Mew Torker
Cookie Bowers
BALTDIOBE
Ulllan Fltzgeraia
(Tenace Boom)
HIppedmne (19-22)
Carol King
CopMabaas
Johnny Long Oro
Shop Fields Oro
Bob Rlpa
Tommy Dlx
Biny Vino
Helen Tonng
Gay Foster Olrls
Lopcr ft Barrat
Bob Huston (4)
Paul Aah Oho
B ft V PIckert
Fernando
Alvarea
Ronny
Bob HannOn
State (18-29)
Roberta
Samba Sirens
ApoUo <U) ''
Blssell ft Farley
Margulrlta ft GUI
Walter Long
Claude Hopliln'i Or Peggy Martin
Cyril Grace
Botty Jano Smith
Bill Belny
Sellg ft Bogen
Bob Russell
Carol Dexter
Arlane
Four Clues
BoTlna
N Brandwynne Oro. Blleen Brokaw
Choma <31rls
(21-24)
Frank Marti Ore
AlTla (22)
Rene Melva
Hotel Navarro
Bd Wynn
Herbert Dexter Co
Coq Booge
(Udalght aab)
Jane Fromon
Brooklns ft Van
Wilson Ore
Margo ft Mann
Smith & Dale
Ben Toat'a Vi -Kings Olck
Bela BIzony Oro
Carmen Amaya
Hotel Farh' Ccaliai
CAMDEN
Diamond Sotsatboe
Wllllima t
Tow<n (19-21)
(Cocoannt Grove)

Hector A Pals
DaTldaon & Forgy.
Herxoga
Volga Singers

Dick Stabile Ore

Danlta Rivera
Margaret Orey

Helen Stuart

Hal Lansberry
Johnny Mack
Tola ft Lysa
Belmont Balladeer*

Kris Kay Oro
Nicholas Mattbey
CaratU'a
Brick Top

<19)

Jack Edwards Oro

(Loange Bar)

Stafford

Zlggy BIman
Buddy Rich
Fled Pipers
Hotel Belniont
Plaxa

Teddy Wilson Ore

(«)
Four Macka
Uulcay
Sue Ryan
Jane Wltbora

BEVERLY

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Boom)

ft

Pair

Cal Herbert

Palmer

Money

Jerl

Bobble Allen
ft

Casia*

for your

Maurice Rocco
MM Clob
Don Harris
Gay Knight

MllUe Wayn*
Ginger Brlttoa

.

Wllma Novak
Martin ft Marge

.

Jo

(Village)

NEW TOBK CTTT

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY
NEW YORK

8 KnlghU
Billy Meyera

Billy Carr
Sophia Parker

Renee De Marco
Eleanor French
Hotel Sberatoa
(Sheraton Shy
Garden)
Don Dudley Oro

(Fife

Ore

(FJecadllly Olrd*)

Fernando

Bhomba
Revue

June.

Ame Bamett

100 CInb
DIok Bauer Or*

Oscar BIgart Oro
Jolene
Ella Wilson
Helen Douglass
Helen Bhepard

VAUDEVILLE THEATBES

Harry, Donelly

Nolan

ft

Jim Marvin
Rooky Elswerth

(Cafe Bonge)
Salvy Cavicoblo Ore
Hotel VendoBsa

Billy Lorraine

'

Starlet*

'

(Paathor Boom)
Bob Chester

Fon

Forket

Dalton Boys
Jaok I<aVler
Kay Elbert

Hotel Blta Carietoa
(Bits Boof)
Leo Relsoian Oro
Adelaide MoSott

(Melody Lennge)
Herb Lewis

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEAPING INDEPENDENT

Charlie Ross
Bernle Grouer
Gay 90'a Quartette
' Cafe Society
(Blldtowa)

Nora Sheridan
Yvonne Bouvler
Al Robinson
Hotel Loaoa
Bob Hardy Oro
Annette Leonard
Dave Foreman
Hotel Ulnerva
Bnnny McVey Oro
Barbara Couglasa

Jaro* Sis

College Inn Model*
Carl Marx

NoU

Baom)

(Batli*

(Ccltio Cafe)"

Gene Kerwin Oro

La Ballo Hotel
(Faa-Aai. Beam)
Jo*e Manxaneres O

Mew

Vin Daley
lean Monti
«ally Harrl*
Hetel Femgota

BUnatrub'B
Peter Bodge Or*
Boyd Heathen
Stuart ft Lea
Eecoe ft Bsco*
Frank Condos

* Joann*
Abbott Dancers
8b*traan Hotel

George Oeveron
Isobel d* Marco

Jackl* Oreen

J Domlngues Oro
Beaeheambar
Barry Morrlsaey Oro Annette Henry
Hotel Bi*«»
Chico SImone Oro
Conrads
Ken Travera Oro
Artie Dann
Jack Manning Ore
Donna Devel
Bill Cronln
Eva Clougn
Mltzl Crpzler
Beach-charmera (5) BiU Groin

ClBb Uaylair

Mary

<)oeen

B*ll

Ranny Weeks Or*
Don Rico Oro

.

Monya Borodkln
Jeannette Garrett*
Brnest Frans Ore

Felllteers

Paramount

Thompsoa

Arllne

iMsldi

(•oH
todB'aD Floiene* 8oknb*rt
Bddy Bradd Oro
Al Hertsman Or*
Bamay Richard* O
TaayaMca Hotel
Fans Atlairile HOM
Vl*rra Hawalloas
(SabBMUlM OrOI) H*I*n Samn*r'
(Fain Room)
Blllott Roaaell Oro Wm Madden Oro
I/Alflaa
Fmldeat Hotel
Spiro*
fltamo* Or*
(Blade
Hacs*
Mk*)
(Svud WMd B-at) Nan DsMar
OweodolyQ V*ana*ll
Del Mont* Oro
Mnrray ft Camming
Joe Smart
Bob

Tommy Lyman
Al Lamb
19tb Bote aab

V HaM

May

BIlUe

Malsea Pierre

Henry Noble

,

'

Marie Eollls
Joe Relchman Ore

St Clilr ft Day
Marc Ballero
Bill Brady
LaVonn Moycr
Willis West Jr
Rue Willie

Merino Howell

Manny Strand Oro
Michel Ortiz Ore
Ftoientlae Garden
Frances Urban

(Continued on pag« 55)
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BALALAIKA, WASH.

instruments the while. Also accorded big hand and several calls.
House line and showgirls are much
improved with a number of clever
precision
routines
under expert
guidance of Cap Lilian Strachan.
Wardrobe is not skimped, at least
not in quality, and gals are uniformly good to look at. Their naval

49

USO Camp Shows
GOING TO TOWN

12 shapely dusky hoofers, and
the lads in uniform gave 'em a re-

rus,

ception that .figuratively made the
dance, Indian routine and swim cosWashington, June 5.
rafters ring. Gals were followed by
Fort JVf onmouth, N. J., June 13.
Dena Larena, Yourlo <t Yodcr, tumes on each of their three enLeAhn Sisters (4), Evelyn Famey, LeRoy Krazy Katz, Lindy-hoppera
(6);
Vova Bajan, Lola Lolicfc, Eleana trances won good applause.
who worked themselves into a
Harry Gelfand provides accepta- Johnny Woods, Max and His Gang, frenzy. Colored soldier patrons went
Shvedova. Alex Sereda, Alia Motble smooth swing style of music- Joe and Jane MeKenna, Roy Smecfc,
Jean Sablon, If not doing the wow kova,
Basil
wild with enthusiasm over the team
Ivanoff,
Orchestra,
Three
Sailor*,
Roxyette*
(16).
ology and gives efficient support to
business heretofore done by Hllde- Chorus; no cover, no minimum.
and they had to beg off. Carl- and
the acts. Sonny Raye maintains her
Sarde—forced out by throat ailment,
USO-Camp Shows, Inc, has con- Harryette, -flash dancers, kept up the
good all-around singing i>erformiuperinduced by doubling Into Cliffast tempo, followed by Mason and
cocted
a
top-notch
96-minute
revue
doing
vaudfry—
is
a
ance.
Mischa
Fischer's
Bessoff, guiding hand of the
ford C.
in this unit made up entirely ot Vlgal, veteran comics who kept the
a
and
viewing.
trade
to
Business
only
fair
this
$2
$3
Balalaika,
at
enough
deserves
much
credit
for
gtcong
standard acts—familiar to patrons of soldiers off their palms. .Their maLane.
mlnunum check (depends on loca- having gotten this place underway
Aside terial is plenty clean arid punchy.
the Broadway vaudfllmers.
Crosby" is despite what appeared to be insurtlon). The Trench Blng
Vocals handled neatly by Louise
from unusual routining of the show,
a flrst-timer here, but has been at mountable obstacles — principally a
it. is purely professional and would McC^rroU, formerly with Don RedCHI be
the companion Plaza hotel before, location in a town where- Uncle Sam
Blues numbers are
a setup for any first-rate house. man's band.
and did resounding trade. This is lias grabbed every inch of available
(BLACKSTONE
HOTEL, CHI)
forte by Edith Wilson, rotund songNeither
the
soldiers
nor
folks
the
perhaps an even cozier environment, space for war agencies and war
back home can have any complaint ster. She also won over the boys.
whereas Hlldegarde needs an ex- workers. Finally, Bessoff lined up a
Chicago, JuTie 5.
Dancing comics are Cook and
about
this one.
next
her
shift
hence
basement
of an old (but fully occupended capacity,
Larry Adler, Neil Bondshu Orch
Formula is fundamental music, Brown, one tall and the other abRoom.
pied) apartment house at Connecti- (10); no minimum weekdays; $2.50
fall into the Plaza's Persian
girls, comedy.
There's top talent in breviated. .Lads really turned on
Sablon is inclined to err a bit on cut Avenue and N street The re- Saturdays.
each department Production num- with the legmania, end showed 'em
modeling of the place created a
the too-Frenchy side. When he exbers, turned out by Gae Foster, are some new tricks in eccentric dancing.
pretty nut right off the bat but it
Larry Adier, the harmonica virtu- in the traditional Fanchon £ Marco A solid hit Apus and EstrelUta, boy
plains tUe lyric content of 'Le Fiacre*
was done, and with Brian Brown oso, is capturing the smart Mayfair manner,
It's one thing, but when He essays a
with the line of 18 lookers an'd girl comedy singing and danc*
.

Sablon, Ray Benson
fliJnimum.
$2 o»»d,|3

Jean

'

Orch

MAYFAIR ROOM,

—

.

creating and executing the Russian
design an attractive place has been

set up.

tone,
for all,

ing right to the Russian atmosphere

The Balalaika -has clicked
and by and large commercial from the Jump, and Bessoff is

Callic or strictly Yankee.
His 'Nexr Time I See Paris,' which
Elsie Janls wrote for him, is a corking sequel to the Kem-Hammerstein
classic, and it's done 100% in English.
Sablon merchandises it well by putting the emphasis on the fact that
nouing anybody can do can ever
change his Paris. His convincing delivery lends extra values to the ballad. "Why Do You Pass Me By?' (in
French) and a 'Serenade Portuguese'
are other vocal standouts.
Sablon is ad Ubbing here, pending
accommodations back to Rio de
Janeiro, where he is a strong favorite with the Brazilians and the large
there.
He can
Ciallic' popidation

I

Room clientele with his inimiteble
work with the mouth harp and his
His
suave end debonair chatter.
right styling is tops, selection perfect and
stick- his general performance socko.

straight baUad, sans English interpretation, no matter how sketchy,
the applause values seem diminished.
None the Jess he's a fetching bary-

stay

on beyond his limited commit-

ment judging by his impress. Good
Benson's Instruassists are Ray
a deit.terp sextet of the
Grant vintage.
Grant, Inciwith Hildegarde into

mentalists,

'Bob

dentally, goes

the Plaza in the faU.

Abel.

YACHT CLUB, PITT

and colorfully costumed and Ing performers, registered with their
doing their routines with satisfac- cross-talk. EstreUita is a looker and
tory precision.
They include the gave the boys some bumps, which
w.k. bouncing ball and tom-tom added the touch to send them oyer
for a big hand. Apos registered, aa
numbers.
Plenitude of appearances by the the browbeaten boy friend and garline is as it should be, but the nered a big quota of laughs. CcHuedy
bunching of them seems odd. Gals headliners are Glenn and Jenkins^,
are on for a starter, then provide who have a fast routine of funny
background for the specialty topping patter.
Running time is about 110 minutes.
of Evelyn Famey and following a
freslily

.

His worl^, ranging from the
and entertainment with his little swingy 'I Got RhyUim' to the dreamy
group of clever talent constituting 'Sleepy Lagoon,' show his ability at
what Is actually a stock company. variety. His set-to with the classics
Routine of the show is changed every is exemplified in arrangements of
four weeks and there is plenty to 'Bolero' and 'Hungarian Rhapsody.'
keep things going nicely and to win
Does 45 minutes of the show, from fiashback introduction by m.c. Johnapproval from the customers.
boogie woogie to Bach and back to ny Woods, immediately go on again.
BessofTs orchestra has appeared in Dixieland blues.
There's then, a long string of acts,
such pictures as 'Balalaika' and The
Neil Bondshu, a sUndard at the unbroken by appearance of the line^
Chocolate Soldier' for Metro.
Of Mayfair Room, works well with before femmes are iMck'for what has
course, this outfit is the cliief attrac- AdIer and pirovide^ the dancing all the earmarks
of a gigantic finale.
tion. Its personnel sings, dances and music. It's a band competent enough Several of
the other turns are
doubles on all sorts of Russian in- to handle all types of assignments.
worked info tiie number. It turns
struments, including the standard
Loop.
out not to be the blowoff at all, howmusic-producers.
'The violiniit of
ever, for it's followed by the Three
the group, an excellent musician and
SailoTS/ Roxyettes are then on again
a good showman, soloes for one of
Sky-Hy Victory Roof
and this time it is the finis, with a
the highlights.
/
(HOTEL CONTINENTAL, K. C.) iceprise introduction by Woods of
Alia Moskova is a looker whose
each member of the cast
emceeing, despite the broken EngThree Sailors, in the next to ,closKansas City, June 3.lish, holds attention. Clever comedy
ing, dick powerfully with their lowBud Waples Orch (8) with Charee down comedy, hoofing and aero
material for her would Increase the
tempo of the proceedings and, in- lioyse; Cover $1 Soturdavs, 50c. work. Roy Smeck likewise^ smashes
week nights.
cidentally, enhance her value.
across witii his fingering of guitar,
Show opens with a typical Russian
electric guitar and banjo. Joe and
Another spot was added to Kansas Jane McKehna, in the comedy divisetting around a supper table. From
that table those dining do a song City's night life list for the summer sion, have brushed and speefded up
-story in the usual Russian manner, season wi^ the reopening of the their turn considerably abice lost
but excellently. Yourlo and Yoder, Hotel Continental's roof garden Dec- caught on Broadway and it's imHie hotel had the measurably .better. '-Joe's drunk
character and classical dancers, fol- oration day.
low in a good routine which gives room redecorated, cutting down t]ie routine and the slapstick "ballet'
way to another song story featuring size to increase, the intimacy and number are wd] an>reciated.
the femme choir, with Miss Moskova giving a much needed terracing to
Max and His Pals, novelty dog act
following In a series, of songs that the patio that adjoins the dance is another that gets over handily.
fioor.
Decorations are in a red, Max's
clicked.
well-trained
pooches are
,

.

.

Pittsburgh, June

2.

Herman' Middleman Orch
(8),
Walsh, Ray PUct, Jr., ChrisDolores Kina, Cheena

Sammy

tine For*vth,

De Simone dancera
minimum.

'

(6)

;

$1.50-$2

f

Basil Ivanoff's dagger dance proves
exciting, as does the second whirl-

Pittsburgh's Just about Sammy wind dance of Yourlo and Yoder.
Walsh's No. 1 town, although there's The show closes with a stirring Kusno priority locally on the clever sian march number, with the orchesydtmg comedian and m.c. Walsh tro, choir and principals participattSarg..
first started toming around here as a ing.
virtual tyro about a dozen years ago
and lince then has developed Into a

genuine topflighter. He's glib, personable, smartly' casual, has an easy
style and his material, both vocal
(chiefly, special ^rics) and talking,
is flrst-rc^te.

Walsh belongs to the self-deprecating school and has worked ms kidding of his own stuff up to a fine
iwint
He's a pretty good hoofer,
too, and adept at several more loose
entertainment endc^ which makes
a perfect guy for any cafe show
smce he's capable of doing afterpieces with any kind of an act In
his own specialty, bis burlesque ImgiTsonations (he'U imitate Lionel
arrymore and say 'that was H. V.
Kaltenbom,' etc.), bis lament of a
shoe salesman for Beckys and his
"Fashtinkina Glee Club,' hilariously
satirizing the Fred Waring style and
usmg a busboy stooge who stands
at one mike and all he does Is singsong the word 'bong' every so often,
ere on the nose.
clean-up here, as

mm

Chez Maurice, Mont'l

Montreal, June 13.
Mitzt Green, George Beatty, CoU
Utte-Barry Show (6), The Bolabo(3), House Line Show
Girli (14), Harry Gelfand Orch (13),
with Sonny Rave. No Cover.

now Troupe

Chez Maurice

is

maintaining

reputation, claimed for it six

its

weeks

ago when the new management took
over the club and AI Weber stepped
in as genesral production . manager,
to make its entertainment stand
out. Currently, despite accident tliat

held up the Novak Sisters booldng,
it's pretty close to bigtime calibre.
Mitzl Green and George- Beatty
share top rating and, when caught
In a house that was below average
due to tropical heat, had a good
part of their work begging off. Miss
Green has done a fine' job of dehes always been and should be any- velopment from a film' moppet to
the presentday sophisticated youngwhere the rlngsiders are hep.
ster.
Her voice is intimate and
Good show at LItUe Jackie HeUer's warm end she owes nothing to the
puce to go along with Walsh. Ray mike. Her repertoire ranges over
«ke, Jr, a good-looking young sophisticate, sentimental, tender and
comedy Juggler, has borrowed gen- comic, and her mimicries cover
^ously from lome of the better- Sophie Tucker
Harry Richman,
Known in his field, but adds enough George M. C^han, Arllas and a
or Ws own stuff to keep the larceny
devastating one of Hepburn.
in the background and his own turn
Beatty 'a drumfire of cracks and
cpn^uously In high gear. Christine stories was hard to catch at first
•Fowyth (New Acts), a six-footer by the crowd, so this clever trouper
with ji great coUection of taps and
at once varied his atteck. He threw
Plenty of s.a, ia a solid click with
in his big guns with a corset ad
whirlwind hoofing, and Dolores sldt a 'Peoria' ditty, a stew act a
fner
King
Ii a flashily-dressed gal with
'Giving the Bride Away' song and
ood pipes and definite possibiliUes.
Tattoed Woman' that clicked to a
1 her effort to be a stylist in thfe
socko finish several times through!>'egel manner, however, she's had
evening. He is a natural
some of her numbers over-arranged out the medium
and set a fast slick
and would do better to mix them up tar this
for the whole show.
^^^^a^ couple of straightforward pace
Collette-Barry Show is a sextet of
one man, a leading woman—dressed
Cheena De Simone dancers, three attractively in red, a blonde looker
girls and three boys,
stiU around afand- 'four bnmets, also lookers, in
nearly two months and one of the support Guy puts on a versatile act,
D«t of the rhumba troupes. They're singing, adagio dancing with the
«Pert legmanlans hi the Latln- blonde end some aero effects of
tradition,
^^^iiean
have a striHng, tossing and spinning her around his
£?A°f*»>l^w^drobe and look Uke a head. Best turn Is a skit on gay 90's
million bucks on the floor.
For haU in costume and early days of auto
?P?r ^efore late show time each eve- driving.
Gals imitating In dance
ning, they lead a
rhumba session, in- time tempo idling of engine is a
tte ringslders, etc.. that's nifty and a flash close to the clever,
Music's by Herman fast-paced turn. They bowed off to
Sri^,
Middleman,
who apparenUy gOes big applause.
with the lease at the
Yacht Club, and
The Balabanows, two boys and a
us Just as satisfactory
to the dansa- girl, accordioniste replacing the NoMiji? as It is to the entertainers, vak Sisters at short notice, turn in
^daeman
plays, a.gopd dance set some snappy tunes, opera to swing
e<>ei» Wtte^ghovr:
Cohen.
and some sAml-acro. dances, playing

A
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—

w
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white

and' blue,

motif,

and for the duration spot

star-spangled,

'V
is

A

Sky-Hy Victory Roof.
cover replaces the admission charge
of former seasons. Because of Mis-

titled the

law prohibiting sale of
Sunday, si>ot is not
operating on that night
On the bandstand hotel has a for-

souri stete
liquors on

tunate booking in the

Bud

'Waples
ordi, compact but versatile eightpiece outfit with Charee Moyse as

femme

Waples

vocalist.

is

known a

here from a former engagement
at the Kansas City Club, and his return here from hotel work jn the
south is Ukely to be for the run of
the season.
Band's work over past two years
has fitted It nicely for hotds and
such spots .as this. Piano playing
by Waples Is featured and basic unit
of the group is the three-man sax
section rounded out with violin,
trumpet string bass and drums.
Crew consists of liouia Hittler,' Elbit

'

wood

Grooldy,

George Rico,

Jack Sevier, saxes;
violin;

Andy

Or^h directed by Euble Blake, vet
composer (Sissle and Blake), and
gave him a great hand.
Small stage prevented the use. ot
scenery and props, merely a baiekdrop, but some nice lighung effecta
were achieved. It was necessary for

the performers to dress behind
screens due ,to- lack of dresshig-room
faciUties.

Adolph Meyer
ger,

Is

and the troupe

company manacarries 42 people,

including three deckhands and th^
orchestra. Has been out two "tfttkB,
and next stand Is Fort Shertden, lU.
Tour wiU be of' 18-week duration.

Hold.

CAMEL CARAVAN
(GUNTEB FIELD, ALABAMA)
Montgomery, Ala., June 11.
USO's 'Camel Caravan' rolled the
and uniformed men -in tte
aisles, so to speak, here toni^t (11)
with a program that ranked right uj»
officers

there with the original heard onr
national hookup.

•

With no partieiOar coitral figure
or theme song, the 'Caravan' personnel displays talent galore <rom Lanhgr
Herb Shrlner ana his. multipUciqr.
of harmonicas, through a range
of others including' Norma Kxelgcr,
the magician. Other smashes were
Jo Andrews, who scored heavHy in
her tapping, while Jjte Nortdn,
vocalist also elidced along with
Poppe and his Camel Cavaliers ordi.
and clothes to dissipate visually none Table tennis champs Sol -Scbifl and
Cal SUnner were other jocks.
of their talent vocally.
Halt
Johnny Woods, in addition to
m.c.ing, does a short streteh of imitations for fair results.
His ^introductions are much too self-conscious
on the this Is a show for you boys
Unit Review
spaced with some fancy aero work
by the boss himself.
Tapstress
Evelyn Famey Is cute as well as
making very well with the feet
LeAhn Sisters (4), with their harmonizing, are to be with the shoW
only a few weeks more before joining Vaughn Monroe in a new radio
shew. They're top songstmses and
should take great care with coiffures

and we want you

to

.

An

have a good

time' theme.
Aside from an abbreviated reference to the fact that
is providing the entertainment
let the show stand up
for itself. There's no need fbr apother USO-C^ units can speak
for themselves as well as this therell
be no cause for beefs.
Herb.

USO

Woods would

H

Red, Hot and Lovely
(BROADWAY, OHABLOTTE,

N.O.)

Charlotte, N. C, June 10.
Great Maurice, Plato Sr JeuMTl,
Billy Henderson, The Martingales,
Nanette, Line (8), Mttt HenMn't
-

Becker,

KEEP SHUFFLIN*

drums;- Bemle Seeek, trumpet and
Bob Elmer, string bass, tibrary is

bond

(6); 'Girls'

Town' (PRO.

quite complete to turn out most any
style of dance number requested, and
scorings are handled by 'Waples,

Hany Clark's "Red, Hot and LoveFort Knox, Ky., June IZ
Mason A Vigol, Cook & Brown, ly' is an average unit with two nice
LeRoy Krazy KaU, Glenn & Jenkins, acta, but with nottilng of sdck caUbre.
work finds Miss Carl Sc Harryette, Edith Wibon, Apus
Plato and Jewell art nifty In a
Moyse and Waples on the ballads dc EstreUita. Louise McCarroll, novelty magic turn. Altiiough Miss
and sweeter songs, with novelty Cooper Colored Chorus (12),. Clar- Jewell Is supposed to be asststant
times handled by various members ence Robinson, Euhie Blake Orch to Plato, she winds up doing as manr
Rico and Eimer.
Most of the vocal

of the crew.

Quln.

New Act

(12).

Colored nnit produced by Clarence
Robinson, who took his 'Harlem on
Parade' unit on -a tour of army
camps, was boolced Into Fort Knox,

Armored Force Replacement
Centre for fonr days, June 12 to IS.

Ky.,
3

KOSS SISTEBS

Aerobatics
• BUna.
Stanley, rittabiugh
There Isn't a fenune acrobatic act
in the biz that can do the tricks these
kids do. Their back-bends from high
perches, as much as a four-foot drop,
to pick up objects with their mouth,
then hauling themselves up to a
standing position again, are great as
is the stunt one gal does In sliding
from the stand across the floor on
her fiat and then heaving-to once
more. With such tricks to go on, act
should be much better than It is.
Trouble is in the pace and routining. They need to mix the high
spots with something faster and
flashier.
Rosses are new in show

trkks as he. Often employing Plato
&s a stooge. Miss Jewell runs tbrough.her routine with an 'I hope this one

manner that scored with

worlgs'

Plato handles standard
with skQl and sbowmanshlp.

audience.
tricks

The Great Maurice dicks

in

a

novels aerobatte turn. Coming out
9 on crutches—hl« legs are uscleis a*

There were two shows nightly, at
and 8 o'clock. Friday and Saturday
shows played Tbeatre No, 1, and
Theatre No. i on Monday and Tuesday (15-16).
Theatre No. 1, where this show
was caught seats 898 and Is as well
equipped as most metropolitan film
houses. Stage Is small, and house
lacks dressing rooms, but otherwise
is complete in every other respect
No admission wag charged and bouse
was packed. Patronage was about
50-50 white and colored.
Colored
soldiers were seated in the centre
section of the lower floor, while the
whites were in side sections, and officers, their wives and ftmilies were

result of accidents-4e goes through
a nifty hand-balance routfioe that
brought plaudito from the audience.
He winds up with a humorous bit
)n which he Imitates a drunk stag-

gering home in tte morning, on
his hands. Very., good.
BUW Henderson Is so-so In a
blackface turn. Bis material, on the
whole. Is old, and the first several
minutes. could be well lopped «ff..It
improves near the end, but not soon
enough. He's much bettef In a black'
face song which he puts over with
enough uiowmanship to net Mrn an
encore.

'

The Martingales are okay In
an elevation of atandard acrobatic adagio turn, with
the fioor. Theatre No. 1 is the beat ^e feminine half of the act doing
equipped of the Fort's five houses, some nice pretzel bends. Nanette
and the only one with regular thea- so-so In a standard semi-nude.
tre seats.' Other theatres have woodLine is just fair In four routines;
en benches. An outdoor theatre is their best being a peppy rhjrthm.
now under construction and wUl be routine, with one of ^he girls feaready
for use early this summer.
tured in a solo spot Band works
feeling for tempo.
Robinson
put
has
together
a
wellattractive,
hard
All of 'era are plenty
and backs up show nicely from
with youngest one practically a knit unit Sot the camps.. Gets show stage.
off to a slzzlirie start with a line
dead-ringer .fvr Jime I^eisser.
Fair bouse on show caught
"
number by ther Copper Colored Cho
Cohen.
Just:
broken in
only a few months ago here at Nixon
Cafe. They go over here, but only in
spots. StiU, with what the girls can
do now, they can't possibly miss
with a bit more experience and a
business, however, having

in the rear section,

u

.

—
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Tace

'Angel' Dips to 9G,
Broadway

TATHER' STURDY 15iG

Good

'Jupiter

It/

29G

one of the
cent years."
The popularity of 'Music In the
Air,' of the Civic jight Opera series,
induced the management to extend
the engagement for a second weejk.
Estimates tor Last Weeli
Detroit, June 16.
•Life With Father,' Geary (10th
Finale of local legit season has
week) (1,500; $2.75). Did even better
been slow due to staying powers of than preceding week; over $15,500.
Music Box' Thursday (18).
Edward Everett Horton's 'Spring•Mnsio in the Air,' Curran (1,774;
Estimates for Last Week
time For Henry,' now heading into S3.30). Capacity audiences pulling in
JCe«s; C (Comedy),' D (Drania), a sixth week a^ who wouldn't with
CD (Comedy -Drama) R (Revue), such a low overhead show taking $30,000 here.
(Musicol), O (Operetta).
an estimated $7,500 in its fifth stanza
'Angel Street,' Golden (27th week) at a $1.50 top at the Shubert-Lafayladies' Strong
Slipped with the ette.
(D-785; $3.30).
field; takings dipped toward $9,000,
Season gets another transfusion
which was about low money for mel- June
In Chicago; Tileen'
25, when Billie Burke will foller; past its sixth month.
low
Morton
into the house with
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton The Vinegar Tree,' another Henry
Still
StiU Profitahle
(74th week) (CD-838; $3.30).
Duffy revival.
making money, but pace has slowed
down considerably; around $11,000
Chicago. June 16.
estimated; management confident of
revival,
two-a-day
Vaudeville
second summer stay.
Tather' Ends
'Headliners of 1942,' at the Grand
'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
Opera House, doesn't indicate boxAp(37th week) (M-1,104; $4.40).
got good restrength.
Show
office
A,, $9,500,
Stand in
proximately $15,000, which was low
exploitation
the
wfis
views,
but
perSaturday
both
for engagement;
faulty. Should have been sold more
formances lowest since opening.
Light Opera's
as a revue than vaudeville.
'Blithe Spirit,' Booth (32d week)
Estimates for Last Week
Another favorite
(CD-712; $3.30).
•Good Night Ladles,' Blackstone
that was affected; gross around $11,Los Angeles, June 16.
(9th week) (1,200; $2.75). Practically
000 level, which was low mark of
11
Father' finishes
'Lite With
engagement.
weeks at the Hollywood Music Box capacity right along, and last week
'By Jupiter,' Shubert (2d week) Saturday (20) and show closes' 'for was typical at $17,000.
'Headliners
of '42,' Grand (1st
New musical less the summer, with management
(M-1,325; $4.40).
show not
afCected than most others; lively de- figuring to send it out in early fall week) (1,200; $2.75). This
right. Opened on Wed. (10)
mand for tickets at agencies, but not for tour through the midwest. Last handled reviews,
but $9,000 on first
to fine
so^ood at boxoflice; $25,000; not far week tapered off to estimated fair eight
performances not good.
from capacity.
$9,500, eliminating chance of piece
'My Sister Eileen,' Harris (4th
'Guest In- the House/ Plymouth continuing here through the summer
week) (1,000; £.75). Repeat stay has
$3.30). as optimisticall.y expected.
(CD-1,057;
week)
(16th
proved highlv profitable; got fine
Boubtful of sticking much longer;
Civic Light Opera season closed
last week.
last week's takings estimated around Saturday (13). wtth week of 'Hit the $9,500
time.
moderately
y/ell
for
$7,000; did
Deck' tabbing approrimately $30,00q.
•Junior Miss,' Lyceum (30th week) Four and a half weeks with four
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Dipped to around shows totalled approximately $146,$6,000, Folds
$13,000, low money for engagement 000, including Federal tax, showing
SO' far; however, looks like sure a. slight loss, which was anticipated
After Cleve.
summer stayer.
in advance.
is

ably continue in that strain until
Business
after the Fourth of July.
especially socked by a day-long
patriotic parade, 'New York in the
war,' on Fifth avenue, Saturday (13).
Attendance was down especially at
night. Newest interest is 'Star and
Garter,' revue which relights the

Horton, $7,500, Keeps

was

Detroit Season Going

—

,

M

17G

9iG

11-Week

L

Red 146G

TreeV

Week

'liUe

week)
around

mark

Fred Finkelhoffe's two-a-day vaude
With Father,' Empire (135th
(C-1.082;
Quoted revue, 'Showtime,' at the Biltmore,
$3.30).
$10,000, which is about low is headed for $15,000 first week, with
16 performances. 'Claudia', comes in
July 13 with 'Arsenic and Old Lace'
slated for August booking.

for long date; it, too, should
operate successfully through summer
on reputation.
'Let's Face It,' Imperial (33d wegk)
(M-1,450; $4.40).
Stated to "Have
stood up with little deviation of pace

until Saturday afternoon (13) and
mostly protected by advance sale;
$28,900, quoted; topped the list.
'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (77th
•week) (CD-891; $3.30). Dented like
others, with takings around $8,000
level; on summer basis that should

be okay.
'Sons o' Fnn,' Win1:r Garden (28th
week) (CD-1,S19; $4.40). Has been
off for some time, but doubtless a
big winner on date so far; claimed
around $28,000.
'Star and Garter,' Music Box (R1,012; $4.40). Presented by Michael

Todd, who

calls it dressed i)p bur$6.60 first night Thursday
(18); skits, H. I. PhiUips, BiUy

lesque;

K

Wells; score, Harold J. Rome, Irving
Gordon, Lester Lee, Jerry Seelen.
The Cat Screams,' Beck (D-1,214;
$3.30). Presented by Martha Hodge;
dramatized by Basil Beya and John
Patrick from book of same name;
opened Tuesday (16).
'Onole Barry,' Broadhurst
(3d
.

,

(D-1,142; $3.30). If summer
letdown don't affect trade too much,
this'late arriving meller shotild stick;
rated over $11,000, which is very good
at this time.

week)

mEEN,'
HEAT
'My

Sister Eileen' last

-

Added

considering the going; another
weeks then due on Coast

two

16.

the weekend trade.
Comedy
looks set for at least three more
stanzas here, 'George Washington
Slept Here,' another pop scale entry,
playing the Majestic, copped fair biz
off

in its initial

week.

Week

Estimates for Last

•My
week)

Sister
(1,650;

stanza $12,000.

'George Washington Slept Here,'
Majestic .(1st week) (1,600; $1.65).
This show did dull trade in Its
original run and the interest lags
even at low scale. Fair $7,000 for
opening week of indef run.

Carrent Road Shows
(June 17-27)
'Cafe Crown' (stock)
(17-21); Wmdsor,

Flatbush,

Bronx

(23-

27).

'George Washington Slept Here'
(stock)—MajesUc, Boston (17-20).
'Good Night Ladies'—Blackstone,

Cht

(17-27).

'Headilners of '42* (vaude)—Grand
Vande-Revoe
Opera. House, Cht (17-27).
Notchers,' 44th St. (1.395;
'Johnny 2x4'
(stock )—Central,
Finales this week, by which
time It will have slightly bettered Passaic, N. J. (17-21).
'Langh, Town, Langh' (vaude)
three weeks; started out like real
good thing; house has no cooling sys- Klein Aud., Bridgeport, Conn. (19tem and Gracie Fields said to have 20).
other engagements.
'Life
With Father' (2d Co.)—
'Priorities of 1942,' 46th St. (12th Geary, S. F. (17-27).

•Top
$250).

,

week)
drew

(1,347; $2.^0).
Continues to
satisfactory attendance and
should stick it out; some matinees
have been dropped; $18,000 estimated.

With Father* (3d Co.)— Music Box, H'wood (17-27).
•Moon Is DowiT (stock)—Flatbush,
•Life

B'klyn (23-27).

•My

Sister Eileen' (2d Co.)—HarChi. (17-27).
'My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.)—Co-

ris,

lonial,

Boston (17-27.

—

'Old Acquaintance' (stock) Playhouse, Providence (17-20).
•Separate Rooms'
(stock)—Playhouse, Providence (22-27).
•Show Time' (vaude)
Biltmore,
L. A. (17-27).
'Springtime for Henry'—Lafayette,
Detroit (17-20).
•Vinegar Tree' (stock)—Lafayette,
Detroit (25-27).
•Wateh on the Rhine' (stock)—

—

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO OINNER"VOU-RE IN THE ARMV NOW"

WARNER

Mjtt.

BROS.

1MV OLAXTON

Is

Sheer BroadIs

Down,' Angel Street,'. 'Jason.' 'BUthe Spirit,' 'Candle in the Wind,' 'Letters
to Lucerne,' 'Hope for a Harvest,' 'Uncle Harry.'
»
Five shows named were distinct flops, which Mbntle well knows, but
the list reflects his personal reactions. Twp are of the moderat'^ly successful kind, while three are distinct hits. Three are still running. Latter
established successes are 'Miss,' 'Street,' 'Spirit,' moderates: 'Candle' and
'Uncle Harry.'
Mantle comments: 'to imply that becajse there were no prize winning
plays produced there was no decent dramatic entertainment offered pn
Broadway during the year Is, I think, to do the theatre, the dramatists and
the producers definite harm.' He also points ouUthat the. musical shows
were excluded from the critics' and Pulitzer jury consideration, but 'were
quite

up

to

any season's average.'

Experimental Theatre Is currently In action after an Inactive period and
'Death Mr. President' has aroused comment in regards to Its objective.
Principaf point made is that some experienced actors are to appear in the
Lincoln play, but when the EP Idea was developed^ the Intention was to
use embryo players whp found Broadway engagements difficult to secure.
Same thihg goes for playwrights whose scripts go the rounds of producers offices without action. That explains how it came about that the
Dramatists Guild and Equity entered into an agreement in regards to experimental showings, such to he a- show-case for unknown authors and
actorsT It was the first time that the actors and dramatists were ever In
accord and the former have always resented the privilege of the author
to have the last say as to which players the managers shall engage.
That's a provision In the basic agreement between the Guild and League
it's

of

New York

Theatres.

Latest graduate of Carnegie Tech drama school to make good Is William Eythe, just sighed to termer by 20th-Fox, Eythe, who halls from
nearby Mars, Pa., graduated only a year ago and recently made his Broadway debut in 'Moon Is Down.' Before that be had a role In Oscar Serlin
production of Ferenc Molnar's The Kipg's Mald^' which never reached
Broadway, however. Young actor, who did some work here at Pfayhouse
last season while a Tech student, acted with pros for first time summer ago
at Cohasset, Mbss., where he played juvenile roles all season.
Another Tech gi-aduate figured In theatrical news last week when George
Abbott bought the musical comedy, 'Umpire's Daughter,' by George
Marion, Jr., and William Roos, an alumnus of local drama school. Roos
authored short-lived 'Life of Rellly,' baseball comedy, this season.

Resignation of Daniel J. Maloney as managing director of Playgoers of
Cleveland, June 16.
and Equal,' James Barton's Springfield, Mas6.i had the town by the ears this week, for Maloney had
new comedy-drama brought down been carrying on virtually a one-man press campaign for the return of
the shutters on the Hanna's legit legit to Court Square theatre there. 'Some of his barbs didn't set well with
season and also on itself last Satur- directors or with theatre, and his resignation was announced as having
day (13) after' a mediocre stanza. been tehdered and received with regret at annual meeting.
Took approximately $6,000 in eight
Directors 'denied that film theatres had been -combating idea of Playgoers
performances at $2.75 top.
league. Pre<:ident Albert Stelger, prominent merchant, reported a much
Both Producer John Golden and
George O'Neill, the author, spent more favorable contract had been arranged with E. M. Loew for use of
part of the week in Cleveland try- house, permitting stands of at least two nights and a matinee, or single
ing to doctor up the show after its step Into Maloney's shoes. Glimore's uncle and namesake was once leadweak preem in Detroit. About one- ing Impresario here.
'

.

it was rewritten or rehere, particularly the cliBenjamin P. Cheney, 76, husband of Julia Arthur, former, stage star,
of the first act. However, with was found dead of thirst in the arid land south of Kingman, Ariz., early
all the changes, play remained so
last week.
Wealthy Boston resident was motoring to the Coast and eviragged that Golden decided not to
dently got out of his car to search for water. He was of the Cheney silk
risk taking it to Broadway this
month. He has intentions of re- family, having inherited $2,500,000 in 1895, and was director on the board
staging the revised opus In the Xall. of several railroads plus a number of Boston financial Institutions.
Miss Arthur, who is 73, retired from the stege In 1924, her last professional appearance being In 'Saint Joan.' She emerged from retirement
for one patriotic appearance, impersonating the Statue of Liberty.

max

White B'krupt

— Continued from |Ace 3^
cleaned up.
Luck later turned
against White and there were bookies' markers for $137,000 against him
when he was reported to have 'taken
the fence.' He quit the track, but
paid off those bets. His losses were
estimated at $700,000.
More recently he produced another 'Scandals' at the Alvln, N. Y.,
which was moved to Warners Hollywood and then toured, finally being

Jurisdiction in the matter of cooling systems in legit theatres is the
N. Y. managers latest -union problem. Some houses have"togineers whose
principal duty Is to handle heating plants and their union contends they
should also supervise the cooling apparatus. Stagehands claim they should
take over, on the grounds that electric current is the principal factor In
operating the plants.
If the stage hands win the -jurisdictional dispute. It wlU mean that an
extra electrician would be added to the crew. In which case the engineers
wlU likely be dropped during summer, if the theatre Is operating.

Lenore Lonergan, who plays the squeaky-voiced "Fuffy' in 'Junior Miss,'
Lyceum, N. Y., was informed of her mother's sudden death at the end of
Tuesday's (9) performance. It has been particularly trying for the 14year-old to play her part, which calls for telephone conversations with
plenty and he went Into the night her mother of the play.
club business, for whl;h he was
Miss Lonergan Is the granddaughter of the late Lester Lonergan, a
temperamentally unsulted.
'White name actor. Her father is Lester, Jr., and a brother, who la a juvenile
dropped $100,000 at the Gay White player, is Lester, II.
Way at 48th and Broadway, spot
now being operated by Lou Walters in full, believing he would
do the senting obligations of the Theatre
as the Latin Quarter.
After that
same for Miss Morgan, who was Restaurant Corp., and Broadway Gay
flop he drifted to the Coast.
producer gave her White Way Corp., both New York,
Among the creditors is Nicholas broke, but the salary.
of which he ,was an officer and
only one day's
(Nicky) Blair, prominent in night
stockholder, and upon which he may
club circles and who operated the
have a contingent liability In each
Creditors Listed
once highly favored Paradise (now
instance.
Los Angeles, June 16.
The Hurricane), also on Broadway.
George White, in .filing voluntary
Theatre Restaurant Corp. schedule
Blair was put down as being owed
bankruiftcy petition In United States
of supThrough an error it was District Court last week, listed of creditors consists mainly
$12,400.
pliers, vendors, liquor wholesalers,
inTst thought that the amount was
assets of $500 in personal wearing
listed to
owed the Paramount hotel. Blair apparel on which exemption is ere, with largest amounts Sanford
Rains, Levin & Co., $2,100;
is manager of Billy Rose's Diamond
claimed; a RoUs Royce stored in
Barth EquipHorseshoe in that place. National New York; production equipment Hotel Supply, $1,598.36;
ment, $1,585.70; and Kaj. Velden,
City. Bank,

made

—

worst theatre season in N. Y.'s history, but that

way boast The average was Idw, but not Impossible.
News critic's 'best' list: 'Junior Miss,' 'In Time to Come,' The Moon

Ifree

Eileen,' .Colonial (2d
$1.65).
Good com-

pany, headed by Bettr Furness, is
doing good business here. Second

B'lyn

easily the

of
week was third
vamped

aiming to top its first week's gross
here in a pop price run at the
Colonial, but itne heat waye sluffed

Revival

somewhat, but still getting important money; rated around $17,500.

BY

2D HUB WEEK
Boston, June

VoTgy and Bess,' Majestic (21st
week) (M-1.175; $2.75). Eased off

'Clandia,' St. James (return engagement) (3d week) (C-1,520; $1.65).
Repeat date satisfactory so far;
around $9,000 last week was alright,

$12,000, HIT

IN

Inside Stiitf-Legit

WEEK

Burns Mantle's annual summing up of the legit season appeared in
San Francisco, June 16.
hi*
Father* Sunday (14) N. Y. News column under the heading: 'A poor season's
With
'Life
Although
bert
(second company) Is still vigorous plays," with the subtitle: 'Choice was limited and selection tough but
there
after 10 weeks, closing date has were some- good shows,' during the 1941-42 period.
Mantle comment
finally been set for June 27, ending
•Some
of our exuberant correspondents have been shouting that it
relongest ruiis here in
was

into a unit.

$10,000.

Show made him

N. Y., is a creditor for
Charles Abramson, who

was

interested in a couple of legiters produced by the late Harry Cort,
is a creditor for $7,500.
He is now
in a Hollywood studio. Department
of Labor, N. Y., is named as being

used In various theatrical' produc- $7,350.
tions

and

electrical

'

equipment for

Larger creditors scheduled for the
Inc., by
Schedule of liabilities filed InWhite comprise: Harry A. Rose,
cludes wages due Hotel and RestauWlliiam B. Weinberger,
$7,753.62;
rant Workers Union, Local 18, CIO;
assignee B. Oakland an'd H. MagidPinto and Marcantonio Esq., New
son, $1,600; Charles Abrahamson,

same purposes.

Broadway Gay White Way,

owed $3,768, and It Is believed that York, $162.35; and New York State
sum was owed by 'White to em- Department oJC Labor, Division of $7,500; Nicholas Blair, $12,400; E. R.
ployees of his ill-fated night club Unemployment Insurance, Albany, Goetz, $9,200; L Weiss & Sons, Inc.,
EmU Friedlander, c/o
venture.
plus interest at rate of .62 per day $7,000;
Dazian's,
E. J. Wechsler,
.

During his

activities

on Broad- from July

way White had any number

of con-

troversies, including quarrels with
authors and critics.
Recently, he became embroiled
when the death of Helen Morgan
Windsor, Bronx (17-21); Centra, disclosed he held out six days pay
Passaic, N. J. (23-27).on the singer when she became ill
•Wateh on the Rhine* (stock)— opening day of a 'Scandals' theatre
Playhouse, Providence (22-27).
date in Chicago. B.
E. paid white

&

28, 1041, $3,788.14.

Taxes

$10,000;

$4,900;
unknown amounts' of $5,000; Mrs. Harry A. Rose,
$10,income tex and amusement taxes Walter J. Salmon Realty Co.,
Construction
due Collector of Internal Revenue; 000; T. B. McDonald
Bank,
^clal Security taxep of $1,613,39; Co, $10,000; and National City
uhknown amount due state of Cali- $10,000.
Samuel P. Novick is attorney ior
fornia for income tax; and sales
taxes to City of New York amount- White, and hearings will be before
referee in bankruptcy H., L. Dicking to $427.54.
White further lists claims repre- son.

listed Include

<

;
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SHUBERT ALLEY KUDOS

Stage Unions Given Assurance

Bieadway

Salate

P.A.'a

PhylUa

Anderson (Journal) Softens Up On

Fertaua'a Abbott Chore

Show

Berlin s 'Army'
When it became known that there
was an incorporation of This Is the
,

Army,' Irving Berlin's soldier show
which will open at the Broadway,
N. Yo July 4, the stage unions

wanted

to

know

the implication,
profits will go to

Is Non-Profit

'ARSENIC SLICES UP BIG

MAY MELON OF ^5,000
There was around $36,000

The Shubert Alley Memorial
Trophy has been awarded by a
group of Broadway press agents to
Phyllis Perlman^ p.a. for George
Abbott The semi-serious cKdtion
accompanying the prize explained
that it is 'awarded with envy, undisguised by us,' for the Integrated
simplicity and sell of her shallow,
two-column
advertisements
for
George Abbott's comedy 'Best Foot

Tariety' Boxscore; Explains Purpose

mn KICKERS' CAST
PAYOFF Sm DOUBT
IN

status of the bank letter guaranteeing salaries for 'High Kickers,'
which closed several weeks ago in
Chicago with no payoff by the management is still unclarified. Indiard Simon, Karl Bernstein, Wlllkrd cated that differences between atKeefe, James Proctor, C. P. Gre- torneys of Equity and the show have
neker, Tom Weatherly and Jean jammed the issue and it is possible
Dalrymple. Hie-'lVophy' consists of that the matter may reach tiie
'a three-decker lox on • bagle-and- courts.
Equity put up $5,000, -used
a-half sandwich,' which appears in to pay off the smaller salaried printhe illustration.
cipals arid chorus, also retiurn transportation to N.Y., and alleges Kickers' would have stranded otherwise.
Situation was Involved, because of
I.O.U.'s held by half a dozen prin-

up
since the show's
among the. backers of 'Arsenic and
the Army. Emergwicy Fund. A meet-.
Old Lace' for the month of May, a Forward.'
Ing was held at the offices of the
surprishig figure at the tall end of
Engraved,
illustrated
plaque,
Equity,
imion.
stagehands
musicians
the season. Profit was bolstered by framed In glass. Is signed by Bernand scenic artists, also having people
present
.Berlin, who wrote- and is presenting the show, explained that it is
certain byexpected there
products, such as sheet music and

w^

records, that rightfully wUl belong
to him and his music publishing
'business—but only after the show

.

split

a further picture rights payment,
while the road company ended its
tour with two great-grossing weeks

in Washington. Around $T,S00 was
held back to finance the resumption
on the road, which stArts In Los

Angeles August 17.
According to alleged feed-bag
stuff, Lindsay and Grouse, the prohas completed its engagement. All
ducers of 'Arsenic,' were supposed
net proceeds during tiie playing of
to have made up their minds to re•Army,' however, will go to the fund.
tire as managers, with a batting
Report that the deckhands sought to
average of 1,000.
Evidently their
staff the stage was incorrect.
They
wanted assurance that 'Army' la en- minds are fiexible, however, because
they are slated to produce their new
tirely non-profit, same going for the
comedy, 'Strip for Action,' along
other unions.
with Oscar Serlin, for whom they
It appears a situation arose bewrote 'Life With Father.' New play
ca'use' none had b'een contacted by
anyone connect^ with the show to is the probable successor of 'Arsenic'
formally give the unions such assur- at ttio Fulton, which L. Si C, have
Understood that the Camp under a rental. As the duo particiance.
Upton officer who ha* authority pated In paying for the cooling sys-

..

See Sunday Legit

Hit on Weekends

By

Transit Snags

cipals who sought collection through
Equity on the guarantee coin. Val
Ernie, the bandsman who posted the
guarantee, held up -payment by the
bank on the grounds that the I.O.U.'s
were personal loans to George Jesseli so that ICickers' could continue
touring after Boston, where he wanted to close the show. It was agreed

the LO.U.'s were to be arbitrated.
Underst6Dd\. that Equity insists on
tying up thV- balance of the bank
Sunday performances of legit money after salaries would be paid,
shows on Broadway may be affected pending the arbitration results, with
Josephine Hull and John Alexander during the summer because of cur- Ernie objecting to such a move.
of the original east will be replaced
tailment or discontinuance of weekmore than- the regulation service by Eric Von .Stroheim, Laura Hope end railroad excursions. In show
pay, plus $16.50 each weekly for Crews and Forrest Orr, who were
Stillman, McCrane Writing
attendance chances
maintenance in N. Y. Servicemen in the road troupe. Later others of circles,' however,
wUl comprise the crew and pit band, the Fulton cast will be replaced by are regarded to be more a matter of
Score for
Ice Show
and privates are in the boxofflce. the, balance of the touring outfit's weather. Shrinkage of motor travel
Others aire assigned as ushers and players, so that the Coast will seethe is another factor, but that works
Opening in N. Y. July 2
same company as on Broadway.
in deaning-up jobs.
Only major
the
voldiminishes
both ways. If it
expense' is the house rent, said to be •Arsenic' is expected to rim into the
new season despite changes in ume of influx, it also keeps down
moderate, plus lighting.
The new Arthur Wirtz-Sohja
Mark Sandrlch, Paramount direc- player personnel. Margaret Joyce the number of people leaving town. Henl; ice revue, opening at the Censtepped Into Helen Brooks' part
tor, is expected in New York from
Only one show has discontinued ter theatre, N. Y., July 2, will have
the Coast this week to discuss the Monday (15), the latter being on Sundays, that being 'Best Foot For- a special score by Al. Stillman and
film version of 'Army' with Berlin. vacation.
ward,' Barrymore. It recently joined Paul McGrane, latter a newcomer
It's virtually certain that Par will
the Sunday list and reverts to its tunesmlth.
Stillman is the official
get the film rights at $250,000, plus
original schedule after ihrec) weeks. Radio City Music HaU lyricist, and
percentage, with Berlin and Sandrlch N. Y. rimes Gires Cohan
Stated that Sunday matiniees were has been lent by the Hall for the ocvolunteering their services gratis as
weaker than the nights. Instead of casion, Gus Eyessell of the M. H. is

venture will write the
union people confirming the statements made at the meeting. Uniformed men are being used in front
and back of the curtain, none to get
over" the

tem

Installed last summer, continuance of occupancy is logical.
After another week, Boris Karlofl,

.

New

part of the deal.

Credit for

IntemI v« Behesrasto
With opening night, Jujy 4, only
2% weeks away, rehearsals arei going

forward on the double tmder a corps
of experts.

three

Estate

Sold 18 Yrs.

Ago

Sunday

(14) N. Y.

Times parried

an imposing home with

The former Oeorge

.

-

i

up the

pit band are working under
the direction of Corp. Milton Rosen
stock.
Berlin himseU and Staff
Sergeant Ezra Stone are in general
charge, with Sergeant Alan Anderson (son of Maxwell) doing the actual handling of the men, in his job
as stage manager. Hassard Short is
another pro who may come in for
a final assist before the premiere.

Bernlor DrillDw
Cast Js getting in Its regular mill
tary drilling dally. Instead of the
boys being put through their paces
in Central Park, as was originally
planned, they have taken over the
Armory at 62d street and Columbus
avenue, a few blocks from the thea
tres. Each soldier is required to turn
up for an hour or so of drill dally
at a time when he has no rehearsal
scheduled.
With drill sergeants
among the singing group finding
their throats in no condition for vocalizing after an hour of shouting
orders, War Department has assigned
three drill sergeants from the regu

Army.
Uving In New York on

lar

the $2.35

a day the .Army allows them has
turned out less of a problem for the
cast than was anticipated.
Hotels
have been generous in providing
rooms at reduced rates, with most of
.the boys paying $1 a day or. less for
1

1*

I

-

M.
Control
Cohan estate at Oreat Neck, L. 1., Equity Wins
which will be offered atvauctlon on
0?er Carnegie Hall's
June -27 through Jos^h P. Day,
auctioneer.' No one was more sur-

prised than Cofaan^ who has not
lived In Great Neck for 20 years.
Strike Hit Parade,' did the choral
Property, which Includes 18 acres,
arranging for "Panama Hattie' and is was >aold to Moe Annenberg, who
radio's best-known choral director.
owns it under a oorporate name and
HeU give three hours a day to who installed the vwimmlng pool
'Army.' Singers do their rehearsing shown in the photo,
•t the Broadway, house in which the
Cohan gave up tiia'pla'ce In 1624,
show will play.
when his children started to mature,
Dancing group, practicing at the and resided in hotels until acquiring
Ritz, acquired an addition^ instruc- an imposing Fifth avenue apartment
tor last week when Al White, Jr. Annenberg, who waa recently rewas drafted. Seasoned terp teacher leased from the federal pen for tax
was Immediately assigned to the evasion, is a newspaper and racing
show.
He bought the
He's aiding Corp. Edward sheet publisher.
property because of his then growBarclift, who assisted la dance dircc
tlon of "Lady in the Dark' and Prl
ing daughters, one of whom (Sylvia)
vate Robert Sidney, likewise
is a crack golfer.
Last week, Cohan was re-elected
former pro.
Musicians are- rehearsing at the president of Hie Catholic Actors
Also reNational. The 50 soldiers whoU make Guild, his fourth term.
-

off Monday's, the musical also supervising the Center theatre
dropped Thursday nights and the Operation,
midweek afternoon performance,
Show, tlUed 'Stars on Ice,' will
About 50% of the list continues Sun- feature the 4. Bruises, Carole Lynd,

laying

days.

Practice sessions for the
a picture of
the caption:

show ere being held
morning, afternoons and evenings in
New York theatres, the Broadway, Rltz and National.
Singing chorus is now being
drilled by Lyn Murray, of CBS, who
does a similar chore for the Lucky
all-soldier

He

LL

Revivals of Operettas
For the
N.

first

time Camegia Hall,
will play under

attractions

Y.,

Equity, conditions. They wUl be the
series of operetta revivals to be presented there by Joseph S. Tushinsky
and Hans Bartscb, latter a play
broker who formerly specialized in
foreign scripts. First- show due June
23 is The Chocolate Soldier.' Carnegie Is not a theatre and has no'
fly-loft but Equity ruled that the
operetta Is definitely legit and the
ticket scale is akin to revival prices.
Top will be $2.20, with performances
on Sundays, show laying off Mondays.

John Anderson, critic for the N, T.
Journal-American, devoted hl> Hon*
day (15) column to 'Varletjr's' recently printed annual boxscore, •]»•
plaining that it aims to Induce r«viewers. to clarify their notices or,
in other words, to give a "yes' or "no"
opinion for the benefit of readorsi.
When the boxscore started, wroto
.Andei^on, there was a marked tendency on the part of critics to write
witty reviews rather than give opinions.

The

first boxscore 'caused such
(among the
of eyebrows
some have not oome
yet' says Anderson. He fui^ucidates for the 'aisle and
fang boys'; 'As shrewd and sensible
a trade paper as 'Variety' readily admits that dramatic criticism ordinarily has nothing to do with the

lifting

scribes) that

down
ther

-

It will even adniit that
the highest score on its annual scoreboard does not .necessarily mean that
that critic is the best critic. . .Why
does its staff sit up laie at nights
weighing adjectives?
It takes all
this trouble for the benefit of the
managers and the good of the public'
In the piast, Anderson has expressed dislike for the tabulation of
the critics.
"Variety' once explained, discussing the reasons for the score, 'practically no one could, figu^ from. the
reviews whetlter a show was worth
seeing .6r not
The reviews were
fast becoming meaningless' and if the
managers couldnt decipher them it
was a cbich that neither could the
public*
Anderson placed* a'' neat third in
the 1941-42 rating with 'a batting

boxoflice.

'

average of .862,' which was higher
than some winners in the past, An>
derson -wrote, 'proving, probably,
that it's hot only the critics but the
season. .."nils Is no season to quibble
over

nils Is no seaiMii.
Louis Kronenberger of

details,

Period.'

PM

was the topper with

.923.

CRITIC DEFENDS mS PAH;

CANT RUIN GOOD SHOW

Sprlngtleld, Mass., June 10.
16-year old, succeeding Hedi Stenuf,
Taking cognizance of wid«q>taad
who was to have been featured; Al criticism levded against his reaction
Trenkler, Marie Jane Yeo «nd only
to Resident Players of SprlnglleM»
one of the Caley Sisters (the ot^er which folded. Blay
30 after one week,
married).

Hm

W. Harley RuiOdn, critic of
Burke is staging; Catherine Springfield Daily N^ws, retorted tUe
on dances: Luoinda Bal- week In • column titled 'Public
costumes; Bruno Maine, MtMakes the Deelsloot Whicb Decide
borrowed from this Music Theater's
Fate.'
HalL Joe Roberta is tiio new p.a.
Rudkin contended that good thea*
for the Ceiiter, vice Glendpn Allvbie,
tre will always rise above erlUcteii,
now back In the film publicity field. however adverse, and pointed $ii
metropolitan
critics'
pannlnf of
'Johnny 2x4' and 'Candle
the
Wind,' both of which he said aeuitfit
Weadier Bbffs
on -with those who pay for ^eir
[Ed: 'Candle' vmu. onIv
-ticket*.
moderately «uccw«ful.in N. Y, while
•Johnny 2x4' vxu a failure,']
Stock company, headed by Sarry
St Louis, June 16.
An all-day rain washed away the Fischer, decided to caU it quits after
opening performance of. 'Sal^ In eight performances of 'Philadelphia
the Alfresco theatre in Forest Park Story,' though a 10-week season wa»
The "T)lece, planned, with Naval Relief getttng
(Monday).
last night
scheduled for a one-week stand, was profits above Equity mintmnme,
last presented In the open air play- Fischer said thai cancellations eame
house in 1934.
snowballing in as soon as review*
'Glamorous Nights,' which teed were published, Rudkln's being
off the season Thursday (11), ran toughest
worst .weather for an
'Diverse sources,'- wroite RudUn,
into, the
opening week in the 24 years of 'felt that we were going put of our
One pierformance way to cut off a new theatrical
local enterprise.
was washed off the boards, three terprlse before U had a chance ttt.
others were delayed and inter- attain any sort of sturdy growth. -To
coupled -with the this we can only say -that the pUblie,
rupted,- which
coldest June 14 since 1894, chilled not the press, decides whether or not
activity to the marrow. the theatre, or any of Its component
tfie
b.o.
Gross was estimated $30,000.
parts, shall live.'
Free Press, tabloid weekly, published report this week that RudUn
-

.

Bill

LitUefleld
lard,

tings, also,

St

L

.

Open Air Shows

Outdoor musical revivals around
N. Y. have been cold for the last
named: Gene Buck and Hugh O'Con- several summers, so that the indoor
nell, first and second vice-presidents;
series is welcomed by actors.^ 'Solalso elected: Don Gautler, secretary;
Is
headed by Helen
dier'
cast
Llda Kane, historian, and John A. Gleason, Doris Patston, Allan Jones,
Bade, chairman of the board.
James Phillips and A. Russell Slagle.
Another Indoor summer revival
series is mentioned for the Adelphi
theatre, three blocks from Carnegie.
Brooks^ Freedley Plays
Another indoor revival venture gets
under way Friday (10) at the CosHollywood, June 16.
formerly
the
Mecca
mopolitan,
Two plays which Vinton Freedley Temple auditorium on SSth street.
will have on the Broadway boards First attraction Is The Gypsy Baron'
'People'
in Mont'l
next fall are being concocted here which will have a $3.30 top.
Montreal, June 16.
by Matt Brooks. They are 'Show
Alfredo Salmaggl announces weekDespite tor^-ld heat, "Meet the
Your Colors' and 'Boys Will Be
end pop opera, onb night slated for People,' running nine nights and
Girls.'
the Randall's Island stadium, and three mats at $1.30 top plus tax went
Brooks made the recent tour with the other In Bay Ridge, Brooklyn.
over well here.
Hollywood Victory Caravan, writing
Playing His Majesty's, revue got
sketches for actors and doctoring
estimated $10,000.
Back* Co. ppcBcr
others enroute.
Philadelphia, June 16.
Uaplewood Opens July I
Bucks County Playhouse, now estwo in a room. They've also dug out
Maplewood, N. J., June 16.
economical oatlng places an^ are conced in the Bellevue-Stratford
Long delayed opening of the
invitations
from hotel here, because of gas rationing, Maplewood Theatre has finally been
getting lota of
friends, which has eased the food opens June 26 with Noel Cowar<ys set for July 5.
House, which last
'Private Lives' with Ruth Chatterton year was considered the most nicproblem.
Added to the staff of soldiers as- and George Brent
cessful strawhatter in the east, will
tunes
from
the
operated
again
plugging
be
by Cheryl Crawsigned to
Plans are for a 10-week season,
show has been Howard (Buddy) six days a week and matinees on ford and John WUdberg under
Bobbins, son of publisher Jack Rob Wednesdays and Saturdays. Prices working agreement -with John L
Washburn
and
Blake
Johnson.
administrative
House
range from 57c to $1.50 top.
bins, who is in an
Latter two haye, for the past three
capacity under Cot Walter Schu- will seat approximately 900, double
mann, and paradoxically finds him- J that of the playhouse at New Hope, years, operated the summer playhouse^
Pa
at ffaxp]ehea^ .Viaas^
self exploiting a Berlin score.
I, h >

.
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had been barred from local theatree.
Truth is that some houses eom,plained over severity of reviews, an^

yam

tabloid embroidered
usual slant against

its

as part ei

Daw

the

News. Rudkin, who has not been
good health, was back at desk tius
week, following combined sick-leave
and vacation.

Mary Jane Walsh
Mary Jane Walsh was out

III

of

%nV»

It,' Imperial, N. Y., Monday
(15) because of an indicated appen>
attack, Vivian Vance takliif

Face
dix

over.
letter's

moved

Janls Joyce

into the

part

Ice packs relieved Miss Walsh and
she is expected back in the cast, provided doctors do not advise an
.

-

—
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52
nected with the Book of the Month
Club, and Edward Justin, also a
critic and writer, are now in the

Literati

John Abbott's Letter to Robbins

Army.
Joe Hall Torbell, for the past five
missioned a captain, assigned to a years executive editor of the two
Florida base.
Gannet papers in Utica, N. Y., has
In line with the recently-adopted
Orson Falk's novel, 'Thunderbirds,' been named, managing editor of Alpolicy of de-anonymizing member
a
of the staffs of Time and Life, Time based on Melville Crossman's 20th- bany Knickerliocker News, also
has started adding an introductory Fox screen story, is being published Gannet daily.
There's One Bom
Universal's
Along with a column given by Randon House.
page.
Bob Dupree, reporter for the Every Minute,' film due for June 26
to the index and list of editorial
workers, it is running a two-column Fort Worth Star-i'elegram for about release, was written by Robert D.
from the Publisher* to five years, is now in tne army, sta- Hunt, former ad manager at Duell,
•Letter
Sloan & Pearce and Doubleday,
'answer some, of the questions sub- tioned at Camp Wuiters, Texas.
Basil Davenport, who was con- Doran, book publishers.
scribers are aslcing about how Time
and
organizes
verifies,
gathers,
writes its news.'
Initial 'letter' two weeks ago spoke
of various members of the staff,
while last week's concentrated on
: Continued from pace 47 ;
Harry Zinder, head of the Time and
Life Cairo office. Zinder had been
pacing. Foster seemed a little timid
hurt the previous week in an airat first, but warmed up after first
plane crash on his way to the
few rounds of aipplause.
Western Desert to cover the tank
Gilbert, in chefs costume, brought
his house crew serve just as well. laughs with fast patter with Mrs.
battle in Liby.a.
Sixteen-pi'ece outfit, five reeds, three Gilbert as the foil.
His mixup,
Zinder's background was delineviolins, three brass, two trombones, double talk and sneeze routine is
ated, along with his qualifications piano, bass and drums, is right on the
only by his vocalling of
topped
lor his present task and a map show- nose both for the acts and in its own
Mrs. Gilbert
'Sheik of Araby.'
ing his territory. 'Letters' are signed couple of numbers, cllcldng espe- straights nicely.
by P. I. Prentice, publisher of Time. cially on Benny Goodman's 'Clarinet
Molly Picon, a frequent visitor to
'Mflrch of Time' radio show has A La King,' which features Adkins Chicago and most recently in a legit
the licorice stick. performance in town, is smash all
also turned recently to exploiting himself, a whiz on
only other contribution is an the way.
Her specially arranged
members of the Time-Life staff who Orch's
opening tune, and. all right, too. songs and material are nifties. Miss
have been through exciting war Maestro m.cs and does a nice job
Picon's routine on 'Hands' and 'Typiepisodes.
of it
cal Day of a Woiking Goil' is parLoop.
Big noise, of course, is Jane ticularly strong.
Batch Swipes A King
Withers, and kid film star is a cleanNational Press Club Irked plenty up It's a strange feeling these days
over Mayor LaGuardia stepping in getting a load of her. Seems like
Y.
N.
was the chubby
and corraling the King of Greece only yesterday she
(NEWSREEL)
Uttie brat of 'Bright Eyes' who
for the N. Y. war parade Saturday wanted a machine-gun for Christ(13). Newspapermen had the Royal mas and here she is all grown up,
The newsreels currently hit a new
visitor booked for a Saturday lunch- poised,
and
attractive
matured,
eon and bad issued the usual invi- talented. Latter she's always been, low for dullness. They sharply point
'there's nothing so dead as yestations, anticipating the customary of course, but currently developing up
by the very fact that
as well into the very next thing to a terday's news'
*oS the record' speech.
has they are generally more than a
Mayor La Guardia upset the plans. glamour girl. For the stage, shesong
behind the newspaper headmonth
Opens with a.
oiler.
In order to fulfill the N. Y. com- plenty toincluding 'Don't Sit Under lines. Thus, the most exciting feamedley,
mitment, King George had to do a Apple Tree,' and then goes on an tures of this week's crop is Britain's
bit of traveling, since he had to imaginary tour of Hollywood with a invasion of Madagascar, though that
leave the Gotham parade to come soldier in which she gets off a happened weeks ago. Such ImmeSea
back to Washington for the state couDle of ^ood cracks and imitations dla^ news socks as the Coral
victories, or Molotov's
dinner tendered by the Assistant of ZaSu Pitts, Katharine Hepburn, and Midway
and Carmen visit to Washington, however, are
Secretary of State and Mrs. Adolf Shirley
for the
Miranda, the last two knockouts. stiU celluloid expectations
Berle.
future.
Comes back for knockout job on
Women's National Press Club had 'Franklin
Prior to this country's entry into
D. Roosevelt Jones,' makbetter luck. They booked the royal ing her quarter hour a solid, showy the war, with, of course, news cenvisitor for a reception at the Wil- click.
sorship Immediately following, the
lard Friday (12), where he turned
Remainder of bill is good. too. newsreels were an exciting portrayal
down cocktails for a cup of lea with Four Sensational Macks start things of events. Now. their fodder is
three lumps, gave them a 60-second off in whirlwind fashion with some meagre indeed and the audiences are
talk, and shook 300 limp hands in bang-up skating stuff ahd 'Jimmy decidedly apathetic.
Only the new March of Time,
and Mildred Mulcay keep the ball
the 92 degrees temperature.
the screen
rolling with their first rate har- India In Oisis,' makes
monica teamwork. Third spot re- lineup inviting. M.O.T.- has turned
Liberty's Sqnarer
in
a masterful, historic piece in the
singing
and
served for Sue Ryan,
Liberty mag is running a squarer comedienne gives.it to them with first two subjects on India. The secin its June 27 Issue for a recent ar- both barrels. Last time she played ond, 'India at War,' will follow shortFor the- first time on film the
ticle by George Jean Nathan blast- this house. Miss Ryan was one of ly.
public is being given a true
ing USO-Camp Shovirs, Inc.
New Benny Davis' 'Stars of the Future,' general
insight of conditions In India; its
-pUce Is by Will Irwin and tagged a billing, incidentally, that for her sharply divided political parties; the
justified. ' Has her
It Wasn't Like This in the Old Days.' was completely
own piano accompanist, corking medieval caste system; the poverty
Irwin, in two pages of pictures
riches. Britain's role in Inand
the
or
pipes she can use either straight
and text, compares present camp antically, and needs only to tell the dia is likewise clearly portrayed, and
shows with those of 1917-18 and sound man to tone dowil the mike a not always In a flattering fashion to
finds a big Improvement.
He does little when she's on. Blasts too much the mother country. Yet, it's shown
such a. strong plug for Camp Shows, with her strong voice as it is. Her how Britain has done much to de-'
industrially and culturally,
that he has a couple of errors of f apt. takeoff on a diva and later 'You velop,
the vast Asiatic nation.
Not one-tenth so many, however, as Made Me Love You,' as it was done
Par's clip on Madagascar is the
as it's swingdid Nathan, who appeared to have in the old days and
erooed 'now, are high spots and only Inspiring ^news shot. It's an
obtained bis facts by puffing a pipe show-stoppers, too.
victory
and furnishes a mo^
Allied
couldn't
Mob
In the Royalton hotel, N. Y.
get enough of the Ryan gal and mentary idea of r the grandeur of
naval action at night. Par also furAdkins had to beg off for her.
Preceding Miss Withers are the 3 nishes the coverage on the White
I3TEKATI OBITS
House reception lor the King of
Mrs. NathaUe Sedgwlek Colby, 67, Ross Sisters (New Acts).
Biz at getaway show today (Fri- Greece and the new Women's Army
novelist and poet, died June 11 in
day) excellent. Not the usual open- and its trim cominander. Pathe has
N. Y.
an interesting clip on a captured Jap
George Horton, 82, author and lit- ing-day crowd of whistlers and flyer; also the clever work of exstompers, but a preponderance of
erary critic, died June 6 in N. Y.
youngsters, attracted doubtlessly by perts in camouflaging war factories.
M. Henry Potter, 49, editor and the Withers booking.
Fox pictured New York's great reCohen.
president of The Jewish World,
ception of the Allied war heroes.
Otherwise, it's hum-drum stuff.
Philadelphia daily which suspended
WB's patriotic short, 'Ring of
publication two years ago, died in
Steel,' with Spencer Tracy as narPhiladelphia

Lnce

I<ets

Loose

sContlnned from page 43;

homes and had to rely on
making their own entertainment.
The taste in songs however, had
definitely changed; the only one that
had anx remote reference to the war
was a comedy soldier chorus, 'Bless
'Em All,' but the favorites over that
period were such compositions as

Square.

.

Temple

.

-

•

June

ORIENTAL, CHI

9.

WillUin Conqnest,
Oldest

78,

newspapermen

one of the
Alberta

in

find veteran of inore

than 60 years
In the publishing business, died at
Athabaska^ Alta., recently. He was
editor and publisher of the Athabaslca Echo.
He had retired two
years ago in favor of his son, Charles,
but returned when the son enlisted
for war service.

rator, is distributed by War Activities Committee for the Government.
Chicago, June 12.
(Larson Kanln directed and It's an
Chucfc Foster Orch (10) toith Ray excellent depiction of the whys and
RobbiAs, Hal Pruden, Dottie Dotson, Wherefores of the U.S. Army. Above
Gloria Foster, 3 Dees; Billj/ Gilbert,
aU else, it's sensible propaganda.
MoXly Picon, Wilkey Dare; 'Not a
-.
Scho.
Ladies Man' (Col).
'

Current show is solid, headed by
Billy
Giltiert,
filmdom's
'sneeze'
Circuit
comedian, and Molly Picon, Yiddish
author and for- comedienne, and backed by Chuck
SsContinned from page Iss
mer newspaperman, died in Rich- Foster's, orchestra.
Hiond, Va., June 14.
Foster band is youthful, playing a that they lay off they'll pay for their
Gny W. Beardsley, 75, former N.Y. return in the city after a successful meals at .the Rapp Farms.
Via Rapp's new system, the hotels
rewspaperman, died June
In with
in Los run at the Stevens hotel.
Angeles alter a year's illness. At the show is the standard vaude turn are shorn of their responsibility of
various times he was a columnist on of Wilkey and Dare, who sell solidly maintaining show troupes, with room
and board, for the summer. Only
the N.Y, Sun, publisher of the with comedy acrobatics.
Foster's band holds the opening regular staff entertainer they'll reBirmingham Age-Herald and editor
portion of the show and in It he quire will be the social, director.
of the New York Commercial.
gives .each of his talented people an
From present indications, the Catsopportunity to display their wares. kiU Mountain Time will be at least
CHATTER
Three Dees, vocal trio, miko nicely as luscious for performers this sumBuck Herzog, film editor of the with 'One
Dozen Roses.' Ray Kobblns,
mer
as It was last. With the beaches
Milwaukee Sentinel, prowling the vocalist, turns in a neat performance
Hollywood studios.
on
'Johnny
Doughboy,'
having uninviting because of dlmouts- and
Jerome Beatty in Hollywood to smooth, romantic voice easy to catch blackouts, more people seem to be
going
to the mountains, although the
the
fair
sex.
write anecdotes of film folk for
His interpretatioi} of
"Tangerine' is also bang-up. Dottle strictly weekend- trade has been hurt
American Magazine.
shows personality and show- considerably by gas rationing and
Emory Wister on his annual visit Dotson
manship in a Spanish vocal and a tire shortages. -The' biz over the
to Hollywood as drama editor of the
novelty on "Something About a Decoration Day weekend, first of the
Charlotte (N. C.) News.
Soldier.* Other femme vocalist with
Amos Melton, sports writer for Foster's band is his sister, Gloria, summer holidays. Indicated that the
Catsklir resort biz may be bigger
Fort Worth Ster-Telegram, has been who delivers a pair of hits, 'I Threw
ever this year. However, the
given a commission in the Air Kiss In Ocean' and 'Somebody Else than
Is Taking My Place.' Gal has plenty operators are watting for the July
Corps.
Fourth holiday -as the big test. That
of style and vocal abili^.
"
Vincent Shtean has jollied the U. S.
Band as a whole is highly .enter- weekend will determine the show
Ajipjir Air jCor^s. Be has been comtaining, .with nice showmanship and budgets for July and August
»KiY 'o'l-ii*!?'
X' q
t.i irni'ti.un
JvO- tr-tll »-ii.«V .K:it.cll ffifst? jliqX

Mt.

-

Stanley Frost,

60,

.

H

•

.

»

i

and there are very few
complimenUry copies of orchestra-

wastage

tions. Supplying copies to the trade
'on sale or return' has altogether
ceased. In any case, It was not such
a serious evil here as in America.

•

Who's Taking You

Home

To-.

'

The boom In phonograph records
has been keeping pace with music,
but, unfortunately, they are now re-

Scatterbrain.
Ifs a Lovely Day Tomorroto.
IBth Century Dratoinff Room.
Arm in Arm.

.

stricted In their supplies of shellac,
and they are rationing retail dealers.

Begin the Beguine.

From the Gramophone Company we
are now getting only about 25% of

Woodpecker Song.
Love la All.

our normal requirements for sale in
our retell department' Moreover,,
they will now have to pay a heavy'
purchase tax equi'valent to 662/3%
of the wholesale price.

I'm Nobody's Baby.
Sierra Sue.
Ferryboat Serenade.

AU

good

sellers.

My advice to you is to see that
In the Spring of 1941 business
again began to go ahead and 1941 either your company or your printestablished a recard for sheet music ers get a good stock of paper, beand records and 1942, so far, has im- cause, after all, that is your raw maproved on this. "The turnover for terial. One thing, it won't go down
the month of March—so far as we In price— not even after the war
are concerned was bigger than any for a good many years. On standard
month for years; in fact since the things, particularly those which have
post-war boom of the early twenties. a steady sale, prin( up good stocks
'

.

—

—

This was to some extent accounted they'll always be good and I befor by our good catalogue, which in- lieve that stock and copyrights will
t>e more valuable than money.
cluded:

An argument wQ

consistently use
that music Is a necessity without
there can be no broadcasts or enso essential to mainteln the morale of the
people.
copy of music or an orchestration can be used over and
over again and give enjoyment to
thousands, and over the radio it can
entertein millions. A copy of a book
using 100 times more paper and costing 10 times as much as a sheet of
music Is probably read by a dozen
people.
newspaper Is read by one
person and thrown away these are
strong arguments that the music industry Is encouraged.

Elmer's Tune.
I

—
—

is

Know- Why.

it

Chattanooga Choo Choo.

Be With You

ril

'

-

trations as well as pianoforte copies,
but we use great care to eliminate

Night?

STANLEY, PITT

—

In order to mainteln our earnings

from the Performing Rights Society,
we must continue to publish orches-

Over the Rainboto.
Nightingale Sang in Berkeley

House Reviews

EMBASSY,

copy; in other words,^uslng the tonnage to the best advantege.

to their

in

tei;teinment tor the forces

Apple

.

Blossom Time.

A

There now appears to be no season
music; it all depends upon
whether the publisher has the goods
to seU.
In normal times March
should be the quietest month of the
year. Usually about that time; the
for

.

public
thinking
spring
are
of
clothes, summer holidays and new
cars, cruises, ete., but as most of
these are out of the question' they are
spending their- money on music, records, cinemas and other entertainment, and digging up the garden.

A

.

FRANCIS,

DAY &

flUNTER, LTD.,

(Signed) John Abbott,
Director.

In the ordinairy way we would
have, spent several days at Easter at
some seaside resort, but on Easter
Monday, Mrs. Abbott and I actually
stood in a queue for seats at a
cinema (for the first time in my
life). That's just an Indication of

changed habits.
Of course, any return of a

—

H'wood Ingenuity
sContlnned from paK*

3sas

saving pictures, In keeping with war
priority restrictions and, at the same

blitz, a

time,

they can still freely buy, and even at
a shilling per copy It is still comparatively cheap. It Is also one of the

ager,

adhering to intrinsic values.
general threat of invasion of anyMore than that, Hollywood Is enjoything like that would probably be
ing the process.
another setback, but, given present
In fact, it's be'glnning to sense that
conditions, I can see nothing to prethe old system of waste and indulvent the continuance of the boom.
gence is gone forever; that, having
There are several reasons to ac- been thrown on its resourcefulness,
count for this:
it is learning sound methods that
1. There Is practically no unem- quite likely will endure after the
ployment, and thousands of people need for inventing them is gone.
are earning more money than they
For instencot 20th-Fox has applied
ever dreamed would be possible, and, for a patent on a nall-strightenlng
after all, it is the good class working device and, further, claims it is savpopulation who buy music and ing SO feet of film on every *teke' it
records.
makes. How? In the first place, by
2.
Multiple' chain stores such as the usfe of a new slating device and,
Woolworth's.and British Home Stores in the second, by having the cameraare short of so many other lines of man, not the director, stert a take
goods that they are giving more with the immemorial word, 'Roll
counter space to music than they 'em.'
This lot also is using interchange-,
ever did. Our business with Woolworth has increased enormously. able wall panels, so that the same
They no longer place a price limit of props can be used lor different
sixpence on goods they handle. There rooms.
Even better. Jack Sklrball and Alis now no such thing as sixpenny
music; all "pop' numbers are retailed Ired Hitchcock are .planning to get
at a shilling, and this to some extent by with Universal's 'Shadow ol a
Doubt' without the construction of a
accounts for Increased turnover.
3.
Because of the rationing of a single exterior set They intend to
good many things, such as food and use a Northern CaUlomla town, as
go
clothing, and the high price of most is, for part of the action and will
luxury articles like Jewelry, wines, all the way back to New Jersey to
flim scenes amid architecture not
spirits, ete., and the restriction on
private motoring, there are few found near Hol^wdod.
They're thus doing a good job of.
things for the people to spend their
money on, and music Is something what Paramount's production man.

Edward

Ebele, succinctly calls

'cheating.'

'We now have some of the best
no cheaters in the business,' says Ebele,
exchange
'Our
bomber-and-boat
witt^^^rners Is an ejcamp}.e.. .A bet-,
As America is not likely to have
'Bell
any aerial bombardment or invasion ter one is what well do tyith
Tolls.'
We're taking our crew and
scare, I should say the cut to a boom
equipment right to Sonoma and will
period will be quicker than it was
play around wltli Mother Nature,
here and be better

lew

articles on
purchase tax.

which there

is

maintained.

using her wheb we cap. And improving her, if and when necessary.
'A year ago we'd have been going
in lor set building on the lot with
prop Tocks and all that Now It'll
be real rocks, as an example, but
placed and dressed up for our purfor the English publisher to buy the
an old
poses,
without
costing
paper and supply the printer, whereIndian-head penny in essential ma'

The one thing likely 'to Iteep down
sales Is the restriction on paper. We.
have been given a quota of 30% of
our 1940 consumption, and the busfness we are doing is eating into our
reserves. In England the practice is
as in

America I bellev* the printer

does the complete job.
Our quota la on a tonnage basis,
and yrt can- us* that tonnage how we
and to meet tba situation we
are cutting but certain folios (which
require a lot of paper) reducing the
size and weight of the ordtoary piano
like,

.

terials.'

In other words, war is still what
Sherman said It was, plus earmuffs.
But, from the looks of things, it's at
least going to bring a little belated
horsesense to Hollywood. And, in
practically anybody's book, that's a
definite boon.
.If.
.11.01
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Wednesday, June 17, 1942

Broadway
A. .0. (Bert) B^o^vn of the Lambs
club recovering from laryngitis.

Buddy Morris commuting between
Tin Pan Alley and his Conn. farm.
Julius ('Dude') Harris Ijeing treated for arthritis at, Park East hospital.
Louis Hosenfeld, exhibitor from
.Florence, Ala., in town during the
past week.
Out of commission recently due to
"

.

health, Harry Buxbaum js up and
v
around again.
Eileen, daughter of Harry Martin
of the Fulton tKeatre box office, engaged 'to. marry.
Johnny Mercer's 'Mahdy Is Two*
is autobioigi'aphical, inspired by his
111

.

-

Louis, Is now operating a chain of
the quickie- eateries.
Wasliiiigtoil
Producers Releasing Corp.; headed
locally by Noah Bloomer, Belleville
(Bl.) exhib, has leased new quarters
Burt Lopatin, owner of Trans-Lux
on film row and will occupy them restaui-anl-night club, Into Coast
when a face-lifting job is com- Guard.
-

Abe Lym'an opened an engagement

pleted.

A new drive-in theatre, a unit *f at the y.oosevelt hotel's victory
the Great States-Publix chain, has Room on Sunday night
been opened ait French "Village, 111.,
Alice Winstead, warbler with Ina
'

IS miles 'from here.
Ray Button's band, has joined AI
The 'Sti I. Q.' weekly radio pro- Norton's Merryland crew.
gram -is. being originated from the
Veda Reynolds, 20, named concert
5,000-seater Fox, Fanchon
Marco master for National Symphony oroperated.
chestra's Watergate concerts.
With the' performance of 'GlamErnest L, Schier is new radio ediorous Night' Thursday (11). at the tor of Washington Post, succeeding
Municipal Theatre Assn.'s al fresco Richard L. Coe, now -in Army.
playhouse in Forest Park, the allHank Shields, of Loew's publicity,
time attendance passed the 13,000,- turned down by the. Array for a

•

-

&

.

•

on forthcoming films,
Metro producer Arthur Freed due
In this

weekend

to

talent for

o.o.

'DuBarry Was a Lady.'
Carey Wilson, Metro

producerdirector-writer-commentator, in New
York, for a week's Vacash.
Cheever Cowdin, Universal
J.
chairman, extending his visit to
Coast for anothetr 10 days.
Arthur Murray left for Coast
yesterday (TuesdayJ to open, new
dancing studios in Hollywood.
Molar trouble kept Chic Johnson
odt oit 'Sons o'. Fun' for several performances at the Winter Garden.
Harvey Bay is in New Kochelle
.

•

•

hospital

he broke

following a fall in which
his right arm in two places.

Lyceum
worth of war

Mildred Murray broke the

mark.

This

is

the

24th

of the. enterprise.

.

.

.

•

.

.

assignfor the

Russ McCarthy, of RKO, daddy of
company.
a girl.
Robert Schless, Warner Bros, forCharlie Cox orchestra ^Into Hotel
eign chief, who his been in BrazU,
Lowry Terrace cafe.
plans to extend his South American
Pat Haberly, Metro booker, inducttrek to all S.A. countries following
ed Into armed service.
his

'Design for Living' second Log the-

atre, strawhatter, offering.
'Fall Fashion Frolic' scheduled for
St Paul Auditorium July 20.

Scotto,

film

di-

director,

'

.

.

and Gene
and Blue officials.
'

-

Victor

weeks

Saville

back

two

after

'

show ganderihg on Broad-

of

way.
(jol.
Roger Brunschwig, of the
Free French Forces, gandering stu-

dios.

S. Taplinger returned to
-after recuperating from oper-

Robert

work

•

ation.

Bing Crosby's race track at Del
is now a Marine Corps training'
camp.
Weaver Bros, and Elviry bru.shing

Mar
up

their old routine for a .return to

vaude.

John Rugar, proxy

Intermoun-'
ogling

.of

Association,

Theatres-

taln

studios.'

John H. Harris, Pittsburgh theatre/
operator, recovering from lung con'

gestion.

Betty Grahle reported for work at
20th-Fox after- three weeks In the
.

hospital.

rep

:

New Haven

National Press Club minstrel show.
Later used as production finale by
Gene Ford at Capitol theatre.

Al .Vaughan moved from Edward'
Small's publicity staff to Columbia as
on again dimouts have assistant to Lester Cowan, producer.
Errol Flynn sued for IS.lTd" by
Savin Rock concessionaires groggy.
Seven Gables has replaced Mary wife of Herschel Graham, filnx
Marshall band with an all-male out- player, for injuries sustained .in- an
auto collision.:
fit
Jock
Whitney guested by film probrush
the
Ronnie Hammond In to
\obwebs off hlc Stony Creek straw- ducers on the eve bf his departure
to take up' his new job as captain
hat.
Jimmie Whelan b^ck home after a In the Air Corps.
Mary Louise James, former singer,
winter on the house staff of the N.Y.
suing Hari^ James, bandleader, for
St James.
Lt Robevt Montgomery cruising separate maintenance of $1,115 «
along Conn, shoreline with war hero month aiid $11,000 in cash.
Bulkeley in tow.
College manager Bob PorQe's vacaSh cut short when Army called

By Harold M; Bone

Off again,

-

-

-

.

'

Stroadsbnrg, Pa.
By Joliii Bartholomew
Richard

Crooks

.

'

received

his

questionnaire.

NBC's Al Roth spends much time
at his westend farm.
Reggiie Cbllds' orcfa has former
local musician. Drew Walker, play-

ing sax and flute.
Harmon'd Farf'^

Eddyside

Grill.

band-

now

at

Formerly at Colum-

asst. Bob Munzer for June 13.
bia hotel)" Columbia, N. J.
By Hal Cehen
Roger -Sherman hatel manager
Willard Schillinger's orch playing
Laurel Blossom Ball on '"June 20 at John Hesse laid out $6,500 for- a new
Jackie Wilson, president of local
the Tennis Club of The Inn, Biick marquee then the dimout killed- It.
^
Yale drama dept's arena-style pro-' AGVA chapter, planning to enlist
Hill Falls.
Jimmy Applegate orch switched to duction of 'Petticoat Fever' at Camp shortly.
Raul Reyes, of dance team, taking
Forks Valley TaLvem after eight Niantic .(New London) such a click,
flying lessons and has already soloed
summer seasons at Clyde Price's they'll' do more later.
Tavern, Mountainhome.
dozen hours^
_!
Gene Schiller is musical director
Lois Miller to Atlantic City as
of the local Wyckofl-Sears radio pro-,
Kansas City
organist at Heinz Pier for «fth

—

'

-

gram
takes

(Sat, 11-11:30 a.m.), which
the air 30 miles away via

straight year.

By John Qalnn

'

WSAN, AUentown.

Mike Roth of the new Drive-in
Cornelia Stabler GlUam, dlseuse,
playwright and director of the Buck theatre reporting biz satisfactory deHill' Players at The Inn, Buck Hill spite ratloninr threats and par pool_
Falls, is one of the entertainers for ing.
Elmer Rhoden. jfox-Midwest chief;
the ladies division of Kiwanis International,
now conventloning in back at his desk after meetings 'with
Cleveland. Sh'b presented an original district managers and conferences in
the
east
solo drama, 'It's Curtain 'Time,' in a
Philip Hannum back at his desk as
sequence of seven scenes.
continuity editor at KCKN after taUing to pass the physical for induction
into the Army.
Jon Yost, free-lance announcer,
Bucks County, Pa.
back In town after recent car smash

Wetco circuit for Paramount, Is coming Into N. Y. from Poughkeepsle
Lawrence Welk into Excelsior
once a week now to discuss theatre
park for a full week.
Dick Skinner and Norris Houghton
matters and aim' dealings. Makes it Amusement
Charles Bliss of Universal prepar- operating McCarter theati'e for sumeither Tuesday or Wednesday.
ing to enter the armed services,
mer in Princeton.
Adeline Walter, Playhouse treas-^
Robert .Heazlett, veteran motion
picture operator, passed away at 51. urer, commiiting to Philly from New
'Aquatennial' negotiating to bring Hope to operate b.o. in BellevueSt Louis
Red Skelton here as emcee for 'Fol- Stratford for Theron Bamberger.
By Sara X. HursI
lies.'
Ann Eisner, (Mrs. Jack Matthews)
Abe Kaplan, indie circuit' owner, commuting to' her N. Y. job as Stella
Son of Harry C. Arthur, Jr., Fan- in> Chicago on Northwest Allied Dallas, soap opera heroine, from her
cnon & Marco exec, has enrolled in biXsiiiess.
Stockton, N. J., faim five times
naval aviation training at the UniJohn Ross Reed in from Chicago Widely
versity of Iowa.
Elizabeth Jones shuttered her Cutstart preparations for staglDg
to
The state's only drive-in theatre, at Aquatennial festival's 'Aqua Fol- taloosa Inn' at Lumbervllle last
uesFeres, Mo., is now holding scMen Ues' July 18-26.
month. Other local eateries, includshows once weekly for defense plant
John J. Frledl In charge of ar- ing CoUigan's and Tow Path, hard hit
workers. Shows begin at midnight rangements for appearance here of but continuing.
Weekend biz oJc;
ine Missouri and Empress; in the 16 war heroes Sviy 20 on war secur- other days n.g.
city,, also hold once-a-week
George S. Kaufman closeted on Kis
early ities selling campaign.
•.m, shows for war plant employees.
Ted Heddiker; localite and foiiner Hollcong farm with Herman ManSam Muchnick, wrestling and box- WCCO announcer, here with Horace clewlcz, at work on new film fable.
ing promoter. Inducted into the Heldt at Orpheum, Writing and di- Kaufman is slated to stage three
Army and assigned to the Army Air recting his radio shows.
shows next season for Max Gordon
corps Training School, Jefferson
Star-Journal has been without one by his neighbors, Sam dnd Bella
Barracks, Mo.
Sunday radio column since George Spewack.
Gene (Curley) Popp, vet stage- Grlm's entry into army, but now
Danny Kaye, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
nand locally, is the new property has started one devoted to night club Parker, Paula Lawrence and Bernard
own at the Municipal Theatre Assn's chatter and shows.
Hart weekended at Moss Hart's
«esco playhouse in Forest Park.
President Jimmy Grainger here to Aquetong manse. Latter is spending
Marvin Frederic band on deck at complete Republic's taking over of summer volunteering his services as
Club Continental, Hotel Jefferson.
local exchange from Gilbert Nath- 'writer and director on 'Lunch Time
-More than 600 ushers .and other anson, with Carl Reese from Omaha Follies,' morale show for defense
nicker house attaches have received scheduled to be branch manager.
workers.
basic
dvUian
Don Walker, the arranger, back to
While here with Horace Heldt,
defense
trainingFrankle Carle is said to have turned his New Hope farm, for first time In
'BUI Hopjw, former district man- down an offer to take over Eddy six weeks.
Missed his California
•ger- for the St. Louis Amua. Co., Ducbin's orchestra, choosing' to re- iris blooms as he was forced to stick
Who tossed stint overboard to open main with Heldt after latter upped with 'By Jupiter' through Its Boston
a hamburger joint in South St salary.
engagement up to New York preem.
'

'

.

.

*

'

Aubrey
vorced.

Gary Grant took his physical Jor
readying himself to the draft
Ray Hoadley joined Metro's pub^
hop abroad for Lowell Mellett committee documentary, which he is licity staff.
Otis Wiles joined Universal's pubslated to produce; is also finishing
new (documentary for same group licity staff.
Clarence D. Heckman opened his
showing causes leading to war, made
own talent agency.
from newsrcel clips.
Joe Steele joined Mercury ProducNew Hope plenty .quiet without tions
publicity staff.
Playhouse bustle which .this DelaDorothy Lamour back from 25,000
ware river town has grown accustomed to over past three semesters. miles of Bond' sales touring.
John Carradine left for Cambridge,
Before giving up the Playhouse,
to play summer stock.
Mass.,
Theron Bamberger, who was to have
Clfni Bevans; character actor, reoperated it solo this year for flrst
covering from appendectomy.
time, sent questionnaire to 750 pat-nrhe Leon Schlesingers celebrated
rons, which revealed more than 50%
wanted to attend but couldn't get their 33rd wedding anniversary.
Dorothy Sebastian, film player, reneeded gas. Transferring activities
covering from emergency operation.
to Bellevue-Stratford, Philly, using

Sam

of sheep.

^me

'

1

putting

New York

a.

from
Lou Scollard, special
Daddy- Hines, veteran showman,
Bess Davis Schreiner Spending New York, and Hugh Braly, district
guested J>y film row :on his 85th
three days in Washington, three days
manager from Los Angeles, have birthday.
in Baltimore renewing subscriptions
been confabbing with Paramount exLieut-Col. Jack Warner returned
for American Theatre. Society. Over
change- heads.
to
the studio after three weeks in2,000 signed up here, although anAar<Dn Goldberg, head of the cir- Washington.
nouncements give' no mention of cuit of the
name, and Bucky
Ned waabin'gton, songwi-iter, and
plays to be seen. Deadline for re- Williams, general manager of the
Mildred AUen took out a license to
newals expires this week.
two Goldberg newsree^ theatres,
Phelps Adams of New York Sun's have returned home jifter a 10-day wr^ June 20.
Bette. Davis bedded with ftu while
bureau and Howard Acton, public business jaunt to New York.
the 'Now, Voyager' cast at Warners
relations chief of Housing Adminissuspended work.tration, have had their song, 'Wave
Boris Morros teturned from BroadThat Flag, America,' accepted as offiway,
where he' had been lining up
cial ditty of United States Flag Astalent for a new picture.
sociation.
Number heard first at

'

'

53

Hollywood

also raising crop

KGO

caused by Army
Government withdrawals.
deficiencies

.

'

farce has

Spewacks

Am

.

tour of Argentina. He just arrived in Buenos Aires.
-Harry Royster, operator of the

New

locale.

.

record by selling $105
stamps in the lobby last Thui'sday
XEQ.
(U).
Betty Bryant billed as 'New
Pfaywright Harlan Thompson expects a lieutenancy in the Signal York's Famous Society Singer," did
Cot'ps,.and Marian Spitzer (Mrs..T.) a one-night special recently as a feature of the floor show of El Grillon,
meantime is sojournhig east.
swanky
nitery.
Elliott McManus, in charge of the
Painter Juan Jose Segura, financed
ad sales department for 20th-Fox at by Carlos Ezquerro, is to soon start
Its exchange, has joined the N.' Y.
th3 production of three |iic shorts
Stat« Guard, 12th Regiment.
which he has titled 'Pan American
Mordecal Batiman, concert bary- Extravanganzus.'
tone, became Mordy Bauman for the
La Cucaracha, local cocktail club,
Columbia album (Ray Bloch's or- has been purchased by Antonio
chestra) of George M. Cohan songs.
'(Tony) Morelos, who is running it in
RKO bunch threw a testimonial conjunction with bis Tap Room
dinner last week for E. L. Alperson, nitery in the Hotel Reforma.
with Malcolm Kingsberg as toastFire caused by a carelessly dismaster find- C. B. McDonald as chair- carded
cigaret
in
the
gallery
man.
Sanicked a large audience at the
Playwright Jerry Horwin trying to
ine Briseno and brought 20 firemen.
get himself into physical- shape, Nobody was hurt and damage -was
under M.D.'s. direction on the Coast, insignificant.
In order to qualify lor Navy enlistThe first play by Miguel N. Lira,
«
ment
Sublic relations counsellor of the
Rutgers Neilson goes to Canada
linistry of Public Education, is 'La
tomorrow (Thur.sday) for National Muneca PastiUita' ('Doll of Pastry'),
Editorial
Association
convention being presented to good response at
which huddles in Montreal and the Palace of Fine Arts (national
Quebec.
theatre).
Allan Meltzer's 'Savoy-Plaza reEva
Beltri,
veteran
Mexican
vie\ying stand stunt, for Saturday's dancer and wife of Fu Manchu
big parade, wound up in a.'Life-Qoes (David
Bamberg),
T.
'Chinese'
to a Parade' photographic stunt by magician- whose act is standard in
the mag. Spanish America, is heading her own
Twentieth crowd tossed a- dinner ballet of six as ieature of the current
last week to Bill Kupper, former" floor ishow at the Cocoanut Grove
western division sales-chief for 20th, nitery.
who has been made ex<c aide to .Torn
Virginia Fabr'egas, Mexico's Sarah
*
Connors.
Bernhardt,' who recently .celebrated
Harvey Day, manager of Terry- her 50th anniversary as a trouper,
toon cartoon comedies distribution, bad to leave in 'Vera Cruz the road
leaves hospital, today (Wednesday) company she is heading and hurry
Where he's been for treatment for a back here- to engage in the "litigation
broken arm.
that Is in progress for possession of
-Anatole Litvak, recently commis- the theatite named for her. She is
sioned a major in U.S. Army Corps, planning to- tour Central America as
In N.Y, last week visiting 20th-Fox soon as the suit is settled.
nomeofflce. He will do a picture for
the (Government shortly.
Frank Moneyhun of 2bth advertisMinneapolis
ing department, who has resigned, is
staying on from two weeks to a
By Les Rees

month to complete a' special
ment on which he is working

Sam Spewack

and

Bella

finishing touches on new comedy for
at their Windy Bush

Max Gordon
farm.

'

horticulturist;

.

.

-

amateur

is

runs profitable egg business on side.

con- minor, defect hopes to make it with
the Canadian Flying Forces.
Sergeant Donald A. Maguire has
been appointed 'Washington correspondent of 'Yank' and installed in
Mexico City
National Press Club building head- ballroom as theatre, Bamberger is
quarters.
retaining Bucks County Playhouse
By Donglas L. Grabame
Major Gordon Hittenmark, Special tag.
Services of Army, missing from the
Biay Milland and wife vacationing morning air Waves recently, retur.\s
here.
this week from an officii visit to
Circo Teatro. Continental., conti- Hollywood.
San Francisco
nental style combo circus-theatre,
Bill Crago, Washington radio ansocko at the Teatro Arb.eu, veteran nouncer whose voice attracted Hal
The new Trocadelro is skedded for
legit house.
Wallis, Warner Bros, producer, soon
Mrs. John Wayne; wife of the pic makes his picture debut in Howard an opening in three or four weeks.
Edith Francis has .purchased the
actor, visiting here with her sister Hawks' 'Air
Force.'
Nippon theatre, Stockton, and will,
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Lt. Harry Haller, aide-de-camp of
naturally enough, change its name to
L. E. Kunkler.
General F. H. Osborn and Sunday
the Valley theatre.
Enrique' Herrera, pic producer, has drama editor
of 'Baltimore Sun, transD. B. Levin, operator of the Grand
started making 'Yo Soy Usted' CI ferred
to office of Lt Col. Marvin theatre,
has acquired a second, neighYou') comedy featuring Marga- Young, supervising
camp entertain- borhood house, the Balboa, from San
rita Maris, Austrian actress.
ment.
Francisco Theatres, Inc.
Luis Arcaraz, pop song writer,
Brock Whitlock, manager of Loew's
Keith Kiggings, v.p. of Blue Netgiving a 30-minute weekly recital of
Columbia, was looking for a new work, 'was here confabbing with J>ilhis works to .his own piano acgeneral manager,
companiment at local radio station doorman, student manager, ticket liam B. -Ryan,
seller and usher to tneet one day's
Grant and Tracy Moore,
000

secutive season
Amanda.
in New York to
Bi, "G. DeSylVa
confer 'with Par homcoftice officials
2-yeaif-old

Walker

.

'

which hospitalized him in
Kans., with broken hip.
-

A. L. Criswell, projectionist at En-°
right in the West Fenn hospital with

a strep ihroat
Gene Kellys (Betsy Blair y, now in
Hollywood, have an October data
with the stork.
Dave' Ballantlne, Don Bitot's
singer, and Barbara Yarson, of B6»ton, will

wed

soon.

(Seorge Jafle, operator of Casino,
only hurley site, to Atlantic
Cily ton the summer.
Bill Robson's parents here surprised by his marriage recently toHolton, June nrilkins, film actress.
Billy Leech, former
singer,

KCKN

Lillian
Faust,onetime
revisiting
the
continuity-.- writer,
home town' and station while on va-

ip'wn's

KDKA

coming back Friday (IS) with Ray.
mond' Scott's baud at St^ley.

Sain Nixon back from New York
cation from her present radio task
for week while Klxon theatre is
in Beaumont Texas.,
Mike CuUen, Loew divisional chief, housing series of dance studio shows.

hashing over -biz with John McManus, manager of Loew's Midland,
and Russ Borg and Ted Tod, of
Warners exchange, while on a swing
around his circuit. McManus, incidentally, Midland manager pait 11
years,
celebrated 20 y-ars with
Loew's on June 12.

South Africa
By H. Hanimi
Show

business good.
bringing business

Troops

to

all

cinemas.
'It Started With Eve' (U)
Colosseum (ACT).

'Bitter

hit at

Sweet' (M-G) pulled capac-

ity at Plaza,

Cape Town.

Appeal of Norman Lourie and W.
Boxer, directors of Alexander Films,
taken against sentences and fines in
theft cases.

I^ennox Gordon, who used to have
a band of his own, strumming guitar
with Billy. Catlzone 4 at Continental
Bar.

Bob Carters have christened the
arrival Vincent Pop sings with
Al Marsfco's band and m.c.s at Nixon
Cafe.
Local dance team of Sydney and
Ames booked Into Palace theatre in
C^ton, C, with Frankie Masters'

new

band.
Gafae Rubin has Jiit jackpot at Art
Cinema with 'Art of Love' and 'Bedroom Diplomat' Bill's in Its seventh weelc.
Son Bestor lost a trumpeter here,
so Billy Yates loaned him George
Allison for his (Bestor's) local engagement at BUI Green's.
George Tjrsons (Ruth Miller) her*
for couple of days on their way back
to N. "Y. from Hollyvirood, where Ty-

son had charge of 'Icecapades' during

.African
Consolidated
Theatres coast run.
Theodore Vlehmah has been apbuilding Empire, .1,200-seater, at
Mulzenberg,
seaside
resort
near pointed director of the Pittsburgh
Playhouse for next season. He sucGape Town.
The Gwen Ffrangeon Davis Co.' In ceeds Frederick Burleigh, who was
'Jeailnle,' comedy by Annie Stuart inducted into the Aruy last month
at Standard theatre, .Johannesburg, and
is
now stationed at -Camp
Marda Vanne plays lead.
Shelby. Miss.
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the CrawfordsviUe hotel since 1900,
in recent years with his aon. Marsh
Jones.

OBITUARIES
STANLEY LUPINO
Lupino,

Stanley

British

vet

48,

Hugh

(with

Walpole),

The

MBS. KATE FOX
Prude's

'The Ninth Earl,' 'A Lesson in

Fall,'

Love' (with May Edglnton), and
ahowman, comedian and father of
some translations from the French.
Ida Lupino, Hollywood film star,
died in London June 10. Making his
.

PHIL BABB

stage appearance at the age

initial

Phil Barr, 53, proprietor of the 500
of six in a pantomime show, Lupino
Atlantic City, for the past 24
a member of a family associated Club,
at the Atthe KngUsh stage over 300 years, died Monday (15)
City Hospital following a

was

with

Besides appearing in musi- lantic
years.
attack.
cals for which he wrote the books, heart
Barr was one of the best known
Lupino also wrote the lyrics, many
in the resort's night life
of the shows enjoying huge sue- characters
was a close friend of many
In 1910, after a tour of South and
showfolk. To his club he brought
Africa, Lupino appeared for the first
Harry Richman,
time in London's West End, playing such names as
Sophie Tucker, Bill Robinson, Ray
In 'Dick Whittington' at the Lyceum.
Vallee.
Four years later, substituting for his Bolger and Rudy
He was known for his charities
brother, Barry Lupino, the manager
and as a liberal touch by down-andof the Drury Lane theatre saw his
shore. One of hiis litUeperformance and engaged him for outers at the
known charities was the establish'Sleeping Beauty.' In the next eight
ment of a charge account for the
years, from 1915 to 1923, he appenniless at the midtown Atlantic
peared in many other shows.
restaurant
Lupino made his first appearance City
Barr started out as a trolley conIn the U. S. in 1926 as Theophile
Philadelphia. He later was
Michu in 'Naughty Riquette.' He ductor in
associated with Herman Taylor in
also played in The Nightingale' in
Barr's
promoting boxing shows.
this country, returning to England
wife, the former SaUy Brooks, died
to appear in 'So This Is Love,' The
He Is survived by a
Love Race,* 'Ixive Lies' and numer- in 1928.
daughter.
ous other stage productions.
by widow, known on the
. Survived
^
B.
London stage as Connie Emerald.
George R. Guy, 86, last of the six
in Hollywood with
.

GEORGE

She presently is
Ida and another daughter.
sin, Lupino Lane, is also

A
In

cou-

^

chAbles dalton
Charles Dalton, 77, actor, whose
career- extended from 1883 to 1940,
died in Stamford, Conn., June 11.
He had last appeared in Maurice
Evans' revival Of 'Richard U' In
1940.
He had also appeared with
Evans in 'Henry IV and 'Romeo
.

.

Juliet'

Dalton, bom in England, changed
from a singing career to acting upon
He
seeing Edwin Booth perform.
flebuted in 1883 In the British p):ovinces and -made his London debut
three years later. He first appeared
In N. Y. In 1893 in The Prodigal

and

Daughter'

Bros, minstrel company, died

He
Springfield, Mass.
10 years ago and would
have celebrated his '60th wedding
Guy outanniversary this week.
lived five brothers who entertained
throughout the United States, Canada,- and British Isles.
Born in partford. Conn., son of
GeorgeiGuy, Sr., himself a minstrel,
and Mrs. Guy, a noted pianist, accompanist and founder of the first
music conservatory In Harfford, Guy
saw 75 years on the stage. At two,
he was carried on the stage at the
old Nlblo's Garden in New York by
He joined his
Edwin Forrest
father's company In 1878 and toured
with It for 52 years.
Guy, Jr., 'waiting* during the past
10 years for a "revival* of minstrel
days, had been doorman at the
Springfield lodge, of the. EUcs, of
which his father was a founder.
Widow and two daughters survive.

show June 11 in
had retired

business, having appeared In a number of U. S. film shorts some years
ago.

and

Guy

GUT

then returned to
appear with Sir Guy
Forbes Robertson In "For tbe "Crown*
and in 'Carmen' as Jose opposite
MABGABET TCBNBTTILL
plga Nethersole. He returned to
Margaret TumbuU, scenario writer,
America in 1898 where he played in
The Sign of the Cross' for five years. novelist and playwright, died Jime
12 in Yarmouthport Mass. She had
He was. also seen In 'Resurrection'
and 'When Knighthood Was in been a sister of the late Hector TurnFlower* .during tliis period. In 1904 bull, film executive, scenarist and
once drama critic of the N. Y. Herald
Dalton was Nance O'Neil'?

London

to

-

'

nan

"Macbeth' and In

In

joined

leading
1907 he

James

O'Neill's

company.

Among

the plays he subsequently
in
were 'Mid-Channel,'
Trelawny of the Wrfls,* The Case
of Becky,' 'Kismet,' 'Drifted Apart,
Trilby,' 'Henry Vm,* The Better
•Ole,' "Three Live Ghosts,' 'A Hunt.~ed Years Old' and 'Children of
Darlatess.'
In these plays he ap'
peared with such stars as Frances
Starr,
Ethel Barrymore, Phyllis
Nellson-Terry and Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree. He played with Helen
Hayes in *Mary of Scotland' in 1933

appeared

.

Tribune.

Bom in Scotland, Miss TumbuU
to the U. S. at two. She was
the author of a dozen novels between 1913 and 1934, and her first
play, 'Genesee of the Hills,* was produced In 1905, the same year another play, 'A Society Policeman,*
was shown In Atlantic City. Her
most successful play was 'Classmates,* written in 1907 with William
DeMIUe.

She

also authored

The

Deadlock,* which, like 'Classmates,'

BVnOLF BESIEB
Rudolf

Besler.
83,
Javs-bom
British dramatist, died June 18 at his
home in Surrey, England. His most

noted play

was The Barretts of
which dealt with
EUzabeth and Robert Browning. It

Wimpole

was

first

Malvern

Bany
two

Streot'

produces in 1930 at the
Festival, England, by Sir
after rejection by

Jackson,

othftr London managers. The
play was also rejected by 27 N. Y
producers before Katharine ComeU
opened with it In Cleveland In January, 1931, and brought it to the
Empire theatre, N. Y., in February
of that year.
Miss ComeU has played over 700
performances in most of the leading
cities of the U. S. in the play, which
has now been given in Canada,
Australia and throughout Europe. It
was also filmed by Metro with
Norma Shearer, Charles Laughton
and Fredric March.
Besier's first play was 'The Virgin
Goddess,* written in the U. S. in
1908.
He also was the author of
•OUve Latimer's Husband," 'Don,*
^ady Patricia/ 'Kips' (with H. G.
WellB as co-author), icings and
Queens,* 'Buxell,' •Rabin's,., Father*,

lersvIUe, near Stroudsburg, Pa.

A

native of Bohemia, he came to this
country 37 years ago.
He' was a
member of a weU-khown troupe of

theatre.

alio

-

was on the

-

WPEN

.

'

New
LINN BOBDEN

York.

SADIE DUFF,

Sadie Duff, 72, character actress,
Linn Borden, 32, radio actor, died
Mrs. B. B. Joss, 90, mother of "Doe'
June 10 at Maplewood Sanatorium, died in N. Y., June 10. Ill show Joss, assistant director at Universal,
Palisades Park, N. J., after an lU- business almost all her life, she had died June 10 in Los Angeles.
ness of several months.
been a chorus girl in the 1890's and
Borden had been appearing in had played over most of North
"Pvt Linn "Borden Reports' and America and England.
Uncle Walter's Dog House,* NBT
Among shqws with which she was
Margaret Lenhart -to Ray Erlenshows broadcast from Chicago up identified were "Blood and Thunder,*
Both
until his illness. He was under con- "Yes My Dear* and 'Bringing Up bom, in Hollywood, June 11.
are in radio.
tract to the Russel M. Seeds Adver- Father.*
PhyUIs Burrows to Ross MacRae,
tising Agency, CWcago.
in
Saskatchewan,
Previously a freelancer In New
Regina,
June
6.
JAMES FAWCETT
York, Borden had been a guest artJames Fawcett 37, film stunt man, He's announcer with CKCK, Regina.
ist with Rudy Vallee and the VaudeMrs. Beckie Lavlne to Alec Adeldied June 9 when his motorcycle,
viUe Theatre of the Air, among other collided with an automobile in San man, in New York,- June IQ. Groom
radio programs.
Fernando Valley while he was rid- is v.p^ of Consolidated Theatres, Ltd.,
Widow survives.
ing toward the RKO studio to report Montreal.
for work. Only two months ago he
Margaret Hayes to Leif Erikson,
BICHABD CABLTLE
recovered from a spinal fracture June 13, in Mlnden, Nev. Marriage
^Richard Carlyle, 68, stage and sustained whUe stunting for 20th- was performed a few hours after the
screen actor, died June 12 at San Fox.
groom was divorced from Frances
Fernando, Cal. He had been InacBefore he entered pictures, Faw- Fanner, legit and film actress; bride
tive the last decade due to Illness. cett was a vaudeviUe acrobat.
is film player.
Among the plays in which he had
Isabella Greigg to Glen Eldredge,
appeared were "Under Cover,' 'SevJOHNNY MELBOSE
May'29, in Seattle. Bride is chief of
enth Heaven,' 'It Pays to Advertise*
Johnny Melrose, 74, of the Three staff of Orpheum theatre (Hamrlckand 'Alibi BiU.' He had been gen- Melrose Brothers, vaude acrobatic
Evergreen), Seattle; he's manager
eral manager and director of the act of the early 19005, died June 9
of
Florence
theatre
(Sterling),
'White-Myers Chautauqua and Ly- at his home in Brldg^ort, Conn,
Seattle.
ceum Circuit from 1920-27.
Melrose had toured the country
Jane HoUing to Lt William
One of his most Important film with Barnum & Bailey shows for
roles had been in The Copperhead', several years and had also per- Holmes, June 6, in New York. Bride
with Lionel Barrymofe.
Widow, formed In most of the weU known was In the program department of
the Blue network.
Mirza Marston, actress, whom' he European variety houses.
Frances Ik Relnhart to' Joseph M.
married in 1909, survives.
Davis, Jr., June 11, In New York.
ABTHUB ('MONK') YOUNG
Arthur ('Monk') Young, 50, opera- Bride is former legit actress and
WALLACE BAUEBLEIN
Wallace Bauerleln, 49, died In New tor for years- of the 365 night club in sister of Bob Reinhart ex-'Variety.'
Orleans, Saturday (13), of smoke San Francisco, died June 11 in his
-Sadye Touchstone to Harry Kuh,
asphyxiation. Whlje not directly ac- hotel room In that city from a heart In Los Angeles, June 16. He's pubtive In show business, he was weU attack.
licity director for 'Icecapades.'
linown to showmen in New Orleans,
Since he retired from the night
Flower Hujer to Riciiard Dwenger,
where he had an advertising agency. club field several years ago he had June 15, in New York, Bride is in
Air -condition plant several floors been operating a Frisco drinkery.
cast of 'By Jupiter,' Broadway musiabove his apartment caught fire and
cal; he's playwright, now In the
it was believed he was roused along
MBS. LENA BEBD SMITH
navy.
with other tenants, but later he was
Mrs. Lena Reed Smith, 74, widow
found dead.
of Harry Bache Smith, librettist of
Body brought to New York for the last century, with whom she had

MARRIAGES

'

.

-

-

cremation.
His wife, Edith, was collaborated In the writing of plays
visiting in Gotham at the time of and stories, died at Lebanon Springs,
death. Burial Monday (15) was at N. Y., June 11,
FernclIHe, Westchester Coimty, N.Y.

FBANK

L.

MOHB

Frank L. Mohr, 63, builder and
operator of "The Pippin," for years
a favorite 'thrUl ride at the MidSouth Fairgrounds In Memphis, died
Saturday, (6) at Baptist hospital,

western

58,

during the filming of Pafamount's
'Lost Canyon' on location.

He was

crushed tmder an overturned wagon.

Mohr

also had amusements concessions in Milford, Conn. In Mem-

phis he operated a number of the
Fairgrounds concessions in addition

Russell Hall, 48, studio photographer for 25 years, died' June 12 In
Hollywood after a heart attack. In
recent years he free-lanced.
Surviving are his widow, son -and two
daughters,

HABOLD

A. DILLON
Harold A. DiUon, 55, composer,
GEOBGE E. QUIGLET
George E Quigley, former v.p, and music publisher, and radio entergeneral manager of Vitaphone Corp. tainer, died In CHeveland, June 15,
and associated In the early develop- following a short illness.
Further details In ttie music secment of taUdng pictures, died June
.

N. Y. He liad also represented Warners In Europe during the
15, in

late

1920's.

He

retired in 1036 as

Is

Pitt

Mf-, and Mrs. Sam MadeU, son. In
New York, June 10. Mother is vicepresident of Artkino Pictures, Inc.',
Russian film distributors.

Mr, and Mrs. Marty Ingram, daughMay 31, in Newark, N. J. Moth.er
former Peggy Harvey, showgirl;
Is Warners theatre manager
in New Jersey and former vaude
performer. Their sixth daughter; no
ter.

is

BUSSELL BALL

MUford.

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrq;- Ken Newton, twin
Jime 9. Father
with Slim Bryant's Wildcats on

sons,' in Pittsburgh,

KDKA,

CHABLES MUBPHT
Charles B. Murphy,

actor, died June 11 In Bakersfleld,
(^1., as si result of injuries sustained

Memphis.

was produced In N. Y., and 'The to "The Pippin" and Uved in a smaU
Mitre,' put on in cniicago in 1914. house on the grounds.
Widow and son survive. Burial In
In- 1916 and for some years there-

and with Katharine ComeU in
•Romeo anfl Juliet* and 'Saint Joan' after she. wrote scenarios for silent
In 1935 and 1938. Laurette Taylor films in N. Y., Hollywood and LonFay Ba^nter, Maxine EUlott and don.
Three sisters survive.
Blanche -Walsh were others with
whom he was featured. A inember
HCGO BLUBCENBEBO
of the Lambs, he is survived by
Hugo Blumenberg, B4, circus and
three sons and three' grandchildren,
vaude acrobpt died June 8 at Kel

Odeon

Mrs. Kate Fox, in her late SO's,
died in Los Angeles, June 11, folIn Albany Jidie 11.
M. HENkT POTTEB
lowing an illness of several weeks.
M. Henry Potter; 49, president of
She was the mother of Matthew J.
Morrtf SellgaiaB, father of Paula
Fox, assistant to the president of the recently suspended Jewish World
(PhUadelphla); news SeUgman of the Paramoimt Artists
Universal at the New York home- and
Booking Bureau, died June 10 in
office for several years and now commentator for years, died Friday
New Yorlc
a Government coordinator in Wash- (12) in Mt Sinai Hospital, Phllar
delphla, after d ihort.Ulne^
ington war worlc.
^
Potter, a veteran newspaperman,
W. O. .GeIiTlnr> father of William
Other survivors are Mrs. Nate J.
Blumberg, daughter, wife of the started his ca..-eer on the old PhUa- (Sehring, 20th-Fox central division
president of U; another daughter, delphla Press and late' was with the sales manager, died In Buffalo June
Mrs. James Feiner, whose husband North American. He was associated 11.
also is in the picture biz; Mrs. Ben witl- the Jewish World for 26 years.
Survived by vidow, two sons and
Mother, 62, of Eleanor Tennis, balEhrllch, daughter, and another son,
a daughter.
lerina, died unexpectedly June 3 in
Sol Fox.

came

C.

He

an illness of two weeks. Her husstail of the Municipal- band died two years ago.'
Theatre Assn. but Illness prevented
BUeluwI A. (BUke) .frantene, 42,
him. from starting his 24th year with
for years .leader of and... featured
that organization.
Widow, sister and brother survive. banjoist with dance orchestras In
the Albany area, died at bis home
at the old

tion.

father

sons.

Mr. and Mrs. -Bill Shapard, son,
Jime 13, in New York. Father Is
announcer at 'WHN, New Yorlc
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sloane, son,
June 16, In New York. Father Is a
radio actor and writer.
Mr. and
Mrs.
Tony Snyder,
daughter, June 14, In New York.
Father is vibraphonlst and drummer
at

WNEW, New

York.

EDWABD SCHUOENS

Edward Schugens, 81, musician
and general manager of VitaSoldier
phone, but remained v.p. of Vita- and for years manager of the Minneapolis Symphony Orch, died June
^sCootlnned from pace Isss
gymnasts composed of members of phone Distributing Corp. when he
11 in Los Angeles.
his family which toured Europe and died.
deals with the military vicissitudes
Widow, two sons by a former maralso played blg-tlme vaudeville dur
MBS. JOSEPHINE SIDNET
of a buck private, a piU-eating
Ing the winter and the RIngling Cir. riage, his father and two brothers
Mrs. Josephine Foy Sidney, 66, re- hypocondrlac with a Little. Lord
cua in the summer. He was Injured survive.
tired stage actress, died in Los AnFauntleroy complex and what hap15 years ago and since that time had
geles, June 12.
ADELAIDE
BELL
made his home with his brother's
pens to him and the army when he
Adelaide BeU, acrobatic dancer of
family at Saylorsburg, Pa., where his
Albert Bltchle, 93, sax and clari- joins up. The new songs for the
vaudevlUe
and
musicals,
died
June
brother. WlUiam, now deceased, had
net player, died June 10 In Spring- piece have been written In collabo9 at her home In Brooklyn, N. Y.
conducted Ye Saylor*s Inne.
ration by Sergt Clayton Mitchell,
Miss BeU had toured the country field, Mass. Most recently In Bert
Body creipated in WlUtes-Barre with
former San Francisco maestro and
Harry Lauder shows for sev- Green's Court Square theatre orfoUowlng services In Stroudsburg.
music arranger for Hollywood film
eral seasons and had been featured chestra, Springfield, he had played
studios. Some of the ditties have
iu various Zlegfeld revues, appear- with Pfiul Specht working at the
been tagged 'We're The Future
AMMON B. JONES
ing with such stars as the late WIU Hoover inaugural ball.
Ammon B. Jones; 19, Crawfords Rogers, Fannie Brice, W. C. Fields, Widow and tliree chUdren sur- Generals of The Army,* 'Mamie from
Martinique,' 'I Walk In Freedom,'
viUe, Ind„ hotel operator, whose Ray Dooley and Vivienne
SegaL In vive.
'FaU In, America,' 'I Was an Unexhobby for halt, a century had been 1917, she played The Century Girl*
pected Baby,* 'I Love a Dame Wot
serving without pay as a clown with and 'Zlegfeld FoUies' during their
Father of Howard Adelsberger,
Can Oook,' 'We're Going to Make a
major circuses on their summer simultaneous run on Broadway.
manager of The Gardens, Pittsburg
Man
of Him,' 'In the Garden of the
tours throughout the country, died
sports arena, and former theatre
Gods.'
June 12, In Lafayette, Ind„ while
GEOBGE D. LLOTD
manager for WB and Harris circuit
Heading the cast of one time
awaiting the arrival of his wife on
George D. Lloyd, 57, boxofiflce died tmexpectedly at his home
in civUlan stage and radio performers
a Clilcago train.
manager of the St Louis Symphony Pittsburgh last week.
is
Sergt Don Gallagher, Chicago,
Widely known among circus men Orch, died last week at the Deaconess
who plays the title role. Sergt MesJones had traveled with many Hospital, St. Louis, foUowIng an
Mrs. Leu B. Smith, 72, widow of klll also wUI have a role. The St
prominent shows, Including Ring- operation for stomach trouble. With Harry D. Smith,
musical comedy Louis Variety Club is sponsoring the
ling
Brothers, Hagenback-Wallace the %ymph for 40 years Lloyd began writer, died at her
home In Lebanon show. The house is scaled from $1.10
and Cole Birqth^r^, He. JwA operated his wprk y/itb tbe^ a ;ch as an usher Springs, N. Y, June
11, foUowlnf to $1.65.
.
v.p.

Show

..

95.

Next Week

Bills

Grace Heuson
Betty Gaynor

Evelyn Kerwin
Harry McKay

Warren Boden

TransAtlantlc L'ge
Paul Kane

tion of Irving Berlin as the author.
Same error of omission came when
Gertrude Niesen sang 'Boots, Boots,
Boots,' with Leo Edwards at the
piano.-..- Latter composed the tune,
but Blanche Merrill' was not cred-

Pen Fay

ited'

sCODtlnued from pace 48;

Kay

Slayflald

Macambo

Murtali Sister!

Font

ijraoe

rrlml Jr Oro
Fbt'i CI*>
Charley Foy
• I'hil Sllvem
It

.

(;iiarll«

Elliott

Iiorralne

Jne Oaltle
Hubs Souiq Ore
llacs
(iruce

Ragland

Lodit

llnye*
KllznDeth Tnlbot
Martin
Vivian Marshal

Mary

,

Yoong

Sterling

'

Bergen

.Icrry

Stepp BroB

4

r'reJ Scott

'Oro

C«f*

.

Sam

I4BWIB

Limatrlx

Joe Plunier Oro
Art Tatum
WIngy Man.one Oro
Birann'ce Inn
'Lux* Lewis

Loumol Morcnn

Thnmai"
RnuBc ot tlorpbr
Fred TbompsoD

Ulcli

8

Trianon
Jimmy Luncoford

Hob Murphy
n<>Ui RoynoMe
Franlilo anllarbM

O

^TronTllle

Holiday

Billy

Leo

liAnhihina

&

Lester

Spirits of-

UIck Duckley

Rhod'a Chose
Robinson, ft Martin
Jorry Lawion

Boll

Club

Van Kirk
Tanya Tamara

Ore
Mather Kelly's
Jaok Eby Ore
«M Club
Paul Mall
Hal Lane Ore
Vaaderbllt Hotel
<Fago i^go Kom)
Terry Lynn
Silver's

())

Tommy Nune« Oro

Enrlo Hanson Oro
Don LaaBlBg's
Roberta Sherwood
Mai'le LewisLouis Hatoh
Five O'clock Clnb

Cy Landry

Oall McDonald

Konya Sbaw
Sgt Green
Mort Dennis On
Fabian Storey Oro
Jlmmle'f

Andra Villon
Wally Wanger Co

-

D. Bcbrader Ore
Winnie's'

Riptide

CUir Wlneblll
Ben Perry
Jons Do Vos

Bell'

Spauldlngs

(3)

nous Brof

ifarle Stanley

Luckeyettes <6)
L«s Robinson Ore
Kitty DaTlft's
Willie Shore

Patricia ParUer
Crawford Parker
House Line (C>

PHEL&DELFHIA
Susan Langs
Curt Woller
Brnle Bwan

CiDb Ban
Loa Caballeroa
Toppers

Rhythmalres
Mla^rri Tarera

BallloTellsa

Penny Dafla
Alan neldlai Ora
.Clarissa

.

RIobard StoArt

Poncho

4

Gloria Uann
Dick. Wade

Mary Novls

Far Ray

LIUIan Blsbop
Barl Booker

PhylUa_Foster

Maty Lovs

Smith

Diane Gould
Bl Qoncbos

Ronl Carr
Dotty King Ore
MaO Dlaghaa'a
Hollyw'd Brunettes

'

JJeHlor Ore
Mildred I^w
Dave' Unllantlne
Bine Ridge laa

Pride

ft

Fleur

A

Joe Da Uarco
Billy Hays Ore
Open Door Cafe

Hann'rs

Kay Hamilton
Bob Gate ^
McMally Sla
Carney Sla
Ming Ling
Bddla Klnjr

Gnardamen
-

.

Shalla Btarr<
-

Manrle Sweldlow
Jeanetles <12)
Ijeonard Coke
Hill laa

Hey
Franco * BaiTl
Andrew Sla
Billy

McNallle Sis
Roy Royce

Knt Bonse

Benjamin

Bill

Art Blakey Oro
Oozy Harris
Chuck Wilson
Klein
Uuogle-Weogle Clab Joe
Hal ft Dolly
Alice Brooks Oro
Ted Blake
Uoo^Shennaa
Orchard Inn
Maxie Simon
Benny Burton' Ore
/Buddy Walsh
Oasis
naoehorss Williams
Harry Comorado
Bob Ijizar Oro
Dale Spohror
Cork nnd Bottle
Lloyd Fox
rinea
Cornell Cooper

Don Rutter
BUI LeROy Ore
8«alrral Cao»

Art Parrur Ore
Eddie reytoB's
Overliolt Ore
Bddle Peyton
Mnrlon Muller
Betty nre^n~
Eddie Bock
fit Clab

Geo

Wtaeatley
Hotel Henry

Hotel Tth ATcaae
Hacry BIgley

BscorCs

On

Foiling

Dalon Grin
Sammy Woltera
Crank Naule
Mike Soadrette
TUIa Madrid
Btzl CoVato Oro

Mark Lane
ft

Aurelle

T.«ska Sis

Maxine Carroll
Michael Strange
Vonettes
Tlctoiy Loonge
Joey Reydolds
Freddy Rose
Webeter Hall
Nelson Maples Ore
Fosblonettes

Wei*

Tbw

Piark

OU

Showfolk Hypo
(Shubert), in

neglect

"By

which he

Morse Sla

Fnnck

Jupiter'
is starred.
guy in k

Joe Ritchie
Jook Downia
nsDk FiUimbo'a

A

Tod Oliver Ore

IJtUa BatbilieUer
8' Clolr &
rhil Foster

Brown

Jrls

Durnnd

Sis

Wayne

...^."onyy Breon

victor Hugo-a Ore

Stamp's

Cy White

Arnold & Lainont
Lonnis Vale
H'wood Blondes
Snn Bay Oardena
Kitty Aolming Oro

aril

now

with

gracing Hi*
presence,
'

my

-

my

my

&

f ormance stand at one of the post
theatres here^ and, in line with the
theme, of most of the reviews t read,,
this troupe was given a solid response by the uniformed audience.

magazine have I read an article that
so intelligently expresses what any
thinking person feels and you can
tell -that to Henry 'Luce with my
love.
I wish the general public
slapstick vaudeville revue, a la would reaUze the great amount of
commonsense that can be'Hellzapoppin;' the show and espe- hard
cially the individual .specialties found In Hie pages of the newsy
evoked terrific enthusiasm and the news-sheet
I saw the picture to which Mr.
reaction was positively ear-splitting.
refers
particularly, thisThis'is just-^>ne more Indication of Gessner
tiie good job USO is doing in bring- evening— and was my face red. You
ing' expert talent to the armed forces. see, I happen to mix quite a lot with
The fact that the entertainment Is Polish pilots now flghttaig most galgratis (which seems to have wotrled lantly with our RAF, and having,
some folks heretofore) has not damp- some slight idea of what they Jiave,
ened the boys' Interest SRO being and are, going -through, I felt
'

—

.

A

'

ashamed.

the- rule:

One more good word for the perThe Brltton boys, for example, always a hard-working unit
put on a show that compared favorably 'With their performances before
paid aucUences; and the very same
formers.

^

don't

hop* and pray they

I'

.the picture.

Am having-' a fbw da^ sick-leave
and then back I go, knowlnit that
however dnll aoldlering Is, and it can
be dull, there** always 'Variety' to
look forward' I0. I wonder if Jitn*
.

•

'

Kobert Gerulfl, Pvt.

film'

^sContiBned from pace

iStaff

My

first class.

Judge Advoatte'n

best to all 'VarlefT^ jnuggs.-

Office.')

.

>IKsc Mttsic Mo.

Caipt

Btmv .Sherek.

1

sCeatlancA tr«M psga. Is
lawyerJ I don't know what will govenunentat aMisiaaee wiu evl-'
develop. All I know is that our denced in the liusle fof Victiny'
resolution,^ fivme* witlt the Intent
peoide have to live,
'fti^l^now we're: .making, our own 'that music nugr be ehUtled tp make
people don't want its rightful' 'conlributitm and muIf
substitute.
miislc. We're through,' just as in any sicians ma; be «iudilad to fulfill
other, business when the demand for theb; duty to the total victory.' Tbia
But people do would call upon the govenim^t to
its product stops.
want music, and every time ^.«ur give music its proper place in the
people are chased out of a job, in war effort bgr making iulaquate ispr
comes a aubstitute-r-canned miisIc, proiprlation tat tiut purpose and. bjr
By maving Uiij' canned miislc, we providing tuilds. 'S» that music can
be_glvcn nn^onal distributlmi, and
make our own competition.
"We flon't want to' hurt anybody,' tn give musldam representMoo oa
he repeated. 'But we can't con- the victory labor boards -oiigiuiized
tinue to di> business on the same by the gorerament
Aeitntte fkes took '« beatlng-In the
basis as we are now. We don't 'want
to be hurt either. In the smaller acceptance of tlw. conunfttee'a faspots, where there used to be one vorabU report on. a resolution basing
or two players, the juke' boxes haVe conunisdoni on net rather thsh gross
'

t;

'

engagements himsel£ Fox presumably will again come, into the picture
after
the
five-month
roadshow
period set by Hughes has expired.
-

•

s^sContlBnad from pat* *sSmi
ditln't

Directors,

Hughes' Defi

Bhr-Vaa

narter

I

Army

no

Mary Jane Camp
Billy Totea Oro
Donahue ft La Salle Watklns Clrcua

Bolger

cameras.

.

4 Manneflnlna

Dorothy Nesbltl

Majesty's
I

.

Frank-Ramos Oro
Yacht Clab
H Middleman Ore

Howard

Although

must confess that when
'Variety' arrives I rush madly away
to a secluded spot to devour everyline in it
'What nostalgia it gives
.me to, read about
friends 'over
there'— and do I feel homesick?
I was particularly thrilled by RobFamily, Ross
Pierre and the Kim ert Gessner's
-excellent article in the
Loo sisters, played a two-day 4-tier- isue of March Jl. In no paper or

and writers have all evolved
conservation plans which will be

Jaclde'Heller
Cross * Dann

George Welles
Arlene Day
Bill Clydesdale

Editor, 'Variety":

'

turned over this week for presentation at a conference in Washington
between an advisory group representing the film iadusti7 and- the
War -Production Board.

.

Georgia.

ever imagined' tb^ hi» creation
Meanwhile, other elements In film 'ean be' said for the Whole troupe.
would one
help to keep 19 the
In short if the 'USO cah maintain morale of the British. Amy? .Not
its' present standards, depending- otr that it needs much keeping up, as
amount of public Interest and our tails are- -well tip and we're
ing,
National iEicreen Service has the
announced a 30% cut in the length supjMirt It receives, The Tloaii' win raring to go. It doe» do this old
thea- ham good though .in. know that ^hlt
of trailers. Screen Actors Guild has surely come back, even 'If the
recommended more time for rehearr tres are in military encampments pix.' stUl Utt stix.' And I cant .get
sals, including those of bit players, rather than the customary one-night this vital Information out' ot The
Ibnesi
to cut. down the number of takes be- stands.

Jerry Manning

Do Sylva Twins
Ed RIokaM

Morale Bnilder-Upper
London.

Sliows-

production are putting on a general
campaign to save film, working time
and varioui expenses in, film mak-

editors

IMOB

(Sliver Grill)

Ore

But

accompUshmenta,

Dale Harknasa
Bddle Miller

Tommy Handrns

Jessie

Sam

and

the customers in Mobile and Minneapolis will never know who whittled the sarongs or who painted the
prop palms in theiauthbrless screenplay, 'Passionate Island,' based on an
anonymous novel.

fore the

Tiny Miner

After being the fall
breeches buoy demonstration by the
Coast Guard, riding the buoy from
Barlath Hlghland'ra the upper- deck, be stripped to track
• Aces * Qaaea
outfit On the jersey was 'By JupiFranUs Scblulb
uontamaik
Henry Patrick
ter* and on the rear of his running
<B WaUoa BaaO
Tvonettea
pants was 'Buy Bonds.'
CoabUaa * Barry Gloria French
Herbert Corbello
Karll
Bolger then appeared in: a red
Sen RIoharda Or Kayo & Grey
devil outfit to joia In clowning beOarmen D'Antanio
Balabow
Terrace
jPeggy Lpob
fore the servicemen's ball game. He
(Strafford, Pa)
Guuaour Git
Gene Byman Ore
had bits with Al Schacbt, 'the clown
Rosa GallD
BlU Carlton
Belea Heath
prince of baseball/ who really got
Bddla Da Laea Ore Howard Lanin Ore
more laughs than Bolger, Latter's
Roman Grille
••Uha'jfalhahaDai
show was further publicized when
Lagony & Roy
Gypsy Honya
four 'By Jupiter' chorines whipped
Gloria Dale
Joe Campo
Dan
Montgomery
AUca Utchell
a quartet of Conover models in a
Day. Dawn A Dusk Kitty Mitchell
relay race. Models were so slow it
Jean ^are
Dave -Gold Ora
Jack Yson Oro
was no contest Girls on th.e chorus
I«wler'a Bwtac Bar
RendoTons
team: Joyce Ring, Mary Morris, Olga
Jfendell Ifason
<noteI Senator)
Merry Men
Suarez, Toni Stewart
Shadrach Boys
"race Wynna
Because they had a matinee, at the
International <3)
llaria Satella
Jowel Ella
Winter Garden, Olsen and Johnson
Blrer Drlre Ter
Marie Darling
Dick Wharton Oru appeared in a nutty feoftball contest
I^lglon Bar
Bhowboat
early on the program, teams purRom VenutI fS)
AI Sher
porting to represent 'Sons o' Fun'
Mott's Melville
Don Loe Dale
and 'Hellzapoppin.' Zero Mostel,
Dave Vonfleld
~ Lexington Casino
Dotty Tull
Hop Cats (6)
night club comic, did his Hitler bit
Sheldon Trio
JJalsy Mae
for laughs, too.
Two Gala A Gob
Ralph )>wla
Juanlta
Canslno
First of the bands was Tommy
Paul Kane
Harry Taylor Ore
Johny Cftrus
Dorsey and his men, who gave out
Sllrer Lake laa
Marglo Barlow
around the pitcher's box and were
uorvin Boscball O' Col Geo Reed
roimdly applauded.
bit Idter Fred
Watklns Sis
Lido TaiUea
Alice
Lncey
•
Waring
was in 'action, not- so much
Frankle Belaaco
Jack Herman
Cormenettes (4)
on the musical end as warbling. His
Frank Ilaasel Ore
I'eggy

Geo dlfford
Fat Bharlla Ore

War's Vanity Blow

names

(>)

Marlon
Jean Rejnington

Rekoma

On

Bert Bacharach and Dick Fishell.

Al. MarlBco Oro

Dale

L Thompson

Kemov

.

IjM

As the program put it, the carnival was 'arranged and- produced' by

Romono

Bob Carter
Emile Boreo

Lou Lucky Oro

'

Jsmr Dalmar Ora
IN Fbtaa

ft

Esquires
Nixon Cafe

Bill flreen's

Don

Hotel Hsoserell
Joe Vera
Barl
Joe Petroselll
Frank Unrtha
Carrollettes
John Bonguldl
Hlllman Bros
Hilda Slmmona
Hotel Schealey
Petti * Lestor Real
Joan Gay
Barrle
&
Brenda
Billy
Rinds Ore
Jerry Broodow
Joy LInd
Little Joe, Tiny Ifon Richards & Carson
Hngo Uartlneiri
Johnny Cabin
Hotel VTai Penn
Rbytbnk Haqisra
(Coatlaental Bar)
CaOasa laa
Geo Marcbetti Oro
Billy
Cntlsone
Tbunderbolta
Old BtiUa Tarara
I^nox Gordon
Pat Bernard Dla
Unslo Hall Gls (3) Deno Belli
Untb Tampleton
John Fritz
Harry Roily
Rcary Garln.
Kennyweed Park
Cleo Barr
Crescent <B)

CanalPa
Gaines Ora

Warwieh Botel'
Roy Morton Oro
IVeber^i Hot Bias

Continued from pace
racht Club
Frankle Italston
the screen under contracts witti -vaJohnny Wages
Anne Tally
Flora Conlo
rious guilds and unions. These conJack Hutchinson
Jar'qiillne Herman
Jjolo, Mnfrie
tract provisions
will have to be
Janice Reise
:iOtii Century
waived by the guilds and unions beHelen Jerrico
.''ally IjL Marr
Victor Nelson Ore
I'ut Jullnno (3)
fore the elimination goes into effect.
As. a diplomatic concession to lofITTSBUBOH
pride,
cal
the
fuU-sized
credit list
Wilbur's Circus
Arilngloo l^ge
will be permitted in previews., and
Merry-Oo-Bound
Phil Oave7.'/.s Oro
Juno Gardner
Howard Baum Ore public exhibitions in the Hollywood
Bill .Medio
Jeanne Boaz
area, where boys .and gals Of the
Balcooadea
New Hlllcrest
film arts may 6njoy the fleeting'
Lou Morodlth Ore
Dorothy Matthews
pleasure of a glimpse at their own
liarvoy Oeori;e

Marly Schramm
4
ft Queen
MmBy 'Bhythm Rat 'Kings
(Oay M'a)

Lao Zollo
Baaay Uia Baa'*
Bnsnn Lana
carlotia:

MoiaTla^ Bar

Bon-Bon Bnddlea
JIanny ShalTar (X>

Diana

Buddy Harris
Arllne Tbompaon

Walter Walters

Lucille Flnley

Ed McOoldrlck. Sr.
Lyda Rodnok
Kitty Barnes
&tax Torsfala
Anita Thoma
Pat McCauley
4ally Foy
Joa Lbnegan
Hotel Port Pitt
Margls llarcb.
Boiler Ore '
Ken
Blaay Glnnla Lottos
Mitchell
dHcGoldrlok. Br Johnny
Rkrry Walton

Drioyd Vackara
Anita JakobI
'

t

Mayaa

A

St Clair
Dorand
Artfanr Blaka

Grace Edwards'

Claire & Hudson
Temple City (4)
Jules Klacco's Ore
Katlis'r' Bldoradloni
Dave Plorson

Coloulal

Loo's Cluncellor Bar

Alpine Moslcal

Mike Pedecin (3)
Strobman (3)

A

Leslls

Roy O'Doy

Marco

Edith Uelaney
Lee Bohn

'

^0

.Myles

Vincent Itlxzo-Ore

nuke McHale

USO

Camp Stewart

I was interested in reading your
with the lyric.
units
Navy ball team, with Bob EeUer half-dozen reviews of
in the box, beat the Army team .4 playing' at various Army and Navy
to 0.
'Dutch' Warmerdam won -the posts appearing in the May 27th
pole vault, but failed at' 15 feet 2 issue.
inches because of a soft run'way,
Earlier this week (Jime 8-9), 'The
Gregory Rice thrilled in winning the Cr^y Show,' featuring Milt Brittori's
two-mile race, with a last lap sprint instrument man^lers, the Honey

'

Rhythm

uAm
Simpsons

Shirley

Salute to

Editor, *Variety':

USO

Eleanor Landy
Vealca OrlU
Nick VoniUo Ore

Caudea
Paul KInUard

Marty Bohn
Tun-n Tavern

Mead

Paul NelRhbori Or'

C)

Jack Curtlfl
Ornce Collins

Streets of Purls

[lealy

I> [,lnil Hayee Oro
llnUynood Tniplu'
>ninor 4 Molnor
Mailne L«wi>

Jtalletles

Wade * Wade

Bddio Le Boron Ore Candy & Pepper
F«llx Martlnlqu*
Agnes WllUs
rolladJaro
60th St. BaUuhellei
Harry Jamea Oro
Dean Kelly
Ulll Bennett
Blapiy Haxica
Stephanie ft Craig
Haile Roncnbloom
Betty Carr
Jack TTaldron
Vive Austin
Penny JPIpor
Tony Bsnnsti Ore
Benny. Lossy
Swan Qlnb
Billy Reod
PattI Moore
Pussy Do Carmo

WHAT THEY THINK

giving proper credits. Barry Wood
sa^g 'Any Bonds Today' with the
Dorsey crew, but there was no men-

mixed glee club consisted of around
200 voices and their rendition of the
National Anthem was thrilling.
There was a corps of announcers
who seemed Intent on getting plaudit$ for performers, byt' were, lax ir>

The

multi-millionaire airplane manufacturer was last represented by
'HeU's Angels.'
Birdwell's advertisilig plans ^all for
use of full-page,' kodachrome picture
of Jane Russell, who makes ber
film debut as a star in 'OuUaw.'
Pix will be printed on. slick paper
and inserted in the newspapers. Advertising will bill the film as 'ttie
picture that couldn't be .stopped.'
It nevertheless has been stopped'
in the six stat^ and most of the
17 cities which have censorship
bodies. States are New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kansas, 'Virginia 'and

.

.

'

taken away our business, ^^re is
the Muzak, feeding four or five spots
at once. There are some 400 radio
stations having no live liiuslc—but
music is going oh all ih^ time—
Maryland. Hughes has made some
canned music'
of- the cuts demanded by the various
Citing a case in t>oii>t Petrllld reboards, but has been fighting others

engagement

receipts.

.

and intends continuing his

He

battles.

a Hays office seal,
however, by doing some generous
scissoring.
What all the official
o.o.ers object to are revealing shots
of the ultra-buxom Miss Russell.
When the film will be rdeased In
New York and the other spots, it has
been nixed depends on how iar
Hughes determines to battle. He's
already been through all appeal
boards and some courts In a number
of the territories.
did

obtain

.

Negroes
^sContmoed

In Filns
from pace

possible to have every member, of
the legal profession depicted as a
paragon of virtue any more than in
any other field:

Every producer

.

fetred to the Riijgllng Circus, 'The
men, who made the records, our men,
are in effect scabbing on their fellow members in the streets. Some 40
mien are out of jobs because of

canned music which their union
brothers made. This cutting of our
lOwn throats must be stopped. The
-

organization must come first'
Patrlotio Overiene
Meanwhile the 47th aimual convention of the American Federation of Musicians has closed on the
same note which prevailed through:out the six days of session. Cheers,
flag waving and other traditional
expressions of patriotism accompaiiled the adoption of the closing
resolution, pledging the organization's support to the United States
In the war emergency.
The pace of the entire convention
was set Monday (3) with President
James PetriUo's storm-brewing ban
'

' Is
cautioned to
court procedure follow real an making canned music by Fedlife, with a certain amount cf draeration members after Aug. 1. No
matic license permitted even in seri- backing down of the president's
ous dramas. In this regards, as has stand on the subject came forth,
been previously pointed out it is im- although many 'reliabfy informed'
possible to detail all procedure at an sources predicted a softening of
important trial, because too studied PetriUo's initial statement
adherence to rote would make many
Almost as harsh as this ultimatum
trials impossible for audience as- was the action to be taken against
similation.
Senator Harry F. Byrd, ot 'Virginia,
The Hays office has previously as a result of the senator's unpointed out' when protests have been friendly remarks concerning 'WPA
received from oculists, from physi- music appropriations In a recent
cians, newspapers, etc., that the film magazine article. Although a resoluproducers strive for accuracy but tion castigating Byrd was expunged
every profession cannot be repre from the records of the convention,
sented in a picture as the essence of the members endorse^ the executive
perfect behavior. If such were true, committee's
recommendation that
there would be no drama any more president Petrillo frame a fitting rethan there would be any more crime ply to the Senator's criticisms.
stories for .Dcw.<;papcis to print.
'.Further federation' endorsement -of

make

Twe-Jeb

Slay-

A rcsolutlou Veering from the customary 'sln^ nomlWlons^ which
-would bold nomtnations for Federation offices opeh until after two or

more members have been nooilnated
for
eadi office was completely
'

quashed, and alio left out In the
cold was k hint embodied ih.a resolution which would have riequlrcd
the president set^etary and financial
secrettiry-treasurer to devote their
full time 'to the national offices, AccompanylDg this rejection wias *
tribute psiid to Petrillo, who also
serves as head <A the Chieagb Union,
for his service to the arganlzatioH,
and his unoppoied re-election to the
national office.

Other
position
Angeles,

officers elected without op-^

were C, L, Bagley, ot Loa
vice-president;

Harry:

jE,

Brenton. of Boston, flnimclal secretary, and Fred W. BImbacfa, of New-"
ark, N. J., secretary > (who lay Jn a
Dallas hospital throughout the convention recovering from, a heart attack),

A. C. Haydeo, of Washington, D.
C, was defeated rby A. Hex RlCcardi,

member of the
executive committee, but was elected
by the convention as honorary 'member' of the committeie for life. OUier
executive committee members, elects'
ed without opposition, are J. W.
Parks, ot Dallas; Oscar F. Hlld. of
Cincinnati, and Chauncey A. Wee-

of Philadelphia, as a

ver, ot

Set Mohu«.

Killed Wa*. « resolution to hold
the. annual convention bieanlally
until after the national emergency.
Jacksonville, Fla., was selected as
next year's convention city,•

Betty Gayle, former

vocalM with

Doc Rlcardo's

orchestra, has joined
Emll Lehto's unit playing at the Ma-

honing

.Valley

'^'o^)nt»son'n;'0.

•

Country
^

-'

Club,'
-

-

-

.
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lovely in close-ups..

I'VE found daily ACTIVE-LATHER
FACIALS with Lux Toilet Soap the
best care for my skin," says Binnie Barnes.
Just try these beauty facials regularly
for thirty

Lux

daysl"

Toilet Soap's creamy

ACTIVE

lather removes stale cosmetics, dust

and

thoroughly—

dirt
skin protection
needs. Hollywood's famous stars trust
their million-dollar complexions to this
simple care. Its touch is so utterly gentle
that it feels as if you were smoothing
beauty in. Take the screen stars' tip use
mild, white L«x Toilet Soap to help you
keep your skin irresistibly lovely 1
it

:

9 out

of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet

Soap

RADIO

SCREEN

Fubllshod WMkljr At 164 Woat 4Cth Street,
Bnterod «a Socond-cliu* matter Dectmber

i
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MET OPERA
Gables Eagerness to

Radio-Music

Enlist Typifies

Growing Shortage of Male Pix Leads
Clark Ga1>le'8 application for a
commission In the U, S. Army Air
last week accentuated the

Forces

shortage of leading men In
Holljrwood which 'producer-distributors have been confronted with since
America's entry Into the war; Gable
Into
Ne'Sr York frc(m' Hollycame
critical

Tvltli Eddie
wood two weekly
Mannlx, In chairtie of Metro studio
and studio publicity
operations,
and headed
Strlckling,
chief Howard
for Washington to take his physical.
Understanding Is that Gable" will' be

.

Hollywood, June 23.
Motion picture Industry is doing a
superhuman Job in the drive to get
the people of the nation War. Bond•

ml;ided,

Harold N.
Henry Morgen-

according

to

.

Graves, assistant to
thau, Secretary of the Treasury,

Graves

Washington

left for

-

Mexico, Cuba and South
Continuous Performances From November, 1942, Through to
Following September

after

Get Record 50GNiteB.O.
Some

TOP

$30,000

in

premiums

for

Pebillo

Jukebox Deadline
James .C. Fetrlllo, president of tha
American Federation of Musicians,
will within the next few days give
ph6Q0gfaph' record and transcription

manufacturers concrete evidence' of
his intention to halt this type of
work' among the AFM membership
Aug. 1. The present AFM license
held by recorders expires Jime 30,
and Ins^ad of the usual year or six
laby.'
months' 'perjnlt the disc manufacAlso, a British waltz hit, 'Russian
turers are to, receiye extension liRose,' but not as widely known on
censes good for only one month, or
.

"

.

application

mote

.

intensive

from the dance bands.

IN N.Y.

up

to

Jiily

31.

The Interim

probably be used by

will

phonograph

record and transcription maker alika,
to stock up on as many masters as

Jolson Paid %\

Instead of curtailment because of
the war the Metropolitan Opera Is

launching this

fall its most showmanly project. In addition to 16
weeks in New York City the opera
company will tour the United States,
Mexico, Cuba and South America,

fint Didn't

His Alaska

Al Jolson

is

Per Egg,

Lay Any On

Camp Route

'

possible.-

'

Ov^r two weeks have passed 'Since
announced at the.AFM convention in ballas bis decision to shut
dbWn on the use ot unioq musicians
for the making of recordings, parPetrillo

ticularly - those that go Into 'Jukeboxes, but there has not been th*
Hollywood, June 23.
(Continued on page 43)
back from bis.Alaskan

at the

Broadway

Is

the

theatre, N.

and Buenos Aires

AFM MAY

haps other

m

ITS

NAME TO

'CARAVAN'

UNIFORM

-

Johny Biirke, who had been doubbetween Top-Notchers,' two-a-

ling

day

1

As

having traveled upward of
tour,
the latter including Rio de Janeiro
at least ai)d per- 4,000 miles in 13 days bjr plane, He
cities, too. "Hie Met under averaged 1,200 mllea dally and did
Y., July 4, will make possible an Edward Johnson will thus be in con14 numbers per show accompanied
unprecedented $50,000 gross for the tinuous operation from Nov. 23, 1942
by his pianist,' Martin Freed. He
Nothing repremiere night, which is scaled from to September, 1943.
paid $1 for each egg he ate, $1J!5
Normal scale of $4.40 motely as ambitious, far-flung and
$27.90 down.
for
daring
has
ever
been
attempted
in
a bowl of chUl.
to^, In the 1,900-seat house, of which
history of the organization.
While on tour Jolson played from
1,000 are on the" lower floor, wUl the
Government aid will make the In- two to nine shows daUy and travpermit a $47,000 weekly capacity
(Continued
on
page
23)
eled so rapidly by plane that it took
The 30Q premiun^s Include
gross.
13 days to cover an area originally
a $10,000 "buy' from Kate Smith
intended for four weeks. His avOthers are
choice pair.
for a
erage jump was six hours and the
similarly buying boxes and turning Radio Directors Offer
Benny Goodman's projected band
longest 13 hours.
them back for servicemen's use.
idea may go out on the
Meantime, Irving Berlin, who au1*0 - From 20 to l.EOO spectators were 'Caravan'
Production
Aid
thored 'Arpriy,' as the World War
entertained at performances held at road under the sponsorship of the
American
Federation of Musicians.
cotmterpart of his now famed 'Yip,
Army and Navy reservations. There
is
make the tour a. band InPlan
to
Anybody' were 300 men at a base hosi^taL
Yip, Yaphank,' huddles today (Wed.)
with Barney Balaban, Paramount
To'wns visited Included Anchorage, dustry affair, thereby adding to its
Importance
while throwing a spotpxexy; B. G. DeSylva, production
McGrath,
Radio Directors .Guild Is offering Fairbanks, Juneau, Nome,
which heretofore
head, and Mark Sandrlch, who will
St. Lawrence, 'Whttehorse and An- light on the AFM,
direct, on the manner of handling the services of its members to 'every- nette Islands in addition, to military has not been concerned, as an organization.
In
any of the relief ef'Army' as aVar fllmuslcal. It's still body and anybody' doing war pro- bases whose identity is 'trithheld.
(Contlnued
on
page 55)
grams.
Organization voted io take
a moot question whether marquee
Jolson returned here Friday night
names should augment the film ver- that action at a meeting Monday (19) highly enthused about the tour
sion. Also yet if) be Ironed out is night (22), the members expressing and its reception. He said the peran
eagerness
to
get
actively
started
since
the exact nature of the deal,
formances lasted from one hour to
Berlin wants a cut of the profits be- in such work without further delay. 80 minutes, with the boys always
sides the $250,000 advance to go to Such groups as the United Actors demanding more. He always used a
for
Army Emergency Belief. For this, War Activities Committee, the Office few numbers that fitted the locale
Office
of
Facts
Figures
and
the
of
Si
gratis,
as
services
Pjir gets Berlin's
in \^hich he found himsell
the
Front
Civilian Defense had previously been
(Continued on page 23)
approached, but in each case the

Army'

RUN^INOVER

to

Premiums,

Premiere

opening night seats for 'This

P.

Aug.

Defi

Mora Russo-American amity, on
the hoof, of late, is evident via dance
versions' of 'Two Guitars,' 'Dark
Eyes' and revivals of 'Russian Lul-

this side, is getting

$5

By EDWABD SMITH
Berlin's 'Army' Show, Via

.

BURKE HAS

—

America

.

.

AFM s

H'WOOD KUDOSED FOR Company Set for 16 Weeks RUSSIA DEEP IN HEART
in New York, Then TransWAR BOND CAMPAIGN continental Swing Before Ol-j-S. VIA SONG HITS

checking up on the bond and stamp
ordered to the officers school at
selling campaigns in the- California
Miami Beach, for training and then area.
returns to the office of the direc-

tor of Individual training in Washington.
In addition to losing Gable to the
Army the Metro studio Is due for
another Jolt via the prospective enlistment of Robert Taylor and Spencer Tracy.
Tracy and Gable reportedly had an agreement that If
one goes into the service the other
(Continued on page 34)

Sets

TOUHPTERU.S.

Men Map

Btralght-vauder

at the 44th
N. Y., which closed Saturday
(20), and 'Priorities,' the original
Clifford C. Flscher-Shuberts varieties
venture at the 48th iStreet, got into
trouble with the n^Ultary police
early last week.
Sei;vic«men coppers stopped fiitika on theitr^et and
(Continued on page 54)
Eftreet,

n

War

Everybody and

Army's War Show Very

InaDgnral lonclitiiiie
Follies'

for Shipyard

Workers Looks a

,

Wow

The American Theatre Wing's
liunchtime Follies,' noontime entertainment designed to spirit the
morale of war workers at the Todd
Shipyards, Brooklyn, as presented
Monday (22), looks set to become a
national InaUtution." The 30-minute
entertainment, derived from material
included in the never-presented
JFun To Be Free,' by Moss Hart,
George S. Kaufman and Harold J.
Borne, proved ample for the sinewy,
helmeted 0,000 who ffocked about a
makeshift stage in the plant, yard
during their liinch hour to extend

Timely
Americans
On
Home
Now

ICELAND

W

matter ended there.
The Guild membership has taken

SPOT ORC

two

specific steps

in readiness

NOT YET HEP TO TEXAS'

-

m'S'

By HEBB GOLDEN

RADIO SUCCESS

Philadelphia, June 23.

for

handling war ;hows. A schedule of
the time each member has available
for such assignments has been drawn
up. In addition, a separate list has
been made of all the directors qualiBy FBIL AULT
fied to handle programs in various
Reykjavik, Iceland, June 12.
foreign languages. Latter move is'
hasn't
shipped
U.S.O.
•Although the
preliminary to cooperation with the
shores
yet
the
rocky
any sbows
to
Foreign Language Radio Wartime
soldiers
of Iceland, the American
Control, committee of foreign languarding this pile of lava rock up
guage broadcasters.
by the Arctic circle have cooked up
a revue of their own called 'Command Performance.' The show s
Mrs. Bosworth for Congress
running in a corrugated iron Nissen
an approval.
Hollywood, June 23.
Plans ore imder way for two hut, or 'tlngloo,' as some of the solMrs. Hobart Bosworth, wife of
waeMy presentations which will be diers call them. It is a fast-paced the veteran film player, has filed
performed for day and night shifts performance starring boys who used as a candidate for Congress.
(Continued on page 64)
(Continued on page 55)
She's from the 20th district.

CUES STAGE REVIVAL
'Abie's Irish Rose' Is likely to be
revived for the road next season,
plan being inspired by the popularity of the radio version of Anne
comedy.
Air rating of
Nichols'
'Able' climbed' to such a level that
program was extended and Is slated
into next year.
'Able' Went off the air Saturday
(20) for a nine-week period, resuming early in September.
At that
time the third act of the play will
be reached. It is expected to be fol
lowed by a sequel tp 'Able' which
Miss Nichols originally proposed for
.

the stage.

Tobruk has fallen to the Axis.
Sevastopol totters.
The Japs are
crawling onto the Aleutians. In view
of all this, and in light of the fact
that the U. S.. Army will probably
play a major role in winning back
these, points as stepping stones to
eventual United Nations victory, the
Army-produced War Show, currently
at Franklin Field here for a oneweek stand, must be reckoned tha
No. 1 show business venture of the
year i£ not the topper for all time.
After a four>day break-in In Baltimore last week, the War Show bowed
Into the U. of Pennsylvania's stadium
Saturday (20), a showmanly, thrilling, rousing lesson in warfare, witb
(Continued on naee 49)

—

,
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MISCELLANY
Sees War's limitations

I

THE BERLE-EVG POINT
By Milton Berla

Hwood

Pushing

Government set

ceilings

Hollywood, June 23.
first time, 20th-Fox
goes In for horror drama with
'Burled Alive,* with the first

For the

and

other limitations, according to Arthur
Hornblo\y, Jr., In New York for two
•weeks prior to returning to the Coast
lo start production on his -first film
under the Metro banner. Because
of wartime restrictions on talent and
sets,
producer Horn'jlow believes
that a new; era of experimentation is
getting under way in Hollywood, an
era which will result in the predominance of imaginative rather
than realistic writing, setting and
photography.
Said Homblow, In substantiation
of his conviction that 'Belasco realism' in Alms is a thing of the past,
'Orthodox methods In film production today are not only unpatriotic—
they're unfashionable. Picture production has been largely influenced
by the leglUmate theatre since its
(Continued pn .page 34)

.

BIDUSAYAO
SCREEN TESTING

.

It

vm cost moneu to defeat

Germany^ Japan and
Our government

Unions Petition Against

calls

Italy.

on you

to help now.

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them

Big Leagues' Color line
Washington, June 23.
-Unions are putting pressure on the
Committee on Fab: Employment PracUce to open the doors
of major league ball clubs to Negro

But
if you can.
them on a regular basis.

every day
buy.

President's

Judge Kenesaw Mountain

players.

being bombarded with
demanding thait the big
league abolish the color line. Huge
Auto Workers Union Is the latest to

Landis

is also

BAUER. GUITRY

petitions

ing

AND OTHER

campaign. Besides end-

discrimination,

de-

petitioners

clare It would help the Government
by swelling ..amusement taxes col-

lected at the boxoSIce.
President's Commlt.tee,
Dr. Malcolm MacLean,

'ARYANS'

beaded by
has been

Itself with unfair labor
practices uncovered in Industrial es-

concerning

concerned with the
Stated at the Commit-

tablishments

FALL

war

effort.

tee's offices that, imtil this

work

Is

By

J.

D.

BAVpiTO

(Ex-'Varlety' Correspondent In PoHs)

NewYork.|
Editor, 'Variety':

Well, welll The Nazis have finally
completed, Committee has no time
to consider the problems of profes- caught up with the rest of the world
sional sport
in ttlscoverlng that tha great French
picture and legit thesp, Harry Bauer,
is a Jew.
dispatch from StockJulius and Phil Ejpltein
hohn, attributed' to .the Svenska
Co-Producers at
Dagbladet, reveals that Bauer was
arrested in Berlin three weeks ago
Hollywood, June 23.
Writhig team of Julius and Philip for forging an ohnposi 'a certificate
The dispatch added
Epstein has been upped to the status of ancestry.'
.

Bidu Saytto, Met lyle soprano, will
be screen tested by. both Paramount
and BKO when appearing with the
Ean Francisco Opera Go. this fall.
BKO Is. desirous of making 'darmen'
with her but Paramount became in>
terested when approached and want
to test her also.

BKO

A

WB

Now

—

also wants her for'a biusical of co-producers at Warners, with'
role in some of tha Iiatln-Amerlcan their first producing ]ob still to be
films they plan to make. AIlss Sayao, decided. Julius has been scripting
a Brazilian, Is Considered one of the on the Burbank lot since 1934 and
best actresses on th'e operatic stage Philip since 1938.
Among their
besides being one of the world's top screenplays are 'Arsenic and Old
iBight I^rrlc-eoloratures.

that a itUm produced by Tobis,
starring Bauer and costing 2,000,000
reichsniarks to produce,- had been
destroyed.

Just for record, I would like to
way the Nazis fine,
all Frenchmen of questionlease,
and 'Casablanca,' currently able race antecedents when they
took over the French ship of state.
before, the lenses.
Elevation of the Epsteins Is In
Every French personality In the
keeping with the studio policy to entertainment, 'artistic and profesmake prodiKers out of scribes. sional world was Investigated: Sacha
Predecessors In that respect are
Lace,'

completed and awaiting re

Badly Beaten

Eric

'

&L

Nite
Mark Bellinger,
Enrol Flynn's Hoine Robert Buckner,

lit

butler,

Bder

Hollywood, June 23.
Barbara Button's

Hadler,

was

In "Hollywood hospital
possible skull fracture; Errol

with a
Flynn was incommunicado, save
through studio sburees, and Jim
.

'

Fleming, Flynn's standln, had itflends
anxiously hoverhig. about the district attorney's pfllce as result of a
brawl In Flynn's home Saturday
night (20). Warners pralsery claims
Flynn -had retlrfed when the fight

Jerry

-

RKO

(Continued on page 18)

Wald and

.

.

—
.

'

We

.

.

'

Horace Heidt Dressed Down By Omaha
His Gags Peeve. Nebraska City Hot a Frontier
Outpost Says Protest to Turns
Omaha, June

Not the Type
Hollywood, June 23.
Notice has been sent around to
agencies asking the 10%ers to
submit character players resembling
Hangman Reinhard
Heydrick for a role In 'Commandoes' (Columbia).
So far there are no candidates.

'On Monday evening, June 1, the
Horace Heidt show was broadcast
from Omaha. Now, Omaha is always grateful for nationwide publicity, but this particular broadcast

Big Grid Gaines To

was not representative of Omaha or
favorable to it Imagine how 225,000
Omahans reacted- to these lines:
'Omaha has a big stockyard—I got

Hypo N.Y. Biz
Move

&

to transfer several of the

arrivedl'

I

are falsel

dustrialists to bring defense plants

Schaefer, president of BKO, $103410,
plus a weekly expense account of
$250; Joseph I Breen, production
manager of RKO, $104,000, and the
following' RKO execs, Ned E. Depinet, $78,350, and N. Peter Hathovon, $26,612.

into the city in an eilort to .lighten

the doldrums in the 'Forgotten City
of World War 11,' relieve unemployment here, estimated at 400,000, an4

hypo show business.
The Broadway Assoclsitloh

Is

gotiating with college graduate

York

ABBOTT

and

COSTELLO

Bud Abbott and Lou Coatello are the vitamin* which ptp up 'Rio
Rita'
. At ii result of th«!r crazy antics, tha film turns out to be
harum-scarum slapatiek^WILLIAM BOEHNEL, New
York World-Telegram.
.

.

first-raU

Chase A Sanborn' Hour, NBC-R«d
Under Peraenal^Managemant of: EDWARD SHER,M/«kN.,

Univcrial Pictures

RCAF

Technical Film

HeM u

Advisor

For

ne-

man-

agers to bring big league footbaU to
the
Yankee Stadium and Polo

Van Druten's Fflm Chore,
Has No Play in Mind

last winter's 'Soli-

soon after

major college football games from
'Father Flanagan appeared on the
and West Pofait to show and did a commendable ]ob
we
New York this fall, coincides with for Boys Town and naturally
were quite pleased with that,..
drive by Mayor. LaGua'rdia, Gov(Continued on page- 20)
ernor Lehman and prominent In-

the entertainment industry:
Edgar
Bergen,
from
|282,0C|0
Standard
Brands;
(ieorge
J.

Broadway was

.;

of. it

Missouri River likes Omaha.
Each year it comes up and takes
Beyond
out a couple of. bridges!
the fact that we do have -a stockyards and a river, both statements

The

Yale, Prhiceton

Washington) last week, are the following for persons connected with

ton

iheatre,
C. C. Buchanan, chairman
of the publicity committee of the
chamber, says he protested to the
sponsors of Heidt's program in part

B way Ass 11 Wants

Philadelphia, June 23.

talr«.'_

•

wind.

the 1941 salalrles reported
Securities
Exchange Commission (recently moved here from

Edmund Gouldlng.
He's not known to have any plans
for a legit play. His last work seen

23.

Omaha Chaiiiber of Commerce
has taken official notice of what it
Impression
'unfavorable'
calls an
given of the city in a natioffwlde
broadcast
radio
Turns-sponsored
from here during the recent Horace
Heidt engagement at the Orpheum

as follows:

Among

for

.

BMT

.

f282,000;

John Van Druten arrived in New
last week from the Coast.
Hell be east a month or more,
working on the script of a picture

.

Schnozzes' 21«t Anni

mStJOlU BT PBOXY

Jimmy and Jeanne Durante cele
Fort .Worth, June 23.
brated their 21st wedding anniverVirgil Gates of Denton, SO miles sary last Friday (19), although she -Is
from here, has left for Hollywood, to on the Coast, while he was called to
present a Denton High School diplo- New 'Vork again because of the serl
ma to his daughter,. Nancy Gates, of ous lUhess of his sister, who Is .imder
pictures..
treatment, at the Wyckoff Heights
Given a part in 'Here
Go hospital, Brooklyn.
Again,' Nancy was unable to come
Mrs. Durante's maiden name was
back home to /Texas for the com- Olson, which she used on the stage
mencement
when a professional.

Toppers' Salaries

by the

.

,

combed

allegedly between Hadler and, Fleming, took place around '4 a.m. Hadler had been loaned to Flynn for
the evening.
One version had It that Fleming
struck him without provocation.
(Continued on page 46)

list Bergen's

.

briefly sketch the

.

B^fbara Hatton's

«»»*4«« M ««««»»

This ha^ been • hectic week for me. Tve been working like m^d lining
up the show for my opening at Loew's State on the 25th. I've tried out so
many new gags on my friends, they're calling mfe 'Pepe Le Joke-o'
i
really like working at the State. Tve played tiiere so many times, whenever I forget a line,... the ushers prompt me. ,, .The -ushers are very
polite at thU theatre. If yofi are feeling tired, they cafty you- to your
*
seat piggy-back.
My mother has been working very hard too. .she has three laugh rehearsals a- day.... My. mother wont forgive herself for the blunder she
made the other day.... she accidentally laughed at another comedian's
Jokes.. ..'What I like about the State is the elaborate dressing room they
always give me. . . .a hammock, with cuffs. . .Al Bosen the manager, payed
me a lovely compliment. He said: 'Milton, you sure have a lot. of talent
on the bUl you you!'. ...Jack (Baldy) Zero, who will work for me
during niy engagement, celebrated the occasion, by going out and buying
new scalp. . .To celebrate my opening, I bought Ruby Zwerling and his
orchestra music stands with special compartments for racing forms.
To pay. the salaries of the various stooges I will use, I artf putting a pin
ball machine in my dressing room.
They tell me when I open at the State I'm a cinch fo break the house
\
record. .. .at the Paramount.
For my firqt appearance on Broadway in two years I'm using a new kind
'Shapiro's Shineola,' 6%.... Decided to break
of glamourizing makeup
the show In so I took It to Loew's Pitkin for a night The critics were
very nice to me there, they gave my performance three and a half meatballs. . .They love me In Brooklyn. . .One woman in. the audience laughed
One girl, came backstage
so hard....Ae dropped her "Lil Abner' book
tin her halaveh.
and asked me to give her an autograph
Wanting a little relaxation, I went to Aqueduct racetrack. I saw my
.they got my shirt the^ear bewhite shorts hanging from the flagpole.
fore.... Who said those tote machines are Mutual. .. .they,, keep everyOne tout was picketing
I saw a very unusual thing there.
thing
another tout tot betting with his owi\, mbney. (From the picture, 'Toutward Bound.') It was so hot there, the frankfurters took their skins oft
and sat around In their meat.., .Walked down to the paddock to look the
horses over, and one nag leaned over to me said: 'If you're going to put
Put a
anything on my nose, put Kleenex, Tve got such a nasty coldl'
bet down on a nag and he took so long coming In, the Jockey's wife
Put a bet down on another horse and was
divorced him for desertion
he conceited. When the race ended in- a photo flniab, he grablied the film
and wouldn't allow It to be shown. .. .imtll it was retouched.
Met a very unusual fellow at the track. After losing on a race, not once
did he say, 1 shoulda bet on Crulsbine!' (Attention Ripley). The track
had a new Innovation for people who are cleane'd out Upon leaving, they
give you a 'Zoot-Barrel' to wear. . .But all in all It was a very successful
transfer and didn't have to walk home.
day for me. I found a
Rose bright and early the next morning and was greeted by something
RAIN!. .. .Dressed in a hurry, not having
we never have In California
a jlfly to dress in, and took a walk to the Central Park Zoo. The'raln
was coming down so hard the seals were wearhig sou'westers.... Looked
around the zoo and noticed there wasn't^ne wolf. . . .what girl would go
out on .a day like that. . .Strolled around a bit and saw Broadway Rose
giving divhig lessons to gophers In the "horse trough.... quite a job telling
Rose apart from thi gophers..^. .Ran Into Tommy Manvllle who showed
me an asbestos checkbook he now carries so that he won't get too burned
in that department anymore.,.. Boy, was that rain coming down by now.
ticket
1 crossed the street against the lights, and a cop in a canoe gave a
(Canoe Imagine thatl)
^
'

shovelful slated for June 29.
Understood the Idea was inspired by John Barrymore's will,
which expressed a dread of living interment

enlist In the

IN

Too

Horrors, 20th

By MOBI KBUSHEN
Film producers will move further
away from the David Belasco school
of realism than ever before, as re•ult of

Use Vision

to

I. A.

Illegal

Entry

HoUywood, June

Owen

23.

Cathcart- Jones, the
Grounds. Figures have beeb com- Royal-Canadian Air Force's technical
piled showing that the greatest foot- advisor on Warner's 'Captains of
ball audience in America is centered Clouds' is being held In county Jail
in the New York metropolitan area, following his arrest last Thursday
the. largest proportion of those at- (18) by immigration authorities on
tending the games coming from charges of illegally enterhig this
here. Figuring also in the discus- country.
sions is likelihood that attendance
Records hi the case are held 'conat college football games, if held in fidential'. Filer's wife is the former
the usual places, "will be curtailed Sharon Hurley, of the local Floren-

(Continued gn^ |>ag^, 34^

Lieut.

tine^Gar^ens.^reyue._
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Strong War Keynote

MiscEiJuunr

HOARDING SCRIPTS

m Hus and Next

Year s Crop of Rctnres; Credit Many

Fdms Wjlb

Stimulating Enlistments

TO

many

lncrea,sed ienllstments In specific areas, In various
branches of .the armed forces, have

In

cases

immediately to the
pictures with a war
While, In many other
Instances, results could not be traced
idlrectly to the influence of any spe-

been

traced

ehoj^rlng. of

background.

governmeni; officials have
acknowleidged the cumulative overall effect of the screeiT as a moralet)ulldlng and .Informative agency.
Among pictures credited with in?uencing enlistments are 'Sergeant
going into general release
'ork,'
July 4,. and 'Winning Your Wings,'
Warners' government short with
IJimmy Stewart Reports from enlistment centers are that a rush of
enlistments followed showing of
tbese and other war pictures.
Aside from Victory shorts produced by the Government and the
^6 Mellett shorts on the shooting
^edules, the' industry has-approximately 100 war-baclcgrounded pictures released within the past year,
or being readied for production.
With lists for coming' season not yet
complete, showing will ba even
cific film,

gtronger.
Some of the productions are In the

Ballet,

symphony

He makes

orchestras.

Hollywood, June 23.
Crosby has created trust

funds totalihg $200,000 for his four
sons.

a Superior court applica-

make John CMelveny,

his

personal attorney, guardian of the

Luba Malina,
Tvyn^for screen

nltery

and vaude
has been

Sam

was

in "Priorities of 1042,' Clifford
C. Fischer's vaude show at the 4eth
Street theatre, N. Y.

Miss.Malina is being considered by
role In the new Bob
temporarily titled,
TThey've Got Me Covered.' Gal is
also being, sought for the lead opposite Hope, Goldwyn being desirous of using a newcomer. His 'New
York oflloe. has' been giving' the o.o.
to potentials 'for the past several

Coldwyn for a
Hope picture,

months.

.

:

Bob Hope Exhausted By
IntensiTe

Cary Crosby, Bing's

eldest,

made

his screen debut In 'Star Spangled
He did d scene with his

Gold- Rhjrthm.'

She recently

tests.

Camp Tonr

and then impersonated Bing
singing 'Apple For the Teacher.'
father,

So.

CaL Tops {2,000,000

Mark

MARK SANDWICH EAST
ON RED CROSS

PIC

Mk

Wasliington, June 23.
Paramount director Mark Sandscripter Allen Scott are
to huddle with Red Cross
authorities on a Par war film, which
is to be one of the Lowell Mellett
'suggested' themes.

in

War Bond

Sales

Los Angeles, June 23.
Film theatres of Southern California sold war bonds and stamps to
the amount of $2,043,815.70 during
the period beginning March 1 and
ending June 13, according to figures
released by Dave Bershon, chairman
of the Southern <3allfornia Theatre
Division, War Savings Staff, U. S.
Treasury Department.
Largest single factor In the sale

was the community

tie-up in

$4,000

Music

Souttiem

RKO

sional manager.
The writers

.

were

wood and Lorraine

New

in Hollylistened in

York.

Jane Withers 0.0/s Juves

In^tFoot

Forward'

As Fotnre Film Leads

Washington, June 23.
of
Federal

war information agencies means, to
the radio and motion picture trade
remained conjectural
with Elmer Davis

week,

this

making

still

studies to find out where the propaganda, moraie-building, wlUiholdhig-secret-information, and fact-disr
pensing activities have been either

a disappointment to Crovemment
people or a cause for complaint
fromi the vario Is media.
The only obvious chsinge In the
whole setup during th6 first week
of Davis' tenure is 'Uie use of the

Pittsburgh, June 23.
Jane Withers ended short p.a. tour
here at Stanley last week, with several additional dates being turned
down by star's mother, who figured
kid could stand a rest more than the
coin.
Young actress only played
two' dates, here and in Philadelphia.
She returned to New York for a spot
on Kate Smith's radio program and
also a soldier show at Fort Monmouth, N. J., and will shove off for
Hollywood this weekend.
First of the six plx she's slated to
do for Republic in next three years,
for total salary of $225,000, will go
before the cameras next month, Miss
Withers said Herb Yates, president
of Rep, told her to look at some lead-

'Office of War Infoniation'
to replace the Office of Govenunent

Reports and the Office of Facts 'and
tor is

Former CBS commentamaking haste slowly, promis-

ing to

make a

Figures.

close examination of
nlachlnery
past policies,
and the payroll before trying any
reforms.

With mahy problems demanding
the fastest ppss'ble action,. Davis
promised on taking office Wednesday (17) that the new agency will
endeavor to get out as much newis
as possible, as speed'ly as possible,
as
accurately
as
possible.'
He
wouldn't forecas'; any reforms or-re(Continiied on page 25)
'

:

BENNY GOODMAN INTO

MODE HLM

POWERS

Benny Goodman and

his

band go

ing men possibilities for herself in into the filmusical based on
John
Red Cross Is now aiming for cine- N. Y., and she mentioned several in Robert Powers' book on the model'Best Foot Forward' she wants to tog bustoess. Titled "Powers
Girls'
matic propaganda after being very
once-over
before
heading home the picture goes toto productfbn in
conservative about It heretofore.
again.
late August on the Coast and- Is to
be produced by Charles R. Rodger*
PnbUoIty Quest

G. Stewart Brown, head of pubinformation for the Red' Cross,
Well,, film editor for the
Red Cross, head for the Coast, July
1, for confabs with Hollywood producers regarding incorporating Red
Cross sequences in forthcoming pictures. They will talk with the Hollywood War Activities Conunittee
also while' on the Coast
The Red Cross plans to produce a
documentary short soon on its servIt
ices to the U; S. Armed forces.
also has a short in production on
recruiting of nurses - for the Red
Cross First Reserve.

for

John Ford Earns Wound

United

Artists release.
directs.
last film work

Dwan

lic

Alan

Goodmans'

Stripe

At Midway

was la
'Syncopation,' without hi»
Outfit worked with him, how-

Blitz RKO's
band

Hollywood, June 23.

Commander John Ford, ..former
Academy prize winner as a director,
stopped off in Hollywood for a few
days to niurse a flesh wotmd sus-

ever. In previous work in '^Ig
.Broadcast of 19iT and 'ilollywood
wy»
Hotel,'

tained while shooting a picture for
the Navy during the Battle of Mid-

way

Island.

Now attached to the Office of Coordinator of Information, Ford left
for Washington to show his footage
to the Navy Department

Trad* Hark B«rliter«d
FOTJNDBD BT BIMB 8ILVBHMAN
Pobliahed Wcekir br TABIJeTT, loe.
Bid SlIv»rm«o, PraMdent
•
1S< W«rt 4eUi Streat, New Tork, N. T.
.

SUBSCRIPTION

VoL

Cos.

'

Annul
lift
Fpralfn....', ..tl)
SIntIa Copfaa.... ...... ,,,,,,2g Cahta

Bring^6ack-a-Load Dictum to Film

147

No., a

May Mean Radishes or Rail lies

INDEX
Bills

San

LiJia Obispo last month with the
Hollywood, June 23.
Hollywood, June 23.
PhyslcaDy exhausted. Bob Hope opening of the Fremont theatre, reIn the good, old days, way back
Is back from a tour covering 100 sulting in a bond and stamp return before Dec. ,i,
'194X, when everyArmy-Navy camps in 10 weelts. of $l,010,000i
thing Was free-style and an auditor
Hope traveled 50,000 mUes, enterwas Just another guy in an alpaca
tained 2,000,000 service men and
DECGA coat, Hollywood was too busy
ON
ilERSHOLT
JEAN
also golfed at some three dozen exmaking money to botiier about savhibitions for the Red Cross, Army
other Items CvX By Oracle Fields, ing it Strictly according to whim,
end Navy Relief organizations. His
the boys did what they wanted,
Hllderarde, Frances Lanfford
last igolflng was in the Bobby Jones
where they wanted and when they
'
imatch in Chicago.
Jean Hersholt, who has translated wanted to.
Hope's appearances reportedly sold quite a number of Hans Christian
But Uncle Sam, the Big Guy in the
more bonds than any oth^r per- Anderson's fairy tales from the congress gaiters, Is in charge now
former on tour. Jerry Colonna stuck Danish, made the first of two record arid the result Is that Hollywood's
throughout
albums for Decca, narrating a chil- doing things it never thought, its digComedian's return was kept a dren's tale, not of the Anderson nity could survive. And it's finding
Mcret 60 as to avoid further strain. idiom.
put that after all, there's something
Other quick in-and-outers for to be said for horse sense.
For example. In the matter of
Decca, waxing intensively before
h'eading for Hollywood or elsewhere, those location jaunts now going on,
Lastfogel to Coast
are the four sides Kenny Baker is don't be alarmed U the word goes
doing this week, before going to the out that Hollywood has gone huck.Abe Lastfogel pulled out last night Coast next Monday; four more by ster, or that it's halfway into the
<Tuesday) for the Coast, where he Grade Fields (who sells big in Eng- feed and grain business. If and when
Will remain for two weeks before land); the 'By Jupiter' (Rodgers and this happens, it'll all be due to .an
returning to N. Y. and his USO- Hart) album which Hildegard waxed arrangement with the 'Office of DeShows, Inc., executive duties, (four sides) before opening in a fense Transportation, which.,has deThe William Morris agency exec Cleveland nltery; pops by Frances creed that empty trucks cannot run
tad started west last' week, but was Langford, before she returned to the on the nation's surviving rubber.
Tecalled from' Chicago Thursday (18) Coast Of Baker's quartet, two are
Therefore, if a film cohipany wants
oy the death in N. Y. of the mother excerpts from Irving Berlin's This to bring its trucks back from loc.a01 Frances Arms (Mia. Lastfogel). Is the Army' score.
(Continued on page 64)
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Concert-Opera

......... 17

Exploitation

.

'

48-

Chatter

Offering Lionel Barrymore

A &

S Lyons talent ageiicy is
building a script show which would
star iJohel Baorymore.
The agency recently obtained an
option from the film name for his
radio services.

13

;. j

Film Booktog Chart.
Film Reviews.

Forum

38
8

.

55
22

,

House Reviews
Inside—Legit

50i

Inside'Muslc

44.

,

.

,

SCHPKRAUT DENIES
HE'S SET

FOR PAR PIC

Inside—Orchestra
Inside—Pictures
Inside—Radio

,

,

.

of the production. 'I will positively
not leave "Uncle Harry' for a film

or anything else now or
said yesterday' (Tuesday).
"
nothing to It.'

later,'

he

There's

Paramount approached him for
the part, but he turned it down
some time ago, he added.

Literati

Music

New Acts
Night Club Reviews
Obituary
Orchestras
Pictures

Radio
Radio Reviews

War

,

38.
'

46

4

Activities

DAII.Y

41
30
16
SO
52
44
23
49
54
41
5
28

Legitimate

Vaudeville ...v

•

25

International

Joseph Schildkraut flatly contradicts a report frortr the Coast 'that
he would play the part of Pepe in
Paramount's
fllmizatlon
'For
of
Whom the Bell Tolls.' Act6r Is currently starring in the clibk drama,
'Uncle Harry,' at the Broadhurst,
N. Y., and owns a substantial slice

.

name

existing

and Joe

estates.

Russa comedy warbler,
Shipped to the Coast by

(Continued on page 55)

due here

FUNDS FOR HIS 4 SONS

filed

'

rich and

BING'S $50,000 TRUST

He

recent months.
In addition to numerous enlistments and inductions,
manyjwriters currently are devoting
all, or*a major portion, of their time
to work for the various Govemment-

week got a

advance from

Co. on their score for the
production, 'Sweet or Hot' after
they had sung the numbers over
the long distance telephone to
Sid "Lorraine, Southern's profes-

the departure of thespians into the
armed forces, writers' ranks in the
film capital' have been decimated' in

.

-

tion to

23.

hij

first of sevei^ appearances at Lewisohn Stadium July 18 with Marian
Anderson as soloist.
Kiutz is carrying on negotiations
with Warner Bros., to be musical
supervisor of any musical made with
a classical background.

Bing

VAUDER LUBA MAUNA

Classicist

Efrem Kurtz has resigned as conductor of the Ballet Russe de Monte
Casio after nine years at its helm
and wUl devote himself to appearing as a conductor with leading

(Continued on page 23)

SAM GOLDWYN TESTING

Music

Hollywood, June

Virtually helpless to. combat either
the talent shortage or the materials
shortage, both developing rapidly as
a result of the war, Hollywood already had taken definite steps to circumvent a third threatened shortage
a famine of rhetoric

Although their exodus . has been
less highly publicized, of course, than

Might Become

WB

Loesser last
'

CALLING THE GALS

Uni^

coordination

'What

Jimmy McHugh and Frank

Service

—

Efrem Knrtz Leaying

Telephone Audition

Scribes

War

Going Into

Mellett Still

Conjectural; Film, Radio, Press

New ToU-

Developing Via
Philadelphia, June 23.
pre-breakfast swing session
beginning at 8 a.m. is provided
at Lou's Germantown Bar, latest musical bar to be openedljy
IjOU Lantos here.
The innovtion is for defense
workers who stop off for a
couple of quickies after knocking off from the midnight to 8
a.m. shift at the many war plants
in the area.

A

OGRs

MacLeish and

{ng at Studios to Circumvent Threatened Famine

At 8 A.M.

Jive

SHORTAGE

Over 600 Writers
,

Extent to •which Hollywood production schedules hav* been influenced by the war Is Indicated in the
number of features made within the
past year, plus those on Immediate
shooting schedules, of major companies, either in furtherance of the
war effort, based oh war 'themes or
In' some way of assistance In Impresshig the public with war problems.

Meet of Elmer Davis' OWI on OFFs

FILMS lOOK

TABIETT

(Publlahad In Holljnrood by
Dally Varlatr. Ltd.)
IID a year— II! foralsn'

.

Wodnesdaj, June 24, 1942

WAR
Army

ACTIVITIES

Production

From

The Army's Training Films Proauction Unit, currently getting itself
eettled in its new quarters at the

men and two

HVood

Dad Was Tint Way, Too
Hollywood, June

lormei' Paramount studios in Astoria,
L. I., presents a plenty different picture from three years ago. Col. Melvin E. Gillette's staff of three enlisted
civilian

hundreds, and the
grown
former Ku Klux Klan hall, weatherbeaten and riclcety, some 10 miles
from Fort Monmouth in the Jersey
scrub, has grown to block-long and
completely modernized studios less
than a half-hour from Times Square.
The exact number of men in Col.
Gillette's command now is a military
ecret. But that it is gargantuan in
comparison with the original five is
evident from the fact that the stafi
Includes almost 100 officers and-men

drawn from Hollywood

Will Rogers, Jr., second lieutenant
resei-ve list, joined the Army
as a private rather than wait any
to be called for active duty
Son of
officer.
commissioned
a
as

on the

the late cowboy humorist had been
on the reserve roster since his ROTC
days at Stanford imiversity.
Meanwhile, Rogers has been drafted as a candidate for Congress in
the Beverly Hills district by-the
His neighbors
Democratic party.
will conduct his political campaign.

WILLIE

Studio Can't Charter

Buses to Moye Actors;

four or five rep Is a year produced
before the Selective Service Act was
passed has become a reel a day.
Former Hollywoodltes now working at Astoria include Major Robert
Lord, Warners producer; Major Robert H. Presnell, writer; Major Paul
ttie

WAR

.

FOUR

INTOOE

Fort Riley Rodeo For
Soldier Relief

Daily Mirror.

AGVA, Like Equity,
Sending Tariety'

•

To

(29).

Soldier Pros

INCUCKPREEM

day and Sunday, June 27 and

American Theatre Wing'
stage Door Canteen Caper$

Variety Artists to service with special comforts members of

AGVA
By SADIE HABBIS

now

AGVA

•

Army

(ChaiTTTvan, Enterfoinment

Committee)
When a very striking brunet entered the Canteen the other night, a
turned
to his buddy and re
Marine
marked, 'that dame sure looks like
the Duchess of Windsor,' and then,
double take, he
Horton
Eddie
an
doing

to SOOTHE ANY PANIC
assure

.

.

it

diversional
all

electric

entertain

power

is

Herman Landwehr, man'

off,

•jer' pf the Capitol, N. Y., has collected an alray of <ild-t'ype, hand'
Winding victrolas.
These will be spotted on the stage
•nd in various lobbies throughout
the house to furnish music. Idea is
to keep audience calm in the event

•f

a,

power shutdown.

Warner Moves

Into U. S.

'Holy

exclaimed,

crow,

it

is

Duchess of Windsor.'
.Incidentally, .the

Philadelphia, June. 23.
l^ranch of the Ameri-

The Philly

can Theatre Wing Stage Door Canteen held Its -premiere Saturday
night (20) and from aU indications
a long
is
due for
spot
the
and successful nm. The food is good
and plentiful, the entertaiiimept—

planned and Impromptu— excellent;

end you

the gals pretty

beat the price.
the house.

Army
'Albert

Public Relations

Warner goes

Into the
of Public Relations as

occasion of her

Royal Highness' visit also occurred
simultaneously with that of Helen
Hayes, v.p. of the American Theatre
Wing.
" 'It's just the luck of the Irish,' Miss
Hayes commented to Brock Pern'

His joh'as head of CBS Washington news bureau passes to Eric
Sevareld.'

;

Pvi Lazar Arranges
Free Monmouth Show
A

special free

show arranged by

;

t»»»»«*»»«»»«»«»»«»*»**<'»*»«»«4«»*f*«»»t«»>

.

'

Uncle Sam s Roll Call
«t»««««4«*«»»«»*4«»4
.

'

4

:

'

I

700

PERSON TO DECORATE

...

ASTORIA PLAYROOMS

.

.

-

.

Private Irving Lazar, now stationed
•t Fort Monmouth, Sunday (21)
iJedicated the new amphitheatre at
the comparatively new Camp Edison
Sea Girt, N. J.
The theatre
planned, conceived and. built- by
trictly soldier labor, was, christened
the Queen Mat7.
'Acts playing the Inaugural show
were Pinky Lee, Al Parker, Seed
and Austin, Carole and Shcrod, i>ow•n Singing Models (3), Joan Brandon an^ familiar flrst'-nlghter, has been
commissioiicd a captain in the army,
Nancy Healy.
chemical warfare division, assigned
to Commando corps'. He was in the
tank corps during first World War.
Hollywood, June 23
Robinson trained oS 35 pounds to
William Wyler, commissioned
enter the service, according to Kclpiajor in the Air Corps last week, cey AUen, 'with whom he frequently
to cleaning up his affairs here during attended Broadway openings. There
fee next two weeks.
is another Clark Robinson 'who is a
He then report* to Washington for scenic designer.
,

-

.

.

,

.

t

.

,

'

'

"

nd

M^jqr
.

4uijr.

-

Wm.

on

actively with the Canteen) will be
allowed to take at the new service-

•

• major.

can't
is

night before by a donation day for
public.
It's the first and only
the the
gander Mr. and Mts. John Q.
Civilian (unless, they're associated

-

Army Bureau

just

Everything

The opening was preceded the

man's rendezvous, beneath the staid
old Academy of Music. Admish on
donation day was a package of food,
utencarton of cigarets, kitchen
A count
sils, or what have you.
berton.
showed that many persons, most of
was
Duchess
know
the
didn't
'I
them women, had come with a
Irish,' was Mr. P's quick comeback! bundle, .their pound packages numbering 10,000. 'The donation day also
When Norman Howard was
brought xselebs from N. Y., includdrafted last weeki tt robbed the
ing Helen Hayes, Mrs.' Douglas FairCanteen of ene of its moit popbanks, Sr., Antoinette Perry, Beft
Every '.Tharsday
Dlar featnres.
Lytell, Radie Harris, Helen MennlCbt^sluee' tbe 'bpet>ii>ci.'"ilte.i.win..
ltoMfc»---Peiipbertop^anL<int.
ck!?J!t.,-..piano sot at Nerman and Henry
others. Meyer Davis and .his orch
Howard was an sntloipated
gave out with pop and patriotic
^
» ««
Thtfnday night event, Since this
tunes.
twin combo la So Identical that.
Saturday night saw more than SCO
ment was the staging of 'By Jupiter,'
Bnd Carmthen Carries On
If Norman wanted -t« take m farU. is. soldiers, sailors and Marines
Ishubert, N.Y., is entering the army.
Pittsburgh, June 26.
(Continued on page 20)
lonih, he coold easily lobatltutc
H. M. .(Bud) Carruthers, who with as is Harlan Thompson, Broadway
(Continued on page 20)
his brother Glenn owil& and operates and Hollywood author, who pro
the Guthrie theatre in nearby Gyove duced a. legit show early this.seaspn,
City, Pa., is carrying on for his fon, He has been assigned to the Signal
Gives
Steel Seats
H. M. Carruthers,'Jr:, who was killed Corps, Photographic Division, Asrecently in a Florida airplane crash toria, L. I. Elbert (Slim) Severance,
CrooksviUe, O., June 23.
while serving as an instructor for formerly press agent for the Chan in
theatres and- sinc.e then -in charge
army pUots;
Fred E. Gross, owner ol the MaEnlisted in the air corps, the elder of advertising and publicity for their
jestic, Crooksvllle, 0'.,'has contributCarruthers ..has. just been., commis- realty and 1^'ewery Intere^,- has
Committee of nriotion picture trade ed approximately '?00-.all-metal theasioned a first lieutenant and'haa been been commissioned in the Army Air
tre seats vHth which the old Brookspaper publishers, who have under.Ojrps'.
assigned to Steward Field, N. Y.
'ville Opera tlousc, owned., by -Mr.
taken -to provide equipment and fur- Gross was equipped, to the national
Engelhart Hon«r Mali
nishings for the Recreation room of defense.
137 N. S. S. Personnel In Service
Great Lakes,.!!!., June 23. ^
the Army's Signal Corps fhoto-'
National Screen. Service and its
William Engelhart, 26, New York,
graphic Center- at the.forrner Para
subsidiary, American Display ^orp..,
has been chosen honor man. of -his
mount studios, at Astoria, last week
N. Y. to L. A.
at present has 137' In nearly every
company, now in recruit training at
enlisted John
Bberson, the film
branch of the service,' overseas and
the IT. S. .Naval. Training Station
theatre architect, to supervise the
WlUiam and J. Fadiman.
stationed at training centers and
here.'. Eng^art, former actor in
room's design and^ecoration.
Claude Laoham.
military establishments in every.-secfashion
advertl.sing pix. for John
Henry
T. Murdoek.
In addition- to overseeing
the
tion of the coimtry:
Powers,' New York' City,- enlisted
Edward C. Raftery.
decor,' Eberson will also handle the
Joseph Rosenzweig, .'Cacleton .E.
several weeks' ago as an apprentice
Grad Seai;^.
adjacent library which is -to be
seaman. Through a series of apti- Chupp, Samuel B. Hardy, Edwin E. stocked with books for the several
Walsh.
Sammy
iude tests given the' 130 men of his Holcombe, Jack Bagwell, Charles himdred men stationed
on
the
company, he has been selected to Myhand, j^mea "W. Wood, France C. grounds.
attend one of the Navy's Service Groover, Jr.; Ernest Rftblee,. William
L;A.
to N.Y.
About 7S% of the enlisted per
Schobls upop gradaiitlon from ttain. Mancusco, Robert McEIory, James
sonnel in the Photographic Center
(Continued oii page. 16)
Eddie Alper^n.
in.? June 20.
Engelhart's Wife, Kathare from the film Industry.
John Chapman.
erine, remains in N. Y.
Film
companies have
already
,Ned Depinet,'
made cash contributions; also
John Van Druten.
BroadwayltOs Into Service
Ofificials
combo radio-phonograph, pingpong
Vlntonr Freedley:
Clark Robiiteon,- magazine writer
-

.

MUSIC (CANNED) CHARM

28.

special

23.

-

it's

PHILLY CANTEEN

^

To

Fnnd

Show played
cial services oflicer.
Junction City, just outside this military reservation Monday night, is
due in Manhattan, Kans., to^orro>»
t^i); the Music HaU, Kansas City,
loV Friday and Saturday (26,. 27);
and Topeka, Kans., next Monday

Long on music and comedy, 'The
RUey, Kans., June 23.
Life of RUey' is short on dancing.
Sally Rand, rodeo proOnly two terp specialties are spotted.
moter. Fan terper pulled into this
(Continued on .page 20)
cavalry post this week with cowboy
jeans and boots in place of her traditional fans and bubble.
She Joined hubby Pvt. Thurkel
'Turk' Greenough, currently in training at- Cavalry Replacement Center,
in promoting four-show rodeo for
benefit of Ft. Riley emergency re
lief at 4,000-seat Rathert Field in
adjacent Junction City next Satur-

committee, headed by
Billy Glason and Dave Fox, has been
formed by the Am'erlcan Guild of

A

U

hut

.

'

in

Ft.

Now

23.

regional ODT director, after a meeting with picture representatives.
Order, according to Long, does not
hit. studio-owned buses, but covers
charters by any person or organization.
It will affect traveling bands,
one-night tours by cowboy $tars or
other film players, and will cramp
for conventions and
chartering
bus
Film committee
sightseeing tours.
reported to Long that the studios
had equaled or bettered the 25% reduction in transportation as ordered
by law.
4

final lUm hidustry war drive for
1842 opens July f 'with a four-way
bimiaign to raise funds for the JTavy
ReBK and combined China, Rtisaia

mebt, even

Rand Promoting

Sally

NICK KENNY,

'

in the U. S. armed forces. Like
the work of a similar committee at
group wiU fur
Equity, the
nish their members with cigarets,
ilm Photogs to Train
soaps, etc., plus a subscription to
•'Variety' while they are in uniform
in^ Dutch War Reliefs. With Jacob
Duty A special service men's rate has been
Novices for
H, Ifiarp. as chairman, a committee
worked out for all professionals in
Tgl
itudlo representatives mapped
the armed forces.
Hollywood, June 23.
plans for the four causes.
AGVA's committee is presently
Training of photographers for
eontributoTS will be asked to make
service in the Army Signal Corps, checking which members are in
donations to each cause, or tq desig'
They
in the school l>eing set up by the service and where located.
nate how general contributions are
Academy
Research Council, will be will begin 4ispensing the favors
divided. Where no speci&ca'V>
Coin to
supervised by Fred Jackmah, pres- within a week or two.
tions are inade, the gifts will be split
ident of the American Society of finance the committee's work will
(a proportion to the national quotas
come via donations.
Cinematographers.
lor each fund.
Equity inaugurated the scheme to
Government has asked for 200
trained photographers 'and 20 mem- keep its uniformed members in touch
bers of ASC, '6ut of a total member- with show business via the 'Variety'
ship of 175, have volunteered. Others and Eqiitty magazine subscriptions'
will help Jackman in training new- This week the total of Equity memcojners in a 12-week course, work- bers receiving both papers, plus
ing three nights a week.
other items, rose to 361,

Hollywood, June

the Cavalry Replacement Training
Center here, p.reemed t -the CRTC
War Department theatre recently

'

Hollywood; June

-

DRIVES

.

Ft. RUey, Kans,, June 23.
midwest's .first
ambitious

original soldier revue. The Life of
Riley,' brainchild of enlisted men at

two shows for 2,200 enlisted menmlttee is to line up plicture per- and officers. It's a 65-minute parcel
of musical comedy and just what the
sonaliUcs as entertainers.
Group consists of Harry Brand, Anny morale doctors would order to
S.
entertain a pack of talent-starved
George Brown, Walter Compton,
Alex Evelove, soldiers after a tough day's training
Eliifeld,
Charles
Lance Heath, William Hebert, John grind,
Joseph, Perry Lieber, Lou Smith and
'Life of RUey' has been tentatively
Howard Strickllng.
set for tour of four midwestern
cities by Lt Andrew B. White, spe-

ities of 1942'."

Order Also Hits Bands

Chartering of buses by film studios
H. Sloane, Paramount director; Capt for the carrying of players and crew
Herbert L. Btfegstein, film editor of members is out, according to the official interpretation of Office of De(Continued on page 20)
fense-Transportation Order No. 10.
That was the dictum of Roy Long,

mwm.

HOWARD

Sixteenth iucce«»ful week, "Pf"'"'^
Street
itiei of 1942" at the 4«th
Theatre, New York.
"Willie Howard, the fmiious comedlnn ... a sensation In the 'Prior-

ADAMS

By PVT. MEL

War Heroes
The

And

alone.

Fetes

Hollywood, June 23.
Producers Assn, appointed a publicity committee to entertain the 16
United Nations War Heroes who will
arrive here Jtine 26 on their nationwide tour. Major chore of the com-

23.

cameramen has longer

into the

^

Strong At Fort Riley; Tour Planned

to Hmidreds

Men

Five Film

Revw^ (Xcb

life of RHey,' Soldier

Umt Has Grown

Wyler

.

Joshua Loigan, whose

last asslgn-

Navy

On

Huddle

Dr. Wessel Fflm

Yam

Hollywood, June- 23,
Commander Joim J, Bergen, aide
to Secretary' Knox, planed back to
Washington Monday (22) after coU'
ferring with Cecil B. DeMUle and
Dr. Croydon M'. Wessel on the Navy
medico's heroic story.

James
novel as
the

tables, furniture, etc.

Jean Gabln.
Dr. A. H. Glanninl.
Alfred Hitchcock.

Cy

Bartlett in

Europe

HUton

23.

is
doing a short
Her last letter from the former
the screep treatment of screen
scrlptcr
was postmarked

Paramount

picture.

Raymond

Klune.

James Mulvey.
Sol Sch>vartz.

Hollywood, Jime

EUen Drew reveals that her husband. Major &y BarUett, is overseas,
London,

Irwin Shaw.

Jack Sklrball.
E. R. Sponsable.
C. W. Thornton.

Glenn Wallicbs.
Thornton Wilder.

'
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PICTURES

Film Carriers Decide to Attune

140,000,000

Shipping Systems to Local Needs
Followlng huddles with film exchange and distribution representatives In N. y. last week. Film Car-

rlers Assn. at the New York 'convention decided compliance with the
Transportation
Office of Defense
25% mileage cut order, effective
July 1, should be left to individual
territories to place In actual operaExchange reps In different
tio'n.
territories will work out a formula
with their carrier representatives,
and some 32 exchanges were advised by the Hays office this week
to handle shipping, in line with this
decision and according to local con-

ditions.

During confabs In N. Y., It was
agreed that where one method of
complying with the ODT order
might work okay In the Philadelphia area, for Instance, different factors likely would not make the same
method- workable in the state of
Texas. Kence It was left to each

exchange territoi^ to handle the
situation.

The ODT order forcing carriers to
reduce mileage 2d% as compared
with 1041 is foreseen as making
fewer pickups, shorter trips and using smaller trucks in flim carrier

D. C.

VARIETY CLUB'S

NEW MOBILE CANTEEN
Washington, June 23.
on White House detail,
and guarding the bridges and ImSoldiers

portant approaches to the National
capital, will soon be given hot meals

from a

receive prints
early.
Slowing up of playing out
dates, too, likely will add to the in-,
ventory overhead of all picture pro-

Film

carrier

system

in

recent

Finance

War

CONFABS

tions.

to

ducers.

to

DARK

-

theatres

Abroad

FIND FIX THEY

service. It wiU
Los Angeles, June 23.
and all special trips for exhibitors.
Film customers In the dimout
Because of the industry's desire to
save on raw film stock by using areas along the southern California
prints longer than usual, per ^ the shore are attending their favorite
WPB attitude on conservation, ' ex- theatres, nabe and first run, and debibs wiU be unable to circumvent
this reduction in delivery service by positing about the same amount of
asking distributors to place addi- coin they did when the marquees
were all ablaze with picture names.
tional prints into circulation.
New ODT ruling means that one Operators in the beach regions recall per day on the film carriers' port a steady night trade, but a
route will become prevalent
Also slight drop in afternoon business,
that it wiU be difficult to circuit which they can't explain. They had
prints on close-date bookings where- expected a falling-ofl in night trade
by the distributor was able to ship and an increase in matinees. It is
from town to town and give the ex- one of those human vagaries that
hibitor his show earlier than It the keeps an exhib guessing.
One operator figured, out that the
print were recalled to the exchange
dimout of neon signs on restaurants,
for inspection.
Ultimate result of the reduced shows and other establishments in
mileafe on film carriers is that it the vicinity of his theatre made
will take considerable longer to play everything even and disproved the
out dates on a feature. Efficient film theory that picture fans are attracted
delivery service presently has en- by brilliant lights.

abled

ernment Would Get 50%,
or More, in Taxes If Money
Dislodged for Use Here,
and Could Use Credits

GOETZ HOSTS ZANUCK
WITH SniDIO DINNER

First is that Uncle

Sam becomes

a

partner in any money American picture companies receive, since most of
the majors figure they will pay approximately 50% of it to the U.' S.
Treasury in taxes.
Another consideration Is that the Government
can now make use of the frozen
credits overseas for expenditures in
connection with war services.
WiU Hays, Nick Schenck, George
J. Schaefer and other industry toppers have been going over details in
recent weeks, one session being held
Monday <1S) and another was set
for Monday (22). Figuring in the ne-

WniKIE'S POLITICAL

PLANS STHl VAGUE

George J. Schaefer, whose resigna*
tion ais president has not yet been
Wendell L. Willkle, chairman of acted upon though he is technically
may run for no longer .prexy. Floyd Odium is
still reported uncertain whether. to

the governorship of

but

if

he

doesn't,

he

New York
is

gree that shipments to almost any
account require no more than a
single day.
In contrast, experience
shows that shipping by parcel post or
express required two and three days
for some theatre accounts.
Order of the ODT applies to all
common carriers and is not aimed'
at any particular Industry.
If the
fllm business had been granted any
exception to the ruling, some 300
other Industries obviously would

Story

untitled rtudlo propei;ty.
Prospective
casting
difficulties,
stated, made it inexpedient to
proceed. He leaves Friday (26) for
the Shrine convention in Chicago,
going

Lloyd

to New York for a two
weeks vacation before announcing

then,

new

plans.

His two pictures for RKO were
'Girl, Guy and Gob' and 'My Favorite Spy,' (Kay Kyser).

Yates Back to N. Y.
Hollywood, June 23.
Herbert J. Yates, Republic prexy.
heading for New York this comIniJ weekend.
He has speixt t\/o months here
going over Republic's slate for the
next quarter.
Is

schedule well under way. Both pro«
posals had been tinder consideration
for some time, as also bids for outside operators, such as S. A. Lynch,
Leo Spitz or Ed Weisl to come In
with either financing or administrative 'organization plans.
Barring the quick unfreezing of
some $2,800,000 of RKO's British
coin, on which Schaefer had been
contacting Government officials in
downtown financial
Washingtoln,

Odium would

district reports are that

be obliged to consummate either a
theatre mortgaging deal or 'negotiate a loan for RKO.
Koerner BenuUns Stadlp Topper
Meantime, N. Peter. Rathvon re^
turned from the Coast over the
Weekend after a. huddle with Charles
Hollywood, Jim* SS.
W. Koerner and Ned Deplnet during
Following s weekend meeting which an understanding was reached
with Charles W. Roemer and Ned that Koerner remain in his present
Deplnet, a $12,900,000 production post as head of studio operatlohs.
budget for RKO for 1942-43 has been The RKO board meeting scheduled
Monday (22) was postponed until
announced by N. Peter Rathvoa for
today (Wednesday) when Rathvon

PROD. BUDGET

'

Plans are for S7 features, 12 to 14 will likely niake his report on studio
of 'A' variety.
Rathvon said that operations and ihe production sttua*
if the budget la curtailed by $1,tion.
'would bs pleasing to
With Odium currently away on a
.

Deplnet

is

vacation cruise, realignment of adplanini to New York ministrative personnel, with im>
postponed board meet- mediate appointment of a successor
•

Hays was slated to leave for Wash- ing on Wedn^day,
ington yesterday (Tuesday) then goReports persist that David Saring to the Coast to advise studio nofl would like
to «e« J.
Mch^ds what they may expect. It Donough back in tht, studioR. mancarried through successful]^, im< agement group.
freezing of coin will give added imPrior to l«avlng for New Yorlt to
petus
to
Hollywood
production attend the board meeting Wednesschedules, especially insofar as RKO, day, neither Rathvon nor Deplnet
United Artists and' Independent pro- believed a move will be made then
ducers are concerned, while also In- to fill the presidency. Deplnet will
creasing the cash financial position of set a sales conveQtion date for theother majors as well.
end of July lipon bis arrival.
-

-

to Schaefer, Is. considered tinlikely,
Deplnet and Rathvon continue to
figure for the RKO- presidency and
an appointment Ik' expected Shortly
or some time during the RKO «ale«
convention planned Ih July.
'

.

Group Including Leo

Spitz Is re«

ported interested in. making a deal
with Odium for his holdings in RKQ<
Steve Lynch was approiached by
Odium on the Coast several montha
ago with no deal consummated as
'

Hollywood, June

yet

23.

Darryl Zaniick was honored by
William Goetz 20th-Fox v.p. with a
studio dinner Monday night- (22),
meeting 200 members of the 20thFox personnel Zanuck's speech was
sub rosa, because his mission abroad
He complidealt, with- the war.
mented Goetz on the conduct of the
studio during his absence.
Zanuck's meetings with Spyros

Par,

M-Fox and

E. M.

chief
now Theatres, Inc., Winchester Theatre
production
much time in Washington Co., Liberty Amus. Co., Superior Exhibitors, Inc., Lancaster Theatre Co.,
Fitchburg
National Theatre Co.,
Amus. Co., Framingham Theatres
Sears' 21-Year-Old
Co., Capitol Theatre of Santord,
Square Theatre, Inc.,
Press Job Watertown
Girl in
Consolidated Theatres, Inc.
It is claimed that E. M. Loew's
Report that Grad Sears might return to Warner Bros, was laughed Theatres, Inc., is owner of all or most
off Monday. (22)' by the United Art- of the capital stocks and that he controlled operations. It is claimed theists distribution v.p., with the explanation that it was his 21-year-old atres leased the pictures from the
daughter and not he who had become plaintiff on a percentage booking,
associated with WB. Sears' daugh- 30% of the gross to the distribs. In
ter, Pat, has Joined the company's the contract it was agreed that the
press department in New York for defendant report correct gross .resome practical experience. She will ceipts; the statements to be signed
by the manager, cashier or other aureturn to Smith College in the fall.
Sears and UA prexy Ed Haftery thorized theatre representative with
leave New York Friday (20) for sev- the right of the exhibitor's representeral weeks of huddles on the Coast. ative to examine the books and veri-

20th-Fox
spends so

Grad

WB

Metro Charge

Lmw Ouseled Im On % Pix

HAROLD UOYD AND
RKO CAU

was an

RKO

RKO $imooo

to attend the

Boston, June 23.Three suits were filed here today
have clamored for similar special Skouras, Tom Connors and Hal
Home have been postponed till next by Paramount, 20th Centuiy-Fox and
rules.
Monday.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer against E. M.
Loew. Claim Is .that certain liOew
• Skooras, Connors to Coast.
theatres, under percentage bookings,
Spyros Skouras, Tom Connors and have been making false reports of
Hal Home, 20th-Fox executives leav- gross receipts. Plaintiffs are unable
IT QUITS ing for the Coast on Friday (26) to to state what sums have been chislook over new product and outline eled, but believe they are in excess
campaigns for forthcoming releases, of $50,000.
Hollywood; June 23.
Theatres referred to in the suit of
Tony
Harold Lloyd called it quits with will be met in Chicago by
Fihn Distributing Corp.
RKO as a producer Monday (22) Muto, Washington representative for Paramotmt
vs. Elias M. Loew, -of Milton, Mass.,
and checked out, terminating his Fox Movietone newsreel.
are as follows:
presently
is acting as sort
Muto
picture-to-picture deal without getE. M. Loew's Theatre, Inc., E. M.
ting his third scheduled production of liaison man between Darryl Zan
uck and capital affairs since the Loew's, Inc., E. M. Loew Beverly

out of the tentative stage.

state

raise coin for film production hy
said to have, additional mortgaging of
Uieatres or to guarantee bankers for
loans of the $3,000,000 or more bapi*
tal required to get next season's

indicated ha may dig up a dark horse
for the race on the Republican side
of the ticket
Willkle, whose N. Y. law firm also
represents 20th-Fox, represented the
film companies in the Isolationistinspired probe In Washington on
charges the screen -was being used
as a propaganda medium.
He is
said to have received $100,000 for
that chore.

.

-,W8irf..|j5(5 ..deye^oEedJto...s^fl^_s^.Jie-

Financing problems continued to
absorb attention of RKO directors
last week following departure of

the board of*20{h-Fox,

000,000 this
gotiations also is Sidney Bemstein,
the board,'
of the British Ministry of Informa-

tion.

Financing;

Guarantee Loans or Mortgage

—

BERNSTEIN

IN

RKO

Hieatres; Outside Deals Sinuner

Industry Toppers Negotiating with Washington and
London Officiak
Gov-

rolling canteen, presented to
Services
Red Cross by Variety Clubs Tent
No. 11.
Presentation was made by Chief
IN
Barker Vincent Dougherty and Rudy
Berger of Loew's, latter head of
club's Welfare committee. Canteen
FUm industry leaders have been
cost $2,000 and was presented at the
holding sessions In New York for
Capitol with appropriate ceremonies.
the past two weeks taking up negotiations with Washington and London official quarters for unfreezing
over $40,000,000 picture coin in Great
Britain. Chances are reported strong
that the U. S, Government will
shortly take over the coin, and make
virtually the equivalent available In
American funds to flim producers
due to several important considera-

WANT

May

FUiiyRITl

the

eliminate 'callbacks'

'

Odium Lining Up

PIX

S

The twice-postponed RKO stockwai finally held at
Dover, Del., last Wednesday (17)
when J. Miller Walker, RKO secretary, was elected .a director replac>
Ing Schaefer on the board. He was
the only new member elected to the
holders, meeting

directorate, others reelected Includ*

ing

Raymond

Bill,

Thomas

Deplnet,

Durell, Frederick L. Ehrman, h.
That information was
be confidential. Attorneys for Lawrence Green, Millhauser,. RichParamount are Edward F, McClen- ard C, Patterson, Jr., Rathvon, John
(Continued on page 25X
nan and Jacob J. Kaplan.
The same kind of suit has been
brought by 20th-Fox, with the following additional defendants added:
E. M. Loew Strand in Peabody, Fim- %i0VL Comes Over
ber Amus. Co., HolUs Operating jCo„
Inc., and Webster Theatre Corp.
Horizon and Loew-Lewyt

fy admissions.

.

to

UA

As a

result of information recently
obtained by the plaintiff, he Is informed, and believes and alleges that
E. M. Loew and said enterprises and
theatres have, from time to time and
on many occasions, furnished to the
plaintiff fabricated and false statements of said gross receipts; that
payments have been mad« of much
less amounts than should have "been
paid; that the defendant concealed
the fact that false reports were
made, and that the plaintiff discovered the fact only recently in the
course of other litigation pending
.

between the

Set Their Partnerslup
Hollywood, June 23.
Association of David' iMew and
Albert Lewin at United Artists is
reported ending with the release ot
'Moon and Six Pence.' Lewin dl«
reeled the film over' which, it's understood,
differences
of
opinion
arose between the partners regarding production.
Loew has contract

for

several

more productions at UA, but
and other de- derstood to have no plans.
alleged that on or be.
1920, Loew and the

is

un-

plaintiff

•

fendants. It is
fore July 23,
enterprises and theatres entered into
Miller
conspiracy to falsify reports and pay
Hollywood, June 23.
le.<;s than due.
Seton I. Miller .las been named asThe plaintiff asks the coilrt to ea
join these defendants from disposing sociate director to Lester Cowan
of or altering books, records and on 'Heart of a City.' Miller 'is also
Merit
papers for accounting of amounts ac- writing the screen play.
Oberon will star.
tually due for the rental of percentMove .will leave Ccwan free fot
age pictures and a judgment for work on 'Commandos,' which rolls

Aides Cowan

$50,000.

July

1

with John Farro-.7 directing."

'

'

.
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WtdntHmj^ Jane
Plenty Film Saving

hdttstry Leaders Report to

On

Plr(M|ress

Raw

So Far

Film Stock;

Gov t

in Conserving

25% Cut

Diwy

,

Technicolor declared and paid
only 25c thus far this year, while in
1941 four diwyfe of 25c each were

Fdm

l^tial'

ffiz

WPB

Los Angelei, June 23.
lists Field Offices
War Production Board considers
Contact the motion picture industry ait
T^at Exhibfi
esThe War Production Board bas set sential part of the war effort and
up field offices In all of the 48 states
keep the film homes of Amerwhere exhibitors and others may file will
<

M»y

'

Forest Rangers,' over a comparable stretch of time,
Mitchell Leisen, currently
piloting Tto Thne ior Love,' has
utilized 50% less than he did for
a similar time In Take a Letter

Film industry leaders were in Technicolor Passes
Washington yesterday (Tuesday) to
Expected 3-Moiith
huddle with Harold Hopper, of the
motion picture division of the War
Technicolor, Inc, directors last
Prbduction Board, and present plans week failed to declare any dividend
made for voluntary curtailment of on the common stock as had been
raw wi"! stock and other materials expected in financial circles, action
in film production. At the same causing some surprise, because untime, figures were submitted show- derstood the compahy had been doing
ing the extent that use of film 'And
other materials has already been cut
Bt the studios.
Curtailment of raw film stock in
distribution, combined with cuts at
the studios, is expected to result in
an overall deduction of 25% in film
compared with
consumption,, as
Government intimations
original
several months 'ago t^t a 50% reduction was .expected. Some of the
majors, such as Metro, have already
reportedly advised their field forces
that fewer prints will be available.
Among those listed attending Hxe

Conaders die

big and, .consequently, less t«taklng. Georije Marshall, director
of 'Star Spangled Rhythm,' Is
credited with using less than half
the amount of celluloid ccosnmed
in his previous picture, lb*

Certain

Ikt WPB

Harmoii TeDs Coastites

Hollywood, June 3>.
paving of S0% In negattvw flim
in two high-budget productlonB
Is reported by Paramount as a
result 9t mors thorough r dears-

Darlhig.'

ica open, according to Francis S.
applications for priorities or take up
Harmon, executive -vice-chairman
other matters relating to the WPB.
and co-ordinator of the War ActiviChristopher J. Sunphy is dilef of
ties Committee.
Sneaking at a conServices
tiic Amusements Section,
ference
of theatre and d^ense leadheadquarBranch, of the WPB, with
ers here, Harmon declared the Interf in 'Washington.
dustry has already done a splendid
list of the offices and thehr adjob In carrying the Inessage of the
dresses follow:
Government to -the piAIlc end has a
Alabama: Birmln^am, 301 Phoenix further responsibility In continuing
bidg.
the good work.
Other speakers at the meeting
Arizona: Phoenix, 406 Security
were Charles P. Skouras and Robert
bIdg.
Aikansas: Fort Smith, IS N. 7th H. Poole, co-chairmen of the local
War Activities Committee; George
St.; LitUe Rock, 304 Rector bldg.
Hjelte, director of the Iios Angeles
Callfomia: San Francisco, 135S
Defense Council; Dave-'BerAon, of
Market st.; Fresno, 314-318 Mattel the
War Savings, staff, and Rodney
bldg.; Los Angeles, 1031 S. Broadway;
Pantages, representing the Theatre
Oakland, 209 Financial Center bldg.;
Defense Bureau.
San Diego, 610 Union bldg,;<&cramento. Farmers and Mechanics bldg.

A

well.

Deckion Friday

distributed to stockholders.
Heavier taxes, coupicd with reduced prices for color film to producers in the last 15 months,' reportedly have cut into net earnings
of the corporation. ^Thls' Is reflected
iiji 1941- net Income which -was $1.05
per common share, of which $1 -was
paid out in dividends in the past
year. Cash position of Technicolor
continued strong as of the close of

-

On Pars $100,000
Payoff to Bioif

:

.

Consolidated trial of the action by
Colorado: Denver, 708 Kittredge
All Set for
Off
six stockholders against Paramount bldg.; Pueblo, Star Journal bldg.
ofliicers and directors In N. Y. suPhoenix
Hartford,
Connecticut:
preme court, seeking return of Bank bldg.; Bridgeport, 144 Golden
to Glory'
the .$100,000 paid to Willie Bipfl HUl st; New Haven, S14 Liberty bldg.
Song* lifts
and George L. Browne by the
Delaware: Wilmington, 314 Penn
Hollywood, June 23.
defendants ended yesterday (Tuesto
bldg.
days proceedfive
after
day),
'Skyway to Glory' hops off this
Florida: Jacksonville, 780 Lynch
WalG.
Carroll
Justice
tags,
week on the Culver City lot with
bldg.; Miami, 701 Congress bldg.;
Hollywood, 'June 23.
ter announced decision will be
Franchot Tone, Marsha Hunt and
Tampa, 901 Wallace So. bldg.
Start of "The Desert Song' yes- rendered Friday (M).
C^ene Kelly in the lead roles.
hoisted
the
numterday (Monday)
Georgia: Atlanta, 110 Chandler bldg.
Enlisting the testlmoj / of past and
Gedrgt Sidney directs the B. P.
ber of productions In work at Warn- present Paramount officials and diIdaho: Boise, 409 .Capital Securities Finemah production, 'based on a
ers to 10, a new summer peak on the rectors, former supreme court Jus- bldg.
sU)ty by David Hertz.
Burbank lot.
tice Alfred J. Talley, representing
Illinois:
Chicago, 20 N. Wacker
Others filming are 'Air Force,' 'The the plaintiffs, attempted throughout
Adventures of Mark Twain,' Trln- to show paymetjts to the former drive; Decatur, 308 Standard office
cess' O'Rourke,''
'Watch; on the lATSE labor leaders were made Il- bldg.; Peoria, 2d floor. Alliance bldg.;
Studio Contracts
Springfield, 407 Leland office bldg.
Bhiae,' "Gentleman Jim' and 'Casa' legally and therefore culpable to the
Indiana: EvansvlUe, 8 Koenig bldg.;
blanca.' In the' final throes of procorporation by the perpetrators. Fort Wayne, 410 Utility bldg.; Induction, with retakes and whatnot,
Justice Walter, at the outset, had dianapolis, Circle Tower bldg.; South
Hollywood, June 23.
are 'Now, 'Voyager,' "George Washpointed out the stockholders had no B«id. 206 City National Bank bldg.
Rich Hogan Inked, scripting pact
ington Slept 'Here' and 'The Hard
cause of action -unless payments
Iowa: Des Moines, 708 Crocker at Metro.
officials that Way,'
pared to show
made were injurious to the corpora- bldg.
bead-way -was being made, a Govern'
Ruth
Ford's
player option picked
tion and consequently, to the stockKansas: Wkhita, 1314 Union Na up at Warners.
ment edict arbitrarily limiting film
holders-.
He said the question re- Uonai Bank bldg.
would result.'
Helene Fertescue Reynolds regarding interpretations as bribes or
Kentucky: Louisville, 200 Todd
Warners' Escapolofor
Majority of «ie distrib heads «on.
newed
by..20th-Fox.
extortions, so far as the payments bldg.
tend that a ceiling on prints would
Leo Gorcey's option lifted by
were concerned, was for. criminal
Louisiana: New. Orleans, -428 Canal
be thfc most eftectlve means' of cut
Hollywood, June 23.
courts and not the issue In the pres- bldg.; Shrevieport, 016 Glddens Iisne Metro.
tUig, with a lionit of 300 prints for
Escapist entertainment rather than
•
bldg.
ent, trial.
Crcorge Holmes' player ticket repictures' 'regarded as sufficient to
technical or dramatic themes is a
Testimony of 'practically ell the
Maine: Bangor, 44 Central st; Port- newed by 20th-Fox.
service 11,000 or 12,000 accounts new swftdi In the Warners program
SiniUarly, « inaximtmi of 200 to 225 of 8« shorts lor 1042-ti. Newbtlefies witnesses questioned by Talley cen- land, 142 High st
Dennis 'CKeefe inked two-picture
Maryland: Baltimore, 1254 Baltitered around Austin C. Keough,
product and 100 to 125 are going
prints for
pact at RKO.
In strong for comedy,
counsel aqd v.p. of Paramount, who mor-e Trust Co.
pictures, hais also been
. prints for C
qiorts and mosle.
Muriel Roy. Bolton, writer, opMassachusetts:' Bostop, 17 Court
originally made the payments
suggested as a means of cutting
Meanwhile, th*.Buibank studio Is had
tioned
by Paramount
withholding' information from Pant; sL; FaU River, 27 S. Main st; LoweU,
down.,
cotttihulng'its patriotic shorts, based
Bob. Steele, western actor, reHowever, since no imiform formula on Army, Kmvj and "^tory Produc- mount directors until afttt the in Sun bldg., 8 Merrimac it; Springfield, US State st; Worcester, State newed for one year by Republic.
applying equitably to all the majpr tion topics.
dictment' of BIoB and 'Browne.
Mutual bldg.
Bobby (>onnol]y drew new onedistributors «oulc[ ba evolmd, eadi
Keyofb Endorsed by
Michigan: Detroit, 7310 Woodward year ticket as .dance director at
of the campanies agreed to prepare
Keouib, first on the stand, was ave.; Grand Rapids, 1004 Michigan Metro.
its own plan showing bow conservathe Flaiaie questioned throughout the opening National Bank bldg.; Iron Mountain,
C>irly Howard, Larry Fine and
tion 'woold be tackled in' every Indlwhose
sessiott
by
Talley,
Wednesday
June
28.
Hollywood,
400
Commercial
prer
National
Moe
Howand. (Three Stooges) signed'
Bank bldg.
vidtitd ease. These flgur«(''were
Katiiarlna Kapbuui and ^>encfr ellegaBons to .the payments made to
Minnesota: Duluth, -41(1 Federal for two more years at Columbia.
pared and submitted to the Hays
Bioff
bribes
drew
Browne
and
as
startMliroA
yesterday
(Mon.)
Tracy
b]dg.;
presentation
Minneapolis,
326
Lenore Coffee signed writing
BUdland
lor
Bank
«ffloe Monday (22>
corrections
the
vrttbested
from'
as
co-staxiws
in'
TKeei>er
tbe
of,
bldg.
of
lyesterday.
Xaeh
to. WPB. officials
ticlsfiUatlMfttro.
MEslSip'&i!'' JacSsbfi, ' 60J'"'i'oW
nteai 'MBtTrttfii'nie the' ee'ihptay Vsi"
Maihbochert former Paris dress
the majors also .submitt^ confi- Flama' at Matro.
(Continued on page 27)
bldg.
Qeorge Ctikor is director.
dential -figures, showing iatw much
designer, signed by 20th-Fox.
Missouri: Kansas City, B08 Mutual
lootu«^*as .used in all departpaentis
Janet Kay, writer, drew Metro
bldg.; Bt Louis, 1131 Paul Brown contract
during 1040 >and 1B41. 4>MU:ying
bldg.
sepi^ralely both loreign and domestic
Nat Perrin handed new scripting
Montana: Helena, 222 Power Block pact by Metro.
p^ts of features, shorti^ newsreels,
.

sessions
Balaban,,

were Joe

Harden,

Barney

1^41.

Hop

Eddie Man-

M.

Warner,
piv William Rodger?, Abe Schneider,
Hermaoi Bobbins, Grad Sears and
jiay Klune. Klune, who represents
Committee
Conservation
the Film
find &ie. Industry Advisory Committee on th« Coast, came on to -New
York over the weekend, then headed
for the capital.
rioiu Hade In N. T,
Prior to leaving lor Washington
inajof'' company exe^s last week in
Kew; York discussed, plans for fixing
a ceiilng on the nuinber of prints to
'be used in distribution and most of
them were convinced that a cut in
bpth negative and positive stock was
inevitable If aiiy headway in conservihk celluloid was to be made.
Industry leaders had previously been
-warned that unlpss they, were pre'
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Indoitry. Jtcpsits

Washington,' June 33.
Industry reps here stressed Ibat
was not telling the industhe
ti:y how.to curtail and -that the
meeting was primarily for Qis puT'
pose of reporting tQ'the Government
on what .ha» already been done in
thp way of cutting do-wn use of raw
dim stock and other material so that
Government regulation would not
.

Pattmied After

Mam s System

WPB

betibmia necessary..

In an interchange of Ideas during
tte sessions today, the only new
pr<^Qsal advanced, in addition to
print reductions and studio produc
tion cuts already made known in
New York and Hollywood, -was a
suggestion that film projection be
slowed ioytn from BO feet a minute
to possibly 60 feet, thus saving
large volume of film annually. Idea
Is

considered' impractical, however,

as

it

would involve a changeover of

all projectors, in studios as -well as
theatres, since new sprockets would*
be required. For tl^ purpose an
estimated 50 tons of steel would be

WPB

required, with the
givhig no
4:eply as to whether such a quantl^
of steel could be made available for
the purpose. Another objection to
the idea was that if projectors Qre

changed then the present stock of
films would l>e rendered useless and
reissues would have to be abandoned.

Durmg

the huddles various Government ofTicIals spoke on the lumber, shortage, tire,, tube and
rationing, ch^n^cal shortages

rubber

and the
transportation problem as It affected
•11 industries, hicluding films.

Nebraska;. Omaha, 601 Grain Exchange bldg
Nevada: Beno, Saviers bldg.'
New Kampghlre: Manchester,

Amoskeag

^weU

Mdletfs
setup for newsreel ooverage will be
IndloBtlons that

poses.

Much

of

it Is

tor. fit* ae-warecQs,

made

available

but not much

-Is

conBishop Inked

Donald Meek

renewed by Metro.

Industries bldg.

New Jersey: Newark. Globe bldg.;
Camden, Broadway Stevens bldg.
Trenton, City Center bldg.

New Mexico: Albuquerque, 103%
considered acceptable.
patterned mor* and more after the
It was Teported by the V3. Teels West Central ave.
New York: Albany, Standardbldg.^
Brltidi MTwaretf
organization Is also that the British coverage exseen In recent requests made for fuQ- tended to permitting newsreel cam' Brooklyn, 16 Court, st; Buffalo, 212
data regarding .such British handling eramen to go on Commando raids. Manufacturers and leaders Bank
of -wartime ne-ws. American news- The reelB,assign a laan to a unit (he bldg.; New York City, Chanin bldg,
reel Tapresentatives covered their disappears from all contact with any Rochester, Commerce bldg.; Syra'
knowledge of British treatment of newsreel) and goee into training cuse, 302 Starrett Syracuse bldg.
news stories In a special memo with the Commandos for several Utiea, First National Bank bldg.
North Carolina: Charlotte, New
transmitted to Washington.
weeks. Tntimately he participates
In this, it -was pointed out that In the raid as a member of the force. Liberty Life bldg.; Raleigh, Sir Wal-under the lineup used by Great BritAs to the British authorities fram^ ter Hotel bldg.
North Dakota: Bismarck, 14 First
ain newsreelers, latter are placed on ing Scenes in advance of the actual
ships covering battle action.
That event, it was shown that this seldom National -Bank bldg.
Ohio: Canton, 601 Commercial
Is how tiic newsred crews obtained Is practiced.
Only where, as with
pictures of ttic raid on Madagascar. the recent Commando raid, the com bldg.; Cincinnati, 804 Union Trust
Often they are assigned under sealed mending officer Is convinced an in- bldg.; Cleveland, Union Commerce
bldg.; Columbus, 613 E. Town st
orders giving the newsreel reps no telligent story Is better than
idea as to objectives. No newsreel hodge-podge of 'imrriatpd Incidents, Dayton, 810 3d National Bank bldg.
Toledo, 833 Security Bank bldg,
cameramen are permitted on planes are advance scenes staged.
Theory of American newsreel Youngstown, 1002 Union National
when taking the place of combat
personnel.
However, outside of chiefs is that the only worthwhile Bank bldg.
Oklahoma: Oklahoma Ci^, 540
England and Egypt,- in many de- newsreel stories of U..S. forces In the
tached spots newsreel cameramen war must be obtained by their o-wn Key bldg.; Tulsa, 436 Kennedy, bldg.
Oregon: Portland, 815 Bedell bldg.
have flown on combat duty when cameramen -or crews under ipecific
Pennsylvania:
Allentown,okayed by the commanding officer. Instructions from newsreel head806
Hegardhig whether the British quarters. "That Is why they have as- Hamilton st; Chester, 12-14 East 5th
government made special stories for signed representatives of all five reels st; Erie, 716 Erie Trust Co. bldg.
the newsreels, U.S. report reveals (via the roto system' of coverage) to Harrlsburg,. 112 Market st; Johns
they are made but generally are prihclpal armed forces of U.S. fight- town, U. S. National Bank bldg.
rated inadequate. It was pointed out ing on virtually all fronts. Big dif- Lancaster,
653
Woolworth bldg.
that both the Army and Navy in ficulty thus far has been to get their Norrlsto-WB, Norristown Penn Trust
-Britain have special cameramen of finished stories ireleased in time to Co.; PhlladelphU, Broad Street Sta
theh: own but most- of this material be- newsworthy and with the maxi- tion bldg.; Pittsburgh. 405 Fulton
Is for the record or training purmuni «f censorship trims.
bldg.; Reading, 616 Penh st; Scran.

Owen handed new

Reginald

tract at Metro'.. WiUlam
player pact at Metro.

ton, 415 First National Bank bldg.;
Wilkee-Barre, 63 West Market st;
Willlamsport
Susquehanna Trust
Co. bldg.; York, 25 N. thiko st.
RhCde Island: Providence, 630 Industrial Trust bldg.
South (Molina: Columbia, 204-206
-

'

Manson

bldg.

South Dakota: SIoUx
Boyce Greely bldg.
Tennessee:

-

Falls, 309-310

Chattanooga,

009-910

James

bldg.;
204-205
Knoxville,
Groode bldg.; Memphis, 2112 Sterick
bldg.; Nashville, 1014 Stahhnan bldg.

Texas: Dallas, Fidelity bldg.;' El
Paso, 222 £1 Paso National Bank
bldg.; Houston, 0th Floor Elec. bldg.;
San /^tonio, 816 Majestic bldg.
Utah: Salt Lake City, 306 David
Keith bldg.
Vermont: Montpelier, 12 State st
Virginia:
Norfolk, 026 Dickson
bldg.; Richmond, 10 S. Sth St.; Roanoke, 118 Kurk av., S. W.

Wadiington: Seattle, Whlta-HemryStuart bldg.; Spokane,, Old National

Bank

bldg.

West Virginia:
tal

City

bldg.;

(Charleston, 24 Capi-

759-761

Clarksburg,

Empire National Bank bldg.; Huntington, 309-3U West Vlrghiia bldg.;
Wheeling, Fidelity bldg.
Wisconsin: Appleton, 341
lege ave.;
ave.;

Eau

CHalre,

W. Col-

128% Grahani

Madison, 405 Washington

MUwaukee, 7006 Planklnton
Watisati, 408 .3d

st.

Wyoming: Casper, Box

1211.

bldg.';

bldg.;
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SINGLE BILLING CLOSER
iched Film Less likely Under

UMPI; Also See No SkippedSales
With the Initial season (1941-42)
Lanfield Directs Uleame'
under the consent decree threequarters gone, It has become apHollywood, June 23.
parent that the selling strain has
Director job on 'The Meanest Man
not been as great as It was thought
It has eased as the sea- in Town,' Jack Benny's next starrer
It would be.
son' advanced and unbought product at 20th-Fox, goes to Sidney Lanfield.
Walter Lang, originally assigned.
has piled up, making It possible to
close for more than one group at a Is laid up with a Iddney ailment
which will keep him off the active
time, but despite this; In sales circles
will be list for at least two months.
It Is stressed that the burden
vastly lighter under the United Mothe seller's viewpoint the
TTMPI formula Is strongly .favored
In
frr this- reason, among others.
exhibitor circles the ability to buy
only four times yearly and huddle
has
also
times,
fewer
salesmen
with
gained widespread favor for the
VtSPI plan, plus the cancelation
features.

DuaKng Nd Longer An Academic Problem, As Gov't
.

Restrictions on Materials
and Reduced Film Deliv-

Point to Curtailed
Supplies
Showmen Ponder Effects on Grosses
eries

Consensus'

sihowmen

C(H)pmCopper

.

•

-

.

.

.

WPB

'

'

hdie

SeU

.

•

.

Tollies'

A

PRC

opinion

of

among

Holding out against Paramount on
all its product since the beginning
of the current (1941-42) season because of rental terms demanded,, with

Par likewise refusing to come down
on prices, the Century circuit. (A.. H.
Schwartz)
yesterday
(Tuesday)
broke the Ice by concluding a deal
with the film company. A total of
37 theatres In Brooklyn and on Long
Island are Involved.
In consequence of the capitulation

single feature policy, hitherto

a remote and academic problem. If
not this season then by next, due
to Government restrictions on film
and other supplies which ,are expected

Skouras chain In the Greater New
York area may ialso come forward
with a peace offer. The Skouras circuit, 48 of whose theatres Par has
sold In former years, went along
with the Century circuit this season
In balking at the terms demanded

film.

-

that picture house op-

Is

must now count on going

erators
into

.

'

m

Steele

Steele has been signed to play
the lead In 'FoUles GirV which WUliam Rowland will produce In the
full-length musical. It will
east
be the first feature to be made on
the Atlantic Coast In several years.
Twentieth-Fox will release the' fiOim.
Previously corraled for the cast
are Gloria Stuart, Gertrude NIesen,

Johnny Long's orch and Paul Ln- by Century, which previously had
approached Par In hopes of lowered
valle.
Tommy Nip has been engaged by resistance on the part of the latter,
Rowland to direct the dances for the it Is now not unlikely that the

Theatres'

'

.

Ted
Ted

May FoDow

.

Ask

Salvage Drive

sales

—

BIG INVENTORIES

In groups of 12, the
chances are that there will be fewer
skipped deals since, under the denow
and then, an exhib
every
cree
Because of the shortage of copper
has bought onci group but 'passed up
another. Since the groups have ru^ and the necessity for salvaging the
pictures, many metal In every possible way, it is
and
five
four
three,
understood:
.the
War Proifuction
to
it
possible
found
have
accounts
turn a cold shoulder to certain Board is' going through the motions
groups and still find enough product of organizing a countrywide drive
theatre
operators
among
and others
may
have
Thus,
they
out.
to fill
bought Group No. 1, skipped No. 2 to urge collection of the precious
material.
and bought No. 3.
theatre owner or manager
Every
occasions
many
on
However,
where exhibs stalled on deals, they is expected to be asked to salvage
all of the copper it can, no matter
have purchased two or more groups
how'small the pieces, including dripat one clip. This has been made pospings from carbons as well as- carsible where films, available for rebon butts that may be laying around.
are
ready
piled
end
up
lease, have
It Is believed In some cases that a
sales
theThis
has
eased
for buying.
large amount of this scrap copper
thedisbut.
when
burden somewhat,
may be found on the premises of the
Group
on
.trib does not get a deal
theatres.
films
the
months
after
No. 1, until
Procedure which it is said theatres
return
on
the
have been screened,
will follow is to round up all the
its Investment Is seriously delayed.
copper possible and turn it over to a
pointed
plan,
as
Under the UMPI
local supply dealer, with profits
to
a
out, the distrib will have up
from Its disposal to be donated to
maximum of 12 ready ttt one clip the Red Cross. While the 'WPB
•t the start of the .season for the drive has not been annoimced of^rst-quarter selling. It is highly un
ficially as yet, exhibitors meantime
until
will
wait
likely that accounts
may begin the salvaging job and
a second group or a possible total retain a record of what they conof as many as 24 are ready before tribute to the campaign.
long
too
ha buys. Also, if stalling
Services
Section,
Amusements
Is
takon the first UMPI group, he
which has jurisBranch of the
ing the chance the dlstrlb may sell diction over all theatres, film' as well
it to an opposition. account.
as legit, Is headed in Washington by
Under the 'decree, of course, the C. J. Dunphy. In town today
distrib has not been able to offer (Wednesday) to discuss matters re-more than five pictures In a group, lating to the building branch of the
hut there has been nothing to stop WPB, affecting various' theittii',
a deal for two or three blocks as Dunphy returns to Washington to'long as separate contracts-tertns night.
have figured on each and the sale of
^one was not conditional upon the
sale of another.
Producer
UMPI plan, embracing conciliation Pitt
as well as sales, is nearing Its final
Heller with
legal-drafting stages for presentation
to Judge Henry W. Goddard of' the
Federal court, N. 'V. Understood that
Pittsburgh, June 26.
by the time it reaches Judge GodLittle Jackie Heller, vaude and radard, a recomntendation may be made
dio singer and co-owner with his
.to increase maximtmi groups to 13
brother, Sol Heller, of Yacht Club
92
for companies that plan making
here, was signed last week for a spot
pictures yearly, whereas If more,
in •'X'anks Are Coming,' new picwhich Is unlikely for any decree dis- ture which will be produced Indetributor to make, then the court may pendently for PRC by Lester Cutler.
times
be asked to approve selling five
Latter is a Pittsburgh business man
yearly. If the blocks are restricted who has already turned out two pile,
to 12-per-quarter, a company Is held 'Panther's Claw* and 'Gallant Lady,'
to a yearly program totaj of 48. for PRC, and deal for Heller fol
Unity provisions to meet certain lowed trip home by Cutler for short
other contingencies, such as selec- visit during 'which he happened to
tive deals, will also probably be drop in at the Hellers' nitery and
offered to Judge Goddard for his catch the diminutive singer.
Warapproval or advice.
bler will shove off for the Coast In
about a month.
'Obnoxlons' Checking
Incidentally, these songs for "Yanks
Pittsburgh, June 23.
Are Coming, which is also the
Referring to Point' B of the UMPI title of the tune, was penned by
plan which states the industry must Tony Sterji, chief booker here for
'provide for the adjustment or modi- Warner Bros. That was also acfication of the policies or practices quired by Cutler on a previous trip
of one branch or member thereof back to Pittsburgh.
wUch artf opposed by any other
branch or a substantial portion
thereof,' M. A. Rosenberg, president or qualifying circumstances' which
of Allied States Assn., takes issue disrupts: the good name'of the induswith regard to certain practices on try within.
the part of distributors.
Rosenberg goes on to say, in part:
The Allied prez calls attention to
The continuous changes of sales
the 'obnoxious practice of blind policies by the distributors, and in'
checking as practiced by some dis- novations and formulas at each turn
tributors which causes more lasting upon signing of a contract, causes
ill feeling than reasonable time can
further discontent and suspicion In
eradicate.'
exhibitor minds.'
Complained against also are forced
Allied States has approved the
price increases on specials 'without UMPI plan as drafted recently by
anjr regard for condition, situation exhib and distrib committees.

With

Product Deal; Skouras

FILM CURBS

tion Picture Industry plan.

From

Century Chain and Par Fmaliy Make

DUETORAW

increasingly straitjacket
operations as the war goes on. With
rare exception, Single billing has
proved a disastrous experiment
wherever it has been tried in the
past by RKO, National Theatres,
Fox West Coast, and other circuit
and Independent theatres. Circuit
operators who have tried it, however, point out that single billing
failed In part because opposition
houses continued dualling and how
it will work out it all theatres are
limited to single features yet re-

Junk Rubber

by

Admits Kids to

to

Mats on Coast

'

.

mains to be seeii.
Theatre men have not been
ficially requested, as yet, to

ofgo Into

pictures.

Hollywood, June

23.

Many

theatres in this territory are
inaugurating .rubber-raising Satur-

to the boxoffice.

Although the Government rubber
drive ends June 30, locals plan to
continue the juve rubber admission
it

edict to this effect

Century starts playing Par product July 4, including everything on
this season's roster that has not already been sold to opposition ac-

counts. Not Included Is 'Reap Wild
day kid matinees this week. Every Wind,' on which a separate' deal will
youngster will be admitted free in be negotiated.
exchange for any rubber' he brings
Paramount' hai Just closed for

that
a single feature policy, and no Gov- campaign indefinitely, in hopes
nationally.

ernment

Par, notably the Insistence on
percentage.
Under the deal made yesterday
(Tuesday) between the Century circuit and Par, the former Is understood to have agreed to the terms
origbially sought by Par on 1941-42

wUl catch

oii

'Reap' with the entire Loew circuit,
which will play it at advanced admissions of 40c matinees and 55e
evenings.
number of subsequent
nms have also' been sold 'Reap.'
Loew's has dated 'Reap' for July 3.
Par-Century settlement, assertedly
on Par's terms, represents a victory
for J. J. Unger, eastern division
sales^ manager;. Milt Kusell, eastern
'

A

is anMrs. Jennifer Dodoe, operating the
Same purpose, however, Mayfair
theatre In 'Ventura, let kids
be accomplished indirectly
with a minimum
through curtailment of supplies at in Saturday (20)
of one pound of rubber and rewarded top donations With three and district manager, and Henry Randel,
Both film production and distribu- five-month passes.
N. Y. branch manager, in whose tertion departments of major comritory, the circuit is located.
panies have already made cuts in 1,100 Theatres PInf Drive On Coast
use of raw film stock and plans were
Los Angeles, June 23..
under discussion in New York last
Rubber salvage campaign is beweek for further curtailment dur-. ing plugged in 1,100 theatres in the Joe Moskowitz Gets
ing the coming year. These plans Pacific Coast area by means of trailwere also taken up during sessions ers, with wordage running one minRespite
Orig
in Washington with War Production ute, turned out by National Screen
Board officials yesterday (Tuesday). Service.
Year-aod-a-Day Impost
All ctr'cuit film houses In the district are exhibiting the trailers, for
Deliveries
Joseph H. Moskowlt?, 20th-Fox oftwo weeks.
The trade this week Is attemptficial, was_ordered' by N. Y. federal
iBg;-to;appifalsr the effect the curjudge "Grover' H; l^scowftz "Thurstailment of film delivery service and
day (18) to serve the year and a day
CASTLE'
compliance with the WPB raw flln)
sentence Imposed on his conviction
stock,, conservation
program will
for income tax evasion.
Formal
have on inventories and theatre atsurrender
place
IN
took
yesterday
tendance. If both are carried out
(Tuesday). He will shortly be sent
to the degree planned, film comParamount is opening 'Hatter's to a Federal prison In either Danpanies anticipate that they will- be
bury,
Lewlsburg,
Conn,
or
Pa.
produced In England, In
Castle,'
forced to add millions of dollars to
Toronto the end of this week and (where Joe Schenck now Is).
production inventories.
la some will play it in .other Canadian keys
Ruling followed an application for
cases it will prove a serious probJohn
W.Davia
with a view to studying Its possi- probation made by
lem in financing.
bilities for distribution in the states^ the day before. In which a case sim'What the reaction will be in thea- If approved for release in this coun- ilarity was drawn with Moskowltz's
tres having to use prints that al- try, picture would probably be sold superior, Josepji M. Schenck, who
was convicted on the same charges.
ready have gone through 20-3p play- separately.
Schenck, now In a federal prison in
dates is another subject for current
It was produced In England by
conjecture.
But experienced thea- Dave Rose, mahagihg director for Danbury, Conn., had received clemtre operators are. convinced that Par in Britain, where it has already ency from the court which cut his
original three year sentence to a
audience reaction to greasy and played and done well.
dirty prints, or those with faulty
Bob Gillham, publicity-advertis- year and a day, as reward for tessound tracks, resulting from usage ing head for Par, was in Toronto timonial aid in the conviction of
in previous' playdates, will not be last week to discuss a test campaign Willie Bloff and George Browne.
Davis .contended that although Mosgood.
Normal theatre attendance on 'Castle' in Canada.
kowitz would have helped, as did
may suffer.
Schenck, had he any information to
The public generally would not
disclose, his brother 'CHiarles did, (C.
know that the fault is in the projec- Par Selling 'Hofiday'
tion, caused by extended use of
C. Moskowitz, the Loew's official)
prints and would blame the theatre
Separate Item and that gesture should be considered as the good will of bothi
operator.

ticipated.

will

.

source.

'

No

From

Wni

HAnER'S

CANADA

GET TEST

'

,

-

As

did the contents of 'a letter
, As
Paramount hasi decided to sell from
Col. Darryl Zanuck, Davis also
'Holiday Inn' separately rather than
emphasized Moskowltz's Importance
Partial
of $2,286
deliver it as part of the final (7th)
to tbe film Industry and his efforts
season's
(1942-43)
block
on
this
Against
Dieterle
toward the production of films, for
product.
the war effort and their distribution
Partial
summary judgment of
While to be sold as a this year's
$2,286 was granted yesterday (TueS' picture, 'Inn,' however, will not be to army camps.
Judge Moscowltz. before ruling,
dfiy) by New York supreme court
sent on release until Labor Day
stated, 'Careful consideration of the
Justice J. Sidney Bernstein in favor week.
issues create no reason for changing
of Ida Coudenhove-Kaleigi, contithe sentence of the court.'
nental actress, against William Die.
'Lassie'
terle, film director.
Justice Bernstein ordered the rest of the case
Hollywood, June 23.
Welsberir Over Cohen
to trial.
Leonard Weisberg, ex-tradepaper
Metro upped the original budget
Plaintiff is suing for $7,840 on a on the Eric Knight iaie, 'Lassie reporter, was named by Metro last
contract made with Dieterle in Ger- Come Home,' and designated It as week to handle its tr<.de press conmany. On an alleged breach of one of the Technicolor productions tacts. He succeeds Charles Cohen,
who becomes his assistant.
contract, the German courts, at the on the new season schedule.
Cohen was away on vacation when
Sam Marx is producer, with Fred
time, granted her judgment for 9,600
the change was made.
Wilcox directing.
gold marki.

Award

Wm.

'

Comet High

.

Wednesday, June 24, 1942

FILM REVIEWS
FRIENDLY ENEMIES
CROSSROADS
HoUywood,'June

(ONE SONG)

18,

United Artists release of EMward Small
Metro nlcase of Edwin Knopf production,
StAn Uedy Lanuir. WUIlun Fow«U: lea- production. Fenturea Charlea Wlnnlnser,
tuna Clalro Trevor, Baall Itatbliona, Slur- Charlie Ruggles. Directed by Allan Dwan.
"WychBrly, Fellm Breaaart, H. B.
Warner, Phtllp Merivale. Dlrocted by Jack
Conwar. SerecDplajr by Guy Troaper, from

Baret

orlfflDal

John Kafka and Howard

Inr

Bm-

Rogcra; eons, Arthur Schwartz and
Dletz; camera, Joseph Huttenbent;
Tradeahown In
Oeorse Boemler.
June 10, '42. Running time, 8% MIN0.
William Powell
David Talbot
Hedy Lamair
Ludenoa Talbot
Claira Trevor
inchele Allalne
...'.Basil Bathbone
Henri Sarrou.
inett

Howard

editor,
N. T.,

Pelletler.....,,.. Margaret Wycherly
Felix Breasart

Mme.

Andre Teaeler
Dr. Alex I>ubroc
VroMcaUoc Attorney
Dr.

Slg Rumann
H. B. Warner
Pblllp Merlvala

Commleaalte

Screen adaptation by Adelaide Hellbron,
from stase play by Samuel Sblpnun and
Aaron HoBman. Assistant to producer and
snpervlsInK flim editor. Grant Whytoek;
camera, Edward Cronjager: editor, William
Claxton; aaaL director, Sam Nelson; proPreduction manager, Max H. Oolden.
viewed at Alexander, Olcndale, June IT.
'42.
Running time, 8S MIN8,
Cbarles Wlonlnger
Karl Ffelirer
Ctaarlle Rugglea
Henry Block
James Craig
WIlllKm Pfeirfer
Nancy Kelly
June Block
Otto Kniger
Anton Miller

Mn.

Ilks Orunlng

Pfalller

Meyer

Qrets
...Addlaon Richards
Cbsrlea Ijane

Oretchen
Inapector McCarty

Vladimir Sokololf Bmun
Ouy Botes Post Schnlulcr

Carlos Lie Due
President of Court

Deval
Baron De Lorraln
Dafenso Attorney
MattlD

Fritz Iielber

Jo»in

starrer, plus exceUent support*
Jag
In a fine whodunit

ca^

'Friendly Enemies' (UA). Re«
of 1918 war period (stage)
dated.
'SBbmariD« BaMer* (Col) Good
title on conventional war meller
t(eared for dual blU support
'She'k la the Army' (Mono),

make

comedy too

Good programmer with a

John Jfylons
Frank Conroy
Edward SmaU resurrected this
..Jamea Rennla
Shipman-Aaron Holfman
Bertram Morburgb Samuel
Pierre
Aast. Defense Attorney,. Hariy Flelachman play of 1918 for what he considered
timely film entertainment at this pe-

may

that

possess

some

title

boxofllce

at this time,

'Apaehe TralT (M-O). Moderwestern,

entertaining
strictly for duals,

ately

'VacaUeaes En El 01r« Man>
Standard b.o.
d»' (Arg.-made).
film.

'MeoBlltht Mai4nerade' (Rep).
Inconsequential comedy featuring Dennis O'Keefe and Jane
Frazee. Bjo. prospects poor.

Although time has been
switched from 1918 to the present,
there's Uttle change in the script
and basic structure of the play piece.
Result Is a dated and talky affair,
imreeled in virtuaUy one set, that
added potency of Hedy Lamarr and wlU require plenty of advance prod- porting feature on duals the picture
William PoweU to make exhibs ding and audience sympathy to get
can generaUy be reUed upon.
happy.
italiove the dual support bookings.
Story, written fay Sidney Sheldon,
Although John Kafka and Howard
llie verbal battles between two
Emmett Rogers are billed as furnish- Germans, Charles Wlnninger and has been weU plotted and told, with
ing the original story for Guy Tros- CharUe Ruggles, over opposite loy- the dialog adding to the generally
competent script job. Direction &
per's excellent screenplay, a French- alties
to Germany and the United also even, a credit to Jean Yarm'ade picture of the same title and States during wartime, provides
plot was released in the U. S. in 193B. some intermittent laughs with word- brough, while the performances furThe Hans Eofka who wrote that ver- twisting dialects and cracks at Hitler ther contribute to the aU-around ension is one and the same person as and his satellites. But there are too tertainment
John Kafka. Ilie story bears repeat- many duU periods and little reaction
Title may have some boxofflce aping even if only sltlhtly changed to the story itself.
peal, while the baclcground of servfrom the original.
ce training, rouUne, etc., for women
Stor;^ displays Winninger as symIfs good, escapist drama, without a pathetic to the German cause, with in the war provides a patriotic flavor
hint of the war despite- its Parisian Ruggles aU-out for America. Wln- that helps a lot. Women In the Amlocale, drca 1S35, and evidences exninger is duped into supplying funds bulance and Defense Corps, Hie life
cellent casting and good, direction.
for German sabotage, and reverses they lead, discipline they undergo,
The script likewise was well turned his loyalty when he -finds the Nazi and the like, form the backgroimd
out, ihougb better pace would have
agent had used part of the money for the action, while woven into the
put the film' in the smash class. Its to blow up a transport carrying his story is a romance that catches.
only fault is a perceptible slowness
'Virtually aU of the action takes
own son across the Atlantic,
at times, alUiough the running time
Winninger and Ruggles capably place in and around a training camp
is a reasonable 82 minutes, caused by,
handle their respective roles, but for -the gals where Lyle Talbot, the
captain in charge, falls for a former
a plenitude of talk.
find as do other members of the
The punch is in the acting and the cast—thdt the dated dialog and play deb and nightclub singer who has
Performers like Felix Bres- technique
story.
Joined up,
is too great a handicap to
sart, superbly playing a sympathetic
Veda Ann Borg plays the lead onovercome. Same problem confronts
neurologist, Basil Rathbone, as a
IMsite Talbot and does extremely
director AUan Dwan.
blackmailer, and Claire Trevor,
This is a remake of silent picture well, being an attractive screen type.
his night club singer-accomplice, are
released in 1925, which faUed to catch For support there are Marie Wilson,
an enhancement for any screenplay on
also a service gal; LuciUe Gleason,
at that time.
Watt.
and are perfectly placed here. Such
sergeant ov^ the women ainbulance
additional acting- luminaries as H. B,
workers; Warren .Hymer, ^de to
Warner, as an attorney, Margaret
Talbot; Robert Lowery, a naval lieuWycherly, also a member of the
tenant, and lessers.„ blackmailing plot, and Philip MeriColumbia releaae of Wallace MacDonald
There are numerous laughs, best
vale^ as a police chief, though only
production. Features John Howard. Uar- 4)uilt around
a situation conc^ning
bits, make every moment they are qnerlte Chapman. Directed by LAW Land- mistaken identity.
era.
Original screen play, Aubrey Wison the screen count heavily. Direc- berg;
T. H. Richmond produced, giving
camem, Franz F. Planer; editor,
tor Jack Conway couldnt have asked WllUain I^yon. At Central. N. T., dual, the .film effective settings and
backfor a better complement of players, June 20, '42. Runnlns time, U IDMS. grounds,
CTiaT.
John Howard
nor better production accoutrements Chris Warren
Curry
Marguerite Chapman
than provided by .producer Edwin .Sue
First Officer Russell
Bruce Bennett
Knopf.
Blll*WatTen
Warren Ashe
Eileen O'Heani
The original French version con- Vera l,ane
Nino Flpltone
cerned a prosperous businessman, captain Tamanada
Metro releaae of Bamuel Man production.
First OfBcer Kawakaml
Philip Ahn Directed by Richard Thorpe.
Screenplay.
but here Ivs a prominent member Sparksle
Larry Parke Manrlce Geraghty, based on story
by
of France's Foreign Office, William Steward 6ef&
Rudy Babies Braeat Bayco^; camera, Sidney Wagner;
Roger Clark ransic, Sol Kaplan; editor, Frank
PoweU, who is accused of having .Onnt Dunam
SuUlvan.
Forrest Tucker Tradeahown In
been a thief .prior to a train accident Pulaski
N. T., June 23, '42. RunShannon
i
Eddie liausbton ning time,
66 IONS.
in whldi he suffered a fractured tiSvy
Stanley Brown
Trigger'
Bill
Lloyd
Nolan
skull and amnesia. Not -remember- Oleaon
Jack Shay
Donna Reed
Gary Breckner Rosalia Martlnes
ing anything about his past, and Brick Brandon
Tom Folllard...,
William Ltudlgan
since having 'married the beauteous
Constance Selden
Ann Ayaia
Hedy Lamarr, PoweU has a blackConnie Gllctirlst
MeUer revolving about the treach- Benora Martinez
Chill Wills
mailer arrested. .During .the trial he erous Jap attack on Pearl Harbor, 'Pike' Skelton
Miles Mander
first learns of his alleged criminal unconvincingly written and project- Jamea V. Thome
Ura. James V. Thome
Gloria Holden
activities under another name, but at ed in spots, wiU serve as filler on Ed Cotton
Ray Teal
the last hiinute Basil Rathbone steps duals. "Title- and subject matter are Lestrade
Grant Wllhera
'Juke'
In as a witness and 'proves' that it's assets, whUe Margusrite Chapman
Fuzzy Knight
. .
vn-.-.TrM'Qr. Bai^dottg,
a cas& of mistaken' Identi^; that the end John -Howard fill threadbare Amber,
;
.Tito Re'naldo
criminal PoweU was supposed to have lead assignments acceptably, but It's Coehee".
Major Lowden,,..
Frank M. Thomas
been, actually had died in Africa. very juvenile film fare.
Judge Eeeley
^
George Watts
Once freed, PoweU Is then harassed
Jap aircraft carrier pictured here
by Rathbone, who says he perjured is too obviously a prop, and maneuTbla is a moderately entertaining
himself on the stand and that PoweU vered more like a raft than a crack
western of 'B' calibre, sufficient for
was, actually, bis accompUce in the enemy warship.
Battle scene inmurder 18 years previously of a bank volving American sub and the car- the double-feature needs of lesser
messenger and the robbery of 2,000,- rier, in which latter is' sunk, is also theatres. There's Uttle marquee lure,
since none of the name^ is com000 francs. Rathbone and Claire I^e- handled uncertainly.
Carrier apvor, stippoaedly PoweU's pre-amnesla pears 'to stand perfectly stiQ while paratively topflight, "nie pic's mersweetheart, demand 1,000,000 francs sub commander Howard sends three chandising wiU have to be based
hush money. They even introduce torpedoes crashing into the clay strictly on its values for action fans.
Margaret Wycherly as Powell's pigeon target.
Hiloyd Nolan, -WiUIam Lundigan
'starving mother.'
Melodramatic reconstruction of and Donna Reed have the top parts,
Finally, of course, PoweU upsets some events leading up to the Jap Nolan and Lundigan play brothers,
the entire plot and completely -vin- attack on Hawaii opens with the Nolan as a highwayman and Lundidicates Tiimggif 1q a surprise flzilsli. sinking of an American pleasure gan as the one detailed to guard the
Miss Lamarr and PoweU are a yacht. Hie girl gets away and is mail box. Miss Reed Is the romantic
wholly satisfactory romantic palr- picked up by the sub -which tries opposite to Lundigan. AU acquit

A

whodunit, with a
a Grade
superlative cast that will count
strongly at the boxoSice. The novel
stot7 iLie, which would do credit to
an-AUred Hitchcock thriller, has the
This
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Powell, in his first straight dramatic vainly to warn A/nerican forces -of
role in some time, is satisfactory, 11 the impending attack. Some of the
not as completely dashing as could sequences are individually suspensebe expected from a- handsome dmlo- building, with the plane and sub
mat of the Antiiony Eden type. MUss battle. In which some of the tricks
Lamarr delivers here one of her best employed by undersea craft are deacting jobs to date; for once it's not picted,
outstanding.
merely a matter of being beautifulPhotography standard.
Mori
she's learning to

^ak

lines cred-

ibly.

Along with the entire roster of
featured players, some of those cast
in the smaller parts rate bows, i. e.,
Slg Rumann, as a pompous neurologist, and Guy Bates Post in a fine
character portrayal of the president
of the French court.
Bressart and' Rathbone are except
-tional In their respective parts, and
not far behind is Vlifa Trevor. She
was given fine treatment in makeup,

dress and photogr^hy end delivers
nicely the film's only song, Til You
Return,' a deft ballad by Arthur

Schwartz and Howard DIetz, in a
nitery

whole

setting.
is

Camera work

topnotch.

as

a

Scho.

SHE'S IN

'-

less.

Lessers who perform adequately
are Ann Ayars, Miles Mander and
Knight,

Fuzzy

Richard Thorpe's direction kept
release of T. H. Richmond
Features Lucille Oleaeon, Veda the film at a gallop.
Nako.
Ann Borg, Mario Wilson, Lyla Talbot, Robert Lowery, Warren Hymer.
Directed by
Jean yarbrongh.
Storr and adaptation,
Sidney
Sheldon:
editor.
Jack Osllvie;
camera, Harry Neumann. At New York,
N. T., half dnal bill week June It, '42.
Running time, 43 MIN8,
Hannah,,,.
LuclllA Qleaeon
(Tacatlons In the Other World')
Diane.....
Veda Ann Borg
Suale
Marie W)laon
(ABGENTINE-MADE)
Steve
Lyle Talbot
Monogram

production.

En
Mundo

Vacaciones

El Otro

',

Jim
Rita

Robert Loweiy
Maxine Lealie

,
;

Helen
Lundlgan
Lowls
Joe

CATCH "DP WITH GOGOL
HoUywood, Jime 23.
Nikolai Gogol's old Russian stage
comedy, 'Inspector General,' is slated
to be filmed for the first time,
Harry SUbert is negotiating studio
space for independent prodactlon;.

THE ARMY

themselves well.
Of course, the film's major detaU,
the uprising of the Apaches against
the whites, is lomethuig that's long
sinee seen its best picture dasrs, but
the youngsters should find it fairly
diverting entertainment neverthe-

Charlotte Henry

John Holland
Marcella Richards

•

-

Warren Hymer

.

Making no pretenses, 'She's in the Sofflcl,
Army' is a modest-cost programmer Running

way over average for independent comjpanies lilce Monogram. It will hold its own wlthput
trouble in the medium runs and.
while tha"cast has. po names thpt
wUl draw to the bbxof fice, bd- i 'sujp

Buenos Aires, June

6.

Argentina Bono Film production and reStars SUsa Qolve and Jose Olarra;
reatures Oscar VaUcelll, Senllllta, Lea
Contl,
BnrlQue Garcia Satur,
Borlqne
Chaico, mvlro' Quiroga and Julio Renato,
Story and adaptation; Bnrlque Amorlm and
Roman Qomcz Masla. Directed by Mario
lease.

At

-

time,

Ambassador,

M UIMS.

Buenos

Aires.

that rates

A

dramatic comedy with a theme
rarely used in Latin picts, although
not unusual otherwise, 'V'acaciones
en .el Otro Mundo' ('Vacations in the
Other World') id an interesting'^^

New

this Week's

(Song).
(M-G)
Lamarr-WUllam Powell

'CrM0o«dar

Hedy

Plftlo

Rutb HoUy

Nois

Miliatare Reviews

Shorts

Tatf'f In ShM*^ (Bobert Beach out conquering mechanized iorces,
ley comedy, Par,.0 mins,)—Question finally reuniting two lovers. Marvel
of physical fitness In times of stress of this Is that such a powerful story
cpuld be concocted out of the animated dolls and sets Pal has created.
Sure-fire any place.

put over for mwrtminn lan^ter by
He plays Joe
Robert Benchley.
Doakes, who stumble* through exercises in gym, tHes to maintain a
strict diet and goes through the motions of keeping his teeth in shape.
One of Benchley's funniest, an A-1
booking in almost any house.
'HeiiA Heffpet's HeUywMl Ne. V
(Closeup on screen personaUtles,
Par, 9yh mins.)—Showing Bob Hope,
Jerry Colonna, Elsie Janls, Frances
Langford in -typical radio broadcast
before V. S. Service Camp group,
this packs plenty of stamina. Reaction of army men and saUors to
Hope's humor is uproarious. Jane
Withers' l«th birthday party Is other
half of qibject Nios entry In series.
•raraoli«<e

Rice

Athletes',

(GranUand

SportllgKt Par, 10 mins.)—
of how
intimate story

Umely,

recruits are traived at Fort Banning,
Ga„ Paratroop SctaooL FoUows dare-

CnrreDt Short Releases
(PRINTS IN EXCHANGES)

Tleetoie Earthqufce* (Superman
cartoon, Par, 9 nuiis.)—"Tvplcal Superman fanciful subject Editing and
voices at« improved, but it's stIU
a Superman despite ezoeUent sound
and color, and highly implausible
for. adults,

'Men of Wtai relate (World Today
20th, 10 mins.)—Timely re-

topic,

sume

of U, S. Military

Academy

as

operates under present-day exiSomething of the Point's
backgrotud. together with reproduction of Douglas MacArthur'a
graduation address at West Joint In
1933, when he. was Chief of U. S.
Anxiy Staff, preludes the closeups
of training cadets in all branches of
Army service. Concludes with rou»i
Ing graduation parade. Deftly photographed by Jack Fainter and weU
described by Hugh James. SoUd for
it

gencies.

aU

'

theatres.

'Gateway <• AsU' (Magic Carpet,
20th, 10 mins.):—Because Turkey is

in a critical spot, scenes in Istanbul
and Ankara hold special significance.
(Compiled by Besa Short)
Nice color and Lowell Thomas' trim
'Jnkebex Jamboree' (U, 7 mins.). narration help
put this across.

Color eartoon comedy.
'New Soldiers Are Tongh* (UA, IB

'GaardUiM of the Sea* (Newsreel
Adventure, 20tb, 10 mins.)—Unsung
mins.). World in action war thrUIer.
heroes of U. S, Coast Guard get a
•Wllifd WUlle' (20th, 6^ mins,). break in this pictorially fine short.
Terry-toon cartoon comedy,
Far from best in series, but okay
<Hold the LloB Fleasc* (WB, 8^ for most houses.
mins.).
Bugs Bunny cartoon com'AU About Dofs' (Paul Terry color
edy.
cartoon comedy, 20th, 7 mins,)—
,

'Fvsehaie Athletes' (Far, 10 mins., Satire on various bree^ of dogs.
reviewed in this issue). Grantiand Done for laughs, and gets over well
Rice- topic ihowing training U. S. because cleverly conceived and exRates high In Terry-toon
ecuted.
paratroops.
WiBfa for Freedom*. (TT/IO mins.). series; strong for most any account.
'Gander GeMe In the Ontpoct*
Varied view showing development (Paul
Terry cartoon comedy, 20th,
U. S. air power.
7V& mins,)^-Gandy, the goose, and
<Hedd» Hopper's Hollywood No. Sergeant Cat in a swift moving
(Par, 9% mins., reviewed in this laugh piece about two U, S. fighters
issue).
Bob Hope radio broadcast who turn the tables on the Japanese. Two animals are depicted as
before military camp highlights.
'Sleep Walker' (BKO, 7 mins.). two-man army, outwitting a whole
battiesbip loaded with Japs. Japs are
Dkney-Pluto cartoon comedy.
pictured as squeaking mice. Surprisingly fimny as done here. Trim
devils step by step, through prelim booking largely on its original hutoughening up process, -to training mor.
on the oontr-ol of 'chute, landing,
mala the GoUen' (Magic Carpet,
test jumps from 30-foot pUtform in color, 20111, 10 mins,)—With shadand on down to first real jump from ows of war on India,, this subject
a plane.- Slow motion shot of men holds more than passing Interest
leaping Into space is an eye-opener. even though' dtae in stodgy travelog
Mass Jump from three large planes f&shlon. DuU scenes outnumber more
if a screen-fllUng, inspirational shot colorful ones.
Topflight booking in any theatre.
Coaraceoas Australia* (World TpUnuasl 1>oiiiipa4lens No. S' (Nov- day, 20th, 10 mins.)— Australia of
elty subject, Far, 10% mIns.)—Train- peacetime and wartime makes a
ing dogs to serve as sentries in U.S. fairly good subject, diesplte poorly
Anny nearly saves this. Otherwise -written routine -spoken narrative.
it doesn't measure up to par
in No
scenes of American troops,
series. Tale about last pony rider which also is disappointing.
out In Arizona doesn't Belong berrhe Stork's Histoke' (Paul Terry
cause it was used in another com- cartoon comedy, 20th, 7 mins,) Un£any'8 short recently. Corny script- wanted skunk is dropped by the

.

.

-

.

—

'

habitat of the Rabbit
Plenty of chuckles wrapped
his efforts to win a -warm
a big league, Inspired subject Fine spot with rabbit tribe. Well-chosen
color, superb sound, brisk original voices and smart twists make this a
touches and intelligent story put It sturdy entry. Far better than pre-- itrrT—.-asfess. " Storr of Jaa"aq!l- Janette. #i6U6-Xencj'-tw<is..
Dutch sw^thearts, Is overshadowed
'Heart of Mexleo* (Magic C^arpet
by sudden Invasion of a Screwball in color, 20th, 10 mins.)— Colorful
army. Goose-stepping figures,' made scenes in Mexico Olty and nearby,
up from nuts and bolts, transparent plus the Xochlmilco floating gardens
airplane bombers, paratroops and and Cholula, city of churches, make
tanks lay waste to the peaceful tulip this a neat good-neighbor package.
Church se- However, camera has overlooked
fields and windmills.
quence in wl)ich'Jan prays for the many highlights, particularly in
rettun of his sweetheart is essence Mexico City, for aimless closeups.
Wear.
of sincerity. Heavy downpour blots

stork

>g-

into

TaUpa SbUl Grow* (George Pal family.
PuppetoOn, Ptar, 7% mins,)—This is up in

unple of what local film-makers can
IfU just get by locally.

do.

Story and adaptation, credited to
Enrique Amorlm and Roman Ciomez
Masia, are similar in many ways to
a yam once novelized by the English
writer, NevlUe Shute, although probably few local clnem» fans wiU
recognize it Theme deals with a
tired business man who is reported
dead and who decides not to deny
the story. Idea is to start a new life,
and he goes to Uve in the home of a
friend, the only one who spoke well
of faim at the funeral and who does
not recognize him.
Contrast between the high-pressure life of the tycoon at the beginning of the film and the quiet life
'in the other world' is weU done,
with simpUcity and honesty, Carefully presented first acts in elaborate
setting. In contrast to the second part
In the modest Interior^ of the friend's
caslta^vare exceptionaUy good,
FUm is one of the best yet turned
out by Mario Soffiel, who ranks as
one of the best local meggers.
Femme star EUsa Galve'does excellent* work, showing plenty of tenderness, grace and emotion. Jose Olarra
is sock In both phases of his interpretation of leading-man role. Oscar
'

Moonlight Maiquerade
(WITH SONGS)
Republic rateaae of John H. Auer production, directed by Auer. Features Dennis
O'Keefe, Jane FVasee, Betty Keen, Eddie
Bcreenplay, Lawrence Kimble,
Foy, Jr,
based OB stotr by A-uer; camera, John Alton: editor, Edward Mann; mtulo director,
Cy Feuer; songs, Mort Greene and Horry
bevel: 'orchestrated by Oene Rose; dances,
Mick Castle. Previewed In prolecUon room,

N. T., June U, 42. Rnnninc Umc, 67 ItIM&
John Bennett, Jr
Dennis O'Keefe
-VlcM Forrester
Jane Frasee
MIkkl Maninette
Betty Kean
Eddie Fay, Jr.
Lord Percy Ttcklederry
Count Srle
Smo Verebes
Falrdiltd.....
Franklin Pangbern
John Bennett, Sr
Paul Harvey
.

Robert Forrester
.Jed
Miss Mink....,
T^>mmye
The Tht«e Chocolateera

Pnuty
Adams

'Moonlight Masquerade' is a trivial
comedy on switched identities, and

boxoSice prospects don't appear
particularly bright It's strictly flUer
thie

material on double feattu-es.
Dennis O'Keefe, Jane Frazee, EdJr., and Betty Kean are the
but their generaUy adequate portrayals aren't
sufficient to encompass the inane
dialog and trite story.
Yam concerns an agreement by Jed Prouty
and Paul Harvey, mutual owners of
-ValiceUl is good In
part, but an oU company, to contribute large
minor honors ,go to comic SemUlita interests in their holdings to their
who, more restrained than in some respective son and daughter should
of his previous over-mugged per- they marry shortiy after tl>e daughformances, shows great promise.
ter's 2l8t birthday. Neither offspring
Filming by Francis Boeninger, knows the other. Then foUows conmusic by Mario Maurano and decor- siderable subterfuge by both to -esations by Raul Soldi are good, but cape the marriage, and yet gain conthere is plenty of evidence that the trol of their legacies, since each has
film was made on a limited budget
preconceived ideas about the other,

Roy.

die Foy,

film's selling points,

Jiaka.

-
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nCTUBE OB088ES

Tave Honde'-Emns Bri{^

W

In lidish Chi;

Pint Robs mi Broadway

$45,000

Solid

IIG

(Stihieet to Chaiiae)

Week

h

'

Chicago in 'Favorite Blonde.' Aided
by Sunnay Ennis band (which is on
hu radio snow). It looks like a bri ,'bt
$45^,000, best In the loop. Likely will
stay for

two

weelcs.

'Reap the Wild Wind' Is virindhig
up a great run in the State-Ijake
where it has been with an excellent
$10,000 for its fifth week. 'Rio Rita'
Is getting a solid $11,000 on Us
second week at the United Artists.
Bstbaatea for This

•Malsl* Gets

Man' (M-Q) and

"Cill*

hig Dr. afllespla' (lf-0>. Holding
vei7 steady biz and headad for nlc*
Last wedk,
'Cardboard
Lover" (M-G) and Thla Time Kems^

Mode

$14,000.

(M-G)

—Juke

(RetHetoed in 'Variety'

—
—

the Blue

May

8)

BlvoU
'Friendly Enemies'
(UA) (2d week).
Boxy Ten Gentlemen from
West Potaf (20th) (4th week),
IRiHewtd in 'Vartetu' June 3)
Strand—'Juke Girl' (20th) (2d

.

week).

C.

Week

RED HOT;

AstM—"This
(8th week).

BIG
No

sign of a

Above

All' (20th)

Glebe—'Eagia Squadron''

—
—

(U[).

"Yankee Doodla
Hollywood
Dandy* <WB) (6th week).
'Mrs. Mbiiver*
Mnsle Hall
(5(h week).
Faramoont—"Beyond the Blua
Horizon' (Par) (24).
'Magnificent
Dope'
Il«xy

19.

—
(20th),
Btiand —

summer slump down-

town, with turnstiles clicking steadily. War and Navy departmentsT ban
on July and Augi^ vacations ! expected to take film houses into new
fields of summer velvet
'Her Cardboard Lover,' with Sheila
Barrett on stage, is In hl^ gear, and
'Wife Taker Flyer,' at Earl% also Is
in the chips. Ina Ray Button band
is helping latter.
Estimatea for This Week
Capital- (3,434; 28-39-44-66)—'Card$44 400.
board Lover' (M-G) with vauda
, darrick (B&K) (000; 35-55-65-75)
headed
by Sheila Biurett Wallop—This Our Life' (WB) and True to
Last wedc,
in sight
\ag
$21,000
Army* (Par) (2d wk). Third week
In loop for the first-itemed film, and 'Ilr&rried An Aniel' (M-G) with
currently big at $4,500 following vaude headed by John Buckmlnster.
Sims and Bailey, hangup $21,900.
$6,200 last week.
CoIumUs (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-3344-59)
'ScaUergood. Sides' (RKO) 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) (2d wk). Will
end vaude; Henry Armetta head- better opening week with, crackerlining. GocA enough at $17,000. Last jack $7,000. Last week, $6,500.
week, 'Ladles Man' (Col) plus Chuck
Eaila (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-86)Foster orch, Billy Gilbert and Molly 'Wife Takes Flyer* (Col> and Iha
Picon on stage, strong $20,200.
Ray Hutton orch. Sizzling $21^00
Palace (RKO) (2300; 33-44-66-75) Last week. This Our Life' (WB)
—'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col) and 'Meet with vaude, good $16,700 on- holdStewarts' (Col). Just one week for over, after opening' $22,000 session.
this combination, fair $11,000. Last
(1.830: 40-50-65)
Keith's (RKO)
week, blah $8,800 for 'Private
(2d wk)—'C^old Rush' (UA). WDl
Buckaroo' (U) and 'Castle Desert' readi good $8,500, after tip-top $12,(20th).
first seven d ays.
Booseveli (B&K) (1,500; 35t5S-69- 000 for
Metropolitan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)
76)—-Twin Beds' (UA) and 'CJentlehi
man After Dark' (UA) (2d wk). —'Juke Girl' (WB). SweU $7,500
Wind'
Will manage oke $9,000 currently fol- sight Last week. 'Reap Wild
(Par),
$8,500 at tilted prices on h*.
lowing a good $12,100 last week.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 35-55-63- afted smash $11,000 for opening
75)—'Heap Wild Wind' (Par) (5th
(Lpew) (2^42; 28-55)—
wk). Has been fine money item in
this big long-run house, another ex' Tbrtilla Flat^ (M-G) (2d wk). WlU
ceUent $10,000, after taking a bright reach $16,500, meanlitf another we^.
Opening session was red hot $21,000.
$12,100 last week.
Halted Artlito (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
33-55-65-75)—"Hio Rita' (M-G) (2d
,

'Sergeant

York"

(WB).

'REAITHARVESTS

.

BIG $24,000

iNPnr

—

,

rently after naving opened smartly
at $14,400.
W««da (Essaness) (1.200; 35-55-^-

rdii,$17^,2dWlL;
%oadway' Stout 106

75)—'Butch Mind* Baby" (U) and
^sicape Hong Kong' (Mono). Looks
for so-so $5,000 currently. Last week.
Monster*
(Mono)
and
'Corpse
Vanishes' (PRC) finished third week

atneat$4,70a

Denver, June 29.
'Heap the Wild Wind' at the Danstai is the top attractiofi heta
and will show a higher total tiian
on the first session, Dua .^r In-

ham

mVEAU^fliOOO,
FINE IN PERKY PROy.
Providence, June
.

Seasonally

hot

weather

23.

doesn't

seem to be bothering the houses with
good product This Above All', is
rating high at the M^estic, and right
up tiiere Is "Maisie Gets Her Man,'
at Loew's State.
Estimates for This Week
-

Albcv (RKO)
'Heal

Gloiy'

(2,200;

(UA)

28-30-90)—

(revival)

and

'Spitfire'

Sees Ghost' (RKO).'^ Gary

(hooper

revival

healthy at $8,500.
Last week, 'Annie Booney' (UA) and
•VaDey of Sun' (RKO), fair $6,500.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-3960)—'Juke Girl' (WB) and 'You're
Telling Me' (U) (3d downtown wk).
Expecting only $2,000. Last week,
'Married Angel' (M-G) and 'Fingers
af Window' (M-G) (2d run), fairish
$2,000.

Fay'B (Indie) (1,400; 28-39-50)—'
'Sons of Sea' (WB) and vaude. FeU

but will hit fair $5,500.
Last week, 'Happened in Flatbush'
(20th) and vaude, good $6,000.
50-65)—
Majestic
(Fay)
(2.200;
"This Above All' (20th).
Upped
prices not stopping them from comoff slightly,

and ringing up sw ell $ 14,000.
Last week. 'Juke Girl' (WB) and

.in£ in

'You're Telling

Me' (ID

(2d

wk),

nifty $9,000.

Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200; 44-55^Vaughn Monroe orch and 'Scattergood Rides High' (RKO). Good
Saturday-Sunday run.
Stat« (Loew) (3;200; 28-39-5(p—
65)

—

$5,000 in

definite stay.

'The SpoilenT coupled

with 'AiEairs. itf Jimmy Valcnttaia'
fan up the gross at the Paramount
to the best In months.
Kstlautcs far This

Week

Ateddta (Fox) (1,400; 30-SO)—
•Male Animal' (20th), after week at
Denver, (Sood $4,000, Last weak.
This Above All' (20th), good $4,500,
after Doiver wedc.
Br«adw»r (Fox) (1,040; 30-SO)—
'Above Air (20th), after a week at
Denver and also Aladdin, Fair $3,000.
Last week, 'Syncopation' (RKO) and
•Falcon Takes Over'

BoA Sad,

Pittsburgh, June 29.
'Reap Wild Wind' Is blazing along
Penn, where It's playing at advanced prices, and will stick
there for another stanza, while "They
AU Kissed tha Bride' is getting
Harris back in big coin after several
discouraghig 'weeks.
to sock biz at

A

'Enemies' Is proceeding at a pace
that suggests no more than about
$10,000 for the Rivoll. 'Flyer' will be
replaced tomorrow (Thursday) by
'Ship Ahoy,' while the other picture
remains on at the Riv.
Conthtuing at a sock rate of speed,
•Mrs.
Miniver' should hit about

tha

of

$36,500.

preceding

canto'a

.

Badla City Mnsle HaU

(Rocke-

44-55-85-99-$l.e5)—
'Miniver' (M-G) and stageshow (3d
powerhouse at the ticket
wlO.
windows, 'with the. pace- suggesthig
a >mighfy $106,000 this week (3d).
fellers)

(6.945;

A

The second
for

built toward the finish
$109,000, Management

wbammo

looks for a
Bialto

tha doctor ordered for current temand shouTd clock at least
|».900. Last' week, Tantasia' (RKO),
first time here at popular prices, dis-

appointment at $6,000,
Pean (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-4460)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par). Prices
U|q>ed around 20% for Cecil B.
DeMille picture and that's accounting
for heavy $24,000, or slightly better.
Sticks at thid spot for another, week,
and then travels the Penn to Warner
to Rltz route. Last week, Tortilla
Flaf (M-G), swell $20,000 despite
'

pans.

b.o,

potency

roe

orchestra.
House went four
weeks with 'Take a Letter' and
Benny Goodman, final (4th) sesh

bemg

^UiaiMiitaimPa
AMtar (Loew's) (1,012; 55-64-7585-$1.10)—This Above All' (20th)
7th wIl).
Begins seventh stanza
toifay (Wednesday) after dosing the
sixth af $14,000, dose bdihid the
prior week's take of $15,300. in both
cases good.'
"Pride of Yankees'
(RKO-Goldwyn) opens here Ju^
19 under policy yet to be fixed.
Same night for one shot only It also
plays 40 EKO houses In N. Y. sector -with all seats reserved^
CSfltal (Loew'ii) (4.620; 39-95-89$U0-$li5)— 'Wife. .Takes Flyer(Col).
Nb dice, lets than $15,000
seen. Last week, second for "Broadway' (U), over $16,000, weak. 'Ship
.

-

C GeU War Factories

And Brisk Biz;

Tlyer'

OK
76

$8,000, Ihipe' Nice

Kansas Cl^, June 23.
According to managers,, picture
biz here seems In line for favorable
trade during the summer. Film 'biz
any partinilar
evidefaced
boom, but favorable signs, are seen
in better results than expected on
hasn't

severail pictures

Two

lately.

defense plants to the area are
to full swing

and two more

'

already
are tmder construction now,, not '
only bringing new people here but
keeptog at home i|iany. who formerly trekked dsewhere to the heat <rf
i::z.'tL'!^^s:
sBCimsi-'
Estiautes fnr TUs Weak
.'

,

;'.

Bsoire and Uptewn (Fox Jlid->
west) (820 and 2,043; ll-3«4)—
Dcve*

Uptown

'Magnificent
getttog best half of play and combo
week of $7,000 will be good. Last
(20tfa).

week, "Broadway' (U>, good $7,200.
MMlaiid (Loew's) (4.000; 11-3D44>
—"Wife Takes Flyer* (Col) and "Ftagers at Wtodow* (M-G). No particular marquee draft to either Of these,
$B,*
but looks pleasant average
000 nevertheless. Last week, "Cardboard Lover" (H-G) and 'Kid Glove
Killer' (M-G), fair VlfiOO. dmite
shellacktog- given the Shearer-Tay-

^

lor fihn

by

Newsan

focal crkks.

(Paramount) (VtOO;- ¥t,

'

fraternity. In fact couple of baseball
writers covered it for their respecr
Paced for nice $2,400.

K.

tomorrow 65)—'Reap Wild Wlnd^ (Par) <3d
wk). Highest scale house has had
(Loew's ($1,062, 35-44- to years and biz- is brislc Currently

.

tlve sheets.

A

in

left,

wk). Looks, like it will hit sockeroo Last weelc, 'Blondie's Event' (Col)
$17,500, better than openhig week, and 'No Hands Clock' (Par), sluggish
and is still holding. Continues as $1,250.
Stanley (WB) (3,800: 30-44-55-66)
Last 'week,
town's top grosser.
'Grfebt Man's Lady' (Par) and Ray'Reap', smash $17,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525;. 30-40-50)— mond Scott band. Crix rapped the
and 'Submarine picture but had nothing but praise
'Broadway'
(U)
for
the stage show. Not much more
Nice $10,000. Last
Raider' (Col).
week, 'Male Anbnal' (WB) and than $16,500 in sight and thafs n<8.
Last week, Jane Withers and 'Mar'Whispering Ghosts' (20th), ditto.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 30-40-50) ried An Angel' (M-G), good $19,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-55)—
'TortUla Flat' (M-G) (2d wk) and
(RKO). Fah: TortUta Flat' CM-G). Doing fair
'Scattergood Rides'
$8,000 for second session. Last week, enough, although picture is believed
TortilU Flat' (M-G) and 'SiM Wor- to have shot its bolt in big stanza at
Penn. At $6,300, however, nobody's
ries Away' (RKO), trim $13500.
Paramonnt (Fox) (2,200; 30-40)— going to complain and that's enough
'Spoilers' (U) and 'Affairs Valentine' to send it to the Ritz for a third
Great $8,000. Last week,. week. Last week. This Our Life'
(Rep).
'Wife Takes Flyer* (Col) and "Frisco (WB), also moveover from Penn, fine
$7,000.
Lil' (U), good $6,500.

40-56-65-75-

(5,886;

son.

Paramount brings in a new bill this
moiiiing (Wednesday), 'Beyond the
Blua Horizon' and the Vaughn Mon-

BHs (WB) (800; 30-40-55)—'This Ahoy* (M-G) moves
Our Life' (WB). Anchored here after (Thursday).
week each at Penn and Warner and
CriterlMi
has considerable

—(20th)

.

.

.peratures

85-99)
(20th)

this

'

RKO

-IBbuta (Harriirt" (2^aW5r3V^50-SBr>^'
•All Kissed Bride' (Col). CrawfordMelvyn Douglas comedy Just what

Boxy

'(;entlemen West Point'
and stageshow (3d wk).
probable $33,000 will be recorded .
week, not so muscitjlar, but okay.,
and will hold. Last wedc (2d), was
$45,000, very good.
Stote (Loew's (3,450; 3fr-44-55-75.
$106,000 this week, its third, and 99-$1.10)-^'Saboteui* (U) (2d run)
sticks a. fourth. Business at the Hall and vaude show including Jay C.
has been unusually consistent since Flippen, Horiice MacMahon, Bea
Wain
and Eleanore Whitney. Stage
the filnv's opening. Last Wednesday
(17) in fact hit $15,000, which ex- blU providing staunch support for
ceeded the initial day's business the picture for a gross of $27,000,
excellent
Last week, "Rio Rita'
June 4.
Benny
with
run),
(2d
Equally steady is the Warner road- (M-G)
show hit "Yankee Doodle Dandy.' It Fields, Dean Muiphy and th».
reached near to $28,000 last week, its Clyde Lucas band on the rostrum,
good,
third, only a nose b^ind 'the prior over $25,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-85stanza's take.
The current (4th)
Girl' (WB) and Hubs.
week is off to a close-to-capaci^ 99>-'Juke
Morgan band, plus Dennis Day.
start' with ahnv>st $15,000 already In
Opening strong Friday (19) and confor the first three days.
tinuing strongly, first «even days
State -Is .pushing toward $27,000 for should total $45,000, bhL Holds over.
a very good week with 'Saboteur' on Last wedE, sixth for 'This Our Life'
Its screen- second-nm and Jay G.
(WB) and second for Cab C^alloway,
Hippen, Horace MacMahon, Bea wound up better than expected, hitWain and Eleahore -'Whitney in per- ting $28,000, very satisfactory.

-

—

tance

minimum of six weeks.
(Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
'Dr, Broadwa]^ (Par) takes com>
mand here this morning (Wednesin its third, smash week.
excellent
'Nazi
Agent,'
A new show exhibiting remark- day )/
able strength is 'Juke Girl' and the money-maker here, got $0,500 on the
Russ Morgan band, plus Dennis Day, first week and $3,500 for an addi*
which came into the Strand Friday tlonal five days.
BIvoU (UA) (2,092; 35-50-85-85-99)
morning (19). Away to a fine start
Enemies' (UA). Brought
the initial week's gross should mount —'Friendly
in Friday night (10), but is faUing
$45,000.
on the draw, and prolMbly will not
'Wife Takes Flyer' and "FrieniSly get better than $10,000. thin. Re>
Enemies'. are others that moved in mains on, however, with product
-during the past week. Both are very scarce for theatre at this time. It
disappointing. The former will be may. close down shortly for the sum-,
short of $15,000 at the Capitol, while mer, customary hot-weather policy.

$34,000, okay.
'(Gentlemen West Potat' lookbig
Raymond Scotf heading dicky around $33,000 this week (3d) at the
stage show, can't overcome pans Hpxy. fair enough, will go a fourth
'Great Man's tiady' received at Stan- rounds
ley .80 that house will have to be
"Pride of the Yankees' Is scheduled
satisfied
with very modest take. for the Astor July IS under a policy
Holdovers "Broadway,' a't Fulton^ yet to be decided It will also be
Tortilla Flat,' at Warner, and 'In shown imder a novel stunt the night
This Our Life,' at Ritz, won't have to of July 16 only to 40
theatres
apologize to anybody.
In the Greater N. Y. area, with all
seats reserved for the performance
BatfaBBtcs tor Ihia Week
Fnlton (Shea) (1,700: 30-40-50)— and sellmg i)t $1 JO.
"Eagle Squadron,' for which Uni"Broadway' (U> (2d wk). Looks like
around $4,200 for the windup and no versal had sought the Astor, goes
mto the Globe Instead, opening there
complaints. Last week, fine $7,500.

still

1Hiiu?er'

3d Wow 106G, 'Saboteur -Vaude, 27G
Business on the first-run New York
front is rather spotty and the gross
total will not be large, but this is'
partly due to several holdovers. The
weekend was generally good, aided
in part by the closing of many gas
staUons, thus leaving a lot of the
natives stranded in town.
lot of
schools are already out and this is
having a tendency to help matinees.
However, Monday (22) was lean
with a couple exceptions, notably the
Music Hall, where 'Mrs. Miniver' is

59-75)—'Private
Buckaroo'
(U).
as witness fine $3,000, which Is Opens here
today (Wednesday) folaround $800 better than 'Hio Rita' lowing mildish
week of $8,000 with
(M-G) did last wedc over the same 'In Old California' (Rep).
Behind
route.
that, 'Mayor of 44th St^(RKO) did
Senatar (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-59) weU,
$9,000.
—"Happened In Flatbush' (20th) and
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-75Tou^ As They C^ome' (U). Baseball 99)—
Bush' (UA) (10th wk.).
(RKO). after comedy getting attention from sports StUl 'Gold
good at $8,500 for this week

Orpheum week, blah $2,000,
Denham (Cockrill) (1,7S0< 40-9060)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (2d

—

Tnemies,' lOG,

.

(3d week).

$21,000

Washington. Jtma

and

of Joly »

Capital—'Ship Ahoy* (Metro)

lOVER-VAUDE

'Dudes
Pretty People' (UA). First-named
film IS moveover from the Chicago.
Okay $5,500. Last week. 'C^ld Rush'
and 'About Face'
(UA)
(UA)
finished two weeks here at good
$5 900
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Favorite Blonde' (Par) and stage
show headed by Sklnnary Ennis orchestra. Strong combo looks set to
turn in a bright $45,000. Last week,
Veioz and Yolanda team on stage
with 'Juke Girl'
(WB), stur^

.

•Mrs, Iilinlver'
(4th week),

Horizon' (Par) (24),

Annapolis' (Col).,
Opened today
(Tuesday). 'Great Mian's Lady* (Far)
and 'Remember Pearl HBrbor" (Bat),
carried over for extra flva days for
good $5,000, after taking dxeeptlonally good $8,500 In first week's run,

(1,200; 35-55-65-75)

CWB)

Girl'

—
HaU —

Famnaant—"Beyond

(M-G), fair $10,900.
Strand (Indies (2.000: 28-39-SO)—
Brlda' (C^ol) and 'HeUo

'AU Kissed

D

N. Y. BaOa Spotty; Tlyer; $15,000,

tl
All' (20th)

Oapltol—'Ship Ahoy* (M-G).
Crltario*—'Private Buckaroo'
(U) (24).
Otoba—The Gold Rush* (UA)
(11th week).
Hollywood
"Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (5th week)..

Wwk

ApeUo (B&K)

J«m

(7th week).

Secmd Wk, 'Reap' Stroi^ lOG in 5A
Chicago, June 23.
Sfate street Is torn tip by the siibwar construction -work. Thl« plus
the rain and holdovers Is not helping
the week's total,
^ ^
.
Palace has a one-week double feature on currently, and doesn't hope
Instead has already
niuch for It.
started a campaign ior the 'Eagle
Squadron,' due in soon. All manner
of tie-ups have already been arranged for this opening, and both
Universal and the Palace are getting
behind the opening.
Bob Hope, who has been around
town plenty during the past few
months on war relief appearances,
is currently oh the screen at the

of

Astor—'This Above

(10th). while the ninth lap was
$10,000.
Ch>e3 out Wednesday (1),
with 'Eagle Squadron' (U) coming
in the following day.

Hollywood CWB)

(1,225;

83-$1.10-

$1.65-$2,20)— 'Dandy'
(4th
(WB)
-wlc).
Continues to be a near sellout on moving' into the fourth week;
the third hit dose to $28,000, within
inches of the prior stanza.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55-

65-75)—'Spoilers'

(U)

and

'My

Favorite Spy' (RKO). both 2d run,
dualed.
About $8,500 expected
from this twain. Last week. 'My
Gal Sal' (20th) (2d run) and 'I Was

Framed' (WB) (1st run), $9,000. oke.
Paramonnt (Par) (3.664; 35-55-8599)—'Beyond Blue Horizon' (Par)
and Vaughn Monroe new program
opening today (Wednesday). 'Take
Letter' (Far) and Benny Ckwdman
went four weeks, final seven days
being $34,000,

running past

wedes big

$7,000,
$10,000.

Orphew (RKO)
—"Great
Man's Lady"

after

-

second

(1,600; 11-30-44)

(Par)

'

and

'Henry and Dizzy' (Par), Pair of
fitou bought for this bouse from Par
to contrast to the usual diet of RKO
and WB films used here. Pair beating average somewhat at $6,200.
Last week, 'Syncopation' (BKO> and
'Body Disappears" (WB), nice $7,000.
Tower (Joflee) (2.110: 11-30)—
'Man Wouldn't Die' (20th) and "Doctor Market SEreef (U), plus five-act
vaude bill. Fourth wedc of this new
policy combintog double features
with vaude, topptog $8,000, very satisfactory.
I^ast week, 'Yolcd Boy*
(Rep) and "This Way Please' (Par)
(reissue), with vaude, $7,700,

HAOAB THE WIHNAH
Hollywood, June

23.

'

R. W. Hagar, of the Metro construction department, won the studio's 14th ciolf Tournament with a
low score of 73.
.

Every department was represented

among

the

415

starters,

tocludtog

Robert Taylor, Mickey Roopey,
within shooting dis- Kibbee and Henry O'Neill.

Guy

-

Wednesday, June 24, 1942

PICTURE GROSSES

10

M

Hurts the

Army Show. Heat, Etc. Botf Pliy Biz;
lover

N.G.

Philadelphia, June 23.

Book for Featmre Fibn

One of the loop theatres has
hung a sign In its publicity of-

Hollywood, June 23.
Walt Disney bought Major Alexander P. de Scversky's book, "Victory Through Air Power,' as the
subject of a feature-length cartoon

casualty,

"Spy'-Vaude 19G

.

'Due to the priorion paper, the pass list la
suspended temporarily.'

fice stating:

ties

Field Saturday
(20) Just in time to cut Into some of
the expected heavy weekend bi2. In

IWoontide^ice

bowed on Franklin

for

Last night (Monday) the Robin
Dell opened to a large crowd.
Tonight (Tuesday) is the first allnight Ijlackout in the history of the
city and It is expected to knock the good $7,000.
„^
props out of business. Friday will
CapMol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62^—
see the opening of the Bucks County Juke Girl' (WB) and "This Is Paris'
Playhouse In the heart of town at (WB). Pointing to fair $5,500. Last
the Hotel Bellevue-Stratford, mov- week's h.o. 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and
ing here from New Hope, Pa., be- Mokey' (M-G), good $5,000.
cause of gas rationing.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)—
Gal Sal' (20th) (2d wk). SuccuEsUmaies for This Week
lent $6,000 in sight, after handsome
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
last week.
—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) (2d run) (2d $9,000
Princess (CT) (2.i)0; 30-40-52)—
wk). Business still keeping up with Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure' (M-G)
neat $3,000. Last week, this Skelton and 'Grand Central Murder' (M-G)
film netted $3,500.
Pointing $3,500, after
(2d wk).
Boyd (WB) (2,568; 35-46-57-68)— good $5,500 last week.
Sour
(M-G).
Lover'
•Cardlboard
Orphewn (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
Last week, 'Great Man's Twin Beds' (UA). Good $3,500 In
$10,500.
I>ady' (Par), so-so $11,000.
Last week's 5th repeat of
sight
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75) 'Jungle Book' (UA) satisfactory $2,—'Favorite Spy' (RKO) with Judy 000.
Muggsy
St Denis (France-Fibn) (2,500; 30Price.
Georgie
Canova,
'4 Heures du
Spanier orch. Okay $19,000 for this 40)—Tort Arthur' and
combo, but not in the same league Matin.' Good enough $3,500. Ijast
'L'Assaut,
with $37,500 (an all-time high band- week, 'Anges Noirs' and
film gross at the Earle) for Jimmy average $3.600.
^
'Whispering
plus
orch
Dorsey

Hood

(20th).

Fox (WB) (2,425; 35-46-57-68)—
•Juke Girl' (WB) (2d wk). Getting
the bumps this trip for $13,000, after
elegant $21,000 for initlaler, in ad-

diUon to $3,000, for 'gravy'. Sunday
showing at the Earle. last week.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-6»)
—'Gone With Wind'. (M-G) (2d wk).
Still plenty of punch; neat $6,000.
Last semester, good $7,000.

W

.

Keith's (WB) (2^20; 35-46-57-68)—
•Gal .Sal' (20th) (2d run). Pretty
good in view of liompetish with
$6,800. Last week, 'This Our Life'
(WB), fine $6,500 for secpnd run.
Stanley (WB) (2,016; 35-46-57-68)
—•Invaders' (Cql). Leading the pack
with bright $18,600, in addition to
$2,000 for Sunday showing at
Earle. Last week, 'Bio Rita*
(M-G), holdover sesh, poor $9,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
—•The SpoUers' (U) (2d wk).
Ploughing off in second trip to
mediocre $5,500, after fine $10,000 for

okay
the

opener,

^Kissed Bride' Best of

New

Films,

autumn

,

Smash 9G

BIG $21,000

INCLEVL
SteamroUer

.Cleveland, June 23.
of this
stanza Is

purchase contract was signed. All 'Broadway,' at the vaudfllm Palace,
this Disney artists not on Govern- which has vlrtuaUy no obstacle in
ment work have been assigned to Its trek toward a surprisingly high
hot-weather gross.
Shirley Ross
rush completion of "Victory.'
and Frankie Masters' band are In
the vaude driving seat.
'Great Man's Lady' la diddUng
along at next door State for another
poorlsh take. Holdovers of 'In This
Our Life,' at Hipp, and "Reap WUd
Wind,' at Stillman, showing stronger
'

Seattle,

Fifth

Avenue

June

23.

holding

is

'This

Above All' for a third week In a
town topheavy with iwldoyers and
These

moveovers.

IjRlude

'Ship

moved over to the Blue
Mouse from the Paramount: 'Tortilla
Flat,' in its fifth session at the Music
Ahoy,'

m' SOCKO

caliber.

23G,ST.LOO

Box; 'Magnificent Dope,' holding
over at the Music Hall after a great
opening week, and 'Kings Row,' on
its fifth stanza at the Roosevelt
St Louis, June 23.
'They AU. Kissed the Bride," at the
All of the deluxers are oS to a
Llber^, is the best new entry. 'LajT nmning start currently even 'with
ceny, Inc..' with vaude Is only aver- frequent rain squalls and the b.o.
dge at the Palomar after Henry count is hefty, L«ew's, with 'Rio
Bute's band boosted 'Man from Rita' should top this field with ease,
Headquarters' to the year's record
sock $23,000. The Fox, in midlast session.
is
town,
holding
'My Favorite
Blonde' after a great first week.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Bine Itfonse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 30-40-58)—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G)
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-50)—
and Tlngers at Window' (M-G) (3d Rio Rita' (M-G)' and 'Blondie's
wk). Hot from Paramount theatre, Event' (Col), Smash opening points
getting swell $4,500. Last week, 'Rio to socko $23,000. Last week, 'Ship
Rite' (M-G), and 'Sunday Punch' Ahoy' (M-G) and "Kid Glove KiUer'
(M-G) (3d wk), socko $3,600.
(M-G) (2d wk), swell $17,300 to add
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 40-50- to the $23,000 garnered on the first
'

.

'

'

.

$14M

'BIAY'-VAUDE

release.

During the negotiations, Disney
had his artists at work on preliminary sketches and breakdowns, getting a start eh production before the

Seattle Full of H.O/s;

Hontreal, June 23.
Sunday kept
Raln-threatenlng
crowds in city and helped grosses
along Main street
Estimates for This Week
30-45-62)—
(2,700;
Palace (CT)
Moontlde' (20th). Should get good
Last week, 'Spoilers' (U),
$7,500.

addition, sultry weather kept lots of
patrons at home.

65)

—

'This Above AU' (20th) (3d
Oke $5,000 in six days. Last

representing the best two
weeks the house has enjoyed at pop
session,

Estimates for This Week
Alien (RKO) (3,000; 30-40-45-55)

—'Shores Tripoli' (20th) (4th wk).
Cutting through the hot water to
)ull up fine $4,500 on stayover, after
hooking $6,000 last lap.
Hipp (Warners) (3.700; 35-40-4555)—'This Our Life' (WB) (2d wk).
Confident of sweU $12,000 this week,
foUowing wham $19,000 last round.
Lake (Warners) (600; 35-40-45-56)
—'Atlantic Convoy' (Cql) plus 'Powder Town' (RKO ). Sea thriller's doing aU the towing, okay at $1,300.
Last week, 'Lady Gangster* (WB)
and 'Submarine Raider* (Col), satisfactory $2,100.

(RKO)

Palace

70)— 'Broadway'

(3,700; 35-40-45-55(Col) plus Shirley

Ross and Frankie Masters' bani
Sturdy bUl, braced by helpful exploitation

and

husky

notices;

$21,000.

Last frame, 'Saboteur* (RKO) with
wk).
Billy House,
Dennis Day, Louis
prices.
week, same film, big S8,200.
Prima, landed nearly $20,000, fine.
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 30-40-50)—
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
State
(3,450; 35-40-45-55)
'AU Kissed Bride' (Col) and 'Cadets Favorite Blonde' (Par) and 'Henry -'Great (Loew's)
Man's Lady' (Par).
Not
Looking for great Dizzy' (Pjar) (2d wk): Presence -of
Parade' (Col).
Last week, 'Sub- 'Dr. I. -Q.' for radio originating pro- satisfying at boxoffice; scrawny $8,$9,000. and. holds.
SOO. Last chapter, 'Cardboard Lover
marine Raider' <Col) and 'Ladies gram helping to a solid $15,000 after
(M-G),
poor
$8,000.
strong $21,600 for the first week.
Man' (Col), okay $5,800.
StUlmao
(Loew's)
Cincinnati, June 23.
35-40-45(1,872;
Mnsio Box (H-E) (800; 30-40-58)
Missonrl (T&M) (3,570; 30-40-50) 55-80-65)—'Reap Wild Wind'
Of the two fresh releases cur
(Par)
'TortiUa' (M-G) and "For Keeps' —'Gun for Hirti' (Par) and True to
(3d wk). Big $10,000 for third galrently, 'All Kissed Bride' is making (M-G) (5th wk). Big $3,800 for fifth
lop; last week, great $12,000.
merry b.o. music for the Albee, but sesh. Last week, Mpie pair, $4,200, Army' (Par). Fine $8,000. Last week,
'Private Buckaroo' (U) and "Juke
'My Favorite Spy' is so-so at Palace. big.
bettered
expectetions
Girl'
(WB),
Biz in general is off 10 paces from
Mnslo Hall (H-E) (2,200; 30-40-58) for neat $6,400.
last week.
—'Magnificent Dope' (20th) and 'Man
St. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 30-40^
IMAISIE'
Grand and Keith's are holding Wouldn't Die' (20th) (2d wk). ClimbMarried An Angel' and 'Big Shot' ing to okey $3,000 in five days of Bashful Bachelor' (RKO) and 'Powder Town' (RKG). Oke $4,500. l.ast
for second week after- both regis- holdover stanza.
Last weefc same
IN
and
tered fine marks for initial stanzas. two, big $7,100, new record since week, 'Shores of Tripoli' (20th)
'BaU Fire' (RKO), swell $7,600, and
'Gal Sal,' in its sixth front-line week house reopened.
beyond expectetions.
at the Lyric, treated one of those
Baltimore, June 23.
Orphenm (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)—
gross rarities last week by tugging a
Last week it was the Army show,
'Broadway' (U) and 'Sons of Sea'
hefty gain over the previous week.
and this week it's Roy Rogers and
(WB). Strong $9,000. l«st week,
Estimates for This Week
his Rodeo under auspices of local
'Ghost Frankenstein' (U) and 'Marie
$8,500, Pretty
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)— Roget' (U), immense $9,700.
TaU Cedars, that's being blamed for
Smacko
•All Kissed Bride' (Col).
noticeable dip in grosses.
Falomar (SterUng) (1.250; 30-40Last week, 'Syncopation' 58)—'Larceny,
$14,000.
L^ille
Smart
in
There's goodly action, however,
(WB) with
Inc.'
(RKO), Increased tempo in last half vaude. Average $7,700. Last week.
for 'In This Our Life' at the Stanley.
to round out forte $11,000.
Henry Busse orch plus "'Man Head
Estimates for This Week
LouisvUle, June 23,
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)^
quarters' (Mono),. wonderful $10,700,
Dope,'
"Magnificent
at the Rialto,
Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17Moveover
'Syncopation'
(RKO).
year's f ecord mark here.
is making strong bid to lead the .crop 28-44-56)—'Malsle Gets Man'
from Albee for second week. Sour and
ramnoant (H-E) (3.039! 30-40-68) on the local b.o. front this week and Series, formerly sluffed oft to(M-G).
oihet
Last week, 'Tortilla Flat'
$3,000.
—'Great Man's I^ady* (Par) and is finding the going easy.
houses, taking, on new stature be(M-G), second week of moveover
'Mayor 44th St.' (RKO). MUd $6.
Opposish is hot verx potent, as cause of addition of Red
atsy, excellent $5,000.
week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G> reissues and h.o.'s are aoout aU the Proving Itself with okay Skelton.
Family (RKO) (1.000; 17-28)— 500. Last
$14,000.
"Fingers at Window* (M-G) (2d town has to offer t)> the patrons.
Last week. "Cardboard Lover* (M-G),
'Desperate Ellery. Queen' (Col) and and
Estimate* for This Week
poor $7,000.
'Scatteraood Rides'
(RKO), spUt wk), big $7,300.
Raosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40r
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
with 'Bombs Over Burma' (PRC) 58)—
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240;
'Kings Row* (WB) (5th wk)
(1,400; 15-30-40)— 'Great Man's Lady' 17-25-28-39-44-65-66)— 'Favorite
and 'Was Framed' (WB'). Normal'
Spy'
(3ood $3,500. Last, .week, strong $3^(Par), -and *^e- to Armj' (Parjj - JjaKft) plDS-^Shep' Fierds oroliF' Just"
$2,0Op^ SajiaeJast -'y^eJuteirJMlssi?.-800.
Switeh'o'<rer~'~firom
RIalto'
6ringlhg
slppi Gambler*
(U) and 'Young
fair at $12,000. Last week, 'SyncopaWinter Garden (Sterling) (800; 20 satisfactory
America' (20th), divided with 'Ad$2,300.
Last
week,
(UA) and 'Were Dane 'Broadway* (U) and "Mystery Marie tion' (RKC)) plus Major Bowes' ams:
ventures of Martin Eden' (Col) and 30)—To Be'
fair
$13,700.
Trim $3,000,
ing' (M-G) (3d run).
^Ghost Town Law' (Mono).
Boget' (U), moveover stanzia, good
Hart' (20th) and
ke'lth's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17•
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)— Last week, "Hoxle
,.
28-33-44-55)—'Larceny* (WB). Poor
(M-G) (3d run), big $2,500.
'Married Angel' (M-G) (2d wk). Bugle Sounds'
Kentaeky (Switow) (1;250; 15-25)
$6,000.
Last week, 'Gun for Hire'
Fair $3,500, on heels of last week's $3,100.
—'Captains Clouds'
.

SOCK IN CINCY

—

.

SKELTON

AmS

TO f 14,0^

BALTO

Dope/

tONG'-'GUNGA' REISSUES
FINE

Nsney Bnjrs de SeVersky

Chicago, June 23.
new type of war

There's •

Rain Helps Mont'l B.O.;

Plenty of theatrical and nontheatrical competish for the deluxers
this week. The Army War Show

GhosU'

Moochen

HSOO

IN

OMAHA

Omaha, June

23.

Tortilla Flat' plus This Time for
Keeps,' at the Omaha, and reissued
'Gunga Din' and 'King Kong,' at
Brandeis, are the b.o. surprises of

the month. Disappointment is the
Orpheum, which has 'Heifry and
Sizzy' and Bonnie Baker stage unit.

DoD

.

.

.

CTristates) (2,000; 11-40
Flat* (M-G) and 'Time
lor Keeps' (M-G). Very big $10,000

OinalM

85)—Tortilla

Last week, 'Reap Wild
Wind' (Par), second week, good $5,.
in ^ighi

800.
Orpheiiii^ (Tristates) (3,000; 20-40

.

.

•

e5-*5)—'Henry and Dizzy' (Par) and smash $8,500 for this stand's highest
Bonnie Baker stage unit Light $11,- mark in months.
Iiast week, Phil Harris band
000.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
plus 'Butch Minds the Baby' (U), —•Big Shot' (WB) (2d wk); Favorfine $16,000.
able $3,500. Last week, socko $7,000,
Brandeli (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10- theatre's best take for some time.
25-35-40;— 'Gunga Din' (RKO) and
Lyrlo (RKO) (1.400; 28-33-42)-^
>Klng Kong* (RKO) (reissues). Look- •Gal Sal' (20th) (3d wk).
Third
ing for fine $4,800. Last week, 'Syn- week bn moveover and sixth stanza
copation' (RKO) and 'Submarine on main stem. Great $4,000.
Last
Balder' (Col), good $4,000.
week, sensational $5,000, for an inTown (Goldberg) (1,400; 11-20-30) crease of $1,100 Qver first week here.
—Thundering Hoofs' (RKO) 'Yokel
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 33-40-50)—
Boy' (Rep) (1st runs) and 'Shut Big Tavorite Spy' (RKO), Mild $8,000.
Mouth' (Col), triple, split with 'In Last week, 'Broadway* (U), upped
Old Cheyenne' (Rep), 'Dangerous pressure in final half to rack up nice
Lady' (Cap) and 'Buck Benny Rides $10,000.
Again* (Par), and 'Dudes Pretty
People' (UA) and 'Date With Falcon*^ (RKO).
Fair $900 looked for.
There'll Be Lots of Hiis
liast week, "Twilight on Trail' (Par)
(1st run), "Martin Eden' (Col) and
Hollywood, June 23.
'Sleepytlme Gal' -(Rro), triple, split
War restrictions on the cost of
•with 'Smoking Guns*^' (Rep). 'Moon
Over Shoulder' (20th) and ^Shepherd film sets shifted the "Once Upon a'
Ozarks' (Rep), and 'Confirm or Deny' Honeymoon' troupe from RKO to
(20th), and 'Arizona Bound' (Mono),, Universal to shoot a sequence on
with stage show Saturday, good the large baUroom layout recently
$1,100.

-

^

the scene of other draipatics in U's
'Saboteur.'

Cashy Will Produce
Film on Remington

Cary Grant and Ginger Rogers
paraded their art in a huge hotel
lobby.^which had been transformed
from a ballroom with slight use of
.

Hollywood, June 23.
priority material.
Frederick Remington, first topllne
artist to paint the,

cowboy

scene. Is

portrayed in a story by Malcolm
Stuart Boylan, bought by Milton L.
Cashy for independent production.

•

Mono's Big Cleanup

HoUywood, June 23.
Monogram is bristling these days
Cashy is lining up a deal tor major to clean up its 1941-42 production
release and negotiating with Richard schedule, with five features slated to
Dix for the lead role in a package roll In the next four weeks. .
deal comprising story and player.
Films are 'Police BuUets,' 'Man and
Temporary title is The Life of the Devil.' 'Here Come the Marines.'
Frederick Remington.'
'War Dogs' and 'Wyoming Roundup.'

(WB) qnd

"Blues
up as

(Par), fair $7,200.

(WB). Shaping
Hayfalr (Hicks) (080; 20-40)—'Recombo and pulling potent biz.
SUghtly
Fine $2,500.
Last week, 'NQthin'g markable Andrew' (Par).
But Truth' (Col) and "Lady WUllng' better than recent doings ^at this

In the Night'

strong

Tlyer* Forte $9,500 ia

Port;

'Me Girl' Trim 9G

house,

(Col), satisfactory $2,000.

'With

$4,000

tiast

possible.'

Loew's Steto (Loew's) -(3,300; 15- week. 'Girl from Alaska' (Rep), poor
30-40)—'Fingers at Window* (M-G) $2,600.
New (Mechanic) (l.«81; 17-28-36and "Wife Takes Flyer* (Col). Pace
•Juke Girl' proving a winner at indicates medium' $7,500. Last week, 44)—'Magnificent Dope' (20th). N.s.g.
week, 'Moontide* (20th),
Lover*
(M-G)
and $3,500.
the Broadway this week, with "Wife 'Cardboard
(Col) $3,700.
Takes a Flyer' solid at the Para 'Blondie's Blessed Event'
Stanley <WB) (3,280; 17-28-44-S5)
mount and top gross in town. Tor fairish $7,500.
Mary- Anderson (Libson) (1,000; —'This Ova Life' (WB).
Best in
tiUa Flat' is stUl wowing the crowds
15-30-40)r-ThiB Our LiTe' (WB) (3d town,' with healthy $17,000 looked
at the UA in its fourth stanza.
wk.).
StUl going, strong -on<>4Mrd for. Last week; third of 'Reap WUd
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,900; 35-40 stanza, $3.000. Last week, second Wind' (Par), brought grand total for
three-week run. to extra rosy $51,000.
50)— 'Juke Girl' (WB) and "About stanza, excellent $4,000 mark.
Blalte (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15
Last
Qreat $9,000.
Face' (UA).
ValenoU (Loew's-UA) (1,450; 17week, "(Jold Rush' (UA), satlsfac. 30-40)—"Magnificent Dope'
(20th) 28-44-55)—'Cardboard Lover' (M-G)
and 'Moontlde' (20th); Promises to (moveover). Not doing so weU after
tory $8,000. but not exceptional.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1.500^ return good $8,500.
Last week, previous' mUd wedc at downstairs
35-40-50)
'Favorite Blonde' (Par) "Great Man'srLady' (Par) and True Century.
Inching out mild $2,500.
to Army' (Par), sturdy $8,500 and Last week, 'Married An Angel' (Mand 'Mr. Bug' (Par). 'Blonde' is
moveover from Paramount for third moveover..
G), fair $3,300.
Strand., (Fourth Avenue)
week downtown. High $5,500. Last
(3,400;
'Kennel Murder Case"
week, 'Rio Rita' (M-G) (3d wk) and 15-30-40)
'Affairs Valentine' (Rep), good $3,- (WB) and 'Gambling Lady' (WB)
(reissues). Couple of oldies and pa
700.
Orphenm (Hamrlck - Evergreen) trons are none too numerous.
Hollywood, June 23.
Last week,
(1.800; 35-40-50)-'Great Man's Lady' Around $2,500, light
"Riding Through Nevada' is release
(RKO) and 'Postman tag on- 'Shotgun Guard' at Columbia.
(Par) and 'True to Army' (Par), 'Fantasia'
Nice $8,000. Last week, 'Moontide' Didn't Ring'. (20th), nice $3,500.
became
"Brownie* at Columbia
(20th) and 'Call Out Marines' (RKO)
"The Daring Young Man.'
hearty $8,500.
RKO switehed from 'Singing Guns'
$660 THEATKE STICEDF
Paramannt (H-E) (3.000; 35-40-50)
to 'Bandit Ranger.'
—'Wife Takes Flyer' (Col) and 'LaT'Border Patrol' release handle on
Portland, Ore., June 23.
ceny. Inc.' (WB). Good $9,500. Last
The Orpheum here ^yas robbed of 'Missing Men' at Paramount.
week, 'FavQrite Blonde' (Par) and $650 last week.
'The Desperadoes' new tag on 'The
'Hope Schuyler' (20th) (2d wk)
When Dan V. Bergman and RexM, Pioneers' at Columbia.
strong $7,100, and moved to May'
'Orchestra Wife* at 20th-Fox inHopkins, assistant managers, and
fair.
creased
to 'Orchestra Wives.*
United ArUste (Parker) (900; 35 MUdred Friese, relief cashier, start"Priorities of 1942' at Paramount
40-50)
'TortUla Flat' (M-G) (4th ed to put the day's receipts In the switehed to 'Priorities on Parade.'
office,
an unidentified man held
wk) and 'Ships With Wings' (UA)
'Under Those Wings' is now 'Men
them
at bay with a lon^-barreled of the Sky' at .Warners.
StUl romping on fourth week to
grand $6,500. Third week, great $7,. revolver, -and scooped the cash from
Metro switehed from 'Ox: Train'
Portland, Ore., June 23.

.
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TITLE CHANGES
°

.

—

SOO.

'

mone^ boxes.

to 'The

Omaha

TraiL*

.

PICTURE GH088B8

^Tcdncsday, June 24, 1942

lake

Letter Big

showing and Bob Hope the' ace boxoffice card here.
Splendid $4,500 is

$17M Top Frisco

goal,
(20th),

last

week,

'Shores

good $3,200.
World (Par-Steffes)

Fiimer; 'Spitfire Ghost -Nelson 21G

Tripoli'

(350;

'Ship

Ahoy

11

Robust $29>500

Sails to

30-40-

50-55)—'Girl' From Leningrad' (Indie),
Russian picture winning favor. Good spot for it and may hit
$2,400. Last week, 'Mr.
(UA) (5th

In Mild

V

L A.; l[is$ed Bride

Nice

wk), satisfactory $1,800 in six days.

June 23.
Holdovers are predominant currently, and boxofllcr receipts are off
consequently. Tha only two newDarling
Letter,
at
a
'Take
comers,
the Paramount, and the Ozzie Nel-

San

.

Frai)cisco,

Key

Take

City Grosses

TORTILLA'

•

son stage

show plua

fire' Sees'

a' Ghost,'

"Mejcican Spitat the Golden

along

nicely.

With the support of only a

'B' pic-

clicking

are

Gate,

the

ture,

^Nelson-Hpffriet

HUllard

band show Is drawing m, corking
$21000, while the Paramotmt Is
Oh»lking up a big $17,600.
EstinuUea for

Fox
'This.

Thb Week

(F-WC) <5;000: 36-40-55)—
Our Life.' fro) and 'Always

in Heart" (WB) (2d wk). Good for
a satisfactory 112,000 on the second
round. Last week, big $21,000.
Golden G»«e (WCO? (2,8M; 4(M4-

Sees Ghost' (RKO)
and Ozzie Nelson band show. San
Francisco Is going for Nelson and
his Wife, Harriet HUllard. In a big

'

Estimated Total

ThU Week

adding

up

to

$21,000.-

40-55)—'Saboteur' (U) and 'Mississippi Gambler* (U) (2d wk). Holding
up to $6,500. Last we^k, $13,500.
paramount, (F-WC) (2,470; 35-4065)— 'Take a Letter* (Par) and 'Kemember Pearl Harbor' (Rep). GoLast
ing strong for big $17,500.
week, 'Dangerously Live' (WB) and
'Larceny Inc.' (WB) (2d wk), sizeable $13,000, better than hoped for.
Fraheia (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40-

it.

to Sing'

Flat,'

^M-G)

(M-G) and "Bom
week) on Mar-

(4th

ket St. Still stepping right along,
rousing $6,000 on fourth sesh. Last
week, same combo, $7,000.

UnlUd

Artist*

tncmding

Total Grosi

Last Tear
(Based on 25

Sam* Week

$MU,4M
cities, .184

JUA-BIumenfeld

Estimated Total, Grosi
This Week...

<Based

HUB SPOTS

L-ast

mi

NICE IN

$258,«

Same Week

Year

$251,0
12 theatres)

'

MH^.

Minneapolis, June 23.

Dunout

makes

downtown

Boston (RKO)

(3,200; 30-44-55-60)

-'(Sold Rush' (UA) and 'Falcon
There's plenty of boxoffice dyna- Takes
Over' (RKO) (2d wk). Hitmite in the present loop lineup and
ting $9,000, good. First week. $14,000,
the turnstiles' hum is music to the excellent.
managers' ears. Business continues
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 30-44-60)—
to soar pretty much all along the
'Rings on Fingers' (20th) and 'Murline downtown.
With another strong stage show der Big Houce' (WB). Around $7;Last week, This Our
headed by Phil Harris' orch, plus 000, okay.
Life' (WB) and 'Always in Heart'
screen support in 'Juko Girl,' the
Orpheum tops the field, but 'My Gal (WB), continued from two weeks at
Met, $7,500, dandy.
Sal,' at State, also is commanding
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 30above-par attention.
44-55-60)— 'Gal
and
Sal'
(20th)
Estimates for This Wefck
Aster (Par-Slnger> (900; 17-28)— 'Night Before Divorce' (20th) (2d
Flirting with $14,000^ good?
'Adventures Martin Eden' (Col) and wk).
'Cadet Girl' (20th), dual first-runs. First week hit socko $24,000.
Metropolitan' (M&P) (4,367; 30-14Good $1,500 in five days. 'Desperate Ellery Queen' (Col) and 'Fiesta' 60)—'Shores ofTripoU' (20th) and
(Par)
(2d
(UA), dual first-runs, open Tuesday 'Remarkable Andrew'
Fine $18,500. Initial stanza
"(23).
Last, week, 'Was Framed' wk).
(WB) and 'Time for Keeps' (M-G), taUied' $28,000, very big.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 30-40-50dual first-runs, ok6y $1,400 in five
-

'REAP,

$19,000.

,

Hub

look like the gaslight era, but film
trade continues unaffected.
Estimates for This Week

TASTY. IN DET.

Warner's Downtown and Hollywood still is good for a profltabl*
$16,000 for both theatres.
Estimates for This Week
Detroit Jiuie 23.
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516;
Arrival of summer sees no decline 33-44-55-65-75)—
'Gone With Wind*
in grosses in this major defense cen- (M-G) (4th wk). Aiming for $4,000
in six days, with Metro .edict dosing
ter.
Registering strong, are 'My Favor- revived run here. Third week, hit
at

$4,500.

Spy' and 'Wife Takes a Flyer,^
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) (2,034:
Fox, and the coupling of 33r44-55-85-75)—'Ship Ahoy' (M-G)
'Reap the Wild Wind' and 'Hay Foof and: 'Fingers at Window' (M-G).
HeadlQl; for trim $12,500.
Last
at the Michigan.
week, 'Above AU' (20th), soUd
Estimates for This Week'
$14,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 33-44-55Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 40-55-65)
65-75)—'Big Shot' (2d wk.). Forced
—'Gal Sal' (20th) (4th wk) and
holdover carried by weekend biz for
'Drums C^ngo, (U), Freshener added okay $8,500.
Initial stanza good

ite

at 'the

to persistept holdover, with nice $7,200 expected to follow good $7,800

week.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (6,000; 40-5560)—'TDrtilla Flat' (M-G) and 65)— 'Wife Takes Flyer" (C61) and
(1,600; 30-40-50)— 'j'lngers at Window' (M-G). Aiming 'Fdvorite Spy' (RKO).
Fine $18.WarBcId (F-WC) (2,860; 36-40-55) 'Take Letter, Darling* (Par). Going at $24,000, whamnto. Last week, 000. Last week, 'Saboteur' (U). and
-•This Above AU' (20th) (2d wk). along nicely after bang-up Week at 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and 'Alias Bos- 'Butch Minds Baby' (U), choice
Figures at $12,000, which is not as State. Nice $4,000 in prospect. Last ton Blackie' (Col), holdover, $16,'- $21,000.
big as some single bills have been week, 'This Our Life' (WB) (2d 80O, okay.
Miehlpui (United Detroit) (4,000;
doing on the second week here. Last wk) good $4,900, after strong $9,Paramennt (MjScP) (1,800: 30-4460)—"Rings on Fingers' (20th) and 40-55-65)—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par)
week, hefty $19,000.
000 In first session.
Gopher (P-S)
28-30)— 'Murder Big House' (WB). Around and 'Hay Foot' (UA). Solid $19,000.
(1,000;
'TutUes of Tahiti' (RKO). Heading $11,000, staunch. Last week, 'This Last week, 'Great Man's Lady' (Par)
for good $3,500.
Last week, 'Wife Our Life' (WB) and 'Always in with Artie Shaw orch and AI Bernle
NICE
Takes Slyer' (Col), good $3,800.
Heart' (WB), eontihued. from two on stage, smash $36,000.
Orphenm (P-S) (2,400: 39-44-85) weeks at Met, $11,600, excellent
Palms-Stote (United Detroit) (3,^
—'Juke Girl' (WB) and PhU Harris
$9,000 IN
SUt« (Loew) (3,600; -30-40-50-60) 000; 40-55.85>-'Gold Rush' (UA")
orch and acts on stage. First time Tortilla Flat' (M-G) and Tingers (2d wk) and 'Great Man's Lady'
here for Harris; but he's a draw at Window' (M-G).
Aiming for (Par).
Latter moved over from
Buffalo, June 23
due to radio and films, big $18,000 $17,500, very big. Last week, 'Ship Michigan, to give added hypo- to reFilm the wickets continue to show indicated. Last we^, 'Jungle Book' Ahoy' (M-G) and 'Alias Boston
issue,- should add $10,000, aft^r last
strength.
(UA), good $8,000.
Blackie' (Col), second week> $10,4(10, week's $12,000.
'Gentlemen SYom West Point' and
Stete (P-S) (2,400; 30-40-50)—"My fair.
both
holdover of Tortilla Flat,'
United Artists (United Detroit)
Gal Sal' (20th). HeavUy. exploited
TranslDx (Tran^ux) (900; 17-28dualed, are in the vanguard at the and good
44-65)—'Suicide Squadron'
(Rep) (2,000; 40-55-65)—'We Were Danc$9,000 in nro'spect.
Buffalo' and
Lakes, respectively, week. 'Take
from Alaska' (Rep). ing" (M-G) and 'Grand Central MurLetter. Darling' (Par), and
'Girl
'They .AU Kissed Bride,' at Lafay- very big. $12,200..
Good $12,000. Last
Last week, der* (M-G).
Around $5,000, good.
ette, and repeat for 'This Above All,'
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 30-40)— 'My •Let's Get Tough' (Mono) and week, 'Gone With Wind' (M-G),
at Hipp, are also nice.
Favorite Blonde' (Par). First nabe Tramp, Tramp' (Col), $3,400, so-so, good $9,000.
last

-

BRIDr

BUFFALO

.

I^

.

•

Eatimatet tor Thli Week
Bnffalo
(Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—
'Ten from West Point' (20th) and
'

Good
•mid MdrUndales' (20th).
$l!2,000.
Last week. "This Above
(44-85), exciting $16,800
(3,000; 35-55)
.=r-'iortiUa Flat' (M-G> and 'About
All' (20th)

Great Lakes (Shea)
(Zd

wK)'.'

-Rap&A looks

to hit nifty $11,000. Last week, sock
$17,800.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100: SO-45)—This
Above All' (20th). Moveover Indicates sweet $8,000. Last week, 'Gal
Sal'
(20th)
and 'Hope • Schuyler"
(20th), snug $7,500 on moveoVer.
Layfayctte (Hayman) (3.300; 3044)— 'All Kissed Bride* (Col) and

WIU snag
'Cadets Parade' (Col).
nice $9,000. Last week, 'Broadway^
(U) and 'Treat 'Em Rough' (U),
potent $91300.
2«h Century (Ind,) (3,000; 30-44)
—'Fantasia'
(BEO) and 'Falcon
n.g. $7,500.
Takes' (RKO).
Last week, 'Favorite Sjra^ (RKO)
and 'Suicide Squadron' (Rep), so-so
.

Wm wb

$7,500.

Heat Melts

B'klyii Bir,

'Meontide^ $14,000
Brooklyn, June 23.
'

All

downtown deluxers somewhat

pund;

temp, but
and 'Meet
Stewarts,' at Fabian Paramount, will
emerge with satisfactory result. Second week of 'Great Man's Lady' and
'Ghost of Frankenstein* at Fabian
<]rutik from torrid
h.o. of. 'In This Our Life'

Fox

is

disappointing.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 30-40-50-55)—
'Moontide* (20th) and 'Mayor of 44th
St' (RKO).
Last
Fairish $14,000.
week, 'Gal Sal' (20th) and .'Man
Wouldn't Die' (20th) (2d and Snal
wk), Brst-rate $16,000,

Fox (Fabian) (4,023: 30-40-60-55)—
Great Man's Lady' (Par) and 'Ghost
Frankenstein' (U) (2d wk). SluggUh
$10,000.
$17,000.

Last

Met (Loew's)

—TortUla

week,
(3.618;

.

attractive

30-40-50-55)

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
1..

Plenty of Alibis This Week—* Kissed Bride,' 'Take Letter,'
*Juke Girl' and '10 Gentlemen' Loom As Topnotchers
Unexpectedly torrid weather, rain or quarterly

in-

come tax payments were favorite excuses offered by
exhibitors when product disappointed this week.
Maximum number of extended playdates and moveovers are also weighing down the week's total.
.

"They
(20th),

AU

Kissed the Bride' (Col), 'Magnificent Dope'
a Letter, Darling' (Par), 'Juke Girl'

'Take

(WB). 'Wife Takes a' Flyer* (Col) and '10 Gentlemen
from West Point' (20th) give best Indication of staying
powers among the week's performances. Many appear
in just a few key spots, '10 Gentlemen' showing up in
Satralo with a' good $12,000 and. Okay^ $33,000 in third
week in N,. Y. 'Magnificent Dope' came to light in
three spots. It is good in offish Louisville, same in
K. C. and oke on a five-day Seattle holdover.
Take a Letter,' topped by a nice $34,000 on the
fourth N. Y. -session, is strong $19,500 in two spots on
third L; A. trip and leading all straight Aimers in
Frisco with a big $17,500. 'Juke Girl,' with a strong
$45,000 opening week at N. Y. Strand, continues doing
well despite uneven crix praise. Listed also as swell in
Washington, great In Portland and a big $18,000 in
Minneapolis aided by a band.
Joan Craword Entry Strong
Two entries from the Columbia stables zoom into the
spotiight this week, with They All Kissed the Bride'
standout of pair, proving Joan Crawford's b.o. draw
in
all over again. It is racking up a smacko $14,000
Cincinnati, smash $9,000 to top Seattle, forte $9,500 in
Pittsburgh, nice $9,000 in Buffalo and ditto at $23,000
Flyer.'
in two L. A. houses. Other is 'Wife Takes a
which varies from sad to hot. It is the former at only
Washington,
$15 000 in N. Y. and torrid at $21,500 in
backed by vaudeville. Credited with forte $9,500 and
best gross in Portland, fine 18G in Detroit and a

(M-G) and 'Nazi pleasing

.

$8,000 in K. C.
.
,
^
Agent' (M-G). MUd $18,000 in view.
'Big Shot' (WB), another newcomer. Is not so favorLast week, 'Saboteur' (U) and 'Butch
ably rated, getting a bare $18,000 on second sesh in two
Minds Baby' (U), nice $17,000.
stanza.
L.'A. spots and only so-so on its second CIncy
^ Paramount (Fabian) (4,128; 30'.40much.
50-55)—'This Our Life' (WB) and 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G), too, is not doing so
In
'Meet Stewarts' (Col) (2d wk). Nice WhUe sturdy at $21,000, backed up by vaudeville,
Washington, it is a sour $10,500 in Philadelphia.
$17,000. Last week, great $25,000.
Flat'

First-run product is
held over whtrevcr possible to. conserve.
IShip Ahoy' and 'Fingets at
th? Window' at the State and Chinese are way out in front currently
with a combined take of $29i500.
Only other newcfomer is 'They
All Kissed the Bride' coupled with
'Canal Zone' which is getting $23,000
at Pantages and the HUlstreet The
two Paramount houses added 'True
to the Army' for the third session
of Take a Letter, Darling' and .ar«
tabbing $19,500, plenty okay for extended run.
Forced secend week of 'Big Shot'
.

Boston. June 23.
Tortilla Flat' is easily the standout here this week, opposed by a
flock of holdovers.
In the latter
fleld^ 'Shores of Tripoli' is the topper.

(1,100; 35-40-55)—TSwln Beds' (UA)
and 'Ship With Wings' (UA) (2d
wk). Leveling oB to $4,000. Last days.
week, trim $8,000.
Centnry (P-S)

mED

>

into the black.

oft 13 theatres)

Total Grots

theatres)

(Based on

"SAL'

Los Angeles, June 23.
Film houses continue to benefit
from the heavy weekend j)lay
which is lifting grosses consistently

Broadway Grosses

$41500 IN 2

N. Y.)

Last

(BKO), Jan
week, 'Syncopation'
Savitt orch, and three-day personal
Bonlta Granville,
of
appearance
socko $21,800.
(2,440; 35(Blum^nfeld)
Orpheum

65)—TortOa

151 thea-

citiet,

Week

Letter Solid 19^26 in 3d

HNE

.$l,e22,M»

(Based on 24

tres, chiefly ftnt runs,

65)—'Spitfire

^vay.

Grow

'Friendly Enemies'

(UA)

also got off to a limping start

In N. Y. with only. $10,000,

.

_

$11,500.

Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 35^-55-65)—'Suicide Squadron' (Rep)
and 'ChurchiU's Island' (UA shortV
(2d wk.).

Okay

$3,300 slat«fd fol>

lowing good $4,000

HawaU (G&S)

Initial week.
(1,106; 33-44-56^86.

76)^'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'Brook,
lyn Orchid* (UA) (2d wk.). Satisfactory $4,000.
First week, taUled
$5,800.

HoUywood (WB)

(2,756; 33-44-65t

65-75)—'Big Shot' (WB). (2d wk.).
Close to $7300, gives house' some
profit.

First week,

good

$9,600.
(2,200; 33-44-

Orphenm (D'town)

55-85)^'Strange Case Dr; RX* (U),
Ijone Star Ranker* (20th) and Ella
Fitzgerald orchestra and stage show.
Tasket singer responsible for soUd
$13,000.

Sun»

week. 'VaUey

last

(RKO), Tough As Come' (U) and
show, headed by Andrews

stage

Sisters, sockerob $15,000.
Fantagei (Pan) (2,812;

93-44-55(Col) and^

65)—'All Kissed

Bride'

'Canal Zone'

Breezing along
Last week, 'Syn.

to

good

(Col)'.

$11,800.

(RKQ) aind falcon Takes
Ove^ (RKOX*&lr $10JiOO.
^.
Parmmoont (tSM) '(3,596; J^'U*
65-65-76)—Take Letter' (Par)- (M
wk.) and True to Army* (Par).
copation'

'Army* brought in to bolster tha
third sesh of 'Darling' and lifting
gross over second week tp 91t,500.
Second week of 'Darling'- aqd 'Re
ii
jnemb»r- PeatX.-Hail«tf_lR(

$«;9W^•"•'— ~

—

-

ParamoBnt Hollywood- (FicM)*
44-55-65-76)—'Take LetteiI*
(1,409;
(Par) (3d wk.) and True to Army*

'

First duale'r in house sine*
(Par).
opening four mpnths ago, with
iArmy' in to enable •Darllhg' to hold
due to product shortage for' sum.
mer. Heading for okay $8,000. Second week of 'Darlinjg' solo, good
.

.^^^

.

^

.....

.

Indicating that distributors are hard put to supply
BKO HUlstreet (RKO) (2,872: 33product is the appearance of several re-issue 44.55-85)—'AU Kissed Bride' (Col)
combos. Warner's used 'Kennel Murder Case' and and 'Canal Zone' (Col). Perky -with
$11,200, ^Last week, 'Syncopation'
'Gambling Lady' to mild returns In Louisville. RKO is (RKO) and "Falcon Takes Oyer
r
producing fine results, by teaming 'Gimga Din' and (RKO), sUck $13,600.
State (LoeW-F-WC) (2504: 33-44.
'King Kong' in Omaha while The Real Glory,' UA re55-65-76)— 'Ship Ahoy' (1^-G) and
issue, is healthy $8,500 in Providence,
"Fingers At Window* (M^G), DownSeap' Still Smash Beaptr
trade partial to musicals and
town
'-'Reap Wild Wind! (Par) continue its smash pace.
playing merry tune of $17,000. Last
Chicago shows it strong at lOG in its fifth session, week, 'Above All* (20thy s«ded for n
Cleveland ditto in its third week, K. C. fine third stanza fine $16,000.
and Pittsburgh smash $24,000. In Denver, it is zooming
United ArUsts (UA-F-WC) (2,100:
Above AIT
"This
to a sock $17,500 in second sesh, topping its first week, 33-44-55-65)
Moveover first inin down(20th),
and again pacing the town.
Much the same story comes from 'Variety' corre- town wiU collect so-so $4,000, Last
'Tortina Flat* (M-G) and
week,
spondents on 'In This Our Life' (WB), Tortilla Flat'
terrific $8,4p0.
(M-G),
Agent*
'Nazi
(M-G) and This Above All' (20th). Last named is still
Wllshlre (F-WC) (2,298; 33-44-55good in its sixth week at the N. Y. Astor, swell in 65)—'This Above AU* (20th). Ctnch
Providence, and oke in second week in Frisco. 'Our attraction for the Beverly HiU;
Life' is healthy at $17,000 in Baltimore, nice on second trade, but only fairish $6,500. Lart
sessions in Cleveland, Brooklyn and Frisco while oke week, 'TortUIa Flat*
(M-G) and
in third Louisville stanza. 'Tortilla' is sturdy at $16,500 'Nazi Agent' (M-G), terrific $9,500.
on second Wash, week, fine $41,500 for two Boston
houses, grand on fourth Portland sesh, strong Jll.OOO
second
in Omaha, but only mild in Brooklyn and fair
It lip
'AboYe All'
Denver week. Good reports continue pouring in on
'My Gal Sal' (20th), including a fourth sesh in Detroit
and extended runs in Montreal, Philly and Boston.
HoUywood, June 23.
nice
Gillespie'
(M-G),.
Off the ticker: 'Calling Dr.
20th-Fox washes up its 1941-42 re$14,000 in Providence. 'Favorite Blonde' (Par), bright
lease program this month Avith th*
$45,000 in Chicago backed by Skinnay Ennis band;
delivery of 'This Above All,' making
solid 15G second sesh in St. Louis. 'Rio Rita* (M-G),
total of 50 promised features.
a
'Moontide*
(20th),
fine
$7,500
Louis.
socko $23,000 in St
August caUs for five releases on
in Montreal. 'This Gun for Hire*. (Par), fine $8,000 In
St Louis. 'Broadway' (U), big $21,000 in Cleveland, the 1042-43 schedule, beghining with
Serenade' on the first of
'Footlight
ii>
stout
in
Seattle,
$10,000
strong
$9,000
aided by vaude;
month. Others are med Piper,'
the
Y.
week,
on
10th
N.
(UA),
$8,500
Denver. 'Gold Rush'
Lovea
nice $9,000 on second Boston stanza and okay lOG in 'A'haunthig We Will Go,' "The
Allan Poe,' and 'Little
Edgar
in
two
of
(M-G)
tops
'Ship
Ahoy'
week.
second Detroit
Tokyo, U. S. A.*
L. A. houses at robust $29,500.
sufficient

.

—

Wraps

-
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'HOLIDAY' PET
Astaire Proves

Hes

Hotter

NEW PAR

List (A

Sandrich Hit String of
Salutes r— 14 Berlin Tunes
Start Spinning on Platter

RECORDS
CecU B. DeMllle'3 'Reap the
Wild Wind', busted a house
record again over last weekend; this time at Loew's Akron.

started last week with release of the
top tunes for air performance.- Par
expects the radio buildup of 'Holiday
Inn' to reach a crescendo around
about September 4, pic's national lele^e date. With 14 tunes to play
with and play, 'Holiday' can't miss
keeping things cooking on the kilo-

First three days gross topped
•N.W.MJP/ by 20 per cent,
Denham, Denver, which re-

It's

last

My

week sang

'Be

Heart,' one of the
picture's sock balall

major

networks Immediately after release.

Tomorrow

night, Kraft Mu£ic Hall
follows through when Bing Crosby
has his co-star^Astaire as guest. Bing
himself will deliver two 'Holiday
Inn' tunes— 'Be Careful' and 'Song
of Freedom.'
He and Astaire will
duo on thQ number they sell so well
in the picture—'I'll Capture Her
•

'Kik IM' Draws

Heart Singing.'
Reported that tributes to Irving
Berlin on the Coca-Cola 'Pause That
Refreshes' and on the Texaco Star
Theatre program will follow shortly.
Other top show sendoffs are on the

Fast Reoiut;

Macdonald Carey Joining Marines
Paiamount's epic of the heroic
band of American Marines who
bore the hrunt of the Jap attack
«n Wake Island will probably
cause many a lad to sign up with
the U. S. Marines when It gets Into

West Coast advices Indicate it's a stirring picture, certain
to make pulses pound.
release.

Be that aa it may, 'Wake Island'
can be credited with ,at least, a
part of the motivation that caused
Macdonald Carey, Paramount star
who made his debut in Take a
Letter, Darling' and drew critical
applause from trades and newspapers, to drop his career at its
peak. Carey last week signed application for the Marines just a
lew days after the last footage of
*Wake Island' was filmed.' The picture gave Carey top prominence
along with Brian Donlevy, Robert
Preston and Albert Dekker.

—

TOR WHOM BELL TOLLS'
SURE OF A TOUCHDOWN
I<ooks like a sure thing for an
old-fashioned Notre Dame cleanup
for Par's 'For Whom the Bell
you judge by the names
of players already selected for

^olls,' if

major
Maria

roles.
isn't

Top femme
set yet;

role of

however, the

following are de^nitely in the

Mme.

Katina

cast:

Paxinou...Akim

Tamlroff. ..and players last-named
Calleia, Ciannelli, Sokolofl, SnegoB,
Raaumny, Bulgalov, Renaldo, and
-Granach, One more'll make eleven!

Are.

THIRD

I

In Salt liake.
With 'Reap' In its fourth,
and sixth week in a bunch
of dates and all grosses top*

fifth

its

forthcoming musical extrava-

—

the rate of two or three a day.
Pic started with a cast Ust em'bracing almost all big name Paramount players; since the start,
headliners of stage and radio have
been added in braces jind team$.
Among recent slgnees are Ann
Revere, Slim and Slam and Edgar
Dearing. Filming is underway.

PLANET? RADIO WAVE?

NO -ITS SUPERMAN!
Famous opening

line

of

•SUPERMAN* shorts—'What's

Par's
that

zooming through the air?'- wlU
have a new meaning, after August
After that date,

31.

WOR-Mutual

System will feed out a quarterhour 'Superman' show over 202

MBS

daily,
Mondays
Fridays, at 5:30 p.m.; EWT.

stations,'

through

Program opens up a sock spot for
theatres playing Superman shorts;

who can

try for brief announcements at breakdown time.

-Firecrackers!

ping 'N.W.MP.' by wide mar.
gin, only broken house records
remain news, and we will not
bother you with lesser figures.

RPM

scription also has been made and is
being supplied where airing is guaranteed. In addition, plan' now is to
make up a special recordhig of Berlin's 'Song of Freedom' for radio sta-

TAKEALETTER'
TAKING LEASES
Paramount's

Take

a

Letter,

make long
runs the general rule, Judging by
tions.
This tune Is a timely pa- first reports of early dates in varitriotic number heard near the close
ous parts of the country. Pic ia
of the picture.
Jukes are sure to jump with the playing its third day-and-daie
'Holiday' tunes—11 jukes stay in weeks In the Paramount, Hollybusiness.
Decca Is putting out wood, and the Los Angeles ParaSale of Paramount's Holiday twelve recordings from the show mount. Minneapolis and St, Paul
which may be merchandised In an
Inn' as a 'special' marks the third
album; Victor (& Bluebird) are have Take r Letter' in Its second
-time the company has set aside a waxing
stanza.
seven. Columbia has made
Picturie closes at the big New
picture for this type of distribu- three and may follow with
more.
York Paramoimt after e socko four
tion.
First was 'Louisiana Purweek run today. New tenant Is
chase'; second was 'Reap the Wild
the new Dorothy Lamour-TechniWind.' Both pix have made— and
color tropical romance, 'Beyond
the Blue Horizon,' which Introare still making—boxofflce history.
duces Richard Denning a new
Handling of 'Holiday' will be
Victor Moore, Eddie Bracken blonde
male lead to heart-throb
similar in all respects to. the treat- and Betty Hutton are slated
for top
ment given 'Purchase,' it was indi- spots in 'Very Hot for Haiti'. .'.Robin the gals, 'Beyond the Blue' also
boasts new comedy interest, with
cated; national release comes Labor and Rainger, the old reliable
hit
Day, with a world premiere and builders, will cook up the tunes... Jack Haley and Walter Abel sharing the chuckle-building chore.
perhaps a few spot bookings prior Lt. Commander Wassell, Navy docOtherwise the picture
repeats
to that date.
tor whose saga C. B. DeMiUe will
No picture in many moons has film, visits C. B.'s Paradise ranch for many of the phases that made
grabbed such an all-out trade press interviews' with DeMUIe and James 'Aloma' a b.o. sensatfon among
them a screen play by Frank Butreception as 'Holiday' got following Hilton, to be used as background
ler; direction by Alfred Santell;
recent trade showings. Concensus material. ..'Jingle,
Jingle,
Jingle,'
was that the four-star combo of hit tune of The Forest Rangers,' bids Technicolor; South Seas locale—
Mark Sandrlch production, Irving fair to do another 'Deep In the Heart and plenty kisses and cliff-hanging.
Berlin music, Crosby singing and of Texas,' according to the New York
Astaire dancing hasn't been touch- Post's disc columnist... pic is now
ed in. many a day. Fact that the editing...Grosset & Dunlap, N. Y.
show runs a full 101 minutes— with, pubs, will do a film edition of Da- .CELEBRATE INDEPENDENCE
DAT every day—by fctting befourteen songs and eight Astaire shiell Hammett's "The Glass Key'
to
routines—also puts it into the sure, tie In with the Par Brian-Donlevy- hind the nle et.Wsr Stamps and
money class.
Veronica Lake-Alan Ladd picture.., v
Bonds In your theatre!

PAR'S

Paramount Studio continues to
add marquee names to the cast ot

_

Meanwhile, "Paramount '"ii~?oUow-'
ing tlirough with a repeat on the
pitch that did suoh a socko job for
'Fleet's In'—sending 78
platters
to major turntable stations throughout the country.
Recordings of"
'White Christmas,' 'Easy to Dance
With,' 'Be Careful, It's
Heart'
and 'Happy Holiday* are going out.
Fifteen-minute
electrical
tran-

My

HOUDAYIMIS

ported a twelve-year-record
opening on 'Reap' last week,
has wired in that first week's
gross topped all house records
lor twelve-year history of the
theatre by twenty-flve percent.
Dave Cockrlll says 'attendance
shows no signs of abating.'
Miller Theatre, Wichita, reported a first three day gross
for 'Reap' amounting .to 212 per
cent of the 'N.WJI.P.' take.
'Reap' has also cracked house
records- at the Newman, K. C;
the Paramount, Nashville, and
•

cycles.

Song was heard on

UTEST

HARVEST OF

Parade of plugs for ParamounVs
smashing new hit musical 'special,'
Mark Sandrich production of 'Holiday
Inn,'
with living Berlin music,

Kate Smith

at 50

ganza, 'Star Spangled Rhythm,' at

ASTAIRE GUESTS

Crosby- Astaire

Top Names Stan^

•REAPS'

Stations.

lads.

No. 19

Town I

For Par s 'Star Spanned Rhythm'

PIG

Major Air Shows Give Mark

Careful,

In

OF THE NETS

Than- IpLENTY PLUGGING
FOR

Shows

Distribution of tho Bost

Darling' seems set to

'SPEOAL'

SHORT STUDIO SHOTS

—

—

Fred Astaire. tonehea

off the 'string

ot craokera that stsrto his sensaIn
tions!
Daiice'
'Flr^oraoker
Inn.'
Fer what happens

'HoUdsy

spUt.seoon4

later,

see top-

left.

.

.

'

^Tedneaday, Jnne

EXPLOITATION

S4»194t

Ciii€y, (ioes

Strand

.

Tride' Into 41 N. Y. Spots
Coincidental with Astor

Newsred After

Pic Publidty Group Enlists

!•

Ra£o;

"Pride of the Yankees/ opening at

Check^ed
.

Career; Exchange Briefs

Cincinnati, June 23.
Checkered career, with «o-so re.

the Strand* downtown 1^00take a new twist July 10
Oincy's first newsreel theatre. House Is operated by
Alex Schrelber, Detroit chain exhib,
who took it over last tall for his
Initial enterprise in this section. It
has a double-'biU policy on 25c
sults, of

geater, is to

when becoming

Strand had been dark
some month- before Schreiber
took it over. Under previous indie
availabilities.

for

.

operation, for sevisral years, it had
varied policies: shigle features, duals,
weekend vaude at different pop
scales.

One

of Schreiber's short-lived ex-

to' keep house open
and otner
workers on night shifts. He reseated
and redecorated the place and just
lately improved the front with a
modern marquee and 50-foot electric

periments was

until 2:30 a.m. for defense

name

sign.

Denman Vice Copeland
Denver, June 23.
Denman moved from
Johnny
Broadway, Denver, to Rialto, as
manager, succeeding Lieut. Jack
Copeland, reserve officer and Rialto
manager, who left to. join the air
Clyde Pease, Paramount asforce.
Broadway managership.
Otto Bartusch, assistant at Ft. Col-

sistant, gets
lins, Colo.,

moved

Paramount

to

job.

Jack Kramer, Fo]£ Intermountain
city manager at Sidney, Neb., practically in the army,., only awaiting

can.

Fox opening new
La Junta, Colo., the

-Astor theatre, New York, July
for a run, will be shown simultaneously in 40 other
houses in
the N.Y. metropolitan area for the
one night only.
No
national
merchandising
policy
Park, Youngstown, going into the
service, and the previous Joining up or scale at the .Astor has yet been
of a couple of assistant managers, decided, from accounts.
the following changes have Just been
completed:
Dan GUhula, manager of the Palace and Bula, at' Ashtabula, 0~ to
Jamestown, as manager of the Shea
and Roosevelt.
ITS
Bob Russell, manager of the Shea,
Geneva, O., to Ashtaoula, O.
James Salmans, manager of the
Following a meeting at the ParaPark, Westfleld, Mass., to Park, Genmount
homeofflce attended by diseva, O., manager of the Shea.
Andrew'Grainger, assistant man- tribution officials and the 11 district
ager, Ashtabula, O., to Park, West- sales managers of the compaivjr,.
field, Mass; Sanford Rowlands, As- held Friday
(19), plans are going
sistant manager at Bradford, Pa. to forward to place into, operation a
Ashtabula, O., as assistant,
Tem- bonus plan for sellers, throughout
porarily no assistant assigned to this country and
Canada.
Added
Bradford; Fred L^hnner, assistant,
money
to be handed out will be
Jamestown, N. Y., to assistant; Colonial, Akron, O.
Temoorarily no based on sales in comparison with
quotas
and
will
be
retroactive to
assistant
assigned
manager
to
Jamestown; E. W. Smith, temporary the beginning of the current (1941manager at Jamesto.wD, N. Y., dur- 42) season.
ing Mr. Homing's illness, to YouhgsThe Par district managers will
town as manager of the Park.
serve as a cotnmittee to determinathe bonuses di)e each member of
Posterltes' Convention
the sales department based on busiPhiladelphia, June 23.
Members of Association of Inde ness done when the season ends.
pendent Poster Exchanges will meet They include Mllt Kusell, William
Convention Erbb, Harry Goldstein, ^rle Sweiin Philly Sunday (28).
will be held at the Broadwood hotel. gart, Allen Usher, R. C. LiB^u,
Reps from all over the country ex- Manuel Brown, Hugh Braly, Hugh
pected.
Owen, Jack Kirby and Gordon
Lightstone.
Last-mentioned,
Just
placed in charge of Canadian sales,
succeeds Dei Goodman, who was
Office PobficHy
present at the Friday (19) sessions.
Neil F. Agnew, Charles Reagan,

SOO-seat house at
Scout, remodeled

Also reopening the old
building.
Xlks Opera house at Leadville, 850
seats, because of the^ locating nearby
of a ski training camp fc^r the army.
The opera house was built in tlie
town's original mining- boom years
ago by H. A, W. Tabor, who also
built tbe Tabor theatre In Denver in
less.
Bill Slater, Oriental

FOR

-

^

.

War

For U's 'Eagle Squdron'
Hollywood, June 23.
Universal party leaves tonight for

San Francisco to attend a war bond,
preem of <Eagle Squadron' at the
Orpheum there tomorrow (Wednesday) night including WWer Wang^r, iUtbur Lubin, Jon Hall, Uef
Erickson,

-

-

Ankere;
Smith.

Margaret Hayes, Evelyn
Robert Stark and Lou

Preem has already

sold $180,000 in

bonds and Wanger will personally
purchase $25,000 worth at the opening.

-

-

Kaufman Adds Two

Hollywood, June 23.
missions early in the fall Instead of
during the sinnmer, will be among
Edward Kaufman's production
matters discussed at the two^ay schedule was augmented by two
sales meeting of Warner Bros, July features, 'Defense Town' and 'Miss
2-3.
Grant -t-Takes Richmond.'
While Ben Kalmenson will preside
Both pictures are slated for sumat the sessions, Joseph -Bemhard,
shooting.
vice-president and general manager mer
of Warners, will addr«8s the assembled distribution forces. 'Roy
Haioei Arthur Sachson, A. W.
Schwalberg, Norman H. Moray and
Uort BlumenstociL from the h.o.,
will also sit in:
.

Exact policy on "Dandy' will piobably be announcea during the July
2-3 meetings.
.

^
Due

Shea's Shifts
to the death of Robert C.
Horning of Jamestown, N. Y. and
to Charlie Simpson, manager .of- the

Rochester, N. Y., June

23.

Max

Fogel. ^former owner of the
Webster here, regahied control last
week under the court -order requiring the schine chain to divest itself
of 16 theatres. Sale of .the 000-seat
nabe for arotmd $00,000 was to the
Webster-Rosewood Corp., of- which
Fogel is operating head.

S.

RKO adtmanimously

Barret UcConnlck,

publlelty

chief,

was

Re-

elected chairman of -the PuijUc

lations Conimlttev (eastern division)
at the weAly meeting held last
Thursday (10). He serves in this

post for the next .rix months,, the

same as Robert Oillham, Paramount
ad-publicify bead,'- who Is Just concluding bis six-month tenure of office.

Mort Blumanstock, Warner Bros,
two othet eastern advertising-publicity manneighbor- ager, was elected to the executive
theatres in the
hood of the Webster, closed the committee of PRC. Blumenstock's
before
elevation
to the executive commithouse two days
the deal was
completed. They now have 10 thea- tee is said to have resulted from his
tres in the city and two suburban Job as chalmum of the planning subScljlnee,

which

liave
.general

committee. Over-all public relations
\
Fogel was 'manager of Schines' program mapped alraady has been
for more than a year after approved by Hays office directorate,
excepting market* analysis portion,
the chain took over his theatre.
with committee thanked for its effort.
Several directors, qdbnlttint it
houses.

Monroe

was

Cohunbia Winds 4Ip

Its

a

step

in "the '~:right direction

towards improving

Convention With 'Open
Conciliation Note

jpublie relations,

said many suggested 'moves- adifaittedly should have beeQ .done yiears
ago.
Other inembeta- -ot-commlitee
are Walter Trumbull, of th<)'.Hays
l

War

'

Set Tankee' SelUng
Plans on 'Ya^iee Doodle Dandy,'
which will probably go out on special engagements at increased ad-

Under Schine Divestment

:

°

Goldberg, dean of th« Independent
now operates six
twit nevsreel theSan Frandseo and Oakland.
The Alexandria, niibe bouse wliich
has been almost completely teibuat
to the tune of $110,000 reopened
recently.
Th« cfnly p^rt* of the
old theatre remaining ate thiree
walls and the root The itourth wall
was knocked oat ior an -extension
that gives the house 300 more seats,
or 1,705.
San Francisco Theatres, Inc.,
owner, ballyhoolng the reopening as
everything new but the name.'

Max Fogel Regains House

Sds

'

atres, in

McConmck New Head ^ice GiHliain

Door'
office; McCormlck and OiHtiam.
PRC session also approved a j»roColumbia Pictures wound up its posal Intended to: give the motion
annual sales' meeting over the week- picture J^dustry additional institutional
publicity on radio -itetwprk
Hays
end with group and individual ses- shows. Proposal would aeek to hi^ve
sions of visiting salesmen after A. all airway shows on wblcti sc^n
Reafignmeiit
Joe Unger, George Smith and Oscar Montague, sale's chief, h^d voiced stats appear credit the film busiMorgan, represented the homeofflce.
..be .to
the company's^open door' policy as ness as a wbol6, \ Idea, would
SwenseQ, Tnnnbdi
persuade ;qionsors and broadcasters
regards exhibitors and their legi- to state that 'Madame X .OBPcarj
tol'd oil John Doe program as a publie
Montague
grievances.
timate
the
Motion
Picsetup
of
Publicity
Bin Hoyle Drafted
the trade press that Columbia would service for your entertainment from
ture Producers & Distributors Assn.
the motion picture industiy/ or, in
was officially realigned last week
For
Bond Work conthiue its policy of conciliating the cose of radl(> vvrsions of 'Aim
in line with the' vacancy caused by
legitimate grievances, 'having in mind

manager and the departure ot^^enneth Clark, director of Hays office department of
has joined army. His wife la information, to the U.S. -Army as a
taking course in ^ambulance work at
Joel
major, now in Washington.
nearby army- post
Swensen, v^ in the Hays office publicity department and assistant to Clark
Sheridan Causes Beyomp
has been spotted in as director of
Des Stolnes, June 23.
With the resignation of Hal, Sheri- the information department' in N. Y.
dan as city manager and manager ,of Swengen's new position will not exthe -Paramount, Cedar Rapids, Tri- tend to the Public Relations ComStates has
made the following mltteft (eastern division), Clark's
changes in personnel: Orville Ren- activity
on the PRC being taken qver
nie, city manager and manager of
Trumbull, assistant tothe Fort, Rock Island, 111., goes to by Walter
Cedar Rapids to suoceed Sheridan. Will Hays. Tnunbull- already 'has
Jack Kolbo, manager of Esquire, Da- been made a member of the PRC
venport, takes over the Fort, and executive committee.
Fred Danico, manager of the Garden,
Swensen has been made chairman
Davenport, takes over Esquire. Until of the IhternatiQDal Film Relations
a manager for the Garden at Daven- C^mmitteek taking over Clark's old
^port is named, A. Don .Allenr city
head of tiie foreign adactivity
manager, will o.o. the house.
Hal Sheridan becomes' manager of publicity managers' group. -Hany
the Times, onhr nabe in Cedar Rap- Smith, Jr., .a member of the Hays
Ids, remodeled a few months ago office publicity staff for a number of
from a big apartment house garage years, has been named secretary of
and owned by Kenneth F. 'Childs. tlie committee.
The Times, which he toke^ over, has
Originally, Trumbull was to have
been picketed ''for months by the headed the depor^ent ot informa-AFL, because -the former manager
but his activl^ in gedifSr
refused to hire union opierators. tion,
Shoridan always has I>een friendly MPPDA work and with the PRC was
regarded as too much to permit
with the unions.
handling all Informational detail.
Glendon AUyine, of course, continAaron OoMhcff's 8(th Annl
San Francisco, June 23.
ues -as secretary of the PRC.
Aaron Goldberg yesterday (Mon-.
day) celebrated his 30th anniversary
as an independent exhibitor. .Three
hundred of San Francisco's theatre Frisco
Bond Preem

exhibitors here,
houses, including

SALESMEN

.

director of publicity for Civic the-

party.

BKO

PAR'S BONUS SYSTEM

atres,

and film excfaanQe leaders attended Goldberg's anniversary cocktail

IS,

H^UON

JOINS

EEO

'

Lewis Harmoij, former Broadway
legit press agent, has joined Terry
Turner's field exploitation staff at

He has been assigned the
territory, following a breaking in Philadelphia.
In addition to Broadway p.aJng,
RKO.

Omaha-Des Moines

Harmon has made a number

of

cross-country tours ahead of legiters.

plays, 'this dramafta^tion: -Is « jMibparticularly those sections of country Uc servke from the iUm IndtuitiT.'^
which had suffered from wartime
Understood tHat IhdlTtduU compopulation shifts. He said the $18,- pany credit has been waived by dif000,000 budget for 1042-43. marked a ferent film companies havisK playdrafted as consultant by the Treasury new peak in expenditures for the ers who double in radio shows,, alDepartment for the War Bonds cam- company.
though this company credit could be
s
paign.. First' assignment of the $l-ait 'broadea«tci)| apMontague stressed that the com- included aliso
'
year specialist was direction of ral- pany's hew program is 'in no way proved.
'.
v.lies at Lewisohn stadium in Hew
PRC «lso is Pennine, letter* .1^ 'all
designed to conform in any way with
York, the -Amphitheatre in Chicago
stathig^that
exchange'
center
plan,
cltica lavttin^' cerXmPI
sales
the
and ball park at Detroit Paul Robe'.
always
tain
publlclfts
.other -lepreconvinced
exhibitors
and
was
he
son, Bin Robinson, Marion Anderson,
prodsent^tives
'into
serve
their
buy
as
much
in'wanted
to
have
Olivia De HaviUand. Barry Wood and
at one tinte as they could. He dividual loealitleir la much tke
Richard Crooltt provided the star uct
the committee catrlca on
also explained that the. big business way
talent
natloirally.
War
CbminftAeUviUes
the
current
Columbia
in
Hoyle wiU.be assigned to handle enjoyed by
tee ^eps would be asked to represent
othe'r big bond rallies soon for Cacl- season was attributable in no way
the PRC in AS different ]uy eities.
ton Duffus, director of Motion Pic- to the Consent Decree, but that betin some- sjMis ttls lieiiii 'tte -comtures and Special Evenb, War Sav- ter quality of pictures should repany
exchuige MyrMentativA, and,
ings Staff. He retains his position as ceive the credit
in others^ publicly ropi/
publicity director for the Lichtman
Columliia policy will be to discuss
Also reveded that tiM N. Y. and
theatres. Before this alliance he ran adjustments or any.-othei' issue with
Coast
PRC groups bad cheeked and
3adc Stage' column on Washington exhibitors strictly with the exhibs
Times a'nd served as assistant to Nel- themselves, he said, and not with recheeked the master list of newstiia B. BeO, drama editor Washington way third party sitthig in on the papermen and 'press xtfft, mo Huit
it
Is
available
figir use- by dlff^nt
Post.
conference.. Though not further .en-,
targedi Mdntegue^s-'-remariB-a^e- in-^-^
because of dianges' caused by many
terpreted as ref ering to arbitration
beinff
called
Army service, or
into
Disney's 'Bambi'
set up via the .Conseni Decree or to.
leaving for e^ter Jobs,
the UMPI plan for setUng up a sellin
ing system for next se^on, or posAugusta, Me, June 23.
sibly both.
Plans for a Maine premiere of
Montague explained that Arizona,
'Bambi,* Walt Disney's latest, were
New M«dea and Montana presently
discussed here Wednesday (17) by
Disney studio and Maine Develop- are. spota. ytbsxit.. exhibitors... have
been hurt most by, wartime dislocament Commission representatives.
Based on Felix Saiten's best seller tion of population.'
Starting July 1 Ketro wiU send
V.p. Jack Cohn told the conven- 'Mrs. Miniver*
about the life of Maine deer, the film
into li test engageprobably will be premiered in Port- tion, in closing sessions, that current ments on a sifigle-featara biii
land, sometime in August following Columbia sales campaign was pro- higher admission prices than n5w
its pre-release late July engagement gressing so favorably that it Is likely
prevailing in the theotrct td be
at Radio City Muslp Hall, N. Y.
$50,000 in war bonds 'wUl be required played.
Meantime, no bookings on
for distribution as prizes to the win- the film
will be accepted.
ning members of the company sales
Most of the houses In which
staff.
Company Is ^ving U. S. war
Tagle' Ballyists
'Miniver* will hjs tested are t«ewbonds as prizes in.ttie current camcontrolled in St -Loiiis, New Orleans,
Maurice Bergman, Universal's east- paiga
Cincinnati, -Altoona, Cleveland, J^akad-publicity chief, has virtually
sas City, Tulsa, San Francisco, Dencompleted his expanded exploitation Col. Holds Back 2d CMamanda Pie ver, Atlanta, Des Moines, Portland
stail, which will be used on initial
Hollywood, June 23.
(Ore.y. Louisville, Jamestown, N- 'i.
playdates of 'Eagle Squadron.' PicPicture is
Colutnbia, with two (^mmando and. Manchester, N. H.
this
ture is opening in several spots
stories on hand, has temporarily in its third week at the Music HaU,
week, including Buffalo, Harrisburg
shelved one, although it has moved N.,Y.
follows
Baltimore.
Chi
date
and
into the best-seller classification.
up
shortly.
The -other one, "The Commandos,'
In addition to John M. Hill, flying
of the Eagle Squadron, who by C. S. Forester, wbich appeared

Washington, June

23.

Bill Hoyle, in charge of publicity
and promotion for the A. L. Lichtman chain of theatres, has been

-

-
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Mne

-

.

WiU

Get Preem

Maine

METRO'S lihCnY TEST

BooiON^inHmi':
-

-'

em

officer

served as technical advisor on the in Cosmopolitan mag, is now I>elng
picture while on leave to recover filmed wHh Paul Muni in top role.
from war wounds, the exploitation Irwin Shaw did the screenplay.
Second Commando story is the
staff for 'Squadron' now includes
Lou Davidson, Leo Mishkin, George book, 'The Commandos,' by Elliott
Fraser, Ben Katz, George Fishman, Arnold, former New York WorldMilton Crandall, Bill Blum, Edward Telegram feature writer, who is now
Bonns, Lew Carroll, Ed Holland and in the Army. It was published only
Louis AUemann.
three weeks ago and is already in

'Wings for Ea|^' Gete

Special Screening in B.C.

'Wings for the Eagle,' with a war
background, will be given a special
screening tomorrow (Thursday) in
the Departmental Auditorium, Dept
of the Interior, in Washington for
its sixth printing.
Government and War offldiUs under
Forester yam is owned by Lester the sponsorship of 21 members of
'MOON' INTO H. Y. BI70LI
and
being
produced
him
Cowan
Is
by
the House of Representatives from
scheduled
Sixpence'
is
"Moon and
Arnold's
Columbia.
book
for
is
California.
the
York,
Rivoll,
New
to go into the
owned by Columbia itself, having
A press preview will take place
last week in August
United Artists has set 'One of been purcliased several months be- tonight at the National, WashingOur Aircraft Is Missing' for release fore publication'. Yarns are quite ton, while a New York preview will
ahead of ''Sixpence,' though no de- different it is said, ii)d Arnold's bo held at the Warner home offices
cision on New York house has yet book may be held as the basis for Friday evening (26), following «
buffet supper at Toots Shor's.
a second picture.
been madei
.

.
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BATTLES^

Buenos Aires

By

Furor on Subsidy

in

NAZI PIX

Ben Lyon,

•t UFA Argentlw Seeka C«itody of Setaed rrapafsnda Fllnu

Head

Municipal Gov t fo French Star

Buenos

Aires,

June

Hannii^

IS.

Charges that Hans Blester, head of
Argentina, had attempted to
gain custody of almost 40 Nazi films
seized by the Argentina' government
from the Portuguese vessel Serpa

Vk

"'

Marti*'*

Oinrer

Ammcan

Head Ufoop
Entertiiinment

UFA

AUeged

to

Be Axis hopagandist

Pinto are

Buenos Aires, June 16.
Announcement that the miiniclpalBuenos Aires, via

Mexico

1

City,

June

^

16.

who

Miguel Contreraa Torres,

cenUy^«^;ish^^^^^
act^r Louis Jouvet jo thejme of
10.000 pesos (about |2,500)«or theK^j^^
^^tj^y

re-

$i,ooo.000

„f

present theatrical season, has drawn (Mex) ($210,000 U. S.), tops lor
take on anbther
a storm of cor-unent here and a Mexico fllni» is to

throughout Latin America I^^^**
SJff^Vp^^^^^^^^
restrictions unposed by the present
Mexicans in
^^.^^^
winning fight for liberty from
state of siege, papers and persons in
openly
Spain.
have
biz
theatrical
the

«:Xs

^

Th^^^^^
Charged Jouvet with l^ing a leading
Fifth Columnist out to plug Vichy |T^j^ production about July 4.
^
and the Axis.
Municipality, without giving its
reasons, other than to state It was
anxious to help 'a manifestation of
superior art which Is considered exceptional,' stated that it planned to
extend sn 'extraordinary* credit of
10,000 pesos as a contribution of the
municipality for financing Jouvet,
half in the form of a direct handout
and the other half in the purchasing
of tickets for various performances.
London, June 8.
Municipal aid to the theatre is in
Extra entertainment tax IntroItself not unheard of here; B. A., Rio,
by the Government, which beLima and other cities are duced
Santiago, fima
jBannago,
- aoerative May 18, has caused

NEW

BRIT.

VS.

TAX

SHOW

BIZ

^

'ABOUT TIME'

NEW LONDON

" Srand "^\Sb"aS^^tK^;nt

'^"^ic^^
vicny.
gift for this man from
h„„.ac
"'"ses.
Also explained that the municipaleven have cash
to buy needed cotton for municipal
and
M-G'S
hospitals and that the Parq.ne
Museo Saavedra, which for years
have been free to the public, are now
IN
charging admish to make up the sagJouvet
give
why
revenue—
'so,
ging
Metro's
homeoffice
yesterday
anything?'
(Tuesday) received word from the
International Red Cross that Julian
D. Berman, Far East managing dl'

Ity insisted it didn't

COHEN, BERNAN

JAPANESE HANDS

and L CoheA, Philippines'
manager, both were safe. Cohe^ was

rector,

TURKEY

stationed in Manila and
there,

Germany

Is

when

last

Berman was
from by

heard

Metro.

furnishing such heavy

Report from the Red Cross came
thrp.ugh. Geneva.

aubsidies _fpr its j)to_N«u1. dlstribu-

iing companies In Finland and "Tur-

Joseph' A. MoConvUIe, CoIun)bla's
key that no other distributors have foreign
sales chief, returned to N. Y.
been able to compete 'with the -Nazi from a two-month tour of the Latinproduct, according to word received American n^arket over the weekend.
in the U. S. Reason for vast flnanclal support to
outfits Is that

German

distribution

&

Caimllo)
fliilfciMailir (Lautaret
-^"Unholy Part2.00).

ners'

London, J«me 23.
London's West End saw one of its
better war-time revues 'with the
opening at the Comedy theatre of
"Ka About Time' on Wednesday
(17). The show has ienough merit
for popular entertainment, yet half
a .dozen numbers might well be

week, wobbly 12,000.
Ideal (Lococo) (970; 2.00; 2.50)—
•Louidana Purchase' (Par). O. K.
19,000, but biz affected by taxi strike
which helped keep customers away
from this top-price l^ouse. Last week,
'King's Row* (WB), fair 8,000 for
the third week.

'Mex's Bernhardt*
,

Wins Theatre Fight
City,

June

16.

Virginia Fabregas, Mexico's Sarah

Bernhardt has

estalxllshed ownerto the theatre Tiamed for her
here, one of the oldest and few re
maining legit theatres lii this city.
She's sold it to Rlcardo Toledo, local
impresario; for a reported $250,000
(Mex) ($52,500 U. S.)-. Theatre's
ownership had been in dispute.
Toledo is to renovate the theatre,

hip

the Teatro Virginia Fabregas, which
opened with grand opera in 1000,
and he hopes to make It the center
of stage productions.

Facelifting

Cia). (2.800;

W

—

—

UGHTSTONE MADE PAR
GEN. MGR. IN CANADA
Gordon Llghtstone,

is

expected to take about six months.
La Fabregtis, at the head of a
elected Mexican dramatic company,
is to start tour of Central America
In Guatemala City early in July.

I

sary in superimposing

titles.

But

Und«r wartime stress, different foreign departments are rearranging

1

the past

Fihns,

homeoffice o.. in the field, as yet
undesignated.
Goodman, formerly' In charge of
d:':tributlon for 20th-Fox in the
Orient joined Par in charge of
Canadian sales about a year ago,
succeeding Maurice Mllligan, who
retired.

Asher in London With

M-G

Script for

Donat

liOndon, June 23.
1.50.—'En El Viejo
(2.863;
2.00;
Irving Asher has arrived here
Buenos Aires' (San Miguel. Argen
from Hollywood with a script for
tine made). Excellent 12,000 for this
Robert Donat and shooting commu&h-advertised local. Last week,
mences shortly at the Gainsborough
(20th), so-

1 Wake Up Screaming'

studios.

There's some delay on picking the
feminine lead, but the understanding
is that Vivien Leigh will get the role.

TRINDER-MULER IN
GAGGING REBOUND

this to fit conditions.

Plan now Is to ship master negatributors to make a complete re- tives on principal pictures by airalignment of methods of servicing plane and then print the nMessary
South and Central American ac- number of positives to fill different
counts. Instead of shipping the usual country requirements at the other
batch of positive prints to different end. Several companies already are
Latin -American countries^ present doing this for Argentina accounts, so
trend is to switch over to shipping a the procedure is not exactly new.
single master negative per picture Argentina has. adequate! lab printing
via plane, and priilting up the needed facilities, and Brazil also is underpositive prints in Argentina and stood to have a good laboratory
Brazil.
plant
While the industry has been promIn order to have Spanish titles for
ised that there will be no further most of Latin-American countries,
delays in newsreel shipments by and Portuguese language titles suplane,
this
necessity
of
getting perimposed for Brazil, where Portuthrough newsreel material via air on guese is the spoken tongue, It is contime points up the urgent need for a templated to send the usual negative
switcheroo on feature and shorts without any titles and do the supershipments. Foreign departments are Imposing In Spanish and Portuguese
convinced that, for the present un- either in Argentina or Brazil or both
der wartime shipping conditions, countries.
customary boat shipments are highly
For Central American countries
unsatisfactory if U. S. distributors master negative would be shipped to
are to hold their Latin-American Mexico City either by plane or rail
business.
Printing of the bulk of and positives printed up in Mexico's
positive
films
in Latin-American capital city. Central American accountries has been avoided previous- counts then would be serviced from
ly because of the detail work neces- that key city,

for

years with Itetro and Regal
Ltd., in Canada, through
which Metro distributes product
ahove th« border, has been mad*
general manager tor Paramount in
the Dominion.
He takes over the
post^held up to now by Del CioodmaiC who is coming into the States
to fill another role at either the
18

week after 11,0000 previously.
Broadway (Lautaret & Cavallo)

so 14,000.

Shortage of ships plying between
the U. S. and Latin-American market along with delay In getting films
through safely. Is forcing U. S. dis-

uation poses a problem which' is being taken up by the industry as a
whole, with necessary action eX'
pected shortly to circumvent the
flood of Nazi propaganda.

Mexico

&

.

Forces U. S. Cos. to Realign Service

ently.

.

Gatti

sixth

Influx of Nazi product at outlandIshly low film rentals thus far has
prevented U. S. film companies from
getting their normal bookings. Sit

•ri.

(Ckill,

(20th).
2.00; 1.50).—'Son of Fury'
"Blossom Time,' which had a run heat 31,000. Last week, TutUes of
under the aegis TablU' (RKO), satisfactory 18,000.
Lautaret)
of Tom Waller, was replaced Tburs'
Sc
Cavallo
(Cordero,
Bex
day (18) by 'Land of Smiles,' that (3,305; 2.60; 2.00)—'Woman' of the
perennial revival which originally Year* (M-G). Socko 50,000.
Last
starred Richard Tauber and pres- week, Two-Faced
man,' nifty 30,ently has him topping the cast 000 for the second week after 62,000
Tauher also headed the 'Blossom' previously.
cast
Normaiidle (LococoJ (1;400; 2.00;
Revival of 'Rain' succeeds Hook' 1.50)—"The Man Who C^me to Dinery Rook' -tomorrow night (24) at St
(WB) ll.OOOi Last week, 'SerMartin's, while the P'Oyly Carte
geant York* (WB), fourth week,. just
Opera Co. revived the Gilbert and about the same.
Sullivan repertoire for an eijght-week
Opef» (Loooco) (2,400; 2.50; 2.00).
season at Prince's beginning last
'Hellzapoppin' (U). Excellent 29',week (15). ,
OOO, esf>ecially good considering fact
•Blithe Spirit.' thie Noel Coward
that stars are little known here and
c<»nedy that's nmnlng simultanethat plot's screwball Qomedy was
ously on Broadway, is switching
particularly
June 29. to the St James from the not expected to go over
well here.
Piccadilly.
Salpaeha (Lococo) (950; 3.00; 2.50).
StlU
'Corslcan Brothers* (UA).
drawing them in with 9,000 for the

.

,

Oeean

b« i>resent

Units headed '.>y Americans, 'with
support of sbme English acts, 'will

be extensively 'crganized for' purpose of entertaining Americans stationed in any part of England and
Ireland, with acts 'committed to at
least six weeks, and in some cases
more, per year.

at the Lyric theatre

ganda across In Finland and Tur-

wwn

ised to

deleted.

in order to get their screen propa-

ttT-

'Ball of Fire' (RKO)
7,000 for second stanza. Last

(M-G) and

Weak

Shortage of Ships to Latin America

key, rated on-the-fence nations pres-

the

Gran
S, to
$12,600
Brown, treasurer, and Forsythe, secRex. WhUe not as good as Two- retary, 'With rest on the exec comFaced Woman,' It ain't hay for here. mittee.
Next best vras "Son of Fury' at the
First action of AO A is to organOcean, which grabbed 31,0000 ($7,- ize big show in the West End, prob800).
ably at the Palace theatre, July S,
OVkvt eitimate*, all (riven in Ar with All-Amerlcan program for
gentlne petot. currently at about 25c American forces. Practically every
S., /oUoioi:
American act in Englan.1 has prom-

the Nazis are wiUing

to^suHsFdlze "alToi'their film product

8.

YEAR'

(1,400; 2.50;

CUCK,

at every

I

IN FINLAND,

of

TOPS BJl, 121^

pesos,
than
50,000
performance.
'proved' that he was no great sucReal worry is the coming cut In
cess; and. that, finally, the municipetrol ration, which will make car
pality had suspended the prizes regtraveling for pleasure Illegal and is
ularly given to stimulate the Argenlikely to cause drastic drop in pro-

NAZIS PUSH THEIR PIX
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Sydney, June 23.
Following approaches to the Minister of Customs, it's now okay to Iminrt Russian films at the same entry
charges as American pictures, or at
about lec per foot They had hoped,
that films -would be allowed into
Australia duty free.

.

organizations were inai .louveisijg^^
reducUOn.
were
sympathies
anti-democratic
Picture houses art estimated to be
well known; that consular authoridown about 10%. with only pic unties had cancelled all visas for Jouk«i„•rAh* with
J-'^^-^
*
vef s theatrical <^'».P-y;

more

PICTURES IN AUSTRALIA

Special

American Army, headed by General
Dalquist and Colonel Bamum, who
recently appointed Major Walter J.
Currle to b« in charge of welfare
and entertainment of American
forces in the British Isles, have
acded Charles Forsythe (Seamon
and Farxell) to post of Entertainments Advisor (Civilian).
All American camps have been
told they must :.ot approdch artists

It la anticipated that major Ameri- direct for entertainment but should
can distributors will handle the So- send their requests to the W. & XT
viet product, with RKO reported as board.
As result of suggestion of Formost interested in distributing deaL
sythe that American actors should
get together to form some body for
last month.
cooperating in the entertainments
'Ordinarily such contraband is put
of American forces here, meeting
up at auction after a specified period
was held at Bebe Daniels and Ben
and goes to the highest bidder. Local
I^n's apartment which was at*
trade sheets declare, however, that
tended by Vie OUver, CarroU Gibthe Government 'will probably hold
bons, Teddy Bro.Tti. CUiarles Forup the pics Indefinitely, due to their
sythe. EUinore Farrell and Eddla
strong anti-democratic nature, espeSeamon, where it 'was decided to
the Just-ended Intercialllr aince
form organization to be Imown a>
American Conference on Police and
BuenOB Aires, June 6.
American Overseas Artists' Associa*
Judicial Methods has strongly rec•Woman of the Year' (M-G) topped tlon. Temporary officers arc loron,
ommended definite action against everything in town last week, drawprea; Oliver, 1st vie* prez; Carroll
such propaganda.
ing 90,000 pesos, which Is approxi- Gibbons, ,2nd vice prez; Teddy
th«
n.
mately

I

-nd'stm doing.aocJo

London. June

OKAY RELEASE OF RED

Stated that Herr Blester, who appears on both the V. S. and British
blacklists, has retained legal counsel
and the services of the Customs
Co., and of
House brokers, Oubina
the Banco Aleman Transatl an tico to
secure release of the pijb
FUlDis, which, according to public
announcement by the Aduana (Customs House) include sequences dealhig with the Japs' taking of Singapore, the Russian war front, attacks
on England by the Luftwafl«, etc.,
were carried on the ship as,passenger baggage 'and were discovered in
five trunks and four suitcases a day
after the arrival of the vessel early

TO BE HLM BIOGED

its

En^d, Bre

For Yank Forces in

in the local trade

press here this week.

MEXICAN LIBERATOR

Comlsion
de Vecinos Interventora del Concejo
de Deliberante (Acting City Council) had decided to subsidize French
Ity of

made

London, June 8,
ribbing between Tommy
Stage
Trinder and Max Miller, originally
started by Trinder as sort of Walr
ter WincheU-Ben Bemie feud, has
seemingly developed into a more
serious situation, mostly consisting
of innuendoes of the most personal
kind.
Sittiation has

'

it

is

reached such a stage

becoming a source

of

worry

Jackson, who has MUIer
picture contract, with
options, and Michael Balcon, who
has last picture to do of four-pie
deal 'with Trinder, and is anxious
to get new deal tor four more. Both
Balcon and Jacluon are under impression gag has advanced far
enough and Is now touching on dangerous ground,^ with more of
bound to have a* repercuffiion od the
boxofflce draws of the two stars,
Likellfaood Is both artists will be
called by their respective bosses
and told thaft rib has gone far
enough.
to

tiOu

under

one

Cnrrent London Shows
London, June

23.

Adelphi, 'Dancing Years.'
Aldwyota, 'Watch on Rhine.'
Ambasaadon^ 'Why Not Tonight'
Apollo, 'Old Acquaintance.'
Coliseum, 'Maid of Mountains.'
Comedy, 'It's About Time.'
Duchess, 'Skylark.'
Garrlck, 'Warn That Man.'

horning Star.'
Haymarket 'Doctor's Dilemma.'
Cilobc,

His Majesty's, 'Big Top.'
Lyrtt, 'Land of Smiles.'
New, Sadler's Wells Ballet
Palace. "Full Swing.'

Palladlui, 'Gangway,'
PiccadUly, 'BUthe Spirit'
Prince «f Walcf, 'Happldrome.'
Prince's, lyOyly Carte .Opera Co.
St James, 'Nutmeg Tree.'

St

Hartln'q, 'Rain.'

Savlllc,

Tine and Dandy.'

Who C^me to Dinner.'
Strand, 'Rebecca.'
Vlotorla Palace. '20 to 1.'
Westminster, 'Baby Mine,'
Whltfihall, 'Other People's Houses,'
Wyndham'B, 'Quiet Weekend.'

Savay, "Man

(From N. Y. Herald Tribune)

Badio City Music Hall has an-^
nbunced that '*Mrs. Miniver" has
broken all ten-year records, having
played to 318,245 persons and grossed
$220,000 in seventy- two showings.
Since the Music Hall is the largeist
motion-picture theater in the world,
this is probably an all-time record
for the film industry.

4th

Week Coming!

Records Going!

YOU'LL SEE MINIVER MAGIC SOON!
GREER GARSON • WALTER PIDGEON • Directed by WILLIAM WYLER
Produced by SIDNEY FRANKUN •. "MRS.
MINIVER" with Teresa Wright • Dame May Whitty • Reginald Owen • Henry Travers • Richard Ney • Heniy Wilcoxon
Screen Play by Arthur Wimperis, George Froeschel, James Hilton and Claudine West • A WILLIAM WYLER Production
Based on JAN STRUTHER'S Novel • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

^

^n^m
"
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FILM BOOKING CHART

Mage's laffmovie' Cbain
First of what is Intended to be a
circuit of 'laffmovle' theatres opens
shortly at the Eltlnge, West 42d
Street, N. Y,, for years the home of

(For iniormation o) theatre and film exchange bookers VAniExir present*
a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing companies for the current quarterly period,
bate of reviews as given in burlesk shows until, shuttered by the
city administration, James J. Mage,
VAHiETy ond the runninj; tiTne of prints are included.)
who claims credit for originating
Key to Type Abbreviations:
Melodrama;
Comedy; CD Comedv laugh-nim shows in France, Belgium
Musical. and England, is launching the first
Drama:
Western;
Drama; RD Aornantic Drama;
in N, Y. Eltinge presently is being
Figures herewith indicate date of Variety's review and running time,
entirely remodeled and refurbished
for July opening.
WEEK OF RELEASE—4/30/42

M—

W—

D—

Wife Takes a Flyer (Col)

MV—

Comedy

C

4/22

Flneers at the Window (M-G)
3/18
Where the Trail Ends (Mono)
My Favorite Blonde (Far) 3/18
TutUes of Tahiti (lyiO)
3/18
Yukon Patrol (Rep)
Man Who Wouldn't Die (20th) 4/22
You're TclUns Me (U)
JTukebox Jenny (U) 3/25
Larceny, Inc. (WB)
3/4

—

C—

—

87
79

M
M
M
M
M
C
MU

W

73

J.

L.
T,
B,
C.

Bennctt-F. Tone.
Ayres-L, Day

Keene
Hope-M.

K. Murray-H. UlUUrd

C

K. Itobinson-J.

Wyman

Bauer, Guitry

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/7/42
'Desperate Chance for Ellery Queen (Col)
Corpse Vanishes (Mono) 6/3
The Great Man's Lady (Par) 3/18
ScaUergood Rides High (RKO)
3/18
My Gal Sal (20th) 4/22
Broadway (U)
5/6

M
M

—Continued from page

W, Gargan-M. Lindsay
S4
90

D

B. Lugosl
B. Stanwyck-J.

U

G.

McCrea
KIbbee-U. Moore

101

R.

Hayworth-V. Mature

C

M

A

Lady's

Man

(Col)
The Devil's Trail (Col)
She's In The Army (Mono)
3/18
This Gun for Hire (Par)
Grand Central Murder (M-G)
4/22
Mayor of 44th Street (RKO 3/18
Remember Pearl Harbor (Rep) 3/13

D

89

Romance on the Range (Rep)
The Kbd Martlndales (20th)
Ships With Wings (UA) 12/7

4/22

Mystery of. Marie Rogert.(U)
In This Our Life

(WB)

4/8

4/8

c

G. Raft-P. O'Brien

P.

w
C
M
M

KeUy-F. Wray

B. EUlott-T. RlttCT
V. Ann Borg-L. Talbot
80
72
86
75

V. Lake-R. Preston
V. Heflln-P. Dane
G. Murphy-A. Shirley
D. Barrle-F. MacKenzle
R. Rogers-G. Hayes

C

55

J.
J.

D

60
95

P.

MU
D

W
M
M

.

Wlthers-M. Weaver
Clements-L. Banks
Knowles-M. Montez
B:- Davls-O. deHavUland

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/21/42
MU
J. Davis- J. Falkenbnrg

Sweetheart of the Fleet (Col)
Vanishing Virginian (M-G)

Get Tough (Mono)
SyncopaUon (RKO 5/S
Whispering Ghost (20th)
Who Is Hope Schuyler?
Almost Married (U)

D

12/3

C

Let's

The

Spoilers (U)

101

4/22
(20th)

3/11

MU
C
M

88
75
55

M

87

C

4/15

F. Morgan-K. Grayson
T. Brown-F. Rice
'

A. Menjou-]. Cooper
M. Berle-B. Joyce
J. Allen. Jr.-M. Howard
R. Palge-J. Frazee
M. Dletrich-R. Scott

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/28/42
C

Meet the Stuarts (Col)
5/20
Down Texas Way (Mono)

Ml^

Annie Robney (UA)

Jnke

Girl

(WB)

72

W
W
W
W

In Old California (Rep) 6/10
Stardust On The Sage (Rep) 5/27
The Cyclone Kid (Rep)
Falcon Takes Over (RKO) 5/6
Hoontlde (20th) 4/22

J.

Jones-T.

McCoy

Wayne-B. Barnes

G. Autry-S. Burnett

M

62

D

M
M

5/27

4/8

W. Holden-F. Day
B.

D, Barry-L. Merrick
G. Sanders-L. Barl
J.^Gabln-I. Luplno
S.

W

12/31

C

58

M

62

My

Thm

J.

»I- 82

H. Bogart-J.

.

D. Terry-L. Carrillo

MacBrown-F. Knight
Manning

WEEK OF BELEASE S/18/42
Parachute Nurse (Col)
M
M. Chapman-P. Clark
Riders of The' Northlands (Col)
W
C. Starrett-R, Hayden
Powder Town (RKO) 5/13
M .79 V. MacLaglen-E. O'Brien
Lady
In

A Jam

C

(U)

.

I.

W

Phantom Plainsmen (Rep)

Dunn-F. Knowles

B. Steel-T. Tyler

JVKEK OF BELEASE—6/25/42

.

Rubber Racketeers (Mono)
M
Mexican Spitfire -Sees Ghost (RKO
5/3 C
Ten Gentlemen from West Point (20th)s6/3 M
There's One Bdm Every Minute (U)
C
Friendly Enemies (UA)
C

TO
104
60

WEEK OF BELEASE
Atlantic Convoy (Col)
M
Lure of the Islands (Mono)
M
Sons

W

of the Pioneers (Rep)

Postman Dldnt Bine (20th)
Deep in Heart of Texas (U)
Sergeant York (WB) 7/2/41

C

«

C

D

134

R. Cortez-R. Hudson
L. Velez-E. Errol

G. Montgomery-M. O'Hara
H. Herbert-T. Brown
C. Wlnnineer-C. Rurclei

7/2/42
J.

Beal-V. Field

M. Hart
R. Rogcrs-G. Hays
R. Travls-B. Joyce
R. Stocb-B. Crawford
G. Cooper-J., Leslie

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/9/42
Top Sergeant (U)

C

Gnnsmoke

p. O'Brien-G. Ford

BELEASE—7/16/42

>VEEK OF
Pralile

L. Carrlllo<A. Devlne

D

Flight Lieutenant (Col)

W
M
M

(Col)

Drams of the Congo (U)
Wings for the Eagle (WB)
Lazy Bones (Tent.) (Rep)

B. £Ulot-T. Bitter
S.

Erwln-O. Munson

A. 8heHdan-D. Morgan
Canova-J. E. Brown

C-

J.

TRAOESIIOWN AND FOB PUTUBE BELEASE
<r»r)
1/21
Ete
This Time for Keeps (M-G)

True

to the

Army

(Par)

Mokey (M-G) 3/25
Lady Gangster (WB)

2/11
11

3/18

4/8

Tanan's N. Y. Adventure (M-G)
Sunday Punch (M-G) 4/15
About Face (UA)

SWp Ahoy (M-G)

4/15

4/lS
4/22

Tortilla Flat (M-G)
4/22
Night in New Orleans (Par)

M
M
M
MU
M

M
M
M
C

MU

D

5/61

Sweater Girl (Par)
5/6
Beypnd the Blue Horizon (Par)
5/6
Mrs. BUnlvcr (M-G) 5/13
?hls Above AU (20th) 5/13
Married an Angel (M-G)
5/20
once Upon a Thursday (Sl-G)
5 '20
5-20
Her Cardboard Lover (M-G) 5, 27

Bambi (RKO) 5/27
Mable 'Gets Her Han (M-G 5/27
7
Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 6/3
Spy Shit. (WB) 6/1
Escape From Crime (WB) 6/3
The Gay Sisters (WB) 6/3
The MagDlfleeat Dope (20th> 6/33
It Happened in Flatbnsh (ZOth), 6/3

Wings for the Eagle. (WB) '6/3 '
Pierre of the Plains (M-G) 6/17
Jackass Mall (M>G) 6/17
CalUng Dr. GiUesple ^M-G) 6/17
Holiday Inn (Par) 6/17
Kagle Sqnadron (U) 6/17
Tombstone (par) 6/17
I Live in Danger (Par) 6'17
Are Husbands Nitcessary (Par) 6/17

M

MU
M

D

D

MU
M
M
C

MU

M
M
M

69
74
71
76
87
62
70

76
43
94
165
75,

77
77
133
110
83
66
93
70
85
12.1

C

62
51
108
84
80
M5

D

84
101
108

C

C

M
C
M
MU

W
M
C

65
80

75
73
80

the

Adam

Harold Danovsky, Raymond

"Theison,

I

The huge majority

—

Burton Robbins, Richard Lyons,
Louis Unger, Fremk Caresse, Joseph
GolA, Stanley Hodes, Herman ^aber,
Sydney Kaplab, Sidney Kramer,
Milton Mendelsohn, Maxwell Schlissel, Julius Storcbi Joseph Schles'singer, John L. Fogan, Howard Troop.
Joel P. Holcombe, Herbert 'Reynerson, Ross J. Campagna, William
Sokolof, Raymond O'Donnell, John
Satwach, Reginald Lloyd Smith,
Stanley John Budny, Samuel W.

J.

Canova-A. Jones

D. Dalley-D. Reed

Emerson-J. Bishas
J. Weissmnller-M. O'Snlllvan
W. Lundican- J. Rogers
F.

W. Tracy-J. Sawyer
PoweU-R.

E.
S.

Skelton
Tracy-H. Lamart

D. Lamour-R. Denning
E. Bracken-J, Preisser
P. Foster-A. Dekker
G. Garson-W. Pldgeon
T. Power-J. Fontaine
J.

MacD«nald-N. Eddy

M. IIunt-B. Carlson
N. Shearer-lt. Taylor
(Blsney Cartoon)
A, Sothern-B. Skelton
Cagney-J.
J.

Leslie

Stevens-L Manning
K. Travts-J. uisnop
B. Stanwyck-G. Brent
H. Fonda-L, Barl
L. Nolan-C. Landls
A. Sherldan-D. Morgan
J. Carroll-R. Hussey
W. Beery-M. Main

C.

L.
B.
R.
H.
C.
R.

Barr.vmore-P, Dorn
Crosby-F. Astaire
Stack-D. Barrymorc
Dlx-K. Taylor
Morri.<!-j. Parker
M<ll.')nd-B. Field

Douglas for training in the Woman's
Auxiliary Ar«iy Corps.
Pitt's

Latest

QnoU

Pittsburgh, June 23.
George RodnenoE^ son of and
manager for his father of Oaks and
Lehigh theatres here, army. A
brother preceded him into the service by several months.
Frank Kimmerle, son of F, J.
Kimmerle, owner of Main theatre
at Bessemer Terrace, army.
Guide Ricd, manager of Strand in
Pitcairn and -pephew of Anthony
Civitaresi, owner of house, army.
John S. Stahl, Homestead theatre
manager and son of John E, Stahl.
veteran Pittsburgh exhibitor, army.
For the duration, his father and
elder

brother.

Stahl's

Bob,

two houses

will manage
in Hoinestend

Ensign G. Lincoln Rockwell of the
Navy Air Corps^ son of comedian
'Doc' Rockwell, has been aboard a
cruiser somewhere in the Pacific
since March, 1942,
Another son,
Robert K. Rockwell, of the Army
Signal Corps, is in the pfficer's Candidate School, Ft. Monmouth, N. J.

Both sons

left

Brown

University to

enlist.

Mrs.
Rockwell
Claire Antoinette

Is
the
former
Scbadb, featured
Lebowitz,
Albert
Katz,
William.
dancer in the 'Dreamland' act of the
O'Connor. William Choc, Joseph
late Bob Mathews and Al Shayne.
Mackle, Robert Eldrcdge, Kenneth

Wagner,
Richard
Kl3ges,
John
Marks, Ray Williams. Irving MacKeever, Bedford Brown, Clary F.
Olsen, Ray Dan 'Pineo, Robert R.

Ft.

RUey JoUings

Ft. Riley, Kans., June 23.
Andrew B. White iiow.
singer, currently aide de camp to Brig. Gen.
Robinson at the Cavalry Replacement Training Center, has just been
upped from first lieutenant.
Winston O'Keefe, former legit
player and soap opera .star of 'David
Hai-um', and 'Mary Marlin' air scries,
promoted to .corporal.
Pvt. Robert Ward, composer of
^core for "The Life of Riley,' has
just received Jiiilliard Publication
Award for his FirsLSymphony from
JuUliard
School
of
York,
^ward will finance publication of his
First Symphony by the American
It's

Capt.

Tonkin, Harry W. Renton, Edward Former Fred Waring
C, Metzger, Jr.

John

Merlin

Roberts,. A.

John Ferdinando,
Gerald
Cayaliere,

,V.
'

Delia
Pal-

Frank

George Kawa, Harold Burtis,

Alfred

Busini,

'Vincent

Er'milio,

James Carvarli, Tony Bivona, Paul
Rizzo, Allen McGuire, Ed Stober;
Charles Kaplan, Elmore Marcus.
Larry Lansing Wants Mall
Seattle,

Editor, "Variety':

New

Music Center, with 500 copies slated

Gentlemen:
for the first printing.
Enclosed, please find check tu
cover subscription costs— make the
Camp Chaffee's ;1 Club
subscription effective with tfie next
Ft Smith, Ark., June .23.
issue after you receive this letter.
Cam)p Chaffee is tossing a big reYou'll never know how eagerly I
and by this token has more enemies. await ''Variety's' arrival these days. beption for Rosalind Russell, screen
His avarice, conceit and egoism has It's about* my pnly means of con- star, when she visits here next
month following the completion of
riled many poor souls.
tact with the people I once knew.
(juitry undoubtedly lost much of
I'm on foreign service and a far her current feature. Her brother,
his popularity wh6n he remained be- cry from radio, KHJ, and the lights George, is with one of the streamhind in Paris and worked rather of Hollywood but since I've been lined divisions here.
Efforts are
«losely with the Germans.
Bauer here I've pceduced several unit being made to get Abbott
Costoo may have lost some stature shows with an 'all soldier" cast tello to visit the camp during their
among his fans by accepting the Nazi which have met with wide approval vacation tour around the Army
bid to act in their picture. Some —and I've been teaching an after- camps this suitimer.
Jewish blood may have slipped in hour class in announcing and the
Seaman B. Jacobs,^formerly active
Guitry's veins somewhere down the technique of radio broadcasting,
in show biz, has been assigned to
line.
Of that, I'm not sure. Bauer
I'd like to extend an invitation to the Special Service Office (morale
definitely is Jewish, and the Ger- all old friends to write. Mail Is the
division). Principal nightlife for exmans' knew it when they cleared him alt important item up here— and to
Broadway lads in the service at
after they occupied Paris.
It may thank you in advance for each isCamp Chaffee consists of the '21
not prove much, but Bauer married sue's morale boost,
Club,' which Jacobs describes as
his young, Jewish secretary some
Lt. Laurence P. 'Larry' Lansing.
something like 'Jack and Charlie's,'
*
few years back.
^
Company 'H,' 4th Infantry, and expensive. Cover charge is $1.50
I think one of the greatest comNo. 942, SeatUe, Wash. per couple, payable on the way' in.
pliments to Bauer's integrity, and
This entitles the patrons to dance
sincerity is the fact that such violent
Oracle Allen's Canteen Ptirty
to the band.
Jew-baiting weekly sheets as the
Hollywood, .June 23.
'Candlde' and 'Gringoire' have never
had ah unkind word to say against ^Oracle Allen is to preside at the
Barton's New Navy Job
Canteen party of the Hollywood
him. I think that in some distant
Charles Burton, for years in
Branch,
American Woman's 'Volfuture when this thing has cleared
unteer Service, bejng sUged Jurfe 27. charge of the Paramo'unt construcup somewhat, fans will not think in
tion
and
maintenance department,
Admission
will
be
either
$1
terms of whether Bauei^ made -a pict
straight or 75c plus a 'bundle of and who went back to the engineerfor the Germans or not, but in terms
'
ing field a few months ago, left
clothing.
of his great acting ability. They will
Irwin Shaw, "screen writer. Army. recently to act as chief engineer
surely think of Bauer in bis ^reat
Gregg Barton, film actor. Marines. fbr the U. S. Navy in the construcportrayals of Beethoven, Rasputin, of
Frankle Thomas, Jr., screen player, tion of an eastern air base.
Jean 'Valjean in 'Les Miserables,' of
Development will include, among
Navy.
•Tares Bulba'
and his roles in
Thornton WUder,>, author. Army other things, a theatre. In accept'Carnet de Bal,' 'Samson,' and In
ing the new post with the U. S.
Intelligence. •
'Crime and Punishment' and other
.Seymour Friedman, assistant film Nav7, Burton leaves a contracting
plays and films.
director. Army.
company which has been building
Joseph D. Ravotlo:
Paul
Yawitz,
screen
writer. air bases in the Caribbean.
Marines.
Sol Levy, Warner Bros, homeofficc
Bob
Callen, recording engineer, putfllcity department, U. S. Army,
Twelve^
'Hang'
Army Signal (kirps.
128).
Max Hutto,
radio
engineer.
Max AUentuck, N. Y. vaude agent
Hollywood, June 23.
Marines.
formerly associated with Charles
Universal Is making a 'bid for
Charles Garland, radio newscaster, Yates, iiito U. S, Army.
cliffhanger appeal by casting name Army.
Sam Lake, Paramount salesman at
player; in the four serials on Its
Tommy Dowling, assistant director. the N. Y. exchange, goes into the
1942-43 serial schedule.
Navy.
Army early in July, while Arthur
Working- at various times in the
Wijliam B. Brown, William Morris Wilkins, N. Y. booker, moves into
quartet of chapter films will be Lon agency,
Air Corps.
Army uniform June 26.
Chaney, Jr., Sidney Toler, Noah
Charles Garland, newscaster, Army.
Bronx territory which Lake sells
Beery, Jr., Don Terry, Lionel AtwUl,
Vivlenne Patterson,
Paramount will be, taken over through a- proTom. Brown, Frank Albertson, Helen secretary, and Martha Jane Warner,
motion from within the ranks, perParrLsh, Marjorle Lord, Rase Hobart, Republic's former casting
director, haps one of the company's bookFrankle Darro and Keye Luke.
are among the 37 en route to Port ers.
say against Bauer except the fact
that 'he is a stubborn old codger who
likes to pinch his pennies.
Guitry is the greater, personality

'

.

—

&

•

'

'

.

APO

'

N. KeUy-R. Carlson
A. Rntherford-B. Sterling

from pace 4;

Hurwitz, Henry Edw. Lucius, George and one. fit Munhall. Stahl, 39, and
Shedlock,. Edward Shedlock, Arthur former Culver Military Academy
Porras, Floyd G. Arrayo, Sol Rubin, student, enlisted as
a buck private.
Norman Robbins, Lester Dannen- -Karl Krug, drama editor of Sunberg, Herbert Bonn, Morton Pfeffer, Teiegraph, has
just received word
Stanley Davis, Howard Lane, Sey- that his son, Karl, Jr., who enlisted
more Ra^inowitz.
in the Marines last December, has
David Datz, Leonard Furst, Stan- landed in .Ireland.
ley Tamber, (hiarles Burstein, Frank
Bibas, Phil Santry, Sidney Kassel, 'Doc' Bockwell's 2 Sons in
Service

cuse,

might stress one
of French
are quite indifferent to whether
Guitry and Bauer are Jewish or not.
They have been and will continue to
judge these two men on the basis of
their talenis and ability and oii
the extent of their collaboration with
the Germans.
No one Tve ever
known has ever had anything bad to
point.

-

M
W

all

(was

bears.

In conclusion

Emerson>J. Bishop

Adam

John E. Sullivan, George Crandal, Eugene Scott, Irwin M. Carr,
Bob Levinson, Jack O'Brien, Ernest
Kessler, Tommy Schelb, Sam Alexander,
Andy Torres, Aimer D.
Hickel, Lionel Smith, David Stevens,
Daniel Fred Roberts, Robert D.
Coleman, Claude Bartley, Richard

ladino,

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/11/42
C
M. Douglas-J. Crawford
6/3
MU
K. Kyser-E. Drew
M
F. Craven-M. Howard
MU
Andrews Sis.—J. E. Lewis

AU Kissed the Bride (Col)
Favorite Spy (RKO)
5/6
Different Eyes (20th) 6/3
Private Buckaroo (U) <6/3
Danger In the Pacific (U)
Silver BuUet (U)
The Big Shot (WB) 6/3
They

to

'

records as an 'Aryan' even though
Leonardi,
Murray Tockman, Ed
the court didn't mention some of Manley,
Milton Lukaczer, Ben Sirathe spouses of the playwright's for-

T. Holt-F. Neal

F.

he was pure 'Aryan'

way back

D. O'Keefe-B. Kean
B. Halop-B, Dunsley

-

C

(U)'

So you see, even Bauer made the
grade at the time.
Le affaire Guitry had real Paris
atmosphere aljout it, breaking after
Bauer bad been 'cleared.' Early in
1941, the Parisian newspaper, 'France
Au Travail,' a Nazi-controlled sheet,
charged that the French dramatist
was not a pure-blooded 'Aryan.'
Since ^ that meant all the dilTerence
between affluence and starvation,
Guitry sued. The case tried at the
Palais de Justice gave rise to a nationwide controversy 'Is Guitry a
Jew.'
At the trial Guitry proved

: Continued

'Aryan'?).
This satisfied the TriVecchia,
bunal so he was put down oil the

'

Come on Danger (RKO)

Moonlight Masquerade (Rep)

ring true to his ears.

that

Temple-W. Gargan
Regan

A. Sherldan-R.

WEEK OF RELEASE—</4/42
Submarine Raider (Col)
M
J. Howard-M. Chapman
C 93 N. Shearer-N. Coward
We Were Dancing (M-G) 1/21
One Mysterious Night (Mono)
M
J. Beal
Tongb As They Come
Lady Gangster (WB)

2^

Guitry, Cecile Sorel, Charles frenet,
Paul Azais, Blanche Montel' and
mind you Harry Bauer were able to
show proof that their red, blood
was not 'conaminated' by J^ish
microbes.
Playwright Leopold
Marchand,
wrote
who
'Three
Waltzes,' couldn't, so he lost his job
as Press Director to General Weygapd in Algiers. Some French anti~
Semite ^en had the name of theSarah .Bernhardt theatre changed to
Theatre de la 'Cite to make it sound
more French, 'as Bernhardt didn't

—

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/14/42
Not

features and shovts will
on all pro-

be shown exclusively

gi-ams of 'laffmovie' theatres, Freem
foi Eltinge under new picture policy
will bie a benefit performance, proceeds to the USO.

Carroll

Laughton-J. Hall
A. Lane-L. Conway
L. Nolan-M. Weaver
H. Ilerbert-P. Paige

Uncle Sam's Roll Call
Chinn, Edward Sypneewskl, John
fnskeep, Charles Dury,
Charles Muchmore, William Burknart, Roger Riedlnger, Ben Reidy,
Alfred Cruse, Harry Bossin, Robert
Maxwell, Ben Graham, Gene Coleman, !Cleo Knight, John Leonard
Kohler, Anthony Mascaro, Robert
Kurtz, Byron GoodwUIie, 'Vaughn E.
Miller, Kalman Bruss, Dean Howell,
Russell Howell, Otto Locke, Kenneth Schoenewey, Jack Avcrlll, William Jacobs, Jr.

'

Win

Amy

.
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3rt
that terrific excitement

There's

all

''EAGLE

SQUADRON/

about

the like of which has

not been seen for a long time

.

There are those glowing reports about Irene

Dunne

in

'lADY IN

A

JAM/' done

in

the best

La Cava style and styled for Irene Dunne.

JhereL's^swell

news about "DEEP IN THE HEART
soon — and of course

OF TEXAS"— coming up
"PRIVATE BUCK AROO"

keeping

is

now

min'

everywhere

And

great news about Frank Lloyd s "INVISIBLE

right

.

•

AGENT"-and Abbott and Costello

MY SARONG".
»

em hum-

.

in

"PARDON

.

Well, there's really so

much going on — just
I

follow us closely> please

.

.

.

'

WAR

to

.

'

WcdncBdikj, June 24y 1942'

ACTIVITIES
Trying

Still

Distribs StiD Disagreed

on Rental

Formula for the 26 Victory Shorts

Longest title for a war aong
yet to come out of Tin Fan
Alley is the contribution of tha
Southern Music Go. That title
reads, 'From the Plains of Texas
to the Hills of Bataan Well Put

Amy

Film Service Grows Apace

Over $6,000,000 in Rentals in 1942—List Favorites of
Joe Soldier No Arties •

—

Over Over There.' Another
newcomer which likewise dips
of George
Into the title
It

of the eight major
companies concerned in the production and distribution of the 26 Low-

Though seven

the entertainment committee. Powwas m.c.
ers Gauraud of

WCAU

Busboys for the evening were
includmg
on a commercial leading Phlladelphians,
former GOP
basis have accepted the no profit' John D. M. Hamilton,
Chairman; Benedict GimNational
basis In principle, distribs are still
ell Mellett shorts

disagreed on a rental formula. -Virtually every- one of the eight companies is entertaining a different plan
lor rentals to be charged exhibitors.
Metro, lilce several of the others, does
not intend to subscribe to the Paramount plan of charging $1 a day in
all situations, claiming that Radio
City Music Hall, New York, and the
binterland small-seater should not
be billed the same way, regardless of
any relief under a proposed arbitration system.
Paramount, whose primary' objective is to insure speedy distribution
of the shorts because they are part
of the Government's wartime information service, is convinced that the
$l-a-day plan will do the job better

'

WIP prexy; Brock Pemberton, Meyer Davis, David Hocker,
General manager of the Robin Hood
Dell; WUliam K. Huff, of the Philadelphia Forum; P. A. B. Widener,
bel, Jr.,

and

corps of several thousand registered for duty from various stores,
offices
and Industrial establishments. Music was provided by strolling musicians, an orchestra and a
Head of the Canteen Is
jukebox.
Mrs. Upton Favorite. R. Livingston
Sullivan Is chairman of men's executive conmiittee,
,

Sunday night (21) the Canteen
show Included Lily Damita, Mary
Small, Muriel Angelus and a repeat
performance
by Larry, Adler. Last
Similarly, no plan has yet been
brought
agreed upon regarding the disposi- night (Monday), Ole Olsen
.of 'Sons o'
tion of Qie profits, if any. Sugges- over part of the: .cast
current
Fun,'
at the Winter Garden
profits
made
that
tions have been
should be turned over to the Red in 'N. Y.
Perhaps the best inside at the
Cross, other charitable organizations,
^r used to support the United Motion opening of the Canteen was. the
proffer of a nlAel' tip to Widener,
Picture Industry.
All are agreed, however, that no acting as a bus boy, by a grateful
Wldenen is a socialite and
Sroflt should be retained by the pro- sailor.
'

-

horseman.

ucer-distributors.

Metro plans to distribute the shorts
regular commercial basis,
its
rather than sell them for token
rentals. With other distribs also inclined to favor their Individual proposals, indications are that distribution heads of each company will de-

evolved.

'

SSsContlnned from page

i

^^^^

Henry, ar Tl«e yen% wc were at
loss to understand how the
Board knew which one to drstlt.
Aeeordlng to draftee Norman,
It
Tcry 'Uavle. "One of ns
had to be- In Class 8A, beeanse
our mother Is a dependent,, lo wc

a

WM

'

^0

profit'

plan

is

received,

donation.
to the

it Is

un-

derstood that distributors will huddle
again in a final effort to work out a
unified plan.

One
crisp
i«ho,

the lucky toinners of five

ojf

new dollars was a buck private,
when asked which one of the
,

quintuplets

hetft^

'jff

NEED SHOWS BADLY
Came

Chaffee, Ark.

Editor, 'Variety':
I was back oh Broadway
miles—or 7,392,000 feet—

'When
(1,400

thought

away),

I

ful the

way

it p?etty wotiderentertainers ran around

Army

performing at

posts.

think it's pretty wonderful.
got a beef to offer.

I

But

still

I've

Here I am down in Camp Chaffee, deep in hearty Arkansas, -working in the Office of Special Service
(they used to call it 'Morale' beforo
Dec. 7), under' Capt. W, C, Owen.
One of our jobs is to bring In talent
to entertain the soldiers. It's darned
tough.
Geography offers a tough,
barrier.
To a star the hinterlands
are hinder-lands;
Aside from systematic bookings
Shows, a Camel
of USO-Camp
-

and some

'a

is

left

moment

handed, didn't
for the anaxoer:

new

local talent,

thiis

camp
nam^s of any import
fairly

has attracted no
That, I un-

derstand, is typical of all camps that
are a long way from the trolley line.
Not that I' blame the stars for pickr
Ing out cantonments near main
arteries; But does it have to be that
way? It certainly isn't fair.
The purpose of this note is not
Maybe
jiist to register a complaint.

; Continued

Hollywood; June

23.

Capt Edward H.
Capt Harrison W.

Click mag;
writer;

.

mer, animator; Capt Albert J. Ray,
director; Capt Lind^ S. Hlgby, Columbia 'writer; Cant Leonard Hammond; Capt. David Silversteln, Columbia 'writer.
Also First Lieutenants Louis B.
Appleton, Jr., directors; Julian C.

Dance director for several years,

Hollywood, June 23.Madagascar,' a t&le of the British
capture of the French colonial island
on the route to India, will be produced end directed by Arthur Ripley through a deal with Producers
Iteleaslng Corp.
Associate producer Is Andre DumOnceau, Free Frenchmen.

K-A-0 Diwy
Keith - Albee - prpheum

directors

declared a dl'vldend of 25c per share
stock last week, payit out of' operating surplus. Sim-

on the common
ing

^r

(Ex-Broadway- P.A.>

Horace Heidt
Continued from page
local druggist spoke on price control after rewriting bis script to

eliminate inappropriate humoir. The
balance of the guest tajent was an
extravaganza of corn-fed
artr-a
woman farmer, a h'oresho^ pitcher, a
lady milk truck driver and a 'bog
caller.

liisteners
unfamiliar yrith our.
city must have .visualized it as some
frontier outpost They heard nothing about our $4,000,000 art museum,
our three universities, the fact that
we are the fourth railroad center

the country, have 375 manufacturing plants and many other things.
'We submitted more than 20 sug-.
gestlons for talent on this broadcast.
We thought that an Omahan
who offered his Ufe to fight yellow
Aid. Class.
fever had some human interest
We thought that a noted Arctic exShlrlev Booth lost her favorite
plorer who carries an overcoat over
Jitterbug partner. Killer Joe, to Jane
his arm in 20 below zero weather
Withers on Sunday night. Iiicident >vas
imusual.
allv, le-year-old Janie was as be'Frankly,
I
know the Horace
sieged for autographs as any glamHeidt broadcast gave Omaha a case
oour girl and one of the boys
of civic indigestion.'
pleaded: "Will you please send me a
It was said that all the chamber's
picture 8 x 10 as that's the atre of the
suggestions were rejected by the
frame I havel'
writer of the show.
The press front-paged the protest.
The war whoop that greeted Bob
This isn't the first time Heidt has
Hope when he walked on the stage nettled
Oinahans. Nine monttls ago
the other night would have blasted
ha drew the fire of World-Herald
the customers right out of their
film critic Keith Wilson, who obseats at the 44th Street theatre
jected to Heidi's lecturing the auabove, if it hadn't been after curdience on its opening day attain time.
Bob panicked the boys tendance. The crowds, were big
with his patter, but the one that
that Week, Heidt doing one of the
drew the biggest howl was the crack best
grosses of the season. Several
about fiing Crosby,
years ago, Heidt also drew the ire
Niftied Bob. 'Bing has so much
of a local critic when he objected
money these days, that he calls up to the latter's
kidding of a rowing
the Government and asks how much
specialty in his act Show opened
do you need?'
with a regetta in which Southern
Califoniia was rowing against NeAdd visitors of the week: Mrs. braska. As it happens, Nebraska
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Major and University has Jio crew and not even
Mrs. James Hooscvelt, Commander a body of 'water to train a crew.
floor,

her

actresses
were delighted. It waa their
flnt opportunity to demonstnUe
that they' were graduates of The
Amerloaa Theatre Wing First
all

ilstfer

in

'

'

amount was

distributed last December.
Virtually all ol K-A-O
hares are controlled by
Corp.
Diwy is payable on Jime 24 to

RKO

stockholders on record bst Friday
(19).

Philly's

Canteen

Si^SiContinaed from page

'

i

l|

end British 'navvies' on tap for the
opening festivities. They were entertained by Georgia Price, Judy
Canova and the rest of the show
appearing at the Earle. Hiram Sherman, how a gob, made a surprise
appearance, acting as m.c, leading
line and generally cutting
up. Leonard Elliott did a takeoff
on a Javanese dancer, accompanied
by Inna Jurist at the piano. Also
performing were Lily Damita, Joey

a conga

all

far-off

-

.

RKO

a'cforr^cfttrled

cessful city exhibitor. For instance,
the Air Corps will not take 'horse
operas' regardless of stars or quality
production, and so called 'arty' pictures are rejected by the soldier

audiences and no amount of persuasion can get them to accept 'H.
Pullham, Esq.' or 'Major Barbara,'
regardless of kind words from the

M

intelligentsia critics.

In May the top pictures on the
circuit were 'Shit) Ahoy'' with
Eleanor 'Powell and 'Red Skelton.
Popularity traced to Skelton's growing radio appeal, for the soldiers are
avid addicts of the loudspeaker.
'Tortilla Flat' clicked solidly and,
'

Army

Relnnariii

Metro producer; Carl Laenunle,

Jr.,

Garfield

made

the selling easy.

'My

RKO

.

When one of the Junior
Hostesses who had eombined being on a strenaons diet -and cWing her blood to the blood bank
wound np fainting on the dance

23.

Army motion picture business is
good, and it's getting better, as new
tens of thousands join the uniformed
forces monthly. For 20 years the
Army Motion Picture Service has
been a self-sustaining unit of the
armed forces, requiring no federal
appropriation and operating successfully oh paid admissions.

Regular service is maintained for
overseas units, end soldiers In
Alaska, Iceland, Australia,
Ireland and other distant reaches
see Hollywood features in 16 mm.
form, sometimes before they are released in America. No admission Is
Blaustein, Paramovmt story editor;
charged for shows beyond the conWilliam (^oopersmith; Bernard Feins,
fines of continental America.
Universal writer; Raymond J. FerR. B. Murray is general manager
storm; Herbert A. T. Fireeland, direcHenry; Lloyd W. of the service, a civilian who gets
tor; Martin P.
than a lieutenant
Knechtel, special effects expert; Troy more money
general,
and from his office in tlie
E. Orr, Universal publicity man; Ray
L. Ramsey, Metro cameraman; Ray Tower building in Washington, directs
his
own
army
of film buyers,
Scott documentary producer; Herman Schapp, cameraman; Jack Clink, exploiters and exhibitors. NominMetro sound man; Robert Iieffing- ally, this service is presumed to be
under
the
jurisdiction
of the Army,
well, of the Disney staff; and Ben
•
but its important phases of adminWetzler, caimeraman.
istration outside of the camps are
Also Second Lieutenants Bernard
civilian-dominated. Today it is the
D. Gilen, Republic writer; Conrad P.
largest motion picture chaiii operaKahn, Metro sound man; Melvln P.
tion served by Hollywood, with
Keane, Technicolor expert; tlollln W.
more than 700 theatres in camps and
King; Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., writer; Edserviced by the
mund H. North, 'writer; Felix M. stations regularly
and paying out film
Sommer; Rlbhard B. Strou^e, writer; exchanges,
rentals that will be in excess of
James T. Vaughn and Paul W. Van
$6,000,000 in 1942.
Sloan.
^
Catering to the soldier film apAlso Technical Sgt Arthur Lewis,
petite, and finding features that hit
20th-Fox associate producer;: Technithe buUseye on the camp screen, recutter;
cal Sgt. Sidney Katz,
quires the same knowledge of huand Staff Sgts. Marshall NeUan, Jr.,
nature and average emotions,
Metro writer; Dave Mouaban, Schles- man
as that possessed by the most sucinger,- cartoon writer; Henry Gerson',

—

tingled out tTie official photographs of the Quintuplets for the
past two years.

Z<eRoy Prinz returns to his old chore
Frederica
Fredericks
the
of
fs dramatic director in 'Vaudeville
Kitchen Staff reports mat after servDays' at Warners.
Currently Prinz Is winding up ing one of the boys with a huge helping
of chocolate cake the other night,
dance sequences in The Desert Song.'
he exclaimed, Tou know. Ma'am, I
heard so, much about The Stage Door
Canteen that I enlisted so that I
didn't have to wait to come here.'
Hadagascar' Taken

Coffey,
Jacobs,

RKO assistant director; Charles McKimson, animator; Robert Perry, of
the Disney staff, Sgts. Richard Blake,
writer; Hobert Hoover, Columbia edthere's something ihat, can be done itor; William Reynolds, Fox editor;
talent George
about apportioning name
Baker, writer; Paul Fanning,
among all the camps.. .If so, in the Disney staff; and Robert Majors,
Interest of thousands of entertain- Disney staff.
ment-hungry soldiers, I hope ttiat
Also Corp, Ben Eisenberg, Repubsomething can be done right away. lic writer; Les Cooper, Warner writA star would be giving a little bit er; Edward! Calkins; Marvin Summore for his or her country by go- merfleld, set designer; Lucifer Guaring a litUe biti further to do it
nidr, animator; Murray Fairbaim,
P.S. Camp Chaffee is near Fort Disnej^ Melvln Grau, Disney; Robert
Smith, Arkansas, and not too far Gibbons,
Schleslnger
sketchman;
from Tulsa, Little Rpck, Kansas Rodell Johnson, Disney animator.
City, St Louis, Dallas and Fort
Also Pvts. Jeffrey Lynn, actor;

didnt know until they read it here,
is that out of that mass of uniforms
they

from page 4s

Paramount writer; Capt Harold E.
Knox, Pathe exec; Capt Arthur R,
Lloyd, 'free-lance motion picture
cameraman; Capt Augustin T. .Pal-

.fihionT

Prmz From Dance To
Drama for ^aude Days*

Washington, June

Army Prod. Unit

previous

HINTERLAND CAMPS

Caraivari,

Canteen Capers

Warners has yet to be heard from,
though here also acceptance 'in prinflipped a eoln, and I won.'
ciple' of the 'no profit' basis is vlrtudly assured. Temporarily holding
back, the Warners acceptance Is unWhen Parlt* Johnton and Warren
certain health of Joe Bernhard, who Hull brought the "Vox Pop Shoto' to
has been heavily Immersed in various the Canteen' th« other night, they
war activities In addition to com- also brought cash prizes of their otim

pany affairs.
As SQon as Warners' consent

the

of

hit

is Loeb-Lissauer's
(publishing firm) 'When It's All
Over Over There.'
Among the more romantic element of recent war song entries
is the alliterative 'The Girl Behind the Guy Behind the Giu.'
W. H. Bundy Is the publisher.

'

on

termine the rental charges and that
HO uniform distribution plan applying equally to all the majors will be

Cohan's

World War

others.'

More than 300 pretty hostesses
were present. They are part of a

than any other.

.

M

.

Favorite Blonde' with Bob Hope and
Madeline Carroll had the potency
of two names that are high favorites
with the Army. 'Rio Rita' sold on
the popularity of Abbott 8c .Costello,
Spector, Flelsdier cartoonery; Am- top runners on the camp circuit
brose Paliwoda, Disney; Herman Co- 'Kings Row' had Ann Sheridan and
hen, Schleslnger; Milton Fine, ani- up-and-coming Ronald Reagan, now
mation cameraman; .Bern Bernard, in the service, and 'My Gal Sal' sold
who produced several Broadway on its merits as a musical with the
legiters;
John Barron, ..Victor glamorous Rita Hayworth,
Army Motion Picture Service is
Michonski, Pa\il Moorer Ernest
Moore, C. L. Hartman and Jack eagerlyv awaiting the passage of the
new tax bill, since it will contain a
Sarkin.
clause wiping out the admission
taxes at camp plx theatres.
prodi)cer; Alble Shaff,
film editor; John iSturgess, cutter; Wilbur
Streecb, Disney; Lew Irwin, Schleslnger animator; George t>eed, Disney; Lars Calonlas, Disney; Irving

.

'Life of Riley'
^sContUiued from page

schedule which kept the
at a speedy vaudeville
Included tip routines by Corp.
Schneider and Pvt. Charles
Carney; a rope-twlrllng act by two
ex-cowboys, P'vts. 'Whltey Whitehead
and /Fred Ryrer, atid an old-style
horse dancing act 'vitfa Carney and
Pvt Barney ?anansky, in the bow
and stem positions of the nag
costume.
Corp. Ira Grossei, ex-New York
specialty

4ss

show moving

And

the 40-raale chorus is strictly
'vocal.
Peculiarity due to lack of.
capable dance Instructors here.
The score Is terrif It's the work of
Pvt. Robert Ward, young longhair
runner-up in the Prix de Rome competition; Corp. Eddie Heczog, former
Claude Tliorhhill arranger, who has
"Love Is' to his credit, and Corp, Leo
Hattler. Two of the tunes In particular rate publishing and recording
attention. They are 'Corresponding
Love,' hit tMllad sung by'Pfc. Jack
Power, ex-Louls Prima vocalist, supported by 40-volce trooper chorus,
and "The Cavalry Song,' rousing
march Intonated by Lt. Andrew B.
-

.

.

former Fred Waring baritone,
and the chorus.
Authors
Sketches and lyrics, all dealing
with cavalry or general Army
theme, are above par. They were
turned out -by Pvt. Julian daman,
ex-Stem p.a.; Pvt. Joseph Hopkins,
New Orleans newsman, and Pvt
Irving Kapner, ex-Fed Theatre playwright, who has since moved out for

.White,

overseas service.
In the specially' field, colored
troopers stole the show opening
night. Pvt. Elmer Kennedy scored
'first 'with a sock two-minute shoiSIe
broom dance. And later, Pvts. Boots
Wilson and -Saddle Duncan couldnt

clip

Fran

radio

actor,

Carney

split

mirably,

and

.

versatile

Pvt.

the comic leads adexcellent
support

with

coming from Pvt. Blgelow Sayre,
who performed with Gertrude
Lawrence in 'Susan end God,' and
Corp.
Bill
McNesny.
Pvt Pat
DiCicco, former Holl}rwood agent
has a small speaking part in the
prologue.

Show is stUl diamond in the rough,
but should smooth out considercbly
by the time it hits Kansas City.
Addition of a couple of short
sketches and dance numbers would
help. To pad out the time for the
Kansas City presentation, co-directors

Lt Andrew

B. White

and Sgt Al

to use "^e Life of
Riley' for a 60-minute first-half, then
to follow tbe intermission with a 45minute vaudeville presentatior spotlighttng^ the CRTC band under Pfc.
Seymour Mageiiheim 6n the stage.
Tlunks to the b&lon' of Maeenhelm.

Lombardo plan
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Wpi Enters 2-a-Day Picture
At Aim N.Y.. With Evident Click

STATE,

N. Y.

.Nothing wrong with his timJay C. Fiippen, Bea Wain, Eddie oldies. mimicry, biit hodge-podged
Hanley, Horace MacMahon, Eleonore ing or
be sharpened if he cut the
Whitney, 8 Peters Sistert, S Jeioelt; act would weeded
out the burlesque
and
Ruby ZtoerUng"! Houte Orch; 'Sabo- com
wheezes.
teur" (t/).
With good screen support coming
bill pulled smart
^Broadway,'
froni
Fiippen is back again and. wedcend crowds.
Jay
Pull.
as on former oeeasioaa, he's doing a
good entertaining Job. In addition
be
closing,
stint,
at
to his regular
m.c.s the Aow and gives splee
to the proceedings.
Chicago, June 19.
With a couple ot blackouts in the
SMnnay Amis Orch (14) with
show, one of wbicb is part of Horace

C

iMiigh, Town, Lauph,' atraight out of keeping their patent leather
vatLdzT presented by and headlining hair intact
Ed Wjfnn: Jane Froman, Carmen
Novelty turn of the show is an exAmaya, Senor Wences, Joe Smith hibition of badminton, two profesi CharleB Dale, Hermanos Williams sional players being Ken Davidson
frlo. Xen Davidson & Hugh Forgle, and Hugh Forgie. During the conVolga Singert (8), Hector & Pals & test Jerry Brannon makes explanaMarion, Herzogs (5), Bmil Coleman tions for the customers not famUiar
Orch in Kf. Opened June 22,' '42, with the game. Four show girls are
at AMn, N. Y.; $2.20 and $2.75 tops. used in various chores, two putting
up the score. They are £leanor
Ann Graham, Gene Wright
Ed Wynn steps into the present Schram,
and Gene Ashley.
vaudeville vogue with Ttaugh, Town,
The Herzogs, a flve-glrl trapeze
Laugh,' spotted in a legit theatre, the
tum from Australia, open the snow
Audience reaction very well, principally because of the
^vln, N. Y.
e^e -first night, Monday (22), indi- 'stooge' who entrances from the
oated he has a click.
front The Volga Singers are numLatest bill, like Its recent predeces-' ber two, with Wynn getting some
Bors, particularly 'Priorities ol 1942,' chuckles in introducing the Russian
numing at the 46th Street, is shown octet Closing are Hector's Dogs and
relegit
Marlon, a neat enough litUe animal
of
labels
the
virith some ot
vue, as for instance the title. All of act, helped by Wynn being present.
Aie bills of late have drawn the
Nobody walked, despite the humidPeroritics, whereas in the hey-day of ity- and the advancing clock.
two-a-day that was rare. It isn't haps the most effective of Wynn's
exactly that the reviewers have to comicalities is the travesty shooting
do something to liven their depart- bit which he last did in 'Boys and
ments, but the general big-time at- Girls Together.'
mosphere of the showings is drawEmil Coleman, himself a figure as
ing them. Thus far 'Priorities' is the
a bandleader, is conducting his crew
b.o. standout, mostly because of its
pit and doing a fine job of
comedy punches, and 'Laugh' has a from thethe show.
playing
(air chance to duplicate, although
Scale here is 9220 top weekday
the first show was somewhat handiIbee.
$2.75 wedrends.
rapped because Wynn has a lame nights;

hand and the theatre's cooling system was not working effectively,
Wynn's outfit is slightly different
from the. others, in not employing a
line of show girls.
He is on often
Kancat City. June 20.
inoi his familiar and likeable comeJack Herbert, Eddie Joeobton, The
qy stating, too, that 'this is oldnine vaudeville,' which isn't quite Stapletons (2). KodcUfe k Rodger*.
f(5curate.
Newest .billt however, is Marilyn Drew, Herb Six House Orch;

TOWER. K.C

CHICAGO, CHI

MacMahdn's tum (New Acts), an- Carmene, Al Henderson; Ruth and
other with Eddie Hanley, tiie show Billy Ambrose, Don Cummings, Cal43); 'My Favorite
is less along routine vaadeville lines gary' Brothers
Blonde' <Par).

than usual.

Timely in view of rationing is HipTheatre nmnlng double strength
pen's parody on Tangerine,' calling
it 'Gasoline' instead and using lyrics with Skinnay .Ennis orchestra and
to fit Following coime cute gags that Tkvorlte Blonde.' also has three
They are Calgary
ladi
get laughs, Flbipen does his arrangeacts.
ment of 'Small Fry,' sold extremely Brothen^ pantomimists; Don Cummingi, rope spinner, and Ruth and
weU.

Bea Wain Is on ahead ot Flippen's
solo spot and lands in a big way.'
Opening with 'Apple Tree,' which
suits her ftigtwg style niedy, die
also does 1 Wonder 'Wben ISj Baby's
Coming Home,' a new tune. It has
ordinary lyrics and as a song doesn't
seem to rate the big pbig Mist Wdn

Billy

Ambrose.

Zkmls has a neat aggregation; solid,
yet highly sweet in backing up the
rannannc miUngs -of the maestro.
Show nua only around iS minutes,
bnt ifs good solid entertainment all
the -way, with laughs abundant

Band highlights 'Sleepy Lagoon,'
'Jersey Bounce' la aold 'Apple Tree' and 'One Dozen Roses.'
it
Miss Wain does two addi- Carmene, looker chirper for the
swell.
tional songs^ but crowds her routine group, mikes nicely with -'Don't Want
into 10 minutes.
to Walk Without You,* "Man I t,ove'
gives

Eddie Hanley, deadpan comic, has and Tangerine.'
Al Henderson,
a good opening session t^ith Fiippen guitarist. Is standout on the strum
and later lands plenty of howls with work, with a specialty sax quartet
his impression of a woman making thrown in for novelty.
up and' dressing. Comedian also
Bttth and BUly Ambrose, terp
works a blackout In vMdi he's an twosome, move smartly in a classy
air-raid warden. It registers welL
routine.
Don Cummlngt, ropeIn addition to two tap routines, sptnner, has a dever line of diatter
one a veiy ttidiy spedalty done and pcifOrms some sodc rope trids.
wiibout music most of the iwy, Calgary Brothers wind up wifli a
Eleanore Wbitn^ works a hit wiHi dow motioh fight that*s particularly
TOppta and MarWahon. She gets good. Boys
eq>ert timing and
over

dww

satisfactorily.

originally

from

STRAND,

and impersonations. TakeWillkle and F.D.R. selling
War Bonds stand out better than his
ditties
offs of

Hiss Whitney, know how to keep an
has tertained.

vaudeville,

Russ

Morgan

N. Y.

Orch

with

(18)

Elizabeth Rogers, Clarence Melter,
Walter Link, Morganaires; Ames S,
Amo, Jana, Dennis Doy, 'Jufce Girl*
(WB), reoieujed in "Variety,' April
8.

Russ Morgan's big band presents
an unusual stage show.
Though
there are four sax, three trumpets,

two trombones,
bass) and three

five rhythm
violins, the

(two

com-

bination never lets loose a jive barrage though it seems easily capable
of it It's unusual and occasionally
tiresome.
However, the band tmd
accompanying acts generally offer an
entertaining 60 minutes that somehow, seems longer. Perhaps a punch
arrangement or two would ease that
impression,
Morgan defies band show tradition
by leading off with a quietiy played
'Clementine'
(most outfits
think
they're getting off badly If they don't
hammer an audience siUy on the.
getaway) and follows with three
others in the same vein. Clarence
Melter, violinist vocals first, with a
mixture of comedy, while Walter
Link, bass,
does 'Sweet Eloise.'
Elizabeth Rogers possessor of fair
voice, but endowed with physical attributes that make her singing sec-

—

audience immensely with "Nightingale' and 'Miss
Yon.' She's a definite asset
Morgan's outfit plays well.
It's
provided with neat, though not outondary, pleased ibis

standing, arrangements. Besides, the
outfit works with an informality that
this audience found good for laughs.
Occasionally, the men go a shade too
iar, but on the whole their kidding
keeps within the confines of good
taste and never once is It allowed to
interrupt the performance. Morgan
troihbones, sings and controls the
audience en- antics of his men easily. He kids
In announcing
himself at times.

'

Wo'-viiig -up by the Ennls band is "Somebody Else Is Taking Mv Place?
-worked in numerous pictures, but
has been off the boards several superb. Ordb does a dever dosing which he -had -a-hand in writing and
and
(20th) and years.
bit, with the leader mlUng 'Skylark' his band recorded, he states'. .
be nearest in the current "revival' to 'Itfan Who WouUn't Die'Streets
Sisters, hefty and 'Breathless.' Latter finds band Bomy Goodman's record (ot 'SomePeters
Three
The
(10
Market
ihe IPalace and Hammersteln's Vic- Mad Doctor of
colored trio, are on second with thrir members picketing Ennls with signs body') sold like heU.' Morganaires,
toria. There are Jio production acts,
neat harmony singing and some ribbing his dimness, etc, a la .his three boys from the band, vocal it:
rather
and
there
is
very
little
however,
This one turns ^put to be a
ifs well done, in ballad tempo and
downing. One of &e sisters does a Bob Hope radio d^w.
Loop.
n2|nic investiture. During rehearsal compact littie stage show that strikes
bit with FUppen for
audience response was heavy.
wmin worked with Red Donahue a niche coniiderBbly. abovi average boogie-woogie
a laugh.
Jana, a quick-sketch artist Is part
<ffd his mule, Uno, but forgot to in entertainment, probably because
Colorful juggling act of the Tive
ot the band, according to Morgan. He
withdraw bis hand when fhe dash- it is graced with a little more com- Jewds opens, going over strongly.
slows up tiie show a bit but since
board of a breakaway cart folded edy Coan nsoal here. This week is
is (me of the best acts ot Its
Tbls
Morgan and his men surround the
MinTieapolij, June 20.
and cracked a couple of bones In the the last of four in which the man- iriiid in the buriness.
Char.
work
witii all sorts ot laugh bits, it
Phil Harris Orch (17) toith Larry
XiSxt mitt iniat'set the show back agement eq>erimented with double
Stetoort, Lewis & Van, Tommy Trent, works out pretty well. It's presented
one week. Tum tried «nt in Bridge- featore films and stage show for the
George Rogers Dancers (3); 'Juke in the best way possible. First model
port and Wynn appeand -witli the regular 30c admission, and this week,
from the audience, a girl, is a plant
Girl' (WB).
4jct tbea, but it wai oat of Sie vreem like
the others;, gives proof by
and the episode Is good for repeated
fii ijnr.
-patronage that double bills are here
Cleveland, June 20.
giggles.
Second brought on a sol^
Phil Harris hasn't a novelty or
Wsnn went, to the night clubs, to stay on weeks when the stage atFrankie Ma$tm Orcb with PhyWa chestra assembled primarily with dier, who's teased by Miss Rogers
nosoy class spots, for some of the traction is not sufficient attraction in
Keeler, Lou Hurst; stage shows in mind, but he and his with vocals of *I Can't Give You
xbp furns, which explains the inter- itself. This dual bill, like the others, Myles, Woody
Ross,
Shirley
Codv,
boys, plus three vaudeville acts, Anything But Love' and "Mean to
national flavor ot the show, program carries a theme whodimit for this Allen, Bums &
DeGeorge,
Toni
&
Me.'
It's
Longo
a pleasing Interlude,
manage to give out with considerbilling each act's native particular week—Which will be tiie A-ntbonv
able pleasant music and entertaincase henceforth when this policy is Al Berttie; 'BrooduMv' (U).
Ames and Amo, making their
ment here this week just the'Same. umpteenth appearance at this house,
Vj^eran zemindeia of blg-tlme in force.
music
In the Harris himself, good-looking, genial are, as usual, confined a bit by workof
plethora
There's
a
After tiie Herb Six house band
vaude, Joe SmiOi ^ai Charlet Dale
local de luxex's current lineim, and extremely personable, is an ideal ing in a small area. However, their
cop ''the comedy' honors, down Introduction the 44-mlnute show is RKO
but both Shirley Ross and Frankie emcee who comes through nicely zany knockabout is good, as alti6xt to dosing-—and with 'Dr. Kron- routed by Jack Herbert, doubling as
crew offer mucb»that.js an, irttfe,^ tei^i jtejtdj jjji^vw^
K«t>,' It wias owe of the -ddts they i£/;.,-ln -which capacity he plays Masters.'
cutttoma^ the very eno. HeSeeps things gomg iSJ 'an^^^tMtS^^Sofec'^fe^Sei^iS''''''
contrast, to
agreeable
used when of the Avon Corned^ straight, in contrast to bis comedy
bills.
snappOy, .his own abundant energy out, deserving the appreciation they
,
.... vaude
Four and) from the way the house nia'gic act later. First he runs on orchestrala one-week whirl
in
Tddng
giving momentum to the proceed- got-^
laughed. It seems incredible that the the team of Stapletons, .whose danctour, for U. S. ings. That he's a name here in conbond-selling
after a
Dennis Day, tenor, on the loose
dates back several decades, ing Is in a light-hearted,' modem
Holly- sequence of his stage, radio, and fllm
and
radio
the
Dept.
Treasiay
Benny's
ere have been some changes in .trend and gets the bill off to good
the aver- appearances was attested to by the for the summer while Jack
makes
actress
singing
wood
radio program, of which he's a part
I
nonsense, but essentially it is start. Marilyn Drew, amateur win-band canary seem rather anemic. crowded house for the opening Fri- is on vacation, found ready recepage
ner,
>
has
the
second
^ot
to
show
an
same crackerjack tum it was
behind day matinee performance, alMough
untrained voice, with some melodi- Voice seems a bit lighter
tion to his efforts. He's introed by
years ago.
footlights but it's expressive and this is his initial Minneapolis engageous
possibilities,
on
Benny's
"This
Is
No
backstage
transcription
ot
a
First of the class turns is Senor
She has topnotch mike ment
fiexible.
voice, then proceeds to lay 'em in
Wences, billed as hailing from Laughing Matter.'
technique, which comes natural after
The natty appearing orchestra is
Herbert then fills with his own long stretches on Milton Berle's and very much on the brass side and the aisles with Tangerine,' 'Sleepy
Portugal.
The juggling ventriloLagoon' and 'Johnny Doughboy,'
autst 'With the tiny dummy he tum, intermixing clever monolog Bob Hope's programs.
rims mostly to torrid swing backed each of which fits him better than
lapes from his hand and the other with adept card tricks and couple of
Blonde looker, wearing black silk by plenty of blare and noise, but the encore, "This Is Worth Fighting
one, which is merely a head in a box, other magic stunts. His chatter is gown partially sequined, was rather tuneful neverthdesa.
There- are For.' IQs performance of the latter
Is thoroughly entertaining. He is the what takes and his comedy lifts the
flustered at opener because of Mas- four saxes, six brass, bass viol, two
only act working with a microphone .show from here on out Following ters' staccato accompaniment But drums and two pianos. With a few wasn't quite satisfying; it was done
is
Eddie .Jacobson putting his mass this was anoottied out by second exceptions the numbers are the too fast and not sold properly. He's
end from some locations it obstructs
a good loolting lad, with an ingratiat^is mouth. Wences has played the of shoulder and arm muscles through show. Starting out too rapidly with familiar surefire bit paraders.
ing Irish phiz..
fnajor film houses as well as sup- a rigorous and complete bandstend- 'Strike Up the Band,' she eased u^
Friendly relations between Harris
Wood.
Biz good.
ing On varied contraptions, winding
per spots.
In 'Tangerine' and really began sock- and. the audience are established,^ at
Jane Froman is easily the show's with the bandstanding on stilts that ing them in 'Donnigle,^ a rollicking the outset when he tosses out tintandout looker, a delightful warbler carried him into Ripley's cartooi).
Irish tune which is a favorite of foiled cigars while gleefully exulting
with a routine of tuneful ditties.
Closing Is filled by Raddifle and American soldiers stationed in Ire- that he's -a proud daddy (wife
Some not so close to the sfage Bodgera, colored lads, in a line of land. By the time she reached her -Alice Faye). He punctuates the
thought a mike might have aided her comedy chatter and music.
The closing medley, she was hitting her proceedings with some so-so gags
Washington, June 20.
>Iano playing of one, the singing of stride. Two Sleepy People' engag- -and stories, but dpean't go in much
Vocallstics, bnt Mis* Froman has
ue vight idea in moving about so he other are both played for laughs ingly done but best applause-cadger for' downing with the other
Sheila Barrett, Hylton Sisters,
boys.
uiat her trim form' may be appre- to ring the curtain down on a was 'Thanks for Monory,' which she
A fast swing arrangement of Billy Wells & 4 Fays, Arthur & Morciated. Short medley starts her well. pleasant note to the satisfaction of chanted in a Bob Hope flicker and 'Poet and Peasant* is all ri^t for a ton Havel, Line, $anv Jack KaufWith "Sleepy Lagoon' a good thing, the customers.
Quin.
which is Hope's radio themer.
band -starter. Then Lewis and Van, man House Orchestra featuring Lynn
tben
Breathless,' wlilch is getArt Brown; 'Cardboard
Masters' rnythms are as alert as two young men, uncork some nov- Allisofi,
ting much plugging do. the air, and
Although dty preddon and other tap routines, Lover' (M-G).
his own crisp chatter.
'One Dozen Roses.*^ ^n^tress also
his lads pitch some ot the breedest Induding adept stepping on a twin
gives out with Three Uttle Sisters'
swing in Initial number, Threo Lit- set ot small stain. They give disSheila
Barrett
Is always wdcome
and the inevitable Dont Sit Under
tle Sisters,' and end up on the same tinctive touches to their work.
WasMngfton, June 20.
the Apple Tt«e.'
note in 'Jersey Bounce,' genial
Larry Stewart, the band's only in the nation's capital, be it a night
Ina Bay Button Orch featuring leader knows the dramatic value of vocalist aside from Harris, handles club or a theatre. She 'invariably
Carmen i^aya, from SouHi Amer- Stuart
has fresh sattrlsms, with her 'I>roFoster;
Didc
Dot
&
Rcmy,
The
and
sweet
toned
muted
tmmpets
Tangerine,'
'Johnny
ica, who popularized flamenco dancDoughboy' and
-moments, He has a melodious solo "Beguine' with effective gusto. Tom- fesslonal Southern Oirl at a New
ing at'lfae Beachcomber, on Broad- Abins, Vol Setz; 'Wife Takes
trumpeter and pianist latter being my Trent concealed from view, York Cocktail Bar' stiU being notway, is a bang 'closing intermis- Flyer' (Col).
Woody Kessler, who shows to advan- stages puppet' c4)medy good for able. The audience response was, as
sion. She has Ajitonia, Leonor, Jose
Maintaining
her swivel-hipped, tage in a jazz arrangement of 'RusUe laughs. Considerable manipulative usual, big.
and Paco, father, sisters and cousin,
Show opens with Sam Jack Kaufskill is in evidence throughout
with her, while Sabicas is out in one dynamic action that hsis long since' in Spring.'
Phyllis Myles 'also has more of a
The band hits it up plenty hot man's excellent house orchestra
with bii guitar during a costume become a stage trademark. Miss HutThen the again clicking. Lynn Allison, Kaufchange. The foot-stdmplng, finger- ton has an excellent all-male or- mellow voice than ordinary canaMes. with 'Jersey Bounce.*^
man vooaUst is among the band's
snapping and business with the chestra to back up her personal ispot shifting from 'Arthur Murray Tatigh': Rogers dancers, two men and
lighting.
more
Outstanding individual feawith
softer
*I
Threw
Kiss,'
Me'
to
a
woman,
contribute
their
comedy
and
handclaps add atmosphere to the
Band's numbers range between hot good appeal. Lou Hurst gives over- straight adagio, among the tops ot tures.
enin^ated Interlude. Senorlta Amaya
and sweet, both of which are equally worked 'Johnny Doughboy' rich its kind. Their feats are daring,
Art Brown's organ time is someis on again for a bit in the second
Featured singer Stuart .tonal values and a Celtic accent thrilling and unusual.
what cut for the current week, but he
part, with Miss Froman and Wynn, well done.
Harris finally gets down to his own again has them singing loudly in a
who pedals in a littie piano, but Foster does well with two numbers, Anthony Longo and Toni De(ieorge,
the comic cannot play the bit very "Threw a Kiss in the Ocean' and winners of Louis Prima's dance con- vocd asdgnment, and his choice of community songfest
Miss Button test last week, are sandwiched into original and exdusive comedy numStage portion opens with Billy
well because of h& damaged digits. 'Johnny Doughboy.'
band repertory for an okay atbibl bers. That's 'What I Like About the Wells and the Four Fays in standard
Miss Froman, atop the music box, also does two vocals.
Hany
Anger,
running
tlon
of
frenzied
jitterbugging.
the
house
South,'
"Darktown Poker Club' and acrobatic dancing.
The
alngs Tea for Two.'
Okay.
and booking the stage shows, has
Practically no other acrobatic team
Wynn, a very busy m.c, greets added three acts to the band. Val 'hafi rated', as sensational a hand as The Two Old Soldiers,' Is excellent veterans, Arthur and Morton Havel,
showing
off his
partiy
recitative
follow
singing their "You're the
the customers after Intermission and Setz's patter and excellent
juggling AUen, Burns and Cody are getting style to the best advantage and win
Cream in My Coffee' and 'Smiles,'
hoofed a bit upon introducihg former drew much applause. Dick
Their
one-armed levers, ning deserved approbation.
and Dot here.
also getting plenty ot laughter with
Governor Al SmlUi. Right after that Remy are eccentric dancers,
pyramid work and flips are .-vrdV
dandy patriotic medley is a fine, their fol-de-ToL
come the Hermanos 'Williams Trio Dot very much on the hefty with
nigh flawless, and the three 'Aero- appropriate doser. It utilizes bits of
The Three Hylton Sisters are very
from Argentina. It consists of a gir. Her band-walking brought muchside,
ap- maniacs,' as they're subtitled, season most ot the favorite songs in a good effective harmony
And'
singers.
warbler and two m^e acrobats
plause.
The Abins make Ugbt of them with sly humor. They are arrangement that induces frequent lookers, too.
perform in rhythm. That is the trick ballroom dancing a la 'The Hart- just what
this show needs.
hand
clapping out front and which
Rbythm Rockets (line) are a depf the turn, for their feats are not mans, also registering solidly.
Al Bemie adds more welcome calls for some singing by the entire dded highlight, particularly with
exceptional. Boys have made a sag
Marg.
comedy relief with, rapid-fire patter, band,
Rees,
their scarf dance,
Marg.
'
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from the countnr (red hat
blue jacket, white BtOcUngi ana
dainty brown clodhoppers, size 12'i),

latest

STANLEY, PITT.
PitUhurgh, June

Roumond ScoU Orch

(12)

.

accompanied by he¥

19,

sister,

yodels her package of tunes.

Dean they
(2),

ON THE LOOSE

IS/

Portland, Ore., June 23.
Nelson & Goodrich, Cathy JVOller,

A

duU moment ti)rough more than 60 Showers,' Harry Rlcfaman, warbling
minutes. Haymond Scott band still 'Birth of the Blues'; Eddie Cantor
manufacturing just about the most giving with 'Susie' and Jessel hitwith "My
Interesting music oi the times, with ting the wrong keys
arrangements so technically and Mother's Eyes.'
Other supporting act is the GaudmelodlcaUy brilliant that they prac•

rhythmic smith Brothers, seen here with thehr
tically represent a new
form: he has some of the finest solo- dogs on innumerable occasions. Aland a couple of though their act Is standard, and a
ists in the
any maestro would be little hackneyed, they still garner
vocalists
plenty of laughs with their antics.
happy to call his own.
House was capacity when caught
Scott's apparently trying to get
Saturday night.
Shul.
away from his old quintet rep in
both sMe and repertoire for he's not
titled
colorfully
playing any of those
which
and
with
composed
N.
Y.
tunes he's
he's-been associated. That seems lilce
a mistake; a suggestlor of such numClaude Hopkins Orch (13) vAth
bers as 'Powerhouse, "Minuet In
In- Belle Powell; 4 Blues, BUI Bailev,
Jazz,' "War Dance of Wooden
Harris,
Helen
Stewart,
Vivian
dians,' etc., perhaps in a fast medley,
would do the trick and identify him Johnny Lee, Tim .JJIoore, JVfonte
Buster Cromwell, 18 HarHatolev,
more accurately.
Scott's only deviation from the Hit perettes; 'Conal Zone' (Col).
Arahis
'At
An
is
now
norm
Parade
bian House Party,' and band does a
Business at this spot, ace Negro
crack job of It Otherwise, catalogue showplace of country. Is running
Lagoon, way ahead of this time last year,
.'Sleepy
Tangerine,*
Ifl
•Johnny Doughboy,' '3 Little Sisters,' with indications tiie theatre wHI reetc., and practically all of these vocal main open all summer if gait is
spots with the orch merely as back- maintained. Current shoiw- certainly
ground. Scott's chief fault hiere is is strong enough to keep them comthat he doesn't reserve enough time ing along for most of torrid weather
Light on the number of
lor himself; opening number, 'Ara- period.
bian,' and the 'St. Louis Blues' finale vaudeville acts, house brings back a
comprise the entire schedule for his fast-stepping lemme line for change
four saxes, three trumpets, two of pace and to bolster the lineXip.
trombones, bass, drums and piano on
Hopkins orchestra has
(5laude

AFM

APOLLO,

*

their own, and that's insufficient.
Singers are BlUy Leach and Dorothy Collins, both definitely comers.
Leach is a local boy who was signed
by Scott several months ago from

KDKA
the

here.youthful,

A

good-lookmg

type,

collegiate

kid,

he

warbles easily, naturally and has an
Infectious warmth, at the same time
handling his, pipes smartly. Collins
gal is a' young protege of the
maestro's with a deep, educated voice
and more vocal style and authority
than most of her femme contemporaries, She's a comely blonde and
has fine diction, quite unusual for
the gals who warble with bands.
Miss Collins and Leach team for an
other high spot on a novelty ditty
Scott's
'Did You Did It?'
featured Instrumentalist is Stanley
Webb, on the sax, and buildup he

called

gets is completely justified

by what

Hopkins
ivories

massaging

Ken WWtncr

"The USO camp milt 'On the Loose'
was another successful hit at the
Portland Air Base. Show is heavy
on talent and was received big^
General opinion was that this is
the second good unit to play here
for the local military.
Other good
show was "Hot From Harlem.' Prim
to that there were complaints that
previous units were not up to stand-

Current unit played under considerable handicap in an inside hall,
although designed as an out-of-doors
unit. This was due to weather conditions.

.

with his deft

along

comedy

the

talking

a- certain flair and ring
the bell.
Especially good are his
stepping to a Ger^win (whom he
resembles closely. Incidentally) medley and a satire on an old-fashioned
tapster (the King, King and Kim:
style of a decade ago), great piece of
good-natured fooling.
No. 1 sensation of the show, how

Show runs

Pix

00 mhiutes.

Wvatt

W^r Keynote

From Aug.

Fox's Croy
1 to July I, 1912, 20tb-

Pow^

fills

Clicked nicely with Dream
Rest.' Lass has nice pipes.

(SPaiNGFIELiy, MASS.)
Sprinp/leld, Mass., JuTie 18.
Ic

Mia Dearborn,

•Ma' Perkins, Marie Lopez,

Andrews

Dewald & Madelon, Leo* FieWs, •
Flashes, Bert Green Orch; t TanJcs

come home'

Md

.

EARLE, PHILLY

Something for everybody la the
slogan of this week's bUl. Muggsy
Spanier, his hot trumpet and a band
playing the current jukebox laves
are for the hepcats. For those who
go for HbHywoodltes there's Judy
Canova and her

sister,

Anne.

booming

start by wiraJng a Fox-Poll
amateur contest. Almost knocked

his

themselves out by doubling at Fed
eral Hill club.
^
^ ^.
Grays, five sisters and a brother,
have a- fast-moving dance act that
clicks with the aid of varied, colorand fresh-looking costuming.
ful
Youngest sister is a looker who can
sell a song like 'Loch Lomond' with
plenty of dynamite. Andrew, De-

For wald and Madelon have some devilmay-care adagio routines, but warm
up slowly. 'Ma' Perkins, working
with a plant in a box, caught on

the customer who has a yen for oldtime vaudeville,
Georgie
there's
Price with his nostalgic rendition of
the stuff that made him big-time—
and is still big-tune— a decade or so
back,
hiitial half of the show Is for the
alligator trade.
Spanier, a stranger
in tiiese parts, gives out with everythmg that's leading the league in the
juke hit parade.
Vocalist Jane
Hamilton, a svelte brunet, gives out
okay with 'Somebody Else Is Taking
My Place,' '1-A in the Army,' 'I
Don't Wanna Walk Without Vou.'
Plenty solid is trombonist Ford
Leary, who clicks with 'Heart of
Texas' and 'Shadrach,' both done in
an entertaining novelty style with
voice.

with a rousing dance that belied her
Marie Lopez, billed
avoirdupois.
optimistically as a 'madcap songapparently saw too many

stress,'

Groucho Marx and Jimmy Durante

opens in a

iti

bit

with

J.

They're Latin-American types and

C, Flip-

which he threatens Flippen

gangster-like: Bit ends in a sissy
twist for a laugh. MacMahon follows up with some talk arid gags,
then appears in a scene In which a
new tire is used as a gangland payBlackout, being timely, gets a
off.
big laugh.
MacMahon makes a nice appearance and has good stage presence.

mixAfricano
it showily with an
produced by some savage
drumming, which they do themselves
In one number with tom-toms attached Cial Iws a lot of fire and
abahdon and boy Is a classicist who
can also move into the hot and low-

specialize in that type «f terp,

ing

strain,

down

.

.

with the best

stuff

Costuming

is

of.

them.

and classy

colorful

Cohen.

.

Metop-Latins
;Contlaaed iTQin pace Is

the exacting routines necessary
lor disc work in their vaudeville ap-

fiects

ternational 'good will' dates possible.

Meanwhile the Met
other hold

move

making anNew York

Is

for the

run: the highest price hereafter will
be .$5 a seat instead of $7 as traditional..

pearance.
While details of the tour have aaBig bass fiddle, guitar, xylophone yet to be worked out representaand tambourine-gourd combo is tives of the company have been,
expertly handled by the four colored promised every aid possible In
Electric guitar also Is
musicians.
Washington. It is reported that the.
employed for solos. Whether on a Met wUl 'donate a portion of its
rhyOim number or spotlighting inthe USO at the close of the
dividual instruments, the four boys profits to
are clicko. Bulk of alnghig is done tour. In the U. S-, giving four, perby the lad with the tambourine and formances weekly for 25 weeks on
gourds^ with other three mainly In the road, just $500 a performance
Tail member of win mean $50,000 to the USO:
for harmonizirig.
cMnbo is siandont with the bass viol
The good will tour by the Met durand the xylophonlst Is not lar be- ing wartime, will be in the nature
Latter also is solid teaming
hind.
of a call to tolerance and undermain balladist
the
with
vocals
up
standing toward the music and artBouncC
'Jersey
Quartet Is usingof all nations. The U. S. .tour
and 'Playing the Piccolo' as priiKlpal ists
such cities as Phlladeltunes, witt vocalizing, stressed oa will Include
both. Couple of strictly Instrumental pJiia, Aartford, Baltimore, Boston,
Indiana;
Cleveland, 'Bloomington,
numbers round out -their act.
Wear.
Dallas, Birmingham, Atlanta,. Richmond,- El Paso, Hollywood, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Sacramento,'
,

.

THE rSLLETIEBS

(2)

Salt Lake City, Seattle, Denver, -St,
(Ilhicago,
etc.
Louis,. Minneapolis,
Standi of one day to .two weeks will
be made in these and other cities.

Hand-Bsbneers
10 Mins.

orilesne, N, Y.

Mixed duo of hand-balancers does
During the past 10' weeks the Met
generally standard stmits that should
over its
go over on the smaller time, vaaae management has been going
dog works into toe books making an exhaustive sittvey
or nlterles.
boteur,' 'Johnny Cvobs. Marching act as a breather, in a balancing of operas which have proved finanHome,"Private Buckeroo' and. 'Eagle setto.
cial successes during the past, five
Squadron.' 'Paris Calling' was first
.They're young and their youthful years. The backbone of tbe reperwar badcground film issued after sparkle helps put them. over. Fea- toire will be composed of fbese
U.S; entry into the war.
ture is the leg-lift by the girl of the operas which have been the he^t
^
Metros from Jane, 1941, to Jtme, man whUe she's lying on her boxoffice clicks.' Operais ht'oidc of
I^fi^:
1942, had 'Mata Earl' 0:eissiie), 'Met stomach.
their b.o. respectlviely hsVe been
In Bombay,' 'Navy, Bhie sind C^ld'
'PagliaccI' and 'CavaUerl^'Rnstlcana,'
(reissae>, 'Down in San Diego,' -Un- BOCHELLE AND BEEBE
•Aida/ •Carmen,'^ "Faust;' Tlcavlata,'
hcdly Partners,' K, IC Pidham, Esq.,' Ballroom Satire
/
•Lucia,' /Barber of Seville' 'Bottcr•Bugle Sounds;' 'Joe Sknlfh. Ameri- 8 Mins.
"Boheme,' Tosca,' "Nbzxe dl
fiy,'
can,' 'Yank on. the Bnrms Boad,' Hurricane, N. Y.
Figaro,' "Don Giovanni.' *Walkeure,*
•Nazi Age^it,' "Mrs. Miniver,' •Pacific
Rochelle and Beebe are of the C^otterdaemmerung,' Kosenkavaller,*
Rendezvous.'
Hartmans school In their ballroom 'RIgoletto,'
•L<*engrln,*
'OteUo,'
Pteanjpunt has •Pacific Blackout' danchig travesties, with the girl, of 'Tannhauser* and 'Daughter of the
nifty
Torpedo Boat;' Ijady Has Plans,' course, the focal point. She's alaughs
Reghnenf^ ("Tristan,' was .well up
and drew plenty of
'Fleet's In,' 'OYue to the Army,' 'Fa- mugger
on top but was dropped due to the
at this catching.
vorite Blonde* and 'Wake Island.'
Flagstad to rctaim and
However, the Inevitable compari- failure of
niis Is on seven blocks released so
son with the Hartmans relegates 'Butterfly' Is oiit for the dta*tion of
far:
J;bsxp to. IfiMv conspicuous- -bookings the war.)
BiAeatAstr'^srisaatA
^prepaiciaewhere
nlterles,
or
Tn either vaude
for I942-S release! The Iimiders,' they're likely clicks.
NaJco.
'Two Yanks, in TMnidad;"Wtte Takers
a Flyer,' 'Submarine Raider,' 'ParaWBST
Convoy,' BOSS
'Atlantic
chute Nurse^'
EsContlnnM titm v*ce
'Flight Lleutenant,"Sabotage Squad,'
10 Mins.
'The American Way,' The Comwell as those of Marie Sandrich.
Hnrrleane, N. T.
mandos,' 'Destroyer,' 'Salute to SaBoas and West are young fellows Allen Scott pow east with Sandrlcb.
hara,' 'Knlgbta Without Armor,' "Deprobably scr^ Balabah is due
will
impressions,
gamut
of
the
ran
who
fense Town,' 'Harbor. Patrol,', Two- but their future icems to' lie in small back today (Wednesday) from a
Man Submarine.' 'BeveUle With clubs and nabe theatres.
huddle In Washington.
Beverly.'
They get by wdl enough, with
Major General Irvhig J. FbllUpk
Warners has released- or prepar- their enutisiasm, more than anyson, head of the Aimy Emergency.
ing for 1942-43 Kason 'Sergeant thing dse, getting them over.
viewed the show as official
Relief,
Wafca.
York,' '^temaffonal Squadron,' Tarrep of tbe 'War' Department and
get for Tonight,' "You're in the Army
okayed it 100%. His stamp of apNow,' 'An Hirough the Night' 'DanBIBCH
SAMBCT
required before it could
'was
proval
gerously They Live,' 'Captains of the
PantomfHC
start Its run at the Broadway theClouds,' •This Was Paris,' 'Wings for 8 Mlna.
atre, N. Y.p July 4, or the sale of picthe Eagle,' •Dive Bomber,' 'Navy Hnrrlcane^ N. T.
rights
could Ije consummated.
ture
Blues,' 'Spy Ship,' 'Yankee Doodle
Sammy Birch's routine of pantoDandy,' 'Desperate Journey,' 'Across miming, to the accompaniment of His all-out enthusiasm for the song
dialog was
proficient, and dance nunibers and
the Pacific;' 'Air Force,' 'Edge of records,
generally
is
welcomed
by Berlin and those
highly
UniInevitably
'Heroes without
Darkness,'
though the trade will
forms' retltled Torpedoes,' 'Casa' compare him with Roy Davis. Latter working with bim.
with
Identified
prominently
most
is
window
boxoffice
Opening of the
blanca,' 'Watch on the Rliine.'
at the Broadway Monday found a
In addition there is representation that type of turn.
smaller line waiting, which .was another
Birch is strictly for
and Refrom United Artists,
Nalca,
houses.
vaude
and
niteries
coming
show's
to
the
during
the
satisfaction
source
of
public likely
sponsors. There was a steady ticket
months.

A

'

m

,

'Army'

AND

506 Preen
Iss

WPB

.

RKO

'

films without loolung closely.
Leon Fields, no stranger, repeats
some fnitiiiiar material, though his
'origin of the tango, truckin' and
•

Charleston' is a riot. The Six Flashes
were only four at show caught, and
one took a nasty spill while jitter-

bugging under poor lighting. Plenty
of informality, with kidding across
(house
with Bert Green
lights
maestro) about his 29th wedding anniversary.

Prom here on Price takes over the
Assistant house manager Jerry
and a handy Job he does of Finnegan turns hi a creditable job

m c.ing

Judy Canova, dolled up in the

He
pen

.

«n Trinidad' (Col)

Springfield really staged a 'welfor two ol its person
able youngsters, Fred and Mia Dearever, is Dean Murphy, mimic and
bom, this week after an absence ol
Impersonator, making his first local two years that has taken them to
"aSpeaYaBes; He" xwcr-on ^twice -his South AmefreK"ia»id-lnto 'maaji-*
allotted time, could' have stayed on North American night club. She at
forever. They wouldn't let him go,
the piano, he with a guitar team in
and understandingly so. Murphy's several boy and girl song roirtniM
one of the best In his line. Cohen.
and novelties that demanded,
Act has acquired fingot, encores.
&h to top off natural talent Could
do with one less verse on eaai tune
and one more numlier, posobly a
vocal from the photogenic tenor,
PhiladelpMo, June 20.
who, as a theatre usher here, got

Muo0$v Spanier Orch with /anc
Hamilton, Ford Leory, Judy Conooa
with Anne Canova. Gtorgie Price,.
Gaudsmith Bros.; 'Mi; Favorite Spy.'

considerable novelty to their presentation. Off-stage voice, singing openMacMahon ing strains of 'A Boy and a Girl Are
boxoflice on personals. Dancing,' introduces them, and anWhile MacMarion is doing only nouncements in flowery, academic
phrases, from same spot continue to
that
five minutes now, it is probable
he will exi>and his turn for subse- describe their numbers all through
the act.
quent engagements.

background

picture

^uld mean

Douglas also m.cs.
y rovm BLUES
Ken Whltner plays several musi- Inalmmentslists, Songs
cal instruments to good effect. Show 7 Mlna..

core, on "Somebody Else Is Taking
Place,' is not a smart selection.

Sis Grays, Fred

Dancing
Yacht Club, Plttsbargh
Couple of kicVs who have the stuff
to click heavily In the best places;
Boy and a girl, there's a lot of
thought behind their routines and

This is the first appearance in
vaudeville of Horace MacMahon, formerly from legit but better known
as a heartless, gun-sUnging and
knife-wielding film gangster character in recent years. Because of his

closes with two dancing acts, Ver- ApoUo, K. T.
non and Draper, who scored well on
Quartet of Instrumentalists and
the sweet rhythm order, followed by singers, patterned somewhat after
Sylvia and Clemence, whose comedy
the Mills Bros, and Inkspots, shapes
dancing brings the unit to an up
up as a sturdy entry on its own. Alroarious finale.
ready Decca recorders, foursome re-

A

showy, have

Talk
6 Mins.
SUte, N. T.

line.

My

months ago at Nixon in 'Pal Joey,'
remains one of finest^ dance stylists
In the. country and his numbers are

DE SYLVA TWINS

Nelson and Goodrich, acrobats,
open with a snappy routine. Followed by Cathy Miller, whose tap Over well here when caught.
Char.
dancing also clicked.
For laughs
Milton Douglas & Co., scored well

balladist with
Belle
released last season included 'Yank
the bill okay, but her enin the R-A.F.,' 'Great Guns,' 'Cadet
Girl,' 'CbnArm or Deny,' 'Remember
tlie the Day,' 'Secret Agent of Japan,'
'Shcwes of Tripoli,' '10 Gentlemen
Four Blues /New Acts), male In- from West Point' Pictures being
strumental and vocal ijuartet, regis- prepared for 1942-43 release in this
tered weU.' BiU Bafley, here Uttle category are Thunderbirds,' "Pied
more than a month ago, continuM to Piper,' 'Little Toklo, XS.SA^ 'Berlin
amaze with his deft tapsterlng. Too C^>rrespondence,' 'Iceland,' 'China
bad he retains that reference to BiU Girl,' 'Manila Calling,' -Project 47.'
Robinson on his second tap session;
Universal has 'Corvettes in AcBailey shapes up stoutiy enough to
somewhat better Uon,' 'Hey, Buddy,' "Thumbs Up,'
stand on own.
•Three Smart Girls Join Up,' 'Destispacing of his gags would help.
Unknown,'
•Halfway
to
Leonard Harper's line of 16 nation
femmes is strong on looks and action. iShan^aJ,' 'Beast of the East^' 'Great
Vivian Harris, Johnny Lee, "Tim Impersonation/ 'Woman Pilot,' 'Saing.

band,

Acts

HORACE MacMAHON

.

ard.

Fox released nine pictures with
war background, with teven now
editing and several more story propand varied skin pound- erties yflVk war themes likely. Those

COURT SQUARE

It

Co.,

Vernon & Draper, Sylvia &
Oreh (10)

the

continues
for nice returns while his

'

his

Co.,

Clenienee,

guitarist' spotlights an unbilled tune
on his electric guitar. Chick Morrison, crack drummer. Is a real astet

,

'

miUm DougUu &
li

played here many times, but this is
sConttnned tros page S;
the best aU-round combo to appear
at house; Ability to shift from sweet lighter vein, though touching on the
to swingeroo sets the outfit In solidly. war.

does with a piano etude by
Chopin. Sensational's the only word
lor number; It tore the house apart.
Every one of the three supporting
Juvelys,
acts Is a show-stopper.
man and woman, are on early anc
_-ldberg could Moore, Monte Hawley and Buster
not even jLJBHbe Goldber/t
thinir^iip-^^&'
'(iaa:ffA*'eaa'^&etriiis+tathiW/r^'8' bette than tte mathey perform, the climax coming terlal in three famiUar cotm^ atoto.
when guy balances three rubber Jiz oke on first show Frid^ (19)
wear.
balls on top of each other on his night.
dome and she does a head stand at
the peak.
Georgie Tappsi last here few

Webb

New

USO-Camp Show

Ann&
And

register just as solidly with big
city people as with the rural folk.
The sisters wind up their stint with
Webb; -Greot Man'. LodV a raano duet of "Dark Eyes.'
Price winds up the bill with his
(Par).
now familiar pattern.
couple of
Long time since this Warner house gags, a song ("Early Bird Matinee')
better show. and then bis ribbing takeoOa mi his
has come up wllh a
finish, not a old pals, AI Jolson, singing 'Ajiril
It's sock Irom start to

MuTphW, Georgie Topps, Juuely*

29

as m.c.

Dono.

BENNY VAN KIBK
DABMOUB'S 2 SERIALS
Hollywood', June

23,

sale all

W,0^ Songs, Impressions
Hurricane, N. Y.

Van Kirk indicates that he's been
In the biz for years, though this is
apparently the first time he's played

The last two serials on the Larry
Darmour unit's 1942-43 production
schedule by Ralph Cohn at Columbia around Broadway. His

day with many people com-

ing up..to the' b.o. after just viewing
rehearsal pix In front of the house
wbfle passing by. Mail sale, despite
the fact that the show won't open
for another 10 days, has hit almost

a $25,000.
are 'The Bat Man' and 'The Fighting small-time routine of songs and imSandrich saw the run-through
pressions, and for this show he's
General.'
staged for General Phillipson SatFormer is from the cartoon strip emceeing straight
Okay for secondary niteries and urday (20). He was accompanied
and latter a chapter play with an
by scrlpter Allan Scott.
Nafca,
stage show theatres.
army background.
Is strictly

I

.

'
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PICTURES
Wilder Doubles

Armed Forces Need Camera

U. S.

Up

Hollywood, June

Experts;

Some 150 Crack Men Going

Hollywood, June 23.'
Hollywood will flhortly be sty
around 160 cameramen imder reconducted
cruiting drives now being

ASC Group

Ws^e Scales To

captains and first
tenants.

and second
.

.

favor of making that move Monday
night (22) at a meeting of the memVote was 172 for affiliabership.
tion, 39 against,

lieu-

Be Set Wed.

(24)

William Guthrie, locaUon mana-

At a meeting scheduled for July B
who Is acting as it is expected Jonas Rosenfeld, Jr.,
with the Air Force, is due of the 20th-Fox advertising departback from Washington and just how ment, will be elec|ed. president to
various
the
force
lenser
a
large
succeed Joe Gould, who °has gone'
government services will seek to into the army. Rosenfeld is unopalrecruit is expected to be known
posed for the office.
anticipated that
ter he arrives. It Is
ger for Warners,

On SOEG Pact

liaison

at least
the Government v/OX need
- cameramta
capable of pho1 000
tographing action for documentary
and tactical purposes.
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Levine, former Hollywood
producer, is now recruiting for the

Nat

DK

Oilks.

Hollywood, June 83.
Paramoimt cameraman, is
Paramount has bought 'Wherever
reci^itlng for the Navy.
the Grass Gro^ys,' Saturday Evening
Government forces are expected Post story by :Allan Bosworth.
recruitto start bearing down on a
The story, which has Civil War
bases
ing drive as soon as training
film backgrbund, has been assigned to
are ready to handle Hollywood
Harry Sherman for production with
photogs who join up. So far, fightDix starred.
Richard
ing forces have not been able get as
Other Story Buys
complete a film picture ot actual
Republic bought "Nazi BustersJ^
action as officials would like. Films
taken during combat prove valuable Murray A'costa's tale of convoys to
v
technical aid and the Government Europe.
reported readying a concentrated
effort to build as large a force of
cameramen for this rervlce a? pos

is

£il>le.

Elmer Davis
zContlnaed from page Ss

he must learn
being In a posianswer questions.
The exact part to be played by
Archibald MacLelsh, head of the
6FF, Lowell McUett, chief of the

novation, explaining

many

facta before

tion to

OGR and the President's speciallydesignated Film Coordinator; and the
varied film and radio imlta in the
government remained conjectural
President Rodsevelt ref-ised to clear
up confusion about the status of
Macliei£)t> and -Mellett,- ducklsg- a
pointed question at his Tuesday af
ternoon (16) .press conference wHli
the suggestion that Davis should
have a free hand.
-

,

For the present, the OGR\ film
group and the OFF radio section* are
9ontinuing with previous' chores.
Both crowds are as Impatient as the
two industries, the press, and the
taxpayers to find out whether they
are pushed in a corner, given more
and bigger duties, or left alone in'

From IBEW and

23.

Wage scales will b* taken up tomorrow (Wednesday) In negotiation
huddles at the Ambassador Hotel
here between representatives of ma
jor distributors and the Screen
Office Employees Guild. ' Opening
discussions Monday were mostly
-

concerned with hours and working
No preliminary was the
understanding reached then.
Understood exchanges 'are not
favoring 100% Guild shop. Guild,
on ita part declined to consider any
differing in major degree
setup
from. ita present studto agreement
which SOEG is using as a basis for
niegotiations. Guild committee Is to
give ita answer tomorrow (Wed.)
on the Guild shop question, with

conditions.

70 Other Lensers

Bolt lATSE; See Other Crafts
Worth More Wet

Hollywood, June

In the script cost Warners
lot
of extra money on the 'Gentleman Jim' set where 'James J.
Corbett'
and 'Joe Choynskl'
were fighting .their historic ring
battle on a barge. Story calls
for several bit players to be
knocked off the barge into the
water during a police raid. '
tarily.

50 extras fell off volun-

Note:

A

dunked extra

draws more pay.

NLRR OKAYS SOPEG
BALLOT AT NSS, N.

Y.

Secret ballot election to determine
whether, the Screen Office & Professional Employees Guild, Local 109,
or a company union shall be authorised as collective bargaining
agent for the National Screen Service Corp. of New York City was ordered last week by the National Labor Relations Board.
Following hearings held at New
»

YorK on JUne 3, the' board found
SOEG reportedly surprised at the an apparent majority pf office, clerother workers
Exchange's stand on this point since ical, secretarial and
Lady,' legit play by Alexander King 100% closed shop is practice preva- In the N. Y, office favoring the
union.
The comClO-afflUated
and Chester Erskin.
lent in industry.
pany,
however
has
refused
to recogMetro acquired screen rlgh.ta to
Vacations and sick leaves were nize the union, as exclusive repreLouis Bromfield's novel, 'Mrs. ParkIngton,' now running as a mag serial. also discussed Monday without ten- sentative of Ita employees, without
tative record.
calls for certification of the board. ExecuSOEG
pact
'I
option
on
Warners bought an
Wasn't Bom Yesterday," novel now two weelcs vacation and one-week tlve^, 'officers, taWyers and other susick leave, but Exchanges are now pervisory employees will be barred
being written by W. R. Burnett
Charles O'Neal sold his western understood favoring the matter be from the balloting. Company union
decided by policy. However, an bears the same name as the organl-^
tale, 'Men of the Mesa,' to Republic.
agreement Is confidently expected zation—National Screen Service
Edward Finney took an option on on this.
Corp.
Wings, Women and War,' by Lon
Following Wednesday'* meeting,
Warner
Negotiations
between
Young and Jack Harvey.
SOEG plans to get together with Ex Bros, .and SPG have broken down
Went
to
Columbia bought 'Winnie
Wlichanges
to
check
over
progress
made
despite the intervention of Comm.
Aybrey
Washington,' satire by
Blow
FitzPatrick
time.
of
the
U. S.
'Come
up
to
that
Cilenn
busiJames
^att,
W.
recently
sold
berg; who
ness representaive, George E. Bod- ConcUtatlon Ser/ice with result the
Your Horn' to Warners.
Jan Henrik Marsman (old big fac- dle attorney, and Bernard Lusher mattier may, in due course, go before
Hongfrom
Labor
Escaped
National
War
Board,
ac'I
are
rep;:esenting
Guild.
the
For
the
Exstory,
tual
changes: Paul R. Watkins, attorney cording to the SPG.
kong' to 20th-Fox.
for major exchanges,- F. T. Murray,
Warners, only major film company
Unlxfsrsal. branch operations ja).ana- not signatory to the SPG contract
ger,
Jack McLeod, Metro home has. dlflered_'wlth the Guild on -variBooth' Ops' Strikf .
office' ' executive. Fait ScoQard,
of ous points, mainly th«~ matter of
Paramount and A. W. Schwalberg, severance pay, maintenance of a
Notice on Mpls. Indies Warner's general manager of ex- membership shop, the term of conchange operations.
tract and retroactive pay.

RKO

purchased

'Portrait

of

a

Minneapolis, June 23,
The booth operators' union here
has served a strike notice on Minneapolis downtown and neighborhood
independent theatres in consequence
of a turndown of ita demand for an
immediate 5% scale boost plus .2%%
definitely.
additional each in the ensuing two
Walt Disney planned to make 'Peter Pan' as his next feature-length
Marking Tnne
A compromise exhibitors' film, but 'it has been shelved for the duration,' the cartoonist-prpducer
years.
The Mellett gang, which has done offer of 2%% was rejected by the stated on the Bing Crosby radio program. Disney said his studio was
little more than throw out Ideas and union, but negotiations still are conmaking films 'to help teach studenta meteorology,' and that- it was also
suggestions since the President told tinuing in consequence of a 10-day
turning out 'secret stuff* for the government
the OGR chief last faU to 'coordi- •mediation periffd ordered by the
'The Army and Navy have taken some of our men,' he declared, 'and
nate* film activities, is doing little state.
these shorts require a lot of our time.' Crosby expressed the hope Dlsmore than mark time. The OFF
Members of the exhibitors com- ney's version of 'BambI' would be a boxoffice click and that Hitler would
radio unit, headed by William B mittee expect aii agreement finally
soon be defeated, in order that Disney could give his full attention to
Lewis of CBS, has more jobs on its will be 'reached, although at first
reference to the biffo 'Donald
hands— notably issuing the network they threatened to close their thea- regular cartoon features. There was a
Duck' short Disney produced for the U. S. Treasury Department The
allocation charts ^and Is driving for. tres, declaring that conditions dd not
angle wais a perfect cue for Disney to say this would be
ward on a day-to-day basis until warrant any further Increase in their defeat-Hitler
hastened if everyone invested 10% of his Income or 'wages In war bonds
Davis either pulls on the reins or nut' and they'd be better off if the
and stamps. Crosby joined in with a typically slangy but pimchy ex*
uses the whip.
houses were shuttered for the sum- planation of and plug for "The 10% Club.' .It ended with this neatlyr
Commenting that the' people he irier at least
phrased line: 'The funny thing about freedom is' that it ain't free, but
succeeds had the same objective,
Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount whatever you pay, it sure is worth It.'
^ Davis
ad-

Inside Stuff-Pictures

—

It to

good

use.'

As forecast in last week's "Variety,
second berth in the new OWI went
to Milton S. Eisenhower, veteran
Agriculture
Department publicist
and most recently head of the outfit
moving Japanese from the West
Coast.
He took over as deputy
director in charge ot administrative
matters.

Neither Davis nor Eisenhower had
anything to say publicly about their
ideas.
Aside from his generalized
pledge to get out the n'ews, the OWI
chief would not talk about his
chores, and aides shimted off re
porters seeking to find out what
thoughts he has in. mind. Until he
finds out what's what, he will keep
mum. Ho spent the first few days in
pfTice huddling with highest officials,
includin.c Secretary of War Stimson,
Socrciary of the Navy Knox, and
Vice President Wallace.

In keeping with the patriotic injunction limiting new set material to
$5,000, Universal's technicians have buUt seven layoute for the Chinese
Deftly the
film, "Forever Yours,' oijt of the debris of eight old features.
carpenters, roofers, bricklayers, painters and other artisans turned an
aircraft hanger Into a church and' shifted walls, roofs, bricks and lumber
to make a Chinese village, utilizing 'old material for 90% of the construcHollywood, June 23,
tion.
Incorporated in the new seta are wood, stone, metals and other InGreatest fiood in the history of gredients from 'All Quiet pn the Western Front,' 'Tower of London,*
Texas becomes a romantic musical 'Eagle Squadron,' 'Lady In a Jam,' 'If I Had My Way,' 'It's a Date,' 'Nice
picture at Paramount, titled 'Gal- Girl' and 'Two Nice Boys.'
veston,' to be produced by Sol C.
Siegel on the autumn schedule.
Industry observers, discussing the present stockholder suit against ParaSiegel and W. R. Burnett screen mount looking to restoration of $100,000 paid to George E. Browne and
writer, returned from the Gulf City Willie Bioff, are speculating on what wjU happen If the stockholders win.
with historical data to' be used as So tar as can be seen it would amount to only a bookkeeping entry, since
background for the tidal wave the Par treasury would have to pay to ItaeU the $100,000 which it orlgstory.
Ihall]^ yielded, making 'It, In effect a Mexican standoff.
If ordered to restore the $i00,000 by the courts, the directors and officials named n\lght have to pay It themselves and then be reimbursed
Fedtane
by the company, since the latter, under an amendment in the by-laws
passed at the stockholders' meeting a week ago, would assume responHollywood, June 23.

cameramen.
This group

under her

cameramen who ob-

.

'

affiliated

with

first

cameramen.

It is

b^eved It will precipitate .battle between lATSE and IBEW as both ai'a
Internationals. IBEW has a membership of 400,000, a number of whom
are studio workers currently. Efforts
will be made by the IBEW group,
following clearing up of the status
'bf the local situation, to become
members of the Conference of Studio
Unions, beaded by Herb Sorrel, for
the purpose pf general coordhiation
and^cooperation in the industry.
-

Finney's

New

Indie

Sacramento, June 23.
Criterion Films, Ltd., headed

by

Finney, was granted a
charter with permission- to Issue '1,000 shares of capital stock ot 'no i>ar
Listed tB directors of tbe
value.
corporation, In addition to Finney,
are Frederick Feher and Aaron: D.

Edward

F.

Klein,

Company
features,

will make independent
with Finney jf producer

and Feher as

.

director.

Odlum-RKO
sCoBtlnued from yagc 5;

M. Whitaker and Lunsford P. YanHowever, changes in: the dU
dell.
rectorate are expected In due course.
At the meeting last week 'the bywere
corporation
laws of the
amended changing the number of
directors from 13 to 11, due to
the passing of W. O. Van Schmus
and the resignation of -.Gen. Jameg
G. Harbord sever.al months ago.
'

Lynob

Consiilicd.

S. A. Lynch, veteran showman
long in theatre operation and other
fields. Is reported to. have been Invited to come into- RKO to supervise a reorganization program tot
ibe Company, same as he did 'for

Paramount when

It was 'in bankHe was In New York last
week but whether or not he came
up from Miami, where he lives, to

ruptcy.

RKO

discuss the reported
overtures
to him, could not be learned. Nor

there any Indication whether
Lynch might .be Interested in tackIs

an RKO reorganization job In
view of his many varied interesta.
In addition to operating 16 theatres for Paramount In the Miami
ling

sector, Lynch owns the Florida East
Coasl railroad, several hotels and a
vast amotmt of real estate.

-

Sliirley's first Job,

of

tained the IBEW charter are members of the American' Society of
Cinematographers and they finally
decided to get tj>ls charter because,
on several occasions, the lATSE refused them one. So within five days
thne after the IBEW charter was
issued to tiie 10 first cameramen, 70
other caimeramen joined the organization. They are ail men who also
hold cards in ASC and some who
hold cards In lATSE Local 659.
The ASC has been waiting for
ruling from the National Labor Relations Board to issue an order for
a hearing whereby ASC, which holds
a contract with the producers that
has two years to run, would be
ordered as a sole bargaining agent
for motion picture camerameni It Is
expected that orders for this hear*
ing will t>e forthcoming Portly from
Washington. Then when this hear-_
Ing is disposed of, and should the'
labor board rule in favor of ASC,
it is expected that the ASC will be
merged into IBEW and the scope of
the organization will reach further
Into the industry, taking other. cralta

Anne Top

Anne

23.

Group of first cameramen were
granted a master charter in the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers that will give them
the power to issue sub-charters to
the balance of their craft in the
motion picture industry. This charter covers the United States, Ca.nada,
Canal Zone and Hawaii for first

'

started 'his task "with the
circuit), acceded to the. union's demission the (Government has not mand for its houses.
provided 'adequate machinery' to
get out the news and propaganda,
He added, 'The President has now
given us the machinery for. this purGalvez Flooded Again
pose and we wiU do. our best to put

h

'

Hollywood, June 23.
Extra bathing, not required

About
Hollywood, June

Gets Master Charter

28.

Billy Wilder is assigned to a twoas director and scriptor
of 'Men'a Wear' at Paramount
Half the responsibilities of the
writing job are shared by his old
scribbling team-mate, Charles Brac-

way chore

SPG Votes CIO fit
Itett.
Wilder returned yesterday
(Mon.) from a Broadway vacation
Proper steps to effect affiliation before taking up the director task.
Marine with the CIO are expected to be
here by Army, Wavy and
International taken ln)mediately for the Screen
Air Forces. Already
Phdtographer* Local 685 reports 60 Publicista Guild by acting president
members in. the armed servfces. Larry Lipscomb of Columbia PlO'
solL tures, following majority
vota In
some row serving on foreign
Lensers recruited from HoUywood
commissions as
are being offered

is

Lynch started the present partnership structure of Par.
On completing his task, regarded in the trade as

slbiUty.

two-plcture-a-year deal with RKO,
the top femme role in 'Bombar-

Only press agent In the town of Bethel, In western Alaska, is an Eskimo one of the best and swiftest reordier,' with Pat O'Brien and Ran- kid who 'strolls along Main street ringing two cowbells to let the natives ganizations ever undertaken, he asknow there is a Hollywood picture on tap for the night. These tidings sumed operations of the Par houses
dolph Scott as male leads.
... Miami
...... vicinity where
.t..c. he
.^.o..^ and
..^ pre.Filming starta In July, with Rich- were fetehed back from the far north by a major studio representative, In
t,^^ard Wallace directing the Robert who disclosed that there are 28 film houses operating in that territory, viously held hotel and other interests.
many of them in mining camps.
Fellows production.
is

•

I

I
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PICTUBCS

of Cases Under Arb^tioni

27

New Tax Bifl Aiming at Pix Again;

Par Suit
^sCoBtlaaad from page

Seek Decree
nany grounds

tniough there or*

R^f on Clearance
SCHUin TAKES OYER
2 FROM YOUNGCLAUS

made

victimized and

subject to extortion, Keough'a testimony related
the scries ot payments made to the
former labor leaders from May 27,
1936, to Jan. 29, 1938.

Establishing
what was subsewhich exhibitors are perquently affirmed and reiterated by
mitted to seek reUef onder the confollowing witnesses, Keough emieiA decree, a» much as 70% of the
phasized that no one had known of
complaluta brought to arbitration
the transactions outside ot himself.
4urlpc the first year of operation
Kansas City, June 23.
Queried on his motivation, Keough
were based on clearance, accordinc
C. C. SchultE .of Commonwealth stated that he took the only means
to a report just prepared by the
Theatres Corp. will take over opera,
American Arbitration Assn. Of the tlpn
open to save the company, then in
ot the Sterling and Lyric in Sustraits
and
168 cases filed the first year of arblfinancial
precarious
perior, Neb. This week Schultz comtratlota,'118 were on clearance, while
pleted a deal with W. N. Youngclaus, threatened bankruptcy, from com'^
2|l appealed for 'some run,' tour for
Grand Island, Neb., operator, which plete ruination by 'powerful and
a'designated run and 16 under varicharacters.'
desperate
will bring the two houses into the
ous other sections of the decree.
Commonwealth fold. New manager
Ending his examination with
points out
However, as the'
for the Superior houses .will be Keough at the outset On Thursday,
reviewing the work accomplished
Charles Kirkpatrick, who moves up Talley then called Adolph Zukor
for exhibitors, It is Impossible to state from Garden City, Kans. Commonand later Stanton Griffis, chairman
the results, obtained in the cases wealth takes over actively July 1.
ot Paramount's executive commitsettled and withdrawn as there is no
Commonwealth this week will tee, both reiterating their complete
reciuirenlfiit to file such Information open .the new Victory theatre in
faith in Keough's actions and judgupon- the withdrawal of a complaint.' £udx>ra, Kans. Eudora is site ot new
Witnesses affirmed, as did
Observation is made that It would $100,000,000 ordnance plant ot the ment
information
eem. however^ that an exhibitor Hercules Powder Co. on which con- all the others, that firstto them after
withdrawing his complaint must struction is now litUe more than of the payments came
.and Bioff
have made some satisfactory adjust- started, and population of this, little the indictment of Browne
ment of the situation complained of town is already quadrupled, origi- was made public. In answering a
and it would, therefore; appear in nally less than 700, and still on the request tor an opinion of Keough as
transactions
withholding
secretly
those, cases the exhibitor had Imtjhder

.

.

AAA

'

increase.

proved his business

situation.'

MAY U.S. TAXES

.

HIT

AAA

'

isfactory.'

\

In a breakdown of the 168 complaints filed. New York leads with
31,

while |>hiladelpliia Is second with

17 and Chicago third with 12. There
has not been a single case in Seattle,

while only one has been brought by
any exhibitor in the Oklahoma City,
Omaha and Salt Lake City territories.
Considtting there. are over
18,000 theatres in operation in the
country, this represents a very small
number of cases. Only 22 decisions
have been appealed either by exhihs
«r distrlliutMs.
In an effort to be of service to the
industry tite AAA is making all ot

than during the prior month, while
the take from the 10% boxoftice tap
soared $1,015,458, the second largest
climb since the tariff was stiffened
Admission; take
last October.
in $11,803,921, compared
with $6,055,991 in the same nionth
of 1941. The May figure Is the fattest

brou^t

on record, topping the previous peak
(December) by almost $400J)00.
During the first five months of this
year. Government has relieved ticket
buyers of $54,300,876 compared with
,

only $32,776,901 In the same period
of 1941.

Other increased yields were credphonograph record and
ited '•to
thk first jrear's awards available for musical Instrument sales. Impost on
consultation by intecested parties in platters produced $229,413, a rise of
each ol the 31 tribunals. Copies of $86,472 over April, and the levy on
appeal decisions are also being pro. band instruments brou^t $338,033,
vided. According to the AAA, there
up $9,511.
have been m^y requests to if for
Sharp drop In radio and phonodecisions reached.
graph sales wa^. evidenced. Receipts
from this source were $1,941,756, a
decline of $171,509 below April and

the

co-operative

Starr

McLeod, for -many years ownermanager of the Star has sold out
to a quartet, Archie Masoa. owner of
the Capitol at SpringhlU. Art Fielding, owner of the Capitols at Digby
•nd %idgewater. Frank Sobey, owner of the Jubilee, at Stellarton. and
Malcolm W^er, owner ot the Gaiety

AUTRY
SLATED AT REPUMJC
Hollywood, June

23.

Gene Autry special, 'The Bells of
Capistrano,' is slated as the final film
1941-42 production schedule
at Republic. " Cowboy is currently
winding up 'Call of the Caajaa.'
Meanwhile the studio has completed Hi Neighbor,' first production on
the 1942-43 program, and is shooting
at Halifax, all in Nova Scotia'. All four more. Ice C^apades Revue.' The
four are leaders In the co-operative Old Homestead,' 'Sombrero Kid' and
Kjng ot the Royal Mounted Strikes
film renting' equipment sales and
Again.'
renting,' and accessory renting service established in St. John late last
year.

The Star

seats 575.
There is
also the Casino, seating 335, at Whitney Pier, and owned by M. Khattar.

Tte Pier

going at top speed,
industrially, because of a big boom
in the steel industry, and business,
at both houses has been good. Mason
is organizer and first president of
the

is

co-operative

and

missions.

Some

public.

ot the isolationist bloc in the

Industry, on the other hand, has
on the news- good friends in high places and the
friendship of the New peal. Majorthe second class mailing privilege, a ity leader Berkeley ot the Senate
and Senator Coimolly are among
4c postal rate, and an Increase in
those mentioned as likely to fight the
Uncle Sam's take at the theatre box- plan to hobble the amusement in-

upper chamber,

bitter

papers, will fight tor the abolition of

dustry with more restrictive taxee.

oflTice.

whatthe

a

.

^e

.

306 and Empire
DiscossiBf

AND

FEED, FKTE

GffT

MEIHO^S BILL FADDHAN

Fielding

is

nunager. with base at St John.
There are now reported about 17
houses lined up in the 'co-op,' the
objective of which is to reduce costs
ot film equipment, accessory rentals
and equipment buying, for independent exhibitors lined up with the
group. Efforts are being made to
widen the list ot those holding membership, and this involves personal
solicitation at the Indie theatres in

tte provinces of New Brunswick.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island, eastern Quebec and Newfoundland.. .... v., ..........

on the

William J. Fadiman leavj^ New
York, for the- Coast today CWednesday) to taie up his new duties a»
assistant td Kenneth MacKenina,. chief
of the Story and writers department
at MetrO'. Fadiman was feted Monday (22) by other story editors, various literary agents and others whe

worked with him during

bis tenure
as Metro's eastern story editor! They
presented him with two .traveling

'Metro v.p, J. Robert Rubin, in ada eulogy of Fadiat-the farewell luncheon,' took

dition to offering

man

the' occasion to Introduce bis' successor,. Olin Clark, former associate

editor of Liberty.

.

DoogUMy' Goes melodic
Hollywood, June

23.

'Johnn^
Doughboy,'
originally
slated as the title for the. next Jane
'Withers starrer at RepiihUc, 'hai
l>een switched to a musical for Ruth
-

Terry.

now

Withers play,

being Jcrlpted

by Frederick Kohner, wiU be given
another title. John H. Auer is producing and directing both films.
:

Unioii

Merger

Wilk Aid of SLRB

tm

\

group.

''

ar^

HNAL

to

Washmgton, June 23.
wood on general principles. They
When the new tax bill is completed will be fortified with statistics show*
Ing 4hat mediocrity Is recompensed
by the Ways and Means committee ot
in Hollywood with fabulous salaries;
the House, and sent to the'Senatefor that profits are in many cases fan-,
consideration, an attempt will be tastic, and that the boxofflce could
readUy
absorb increased taxes withmade to hoist the tax on theatre adout passing them on to the paying

Publishers, yell fortified, will fight
Postoffice Dept. regards as
subsidy to periodicals and the
press. Government contends it subsidizes one national magazine issued
weekly to the extent ot $85,000 per
year in below cost mailing ratesl'
Grlflis Press is well .prepared, to fight the
corporation, tund^
with
stated. It made me exceptionally plan to end second-class mailing
proud that ha was my friend. Had privileges, and the fact that 1942 is
it not been for him, there would be an election year is credited with being a strong enough argument, to
no Paramount-stockholders today.'
testifying block the 4c postage stamp' idea.
Following witnesses,
Theatres will have to fight, but
similarly, were John Edward Otterthey enter the
"better prepared
son, George J. Schaefer, Barney.
to h'old existing levels than ever beBalaban and Edwin L. Weisl, Fred
fore.
Wendell Willkie demonstrate
Mohrhardt, Niel Agnew, John W.
ed last fall that when the motion
Hicks, Jr., Norin'an Collyer, Walter
picture industry really buckles on
Cokc^ and Frank Meyer. Claim- its armor it can put
on a battle that
ing ignorance of keou^'s dealings- impresses Congress.
.Since then the
with Browne and^ Bioff until their industry's public relations set-up. has
published Indictment^ each ot them been .bolstered and individual prostressed an indorsement of Keough ducing companies have disregarded
io bis actions.
:Bays office leadership to set up their
Par execs; Mohrhardt, comptrol- own' legi$laiive personnel,
arler, and Agnew,. in charge ot distri- guments are ready to -prove that any
bution, offered statistical .figures in increa^ in the admi^ion taxes
their testimonies Monday (22) with would be confiscatory, would' drive
a view to impressing the insignifi- patrons in the lower wage brackets
cant amount paid to Bioff and and children out of the theatres,
Browne compared to the disastrous would defeat the very purpose of
consequences ot fatmg the tlireat- the new tax bill, i.e., raising"addlened strike. Mohrhardt quoted the tional Tevenue.
There is a strong anti-film bloc In
azmual ch^ges ot Paramount theatres as $17,000,000 and estimated the the Sfenate^ It comprises those who
mated the theatre' annual payroll contended' that Hollywood worked
Agnew claimed hand in hand with the New Deal in
as
$15,()00,000,
Paramount had deah with 12,000 ac- circulating interventionist propaganda via the screen, some of the
cotmts with a weddy income oC
original advocates of. Neeley biU,
He said the disMbution .and'
$600,000.
a group that is against .Hollydept payroll was $2,280,000.

For years looking like a conquest
the lowest take this year. Slot ma- in dreams only, it now appears that
Starr Mcleod's Star
chines yielded $165,919, off $41,807, the scrap between Local 306, Moving
and bowling alleys and pool tables Picture Machine Operators of New
Theatre Jons
Co-op $27,312, down $4,409.
York, affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor, and the EmSt John, N.
June 23.
pire State Operators, chartered by
1941-42
The Star by name and owner at
New York State, to end the reign of
Whitney Pier, N. &, has been added

—

But Not Considered Too Seriously

.

Out of the 168 demands brought
for arbitration,. 120 cases were disposed of during the first year, 78
through awards and 49 by Mttlement Awards rendered In favor of
the exhib number 37, whUe in 41
cases the claims were disallowed.
cites these figures to 'inThe
dicate dcHly that substantial benefits .have been obtained by successful exhibitors who have sought arbiWashington, June 23.
tration tmder the decree, and adds
Steadily dimliing admlsai(His tax
that ICr. Wright (Robert .L. Wright, receipts carried the Government's
assistant attorney general in charge
take from amusements to within a.
«f the motion picture junlt) stated few bucks ot the January peak. Hie
the American .Arbitration Assn. has May collections by the ' Treasury
•et Up and administered the system amounted to $14,506,354. three of
in a manner which the Departmoit the six Imposts jwoduced more
(D. of J.) regards as eminently sat- money tor the Government in May
.

Also 2d Gass Mail and 4c Postage,

the latter,

may

REGAN

As George M. Cohjua

RUS8 MORGAN
Air.

Warner B^oa, Buccmi

Alao in Person

and Hia Ore •

STRAND

DENNIS DAY

HOLLWOOD THEATRE

CaadMbMd

B'way

Board, with a meeting scheduled tor
today (24) to go farther into the
matter in the hopes of attaining an
amicable agreement and ending the

Ml sa

* 47th pt

I

B'mr,

two

Mmnmn

Geo.

JshB

—

T«lM

Dllly.

2M-*M

7-SM*

airt. 01.

MUSIC
HALL
HELD OTEB

HOXTCOUSBX C^ABA BVTXON

gentlemen

**iieN

in

ITaikM Doodle Dandy

In Parson

reach a settlement

under the supervision of Father
Boland ot the State Labor Relations

from west point^
Anotbcr

SOth

SAW

Plan • Biff
Stiiffc

Ontair-Fos Trjompb

« W. *

Show

Mmivjer

Hlrs.

^'l*

I

*mhtl*.

Spactaeular Stave Production*

projectionist or-

ganizations.

For a long time, during the presHerman Gelber administration
in Local 306 and over a period of
years when his predecessor, Joe
Safle
Biog
Basson,
was in office, many efforts
in
La
Gabin
were made to effect a merger between 306 and Empire, withdut
Hollywochd, June 23.
From
time to time, the
avail.
Jean Gabin becomes an explorer
each
unions have cross-picketed
of colonial America in his next 20th.
Fox starrer, depicting the adventines other.
Approximately 75 theatres in the
ot Pierre T-w-Sai'p in the wilderness
Greater N. Y. area employ Empire
diat is now the Mississippi 'Valley.
Film, still untitled, will be pro- men, the backbone of its strength
duced by William Perlberg, with being the Century circuit. 'While
Cieorge Seaton developing the stoiy. EImp numbers only around 230 members, its. importance lies in the fact
that the men are in the booths ot
Plenty of Pounding
the Century chain and scattered
other houses which are paying less
23.
Hollywood, June
1
to Empire men than they would to
Columbia,
Bill EUiott, buckaroo at
Ijatter union has 2.200 mem306.
leading
ride
as
goes in for a 'long
ranger in the serial, "Valley of Van- bers, many ot them unemployed.
In the negotiations just begun befour
the
Men,'
second
of
ishing
cdbyonhangers On the Larry Dar- fore Father Bolahd, 306 is repremour program, recently taken over sented by Gelber, president, and
Nathan Frankel, the union's attorby the Ralph Cohn unit
Riding starts July 1, with Spencer ney, while Empire is represented by
Goodwin, counsel tor Emp. •
ent

•

Bro*.. Hit'

"JUKE GIRL"

Negotiations between 306 and 'Empire have been quietly inaugurated

rivalry 'of the
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Reber Reports Observers

Watch Thurman Arnold Discussions

h

Crosby-Like

A.P. Denial of Chicago Sun; See

On

War

Muster 500 Hogans

Various broadcasters are watching
with much Interest the discussions
row going on between the directorate of the Associated Press and

Chicago, June

23.

WGN. premiered Its new program 'Chateau Hogan' Wednesday (17) with a Mutual network
feed attended by 500 local Hogans, Invited for the occasion.
New show will have a weekly
for
airng over MBS and

Arnold, assistant U. S. atgeneral In charge of -the
anti-trust division of the Department of Justice, These broadcasters

Thurman
torney

ere wondering what future bearing
Arnold's legalistic moves in the AP
might have on network operations
•with regard to exclusive station-af-

WGN

summer
p.m.

season.

CWT

Time

la

9:30

Wednesdays.

filiate contracts.

the Depart-

that
of Justice is seeking to comto revise its membership
.pel the
80 that' any newspaper financially
performing
a contract
capable of
service.
would be entitled to the
Concord on that thesis would elimifrangranting
of
policy
nate the.
basis
the
on
membership
or
chises
It is

understood

ment

GENERAL MILLS

AP

as such but, rather, astutely worked
into the continuity. Announcements
remain as such, normally resented
and leaving audiences unsold, unless
they are presented in such a manner
that listeners are Jcept reminded of

the war effort without having it
forced upon them with a push rather
than the potency of careful story
the policy of the
It's
weaving.
agency to handle all- messages in
that way, stated Reber.

DEEPER INTO

AP

of a vote J)y the membership. The
incident which aggravated the De-

partment of

RADIO

Justice's Interest In this

feature of the AP's mode of operation occurred at the last convention
of the news association". With Arch
Ward, sports editor of the Chicago
Tribune, leading the opposition, the
AP members voted down the bid of
the Chicago Sun (Marshall Field)
lor the AP's afternoon service.
The speoulation within broad-

General Mills Is expected to
cide momentarily about the purchase
of a new daytime program to go
into Its morning block of shows on

CBS.

AP

and

Blackett-Sampleagency.
the
Chicago,

Hummert,
However,

of 'Variety's'
shotoTJuinship

if

some

the series it may
Reeves agency.

other' brand gets
go to the Knox

Addition of a fourth show will
give the milling account a full hour
in the morning and, with Colgate-

dropping
'Step'Palmolive-Peet
mother* (at 10:30-10:45 a.m.) and
"Woman of Courage' (at 10:45-11
a.m.), will probably Involve a minor
munity who want the programs and realignment in the CBS morning
can lulflU the necessary require- schedule.
is expected to give up
ments, as provided for in the radio its present 9:45-10 a.m. spot now
law and FCC regulations.
occupied on different days by 'Harvey and Dell' and "Thus We Live.'
.

GM

By

Scribes are Sam Perrin, Jack
Douglas, Bill Danch, George Balzer
and Al I^win. Also on the program
are Jimmy Cash and Felix Mills'

taking over the vacated 10:30it
10:45. and 10:45-11 a.m. .spots,
would thus have a solid hour block
10-11 a.m. Shows fllling that period
would probably be the present
ing trio, 'Valiant Lady,' 'Storids
America Loves' and the 'Harvey and
Dell' and "Thus We Live' combination, plus the new one.
However,
the account might elect to interchange some of the above, programs
with ones from Its afternoon hour
block of four on NBC-Red. Latter
are 'Light of the World,' the forth
coming 'Lonely Women,' 'Guiding;
Light' and' 'Hymns of All Churches.'
For more than a year General

orchestra.

Mills has been

GAGMQ( BACKING

TOMMY

RIGGS'

SHOW

Hollywood, June 23.
Five -writers are assigned to turn
out gags for Tommy Rlggs and his
Imaginary partner, Betty Lou, who
wHl replace the Bums & Alien pro-,
^am for the summer, starting July

WRITERS

IN

war mesEd.)

.

mom

working to expand
its daytime schedule to two full
hours, one on CBS and the other on
NBC, Cancellation of .the two' morning shows by C-P-P- gives.
its
Tall- hoped-for
chance for a fiill-hour on
CBS and purchase of the new serial
will thus complete the plan.

EDNA MAE OLIVER GETS
SPOT AS BENNY LOLLS
Hollywood, June

GM

23.

signed
were' finally
Contracts
Friday for the new radio comedy
drama, "Private Life of Josephine
Tuttle,' in which Edna Mae Oliver
stars for Rinso, Lever Bros, product
Show moves- into the Jack Benny'
spot, starting July 5 for 13 weeks,
and originates from here for the East

at 4:00 p.m. on Sundays. Coast repeat is heard at 8:30 p.m.
Having waited in Hollywood for
concliision of the deal, Pete Barnum,
supervisor of radio production for
-

& Ryan,

left Saturday (2D)
Miss Oliver, Lillian
and Leith Stevens who
will direct the music:' Martin Gosch
and Howard Harris are writing, the
script (nd Murray Bolen will, pro-

Ruthrauff
after

signing

Randolph,

duce.

The Benny spot Is currently occupied by 'Victory Parade* but latter
will be moved t» the 'Gjreat" Gildersleeve' groove, a half hour eairlier,
with the summer layoff of the latter.
•

Camel'

Is

Cleveland, June 23.Importing Bob Hawk to

m.c. the iCaravan'
be staged at the

show which wiU
Arena Saturday

the co-operation of the
The prolocal American Legion.
ceeds will be used to buy smokes
for all Cuyahoga County's men in
the service, both in the U. S. and
PEPSI-COLA
LATIN
overseas, for six months. Also for
V. S. One-Mlanto BeoordJngs for Cleveland inductees and USO sta
tions in this territory.
Central, Sonihem Markets
Herb Miller's orchestra will furPepsl-Cola is- extending its radio nish the music. The. unit for the
campaign of one-minute musical occasion will consist of DoUy JXeaz
blurbs to the Central and South man, dancer, Kay Carlisle, Golden
American markets.
West Cowboys, San Antonio llose,
The recordings are being made in Camelette Trio, Fiddling Red, Peethe United States.
Wee Kii)g and Minnie Pearl.
(27) .with

~

P^ter iyon, Robert Richards and
Robert TaUman, all three free-lance
writers, have formed their own
package production firm, Playwright
Producers, and are dickering, with a
prospective client for a weekly halfhour dramatic series. The show,

Tor Us

the Living,' is a semistanza suitable for guest
star, appearances.
Lyon now scripts 'Board of Missing Heirs' for Sterling Products
(Ruthraufl Si Ryan),' while Richards
and TaUman do free-lance- assign^
ments for 'Cavalcade of America' for
Du Font (B.B.D.&0.). All three
formerly wiote for the original
"March of Time* series. They plan
to continue their present free-lance

tlUed

patriotic

writing assignments when and
they sell 'For Us the Living.'

They

will

if

the

produce-direct

GOES

Broadcasting Magazine Denounced

By

Fiction writers for radio

Office of

War

Information

eries themselves.

Washington, June

who

the melodrawant
matic undercover 'freedom stations' are learning that the Government cotmsels against such
to

utilize

glorification.

seems too many of the freer
dom stations are fakes set up
It

by the enemy

to increase conpossible.

fusion; if

$UOO,000

FORD

CONTRACT TO

BLUE
Ford Motor Co. has given the Blue
Network an order for seven quarter-hours a week starting' in July,
but the exact date won't be set
until the account has untangled it-

from a commentator

The report around- is that

situation.
it

gave

its

original choice a contract and later

23.

Danger that broadcasting stations
in areas dependent upon hydroelectric energy may be forced to
curtail operations this summer and
.

seemed more imminent last
week when the War Production

fall

Board told the National Association
of Broadcasters that 'non-essential'radio operations cannot be given
special consideration If power rationing becomes necessary-. Federal
authorities fear the low--water season will compel sharp restrictions
on many consumer's, especially in
the Southeast, upper New York
State, and parts of the Far West.

Emphasizing that no curtailment
has been ordered yet, J. A. Krug,
chief of the W.P.B.^ Power Branch,
said It is not contemplated that
power deliveries will be eliminated
entirely to any users but in case of
shortages only the most essential
consumers will get preference. He
asked station owners to cooperate in
se.elng that plants turning out war
supplies get all the juice needed..
The reply to the NA.B, protest
raised the spectre of an. entirely
new type of government checking
on the broadcasting Industry. Never
before has any Federal authority
uhd^taken to specify' what programs or stations are 'essential' or
even hint that anything short of a
.

.

—

changed its mind. On a 62-week military emergency
either
an
the contract, for time alone enemy attack or imdenlable Army
would amount to $1,200,000. The or lisivy need for a frequency or a
period is 8-8:15 p.m., dnd Maxon, plant
would result In telling an
the agency.
Two reported candi- op'erator to shorten his schedule or
dates for 'the commentator spot are go off the air because he Is 'unnec-Earl Godwin and Morgan Beatty. essary.' While the'
undoubtBidding for th$ business has been edly will consult with the FCC and
bitter' among the four national net- the D.C.B., the eix>ergency agency
works, with the Blue doing a In actuality would exercise unpreCBS
heard
that
cedented
censorship
powers.
a
bun»up when it
sales exec had wired Detroit urging
Radio's Part In War' Effort
To the extent that radio broadthe account not to buy elsewhere
even if It couldn't get the time it casting forms an Integral part of the
wanted on CBS, but to wait until war effort or essential civilian acsuch time became available on Co- tivities, ''our regional curtailment
lumbia.
schedules will permit continued deliveries of power to jadio stations,'
Krug told the trade body. 'Where,
however, the broadcasting Is of a
non-essential nature, there seems no
less reason to curtail such broadcasting tiian to curtail the aotivities
of other Information and advertising
media.
Hollywood, June 23.
''fflien curtailment appears necesCamel clgarets burns out its Al
sary
In any 'particular area, we
Pearce series ^with the broadcast of
would expect to consult with the
July' 2, leaving Pearce with two
War
Production Boturd Communicamore programs before being retions
Branch and other agencies
I
placed by Bob Hawk's '*How
Deal for Pearce to emcee concerned with radio as well as with
Doin?'any
the tobacco firm's hour -variety show the stations themselves as to.
special
problems -which should be
from New York also went by the
^ken into account with regard to
board.
broadcasting
section.
the
affected
la
Peiarce's
understood
that
It's
'Complete public cooperation Is
agents are talking a fall deal -with a
Meanwhile, Marvin necessary to assure the success of
food account.
the'Fisher and Stanley Davis have been any- curtailment program and
greatassigned to write an act for the radio Indu'stiT' can be of the
Pearce radio gang for a summer est^ uAfulness in gaining popular
support for power conservation protheatre tour.
grams In shortage areas. We trust
that.we will be able to count on the
WRITERS, DIRECTORS
assistance of broadcasters in helping
to make the maximum supply of
They See Pretty Mach Eye-to-Eye powei^ available for the use of war
basis

—

WPB

PEARCE-CAMELS PART;

AGENT QUERIES FOOD

-

Am

.

Bob Hawk to M.C. Camel
Event in Cleveland Arena

Form of &ns(Hrslup

Fake Radio Heroics

self

PARTNERSHIP

Peter Lyon, Bob Btohards, Bob
man Merte Talents

survey of

sage-carrying commeTcinls

wlU probably, be

Product

Cheerloats

Frightening

(The Blng Crosby program was
one of 15 oduertistng-supported pro-

grams atoarded Scrolls of Honor last
week by 'Variety' at the conclusion
despedat'toortime 'radio

casters ranks is whethef Arnold will,
after he has disposed of the
situation, attempt to extend a like
•theory to network and local station
relations. Whether he will advance
the contention that the networks,
functioning a£ public utilities, must
abrogate their exclusive relations
with a particular station In a community and make their services
available to others in the same com-

FIVE

23.

Washington observefs favor Bing
Crosby's Kraft Music Hall program
as an ideal example of what radio
can do in aiding the war effort, according to John. U. Reber, v-p In
charge of radio for the J. Walter
Thompson agency, who is visiting
Hollywood this week on general
gander of JWT's local radio setup.
In the opirtion of Washington officials, said Reber, the Crosby program ranks first in an over-all appraisal of all media fostering the
Government's vital war messages.
He opined that messages hold
more weight when not slugged out

AP

Seen by broadcasters as Most

Points

Hollywood, June

Pos^ble Influence on Radio Also

Curtailment (rf Electricity to Stations

Wasliington Favor

'

,

MEET

On Mntnal Problems and War

Officials of the Radio Directors
Guild and the Radio Writers Guild
have. reached a broad agreement of
cooperation.
Leader^ of the two
groups met last week and discussed
mutual problems and aims. Although
no specific working pact was set, Ijie

discussion Was entirely in accord on
general matters. Another session is
tentatively slated for Friday (26).
Besides the organizational topics
discussed, the director and writer
officials also talked about plans for
collaboration
on ' war programs.
Further confabs will be held on this
matter, also..

producers.'
Krug specifically suggested the
possibility statioi^ in shortage areas

may be

required to operate fewer
hours. Total consumption may. have
be reduced by fixed percentages,

to

-

'which could ordinarily be' achieved
by decreasing the hours of radio station operation,'

ASTAIRE,

he noted.

HAYWORTH,

JEPSON FOR COCA-COLA
Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth
on the Coca-Cola show
when the Jerome Kern
13,

will guest

July

Martin Block Gets Busier
Martin Block takes over the m.c.
Job on the Lucky Strike Hit Parade
July 11.
Record-spiAner is currently doing the commercials only
on the Saturday evening program,
as well as handling them on Kay
Kyser's Wednesday broadcast for
'

Luckies.
Block, who does the Make-Believe-Ballroom record program on
WNEW, N. v., also does the commercials on the 'Pepper Young'
broadcast for Procter
Gamble, on

&

NBC

daily,

and wHl do them

the same show

when

It

.dally repeat. pcilonnance
^iine 20.

for

begins a

on

CBS

Washington, June 23.
Broadcasting' magazine has been

denounced by th$ brand-new Office
of War Information, Elmer Davis,
director, for use of a secret Government documeht. Official statement
from the War Information Office as
released June 22 reads as follows:

PBESS BELEASE
In today's (June 22) issue of
the radio trade magazine 'Broadcasting' appears an article in
tohich ore reproduced portions
of the report of a survey made
by the Intelligence Bureau of the
Office of Facts and Figures, now
part of the Office of War Information. This report, which deals
with 'Ameriian Attitudes
Toword Wor Niwt,' i» a secret

document of the United States
Government and is plainly so
designated,

It is clear that the
document could have been obtained only in an improper, and
possibly illegal, manner. Publication of excerpts from the document was without authorization
from the Office of Facts and
Figures or the Office of War Information, which alone could
give authsrizatton. The fact that
the document was quoted only in
port, ond the further fact that
extracts were selected with the
apparent purpose of serving the
magazine's ielf-interest result in
giving an Incomplete and misleading picture of the contents of
the report.

Man

B.B.D.&0.

Inducted

Klrkland Alexander, of the
B.B.D.&O. production staff, was inducted Into the Army last week. He
was the

contact on "Bright Horizon,'
serial which the agency

Lever Bros,

&

score .for their forthcoming Columbia picture will be performed pubSelections
licly for the first time.
fro
the
ern score wlU be sung
iiy'TCenny" Baker, also guesting on
the prograffi.
Helen Jepson wiU guest on the

m

K

shares with 'young
Rublcam. His series next Sunday (28). Frank
*
wife is a model.
Parker will get the call the follow(Not to be Confused with Alex- ing week, July 5, featuring 'Song of
ander klrkland, radio actor and legit the Free,' new selection with score
actor-producer.)
by Kurt WeUl and lyrics by Archibald MacLeish.
Lowman May Join Up
George Zachary dWects the proLawrence Lowman, CBS v.p., was gram and George Faiilkner writes
in Washington at press time yester- the continuity. D'Arcy is the agency.
day
(Tuesday)
conferring
with
authorities.
Eddie Anderson (Jack Benny's
He may wind up as an officer in 'Rochester*) will guest on Eddie
the army.
Cantor's 6h0w over NBC June-24.
-

-

.
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Radio

Directiiig Is Sideline?

Radio directors are the drudges ot the Industry. Take it froft Ed
St Thomas director on the Kay Kyser program lor
Strike. "Says Cashnian,. he's become hardened to being -stooge
and errand boy for Kyser and the show. But last week he also found
himself working a^ laundry man, and porter. Re thinks that's the

Cashman, Lord

Lucky

limit.
In. addition to Its

regular NBC broadcasts for the cigaret account,
the Kyser band has recently been playing' one-nlghters at Army and
Navy training centers. One night last wetk a thoroughly weary
Cashman tottered into his room at the Lexington hotel, N. Y, only to
find it plied almost to the ceiling with 23 bundles of laundry.
Not quite too tired to be angry, Cashman climbed over the packages to the phone and protested to the hotel management. He was
informed that' the laimdry was for the members of the band, had been
delivered to. bis room on Kyser's instructions. 'You are to take it
with you tomorrow when you go to Quantico, 'Va., to meet the band
at the Marine base there,' said the desk clerk. VHien Cashman inquired how he could possibly handle such a load the clerk replied,
'Mr. Kyser didn't leave, any instructions about that,'

Raymond Paiges

'Acrobats Music

No Amount

26% for $1,190,000 Month

With O'Keefe and Headlines
standard B.ands Will use standard acts for its new Walter O'KeefeRaymond Paige radio vaudeville
show. The vaudeville note will be
stressed thro ughout, partly as a
formula for the presentation of
Sunday
each
changing ' turns
of
in
the hope
partly
nifht,
hitching to the current publicity of
.

-

Hooper's First 15
(Jime 16)

general increase of 7% in billings
over the like month of 1941. Mutual
showed the biggest margin, namely,
49%. The Blue Network was next
with a plus 26%, NBC was up 7%,
while Columbia slid oS'3%.

1941,
is

torlc

Fibber McGee
Charlie McCarthy
•The Aldrich 'Family'
Lux Radio Theatre
Walter WincheU
Fanny Brice-Frank Morgan.

The four national 'networks came
through the month of May with a

30.5
28.9

25.0
24.1
23.4.

22.6
21.0

'Mr. District Attorney'. ..... 19.9

Kay Kyser

18.0
17.0
16.8
16.5
16.3
16.1
16.1

Bing Crosby

Rudy
Time

Vallee
to Smile'

Fred Allen

Take

months of

year with the parallel period of
the four webs' joint revenue
The accumulative gross

Fitch

Or Leave
Bandwagon
It

If.

up 11%.

for the foursome this year is $48,500,000.
For the initial JanuaryMay period of 1941 it was $43,600,000.
On the first five months of 1942 -Mu.tual is up, 91%; the Blue, 20%; NBC,

Clark Candy Soldier

Camp

Visits Resuming; This

^

Although the first broadcast will
include items out of Irving Berlin's
"This is The Army' (thereby showing vaudeville-like violation of set
patterns) «ucceeding programs expect to have headliners such as
Jimmy Durante, Rochester, Alec

Clyde
Templeton,
Hazel
Scott,
Hager, Radio Rogues. The second
broadcast is about set to include
Bert Lahr, Larry Adler, Andrews
Sisters

and Johnny Burke.

One novel aspect of the series' is
Raymond Paige, recently identified
orchestras, revealing his
professional versatility by going
back to a vaudevllle-slze and vaudeviUe-like orchestra of 18. Not generally known is that Paige, primarily
associated with Philharmonic
and deluxe combinations, was in his
student days a trench fiddler at the
old Golden Gate Theatre,. San Francisco, the Orpheum circuit's pop
house in that city. Paige will lend
a nostalgic, overtone to the varieties
aspect 'of the new
'lelschmann's
Yeast Irblic by revlvlnj the kind of
tunes magic acts and 'acrobats in
particulAr used 'to dote upon,
wltlr big

.

Jletal

Polish,

via

—3

K:.tharine Seymour, who, until a
'Light
the World' serial for General
been hired "back on the
show by Transamerican, the package producers,
Understood she's
getting virtually everything she demanded before and for which she
quit the assignment Besides an approximately 100% pay increase, she
aow has subsidiary rights and rebroadcast rights.
Her first scripts
will be heard July 13.

of

Under the new setup, Miss Seymour will report on script matters
directly to Max WUey, script editor
of

Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chiagency on the show. She
dealt with Don Becker,

cago, the

formerly

Barry

'

scribe actual workout of all units
of an ARP division should a sky attack take place.
Account of th^ test Included the
'explosion' of a delayed-action bomb
at a Worcester Intei^section, the arrival of a medical unit and settingup of an emergency first aid station
with the subsequent care of the
'wounded,' removal of 'casualties'
from buildings, 'extinguishing' of
fires and 'demolition' work by
crews.
Simulated raid was witnessed by
hundreds of passers-by and recorded
for rebroadcast at late hours. That's
when th6 jam started,'. Phone 'Inquiries-included requests for names
of injured, with <one man reporting
he lived in the 'bombed' area .and

-

,

'

'

YEOMAN AL HANSEN
TO Y&R

BERNIEWRIGLEY SHOW

REPEATS OYER WIND

Club,

Netherland

newspaper
Chicago; June 23.

Ben

CBS

Bernie's
via

new Wrlgtey show on

WBBM

KoUing, of

Plaza,

by

local

Joe
and radio folks.
'Variety,' will be toast-

master.

at 4:45 p.m. (Chi-

Monday through

cago time)
Friday has been signed for a night
repeat on Ralph Atlass' WIND.
dtiily

will air at 8K)5 (3WT over
with same talent line-up as

ANTHEM ON MEXICAN
STATIONS AT 10 AJl

afternoon series.

25.

A

Writer

Increase in Salary

Mills, has

Announcer

'

Katharine Seymour Back on 'Light of the World'

few months ago adapted the

by

'

Exceptional Terms For

100%

—

Arranged

'

,

June

at

last

Barents and staged by a crew of air
~
raid wardens and a mobile medical
unit, demonstration was held to de-

'

Spector agency, is taking a five-minute slice, of Arthur Godfrey starting
Fred Astaire, who stars with.-Bing
July 10. -At 7:40 a.m. dally.
Crosby in 'Holiday Inn,' will be a
On^WABC, N. Y., but from 'Wash- guest on the Kraft Music Hall, NBC,
,
ington.

here

WTAG

.

Program

Ray

occurred

episode

as a result of a Special events
broadcast by
describing -a
simulated air attack on city. As in
the 'Mars' case, station's switchboard
was flooded with calls from persona
who believed a raid was actually
in progress despite repeated warnings the program was fictitious.

,

WIND,
Noxon

Orson Welles' 'Invasion From

week

.

New

.

Godfrey Slice Sold

Mars'

8%, and CBS, 2%. "The magazine
Time on Mutual Network
field's revenue for the same period
Temporary Talent Scarcity is 8% off, while for May, '42, alone
Chicago, June 23.
the decrease in advertising income
ARP
'Service With a Smile,' the original
At San Qnentiil Oyercome for magazines figured 17%. The drop Arnfy-Navy "radio show which had
in national newspaper lineage as
a 26-week run on the Blue Network
compared to May, '41, was 10%.
Matricdations CemparaUve^ network .Bevenoe for for Clark Candy Bars, returns to the
By
air next week. Program will air this
Month of Hay
time over, a coast-to-coast Mutual
(EsUmates)
Hollywood, June 23.
network. Show to tee off June 29,
1942 •
1941
v% for an indefinite run.' Tentative
Don Lee network's 'San Quentin
Bine
+26
$1,190,000
$945,000
on the Air,' resumes July. 8 after a
plans call for the show to hit the was overwhelmed with calls from
CBS
3,800,000
.....
3,680,000
layoif of several weeks, due to' the
air at 8:30 p.m., CWT, from either anxious friends,
.
750,000
500,000 +49
'absence' of talent Ibiplratioh of Hntnal
Great Lakes or Norfolk Navy Yard.
3,570,000 3,350,000 + 7
inmates NBQ
partlcipathig
of
terms
Final
arrangements are being
caused the shut4}own. But, with tiie
made by Hal R. Makelim, who has
$0,190,000 $8,695,00P + 7
arrival of fresh performing inmates,
the, rights to the show, and Fred
the show will take the air again
Weber, Mutual •executive. Makelim
Wednesdays from 8:30 to 9:00 pan.
returned to Chicago with complete
ASSIGNED
The programs are 'made up of orplans for the program's' rettun as a
Radio Ed Paol Kennedy
chestra, vocalists and singing groups,
sustainer, but sponsorship of the
in addition to h^tervlews with deAl Hansen, who resigned as a
show 'is expected within a few
Qoits Cincy Post For
partment heads on the rehabilitation
radio copy writer at Young tc Rublweeks.
of prisoners, and various, social reTalent line-up for program is. be- cam last week to become a yeoman
forms practiced. Ted Stanich, nonRockefeUer Conunittee ing set In Chicago.
in the enlistment section of the
inmate, supervises as head of the
Navy, Is already back- in radio.
Rolph: Burr,
department
mtisic
Whatis more, he's assigned to Y&R
Cincinnati, June 23.
former m.c, and. now on the reguLINDLEY, CRAWFORD TO BBC as Navy Department contact on a
lar announcing staff of KFRC, in
Paul Kennedy, radio editor of the
series of recorded 'programs being
San Francisco, originating station, Post, Scripps-Howard 'sheet since Take. Over Alternate Satnrdays of made by the agency to- hypo sailor
will be replaced as show fronter.
Elmer 'Davis
1935, has resigned to start July 1
enlistments;
with the Office of Co-ordlnatbr of
Shows, to be available to all local
Inter-American Affairs (Rockefeller
Ernest K. Lindley and Kenneth stations, are to be directed by Harry
Committee).
Crawford are alternately doing the Ackerman and scripted by various
He will be tendered a farewell odd-Saturday., news comment pro- nanfle radio writers. First few will
dinner Thursday (25) in the Variety gram formerly done by Elmer Davis be recorded next week.'
•

vaudeville's comeback.

Worcester, Mass., June 23.
reasonable facsimile of the his«

A

'

Bob Hope

CBS TOPS NBC

this

Vaudeville

Getting Upset Over Fake Air Raid

Mutual Volume at $750,000
Around 49% Over Year
Before—Blue Spurt of

first five

of Explaimng Pirevents

Worcester Radio Audience From

ABOVE MAY. 1041

Comparing the

Backs Fkischmaim

$9,190,000

:

(I

19

and production supervisor of
Transamerican, who has been writing the series much of the time since
she dropped it 'Whether Miss Seymour gets air credit as scripter, a
matter between the sponsor and her,
Script

Mexico

City,

June

23.

for British Broadcasting Corp.' iSeries
is shortwaved to London and rebroadcast there by recording. Lindley is regularly heard in the U. S.

on WJZ-Blue. Crawford Is the head
of the Washington bureau of the
newspaper PM.

Doria FolUott Subs For
Idling Jane Crusinbeny

Chicago, June 23,
Doria 'Folliott, English .novelist,
Raymond Gram Swing continues will be the substitute scripter of
the alternate Saturdays of the series. 'The Story of Maiy Marlin' during
Pickups are handled by William the annual vacation of Jane CruslnNewton, of the BBC office in New berry, author-owner of the Procter
York.
It
Gamble serial on. NBC-Red.

Change is effective with the July 13
Seyes Ferrln, annotmcer at WTIC, broadcast. It will continue 10 Weeks.
Benton St Bowles is the agency
and Hartford, has resigned to become a
mikiman-producer
New
on the show, which originates in
at
WOR,
schools throughout the Republic and
New York.
playing .and singing this anthem at York.
the start and finish of performances
of every theatre and cinema In the
country will become obligatory if
the government approves the measure fathered by Antonio Villalobos,
Singing of the- Mexican National
at 10 a.m. daily at all radio

Hymn

stations

and in public'

offices

Post Card Survey of Commerciak

executive president of the Party of
the Mexican Revolution.
The government is expected to approve.

Listener*

Asked

to

Check From 'Completely Awful'

to 'Highly Enjoyable^

Swing Cbrifies

Roger William Riis and Associates,
just fair
a research outfit. Is conducting a
agreeable
post card survey among what it conhighly enjoyable.
'representative*
group
siders
to
be
a
The
next
question is: 'Can 'you
Editor, 'Variety':
Yorkers
ot
the
subject
name
of Newon
any advertisements over the
I wish you would publish my assurance that I had not been dissat- what they think of radio advertis- radio you particularly like?' and the
is unknown.
liewis,
of
the
firm,
last final one, 'Any that you particularly
Until September, at least, Miss isfied with the General Cigar Com- ing. R. C.
Seymour will also continue writing pany as sponsor. My only reason for week declined to disclose the name dislike?'
'Thus We Live,' three-weekly series changing from Mutual to NBC Is of the client which he said had rebankrolled by (jeneral Mills for that I hoped to gain a larger audi- tained his organization to get a 'genJack
If my sponsor had been in eral listeners' reaction.'
the Red Ciross. Because of the ence.
The first question on the card
Hollywood, June 23.
amount of research on both series, the financial position to buy more
Jack Lyman, night manager of
her sister, Adele Seymour, wlU' work time over NBC I should have been reads: 'Which of these phrases comes
with her on them. It's her first ra- happy to continue with him. Since closest to your opinion of modem NBC here, has been promoted to
berth,
dio scripting assignment. .B. B. D. he is hot, I thought it advisable to radio, commercials?' (please \mder- producer's
replacing Max
Hutto, recently called -into the Army.
& O. is the agency on Thus We decline the generous contract he of- line one):
completely awful
George 'Volger Will assume I^rUght of fered me.
Live,' which is on CBS.
mildly irrltaUng
.Rai/mond Gram Sroing.
man's post
the World' is on NBC,
Washington, D. C.

Lyman Moves Up

.•»

Wedaesday, Joae 24, 1942
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BILLY OASON^EX-YAIM

Re^

listed

By Networb; Deferment Heas

Billy Glason has been signed as
gag-writer for the "Cay Ntoeties,'
sponsored by United States Tobacco

on

likely to

Become a

WABC.

Glason, former stage headhner,
has been sticking to radio work of
recent years, condbcting his own

Practice

programs besides

NBC

Columbia and

ei^t

Washington, June

With

.CSB department ^e&ds

lobs.

scripting.

Washington Joke

have taken

cteps to curb the further depletion
of staS men whom the networks
deem to be essential on their pres-

the

somewhat

state of the telephone

23.

FCC

chaotic

under

Washington

Facts Si
chuckles
various
ments.

tion can make' applications for exemption to the draft authorities.

Figures

Schedules being maintained by Morgan Beatty, of the Blue network,
WQXR, N6w 'York, art regarded as unprecedented
Other commentattprs have carried on equally inbroadcasters.
tense activities over limited periods when important news was breaking,
but few. If any, have ever attempted it regularly.
Beatty airs 19-mlnute programs at 8 sjn. and 10:30 pjn. five days a
week from Wadiington. Miss Sergio has quarter-hour spots at 10 a.m.
and 0 p.m., also five days a we^:. Both prepare and write their own
scripts. Beatty's schedule forces him to catch bis sleep in two short takes
during the 24-hour span. He naps at the studio from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m.
and gets his other shut-eye at his Silver Springs (Md.) home from about
9 am. to noon. He uses his afternoons to check news and gather background material.
Hiss Sergio sleeps from about 11 pjn. to 6 ajn. at her home In suburban
Larchmont. N. T. She. answers maH, makes phone calls and has appoint-^

an^ Lis* Sergio, of

among

ments imtH about noon, and spends her afterhoons writing both her evening and next morning's scripts. She is continuing that schedule through
July, but takes her regular vacation in 'August She and the station will
decide then about the se^ for September and afterward.. .No .one has
yet been selected: to substitute on either of her dally shows during August.

DUTIFDIFLY

causing
in the
depart-

is

among people
Government

ASSERTS

He answers his phone with,
the question, 'Guess, "'ho this is?'

While Columbia's protective move
applies to no specific division or department, NBC is directing itself at
obtaining exemption for key men on
a nson,
ha engineering staff. O. B.
chief engineer, has been Informed by
Frank Mullen, the network's general
manager, that in view of the large
number of enlistments and draftings
from the NBC personnel essential
members of the ted)nical setup are
ciktitled to deferment and that the
numbers of such mien come up the
network woidd consult with the

MEMBERS

system in

war strain
reviving gags about wrong numbers a wag in the Office of

have received memos asking them to
report any cases of men called up
for service whose work Is essential
to the network and whose places
cannot be fliled so that the organiza-

h»de Stnff-Ralo

GAGSUPmNDiETIES'

'

is slated to continue his, present schedule indefinitely, although
realized he cannot maintain it very long.

Beatty
it's

Washington, June

Norman Corwin
23.

write-direct

it

expects word momentarily to Clipper to London to
weekly half-hour programs about wartime Eng-

series of

Regularity of attendance of FCC land, to be shortwaved to CBS for rebroadcast In the U. S. There's stlU
members at meetings and hearings
no definite decision on what actor will follow in a few weeks to be narand their famih'arity with details of rator for the broadcasts, but it will probably be Pvt Burigess Meredith,
Radio Anmuiicers; matters on which they pass Judgment of the Army Air Corps, who's slatM for a commission sufon.
^was a matter of considerable con'WTdle Corwin is in England, eight of his scripts formerly broadcast by
All Not to Be Ucensed cern to. the Ho^se Interstate Com- CBS will be produced by BBC for English listeners. AO eight rights
merce Committee last week.
to which were bought by 'BBC last week, are Included In his recent volRecalling the network rules were dme, TThirteen by Corwin.' It will be the first time any of his scripts
Mexico City, June 23.
voted by one member who never at- have been produced in England, although recordings of his CBS proExamination to determine fitness tended a hearing and by another grams and a This Is War* show have been rebroadcast there. Canadian,
for thel^ jobs of all radio announcers who held oSice only a few days, dtir- Australian and South African stations have produced his scripts, how-

H

necessary draft boaidiL

J50

in

Mexico Style

Seh^

—

ing the lengthy investigation, law- ever,
makers questioned the significance of
A stapled bundle of the scripts for 'Journeys Behind the News' has apfigures by Otairman James L. Fly peared. These are the historic broadcasts by Ben Cherrington and others
showing the regulators' attendance through the Sotial Science Foundation of the University of Denver, which,
record averaged 83.7%.
in turn, bcpadcasts through the RodQt Mountain Bndio Council, only coThe. Chairman presented a tabula- operative enterprise of its kind and recipient ORie Council) last year of a
had at first been supposed. The figures total 1,790 for the entire country tion showing Commissioner T.A.M. 'Variety' showmanship plaque. The Cherrington scripts are accompanied
and S43 in the Federal District (Mex Graven had the- best recrard. being by the questions, charts, bibliographies, etc., which were prepared for
prcsatt at 9(M% of all huddles be- each.
Ico Ci^) alone.
Lota of interesting background material for stations, especially
Results of the exams have not yet tween Sept 6^ 1039. and June 0. 1942. news programs, is linbedded therein. .Some 600 ci^iics of each script were
beoi announced. But it is expected laowest average was Commissioner mailed regularly .to high sdiool teachers in the mne.'
thai only a- certain percentage of the Norman S. Case (71J), but Fly
Island
ahnounctrs will receive perm^ent pointed out the former Rhode
Jimmy Durante's failure to show on last Thursday night's (18) Maxwell
governor had been forced to miss House CoSee broadcast because of the serious illness of
licenses.
his sister in New
many sessions by a prolcmged illness. York made it the second unfulfilled booking for blm oh. this program durIdea, that Commissioners pop into ing
the current season. The last time that he was penciled into the show
hearings, so they win be marked
Warner Bros, declined to excuse him from the set where he was working
'present,' and then leave is unjustioh a settle of The Man' 'Who Came, to Dinner.' Jjtst Thursday's was to
The reason be Ftanlr Morgan's night
fi^,' Fly mainfhined.
fitt, but' he took care of the spot that was to- be
some men^rs are shown to have Durante's.
attended only a small number of
meetings
and
hearings is the short
Havana. June 23.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency has resumed its seardi for daytime
time they have been members, not
half-hour periods on local stations, but It hasnt duae any buying so far
Newscasters of Cut» are on notice
shirking duty. He noted Commisbecause the periods ''biade available 'to it harre stBtabiing programs preunder new *pTecautionary measures'
sioner^ C. J. Durr, appointed within
ceding and following. The schedules, if. and when set, will be for five
governing comnterdal broadcaisting:
the pa'st year, has been on hand for

Mexico that the Ministry of Com^
mnnleations and Public Works began
in May has revealed that there axe
more announcers in the Republic than

•

in.

VICK KNIGHT
JOINS Blow

.

.

IN LA.
Vlck Knight hai Joined tiia MUton
Biow agency aa execntlv* producer
•f radio shoves. HIi authority wQl
«xt^d over the agency's three

PhlUp

Morris

shows, .£vershaip's

CUBA WARNS NEWS
MEN BE CAUnOUS

It Or I<eaye If program and
the spot annoimcements for Tootsie
Rolls and Bulova. Bulova has also
Use of such terms, as 'flash.' "imbrought Into his' radio department
portant/ 'last minute* and other exEddie- Fola, who formerly worked pressions denoting hot news have
Knight and Pola are been banned t>y the Cuban Governfor NBC.
alated. to operate out of tiie ilgency's ment Licensees also are required to
which ~Blo[W pn>' file with the communications control

Take

,

Hollywood ofl[ice
posed to («ea shortly.
to transfer

-ttie

It is his

origination

plan

.

^imance'

series,

coMttiiBSian

pei^liShal

infOthUttltin

m:

—including

concerning staff members

of the finger prints

Morris show^ ta tfae Coast
Knight qjiit as producer of' the
Fred Allen-Texaco- program, earlier
this season to become the unsalaried
'director of. the 'Comnund Per'

.

and

photos.

In the drive to eliminate aU possibili^ of Fifth 'Column, programs
must be prepared at least 2i hours
before their airing, in order that

71.1;

iRtiUSa,^£ti£br CSr«hi«n(r^ve liirth to a tiai^^ughter in BeUevue Mabroadcasts
TJS; lemttjt. Hospital. (17). The team, known as (3tis'attd Elennor,
Durr, at 6:45 ajn. and at 12:03 pjn. Mrs. Clements entered the .hospital at. 8:43
pjn. ahd the baby, christened June HIeanor, was- bom an hour later. .It's
their second girl. Otis is carrying on solo until his wife returns to the air.

Fly, 87.0; Walker, 88.8; Case,

Craven,

90.5;--

Payne,

Thompson, 81.2; Wakefield,
81.9, and Brown, 00.

90;

•

JACQUES DESBAULETS

Government Inspectors may check.
The general pubUc Is not permitted

a War Department to participate in Cuban broadcast
ahortwavc^ to the programs.

project wfaidi is
expeditionary -forces. Before' jcrinIng the Allfen show Knight; worked
for Eddie Cantor.

BACK FROM LONDON

'

Montreal. June 33.

MONTREAL, FILLS
WITH CBS SUSTAMERS

who were

executed the following, evcnlns.

piasl

A

Leon Lorraln, acting production
chief in absence of Des Baillets, takes
position of night manager of
and CBF stations, Montreal, effective

.

and

T

Nesbitt

'When 'Fibber' vacationed ^two
years ago, Willson's 'America Sings'
r^laced. New show, using the name
combination for its title, reunites the
pair for the first time lis six years.
Cecil Underwood, producer of the
show, every Monda^ from June. 29; Tibber* series, continues on the new
and Lewisohn-. Stadium Concerts show aa producer. Harlow Wilcox
every Friday from July 3.
ditto as annoimcer.
The serial, 'O^t la Vie' (Thatfs
.

Canada May

Bow

Five civic groups sponsored a farewell dinner to honor Harl Gammons.
general manager, before his departure from Mfameapolis to Washington to become director of the C3S office there. They were Minne-

CBM WCCO

Lorrain was married apolis Civic 8c Commerce Association, Minneapolis Defense Council,
Germaine dagne Jnnipr Association of Commerce, Aquatennlal Association and Minneapolis
and Is honeymooning in Laurentians Civic Council,
unta Jtdy 1.
Ira Marion, Blue network staff scripter, has been commissioned by the
town of Maplewood, N. J., to write and. supervise Its July 4 presentation,
Bread Minus
"Maplewood Makes 'Ready.', Outdoor play about civilian 'defense will inGeneral Baking's Bond Br^d an- clude a demonstration of an air raid, with the humlng of a bombed house.
Marlon's regular scripting assignments for the Blue ihclude 'African
nouncements, fore and aft ^e
WABC. New York, 'News of the Trek' and the National Assn. of Manufacturers show.
World' at 8 ajn., quit last week after
The 'Minute Set to Music' recordings that the World studios are turning
26 weeks.
Local only.
out lor Coca-Cola constitute a special Job for a dealer who caters to
around 40 towns In the midwest and south. This setup is not to be extended to other parts of the country. The accoimt will contlnueits policy
of furnishing dealers with 16-minute musical transcriptions.
Latter are
currently carried ovet 200-odd stations.
immediately.

on Saturday

'

Life'). Iiux Theatre program, will
rim five days a week, 12:30-12:48
p. m., exclusive on CAC' from June
29 to the end of the year, and then
on indefinitely.

Sing,

NBC and CBS took on their first Negro house musicians over the past
weekend. Billy Taylor, once with Duke Ellington, Joined NBC as^ basist.
two years, returned to Montreal this while Emerson Harper stepped into CBS' as a sax, oboe, bass clarinet, flute
Hollywood, June 23.
combination music and com- week from England to take over po- player. While not hired temporarily, both men are on trial
Harper was recently offered a jiositlon as oboist with the Cincinnati Symmentary
program,
teamed
by sition of production chief of commerph^ny^iVs said.
Meredith Willson and John Nesbitt. cial division CBS, this city.Corp. unit In London for the

replaces "Fibber McGee and Molly'
in the summer session for the wax.Montreal. June 23.
works of Johnson li S<m, Inc.
French language Independent sta- half hour program, it starts <m June
tloa CKAC will pipe in s numbra of 30 with tile time- shared between
the
CBS programs during the summer, Willson's' 'muslckihg'
fnmiHar verbal 'rtr >iT^ t\*i 7y Him« of

Fred Allen hour Sunday nl^ts- wHl
be cut to half an hour. for the sumliier, beginhing July '6.
The oQier
progrtuns will be St. Iioulg Municipal Opera, starting June 28; Songs in
ti^e Wind every Monday tnun June
29; Charro GU Trio, Latin-American

Stan Shaw made an exception last wee^by playing request selections
on his recorded '"Milkman's Matinee' program on WNEW. New York.
Numbers' were by Bing Crosby, Carmen Miranda, Alice Faye, Jimmy
Durante 'kn'd'Ciallagher and Shean."
They were played, as requested, between 1 ajn. and 3:30 ajn. for
Whitey Riordan and Charlie McGale, inmates of the deathhouse at Sing

Jacques Des' BaiUets, newscaster
with the Canadian Broadcasting

Willson, Ncsbitt Step In

For TVIcGees' on Jnne 30

ClUiC,

,

sudi 30^miiuitft periods a week.
81.9% of the 170 huddles held since
Hie recorded programs involved in the proposed saot can^iatgn would
h$ todk'the oath.
There were 408 meetings and 90 phig Anacin, Kolynos and BlsodoL
docket hearings during the period ofLess than eight hours after she had' sung on WGY.. Schenectady, 'with
nearly three years coverM by the

(20) tQ

Newt

Before Qiiirches

IVoy, N. Y., Record's comment on ihe appointment of Elmer Davis to
information Directorship made no mention of Davis* broadcasting
work. The entire emphasis was placed upon Davl^ activities in and standing as a newspaperman and author. The Record- is edited by Dwifiht
Marvin, president of (he American Newspaper Editors* Association.

War

WRUL

Wants

Its

p^

to

Own

Present Quarters

And

Abolish Sunday Advertising

The Sing For Dough' broadcasts on the Blue network each Sunday with
have already indicated
Lew Valentine debuted last December on iB^TRH, Houston, tmder the
readiness to cooperate.
Weedhi agency). BroadHe stated that advertising had sponsorship of the Houston Millbig Co. (Segall
been eliminated on .Christmas Day cast orighiated from the stage of the Metropolitan theatre, Houston, with
and that his corporation would like George Olson and his orchestra.
to take similar action every Sunday^
'Dlsc-concerters' is the name that Neal OUara, Boston Traveler colbut the popularity of commercially
sponsored United States programs umnist would ,llkfr t» hang onto the record jockeys who intersperse com.-with a large following was a serious mercial plugs between music, 'because they can certainly disconcert anydifficulty. An appeal had been made one,' he explained.
to private stations and these stations
Earle McGlll is the fifth of CBS producers under the new setup at the
had Indicated a highly cooperative
.support. of privately, owned -stations reaction.network's program department

Montreal, June 23.
Possibility 6f a gesture to the poBoston, Jun6 23,
'WRUL, non-commercial powerful litically powerful churches of a re.Short- waver, started a drive this duction In Sunday radio advertising
week to purchase its present quar through cooperation of privately
ters at
133 Commonwealth ave. owned stations was suggested by
Allen Forbes, chairman of the exec- Gladstone Murray. Canadian Broadutive committee, hopes to raise $16,- casting C^irp. general manager, to
000, with $5,160 already subscribed. the House of Commons Radio comIts owning "the station will save mittee Friday
Murray said
(19).
$3,000 yearly in rentals. Taxes not CBC is anxious' and is enlisting the
reported.
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A Review of Priorities Economics and Bnsiness Fntnres
By SIDNEY STROTZ
Vice Preaident,

(The. following
batint, will

teitt,

Be

a Quitter' today {Wednesday) bej ore the Pacific
Advertising Association Convention by Sidney
Strots, the

NBC vice-president beyond the Rockies.

It probably

sums up with unusual

quotation with which Strots

dustries.
It can tell how to make scarce articles last longer, as the
tire people are doing so magnificently.
It can explain substitute materials, as plastics lor metals.

concludes his talk after canvassing the record of
the past, the difficulties of the present and the pos-

of the future. This seems to 'Variety' a
document of considerable significance
and timeliness. Ed.)

It can discourage hoarding, of items such as sugar.
It can ^courage buying hysteria like the silk-stocking rush
of some months ago.
It can prepare minds for inevitable shortages, and thus
lessen panic when they do arrive.
It can popularize simpler and mare unified styles, such, as

Can you Imagine any

men's victory suits.
It can introduce a brand to the new strata of buyers who
have graduated from the lowest income groups to the new

sibilities

reference

—

ot us attending a convention like this
in our civilian clothes during ttie early months of that first
world war? Not only would we have been calle^ slackers
many ot us would have been asked openly 'Why aren't you
in the Army?' Thank God there are no apologies necessary
in this war,' and again thank God the advertising fraternity
Is making just as vital a contribution to victory as the armed
the factories.
forces

financial aristocracy of

^d

tidies and bentlemen, there are no slackers in the adverWorld War 2. Thousands of us have traded
typewriter and brush, pen and pencil, for military equipment. Whole agencies from George Bijur in New York to
Fletcher. Udall in San Francisco have closed shop, turned
over accounts to erstwhile competitors and gone to war en
masse. Dozens of established desks in our larger agencies
have lost their occupants.
The vital thing Is that yoii and I representatives of the
hundreds of western advertising people who are still behind
the lines realize deep down inside us that if we put as much
intelligently directed energy into our jay-by-day jobs as the
leaders of our armed forces put into theirs, our contributions
to winning this' war will be just as important as theirs.
There's no room for quitters in the front lines or the rear
lines. And if we haven't sold ourselves on the tremendous
Importance of advertising in wartime by now, then this convention is certainly the place to do that selling and I'm going
..ta.ge* in there and pitch right now.
tising business in

—

—

'

survey showed what you and I would expect it to show: that
the public has no patience with ads which merely boast about
a company's patriotism: but it is definitely interested in concrete facts about the care of materials, and in equally concrete facts about the place of an Individual business in the
total war scheme. In the excellent words of the current associated business pap6rs''campaign, 'useful advertising needs

no

War Only

defenders.'

That public which you and

Undergoes Change of Degree
In the first place we must remember that war brings to
advertising a change of degree, not of Icind . . the pessimists
see the doom of advertising in this war misinterpret the
•very word in an outmoded sense ... for after all a sale is not
merely- the passing of an article from the hands of a seller to
the hands of a buyer. More properly conceived, it en,

who

compasses the whole long process of inciting curiosity whetting desire, capitalizing on a name with good will behind it,
making the actual competitive presentation—then the
physical transfer of .possession and after that the continued
selling of the buyer to keep him convinced that he's made a
wise purchase, the servicing- of the item, instructions on its
care and conservatjcin. Advertising plays its definite role in
every one of these component parts of a true sale.
With many of you who still have goods to sell, all these
processes are still present, and hence advertising should go
on as usual filling its vital function of speeding actual
physical transfer of goods from- you to consumer. And you
dqp't have to feel that you're being selfish by going all-out
In advertising to sell. The food manufacturers who comprise
such a big proportion of our western advertisers have a
glorious opportunity to be both selfish and altruistic by using
the ftig nutritlon-for-national-health theme. The new dehydrated foods Industry, so much of which centers here In
this glorious northwest, has the additional theme of saving

—

precious space in freight cars, trucks and slups. The drug
Industry has an advertising job more essential than ever now
that so many doctors and dentists are in the services and
personal health care, especially in the smaller communities,
is so necessary.
^
The financial and Insurance field can do a splendid job for
Itself and its country by helping to absorb some of the
millions of dollars of new purchasing power which have no
products on which to spend themselves and this group probably more than any other can do much to stave off the
spectre of inflation. For all of you who still have a physical
job of product selling to do, advertising ofiters its usual direct
route to the minds and pocketbooks of a population bigger
than ever with an income greater than ever.
As for the rest of you who haven't enough to sell: of all
those parts of a real sale which I mentioned, priorities have
affected only one the actual transfer of the- article frdm one
owner to another. Still remaining are all those other pro-

—

—

I

want

to reach is

more im-

pressionable by advertising today. It is reading' and listening
more than ever. It Is staying home more because restrictions
are compelling it to stay home. It is shopping closer to home
because it wants to save tires and gas. With the neighborhood store coming into Its own again, private brands will
shrink in importance and advertised products will correspondingly move ahead. Food men realize this. At the grocery manufacturers convention last month, 37% of the companies polled reported Increased advertising budgets for this
year
and not one reported a cessation of advertising. These
and other manufacturers who are putting out constructive
advertising are getting a response better than ever. Batten, Barton, Dursiine & Osbom last month checked 22 newspapers and women's magazines, and found that deader response to recipes, patterns and sewing kits has increased
materially sinccthe war in 19 out of the 22 cases.

—

Arnoldf Henderson, Montgomery'
Not Opposed to Advertising
Now

what about your Government: does

it

want you to

advertise?
If Government were one man, we could answer this
question categorically. But thank God this is still a democracy, so all we can do is look at the evidence of individual

men in that Government.
The New York Times made a fine coiltributlon to this subject by. doing a very simple thing a few weeks ago. It went
to the three men whose views on advertising are most often

—

criticized within our own house Mr. Thurman Arnold, Mr.
Leon Henderson, and Mr. Donald Montgomery—and just
asked them if they believed in continued advertising during
this war. .And every one of the gentlemen came out with
an affirmative answerl
The Department of Commerce in- Washington has been in

the forefront of a vigorous move to continue brand advertising throughout this conflict, as opposed to a more radical
undercurrent in certain Washingtn circles, which would favor
a single 'victory' label for everything. At the National
Federation of Sales Executives in New York last month,
Carroll L. Wils"bn, director of The Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce, emphasized what others of his staff had
said in print in the official Department of Commerce weekly
about continuity of brand advertising. In his own words,.
'You're going to have a hell of a time after the war if you

'

cesses which lean so heavily on- advertising: curiosity, desire,
competitive presentation, good will, confidence, service and
maintenance, conservation. The only missing cog is the
product to be sold—and that's missing only temporarily. It
will be back. And unless all these other operations are carefully processed for the duration, the product itself might as
well not come. back— it will just die a natural death at the

point of distribution.

Arthur Deute, president of the National Brewing Co.,
phrased It aptly when he called advertising 'Brand Life Insurance.' To businesses-which are considering cancellation of
advertising because they're supposedly oversold, he— and I—

fail to preservftfthem.'
The last war spawned -plenty of

new products, gave Impetus to many others including the radio and the automobile.
This war is going to do even more, because research is today
Most
of
those
new
products are going to
peak.
higher
at a
come out ynder established names, because in that way they
have half their marketing battle won. As Red Motley of
Publishing
the Los Angeles Ad
Company
told
Crowell-Collier
Club, a few weeks ago, just think how the imagination of
America would be gripped after this war by the appearance
automobilel
of a Lockheed Interceptor
Don Francisco, whose place I am taking, at this table ioday.

.

.

^e

.

labor.

greater attention to the public relofions- fUTiction of advertising; many of them have separate public relations departments. In fact, a well-known public relations counsel has just
incorporated as an advertising agency!
Despite the doubts that may have perplexed some of you,
the American public is not averse to continued advertising
during this war as long as- that advertising performs a constructive task. The National Association of Manufacturers
discovered this by a recent public opinion purvey. The-

—

Advertising in

manual

It can Introduce o new product, such as quick-frozen foods.
It can introduce a new package, such as the switch from
cans to glass, jars.
It can substitute for salesmen's personal calls on dealers,
espedallv the marginal distributors In dut-o/-the way places.
It can keep the public informed of what a company or a
whole industry Is doing to help the war effort. This expended
vista of public relation is so obvious, especially to firms with
Government contracts where the informed good will of the
electorate is paraTnount. More and more agencies are paying

.

Printer's Ink and other trade journals' have done an excellent job in telling the obituaries of Pearline and Sapolio and
Sweet CaporaL You know the story of the big cigarette
which decided io put its advertising budget in the bank one
year and dropped 30% in sales; of the coffee which quit advertising and saw its annual sales slump in 10 years from
50,000,000 to 23,000,000 units; of the building material manufacturer who -bought out all his competitors and stopped advertising, only to find that the public forgot him dnd started
building its houses with a different material. That first war
saw big companies with army and navy contracts decrease
thelE advertising, thus opening the door for little conripetitors
to move in and take their public right away from them.
Some of these companies '^ed to come back after
war.'
Brother, the pardon came too late. Some of them found they
were out of business for keeps! Others found it a very expensive luxury to stage a comeback. .. ,
Many of today's biggest advertisers got their start in World
War I: Lifebuoy, Lucky Strike, Pepsodent, American Cliicle,

The list of things which war time advertising can talk
about is legion.
It can promote tetter huymanship among consuTTiers, such
OS the large size bottle campaign of the milk and beer in-

always has stopped raining and wars have
is the

effort.

Product Casualties of 1917-1918
Followed Advertising Stoppage

Objectives of Wartime
Advertising Can Be Legion

warfare.,

always ended'

knows

The

fullness the ad-

vertising profession's thinking after six tnonths of

'It

has time and again urged Increased advertising by private
btistness in his oWn special ballwick, Latin America: .No on*
better than he, how advertising there, as well as here^
can improve living standards and help keep up the national
and personal morale which is so essential to an all-out war

say simply 'do you drop your life insurance just because you
feel too healthy?'
After all, advertising is the priceless Ingredient In that Immeausrable commodity 'known as 'good will.' And if you
don't believe good will has a monetary value, try to buy a
going bus^ess like Union Oil or Jantzen Swim Suits and see
what you pay for this *good will.'

reproduced nearly ver-

be delivered as a talk entitled 'Don't

NBC, PaeiRe Coaat

CaUfomia Prune & Apricot Growers, Eversharp, General
Cigar, General Baking, Tidewater, U. S. Rubber, California
Packing. ...
Tm sure you newspaper, magazine and outdoor representatives would be disappointed if I didn't say a word or two
about radio. . From a very mercenary standopoint, 'ridio is
the only medltun to shrw a gain In gross re^renue for the first
four months of 1042 against a similar ^eriod last year. Network radio Is up 13%. National spot dipped sharply in December but has gained steadily ever since, 'I.i April it liit en
index of 198,
the years 1939-1939 as a base of 100. And
believe it or not, the biggest upsurge came in the gas and oil
category, followed by food, soap, tobacco/ toilet goods end'schools. Only automobile, travel and resorts showed a decrease. I won't say that radio's profits are up. They're not,
and we don't want them to be. Radio is. contributing more
time and talent for war purposes than ever I^fore; and in-.
~ cldehtally it's also plowing ba£k more taxes than ever
before;
Radio will not expand physically during- this war. The
number and. size of stations is practically frozen dye to
priority on materials, and the entire Industry is forming «
pool of spare parts to provide replacements. You hear about
labor shortages, especially in the engineering, field, forcing
stations off the air, but so faf only one little local in^Texas
has felt this effect. You hear about there being no,more-receivlng sets for sale: but the stores are still full of pew and
second-hand sets and parts; 30,600,000 American families—
nine out of 10 of the national total—-own 69,000,000 radios.
That means an average of almost two sets per family, and if
one should wear out, its tubes and parts can keep the other
one going. No, you don't have to worry about America run*
nlng out of radio sets for a lonj; time to coine. After all,'
here's a country which has twice as many radios as it has
wired homes or automobiles or electric ixoat, tliree times
many radios as ranges or -washing machines or telephones or
'

.

i^g

-

.

-

'

M

refrigerators.

Last month's supreme court decision, that the FCC regu>
latlons regarding a network's relations with its stations ore
reviewable by the district courts, means that the structure of
network broadcasting as you know it Is reasonably safe now.
for some time to come.
As
says in a very clever 'Varied Ad: There's no
place but home this summer.' C. E. Hooper tells me tLat lor
the first time in radio history th* listening index did not
show a sharp summer dropQff this year. ...
After this war America will have a tremendous productive
capacity tooled up for maximum output. Walter Fuller,

WABC

president Of the Curtis Publishing Company, points out that

'we have never produced i>t consumed to capacity . . . never
used the selling 'wa^ til t]i^ fullest. What good tvill «11 thlj
potentiality be unless there are markets for the products?'
These markets must be created, and their creation is a long
pull which can't wait until after the war. I<et us streu the
patriotic theme to the hilt, yes; but let us add to it a good
dash of enlightened self-interest. Let us pre-sell today'*
public on tomorrow's products. As Charles Carr, advertising
manager of The Aluminum Company, put it to the sales
executives last month in their convention, urge savings now
so that

we may

'buy tomorrow

tolday.'

Private Enterprise Must Emerge
Intact From This Struggle
I would like to close on one rather somber note. One of
the things we are fighting for in this war is freedom of the
press and radio, and freedom -of private enterprise. These
freedoms are Inextricably intertwined. Free private enterprise must have a free press and free radio through which to
express^ itself or it ceases to remain free. Government press
and Government radio will only lead to Government control
of business. Newspapers, magazines, radio—every one of us
can keep going as private entities during, this war only
through continued advertising. If this sounds purely selfish,
if you think I am taking advantage of an opportunity to ask
for more business, I can only say, ladles and gentlemen, it is
just as much to your personal advantage as it is to mine.
Advertisers, agencies, media, and the dear old American
public-—we all stay free and independent or we all eventually
are swallowed up in the maw of the corporate state. God
forbid this should ever happen.
Remember the headline in that recent ad ... It always hat
stopped raining and wars always fiave ended.' When the sun
comes out again, let ud hope and pray—and work that it will
flnd.a. world -wortli-shinlng on.

—

'
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WHOM-WOVJomtly Produce Italian

Arc—

Washington, June 23.
L. Fly of the
his appearance before
committee
Congressional
the
on the
hearings
conducting
Sanders Bill, contrasted the five
billions of plant investment of
the communications companies
with the 40 millions of dollari

%

Mam

As

Space' Held

Reason

Chairman James

Tou

Can't

Turn

FCC

Do

Business With Hitler

REX

to

for Uteraiy

Aii

in

Then

in broadcastln,;, as such.

Improvements In the foreign language field are in prospect, Drawing upon the radio writers, radio
directors, the language departments
of universities and turning to P.E.N.,
the international literary association
for volunteer writing talent, the

GEORGE CASE AT WING
Leaves Chicago Staff of 'Variety'
For Program Directorship

Chicago, June 23.
George T. Case, of the Editorial
New York City leadership (largely Staff of 'Variety's* Chicago office,
WHOM and WOV apparently) has leaves Friday (26) to take up duties
lined up a number of new under- as Program Director of WINO, Day.

takings for democratic programming ton, Ohio.
In foreign tongues.
Case, before joining "Varie./,' was
- 'You Can't Do Business With Hitassociated with numerous stations
ler' is to be produced ih Italian by
over a period of 18 years. It is a
recall assignment for him, as he
hrid a similar position at Vt* station

New Code Seen Good

la-1939. Case was Program-Production Manager of WCFL, Chicago, before joining 'Variety.'

Washington, June 23.
Federal officials are watching
with interest reactions to the

Why Most N.Y.Dailies Don't List fOV
WAAB'S REAPPEARANCE
Move

Under

to Woreester DllflenU

War Delaya

added Fly:
'You can takt the gold dust

WOV

.

is inwoltied here, in the
tJiat
broadcasting industrv, and blow
info the eye» of the A. T. & T.
and it tpoutd never squint.'

it

WAR PROBLEMS
COURSE ON AIR

Boston, June 23.

WAAB

will return to the air in

weeks from Worcester, but will
use 'WNAC's Boston studios because

eign

Langyage Radio Wartime

Vick

space... Editorial policy
of priorities that are delaying the does not permit additional listings.
conatruction of new ones in Worces- T^ey do give us occasional hlghiiglit
listings when we have an outstandter.
ing feature.
Upon resuming operation,
Herald Tribune (Airs. Elizabeth
will increase its power from 1,000 to
^,000 watts, and its new transmitted Colclough). She said she was not
wl)l be Itfcated at Holden. The sta- Interested in WOV. She also said
'station was not worthwhile.'
In
tion will become a. Mutual affiliate.
addition she felt "That there were
Personnel dropped when
signed off on June IS, will be largely a lot of fascists around WOV,'
though as you know, our station is
absorbed soon.
completely clean and absolutely allout anti-fascist' Mrs. Colclough is
no doubt thinking back about six or
Publicity Utilization of
seven years and does not want to
hear our story concerning our present fine-aetlvltles.
Visiting Bands Figures

WAAB

Denver, June 23.
War,' weekly' series

WAAB

for

offering civille^ the same sort of
'orientation courses' given to soldiei:
and sailor recruits, has been aired

KMYR

WTMJ-Union

Knight Directing

'

'Command

'

'

.

.

;

^

MEXICO TELI5 PEOPLE

ABOUT

PIG-BOATS

.

'

'

'

.

WHOM

'

WHOM

NOW

-

CANNED

CREAM

-

'

.

-

-

-

JOPUN

PRETINDINGTOBENAZI

MUTUAL

AS

1^

206TH

WLW

RORKEjNTO ARMY

.

New York S'nn (Ed' Bragden).
Says managing editor won't -give
any more space to radio. They reany listing other than those

fuse

-

already in.
Dally News (Sid Shalit). They
give us occasional highlight listings
but won't carry regular listing. Their
reasons are vague... Both Shellt
and Gross say they like us. We are
O.K. but they won't list us.
Dally Mirror (Nick Kenny). You
probably know Nick.
(Alton Qo.ok).
'World - Telegram
This is the toughest nut to crack.
Cook holds to his set formula and
refuses any kind of listing for WOV.
The only time he mentions nis in
his column is when a mutual friend
asks him to do us a favor.

New

-

WHOM

Times (John K. Hutch-

No

ens).

.

Tacts

Maury Holland Succeeds

Control Committee which places
responsibility for Unguals directly' on the broadcasters.
Though little response had
been noted at the end of the first
week of operations under the

my

New Tork

six

by the University of
over
Starting
Colorado shice May. •t'.
Talks
In
with a popularized- explanation of
the
theories,
'geopolitics'
Hitler's
program is continuing with discusMilwaukee, June 23.
Performance' sions of war strategy, air and naval
Negotiations for a new contract
bases, supply' routes and all-arotmd
between WTMJ and the Milwaukee
United Nations' war problems.Hollywood, June 23.
Series will probably continue 26 Musicians' Association, Local No. 8,
code, radio circles seemed satisWar Deparbnent's 'Command Per- weeks and will deal with the causes AFM, struck a snag this past week
will
10-point
credo
the
fled that
formance,' transcribed leriea short- of 'the war, how Fascism originated
siniplify the task of stations with
when ieuding between the union and
waved \o the armed forces over^ and came to i>ower, how it actually the Riverside theatre was Injected
foreign language broadcasts.
areas arid
Some squawks are heard that
seas, changed producers,.' with Maury works, descriptions of war
into the proceedings, at least temthe new code will have the effect
Holland taking over from Vick warring countries and propaganda
porarily
sidetracking the primary
Broadcasts
are
abroad.
home
and
Check
at
broadcasters.
'gagging'
of
Knight, who piloted the program
on commentators and their profrom its inception 17 weeks ago. give/> by the individual faculty mem- issue of a general wage inT:rease
grams required Is plenty painsKni^t left for the East to make an- bers who give the orientation sought by the musicians and bucked
the
radio
station.
by
Training
Naval
Iladio
coursed
at
the
trade
majority
of
'the
but
taHing,
.other radio connection,
With name bands playing the
believed station jnanagers will
Holland will, produce a n«miber of S nool on the University's campus
Riverside almost every week, it was
comply cheerfuUy with efforts to
9hows in the 'Command', series dur- at Boulder. /
customary
until
a few months ago
transProgramsare
available
by
language)
(foreign'from
WalJ.
'make this
ing his summer layoff
^
cription through the Rocky Moun- for the visiting l eader s to particichannel <ft communication a positer Thompson, duties.
tain Radio Council to KIUP, Dur- pate in various WTMJ programs,
tive force in 'the Victory Proango. Col., and KFXJ, Grand Junc- giving the station live name talent
gram.'
and giving the theatre publicity.
tipn, Col.
'When. Russ Morgan's band played
the theatre in April the Musicians'
Jointly, Live tal•WOV and
K. C. Drive
union sought to have it appear at
ent wiU enact the episodes and the
NAZI
Kansas City, June 23.
their annual Easter ball, but Ed J.
Office of Facts and Figures, through
Victory CTaravan of KMBC is over
Welsfeldt, manager otthe Riverside,
its foreign language radio expert,
half, way in its drive for $100,000
Mexico Clty,_Junc 23.
Lee F^, will then arrange for reobjected to his headliner being adin sales of war bonds and stamps.
cordings to be distributed to other
vertised as an attraction there, alFirst hand accoimtf of the sub-'
language stations.' around th6 United manning of Mexico's two oil tank- Arthur Church, prexy of KMBC, an- though willing to have it put in an
nounced that' after last Thursday's appearance. Union heads felt that
States.. rAnothfer series. Inside Italy,' ers,, the' -Potrero del Llutp; May 13,
Hamilton, Mo., seventh of If they couldn't publicize the band
Vf ill be similarly. exploited.
and the Faja de Oro, May 20, off show in
has -meanwhile consider- Florida^, which precipitated this the Caravan's once-weekly showings, it 'was of no use to them, so it didn't
ably extended Its American history, country's declaration of a 'state of $53,703.90 had been garnered for appear.
naturali;tatlon and similar activities. war' against the Aids, by survivors, Uncle Sam.
VoUmer Dahlstrand, the 'union
Caravan each Thursday night chief, then stopped the practice of
As- a' by-product to Its recent United officers and men, are. being 'featured
Nations 'Flag
Day ceremonies, on. thfc regular Sunday radio Na- plays a two -hour rally in a 'visiting band leaders from the RiverWHOlil established a contact with tional Hour that t}i« '|overnment town of KMBC's listening area to side, participating In local radio stathe Royal Norwegian Broadcasting presents on a web of most Mexican which admission is gained only by' tion programs, and none have been
the purchase of stamps and bonds. on the air here since.
Service of the consulate here for stations.
Norway and,, starting next Sunday
With a new contract In process of
The first of these reportages was More than twenty entertainers appear on the show, all from KMBC'i negotiation between the music men
(28),
will broadcast 16 nilh- presented May 81,
artist bureau including performers and WTMJ, the radio station execs
utes at 11 pjn. of news' in Norwegian.
of 'Brush Creek Follies,' Saturday attempted to Insert a clause permitThe .news is largely a .recapitulatl^n. of data sent out regularr
aftemoon'CBS sustainer, and featur- ting them to use- visiting bandsmen
IT'S
ICE
ly by shortwave WRXIL in Boston.
ing stafl personalities such as John as they formerly did, but DaMstrand
Although New York City has 123,000 Ten-B-Low Product Ualng BUr'bs Cameron Swayze, news announcer; nixed the idea pronto, and converNorwegians, and Jersey another
Phil Evans, farm service counselor, sations looking to an agreement are
Threngk Bummer
65,000, this la first program - ever
and Hiram Hlgsby, m.c. for the Fol- deadlocked.
'
heard locally in that tongue.^
lies and other KMBC shows.
Incidentally, Dahlstrand, increasCincinnati, June ti.
ingly prominent in labor ranks, was
Ten-B-Low, ooncentrated canned
brought out this past week as a
ice cream. Is using seven stations for
candidate for lieutenant governor
airings of one-minute dramatized
JOINS
and running mate for William B.
'announcements,' once.and twice daily
Rubin, labor attorney oh the Demofor 18 weeks, ending Aug, 81.
ITS
ERffiARRASSES SPIELER Accounts, placed
LINK cratic ticket
through the
Ralph H. Jones agency's Clncy office,
are with
la tU* olfar, WaZ and
station WMBH, Joplin, Mo., beLynchburg, Va., June 23.
HAL
Because' of what he termed a 'Jest,' WNAC, Boston; 'W^AV, PhUadel come? a Mutual affiliate July 1.
phia; WOKO, Albw,
Will brln'g iiie network total to
Y.i WOR,
John. Everett Lindsay, Jr., 21, an- New York, and
Steve Fold Dun In Coast Gnard—
WTAiJ, Cleveland.
206.
nouncer at WRNL, 'Richmond, spent
Sommeri to Texas
an uncomfortable few hours in jail
Hal Rorke has left CBS to assume
under suspicion of being a spy.
a captaincy in the U. S. Air Force.
Lindsay said he stood at Meadow
His position as assistant publicity diand Broad in Richmond joking -with
rector under Lou .Ruppel may go to
a group of men, and in fun referred
George Crandnll.
to himself as of Teutonic extraction.
Two other CBSers going into uniHe said he spoke with a Genhan acform are Steve Fuld of station relacent, and shouted 'Sieg Heel,' which
tions to be a coast guard ensign at
his audience evidently misunderan unknown date, and Frank Somstood for ;sieg HeU' (hail victory).
Washington, June 23.
mer5, .of engineering, now at Corpus
Cops picked him up a few minutes
SUtion WJSV, kraSl^S aiftuiate,
Cancel Duz Spots
Chrlstl, Texas, as a lieutenant in the
later.
is using a variation of we scavenger
Navy.
He was released when the' FBI hunt game to hypo the (sovemment's
Procter
Gamble has Issued
faicT it didn't want him.
scrapr. rubber
collection drive In wholesale cancellations on the anWashington, Series of -four programs nouncement
campaign for
Duz Cecil
Vice Davis;
Is
being aired ynder the title, (brough the doraptdn agency.
In
'WJSV Rubber treasure tttint, with some spots the Duz blurbs E^e being
Sevareid for
prizes of four $2B' war bonds being replaced by plugs for Oxydol.
Cecil Brown has taken Elmer
Cihcinhati Times-Star awarded to the people who turn
in
Accotmt will probably resume the Davis' place Ii> the .8:55-0
p.m. news
Cincinnati, Jiine 23.
the most old rubber.
Duz campaign on a IfsQ. scale in the
spot
on CBS, Monday through
WKRC's newsroom was moved -One winner is announced on each early fall.
program, and is then iirought to the
Friday.
Johns-Manville pays the
last week from station's studios and
mike to tell how he gathered his
freight
for this nightly period.
headquarters in the Hotel Alms to prize collection.. In
Dick Dunkel's Guesses
adlltloia, prizes
Brown came to national attention
the downtown buUding housing the of
$2 in war stamps are given for the
Dick Dunkel will distribute his through hia eye-witness accoimt of
.WTimes-Star, afternoon paper linked most unusual rubber
article turned football forecasts for the 1942 sea- the sinking of the Prince of
Wales
with .ihe Mutual affiliate.
In, for the largest collection of the son through Radio
Events, Inc. Last and the Repulse off Singapore.
tlm 'Elliott has followed ffom same type item, aad for the largest season Dunkel
Parker Pen has bought the SaturMcCarthy from yjCPO \a wifCRG, single rubber: article.. Second prizes lantlc Refininghad a tieup with At-^
lor his' forecast day and Simday ptriod, vaiag Eric
Latter recently became head of the In each category ^re
a' pair of tick- sheets.
Sevareid to plug Quink. In both
"ration's news stafl.
Elliott, like ets for the Earle theatre, local WarDunkel is Currently in Donohue It cases iVa 66 stations and the
agency
'Carthy, casts news.
ner theatre.

new

'voluntary code' of the For-,

New York City.
Editor, Variety:
In answer to your question concerning 'Why inost newspapers do
not list
the foUowlng, to the
best of
recollection, were the
answers I received:

Tork

many

The

Pest

in. personnel and policy on
this radio page makd it hard. to get

changes

anything de^nite. The standard aniswer, however Is lack of space.
FM (Judy Dupuy).
has been
kind to us in the matter of highlight listings but claim they cannot
give us regular Ustings because of

PM

space.

Brooklyn Eagle (Jo Ranson). I
have never discussed this with Ranson.
He does, however, run some
of our news releases. We do not .get
any listings in the Eagle. [Ranson
.

now

is

with the

partment

AU
given

As
ceive

NBC

publicity., de-

—^Editor.]

in

all,

the

general

reason

Ip 'no

space.*
to the listings that

we do

re-

—through an arrangement with

the Journal-American whereby we
carry a transcribed program which
they produce, we are in turn given
full listing every day.
pur listings are also carried by
the Bronx Home- News, MorristoWn.
Record, Jersey Journal, Elizabeth
The
Journal, Sussex Independent.
latter few, of course, are small newspapers but as you know, every listing helps.
It does seem very strange, in view
of' the fact that
is carrying
on one of the most intense anti-

WOV

fascist

and Americanization

drives,

that newspapers refuse to cooperate.
I have been hammering away as
much as possible to try to get the
newspapers to see our side of the
picture.
So far, aside from occasional features, the results have 'been
negligible.
I

Herhert Ltmdon,
Director of Publicity.

-

Station Evolves Scavei^^er

Hunt Idea

JANE ARKIN SUES CBS,
Blow, PHILIP MORRIS

a Rubber &dvage Stnnt

Into

•

Brown

WKRC Newsroom Moves

Quink

To

'

^

<

Coe's- radio

department

is J.

Walter Thompson.

.

Hollywood, June

23.

Jane Arkin- has filed suit againstthe Columbia Broadcasting System
for $50,000, alleging plagiarism. Miss
Arkin charges she originated 'Miniature Playhouse' on a small local
station and that CBS picked it up
without her consent.
Action also involves Philip Morris
and the Blow Company.
-

Frank Mason

Sells

WMRN

Morion, O., June 23.
Federal
-Commuiiicatlons
Commission consented last week
(1$) to the voluntary transfer of
control of the Marion Broadcasting
Co., operators of WMRN, Marion,

The

from Frank E. Mason and Ellen
Mason to Howard F. Guthrey <md
O.,

Florence Guthrey for $13,000.
Mason, who is now a special asalstant to the Secretary df the' Navy,
Is also a vice-president of

NBC

—

.

BADIO
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CLEVELAND UNGUE SYSTEM
tongue

are

—

taboo.

Majority of Impose on advertisements, doubtful assuming he is listening in would
children of foreign firms, articles, etc.
have to call station officials, who in
turn would have to contact engineer.
BtUer Hatred
Association officials said they are To record program a day in advance
responsible for censorship of their would make broadcasts 100% fool
'literature.'
programs, radio station seldom Is. proof, but expense in cutting platters
The dangers are hypo4. All commercial announcements However, after Munich and before is deterrent.
are 50% in English.
Pearl Harbor, studio officials asked thetical only. Association points out
6. Definite' limits
are fixed for 'Association to tone down Its Hitler all nationality announcers have long
records
with
organization
that prove
programs and announcetalking, including free announce- hatred
they are 'loyal to democracy.'
ments; ..rest of broadcast must be ments.'
Czech program features news preThe Association, cooperating with
music aTtd singing.
pared
by Czech government in exile, WGAR, utilized a series of 15 one6. Announcements concerning
and this is of acute interest to large hour programs prepared by Dep't of
CleveloTid civic organizations ^Red
local Czech population.
Justice on 'I
an American,' citCross, Community Fund, Association
Although the Nationalities Asso- ing success stories of foreign-born
for Crippled and Blind, etc., are
ciation closely monitors programs, Americans.
furnished time.
liberally provided gratis.
possibility is admitted that some lan- Association paid all other costs.
7. Taboo are death notices and an- guage broadcaster might go off the
Nationalities Association split from
nouncements.. Strictly enforced are beam with anti-American tirade. It
when station bought out WJAY
all regulations of Better Business would be some minutes before be (now WCLE).
Studio insisted, acBureau and regulations Bureau may could.be cut off the air, as monitor
cording to Wolf, that 'programs be-

American

bom

come property of

station, and that
organization should solicit advertising for programs, collect money from
businessmen and make translation*
of every foreign word Into English to
be filed with WHK. Of the total

parentage

have only a routine
knowledpe of parent tongue and
would fiot grasp or appreciate

HT
Code Adopted Year* Ago
Wears Well—Before Pearl
Harb.or, Hitler - Hatred
Stuff Had to Be Toned

Down

MANY TONGUES

—

'

by

substituting

Minneapolis.—Alfred
S.

sales' staff Is

J.

Harding of
Ensign at

now

Naval Training

station,

San

Francisco.

AMERICA^^.

English.

method

WCCO
U.

A SPECIAL
PLACE FOR
ADVERTISING
IN WAR TIME

in cultural, musical, political and
marketing terms. Usually the alien
groups had a single rallying point,
Americanism.
The so-called Nationalities Broadcasting Association of Cleveland was
and is a group of specialtists In lingualistic radio.
They still are very
active although Cleveland as In
other cities Is not without its tendency to solve the foreign language
critics feel that this

—

of $9 for a week's work.'

^^THERE JS

.

Some

In a case where I would col-

sion.

lect tloa a week after paying my
share lor talent, about $40, I would
have a commission on $60 the sum

Am
WGAR

WHK

Cleveland, June 23.
The difficulties, hazards and attractions of foreign language broadcasting are vividly illustrated In
Cleveland. It was here that some
years ago a Lutheran clergyman
confessed he was a distributing
agent for made-ln-Germany recordings that, at the time, were given
free to various American ihidwestern. radio stations, their innocent
musical nature hiding brief but
pointed Nazi speechlets In German,
Actually Cleveland has, like Detroit
and Chicago, brought alien groups
together for big civic affairs in
costumes
which- the picturesque
mingled with songs of the old sod.
Foreign i^nguage meant much- here

"problem*

amount which we would collect
every week we would have io pay
our own talent, which meant muslo
end singers, and from the balance tht
station woul^ pay us 15% commis-

al-

ways begs the question.

WCLE
and

titles

permits only

song lyrics
In a foreign tongue. Every-

is in English, and programs have been- restricted to 210

thing else

minutes

of

recordings.

Statlqji

AITHUt

banned foreign talk six years ago.
WGAR, working through NBA,
has 225 minutes, much of it live.
Three years ago the six programs—
Kumanlan, Czech, Hungarian, Slo-

-

vak, Slovene, Polish—were 100%
foreign talk, but organization voluntarily cut to 50% of such chatter.
The Nationalities Broadcasting
Assn. is on Its honor. Carl George,
director of policy reports:
'They realize that one serious devia-

WGAR

from prepared script means'
they are through. In the six yearr
they have been with us we have
^ound them to be reliable and honest We have never had a German
broadcast and th^ one Italian program dropped out last October because of a personal matter which had
nothing to do with station policy. As
a precautionary measure the station has Its own private monitors,
which check all foreign language
programs.*
The Nationalities Assn. was set up
«s a non-profit corporation to promote better understanding of races
colonized in Cleveland. A set of rules
adopted three years ago have stood
the test of time and. war censorship
and remain the basis for broadcast
toda», according. to Frederick Wolf,
tion

C.

DOSSANCE,

Piaiideal,

CAMPSULJIQVJt£9M|i;|LNT

1 HE

convenrion of our industrial resources to totod

war

the importance ol advertising in

our

has not destroyed

can be urged, hi addition, direct ap-

of criticol materials

peab. frmnjlhe. Government to

the.

people to purchase War

.

gecretary-treasurer of organization.
These regulations Include:
1. Broadcoitert must submit copy
of projrrom, including trarulations,
48 hour* be/ore broadcast to Wol/
toho checks and refers to station.

notioncd

life.

Ctirtaihnents in the production of dviUan goods

undoubtedly hove changed the function ol.odvertismg. but
advertising

still,

has a

vital

place in

war time America.

Stamps or

to cooperate in particular activities

"Advertising el ibis land has

as a whole< but also

"The

transition

victory is

a

from

difficult

civilian production to production for

it

one, but advertising

assist in this transition. Restrictions

tion

can be explained

to the

can do much

to

upon dvilian consump-

consumer and conservation

can be

cen<-^

veyed quite convincingly through the medium of advertising.

It

contributes to our

value, not only to the Nation

war effort and. thus in some measure

hastens our ultimate victory.
wilL

to

to the particular business that sponsors

By preserving constuner good

cdso mcdces less difficult the problems of reconstruc-

it

tion that

imdoubtedly

will follow the

war."

.

'2. Each
broadcaster has -piedged
that his continuity will not be altered once it hoi been submitted.
Penalify is loss of program and
membership in Association.
3. Plays ond sketches in foreign

WBNXyork
THE MOST

INTI-

TO
SALES APPROACH
AMERICA'S

MARKET.

LARGEST

,

Aanieu

giMl aasM la
Aaulsm'i htir* .

im Aa*ricw» aBtaiiitiM and drauenvr

Ta
ef

til*

.

WLW

.

wkoi*

b

> flOilas ipitil

«ai addi aaeflMi •boot

tA daflanc* lb ft*

hoilan* wfcoM centiaMd adTMlUas

•I ttUk in

•asmUs

.

leititaid* Im total
• • •

iUi ipao*

b d*dis«tod by Tb* Hatfon's fblba.
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Crastrndiin Reqnests Rieturned To

Gable Woild Enlist

Jme

24, 1942

Looks

As-of-11us-Piress-Day It

:Coatin«c4 frem face is

Petitioiiers Until

After the

War

Salem, Ore.; William Price, BurlingWashington, June 23.
Applications for papers permittlD? ton, N. C; Burlington Broadcasting
Co., Burlington, N. C; Radio Corpconstruction oi 23 new standard oration of Orlando, Orlando, Fla.;
broadcast stations and 17 FM plants Contra Costa Broadcasting Co., Richwere turned back last week in ac- mond, Calif.; Bimey Imes, Tupelo,
cordance with FCC policy of not Miss.; J. I. Sims, Orangeburg, S. C;

approving projects calling for use
gearce materials.

of.

cUned to retire the pleas to the
pending file which would give the
sponsors, a preferred status whenever
the war situation eases tip but dismissed all 'without prejudice' so
they can be filed anew whenever the
outlook is encouraging. All will be
on a flrst-coine, first-served basis in

—

—

Turn-downs

aflected:

—

Standard stations
Confederate
Broadcasting Co., Marietta, Ga.;
Walter H. Nelson, Cadillac, Mich;
Sikeston Broadcasting Co., Sikeston,
Mo.; J. A. Eisele, Fort Worth; Green
Mountain Broadcasting Corp.,
BratUeboro, Vt; W. X Haipole-J. C.
Rothwell, Plaluvl e w, Tex.; Valley
Broadcasting Co, (Mumbus, Ga;
Portland Broadcasting Co., Fssrtland,
Ore.; Eutowah Broadcasting Co.,
Gadsden, Ala.; Danville BroadcastIng Co, Danville, Ky.; WIPS, Kvanvville, Ind.; KTOP, TopAz, Kan.;
SlkestMi CoDuhnnity Broadcasting
Co., Sikeston, Ho.;B.I)OrlngScliinidi>

C

Point, N.

FM stations:—St. Louis Star-Times;
Baltimore Sun; Ashland Broadcast'
ing Co., Ashland, Ky.; St.. IjOuIs
Post-Dispatch; Cedar Rapids, la..
Gazette; Louisville Courier- Journal;
Gibraltar Service Corp., Pbiladel'
phia; New Bedford Standard-Mercury;
United
Broadcasting
Co.,
Cleveland; Indianapolis Broadcasting
Inc.,

that event.

.

Howard R. Imboden, Pulaski, Va.;
and High Point Broadcasting Co.,

The Commish- de- High

Indianapolis; Washington Star;

St. Louis Globe-Democrat; Oakland
Tribune: San Bernardino, Calif.
Sun; WJAH, Providence; WPRO,
ProvidenctM and Boston Edison Co,

Hartford Gets Crtwikd
Hartford, June 23.

WNBC, New

Britain,

has been

granted permission by .the FCC to
move to Hartford. Station, one of
the Arde BuloVa dan, has maintained

a branch

Now
beridea

sttidlo in Hartford.
stati on* in the- city.. Are,

four

WNBC. WTHT, WDRC and

WTTC,

follow. Tracy la said to b«
applying for an Air Corps commission like Gable's and Xaylor will
probably be in uniform within 60
days. This triangular loss leaves a
big gap in Metro's male oomph di

waa to

vision.

Plans are to send. Gable to various air force replacement training
centers specializing in navigation,
and engineering
radio
gimnery,
where he will explain the type and
importance of air crew jobs.
Gable has been pressuring strongly
In recent months for an okay to become more closely Identified with
the war effort than through appear'
ances in fund raising campaigns.
Government shorts or features with
a war background. He is 41, and
lias long been interested in flying.
Despite assurances from the White
House some time ago that he could
be as valuable in pictures, if not
more, so, than in any branch of the
service, the heightened tempo of war
since then has found Gable more
restless than previously.
Gable's case is typical' of the diffic\iltles confronting studios in- keeping even older top-ranking male
stars, not eligible for active service
due to age or other reasons, satisfied
with working In. pictures.
Flock of Others
Among important male picture
names who have abandoiied screen
careers to go into service are Robert
Montgomery, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr,

James

Stewari Laurence Olivier,
Howard, Richard Greene,
David Niven, Ronald Reagan, Tony
William Holden, JeOrey
Lynn, George O'Brien, Gene Raymond, Ralphy B,eUamy, Stirling
Hayden, Wayne Morris and Burgess

Likie

Watson-Needlers Are Losing
Washington, June

23.

Hornblow

Prot Goodwin Watson's FCC pay.
was made more secure last week when House coninception.
And there hasn't been
much change in method since 1910. ferees on the Independent Offices
A new era is beginning. Art and Ap^opriation bill yielded to the
CeottaHietf fiera

toll connection

pete

.

have always been in- Senate in wrangling over forbidding
beyond June
fluenced by history and contempor- use of taxpayers?
ary history must influence the screen 30 to compensate the former Columbia University faculty member
now.'
now- heading the Foreign Broadcast
Ewepeaa FaiaUel
Monitoring Service.
Hornblow said that war and its
One of the House negotiators. Rep
ensuing material restrictions' may Joe Stames of Albama, refused to
well prove stimulating and lucrative, sign this part 6f the compromise,
rather than oiherwise.
t
which practically ends three months
Producer, who spent eight years of arguing whether Dr. Watson
with Paramount and seven years should be dropped because of alleged
with Goldwyn prior to' shifting to sympathy with subversive principles.
Metro, points to the results achieved Stames; as a member of the House
Uriamerlcaatsm Investigating Comin Europe (prior to the war) by prO'
ducers limited in coin, because the mittee (Dies committee), steered the
imaginative rather than the realistic fight to dislodge the pedagog.
Final action .on the proposition is
school of thought prevailed. He believes that if the war shakes Holly- due in both branches of Congress
wood out of -its lethargy, that in it- this 'Week.
self would be a major and lasting
benefit to the art and business of
picture production,
literature

mon^

,

.

B'way Ass'n

Hornblow noted, however, that the
-Contlnned from pate
Government will have to make exceptions to the set celling on some due to wartime travel restrictions
pictures If the industry is to continue and gas and tire rationing.
An embargo on long-distance^ bus
to hold its audiences.
The casting

problem remains, of .course, the most travel for pleasure p\irposes is' exhurdle 'now confronting pro- pected shortly from-U. S. Coordinaducers. Hornblow pointed out that tor Joseph. Eastman, reports indicateven England, hardpressed for man- ing that this regulation will be
power, permitted actors to be re- placed in force around July I, Eastleased from active service periodic- man, from reports, plans to elin\ally to make occasional pictures. inate bus travel for pleasure and
Meredith.
consolidate bus travels for' utilitaOthers soon to go are Robert He Is of the opinion that the Amerl.r rian purposes In any event.
Cummings, Victor Mature. George can government will before long also
Argument has been advanced that
Brent, George Montgomery, Tyrone follow suit, allowing name players to
If football games- are held in New
return to Hollywood for six weeks
Power, Van Heflin and Tim Holt.
York, becoming more accessible to
Enrol Flynn, with a 4F draft rat- or so to make occasional pictures thC'
major .portion ol their audience,
ing, is trying to get a war job that with which to bolster the entire
transportation facilities
Leslie

sierious

Martin,

of

wUl take him to England,
Autry is trying for a post,

Gene product output.
in the
Hollywood will not make any such
Washington.
Lew requests and wants no concessions.
Ayres is In the Medical Corps, Mel- If such temporary releases from
acvyn Douglas, though in civvies, tive service are allowed they
would
spends a great deal of his time in
have to be spontaneously arrived at
Washington in the Office of Civilian
by Government officials, l^eantlme
Defense;
American audiences would have to
In addition there are a number of make allowances for the death
of
younger players, who were being fresh faces and' repetitious
casting in
groomed for stellar rating, who Have pictures just as British
and other
been called into, service.
Among European theatregoers have
done.
these are Robert Sterling, Herbert
Hornblow has two stories which he
Anderson. Dan Dailey, Jr., Russell
Arms, Keith Douglas. Lee Frederick is to pick from as his first Metro
and Robert Smith. Dan Tobin, who production. One of 'Quo Vadis' and
acbieved importance In 'Woman of the other 'Song of the Red Army."
the Year,' is slated to leave in about
two months.
Exodus of male stars first threatened immediately following the outbreak of the U. S.'-Japanese war last
militia

'

or

hotels.

ON THE BIGGEST

NEWS-NAME
on your

IN

om station

own sponsor

. .

RADIO
for

. .

your

at your own rate

"The Iwst reporter ever to uke to the airlanes"
—says a; leading trade publication t "A must
on your radio schedule"--<juotes the radio editor
of a large metropolitan "daily 1
Every night,

Monday

thru Friday, Fulton Lewis, Jr.

commands

an audience of millions on ICS Mutual
representfflg

stations,

a larger nnmber -of sponsors than

any other radio personality.

You're rea% missing
year if you haven't sold
your town. ItTl prove the
easiest selling job and the most resultful program you've ever had the pleasure to b'ffer. Get
bu5y fl(w—he's yours to sponsor at only your
one litnt quarter hour rate per weekl WIRE,
PHONE or WRITE to WM. B. DOLPH, WOL,
WASHINGTON. D. C.
the

best

bet

FnhoD Lewis,

ments, was- construed as an effort to
impress upon actors, that there was
no stigma attached to staying in the
profession so long as they were not
needed In unltorm.
Metro has only two stories definitely slanted' for Gable and these
can be adapted to another male star
if Gable Is soon Inducted into the
Air Corps. The florles are 'The Sun
Is My Undoing' and an untitled Air
Force, drama. Both scripts are Incomplete.

Montgomery, Matare In
Hollywood, June 23.
Two he-men of the screen, C^eorge
Montgomery and 'Victor Mature, retire from pictures to answer Uncle
Sam's call to the Army, July 15 and
25,

KitTE SMITH

mum

mm
mm m mnm
mmsi

respectively.

Montgomery Is playing In 'China
at 20th-Fox and Mature in
rSweet or Hot* at RKO.

Girl'

Oliver HorteD*!

New

I

Am Grateful

Chi Job

Chicago, June 23.
Oliver Morton is the' newly appointed spot and local sales manager
of the NBC Central IJivision.
He
succeeds M. M. Boyd, who has a
leave of absence to serve as lieutenant in Air Corps.
Morton wiU continue to hold the
title
of special r^resentative of

Westinghouse

stations.

Glove r Delaney, station manager
of WTHT, has been elected president
of the Advertising Club of Hartford.

Olyn Landick.

P.S.

foot-

the Yankees; Horace Stoneham, president of the Giants; Percy C. Magnus; president of the New York
Board of Trade; C, N. Nichols, executive director of the New York
Convention tt Visitors Bureau of
the Commerce and Industry Associ^
aUon of New York,

of the
Jr. in

Broadway

move

New York are Mayor LaGuardla, E. G. Barrow, president of
ball to

Thaik Yon

TED

types

.

Cooperating 'with the
Association in the plan to

December when practically sll actors, whether eligible or otherwise,
were on the point of deserting the
studios en masse to go into some
branch of the armed forces. Film
producers acknowledged at the time
that a grave crisis threatened the entire industry. The ofCiclal Government classification of motion picture
production as an essential Industry,
while granting no blanket defer-

all

wotild thus be released for war pur^
Simultaneously, games in
Manhattan would hyi>o business at
theatres,
restaurants,
and
stores
poses.

in

—^Resuming ^th THE KATE

SMITH HOUR

in

September.

'
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BP nCHTS GAL ENGINEERS
Waner

KMOX, ST. LOUIS,
IN

m. STBiKE

of

CBS

PorQand, Ore., June 23.
Promotion campaign to popularize
Smrles NBC daytime serials has been started

Major-General

bj XGW. the network's local outlet
The •Olive is called Greater
Washington, June 22.
Summer Serial Season and was
L. Warner, for the past two
launched with « full-page ad in The
years chief local CBS cormnenlator,
Oregonian,' followed. by 10 smaller
joins the Army soon as principal
ads.
-war c<^muniqne writer. He joins
Idea is to acquaint new and futhe bureau of public relations at -the
ture liousewives about the NBC-Bed
request of llaj. Gen. Alexander D.
serials. The first week ot the camSurles who was imitressed with his
paign
h^d five 'Bride's Breakmicrophone handling of war news.
fasts' at a local riestaurant, with 20
Warner's spot on the web sdiedbrides and brides-to-be invited. After
ules win be filled temporarily by
the eggs and coffee, .the femmes par£ric Sevareid, with Jack Purcell,
in a IS-mimile broadcast,
former New York Daily News leg- ticipated
HiciiTing the entertainment snd
man, as stand-by. Before signing up
with CBS, Warner -was chief of the cdncatlbnal -value of serialB.
Homer Welch was tax. and die
New York Henld Tribune bureau 'breakfast'
portion of the campaign
here and earlier covered Albany for
was bandied by Peggy wnUams,
the Herald Trib.
director of women's activities.

XGW

~ Albert

Union Raue« Issue lliat Replacements Must Come

—

Thia
From Biembcrsllip
Would Wean Ma!e Engineers From Lower to Higher Rated Stations Before
Women Could Be Eligible

TO ARBITRATE
St LouU, June

23.

Radio

IVomote NBC Daytiners

to Write

WarCoBBuniqDesFor

A

flve-bour strike Tuesday (16)
sUenoed KMOX, 50.000-watter outlet
of the CBS here, when a iemme engiheer-tiainee was hired over the
protest of the SEW, Local 1277. The

be settled by arbitration.
When 21 radio engineers left, Kerle
S. .Jones, manager of the station, decleCred the walkout was a violation

strife is to

KGW

KGW

New York City—Press

Djiffodils

stunt pulled

Monday night

<22)

by WOR-Mutuali

John Hughes Involved some novel angles. Cocktails and
dinner were held on board a Chinese junk owned by Al Nilson,
engineer, who lives on it year-round, anchored off New Bochelle^ N. Y....
Guests for the affair were taken from
to New Bochelle in taxicabib
as private cars
special busses were unobtainable. Food for the meal,
supplied by Ruby Foo's Chbiese restaurant, N. Y., -was also transported by

for commentator

WOR

WOR

m

cab.

WGY

SckeneetaJy. N. T. CoIbcUcbcc:—
recently interrupted a broadcast of the serial, 'Aunt Jenny' to carry air-raid alarm test signals on
orders of the First Intercq>tor Command. At the «nd of the test the
broadcast of 'Aunt Jenny' was resumed, and the first words' the local andlence heard -were,' I saw no reason for coming in sooner.'

Forbes

New WCCO Boss

Thnragh Chrisf
oh WLIB, BroolOya

'Victory
<xoes

has become
Bay Ridge Baptist Church, Brookmanager
WCCO, Mbmeapolis, lyn, has placed ''Victory through
Cheerleals and 'Wheaties are now succeeding Earl Gamiooni -wiio has
Civic Events Bulletins
^onsoring the baseball broadcasts been made director of CBS' Wadi- Christ,' a. religious series originating in the ehnrdi, -4-4:30 p«w SunCooperatively Sponsored on KSO, Des Moines, and WNAX, ington office.
Fargo, on alternating days. BroadForbes had been assistant to Don days bver WIiIB, Brooklyn.
Worcester, June 23.
Bichard L. Bobinson, pastor of the
Group of non-competitive local casts are handled by Gene Shumate Thomburgh, CBS v.p. in tos Anchnrdi, -wlU coiaduct the program.
merchants are sponsoring over on,XSO and Don O'Brien on WNAX. geles, for ttie past four years.
WTAG a daily half-hour program
which seeks to acquaint newcomers
William

E.
ot

Forbes

.

made last January.
After the station's switchboard was to the town -with civic matters. Isaswamped with calls, Jones invited bel Whitaker, -the program's m.c,
of the contract

Fr^nk Castanie, prez of the local, to welcomes the new rodents and dea\coi^ab at the station, where lie scribes Worcester's places of Interpointed out that machinery for set- est, schools, clubs, stores and serv-

•

tlement of the dispute is contained ices.
Ufw arrivals are Invited to appear
in the oontract.
The pact calls for the appointment as. guests and they -will rec^e theof a committee to settle such dis- atre passes, etc. An orchid is awardagreements and, in the event they ed "The 'Worcester Woman of -ttie
cannot settle It in that way, for the Week/ -with the selection made on
submission of any disputes to artil- the basis of service or anniversary.
Rejnik-MiUer agency, of New Haven,
tratlon.
phoned
Castanie
international produces and operates the program.

union execs at Washington and
agreed to permit the men to return
to work and submit the matter to
arbitration.
The turmoil 'started
when lbs, Leta Busb, an amateur
radio operator, was employed as an
engineer-trainee and was told she
would leeeive full-scale union pay
when she became ai member of the
union, but that she would be dis'
missed and replaced by a -former
KMOX employee six months .after
the end of the war. The union re
fused to permit ISxa. Bush in the
station's studios and the union super,
visor on duty refused to instruct her.
According to Jones, Castanie demanded Ttlrs. Bush's disdiarge within an hour end when Jones refused
to heed the warning the men wall^ed
out
•
The imderlying question in the
KMOX controversy Is of major interest to broadcasters throughout the
country.
Both the networks and
indie station operators expect to be
stymied in fhehr move to train

WCPO Marks a

more people

listen to

shows of

local

Milestone

Cincinnati, Jime 23.
Celebrating five years of its jtolicy
of broadcasting news every hour on
the hour, WCFO, Cincinnati, last
week pulled several promotion
News and sports stories of
stunts.
five years ago were broadcast again.
There -was also a party for youngsters whose fifth birthday jfell on tb^t
day, with Mayor James Garfield
Stewart giving each kid five War

Stamps.

^

Affair -was ballyhooed vla'^'a series
of six half-page newspaper ads preceding Friday {19), the day of the
celebration.

Expand Hughes Schedule

American Home Products has added Friday and Sunday to John B.
Hughes' schedules, giving the news
women technicians to replace thos'e commentator <our .^ts from that
male empIOTecs called into the serv' one account, on Mutnal at 10 pjn.
ice should the union hold to the Hughes started off with Tuesday
principle involved in the' SMOX and Wednesday periods. He wlti do
case.
a sustaining broadcast lor Mutual
The union has no objection to on Saturdays also.
broadcasters engaging women tech'
The other two 10-10:15 pm.
nicians providing there is not avail- niches of the week will be occiqtied
able within the local union's juris- by Baymond Gram Swing for Gendiction a male onion member who eral
Cigar.
The expansion «f
is capable of flUing the, spot.
Since Hughes' s^edules -will require Swing

male monbeis to accept some earlier period on MU'
are already employed by other sta'
tual it he -wants to do some sustlona^ insistence on this principle
taining programs. Swing is set to go
means that the evenings, cqieeially -with NBC Sept 1.
when they pay hitfber -wages. wDl
be filled by the pr ocess of weaning
men away from other stations. The 'Answer Man' on
technicians union takes the view that
Salt Lake City, June 23.
a meaiber of senior standing has the
Beginning July 1 KB'YL -will air
rl^tt to monetary advancement end
"The Answer Man' for General Cigar
that It should not be of any concern twice weekly.
to the station paying the higher
Al
version
by
Transcribed
wage whether hb hiring nay make Mltdiell.
practically all sucfa

the following

types

on

WOR

than to

similar local shows

on

any other New York
radio station

.

.

.

COMEDY, SPORTSCASTIRS/SFOtrS BIOADCAST5, NEWS/
QUIZ

WOWS^

CHILDREN'S PtOGRAMS,

WOMM'S

PARTiaPAriNG programs/ HALFrHOUR IVININO SHOWS

KDYL

'

it

tou^ on

the replacement capa

some tcmailer competitor.
That, holds the dmon, is the concern
of the latter station.

biUties of
strictly

•EW TORK*S NEWEST STATIOli

«

Itlbm Oalbraltli Sponsored

San Francisco,

Juhie 23.
ne-nscaster,
John Galbraith,
has been graduated to his own program, 'News by John Galbraith,' for
Sensation cigareta.
The. station's 'George Applegate—
Newij" has been renewed for a secClark clothond year by Foreman
ing firm.

KGO

&

TIMEBUYERS,
ADVERTISERS . •
of the types mentioiied above? la

David Grinies, chief engineer of
corporation, was upped -to
vice-president last week in charge
of engineering. Joseph H. Gillies,
works manager, named vice-president in charge of radio production,
and Bobett F. Herr, manager of the
company's parts a!nd service division,
made vice-president in charge «f
service.

it

be*

ing cxpofled to hs greateat potential
audience?

at 1440 Broadway,

RememberthataloMofeven

1% in New York may mean tfaonsand*
of poBsible costomers who are not hearing your menage!

Philco

.

tt jonr thow, peilupst simikr to oott

in

New York
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Patriotic Ritual

FLY REPRISES HIS FAVORITE SONG:

Cincinnati,

two MEN RUN

RADIO AND THE N.A.B/
Testimony—Congress-

During
Chairman From His Line of Pres-

Personalities Prevail

men

Deflect

entation

—

'Rocking the Boat' Interpretations

Wide Apart
Washington, June 23.
L. Fly, chairman of the FedCommunications Commission,
week continued on the witness

Fly Passes Test

James
eral
last

•tand before the Congressional Committee probing the nature of broadcasting and the policemen thereof.
Fly was candid In his bitterness

toward

NBC

and CBS and toward

the National* Association of Broadcasters which he held to be the
creature of the networks. Congressmen gave Fly a sharp prodding with
qilestions and forced many detours
from his central thesis by the chairman. As before, however. Fly proved

-Washington, June 23.
Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee today (Tuesday) confirmed the nomination of James
L. Fly for a second term as
chairman of the Federal ComThe
munications Commission.
extension is seven years.
Fly had meanwhile done a sixhour stand before the committee
in closed session. His principal
interrogator was Sen. Charles
Tobey, of New Hampshire.

an agile self-reliant witness.
Fly registered these
lawmakers.
Sarcastically Fly said the factions principal points:
fighting the antlmonopoly regvdations
1. Except ioT specific changes en'are putting on a false front' of con- abling the regulators to do their war
cern about free speech and public work better, no lefrislation should be
service. Actually Fly Insisted over eTtacted at such crucial times.
objections to the
and over again, the chains exercise
2. Outstanding
a distasteful and dangerous degree Sanders bill are the 'bifurcation' of
of control over public opinion, boss the regulatorv ogencv, opportunity
the trade associations, and harass for great deUiy through hearifigs and
the Commish by inspiring Congr^s- interventions, loss of control over
tonal hearings or running Into station sales, legalizing of management contracts, and inadequacy of
court.
the examiner-hearing system,
St. LonU BccaUed
3. Fear of censorship is a 'bugaboo'
The St Louis convention poke at
created by the chains to cower up efthe NJ\.3.—'It's like a dead' mackforts to dodge regulation for protecerel in 'the moonlight; It shines and
tion of the public.
stinks' was echoed throughout Fly's
4. There is no slighting of common
testimony, Acknowledging the phrase
carriers or over-concentration of efIs his 'choice description of the trade
fort oil broadcasting regulation.

—

body. Fly told the House crowd he
firmly believes 'it would be a good
Idea to change the management of
the' N.A.B.' because as~ things stand
the major part of the broadcasting
Industry is 'dominated from New
York.'
Two men -virtually dictate
the fate of 900-odd licensees, he
wailed. If Congress wants to tolerate this condition, legislation should
be written specifically permitting
chain managements to rule the oper-

.

The

'Whole Cake'

Fly's
sugg^tlon that Congress
leave things alone during, the war
plunged him into a laugh-provoking
row- with Rep. James Simpson of
Pennsylvania. One of the best ways
to avoid rocking the boat, Simpson
observed, would be to put the network reform rules on the shelf, thus
lessening agitation for new legislation and ending court controversies.
ations of aU afilllates, he advised.
The head regulator retorted 'it would
Pyrotechnics
began 'Wednesday be simpler for those two networks
(17) after Fly had spent more than to. write a one-paragraph letter that
an hour of his third appearance be- their contracts will be construed in
fore the lawmakers telling about .all accordance with the regulations.'
non-broadcasting aspects of Com' Simpson countered 'you want to
mish work; Several members prod' have the whole cake.'
ded him into discussing the Sanders " Networks and commentators were
bin, with 'Rep James McGranery applauded by Rep Patrickof Pennsylvania forcing the- Issue by Kennedy, with Fly admitting 'on the
Inquiring of Chairman Clarence F, whole, the broadcasting Industry has
Lea whether 'any of this (Fly's com- done a very good job' of helping the
mentary) relates to the- legislation.' war effort.
Broadcasters 'entered
In fast order. Rep Jared Y. Sanders, this war in the same spirit as the
sponsor of the reorganization plan; rest of us; they have made a great
Charles Wolverton, ranking RepubU contribution,'' Fly acknowledged.
can; Clarence J. Brown of Ohio, Carl
Fly's comment about the 'big InHinshaw of California, Michael 'J. terests' running to 'Congress fre
Kennedy of New York, and 'Virgil quently
Irritated
Representative
Chapman of Kentucky were hurling Wolverton. The New Jersey Repub
verbal hand grenades.
lican sermonized that It Is "^uly
During his three days before the American' for persons with special
-

^d

•

June

NBC To

Orders

23.

Suggestion of WCKY's Jerry
Belcher to have a color guard

sound

'Retreat'

-

and

Colors' every evening

'Call
to
at 6 p.m.

interests to ask for legislation and
took the slant that the law-makers

local

should give considerable weight to
persons running a business when
studying the effect of legislation or
regulation on such lines of activity.
He said he was 'deeply impressed' by
the knowledge, character, and sincerity of persons urging enactment
of the Sanders bill, challenging Fly
to 'give us the background of the
commission' so the committee can
tell how much weight to give their
views. This line of discussion provoked Congressman Browii to observe Washington is lammed with
alleged 'experts,' Including youths
who aren't dry behind the ears.

manager.
During the ceremony traffic
near the spot Is halted for 40

Mutual Suit

Navy and Marine Corps

official^

and C. O.

Reply In

File

when the Flag on Fountain
Square, in the heart of town, is
lowered, has been approved by
Sherrill, city

.

'

Chicago, June 23.
In Mutual network's $10,000,009
triple-damage suit against NBC.

seconds.

RCA

nating 'needless waste of energy.'
There is no basis for contentions
the Commish Is loathe to change its
mind after announcing a tentative
decision. Fly declared.
In '63% of
all cases, counsel accepted the pro-

posed findings; in 24% whereexceptions were filed the Commish reversed itself, while in 13% the proposed findings were modified. Only
76 of 160 tentative decisions,

were

for violation, of Sherman antitrust laws. Judge John Barnes In the
federal courts here yesterday- (Monday) ordered NBC to file an answer
to the Mutual suit wilthin SO days,
NBC had previously filed a motlon for a bill of particulars by the
plaintiff, explaining In further detail
just what the charged violations
are.
Judge Barnes ruled that Mutual did not have to give additional
facts.

Who's 'Who
challenged, and the analysis 'leaves
Fly retorted with remarks that little doubt that the Commission
N. T. Trial Starts Oct. 8
William S. Paley formerly was a 'considers exceptions and oral arguTrial date has been set in New
cigar manufacturer, Harry Butcher ment with an open mind.'
York for the NBC and CBS peticame Into radio from the fertilizer
tion
The bill would legitimatize manto restrata the Federal ComIndustry, and Frank Russell was a agement contracts which the Com- munications Commission from putnewspaperman. In direct jibes at mish -has undertaken to outlaw. Fly ting Its new rules oh relations bethe latter two, vice presidents for protested. By dropping a few words tween networks and affiliated staCBS and. NBC, Fly observed "when from the present statute, proponents tions into effect The case will be
one of those men comes in to see you of the Sanders bill would deny the tried before a special tribunal of
he talks -with a lot more Infiuence Commish authority to pass on trans- three Federal Judges Oct. 8.
than just a man from Iowa.'
By a split decision the U. S. sufers of frequencies granted licensees;
'When he finally' got around to his He said. 'these contracts are not- In preme court ruled that the threeconcrete objections to the pending the public Interest because they re- judge court was invested with aulegislation. Fly was .most emphatic sult In a shifting of the responsibility thority to determine the iequlty of
In protesting the Idea of splitting
the commission Into sections dealing
with public and private communications and reducing the chairman to
the role of executive officer.
When Representative Hinshaw.
argued the Interstate Commerce
Commission functions efficient^ in
panels. Fly maintained that broadcasting cannot be separated from
other phases of communications.
There Is much overlbpping in regard to allocation of frequencies, he
noted, and the relations between
broadcasters and the telephone system often dovetail. Hinshaw pressed
Fly about the reason for the Commission's concern with 'business aspects of broadcasting,' and Sanders
wanted to know why everything relating to monopoly in radio should
not be left to the Justice Department. Fly told Hinshaw it would
be "unfortunate' if the FCC could
not exercise supervision over business practices because the .'mandate
of the statute is dear' in regard to
monopoly. He advised Sanders 'we
should not be compelled to build up
a monopoly for the Department of
Justice to tear down.'
Xong Step Backward'
Splitting up the Commish 'would
be 'a long step backward,* Fly asserted,..and 'there is no point at all
in having a chairman of a commission if he is only to have the atrophied functions which this bill' commits to him.'
Limiting the Commission's right to
delegate
functions
to
individual
members or subordinates is undesirable, because it. would greatly increase the amount of work and red
tape, delaying action on numerous
propositions that should be disposed
of rapidly. Fly argued. Unless the
Commish can make grants without
formal hearings, newcomers would
be virtually barred from the broadcasting business, since the bllljrewards legal maneuvers and obstrucI

I

i

.

tiva tactics.'
The legislative proposal to allow
more interventions in Commish proceedings is especially unwise. Fly
said.
Noting the regulators have
'generally been liberal' in allowing
participation in cases, he said the

for the operation of a station from any prospective action by a Government bureau- even" though the lattl)e licensee to a third person.'
Congress shouldn't allow dissatis- ter's regulatory precincts are specified parties to go into any court for fied by law.
review of decisions, the Commish
Stations generally
head insisted.
have Washington counsel, records
are kept here, and the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals Is the
IN
most convenient place to litigate disputes. By broadening the review
privileges. Congress would saddle
Boston, -June 23.
many applicants with unfair burdens
Expansion of radio instruction in
and help entrench the 'vested inter- the city high schools and the posests.'
sibility of obtaining a 24-room school
for radio technicians under sponsorship of the Army 'Signal Corps l9
being studied by the Boston board
HI
of school superlntend.ents.

SEEK ACTIVITY STEP-UP

RADIO INSTRUCTION

BROWN PRODUCING

TJnLErOWN,U.S.A.'
dramatic
series
about how the everyday
American peojple are meeting the
war emergency, will air 1.35-2 p.m..
Sundays on CBS, starting July 6.
Stories wiU be told by an informal,
•LltUetown,

U.

S.

A.,'

friendly sort- of narrator. In the manner of 'Our Town.' Show Is a sustainer.

Hlman Brown

will

produce and

direct the series and -work- on the
script with Millard Lampel and
Julian Funt.
Emery Deutsch orchestra will provide background
and cue music.

Dismayed

because

—

an expanded program to be inaugurated in the Fall.

Students at Boston Trade School
are paid $1,440 a year by the federal
government while they are learning
this

A

vital' skill

less

ings.

By widening

tervenors. Congress

the door for

ln<

would make pos-

out only 20% of all petitions to in'
tervene which have been considered
were turned down. Since the pres'
ent policy involving a showing of
real interest— there have been 217
petitions presented, 124 granted, 37
dismissed, 12 withdrawn, and 44 de-

—

nied;

The examiner system—which

—

,

all

parties before the committee Iiave
Indorsed is unwise because it does
not potat up the issues, in Fly's view,
Present modus operandi—where the
Commish hands down "proposed find
Ings'—is far superior because 'the
parties are thus in a position to be
able to address themselves intelligently to the issues which the Qommission considers Important.'
He
maintained the existing technique
'saves time and effort for both the
Commission and the parties,' ellml-

ambitious

radio course is given at Charlestown
High School.

Asst Supt Michael

Downey, In
charge of defense training, warned
that expansion, pI'obBbly would be
held up by shortages of supplied 'and
J.

Hollywood, Jtme 23,
available for school work.
Mary Martin will handle most of
the vocals when she and Bob Crosby
Utah
replace Blng Crosby while thi latter/
vacations from his Kraft Music Hall,
Intermountaln
Network,

Loop Names Rep

following the broadcast of June 25.

Blng remains away until Sept. 3;
In addition to a weekly duet with
Bob, Mary will do five solos, plus
another with 'Victor Borg accompanying. Both will share the patter
portions

and

mc.'ing.

The outlets
MutuaL

are'

affiliated

'

15000 WAHSl
DAY MDMOfr

Salt Lake City's
most listened-to station*

VTAWS ONLY NBC STATION
*See

latest

Hooper

ratings

KDYL
^

JOJIKBUm/N<
* COMPANY (i

which

consists bf'KLO, Ogden-^Salt Lake
City; KOVO, Provo, and KEUB,
Price, Utah, has named Joseph Hershey McGillvra as its national sales
rep.

Commish

sible *a great field day for lawyers,
On this point, the chairman pointed

two

—

'

teachers, adding that although the
$90 weekly salary for radio instructors was attractive, there were fevr

Mary Martin's Songs

suggested scheme 'would make inevitable the presence of a great
many parties,' besides depriving the
of practically all 'discretion in drafting the issues* for hear-

only

schools are giving Instruction In radio techniques, though one ^Boston'
Trade School operates 'on a 24-;hour
basis, the school committee directed'
its superintendents to attempt to obtain federal government support for

SALT lAKE CITY

ONLT
MBO
Button

with

:
'

'

.

«

.
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Many Commentatois At

Now OWTs Foreign Divisioii

C.O.I.

University of Colorado
Denver, June

AFR A Carries TIffongh CiuConvenfo^^

23.

Special second-anniversary broad-

Richard Dana, Jerry Rots, Sidney Sloan, Harold
McGee, Josef Mariiis
Richard Dana, formerly a collaboon the 'Mardi of Time* script,
has joined the' radio branch of the
Foreign Division (formerly the Coordinator of Information) of the
Office of War Information. He's a
writer in the features division. Jerry
Ross, former serial scrlpter, has
joined ibe saine organization in a

Wy Rqis WDAF Tower
Kansas

City,

June 23.
which

rainatorm

Electrical

brought over two inches of rain, to
the city within two hours caused

severe damage to Station WDAF's
transmitter tower located in Johnson County (Kansas) aa the steel
Sidney SlOan, radio actor-writer, structure broke in half under the
has joined the foreign language sec- force of more than 50-mlle wind
Tower buckled at 12:31)
tion of the same outfit, while Harold velocity.
McGee,- radio' director, is supervising a.m. when station l^ad been oS the
programs and air half an hour and a temporary
language
foreign
Josef Marais, who does the 'African aerial was put into use in time to
Trek* series on the Blue network, resume broadcasting at 6 aJn. without any loss of time.
handles South African shows.
Stewart Williams, transmitter engineer, with Joe Flaherty, diief enWalli Marriea, Joins Army
similar capacity.

'

.

'

Cincinnati,

Jime

gineeri

23.

and Dean

commercial

Fitzer,

Secret of his marriage two days manager, were on hand all night
earlier leaked out Wednesday (17) supervising fiie work whicli put into
use a copper wire aerial strung beJust l)tfore Gordon Waltz, on WLW's
production staff since 1936, was to tween two telephone poles preEup^tris^ bis final broadcast of the viously erected oh tht transmitter
"The site for just such -an emergency.
•jEveryboiiy's Farm' program.

Wagner's Wedding

organist played

March and announcement of the
wedding was made;
Waltz was inducted into the Army

'History in the Making' series Thurs-

the following day.

(16)

on

KVOD,

MORE

STRICT

local

Blue

dealt -with the swiping
Last week's suggestion by tiie
changes that have occurred
in Government that national convenAmerican opinioh since the program tions and aimUar organizational
started in June, 1940, about the time' gatherings should be curtailed or
of the faU of France. For the oc- cancelled this year will not aSect
casion, the show was expanded the annual convention of the Amerifrom 15 minutes to a half-hour.
can Federation of Radio Artists,
Novel aspect of the broadcast was scheduled for Aug. 28-30 in Chicago.
outlet,

round-table form. Participating
the confab were Robert L.
Steams,' president of the university.
m.c.; Dean Jacob Van
Ek, Prof.
James G.' Allen and Prof. Frederick
D. Bramhall, all university commentators. Zarl C. Crockett, -university econonust and a regular
panel member, is now a 'WFB divi-!
sion chief, so he was replaced in the
discussion by
Vernon- Jensen, of
fhe university faculty.
Panel members usually, discuss the
topic in advance, then one of them
goes on the air with a .condensed
version of all fiieir ideas. Recorded
edition of the .series is supplied bytbe Bocky Mountain Radio Counciland broadcast by KGIW, Alamosa,
its

in

'

.

ing on Its home grounds, will doubtless be full-strength. But, as always,
each delegation will carry proxy
voting strength proportionate to Its

membership.

local

BEECHNUT CIGAREmS
IDLE FOR

The union executives note that the
Government's proposal was aimed at
whereas the
get-togethers,
conclaves Involves only a
couple of dozen people.
According to the AFRA leaders,
fewer delegates will probably be
sent to this year's convention by the
New York, Los. Angdes and other
locals, so the number of people actually traveling -will be a negligible
factor In -(he national transportation
setup.. It's also pointed, out that
matters isettled at tiie conyentlDn

AFRA

obviate numerous trips
across the country Tjy representatives of the various locals.
Probably not more than half-adozen representatives will go to -the

mer and

-will likely wind up with
but two markets, Syracuse and New
York, remaining on its list
l%e .saine manufacturer's Sensation, brand Is on the Ather hand expanding its spot schedule, having
just added KGO, San Francisco, and

KIDO^

news programs.

.

•

'

.

Unger to H'vrood

Stella

.

]
"

Hollywood, June Sj3,
heard out of New
0.S 'Your Holljrwood
Ntws .GlrV jets in July 8 for' a
three-week visit.
Shell do Her. broadcast from here
during the stay,
_
"

oil

the

same program at

the

same time?

Washington, June

.

'

.

"

.23.

Further freezing of radio station
construction,' Imposing restrictions
on experimentation as wall as on
specialized services, has bean recommended to the FCC and the War
'

by tha Defense
Commimications Board to curtail the
consumption of strategic mntfrials,
Proposal would lorbid any release
of sirategic materials for amateur
or Class S ei^sriinental stations and
would require convincing showing
ot vital military or public need before pennit Is issued for construction
Production Board

of -police, -emergency,

motios lecture,

aeronautical,

forestry,- Are,

and

similar plants.

operating ban
imposed on amateurs sine* the Pearl
Harbor attack -was in prospect, however, when the FCC and Office of
Civilian Defense began arranging to
use such stations for civilian defense
worfc, Bie D.C.B. paved tiie way by

Belaxatlon of

WCAE

popularity!

AH 5 Pithburgh sfafions carried
th* «ani« govcrnmeiitapprav«d pr«<ordm at 7 to
7i30 PiA. Saturdays, Feb. 21
to May 9
a biiijet-proof setup fer a popukirMy check.

—

The

HOOPER

Continuing

MeosMrament of Radio listening Report on that time period,

December through

April,

•hows theso averages:

(^oFUcfenen)

WCAE

31.3
26.6

Station B

Station

C

Station
Station

t

Ac

FCC.
.

To provide two-way communira-,

'£ton In ease coony attacks disrupt
wire lines, selected amkteurs will be

recndted -.to^construct and man defense stations. Xranamittars era expected to be made jot left-overs and
upaxTM .now on the shelves and will
be 'low power—probably not using
more than 29 watts, considered'
enough to cover 10 miles—to avoid
Interference wUh more Important
Fraquencies over 112,000
services.
kc. tiave been staked out by the FCC
ior such oi>eratlon.

have

enlisted ficom

bluejsuiets

Dettoh than £com

'We're proud of Detroifs -men in^fUTf

blue

. . .

^'blocs"

Proud too, of die

any other distpct in dte oation.

worth cheering aboad
silver

plaque presented

to us "in appreciation of co-opctatidn 4a

This didn't /tut bappen,
furthering naval rectuitingf.''

9A
J. i^tiriinsr

,

all stations

Huboi. moie

Siaoe Veul

14.1

0.;

—

.

.

.

otid most Pittsburghers tuned

to

War Emergency Radio Serv-

ice -shall be subject to control supervision, inspection or closure' by

Condoiilve proof of WCAPs
popularity. Same program-^

some time

tfaa

.specifying that 'national secuhty and
dtfense and the, sooccMfuI conduct
of the war demand that all stations

in the

WCAE!

^etchcll Makes

Slight Capital

When

Change

ance,

Albany, June 13.
J,

Stirling

Qetchell,

York, has decreased

its

Int.,

capital stock

In10,466 to 10^1 Aarcs.
stead of 3.7M shares of prafeixed

Hughes, Hubbard

h

Ewing ware

the attorneys filing papers on 4he
change with the lecretaiy of l^tate.

sought

assigned a staff

civilian ladio odvisoi.

from

d

WJR

offices

assist-

mcmbet

casts poittaying life in
'

another "hluc"

Still

we s^trd

widi

as
I,

New

«t "$100 jwr value, the advertising
preagency now has 1,568 shares
The total authorized aumferred.
ber of common shares, no par value,
remains at 7,738.

xecniiting

pride

Is

oar blue

Mdote Man Bag .

.

Dounatic broad-

Uncle Sam's Navy

were created and producexL Navy news

the first issued to
. . .

Mf

xadio station

emblematic of 100 per cent eo^Ioyee

acceptance of die pay toll savings plaa

was

aired in special newscasts.

Naval
for

U.

S.

Wat

Bonds.

heroes reconnted dieir thrilling expencnces before

WJR.

micropfaones.

And

enlistments swelled.

Extend WilUam Winter
Van Dyke Cigar has extended

.Its

of William Winter, com-

sponsonMp
mentator, from the Cellfomie iTstto tfaa CBS Padlle link on the

work

WUIUAl

WOAOaSHMG

SYSIEM

bads of two quarter-hours a "week.
Federal Is the agen^.
Another addltton to the CBS Paciflo Network is Bexel vitamin tab(McKcsson-Sobblns), Involving
flve^nnte p«iods « week of
Dick Joy, newscaster. Placed by the
J. D. Tarcher agency.
lets

Th«
N«wYork

KATZ Agency
Chkogb

Kopiiu Ctty

DaDot.'

DatTBtt

Atlanta

San Frandxo

three

• ASIC STATION. ..COLUM6IA » R O A 0 C A« T I N C SYSTEM
O. A. Rtchardi, Praildent ...Leo J. Fltztiatrtclg VkW'PrMldanl and Ganaral AAanagar

.

NBC

Pittsburgh

radio stations carried

'

Unjger,

Stella

York,

BUILDING
5

all

.

'

'

BANONRADIO
when

.-

Boise, for nightly IS-minute'

normally

-

SUMMER

Beechnut. cigarettes (LorUlard) Is.
paring itsi^pbt schedule for the sum-

large

KlUP, Durango, Gol.; KFXJ.
Grand Junction, C0I4 KDFN, Casper, Chicago confabs from New York,
Wyo.; K'VRS, Rock Springs, Wyo.; -with possibly leven less, from Los
KWYO, Sheridan,. Wyo., and KGES, Angeles, San Francisco and the other
Sterling, CoL
locials.
The Chicago delegation,' be-

Col.;

-

Only Couple Dozen Have to Travel

cast of the University of Colorado's

day night

rator

ST

Cdword fairy SkCempoeibiHk
Nothmat lUpret«nteft^

'
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RADIO REVIEWS
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With Cesar Fetrlllo's Orchestra, Jack
FnltoD, Kiofs Jesters, Gale BobBoss Brown

bins,

Wednesday, Jane

WABC-CBS, New York

WABC-CBS, New York

palatably, further attuned to a 1942
war-production keynote; that is. If
you want a little respite, and still
not lose a minute at the job, chew

gum, Wrigley's or any
In between Bernie intersperses
tenoring
Jack
competently
the
Fulton, the vocally rhythmic King's
Men, songstress Gale Bobbins and
Buss Brown, plus other by-namementioned salutes to the side men
who take the riffs and the breaks in
•trlde under Cesar PetrlUo.
The inclusion of the sundry
variety specialists, and their manner
of handling the small talk (such as
Fulton and the Jesters, ex-Paul
Whltemaniies, with emphasis on the
difference of. money between the
^ean of maestros and the ole
maestro) is good change of pace.
Finale, per custom, Is 'Pleasant
other chicle.

Dreams.'
Withal, at the 5:45 p.m. slot it's a
focko 15 minutes and the 'chicle for
llefense'
commercial format sells
well.
Abel,

•ADOtF AND MBS. BDNTON'
SflOi Bctt« Davis, Banal Conrled,
Arch Obolcr, Charles Dant orch
$0 Mins.
Snoday, 5:30 p.m.

.WEAF-NBC, New York
This 20th

on NBC-Red from the Coast
was obviously intended and expected
to be something ultra. Script was
merles

before Pearl Harbor, but
oft the air at that time,
reportedly because it was regarded
4s too explosive. Bette Davis played
ihe principal part and Oboler himself spoke at the close to express
thanks to the listeners and to those
who had participated in the series.
It was supposed, quite plainly, to be
.

was kept

•n occasion.
Under the circumstances, the nature of the show was all the less
explicable. Miss Davis gave; an iniCtsive performance,.as one of those
Oboler characters who talk to themselves. Having just seen hubby off
to an Army camp, she wished to
God, as she drove home through
.Connecticut, that Hitler were there
with her. She'd tell him a thine or
.

two.
Whereupon
turned out to be

When

a

1942

25 Mlns.
Tnesday,

tM

30 BUBS*
Sustaining
Satnrday, 3:30-4 pjo.

pjn.

WABC-CBS, New York

York.

WABC-CBS, New York

this

.

series

Benet, the Council for

reasserts .itself

:.s

—

—

'

'

,

'

•

and final program of
'Plays for Americans'

Arch Oboler's

written

.24,

•

What makes this a noteworthy
by Stephen V,
First of a series produced by WTR.
Democracy contribution to radio's literature on Detroit, and aired Saturday afteran encourager, the war Is Its forthright, blunt, noons by C^S in cooperation with
producer and booker of eloquent scornful but stlU factual treatment the Automotive Council lor War-Propieces.
The Council did much he- of the personalities behind the Axis ductlon to show what the auto infore the war to articulate the ideo- front. As with the previous CBS dustry is doing to help win the
war
logical issues rf this struggle, using •They Live Forever" a network Itself was mostly highblown tedium,
but
has elected to take off Its frockcoat, It contained one reasonably
for that purpose on several occa
interestslons this same writer.
roll up Its sleeve and apply the ing and Informatiya
bit That was
Each week Herr Schickleg^ber Is verbal shillelagh to quarters that It a straightaway spiel by E. A. Clark
to be addressed by an American, has been long due. It's a superior sales vice-president of Budd Wheel
surgical
techFirst, a farmer (played by Raymond job because of neat
and a member of the board of direcMassey, without v/hom no morale nique. "The Nature of the Enemy' tors of ACWP, contrasting how
no punches, splatters its France did too little too late
series of broadcasts could be offi- pulls
induscially launched.. .In. this, war) and victim of the occasion with odium of trially and the U. S. is building
for
plenty of salami to spare. Two or, next week a businessman to be im' a most seering grade and yet convictory. He ended with the suggesthree Holtz stories at 7:15 p.m. may personated
by Melvyn Douglas. veys the impression that the author tlon that listeners write for a bookbecome an ideal antipasto for the Helen Hayes, as a housewife, will of the indictment is indulging in let
called The Job Is Being Done.'
Sunday night radio diversion.
under,stotement
follow, and so on.
That
part
of
the
program,
It helps, too, that Mildred Bailey
running
The note that reverberates through
It's an 'are-you-lIstenlng-Adolph?'
is there, torchy and wowy, and that Idea.
The voices are
ried for sec
the program is not one of anger, about.. 10 minutes, was frank and
Jell! Alexander's rnusic is tastefully tlonal dialect, for related points of
fist-cIenchlng or defiance.
If any- rather good ballyhoo by a major inbarbecued.
view. Tom Bennett's music (directed thing, it suggests a tone of warning, dustry to sell itself and Its usefulness
Marx Loeb produced the quarter by Joseph Stopak) sketchlly unites A warning which is backed up by to the public. It was directly; simply
hour, which was neat, smooth, sav- the elements, all of which funnel the blistering white light of fact and clearly written in words anyone
oury and promising.
Z,and.
through the- narrator personality. It culled from personal history. There could grasp. Its main fault was that
adds up to a vivid reminder to are opening charges that may stortle it gave too little, rather than too
Americans, a hurling of scorn at the more squeamish listener but by much, detail about what is being
'SOLDIERS OF GOD'
the would-be enslaver.
the time the program has run Its done and how, though presumably
With Conrad Tlilbault, Vincent Prioe,
Pieces of this kind acquire their course those charges have been some of that lack was due to warJeffrey Lynn, William
Bolden, basic sincerity from the author proved conclusively and in a way time censorship.- Clark read the
James Roberts, Robert Keasbey, rather than the actors. Benet's method that it will be hard to forget
im' script capably, with agreeable voice
Llent. David W. Bray, Capt. Marl'
and diction and no apparent mike
is to sound familiar chord, translate
mediately.
ner T. SmIUi, Joseph Stopak ordinary people's political thinking
'The Nature of the Enemy' tees fright
Orchestra
Into the vernacular. Here the farmer off from the thesis that the figures
Rest of the program was orchestra
30 Mlns.
considers his own life, his neighbors, that have or are playing a grand and chorus music and it was definiSustaining
his son in the army, the vagaries and bloody part within the ramparts tely dull, There was 10 minutes
of
Tnesday, 8:30 p.m.
of nature and crops. Life is hard, of the Axis are men whose acts and it to open the show and 10 minutes
WJZ-Blne, New York
but his' kind of people would not backgrounds classify them as per to close it. Selections were introRobert Eisenbach, now a private make it easier, if they could, by de verts, pimps, dope-flends, thieves duced amid a fog of pompous
blurbs
but formerly under Abe Schechter at frauding anybody. The Nazis aren't and international second-story ex- about 'music for America
working"
NBC, wrote this one-timer with nice people. They aren't decent. And perts. It's a tough narrative for a and 'we work as you fight," ete.
But
Corp. Williams Davidson on an idea the slow-spoken, furrowed' and fur- network to bring into the homes of it was undistinguished
music, or at
of Private Carl Ruff, ex-Mutual. It row-cutting
farmer
slowly
gets the American people but, to resort least was made to sound
so, and it
was produced by Charles Warburton very, very angry.
to an old wheeze, to be forewarned was all Irrelevant .to th6
Farmers in the aggregate will Is to be forearmed. That element of the program. The Idea,' theme of
as a one-timer on the Blue. Public
obviously,
Relations Section of Eastern Defense 'choke Adolph on wheat and corn,
warning is lifted .to a superbly dra- was to dress up the ACWP message
Command lent its auspices, the 40- smother him in cotton and soybeans. matic
pltoh at the closing moment of and sugar coat it
Possibly that
Land.
voice choir directed by Lieut. Bray
the program when a victim of Axis might be done by using dramatized
and the presence of a chaplain, Capt.
invasion takes over the mike for a episodes, sound effects and fairly
Mariner T. Smith.
brief statement. In the Instance of elaborate production.
It certainly
Piece was frankly out to glorify 'SUSPENSE'
the Initial instaUment (17) that won't be pointless music.
Hobe.
chaplains. The narrative-illustrative With Charles Rnggles, Julie Haydon,
Bob Emory, Ted Osborne, Irene fadeout speaker was Jan Masaryk,
method was used, the Influence of
former vice-premier of CzechoWinston
Corwin being ever present In the
FALLS
CITY
BREVITIES
slovakia and now representative of
script.
Results were middling. The Mystery Drama
With
Jaok
Brooks,
Ardella
Layne,
that Government in Exile in this
program asserted rather than proved 30 Mins.
Howard. Dorsey, WHAS Chorns,
country. All that Masaryk had to
Snstalnlng
its thesis. It was all pretty surfacey,
Carol Watson, Robert HotseU's
say was that the program has given
obvious, not quite grand enough for Wednesday, 10:30 p.m.
Orchestra
the American people a pretty goodWABC-CBS, New York
the implied grandeur .of religion on
idea of the nature of the men that 30 Mlns. Local
Columbia has token up here where
the field, of death.
are now running my country.' And FALLS CITY BREWING CO.
Talking about men who serve God it left off last summer. The 'Suspense' then
he added, 'Make damn sure that WHAS, LonlsvlUe
calls for one of two possible treat- framework was part of the 'Forethey don't run yours.'
New half hour series produced
ments presumably: one,
simple, cast' group of sample programs. The
For the Introductory Installment of by the WHAS staff is a blend of
heart-tug stuff which is infinitely thing that marked the presentotion this series Colombia chose the permusic, singing and a dramatization
difficult to write, ot second, epic di- of the mystery. Item last summer was sonal history of Franz Von Papen.
mensions equally difficult to pro- the attachment of Alfred Hitchcock's The writing, the direction, thk nar- of an Incident in which the participant
Is a resident oi the WHAS
name to the piece for publicity pur- rating (Barry Kroeger) and acting
duce on radio.
area.
Stanza maintained a lively
Hitehcock was supposed to
'Soldiers of God' came to Its most goses.
on the program were uniformly tops. pace partly thanks to Jack Brooks,
moving pa.vage with the climax that e the producer, but when rehear- The
perfectly
production
was
ha4 orchestra and chorus rendering sals were called in Hollywood the balanced and the paie with which ft singing m,c. with effervescent- personally.
(He's whilom partner of
a new patriotic ballad by John La- film megger was in New York en- moved and socked earned a spepial
the team Brooks and Ross, of Chijoying his favored two -inch steaks.
Touche and Earl Robinson.
tribute for Charles Vanda, who was cago stations
and CBS.)
Charles Warburton made the pro- Charles Vanda produced the sample in general charge.
Group of 12 choristers, directed
duction stick together well enough. 'Suspense' and the job that came out
von
Papen
has
devoted
"his lite to
What was there was brought out of CBS' studios last week by way treachery, betrayal and villainy. He by Ed Barrett, was markedly imVincent Price was not the Ideal of New York was also •performed by has been for decades a 'professional proved. Singing group was much
him.
It
.was
okey-^pke
entertainmore flexible, and handled pop
voice for the requirements of the
ment but nothing to get especially Judas.'
occasion.
Characterizations of Von Papen and harmony arrangements with more
Land.
excited about
skill and ease thap when they were
For the revival of the 'Suspense' Hitler were deftly compounded by on a Sunday night sustainer, fed
idea as a regular series the Colum- Allen Euwitt and Ted Osborne, reYANKEE HOUSE PARTY'
to CBS, during the winter months.
spectively.
Odcc,
bia producing menage could have
30 MINS.
Barrett has the -group well blended,
chosen a better openmg fable; John
Snstalning
liointing up each nuance, and the
Noxon Carr's story 'The Burning HELLO FROM HAWAIT
Tnesday, 11:30 ajn.
>oys and girls now compare favorCorpse,' didn't lend itself to the "sort 25 Mlns.
WNAC-Yankee Network, Boston
ably with network mixed voice enSnstalnlng
This snow proved fast-moving. of adaptotlon that makes the most
sembles.
Chorus had Important
The 14-piece band sounded ftill and out of radio's peculiar technique. Satnrday, 4 pjn.
chore
in 'Who,' 'Summer Tiftie,' and
New York
was especially appealing because the Both the. scrlpter, Harold Medford, WABC-CBS,
the
group lent solid vocal back"Under
strict
military
regulation
arrangements stressed the melody, and the producer appeared to have
ground -to the songs of Brooks and
and also gave the vocalists fine back- no little difficulty keeping the skeins 'and, for a time, curfew, Hawaii has Ardella Layne.
not
enjoying
been
this
war.
Nervous
of
the
narrative
grounds.
from getting enTed Cole gave stirring
Fimme vocalist, Ardella Layne,
rendition of 'Bombardiers' Song,' fol- tangled. At times it was rather hard and cut off more or less, with mail
lowed by soprano Ruth Owens in on the listener to keep the numerous and phone and other contacta re- formerly a chorus member, han'Now and Forever' for good change characters properly indexed. The duced to an official ordering, there is dled a couple pops In standard style.
plot had to do with a femme ;}Ossibly ample morale reasons for Gal's voice is pitched low, with a
of pace.
Then the program swung to Fran- poisoner, the theory of reincarnation his. servicei of programs by which sultrv .quality, and she has good inthe Hawaiian garrispn speaks to tonation." Her tempo seemed to be
cis J. Cronin at the new mammoth on empty crypt and the stupidity of
organ improvising interestingly on a 8uy Tt'ho knew he was dealing friends and relatives In the states. draggy and had a tendency to slow
Borgia but who It is as such that 'Hello from Hawaii' up the pace of .the show. Supported
'Three Blind Mice." Another pleas1.=*^
should be judged, for as entertain- by the chorus. Miss Layne limbered
ing shift brought on George and qualified the mickey anyway.
Cast credits over the air were ment it was just filler-inner, not up her pipes on 'Sleepy Lagoon'
Dixie in a hill-billy, 'Skip to My
nmited to Charles Ruggles and JuUe quite up to network standards.
and 'Here You Are.'
Lou.' Band played 'Playful Prelude.'
Ruggles who was described
Material is of routine local studio
Ruth Owens and George Wheeler Haydon.
Dramatic reading by Carol Watas a comedian whose craving to
The weakest portion, as .json
play quality.
combined in a pleasing duet of
was of an editorial 'Freedom
""O^® was herein might be supposed, was the attempt
'Silver Moon' from 'My Maryland.'
Is Made of Simple Stuff' by Hazel
l^iti^^^iJ?^}"^
being
fulfilled, gave a sharply de- at comedy.
Gab about a date, with
All took part In quizzing Mrs.
fined performance in the -character a Polynesian beauty, a supposed trip Parker, young Courier-Journal reColin P. .Kelly, Jr.^ widow of the war of
the author with a yen for poi- by jeep, through downtown Hono- porter. -Straight-forward, down-tohero, with questions ranging from
earth recital of our basic American
soning cases. The mechanical
device lulu, was pretty vague to the Inexher baby, home life, to her present
was the now common form of having perienced listener 5,000 miles away. privileges was potent program maactivities on sale of War Bonds and
Miss Watson gave it a sin*e unfoldment Strange-sounding, too, was one line terial.
Stamps.
She handled herself ex- S.,^°J£*""'.^°""L"^*^
cere reading,. neither .under nor
and the action being interstlced
be- of dialog In which a soldier ad- over emphasizing. The- iemme retremely well.
first-person comments. dressed his date as 'my brownBand closed with 'We Did It Be- Ruggles
ijy.tf-?porter was Interviewed by Howard
was
that
narrator.
Julie skinned cutie,' or words to that ef- Dorsey;
fore and We'll Do It Again.'
and gave an account of how
Haydon
An encore from each artist would niodem underplayed the part of thfe fect However, for those who know she came to write the piece and
have been welcome, plus more in- of vocal Borgia almost to the point the Hawaiian background it may her surprise that It caught the inextinction, while Bob Em- possibly have "been very nostalgic.
strumentel numbers, but show would ory and
Ted Osborne each put plenty The program conveyed little infor- terest of other publications. It was
necessarily have to be stretehed to of dread
backgrounded by an excellent muinto their lines. T^e scormation, although a few generaliza- sical arrangement,
an hour. WNAC has shot the works ing of the
well cued.
With

That master raconteur of the folk
tales of the Bronx, Lou Holtz, is preBen Bernie is back for Wrigley sented by Columbia as one of its
gum, with the same format as last offerings of the new and more imagyear, a flve-times-a-week late after- inative program department of the
noon quarter hour. It's heftier in network. Apart from the faith in
general substance and, even more Holtz as a talented guy ..lat CBS
advantageously, lighter on the com- has revealed, perhaps the smartest
mercials.
Show was almost a CBS touch of all is in making it a
yowsah plugfest last season, and quarter hour. This enables Holtz to
even the ole maestro, with his in- spin two or three of his fancies in
couldn't mutilated grammar. Holtz can probcon,
musical
gratiating
quite onset the overly talkative ably meet this material demand
commercials. Now he does it more rather than 30 minutes or more, with
(.Mayerhoff)

Ta4 Oabenie

Snstalnlng

Sunday, 6 p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New

Sunday, 7:16 p.m.

VM^B. DETROIT*

With Barry Kroeger, AUeu Eawltt, With E. A, Clark, orchestra, chorna

With Jeff Alexander Orchestra, Mil- Letters to SeUeklegraber
dred Bailey, Stories, Songs, Muslo 15 Mlns.

16 Mlns.
Soatalnlng

Variety

P. K. vmiGLET
15 Mlos^ Mon.-Frt., 6:45 p.m.

THE NATOU OF THE mCHn'

'DEAR ADOLPH*

LOn HOLTZ

BEN BEBNIE

'

,

hltcTi-hiker

Adolf himself.

he realized he was in America
and thpj a crazed woman was going
to wreck the car to kill him, he blubbered and sobbed In hysterical, cowardly terror.

After the crash, Mrs.'
told by rescuers that
there'd been no one in the car with
her. At that she was in a frenzy
to see the next morning's newspapers, apparently expecting to read
of Der Fuehrer's death.
Doubtless that was fantasy and
erobably it was supposed to be symollc, or something.
It was fantastic, but what -it all. meant was best
known to Oboler, and possibly Miss
Davis and Hans Conried, who played
Hitler with revolting effectiveness.
It was pretty incomprehensible.

Bunyon was

Hobe.

.

—

'

'

.

'

'

THE WILL TO FBEEDOM'
War Dramas
Bostalninr

Monday,

•

10:30 p.m.

,

WABC-CBS, New York
Leather -strips brought down hard
on workers' backs by Jeering essohbees in Gestapo uniforms seems to

be the dominant note of

this series.

undertakes to make depravity
vivid In terms of conquered nations'
resistance to their autocrats. It's a
mirror held up to hateful gentry
and it s likely to produce a hateful
leehng. The series is a legitimate
exhibit In the running debate on
It

how piuch we must feel and what
place feeling, as distinct from planning and fighting, should play in this
.war.
,

,

.

S* Mlns.

'

.

'

,,This episode concerned the Czechs.'
musical bridges was of
More especially^ the late, delightfully with nice results.
Paul
standout quality.
Odec.
departed Heydrlch, he of the flatskulled, blonde Nordic bestiali^. The
script by Leigh White and Ranald
MacDouglall was peppered with
small incidents, captions, part dramatized, part shouted. The direction
of William N. Robson held them together. But it was not a standout
example of war propaganda. It reroundteble discussion between Rex Stout,' Herbert
iterated the familiar, and added theAgar
l^>r^u''^''^o^
Michael Strange and Henry J. Taylor was televised
atrical touches to the headlines.
by CBS In New
York under the chairmanship of George Seldes.
Fundamentally this sort of proIt concluded with
gram does not need to be memowhat may weU serve as an ideally concise, clear and
punchy
appeal
'
rable, or even especially momentous
"
for war bond purchase, to wit:
or moving. It Is one broadcast, one
Announcer: The most important thing, about the program
blow, one Impression among many
we have
Just transmitted Is that we could send it and. you
ell designed to drive home to Amercould receive it— In
Short, that we live in a free country. You
icans that this war Isn't a trifling
are free to approve or disapprove of the opinions of one or even aU of the
matter Involving a few economic
talk guests.
And they are free to think, to talk, to persuade one table'
gains or losses, but a challenge from
another-or
creatures who feel, think, act, reason
To preserve this priceless freedom—which has disappeared you.
from
and aspire wholly differently from
vast portions of the globe—buy war
stamps—buy war bonds—
ouy
Americans.
" u^—buy
*^
them every pay day—for Uberty.
'
•
Land.

Sumining

Up For Democracy

.

,

tions

about things being ship-shape

Playing of the "WHAS orchestra
now at Pearl Hsrbor, ete, were inunder Robert Hutsell was in the
cluded.
New York was 'saluted' on the groove. Arrangemente by the leadprogram reviewed. Soldiers from er were llstenable, and the strings
this area spoke, reading 'letters' to and woodwinds attained a tone qualtheir families.
Nevada and Penn- ity well above par. Commercials
sylvania will be addressed by this were smoothly worked into the
method in the succeeding two broad- program continuity flow, music cues
casts.
Idea Is that three fighters were tight, and well-timed. Howard
broadcast what they have written Dorsey did a nice Job of emphasizjust before posting
physical delivery.

the letters for

.

Atmospherics were not Ideal this
Saturday, but program was reasonably clear technically.
No doubt'
there are many technical production
difficulties, including censorship, in

ing the quality of the isponsorls beer.
Plugs were brief and to the point,
and slanted toward the femme customers.' Show is well routined, and
stacks up as a pledsant half-hour of
radio fare.
Hold.

—

an undertaking of this sort at this
Samnel H. Llnoh, director of radio
time.
Webley Edwards, of KGMB,
'public
for
Atlanta's
Honolulu, Is credited with the pro- education
duction in collaboration with U.S. schools, in Cincinnati for a fortnight
morale officers, whose names were to -study operations of Crosley's
not quite clear over the air.

Lajtd.

WLW, WSAI
WLWO.

and

short-wave

—

'

.
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WWDC'S BIGGER FUTURE

i

the Production Centres

i

NEW YOBK

CITY ...

War

qiialitt;

Is Discussing; Columbia's totre to Ford— The Office
"
Infonnation'if one-two to Broadcasting Magazine—The harsh

networks

now

Inject into

PayroD

23.

Family feudhig that resulted in
Indianapolis.
Don Menke, copy tone on KOIN-KALE staff, leaves
several court actions by disgruntled
members was terminated as far as editor of WFBM, local CBS affiliate, July 1st to join the Army.
Bob Harris, announcer for KOINthe trade and local listeners were has transferred to the sales departHe Is succeeded by Dave KALE, joined the Coast Guard and
concerned-rby final FCC approval ment.
last week of the sale of
for Milligan, formerly a continuity writ- leaves June 26.

propaganda programs, once so mild.

—

WWDC

James Matheny, who Menke resales, has iqined the Army.
Richard Morris (Pittenger), WFBM
announcer, left June 18 to report for
supplementary training in the Naval
Air Force at Glenview, (lU.) Naval
Air Base. Norman McDonald, form-

•Just Mary Stories,' as broadcast over the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at a fancy price.
network by Mary Grattan, has made its appearance in book form ($1, W.
The Commish put its seal on the
Gage, Toronto) profusely illustrated with line drawings.... Miss Grat- $110,000 agreement by which Stantan waq. a delegate to the last Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio ley Horner, Ed Spence and Dyke
Julian Street, Jr., spends hall time In Washington, rest in Radio City Collum peddled the low-power outas a literary liasion for the U. S. Treasury. .. .British Broadcasting Corp. let to Joseph Katr, G.. Bejjknett Larmuch interested in possible transoceanic program tieup with Universal's son and Charles M. Harrison.
Abe Schechter makes his appearances in the
new 'Eagle Patrol' film
The plant wiU be the Washington
latest Princeton" Public Opinion Quarterly bibliography bs Abel Alan outlet for the promised but vagueA. Siepmann of OFF, has lectured, at Dartmouth on new Arde Bulova seaboard network
•Schechter
radio and Carl J. Frledrlch, of Harvard, follows for same summer class
and also plans to be a 'sounding
Lindsay Wellington, of BBC, finally got a seat in a plane and is now in Board* for government agencies, acBea Wain plays, the Bath and Turf Club, Atlantic City, July cording ^to information given the
London
23-24.. ..Jiist finishing week at Loew's State.. .her radio career mean- Commish. More live talent will be
used and the operating schedule
time spans 18 years, and she's only 23.
Lesley Woods, a lead in 'Bright Horizon,' played a part Sunday night lengthened.
Noting the plant lias been runnmg
Tom Howard, George Shelton and Harry Mc(21) in 'Crime Doctor'
Naughton will be the leads in 'It Pays to Be Ignorant,*' new sustainer in the red to the tune of $1,500 per
quiz starting tomoriow night (Thursday) on WOR-Mutual
Roger month, the purchasers advised the

er.

placed in
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New York

announcing

actor, has" joined the

expects military

staff,

—

—

enterprise,

Miller, formerly of
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WNEW

War Department.
^

Bob Meyer resigned from the Compton agency radio department to take
a publicity job with the Fleetwings plant of Sikorski .aircraft, Bristol, Fa.
..The Hal Jameses (Florence Sperl) and their infant Son vacationing in
Canada
|Caye Brinker and iSlanfred Lee will be married July 4....
.

.

.

she's the radio actress-writer and he co-authors (with Frederic Dannay)
the 'Ellery Queen' program, films and books
Blue network contributed
that ina total of 71 hours, 43 minutes to the war effort during May
cluded 62 hours, 21 minutes of sustaining time and nine hours, 22 minutes
of sponsored time, but excluded such service shows as 'National Farm
and Home Hour'. . <BiU Ramsey, of P.
accomG., in town this week
panied by his 11-year-old' son this time
R.,
Harry Ackerman, of Y.
will produde the 60-minute program and the spot announcements during
July for Ted Collins, Radio Coordinator for the Conservation of Man-

&

.

&

Don Becker, Transamerican
for the Labor Department
and production supervisor, ill and will take a layoff of several

power Drive
script

weeks at his 'Virginia farm.
David Davidson, scripter of 'Second Husband,' has left for a Government
assignment In Ecuador
Ruth Borden, writer of 'John's Other Wife,' adds
the 'Second Husband' authorship
Walter Payne resigned as WOR engineer to join the Army as a private
Arthur Bruce, 'Venzuella Jones and
Juan Hernandez joined 'Young Widder Brown' cast. .Dorothy Sherman
quit the WOR program department to Join her husband In New Orleans
and Mabel Delamater joined t(ie -station's general staff, telephone room
Cliff Carpenter added to 'Lorenzo Jones' troupe and Bert Transwell castfor 'Second Husband' show
Clinton Foss quit WOR en.glneering staff to
take an OCD job, while Ann Davidson joined the station's engineering
force, succeeding Peggy Bliss, resigned.
.Joan Cecile' Downing replacing
Audrey HUme in WOR engineering staff
John'Lund, Sammy Hill and
Frances Carlon Added to current 'Mr. Keen' case.
.Eileen Farrell subs for
Vivian della Chiesa on 'American Melody Hour' next Tuesday (30)..
Leighton & Nelson will soon unveil WSNY, Schenectady, completely
Charles
without speeches, stuffed shirts, ceremonies or cheesecake art
J. Rol'o has another piece on shortwave radib, this time in Coronet.*...
John Carlile, of the University of Alabama ^nd former CBSer, may go
Into' Army' publicity work
Phil Spitalny has a hunt on via 'Hour of
Charm' lor best song ol World War II.
Claudia Morgan, feftune lead of Tliin .Man' and » principal of 'Against
the Storm,' cast lor new part in 'Help Mate'
Mark Van Doren finishes
'The Scarlet Letter* today (Wednesday) on his 'Radio Reader' series on
CBS and loUowa it with another Hawthorne story, The Ambitious Guest,'
tomorrow and Friday (26-26)\...He then leaves for vacation, with an
.

i

.-.

.

.

as-yet-unselected spieler starting Monday (29) to i-ead 'Jane Eyre'
Barry Wood has taken a place in M6odus, Conn..*. .Kay Kyser program
broadcasts tonight from Ft. McPherson, Atlanta, and then toes to the
Mrs. Ed
Pensacola Naval Air Station.... Ed Cashman. directs the show
Byron home from the hospital after recuping from critical operation
'Miss
....hiuband is ' producer-director of 'Mr. District Attorney'
Meade's Children,' slated to go off Mutual, gets a reprieve and sticks In-

—

'

empha- nagh, has resigned

application

the

sized.

New

Katz, head of the agency with ofin J^ew York and Baltimore
and former department store advertising executive, will be the head of
the
venture, with Harrison, his

for post at

NBC,

York.

'

been transferred to the sales service
department, succeeding George Klernan, resigned. He is succeeded as
mail room head by John Ruddley,
formerly of the buUdlng- service
-

—

fices

Colorado Springs Dale McCampformerly •with the United Press
Denver, has joined the staff of
Colorado Springs, as a newsKVOR,
partner, handling financial aspects.
caster. William. Danneman, formerly
Larson will be station manager.
with KYUM, Yuma, Ariz., has joined
the KVOR engineering staff and
Springfield, Mass; Norman Paul, Jenny O'Brien has joined the same
Holyoke native, most recently with station as receptionist.

division.

Bob Davis, formerly with the Warner Bros, publicity department on
presii
the Coast, has joined the
department as a copy writer. Al
Durante has shifted from day to
night assignment in the presis department, succeeding John Anspacber,
who has been called for Army duty.
John Perrin, formerly with .'W OKO,
at Manchester, N. H., is new
Albany; WBZ, Boston, and WTIC,
announcer at WMAS.
Portland, Ore. Bob McCoy, bari- Hartford, has joined the
anCharlotte.
nouncer-producer staff.
engineering
Heinig joined the
Sidney Strotz chose 'Don't be a Quitter'
Armed forces have taken office, succeeding Gefaldlne Swana total of 107 employees -of the major nets here to date.
KNXCBS tops the list with 51, NBC seconds with 24, KMJ-Don Lee lost son, resigned.
and the Blue net saw off, 10. .. .Vincent Callahan, treasury
12,
Troy, N. Y.—Cecil Walker, director
Dept. rep for press-radio, here early in week said: 'Radio is doing the
of merchandis ing service and pub.-^
outstanding job in hypoing War Bonds sales,' but admitted he was here
lieity at 'WTRY, has been com?
to get some fresh ideas to bolster the drive and caucus with producers
missioned an Ensign in the Navy.
and directors on new approaches via radio. He's touring the Coast
before returning East with new bag of tricks he hopes to harvest. ..
St.
Lonb^Edward Wilson, forNorman Blackburn, J. Walter Thompson's local' drum-beater, out of St. merly of WLS, Chicago, newest gab^
Vincent's- after treatment of a kidney ailment.- .. .Bums and Allen move
bing addition to'KWK.- He also waf
into the Victory Parade spot' on NBC June 28
Lux Theatre stars Wal- connected with NBC in Chicago.
lace Beery on June 29 in 'The Bugle Sounds'
Robert McAndrews, NBC
Al Brandt,
news gabber;
western sales promotion manager, now a second lieutenant in Army Air
has donned the khaki at SCptt Field,
Force, at Santa Ana
Keith Kiggins, Blue net's station relations- head- Illman, returned Elast alter visiting Coast sites
'When 'Date With Judy*
Alex Buclian, former
sportii
takes over Bob Hope time for summer, starting July 23, DeUie Ellis will gabber Who left to
fly iiJ the RAF
be in the title role. Ruthrauff & Ryan have decided on July 2 as ter- in England hat returned to the U.S.
minating date for-^Edward G. Robinson's 'Big Town' for the usual 13 to fly for Uncle Sam.
Currently
weeks hiatus
Diana 'Carlson, production assistant to Dick Mack on the assigned at Corpus Cbristi, Texas.
Sealtest show, exited Hollywood hospital lor home recupeing after mii)or
Ray Schmidt, former sports gabber
surgery
Former flimite. Neil Hamilton, title roles CBS Coast net sus- at
and
now dping same
taining series 'Return of Raffles.' Ted- Bliss producing, Paul West scripting stint pt WTMV;
and Gaylord Carter organloguing
Frank, Forest, tenor on KHJ-Don
Lee-Mutual's 'Double or Nothing,' coming to Hollywood .lor vac^h July
Plttshorfh
Dave l^son, who
l...,Cobina Wright, Sr.'s .'Just Between. Us,' spon to start on NBC, gets joined
staff year and a JiaH
Gail Laughton, swing harpist.
.Ransom Sherman partying his gang
a ago has been hlmted chief 'announcer.
larewell. today (Wednesday) 'alter washing up... .Switch in Jiramle FidDick Abels, from
WPAR lA
ler's Blue net time lor all but local tuning-la. puts him on Sunday in- ParkersbOfg,
W.' V,. has joined the
stead ol Moifday, Coast sivpw remains at 7:30 p.m. period on Mondays, announcing st^ at WJAS.
.'
.,
while Supday program lor Mountain, Central and Eastern tlnie airs at
Marie YfUk. wpointed nro'^nm
celebrate
6:30 p.m
'Visalia's KTKC broadcast— saluted by Blue .net to
manager lor WWSW's' FM corn*
bell,
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.Warren Lewis

new

is

addition to NBC.'s

ponent, W47P./
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ThiI Rad»> Tbadk Is Discussikg: The delight of advertising agency
men to get jobs, in stations or networks for the durotion—The 'reoppointnvent of Chairman Fly, .ending one wishful thought of titme
radioites.
.
.

-Two more men have departed from NBC for service jobs. They are
David J. Klempkes, engineer, and Paul Anderson, .announcer's clerk...'.
Johnny Coons, of 'Stepmother' cast, returned to. hometown of Lebanon,
Indiana, for a special benefit. He was a magician there in early days.
x
Ima Phillips' new show, 'Lonely Women,' replaces 'Arnold Grimm's
Daughter,' with Sahara Luddy as' the star. .. .National B^n Dance gang
getting things ready for the. -cut to a ball hour early in July.... John
Hodlak, actor, now • private in army. Another actor,- Billy Idelson, ol
'Vic and Sade,' doing public relations work lor the navy, with Author
Charle Ludlow also a middle.
Pierre Huss, guested on WBBM, telling of experiences as foreign corres^iondent
Les Carr, WBBM engineer, off to Washington for war-time
post In Navy's R^dio Division. .. .Cliff Johnson assigned, to announcing
duties on new WBBM 'What Cba Doin'?' show....Myma Dee Sargeant
airing.morning chats five times weekly -on WJJD: .Frank Sweeney, WJJD
announcer, back at work after three-week illness. .. .Betty liou Gerson
Beverly Ruby, ol 'Secret City,'
added her fifth radio part this week
Paul McCluer, NBC sales
east, hobbling around on a twisted ankle
manager, back from -trip to northwest, with Frank Oljcary, salesman, off
Blanche Brand is back at desk alter leave of absence.
to St. Louis

Akrcn, 0.^-Opal Winder has Joined trafflf department of WAKB,
wbUe Bob Smll^ tau joined WAKR'-s
anoounefaig staff to succeed Steve
who goes into the army.

Richards

Glenn PhilUiMi out of high stihool
Into announcing tankfi at- WJW. Jack
Ffankel and Gene Peterson new additions also {it WJW.
Call Ayres
and Don Worrell leaving station lor-

war plant

, .

,

—
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jobs.
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Henry Flsk Carlton, Radio Writers' Guild national president, JU at his
Plac^ at Harmon, N. Y..
.Script for this Friday night's (26) 'Grand Central Station' program was authored by Patsy Ingersoll and the cast will
Paul J.. Moore was recipient of wrist
She's -secretary to Roy Shield
Include Lois Hall, Carlton Young, Arthur Allen and Charlie Cantor....
watch given by colleagues ^when he left lor A^my -this week..
finale of the series, July 3, is scripted by Mary Brinker Post, mag writer
Lou Cowan's Quiz Kidt program will celebrate its second anniversary on
and sister ol Kaye Brinkei-. .it's her first try at- dramatic writing lor rathe June 24th biloadcast over the Blue network and will have as contestagency,
Feasley
dio
with Lever Bros, dropping 'iStatlon,' the Lambert tc
boys and girls who made the most appearances during the
Martin Horrell ants seven
which, owns the package, will offer it to other sponsors
Incidentally, l^t weelc^ panel ol five missed six questions,
first year.
produces it-aad Ira Ashley directs
Teddy Bergman back again as a reg- which Quizmaster Joe Kelly termed 'an all-time high.'
ular on the Philip Morris 'Playhouse'
he was off the show for a while
Scott introducing the speakers the
With Jack Scott of Schwimmer
after slugging adaptor-director Charles Martin durfng a studio tiff.
Office of Facts and Figui;es meeting here a week ago had this representative turnout of Crflcago admerf and broadcasters: Robinson Murray, L. J.
'
Sholty, C. S. Lund, Burke Herrick, M. E. Blackburn, E. B. Savage, Max
.
.
.
Wiley, M. H. Schwartz, Edw. Nix, L. M. Bell, J. W. Hosberg, Wm. N. ConThe Radio Trade Is Discossino; Al Nelson, ei-NBC, opening hi* own
nelly, P. McCleur, Jim Shelby, Geo. StiUman, Vic. Hunter, Vem Brooks,
advertising agency in San Francisco—The Paciflc AdveHiaiTig convenGeo. Budway, Jack Louis, H. C. Kopf, Lavinia Schwartz, Jack Van Val«entJon at Tacomo—Return to commercial radio of Vick Knight after
kenburg, Harry Gilman, Jcck North, Mr. '^Moore, Leon Meadow, Ben
•pell of Government chorea.
S. ThompGreen, Frank Chizzini, Walter Schwimmer, Kenneth Hinks,
Woodman, R. A. Sorenson, L. --H.
Marry Witt,
sales manager, to Tacoma for annual meet of Pacific- son, J. A. McDonald, Mary Duffy, James
Ad Clubs Association
Don Gilman, Blue net v.p. to 'Frisco on •business Ploetz, A. E. Myerhoff, Ed. Simmons, Nelson Shaun, Judith Waller, Jules
Herbureaux, Miss Lahey, Jack Scott, Myron Chon, Alvln Kabaker.
• ...For his first speech since appointed head of NBC Western Division
.

.

New York CBy.—Clarence Van
Auken, formerly in charge of th(
mall room at WOR, New York, has

CleVdju>d.-^Arihur Hannea, formerly Qf Erie, Pa., has been adde^
to the, announcing staff of WGAR.

San FraacisM.:—Agnes Eason, for^
merly of KIRO, Seattle, named nsto Marie Houlahan, KQW
and Columbia Broadcasting Systenl

sistant

.

publicity director here.

Margaret Roberts
to

Bob Cwan;

KGO

Is

new

secretary

program direc-

tor.

Byron

.

definitely.

\

-

Worcester—Hal

Santos Ortega, title player of 'Bulldog Drummond' FCC they will pyt the station in a WNAC, Boston, has joined WtAG,
Bower will direct it
and a principal of 'Ellery Queen' and 'Blue Theatre Players,' gets a new stronger situation and terminate liti- replacing HoUy Wright, now with
romantic part with 'Joyce Jordan, Girl Interne,' for Hi Brown. .. .Gene- gation that has complicated affair for WRC, Washington.
Jean Connelly,
months. The multiplicity of crossvieve Footh, assistant caster of the Compton agency, recuperating at home
secretary to 'WTAG program-proMary ^hipp played the lead last week on "Man-- suits no longer will jeopardize the duction manager William T. Cavaafter recent operation

—

has

New

—

.

'

Cahill,

J.

York. Duncan Pimie, formerly with
the student station at Harvard, has
joined WQXR as an announcer,

call soon.

—

Lee Cooley, RuthraufC & Ryan staff director, to become a father
John L. Oberg, non-pro writer, won the $2,000 'Dr. Christian' scripting
Walter Compton, m.c. of 'Double or Nothing,' doing
prize, his first sale
afternoon news strips on Mutual from Washington. ,. .Instead of coming
east, Hendrik Booraem will remain on the Coast when the Burns and
Allen show folds ibr the summer, and will direct the Tommy Riggs series
....Cilenhall Taylor will probably direct the Jack Benny show when it
returns in the fall, succeeding Murray Bolen, who shifted from Young &
Rubicam to Ruthraufl & Ryan to handle the new Edna May Oliver series
When the Eddie Cantor program folds for the summer Bob Welch will
probably remain on the Coast for a vacation: .. .Y. & R. plans for him
after that are undecided.
Dorothy Lowell, title actress of 'Our Gal Sunday,' just completed flock
of presentation spots for Metal Salvage Commission' and is recording 'You
Frank Phares is advance man-researcher
Can't Do Business With Hitler'
on 'Cheers From the Camps' and collabs with Herry Mc'Gill on the script
.Maurice Hart subbing on 'Make Believe Ballroom'
for General Motors'.
for the vacationing Martin Block. .'.Art Millet recuping from an operation
Dennis James doing Sunday recorded show on
formerly
spieled' by Allan Kent. .. .Ben Kagan writing 'You Can't Do Business With
Hitler,' succeeding Elwood Hoffman and Frank TeUord, who relinquished
it to work on the 'This Is Our Enemy' series fo.r the OEM
Ann Barley
touring war plants gathering material on femmes in industry, for the

New York City—JameS

of WAAT, Newark,
joined the sales staff of WQXR,

formerly

but
Montreal—Herbert Hewetson, pro-^
gram -director for CFCF has been
lieutenant,
second
commissioned
J. Melville Canadian
WiUes-Barre, Pa.
Grenadier^ Guards, Re('Tiny') May, formerly with WRAW, serve Army.
Reading, Pa., and WCBA, AUentown,
Pa., has joined the sUff of WBAX,
Boston Charles Burgoyne, WHDH
local Mutual outlet, as commercial
chief control tobn\ operator, has remanager.
ported for active duty in the Navy..-

•

hattan at Midnight.'

Traffic

—

The Radio Tsatb

of

» ».

Wa.shineton Station Fromisea More
Talent and Bettec Broadcasting'

Washington, June

m

39

^

Nelson

sales staff.

has

Joined

KGO

.

Toledo,
0<—George L. 'jfoung,.
auditor and assistant to the vice
president of WSPD, Toledo, has reported at Quonset Point, R. I., as a
Na-t^y lieutenant
-

Fort

Wort^Wllliam

G.

Fields^

has, been named commercial manager of .station KFJZ, key station of
the Texas State Network succeeding
Harvey Hardey, \yho has been
named manager of .the TSN outlet
in Austin, KNOW.
Fields comes

from'KABC, San Antonio and. was
and sports staff member of the

sales

TSN

staff.

Harttord.— Stanley Peer, control
operator of WDRC, has joined th*
U. S. Coast Guard.

:
.

PbiDy Symph in Black

B.O. Scale Ups Subscribers

At Met Opera House for '42-^
Box oSlo* tr«asur«r and assistant
jpanoNl managar of tha Mat, Earla
Eawli, raporta that ai a result ot
at tha
naw pr^ca scala of |1 to
housa, tha Mat has be«n receiving
to naw subscrlbara dally alnca tha
lox ofllca was opened.
Lewis reports that many olfi suDlocaSTlbafs are choosing better
seat*.
ons, leaving tha lower priced
•Iwsys the easiest to sell, open to a
90% subscription Is
new pubUc.
aimed at, which will ba the

^

^

Strep Postpones Wedding
Hollywood, June

Met

29.

A

strep throat postponed the marriage on Saturday (21) of Katharine

Schumanh-Helnk and Richard DeUaVedowi;
He's an research engineer. She's
tha daughter of th« opera diva.

A

Itelng
best to

history.

The agreement on prices witn
onions which reduces the Met top
floures and Includes a $1 to $3.25
Saturday night, means the house can
BOW gross about $11,500. Ote av•raga price per performance whlcn
reduced to
>d been .$12,40a U now
company of a
),000, assuring the
out house.
1,900 profit on a sold

JANSSEN BATONING
19TH BERKELEY FEST

already been advanced by officials
of tha house for approval, and It

understood that the revivals

lected.

chutz,'

Venice,

Prague,

Samuel Dushldn, for whom Stravinsky wrot* hia violin concerto,
will b« soloist with the Mexican
Symphony orchestra under Chavez,
June 26, 27 and 28. The violinist la
booked for some 20 odd conceits so
far under the NCAC banner.

From

Warren

States Score At

Colon, Baenos Aires

'Melsterslnger,'

'Flying

the Dutchman,' 'Romeo et JuUet,' 'Forza
Del Destino,' 'Gioconda' and 'Fl-

Zurich,

Siena, Geneva, Uege,
Brussels, Oxford, Vienna, Amsterdam, Florence,^ Barcelona, Paris,

Of these, 'Boris,' 'Sadko,'
"Manon* and the first named three
seem the most likely, due to casting difficulties on the others.
deUo.'

Minneapolis Heartened

Frankfort,

Minneapolis, June 23.
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra

Warsaw, London and New York.
guaranty fund campaign is within
The 1942 jury consists of Aargn $12,500 of Its $100,000 goal after
Copland, American composer; Desire three weeks.
At the solicitors'
5efauw, Belgian violinist; Gregor meeting Arthur J. Gaines, orchestra
former conductor of the
Philharmonic; Darius Mflhaud, French composer, and Albert
Elkus, music dirfector at the Unlversl^ of California. Their- awards
tltelberg,

Warsaw

will be announced soon.

George Gershwin, Louis Gruen
Henry lilchheim, Roger Ses
and other
Leo Sowerby
had
have
composers
American
works performed at previous festi

maus' and 'Zlgeunerbaron'. to N. Y.
audiences this spring, will take over
the management of the Adelphl theatre, N. Y., In October and present
three operas.

operas.

Music League of Nations when
launched In Salzburg In 1923, introduces new works by the world's
leading composers each summer. An
International jury of noted musl•lanB passes on an average of 1,200
cores submitted annually.
Since Salzburg, festivals have been
In

jagel, MilanoT,

from these

Chenler,' 'Werther,' 'Fra Diavolo,'
'Cenerentola,'
'Boris
Godounov,'
'Schwanda,' 'Hansel Und
'Sadko,'
that
occasions
Gretel,' Turandot,' 'Manon,' 'Manon
few
the
of
one
It la
been
se- Lescaut,' 'La Vide Breve,' 'Freishas
conchictor
American
an

held

m Mexico

DnsUm

KOTANYI SETS

when

Those selected so far are *La
'L'Heure
£sServa
Padronna,'
pagnol,' 'Gianni Schiccl,' 'Andrea

as

Concert Season Before

SPECIAL OPERAS

Orchestra at the 19th annual fesUval of the International Society for
Contemporary Music at the University of California In Berkeley
Aug. 8-9. Concerts will be given in
the Greek theatre on the campus.

acclaimed

$21,000 was set aside to meet deficits
pension funds.
In the orchestra
The net surplus was $4,443.61. This
In the face of a predicted estimate
of nearly $24,000.
Five orchestra members have
Joined tha armed services; Allan
Famham, violinist; Herbert Plerson,
second horn; Mason Jones, solo

ON REVIVAI^

chosen, will be selected

society,

'42

first

MET DECIDING

Werner Janssen has been engaged
to conduct the Janssen Symphony

This

Lewisohii Stadinn), N.Y,. Opens

Fhiladdphla, Juna 23.
time In fflva yeari tha
Philadelphia Orchestra Association
wound up Its season In the black.
Gross surplus reported for tha 194142 series of concerts was $45,433.
From that was deducted $20,000 for
an anticipated deficit next season
Also
(due to war conditions).

For the

He Is giving three concert* at
Town Hall. N. Y., In the fall, the
homist; Gordon Pulls and William dates being Dee. 8, Jan. 12 and Feb.
Gibson, trombonist
&
Kugena Ormandy will conduct all
but five weeks of the next season.
Guest conductors will Include Arturo
Toscanlnl, Wilhebn Stehiberg and
Saul Gaston.
Soloists engaged for next season
Include Helen Traubel, Artur Rubenstein, Rudolf Serklh, IVltz Krelsler,
Whlla no actual revivals have as Joseph SzlgeU, Claudlo Arrau, C^arShumsky,. and
yet been set by the Metropolitan roll Glen, Oscaif
Gregor Piatagorsky.
Opera Co., a board meethig this
Friday (26) will go Into the matter of
Gustava Kotanylj who has prenew repertolT)}. Certain operas have
sented tha seldom heard 'Fleder-

Is

manager, declared the case for good
music during the war period Is becoming more heartening every day.
The London Philharmonic Orchestra, formerly in financial straits,
now Is enjoying on^ of Its most
prosperous periods, he pointed out.

berg,

•ions,

Buenos Aires, June

23.

'Simon Boccanegra' was given Its
first performance of the season at
the Colon .Opera here. Three Met
Fredstars appeared In the leads;
erick Jagel's big voice handlhig the
lyric passages with extreme delicacy
the
stopped
aria
whUe his last act
show. Zinka Mllanov as Marie vied
with Jagel for top honors with her
tremendous top voice especially, always In evidence and her outpouring, of top B's and C's sending the
Latin audience wild. The soprano
has lost considerable weight and
both acted and looked exceec^ngly

The first of these will be "Fledermaus,' In English, running eight
times weekly with Robert Stolz as
conductor. The other operas, to be
given on matinees, will be 'Tiefland,'
by D'Albert, and 'Czar Und Zimmerman.'

DUSOLINA GIANNINI

AT HOUYWOOD BOWL

Tuf,

f 5 War Stamps Admish
June 23.
A series ot outdoor chamber muBic concerts on the lawn of Prince
George Chavchavadre's estate Is bC'
Ing platined here for the end of
Present plans call for two
July.
series on Friday nights, Saturday
matinees and Saturday evenings
with a. small chamber orchestra and
BemardsvUle, N.

Instrumental

J.,

soloists.

'
The Prince, a concert pianist, owns
120' acre estate and about 1,000
i^eople can be accommodated com'
Admission
fortably on the lawn.
will be $5 in U. S. War Stamps .with
•11 profits going to the Government.
The mayor of the city Is attempting to arrange transportation facill'
ties from N. Y. now.

Baccaloni's

New

Salvatore Bapcalonl,

Discs

Met bassobuffa

has signed a new recording contract
with Columbia to cut eight new 10Inch A\£C3 this week with Pietro
^Cimara, Met conductor, at the piano.
Bass will record four 12-lnch selections in October, the latter being
all operatic, with the Met orchestra,
under Gaetano Merola, impresario
and conductor of the San Francisco

Opera Co.
Baccalonl is vacationing In Glen
Cove this summer and will make a
tour of USO 'camps. In October he
goes to San .Francisco, then to Chicago and finally to the Met. He
opens his concert tour of operatic
brevities Jan.

A

'THE

•BABBEK OF SEVILLE'

GTFST BABON*
.

Essex Connty Stadlam, Newark, N.J,
The Essex County Symphony
opened its summer season in New
ark, N. J., with Rossini's 'Barber' in
a performance which had considerable merit, but was marred by bad
acoustic conditions and the conduct-

ing of Sir Thomas Beecham. The
a whole had much to recommend it^ veteran conductor alternated be
and while parts were not all up to tween a breakneck pace which left
par the general standard set was his singers breathless or dragged
very highproceedings,
Foremost In the cast was conducSalvatore Baccalonl, as Dr. Bartolo
tor Robert Stolz whose authorita- added to his vocal form high-grade
tive handling of the music drew mimicry, graceful handling of a 300
'every ounce out of the score and pound bulk. Robert Weede, sang his
his 45 men. Tenor Mario Berini re- first local 'Figaro' in splendid voice.
vealed a cleafr luscious voice, heard His 'Largo al Factotum' stopped the
to particular advantage in the many show. His,immense power and ringduets and especially in the aria, 'Als ing top 'A' naturals were standout.
Berini's faults lie In Weede disclosed a flair for comedy
flotter Geist
^Is almost Inaudible non-resonant as well.
Josephine Antoine as Rosina also
piano tones, but fortunately he resorts to full voice on most occasions delivered an excellent performance,
and up to the high 'B' flat the voice especially in 'Una voce poca fa' and
Is as good as most any lyric tenor the 'Charmant Oiseau' where her
around today.
Margit Bokor was clarity and adherence fb pitch in the
somewhat of a disafipointment as higher tessitura were nigh well perSaffi, singing with bad production, fect to the 'F* in alt, and her acting
not always on pitch and with con- was coquettish, but always in line
with the proceedings. Bruno Landi
tinual glottis attacks.
The voice sounded strained and sang his usual good Almaviva with
'Ecco ridente' and 'Se il mio nome'
tired at times and the high tones
being standouts.
were frequently pinched. Her actNicholas Moscona, gowned more
ing was generally good, but a trifle
like Ramphls than Basillo, did
kittenish.
As the Gypsn Theresa creditable 'La Calunia' but his actihia
Gerson revealed a somewhat short missed most of the comedy displayei
voice, limited in range on top and
by the. others. Edw.< a Eustfs was
bottom, but' of an ingratiating qual- an excellent Berta, a bit short on the
ity and well used within its limita- top perhaps,
but a good comedian,
tions.
and one whose aria was quite satisChristina Carroll^ displayed an ex- factory.
Given outdoors, the percellent coloratura, somewhat small formance .attracted 15,000 persons
in size, but perfectly placed and with a probable half of th^se not
with excellent quality. Her acting hearing a thlnf, so bad were the
Eidy.
was adequate. None of the balance acoustics and 'mikes.
of the long cast had more than ordinary voices but their acting was
Lanrltx Melchlor is booked 'solid In
good and the comedians tops. Stag- 16 concerts
to the opening of the
ing of Herbert Graf of the Met was
barely adequate but the chorus of Met season. Tenor will appear as
75, was up to par. Performance was soloist with the Rochester, Harrls'
played to a completely sold out burg, Toledo end Davenport Sym'

8.
possible film deal
at RKO or Metro are contingent on
screen tests that will be made in
CaUfomla In October.
iiouse.

'

'

'

fddv.

Lewlsohiu Stadium Concerts la
N. Y. opened ita 25th season Thursday (18) with 12,000 in attendance to
hear Artur Rubinstein appear as
soloist with the N. Y. Philharmonic
In tha RachmaninoS Second Piano
Concerto under Artur RodzinskL
Pianist was In excellent form. Program opened with a rather routine
and uninspired reading of the Weber
overture to 'Frelschutz' and closed
with a dragged and prosaic interof Brahms First SymThe^tone of the orchestra
for the
occasional weaknesses In the woodwinds and some blasting of the brass.
Rubinstein encored the concerto
with four selections In which his
playing again revealed high stand-

pretation

phony.

was generally good except

ards.

The Stadium's secohd night was
dedicated to new Russia with Private
Eugene List, In uniform, appearing
as soloist In the Shostakovitch piano
concerto.
The work Itself slowed
proj^eedings considerably, but List

played with ample feelhig.
(As a
stimt he was appointed a 'corporal
at the dose. His raise In pay is not
likely to excite the pianist who drew
fees of $750-$l,OOiO a performance.)
'

The Marche

Heroique of Gllere,
Shostakovitch's Fifth Symphony, and
the Internationale made up the bal-.
ance of a not too interesting program.

Attendance was

4,000.

The third night 14,000 heard an
Tschalkowsky program with Albert Spalding as violin soloist in the
concerto in D Major. Program opened
with a tremendous reading of tha
all

'Romeo and Juliet Fantasia' with
Artur Rodzinskl and the orchestra
both In top form. Spalding, however, -Was not always In good form.
Many of his tones were squeaky and

.

A

«»«^

Opera; Jone 19, 1942
Cosmopolitan, N. T.
The first performance of Johann
Strauss's opera, 'Zigeunebaron' in
N. Y. since 1929, and the second since
1905, was presented Friday (19) by
Gustavo Kotanyl. Performance as

12,i

thin on top^ and some deviated from
pitch, especially in the first moveDusollna Glannlni, Met dramatic ment and more particularly In tha
soprano, will co-£tar at the Hollywood difficult cadenzas. Bowl this summer, In an all operatic
well.
Sunday (21), a crowd of 3,000 atLeonard Warren, singing the Doge night with Richard Bonelll, July 23- tended Lewisohn Stadium for the
The soprano will also -make a fii:st non-soloist night
Program
for the first time, was a tower of 24.
half dozen USO appearances.
marked the last appearance of Rodstrength in arias and ensemble.
She is negotiating now with Gae- zinskl as conductor,
good reading
South American baritone, Luigi
Vaghl stood up well-with his Ameri- tano Merola, Impresario of the San of the 'Oberon Overture' opened the
can rivals, singing a superb '11 Francisco Opera Co. for appearances program, which was followed by a
lacerato Splrto.' Ettore Panizza con- this faU, and will also appear with superb performance of "Beethoven's
Much more coducted with his customary authority. the Chicago Opera Co. before re- Fifth Symphony.
turning to the Met She opens her ordhiatlon between the strings and
concert tour with the Minneapolis the brass sections was noticeable
Lotte Lehmann has been re-en- Symphony Oct. 30.
power
Improved
of the forthe
with
gaged by the Friends of Music Series
Bowl concerts will be given this mer aiding the performance Immeasat Towp Hall Jan. 24, 1943, and will year with the Government limit of
urably. Havel's 'Daphnls et Chloe'
present the two Schumann song cy- 5,000 on attendance. Concerts will
Suite
No.
2, and Kern's Scenario for
cles, 'pichterllebe' and 'Frauenllebe be given twice, with the- orchestra
Orchestra on themes from 'Showund Le'ben.'
and soloists agreeing to play and boat' closed the-program and Rod*
perform twice to enable a profit to zlnskl's stay.
'*
be made.
Soloists selected Include 'Vladimir
Horowitz, Jose Ittubl, Artur Rubinstein, Serge Rachmaninoff, Jascha
Heifetz, Joseph Szigetl, Nathan Mil'42
stein, Richard Bonelh, a week of
the Ballet Russe and the Symphony

A

FRENCH ITEMS TO MARK
OPERA
CHICAGO'S

-

Opera Reviews

vals.

Prince's Concert on

June 24, 1942

^ITediieadajy

COMCBBT^PBBA

40

phony

orchestras.

under Eugene Ormandy and John

Chicago, June 23.
BarblrbUl If he returns from EngThe Chicago Opera company will
land In time. I^egotlations are also
being conducted to secure Leopold open Its 32d annual 'season on Nov.
Company
run.
five-week
7 for a
Stokowskl.
will charge $1 to $4 for admission.
French revivals yiWX feature the
season, with Lily Pons, Lawrence
Pol3^a Stoska Opeiis Tour Tlbbett Grace Moore, John Charles
In
Worcester Thomas, Helen Jepson, Jan Klepura,
Crooks,
Polyna Stoska, dfamatlc >soprano, Gladys Swarthout, Richard
Josephine Antoine, Giovanni Marti*
will open her.' first American tour in
Bampton, Alexander KlpWorcester, Oct -9.
She is booked nelli, Rose
nis,.Coe Glade and Richard BonelU
for concerts in Boston, Syracuse,
among the artists set so far.
Norfolk and Utica among the imFortune Gallo remains as general
portant cities with some 20 now on
manager and Giovanni Martlnelll
the books and~& tour of 35-40 aS'
will probably stay, on as artistic
sured, a phenomenal number for a
manager. Last season Gallo reduced
'

Home^Town,

•

newcomer.

the annual
Singer, Worcester' born, attended
$19,000.
JulUiard school %nd sang in

loss

from

$125,000

to

the

Europe from 1933-1940 in most of the
principal opera houses before 'the
war forced her homecoming. She
is' known as a Wagnerian soprano although her repettolre embraces- the
Italian and French roles as well:

.Ruth Posselt Opens Oct. 12
At Wellesley College
-Posselt '-violinist, opens her
concert tour at Wellesley Oct,

Ruth
fall

12.
The violinist Is booked for sbt
symphony dates, thes& belng_with

Egon Petri on CBS

the Detroit, orchestra Dec. 31; Cincinnati, Jan. 15 and 16; Cleveland,

March 11 and 13, and then Boston.
opens a
She Is being sold by Boosey &
series of sustaining broadcasts over Hawkins.
CBS July 5 from 11:05 to 11:30 from
Ithaca, N. Y., where he Is spending
ITUBBI'S SUHMEB SATES
the s.ummer teaching at ComelL
Beverly Hills, June 23.
Pianist will be on the air tmtil the
.^ose Iturbl wil fly July 5 to
start of his fall tour In October.
Among some of the 45-50 engage Rochester to bonduct the summer
ments he will play this season wUl symphony July 7, 11 and 14. He albe with .Frank Black's NBC Sym- so will make summer appearances
phony at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Nov, at Robin Hood Dell, Philadelphia,
27; the National Symphony In Bal- and at Lewisohn Stadium with Artimore and Washington, Dec. 15 and gentinlta in August
16; the Trenton Symphony, Jan. 12,
The balance of his summer will
and a recital at Carnegie Hall Oct be spent makhig USO appearances
30. .Last season he played 41 dates and
petroling the Atlantic as •
under the
banner.
clvllliin pilot
Egon

Petri,

Dutch

WGN

pianist;

,

. ..

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

m,

DESPITE

Pelham, Heath Ian, outside New York City, has found it impossible to
carry out its plans to enlarge. Priorities prevented the acquisition of steel
beams to strengthen portions of the building,, thereby enabling partitions
to be knocked out Herman Schubert, operator,, had Ideas of doubling the
spot's capacity and installin g a niore powerful name band policy.' Bob
Allen's band Is current
When plans for enlarging .the spot first were broached it was thought
that materials which are under priorities would not be needed,
that It would slrtply entail elimination of partitions. Construction inspectors apparently coldrwatered that idea.

JimXrowed on

—

Benny Goodman was forced to remake a group of records at Columbia
week, because he changed vocalists between the time he origmade them and their release. Dick Haymes joined, the band at the
Its Paramount theatre, N. Y. date four weeks ago, replacing
Art London, so the band and Haymes went back to Columbia to do
'Serenade In Blue,' ^Girl from Kalamazoo,' 'Take Me' and 'Idaho,' first two
inally

TRAVEL BIG FRET
By BERNiE

Dick Gilbert of WHN. disc Jockey
chairman of Records for Our Fighting Men, spent the wadccnd In
Washington and Baltimore linlng-up
fellow platter-spinners In the na
tional campaign to collect 87,000.000
outmoded, worn, broken and unwanted pbonograph records to be
turned In for new ipnes to be given
to

American

soldiers,

sailors

and

marines.

The capital's turntable maestros
have Joined the r»mpi^ifi with
every station represented on the' re
gional
committee,
comprised of

-

MCA

C

JIMMY DORSEY
DEVEOPS HABIT

Jimmy Dorsey'i orchestra cracked
Godfrey,
WJSV; Tony
Wakeman, WINX; Art Brown and its tiOi straight thcatra gross' recHodges, WOL; Fred Swan, ord at the Earl* Theatre, Philadel'
and VTMAL; and Norman phla, last week. Dorsey finished the
Heed and Pete Harklns of WWDC,
sUnaa with a b.o. total of |37,491,
In Baltimore, Gilbert was host at surpassing Glenn Miller's mark of
lunch to Rosser Folks of VBAL, $34,100, previous high for a band at
Eddie Hubbard and Bill Willse of the house. All-time stage show recWITH, and ErWin KlUott of WFBR. ord at the Earle, however, was rung
up by Joe Penner some years ago.
At a breakfast meeting in Phlla' Gross then was over $38,000.
delphia on Monday (22), Arthur
Prior to going Into the Earle- the
Simon, general manager of WPEN, Dorsey outfit played four weeks at
stated that be was confident 'of the
the Strand theatre. New York, with
full cooperatioh of this d^'s staBette Davis' 'In This Our Life,' and

.Cellcfes

Open Soauaera

usual quota of talent.
Palisades
Park, Fort Lee, N. J.; Eastwood
for a second -week, Gardens, Detroit; Cedar Point, Sandusty, O., are all operating, to menMaxine Keith of^WOV flew to and so op.
Boston Sunday to do a similar Job of
On his last day at,JOie Earle, Dor- tion a few. And they're doini. good
explaining the objectives of Records set distributed to cashiers, ushers, business, according to reports.
While the 20-25% reduction in
for Our Fighting Men but was un- stagehands, officials, etc., more than
mentioned by
able to return to New York in t;_ie $1,000 worth of War Stamps. Band one-night hooking
Moss (and echoed by others) has
to report to an informal meeting of went on three-week vacation yesthe disc jockey committee Monday terday (Tuesday). On a one-nighter been caused by leaders who prefer
at Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa., Sat- locations to dealing with transpor'ternoon (22).
So siji,cceBsful was the personal urday (20) Dorsey broke another- tation headaches, pne-nighting has
been very profltabfe to those bands
contact idea that next Sunday GU- record, playing to 5,812 dancers.
working them. Gas rationing in the
bert will fly to Chicago and Detroit;
e. Ttern territory was expected to be
Miss Keith wU; visit Pittsburgh,
a sharp deterrent in less popuCleveland and Cincinnati; and Paul Legion to Place Disked
lated regions, as tires and fuel
Brenner of
Js scheduled for
problems loomed to bands themSyracuse, Rochester and Buffalo.
Pleas for Old Platters;
selves.
Yet there have b:en few
RFOFM has been recognized offigrosses turned -tn.
cially by President Roosevelfs
ComLeaders' Voices poor
At Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa.,
tte on War Relief Agencies.
Saturday night (20), a spot which
One-minute, transcribed pleas by figured to be seriously handicapped
name bandleaders on the Columbia by lack of transportation, Jimny
Dorsey playeu to 5,812 dancers, a
IS
Record roster are being cut in benew high for the 2e-year-old ballhalf of Records for Our Fighting
IN N. Y. Men, recently organized to provide room. Of course, that's an isolated
example, but it proves what bookers
have
been contending from the first,Orchestra leader liOuis' Liltenfeld records and victrolas for Army
that if a powerful enough name is
filed a bankruptcy
petiUon in N. Y. camps. Made at Columbia's N. Y.
*.ederal court Saturday (20) listing studio, the di£cs will be shipped to the bait, ther- will be 'business as
usual.'
That gasoline wasn't plenliabilities of $12,423 and
various
American I^egion posts,
no assets.
He claims to haire earned |900 which will get them aired on as tiful over the week-end is attested
by daily newspapers stories of
irom June, 1940 to Juafc,
many Independent radio stations as
1942.
dry
flUing
stations from Maine to
possible
throughout the country.
Flatters, of course, ask for coopera- the Carolinas.
GInny CooB, vocalist with Charlie tion in the drive for old records.
Even suburban New York rotdisk
houses,
which
were conversationally
*
band, has left th« urganizaUon.
These old records will be sold to
Chicago, lining up new con- record manufacturers for the shel- doomed when gas rationing started,f
w-acts_ with his
manager, Nick Poro- lac they contain, the proceeds go- are holding tl eir own. Alvino Rey
zoir, IS
auditioning new singers for
ng to purchase new discs and turn- had the best week his band ever
'he band.
experienced at Frank bailey's Meatables for soldiers.
played, that

is,

a substitute for shellac, by company
chemists and private ones alike,
nothing lias been formulated that
Ifs under'Will do the same Job.
itood that materials have been developed which could replace the'
India product, but all show wearing

In addition there are scattered
dates at colleges, which are conducting summer semesters this year
for the. first time. Charlie Bamefs
band, which opens a month's stay
at Atlantic City's Steel Pier, July
5, leaves the Pier for one night July
qualities far inferior to the original.
10' to play at Penn States College, a
Since juke boxes, which, eat up Sfi%
type of work-opportunity never be- of the total output of populdr platfore available. There are some paid ters, are hard on discs, anything Indances in other imexpected places, ferior tb the present surfacing would
too, such as the one Johnny 'ScaV- be unpopular with operators.
Davis plays at Maxwell Field, Mont-

gomery, Ala., Saturday (27) for air
the combination set a new b.o. rec- corps graduates.
Amusement paries are using their
ord for each of the four weeks it

Win Bradley Fronting Band
<Probably Castle's) For

the first week's gross
the house record,

WDAS; Lou London and Al Henry ($60,000) broke
of WPEN.
second was best

•

WAAT

Name

m

LOUIS UUEra^ELD

BANKRUPT

'

i

.

String of Theatre Bates

of

WUl

Bradley,

who disbanded

Ihie for. clearing of bussss out' of thew
l)and business, found it imposibls

The same answer was given

.to

weeks

still

indefinite.
He will not reorganize
for the dates, but wUl lead another

organized band. It's probable that
the 'outfit selected will be Lee
Castle's, which recently played a
theatre tour under Artie Shaw.
Bradley, who quit Ills recently' organized band because of an illness,'
allegedly owes the William Morris
.

agency around
him.

$3,000.

Morris books

Artie Shaw Led CssUe'a
Artie Shaw reported for duty with
the U. S. Naval Reserve Friday
(19) morning, on schedule, apd immediately received a nine-day furlough to go home and rest up. Day
before (18) he had completed a fiveweek theatre tour at tiie head of
Lee CasUe's orchestra.
Leader will be 'stationed at a preliminary training center on Staten
Island, N. Y., when be reports again
'

Monday

(2S).

dowbrook. Cedar Grove, N. J., last
week. Claude Thomhill, at Glen
Island Casino, New Roehelle, N. Y.,
set up a new Saturday night record
at that spot (20).

^

'

hard at work over the weekend
figuring train schedules in an effort
to routf Andy Kirk, Louis 'Ann-

.

Lionel Hampton, etc., by rail,
without missing any committments.
Since the routes of each were originally laid out to be covered by
road, the borers faced almost a
::trong,

superhuman job. Few wUte bands
wer. interrupted by the bus ceMost of the ones who

-

within the past few
y-eeka anticipated the problem, and
went out by private car* Tbey^
travel that way until -tires wear
thin, then shift tb trains.

Train riding IsnH easy for cotored
bands, howev«r,--i>artIcularl7 in the
south, the best teir.'tory for iban.

Jim Crow

make

rules

on southern

GASSED our

IS

LAYOFFTERM

mm

Maestro

Danny

Yates

.

typlAtm

many ^ location maestro who has
been 'gassed out,' as they now call
It, by the tire-petrol situation.
Hs
had ah annual summer engagement
at flie Riverside, an inn at Smithtown, on Long Island, which will
now dispense with live jtaisle because of the motoring curtailment.
Yates shnllarly bad a steady winter spot in Miami Beach, and that
too Is now under mllitaiy occupation

HARRY STEEPER NEW
A1DE_T0 PEtRILLO
Harry Steeper, president of ths
Jersey City, N, J„ local of the
American Federation of Musicians,
has been appointed first a^isiant to
APM president James C. Petrlllo.
He t^es over the spot left vacant
recently by the death of Bert Haiderson.
Steeper was chairman ot
the WPA Music Committee.
His appointment to the AFM's
New York headquarters necessitates
giving up his presidency of the
Jersey

local,

of course.

Sally Lang^s First

.

.

lines'

routing a difficult task.

Job

Pittsburgh, June 23.

Couple of days after she won an
amateur contest on Brian McDonald's weekly hour here over WJAS,
Sally Lang, a local girl, was taken
on by Jinuny -jGamble as vocalist
with his band. 'Gamhie caught her
'

at a benefit show where McDonald
had ia)cen the gal the night she
copped the prize on his radio show.

Maestro opened engagement yesterday (22) here at Kennywood Park,
giving Miss Lang a big-time spot for
her first pro job.

'

/

n.oval order.
hit the road

July 9 at Loew's State,

N.Y., with the remaining

'

bookers of colored outfits when the
latter pleaded for more time. Move
s
those bookers, particularly the
offices of Moe Gale and Joe Glaser,

his

few weeks ago, is returning, to the band business temporarily to play some theatre dates.
orchestra a

He opens

-

'

for the duration.
.

'

Defense Transportation.
which had twice deferred the dead"

Office

.

'

Arthur

Among the others
present were Laroy Miller, of KYW;
Stanton,
vice-president
of

SHEUAC STOCK

Him

WRC

PaV

&

NEW SURVEY OF

—

.

to allow any more. time. 'It waa
pointed out by Joseph B. Eastman,
Al- head of the ODT, that no partial!^
could be shown the orchestra industry when, other phases of businessalso suffered by the order.

—

GAC;

Buss

tion managers.

WOODS

hotel, Boston,

Despite the paralyzing blows the afternoons following -Pearson
band business has suffered in the len, 8:45-7 p.m.
pa^t few months the great reduction in record production, almost
insurmountable transportation difficulties, conscription of musicians,
etc., ^the industry is in as good shape
as it has ever been at this time of
year, according to bookers' date
sheets.
Summer normally sees a
Ernie Hoist Quits
boom in bookings of all types;
there Is always a shortage of good
Succeeds
Ernie Hoist, ex-bandleader, leaves bands. This seasor is no different
Record company executives and
his salesman post at General Amuse, from any oth:x.
One-night bookers, theatre men, officials of the War Production Board
ment Corp.'s New .York headquar'
ters.
His place will be taken by Iccation salesmen all have a similar will huddle today (Wed.) in WashSeymour HeUer, who had been aS' answ^ to a 'how's Business' query. ington over the next shellac allotexception,
'it's
sistant to one-night booker DiA Without
good.' ment to be distributed to the disc
Gabbe. Job entaUa booking small They're cleaned out of open' time manufacture^ An sccounting will
cocktail units and location work for on major properties, and little un- be .made of the amounts of the 'vital
filled time remains on lesser names material the companies have used In
full-size orchestras.
the three months since the GovernNeal Lang, ex-husband of Bfartha between now and Auigust.
ment moved in on their reserves,
Raye who Joined GAC the same time
Harry' Moss,
exec in New
Hoist did about eight months ago. York, asserts that that ciency has how much Is on hand, what the Govrequire, etc.
^tial
Is now a Captain In th« Air Corps, had to turn down queries for talent ernment will
stationed at Washington, D.
He in ntunerouB instances. Dick Gabbe rations givta the companies back fin
March 'were to last until June 30,
left GAC three weeks ago.
and Harry Romm, at GAC, say tiie
'When another Inventory was schedsame.
While one-night bookings
uled to be taken.
have fallen off 20-25% this June,
Another problem to be discussed,
Moss points out, as far as that (md one that's becoming Increaslitgly
agency Is concerned, other things serious, is the shortage 'jof copper.
have come along to take their Ifs 'very possible that the lade of
places. Potomac River Boat Line, that metal will hurt the recording
Washington, D. C, for example, is biz as much as the lack of shellac.
now a one and two week stand In time.
whereas it formerly, confined Its
While innumerable attempts have
buying for weekends only.
been made since March to develop

Frankie Carle, pianist with Horace Heldt's orchestra, is being mentioned
as a possibility to tak« over Eddy Duchin's band when the latter goes into
the Navy next tnonth. Nothing definite. Music Corp. of America, which
handles both Dudiln and Heidt, deny knowledge of the move.

SERVICEMEN

hopping thence to
the IVocadero, Henderson, T£y„ and
on to the Coast
Singers wUl have a Blue network
-wire once weekly, done from a local
studio in each city. Spot is Sunday

ton

from the film 'Orchestra Wife.'
Cootie Williams, colored trumpeter formerly with Goodman, but now
leading his own band, sat in with the band on the recording date, as did
Hymie Schertzer, In place of Vldo Ifusso, who's liow leading Bunny Beri'
gan's outfit

MOBILIZE FOR

'

Worry and

studios last

HeUer

(hie-Night St^^^^^^

Attempts were made over the past
of Bookers Finds All Mills Brotheis to L. A.;
weekend to secure special dispensaConcurring It's a Life of
First Time in Years tlon for the 'use of' buss^ by travel^
Mills Brothers go to the Coast ling colored bands, to no avalL. All
Special Probnext month for tEte first time in -busses were yanked off the. road as
lenU, But Grosses Remain several years. They open at the of midnight Monday (22), leaving
Gardens,
Hollywood, a comparatively small number ot
Pleasing and New Types Florentine
July 28 for at least six weeks. outfits to find their way to schedof Dates Develop
Group is currently at the Ritz-Carl- uled one-nighters as best they can.

Check

beginning of

DISC JOCKEYS

Busses Yanked, Leaving.Negro Bands

•
•

Wednesday, June 24^ 1942

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

42

Bands

Margan-Dennis Day Big 45G in N. Y.;
Hutton Fine $21,500 inD.

C But Fields

N.S.G. 12(i, Balto, Harris, 18G,

Mpk

fi-

Elte Fltageraia, July 2, City Aud.,
Houston, Tex.; 3, City -Aud., Galveston; 4, City And., Dallas; 5, City
Aud., Fort Worth; 6, Library Aud^

San Antonio; 10. Cotton Club, Port
Arthur, Tex.; 11-13, Rhythm Club,
New Orleans; 14, Beale St. Aud.,
Memphis, Tenn.; 15, Dreamland,
Little Rock, Ark.; 16, Castle B., St
Louis.

B^O/s

at Hotel

(Presented hereultK, at a weKtv tabulation, ts the estimated cover
charof butlnest beino don* bv name bands in oariou* New 7ork hotels.
Dinner btufncM (7-10
not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount detonate* weekend and
holiday price.)

PMd
_

Band
Dorsey... Astor

Ooren total
'Part
Covan
Wetk Oo Dato

IVMhi

Hotel

Tommy

riarod
6

(1,000; 75c-$l)

6,450

{8,900

.BUtmory (300; $1-$1 JO)
8
450
5,250
(Estimates for This Week)
Ersklm Hawkins, July 2, Polish Ray Heatherton.
6
2,825
Cedar Point Bookiiigs
14,600
Community Center, White Plains, Guy Lombardo*.. .Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)
Sklnnay Ennis, Chicago (Chicago;
6
2,229
13,775
N. Y.; 3-9, Howard T., Baltimore; 10- Johnny Long... ...New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
4,000; 35-55-65-75)—With 'My FavorBaltimore.
LanlMcIntire
Lexington
75c-$1.50),
10
T.,
Royal
1,575
27,500
(300;
16,
Cedar Point, O., June 23.
Strong $45,000 in
ite Blonde' (Par).
Jay MoShann, July 3, Nu-Elm B., Charlie Spivak.... Pennsylvania (500; 7Sc-$l.S0)
7
2,725
17,650
On June 13, this place inaugurated Youngstown,
prospect, due chiefly to the Bob
O.; 4, So-Ho Com- Jerry Wald
Lincoln (226; 76c-$l).
..:..ll
800
6,525
its 44th season as a summer resort,
Hope film.
munity Center, Pittsburgh; 6, Cotton
while the ballroom sterted Its fourth Club, Cinchinati; 10, Castle B., St.
Shep Fields, Baltimore (Hippo* Asterisks indtcdte a 5ul>port{n0 floor show, although th« band is the
policy.
band
under
a
name
DeWltt,
year
Louis; 11, Recreation Center,
drome; 2,240; 17-25-28-39-44-55-6(1)—
draw.
mafor
14-26,
Mo.;
the
Moberly,
orchestra,
here
for
Krupa's
Aud.,
Iowa; 13,
With 'My Favorite Spy' (RKO). Gene
first week, drew about 2,000 cus- King's B., Lincoln, Neb.
N.s.g. at possible $12,000.
Alex BarUia,.July 2, two weeks,
tomers on opening night and it loolcs
Los Angeles
ElU Fitzserald, Los Angeles (Or- like the ballroom will have another Arcadia B., New York City; 18, week.
Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.
33-44-55-65)—With good summer.
2,200;
pheum;
Freddy MartiiT (Ambassador; 900; $l.Sd). Definitely on the upbeat and
Al Donahue, June 25, Cocoanut
'Stratige Case of Dr. Rx' (U) and
Harry James will probahly be Grove,. Salt Lake City; 27-July 4, will chalk up 4,600 covers with the;ald of graduation parties. Martin win•Lone Star Ranger' (20th) on screen. penciled in the closing four days, infollowing,
not pulling the jive trade due to that
ning
back
his
old
although
9July
Elko,
Nev.;
Commercial H.,
Tisket Tasfcet singer catching trade cluding Labor Day, but this Is not 15, Elitch Gardens, Denver; 17-23, stiff cover jolt,
for fine $13,000.
definite.
Eddie Duchin previously Oriental T., Chicago.
Joe Belohman (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Should do another nice 4,500
Charlie Splvak, July 19-25, Million and, considering other musical attractions around, that's sizeable.
Benny Goodman, New York (Par- listed; had to be erased when called
Dollar Pier, Atlantic City: 3l-Aug. 6,
amount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99)—With by the Navy.
Sandusky, O.; 7, week,
Take Letter* (Par) on screen. Wound
Broadcasting arrangements have Cedar Point,
Gardens, Detroit; 14-Sept.
up profitable foiur-week run last again been set with the NBC Red Eastwood
Chicago
10, Sherman H., Chicago.
night (Tuesday), with final stanza network, through WTAM, Cleveland,
Woody Herman, ,;'une 26, wfeek.
Eddy Dachin (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Final
being $34,000, close behind third with three evenings a week.
Cedar Point, Sandusky, O.; July 3,
week's $36,500.
Del Rio B., Kankakee, 111.; 4, Electric week for Eddy Duchin here. Sand has done a bang-up job here, as he has
Minneapolis

Harris,

"Phil
'

(Or-

pheum; 2,800; "^§.^-55). Fhrst engagement here for Harris and his
outfit and they're making fine impression and heading for big gross.
With 'Juke Girl' (WB) on screen,
looks like good $18,000.
Bay Hatton, Washington
Ina
With
(Earle; 2,216; 28-39-44-66)
•Wife Takes a Flyer' (Col). Sizzling
biz at $21,500. Everybody can take
bows, but most of all the war, which
has boomed theatre b.o. here im-

Neither Rain

Nor Heat Deter

—

Dorsey, Masters

J.

'

T.,

measurably.
Frankle Masters, Cleveland (Palace; 3,700; 35-40-45-55-70)—Tabbed
Jimmy
with. Shirley Ross, filmland radio Hershey,
canary, plus 'Broadway' (Col). No
local competish, so solid $21,000.
York (Strand;
Baas Morcan,
With Dennis
8,788; 35-55-75-85-99),
.

New

(WB) on

Day on

stage, 'Juke Girl'

fcreen.

Morgan band and Day are

landing very able support for the
picture, with big $45,000 or oyer
seen oh first week. Begins second

week Friday
'Oxiie

(26).

San

Nelson,

Francisco

(Golden Gate; 2,850; 40-44-65)—With
Sees Ghost' (RKO). Socko
9S1)000, almost entirely on band and
lurroundih^ stage show.
Baymond Soott, Pitt^urgh (Stan
ley; 3,800; 30-44-55-66)—With George
•Spitfire

'

Dean Murphy and 'Great
Scott creating
talk for his music
•aoh'tline around, but he can't overoome panning film received. Under
recent average here at $16,500.
Philadelphia
Spanler,
Bfaggsy
.(Sarle; 2,788; 35-46-57-68-75)—With
Vapps,

Man's Lady' (Par).

more favorable

•My Favorite Spy' (RKO) \nd Judy
Canova and George Price ^sstige
headllners. Latter names chieHy responsible fot nice

'

$19,00<>.

Park, Waterloo, la.; 5, Eagle B., MU- always done. Last week again big at 4,700 customers, with plenty of gradwaukee. Wis.; 7, Avalon B., LaCrosse, uation parties. Tommy Tucker orchestra next,
Wis.; 8, Prom B., St. Paul; 9, Lake
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 300;'$l-$2 min.).. Goes along
Okoboji, Arnold's ^'ark, la.; 10, Royal
Grove, Omaha, Neb.; 11, Turnpike quietly, with Joy doing well here. Builf last week to 1,900. patrons.
Casino, Lincoln; 12r, Meadow Acre's,
Glen Gray (Panther Room, Hotel Sherman; 800; $l-$2,50 min.). This
Topeka, Kan.; 13, Tower B., Pitts- room continues to be the big powerhouse location spot for all bands. Gray
burgh, Kan.; 14, Skyline B., Tulsa, hit fine
5,500 last week, with particularly big week-end.
Okla.; 15, Aud., Oklahoma City; 16,
Eddy Oliver (Mayftiir Room, Hotel Blackstone; 350;^ $2.50 min. Sat.).
Trocadero, Wichite.
Glenn Miller, July 3, Sports Arena, Oliver replaced Nell Boni^hu, but the big attraction here now- is Morton
Rochester, N. Y.; 7, three weeks, Downey, who is putting plenty of heft into the room with 2,200 patrons.
Sherman H.; Chicago; 17, week, Eastwood Gardens, Detroit; 24, Buffalo
Buffalo;

31,

week,

Palace

T,

Boston

Akron, O.; Aug. 8-9, Million Dollar
Pier, Atlantic (Sty.

Leo Belsman (Ritz^Roof, Ritz-Carlton hotel; 350; $1 cover). With- but
Loots Jordan-Claude Trenier, July
Dorsey (Hershey Park, 2, Aud^ Waycross, Ga.; 3 Grant's two pleasant -evenings of weather the past week, business on this roof
Pa., .June' 20).
Dorsey Park, (Charleston, S. c; 4, Apollo dropped about 20% compared to the previous week, when 1,800 paid covers.
Dinner
traffic continued fine,
Nat Brandwynne comes, in on tiie 26th.
Rockland
Aud.,
Tampa,
Fla.;
5,
scattered Glenn Miller's record here,
Palace, Miami, Fla.; 6, West Palm
Jack Edward (Terrace Room, Hotel Stetler; 450; $1 cover). On first week
with 5,812 admissions ranging up to
Beach: 7, Two-Spot C, Jacksonville,
here, Edwards played to 700 covers over Friday-Saturday, only late nights,
$1.10, Including 254 spectators at 65c. Fla.;
8, Municipal Aud., Savannah;
plus
excellent
dinner
biz.
Gross was $5,613, a new high in the 9, City Aud., Atlante; 10,. Township
spot's 28-year existence. Night, be- Aud., Atlante.
Hal Sanndera (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover). With McGowan
Benny Goodman, June 26, Port and Mack Ice Revue in first week, and Saunders eighth, business was good
fore (19), at Fernbrook Park, Dallas,
Pa., band had a heavy rainstorm to Stenley, Ont, Can.; 26-JuIy 2, Fox with 1,250 covers', and fine dinner trade.
combat, yet played to 4,012 at $1.10; T., Detroit; 3^ Kennywood Park,
Pittsburgh.
last year outfit played to 4,600. here.
Philadelphia
At Lake Compouncej Bristol, Conn.,
Sunday (21), rain hurt again, but
Leo ZoUo "(Garden Terrace, Benjamin Franklin hotel; 600; $l-$1.50-$2
very satisfactory 3,400 turned up at
min.). Picked up slightly despite niiiggy week-end to register. 1,229 sup>
$1.10.
;.
per customers.
....
„
Dick Jargens (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., June 15-20). Jurgens' fourth week was his best, yet,
Not
in
Jobs,
Hotels
Location
Pittsburgh,
June
23.
a 15% increase over previous. Even
poor weather .didn't keep 15,200
Baron Elliott, local bandleader,
(Los Anoeles)
away at $1.45 pair for a gross of $11,- who hds just, received an extension
Harry Jamea- (Palladium B, Hollywood, eighth, week- and last). Heading
020.
Band stays Indefinitely.
of his contract from the Oh Henry for a ter/lflc 23,000 on finale and certeih to set 'an all-time high for eight
Clyde Lnoas (Brookline C. C,
weelis here. Les Brown succeeds Jime 23.
ballroom,
Chicago,
has
but
one
man
Philadelphia, Pa., June 20). Lucas
jrimmle Lnnceford' (Trianon N, Southgate, Cal.). Steadily climbing and
was hit hard by heat wave, playing left from the crew he had with him
augurs a very big e,5tiO for ^Is. second week.
io sub-par 600 at $1.10.
when he left the William Penn hotel
lied Lewis (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal.). Veteran maestro whipVaughn Monroe (Roseland-State here 13 weeks ago. What instruping
them In beautifully and headhig to a 9,500 figure. Nifty and above last
B., Boston, June 16). Month of one- mentelists
in Elliott's unit the U. S.
week's.
nighters and week at local theatre services didn't
teke other bandmen
in' this area was believed to have
Bndolph Frlml, J^. (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood). Not much of a
raided.
milked Boston dry of Monroe dough,
The lone Instrumentelist of the much but regarded '-as an average 3,500 in offing.
but band played to 2,000 at $1.10, as- original .13 is Bebe
Rhodes, saxsertedly biggest crowd in over four vocalist.
'
Bestor. Latter slated to return later
years. Night before (15) band drew
in summer.
going to move to
fine 2,100 at Canobie Lake, Salem,
N. H., at $1.10.
The Outskirts of
BlUy Catlzone 4 Is at Hotel WilFrankle Masters (Palace T.,' CanSacks Back
Coast
liam Penn's Continental Bar, Pittston, O., June 15-17).
Masters beat
hurgh, comprising Catlzone, violin;
rain and usual laggy attendance on
Manie Sacks, Columbia Phono- Lennox Gordon, guiter; Deno BeUl,
opening three days of week, by run"Basie Blues"
ning up a better total Monday to graph recording exec is back in accordion, and John Fritz, bass.
Columbia Record No. 36601
known N. Y. from a 10-day trip to ChiWednesday than
better
bands have done on Friday to Sun- cago and the Coast to conUct artists
Johnny Kaoach orchestra renewed
slated for filmusicals or due to go
day. In 1,900 seat house he pulled
until latter part of August In Gabe'fi'
Into the service, such as Eddy
$4,491 at eOc top, a record.
Grill, New Biamswlck, N. J.
Dttchln.
Latter checks Into Great
And. Hb Orchestra
Al Navarro, former Harry Marsh- Lakes Naval Training Station, HUSpeed Hansen's hlll-billy band
Per. Mgt; MILTON EBBINS
ard saxophonist at Hotel Somerset, nois, July 15 as a senior-grdde making music for Harry" Sherman's
Boston, replaced Jack Edwards with lieutenant,
Dir.
William Morris Agency
Hopalong Cassidy picture, 'Lost CanColumbia recorders such as Harry yon,'
his own band at Narragansett hotel.
at Paramount.
Providence.
Edwards Is now at James, Xavier Cugat, Les Brown,
Ginny Sims and Buddy Clark all
Hotel sutler, Boston.
Harry Jamea gives way at the Palhave film conmiitments, latter three ladium, Hollywoodito Les
Brown,
in one RKO package, and Col Is
at the piano
Woody Herman, Abe Lyman and
.

iEsttmates)

.

,

DRAFT TAKES ALL BUT
ONE ELUOTT TOOTER

•

.
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Cash Separates T. Dorsey

From Harpist Girard
Only

Tommy

Dorsey's inability -to

get together

on salary with Adele

Girard

week prevented

.

last

her

from joining

his band. Miss Girard,
wife of-, clarinetist Joe Marsala,
would have played harp in Dorsey's
new string section. She's rated very
highly as a swlngster on her instru-

ment having played with her huscombination.
Marsala
was to have Joined Dorsey, too.
Chuck Peterson, one of Dorsey's
featured
trumpeters, leaves that
basd next week to Join Woody Herman In place of Ray Linn. He
•atohee up with Herman July 2 at
OeiM Point, Sandusky, O.
band's

jive

'

'
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COUNT BASIE

'

.

tieing in
values.

for

future

exploltetion

Gene Krupa

In that, order.

Johnny Biohards' band opened

On

at

Jantzen Beach Ballroont, Portland,
Ore., Monday (22) for two weeks.

the Upbeat

Enooh Llfhfs orchestra begins engagemeAt in Atlantic City's Marine

Ted Weems, rounding out 12 week Ballroom (Steel Pier)
Saturday (27).
run at the Blackhawk, Chicago, heads Benny Goodman
will play July 4
for a road trip sterting with a week
and 6.
at Indianapolis, July

Currently

New
PELHAM HEATH
Inn
Indafinito

Engagement

WOR-MBS

3.

At same time two new men were
Beggle Chllds' band takes over
added to orchestra. They are Joe from Teddy Powell's for one week at
Wledman, trumpet player replacing
(Continued on page 04)
Deo Palmer; and Johnny Reynolds,
trombonist

who

SONNY
KENDIS
and

hia orchestra

Fefe's Monte Carlo
New York

COLUMBIA ItECORDS

replaces Les Jenkins.

Joe Miranda now in the Cascades
Hotel Pick-Ohio, Youngs

Room,
town.

.

The hew "country tune"

Decoa No. 4160

Chock Foster band opens fourweek engagement Friday (26) at Bill
-

Green's, Pittsburgh,

replacing

Don

tensatioH.

Ernett

TubV$

WALKING THE FLOOR OVER YOU
TUBB

DICK .ftOBEtlTSON
.

BOB ATCHER

"ERNEST

Pecoa No. 6958

Okeh No. 649S

AMERICAN MUSIC,

1211 N. PotnMttta Drive,

INC.

.

Hollywood

;

ORCHESTRAS
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on Corn-Machines

10 Best Setters

Map

PetriiioBefill Disc

SSsContlnned from pas.

1=J|

slightest indication as to his ultimate
beloto are grabbing most, nlcfceta this week (n jukeboxet
objective 'or line of strategy. While
the country, as reported by operators to "Variety.'
Nome* recorders are inclinf^d to take. FetrUlo's Dallas statement with utmost
0/ more tfuin one band or voedUst after the title indicates, in order o)
seriousness,
they express themselves
Figures and names In
popuIaHtw, whose recordings are bdng ptai/ed.
as puzzled as to just what Petrillo
porenthesl* indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings is shooting at or for. Some are inpublishers.)
respective
the
clined
to
beUef that the whole
and
campaign will wind- up with
Okeh the recorders having to pay more
J Dick Jiirgens
(6) (Famous).
1, One Dozen Roses
" I Harry James
.Columbia for the services of musicians.

43

Jockeys Not Overly Alarmed

« H 'll TL
J CL 1.J
By Petrillo s Threatened Shutdown
»

.

(Records

M.

Ihrouffhottt

AFM

Johnny Doughboy

2.
*•

Okeh

(Crawford)....;.

(6)

'

I

3.

Sleepy Lagoon (9) (Chappell)

4.

Always In Heart

I
•

CRemick).

(9)

I

"

\
J

Apple Tree (11) (Bobbins)....,..

6.

6.

Three Sisters

7.

Tangerine

(Santly)...

(4)

.

(Famous).

(J2)

8.

Threw Kiss In Ocean

9.

Jersey Bounce (16)

Who

10.

1^=ker.

(4) (Berlin)

Victor

James.
Columbia
Jimmy Dorsey,
.Decca
Jimmy Dorsey. ...... .Decca
Glenn Miller
.Bluebird
Glenn Miller
-Bluebird

(KayKyser
Men^e.
lY^lJ^'"'
I Andrews Sisters
J Jimmy Dorsey
\ Vaughn Monroe.

^

^

Sammy. Kaye

Columbia
.

..Bluebird

..

Wouldn't Love You (1) (Maestro). .^^^^^^.^^5*''

Skylark

f

(Shapiro).

(16)

(Morris)

""

Tu»ies with

Story of Starry Night; (Mutual)

Mooa

Full

Me

About

Don't Hell Lie

I

{Sr^.S^i:;;;BlS

'

f

(Paramount)

\

Need

Is

You

.Okeh
Decca

{rot H'^rat-.\\-^'.Dercl

..:

;

I

. .

{S?enn^i^Ei:?";;;;;;Biu^d

(Santly).

(Southern)

Jingle, Jahgle, Jingle

AU

Benny Goodman.'. .,
Russ Morgan

{^Zl^^i^S^

,

(Miller):..

Merry Macs

Decca

Freddy Martin ..... Bluebird
Decca

Ella' Fitzgerald

_ _

(

AFM

sicians,

.

Somebody Else

Petrillo is
tion to obtain increased employment broadcasting of platter music. The
for local
members in taverns Aug. 1 desist order (reported in deby bringing pressure t^ bear against tail this issue) doesn't apply to old
the source of jukebox fodder they discs and the jockeys feel they can
can't see how the phonograph comgo on for months with their Backlog
panies can legally co-operdte with of stuff.
him in that direction, even if they

.

OTHER FAVORITES

Vaughn Monroe.

. .

.Bluebird

More
musicians is a moot point.
than oile station mana 'er, the rec«
ord spinners declare, are embarrassed witt their house ban^s now,
and many cases mlgh; be cited to
prove the contention that program
directors often . lave preferred to
schedule their house bands ;. little
as possible, rather than use the full
air-time permitted by their AFM

Case
will be fought for hem by the stastate that even if tions, some 300 or more' of titem
serious In his determina- depending for existence upon the

.

number

Whether the elimination, of discs
from the air woulc result in the
increased employment of

'greatly

men

Decca wanted
to. The Paul Whiteman case
Decca of four years ago, they point out,
showed that the courts were opposed
effort by manufacturers to
to
any
.Okeh
Columbia control the commercial uise of phono^keh graph companies. The disc men also
recall the efforts of the head of the
Decca
Coin-Machine Manvifacturers Association five years ago to induce some
°°^d12ccI tavern men to employ some live mu•

Smith

Benny (Joodman

(Jimmy Dorsey

(These records are directlv below first 10 in popularity.
of weeks in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

disc

.Bluebird

. .

.

(Kate
f

(Lewis)

WUteman
The

eliminating
jukeboxes
and
ths
broadcasting of phonograph records.

Disc jockeys around the country
far are- not alarmed over the
edict of AFM prexy J. C. Petrillo
banning his unic^'s musicia. ^ from
recording any tunes for use in jukeIn
boxes or. on radio programs.
general, jockeys feel that this fight
so

as

well

as

jukebox in their

maintaining

spots,

a

how he

and

failed completely.

In other recording quarters there
exists the feeling that the iAdustry
will go tlirough the same procedure
that it did in 1937 when the then
AFM prez, Joseph N. Weber, likewise banned his members from doing disc work. Out of the negotiations that followed the shutdown
came an agreement by broadcasters
throughout the country to employ
regular stalls of musicians. The vast
majority of broadcasters have lived
up to the letter of this agreement,
but since Petrillo assumed the AFM
presidency there have been quite a
few cases of local controversies In
which the federation has had to shut

contracts.

For the moment, the situation Is
'Without our constant plugging,
and the tremendous publicity of the one of 'watchful waiting' on the

cumulative plugs ofr the nation's part of the offender' jockeys, but
record players, where would most of they assertedly are ready to join
in
a
concerted
the popular bands be today?' is an whole-heartedly
oft-asked question. 'We take plenty effort on the part of broadcasting
of unknown and relatively unknown stations to put the issue up to tha
bands and build them into name at- public, should I'etrillo stand firm in
tractions every year,' the argument his resolve.
continues.
Aside from '.hs financial L.ipUca'Does Petrillo thinlc today's big tlons of Petrillo's order (and broadorchestras could do nearly as well c.-sters have declared that it would
If there's any be disastrous to the Industry if en-,
without our help?
doubt about it, maybe he should forced) there is .e pressure of pubconjult the successful members of lic opinion. It Is not entirely withhis union.'
out reason that radio, and e^eciall;
The plan to put niore musicians to its disc jockeys, feel th: they can
work is not opposed by any of the win the battlj of public opinion,
jockeys, though they point out that with the arguments at hand and' the
many members of the AFM aren't means tO' get these arguments Into
technically able ti hold down jobs the ears of millions.
"i

in radio or in spots that depend
upon music, is a major attraction.
Network musical shows includ-

—

—

WHItE-SHITE DISSOLVES

ing the remotes have educated the
Albany, June 23.
ears of listeners to a good brand
White-Smith Music Publishing Co.,
of music that simply cannot be Inc., Manhattan, has been, dissolved.
equalled
or even remotely apWeisman
Grant, New York City,
proached by most of the men Pe- filed papers to this effect with the
trillo seeks to put to work through Secretary of State in Albany.
.

&

down on remote danceband

service
to the networks before the issues
Lionel Harrison is now first trum- could be alnicably settled.
few
peter in the swing band at C^amp recorders believe that PetrlUo's ultiClaiborne, La., where he' is a pri- mate objective Includes a permanent
vate.
He was formerly with Hank cleaning up of these occasional kickBiagini'^ band (part of the original ing over of the traces.
Casa Loma orchestra).
Broadcasters In
-

A

Glenn Miller returns to Chicago
during two-week

for his broadcasts

•

period In July. Miller will aid all
the shows </ver CBg from'

WBBM

starting July 7,
16th.

•

,

and running through

•

Meanwhile the National Associa-

GROOVE

LEEDS

WITH THIS SENSATIONAL ?.PECIAL MATERIAL

tion of Broadcasters has Inferentially declared itseU' as prepared to
join in a fight against any drastic
measure that Petrillo may take
against the further manufacture of
recordings.
Word has been passed
on to transcription manufacturers
that they can look to the N.A.B.'s

support Transcription manufacturers have duriiig the past week reletters from theh: station clients expressing' them as wanting to
see the fight with the AFM, if there
Is one, fought through to a finish.
One of these letters cracked, 'We
gave ASCAP a good licking and now
let's put the mxisicians union In its

ceive

KEEP SMILIN',

KEEP
LAUGHIN', BE HAPPY

AMEN (Yea-Man)

Ht,M

By

L Y. Harburg. M-rg.ry Cummins,

f.™

town

KNOCK ME A KISS

Tlie'AFM Is fully aware of the
forces of antagonism, not only those
directly affected but the usual antilabor elements, that WiU be mobilized against it, but the federation
feels that it must face this battle if
It isio stem the spread of unemployment within its ranks. It is' the eraold fight of tiie craftsman against
the machine, of technological progthe middle of such a .conflict is the music
publisher. Phonograph records, particularly those which go in the coinmachine, have become a valua))le
Exploitation instrumeht to him, not
to speak of their importance as a
Coming
source of royalty income.
nine months after that tough and
costly clash with the radio interests,
such a showdown would prove' a bitter pill for the publishers to swallow.
to

be caught,

in.

Advertise Juke Spots
Cleveland, June 24.
Merchants' Associanew half-hour Saturday p.m. program over WOLE
(27) to popularize amusement places
with automatic phonographs and
help build popularity of tunes on
machines.
PMA controls 4,000 coin-operated

Phonograph

tion sponsoring

MAD ABOUT HIM,
SAD WITHOUT HIM,
•

HOW

CAN

BE CLAD WITHOUT HIM

phonograph machines in Cuyahoga

Program

will present, first,
the five top recorded tunes of the
week; second, a 'memory' tune requested for revival by listening

County.

audience; and third, interviews with
band leaders and prominent musi-

BLUES

cians.

'r^iisK:

GQ[>..

;;k:!

M-G-M

bldg,, radio city, n.y.

^^2;'^'''

Pictu. "Ship Ahoy."

M«
^^^J^;;;
Don,i and
R.a SWh,« .na Tommy

maestro at Fines,
Bill LeBoy,
Pittsburgh, has taken on (Gordon
Morrison to replace him at keyboard
and LeRoy is now fronting outfit
for first time since he's had a band.
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Stuff-Mask

Inside

Mnsk

ASCAP

general manager, has resigned from the direc'
torate of 'This Is the Army,' Inc., which was chartered to take care of
the business angles of the Irving Berlin camp show. Paine withdrew
when he found that the project was to include a publishing venture. He

NB(;€BaBliie,MiitiisilP|iigi

Jlotes

Kapar

BronlsUti

composing

the

popular music p^ormonces embraces all four
'WljistUng In Dixie' at
ne(t0ork»—NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual—iu represented hv WEAF, WJZ
WABC and WOR, ,lt. Y. Compilation heretiHA covert -week heginnlna
Monday, through Sunday (June Ifl-M) from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m., and t» based
Befheld assigned to write on data provided
by Accurate Reporting SertHce revular checWno source
th^ score for The Hard .Way' at
*
for music publishing Industry.
felt that, because of his oSidal position at ASCAP he ought not to be
Warners.
TTILE
PUBLISHES
associated with any OEganizatlon that engaged in the publishing business.
TOTAL

John G. Paine,

Foltotolnff tabutdfton of

score for
Metro.
'

Helna

'

,

Arthnr Johnit— moves in this
Paine explained last week that when he was Invited to join the 'TTiis
we^ as musical director of Soimdles
Is the Army' board he was under the impression and It was to be an ASCAP
for R. C. M. Productions.
corporation which would receive all royalties and distribute them to the
armed service relief funds and that the copyrights of the show's score
Charles Kisce checked in. at Cowere to be controlled by IrvJng Berlin, Inc., as happened In the case- of lumbia to write the score for "Lud^
the trust fund established for the song, 'God Bless America.' But since Legs;
Berlin has turned it aU over to the Army, It's no longer a Society function.
Sol Meyer and .^de Styne wrote
'When It's ChUIy Down in Chile,' to
"niis Is God's War,' new marching song inspired by Joe Ijouis, will be
aired by Sammy Kaye's orchestra on NBC next July 4. The Associated be simg in 'Call of the Canyon' at
Republic.
which
in
Carl
Byoir's
poem
Music Publishers' tune was adapted from
turn was inspired by Louis' remark at a Navy Relief rally that 'God Is On
Mario CasiclnnoTa-Tedeseo scoring
Our Side.'
Mr. Blabbermouth'' at
Poem on which the song was based was read originally by Conrad 'Presenting
Metro.
Nagel at' 'I Am American Day' services in N. Y.

Need

All I

Is

You

Miller

Idaho

Somebody's Thinking You

Southern

This Worth Fighting For...

Harms
Famous

One Dozen Roses..Under Apple Tree
Sleepy Lagoon
Johnny Doughboy
Keep Lovellght Burning
Here You Are— t'My Gal
Jersey Bounce

•

Robblns

ChappeU
Cra'wf ord

;

Remlck

Me

..,

..BVC

>

Last Call For Love

Feist

:

Three Little Sisters
Skylark
Wears Pair Silver Wings

Henry Tobias, composer of 'Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree,' 'Miss You'
and other hits,' is serving as entertainment director of Totem Lodge, on
Burden Lake, back of Troy.- Tobias, who helped to make Totem one of
the leading spots on the summer hotel-club circuit, has charge of the or-

RYAN DUFFY

ASCAP
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Do You
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...Mutual

of Pearls
•Mamory of Dance

* Indlcatei

g

Campbell

Southern

PauH^Marks

anti-trust

suit) disqualified himself from sitting
on the case, saying It had been Indi-

t Filmuslcal.

Straub^ cracked thet.-'Itll stop name
bands from'' making all the money
and glTe tile local boys a chance at
some of It
k>t of taverns could
afford music biit have been letting
'Qie customer pay for the music. Now
some of the 8,000 musicians, in Detroit who depend upon music for
their. livelihood
may get wages
somf whiere on a par with those paid
In the factories.*

A

Mnsk

Minneapolis, June

ASCAP.

9

23.

Local 'oi>erators of small night
dubs, beer parlors, cafes, etc., which
have l>een -depending.on juke boxes
for their entertainment are in a
Ken Cortts, Shepi Fields
dither over iH* PetrUlo edict ban- into the Army,
ning canned music. Regardless of
whether juka boxes will be out, it
won't hdp the mualcian employment

any as far as they're concerned, tiiey declare. Instead of onploying -small orchestras and aubstttutlnff "bad music' for 'good music,'
they'll use radios or phonographs.
situation

V These operators point out that, under any clrcnmstancea, they couldn't
afford to employ firat-rat* musicians
or orcheatras. Their patrons, they
assart, have been 'spoiled' by
finest music from tiia beat bands

the

vocalist,

Iff Cnte-^t*a Different
l^a Terrific

BYE LO BABY BUNTIN'
(Daddf's <M»m! Hontin')
CINDY WALKER
DECCA 8038

and

wouldn't be satisfied with the brand
that would ba dished up by tha type
that they necessarily would have to
hire.

.

American Music,

Inc.
1211 N. Poliuettla Dr.

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

Miss Bayes was his

'Dnwtia Bat Good'—Straab
Judgments of $250 and Inlunctlons
restraining further copyright violaDetroit, June 3t.
tions were asked against each de'It's drastic but it's a good idea,'
at Victorian fendant, all
actions having been was the comment
of Herbert Straub,
Hlllcrest Hotel, Toledo.
started by Robert A. H<ss, ASCAF'a
vice-president of tha. Detroit FedWisconsin legal rep., who, with E. F.
eration

Cadmns current

,

of Muslclani on tha ban on
of- Chicago, general westrecords for jukeboxes and broadcounsel for the society. Is trying
casting.
them in their present setup. Hess,
Declarhig It was tha first marked
examined adversely, testified that correction
tha talkies took a
ASCAP had collected about |4S,000 lot of worksince
away from musicians.
in copyright fees each year from
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The Most Talked About
Musical Innovation in Years!

TUNE-DEX
The miniature, encyclopedic, musicol reference index
The ant Uane, out only

laat

montb, hat eauseil a senaatlon

In alt branches
from coaat to coait. The conaennu at oplnloog
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PiifiSl. iv"SS?
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strloUy limited to those
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1???;
"""J' P>»»"»l»er», Such subsorlbera recelra each month,
» n»«"l<»l "i> Information record on
imi«CVJJSlv't"y?/'.';r
"'<>"« «• well as past hits of virtually all
*?•
thi fJSJ^: ! KH I
^"l" card contains a ohorded^ead
ihSot /ii,«r>P>"^'i?l'?"'
l™l»"»nt Information as
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S?
nrk/ by
i.^?
of orks,

composers names, date of oopytlsht, prlcoe
»I™ngamenU. name of arranfor, playlns Ume
J'J**and
recorded,
pertormint i1«hu alliances.
l"i*"»'>er,

* '

whom

THIS EXTREMELY

HELPFUL SERVICE.
NOW FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION!

S.'I.lfX'^'"
WRITE

TUNE-DEX,

Inc.,

1619 Broadway, New York

Clly, N. Y.
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NAVY BLUE

1935 through IMl from Wisconsin
taveijikeepers and dance hall operators.

The tavemmen

offered

no defense,

but objected to the proceedings on
technicalities, making a two-front attack: on the constitutionality of the
Wisconsin law, and the right of
ASCAP to sue imder the copyright
laws. Fred R.. Wright Is counsel for
tavern Interests, who also have the
backing of Wisconsin's organized

N.

SB253.17/16

NL TD

LOS ANGELES, CALIF 16

'

musicians.

Judge

.

Schwellenbach

Indicated

there would be no further stalling in
settling legal questions Involved once
and for alL Ha dlractad the defendants to file brlefi by July 1, with
Hartman and Heu to reply by July
IS, and a final decision to ba ren-

dered by Sept

L

11

.... 10
... 10

..

Famous

In'

Little

antipathy to ASCAP la well known
(he fined the Society $^,250 last

year

cated he had been charged with
prejudice and that he would rather
not try it, under the drciimstances.
ment on Itloon' and "Ball GaiAe,' Accordingly, he withdrew, and Judge
Lewis B. Schwellenbach, of Spokane,
respectively, with Vog^l.
Wash., was called in to liear the case,
In his communications to Vogel last or cases.
week Buzzell demanded that 'Vogel
ASCAP had brought- adtlohs for
show what contracts he held that
alleged
copyright
infringement
gave him the rights to the renewal of
against six Wisconsin defendants,
all of Norworth's songs and that
and inasmuch as the same legal quesVogel permit an accountant of Nortions were involved in all of them,
worth's Chooshig to examine Vogel's
it was decided to lump them to save
bqoks. At the same time Buzzell adtime and money for everyone convised Vogel that all 'alleged agreecerned. The cases: Leo Feist, Inc.,^
ments' between himself and .Norvs. Wiley Young, of West Allla. for
worth were to be considered as Implaying;
Waltz You Saved for
mediately terminated.
Me'; Leo Feist, Inc., vs. Charles
Buzzell likewise put various mo- Hymek, Bfanitowoc ballroom opertion picture companies on notice a» ator, for playing 'Wabash Blues';
to the synchronization uses of Nor- Shapiro, Bernstein 8c
Co., Inc., vs.
worth tunes. The producers were Victor Felts, Shawano ballroom opadvlseS that if they recorded Nor- erator, for playing 'Sweet Sue'; Irvworth's. numbers without his direct ing Berlin, Inc., vs. Joseph Pekel,
permission they would ba held for Manitowoc tavernkeeper, for playany violationa of the copyrl^t law ing 'Easter Parade'; Miller Music,
'that might ensue.
Inc., vs. Theodore Suszka, MUwaiikee
'
Norwoi^h left for Hollywood yes- tavern keeper, for playing IVb 100
terday (Tuesday) to serve as' con- to One'; and M. Wltmark
Sons vs.
sultant at the Warner Bros, studios Joseph Molitor, Milwaukee tavernon the Nora Bayes biographical pic- keeper, for playing 'What's New.'
ture.
wife.

..,..14

Shapiro ,
....Marks
CLP'...,.,.

.

&

The Wear and Tear

14
14

'

Heart-t'Holiday Inn'.. Berlin .i.........
Miss Sweetheart \
Paramount

AU- the Things You Are
Begin Beguine
Everything I Got
Heaven Is Mine Again
Milwaukee, June 28r
After many poatponemanta and de- Lamplighter's Serenade
Left Heart Canteen
lay*, the long-drawn-out batUa beJust As Though' Yoii Here
tween th« Amerlean Society of Com- •Marines Hymn
posers, Authors, and PiibUshen on Nursie, Nursie
one aide and the Wisconsin Tavern Must Be Vigilant
Ke^Ts" association on the other Soldier Dreams You
flnaUr got to trial In Federal court Anchors Awelgh
her* this past week, but under differ- Bmbraceable You
ent circumatanees than Sia litigants Keep SmQing, Laughing
had figured on. In a pre-trial con- Shh, Military Secret
ference, Judge F. Ryan Duffy, whose

The

^

Hayfoot, Strawf oot
1942'a Cutest Jive

Jack Norworth Is seeking to compel Jernr Vogel to retranaftt to him
tha renewal assignmenta on icoras
of
Northworth longi induding
'Shine on Harvest Moon' and Takt
Ma Out to the Ball Game.' A* preliminary ateps to proposed litigation
on the issue, Samuel Jesse Buxiell,
Norworth's counsel, taai called on
'Vogel for an accounting of royalties
due Norworth and production of all
assignment
agreements,
affecting
Norworth's tunes. Buzzell also put
on notice Remlck and Broadway Music, which have a publishing arrange-

Par

Remick

My

-.

JACK NORWORTH TO LAW

;

.

DISQUALIFIES

chestra, in addition to his other duties.
E. C. Mills, of ASCAP, Is reported as haying lined 'up for himself
Job with the special U. S. commission that will determine th« r^antloni
board at lU
due American investors in Mexican pri^ertiet. Tb*
meeting toinorrow (Thursday) is slated to act on Milla' further statui
with the Society.

Tangerine

19
19
18
10
16
15

.,

7...

Shapiro
Maestro

;

•Nightingale
Breathless
Strictly Instrumental

Be

.

Mayfalr
Melodylane

—

; .

..

Sliapiro

Just Plain Lonesome
•Ferris Wheel
I. Remember You
t'Fleet's In'
Ruby Sweet Eloise
on a •Who Wouldn't Love You?
Always In Heart— t'Always In Heart'
Somebody Taking Place
.

'.

Santly

Morria

Danlela Amfltheatrof assigned to
T. B.. Mock, composer of hymns, filed a judgment of $34 against Broad- score 'Vendetta' at Metro.
cast Music, Inc., with the N. Y. county clerk's ollice last week. Ttit sum
involved the costs in the arbitration of a suit brought by Mock, in the
Lob P«Ila«k and Herman
N. Y. supreme court.
cleffed 'Zip Your Lip,' based
Mock, who wrote 'Hall, Prince of Peace,' charged BMI with breaching slogan by Lieut. J. K. ConnelL
a contract and asked for the return of some copyrights. The latter have
meanwhile been reassigned to him.

,

Robblns
Lewis
Paramount

Sal'

Jingle Jangle

Take

35
30
30
28
27
24
23
22
21
20
20
20
..... 20

Mills

ALAN COURTNEY STATION WOV NEW YORK

RECORDS CAN'T BE WRONG. STRICTLY
INSTRUMENTAL IS DEFINITELY A HIT SONG.

200.000

REGARDS. HARRY JAMES

WediiQsda^, June 24, 1942
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Couple of Nice llougfats in Speiser

Mr But in General Confusion All
That Can Redt-Walter Douglas
The Music Publishers Protective
Association has gone on record as
prepared to oppose the passage of
a bill now before the Ijloiise of Repwhich would grant
resentatives
copyrights to recording

MPPA

the

artists.

British Best SeDers
(Week ending May 21)
London, May 22.
Heart of Texas
Southern
Sprhig Again
Cinephonic
Madelaine
...C-C
How Green Valley
Maurice
White Cliffs
Feldman
Navy Blue Eyes
C-C
Apple Blossom Time
F-D-H
Mother-in-Law
Southern
Don't Want to Walk. , .Victoria
Rose from Marguerlta. .Chappell
Stole My Heart
Maurice
Anniversary Waltz
Chappell

Altit

board, at a meeting last

week, voted unanimously tb fight
the measure, the- phonograph record companies Indicated through
coimsel that. they would also be
aligned on the opposing side should
the bill cdme up for a hearing. The
was authored by Maurice
bill
Spelser, counsel for the National Asodatlon of Performing Artists, and
was Introduced by Rep. I,eon Sacks,
of Philadelphia.
In a letter addressed to
members following the board meetWalter
Douglas,
ing
chairman,
Stated that while the bUl contains
sqme desirable features, such as
eliminating the exemption of coinmachines from the licensing provisions of the copyright law. It was
not drafted y/Uh the Interests of the
publisher in "mind.
The proposed
bUI makes It mandatory for an interpretive artist to obtain peiteiselon form the owner of the original
copyright before seeking a copyright
his
for
recorded
interpretation.
Douglas In his letter pointed out
that the publisher had nothing to
gain from such a proviso since the
present law gives him the right to
deny the artist the right to make
his own arrangement or interpretation of a copyrighted number.
Douglas described the Spelser bill
as Vholly inconsistent with the
fundamental theory of the copyright
law.' 'It's passage,' he wrote, 'would
necessarily result in the existence
of more than one, and i>erhaps as
many as 10 or 15 copyrights, aU affecting the same work in one way or
another. Exclusivity, which always
has been the very essence of copyright, would disappear.
The problems which 'inust arise in tonnectlon with the issuance of licenses,
should this bill become law, would
be too numerous to mention and of
most serious consequences.'

.

Try

ASCAP

Another L. A. Trip for Morris

20th Century-Fox's
.

'Iceland,"^

MorrJa will publish.
gone three weeks.'

which

Morris will be

The exploitation of the score

will

start in September.

Publishers In

State of Pennsykaiiia

I

Of The Hour'

Feist, via

Lucldes

General Synod of the Church of England In Canada, the Oxford University Press, and Healey Wlllan, com-

15 Best Sheet Music SeUers
iWeek of June
Johnny Doughboy
Sleepy Lagoon
One Dozen Roses.
Jersey Bounce
Always in Heart
Under Apple Tree

poser-conductor. The musical work
is listed in the
current Anglican
Church's 'Book of Common Praise'
as "The Office of the Holy Com-

munion
becke

set °to music by
in the year 1550,

John Mar-

with organ
accompaniment 6y Healey Willan.'
Dowidng claims to be the owner
of the copyright by transfer and assignment from Healey Willan. Plaintiff asks the court for an injunction
restraining defendants from publishing the worlc, $25,000 damages, delivery to the plaintiff of all printed
destruction of all printing
and a taking of accounts and

copies,
plates,

Crawford
Chappell

.Famous
Lewis

Remick

Bishop Broughall of Niagara, who
headed the church's hymn-book compilation committee, was called to testify but admits that he knows Uttle
if anything about copyright on mu-

.

.

Shapiro

.

Of Yankee

}m

sundry publishers.
.

Boland, a local dentist, and Relchner are best known for their annual
authorship of the U. of Pennsylvania's Mask
Wig Varsity shows,
although they're established ASCAP
songsmiths, long out of the U. of P.
Their "Midnight on the Trail' was
published by Feist, and Paramount
Is charged with having infringed via
'Dancing on a Dime,' from a Par
fllmusical of the same name. Famous
Music pubUsfied ,the Par song.
The reason why Feist is joined
with Paramount Pictures is also
novel, in that it becomes one of the
few times that a songwriter has instituted an action for infringement
Heretofore the publisher, as the
technical copyright owner, alone had
authority to sue.
However, Feist
refused to become co-plaintiff with
Boland and Relchner, stating that
Par was willing to effect a $500 setWhereupon the songtlement.
smiths dissatisfled with the 'nuisance

For

AEF

Soldiers

&

.

Cbrify Greene and Rerel;

No More

The British
studio in New

Broadcasting Corp.
Is recording a

York

group of 20-odd

Coffo Licenses

To Radio Broadcasters

sic.

BBCsNaY. Discs

Hollywood, June 23.
Mort Greene and Harry Revel
have returned to good standing as
inembers of ASCAP. The team of
writers will continue their publishing relations with Greene
Revel,
Inc., which Is controlled ^y Broadcast Music, Inc., but the use of their
songs bn the air will be confined to
stations that hold licenses from

&

ASCAP.

Greene and Revel has here-

tofore granted gratuitous licenses to
all broadcasters, while maintaining
their membership In ASCAP.
Greene remarked last week that
the move takes him and his partner
'off the fence.'
He added that they
had made their peace with ASCAP
and_ gotten out of their difficulty.
The' latter referred to .ASCAP's action in bringing them up on. charges
of violating their ASCAP contract
and certain ASCAP bylaws.
The publishing, contract which the
twosome signatured about 10 months
ago gave
R, Inc., the exclusive
rights to their works for three years.

transcriptions of
leaders, to be aired in
England for the benefit of American
Expeditionary Forces In England and
BMI'a. Statement
Ireland. Leaders cut seven minutes
It was .explained at BMI Monday
of talk discussing their hit records
'&
corp. has no in(22) that. the
of the past, and the records they
terest In common with the consent

G&

name band

G

R

mention are shipped along with the decree Jicense which Greene 'and
transcription to be played as they're Revel
as writers has been Issuing to
called for. Johnny Long, Cab Callo- broadcasters.
Surprise was, -howway and Sammy Kaye have already ever, expressed at the writers' exbeen recorded, others are to follow, pressed intention to withdraw the
including
Jimmy Dorsey, Glenn broadcast rights from stations not
Miller,
Charlie
Splvak,
Claude licensed by AsCAP. But, It was
Thomhill, Guy Lombardo.
added, the privilege was theirs,
Roy Lockwood Is feeding lines to since the twosome's contract with
the batoneers, while Gary Stephens the G &
R corp. recogplzes that the
is rounding them up.
Group' of ^ve broadcast, rights to all their works
value' settlement, made their own platters and accompanying commer- flow from their agreiement with
publisher as co-defendant with Par- cial recordings leave this country by ASCAP.
amount
bomber end of this week.
George E. Beechwood, local
ASCAP representative, and who has

performing rights revenue collection,
was doing business in this state.
on the other hand, got the
music buyers for the local John
Wanamaker, Kress and Kresge stores
to testify that they ordered their

'

They're

VOCAL—3 KEYS
AUEBICA9 MUSIC, Ino.
N. FotawitU* Drive
C»Ilf,

Chappell 8i Co. makes the latest
publishing firm to take a blast at ihm

Usher Monday (22) that 'Lagoon' will
be back in No. 1 on the 'Hit Parade'
this Saturday (27).
Edward A. Wolpin, manager for
the Chappell firm, took the issue dlrecQy to George Washington HIU,
the ATC's prez, in a wire addressed
to him Friday (19).
The telegram

Berlin
Threw Kiss, Ocean
.Dash
Well Meet *Again
;
Somebody Taking Place. Shapiro
Famous
Tangerine

Sweet Elolse

Hurtful

American Tobacco Co. for Its -method
of ranking songs on the 'Lucky
Strike Hit Parade.' The protest con->
cerned the dropping of 'Sleepy Lagoon' from first to seventh position
between two consecutive programs,
namely Jtine 13 and June 20. Intlmatlons were received by the pub-

Robblns
Maestro
Wouldn't Love..
Santly
Three Little Sisters
Morris
Skylark
Paramount
Jingle Jangle

AU 4

read as follows:
'We have just learned that our
publication
'Sleepy I,agoon'
has
dropped from flr^t position to seventh on Your Hit Parade for Saturday, June 20. We are at a loss. to
understand how your compilation
could determine this sudden decline
when during the week ending June
13th the sheet music sale was far
greater than the week previous, performances much Increased and record sales so big that the record companies were imable to fill their orders, and on such previous week's
survey you gave 'Sleepy Lagoon' the

number one

tives,

music,

via

sales

'

circumstances the information which
we are Informed you will broadcast
tomorrow- night Is' definitely false
and misleading and may cause us
serious damage.
'We are advised by our counsel
that in the event that you pefsist In
this wlUul misstatement of fact and
we suffer actual damage, as we, believe It will, we shall have grounds
.

for court action against you.'

Publishers In general hav6 found
that sheet music dealers are often
Influenced in their order and retuma
on the istanding of current tunes on
Lucky's 'Hit Parade.'
'

ASCAP

Meeting Delayed

The ASCAP board meeting which
was called for last Thursday (18)
had to be' postponed a week becaus*
a quorum could not be recruited.
When the board meets tomorrow
.

(Thursday)

It

'

will,

among other

things, pass on the royal^ distribution for the quarter ending June 30.

ic -k -k ic

Hit»!

BALLAD HIT

SOMEBODY'S THINKING OF YOU TO-NIGHT

representa-

from New 'York, as evidence
head office was not in

NOVELTY HIT

Because of the impolrtance of the
technically legal Issues Involved, C.

.

LinLE BO PEEP HAS LOST HER JEEP

served.

PICTURE HIT

PRIVATE BUCKAROO
From

Untveraal Picture, 'Private Buckaroo,' featuring

Harry James and -Hla Orch.

* ROMANTIC HIT

N 434 23 DL

CINCINNATI, OHIO 20

120P

FULL MOON

LATIN-AMERICAN HIT

COME BACK

ALAN COUBTNEY STATION W.O.V. NEW YORK

HEARD ABOUT YOUR WAGER—WHERE DO YOU GET
YOUR TIPS? MY BLUEBIRD RECORD OF "STRICTLY
INSTRUMENTAL" A SURE WINNER, MY BEST BET
REGARDS, BOB CHESTER

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING

CO., Inc.

1619 Broadway, .New York

HOLLYWOOD

—

-

'

.

that the

Brewster Rhoads of Montgomery,
McCracken, Walker Si Rhoads, had
Feist's chief counsel In New York,
Julian T. Abeles, come here for the
argiunent Of the motion to dismiss
the complaint Decision has been re-

.

,
'

position on your June
13th Hit Parade.
Your Lucky Strike program Is advertised to convey to the public the
10 best selling and most played songs
In the order of theh: Importance
based on actual surveys. Under the

Feist,

Philly.

Material Available

• BAND
• DANCE ORCH.
•
HoUnrood,

20)

Who
,

As

Publicity

copyright Infringement against the

ASCAP,

does business In
the state of Pennsylvania. XTiereon
hangs their right to bring the action
here rather than In New York. If
their point is sustained, it will mean
that similar suits henceforth may be
inaugurated in divers states. Instead
of the New York home-offices of the

sheet

(America Needs Me)

UU

Change of 'Sleepy Lagoon'; Sees

Toronto, June 23.
Music written four centuries ago
the subject of a civil action here
with Arthur A. Downing, doing business as the Anglo-Canadian .Music
Co., bringing action on the part of

-

NEED AMERICA
AU

Chappell Loudly Decries Abrupt

is

the Trail,' Is the novel argument tinuing.
presented by their attorneys that

Claude Lapham will compose
Oriental music for a series of shorts
that Upton Close Is making for RKO. in times before acted for Feist, now
He" left New York for Hollywood finds himself suing Feist It was
Beechwood who presented the novel
last week.
point that Feist, through ASCAP
'The Sang

on

The hymn-book sells for $2.
More Important than the copy- Meanwhile Downing states that he
himself prepared the assignment of
right Infringement suit by Dr. Clay the copyright, forwarded this
to
A. Boland and S. Blckley Relchner Healey Willan for signature, that
against Paramount Pictures and Leo this was duly returned satisfactorily
signed, but that he (Dowplng) has
Feist, Inc, over their 'Midnight on
now lost the document Case is conPhiladelphia, June 23.

.

E. H. (Buddy) Morris, of Mayfair
.left for Hollywood list week
to huddle with Harry Warren and
Mack Gordon over their score for

Canadian
OUlma Copyright
Antique Church Piece

costs.

MMPA

Music,

to Set Stdt Versos

45

FOUR CENTURIES OLD

SID LORRAINE, fien. 1>rof. Mgr.
CHICAGO — CINCINNATI — SAN FRANCISCO

—

TORONTO

•

.
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VAUDEVILLE
SaranacLako

Walters Sells Boston Latin Quarter

Better

°By Happy 'BeMw»y
Saranac, N. Y., June

To Redstone, Owner
Boston, June 23.

Lou Walters has sold his Boston
Latin Quarter to Michael Redstone,
operator of Club HiaytaiT,- when the
deal with Ben Gaines fell through.

of Mayfair

Cleve. Cafe

Man

Sets

'

talent.

the initial touring
show, which also Includes Charlotte
films, will topline

ACROBAT INJURED
IN HEROES BENEFIT

dancer;
deal-mute
Lamberton,
Charles Wick, pianist and bandmaster at Hotel Carter; Willie
Matthias' Alpine band and 20 other
acts, with Pirchner as emcee. Troupe

June

23.

William Edgar Donahue, of comedy
acrobatic act of
Salle,

Donahue and La-

broke his shoulder here

Kleinman's
feature

June 2B at Edward
Brady Lake Parki as

trek

starting
Pittsburjgh,

of

an all-servicemen's day

sponsored by the

summer resort

last

week while playing at big Forbes
Field benefit show for War Heroes Audience Stooge Loses
bond Hilly. Act was appearing at the
time locally at Kenny wood Park, and
$10,000 Suit for Injuries
was replaced following day by turn
of Gritz and Gravy.
Accident to Donahue happened
when he fell while rocking back and
forth on a chair perched at the top
of four tables.. He was taken to
Magee hospital,' where doctors said
he'd be out of action for some time.
Donahues (his partner is Mrs. Donahue) werie a bit hesitant about the
torbes Field show. They' were just
starting their second week at Kenny-

new

St. Louis,

A

June

23.

jury in the local. Circuit Court

last

week nixed • plea

Gordon,

ah attorney,

of

JacH

who sought

$10,000 damages for Injuries suffered
in February, 1041, when fa* acted as
a' volunteer stooge for Dante, the,

magician.

N^t Oubs Scorched

Vs. 'Barbary Coast'

Alex Finn, 8 Others

oz^ning quarters, 2707
road, Overland, Mo. He'd
from friends, being an
ex-Will Rogersite wito made the
grade here.
his

For Army-Navy Funds
In turn, Redstone said that he was
second of a list of six potential buyers, and that he Intends to sell it
Cleveland, June '23.
a
four
at
to one of the remaining
A mobile road show is being orprofit
Gaines operates the Hotel
Dempsey-Vanderbilt In Miami Beach. ganized by Herman Pirchner, operaWalters' asking price was $250,000, tor of Alpine 'Village, to raise funds
which Included a 10-year lease, use for army and na'vy relief, in weekname, etc. When end tburs through Ohio and- Pennof equipment,
Walters last weelc gave. the price as sylvania,
$350,000, he was exaggerating the
Backed by the Cleveland Army
deal.
and Navy Relief Comiaittee, Of
Redstone is hew to s local nitery which Richard L. Kroesen is general
biz having taken over the Clul) May- chairman, the unit will recruit 50
fair about two years ago, but has acts weekly 'from downtown cafes
brought his club up to one of the but chiefly from Pirchner's club.
Hub's leading spots using name
Billy CosteUo, voice of 'Poi)eye' in

By Drive

After a- six-week bed routine, this
correspondent is back in circulation,
gimping around with a caneV Many
thanks to. those who shot In tele-

grams and ca^fds.
Tudor Cameron (Cameron and
Flanagan) handed a nifty report at

Up Mobile Road Show

PUDy

23.

-

Woodson

Arrested

like to hear

b

Boston

On Gaming Charge

Camp

Kves

Philadelphia, June 23.
Drive by Phllly police and Army
and Na'vy officials against the .city's
'Barbary Coast' has put the heat on
the bettei^ class spots In mldtown.
Stung by' criticism and charges of
laxness leveled against' the city administration,
the
powersrthat-be

Intermission and surround<*
\ngs active again, Mrs, William Morhave cracked down on all bistros,
Taunton, Mass., June 23.
ris, Sr., and the gang arrived bag
forcing them to stick -to the letter of
and baggage for the; summer.
Alex Finn, one-time operator of
law In regards to the' curfew.
Thanks to Miss 'Brownie'. Brown, Club Mayfair, Boston; Casa Madrid
This means that, come midnight
of N.
aAd Jake Bernstein, Rochester, N. Y, for their timely: greetings on Cape Cod, and International Ca- Saturday, not only muqt the bar shut
down
.'tight, but all customers must
and gifts to this colony.
sino, New York City, was arrested
James WiUiams. music arranger
leave the place. The same applies
from Long Island and ex-N.'V.A.-Tte, with eight other men on gambling to the week-night 2 a.m. curfew. All
Found okay. charges iii a raid on. what the of- spots must be clearefd at that hour.
is here for a checkup.
Ben Schaffer, Bob C^sgrove and ficers desdribed! .as a 'palatial pentIn the past, the curfew was inAlfred Reynolds doing some down- house apartment' in Taunton Green..
terpreted to mean that all liquor
town window shopping, which IndiArraigned in Taunton Court, Finn sales cease,
but patrons- -could buy
cates that good reports have been
pleaded innocent to charges of maina
couple of drinks before- the bar
handed to them.
taining a gaming house and posses'Victor Rockiter, iormer Radio City
was shuttered and nurse them along
Music Hall product was handed good sion of apparatus for placing bets. while the music played and enterr
reports and is now taking time out Case was continued to Thursday tainment continued.
to greet the downtown patients with (25),
This action has put a,' damper op.
reading matter and salutations.business. for the present, just when
Dainty Marie Froom, ex-Rogerslte,
nitery ops were hoping lor a lucraweekeniled here while being o.o.ed Quiz Plea Granted
tive summer because of the stay-atby the medlcoes. And the doc's said
she's okay.
'Laughing* Suit home trend on account of gas and
Lee' Rinzler, who saw too much
tire rationing. The drive agalnat the
Pl.ea for examination before "trial
bed routine, received her go-home
'Barbary Coast' spots continued here,
papers with an absolute o.k. She's was granted to Ross Russell, stage
with the city seeking permanent infrom Brooklyn.
Reggie Hewey, ex- Will Rogers san producer, by N. Y. Supreme Court junctions against operators of spots
employee, shoots the colony greet- J'ustice Charles B.
MacLaughlin alleged to have 1)een hangouts for
-pFosUteks -and 'un;te3lrables, while
ings from 'Somewhere in Australia,'
Thursday
in
RusselVs
"suit
(18)
where he's In the army.
catering to service men.
Harry 'Sllpfoot' Clifton, that mins- against Clifford C. Fiscl^er.
One injunction was granted Sattrelman who pincb-hit for this
Claiming plagarism of tltl? and urday (20) against a spot accused of
writer, Is doing great deeds towards
flagrantly
violating
State
liquor
the comeback routine and expects an typB of entertainment in Fischer's
laws,
nils forbids the operators
unlimited exercise o.k. shortly.
"Keep 'Em Laughing,' recent Broad- from ever operating
in Pennsylvania.
(Write to those wh* are lU.)
'way two-a-day vaude, Russell is
In addition to the re^ttainers, the
seeking damages and a restraining
city Ls usinf its amusement licenses
order on further use of the title.
as a club.
Revocations were orHe contend^ that his production of dered
against the Steve Brodie Cafe
'Keep
jLaughing' wais presented
and the Stop Ciafe both in the old
three momhs in advance of the
Tenderloin district
Fischer
and vas toured along
At the same time police took acthe eastern seaboard:
tion on the first complaint filed by
Examination Is scheduled for June
Rev. Francis Maguire, crusading
-

^e

..

.

.

On

.

.

KEENMONTL

'^

—

Wow

.

CAFE RIVALRY

29.

who announced a

Catholic' priest,

Gordon claimed that because of
private drive against 'immoral nltwood, in their first engagement in the unsafe conditions of the apron at
eries.'
Fii:st raid on evidence unmore than two months, since Dona- the American theatre, '^her* the
New York niter;, men recently recovered by Father Maguire's investihue ^ad thrown the team out of sho^v was being presented, he 'suf- turned from vlslii to Montreal reBarbara Hutton
gators was against the Bidge 'Valley
work by tearing a ligament while fered injuries in a fall.
port that city humming with nociContinaed from page 2;
Cafe, a sailor's hangout.
The prodoing bis closing trick In Chicago. In
turnal activities, plus a healthy comprietor and tsMT entertainers were
his fall Donahue struck LaSalle, but
petiUve' scirap among three night Fleming, through tHe studio, countpinched for alleged Immoral entershe escaped' with only minor bruises.
dubs, the Chez Maurice, Tic Too and ered with the claim that Hadler had
Sue Ryan Skedded
Committee of War Heroej
how, headed by M. A. Silver,
manager' for

WB

PHIL

REGAN
Peraonal

ReprcMntatlvei

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly Hllle, Calif,

tainment
fourth club, the Es- appeared at the party drunk, doing
no work, sitting In kitchen, etc., l)ut
Flynn vuid he'd known Fleming
Dlek Hlmber back in N. Y. from
eight years, declaring he wds not the Memphis, preparatory to opening
type of man to do such a thing un- (return .engagement) at Essex House
less provoked.
on July 9. Hhnber fills in with
The district attorney's office iias Hartford vaudfllm date and a July
taken no action while awaiting the 3 Central Park MaU (N. Y:) openoutcome of Hadler's Injuries, says air dance.
Currently the Chez Maurice is it'll take none until It 't^lks to the
pitting MltizI Green and, George victim to get his story end find out
Beatty as co-headlihers against the if he wants to sign any complaint.'
Tic Toe's Baby Rose Marie and Ra- After examining the patient this
Joke Books, Sketches, Gagi, Bits
morning. Dr. Lee Siegel declared
dio Aces, and against the El Morland Blaokeuti. OLD AND
Hadler's condition vas 'satisfactory'
occo's floorshow headed by Owens
r-Off-The-Air Comedy Bits, Skitt
but declined to disclose the nature of
and Qaas>
and Parker and Caroline Marsh.
his Injuries, declaring Hadler has
Write Box 149, VaHety, 164 Weet
refused permission to ha've the
46th Street, New York.
El Morocco.

rally

For 4

zone

here, assured act
they'd be paid their salaries In full
for all time lost

St.

Loo Shows

Pittsburgh, June 23.

Sue Ryan, vaud* and nitery singing 'comedienne, left here last Thursday night (IB) for St Louis imr
mediately after closing engagement
at Stanley theatre to go Into rehearsal, for four shows she's been signed
to

do

this

summer

wl,th

Muny Operk

out there. Gal's set for comedy leads
in 'Hit the Deck,' "No, No, Nanette,'
'Girl Crazy' and "Wizard of Oz.'

She

accompanied by her husband, Danny White, who's also her
w^as

accompanist. Stanley date was their
first in several years or dince an
early Benny Davis 'Stardust' revue
played here. Miss Ryan was a protege of Davis' then and 'White played
the piano for the Davis act ThM's
where the romance started.

A

quire, also entered Into the set-to
for a time, but recently dropped out
of the .battle and went back to
moderate-priced shows.'
Other three nlteries are booking
expensive (for them) shows, despite
the limitations of their capacity and
customers' ability for big spending.
-

.

WANTED

NEW

Circle, Indianapolis,

Back

diagnosis

made

public.

To Name Bands and Yaude

Run

After Long Grind
Circle

theatre,

Indianapolis,

re-

CAROLYN MARSH

sumes name bands and vaude July
a siesta of several years.
Operated by Harry Katz and Fred
D'olle, the hjause has bought a string
of names from Music
Corp. of
America, through Larr^ Golde, of
3

*AmeTictf» Host DUlinctive Singer*

after

the

Edward Sherman agency.
.

Opening bill has Ted Weems bah'd
and Judy Canova as top names;
thereafter
17,

31,

it's

July

Kay

10,

Kyser;

Sklnhay Ennis; 24, Eddy Duchin;
Horace Heidt; Aug. 7 and 14 are
Aug. 21 comes Tommy

indefinite.

Dorsey,

Cliff

HaD Loses

Of

Sight

1 Eye; Leaves Hosp.

'The outstanding auccea'a on
the new review was the triumph
scored by Carolyn Marsh, a dramatic singer of vivid personality.
Brunette, vivacious, and with a
compelling voice, Mla» Mareh
broke a record in matter of en corai with six in the second
show.'

'Miss' Marsh is a sensation at
Dynamic 'and
El Morocco' .
with a voice of wide range .
gifted 'with endless energy
sang seven encores in addi.
tion to her regular routine of
five numbers.'
':'

,

'.

Is
.

'

.

Montreal Gazette,

Montreal Daily Herald,

June

June

.

19, 1942.

16, 1942.

Closing E| Morocco, Montreal, June 28
Opening return engagement 'Vogue . Room,Ho Men den. Hotel, Cleveland, June 29
Personal Directlor,
1776 Broadway,

New York

JOE NIETO
Circle 6-8097

*

CSharlie')
Hall left the
N. Y. Eye .& Ear hospital yesterday
tTuesday) in time to attend his
Cliff

.

son's graduation from, elementary
school in Jackson Heights, Queens.
Up until yesterday (Tuesday) it
had not been' definitely determined
whether the vision of one of Hall's
eyes,
lacerated
by a Canadian

2nd Return Engagement Within 6 Months

broken glass,
would be permanently impaired, but
final examination disclosed that 4he
eyeball had been so seriously in-

THE JUGGLING JEWELS

soldier

-wieldir

a

—

The Peer of All

Fastest

A

jured that vision was lost
plastic
job, already performed, precludes
the necessity of a glass eye.
The
attack on Hall by the soldier, who is
being held pending trial, took place
in a west 44th street barroom.
,

Lady Combination

NOW AT LOEWS
Booked by:

CHABLES

V.

-

TATE8

STATE, New Vork
Fairs:

GEORGE HAHID

.

-.

^Tednesday, June 24, 1942

VAUDEVILLE

PhiEy Group WouM Aid Young Talent;

Lahr- Joe Lewis-Wheeler-Free Beer

Non-Profit Unit SoGcits Memberships
Phaaddphla, Junt

Can't

Soltau Sentence Cut

33,

A

Minneapolis, June 23.
A commutation of sentence has
been granted to the Rev. H. J. Soltau, head' of the Minnesota Law. Enand help young men and women forcement League and vice crusader,
who show talant In any phase of and he wUI be released shortly from
Stillwater prison five months after
the entertainment field. The body
entering It following conviction and
tha American
>riU ba known
a one-year sentence for perjury in
teague of Theatrical Arts and has connection with one of his night club

No

a raids.

talent.

Richard Mayo, executive secretary
the local American Guild of
Variety Artists, has been chosen
temporary chairman. On tha comniittee are: Frank P. Uuzzi, president of local 77, American Federation of Musicians; Francesco Pelosl,

of

director of the La Scala
Opera Co.; William Senna, ballet
master of La ScaU;. John O'Neal,
chairman of the Teamsters Council,
AFL; "Edward Davis, attorney; Frank
Mrs.
operator;
nltery
Palumbo,
Meyer Davis, wife of the bandleader;

IN

MDDLEOFCHI

—

and others.

nltery

Win Open

m New

room

for the songstress,

PalUmbo'a

Palmer.

and

Greater

USO
New

Instrumental

USO THUS HIT

arrangements

routln«s.'

West

OWN SETUP

Management

Alex Yokel Maps

Vaude

shortage of talent available for theatre dates,

in N. Y.;

number
tion' by

due

chiefly to the large

of acts taken out of 'circula-

$3,000

Opera

Chicago,

House,'

fold

will

Saturday (27) after a run 'of two
and a half weeks. An attempt is
being made to get the show a booking in N.Y., but no air-cooled legit
theatre with sufficient capacity 'to
house the straight-vaudeville bill is
available.
It's estimated that the show lost
at least $10,000 during the Chicago
Shortly after the opening, all
stay.
.

matinees except Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday, were dropped, likewise the midnight show Saturday.
Substantial savings

were thus made

In union salaries, with more coming
via cuts in the actors' pay. Frances
Faye dropped out after the. ;first

$13,000.

On the Coast; however, the twoa-day vaude show headed by George

.

Jessel, playing the Biltmore, is doing good business. First week's .take

USO-Camp, Shows, Inc,
units toiuring army and navy bases. was estimated $15,000, and second
Presently there are 15 USO-CSI week around $16,000
and tliat
units touring on that outfit's summer means profit for the Fred Finklehoff
the

—

'

program, each troupe averaging

five

'

Scale on the Coast
has been $1.50 top at night all week,
Thus 75 standard turns are not but this week is being tilted to
available for theatre bookings, and $2,20 on weekends.
so stage-show houses are hard put
Originally scheduled for three
Alex Yokel, who has been away to round out their bills properly.
and a half weeks on the Coast, 'Show
Ironically, It's the theatre bookers Time' wiU
from Broadway legit production for
get an additional week
some time. Is now planning a themselves; sitting in at USO-CSI as at the BUtmore and then moves to'
a special talent-buying committee,
straight-vaude layout titled 'On the who are thus creating the shortage the Curran, San Francisco, opening
July 10, for an indefinite run,
Cuff,' that will be a partial benefit for themselves.
*
Blame Heat
With the shortage of vaude talent
for the Father Duffy Canteen, moShowmen are prone to place the
already acute, the bookers are lookbile unit that services soldiers and
blame for Chicago's vaude flop on
ing ahead to even tougher conditions
the heat and the town's notorious
sailors on guard duty in New York
in the fall, when there is generally a
City.
Alan Corelli, who heads the resurgence ot .vaudeville nationally. refusal to accept an original production.
Shows going there after
Canteen, Is associated with Yokel in It has been suggested that as a means
(Continued on page 55}
the venture, but his part in the set of somewhat relieving the situation
up is just to assume responsibility for the commercial theatres, and also

Canteen to Share

presentation.

acts.

3

that,

AGVA

Implication from
was that,
Henle belongs to the Screen
Actors Guild, the Associated Actors
as Miss

Four A's has been morally supporting AGVA's campaign, but is hesitant about figuring in the situation
because of Individual contracts be
tween Wlrtz and all the slcaters in
the 'Ice* revue. Possibility of' legal
proceedings against
and the
Four A's because of the performers'
contracts appears to be the factor in
the evident decision, of the unions
not to force the Issue at this time.
Number of 'Ice' skaters have- conferred with Walter Greaza of AGVA,
Some seem disposed, to rally to the
support of the union if better WorkIng conditions at the Cenier could be
obtained. One problem of
is
to discern how many In the 'Ice'
outfit ar« actually willing to back
the union,
preponderant maiority
is sought before any actual pressure
is brought to bear on the show man-

AGVA

Montreal,

AGVA

A

MORE

W

FRISCO CAFES

RULED

while Leon -Leohidoff, producer at

by: NAVY

considers

bounds' establishments it
harmful to the morale of the blue-

The

night

club

is

Finocchio's,

female impersonator show. Civil

^

Toledo, 0.,^June 23
district,

From

Set
Entitj
Steel Pier

Atlantic City, June 23.
The Atlantic City Steel Pier Is
up its Music Hall as a separate enterprise, rather than part
and parcel of the Pier's admission
price as in past seasons.
Music HaU, which will play 'the
top names and bands, will command
admissions of 85c on weekends, and
65c and 85c on weekdays. Previously
entrance to M.H. was' free once the
customers paid the 65c (weekdays)
and 85c (weekends) admission to the

setting

Toledo Bestrlctlona

The Summit-Cherry

Mosk HaD

As Separate

au:

suspension of their Uquor licenses,

on

dowhtown Toledo; the
hotel, and Stone's Grill
night club have been declared 'out
the fringe of

Waldorf

of bounds* to sailors and marines
attached to the Toledo Naval Train
ing School, announced Lieut. Com-

mander Hugh Bartley, in charge of
the Naval Armory. The order does
.

not affect soldiers.

re-

Pier,

which

also

threw

in its ball-

•

NEW

chartered to ^acf as advisor to performers, with offices in New York.
Capital stock is 100 shares, no pai

U. -S.

Army

has

ing five days for last week ran $3,200 over the corresponding five days

niteries as out of bounds.

The list coincides with
Navy verbotens.
.

'

the recent

Tower^ K.C.7m Con£tioDaF
.

Retnm

ot

1941,

grossed.

when over

$22,000

was

fo Single Pictores

Kansas City, June 23.Beginning /rlday (26) 'Tow«r
resumes policy of stags,

theatre

shows combined with single features

PA. NITERY

SNARED

IN BOOKING VIOLATION
Philadelphia, June 23.
First 'raid' on a nitery accused of
violating the State's booking license
law - was. stagfid.j}.yer..Jt.he., 3K.eelf^5,d,
by agents of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry.
Accompanied by representatives of
the American Guild of Variety Artists
and the Entertainment Managers Association, the 'raiders,' led
by Anthony C. Sharkey, State -enforcement agent-ln-charge, cracked
.down on the Bungalow Inn, a roadhouse outside of Norristown, Pa.
Sharkey demanded to see the
boolcing order and contracts for entertainers appearing there. 'When
Mrs. J. Hosbach, operator of the
spot, failed to produ(;e the papers
as required by law, Sharkey ordered
that the wages due the actors be
turned over to him to be held in
escrow, pending an investigation of
the situation.
Creorge Phillips, booker of the spot,
will be arraigned at a hearing before
the joint board of the AG'VA and

There are' numerous cheap saloons room, two film theatres, water show,
and flop houses in the blocks of the circus and minstrel show. Those
items continue as part of the Pier's
Further stated by Wirtz that two Summit-Cherry
affected
district
weelts or more have elapsed and he
Police said the hotel and night club admish.
has not received a reply to a letter
Opening show for the M.H. with
were placed on the 'out of bounds'
EMA, with Sharkey sitting in. He'll
of Jime fi to Greaza, adding that
order because complaints had been its new policy is dated for June 27
AGVA's
Chicago
representative received of girls loitering about both and will headline the Ink Spots. be charged with violating the bookcould have, reached him at his HeadMartha Raye and Benny Goodman's ing law.
spots.
Original complaint against Phillips,
quarters there. Letter in question
similar band go in July 4.
ago,
months
Several
SI arkey said, wsft brought by the
concluded by,, saying his position
restrictions were announced by the
EMA.
would not be altered. However. Army for numerous entertainment
Carroll Reports Record
Wirtz indicated willingness to negoThe acts involved at the Bungalow
and drinking spots in northeastern
23.'
Ho ly wood, June
tiate with AGVA.
Inn were Jackie Lee, singer; Lord
Ohio, notably Cleveland and Akron
Earl Carroll's theatre reports a and Janisse, dance team, and Al
single-day record biz for Saturday Carlton, m.c.
Hollywood's Taba 62
(20) with 1,560 admissions.
AGENT GBOUF
The spot was not open last MonJoe Schaerer, former Pittsburgh
Hollywood, June 23
Albany, June 23.
Selected Artists, Inc., has been
banned 62 local day or Tuesday but in the remain- band-leader, is .new pianist with
.

,

.

Stage Bookmgs Warrant

for the ilext several weeks. Four
weeks of experimenting' With dual
features comblhed with 'stage shows

are being completed this week with
gratifying Results.
Duals are temporarily

A. C.

Francjjjwo's only.,

thorltles said that if it is determined
the establishments violated rules gov
ernlng service men, they will face

agement
Wlrtz declared he Is In favor of
union organizations and was the
first In the Iqe akating field to sign
a basic contract covering the skaters
he engaged, but 'it was only after
repeated breach of contracts and repudiation of written agreements by
AGVA that I. lost ,all confidence in
this organization.'. That statement
previous dealings between
Wirtz and the union when those no
longer connected with AGVA were

than mid-August.

inite

jackets.

which presents San

USO-CSI, however, has been

the Radio City Music HaU, wiU su- luctant to adopt a 'new faces* policy
that it is not
pervise
the
over-all
production, for' fear of criticism
Dorothy Kilgallen, N. Y. Journal- providing the servicemen with the
American colunmist and a ^trolunteer best possible talent.'

worker with the Duffy -Canteen? is
San Francisco, June 23.
The Navy has added a popular head of the sponsoring committee
for the show.
nltery and two more tjvems to its
No theatre has yet been picked,
ever-lengthening list of 'out of nor is ao opening date more def-

,

value.

some

,

ment

AGVA, decUred

though Son}a Henle's name appears
as co-producer with him, she is not
Involved In the controversy.

in charge.

of

.

Fracas

Although there has been no settlement of tha dispute bet#een the
American Guild of Vaudeville Artists
and iSjrthur M. Wlrtz over- a basic
agreement, indications ire that 'Stars
on Ice' will open at the Center theatre, N. Y, next Thursday (2). without
union interference. Wirtz, in one of
his letters to

a trimming

ranging up to 25% for some acts,
the Alfred Bloomlngdale-Nat Karson
two-a-day vauder at the Grand

vaude bookers are be- seem to want straight vaudeville.
coming. Increasingly ~alarmed at the Gross last week was only around

and ^Artistes of America, of which
SAG Is an affiliate, might bring pressure for a settlement of the arga

AGVA

Show Okay

week, which meant another economy,
but, despite< all this and great reviews from the daily newspaper
critics, the Chicago public
didn't

New York

67th Straat

New York

who

opened there, but the money wasn't
and MCA will probably shift her Chi booking to the

in

BOOKERS AIDING

LOUISE CRANE

hotel, St. Louis;

.

clubhouses
York.

Hildegarde, following the Mounds,
Cleveland,
currently;
the
Chase
and the Mt Royal,
..July 27, returns to New
York to reopen the Hotel Plaza's
Persian Room. This Is a new spot,
in opposition to the close-by SavoyPlaza, where she was long headlined.
The S-P, with Jean Sablon concurrent and -doing well, is now en'gaged in buUding up new talent for
There's also .-onits fall bopkings.
siderable feeling between both hostelries, which were under, common
management until recently, and the
in thjt Canteen's share of the re- the USO-CSI' units, that the latter
fall augurs a hot fight for intlme
.serve as a break-in time for new talceipts.
class nitery patronage between both
Idea of the^show will be to em- ient, which would serve the purpose
hotels.
botii j^ntertaining- the soldie'rs.nhd
ploy" cHfefl'y''new and "yoiiiiigf cbiiO^s,
Herman- Timberg will write special build up' a reservoir of acts for any
material and stage the sketches, future' vaudeville ^comeback.'

Despite

'

Horixon

Kilts'

Frank

at

Exelutiva

as attractive,

York

Currently

IIS

Members of the committee, special- 750, plus her rooms, som'e time' in
fields, will audition
ambitious youngsters. If they show January next, and Ed Klrkeby of the
talent, they will be given financial Blackstone hotel, Chi, is supposedly
assistance to study.
doing a burpup. He built a special

Show

On The

Cafe, Philadelphia, after alx weeks
at 666 Club In Detroit.
The Detroit Times said: 'The 'versatile Harlem Highlanders, one of
the most unusual acts of its type,
consisting ot vocal harmony noVel-

HOTETEUD'

izing in various

Wirtz-Henie Ice

atres, recreation halls

fiew Star§

and fast tap

The Palmer House, Chicago, has
offered Hildegarde 10 weeks at $1,-

area.

HARLEM HIGHLANDERS

tlea;

general

Despite

Piano Tuners Association has
volunteered to attend regularly
to all the instruments in the-

'Rhythm In

HILDEGARDE

in

New York

It will

young

Chi 2-a-Day, So

in the budget, including salary cuts

Army

camps, long a
subject for gags, will be out of
tune no longer at lea:^. in the

Frliends of the vice crusader

ba non-profit, and had sought a full pardon.'
charter.
i&oltau has declared that as soon
will seek to raise funds by a bene-' as he leaves prison he'll resume his
solicitation of mem- crusading and 'that his eSorts will
fit ball and tha
berships from persons Interested In be more vigorous than ever.

Tinpanning Here

Pianos

U

the local courts for

Draw 'Em At

Folding Satdee; Coast

group of Pblladelphlans connected or intereitcd la ihow business bavc organized to encourage

applied to

47

discarded as stage names
.

coming in are

sufficient

draw by
.

themsdves. but dual features are
to be used' henceforth,
whenever stage attrapUons do not'
definitely

have"^irtidti^~'J)usli~o'il''tuielr

own.

'

:

Mayris Chaney heads stage shO'W
of July 3. (jzzle Neisqn band
with Harriet HilUard pl^y a week
beginning July 10 Pbi)I .Whlteman
makes his first appearance -iii town*,
in years when he comes in for week,
Starting this Friday
of July 24.
Chlco Marx band heads the stag*,

week

fare,

'

..

'

.'

Jimmy McLain CDr. I.Q.') and hla.
air 'half-hour have been set for fiVe
Monday broadcasts, 8:30 CWT, from
the Tower via
ginning July 6.

WDAP

(Red

net), be-,

FRANCES FATE SUES

FOR DIVORCE

IN

cm

Chicago, June 23.

Frances Faye last week filed suit
divorce in the Superior Court
Abraham Frosch: Ttiey were

for

against'

married within the past year..
Though both parties are legal residents of New York, Miss Faye is
basing her plea on assertion that
acts of cruelty by her husband occurred in Illinois.
Claims that he
beat her on June 9 and June 12.
Miss Faye, incidentally, has
dropped out of 'Headliners of '42,'
two-a-day vaude show at the Grand
Max Adkins' Stanley theatre, Pitts- Opera House,
No replacement,
iJurgh, liouse orch, replacing Carmen though management vainly tried to
Rummo, who has shoved off for get Lynn Fontanne and Alfred Lunt
army.
to do a sketch.

.
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Ren*
Ann Jung

Variety Oills
WEEK OF JUNE 26
Nnmerab

In connection wtth bills

how, whether

(nil

'Sammy Ksye Oro
Hotel 6<li Ave

Roberto Oro
BlU's

Gay

tOTt

Lulu Bates

Loew

(Solon Madrid)
Cass Franklin

Ethel Gilbert

George Tonak
Horry Donelly

NEW TOBK

PITTSBrRGH

CITY

Stanley (M)
Sheu Fields Ore

8tat« (M)
Hilton Berle
The Jaoaieya

WASHINGTON
Capitol

(26)

Rhjithm 'Rockets
E)leanor« Whitney
Jay C Fllppen
Eddie Hanley
Jane Pickens
Horace MacMahon

Bon Toafs VlKln^g
I^onard Suss
Mary Burton
Gordon & Rogers

•

DeMarlos
Guy Rodlan
Fay Marde

Billy Lorraine

Charlie Ross
Penny Bancroft
Bernle Grauer
Burton Gross Oro.
Gay OO's Quartette
Hotel I/extngton
Cafe Society
(Hawaiian Rm)
(Blldtown)
Kahala,.
Hazel Scott
Tallma
Zero Mostel
Momlkal
Joe Sullivan
Mclntyre Oro

Kenneth Spencer
Eddie South Oro
Cute Society

Teddy Wilson Oro
Albert Ammons
Pete Jblinson

Paramonnt
CITY Lane ft N^ard
Pofamoont <24)
Stan Early
Taugtan Monroe Bd Linda Ware
Eddlo Qarr
Whltey Roberta
Oxford Boys
Novelle Bron

OMAHA

I/yda Sua

omcAoo

Orpheam (24)
Eddy Duchln Bd

CUcavo (26)
Cab Ckltoway Ore

Jean,

MIAMI

Olympic

Jack

Judy

ft

Arcble Robblns
Doris DuPoDt

(24-27)

Baby Ulnes
<
Casino Basse
Nina Tarasova
Sasha Follnoft
Michel MIchon
Nndia ft Sasha
Dmitri Matvlenko
Kris Kay Oro
Nicholas Matthey

R & B

Temple
Bill

<Z6)

Robinson

Frankle Masters Or

AcromanlacB

Shirley Ross

«»)
Gene Krupa Oro
Knight

NEW TOBK

OVrt

Strand (26)

Ames & Amo
.

,

NEW YOBK

Bill

WASmNGTON

Earie
Rozyettes

(26)

Carlyle BlackwoU
Delia Llnd

Oene Martrey

(2«)

Diamond Honesboe
Nlt'a Naldi
Betty Compson

.

4 Macks
We»t.& Pago

prtTsmrRort

LllUon Fitzgerald

Cog Bongo
Dick Wilson Oro
Bela Blzony Oro

Douglas Bros

(26)
O»-0

Teddy Powell
Dean Murphy
Stanley

Robinson

Andy Kirk Ore
June Richmond

PBDLADEUHIA
Eatle

Jack Wlilte
Diana Fontaine
Frankle Hyera
VInce Curran

Stanley (23-28)

(19)

Russ Morgan Oro
Sennia Day
Ames & Arno

Geo Fontana
Raymond Scott Ore
,
^ <">
Gllda
Dean Murphy
Ina
Ray
Hutton Or CharlesGray
King
The Juvelys
Dick & Dot Remy
Mangean Sis
George Taopa
Val Setz

Clyde Hacer
Sid Prussln Oro
Noble SIssle Ore
El ChiCO
Dorlta' ft Velero
Consuolo Moreno

The Alblns

(19)

e»

Independent

Margo

ft

Mann

Hotel Park Centmi
(Cocoanut Grove)

Revners

Mark
8

ft

Viola

Harmoneers

Bunny Howard
Charlie Bourna Ens
Lynn Spotford
Buddy Clarke Oro

(Boyal Palm)
Dell

O'DeU

Charlie Bourne
Jerry Green

Bunny Howard

Sybil & Sundra
'Wllaon Lang

Hotel Pennsyrvnnia
(Cafe Bongo)
Charlie Splvak Oro

Gary Steven*
Stardusters
'Hotel Plem
(Cotillion

Room)

Arthur Carney
Beverly Whitney
ft Knott
Stanley Helba Oro

Towns

Hotel Floia

Boom)

(Perefain

Dlok Gasparr* Or*

Ben

Cutler

Gloria Belmonts
DlQatanos
Rodriguez 3
Hotel BoooeveU
Trio MIxteco
Del Duca Oro
Guy Lombardo Ore
Haytair (2T)
Kenny Gardner
Lynn Kirk
El Uorocce
Oscar Davis
Chauncoy Grey Ore Hotel Savoy Plain
BanlTS ft Fayo.
(Cafe Lonnge)
Chlqulto Oro
Toumans ft Margie
Jean Sablon
E^motu Doot
Rosalie & Louis
Benson Oro
Ballet
ATLANTIC CITT Zorlta
Hotel Bhoiilon
Olee Club
tUUloB Dollar Pier Sunny Tufts
Symphony Oro
(Hnrray Boom)
Bpple Bruce
Bour (29)
Johtt ny Long Ore
Sam Price
Rutb Lowe
Stuart Morgan Co
CHfCAGO
Homey Dal Rleo
Salr Leo
Cookie Bowers
Graiid Opera
Francis King
(26) Froeba OioCarol KUig
Bert Lahr
Fefe's Honte Carlo Henry Noble
Bob Rlpa
Joe B Lewis
Gay Foster Girls
Narlta
Hotel St. UoTlts
'Wheeler ft Ladd
Paul Ash Oro
Sonny Kendls Oro
(Cafe do
Baye * Naldl
Fab)
Bob Hannou
Caballero Oro
Romo Vincent
Charles Colambq*
ApoOo (*6)
Lynn ft Royce ft V
Bl CInb
Kathryn Carroll
4 Blues
Peg-Leg Bates
Terrl
Franconl
Sid
Tomack
BlU Bailey
Paul Sydell ft B
Mack Perrln
Rels Bros
T More & J Lee
Blltmorettos
Ford Harrison. Ore
Barbara Lee
ClauiT Bopklna
IAS ANGELES
Margie Kelly
Monte Bawley
(Skr Gardens)
BUtmare (24)
Margo Goode
Alvltt (2i)
George Jessel
Charles Columbtia
Stnart Oro
Ed Wynn
Jack Haley
Kathryn Carroll
Jane Froman
Oreencrloh TlOag*
Blla Logan
Terry Franconl
Smith * Dale ,
Kitty Carlisle
Inn
Hotel Sv Bests
Carmen Amaya
The De Marcos
C^rol
Chappello
WIlliSs 3
(Viennese Boof)
Bnek ft Bubble*
Rita Renand
'
Beoloi' * Pals
Bthol Smith tin*
Con CoIIeano
Gloria Manner
Davidson ft Totgy
Panll Sparr Oro
Luclenne ft Ashoor Joan Collier
Hersoga
Ohen * ShIrelT
Hotel Talt
Loma Rode
Volga Singers
LTNBBOOK
VInconI Lopez Oro
Gene Monet Oro
Donahue & Uno
Lynbnolc
(27)
Hotel WaldorfSenor'Wencea
Bavana-IIadtld
S Field ft M Kaye
Aoteria
Tapla ft Romero
(Four to mi)
;
Mth St. Theatre
(Starlight Boof)
Hilda Moreno
PROVIDBNOE
Guy -Lombardo Ore
Metropollt'n (26-28) Rica Martinez
Iiou Boltz
Hal Mclntyre Oro Cerney .Twins
Georges ft Jalna
'Willie Bowaid
Contreras Co
Bay English
Marina
Phil Baker
Maya Ore
Russell Swan
Rose M Lombardf
Paul Draper
Gllberto Oro
Jon B Howard
Hoiel Warwick
Hazel Scott
Bidgewood (24)
Hlshory Sou*
(Baldgh Boom)
Gene Sheldon
Peggy Martin
Jean Bnnt
Luba Mallna
VIckl George
Grant Family
Sons of Jlv*
Lou Forman
Banda WlllUms Orr
Joyner ft Foster
I«rry Bennett Oro
Bricklayers
George Freems
Hnrrtcane
BBOOKLTN
Hotd Astor
(One toflin
Gertrude Nlesen
AtbarBari* (2T-ti)
(Aster Boof)
WATEBBDRT
Rochelle
Bogaah ft Bardlne
Foil's (24-tn)
Tommy Dorsey Oro Pdlllteers ft Beebe
Grant Family
Georgle Auld Oro
Frank Sinatra
Van
Kirk
Harris ft Howell
Bogash ft Bordlne Jo Stallord
Sammy Birch
Mia Hyles Co
Gene ft Glenn
ZIggy Blman
Dick Warren Oro
(One to fill)
The LelahtonV
'
Baddy Rich
Marina (28)
Iceland Bestanraat
Pled Pipers
_ WOBCESTRR
Lynn Kirk
Plymouth (22-24)
Danny White
Hotel Belmont
Oscar Davis
Hal Mclntyre Oro
LIbby ft Betty
Banks ft Faye
Plnxa
Ray English'
Nola Day
Toumans ft Margie Russell
(OUss Hat)
Swan
Roberta Welch
Rosalie, ft Louis
Helen Stuart
The Raymonds
Byrne Sis
Hal Laneberry
"om Paige

MEW TOBK

.

CITY

Uaslo Han (ts)
Batty Brace
Robert Landrum
WSlter Dare Wahl
Rocketa
.

H

U

°

'

.

,

•

Johnny Mack

Cabaret

Tola ft Lysa
Belmont Balladeers
Howard Lally Oro
Joe Pafumv Oro
Hotel BlUmoro
Heasler Twins
Hazel Franklin

Bills

HEW YOEKCTTY
Armaado's
Gio Morris Oro
Tvonne Chevalier

Bill

BertoIotU's

Lllyan Doll
Shirl

Thomas

-

Ben Harden Riviera Lynn & Marianne
Dee Rogers
Chavez Ore
Moya GItrord
Pancho Oro
Don Sylvlo's Ore

Willi* Matthias

lert

Lynn

Colette & Deano
Ted Eddy Oro
Angela Oro
Jack Dexnpsey's
B'way Bestanraiii
Milt Herth 3

Ray Heathorton Or Oracle Barrio
Dick Stabile Oro
Hotel Commodore
Jimmy Kelly'*
(Centniy Room)
Imogene
Ray McKlnley Oro
Hotel Edison

Bobby Byrne Ore
Hotel Esses nous*
(Cntilno

on Pork)

Donno Jnnle

Ryan

Renee De Marco
Eleanor French

(Shemton Sky

8tatl«r
Johnny Kallhut Oro Jules Duke
Oro
Marya Manley
l4t Cenga Clob
Ilona de Bonmat
F Hernandez Oro
Freddie's Cafe
Undaay'* Skjbar
Sonya Czlr

Ann Grace Lin*

Marya Manley

Thlxton Sprenger
Charles Wick Oro
JacQuellna

Diane

Lola Moore
Martel (3)
Bob Fuller

Jane

Wood

Alec Pierce Oro

Fernando Caney
Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis

O

Al Slegal
Susan Miller

The Place
Irene Berkley
Pat Ring
Bvelyn Brock

Richard Lane
W
B Mae
ft

Ramon ft Joan
Carter ft Sharp
Mentmarte Boys
Helen Holmes
Danlta Rivera
Margaret Grey
Faith Arlen

Helen Carrol
Blanchards
Janice

(Motor Bar)
Eddie Fritz (4)

Jan Martel

8 Blue Jackets
Little Sir Echo

(Oardea ~ Lonnge)
Brilliant

Obangl Clob
Kelcey Farr
Ann Lewis

Caddies
Angel Velez Oro
Snub Mosely Ore

Number One

WIvel

Bob Leo
Lllyan Dell

Anne White
Downey ft Gregg

Tommy Hayden
Doris Nellson
Chas Bowman Oro
Tho Paulena
Versailles

Hazel Webster
Onyx Clob
Brick top
Tookle Hunter
Mabel Mercer

fergere Oro
anehlto Ore

Earl ft Tonl
3 Chocolate*

Six Ver-Slgtas

Roy Benson
Wllma Cox
D'lvons
Patricia

Mae Bamea

Male

Old Beamanloa
Saodlo Banha
Freddie Bernard
Ada Lnblna
Ginger LayneJoe LaPorte Oro
Place EUcante
Phil Dante

William Rosa
Conrad

Cliff

Thompaoa

Diane Nelson
Martin Lock*

King

4

Village Bam
Music Hall Boys

Cy Toung
John Chapman

Wee

Pee

Miller Co

Diane

ft

Jess Altmlller
Jeas Jordan Oro

VlUago VaagBard
Richard D Bennett
Leadbelly

Amba**adbr Hotd

cm

Tiny Kaye
Marjorle Jane

Jean Caton
Bobby Bernard

Sisters

4 Toppers

Ohateaa Benanlt
National (3)
Chelsea Hotel

Van

(t>

Clarldge Hotel
(Hayfalr Boom)

Marty Maxee Ore
Chez Faroe

The Novelettes
Ruth Martin
Jackie Martin

Rlkl Hall
Psppl Carman
Frankle Madden
Paddock Intl
Betty Coette

May

Marie KIbbey

Ruth Warren

Ramona

Clob Harlem
Lary Steele
Jessys Scott
Viola Jefferson

Frances Brock
Sisters

Garland Wilson.
Helen Penn's Co
Clob Nomad
Benny Davis Rev
Marl Kim
.

Ball

Beackcomber

Gall Manners
Marleol
Artio Dann

Ginger

Wood

Del Bstes
Allan Cos
Dave Unell Ore

Eddie Roth Ore
Coloslmoe

-

BUastmb'*
Peter Bodge Oro
Boyd Heathen

Don Welsmullor
Esroe

ft

Escoe

Hotel
(Murine Bm)
Will Osborne Oro
NItza ft Ravel

Marianne
Dorben Ols
680 CInb
Tanner Sisters
Johnny Howard

Carroll

Connie Barleau

Boyale
O Ahaarn

Win

ft

Pancho ft Dolores
Margery Daye
Tonl Hart
Pan American D
Carl Bonner

McCune Oro
sutler Hotel

Bill

Jimmy Smnh

P'rkchops Patterson

Nick D'Amlco Ore
Boa Olege
Gene Emerald
Glenn Dale
The Borden*

-Panoblta Villa
Phil Sklllman Oro

Dotty Sloan
Cliff Arvln
Al Alexander Ore

Haymorkct

Stevadom
Good ft Goody
Eddy Shepherd
Joe Banket Oro
Ethel Shepherd

Bob Hopkins
Feplto

ft

Co

Billy

Itonla Bradley

Lee Jonas
Carol Crane

Charmettes Oro
Hnnd'*
Sun VaJ Serenadera
Loadon Chop Heue
Sammy DIbert Ore

Howe

Ethel

Meagher

Bar

The XtapIc*
Phil Gilbert
Bob Marble Oro
Veroe*

Ray Rogers
Jack Drayton
Tracy
Jack Nelson Oro
Whlttler Hotel

(Gold Cub Boom)
Herman FIno
Wonder Bar

Aylens Mason

R Jenklos Guv

ft

Holt

Jerri
Bill

Madelon Baker
Monael Lopes Ora
Ore

HIcket'*
Blllr

'

Joy

McLeod Family
Wally Johl
Jan Latin

Chorlea

La Tempi*

Vincent
Dalorss Lament
Mlokeyettcs
Neblolo'e

SIrea

Gorman

Mao UcQraw

Bob Parrlsh
Congo Oro
Corktown Tavera
Don Harris
Hart ft Allison

HI Bat
Diana Barry

Winnie Hovder Ola
IvaniM*
Florence Schnberl
Barney Richards O
Vl*rra Hawaiian*
Helen Sumner

ft

Hnck'* Bedford Inn
Oro

Club Congo
Congoettes
Beverly Whit*
Tommy BUIs

Carlos Vesta
Betty Hill
Blain* and Elaine

Gwendolyn Veausell
Murray * Gumming
Oeorg* Oeveroo
Isobel. de Marea
La Salle Hotel
(Faa-AaL Boom)
Jose Uaazanere* O
'

New

Torkei

'Welsh

SOS CInb
Dale Rhode*

Ol Giovanni
Dottle Ard

Jean Moor*
Joy ft Jnanlta
Delia ft Drlgo

Fay ft Andre
Johnny Poller
Loskey Sis

Horace Houok Ore

NoU

Nolan
Dalton Boys
Jack. LaVter

Kay

ft

'

Carl

Marx

Bar of Mosto.
Ann Triola

Phil Silvers

Rags Raglsnd
Grace Hayes Lodge
Elizabeth Talbot

Martin

Ksn Stevens

Mary Healy
P Llnd Hayes Oro
Hellrwoed Traple*
Tvonne ft Wayne
Maxine Lewis

VIvUn Marshal

ft

Llta

Joe Relchman Oro
Cosa Unnana
Ted Lewis Ore
Cocoannt arare
Freddie Martin Oro

Earl CarroUs

West

ft

McGlnty

Gall Oall

Beryl Wallace

&

'

Charlie Fey'a Olab
Charley Foy
Lorraine Elliott
Joe Oakle
Russ Soule Oro

Bill Jordan
ClltCord Sous*

'

Knights
Billy Meyer*

Jaros Sis
(Panther Boom)
Bob Chester
College Inn Models

Billy Siiyder
Billy Lankin

Frakson
Marls Hollls

(Fleeadlllj CIrel*)

Gene Kerwin Oro

Jimmy Ames

Armando

Elbert

StarlaU
Ame Barnett Oro

Abbott Dancers
Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

£0S ASOELES
Pete Snyder
June Carson
Geo Tibbies Oro

Dick WInslow Ore
BUtasero Bowl
Penny Lee

Jackie Green

Wm

Leslies
(E)

Clab at-fc""

.

I/AlglOB
Spires Stamos Oro

.

.

HeWag*

W McDonald

Ruby Oro

Casanova
Sen Lee
NIohols ft Haley
Ruth Jordan

.

Turner Or*
Ches Farce
Harry BIchman

Flonncs Whits

Dorothy Tlmralo*

Mary Beth
Eddy Fona

Penobscot Club

J

Roy Swartz
Carl Bonner

Nino NannI
Clab Hayfatr
Marty Joyo*
Carol Crane
Morvia Jensen
Dorothy (}erroa
Phil Olson Oro

Sinclair

K Martinez Ore
Oro

Bill

Paulette LoFlerro
Harriet Norrls

Bm

Downbeat

Al Hortzman Oro
Jack Princo
Paradise CInb
Kay Booley
Jim Marvin
Bobby Evans
NIU TIndall
Rocky Elswortb
Penn Atlantle Hotel Sid Lang Ore
106 Ghb
.(Palm Room)
Kay ft Linda Brice
Elliott Russell Ore Valdez ft Cnrlne
Dick Bauer Or*
President Hotel
Doris Dnpont
Billy Carr
(Round Wrld B^m) Dolly Kay
Sophia Parker.
Del Monte Ore
Congress Hotel
Wllma Novak
Johnny Hamp
(GlasB Hot Rm)
Martin ft Margo
Bltz Carlton Hotel Vincent Bragale Ore Babble Allen
Basil Fomen Ore
Red Duncan
Fernanda ft Fair
Seaside Hotel
Jo Anne Hubbard
Cal Herbert
(Surf 'n' Sand. K'm)
Drake Hotel
Palmer Roooe
Eddy Bradd 'Ore
(CaralUla House)
(Buiplre. Room)
Traymore Hotel
Eva Hamilton
(Snbmarlne OrUI) Val Ernie Ord
Eddy Duchin Oro
Madden Oro
Gower & Jeanne
Edgewarer Beach

BOSTON
Sammy Dale Oro
Chico Simone Ore

Billings

Hottman SI*
Ted Smith
Dak* Tollman On
~
Capitol Lonac*

Brok Twins

Vickie Cooper

J Oordhara'a Oro
Jackie Mabley

Beam)

Lisa

Joan Baylor

Capella ft Patricia
Audrey
Allen Carpey
Phil Brown
Ruth Clayton
Gables Oro
Estelle Sloan
Jockey's Derby Cl'b Buddy Franklin

Bob

Tonl Sorrel

Beach-charmers

*

8

Btnff Smith Oro
3 Sharps ft Flat*
Oladys Palmer
OraeBHT* Bote!
(Glass House Bm)
Crusaders Oro

Mary

Gus Howard
The Novellos

Brass Rnll
Del Parker
Skeeter Palmer

otasebaJ

June Price
Aacot Boys

Jimmy Noon*

(TodvU LoDDse)
Anson
~

Joe de Salvo

Nan DeMar

Blllle

Valerie ft Sasan
Sunny Bay
CUgnot dob
Lenny Rosa
Max Cohan

The Bye

Valee

Sandra Kent

Babe Cummlngs

ft

GarrtcK

2

Sue Lombard

Benny Resh Oro

MorT'wacky^Tftaye
Walter Powell Oro
Grand Terrace
Gloria Parker Or*
Barl <Parchman

Danny Thomas
Boh O Un GU
Mark Fisher Oro

King ft Roche
Rays

Johnny King
Charlie Carlisle

^^ontlerRoneh

Rathakellar
Loala ft bang
SI06 CInb

Leslie ft Carol
Novelty Aces
Ulllan Clarke
Jack Herbert

Pat Porry

Gary Gray

Cowboy Ore

Tony

Hans Muenzer Ens

Bill

Jndy Ellington
Mary Ann

Gable* Inn
(Blaok Horse Pike)

Pearl Williams
Serenadors (3)

Billy

Bill

FattI Clayton
Bras* Ban
Margie Whitney
Tune Toppers
Brevoort Hotel

Three Byans
Danny Rogers

Dixie Sullivan

Billy Du Tal
Seronaders Ore

(Ballacse Bak)
Johnny Duffy Oro

Bvdwri' Daibjr

Dade Ranch-

Phil

Breaker's Hotel
(Ship Deck)

Blaebkawk
Tod Weems Oro

Blmo Tanntfr
Porry Como

Bob

<^letta Ellsworth

Jean Anthony

Tex Garry
Milton Huber Ore

Eltel'*

Eddie Roth Oro

Donna Darnell

Bert Bstlcrw Oro
Bobette's Club

ft

8

'

Beth ChalllB
Victor ft Ruth

Guy Martin Bevne
Carlisle

Baldelberg Octet

(Crystal

Helen Humes
Eddie Heywood

ATLAMTC

Alice

Manuel Contrera*

Blaokstone Hotel

Jose Callente

Edward

Joan

Ambaasadsr Hotel

'

Theodore Broojcs

,jaye Martin

&

-Tle-Toe

(Pnmp Room)

Abbey Ore

3

Plr-ettes (C)

Robert

Morris

Jessica Garwood
Paul Nielsen Oro

Emile Petti
ButtetT
Ray Benson Oro
Bismarck Hotel
(Walant Boom)
Jimmy Joy Ore
Batty Burns
Harriett Smith Co
Don ft Sal Jennings
(Tavern Boom)
Edith Lorand
Dave Prltchard Oro
Dick Ware
Bob Marshall
Annett* Shields

Bill Bailey

Socaras Oro

IBtb Hole Clob
Marlon Powers

.

Jimmy Marr

CHIC&OO

Beachcombers

Ualson Plrrre

Tommy Lyman
Al Lamb

The Cave
Don DlBona Ore

Hot Lips Page Oro
Ttamont Flasa
Duke Lorenzo Oro

Ken Travers Oro
Jack Manning Oro

Jackie Mabley

'

Arllne

Boom)

(National

Harry Stockwell
Hartnells
Boltons
Doris Abbott

^

Olde Wayae (Sub
Howard Benedict O
Palm Beach
Kay Lewis

Rajah Rabotd
Trotter ft MIml
Janet Hackett Girls

Steuben'*

Clem Hawkins
Leonard Seel Qro
'Nortbwoed Ina
Dale Rhodes
Theresa Rudolph

Don Amato
Ray Carlln Oro

Bowery
Sophie Tucker
Arabella

Sammy

(Vienna Qoom)
Low Cqnrad Oro

jACk Fisher
Tamara Dortva
Blvez Cortes

Cafe

&kn-

ft Del Campo
Georgia J Miller
Begol Olob
Ducky Malvln Oro
3700 anb
Sammy Morrl*

DETROIT

Sid Walker
Buster Keira Rev

J Domlnguez Oro
Annette Henry
Hotel Essex

.

Skeets Tolberl

Sonia SUaw
M.ft B Whelan
Eric Thorsen
Lou Martin Oro
Nerlda Oro

MoMM'*

Herb Haganor Ore

Book-CTodlllae Hotel
(Book Casino)

Ban Toung Oro*

Savoy
Sabby Lewis Oro

Trixle
Gloria Gilbert

Pearl da Lucca

Patty

Aileen Hunter
Hotel Cleveland
Joseph Sudy's Oro
Hotel Fenway Hall
Jules and Webb
Jack ft Jerl
Poison Gardner
Hal Hall
Coram
Don Walsh Or*

Strom

Bio Oaelne

Harry de Angella O

Nastla Pollakova
Pern' ft Marlowe Sis
Maruala Save
Cbariss Wolk Oro
Mlscha Vzanoff
Milton George Oro
Cornelia Cedolban O
HI-Hat
Bplvy's Boof
Pete Herman Ore
Spivy
Frank Petty
Arthur Blake
Anne Diamond
Noble ft King
Hotel Bradford
Stork Club
(CIren* Boom)
Grace Rellly
Jack Davis
Charles Baum Oro
Lucille A J Maloney
Bob Knight Oro
Hotel Duokmlnlater

Maurice Rocco

Larry Vincent
Louise Share*
Birdie Dean
Al Lackey Oro
Jlotel Carter

Lnoky Buck*
ft

Vlokl Nsvada
Hotel

Eldorado Clob

Hotel Bberatoa

Ken

Barbara Perry
Jade Ling
Winters
Frank Mazzoe Co

Hotel Honcndea

Everett West
Randolph, M'glclan
D'Angolo ft Porter
Bronorzyk
Jean Loach
Oro Sammy Watklns O
Myron

Adelaide Uoftett

Mack

BEVERLY HILLS. CAL.

.

•

Marjorle Garretson
Copley Flaia
(Sheraton Boom)
Hal Saunders Oro

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

Chanticleers

Roy Sedley
Muriel Lynne

DTICA

Leo Relsman Oro

Hotel Bits Carleten Saxons
Terry ft Walkar
(Blta Boot)
Marie

VAUDEVILLE THEATBES

Club IS

Shep Fields Ore
Rufe Davis
Martez & DeLlta

Alpine Tillage

(Lonnge Bar)

O Andrews Oro

.

Russ Morgan Oro
Dennis Day

Mata ft Harl
(Helody Lonnte)
Herb Lewis

ft

Belen Ortega

CLEVELABB

mnerra

Billy Coatello

i

Thelma

Warner

Hotel

Bonny HoVoy Ore
Barbara Donglaa

Hum

'

SIB

Dave Foreman

Kelm BoT

Billy Palno

McQowan

Ore

WeroB* Hotel
Cbuok Foater Oro
Don DlFlavIo
(Continental Room)
Tar Rest
Gso Scherban Oro

Annette Leonard

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

Marian Myles
Dorothy Manners
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate 4
Eddie South Ora
Nevlns

Paul Regan

Al Bernle

Buster

Sol Lake
Tripoli 8

Wellington

ft

Vance

Jerl

Uldge Fellow*
<08 Ols
Dolly Sterling

Mile Jean
Janeen
Aloha
Mini* Wayn*

Bob Hardy Oro

Cenittl's

Anette ft Sally
Maurice Shaw Oro
Clarcmoi^t Inn
Charlotte ft Benson
Joe RIchardel Oro
Arlane
CInb Caravan
Blleep Brokaw
Jerry Baker
Hotel Navarro
Al Shayne
(Midnight CInb)
Allan Sis

Donglaa Bros

Fay

Mr

Ray

Cocoannt arer*
Mickey Alport Oro
Alfred Pineda Oro

Ginger Brlttoa

.

Honey

Maurice Booee
WW CInk
J>oa Harrl*
Gar Knight
Jun* March
CarrI* FlnntO

U

Stella

Casino

tor yonr

RoTn*

'

Ohateao Modems
Lydia Bhrens

Andy Kirk OriS
June Richmond

Ambrose
<1»)

Bhnaba
Fob

\

Brick Top
Walter Lynch
'Mae Barnes
1

ROCHESTER

Palace (M)
Bklnnay Bnnis Oro
Calsary ^ros
Bon Cummlnffs

Fonter

Phil

Epple Brace
Healy ft Bvaa*
Dr Marcus
Agnes Dwyor
Eleanor Teeman
Jack Allyn
Pupl Co
Ned Harvey Ore
Josephine Del Msr
Grooverneers
Galente ft Leonardo
Balnbow GrlD
Maria Louisa Lopez
Lozara. Castellanos Russ Smith Oro
Sacasas Oro
Ashbaras
Herb Sherry Oro
Sylvia St Clair
La Harqal**
Rainbow Boon
Frances Connolly
L ft E Roberts
Al Carr Ore
Chas Weldman Co
MIml Benzelle
La Uartlnlaaa
Carlos Montoya
Walter O'Keefo
Terry Sis Ore
Irene Vernon
Cavallero Oro
'V^era Shea
Baban Blen
Blllle Bernlce
Doris Dowling
Mildred Bailey
Shirley Shear
Richard Bennett
Grace De Witt
Dave Barbour
Una Mae Carlisle
Jack Olltord

La Conga

Kan*

Henrlquetta Broalt tally Karri*
June Welting
Ho8*I Fenint*
Emmet OldOeld Co
(Satif* Beam)
Andrew, DeW ft
Nora Sheridan
Olive Whit*
Tvonne Boavtor
Club Tnnltjr
Al Robinson
AlkaU Ike
Al Dlokerman Or*
Madel'e Harrington
Hotel Lenos

-Queen* Terraea

(4)

Leonard Ware (S)

Haywood ft Allan
Mary Tolley

RKO

Brown

'Walter

Orelo

Tin I>al*r
T*an Hoatl

Iris Ison

Chlaulta Veneila
Consuelo Floworton
Carol Rhodes
Betty Carter
Guy Martin Gla
B'way Jones (S)
BUI Glass Oro

Croiltr

MItsI
Bill

Garden)
Jo- Ann
» Ice-Kaydettes
Don Dudley Ore
(Merry-Oo-Bonnd)
Hotel Statler
Mark Gilbert 8
(Terrace BoomV
Copley Square Betfl Jack Edwards Oro
(Cafe Ronce)
Al DeForrest
Napua
Salvy Cavlcchio Ore
Arthur Ward
Lellanl laea
Jere McMahen
Hotel Vandome
Crawford Hooio
Morris Raymond
Hotel UoAlpIn
(Fife ft Dram Rm)
Herman Chlttlson
Dick Robertson Ore Emil Coleman Ore
Rubin Oro
Freddy
Noro Morales Oro
Delta Rhythm Boys Crawfordettes
Jimmy McHale Ore
Hotel New Torker
Lotto
Goslar
La
Tie
Parlslenne
Jolens
Sally Keith
(Terrace Room)
Blla Wilson
Bosslan Kretebma Tvonne Adair
Sylvia St Clair
Johnny Long Oro
Helen Douglas*
Dagmar
Hlldegarde Hallld'y Vladimir Lazaroff
Helen Toung
Rasha ft MIrko
Ell Splvack
Fox ft Honnd* Clob Helen Shepard
Bob Huston (*)
Gabrlelle
Gypsy Norma
Ronny Roberts
(Rhamba Casino
Ken
Julius Monk
Norma Lucero
Boom)
BIssell ft Farley
Pete Brown Oro
Cyril Grace
ArcadI Stoyanovsky
Marlon France*
Latin Onarter
Broadway Al
Bob Russell
Adia KuznetzoS
Garfled Girls
Juanlta RIos
Buss Howard

(Village)

NEW TOBK

rr^ni Ore
Qoeea Mary

Cronln

Bill

RaDor Week* Or*
Don Rico Oro

moot

Linda Keene
Fete

below Indicate epeninc day of
or apllt week.

Olab Hayftdr

Manya Boredkln
Jeannetta Oarrotto

Jeannl* Walters
Olenda Hope
Romero ft Roslta
Joe Capello Oro
King Cole i
Frances Wayn*
Bruce Wendell
Kelly'* Stebia
Slepln Fetchit

Paul Neighbor* Ore
Dick Thomas

House of Uivpbv
Fted Thompson
Betty Rellly

Bob Mnrpby
Beth Reynolds
Frankle Gallagher

Looblans
Dick Buckley
Marshall Ore
Uaeambo C^fe

D

St Clair
Day.
Happy Felton

Eddie Le Baron Oro

Aurora Miranda

Palladium
Diana Del Rio
Les Brown Ore

Holly Rolls
Shirley Wayne
Al Norman

WIers Bros
BID Brady

Manny Strand Oro
Michel Ortiz Ore
Florentine Garden

Frances Urban
Prod Scott

Kay Mayfleld
Sugar Gelse
Jerry Bergen
Mortah Slstera
Grace Poggl
R Frlml Jr Oro

Felix

Martinique

Biopsy Slaxles

Maxle Rosenbloom
Jack Waldron
Penny Piper
Benny [Lossy
Billy
PattI

Read
Moore

Sam Lewis
Joe Plumer Ore
Slrfots of Paris

Art Tatum
Mead 'Lux' Lewis

(Continued on page 55)
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REVIEWS

Wednesday, June 24, 1942
light the girls to the extent that they
personify glamour on blades.
Also of no small account In the

Night Chib Reviews

EARL CARROLL'S
(HOLLYWOOD)
HoUi/wood, Jun«

18.

Wiere
Brot., Cali CoH, Aurora Miranda, Al
Norman, WUUe West & McGinty, St.
Ctair & 'Day, Bill Bradv. Shirley
Woyne, Beryl Wallace; Line of 30
Felton, Roily Rolls,

Happy

Monny

Oirla;

Strand's

Orch

Michel Ortte Rhumba Orch
mistlon $1.65.

(12);
(5); ad-

In his fourth year in Hollywood,
Earl Carroll has learned a lot of
things about putting on a show for
the type of trade that takes its night
On his .first pitch, still
out here.
feeling his way, he went all out for
spectacular staging, lighting, cos-

tuming and tossed in a few name

to make the production look
more like a Broadway revue. It
caught on like that and the Hollyacts

picture mob gave the spot a
and munificent play. Out-of-

wood
fast'

towners also made tracks for the
and in no time at all Carroll
was turning a pretty profit and the
gag about the spot making a good
garage became strictly a gag. For a
time Carroll wasn't so sure himself,
but the period of doubt was soon disboite

way the show plays is Ray Heatherton's band, a smooth combo of 12
pieces including three violins (two
for the better.
Harrr Puck, back femmes and one male), three rhyon the Main Stem after a stay in thym, three brass and three reed.
HoUywood, has shown considerable Plus the fine job for the show,
Imagination in devising this presen- Heatherton dittoes for the dancing,
tation and he 'can chalk it up as .a mixing up the foxtrots with Latinclick Broadway comeback.
p American rhythms. Personable bandOf course, the show's big sock Is leader contributes some vocals in
Miss Nlesen. She remains one of the nice fashion, as does an imblUed
fine present-day delineators of song, femme.
Scho.
an expert saleswoman who can sing
down to an audience that she might
meet at the Hurricane and, at The
B. A.
same time, also play no to patrons
at the east-side clubs, where she's
sung frequently.
Buenos Aires, June 10.
Miss Niesen was on abo )t 20 minMonty Montero Band (7), Freddy
utes when caught -at the Frida:<- dinner show (19), but despite her half- Calo Band (8), Tiplca Tolosa, Eddie
dozen numbers she had ccnsiderable GayloT, Ntnito; no minimufn.
trouble getting away from the enthusiastic audience. Oiitside of some
Newest addition to B.A.'s Increasstandard pops. Miss Niesen Is doing ing list of after-dark spots Premiere,
a new number,. 'Boots,' from KipUng, occupying the site of the' old Gong,
that's particularly stirring with Its is the closest thing to a U. S. type
martial theme.
club in these parts. Located below
Benny Van Kirk Is the m.c, a the street level, hi the heart of the
newcomer to Broadway, as are all theatre and film district, it's been
the rest of the performers with the going strong since opening and looks
exception of the headliner. It seems like a good biz bet Effort has been
to be a management 'policv to try out to create an Informal spirit as opnew, unheralded acts under optional posed to some of the stiff-collar efcontracts, and while they are not of fects of other joints.
star timber, they achieve the manFeature is Monty Montero, U. S.
agement's purpose for good entertrumpeter who came here eight or
tainment.
Rest of the .11, all reviewed more nine years ago with Don Dean's colextensively under New Acf&', are the legiate outfit and remained in the
pampas
territory long after the rest
PeUetiers, mixed duo of hand-balancers; Sammy Birch; who panto- of the gang shipped north. Montero
mimes in accompaniment to record- worked for a time with Eduardo Arings; Rochelle and Beebe, ballroom mani, stUl .the top-ranking jazz outsatirists; Ross and West, male pair of fit here, and a year or so ago fwmed
his own unit which has been going
impressionists.
The line of 10, In addition to looks, strong since. While still 100% Yan£
shows the influence of Fuck's fine his command of castellano is perfect
staging in several appearances. The and he's able to keep both the Amer.
girls can actually hoof and the rou- lean «nd English crowd, plus the
tines are of the more advanced Argentine portenos, happy.
Wofca.
variety.
Montero wisely features his own
trumpeting and warbling, managing
to get plenty of sock into his five.
He's also responsible for introducing
Cleve.
more new U. S. niunbers than any
(HOTEL HOLLENDEN)
other locallte, especially hit tunes
from film musicals, which catch on
most quickly with local crowds. Also
Cleveland, JuTte 20.
lyAngelo & Porter, Randolph, emphasizes request times and can

PREMIERE,

.

sipated.

New

revues came and went and
the trade kept coming, with
made In black
entries
ledger
ink. Of late the wily Carroll sensed
a psychological change In public
taste for entertainment, engendered
what
was going oiy
find
by the war
aroimd him. There was plenty of
coin and an itch to spend it VHiat
they wanted was entertainment,' on
the lighter side, and to feast the
glims on chorus cuties In varying degrees of exposed epidermis. All else
seemed secondary, and that took in
one of the biggest items on the cost
still

sheet—production.
In the first issue Of 'Star Spangled
Glamour' he gave- his theory a try.
Sets and costumes were trimmed
down, still splendorous but not so
It worked like a
budget-sagging.
charm and business was as brisk as
ever. No one seemed to notice the
difference, or carp so why tamper
with a success?
In what he prefers to call the
summer, or second, edition of 'Star
Spangled Glamour,' Carroll drew
back the plush Thursday night (18)
to an almost capacity turnout of
some 1,100 sitters. He sat back to
appraise the reaction to this even
less costly venture and must have
smacked his elation his judgment

—

'

—

again publicly acclaimed.

What was paraded across the stage
might easily have passed for what

now

is

commonly

called vaudeville

it not for the femmes and fancy
hangings.
Most of the acts have
been around and those that haven't
won't cut much of a swath anyway.

were

Taken

.

in the order of their preferred
(from the out front point of view)
billing, they comprise Happy Felton,
a large chunk of man with an ingratiating wp'v. about him, but short
on what it takes to make his emcee'
ing notable; WIere Bros., precision'
Ists with fiddle, hat and hoof, but
given too much latitude for hossplay
that detracts from their finely timed
and turned routines; Roily Rolls,'
zany of the keyboard who breaks up
a piano ad then makes It play, topping his act off with a number on

an accbrdion no bigger than a threedecker sandwich; Aurora Miranda,
Carmen end a hot tamale

sister of

In her own right, torching and torso
tossing In what the Americano believes to be the authentic Latin

Vogue Room,

Everett West, Joan Loach, Sammy handle sambas and congas with the
best of them. Rhythm section is also
WatlciTU Orch; $1.50 minimum.
featured.
Roca, his piano player,
who doubles In classics. Is a ^OW'
Randolph, the magician, draws stopper.
more return engagements at the
Unusual in these parts is a second
HoUenden's cozy dancery and gets IJ.S. bounce outfit, headed by Freddy
along more favorably than many Calo, brother of Jose and Roberto
conjurers with bigger names. How- Calo, who. operate the Premiere.
ever, he's a home-town product.
Calo is best known for is< work on
Perhaps one reason for his popu- Radio El Mundo and features Eddie
larity In current edition at the Gaylor, who not only warbtes but
Vogue Room' is because he doesn't plays the electric -Hawaiian guitar.
ever talk. Randolph increases the Two tiplcas round out the music
theatrical effects and suspense of his quota, neither one of which Is outamusing tricks by doing them in standmg.
Ray.
pantomime. Most of his stunts are
standard, but slickly executed, particularly those Involving Live bunTerrace,
nies and a goose. In sleight-of-hand
he's a fast worker, too. Femme partWashington, June 20.
ner would make herself more atBarbara Belmore, Frank tc Jean
tractive if she didn't mugg so much,
but both accentuate their magical Hubert, Cotuolo k Melba, Bamee's
Illusions so vividly by playing dumb Orch.
that they make even the noisiest
This is the most popular spot In town
dinner crowds quiet down Immediwith its beautiful view of Rock
ately.
Everett West, on Al Pierce's air Creek Park, its changing-colors foun
programs for many semesters, fits tain and its breezee no matter how hot
into the hostelry's atmosphere well the weather.
Ifs a tough si>ot for entertainers
enough to rate a fortnight's holdJammed as the place Is
over. Husky tenor uncorks a high, though.
powerful and clear pipe. He causes nightly it would practically take an
them to sit lip and shout for more, earthquake, or something equally as
whether he is lifting up 'Road to startling, to make the patrons pay atAnd this is a
;tention to the show.
Mandalay' or 'Johnny Doughboy.'
show.
Duo of D'Angelo and Porter do good
Currently, and on its third week,
ballroom dances acceptably without
Joan the layout opens with Barbara Beldrawing fecial attention.
dance.
semi-acrobatic
more's
fine
Loach steps in for a couple of flashy
and song specialties, Pint-size with a neat figure which
accordion
Sammy she shows to good advantage. Miss

Shoreham

Al Norman, fleet-footed hoofer
and not so fast on the lip; Shirley strolling between sessions.
Wayne, deadpan fiddler who strokes Watkins' crew continues to negotiate
a mean bow and also makes the in- both dance sets and floor exhibits as
Pullen,
strtmient stooge for her comicalities; efficiently as ever.
and the holdovfts. Gall Gall, magi;
Willie West and McGinty, knockabout builders; St. CHalr and Day,
Biltmore Hotel, N. Y.
slick ballroomologlsts, and Beryl
(FOUNTAIN BOOM)
Wallace, who la cut in on a dozen

thing;

apciialties.

Line of girls Is shapely and well
routined (it's not a Carroll chorus
otherwise) but not overworked in
this edition. They're more decorative than mobile.
Score by Sid
Kuller and Hal Borne is tuneful, but
not distinguished. Eddie Prinz and
Nico Charisse directed the ensembles. Manny Strand plays both the
production and for the network line,
delivering acceptably In both departments. Ortiz dishes up rhumba
tunes for the customers on stage.
.

Helm.

HURRICANE,
,

Line

(10)',

lers (2),

Dicfc

Ben Van Kirk,

Sommy

Rochelle

N. Y.

Birch, Ross

Pellet
tc

West,

& Beebe, Gertrude Niesen,
Band (9), Bobby

Warren

Quinton's

Rhumbo Bond;

mum dinn«rt.$2 supper.

$1.25

mini-

For eenerally good, pop entertainIs one of Broadway's

ment, this show

better nitery buys.

Considering the
modest budget excepting headliner
Gertrude Niesen— the 90-mInute production by far exceeds In values re-

—

cent shows at this spot.

The Hurricane has changed producers with this show for the first
In a year— and the switch is all

ume

Belmore scores solidly. Frank and
Jean Hubert, standard for years, get
over their great drunk routine,
while the ballroom dancing of Consolo and Melba Is beautifully done.
The' three acts constitute

Featuied since spot's openmg

show featuring Heasleu Twins an

and Hazel Franklin, plus
ensemble; Ray

jour-ijirl

Heatherton's

an excel-

lent show.

Bamee
first

Ice

Wash.

Is

Breskln, billed only by his

name, and his orchestra. He's
Marg,

institution in town.

Orch;

$1 cover.

Camellia House, Chi

Successful during the winter In
(DRAKE HOTEL)
the groundfloor Bowman Room, this
eastslde hotel has moved the ice unit
Chicago, June 13.
to the roof for the summer, with
Nancy Martin with Vol Ernie Orch
the WilUam Morris agency, which (6).
furnishes the show and band as a
pronew
brand
package, providing a
The policy of this swank nitery
duction and theme for. the holdover caUs for a single act and a society
cast This time it's 'AUce In Rhum- band, and the present pairhig of
baland,' a cutely conceived and well- Nancy Martin with Val Ernie's orch
presented entertainment for a smart makes for an Ideal combination.
'

clientele.
It takes

Miss Martin, by virtue of her air
Hazel Franklin, a tiny time on the Blue's 'Breakfast Club,'
blonde looker who's expert on the 'Club Matinee' and other programs,
blades, on a tour of the Latin-Ameri- has been the recipient of much
can countries In search of romance
favorable publicity. However, singwith the latter department weU er is capable of backing up her press
taken care of by the Heasley Twins, statements during the engagement
screen-type juveniles who them- here. This, her first nitery assign-,
selves are among the top ice-skaters ment, finds her a capable entertainer
around. Working in and around the who promises to keep the cash regisfeatured trio is a four-girl ensemble, ter busy.
each a standout looker and, singly
She's at her best doing the Intimate conversational type of songs
and In toto, creditable skaters.

Show

fast-moving, and contributing greatly to its over-all excellence Is the costuming of the girls.
Plus enhancing the production's genferal appearance, the costumes highis

most appreciated by this clientele.
WiUi a little more experience and
rounding out gal can really go
places.

Right no^..^U.s}i«, l^tckii
Giiit she makes 'it up by

experience^

49

Army War Show
sContinned from page Is
1,500 servicemen virtiially bringing
into John Q. Public's front parlor the

blueprint on how his sweat tears and
taxes are being expended.
Via a cross-country tour that will
run into mid-October, the Government through this gigantic propaganda-patriotic spectacle, is bringing
the war to the. people at home, who,
in the ordinary course of events,
wouldn't even hear a Bistol fired In
their lifetimes.

into the stadium's amplification outand talked to the crowd.

lets

Bamnm Touch
Tank demonstration was another
Bamum-topper. After a flock of
them had wheeled all over the turf

,

high speed, a couple of them
whizzed up a ramp and flew off into
space landing on two jalopies. Cars
at

—

were smashed like accordions, with
nuts and bolts and other parts, flying
all over.

Some 45,000 spectators were
th'rUled at the opening here. Another
33,000 were just as enthusiastic at
the second showing last night (Monday), even though forced to sit
through a downpour. There was no
show on Sunday, but before the
manunoth production leaves here
Saturday night (27), Army officials
expect that at least 400,000 will have
paid 55c admission each to see the
superb show. Another 25c Is charged
as admission to the sideshow, with
all
monies going into the Army
Emergency Relief Fund. However,
It's primed more for propaganda than'
money-raising.
.

Topper of the scores of showmanly
stunts in the fast-moving, noisy, 100minute spectacle and the 'sideshow'
which surrounds it is probably a variation of the old door-prize routine.
Spectators are urged to write their
name on cards which are tossed into
the casing of a 2,000-pound shell.

Tanks were finally forced off the.
by 'tank destroyers'—armored
trucks with caterpillar treads Instead of rear wheels and carrying
the Army's new 75 mm. anti-tank
guns. Guns were booinlng like one
demented on both sides as the armored monsters and their destroyers
fought it out
Another thrill was the Chemical
Warfare Service's demonstration of
flame-throwers, the deadly weapon
that helped the Nazis to crack the
Maginot line. Encased Is asbestos
suits, the soldiers advanced on their
foe with nozzles of their instruments
spouting tongues of flame 75 feet
long. Heat could be felt vmy up Into
the stadium.
Laugh-getter was a switch on an
old circus routine. Big truck rolled
out on the field and stalled. Soldiers
fleld

-

'

.

seemed
Impossible that the> all could havQ
been Inside. Then they tried to push
kept pouring out of

uhtll It

it

the truck but couldn't budge It As
they marched off, a tiny jeep rolled
out of the back of the truck, a towline 'was quickly fastened and the
little fellow pulled its big brother,
off without even straining. The 'despot as the individual's personal serting' soldler% tried to thumb a
greeting to Hitler or Hlrohlto.
ride, but weren't given a tumble.
Another sideshow attraction that
What m
Bb««h Does
drew crowds was a gas chamber.
Another surprise was the anAnyone who wanted to and there
was a long line could don a regula- nouncer asking everyone, at the
count of three, to light a match. As
tion Army training mask and be accompanied by a soldier for a half- the darkoied stadium burst into a
minute in the chamber. A few of powerful glotw from the tiny iOicker,
those who took .masks off too soon the announcer said: "Thank you very
came out with eyes streaming from much. And the next time you' havt; a
the tear gas which {he Army had blackout remember what a match
does.'
substituted for the real thing.
Finale was the big thrill, howiever,
Sideshow, in fact was almost as
It was an elght-minilte battle be-,
much an attraction as the main she- tween
'Japs' hiding in a wooded
bang, with hundreds of guns ahd
area constructed by engineers atone
pieces of equipment and not a 'Don't
of the field and 'U. S. troops.
Touch' alffi In sight
Kids—and end
'Japs had their hill and forest ctlllly
plenty who weren't kids—had the
thne of their lives aiming machine defended .by tanks, niachine guns,
Infantry'
guns, pretending they were firing and tank destroyers, with
giant howitzers, climbing all over as- interspersed.
'Battle' opened with two TJ. S.
sault boats of tiie Engineer Corps
reconnalsance "Bcouta
and touching the 'wreckage of two motorcycle
Jap Zero planes and e Nazi dive spotting the forest's defenses.
rifle cracked and one of the scouts
boinber,
dropped. ^Tbe other sped away, at '
'Walkte TalklMT
Crowd was delighted, .too, before the same tinie notifying his main
the start of the main performance by force by the radio transmitter on the.
members of the Signal Corps wan' rear of his cycle.
derlng through the stadium with
FalBless BsUIe Front
'Walkie Talkles'-7-radio transmitters
Attack came with a screen of
that fit on a man's back. The men motorcycle
scouts, scout cars, tanks'
interviewed people in the stafids, ai^d
tank destroyers advancing with,
with the ether waves produced by infantry crouching behind tbenu'
the 'Walkle Talkies' being picked up
Fight began with an ear-'splittingi
and amplified through the field's roar of machine gun and. tank fire
public address system.
from both sides. But the defenders
Show itself will give most stay-atweight of
homes probably tba closest view were unable to halt the
'Vapkee lead as fleld pieces n>f all
they'll ever get of a teal battle. It
sizes w«re wheeled into position and
openS'With the almost 1,500 men with
began to spout imaginary shells,
the show marching in precision down
simulated by fireworks.
the field and going through the imAt the same time, three divepressive Manual of Arms, swinging
and the rayf of
their nlne-poimd rifles in time to bombers attacked
four searchlights shot into the air
music.
They had hardly finished when the and caught them In their crossThe ack-acks opened flra
caissons catne rolling along—speedy, beams.
tractor-like vehicles towing big guns and held them at a 'safe' height
out on the fleld, the crews leaping Meantime, a sound track on tbei
loudspeaker
system brought further
frbm them and within 38 seconds, getting them set up and firing. Booming realistic battle noises .of dive bombof cannons was so powerful the en- ers, shells whistling through the air
thudding.
and
bombs
tire stadium shook, and It was necesThe 'Japs' couldn't hold out and
sary to tape nearby windows to prevent the concussion breaking them. the American troops surged forward
Light and heavy machine gun com- in waves. Medloil Corps detachpanies and reconnaissance cavalry ments picked up the wounded and
roared on the fleld next with the dispatch riders sped over the battleFinally
field delivering messages.
rat-tat-tat of their automatic weap'
ons^ sending the crowd into another the Hanks swooped Into the woods
spasm of cheers. Jeeps followed and came out with their prisoners.
with a mechanized rodeo and motor Few seconds later the Blshig Sun^
cycle dispatch riders gave an ez' came down, and a white flag went
hibltion of stunt riding.
up. Another couple seconds and the
Signal Corps men rushed into the jurhite flag was replaced with the
arena, set up poles and strung wires' Stars and;? Stripes as the crowd
the length of the fleld in less than roared.
,
four minutes. Then, to prove that
.Fireworks provided a climax with
they had really done a job, they pictures of President Roosevelt and
promptly plugged the wire system the American Eagle outlined' against
sky.
the
her excellent manner of presentation

Those whose names are later drawn
out have the privilege of painting a
message and their name on a bomb
which the War Department guarantees will be dropped fn Germany,
Japan or some other 'appropriate'

-
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and personality.
Miss Martin has a good voice, excellent diction and her choice of
material

pop

Is

ditties

tops.

Sophisticated to

comprise her repertoire.

band, a typical society
small but distmctlve. Leader

Ernie's

crew, Is
nicely fronts to' click solidly. Band
is on the sweet side, with a solid
type of sweet swing not hard on the
e^rs.
natural for this intimate

A

room.

'

lioop,

SHANKS' SI70BCE SUIT
Suit

Toledo

for

Toledo, O., June 23.
divorce was flled In

last

week

'

(10)

by Martha

Belle Shanks against Charles R.
('Chuck') Shanks, operator of the
Hollywood Night Club. Mrs. Shanks
charges neglect and cruelty.
They were married^^-"^^^
Ija, 1924^ and.

have two

childtfeS;-'

'
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Two

Up

Dull

New

A£ Billposters Liven

Sluggin'

On AD

June Afternoon on 44th St

Shows

Legit

-'ZxffieSSilii^ ot last opintdn «nmatters pertaining to legit shows
b« decided by secret
•

By JACK PULASKI
Bystanders near Sardl's Cafe, west
44th street/ N. Y., were roused out
of their lethargy one sultry afternoon last week when Jake Myers,
aged -73, and Joe Sully, 72%, long
leudlhg bUlposters, mixed It up for
about three rounds. Joe Is starting
to shuffle, but Jake is still plenty
tough for his years, which is why he
copped the duke and title of champion of the Ancient Order of Bill-

drop of a hat and not
a company
manager off his pins with one sock.
The manager was a former athlete,
but refrained from retaliating because of Jake's size and age. Myers
admits he'll fight instanter if he
fight at the

ago

long

he knoclced

thinks he is^justifled, 'even
to go to the hospitat'

if I

will In future

under a proposed new rule
Council will be asked to

ballot

oi Equity.

pass such a regulation and Is expected to do so. At present, quescuts, layoffs and simmatters requiring vote of the
by open vote.
Matter came up at' the Equity
council meeting yester-day (Tues-

have tions of salary
ilar

cast are decided

Cnrrent Road Shows

charges by members of
company against
'Macbeth'
the
Maurice Evans, the «tar and pro'Blackobts of 1942' (vaude)—El ducer, were heairdl Accusations involved conditions covering the reCapiUn, L. A. (24-4).
•Brooklyn, U. S. A.' (stock)—Cen- cent performances of the show at

poster;.

hs^ Stnif-L^

Equity Role OK's

Secret BaDot by Cast

Both are dumpy little guys. They
thought they were throwing punches, but when Jake crossed a right
he came out with one of Joe's coat
lapels in his mit He also barked his
knuckles and there was a slight shin tral, Passaic, N. J. (30-4).
laceration, but whether Sully covWindsor,
Cafe Crown' (stock)
ertly kicked Myers is not on the
Bronx (24-28); Selwyn, Chi. (30-4).
records. The boys have been accus'Candida' (stock)
Playhouse,
ing each other of covering up their
Providence (24-27).
one-sheets and tack cards for years,
Good Night Ladies'—Blackstone,
with both denying any such tricks.
The ribbers steamed up Sully to Chi. (24-4).
get a suipmons, alleging Myers com•Headllners of '42' (vaude) Grand
mitted some degree of assault Joe Opera House, Chi. (24-27).
swears he otherwise wouldn't have
Life With Father'
(2d Co.)—
entertained each, a comeback, but Geary, S. F, (24-27).
anyway he had to put out some adLife With Father* (3d Co.)—Music
vertising cards on 54th street, which Box, H'wodd (24-4).
Is where the station house and west
'Moon Is Down' (stock) Flatbush,
So that it B'klyh (24-28); Windsor, Bronx (30side court are* located.
wouldn't be a total loss. Sully of- 4).
fered to withdraw the complaint If
My SUter Eileen' (2d Co.)—HarMyers got him a new coat, which the ris, Chi. (24-4).

day),

when

(JuTve 24-Jul« 4)

—
—

—

'

Ft.

Meade, Md. Because Equity had

turned over

its

camp show

tion to the United Actors

jurisdic-

War Ac-

Committee, the council was
unable t6 act on the matter. However, it commended the courage and
tivities

•good

faith'

of

the

members who

had brought the charges.

Michael Todd will present 'Star and Garter,' a revue, at the Music Box
N. Y., tonight (Wed.) after a six-day postponement Original premiere
daifcjyas set,1)ack.«fte!:.,preyle.w?.ma«isi,lt appBi»»t-4hat tiic- show needed
more comedy in the form of skits. Some of the Injected material comes
from 'Streets of Paris.' 'Keep off the Grass' was also mentioned as the
source of some materlaL Ordinarily musical shows are sent out of town
for tryout, but In this Instance 'Star' Is opening cold In N. Y. Htirry call
to the Coast brought Lambertl back to town early this week.
Reported that burlesque managers, who were forced out of business
last season by Commissioner Paul Moss, who declined to Issue theatre
licenses, have pointed out to him that Todd described 'Star' as a burlesque
show, a type of attraction that he end. Mayor 'LaGuardla rulefd out Moss
Is therefore expected to carefully scrutinize the new show. Its ticket Scale
however, is the same as for other major musical leglters, $4,40 being the
top except for the first night which Is $6.60 not burlesque figures.

—

Recent Sundays at the Winter Garden, N. Y., wher?'Sons o' Fun' Is
playing, have been offish, which .explains a drop in weekend ticket prices.
It was expected among the players that Sundays might be dropped, especially because Chic Johnson has b«en out of the cast on that day. for the
past four we^, JoKnson had been reported Indisposed, but his desire to
remain In the country, where he expended much money In establishing
a dairy farm, Is Indicated to be the reason for his Sunday layoffs, A
brother of Ole Olsen took over the Johnson part. *As Tim' doesn't play
Mondays, Johnson has been able to stay in the country from Saturday
night until Tuesday evening.
Ticket scale for 'Fun* Is $4,40 nightly during the week, with a $550
nick on ^turday. Regular top will apply Saturday firom now on, with
Boxofflce Is reported havhig chopped
$3.30 highest price on Sunday.
prices, mostly on the lower floor, for some time.
'

Passage of the proposed secret
The Cat Screams,' which opened at the Beck, N. Y., Tuesday (18),
ballot rule by the council may affect Evans' plans for- a 'Macbeth' exited Satiurday (20), Cast was ready to go on for the matinee, but when
tour in the fall, since he is under- there was only $26 In the boxofflce the management decided to refund
stood figuring on sandwiching in a. the money to the customers and cancelled the performance. That's the
•
number of camp show, dates and report in aqtor circles.
Explained by the stage manager that the .reason for calling oS the show
paying reduced salaries on a proIt
was indicated at was the absence ol Lloyd Gough, who was on Staten Island for a physical
rata basis.
Equity yesterday that any such tout examination prior to Induction Into the Army. He reported there at 8:30
would, have to be approved by the a.m. and -was detained until 3:30 in the afternoon, unable to teach a tele-phone. Performance could not be played* because the understudy was
association.
Frilatter stoutly refused to do.
•My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.)—Conot up in the lines. 'Cat' was produced by Martha Hodge, daughter of the
Invest In 3onda
day (19), the case came up.' When lonial, Boston (24-4).
late William Hodge:
the magls'trate peered down from the
Council, voted yesterday to allow
'Old AcqoalDtaDtfe*
(stock)—Erbench upon the aging adversaries, langer, Buffalo (24=27).
Sunday legit performances in BosThe Bucks County Playhouse will pay the Bellevue-Stratford hotel,
he ordered them -to shake hands,
'Show Time' (vaude)
Biltmbre, ton, provided casts get another day
also telling Mye:-? to have SuUy's
Philadelphia, $350 a week plus
of the net profits for leasing the
off during the' week and that other
L. A. (24-4).
ballroom, the junior cottllllon room and a couple of adjacent suites for
lapel sewed on again.
Session
•Vinegar Tree'-Ijafayette, Detroit crafts also grant waivers.
the presentation of this seven's series of plays. The deal got the okay of
'Cant
Be Friendsr
also recommended that >100,000 of
(25-4).
Myers heatedly denied any friendEquity funds and |62,000 of Chorus Judge William H. Klrkpatrlck in Federal Co.urt, which has charge of re-

—

•

-

'

—

41%%

We

•Wateh

ly gestures, such as gently pinching'
each other's cheeks, but at least one
of the little a Jcs was seen to put
his arm around the other's shoulders
after their visit to 54th street court
The original argument started in
where
ticket
agency,
Mackay's
broker Louts Schoencelt shllled them
to the pavement When Sully hove
In sight with the summons he was
accompanied by a cop, figuring he
might lose the other lapel, too. The
officer stood by as Myers got the
paper.
It seems that Jack Haskell, stager
of dances, was one of the few who
tried to pacify the combatants, for
which he got a shoving around.
Most of the others were laughing
Finally a
at the pseudo pugs.
sturdy motorcycle cop arrived and
.

(stock)—

coin (about half the respective surpluses) be invested In
war bonds, and endorsed the forthcoming. Broadway engagement of
"This Is the Army,' Irving Berlin's
soldier musical for Army Relief.
Upon request of the cast of "Blithe
and
Spirit,' Noel Coward comedy at the
Booth, N. Y., permission was given
for
the show to lay off Monday
John Pollock, acting g.m. for John
Golden, back with 'Claudia' (St nights during July and August and
James, N. Y.) whUe Eddie O'Keefe receive seven-eighths pay, provided
no
salaries
go below Equity's $50
is on vacation.
Lodewick
Vroom
back ' with minimum. Alien actor rule was also
'Broken Journey' (Miller, N. Y.). waived to permit Flora Robson to
Fred Spooner and David Tebot appear in 'Elizabeth the Queen' at
the Princeton (N. J.) strawhat this
agenting.
Bill Doll is press agent for 'Star summer and In 'Ladles In Retireand Garter' (Music Box, N. Y.) and ment at Scarsdale, N. Y., and Cam'Stars on Ice,' due next wiek at the bridge, Mass.
asked what it was all about Some- Center.
Karl Bernstein p.a. for 'Chocolate
Flora Saloway, formerly an assobody gave a version, whereupon a
ciate in the script agency of Hans
chorus boy lisped, 'tain't so,' empha- Soldier' (Carnegie Hall).
Dick Maney agenting 'Laugh, Bartsch, has opened her own office
sizing his comment by pushing- the
Town,
Laugh'
(Alvin,
N.
Y.).
in
N, Y.
officer backward several feet. Cop
.

,

en the Bhlne*

was

so surprised
about it

Central, Passaic, N. J. (24-28); Flatbush, B'klyn (30-4).
•Watch on tbe Bhlne' (stock)—Ma-

Boston

jestic,

Equity

(24-27).

Ahead

Back

he didn't do any-

thinjs

Socked Once by Strawhat

Couple of summers ago. Sully
stepped out and opened a stock company in Waterbury. His wife couldn't
figure out where he raised' the coin,
but Sully readily admitted he promoted the candy butcher of . the
house. The stock lasted but a few
days and thereafter Sully haunted
Equity's ofBces trying to get back
some of his guaranty deposit. It
was discovered that Sully had forgotten to take care of a number of
financial details connected with actors in another of his hideaway
'

'

'

stunts, so

he had

cause

his

of

.

to pay off.
Beforgetfulness, Sully's

JO

Sets World 1-Show Record-

$97

Gown' Bons-and-dance sequence from the ices of their staffs.
All proceeds from 'Celebrity PaWilcox film production 'Irene' (RKO); ud
Noel Cowatd'a 'Still Life' In nve acene*. rade' are being turned over 'to the
One performance, June IS, '43, at Victoria Air Marshal Bishop Fund
for the
theatre, Toronto, at |10 top.

WHO WISHES TO BE
MADAME
KNOWN

TUE LADY

Herbert Uarvball
Anna Neagle
Dennis King

Air Cadet League of Canada, reservoir of the Royal Canadian Air
Force. Incidentally, Bishop and Wll4:ox served in the same squadron in
the last war and have remained firm
friends ever since. Bishop made a
curtain speech opening night In announcing the $97,300 gross and will
fly to other cities as an additional

draw for civic receptions,
etc.
Pair of seats was bought here
Moyna Macglll by Harry Wairner for
$10,000 on the
Helena Pickard
Juan Root strength of the Wilcox friendship
Robert Coote and Billy Bishop's participation in
Colin Keltb-Johnston 'Captains of the Clouds.'
Anna Neagle
Opening was staged here with all
Toung Lady
Joy Harlngton
Bill
Dennis King the hoop-la of a Hollywood preincluding parades, bands,
Johnnie
George Patton miere,
Airreda Wallace searchlights, roped-off thoroughfares,
Mildred
Dolly Messlter
Dorothy Wordawortb mounted police, throngs of gapers,
etc., a couple of hours before curHerbert Wilcox, film producer, tain, with cheers greeting the varimade theatrical history and set a ous stage and screen participants In
new world's boxpffice record for a 'Celebrity Parade.' For the first time
one-night benefit performance when here, press reviews hit- the front
his 'Celebrity Parade' grossed $07,- pages with inside coverage. Includ300 at the Victoria theatre here June ing eight-column streaihers and genSubsequent erous picture-layouts. (Press cover15, scaled at $10 top.
patriotic pilgrimage will see some of age was handled by Jimrhy Nairn,
the finest names of stage and screen director of publicity for Famous
criss-crossing
some 10,000 miles Players Canadian.)
across Canada in the three-weekPresentation included world-preeight appearance westward-eastward miere of Monckton Hoffe's "The Lady
Journey.
Who Wishes to Be Known as MaAll players are donating their dame,' Noel Coward's 'Still Life' from
services, this also going for Herbert his 'Tonight at 8:30' series, and the
Wilcox. Noel Coward and Monckton re-enactment by Anna Neagle of the
Hoffe have waived royalties on their 'Alice Blue Gown' sequence from
two plays. Famous Players Cana- her 'Irene' (RKO), this sung by Miss

S-nLL LIFE

Myrtle' Bagot......

Beryl Waters
Stanley...;
Albert Godby
Alec Uarvoy
Laura' Jesson.

WARNER
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'
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Those connected with "Broken Journey,' written by Andrew Rosenthal,

which opened Tuesday (23) at the Miller, N; Y., are high on the script
Arthur Hopkins, who stagd the comedy drama, his first play In soma
time, Is especially enthusiastic. Understood he has an Interest In the production, and It Is Indicated that Gilbert Miller Is also in on the managerial
end.
Play Is being presented by Martin Burton, formerly on the Broadway
Others with shares in 'Journey' Include Lodewick Vroom and Paul
N. Turner, latter being the theatrical attorney connected with Equity and
the Four A's. Several backers of 'Arsenic and Old Ijace' Were Invited to
participate, but didn't
stage.

Dennis F. O'Brien, Intimate friend and counsel to (George M. Cohan,
cherishes a photograph of the star presented him In 1907 and It still adorns
his office (O'Brien, Driscoll tt Raftery). It Is more than a picture to the
attorney, iamlllarly known as Captain O'Brien, who regards the likeness as
a talisman. He has never had a contract concerning Cohan signatured
without removing the photo from the wall and placing It on the desk when
all such deals are agreed upon.
Most recent contract entered into was for the film "Yankee Doodle Dandy.
A picture was taken^. showing Jake WUk signing on behalf of Warners,
while Capt O'Brien looks on, holding the Cohan photo upright
.

;

Hrt.

Its activities

YouB^ legit actor whom- Herman. Shumlln thinks Is a. comer has just
been signed by producer for a spot In film version of 'Watch On Rhine,'
Boy Is 18-year-old
whlcii he Is directing and producing for Warners.
Donald Buka, who. had a bit this season In 'Com Is Green,' another Shumlln show, and tmderstudled Richard Waring In the male lead. Buka hails
from Pittsburgh, where he was brought to the attention of the Lunts three
Toronto, June 18.
dian Corp., through J. J. FItzgibbons, years ago by mutual friends. Lynn Fontanne listened to him read back>Herbert Wilcox 'triple-bill' production of president. Is donating the largest
stage at Nixon theatre after a performance and immediately Invited him
Monckton Hoire'a 'The Lady Wbo Wbhes theatres
across
Canada
and
the
servto Join company.
to Be Known bi Madame'; the 'Alice Blue

Richard Oalnea
Prealdent Lincoln
.Helena Pickard
Florence Nightingale
Lord Nelson
Colin Keith-Johnston
QeorKe Fatten
RU Hon. Mr. Gladstone
Earl Oray
Mr. Ernst Peabody
Robert Coote boxofflce
Soldier
Common
The

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO OINNEH"
"YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW"

The Bucks County Playhouse moved

In Toronto 'Celebrity Parade' Benefit

AS
posted with a bunch of
Narrator
managers who also didn't kick in. Queen victoria
Myers has a rep of being ready to Duke of Wellington
name was

organization proceedings for the hoteL

to the Bellevue-Stratford in the heart of Philly becatise of the InacceslblUty of the country theatre due to gas and tire rationing. The season
will start Friday (26) with Noel Coward's 'Private Lives' starring Ruth

'

New sharing terms have been agreed upon between the Shuberts and
Cheryl Crawford In connection with 'Porgy and Bess,' yfhich she revived
at the MaJesUc, N. Y., with John WUdberg. Contract originally called for
a 70-30% split if the gross topped $17,000, and 65-35% under the level.
'Porgy* takings have consistently bettered that figure, but the new arrangement calls for the show getting the larger percentage regardless of
the gross. Show management however. Is guaranteeing the house share'
shall not be less than $5,000 weekly.
Eddie Duryea Dowllng is said to have 2% of 'Sons O' Fun,' Winter Garden, N. Y., he having staged the^^vue. Similar deal went for 'Hellzapoppln,' which he similarly directed. When that show was produced It
seems that Dowling wanted $250 weekly for the staging. Shuberts proffered the percentage deal, not confident the show would last more than
,

four or five weeks. Shuberts, Olsen and Johnson and Harry
the principal owners of both revues.

Kaufman are

Stage Relief Fund has moved Its offices from the Hudson theatre to 140
West 44th street which Is directly opposite. Spot Is that formerly used by
the Assn. of Theatrical Agents & Managers and is rent free through the
courtesy of Pat Fiiin, who conducts the .bar and grill on the street fioor.
the Hudson, was also gratis and same applied when it
Fund's office
was In the former Fitzgerald building, razed.

U

Neagle and then danced with David

Tlhmar of the Ballet Russe.
one-acter

Is

Hoffe's

a stage-dramatization of

BBC

playlet.
his famed
tality Club,' this based

The Immorsomewhat on

Premieres
(June 24-Jul« 4)

the 'Night Life of the Gods' theme.
The Major Had a Danghter,' comIdea Is that In the midst of the
edy by Llna Kane, Cape theatre,
London blitz, the statues of historical
(23-27).
celebrities gather to protest thehr be- Cape May, N. J.
ing sandbagged, or removed from
<BIaokonts of 1942' (vaude). El
the city for safekeeping.
Lincoln, Capltan, Los Angeles (24-4).
for instance, has been moved to Dev'Fun for All' (vaude), ScarsdaU
(Contlnued on page 53)
(N. Y.) theatre (30-4).
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The Rent Angle

June Has Record No. of Legit Pireems;
18

Shows Befe

1^

N. Y.

list

IHforsl Season'

again haa 18 thowi,

which «r« muqlcals, Inelotwo vaude-revues. With the

eight of
give of

dose approach of July 4 that ii a
ttrons ^wing, tspedaOy In the

muA iHibllelsed daims
wai an ahnonnally bad

face of
1941-42

that
tea-

IN

Onus

TUHF

CBtSHWIN'S

OK

4tHSU. SHOWING

•t. Xionia, Juna 28.
Oaorga a*rshwln'« 'long of the
Flam*/ pirasintsd thraa Umas pre-

at tha Broadway
ovar Irving Berlin's 'Tbia

the fact that the attraction must
pay rent, althcyigh.^^ .a chart??,.,
show for the Army ^nergcncy
Relief Fund.
Berlin suggested
to Lee Shubert that the liousa
be rent free, with Shubert say>
ing he only operates the house

Union situation concerning Irv&f
Berlin's "This Is The Army,' -open*
ing July 4 at the Broadway, N. T,
has been straightened out f<dlowintf
a letter from Major CSeneral Irvine
Phillipspn, who Teqnested the TsrlSpringfield, Mass., June 23.
ous stage organizations to cooperataPlaygoers of Springfield this week
to the greatest extent tli6y could
got tiiemsel-ves a new setup, a new
within reason. Tbect will be soma
executive director and a Tlays
people tmder salary, but such costs
Wanted' sign. Milton Hale, radio
are conslda'ably less than required.'
station
salesman and theatre
for regularly presented productiQn&
commentator, was named to succeed
Ihere Will be at' least three heads
Harold J. Kennedy, resigned. Dwight
of departments backstage who will
O. GUmore, nephew and namesake
stand by, actual stagehands duties
of the man who 'made Onirt Square

SPRINGFIELD PLAXIGOERS

HAVE NEW

bank interests, which insist
on a noininal $1,250 Weekly, or
$5,000 lor four weeks of tha
for

-Amty show

date.

Berlin ~ls said to have then
offered to assume half the rent
if Shubert took care of. the other
.00%, -witi^ the manager aald to
have replied that he 'didn't want
to set a precedent'
.

the quality of Its plays. viously,
fha last 'during the 1B99
Last year the corresponding week season of the Municipal Thaatre
of June had a list of 18 dutwa, tiiree Assn., opened
a one-wcek atand In
ton, hs

Beriin s 'Army Clears Up Union Tande

Union mlxup

K Y.,

U Tha Army* was pradlcatad on

-to

.

being nuisicals. On* show of that the Alfresco theatra In Forest
Park
type laid off, it being 'Lady In The
idght
(Monday).
Clearing
which relisted in Sept and last

'

'

and comfortable temperature

skies

summer

production
on
Broadway has not been as active as
predicted by some
optimistically
showmen, June has seen mo£e n$w
ventures presented than ever before. Half a dozen shows, including
one vaudeville revue, were or are
oa fhB month's first-night list, and
there is the further encotur^ement
that some presentations are from

WhQe

brou^t out mn opening night mob

'

New faces that «cor«d ara Marthe
ErroUe^ slogar; IMdy Hart, coLorralna Bridges, singer,

was

week.

Music

from

postponed

Box

(24);

last

during fhe'regular season.
'foplter' lat Snmnier Click
"By Jupiter,; at the
Is the
firist of the summer, shows to click.
Xhlrd new major musical wlU be
'Stars on Ice,' Center, Badlo City,
which is due next week (July 2).
Coining month will not have as
many openings as June, but at least
one other show Is skedded, Ueatli,
Mr. President' new Lincoln drsma,
which, win be piit on experimentally
for hardly more than three.perfotinances. Play Is regarded as' material
for next season.

Shub^

Some

Cobunis Theatre

'Broken

Camegla Hall
(23); and 'Ixugh, Town, Laugh,' the
vaude outfit headed and presented
by Ed Wynn, Alvin .(22). Ctae June
opening. The Cat Screams,' was a
fast flop, having been taken off at
the Beck Saturday (20) after seven
performances. However, It would
have had no bfetter'chanc« if put on

To Ackers' Cast

Schoolii^ Plan

Charles O. Coburn's plan of developing tiwatra taUni In Amirlcsm
colleges,

-wfalch

ba

eriglnally

lined last year, -has

out-

moved another
It has

step towards 'abasumniatlon.

pod of Xqulty. whar* it Is teU
that imlvaaltias wonld not ^Cnly
open up a new avenue for professional angagemanta, -Itnt would be- a
the

training field ior futura actors,

ing the void left

by iha shrinkage of

stock companies, 'vaudevilla
other talent sources.
-

Cobum

fill-

has Visited
-

and approximately $2,000
of Equity coin came from Chorus
Equity..
Continental
Bank and
Trust gave Equity $6,487 out of the
$12,000 deposited by IMc, leaving
$2,087 for thosa players who had not
been paid. They -were principals
as stated,

tiian

$100 -weekly.

Equity, of course, gets- its money
back.
(Halms of seven principals on
LO.U.'s amount to $4,215. Management contends th« money represents loans to George. Jaasel to keep
tlta show playing.
Actors, however,
filed the .-claims with Equity. There
is -some question -wfaetlier Equity
was right in accepting I.O.U.'s. ior
if that paper represents salary slices
th* actors evaded the cuts rules;
Undssstood tliere -was an arraivgement between Jessel >and Emle
whereby they -would share tha guarantee responsibilities 00-80^ with the
former .said to have -signed Botes
for hisishara;' Hut also figured In
delaying the settlement
,

added to college
as

the

players

for

Legit

wxHers

liave,

dona Ukewisa under

the tltl* of Revue Writers. GuUd,

Army

.

that payment Is made -for .performancea ot same by amateur groups
and trad* -imions, evldentiy the nxist
prolific users of socially, significant
material.
Sl^ Shapiro .Is executive director
of tfai* Revue Writers Guild.
;

Whether Washhigton win

set

a

on that

possibility

Broadway

Hollywood is supposed to spend no
was naming of the executive more
than a total of $5,000 for new
Six members who iwlled settings on each picture.- It was exvotes were Bobert How- plained, however, that the major
ard. John Farrell, Irving £ngel, item of labor is not Included.
the
Wages are not the principal Item
account was Rivjngton Bisland, Murray Long and
tivity

councIL

th)» higliest

.

named be- in legit production, this cost of maMatter WlUIe Harris, first three
ing reelected. This is a bye year for terials being paramount, which reWalter O'Connor

Is

president

He

resigned several months ago, but was
rettu-ned to the post by acclamation.
Boxofflce men ordered the trustees
to subscribe to $2,500 In war bands.

.

.'

.

was

'

lev^ised,

~

kc|y .'ctvilluia,

being used at onion scale. Fki;t'tii^
the show is. incor pora ted dre^ Iha

Jne Mardj, Stripper,
MInne«ij>oIls,

June

Copyri^ts
fn.

tha

Army, Inc,
33.

Marclii of burlesque and
ntterKs^ Is the latest stripper to In-

Juna

vade* tlte legitfanxte qtoken drama.
Mbm «omes here after a lengthy engagement at the 006 Club, Chicago,
to naka her dsbat on the speAing
atage as TonddsyO in 'White Cargo'
with the Old Ix>g -theatre^ a strawhatter.
-Miag- March has made numerous
appearainoes herit -ly IBrsch-Kata
burlesque at the old Gayety and

-to tiie 'Army* SQngs.
name of This is Vbm
Mas!C;F'iiblishlng Divi.

with all prolUs to ''^. .^mjr
Emergency Relief as long as there

sloo,'
is

such a fond.

PA.

SntAWHAT GETS

VESPnEfROMmcUP
Pittsburgh, June 23.

Pennsylvania's
sin^
theatre
the Mouofsia
Jennerstown,
at
Pa^
4(bout 60 miles from bere, got a
break when 26 counties in this and
of the state were removed fr'om gap
zatloning era and opened at litt

Western

stiaidiat

Alvin.

Playhouse

Ru^

'42-43

'

.

staying closed lot tiaamet,, Coa»>
jMny's producer Is Jamca Staughto^
its director Harold X. Currier
Its manager. Louisa Stoughton Mrab
Season was ' launched Saturday
declined anyhow during the past 10 nUht (20)
with 'GNprirtgtima- ior
years.
Showmen, however, face a Henry* and wiU continue tbraugh
problem neverthelesB In .tfa* -event Labor Bay.
Mountain Playho^M
expenditure* are limited even for employs Equity players.
straigl),t plays. Some arc already figuring tht posslblUttcs of making
presentations, with modified bare
to Tour
stages, using' drapes instead of acttings.
More- than one forUicoming
play Is being held up pending clari'Hellzapoppin' will be sent on tonr.
fication.
again in the faU according to present
Those few showmen who have set- plans. Some repeat dates ara likely,
tings, props, costumes and electrical but it is claimed there is enough
equipment stored are In a fortunate -virgin territory in- sight- for a subposition, because of priorities, while stantial tour. For many weeks last
theatrical warehouses would be es- season the road company, beaded by
pecially valuable if ruling limiting Eddie Ctarr and Billy HouM, topped
new production costs does come the takings of the original 'Hell^ at
through. Forinerly producers main- the Winter Garden, N.Y.
tained large storage buildings, but
Not definite whether Jay C. Flipmore recentiy that custom went out pen and Happy Felton, who sucof vogue because regarded as need- ceeded Olsen and Johnson in 'Belb^
less expense, as few of the materials when the latter withdrew to ready
were ever used again. Not a few 'Sons o' Fun,' or the Garr-House
shows, when closed, carted settings combo, -win head the toad show.
lo the dumps for destruction by the Charles Withers has been set for the

the C^ast. Managers have
been gathering, data on required
goods for some time, with the priorities deadline about due.
Indications are that elaborate productions are out although fabulous
expenditures on productions have torch.

are elected verses

for two-year terms.

txuckhig.
,^
Original plan to staff the shoi^ anil
theatre entireljr from men in :ibe
'jaeiVice

'

-

who

a* 'Army* production neither asked
or are accepting piiy. Indudad la
the Tbeatrical Costume- Woikara
Union. Also eom^tjigientaiy Is tba

.

tiinjing

trustees,

-qrhlch is alloled to

.privates in the show. Nat Dorfalso .belongs to the Aaso*
dation of Tbeatrlcsl Agents & Managers,, is publicizing *Anny' withont
compensation jslong with a volunlecr>
stall Explained fllere are no-lead*
lac press agents in service as yet
A. I,. Berman is likewise acting
without renumeration,. be being gen«ral ma^er. He will handle the le-r
ceipta' and turn the net over 'to -tfat

man, who

minute after originally figuring no

showmen are -expected to attempt
early production commitments -fbr
1942-43 on the tbeoiy that cost limitations, il made, would ziot be retroAt the annual meeting of the active. Idea that curtailment of proTreasurers Ac Ticket Sellers -union duction costs may apply to shows is
in ^.Y. last week, the principal ac- based on a ruling last month that

and

Company- manager, Carl

wUl handla the show at the
army pay, plus '$16.50 weekly

aU

Plans to (jrcumvent Cost Ceiling

Treasurers' Council

officers

Mike

-with headquarters In N. T,
Their move Is one vt self-protection against plagiarism of their ao^
Emergency iSund. - •
dally aigniflcant messages. Theyll
Ail otlj«r stage unions .whose ipenh
now police their -worka to .sea to it hers directly or Indirectly figure fn

hodncers May

-

since the incident
arose.

With ffverybody else banding together Into unions, guilds, etc., the
socially significant sketch and song

manager,

attention of -the unions-.

one

and added

off on his
the statement In the dailies.

Hglitl^^

'

at least

'

house

maintenance pay,

sire

explains, when
Freedley called the cast together, There would .be a nucleus of pros celling on tiia eost of legit produoasked them to sign contracts for the engaged to instruct and appear In
tions, has not been decided, but
performances -with tha students.
next season

weated feeling among -cast members,
who would lose several weeks' sal8iy, and caused
Kaye embarrassnier.f and
annoyance. Fr«edley has
been on the Coast the last few weeits
and Is understood due east Saturday
^27).,
Kaye has not heard from him

Fisher,
regular

.

weeks ago, Kaye

-

'

AliM Goes bto

So far
concerned It
sev-

Union claims a cttrtein
m, Qyman and spotli^t- operaare also key men "but whether
tbey wUl be put on Is yet to be de-

'Army.'

-tor

participate.

to

faculties.

ara

would mean engagements, for

eral years, -with eompensatlon at
alter
and least equalling fb» EquilT minimum
21,
of $50 weekly.
Rollins Collegtv Winter Park, Fla,
Layoff FromlsedT
proposes to expand its drama course,
Matter of iLet's Face JSf suspension first arose some six or eight with students .-devoting thalr time to
that work
year.

show laying

Form Cuild

RabinoTitsch Soed

Institu-

Sam Goldwyn, efl^ve

""srles for his. first picture.
First thing he knew about

Revue Writm

and

.

many

reports,

Cavanaugh,- -will be paid, too, as' he
rcpresento property -interests. But'^
ing -the various' conferences som*
unions took the stand that if tb«S)«
-were any costs, such as house rent,
their people should At least partially

who got more

Gains Momentum

Stage Bands Attltnde
is t>elieved obviated
Attitude.of the stage Itands is said
house being available for to have Ired tiiose In charge' bt'

on short notice

by more favorable agreement,' Bale

cided.
Reigular

the run, of the musical in
on the- road.

m

Bale, conductor

up by bandsman Val.Ernl^.had.to

-

(1042-43)

to directors.

deal with four sets of lawyers, wlio
are blamed for delaying collection
from the bank.
Figures given out in the 'Kickers'
case were exaggerated. Equity sent
around $3,600 tp Chicago, not $5,000

,

that on his experience several seasons ago with 'Leave It to Me,' he
would close the show 'during the dog
days of August' Like the others of
the cast Kaye signed a new contract
and agreed to go on the road next
winter or qiring. And with Freed'leyg statement of an intended layoff
mind, Kgye signed a contract with
Samuel (^oldwyn to go to tte Coast
for makeup tests and other
prellm-

now

even a tliree-day run if the show
warrants it Since dfy Is railroad
disputed I.O.U.'s will be arbitrated. cross road^ gas and tire rationing is
EquHy, In arriving at a settlement not expected to keep traveling comon th'e bank letter of guarantee put panies away.

,

with

chain,

'

Those principals not
included in the disbursement of
funds forwarded by Equity to bring
the company back to W. Y., win be
paid their salaries, while claims on
tially settled.

.

the musical's star, denied, howevef,
that there is any such provision in
his contract ' Kaye hsis a film deal

.

-

was occasioned by
the announcement that 'Let's Face tions of fali^icr Itarning wharc he
Los.Ang^s^ June 2S.
impregnated this idea and reports
It' will suqiend during August at the
Eugene Ffenke, film producer,
ImpoiaL Musical has been a coa- that one Texas coUega may appropriate $190,000 to establish a drama filed a complaint iu Superior Court
aistCBtly big grosser since .opening,
department along tiw Unas he. sug- asking dedaratoiy relief against
lately •dgiiv up 'Sons O* fun'
(^ter Garden) for list leadership. gests, ^niat .qwt has soqkended as Crregor Rabinovitsch, -with whun ha
Va^rtUu layoff for tte. company had much monegr. ior amateur perform- had signed a 90-50 contract for the.
been reported before, but denied by ances -without -any materia iKnefit American production based on a
Russian-made picture, 'Gbrl Ttcm
the management. Suspension was .to' Its students.
Understood that Cobum- q>ent Leningrad.''
amounced by producer Vinton
Frenke- charges tliat Babinovltsch
Freedley from the Coast given rea- more tlian |5,000 bf his own money
son being that 'star' wanted to rest in trying to interest colleges in his agreed to famish $50,-000 tor produc.and that his contract stipulated his plan, which calls for professional tion purposes, but fSHed to deliver.
privilege of laying off. Danny Kaye, actors and others of the stage being
suj^rlse

being a^umed by soldiers. Heads
man with will
get aproximately $05 -weekly, as
using the

be the liaison

boxoSice,
Abe Baranoff, Harry
of 'Hollywood Highlights' program
Steinberg and Dan MelnidCr win tt>
Mixup over the payoff to ,the &nd Tassing Show' on WMAS, had' ceive pay, other ticket ..sellers being
Hollywood experience with MGM
High
Kickers'
company
in the service. -Treasurer's sdlaxy is
for
opening
'the and BKO.
per
-week, assistants getting $80.
of the current season, won final week in Chicago has been par$85
Difficult of getting shows Into city

The Chocolate

Journey,' Miller (23);
Soldier.' revived at

M. Loew

the 'Arit^ show will play seven
Gilmora will clear legit posslbl- days we^ly and there -will be no
Monday layoff.. Hegular six-day jpay
tieS and Hale will make recommendafor heads is $86.50. .Three men-lntfa*tions

house for vaudfllms.

click in YJlamorous Mli^t'

:

which

E.

and Miriam LaValle, aero dancer
and former locallte. IBob Lawrence,

piece
the audience in the role of Konstantln.
Joseph Vltal^ who played
Usually June finds the going at the comedy rola of Nicholas in the
dead center, but new shows are 1939 production. Is repeating in the
steadOyt if slowly, being readied and same stint. "Wilbur Evans, baritone;
It is likely tliat July wUl see produc- Patricia
Bowman, ballerina, end
log st«^ped up. If such is the case, Tommy Wondar, dancer, also acoic.
the new season will probably get
Unfayorabl* -weather, which wasliunder way during August, whereas ed out Qis first of fha
seven perpreviously the managerial tendency
formances of 'Sdly* last week, didn't
was to hold back their openings damper the ardor of flia customers,
uptil autumn was fairly weH adhowever, and the pleoa wound up
vanced. Uncertainties of theatre atone- week engagement Sunday (21)
tendance, caused by 'transportation
with estimated 4(35,000, good.
and motor car curtailments, appears
'—
(Tnot to be worrying the managers to
any great extent as yet.
Tliis.week there- are iour additions
Broadway's list; 'Star and. Garter/

theatre;, -will

Setdanent

Readied on Payoff

median;

new showmen.

to

Partial

that grossed an estimated 13,900.

SEnJP

WMAS

Darlc,'

spasiied the season.

NZ

ow

Agak

-

'

tour.

.
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LEGITIMATE

82

Smnmer Heat No Help
'Jupito'', $25,000,

Near

Kz;

to Legit

Phy on Broadway

THE CAT SCREAMS
Leaders Melodrama
annes)

B way

Doe days last week did not help at pop prices; rated over $9,000
Broadway, but, while there were again.
Vaude-Revnes
some further declines, business for
th St. (13th
•Priorities of 1942,'
others was slightly up or equal to
Comedy
$2.20).
(1,347;
Cat week)
week.
'The
the previous
Screams,' a last week debut, disap- strength the feature of this bill,
which may span -ummer though not
peareid Saturday (20).
draw
as cTlier; $18,000
strong
a
as
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy) ^
(.Comedv-Drama) ,

CD

M

D
R

O

(Droma),

estimated.

'Laugh, Town, LaaeV Alvin (1
(Revue), 357; $2.20). Ed Wynn presents him-

(Operetta).
'AbkcI Street,' Golden (28th week)
(D-789; $3.30). Imported meller, one
of season's surprises holding to fairly
good money in small theatre; rated
(Musical),

vaude shows in legit
cf 'Priorispots inspired by succ
ties'; has no girl ?ine, being straight
self in latest of

variety lineup.

well over $9,000.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
One
(74th week) (CD-838; $3.30).
of the shows which picked up last
week, when the boxolfice count ap-

coasTm-day

$11,^00; cast changes after this week not expected to materially affect pace.

proximated

OKAY

'Best Foot Forward,' Barrymore
(38th week) (M-1,104: $4.40). Esti-

$16,

(3d week)

'By Jupiter,' Shubert
First

(M-1,325; $4.40).

summer show

to click; business again held up very
well, with takings around $25,000;
that figure nearly as strong as musi-

Matt Allen and Sid Grauman
launch their refurbished new El
Capitan (formerly Hollywood Playhouse) tomorrow (24) with a twicedaily
vaude show, headed by Ken
which

£orted on week-to-week basis,
idicates summer holdover not likely;

maybe

heated period.
•Life With. Father,' Empire (136th

week)

Murray and

Billy Gilbert.

$7,000.

•Junior Miss,' Lyceum (33d week)
(CD-1,004;
Straight play
$3.30).
leader moved un7a notch last week
and approached vl3,S00; should hold
that pace or better it- through

(C-1,082; $3.30).

Run

'Headliners'

has been off with field for some
weeks, but still turning a weeldy
operatmg .profit; up last week over

V^ode Try

.

Face

•Let's

Imperial

(34th
to
time, .but
said to make very good profit at
that figure; slated to lay oB during
August and relight in early fall.
•My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (78th
week) (CD 891; $3 JO). Among onesetters which have moderate operating costs; although eased oft to
$7,500, it Is expected to stick Into
-new season.
'Sons o' Fnn,' Winter Garden (20th
week) (CD-1.51C; $4.40). Held ite

week)
around

It,'

(M-1,450; $4.40).
$26,000 for first

SUpped

own up to Saturday, when humid
weather affected boxoSices; claimed
$27,000 and is practically even with
tefs Face If
'Star and Garter,' Mtisic Box (R1.012; $4.40). Pxesented b.' Michael
Todd; premiere set back six days
and now due to open this evening
(24); delayed to strengthen comedy
department.
The ttat Screams,' Beck. Panned
and yanked Saturday after playing
six performances; opened "Tuesdav
last week, but no Saturday matinee

given.
'Oncie

Harry,'

Broadhurst

Chicago, June 23.
'Headliners of '42,'"vauder, perked
up a bit last week, but a surprise
announcement early this week stated
the show would close Saturday (21).
Matinees were eliminated excepting
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday,
as well as Saturday midnight show.
Salary cuts trimmed the budget

about $3,000 but failed to bring show
out of operating red.
Estimates (or Last

week

'Good NIeht Ladles,' Blackstone
(10th week) (1^00; $2.75). CUcklng
off capacity biz week after week;
last
session dragging in another

Tuesday.
•Porjy and Bess,' Majestic (22d
week) (M-1.174; $2.75) One of season's good things and drawing quite
profitably right along; rated around
$17,000 last week.

Added
St. James

'Claiulla,'

fagemeht)
1.65).

At

(return

week)

(4th
least

repeater, which

en-

(C-1,520;

one more week; for
drawing very well

Is

John

billed collaborator,

Patrick, re-

veal a knack of weaving innocuous
details into a taut pattern of impending evU..^But they apparently don't

given by Doris Nolan, Mildred Dunnock, Lloyd Gough, Harry Sheppard

week

'iz; Grand
$2.20).
In first

of

(1.200;

showed

some

•

(2d
full

encouraging

action at the boxoffice, getting $13,000.
However, decided to shutter
next Saturday after two and one half

weeks.

My

Sister

Eileen,'

Harris

week) (1,000; $1.65). Doing
last week stacking up $9,000.

HUB

B.O.

(5th
nicely,

'

.

,

Davis' father is associate editor of
wire' service, radio and newsreel
Two hundred persons from the Arkansas Gazette and poet lauthe four fields will attend the annual reate of the state.
Headliners' Frolic, which will begin
June 26 and last three days. Shindig
Good Book on Copyrlcht Law
has been conducted the past eight
A very good book. "The Copyright
years by the Press Club of Atlantic Law' (Bureau of National Affairs,
fields.

City.
Inc., Washington, D. C; $5), has just
Martin Wolfson when their
Associated Press will get prize for been brought out, authored by Herparts permit, while Cecilia Callejo,
Herbert Yost. Leo Penman and Gor- best war background" maps available bert A. Howell, lawyer and until recently Asst Register of Copyrights.
don Oliver are at least attractive in in this country,
It's the answer to everyday use by
lesser roles. Arthur Pierson's stagCecil Brown, CBS, Is being hon
ing is workmanlike, particularly in ored for his report on the sinking of authors, songsmlths. etc., bringing up
creating the sinister atmosphere of the Repulse and Prince of Wales; to date, in authoritative yet simple
the early scenes. John Root's single Bert Silen,
Don Bell and Ted Wal- language, the most common ques-

and

Mexican interior is notably effective.
Despite Miss Hodge's faulty script'
in this case, she is a likely
prost)ect for the future.
Bad guesses on scripts are common
to the most successful managers. But
Miss Hodge reveals she knows how
to cast a play shrewdly, give it a
handsome physical production and
handle the premiere performance
•
Hobe.
skiUfuUy.

lace, of

NBC,

for their eyewitne^ ac-

GOOD;

mEEN' 3D

$10,000

Boston, June 23.
season here continues
encouragingly, with two shows turning in satisfactory tallies last yreek.
Estimates for Last Week
•My Sister Eileen,' Colonial (3rd

.

'

nim; $15,000, tilts
ON

S. F.

CLOSING NOTICE

San Francisco. June 23.
With the play's dosing date announced for Saturday (27), ending a
12-week run, receipts of the remarkable 'Life With Father' (second company) began climbing again.
Second week of 'Music in the Air'
ended the Civic Light Opera series
on a prosperous note.

Cniflord Prevost, Akron Beacon
Journal, for scoop on Atlantic Charter meeting; Frank Hewlett, of UP,
for Philippine coverage; Pierre Huss.
of INS, for middle. European reports;

lence of feature storiea';

Al Willard,
Estimates for Last week
of N. Y, DaUy News, for best still
Xlfe With .Father,' Geary .1.500; picture,
(Utb week). Back at the Warren Tba Cheerful Chinese';
Glaser,
of
New
York
Mirror,
$15,000 level la^t week, with indications the 12th and closing week will for expose of Birth Certificate racket; Jerry Doyle, of Philadelphia Recgo beyond that.
IMnsIo In the Air,' Curran (1.774; ord, 'consistent excellence of car$3.30) (2d week). Substaintlal $21,000 toons.'
for extended en^a^ement.

Hayloft Has Hitching

PH'i 2nd Birthday
Newspaper PM mad« an occasion
of

its

'

:

second

.

(1,650; $1.65).

Took

Post for Bikes, Skates

slightly
stanza; ex-

Thursday

(18).

anniversary

New York

issue
tabloid

Opens Big

Denver, June 23.
Oldest summer theatre in world,
Elitch Gardens, opened 51st year
Sunday night (21) with seUout and
regfeaWd' Monday.
Season' reservations indicate big run, although it
will have to go some to beat last
year, which set several records.
'Separate Rooms' Is the opener,
with Roy Roberts and Ruth Matte-

son In

leads,

recting
year.

for

peorge Somnes
his

eighth

is di-

successive

little

hotel

across

the Examiner

the street from

office.

John M. Imrle, 58, Canadian edidied June 19, in Edmondton,
Alberta.
He was first ever to be
awarded the Pulitzer prize outside
the U. S. It was given him in 1938
tor,

as recognition of a successful crusade against the Alberta Press Act
of 1937, which- would have forced

government
to
print
policy statements or be subject to
suspension.
newspapers

J. Balnford WatkUn, 37, editor of
and issue number on Page 1 and ran an exultant the Raleigh Register of Beckley,
box stating: "They said we wouldn't W. Va., died June 16 In the Marine
last six months.
Today we begin Hospital at Parrls Islahd, S'. C.

daily ringed dateline

over $10,000 for third
pected to rim about three weeks
Fitchburg, Mass., June 23.
more.
When the Palmerton. Players
•Georee Washington Slept Here,' opened strawhat season
Thanks.'
at Lake our third year.
Majestic (2d week) (1.800; $1.65). Whalom
here yesterday (Monday),
Pages 2-3-4 were devoted to letPepped up nicely to $8,500 for sec- patrons
found
hitching posts ters.- of congratulations, with those
ond, final frame. Closed Saturday
for buggies, spikes for roller skates from
President Roosevelt, 'Vice(20).
and a rack for scooters installed by President Wallace and
Governor
Guy Palmerton with an idea to at- Lehman reproduced In two and
tracting customers despite gasoline three-column
boxes.
Other letters
Horton Winds
curtailment. Hayrides frorj nearby were
from such names as Jack
communities also are contemplated. Benny, Eddie
Cantor. Elmer Davis.
Strawhatter opened season with Melvyn
Run With
$8,300 'Here
Douglas, Mrs. Roosevelt,
Today.'
Special performance Robert E. Sherwood,
Thomas Mann,
was given Sunday night for 1.000 sol- WendeU
Willkie.
/
Detroit, June 23.
diers from nearby Fort Devens, sponMora
Sixth and final week of Edward sored by Fitchburg U.S.O.
congratulatory
messages
Everett Horton's 'Springtime for
Newcomers to cast are Ann Mason were printed on Pages 2-3-4 of the
Henry' saw a resurgence of vitality, Glen
Langan, James Sherman, Lor- Friday (IB) issue. Feature of the
with estimated $8,300 tucked on to
raine MacMartin and Mary Elliott. second day's spread was a letter
the steady good grosses. Playing at
from Ralph Ingersoll, PM editor,
a $1.50 top, the comedy rounded out Members <)f last year's cast who are
at close to $50,000 In its stay at the back are Frank Lyon, Alfred Aller- to the publishers of the other New
Shubert-Lafayette, prolonging the dice, Harry Lowell and Raymond York dailies, asking them for comment on the PM birthday. As PM
season here with the pop-priced the- Greenleaf.
atre.
Michael Whalen, fibn actor, will noted, only Arthur Hays Sulzberger,
Billie Burke in 'The Vinegar Tree' guest star next week In The Phila- Times publisher, replied.
His recomes in Thursday (25) and the delphia Story.' Gloria Swanson is strained, faintly chiding letter inCass hghts up again July 6 for the expected to appear later in season in cluded the statement, 'Biirthday celepremiere of the Shuberts' 'Cock- 'Reflected Glory,' while Elissa Landl brations are happy
occasions. .on
tails 5 to 7.'
Is tentatively skedded for 'Theatre.' which we look
for the best in the
,

Robert B. Hlli, 47, newspaperman and author, died June 18 at
Saranao Lake. N. Y. For the past 10
years he was employed as publicity
man by the N. Y. State Conservation
Dept.

Up Del

OK

Elitch

the newstands June 20. M. J. Nurenberger is
editor and
Philip
Herstein publisher-.
August issue has contributions by

Lion Feuchtwanger, Ludwig LewiHarold Denny, of N. Y. Times, Libya sohn, He'hrl de Nerillis, I. J. Singer
and Italy; Wallaci Carroll, of UP, and others.
Russia; Life mag, Richard Wilcox
and Robert Landrjr for first exclusive
LITEBATI OBITS
picture story on U. S. Navy at War;
Leigh Badley Irvine, 78, died June
Quentin Reynolds, of Collier's, for 17 in San Francisco where he had
'consistently outstanding magazine once been assistant manager of the
reporting'; Morley Cassidy, of Phila- Examiner and an editorial writer on
delphia Bulletin, consistent excel- the Call His body was found in a

Summer

week)

on copyright.

his series of Philippine

$2.75)

SHU

tions

Its table of contents alone makes
count of Japs bombing Manila, and
Royal Arch Gunnison, of MBS, for any everyday question easy to find,
war reports. and a carefully prepared index insures It. It covers everything from
Robert Martin, of Paramount News,
books to songs, maps to plays, leccited for his shots of capture of St;
tures to paintings.
Explains why
Pierre and'Miquelon by Free French
can't be copyrighted; goes into
PM and reporter Edmund Scott titles
the recently bothersome song reget award for expose of sabotage op
newals, etc.
portunltles on the Nbrmandle. Met(Taken off Saturday (20) after five ro's News of the' Day is declared to
New Jewish Monthly
performatices;
printed
the have produced best domestic newsfor
Jewish
Mirror,
new national
reel,' picturing FBI blitz on Nazi
record.)
monthly English-language mag, hits
spies.
Other awards:

.

'Headliners

week)

tmues

Bevlvals
Gilbert A Sullivan, Carnegie "Hall
(M-2.760; $250).
'The Chocolate
Soldier first of a planned series of
musicals offered by Joseph S. Tushinsky and Hans Bartsch; opened

The script's obvious
quick fold.
weaknesses should have been spotted
in advance, or cut and doctored during rehearsal. Yet it's eaSy to see
how the grisly whodunit about an
epidemic of suicides and murders In
a Mexican town could have fooled
the young presenter and her backers.
Author Basil Beyea' and his un-

$17,000.

(4th

week) (D-1,142; $3.30). Best of the
sparse late spring crop, which conto moderately good business;
last week's gross rated well over
$11,000.

Although The Cat Screams' is an
unmistakable failure, it is not enDespite the
tirely without merit.
glaring wealuiesses that kill its boxoffice chances and make it a negligible picture prospect, it has promising significance for the future.
A first production .effort of Martha
Hodge, actress daughter of the late
William Hodge, the show is a cred-

ladies' Solid $17,000 judgment
producer

'

'

Parkham

MIcaela

setting of a

N.G. in Chi, Closes Sat;

leaded'

$11,500 quoted.

Lea Penman
Gordon Oliver
Osceola Archer
Horry Sheppard
Mortin Wolfaon
Oeorge Spauldlnfc
Michael St. Angel

Madame

Cnrl

Oliver Held
Dr. Otero
Soldier
Soldier

know how to finish their story, Instead of keeping it on a direct, propulsive line, they waver into a maze
over-involved characterizations
of
$15,000 in first sesh, and. is picking and unmotivated, imexplained plot
up to around $16,000 for 16 perform- wrinkles.
ances, in second week ending toThe cast is almost unanimously
night (Tuesday).
Strong performances are
capable.

cal leaders.
'Guest in the House,' Plymouth
(17th week) (CD-1,057; $3.30). Re-

Fet« DAvIa, Price, HeOett
celebrant, and seek through affirmafor thre* Hooslerltes tive advice to encourage him... i
have found in what is now. a good
many years of experience that peopl9 react to such encouragement far
better than to criticism; and so
I
gladly join. ..and extend...
my best
wishes.'
Message' concluded by remarking that the Times wUl soon
be 81^ years old and quoted the
Polonlus bromide to his son. 'Give
Office of Government reports will every man thine ear,' etc.
be honored. Price is former chief
Other letters printed Friday, Sunof the Washington Bureau of the day and Monday
(19-22) included
AP, while Mellett is former Scrlpps. ones from George Hamilton
Combs,
Howard Alliance boss.
Many in Ti\e Curie, Maj. George Fielding
official Washington are expected for
Eliot, Raymond Gram Swing, Althe D. C. function^
bert Warner, Lisa Sergio, Lowell
Committee in charge of the dinner, Thomas and Johannes Steel.
which will be held at the Willard
On Friday, Marshall Field, pubHotel,
comprises
Mark Thistle' lisher of PM, hosted the entire staff
.thwaite, of the Indianapolis News, at a dinner held in the
Hotel SL
chairman; Representative Louis Lud- George, Brooklyn, as part of
the
low, of Indiana; Liambert S, Clair, celebration.
formerly of the AP; Robert D. Heinl.
Helnl Radio News Service; Paul
Pitt Newsman Bombed Bnmania
Wooton. New Orleans Times-PicaSecond Lieut. Charles T. Davis,
yune; Everett- G. Watklns, Indiahapolis Star, and Dan Kidney, In- navigator of one of the army bombdianapolis "Times.
Other radio and ers that landed in neutral Turkey
newsmen from Indiana, or from pa- after the destructive raids on Rupers or broadcast stations in the manian oil fields last week, was a
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reporter for
state, have l>een Invited.
several years until last August when
l)e joined the Army Air Corp?.
BeHeadllner Awards
cause of his newspaper experience,
Nineteen silver plaques will be
Davis was 'informal press relations
given out by the National Headlinofficer* of the bomber crews, who
ers' Club at the Claridge hotel here
June 27 for outstanding achievements will be interned now in Turkey for
during past 12 months In newspaper, the duration of ;the war.

Clambake

by lmp6rtant in the war information
In threa acta (Dvo
Bnsit Oeyea, based on novol of sama tUlo
by Todd DownlnE. Stosed by Arthur Plor- picture Is skedded for Thursday
Hon, settlns by John Root, coatumea by (25) .by
fellow-Indianans of the
Mary Orant. Presented by Martha HodRe, Fourth Estate. With Elmer Davis,
at Mnrtin Beck thoatr*. N". T., June 10,
former CBS celeb and now director
42, at $.1.80 top (t*.tO opening).
Cecilia Callcjo of the hew War Information Board
«
Conmialo
Herbert Toal as No. 1 guest, Byron Price, chief
Prof. Parkham
Doris Nolan
Owen Held
Mildred Dunnock of the U. S. Office of Censorship,
Mlia Olddon
Uoyd Oougti and Lowell Mellett, head of the
Steven Tybalt

itable start In spite of its indicated

around $14,000 last week;
hardly good enough for musical with
Los Angeles, June 23.
high scale,' but should pick up after
Lift in grosses for 'Life With
July 4.
when management anFather,'
'Blithe Spirit,' Booth (33d week) nounced final week and expected to
(CD-712; $3.30). Got around $11,500, wind up June 20, forced continuwhich was slightly better than pre- ance to at least July 4. Show, at
vious week; ought to be satisfactory the Hollywood Music Box, tabbed
one-setter
at this estimated $12,000 in its- 11th week.
for imported
period of engagement.
Departure of Dorothy Gish for N. Y.
'Broken Jonrney,' Miller (CD-940; last week brought in Viola Frayne
$3.30). Presented by Martin Burton; for lead opposite LoCils Calhern, wiUi
Rosenthal; no adverse affect on the boxoffice.
written
by Andrew
opened Tuesday; one of growing
Big-time vaude at the Biltmore,
number of shows that start on that under sponsorship and backing of
day, play Sunday and eliminate writer Fred Finklehoffe, clipped off

mated

Mondays.

Literati

•-

•

.

CHATTEB
Albert Maltz writing a novel
during six months leave of absence

from Paramount scripting

Dan Malnwaring's new
Street of the Crying

be Issued
Morrow.

Gladman

this

Hill

staff.

novel, "The
will

Woman,'

week by William
moved from

his .Hol-

lywood beat to the N. Y. office of
Associated Press,, possibly for a war
front job.

Ralph Jordan, International News
Service correspondent in Australia,
vacationing in HoUwood pending a
new assignment overseas.
Amos Melton, sports writer for
the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, has
been commissioned a second lieutenant In the Anny Air Forces.

"^ednesdajj June 24, 1942

CHATTER
locally

and began shooting on

first

Ted Vie.hman, was in town
over weekend to meet the press.

London

pany headed by Paulina Singerman.
The Afriques proud parents of
Flrpt
'Secuestro
Sensacional'
('SensaMay, tional Kidnapping') picked as title for baby boy, their second.
new Luis Sandrinl comedy "^t EFA.
Charles Munyard's wife operated
The blab war news blfled cafe biz, Story by Eleanor H. Green being on in hospital for internal trouble.
Harry Roy out of nursing home
which ie always sensitive to such megged by Bayon Herrera with
Marcelo Ruggeri and Elsa O'Connor. and surprising doctors at his speedy
things;
recovery.
Company
of
Director
Lucas
DeSammy Walsh to the Coast to open mare, including Enrique Muino,
Jack Warner, among other comics,
the 29th at Charlie Foy's Hollywood Francisco Petrone and Angel ^Mag- accushig Harold Behrens of lifting
nitery.
ana, heads for Salta for shooting ex- some material.
after returning
J. C. Stein in town
Captain Henry Sherek on sick
teriors of
Guerra Gaucha,' sectrom the funeral of his father in ond film of new Artistas Argentinas leave as result of eye injury sus-

The

plays

Ivan

Hosallnd

week

Mrs. Fraser' next

at' Cape

N.. j-

•

'

Indiana.

The Charlie Eintelds last week
celebrated their 15th wedding anni-

'United

versary.

Ben Boyar due back
Gordon office after a

minor

leg

operation.

Edward V. Darling, former Keith
booker, in retirement for years, is
laid

up at home.

Mr. and Mrs. George M. Cohan
celebrated their 35th wedding anniversary Monday (22).
'Lou Brecker, Roseland ballroom
tycoon, being 'profiled' by John Kobler in the next New Yorker.

It's Laurel Blossom Time in the
Poconos.
The Carmen, former dine and dancery.'still pulling the roller-skaters.
Sherman theatre being rebuilt af-

ter fire. October nows
est date for reopening.

Bernie
maestro,
following

-

seems

earli-

^

Whitman,

former local
in Miami Beach,
induction.
pictures on Friday and

is

now

army

Jack Waller's associate in 'Let's
Face It' will be Tom Arnold, not
Jack Hylton, as originally reported.
'Admiralty Regrets," new play by
Sir Patrick Hastings, being produced
by Basil Dean, goes into th0 Apollo
next month.
David E. Rose, head of Paramount
Pictures, and his aide-de-camp Tony
Reddin, in Ireland on their biannual trip.
Gebrgie Moon (Moore and Burtan
Brown), who joined the Royal Air
Force recently, in' hospital with
stomach trouble.
Emile Littler considering reviving

south of Staten Island, going begging

Henryville,
ving a six-month
Nobody keen about stand at The folio
Lookout Club in South
•
•

Carolina.

A

Jane Withers, recently signatured
long-term pact by Republic, in
town from<.the Coast. Plans several
p.a.s in war bond sales campaign.
Tillle Wlnslow, Max's widow, east
to settle the music publisher's estate.
She cultivated a liking for Holly^
wood and may return to settle there.
J. M. Kerrigan, actor recs.itly with
Katharine
Hepburn, and Ed
to

McNamara
Mass.,

to

Martha's

to

Vineyard,

James Cagney

visit

laist

^

week.

McManus, Joe Shea and

Elliott

John Flinn, among fllmites belonging
to the 12th Regiment of the N. Y:
Guard, go to
July 20.

Camp

Smith, Peekskill,

Giis Eyssell, the Music Hall's managing director, tossed a buffet party
J'riday (19) for Columbia extes
.and the company's division-district

managers.

Bronze plaque dedicated to W. G.
at the Yeshiva College
last
Thursday (18) by
J.
Schaefer during com-

.

Van Schmus
unveiled

George

mencement exercises.
Lanny Ross, on a concert

^

finds 'no pianos stay in tune

seem-

'

ingly nowadays,' and in St. Louis he
discovered the 'only good piano
tuner here is in the guardhouse.'
Broadway traffic lights getting
'

-

new dimout covers

this week, sinrilar to 'those being installed all over

town. Consist of small cross slits
instead of- easily seen round lights
Reggie Rose,' of Warner Bros,
homeoffice exploitation staff, starts
training school of officers in U.
S. Air Corps in a ceuple of months.
Already Jias been accepted for such
duty.

•

m

Carl MilUken, eastern PC A head
Tor Hays office and acting foreign
manager, due back from the Coast
next week^ Current visit of about
•

week, on Production Code mat-

ters,

Ifl

~—
his

first

to

about seven yeats.

HoUywood

;

call

is jn

Selnfa

Larry Katz,

lATSE

international
for years, will

War Bonds

dled $3,000 worth of
15 minutes.

in

McKeesport Cue and Curtain Players did 'Claudia' for the 720th Military Police Btn. stationed here at

South Park.

PRC cowboy

star

Art Davis and

.

leading lady, Dallas Worth, in :>eason's product.
Ann Ronell arrived
private life his sister, here for couple
his

froin New
talcnv for a Broadway musical, 'Count Afe In.'
Lou Costello and Bud Abbott. are
cahdidates for harlequin and pierrot
at Uie next Masquers election.

•York, tp line

of days last week.

John Maloney, M-G sales manager
in this division, and the missus celebrated their thirtieth wedding anni
versary yesterday (23)..
.

in

Diana Barrymore ilL causing the
Ruth Waag, Harry Seed's secre
tary, going to San Francisco for 'Love and Kisses, Caroline' -company
Her lawyer-husband, who at Universal to shoot around her.
Marjorie 'Booth Morrison, stage
was inducted shortly after their marriage, is on duty with the army here, and screen^player, filed suit for divorce against I^o Morrison, agent
A. W. Schalberg, in town on an itit
spection tour as general manager of
exchange operations for Warners.
Atlantic City
Lieutenant Commander Corydon
By Mildred Carter
M. Wassell in town to tell about his
Java exploit as basis for a picture.
Hotel Breakers opened Ship's Deck
Abe Sugarman joined the- new"
with Irvln Wolf in charge..
agency partnership of J. G.' BachSam Singer reopened Club Har mann and Eddie Silton as an asso'

lem Friday (19) with Larry Steele

ciate.

Robert Palmer rtioved in as Recasting director, succeeding
who resigned because

as emcee.

public

Robert Webb,

returned frpm
Jean' Negulescq
Washington where he directed' a
musical short with the U. S. Air

lieutenant.

21

Force Band.

Ann

town

to

to

Ral^h Block left for Washington
attend a cpnference as assistant
director of the Office of Civilian Defensc^'Ninth Area.
Chip Cleary moved into Universal'!
flackery to replace Paul Speegal,
16

'

who returned to work on the San
Francisco Chronicle.
Veloz and Yolanda returned to
town for the summer, with a dance
date tentatively slated for August in
the Holly\vood Bowl.
Travis Banton, film costume designer, and' Biddy Kleitz have announced their forthcoming marriage
In New York on July 1,
Veronica Lake returned from
Seattle where she spent a week with
her husband. Captain John Detlie,
U. $. Artny Eni^eers.
attorney
fees
for
$5,000
Suit
against' Ann Harding in bebaU of the
Steuer was dis^
estate of Max
.
missed in Suoerior Court
-Doris
Gilbert,
screen
writer/
treking east 'to^coUaborate with Sally
Benson on a horror play for BroadWay production in the fall.
Nelson Bi Poynter- ..leaves' for
'

-

.

.

.

•

'

.

:

.

'

Washington .this week with -his reports on Hollywood to the Office -of
Co-o'rdlnAtor of

Government Films.

Hunt Stromberg moved into temporary quarters at General Service,
pending completion of regular quarters for- his United Artlsts'produc*

'

'

ing setup,
-WUllain

.

C^gney

returned

'

from

New York

lo arrange studio space
for United Artists- production unit
which he and his brother, James,
are heading.
/

Commander John

J.

Bergen shoved

off for Washington to report to his
chief, Secijetary of the Navy Knox,
details of the Paramount picture
aboi^t Lieutenant Commander Cory-

on

don a, WasselL

Town

By Ray Joiepha
Cinepalace

Nelson prefers to remain on his Trafalgar Square column, even if it is
'damned cold up there.' Miss Neagle
plays Queen'Victoria as portrayed In
Eche- two of the flllms which made her

Kansas Gtf

~"
with Tom Arnold and this week.
Twin Citv Variety club annual golf
Bernard Delfont for 'Rose Marie,'
which, is being revived, to come Jn tournament to be held at Oak Ridge

wig, in

instead after its provincial tryout.

exchange and

dickering

WB

'

.

In this and Coward's 'SUU Life,'
Manuel Romero to start -Oiighbudgef musical for Liimiton next Wilcox had no opportunity to mismonth.
cast and he drew lavishly upon his
U. S. actress June Marlowe, w.k. acquaintances. One change saw C.
in local films, heading north for Aubrey Smith unable to get up from
otateg, apparently for good.
N. Y. because of illness. He yas to
Aria*- and Zully Moreno have played the Duke .of Wellington;
r
WKed
by Sono for 'Fantasmas en Dennis King stepped in. All memBuenos Aires' ('Ghosts in Buenos bers of the all-star cast were excelAires ).
lent The rousing -finale of Empire
,..?<>"<> Film starts vtprk on still un- pageantry, with Wilcox massing and
high-budget comedy with Le- countermarching scores of uniformed
Irii*i
grafid
twins, Francisco Alvarez, "Ro- members of the R.C.AJP., the Army,
Navy, Women's Auxiliary Forces and
o Alraldi and Oscar ValicelU.
Miguel already at work on '43 the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Pfp^wn. Inked Alberto Zavalla, in their scarlet tunics, had the audidirector, and actress wife Delia Gar- ence up on their feet and cheering;
CM, ainging actress OUnda
Bozan plenty of tears, too, when the 60and young actress Elisa Galve.
piece orchestra crashed into Elgar's
A. D. A. P. Films set up offices Xand of Hope aifd Glory.' McStay,
.

By Hal Cohen
Howard Baier and Mary
Walter,

a

dancer,

Patricia

on their honey-

moon.

Jimmy Thompson, KQV annoutncer,
on the mend after an operation on

his knee.

(Rohrkaste),
local
Marianne
dancer, now making her home in
Cleveland.
Emerick Simboli reelected president-'Of the Pittsburgh Savoyards for

next season.
Raul Reyes, of dance team of Raul
and Eva Reyes, bought himself a
plane before leaving here.
Bob McKenna, m.c. of 1500 Club
six-hour disc show on WWSW, recovering from a tosilectoroy.
John B. Holahan, business manager
of
is

.

.

Duquesne

U

Kennywood
Playhouse's

athletic association,

Park's

new

p.a.

newly-appointed

.

di-

club

Ju^ 17.

Bill

Woods,

booker,

now

former

Paramount

Ben Kalmenson, Wariier sales bigtown nosing around the local
territory.

-

Johnny and Sandra Steele back
overseas with U. S,
4 teiurn engagement in the Omac'
Army signal corps construction crew. for,
>'
Harry Katz, ^ co-operator with room of the Hotel. Continental.
John- Eiffert has left the Newlnaa
Harry Hlrsch'- of the Alvin, burlesque, now in the tank corps at Ft. theatre as assistant manager for .officers* training s<ihool at Ft, LeavenLfewis, Wash.
Mort Levin, Chicago theatre ticket worth.
man, passed through en route to
Duflleld Sisters trio having their
Mayo clinic, .Rochester, Minn., for second pro engagement, in the Hotel
liealth checkup.
PhiUips, with Ann Reillng at the
Bill Crystal, erstwhile local ex- piano.
change manager and film salesman,
Bill Kearney returning to Chi
now a private, first class, at Jeffer- after completing a three week singson Barracks, Mo.
ing chore in the Cabana of Hotel'
Donna, Horace Heldt singer, an- PhlUips.
nounced engagement' to Liarry CotBarbara Marshall, singing pianist,
ton, fonrier member of same band, returning to the Drum Room, of the
now in' armed service.
President, where she got her start as
Exhibitors to be Twin City Va- a solo act
riety club's luncheon guests this,
BUI Lansberg, exploiteer for Paraweek in connection with war activ- mount in this territory, in town
ities committee meeting.
couple of weeks before going to the
C^rl
Reese,
transferred
from Coast for duties as an ensign.
Omaha, named Republic manager
Bill Stein, once stage assistant at
following company's acquisition of the Tower theatre, Jn town making
local exchange from Gilbert Nathan- the rounds while on a lO-dav furson.
lough from his army post In Florida.
'

.
'

-

,

.

who came

observation.

-

'

Ronell,

up talent for a Broadway show,
checked into a hospital for rest and

line

.

'

•

of Illness,

.

Play Out of

up

vacation.

Valley') Llewellyn's real name is
Brooks Twins and Kiki Hall reLloyd. He has recently rejoined his turned to Jockey's Derby Club,
regiment, the Welsh Guards, as which raopened Friday night.

Maggie Teyte, who has been singing to the troops since the war, is
taking up munitions work which she
has been learning at a school of
engineering.
Charles Hewitt, formerly Decca

'*

Monogram after an appendectomy.
Jphn Farrow checked into .the
hospital for rest and physicaUcheckup,
Mary Elaine Searles, film actress,
divorced Eddie Searles, night club
dancer.
Jeanne Keruiedy, nitery singer,
divorced Claude E. Kennedy, orchestra leader.
Mrs.' Tay Garnett, recently Helga
Moray of the London stage, filed
suit for divorce.
Ben Kalmenson in town for huddles^ With Jack L. Warner on next

Chicago.

Bucks

trip

I

this

at Yacht Club
themselves the Mannequins
Marlowe chorus out of at

line of girls

who

Johnny Long's band played Hamid's Pier Saturday and Sunday (20), Clarence Tuhrmari played Saturday.
Francis Pogue, film operator at
Strand theatre on Boardwalk, mar
ried to Henrietta Van Dike from
Gramophone recording manager, has theatre boxoffice.
been appointed general manager to
Jack Beck, who* has managed
Connf^, Pa.
Sterling Music Publishing Co., sub- Globe theatre on boardwalk for many
sidiary of Chappell.
seasons, will open up burWsk shows
Mat beginning next Tuesday (30 J.
Peter McKiegue,
son
of
Oscar Hammersteins, II, weekMcKiegue, has been promoted from
Frank Fiore, operator of Penn Atending at their Doylestown farm.
Margaret Lingley, the agent, and lieutenant to captain in the King's lantic' htftel, named to Board, of Di
her husband, actor John Gerard, Regiment. His other son, Tony is rectors of Hotel Greetcrs Association
at .annual convention held in Pittssummering at their Stockton, N. J., cadet in the Royal Air Force.
Tommy Fields, brother of Gracie burgh.
farm.
»
City Corrtmissioner Joseph Altnian,
New Hope Art Gallery has moved Fields, who quit show biz at the
to Philly alon^ with Playhouse. Ex- outbreak of war, has just made director of advertising, ordered no
hibits now ^emg hung in Bellevue- comeback in new revue in which he more city advertising to papers outis co-starring with Phyllis Dixey.
side 400-mUe radius because of travel
Stratford as shill for attractions.
George
Black,
unable
get
release,
to
restrictions.
Moss Hart leading group of localAU pleasure and fishing craft or'
ites to Philly Friday (26) for gala for John Warwick from the Navy,
opening of Playhouse season at has given latter's part of 'Schultz,' dered within 12-mile limit because
Bellevue-Stratford. Otto Preminger in James Hadley Chase's 'No Orchids Admiral Robert Wt^esche, of Washfor Miss Blandish,' to Jack Lester.
ington, Commander of Coast Guards,
to be Hart guest.
William Mollison is going solo for stated 'small boats have definitely
Eugene Loring operating summei:
school of ballet at Spencer house, first time in presenting and produc- made contacts with submarines offon outskirts of New Hope. Hopes ing venture in West End. Show is shore.'
Manner,'
ty Marguerite
Sophie Tucker, Jesse Block, Eve
to give premiere of several new bal- 'Grand
Steen.
Cast for 'Manner' will be Sully, Al Cross, Henry Dunn, Ray
lets at Playhouse before season is
headed by Marie Tempest and Al- Bolger, Tess Gardella, Terry Lawfinished.
ler, 'Eddie Davis and Toots Scho^
Paul Galileo has moved across the fred Drayton.
Firth Shephard is reviving 'Sally,' among hundreds wha came to. resort'
river from New Hope to nis new
farm house at Raven Rock, N. J. the Jerome Kem-Guy Boltoii mu- to attend funeral of -Phil Barr. Ten
Mrs. GalUco, former architect, re- sical, with Leslie Henson and 'Dor- automobiles and one bus used .to conmodeled farmhouse, which dates othy Dickson in leads. Show goes to vey fiowers sent from all over the
Prince's theatre, with cast headed cast.
back to the .Revolution..
Kenyon Nicholson, who .bowed out by Jessie Matthews, Sydney Howard
of I'layhouse m^agement even, be- and Sonny Hale.
Col. James John Gillespie, chairfore gas and tire rationing, summering at his Raven Rock farm. Has man of Moss Empires Theatres,
applied for commission in Army, and Ltd., left around ^200,000. Harry
•
By Les Beet
Hall, manager of Blackpool Tower
is working on a new comedy.
Norris Houghton, out of Prince- and ^former manager of 'Victoria
Harold Saltz, Universal booker,
ton, N. J., summer legit season, Palace and Sheotlerd's Bush, Lonentering
army.
which he promoted, due to nervous don, left $100,000.
Billy Bishop orchestra into Hotel
Navy, Army, Air Force Institute
breakdown. Recuperating at Penn
Lowry Terrace cafe.
hospital in Philly. William Miles has NAAFI), which controls EntertainBrill,
Paramount booker
Joe
been engaged by Dick Skinner to ments National Service Institute
replace Houghton at McCarter the- (ENSA), controlled by Sir Basil father of nine-pound boy.
'Biography' current offering Of
atre, which opens July 8 with the Dean, has been granted further $1.600,000 by the Government for en- Log (strawhatter) theatre.
Hartmans in Tonight at 8:30.'
Ed Finney, Walt Disney' representertainments of troops and war
tative, in fro;n Hollywood.
workers.
Zorina turned down offer to ap•Old Town Hall,! Jack Hylton's
latest radio feature, debuted at Not- pear in water 'Follies' here.
Rudy B..IKlgen^ Warner homeoffice
tingham and grossed $7,800. Contrary -to exnectation, show does not checking supervisor, a visitor.
s^sContlnacd from paf e
Sigmund Spaeth scheduled for
go into StoU's Kingsway, but cononshire and he doesn't like it; Lord tinues in the sticks. Stoll's now inilvcrsity of Mlnn,esota convocation

known on this side of the Atlantic,
•Harry Novak, head of
for
Argenttne, back from Rio trip.
'Victoria the Creaf and <The Sixty
Julto C. Loflego, director general Glorious Years,' both Herbert Wil*rom ^io biz cox 'productions.

,

New

an

'

Bnenos Aires
.

Fir* damaged
•ortu InTtosarlo.

due back at his desk

flu,

week.

.

tour,

'

>

Johnny Harris, delayed in Hollywood two weeks by attack of bronchial

after

off

Aline Brandes changed her film
to Rebel Randall.
Lana Turner returned from a bond
sales tour of the Northwest
Jan Ciechanowski, Polish Ambassador, lunched with the film biggies.
Eddie Manson back on the Warners publicity staff after six months.
Steve Broidy, returned to his desk

name

.

Loew v.p. David Bernstein's son,
name band may be given trial
Arnold, now a Naval Lieut., trans- for July 4 weekend at Saylor's Lake
ferred to the lighter-than-air divi- Pavilion, at nearby Saylorsburg. Resion at Lakewood for summer.
sult would determine spot's adopting
weekly
name schedule or laying off
Moe Sternberg, for the past' 10
years in the ad accessories depart- until a Labor Day one-nighter.
homeoffice, resigned to
ment at
try his hand ^t being a comedian.

WB

Frank Fay stopped
eastern stage tour.

sons.

,

•

season.
blackouts, etc.

Couple of local acts, Donna Gcisand dance team of Carmelita and
Lee, to Bowery nitery in Detroit.
Ted Ruta, Max Adkins' sax ace in
Stanley house orch, turned down by
army at last minute for physical rea-

ler

Artists

Motion
Aileen Brenon will be back at
Paramount in two or three weeks dancing on Saturday drawing crowd
of youngsters to YMCA's gym.
following a bad case of grippe.
Belle of New York,' at London
A floor show and band every 'The
Ethel Shutta's sportswriting husColiseum, to follow current revival
band, George Klrksey (UP), is now night will be the poUc}r at Jake of 'Maid of the Mountains.'
Enelow's nearby Craigs Meadows
'a Lieut. In Air Corp intelligence.
•Frank Parr, formerly, of dance
Hotel.
Hotel Astor, Park Central and
Charlie McCarthy inducted. For- team Carr and Parr, now' a scripter,
kindred mid-Tim^ Sq. hostelries mer organist spent last summer sea- writing most of broadcasting mahave girl elevator operators, pagettes, son at Penn-Stroud hotel's Ham- terial for Payne and Hilliard.
Robert Donat to appear in a new
etc.
mond.
of
newsRepresentative party
John White, former local musician, play by Veronica Haigh, called 'To
papermen visiting Signal Corps one-time sax for Kay Kyser, is play- Dream Again.' Miles Malleson proheadquarters at Fort Monmouth to- ing with an outfit at Erie, Pa., where Hucing the show for H. M. Tennent,
Ltd.
he works for General Electric.
day.
After Ave years as general manBuck Hill players, directed by CorGeorge Smith, western-southern
rehearsing ager to Jack Hylton, Jack Lister,
Stabler Gillam,
division manager for Par, returned nelia
quit.
from a Maine vacation during the season's first production for presen- husband of Pat Kirkwood, has
tation during 'July 4 holiday period. Joins ENSA on the entertainment
paiit week.
section.
Bobby Lees and his Detroiters,
New Jersey shore road houses, opened at The Lighthouse, in nearby
Richard '('How Green Was My
this

Hollywood

(London), ordered representative here
complete week's rest by his medico. make his future headquarters in
Harrisburg.
Jane Withers paid a visit to her
new exchange. Republic, and ped-

Stroudsburg, Pa.
By John Bartholomew

Max

at the

tained during a bombing,
Teddy Carr, managing director of

Asociados.

.53

rector,

pip, 'Elvira Fernandez,' at studios of
Sono Film in San Isidro. Co-op com-

Wednesday, Jane Z4, 1942
professional name waa
George Salvadora.
native St Loulsan, he had been
Conn., In recent
Stamford,
In
living
He was stricken 111 while
years.
visiting friends here.
Burial In St Peter and Paul cemeher tery, St Louis,
ness.

OBITUARIES
home

West Long 3ranch, N.

in

J.

Bom

whom

with

he

ANNE SUTHEELAND

Upon his father's death. Pryor left
Sousa to reorganize the then-leaderPryor band, which gave its first
concert on Nov. 15, 1903? at the Ma-

^

N

The

Y.

JOHN
John

P.

P.'

67,

success of
|

ADELE OSWOLD

^-.J^A^-Sl

|

as freeholder of Monmouth county,
J., on the democratic ticket
He
recently emerged fromi retirement
et the Asbury Park boardwalk by
conducting a series of nightly con.

and

N.

once

Chicago Opera Company, she played
roles In 'The

Land

of Nod,' 'Cinder-

rtlf the

LUIGI

OWEN

I

^

^*S.
Mother,

Mrs.

up the
Ulhess

He was

fatal.

^xtbook

on

Elizabeth

the

radio,

Levlne;

wilow, Jane Lowell, former model,
.and an infant daugLter survive.

—

.

JESSIE

BOND

Jessie Bond, 89, one of two sur.
°* tl^e Savoyards,

Michael Edward Hanley, 84, veteran showman, suicided June 18 at
Fort Wayne, Indi, by shooting. He
reUred several years ago after
spending more than "io years con.
ducting traveling shows. He formerly operated a number of theatre^ In Indiana and Ohio- and owned
1^ thefatre In Bluffton, Ind, at the
time of his death. An actor, direc;tor, producer and film exhibitor dur
ing his long theatrical career, Han.
ley had been ill more than three
I

vears

^^^^0 SrG^sTpTras*'^!
Wed^'j^e nTrr^li,^;^
Sussex,

^^^^

SUTHERLAND FELCE

Bom

broadcast with Gertrude Lawrence,
and then joined Alice Delysla con
<=ert party In Cairo around Christ
|

I

*"as,

GEOEGE SALVADOEA
George Westlaln Davles,

'

60,

Dean Klnoald, arranging and

play,

MARRIAGES
Vinnl Likely to John Augustus
Frederick, In Peterson, N. J., June
Bride Is member of Badio City
21.
Music Hall Rockettes.

78,

acrobatic

iiig

sax with Alvino Rey, goes into
Army next week.

opera

tenor, died In St. Mary's hospital, St
Louis county, after a lingering iH-

.

Bay

BBOWN

MAGGIE POETEB COLE

radio publicist for the Army, First
Phil Harris end his crew are set Corp Area; he's announcer at WBA,
for the Columbia musical, "What's Boston.
Buzzin' Cousin?'
Carol Llttlg to Capt Arthur Menken, Jime 20, in San Diego, Cal. He
Bosettb Wllllaau, vocalist, joins Is former Paramount newsreel war
Les Hite ^and, rehearsing in Call, correspondent now In the Army.
Elizabeth Ryce Howard to Edgar
fornia after reorganization.
G. (Ted') Sisson, Jr, In New York,
June 16. Groom Is executive In raRyail
dio department of Pedlar
Follies' ad agency; bride was his secretary

&

&

'Lunchtime

Maggie Porter Cole, 05, former
sContlnned from pace 1:
stager and last of the Fisk JubUee
Singers, Negro troupe which toured during their respective lunch-hours
extensively during the late 19th cen- at the Todd plaht
Although the
tury, died June 15 In the Phyllis Theatre Wing units Intend to mul.
Wheatley Home, Detroit
tiply, via the monetary cooperation
of various defense plants expected to
MATHIAS PAULI
follow suit the organization has al.
Mathlas Pauli, 64, for 25 years a lotted $10,000 for the continuance of
bass violinist with the Philadelphia- the Idea until such cooperation
Orchestra, died last Tuesday (16) at gained.
Lankenau hospital, Philadelphia.
The elected ,commlttee in charge
Survived by widow and son,
of 'Lunchtime FoUles' consists of
Hart and George Heller, AFRA ex.
Fnudc L. Madden, 57, manager of ecutlve secretary, as co-c'halrmen,
the Hudson theatre, Hudson, Mass. Kermit Bloomgarden, general man.
died Friday (19) In theatre lobby of ager Herman Shumlin office, as genheart attack.
eral manager, and Aline MacMahon
Surviving are widow," son, sister as secretary. Bert LyteU, president
and three brothers.
of Equity, is acting as adviser.
M.c.lng the show were Hart and
Ogllvle G. Mitchell. 42, partner In Alan Reed, comedian, whose gags
Norman Hart
Mitchell, attorneys throughout didn't altogether register.
to the- Cinematograph Exhibitors As- Outstanding, however, were Harri.
sociation (England), died June 8 in son and Fisher, dance team who
a Harrow, Eng., nursing home from founa most of the yard-worker's ap'
pneumonia after three days' illness, preciatlon. They went ..through two

same agency.
Dorothy Born6r to Angus Duncan,
in New York, June 13. Groom is on
at

.

.

Equity's staff In N. Y.

Ruth Terry to John MarHa, In
Las Vegas, Nev., June 20. Bride is
film actress; .he's a test pilot

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bonnell,
daughter, June 15, In New York.
Father is legit actor, currently appearing Iq road company of 'My
Sister Eileen.'

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Bullough, son.

May

24,

in Salt Lake City. Father

violinist for

KSL

(Salt

Lake

la

City)

orchestra.

Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Hicks, daughter,

,May

Father

Lake

is

In' Salt
organist for

28,

Lake
KSL,

City.
Salt

City.

and Mrs. Kaye Roylance, son.
May 28, In Salt Lake City. Father
Iilr.

Is violinist for KSL house orch.
Mr. and Mrs.. Paul Sloan, son^ in
routines to the itiano, show's sole
Warren H. Billings, 50, Akron, O, source of music, with Linda Sage at Pittsburgh, June J4. Father Is on
veteran musician -who played trum- the keys.
engineering! staff.
Sunny O'Dea's smart
pet In orchestras at the Palace, Co- tapping was the opener.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Jackson, daughlonial, and Loew's theatres there,
The Man Who Went' to Moscow, ter, in Hollywood, June 18. Father
died June 11 after a year's Illness.
comedy skit prepared by Kaufman Is screenwriter and playwright
and Hart hit strongly with David
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jloss, son,
Gnssle Plennont, 75, mother of Bums as Hitler; Nat Cantor, Coby June J8; In New York. Father Is
Sidney Piermont, Loew's stage book- Ruskin, Jack Arnold and Will Lee production mgr. of Paramoimt Muing head, and Ben Piermont former were puppet generals acting as foils sic Publishers.
vaude booker, died June 17 In New to Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony DeLIsle,
York.
Anne Francine, socialite song, daughter. In Detroit, June 15. Father
stress, with Harold Rome at the Is manager of the Regal theatre, De'
Mother 92, of Robert Golden, as- piano. Introduced Rome's new tune, troit
.
^
sistant director at Metro, died June •For Defense,' gag song with lyrics
Mr. and Mrs. John Farmer, daugh16 In Los Angeles.
buUt along the 'I Said No' lines. She ter. In Yonkers, N. Y., June 21.
also sang 'Blues in the Night' and Father is personnel manager at RKO
William H. Beok, former head 'Heart of Texas,' registering weU,
home offices.
property man at the Forrest theatre,
The -windup consisted of pep talk
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Moss, son,
Philadelphia, died last week at tiie delivered, by Naval lieut J. D. Gess June 10, In New York. Father Is
Lankenau hospital In that city. For ford, delineating the ^importance of legit and radio actor; mother is
years he was a member o£ the board defense work for the war ^ort
Stella Reynolds, radio writer.

KDKA

I

Sutherland Felce, 34, died sudden
England.
Durward Lely',
living la Glasgow, is now the
Ji^e 6 In Anglo-American hosplsole
survivor.
tal, Cairo, Egypt from pneumonia,
In London, Miss Bond had ^'elce has been prominent vaudevll
been active lir her musical career ^an and cabaret entertainer in Eng.
from childhood to the age of 46. ^^nd. Originally in stockbrokerage
'When, in 1896, she retired after her P^^^ess, he came Into show biz
marriage. She became a member of ^otm 16 years ago.
the Savoyards in 1881 and appeared
Went east to entertain troops,
consistently in major Gilbert and traveling via Canada, where he
Sullivan roles.
In 1879 Miss Bond began a threeyear stay In the United States, playJng Hebe In 'H. M. S. Pinafore' at the
Fifth Avenue theatre. New York.
The role had marked her stage debut
^t the Opera CJomlque, London, on
May 25, 1878; Her following appear,
ance In New Yprk was as Edith in

CONNELL

NELLIE FILLMORE

I

1

J.

Connell,

Mrs. Nellie Fillmore BrOwn, 75,
character actress of old-time vaude.
ville and musical comedy, died In
Winthrop, Mass., June 20.
She started her career at age of
six and toured the~U. S., Canada
and Mexico. Survived by husband.

WPA

General Mo-

J.

15 in Toledo.

I

tSSf series,
o!if«5T?*'v
Tors
but had to give
assl^ent because of the

Burke Run-in
ssContlnned from pace li^s

Zoe Alyn to Ned Washington, June
20, in Hollywood. He's a songwriter.
Margaret M. Bohn to Wendell PalConch, bass player with mer, In Milwaukee, June 20. He's
Walton Family had i>erformed Johnny Long, another candidate for 'WTMJ continuity writer, magician
Army uniform. He's studying and ventriloquist.
with the Al G. Fields Minstrels for an
aeronautical navigation. Jesse CampEllzabeth..McDonald to Jack Manover 15 years and had toured with
bell replaced.
ning, in Boston, June 21. Bride is
several circuses, notably Ringllng.

Owen

'

-

'

sto<ik out to the licensed
truckers for the return trip.
In other words. It's now possible
to achieve patriotism and underwrite transportation expenses at the
same time. And to the soul of the
average studio comptroller, that's
practically the millennium.

rolling

his imlform.
that it was a
Jonas has holdover from the last war and .90W
his stage prop, the MP's said he had
no right to wear it In public, and
Ben Tonng orchestra has settled in started to haul him in.
for the summer at the Book Casino,
Burke, who was in a hurry to make
Detroit
matinee at the 44th Street, after
just completing one at the 46th
Ted Shalte has replaced Jack Street, couldn't convince the khaki
Pluckter as first sax and manager of coppers that he was an actor In his
Johnny Kovach's orch. Pluckter work clothes. Finally he persuaded
new heads a Kovach unit at Tot's them to accompany him to the 44th
Bajrview Inn, East Keansburg, N. J, Street where the MP men were convinced by the management

dancer and last surviving member the
of the Walton Family act, died June

.

.

vately-owned trucks to lease their

formerly was a
Singer her husband Joseph.
Latter was
Irving Carroll orchestra, displaced
stage manager of Top-Notchers,' at Dempsey's restaurant N. Y., last
two-a-day vaude, which terminated week by Dick Stabile's band, ivlll be
at the 44th Street, N. Y., Saturday booked hencefOrth by Music Corp.
COHDNI
(20).
of America.
violinist; died

|

"

on hand in that

In this way, the studios

Adele Oswold, 63, singer In opera,
vaudeville and musical comedy, died
the Bowery, Detroit
June 17 in Los Angeles following a at
gone Into &e Army.
heart attack. Once a member of the

Lulgl Comunl, 69,
Widow, two sons, Arthur, Jr, and June 21 In New York. For the
Roger, orchestra leader, film player past two years ho had been assoend former husband of Ann Sothern, elated with the San Carle Opera
survive. Arthur, Jr., Is vlce-presi- Company orchestra.
dent of B3J>. St O. advertising
Comunl came to. this country in
agency,
1921 with the Arturo Toscanlni or
chestra from the I<a Scala, Milan.
He was a member of Metropolitan
MADBICE LOWELI.
During
orchestra for eight years.
Blaurlce
('Maury') Lowell, 81,
the Samuel Insull regime he was
Chicago
of the
"vaster
Ii?im".«f'T.JifiB^f
S^«°"'^°'T*,M"^^^
aihnent June 18, in Billings
hospital, f.:™.- ctaa^n
Chicago.
He had been iU only a
Widow and two daughters surshort time.
FuneraT was In Mil.
vIve.
waukee, his honie town.
Lowell was a graduate of Wis
FLOBENCE MOBBISON
consln University with A.B, M.A,
and liXiSr. degrees and was a memHorence Morrison, 65, stage ac.
bcr of the Wisconsin' bar. He toured tress, died In Denison, Texas, at -the
as an actor with Eva Le Gallienne's home of her mother. Funeral serv.
Civic Repertory troupe and in 1934 Ives were held June 16,
joined the NBC production staS-. ln
Miss Morrison was married to
Chicago, directing such programs as
LeNoir, fll mplayer, and had
•Ma Perkins,' 'Clara, Lu and Em,' b'een active In the
theatre as
*VIc and Sade' and others. He came a drama coach and In radio in New
to New York In 1939 to become a h^ork. Plays in which she appeared
staff director for Benton & Bowles, we^e 'N. Y. Exchange,' 'Good Grahandling 'Lincoln Highway,' 'Woman clous, Annabel,' The Great Mouthof Courage,' 'Hlen Randolph,' and Plece,' Take It From Me'
and
the Prudential show.
others.
At NEC she played Tn
Lowell later freelanced and dl- 'P*PP*r Young's Family.'
tected "This SmaU Town' and 'Listen
Husband and mother survive.
America.' He was slated to be one
of the three co-directors of 'Cheers
MICHAEL E. HANLET

.

locality.

managed

Mldgeta.

certs.

T

:

Sammy Handel has replaced Sax- questioned him about
man Hal Jonas In Benny Resh's band When Burke told them

^J'^

proved

tion authority has

^sConttnned from pace 4

HABBT

ella Girl' and! 'My Maryland,' which
•Oh The Eve of Her Wedding Day.' era.
was written by her husband, George
^
„,
^
. „.„
of Billy md
team
The yaudevlUo
•Queen Titenia,' 'On Jersey Shore.'
Rosener, who survives.
aU over the
end The Whistler and His Dog' are M^r'f
others of his more than 300 composi- h?<"}<^' ^''"5 i""? ,f
CHABLOTTE HESS
"
^
England and Australia. He likewise
tlong
Charlotte Hess, 39, died In Beth
Although he retired In 1933, Pryor P^'^*'*il?o1,*^t^.lYiiIi,^wUh*^S
Israel hospital, N. Y., June 19. She
entered poUUcs to- win an election
wTiVg^s'
dancer, teamed with

nlz"^

from page

lished, and load up for the return
trip with anything the transporta-

On the Upbeat

Fort Wayne,

s^tfntlnned

I^ast-

York. tlon for use by another unit, It will
have to contact one of the ODTs
despatch..o&Ices, soon to be estab-

Other plays in which Miss Suther- Castle Square company, performing Tossas, Latin singer, to his outfit at
land- performed^ were The Stool with Howard Hansell, Lillian Krem- Steve Gresch's Wonder Bar In ClevePfdgeon,' G. B. Shaws The Cat and ble, Mary Young and John Craig.
land last weel^
The Canary and n the orlgmal proAuction of 'Craig's Wii^e' by George
BOBINS
George Dotty, playing Purltas
Klly.^„Befor^-8-fJ^l
65,- former owner of Springs Park In Ohio currently, takRobins,
Harry
"YtS
company, she had been starred with
the Rex and Bijfour theatres. Youngs- ing outfit Into Hotel Cleveland's
the Daniel Frohman company for
town, O., died of a heart attack at Bronze Room In Cleveland July 9 to
several years.
Jameson Hospital, New Castle, Ind., succeed Joseph Sudy.
Retiring from the stage In 1928,
June 18, after a long illness.
Miss Sutherland opened a restauColeman Hawkins, tenor sax, has
Widow, two sons, a daughter,
rant In New York's Greenwich Vilthree brothers and two sisters sur- organized eight-piece jive unit of his
lage.
own at Benny Mason'ii Fairm nltery
vive.
in Qleveland,

1

wmcn

Abe

New

Ind., theatre owner for years, died
June 13 after a month's Illness. The
old Broadway, Transfer, and Grand

the band over the next 30 years -was
He
closely linked with' his name.
toured the country several times.
For years, the band played consecutive summers and winters on the
boardwalk at Asbury Park, N. J., and
Royal Palm Park, Miami, respectively. With Victor and other comBILLY HABT
panies, Pryor made many recordings
Bniy Hart, 78, for more than 60
end with the ascension of radio, he
was featured on the air by as many years an actor In vaudeville, bur.
lesque and films, died Jime 18 In Los
as six nationally known sponsors.
Highly productive as a composer, Angeles. Bom William Lenhart he
Pryor's works include several light went on the stage in his teens, later
operas.
Notable among them are becoming associated as a comedian
•Jingaboo,' "Un-iles. Tom's Cabin' and with Eddie Foy and others of that

.

mother

(Mrs,

June 18 la

MOLLET

MoUet,

70,

Arms

fogel), died

I

Europe.

jestic theatre,

1918.

Mr*. Minnie AmiluHU,
of France;

Log Cabin, Armonk, N. ,Y, while might conceivably find themselves
PoweU plays a week at the Earle tnmdllng back over the road to
Anne Sutherland, 75, former mu- theatres. Ft. Wayne, were owned by theatre, Philadplphle. Childs opens Hollywood with anything from radishes to railroad ties. Or from safety
sical comedy star, died June 22 in him, and he managed the Faroy, also tomorrow (Thuts.).
pins to crowbars.
Pilgrim State Hospital, Brentwood, Ft Wayne, which he eventually purL. I.
chased.
Tommy Llnelian rejoined Woody Of course, the picture people can
Beginning her 60-year career at
Daughter, three brothers and three Herman's ban^ In Detroit last week wait on location and bring their own
16, Miss Sutherland made her first sisters survive.
after three-week hospital stay forced equipment back in the trucks, thus
stage appearance as Buttercup in
keeping within both the letter and
by minor, but painful operation.
'H. M. S. Pinafore,' Gilbert and SulABTHOE MACK
spirit of the law. However, there's
livan operetta. As a member of Nat
Arthur J. McKay, 65, known proneat angle on that.
Herb Haxenor bowed Into MoGoodwin's Company in the late fessionally as Arthur Mack, died in naco's Cafe, Cleveland, Monday (22),
The State law governing 'common
1800b, she appeared in 'The City of Jamaica Plain, Mass., June 10, from where his crew replaced Kugene carriers' states that this may only
be
Pleasure,' 'Zaza,' The White Horse gas poisoning suffered In Flanders Jelesnik's.
done by licensed truckhig comTavern,' "The Price of Peace' and during World War I.
panies. But the ODT has figured a
toumed other productions.
MaOk performed with the old
AUonso Chavei added Rublta way around this,' namely, for pri-

su/Iered a stroke a few days
before his death.
in St. Joseph, Mo., Pryor
was considered a child music prodigy at three when he learned to play
the drums. Instructed by his father,
Samuel Pryor, director of the orig
Inal Pryor band, he quickly learned
several Instruments, being exceptlonally proficient with the trombone, which he began to study at the
age of 17. Shortly after, he became
associated as trombonist and later as
assistant cond.ictor with John Philip

He had

Sousa,

around

'Bring-Back-Load'

A

iThe Pirates of Penzance.' On
ASTnCB PETOE
retUTn to London Miss Bond resumed
. lu
Tj,,.», 11 Kor„imo<!tor
J^'
A^J?"'
at the Savoy theatre, _
„l^°^tl'f:j^H
extended her acUvlties
whose career
composer, ^'^S:Her husband, Lewis Ransome, died
over 50 years, died June 18 at his
1

His.
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Next Week
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!

8«r«nne«

Mersap

I

TrUnoB

lOAHI
Club

Martin

Ore
Hothec Kell7'e°
Jack aby Oro
Club
Paul Mall
Hal Ijane OrO'
VaadarbUt Hotel
-

Silver**

SItnpaona
jjallottea (I)
•i'Dinmy Nunex

_
Ore
Ore

naMon

Don

Ronl Carr
Dotty Sing Ore
Nell Dlegbaa'*
J Hackett Ola

Jury Law ton

Tamara

T.nis'a

&

Robliuan

KlrV

Uarle

t«|BiilBK'*

Frank Uurtha
Barrle & Brenda

Jlyica

<3)

«>

.

—

Sheila Starr

Patricia

J>arker

Crawford Parker
Houae Lin* (6>

^

New

ArllattoB Lodge
Fnll Allwea Oro
Bill

Medio

Wnda & Wade

Nlzc» Cat*

Lou Lucky Oro
Cozy Harris

Benny Burton Ore

Gloria Dale

Ted. Blak*

RomaB
Oasb
Dale SpAhfer

FhMB
Don RutCsr

SI Clefc

Tarabl*

Tloy Miller
Dale Harkne**
Bddl* Miller
Jsrry Manning
TreloB

TaeU

ClBb

Hlddleman Ore

Jaolde Heller
Sylvia FroOB

Marty Schramm
4 Kings & que*a

Jan Murray
Do Sylva Twins
Bd Rlokard

(Uay •Ca)
Dorothy Nesbltt

a

Hanne((Ulns

AveBBe

George
Arlen*

Welles

On

Day

Bill Clydeadal*

Hotel BeoseTell
Joe Vera
Sam Barl
Joe Petroselll

Howard
.

Felling

CBhiB OrtU
Walter*

Hind* On'

BtsI

Pen

Covato Ore

Nick Lucas
Moore & Moore
Rla RIanda

Bar)

C ft A Joy
Vanettes

Lenox Gordon
Dvno Belli
John Fritz

Vletoiy Lonnge

Kennywoed Park Joey Reynolds
Jimmy Gamble Ore Freddy Rose
Sally T^ng
Webster Hall
Eric

W

til*

& B

Great

Nelson Moplea Oro
Faehlonettea

»rorrls

Slerry-ao-BoDBd
Weat View Park
Howard Daum Ore Brad Hunt Oro
Jeanne Boas
Joanle Regal

PHILADELPHIA

that,

such headllners

as Joe K. Lewis, Bert Labr and Bert
Wheeler would be able to overcome
Chi's natural obstacles in the sum'

mer.

Frank Natale
Mike Bandreito
Ttna Madrid

Hotel Bobcaley

Coast usually do okay, whereas an
original Chi production usually has
a tough time getting over. It had

.

Sammy

John Bonguldl

successful runs in N: Y. or on the

been figured

Sky-Vac

Harry Blgloy
Kifcorts

((Continental
Billy Catlxone

sContlnned from pafc 47s

Frank Ramo* Ore

H

A

Bemhetm.

Editor, 'Variety':
I

son,

am

very worried regarding my
Barry Thomson. Sir Benjamin

Fuller advised me to write y o^ to
see If you could give us some news
of him. The last letter from him
'

was dated Oct 2, 1941. At that tirne
he was playing lead with Miss Ruth
Chatterton.

We know in these days mails are
v«ry irregular but
is a long time.
tSy wife and I wiU be very grateful
if you can find time to Write and. it..
possible give us some news. I Have
also written to Miss Ruth Chatterton. I am sure you understand.
Dr. H. Barry Thomson,

K

—

P.S. ^You have sent a fine lot of
your boys here and' they have settled
down and are very popular. We like
them and they like us. One of your
Air Force boys married a niece of
mine about two weeks ago. They
are fine fellows and are welcomed

everywher.e,

H. B. T.

Iceland 'Hot' Spot
sCOBtlnned from pa<« J;

to sing, dance, wisecrack
horns professionally back

Various gimmicks were tried to
Chi layout out ot the b.o.
doldrums. Including a guest-star ap'
pearance by Bob Hope last WedneS'
day night (17). Hope -v^orked for
several minutes on the stage and
cracked that 'he hadn't expected to
play a benefit' in Chicago. Martha
Scott showed up at the theatre the
following night, but didn't go up'<)n
the stage. Joe E. Lewis and Btft
Lahr also strived for intiinecy with
the customers by 'setting 'em up' in
the tavern next door to the Grand
Opera House during intermissions.
This cost the comics some coin end
the customers appeared to enjoy
the music haU atmosphere, but the
gag didn't bring many new custompull the

.

and blow

fleers

The dub

dub.

is a.

collection

home be- of Nlssen huts, the way most army
spots are, but it Is less crowded than
fore they put on -uniforms.
Premiere showing was before Maj. the Borg. Dancing at the Borg on
Gen. C. H. Bonesteel, staff officers Saturday or Sunday nights is as
and high ranking guests ftom Brit- .rongh and tumble as playing guard
ish forces. Xater the show will be on a football team.
Music at the British club is by
taken around to outlying camps;
The
where the bciys never see a live show a British force orchestra.
imless the Bed.' Cross girl workers parties are formal, which means the
girls
wear long dresses and the ofting that it makes him feel 'a little think one up.
'Comjaand Performance' not only ficers polish their buttons. Amerghoulish,' inaugurated this petticoat
icun
officers are not members but
Invasion a couple of weeks ago with gives the boys a chance to- do their
many of them are present as guests,'
the signing of M. F. K. Fisher, au- stuff but permits them the luxury
There's' Jiquor to be had, .to».
t.oress of comedy cookbooks, and Is of wearing white shirts with their
American camps hold dances now
couple of lads even apdickering
with'
other
feminine uniforms.
and then in their clubrooms alt
peared In 'civvies.'
scriveners.
which Amwican nurses rub elbows
Censorship regulations fbrbid menUntil this drive of -Dozier's started,
with the Icelandic 'stulkas' (that 1»
Paramount had listed but two women tion of individual names, but some the Icelandic word lor girl). Bigwriters under contract for a number, of the entertainers were known in gest and best parties are those by
former the American
of years, these being Virginia Van show circles back home.
army air corps.
New York radio annoimcer did a
Upp and Muriel Bolton.
Icelanders are. great enthusiasts
comedy turn with a boy who used for American movies, although the
*
Par Storlnc 'Em
to play carnival shows along the east films they see often are
two years
Indicative of that studio's cam- coa^; a former dance Instructor did
campaign to amass completed shoot- tango -and waltz numbers with an old. There are \,vfo film houses in
Reykjavik, the Gamla Bio aqd Nyja
ing material. Paramount, despite the
American .nurse; and a magician Bio.
fact that it already l^as in the can
kept the crowd laughing -with card
Each house has two evening persufficient features to carry its retricks, a cigaret gag and some hand- formances, all seats reserved, and
lease schedule through the end of
kerchief slelght-of-hand.
it Is necessary to wait In line at 1
1942, with others before the cameiras,
p.m. to obtain tickets for night perNnraea Timi Singers
has 10 finished scripts stored away.
Two American nurses- took time formances^ Continuous sho'Wlngs
One, The Murder Farm,' for instance, doesn't g;o tmtll the spring of off from their hospital chores to don't exist. There is a 10-mInute
next year, and this is no program sing, one doing the Italian street Intermission in the middle of eacU
st^ene with a soldier chorus and the performance, during which lantern
picture, but one for Bob Hope.
Others all ready to shoot on a' mo- other a group of songs from the last slides advertising local shops ere
flashed on the screen; The film is
ment's notice include a Crosby pic- war.
ture, 'Manhattan at Midnight,' "Let's
The or(!hestra consisted of former stopped right in the middle at InFace It,' 'China Pass,' 'Very Hot in dance band players who played both termission time, no matter how exHaiti' and The Hottest Gal in Town,' hot and sweet This place is so out citing the scene.
Printed programs describing the
life story ot Texas Guinan.
of date on jazz that when the orAnd Par at the moment has a chestra struck lip 'Deep hi the Heart plots in Icelandic are sold, although
score of writers working on 14 of Texas' officers began asking each most patrons understan(j enough
English to enjoy the films unaided.
scripts, all top-budget productions.
other what that 'new* tune was.
Current attractions are Bob HopeMetro, not so far ahead on prodNobody has ever accused Reyk-.
.

'

.

Chi Vaude Fold

-

Phil

Seeks Barry thomson
Melbourne.

civilian.

Wanrlek Hotel
Roy Morton Ore
Consequently, forward-looking stuWeber's Hot 4faB dio executives have laimched a proCamdea
,grain to hoard scripts, which ac3 Flames
counts for the record number of
Slems
Bob Stanton
writers currently at work in Holly'
Moss Plerson Ce'
wood, now exceeding 600.
Temple City (4)
Jnles Flacco's Ore
Pacing this program Is Paramount,
Raths>r Eldaradlanr
where scripts are being accumulated
Dave Plerson
for pictures that will not be filihed
Xaeht Club
for as much as a year ahead, and
Anne Tally
Jack Hutchinson
where a definite campaign to Import
Demarcos (2)
women writers Is tmder way.
Janice Raise
Helen Jarrloo
Bill Dozier, head of Paramoimt's
Victor Nelson Ore
story department, candidly admit

'

Tommy Mandro*

Hotel Heaiv
(rtUver GrllU

Jny Mnd
Hotel tVm

Katharine King
Johnny Dora
Sherman Bro* & T
Harry Taylor Oro

Rollo Plan
Baolrrel Cecp

KUdle Peyton
Marlon Mailer

pat MeCaaler
Hotel feit SVH
Ken Bailor Ore
Johnny Hlubelt'
llkTry Walton
JcMle Wheatley

Sandy McPheraon

Body Paul Oro
Warren 4k fiurkla

pletely,
unfeeling'
and undlstingulShett bands ls'bouiia 'to full;—

,

Balzer Sis

Bedd'B Cafe

.

.

Grille

Showboat

BlU LeRoy Ore

Colonial

Barl Denny

Thunderbolts
Beta Zane
Jack Taon Oro
Hirer Drive Ter
Dlok Wharton Oro

BQb Laxar Ore

Art Facrar Ore
Eddie PertoB'e
Geo OverbQlt Ore

Billy

Monette Uoor*

Bataibew Terrace
CStrafford, Pa)
Gene Byman Oro
Blta CarftoB
Howard Lanin Ore

'

Cornell Cooper

Kb

Kayo A Grey

Joe Klein
Hal * DoUy

BooflcWoegia Clab
Alice Brooks Oro
Boue Sbermaa
Mail* BImon
Buddy Walab
KRcetaors* 'WUUam*
Harry Comorado
Cork ma* BeMU
Lloyd Fox

Hoarding Scripts

.

Don Ooatello
Gloria French

Mat Hon**
Art Blakey Ore
Cbuok Wlleon

BIM BMc* lu

Hotel

Henry Patrick
Tvonettsa

Boreo
MoNallle SI*
S Whirlwinds

Dottle Doteon

Max

Lord & Janice
Frankle Schlutb

mile

nay Bobbins

.

'

U. Uarlaco Ore
Bob Carter

Gloria Foster

Jeanettes (12)

Jock Downle
Frank Palnmbo's

Bsqulr**

Meredllb Ore
Harvey Georso
BUI flnea'a
Cliuck 7oeter Ore

Geo Krlnog
Maurle Sweldlow

Joe Ritchie

Hlllcnst

Dorothy Uattbews

I.ou

'

Leonarjl Coke
^Old Mill rnn
Morse Sla

fITTBBUBOH

diocrities passing for musicians, or
event technically proficient but com-

—

-

Jean Remington

Maria Stanley

noblDBOD Ore

KIMr Davlii'*
Willie iJhor*

.

,

.Marlon

Ben Ferry
Jooa Da Voe

.

Bros

I.uvkryette*
lAi^t

23.

.

& Caraon
Hugo Martlnelll
Rhythm Maniacs
Richards

D

Itous

June

employment of part-time me-

force

-

Geo Marohettl Ore
Old Halls Tavera
lA>ula Katcb Oro
(Emo Pace Bom) Music Hall Gls (3)
FiTo O'clock Olab Terry Lynn
Harry Holly
<'y Landry
Rakoma
McDonald
Gall
SDnya Shaw
Stephanie & Craig
Andre Villon
ssc Green
Lola Maaaey
Wally Wancer Co
Mnrt Uennli Ore
Billy Hay* Ore
Bohrador Oro
I'°ablan Storoy Ore
Open Door Cafe
Wianle'e Blptlde
Jlnunle'e
Quardamen (8)
Cim 'WInoblll
Beli
nnherta Staenrood
Marie Lew'ii

.Si>aulilIncB

O.,

In Be: FetrlUo's Edict
New York.

King Bros, circus, newest mud Editor, 'Variety':
trick, piled u]p added worries here
Mr, JPetrillo, in attempting to stop
Thursday (W) when one' of show's canned" miislc and" 'force"' the" rtHir-;
big tractor- trailers turned over while ing of musicians, ignores one factor
roimding a iurve on hill and plowed of public demand the qualitative
through a cemetery. Mishap killed factor.
Harlem Hlghland'ra Cornelius Ford of Columbus, Injured
The whole history of recorded
Beatrice * Danily
four others. Show didn't get mat- music proves that the public doesn't
Warren Bodan
inee under way until 4 o'clock and care whether its music is. canned or
Agnes WllUs
Night perform- not, as long as it's good. And un6Stb St BathskeOei played to handful.
ance crowd better but farfrom ca- fortunately, good music, almost alDean Kelly
Grade Steele
pacity.
"ways, can only be obtained in cans.
Bill Bennett
Allen King, fdrmer wild animal
Lola £ Marino
Specifically,
take away canned
Prlncaaa Chang Lee trainer who owns the show, says
music from small night spots and
Tony Bennett Oro
Ohio hasn't given show 10 days on small radio stations and the only
Swaa Olab
which
the
trick managed to make alternative is mediocre music and
Jo* Wong
the nut Show had three weeks of that we (the public) won't stand
Bert Gilbert
Curtis & I^roy
rain and colcL Show leaves Ohio fori
Vincent Rlzzo Ore
middle of week, heads Into Indiana
Except for about 50
bands
3 Ouesaes/
Iris Wayne*
wh«:e showmen are reported figur- throughout the country, every other
Shadrach Boys
ing the picking is good.
local dance' band, pickup, or orLea Bohn
King Bros. oSers new setup for ganized, Is, at best, mediocre, and
Marty Bohn
truck shows, presenting all of its at worst it shouldn't happen on susTowB Tavera
Louisa Angert
acts in one ring with 140-foot round taining!
^(ary Novls
top.
Zavattas,
Zoppes,
Hobsons,
Having been educated to the best,
Frank Page
Hoaglan Stallions, Fischer Elephants the public just w<m't go for anyOllla Ollgarlo
Jack I«ld
among top acts. Frank Stout Is thing less. I'd rather do without
28 tb Cealair
equiesMan director and Claude My- completely than have to listen to,
Sally La Marr
ers has seven-piece band.
Pat Jullano (3)
much less hire, some of the deadly
Harry MoKay
members in good standing of Local
.TranaAtlsntle L'ge.
00 rve heard!
Pen Fay
If the musician's union maintained
Leny Peyton (3)
professional standards they might
Vealee OrOI
have a case, but any attempt to
Vesta Victoria
SsContlnaed from page 7sSa
Colette Topper
Phil Da Jongh
al
agencies,
both
military
and

Mary Love

Rboda Cbaso

BaU

'

Akron,

0.

Frank Hassal Ore
StiB Bay Oardea*
Aelming Oro
Cleo Barr

Blabop
Barl Booker
Lillian

Van

LUCK AND BAD BIZ IN

M;

'

j.ihn Erbr.

Ixiumel

from pace

Jimmy Luncetord O Kenny Shaffer (8)
Silver Lake laa
Gloria Mann
•TroaTlU*
Col Geo Reed
Dlok Wade
Alice Luco'y
Blllr Holiday
Unrray Bhythm Bar Juanlta Canaino
a Ii«gter
'& Diane
Dlax
Fay Ray
Splrlta ot Rbytbin

Winsy U«non» Ore

.

A

A

-

.

'

Alpine HoBlcal
Huntsmen
Bar
(B Walton Boof)
Mike Pedecin (3)
ers to the boxofifice.
Costain* A Barry
ucf IK fne''6ffll,'TSf^e-Sfce«?.81Terisrs+5 a^M'^of^mi'-S'^aii-m&^v;jf'
Daley Mae HepCats Herbert
Curbello Or
^eVlslena
Faye In 'Lillian Russell/^
ish writing 'activity, with 96 writers There's one night life spot the ball- Alice
CiDb Ball
Don Rlobard*
Stump & Stumpy
Vaudeville's 'com« back,' per se, at work on Bl stories, while 20th-Fox room of the Hotel Borg, and It closes Tyrone Power in 'Blood and Sand'
I-oa Caballeros
Peggy Loeb
DeNar & Denis*
in Us most successful manifestations has 53 writing folk hewing out 44 at 11:30 pjn. For refreshment there just finished, a week's run at the
QIaraobr Gl*
Jerry Taps
Rose Gallo
under Clifford C. Fischer's aegis, tales, both including numerous pro- Is coffee or 1% Icelandic beer. Ice- Nyja Bio. The Icelanders pactlculieloyd Mackay*
Helen Heatb
larly like Gene Autry westerns and
Frank Hall
has undergone a number of re- gram pictures. Warners has 17 im- land Is undergoing prohibition.
Eddie Do Luca Ore
Balllovolica
plenty of bang-bang action.
visions, so far as this producer's portant productions being put Into
Penny Davis
Every night a dance band of IceHepUne'Bathskellei
One of the biggest things that has
Alan Fielding Ore
'Priorities' at the 46th Street thea- script form by 20 'writers, with other landers led
Gypsy Monya
by an Englishman, Jack happened in Reyl^avlk in
a long
Ben BraakllB
Joe Campo
tre, N, v., and the shortlived Top- scribblers on loVer budget films.
until 11:30.
plays
from
9
Quinet
Alice Mitchell
Ton-ne & Knott
At Universal similar activity pre- Then a bell rings, waiters grab for time was the visit of Douglas FairDay, Dawn & Dusk Notchers' at the 44th Street are
Cyril Rodney
banks, Jr, last fialL
The younger
concerned. For one thing, it's con- vails. Of 55 features on company's the
Dave Gold Ore
Piitrlclal HaU
and everybody Icelandic females were
tabledothes
plenty agog
Buddy Harrl*
Lswler** Swing Bar clusive that two-a-day vaude seems 1942-43 program eight have been leaves.
Arllne Thompaoa
all the time the ship on which FairWendell Mason
too hazardous; the 46th Street show completed and four are shooting. In
Leo Zollo
Hie Icelandic girls, many of whom banks was serving as a lieutenant
Merry Men
is now oh a 10-show schedule, mati- addition, one script is in .final form
Hcnnj lb* Bam'** Grace Wynne
woyld be blonde beauties on BroadMarie Satalle
nees being Wednesday, Saturday and and 10 .tentative screenplays have way with a little fixing, stroll In as was In port
Susan Lane
Charlie Chaplin's 'The Great Dic^Jewel BIlB
been completed, with 11 others in
rhyiua ).>oeter
Sunday.
Marie Darling
the
band
starts;
They
sit in groups tator' was shown
£t Oouchoa
for the British
On the other hand. Grade Fields' work.
l4jglon Bar
Carroll'*
Onlyand Columbia do not of twos or threes, and wh6n the mu- forces recently. There also was a
Bose Venntl (3)
good matinees draw in Top-NotchGalnca Ore
seem to have joined the drive as yet, sic starts the men head for their private showing In one of the IceMotfs Melville
Cnrrollottea
ers' belied Fischer's previous findfavorite
partners.
landic
inovie houses, but there wa*
both being somwhat below par.
Klolse Mack
Udo Venice
ings that the femmes, \,o6 busy in
Illlde Simmons
After
the
dance
ends,
the
girls
reno
public performance for the IceFranble Belasco
Joan Gay
the war effort these days, haven't
turn to their tables and the men to landic trade.
Carmenettes (4)
Jerry Brandow
Ted Oliver Ojc
time for midday theatre-going. What
their own tables.
The girls 'speak
Gcorito ft Oona
Uttle Batbskeller stymied the 44th Street venture was
Geo llankln
fairly good English and are picking
Johnny Cahtll
St Clair & Durand
the lack of cooling plant and the
lot
American
up
a
of
slang.
They
Phil Foster
College iBB
6-8
star's commitments elsewhere.
are Scandinavians. Most Icelanders
Little Joe. Tiny Lou Brown Sis
Irla Wayne
Joe Armatrong
iTo further confuse the issue,
have never seen Eskimos or polar
ssfCoBtlnned from
Honey Breen
Ruth TenipletOB
booked The Bricklayers,
Fischer
bears except in movies.
Nlckl tc Vlckl
forts of its members. It is to be it
Reading, Pa., June 23.
Carney' Sis
Vloter Hugo's Oro
Leon Gautier's dog act, Into the
Quinet's outfit Is pretty tuneful good-will gesture.
Orescent (S)
Louise Cristianl, 27, of the RingLea'e Chancellor Bar 'Priorities' lineup, ai}d in the No. 4
Jerry Delmar Or*
Goodman
circus, who fell but a trifle behind in its numbers.
originally planned to
ling-Bamum-Bailey'
Susan Langs
.m PIntoa
slot it's not clicking, whereas the from a trapeze last Monday night Present favorites are 'Daddy,' 1 gather a group of top-flight bands
Curt Waller 4
BfrA'ard Dolls
pooches were the wow of Fischer's (15) during a performance by the Don't Want to Set the World on and make a two-week tour of larg^
Bmle Swan
Orac* O-Hara
"Ob Carney
Unyos
first
vauder at the 44th Street,
Most of the auditoriums and ballrooms, proceeds
circus here, will be disabled for Fire' and 'Amapola.'
John Reno
Rbythmalrea
'Keep 'Em Laughing.' The Brick- six to eight weeks. At first thought music they play is American.
to be distributed among various reAnne Jtfng
WBstrel Tavern
Wob Karll
layers displaced The Nonchalants in to have only a broken arm. Miss
HcOoldrlck, Jr
'Pabce of the North'
lief organizations.
He spoke to sevKddle King Ore
Tony Btting
'Priorities.'
Borg,
The
which
calls
itself 'the eral leaders and sssertedly had tenCristianl
found
later
to
have
was
Anita Thoma
Rmbaaey
palace of the North,' caters to of- tative okays. However, if the tour
Sally Foy
have
pelvic
fracture
fracShuberts
suffered
a
and
a
a:id
the
Fischer
Billy Hey
Joe Lonegan
ficers. Enlisted men have a couple is made it will probably, include
profit ture 'of the right elbow.
to
netting
|2,000
$3,000
Andrew St*
Margie Harcb
0«o CUirard
Her condition was serious for sev- spots to go. The routine there Is only 'Goodman and Glenn Miller's
Sla*f Glanl* Lottua at the 46th Street, where 'Priorities'
•"at Sberlln Oro
Bd UcGoldrlok. Bi hasn't gone under an $18,000 weekly 'feral days. She is in the Homeo- much the same, only louder.
bands.
Both leaders discussed the
<'«rmantown Bar
Hernvliui Bar
» Acoa 4; fluMn
.Best d^i^cing. is at the British of-.' plan at leniftb last week.
pjithif H(jispiJaXhsre,
^_ JQoji.-iBnp. U^IIdJBs. gl^OSS-.
...
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